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STOP TH
That

is

the dream of every artist and

we have

•

SHOW

got the song that will

We

STOP ANY SNOW*

II

have seen
•

it

done night after night, day after day.

All

over the Country Singers are Stopping the

Show

with

AMERICA HERE S MY BOT
THE GREATEST OF ALL PATRIOTIC SONGS

FROM ME TO MANDY LEE
A

With a wonderful

lyric and the dandiest tune you ever heard.
double and great male and female version.

swingy-singy idea song.

With a corking

YOU CANT MISS— WITH THIS ONE
We were going to hold this "Bird" back, but circumstance* compel us to publish

it.

Your

gain.

M

ii

LETS ALL DO SOMETHING
A new patriotic song by the writers of "America, Here's My Boy."

It's

a

riot.

Here's the chorus:

CHORUS
Let's all do something,

We can all do something;
Ev'ry

little bit

do

helps, so

it

now.

We want the man with the sword, the man with the
The man with the
Girls,

—

you don't need rehearsing

To go Red Cross
.

gun,

hoe, and the plow;

nursing,

Your hand can soothe a

soldier's brow,
Ev'ry boy can be a scout,
Ev'ry body must turn out,
And do their little bit of something;
Let's all do something,

/

UNCLE SAMMY WANTS US NOW.
..

ft

THE HIT OF ANNA HELD'S SHOW, "FOLLOW ME"
fJ

"There'sSomethingAboutYouMakesMeLoveYou
HIT-MU

MORRIS MUSIO OO
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General Manager
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CHARITY SHOW;
AIDI NG RED CROSS FUND

Walter F. Wanger Proposes to Present "Once Upon a Time"

Under Auspices of Red Cross Organization. All
to

Go

Plans are underway
next season of a trei
"!

tion of the fairy tale
der the direction of Wl
which will 1}e one of
juncts to the Red Crol
of which, it is hoped tj
annually for that soci
is to be entitled "Onc(
Each season it will ret

a

new

ung
luclunfer,

adins
.000
icce
le."
rith

Eugene Walter

is tol

and adapt]

productions.

Each

inal
lese

ol

are

to be done on a scalf
the outlay of over $l{
initial curtain goes ui

lean

melodrama,

[and
the

ballet, in<

a large chorus. It
producer to carry a
Maxfield Parrish is]
last two sets to com;
five for the products
be nine tremendous
Four are to be drot
painted by Mr. Pai
models alone will hai
000. Those already d
able master works
carried out to the uti
Parrish,

who has

I

models. One of the set
pleted took six weeks
they have been used
completed, Mr. Parrii
them. He has placed]
of $10,000 each upon
designs will also be
Mr. Wanger has
Marion Davies and
appear in the piece.
"Jack and the Beai
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the

be
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the
of
to

told,

{also

mic
50,-

jrittist,

Mr.
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on wood, instead of
painting on paper ui

tale that is

coi

second

season,
musical extravagant

was produced at]
At present the plinl

oil

tion are being helcf
the big Capitol theaj
and 51st street is coi

ured "Once Upon
opening attraction

sent Tuesday, with Mr. Eltingc reported to be taking up picture playing
over the summer.
Thia it the sixth year of Eltinge's

phenomenally successful tours under
Woods management, the Woods office having been the first to present the
famous impersonator as an individual
star in a legitimate attraction.
While Eltinge somehow never con-

the

nected in New York for a marked run,
out of town he was a box office furore
and often had to give extra and morning matinees to accommodate the rush.

rash

Lfter

sets
le

of

trice

|drop
to
in to

SAWYER AND BARRIE AGAIN.
The dancing

act of

Joan Sawyer and

Nisei Barrie has again been formed,
and will be placed for immediate time

the
\o
a

lame

vaudeville by Arthur Klein.
Mr. Barrie was Miss Sawyer's first
dancing partner on the stage. Of late
he has been playing in pictures. Before taking up dancing Mr. Barrie was
quite well
legit stage.

known

as a player

on the

CIRCUS LOTS CULTIVATED.
An advance agent for a circus who

fig-

the

ground under

intil

iway

cultivation.

at.

th

SIR GILBERT PARKER'S DRAMA.

for

1

While

11.

the
leen
led

SOLDIERS DRAWING SHOWS.
Chicago, May 31.
A possible reason why several eastern managers have suddenly decided to
send shows to the coast this summer,
lies in the fact that at a number of
cities there are now army and navy
concentration points.
A showman in discussing the situation pointed out the recent army order
making it illegal to serve or sell alcoliquors to men in uniform is
good for theatricals since the average
pay per month Is $42, figuring the officers' pay with that of his men.
The latest addition to the shows go-

with one-nighters.
Ernest Truex remains with the show, but there are to
be a number of cast changes, the No. 2
"Eddie" filling the places of those not
making the trip.
Oscar Shaw returns to New York to
start rehearsals for the musical version
of "The College Widow."
•

WAR NOT A JOKE.
Fred Hildebrand, formerly appearing
in vaudeville with Boland and Hildebrand. called the other day at the Aviation Corps to enlist.
Mr. Hildebrand
stands over six feet and is quite thin.
Prepared to undergo the physical examination, a sergeant standing near-by
looked him over, then felt of his arm,
and remarked, "Say, young fellow, do
you know that this war is on the level?"

CRITIC AND P. A. MARRYING.
Hey wood Broun, until a few weeks
ago the dramatic critic of the •Tribune,"
andRuth Hale, press representative for
Arthur Hopkins, are to be married
shortly according to intimate friends.
Mr. Broun has left "the Trib." to become the chief of staff of the press censorship bureau in Washington.

DENVER UNION PROVIDING.
Denver, May 31.
The Denver Stage Employes Union,
7, will pay $1 a day to every single
and $2 a day to every married member

No.

Arizona the past winter for
his health, Sir Gilbert Parker, who has
returned east, finished a new drama,
which will probably be produced by
in

t

the Charles

Frohman

Co.

enlists or is drafted, during the
entire term of his enlistment.
The union has also subscribed for
$1,000 worth of Liberty loan bonds
and has provided the entire equipment
of a room for a Red Cross base hospital.

MOOSER PRODUCING.
George
manager
fices,

is

Mooser,
for

formerly

the Oliver

Cincinnati,

plans.

May

31.

Congressman A. W. Overmyer, of the
Committee on Agriculture { has notified
Myers Y. Cooper, of this city, president
of the Ohio Fair Managers' Association, consisting of 80 agricultural societies, that in his opinion Ohio fairs
will be exempt from having their ad-

mission fees taxed during the war.

Cooper stated

that

the

fairs

will

prove valuable to the government's
proposed food increased food producLiberal prizes are betion campaign.
ing offered by fair boards to stimulate
interest in vegetable

and stock

raising.

PASS TAX BOTHERSOME.
Call it a "broad," "ducket," "skull"
or just plain pass, for no matter what
you call it, it is the wherewith to
crash" past the door keeper, but the
same wherewith is to carry a burden
from this time forth. It has been written down and set forth in the new War
Tax measure that each free ticket to a
place of amusement must carry a stamp
and the stamp must be paid tor by the
user of the ticket who must cancel it by
writing his name across the fact of
the stamp.
The management of the Orpheum,
Brooklyn (ore of the Keith houses) is
the first to send a notification to the
daily papers regularly receiving passes
that in the future none would be sent
out, but that those authorized may call
for the seats at the box office.
In a measure the idea of cancelling
free pass stamps will undoubtedly do
away with the misuse of courtesies the
theatre managers extend rather too
freely.

ORPHEUM PRODUCED SKETCHES.
Next season in vaudeville may
a few playlets produced under the
sonal direction of the Orpheum
cuit heads.
Martin Beck is reported to hsve
orably passed upon three or

see
percirfav-

four
sketches which will be staged before
the new season starts.
The Orpheum's general manager.
Harry Singer, has also a couple of

ketches selected from several read,
which he will order placed in stage
form.

EMMT WEHLEN TO RETURN.
Emmy

Wehlen has announced her
intention to desert the picture field
next season and according to her present plans will return to musical comedy.

Ofat least

two new shows under his own management next season.
Mooser plans to remain on Broadway and already has started in on his

new production

=

general

Morosco

arranging to produce
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ing coastward is "Very Good Eddie."
which leaves the Garrick here this
week, breaking its two-week Journey

who

has just been through the Illinois and
Indiana territory reports that there is
extreme difficulty in obtaining lots for
the shows to play, because local communities have placed all of the available

Iduc-

=

1917

in

Fairy

AMERICANS
American music
abandoned by the

its

the house

WOODS RELEASES ELTINCE.
The agreement between Julian Eltinge and A. H. Woods, expiring Nov.
15 next was canceled by mutual con-

tenic
torn-

title

The Chicago,

owner, Charles Herman.
was converted from a
cafe and dance hall, William Morris
took charge and made it a money
maker.
However since the Shuberts
took it over four or five years ago, the
theatre has proven a loadstone and its
managers have lost a small fortune trying to put it on a paying basis.
The last attraction to play the house
back to

When

2,

holic

was "Very Goo4 Eddie."

fairy tale.

fairy tales

Profits

Mazfield Parrish Painting
Scene. Models.

to Charity.

JUNE

"FOLLIES" AT $5 FOR OPENING.
Florenz Ziegfeld, Jr., has decided the
opening night prices for the "Follies"
at the Amsterdam will be $5 per seat
This will give the house a capacity of
$6.000 for that -performan ce.

CABLES

*

PROBLEMATICAL DAMAGE GIVEN
IN HIGH ENGLISH COURTS
Having Sharing Arrangement Sues to Recover Percentage of Lost Receipts Through Theatre Having

Artiste

Admission Scale.
Allowance
Based on Previous Engagements.

Increased

London,

May

31.

A new

point of law is raised in a decision by the King's Bench division of
the High Court on a theatrical law suit,
brought by Liane d'Eve against the
Empire Theatre of Varieties of Middlesborough for breach of contract
Mile. d'Eve entered into a contract
to play on sharing terms with the management of the theatre, she to furnsh
the entire show and to receive 60 per
cent of the gross. About that time the
Government entertainment tax went
into operation and the house manage-,
the prices for all seats
throughout the theatre, causing the
gross to drop below that of previous
engagements at the former scale.
Plaintiffs counsel contended it would
be possible for any management, at
any moment, by altering the prices, to
render it impossible for an artist to
earn a living. On the question of damages, he added, it must be assumed
that if the plaintiff had had the same
fair play as in previous engagements,
she would have been as great a suc-

Herbert Jay.
Charles Dillingham has the American
rights to the pjay.

"INSIDE THE LINES" GOOD.
London, May 31.
.
„_
Inside the Lines" was produced at
the Apollo May 23.
The press generally votes it a good play.
It was
enthusiastically received.

LAUDER SHOW ENDING RUN.
London, May 31.
"Three Cheers," in which Harry
Lauder is appearing, will be withdrawn
from the Shaftesbury June 2.
The show will be succeeded by the
Carl Rosa Opera Company now at
the Garrick, which opens at the Garrick June 4.

PUT

IN PROVINCES.
London, May 31.

Harry Tate, unable to play London
owing to the barring clause in his contract with Albert
vue, "Good-Bye,"

De

Courville, the re-

was produced at the
Brighton Hippodrome June 28, witli
Tate and Irene Shamrock in the leading parts.

TOM

an innovation in West End
charging from eight to one shil-

prices,
lings ($2.00 to 25 cents), including the
war tax on tickets.

At

all

May

London,

31.

Charles B. Cochran will present at
the Ambassadors', June 5, E u gene
Brieux's hitherto prohibited play. "The
Three Daughters of M. Dupont," with
Ethel Irving and O. B. Clarence in the
leading roles.
Lawrence Irving presented the play
in America some years ago.

London,

May

Haskell.

PICKED AS SEASON'S SUCCESS.
London, May 31.
its

SON.

London, May 31.
Lieut. Colonel Walter Gibbons' wife
ptesented him with a son May 15.

war

100th

the advice of his physician.

Yorke

the principal part,

made

a good impression and we shall see
both Potass and Perlmutter in another
Jewish pictire shortly entitled "A Just
»»

Deception.'"

Many variety managers

are of opinion

ne* "Entertainment Tax" wtil
mean the closing of provincial houses
during July and August The cheaper
cinema h ousts are feeling the drain terribly.
A report on the subject of
cheaper seati shows that at 315 theatres the takings for three months immediately folowing the tax show a rethat the

'

Louisa Nolan, a chorus girl appearing in "Three Cheers" at the Shaftesbury, who was awarded the military
cross by the king in recognition of her
heroism during the Irish rebellion, has
been further honored with a gold wristlet watch
from the Carnegie Hero
Fund. The Lord Mayor made the presenatioa.

July.

NO. 2 "LIBERTY AFLAME."
There

is an endesvor afoot to secure the services oi Margaret Anglin
to present the Julia Arthur offering,
"Liberty Aflame" over the Orpheum
Circuit Miss Arthur is to continue to
present the act in the East.
The Orpheum Circuit announced that
it had secured Miss Anglin on WedAnglin
nesday. The same day Miss
announced she would present three
plays in New Yorkmext season. They
are a iruiiiacized version of Emerson
Hough^s novel "The Broken Gate,"
Hulbert Footner's play, "Getters and
Givers," and a comedy entitled "The

Pot

o'

Shamrock."

bought 100 seats for
music-hall
boxing
chamoionsTiins,#b take place at the Nationjftf Sporting* Club on June 7th for
the use of wounded soldiers.

CANADIAN CONDITIONS.
The present

.Conditions in Canada,
governing ijie~e<|trance into that conntry of forefgJferi, have been modified
to enable professionals to appear there.
This at least is Ae case with the players engage^ by the Canadian Circuit
Co., of which Cltrk Brown is general
manager.
Mr. Brown furnishes each American
player engaged by him, whether for
stock or vaudeville, with a letter, stating (he purpose of the artist entering
Canada and the length of the stay. This.
has been accepted by the Canadian
Commissioner Of Immigration, who has
been assured by U.r. Clark no one will
be brought into tne country by his corporation eaccepttnte for the purposes set
1

forth.

LONG TACK SAM. ~
pictures of Long Tack Sam end
his family are on the cover page this

31.

week.

Long Tack, Sam is the most versatile
celestial' in
America and with his
troupe- can oft>r an entire evening's entertainment.
His act in vaudeville
'

however, run's only 24 minutes, but embraces magic, sitiginrr. piano playing,
contortion, juggling and comedy and is
the peer of all Chinese acts.
A member of the troupe, 74 years of
age, did the famous needle trick in
China when a mere boy, and would like
to prove it to certain claimants of this
trick who are young enough to be his

charities,

Ben Web*

Dare Leaves "Hanky Panky."
London, May 31
"Hanky Panky"

Phyllis Dares leaves
at the Empire Tune 2.

British Empire pictures are coming
along at last. Britain, Australia, Canada and now South Africa are turning
out fine pictures and the public are beginning to ask for them. A few days
ago "The Grit of a Jew/' with Augus-

The

ster has been substituted.

Phyllis

14.

will be held this year at Royal Hospital
.Grounds, Chelsea. Attractions have so
increased that the Royal Botanical Gardens cannot accommodate them.
This popular function will be held in

Forbes-Robertson Ordered Out of Play.
London, May 31.
At the Queen's, where Foroes-Robertson has been plaving "The Passing
of the Third Floor Back." donating his
in aid of

May

duction of £52,000 less than the preceding three months.

"Jimmy" Glover commenced a season of comic opera Mav 28 at Plymouth
for
four
weeks,
reviving
"Cloches Corneville." with Yvonne
Granville as principal, to be followed
by "Falka" and "La Mascotte."

company

London,

Charles B, Cochran has acquired a
play by Captain Bruce Bairnsfather entitled "The Better 'Ole" for production
in the autumn.
He has also secured
the English and American rights of
'Carminetti,"
recently produced in
Paris by Andre Barde and C. A. Carpentier. Music by Emile Lassailly. It
will follow "£150" at the Ambassador's
with Delzm in the leading part

Garden Party Needs More Room.
London, „ May 31.
Theatrical Garden Party

COMIC OPERA SEASON.
May

LONDON.

The annual

he has been compelled to withdraw on
31.

Albert deCourville presents "Smile"
at the Garrick June 6. with Fred Duprez as leading comedian.
The -"-eviie will be staged by Tack

"General Post" celebrated

HAVE

all-star bills.

entire

DUPREZ HEADING REVUE.

GIBBONS'

successfully continues
policy of three shows daily, with

London,

SHOWING.
London, May 31.

31.

generally gaining
the theatre tax will not be imposed beyond October and may probably be
dropped entirely before that time.
is

The program this week includes
Marie Lloyd, Billv Merson. Sam Barton, Lorna and Toots Pounds, May
Moore Duprez, Bransby Williams.

other houses visitors pay the

PUT

London, May

The impression

The Palladium
its

IN

tus

ALL STARS, THRICE DAILT.
London, May 31.

tax.

PROHIBITED

Paul Martinette is about again after
a long and severe illness. Charles Austin is recovering from his recent ac-

—

of .Wjfef, ••••Penny
Stafford Smith, was
It is a brilliant far-

comedy of Lancashire life and
a triumph for Ada King as the
leading lady.
Incidentally, Manager Aldin introduced

POM" AT THE PALACE.

"Vanity Pair" will leave the Palace
Tune 9, and some time during the fed*
lowing week, probably June t5, Alfred Butt will present tnere "Pom
Pom," produced by tb* American stage
director. William T. Wilson.
FARCICAL COMEDY
Tj^ die cast will be Gertie Millar,
London, May 31. _ ---Grade Leight, John Hynphries.

cical

IN LONDON.
London, May 31.

THEATRE TAX MAT BE DROPPED.

ances in Middlesborough as a basis to
determine the amount she was entitled
to have earned on the contract, he rendered a verdict for something like $140
more than her share of the 60-40 division of receipts for the week.

was

AND INJURED

cident.

town and taking two previous appear-

Atthe_£
WiseTby Mary
produced May 26.

This will be her first appeartnee
other than as an amateur.
The experiment of presenting a neophyte in a leading role in the West
End will be watched with intersft

old.

presented by Frederick Harrison in
conjunction with Percy Hutchison and

The Court

BRILLIANT

"LONDON PRIDI

rent season. It is a comedy in three
acts by J. E. Harold Terry, and is

MUST

held that plaintiff was ento damages through the alteration of the admission prices, but there
had never been a precedent to determine problematical receipts either in
England or America. He ruled the
plaintiff was surely entitled to takings
equal to previous engagements in the

IN

London, May 31
Mabel Russell retires from "London
Pride" at Wyndham's June 13, andii»
be succeeded by Flora Le B re ton,.'direct from the Acamedy of Dranfitic
Arts. Miss LeBreton is only 17 jjars

ILL

performance at the Haymarket, Tune 1,
and is probably the success of the cur-

cess.
titled

DEBUTANTE

Her successor

be Jennie Benson.
In spit of the continual additions the
piece remains unintere sting.
will

_

sens.

"Another surprise came in the last act with
Society Dances of Mile. Wertebsa and Prank
Van Hoven. He is now working- all through
the Revue and his French, if anything, is worse
than when he was at the Alhambra last sumfrfr; but he makes us laugh, and that is what
Faria wand at the present time, Perhspt some
day he will tell the world what he is ambitious
to become. At present he does at piano playing, dancing, bicycle riding, etc. But one must
admit he is a past msster at what the Americans would term 'stalling his way through/ M
(Translated from "La Petite Journal." Paris.)

The gorgeous costumes and settings
are beautiful 1 examples of oriental
needle work and are valued at a small
fortune.

Long Tack^ Sam and his company
have played eyery first class vaudeville
theatre in thei entire world.
Mirinelli is\ the agent for
tours.

foreign
ad-

Long Tack Sam's American
New York.

dress ia VAWBirr,

VAUDEVILLE
INTERNING GERMAN ARTISTS
IS GOVERN MENT'S PLAN
Secret Service Agents Checking Up Permit Applications with
Emigration Records. June 9 Last Day Permission
to Travel.
Germans who do not make application to the Government for special per-

of these entertainments throughout the
country in the various houses at which

mits to travel
prior to June
special deputy
into custody.'

he has appeared.

into the restricted zones
9 will be checked up by
U. S. marshals and taken
Later they will be sent
to internment camps which will be located in various sections of the country.

The camp

for the eastern section
will be in the vicinit" of Lake Erie.
An official attached to the U. S. marshal's staff for the southern district
of New York gave an opinion there
were in the neighborhood of 300
members of the theatrical profession listed on the books in the office of the Department of Justice.
Of
these less than half had applied for
permits. Those who did not will immediately be looked up as suspects and
interned.
Especial attention will be
paid to theatrical cases because the
members have a legitimate excuse for
traveling.
The investigation thus far has
brought to light that from time to time
a number of men of German origin,
who had not professed their intention
to become citizens of the United States,
had acted in the capacity of jurors in
the courts of this country. In each of
the cases where this will be proven, the
verdict will be thrown out of court and
a new trial ordered.
Jas. A. Power, \J. S. Marshal for the
Eastern District of New York City, is
making a special investigation of Germans in the Brooklyn and Flatbush
edict of last

week prohibiting

all

alien enemies from approaching within
a half mile of the water front, wilt
make it impossible for even those Ger-

mans who have secured permits or
made application for permits to play
any of the theatres located below 14th
street, as Manhattan Island narrows
down to such an extent that any of the
theatres in that section are within less
than a half mile of the water front and
adjacent to the bridges.

their way to New York from California to appear in the playlet

on

The National Winter Garden management has finally made arrangements

BATES AND VAUDEVILLE.
Nora Baves

is returning to vaudea tew weeks, perhaps opening
Monday (June 4), or a week later,
placed by Jenie Jacobs.
Miss Bayes will do a single turn,
without any of the company in her
personal show at the 39th street theatre, which closed Saturday.

ville for

CHARLOTTE PARRY.
Casting aside all of the protean honors earned in vaudeville where she became famed for character playing and
quick changes, Charlotte Parry has
evolved a single turn, reported as a
unique combination of story-songs, and
will first present the new act on Broadway next week at the Colonial.

NO LONGER MR. AND MRS. CARTER.
May

31.

Frank Carter and Lucy Weston are
no longer Mr. and Mrs. Frank Carter,
according to Carter, who is here, while
the Al Jolson show is laying off, preparatory to its trip to the coast.
The final decision the pair had agreed
to disagree was reached lately.
It is
understood Mr. Carter has become engaged to a Chicago heiress.

BACKWARD SUMMER.
all

theatrical plans, with those houses not
having closed, continuing without date

announced.
The weather break, of frequent ocfor Belle Baker to headline the opening
currence with past years, has been exbill at that house.
tended beyond customary time this
The feature atraction will be Ben season. The theatres now open report
...Welch r rvdthffr -of whom Ha.«_sipnfar*d.. 4>r.o.6iable..bustn.eM and are prepared to
in that section of the town since windeclare the weather man in on the gross
ning vaudeville laurels. This section
if he doesn't change the temperature
was the scene of the early appearances
of Belle Baker as a member of the
BILLY GRADY'S PASSING.
casts presenting Yiddish plays here.
Commencing Sunday, June 3, Billy
The East Side Winter Garden books
Grady, the agent, will be a Benedict.
its pop vaudeville shows through the
*
On that date poor Bill marries, to MarU. B. O.
guerite E. Foster, a Brooklyn young
woman and a non-professional.
8WITCH PARTNERS.
The ceremony will be performed in
The most recent example of a 50-50 Brooklyn, a fit place for the deed.
split is the switching of partners of
two vaudeville teams, breaking up two
Claudius and Scarlet in "Follies."
teams and Organizing two new ones.
The Ziegfeld "Follies" for this year
Lou Luckett of the team of Lucketf
will have Caludius and Scarlet among
and Waldron, has taken Jessica Brown
its attractions.
The team .will travel
of Young and Brown as a partner, and
with the show, leaving "The Midnight
Jack Waldron has teamed with Myrtle
Frolic" on the Amsterdam Roof, when
Young. Aaron Kessler is handling the
"The Follies" starts on the road, meanformer act
while likely appearing in other performances over the summer.
PALACE'S "LEVY MORNING."
The Palace, New York, has invited
Bert Levy to give a children's morning
Norworth-Lorraine "Breaking In."
at the Palace theatre this Saturday
Jack Norworth and Lillian Lorraine
morning. All of the children are to
will "break in" their vaudeville turn
be invited as the guests.
week of June 11 and play together a
Mr. Levy has been giving a series
few weeks this spring.
•

CHAS.

IN.

Al Jolson dropped in on Broadway
Monday, to remain until necessary to
leave and rejoin the Jolson show, "Robinson Crusoe, Jr.," reopening at St
Faul Monday, June 4, after laying off
this week. It gave Al a chance to return to New York and incidentally
make a few disc records, at so much
(which is very much) per disc
The Jolson show starts for the Coast
al>out June 7, opening at San Francisco
June 24, remaining there three weeks
and then going to Los Angeles for two
weeks more.
The show took the town record at
Kansas City when playing to $23,500
Three
at a $2.50 scale, on the week.
days in Omaha got it $7,800 and two
performances in Sioux City brought
with corresponding business
$4,200,
attraction

left

As Jolson

is

the

since

Garden.

the
"in"

Winter
on the

show besides his salary weekly, it's
York
likely the present trip to
settling day with the Shuberts
for Jolson's share to date. This seemed

New

became

The backward summer has upset

DOWNTOWN'S GARDEN FEATURES.

his

attorneys to take steps to prevent the
use of the title, "Here Comes the
Bride," in vaudeville for a playlet, written by Ruth Comfort Mitchell
Flo and Ollie Walters, heralded as
"two clever society entertainers/' are

Chicago,

sections'.

The

PLAYLET TITLE INFRINGES.
Edgar MacGregor has informed

AL JOLSON DROPS

5

Jossible since it was rumored around
olson intended purchasing $100,000
worth of Liberty bonds.
That show business has been good to
Jolson is evidenced by the special car
he is traveling in, at his own expense,
paying $55 daily for it The New York
Central rented the car to the star,
equipping it with a porter, waiter and
cook. It has brass beds and is a regular traveling home, says Al. The car
is tacked onto the special train carrying the "Crusoe" people and production.

The next Jolson show due
Winter Garden next
sort

of

fall,

continuation

for the

may be

a

"Robinson

of

Crusoe," and it is practically settled
that Jolson will be found again in his
comic role of "Good Friday"

E.

KOHL DEAD.

Chicago, May 31.
Charles E» Kohl, managing director
of the Western Vaudeville Managers'
Association and active representative
and general manager of his late

under
mysterious circumstances in a sanitarium Monday, his death being ascribed to heart failure after an autopsy

father's theatrical interests, died

held by representatives of the coroner's
office.

Kohl wasHound running through the
MoAay morning claiming he
had been s^t, hut no bullet wounds
were found on his body by the physicians who attended him. For the past
two years Kohl has been suffering from
melancholia and of late his actions had
streets

caused his friends much worry. He resigned recently from the officers' staff
of the 1st Wisconsin Infantry. Ouring
a training period with his regiment
Kohl was struck^ on the head with a
spade and this injury is supposed to
have had much to do with his death.
Charles E. Kohl first became president in the active management of theatricals when he succeeded Charles E.
Bray as general manager of the "Association.
Shortly after he was appointed managing director of the organization, an honorary position, which
carried little or no authority or work.
His first move was to appoint Mort
Singer as general manager of the W.
V. M. A., which position Singer still
holds.

With Singer in active charge of the
agency, Kohl devoted most 6f his time
to traveling, and beyond being recognized as a figurehead in Chicago theatricals his connection with the industry was purely of a financial nature.
He is survived by a widow and two
children, a daughter and son, the latter being named Charles E. Kohl, 3d,
mother, brother (Jack) and two sisHe was about 38 years of age
ters.
and in physical stature resembled his
father very much.

JORDON JEWELS RELEASED.
Chicago,

May

31.

Collector of Customs Rivers McNeil
has released the $50,000 worth of gems
seized some weeks ago from Mrs. Nellie Jordon, wife of Joe Jordon, the

negro song writer.
At the time Mrs. Jordon arrived from
Liverpool she failed to declare the
property and the jewels were held as
smuggled goods.
It has since been proven thev were
property.
Mrs.
personal
Jordon,
though an English citizen, is said to
be the daughter of an East Indian
merchant. The customs officer is still
holding $2,000 worth of jewels belonging to her husband, who is the colored

song writer.

RUTH RANDALL MARRYING.
Ruth Randall

Chicago. Mav 31.
divorced from

lately

Saronoff, the violinist, is to marry
He
Cleveland.
Hanna, Jr.. of

Dan

!s a
student officer at Fort Harrison, according to a news report from Indian-

apolis.

SONG WRONGLY U3ED.
from

their

act

the

musical

number, "Allah's Holiday," from "Katinka."

Pat Rooney has been using the
music for a dancing number.

Maude

Fealy's Condensed Playlet.

Denver,

May

31.

"The Reason," a one-act play by
Maude Fealy, the actress, was tried out
here Thursday.

It

is

of "Shadows-Lights," a

a condensation
four-act

com-

edy by Miss Fealy, which she produced at a benefit here a few weeks
ago.

The longer play has possibilities, but
doesn't seem to have the

the sketch

punch.

Chicago,

May

31.

Marion Morgan, now resting at AshN. C, will return to the New
York in three weeks to direct a new
act to be done by the Morgan Dancers.
Miss Morgan has several plans for
ville,

next season's offering. One is to carry
a large orchestra when the act would
consume half the running time of the
average big time bill.

MISS MERRILL'S "FOLLIES" SONGS.
The comedy songs to be sung by
Fannie Brice and Bert Williams in the
new Ziegfeld "Follies" will be rewritten by Blanche Merrill, who accepted
a contract to write this much only of
the entertainment.

WOOD

FINED AND APPEALS.

Judge Schmuck of the City Court
Joe Wood, the theatrical producer, $250 for contempt of court for
failing to appear and be examined in
proceedings,
with
supplementary
fined

Charles

Arthur Hammerstein, Ltd., through
House, Grossman & Vorhaus, has notified
Rooney and Bent they must
eliminate

DANCER AND ORCHESTRA.

S.

Rosenthal

appointed

re-

ceiver for Wood to endeavor to collect the judgment of $800 secured bv

Olga Feldman (Countess Olga Rossi)
for breach of contract.
Wood claims that he was detained In
Elmira on the day he was to have
appeared in court owing to the serious
illness of two girls in one of his companies and has secured a stay of execuHe will appeal the fine to the
tion.
Appellate Division.

Perry Managing Columbia, ChL
Unless other plans are made, Frank
Perry, who formerly m&nsged the
Gayety, St Louis, will manage the Columbia (burlesque), Chicago, succeeding E. H. Wood, who has had the house
since Colonel Billy Roche severed conG.

nections there.
19 for the

May

The Columbia dose4
summer season.

VAUDEVILLE
PERFORMANCE BIGGEST
EVER GIVEN IN VAUDEVILLE

N. V. A.

Financial Returns Surpassing Expectations.

Show

at Hippo-

drome Sunday Night Has Great Variety and Numbers.
Program of Over 250 Pages.
The first annual performance of the
National Vaudeville Artists, to be held
Sunday (tomorrow) night, at the New
York Hippodrome, has already far surpassed the anticipations of its promoters. The returns promise it will be the
biggest thing of its kind vaudeville has
ever had.

A

finishing rush gave impetus to the
selling of tickets and program space,
with the result the performance finanThe soucially is an assured success.

venir program is of over 250 pages. No
estimate has been given of the tickets
sold, but there has been a vast quantity
disposed of, with the sale of the one

exchange ticket reaching huge

dollar

proportions.
The Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association has worked in harmony with the N. V. A. on the affair,
and the latter will further aid the performance by assisting to secure the best
show obtainable.
Pat Casey will have charge of the

by Mark Nelson, with
R. H. Burnside, the Hippodrome's genstage, assisted

eral stage manager, promising to be
present* Ben Roberts will conduct the
orchestra of 25 pieces.
Artists volunteering will be given a
limited stage time for appearance. Combinations are to be effected that will be

impromptu

turns.

BRATS GOING ABROAD.
Not
Charles
but to

delighted
E. Bray

at

sees

make another

the

no
trip

prospect,
alternative
to Paris,

starting about June 16, with Mrs. Bray.
It is necessary to sail across the ocean
at this time to secure a further series of
the Travelogs the Orpheum Circuit has

featured in its houses the past season.
last installment was obtained by
Mr. Brav in person, likewise on the

The

other

side.

are in New York now,
closing the New Orleans Orpheum for the summer. Mr. Bray remained in that city over the whiter
looking after the house and arranging
for the building of the new Orpheum,
which will start in the fall. He will
probably return to New Orleans this
week, coming back to catch the French

The Brays

after

boat at this port.
Mrs. Bray is pleased at the ocean
voyage just now, scenting an element
Her husband takes
of danger in it.
the opposite view, that the danger is
minimized but that personal comfort
will have to be sacrificed under present
conditions.

Chicago. Mav 31.
Johnson, who handles the
Orpheum Travel Weekly, sailed from

Martin

'Frisco

Wednesdav

fpr Australia.

He

has chartered a schooner and will start
out from Svdney for a voyage to the
South Sea Islands, where he will take
over 60,000 feet of pictures. Mr. Johnson was with Jack London on the
"Stark" when the latter made his first
visit

to the islands.

EDDIE CLARK FEELS "DAMAGED."
Fddie Clark who swears he is a playwright has brought an action against
Va*it»,tv to recover $2S, 000, the -amount'
Hark claims he was damaged through
Variftt publishing March 23. last, a renort Clark had tried to hold up members of the "You're in Love" at the
Casino, to contribute toward the price
of two boxes Clark purchased for the
White Rats ball a few days before.

Clark also swears in the complaint
he bought some box seats and gave
them to the people of "You're in Love"
without asking or accepting anything in
return.

The complaint further says Variety,
"well knowing the plaintiff (Clark), deservingly enjoyed the respect and
esteem of his neighbors, associates, acquaintances and friends and of the community in general, wickedly and maliciously intended to injure Clark in
his good name/ fame and credit to
bring him into public scandal, to nold
him up as an object of hatred, ridicule
and contempt, to cause him to be suspected that he was guilty of bad taste,
stinginess, hypocrisy and miserliness
and to harass and. annoy him" and a
lot of other things.
The article in Vabibtt referred to
said:
"Eddie Clark, who is connected
with 'You're In Love' at the Casino, is
said to have reserved two boxes for the
members of that company for the
.

White Rats

ball last Friday night, then
sent each member a bill for a proportionate share of the cost. The last reports were the principals had refused
to be held up."
Gark also swears he is interested in
the management and profits of "You're
In Love.
"Edward Dark" as the complaint describes the defendant, was born Issy or
Isadore Baity.
He is a Hebrew and
has been in show business a number of
years, going on to the stage from the
When known as Issy
race tracks.
Baity, the present "Gark" was a frequenter of the tracks throughout the
country and it is said it was his experiences on those tracks that assisted him
to a stage debut where he did a race
track tout in vaudeville.
Under the name of Edward Clark he
also has an action pending against the
United Booking Offices and associates,
alleging he has been prevented from
appearing in vaudeville through a conspiracy, although in the Marinejli suit,
Clark, when testifying, was obliged to
admit that his acts were "shown" in
U. B. O. houses but could not secure

bookings.

Nourishing

his

grievances

incident concerned with bookings
in the United Booking Offices cropped
up there this week and displayed what
a series of annoying moments to booking men and acts may be caused
through an agent starting a "report."
It is
to vent a grievance or a spite.
but one of several similar occurrences
that appear to grow more frequent,
and the U. B. O. bookers would be
well pleased if the "report" practice
stopped.
Two of the U. B. O. agents had a

controversy over an act

Brighton booking had been set, in
which he acted within reason.
Through the Brighton bill unexf>ectedly taking on a high-priced headiner- for

one of the organization's principal agitators.
It was during the White Rat
troubles that the order held the ball for

which Clark swears he bought some
tickets and gave them away.
Clark is credited on the Casino program with having had something to do
with the writing of "You're in Love,"
a musical piece.

next week, there was a "re-

arrangement of the first program layout and the tentative booking was removed by Mr. Collins, to average the
cost of the bill.
This "cancellation" as the aggrieved
agent termed it, was claimed to have,
been caused by his efforts, and as a,
proof of what he had stated, that the
act "would be kept out of vaudeville."
The act's agent, despite its protests
(the act believing the other agent had
sufficient influence to accomplish what
he claimed), insisted the act go direct
to Mr. Collins and receive the proper
explanation, which Collins made to it.
The U. B. O. booking staff think that
possibly this may happen even more
often than they hear about. They suggest any act given reason to believe
they are "out" without anything more
than hearsay in confirmation, or an
act subject to the whims of more than
one agent, should call on or call up th*e
booking office for a statement concerning their standing through any booking made.

theatre on the Marcus Loew
circuit in the east scheduled to close
over the summer is the Majestic, New-

season this week.
of the Loew eastern
theatres will go through the hot weather with their usual policy, vaudeville or
pictures or both.
ark,

ending

its

The remainder

Interested in Cinema

New

Cincinnati,

The Palace Amusement

House.

May

31.

which
will operate the proposed Palace Theatre, at Sixth and Vie streets, the largest
house in the Ohio Valley, was organized
Saturday, with the followng officers:
John P. Harris, Pittsburgh, president;
E. F. Albee, New York, and Isaac LibCo.,

son, Cincinnati, vice-presidents;
Heidingsfeld, secretary.

Ben

L.

Libson, who now manages five picoperated bv the HarrisKeith film interests in this city, will
have charge of the Palace. W. H. Mcture houses

New York

Keeney**, Newark, Straight Vaudeville.
Keeney's, Newark, discards feature
films next week, the house returning
to the former policy of six vaudeville

McElfatrick designed the Grand
opera house and Walnut street theatre,

acts.

in

The feature film, however, is making money for Keeney's. Brooklyn
house, but it seemingly kept many
away from the Newark show. Starting
next week Danny Simmons, Moss' of-

Tenants have been notified to vacate
by July 1, when the work of razing
buildings on the site is to begin.

fice,

will

Newark

add two more acts to the

bill.

GREENWOOD

IN

TOWN.

George B. Greenwood, from Atlanta,
has been in New York, and is conferaccording to report, with vaudepeople here.
Mr. Greenwood has been a vaudeville
a gent at Atlanta for several years.
ring,

ville

Elfatrick,
tect,
city.

OUT FOR MANAGER.

theatrical archithis

accompanied Mr. Albee to

Cincinnati.

this

week.

BURLESQUE ASS'N OFFICERS.
The Mutual Burlesque Association,
composed of only franchise holders on
the American burlesque circuit, elected
yesterday (Thursday), with I.
H. Herlc selected as president, Blutch
Cooper, vice-president, Barney Gerard,
secretary, Charles Franklin, treasurer.
The officers, with Sam Levy of Detroit in addition, form the board of di-

officers

rectors, who have the sole direction of
the association's affairs.
-

NEW "BURLESQUE WONDER SHOW."
&

Of the five shows Hurtig
Seamoi
will have on the Columbia burlesque
circuit next season, one will be an illnew attraction, named 'The Burlesque

Wonder Show."
Among the new

titles for burlesque
for next season will be "The
Aviators," which will be used in connection with one of the Harry Hart
shows on the American Wheel.

shows

AMERICAN MEETING.
George Peck, general manager of the
American Burlesque Association, has
called a special meeting for house managers and producers of the circuit for
June 4 in the offices of the circuit.
Mr. Peck wants to go over the plans
for the coming season with the producers and managers.
The regular annual meeting of the
Board of Directors of the American
wheel was held Friday, this week.

BARTON

ILL.

Charles Barton, the burlesque man,
is confined to his home in Fordham,
suffering from gallstones. The doctors
are undecided on the advisability of an
operation at this time.

BAKER'S

TWO SHOWS.

PANTAOES AND

ST. LOUIS.

Unless present forecasting goes awry
the Pantages Circuit will have a house
in St. Louis before another snow flies.
When asked about St. Louis, Walter
F. Keefe, who handles the New York
bookings for Pantages. said nothing
had developed beyond St. Louis might
be on the circuit at some future time!
\^hen asked if there was any possibility that Pantages was after Joe Erber's theatre, East St. Louis, Keefe
admitted, that if such a theatrical move
was in the air that he was not aware of
it.
Erber's is booked by Eddie Shayne
in the Chicago W. V. M. A. offices.
Mr. Keefe may go west about July 1.

Empress, Cincinnati, on International.
Cincinnati.

New

•

Charles Baker, who holds the American Wheel franchise for "The Tempters," has been granted another franchise on the burlesque circuit for next
season and will operate two shows.

May

31.

be the vati^cvill* hotrse there, bockrnes
being switched next se&scr. from the
Majestic, which will take care of road

According to rumor, the Empress will
pass from the Sullivan & Considine
vaudeville hands next season and will
be used by the International Circuit
as a pop priced legitimate house,
Chicago men who financed the recent limited engagement which termin-

attractions and pictures.
The Garden, also a Butterfield house,
will have a straight picture policy.
The cost of the Palace will approxi-

Child." by the police, are said to be
back of the project and are convinced
that Cincinnati can support a theatre

mate

of this character.

Vaudeville in

Palace, Flint

Chicago.

May

31.

The new Palace now beine built by
W. S. Butterfield at Flint, Mich., is to

$100.000.

\

Portland, Me., May 31.
Chief Bowen of the Portland Police
Department has sent out a general
alarm for Charles V. Kirkland, one of
the owners of "The Girls from Happyland," which played at the Greely last
week.
Kirkland, who comes from Utica,
N. Y., disappeared Saturday, taking
with him several hundred dollars of
the money of the company, and owing
back salaries to the members.
William Foss, principal comedian,
and who was half owner of the show
with Kirkland has taken the company
to Brunswick, where they are playing

CHAS.

ONE LOEW HOUSE CLOSING.
The only

against

managers who did not think
was -suitable to their stages,
Clark joined the White Rats. During
the recent White Rats strike he was
act

The agent

losing the turn mentioned casually
the act "would be kept out of vaudeville" and several like remarks, which
reached the act of course, as the peeved
agent expected they would.
The act had been pencilled in by
Johnny Collins for the Brighton thea("Pencilled in" is not
tre next week.
an absolute booking, merely tentative,
pending final arrangement of bill, but
often becomes permanent). The agent
having the turn informed it that the

vaudeville
his

POLICE

ANNOYING "REPORTS."
An

ated with the closing of

"Her Unborn

—

VAUDEVILLE
pantalets showing Is worn for a song
green
about the dress mother wore.
tulle affair, not overly smart or overly

AMONG THEJWOMEN
The negligee worn by Emily Ann
Wellman at the Palace this week diatinctly typifies the character of "The
Mrs. Stanford," which the
Flesh pink silk, lacy and
pearl trimmed, it is sweetly feminine,
frail, clinging and dignified as Mrs.
A white evening
Stanford herself.
gown with its tiny brilliant bodice and
its long flowing draperies, increases
her height and adds still more dignity
to the enacting of the big moments of
Winifred Burke Wears a
the sketch.
green velvet fur trimmed wrap over a
black net, jet embroidered gown lined
with green. Strings of jet beads fall
over the upper arms. A long pearl
necklace to toy with at nervous intervals and a large red rose carry out the
vampire idea to perfection.
Ivy Sawyer looks so bride-like in

Yfting

portrayt.

the
Girl

title

role

title-page

on the Magazine,"

it) is a picture in black and white.
very short white flare skirt trimmed
with bands of jet, has a black velvet
Black,
bodice and chiffon sleeves.
white tipped ostrich feathers form the
entire headdress and long black lace
stockings topped with- double puffed
white bloomers were generously disThe designer
played and admired.
over worked in the Chinese affair worn
by Flora Stem, and it lost its effectiveness by being too showy. Ottie Ardine
(McKay and Ardine) is wearing a
dainty dancing frock.
Quantities of
white and beach tulle form side panels over a silver skirt A silver bodice
encrusted with brilliants has a crescent
of tiny pink roses at the waist line.
Watch your step at Freeport this summer.
Miss Ardine-—embonpoint it
close upon yon.

to

A

Many N. V. A. devotees will be pleased

gown, "The
it's

surprising

Santley can wait until next
month to rush her to that little
church.
Miss Sawyer looks charming in all of her gowns. As a little
bright-eyed Japanese she is irresistibly
white kimona
cute and doll like.
over a green petticoat, showing large
appliqued circles of gold and blue
stripped material is an original touch.
A changeable blue-violet skirt, a twotoned wistaria, laced girdle and lace
bodice and cap make her a captivating
peasant girl.
As Liberty, Julia Arthur at the Palace Monday looked graceful and digIn her changeable coppernified.
green-blue draperies over a skirt of
material that so closely resembled
bronze itself, one watched to see if it
moved with the sway of her body.
It did not
Hilda Wolfus, of Williams
and Wolfus, displayed what looked like
a brand new gown of green grey giverette cloth. The skirt shirred on .to the
long waist with a two-inch heading
had a panel or silver lace flounces back
and front Green chiffon sleeves and
a large hat jauntily turned up in the
back completed it A peach colored
bathing outfit was worn for a few seconds only. It's a pity Miss Wolfus
does not have some opportunity to display talent in the act besides the wearing of prety clothes. The young woman in the Page Hack and Mack turn
has proved that acrobats can keep as
up-to-date in their dressing as anybody else. With a. white cloth skirt
cut quite up to the minute, she wears a
coat bodice of nile green satin, White
collars, cuffs, gloves, button shoes and
a sport hat set the stamp of approval.

Joseph

A

know

only a matter of a few
before the club will have its
own restaurant and bar and that while
a table d'hote lunch and dinner may
be served, chops and steaks will be
features of the menu.
Some special
luncheon attractions are being discussed to interest the women members.
to

days

it's

now

At

the Colonial this week Marguerite
(Sterling and Marguerite) is wearing a
showy little costume for her athletics.
It is a combination of pink, black and
flowered material with pink marabou
thrown in for good measure. Harriet
Ross (Mary Lovejoy in the Digbv Bell
act) in the same soft gray silk housedress she wore when the sketch opened
early in the season is ideal The white
lace edged kerchief at neck and loose
sleeves with the dainty lace falling over
wrist and hand suit wonderfully, well
her soft gray hair and young old lady
character. May Duryea wears a mustard

colored crepe with double skirt effect.
A tiny black ribbon tie is just the necessary touch with her black hair.
white semi-tailored one piece cloth
dress is worn by Helen Blair, who
plays the daughter.
Hilda Wolfus
(Williams and Wolfus) wore quite the
most becoming dress she has had, a
turquoise blue satin with baby bodice
showing soft lace at top and tiny
sleeves of same material.
full skirt
draped away from the front showed a
silk lace underskirt.
With this a turquoise blue hat faced with pink.
Will Ward's "Symphony Girls" all
wear the seemingly popular Colonial
dame dresses at opening, changing to
dancing frocks. .A white net caught
up in headings here and there just be-'
low the hips shows a broad band of
blue
trimming on the underskirt.
clinging skirt has, a five-inch band of
sequins half way down that matches
A deep green tulle
the broad belt.
shows perpendicular bands of silver
lavender ruffled
sequins in the skirt.
skirt with gold bodice and an ecru net
and lace ruffled dress all harmonize
nicely and make a pretty setting for
Amelia Stone
their various talents.
(Stone and Kalisz) looks particularly
well in a gold velvet voluptuous wrap
trimmed with civet fur in a specially
showing
furniture,
setting
pretty
screen, chandelier, lamp, etc., covered
with an artistic gold and black silk material.
Her prettv silver, dancing frock
'looks last season s, as it is made with
hoops at sides, but looks wonderfully
Margaret Farrell
well nevertheless.
makes her appearance in front of a
most attractive Chinese blue silk drop
showing two Oriental looking suns and
orange borders at top and bottom. A
putty colored one-piece walking dress
trimmed with heaver is first worn. It
has smart little beaver edged pockets,
as a novelty touch. A French soubret
type of dress has royal blue sequin
panels front and back and is trimmed
A rose dress of
with silver braid.
grandmother's vintage with long lace

A

A

'

The purple velvet Bernhardt-Nazimova affair worn by Dorothy Jar don
at the Riverside is far
in color or design.

A

'

from becoming

sleeveless Chinese blue wrap—mandarin looking in
front and cut very low at back, is for
the Carmen number. A large hat with
black velvet around outline of brim
and crown, has two large black pompoms, which give the only Spanish
touch.
simple white military coat
is worn over a dress of red white and
blue.
An American flag worked out
in the same trimming forms the entire
front of bodice. Other than this last
costume, Miss Jardon's display is not
up to her former high standard, but
what she lacks in effective wardrobe she
makes up for with her fine spectacular

A

voice.

Ethlyn Clark has proved her
unselfishness by giving her one new
frock to "The Guide" in the new Howard and Clark Musical Revue programmed as AUna Poe. It Would certainly have been a shame to throw into
the discard all of her pretty dresses,
which for the most part look as fresh
as they did a few months ago. The
Guide, who looks very much like Miss
Cla rk (who could eas ily have doubled
Little

—

A

A

TOMMY'S TATTLES.
By Thomas J. Gray.

A

becoming, is for her Irish number.
Phyllis Relph wears a white tulle dinner dress with a gayly colored flowered
ribbon girdle which continues down
the back in a sash effect

The woman of Denny and Perri at
the American the first half made three
little green
changes of costume.
shimmery affair coming half way to
her knees is made up of three flounces
edged with gold fringe. Short pants
of the same material show just below
the skirt and a large hat of same material as dress makes a pretty outfit for
"Huckleberry Finn." For the closing
number she wears a changeable blue
taffeta with blue bodice. Elliott's "Mis(girls in blackface)
sissippi Maids"
break the usual routine of chorus work
by three stepping down to the footlights in their turn and singing a chorus
by themselves capably. The principal
girl looks exceedingly well in a white
brocade taffeta made with polonaise
effect, but her last dress can be improved upon the white net looking
soiled against the blue lining and top.
The girls have three changes the best
the orange dresses trimmed with black
bands. They all have pretty figures.
Mabel Douglas of Sampson and Doug-

A

—

—

las is
style.

improving in her comedy and
She wears the same comedy

makeup as

for the past

two seasons

and changes in the hamper or dog crate
brought on stage to a midnight blue
chiffon dress having a tiny border of
brilliants outlining its lower edge and
a solid brilliant bodice. With this she
wears a large silver cloth hat with large
points forming the brim. Better dressing still will improve the act. Monard
and Mayne do a fast little dancing turn.
At the opening the girl has on a blue
velvet full circular skirt, short flare
coat and small hat all of same material,
all trimmed with bands of black plush.
A long blue cape appliqued with silver
stars, a red satin bodice and white
pants are worn for a toe dance, and a
white ankle length dress for the double
dance at finish. Alice Clifton shows a
pretty head of tousled hair in the
sketch she is now doing with Herold
La Costa, but not much in the way of
dress of any sort She makes her appearance in her husband's dressing
gown and slippers, getting a lot of
laughs out of the dressing scene where
she uses up almost a paper of pins put-

Many women
ting herself together.
in the American audience were perhaps
quite familiar with the careless, happygo-lucky female she portrays.

MARRIAGES.
Mabele Cedars, leading

woman

to

Julian Eltinge in "Cousin Lucy," to
Jack Pierre, company manager, in Chicago, ten days ago.
Frankie Wade, for two years with
"The Bride Shop," last October, to
Bernard Broadhurst, manager of the
Bond Hotel, Hartford, Conn. The wedding has been kept a secret

Ruby Jacquelin Smith and Majoi
John Albert Brown of the 1st Inf. N. G.
Penna.,

May

24, at St. Stephen's,

New

York City.
John H. Billsbury, of the Victoria
Four and interested in the Helen Murphy agency, Chicago, and Miss Murphy's sister, Laura May, in New York,
May 30. Helen Murphy, who came on
with her sister for the wedding, will
look over local acts with a view of
placing them under contract for western dates.

The income war tax won't be felt
very hard by the acts playing the cut
weeks.
In the midst of the benefit season

Motion Picture Companies are now
engaging orchestras to play appropriate Junes while certain scenes art
being played we submit the following

—

suggestions:

When

May

30,

comedian throws pie—

"Good Pie Sweetheart, Good

When

vampire starts to

When

Pit."

camp—

Make My Eyes Be-

"I Just Can't
have.

Returns

"Father

from

the

Mines"—
"The Old Soaken Bucket"

Happy Ending-Kiss-Fade Out—
"Everybody's Doing It"

With

the college boys enlisting,
looks like a tough season for the
chorus girl.

it

When you come to think of it, conscription is not so bad.
Besides "the
folks you love," it also takes in authors, song pluggers, hotel clerks, baggage men, act reviewers, agents, chorus
men, tagicab drivers, and female impersonators.

We

didn't think the

war would

effect

musical comedy until yesterday. We
heard that three costume designers
were going to the front as Red Cross
nurses.

,

,

tjBJVJSjBJI

People are using so much bunting
and so many American flags it's going
to be tough on magicians who use them
for a finish.

Do You Know ThatFew good Irish comedians come
from Japan?
Animal acts have to be fed while laying off?
Fink tights should not be worn for
north pole scenes?
Monologues are no good in a circus
tent?

love will find a way— lots
love work, but they can't
to get it

They say
of

people

find a

way

Suppose you're wondering how the
summer home is going to look.

INTERNATIONAL'S LAY-OUT.
The. present lay-out for the International Circuit for next season includes 22 shows, 12 new to the circuit and seven brand new shows.
In eluded in the list are "Which One
Shall I Marry" (Ed. Rowland), "Peg
O' Mv Heart" (Robert Campbell),
"The Old Homestead" (James Thatcher). "Shore Acres" ((Stair and Nicolai), "My Irish Cinderella" (Chas. E.
Blaney). r«The White Slave" and "The
Cinderella Man" both by Robert Campbell, a Hawaiian show by Rowland
& Howard, with four shows by Gus
Hill, including "Mutt and Jeff " "Bringing Up Father," "Hans und Fritz," and
a new piece by Martin Herman (A. H.
>ods), will
place a company of
"Common Clay'' on the circuit, with
new shows (titles not selected) for
George Sidney, Timmie Hodges and
Halton Powers, the play for the latter

W

being tried out at present

in

Indianapolis.
''The Katzenjammer Kids"

ably

BIRTHS.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Cooper,

it is

good to notice that the actors have
two benefits for themselves, the Actors'
Fund Fair, and the N. V. A.'s.

"Her Unborn Child"

stock in

and prob-

will se In-

cluded on the circuit. Arthur Alston
and Charles E. Blaney will also have

new shows.

daughter.

CORSE LEAVING.
Corse Payton's stock days at the
Lexington O. H. are numbered. This
week is expected to see the company
wind up its unsuccessful engagement.

FLORENCE NASH FOR "MOLLY.•
Florence Nash

may

be seen in the

"The Melting of Moll/9
when the Shuberts snd Frederic Mc-

title

role of

Kay again send

the piece out.

—

«

:

VAUDEVILLE
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FAVERSHAM'S MORTALITY LIST.
Chicago, May 31.

LIBERTY'S CALL
By W. Dayton Wegefarth
(This poem, written by Mr. Wegefarth, a Philadelphia theatrical manprograms of several of Philadelphia's theaters):

ager, appears on the

When

the battle-cry is ended,

And when

When

vict'ry

hat been won,
is blended

the cold of steel

With the warmth of Freedom's

William Faversham in a letter to
Percy
Hammond of the Chicago
"Tribune" decries the fact that there
need be any anxiety regarding the actor of this country take his part in the
grim business of war and citing that
2,700 of the profession in England have
been in the ranks during the struggle.
Just as willing as were the English

members of the profession as a whole,
so will the Americans of the stage an-

sun,

When the Peace we crave is given,
When our Honor is secure,
When the blood-red pall is riven
That our safety may endure;

swer to the

call of Uncle Sam, Mr.
Faversham says. He added a list of
names to one previously published

bv Hammond of those of the English
stage either killed or wounded in the
struggle.
The list includes:
Farren Soutar Age about 48.
As you
know, he la the son of the famous Nellie
Farren of the London Gaiety. He had both
eyes and both arms shot away only a few
woeka ago.
Frank Baker Stage manager of the Duke

Will you greet the flag that shields you
With upraised and pride-filled eyes,
With a cheer for your red, white and blue
That flecks the azure skies?
If you would, then back Old Glory,

—

Back the men who do and dare,

—

Be a part of history's story,
Buy a bond, and do your share!

of
the

ILL
Mrs.

Max

Venita

Winslow expects
on West

to leave St. Elizabeth Hospital

where she is recovering from an operation performed
there.
Mrs. Winslow was advised a
couple of years ago to have the operation gone through with when it would
have been a slight matter, but delayed

51st street this week,

grew serious.
Hattie Mcintosh King (colored) is
very ill at her home in Chicago. She
until

it

the wife of Billy King, comedian.
Eddie Convey, secretary of Theatrical Protective Union No. 1, was confined to his home this week with a
slight attack of pneumonia.
His return to work is expected shortly.
is

George A. E we'll is conhned to Dr.
Given's Sanitarium, Stamford, Conn.
A. W. Herman (Cohan & Harris
forces) is at the Post Graduate Hospital, having undergone a slight operation.

Joe Bennett, a vaudevillian, was severely beaten and
robbed Tuesday
night and was taken to the American
Hospital, Chicago, in a serious condition, suffering from a fractured jaw and
internal injuries.
His assailants have
not as yet ^een apprehended.
Janet Adair, wife of James (Fat)
Thompson, was suddenly operated on
at the American
Hospital, Chicago,
Monday, by Dr. Max Thorek. The operation was of minor character, but
the patient

reported sure of recovery.
Lou Bowers, superintendent of the
Garrick theatre, Chicago, was operated
on for a tongue affection by Dr. Harry
Martin at the Michael Reese Hospital,
Chicago.
Gus Lans, carpenter with the Gertrude Hoffman Revue, was removed
from the Majestic. Chicago, at midnight Sunday and taken to the American Hospital.
Lans is seriously ill
with a stomach disorder which may necessitate an operation.
Edwin Lamar with the Lew Wood
stock at the VVicting, Syracuse, N. fY.,
is at the City Hospital there with scaris

fever.
The critical condition of their

let

caused

mother

Ferraros to cancel their
Pacific Coast bookings and return cast.
Otto Koerner, playing a former
Harry Holman sketch ("The Automobile Rroker") on the Ackerman & Harris Circuit in the far west, canceled
through a sudden illness contracted by
Nellie McNamara of the company while
the act was en route. Mr. Koerner and
his company returned to Chicago.
Sarah Scdalia. a vaudevillian appearing at Sherin's tl.c.rtrc, a small house
on North Clark street. Chicago, was
overcome by gas last Thursday night
'--!
j.,
Ii.t
fiVcsin^ room,
\vf)!US'.'"!
rc.ifiv to ^o on.
George Kingsbury, manager of the
Chicaeo "Turn to the Right," was confined to the room for several days last
week, with an attack of stomach trouble.

Fitzhugh is suffering
measles, at New Haven.

from

Edward Ornstein, manager of the
stock company at the Palace, Toledo,
has been conhned to his bed for two

The franchise of Hertz and Reaum
of Detroit, who operated the "Hello
Paris" show on the American wheel last
season, which was revoked last week,
due to the owners' failure to bring the
show up to the requirements of the cirwill be operated next season by
George Belfrage, who operates the "Hip
Hip Hooray Girls" on the Columbia
wheel.
The American wheel has also
granted a franchise to Charlie Baker
for the one new additional show in the
cuit,

next season.

NEW ACTS.
"An Heir

for a Night" with Jack

Rus-

Lotta Baker and Fred Raymond.
A chorus of six girls.
Tom Moran and Joe McCormack in
"On Our Way Home" (Max Landau).
"Wild Women" by Steve Champlin,
featuring Charles Horn; "A Husband
Wanted," by Blocker Jennings, with
Dorothy Sadlier, aqd "Pep," with Otto
sell,

Koerner (Harry Holman).
Anita Osgood and Joe Phillips, twoact.

Bert Wilcox and Co.
sketch with three people.

Anthony Andre
Beggerman."

and

in

Co.

Hugh Cameron and Hal

—

—

comedy
in

"The

Ford, two-

Cyril Branch— Killed.
Herbert HeuetBon Wounded and reported
as mlBsIng for nearly two years.
Fred Penley Son of the famous W. S.
Penley and also business manager for Klaw
& Ertanger. He was wounded and taken prisoner the first weeks of the war.

—

—

Terence Nesbit— Killed.

—

Tom

Nesbit Wounded three times and back
to the front three times.
Charlie Maude—You undoubtedly remember
him both In London and New York. I aald
good-bye to him myself wben he decided to
go to the front.
He went via Canada. He
has been In the thick of the fight and he Is
now captain on the staff.
Arthur Cleeve Went with the first contingent as lieutenant and was wounded and invalided out as captain after the battle of
the Marne.
Edward Cambermere Who played with Cy-

—

Maude

ril

—

yet

Ashe—Went with the first of May
M
Tharp—He was with Blanche

Oscar

contingent.

Norman

Bates and William Gillette In "Diplomacy."

No

report yet.

Latouche

Major

son-in-law.
daughter.
killed five

He

mm

.

,

Maudea
Maudes

Congreve—Cyril
was married to

Won the Victoria cross and was
days after the marriage. The king

presented the Victoria cross In person to his

wife,

who now has a posthumous

daughter.
Bailey

He

Is.

child,
.

a

.

son-in-law he
was very severely wounded. There are

Hick—Reeves-Smith's

rumors that he

Is

dead.

his turn came, with his glasses hidden away
his pocket, be read everything the officer

Harry Palmer and
(Lou Edleman).

Henrietta Goodwin (former leading
with the Elsmere stock), in a
comedy sketch with three people. (Pat
Casey).
"Julius Caesar on Broadway," 35 people and eight Shetland ponies, with
Richard Anderson and Leo (Buddy)
Clark as principals.
Corcoran and
Mack may also be with the act (Joe

Wood).

WILSON RETURNING.
William

Wilson, the American
J.
director at present staging the
new show at the Palace, London, is
to return to this country immediately
after that production is finished.
He
is
expected to arrive in New York
stage

about June 15, and will complete arrangements here for a couple of Engilsh touring revues which he will produce abroad on his return, in association with the Moss-Empires, Ltd.
Ina Claire's Show Tryout June II.
Ina Claire in "Polly With a Past,"
under the management of David Belasco, is to undergo a week's tryout in
Atlantic City opening June 11.
The
piece will then be shelved until late in
August.

IN AND OUT.
Dooley and Sales retired from the
Bushwick bill last Thursday, and canceled this week at the Brighton, through
the illness of Corinne Sales. Irwin and

Henry are

substituting at the beach.
Kelly and Fern were out of the KedChicago, first half, on account of
illness.
They were replaced by Silber
and North.
Sampson and Douglass could not
open at the Bijou, Brooklyn, the last
zie,

week through illness. Denny
and Perry secured the spot.
Harmon and Malcolm did not appear
for rehearsal at Loew's, Newark, Monday, and were replaced by Fraser,
Bunce and Hardy.
Griffith and Bosley left the Crotona
Monday after the first show, replaced
by Kelly and Morrell.
"Danse Divertissement" filled a disappointment at Fox's Ridgewood the
half of last

first

half.

"Flying Venus" left the Academy,
Chicago, on Friday last, after trouble
with the local branch of the I. T. A.
S.E. The man working the apparatus
employed in the act refused to show
his union card, although he claimed
to be a member of the local union.
The act was replaced by the Box Car
Trio.

;

In

woman

—

Lee Nichols Enlisted at the very beginning.
He was yery severely wounded. In
connection with his name I am Inclosing you
a letter he wrote to the New York Times on
April 25.
T think It is a very modest letter
and so splendid of this actor not to "crow"
I believe he Is Incapacitated
about himself.
for the Btage forever and Is working now In a
silversmith's on Fifth avenue in New York.
Arthur Curtis This is ono of the gam est
and yet saddest cases of the whole lot. His
eyeslirht was verv bad
in fact, to use the
old phrase, "be was as blind as a bat."
He
wore glasses almost as thick as opera "lasses.
He passed the reading test by waiting outside the building and asking the different recruits as they came out what they had to
read.
By continually hearing It, and finally
meeting a "pal" who remembered him very
w»11, be committed It to memory and when
asked him

Craven

—

"Grumpy." Was wounded and
aftT serving two years.

In

invalided out

act
"Billie"

—

—

BURLESQUE FRANCHISES.

circuit

Druce and his brother. William
Druce, were both killed within a few weeks
of one another.
Ralph
Dennlson Who
played
here
in
"Milestones," and his brother, were both
killed on the same day In 1015.
Captain Murray Carson Who died last
week in Canterbury.
He donned khaki as
soon as he could make the authorities believe he was younger than he really was.
Launcelot Lauder Killed.
Eric Benson Son of F. P. Benson. Killed.
•

weeks with throat trouble.

the

1

_

ager.

Norman Lorlng— Marie Tempest's son. Yon
most likely remember him. He had •tarted
as an actor, and then she put him in the
box office on her last tour. He haa been at
the front some months.
Henry Alnley—Of London fame, who went
with the contingent on the first of April to
Flanders.
We have heard no news of nun

Duncan

AND INJURED.
(Tillie)

York's theatre for Charles Frohman for
He was killed In the early stages of
war.

years.

Allan Pollock—Whom you undoubtedly
Severely wounded.
.
_.
Hi(laDion Calthorp—Actor and author.
the author of the play 1 am producing this
has
He
autumn called "The Old Country."
been a commander of a torpedo boat destroyer since the beginning of the **/.
Cyril Haroourt—Author of "A Pair of Silk
I !»• nta
Stockings," went up last week.
letters to headquarters In Canada.
8tanley Bell— Sir Herbert Tree's stage man-

to.

fine soldier.

He passed and proved a
He soon got a commission.

very

He

was made a first lieutenant: was wounded,
and when better went back again. He was
then
fellow

made

a captain.
This time the poor
had bis law shot away and died ten

dayR afterward

In hospital.
Lionel MacKlnder The famous variety comedian.
He was 47. He enlisted at the outbreak of the war, saying he was 28, and he
pot away with it.
He was shot through
the head and killed by a sniper, while singing
a comic song to the men In the trenches.
Herbert Sleath You remember him with

—

—

me In "The Squawman," perhaps. He served
over two yenrs and then was Invalided home.
(He is the husband of Ellis Jefferys.)
Captain Arthur Holmes-Gore He was last
seen wounded two years ago: has been missing ever since, and the straneest thing is
his wife will not believe he Is dead.
.
Colonel Holland Retired army officer, came
out here with Cyril Maude as business man-

—

—

went back when the war broke
now a general on the staff.
Probyn Dlghton— Still at the front.
His
brother, nnothor actor, was killed the first
ager,

and

out.

Is

year of the war.
Of Cyril Maude's company there were
I'erclval

Young.

James Dale.
Herbert Marshall.

Leonard Troll ope.
Julian d'Ablie.
They were the members of the company
rllirlhlp while playing In New York, and they
%
oil icur.ivl UK
ru'wr. rf
Tv. •'?•: hu* IV'i'ii
Vovng wis t\ Hrntennnf. In
sr.v of tVem.
Salonika the Inst wo hoard of him.
Guy Standing Served as commander of
submarine chaser In the channel. Was finally
Invalided out. and put In the nnvnl war department, and Is now In fine position.
Guy Rathbnne Of Gerald du Maurler's company.
Wounded.
1

—

—

!
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ALAN DALE

IS BACK.
once again the reviewer
of dramatic productions for the "American," his first criticism having apappeared in that paper Tuesday morn-

Alan Dale

is

ing.

Throughout the theatrical field the
subject of the return of the most caustic
of
dramatic
critics
was discussed Tuesday. It was commented on
that the reviewer and the "American"
parted company about two years ago

when one of the producing firms managed to get the ear of the business
Since that time
practically lost
theatrical reviews.

office of the publication.

the "American"
caste entirely in

has
its

Officially Visiting Actors'

The annual

Fund Home.

the President and
Board of Trustees to the Actors' Fund
Home on Staten Island will take place
Sunday, June 3, the party starting on
the trip from the Fund rooms in New
YorTc at 11.15.
Board members and guests* are asked
to

visit of

assemble at

11 o'clock.

All who have machines are asked to
press them into service for the trip.
Notices were sent out Monday by the
assistant secretary, W. Austin.

"Beautiful Unknown" Nearly Ready.
The- finish in;? touches are being put
on the "Beautifiil Unknown," which the
Shuberts are grooming for an anticipated summer run at the 44th street,

opening June

18.

Allan K. Foster
recting end.

is

handling the

di-

VARIETY
and pictures through

pity vaudevile
the summer.

VifclETY

'His Majesty Bunker Bean" will be
sent on tour through the one-nighters
next season under the direction of William Currier.
««i

Trade Mark ftegutei**
Published Weekly by

VARIETY,

James Thatcher, who

New

Yeffc

Advertising copy for current iaroe will be
accepted at Upe New York office up to Wednee-

day night.
Advertisements sent by mail should be accompanied by remittance.

""

SUBSCRIPTION

Annual

'

Foreign

ft

$5

Single copies, 10 cents.

Entered ss second-class mstter December 22,
IMS, at the post office at New York, New York,
under the Act of March 3, 1879.

engaging players for the Poli summer
stocks, has written a song, "In

XLVII.

No.

1

Variety is issuing one day late this
week, owing to the holiday falling on
Wednesday.

Ada

Portser has
King and Co.

left the, act of

Grohs,

C. H. Miles reached New York
day, to reamain about six weeks.

Mon-

Jimmy Lane's

son

May

its

summer

sea-

28.

No

stroyed.

"Johnny Get Your Gun"

will

West

at 108

95th

insurance.

DeRue Brothers have booked
tour through
for

a long

Vermont and New HampMinstrels

Ideal

their

this

summer.
H. Tooker has bought the Hogencamp property at Deal. N. J. ConJos.

sideration reported at $50,000.

The open

It will

summer home.

be Mr. Tooker's

theatre at River ton
Park, Portland. Me., reopens July 25,
playing musical tabloid booked by the
Gorman office of Boston.

go into

week

back Wilmos Westony, The Flemings
and Mile. Lingard.

George Harcourt
Y.,

at

is

the

at

Madison Bar-

officers'

training

camp.
He will be attached to Col
Bates regiment and will go to France
with that unit.

New

Yorjc

subscribed

Elks

to $100,000 worth of Liberty
the meeting Sunday night.

Bonds

at

a new musical
'There She Goes"
show under the direction of Harvey T.
is

Orr.
"Stop, Look, Listen" goes out again
next season, direction of Gus Hill and
Martin Sampter.
Jessie Mae Hall is motoring to Chicago with Mrs. John H. Norton, of

Los Angeles.
Marietta Craig has been chosen as
the star for Lem B. Parker's new play,
"Reason," for next season.

The

Ferrari Shows, a tent organization, is preparing a musical tabloid as

J. Armstrong;, son of Jim
the vaudeville agent, is
stationed at Fort Meyer, Va.,
where he is attached to the Officers'
Reserve Corps.

Armstrong,

now

Joe Levy has joined the 69th Regiment. He is a brother of Mark Levy,
who says he booked his brother in the
army, as summer was coming on with
things looking dull.

James J. Corbett has presented
engraved gold watch and chain of
latest design to George O'Brien of
Harry Weber office, which books
former champ in vaudeville.
Perry

J.

an
the
the
the

Kelly has secured the road
coming season of "His
and will star Frederick

rights for the
Bridal Night"

There
V. Bowers in the production.
will be but one company on tour and
it will play the first class houses.

Harry Cort, manager of the Standard, and John Scholl, orchestra leader
at the same house, have organized a
company to present "The Substitute"
on the road.
.

an added attraction.

Michael A. Carman is manager of the
Colonial, Reading Pa., a new house,
seating 2,000.

Edith Ward
both members of the
taking up aviation.

and

Dennis

Red

Player,
Cross, are

now with

the National
Print, was formerly in charge of the
125th Street theatre, not the Harlem
opera house, as reported last week.
Harry Swift is manager of the opera
house.
Jeanette,

The

The Brighton Beach Music Hall
to have a picture policy
opening July 1.

Bob

this

is

summer,

vaudeville season Sunday,
a straight picture policy, with
"Joan the Woman" the first program.
its

now has

stock company at the Royal
Alexandra, Toronto, headed by Florence Roberts, produced for the first
time on any stage this week "The
Claim."

opening

Chicago within the next
Percival Knight and Frederic Santley are playing the leads.
in

fortnight.

The Strand, New Bedford (formerly
the French theatre), which has been
playing dramatic stock, has a musical
tabloid policy, starting this week for
the summer.
(Miss) Jean Smoot, one of the few
women theater managers in this coun-

New York Monday

try arrived in

to

arrange bookings for the coming season at her theatre in Montgomery, Ala.

Dunne and Langley have

dissolved,

with Harold Dunne securing a commission as chief electrician in the navy.
Miss Langley expects to go to France
with a Boston hospital unit.

The

Loew
The Hart-

Colonial, Pittsneld, Mass.,

booked, closes this week.
ford

recently

theatre,

added

the
discontinued
to

books of the Loew office,
vaudeville for the "summer last week.

The Shuberts have taken a number
the girls who closed with "The
Passing Show of 1916" and are rehearsthem for the present Winter Garden show. The Garden show has been
shy of girls since its opening.

ing

Bobby R. Robinson and Lillian Romaine (Mr. and Mrs. Robinson) have
agreed to disagree and after playing
Princess, San Francisco, will part
. the
Bob Robinson may continue in vaudeas a single.

ville

The Steinway theatre, Steinway, L. I.,
has vaudeville, booked by Paul Allen,
brother of Edgar Allen.
The house
plays three bills a week, two shows
playing for three days with a special
show

for Sunday.

Francis Wilson is now in Pekin. An
interesting letter from him was read
at the annual meeting of the Actors'
Equity Association at the Hotel AsWilson is president
tor las^ Monday.
of the organization.
Elliott

Forman departed

for Chicago

the latter part of the week, where he
will personally represent Alan Brooks,
the latter opening at the Garrick next
Monday in his new show, "Dollars and

Sense."

James Murray, some .35 years ago
playing the piano in Henderson's Bowery shows, now a doorkeeper at the
Columbia, Chicago, came in from thewest Monday for a visit with friends
and

relatives.

Leslie Morosco, brother of Oliver
Morosco, who has been conducting a
players' agency for several years, has
added a play reading department to his

Follies," produced
by Clark Ross, will take to the road

stock

company

at the

next season as a popular priced musical

comedy.

Nate Erber, manager of *be ^atace
Danville, I!!., has taken over the Lincoln Square theatre, Decatur, 111., and
will put it into pictures.

road

Clay," opening Labor Day, going to the
Coast and back, playing all week
stands.

Associated with Frank Stammers in
writing the new musical show, "Some
Girl,"

The Regent, Baltimore, has Charles

W.

M oseley

again in charge and

w

ill

E. Shea will start another
tour next season in "Common

which Anderson

produce, is Harold
writing the music.

& Weber

Orlob,

the

will
latter

big hotels in the near vicinity of the
theatre. Special designs in colors make
The
the advertising extra attractive.

Avenue
summer.

will

remain open over the

George Cohan is one of the biggest
contributors to the "Liberty Loan"
bond sum voted by the Friars. In addition to the $25,000 subscribed he may
take another block of bonds on the second sum that may be agreed upon by
the organization.
The Friars have
taken $100,000 worth of the bonds.

The

Gordon against

action of Kitty

Joseph M. Weber for salary claimed
due while a member of "Alma Where

Do You

Live" was discontinued this
the plaintiff failed to ap-

week when

the Weber interests had
the action, pending several
years, to a court hearing.
after

?»ear

orced

An action has been commenced in
Boston by Harry Saks Hechheimer, as
attorney for Jane Kennedy, for an injunction and damages against Kinney
and Lusby, formerly engaged in "Danae
Fantasies," a vaudeville act.
The act
was produced by Miss Kennedy, with
Kinney under contract to it until next

December.

Unfair competition

—

leged.

The Baker, Dover,
vaudeville

four-act

N.

J.,

is

al-

will start

a

show next week,

playing vaudeville the

first three days,
feature films Thursday and Friday, and
vaudeville Saturdays.
Byrne & Kirby
are booking the acts.
The house resumes its legitimate attractions next
fall, Joe Payton's repertoire show opening there Sept. 3.

Henry Hadlev proposes a grand
opera version of "The Garden of Allah," which may be produced by Cleofonte Campanini, who has already accepted Hadley's Indian opera, "Azora,"
for production next season. The score
to the "Allah" production will be written by Hadley, while Henry Meltzer
will furnish the libretto.

William Fox is reported as undewhether to close the Riviera
(which adjoins Keith's Riverside and

cided

plays pop vaudeville) for the summer.
The house will close providing the 81st
Street theatre, also playing vaudeville
and pictures, shuts down, but if the
latter remains open the Fox house will
also be operated owing to the keen
rivalry between the two houses.

A

singular coincident occurred last

week when both

L. Wolfe Gilbert and
Carey Morgan of the Jos. W. Stern Co..
were arrested in different sections of

the city for speeding. The couple had
written a number called
Some-

just

Gonna Get You," and had left
homes when the ar-

body's

for the respective
rests took place.

Both *were subse-

discharged

in

the

speeder's

Hudson,

Hill, will produce next week for
time on any stage Roy Fosmelodrama, "After Office Hours."
Arthur Aiston has the producing rights
to the piece and will take it on the

Union
the

first

road next season.

now

Thomas

Quaid, manager of Proctor's 5th

Bill

Avenue, has been getting out a line of
pretty posters and throwaways for the

court.

The

Harry Spingold, the Chicago agent
in New York, was set back a week

offices.

"The Broadway

railroad.

quently

ter's

Sam Water, son of Water, the Great,
the magician, has enlisted in the Engineers' Corps and is stationed at Fort
Totten, N. Y.

Grismon is the leader of the orchestra
and Jim De Forrest has the miniature

5th

"Dewdrop Inn," a musical comedy
now in rehearsal under the management of Rice & Mayer, will have its

of

Thomas

Anniversary Week and 12 acts will
be at the Brighton theatre June 25 for
the week.

The

The Alhambra, New York, which

air

arriving at San Fran22 from Australia, brought

May

cisco

racks, N.

the Duquesne, Pittsburgh, next
for a five weeks' engagement.

flat

was burned out last week and all
the wardrobe and manuscripts were destreet

The "Sonoma,"

Milton and the De Long Sisters are
motoring to Denver.

Sohmer Park opened

Walked

Jimmy."

shire
Vol.

New York

is in

has taken

in Philadelphia,

to the road.
The minstrels may stay
out six weeks. Eddie Cassady is with
the show as principal comedian.

ended

Inc.

Sime Silverman, President

—

DuMonr*s Minstrels, which closed a
long season

plans through being confined to
his hotel for that length of time with
a severe cold. Mr. Spingold will probably return to Chicago in a couple of
weeks.
in his

Dan Sherman has opened Sherman
Lake Park at Davenport Center, N. Y.
Billie
Grace is there producing and
Harry Cotton is on the job with a 40horse power merry-go-round.. Arthur

A number

and vaudeautos were
greatly concerned last week by a report that the Federal Government
might seize their machines and put
them into army service, but men attached to the U. S. service deny that

villians

of stage folks

who own

their

own

such a move is contemplated.
The
Government is having all kinds of army
autos made per contract and under no
consideration would commandeer anybody's machine unless war reached such
a crisis that overland need made such
a move imperative.
There are many
TDfti though
who have the right to

commandeer any machine

several
but declaring such a necessity exists for the
good of the army service. Of course,
the proper credentials must be shown.

hours

at

any time they see

for

fit,

GITIMATE,

1C

Baa

GRAND OPERA CONFUSION.

TAX LIFTED?

R. R.

Washington,

May

Until the courts decide who is legally
entitled to the possession of the Lexington opera house, now held by Frank
Gersten, and occupied by the Corse Payton stock company (to close Saturday),
Oscar Hammerstein. of the Hammerstein Opera Co., which built the house
and still claims ownership, said Thursday the Chicago Grand Opera Company, under Cleofonte Campanini's direction, would not be permitted to open
there, as officially announced by Campanini's New York representative, John
Brown, for Jan. 22 next
Hammerstein avers Gersten retains
possession illegally and that the case,
now on the court calendar, mav be set
for a final hearing next week. The Hammerstein faction has been reported as
planning an operatic season of its own,
providing it can get hold of the Lexington, but, according to the Hammerstein
agreement with the Metropolitan, Hammerstein is prohibited from sponsoring
any grand operatic movement in New

31.

The indications here are that the
railroad tax will be suspended as far
as amusement enterprises are con-

May

Chicago,

31.

Although the weather up to now
hat not shown May time form, save
for a few scattered dayi, the legitimate
houses are closing up for the season
and by the end of the week there will
be but five regular attractions show-

They

ing.

"The Show

are

of

Won-

"Turn to the Right," "Seven
Chances," "The Pawn" and "The Bird
ders,"

of

Paradise."

The

latter

show,

now

in its sixth week, surprised the Loop
Reexperts by being able to stick.
ceipts are reported under $5,000, but
the management claims to be making
a profit and it looks as if the show

would last for some weeks yet
With takinfcs approaching $20,000 for
last week, the "Wonders" show by
long odds overshadows the field, with
capacity houses the rule, save at matinees. This is ahead of last year's show
in point of receipts since the higher
priced seats in balcony and gallery
nave been moved back. The night top
remains at $2, but the matinee top is
$1.50, whereas it was $1 last summer.

"The Pawn," with Frank Keenan.
opened at the Princess Sunday, and
although not a sensation, was voted
good enough to remain a month or
more.
The show laid off here last
week to allow "Getting Married" to
stay for a third week, the latter snow
taking in $10,000.
is

"Very Good Eddie" minus Doraldina
in its eleventh and last week at the

Garrick. The decision to close it was
co-incident with the determination to
rush the play to the coast, it arriving
there two weeks after leaving here.
The Garrick was minus a booking to
succeed it early this week. "Dollars and
Sense," with Alan Brooks, opens at the

Garrick next Monday.
"The Love Mill" stops Saturday and
the Illinois closes for the season.
Last week's reports on the receipts
were considerably under the $5,000
mark.
"Seven Chances" is well thought of
and possesses a fairly strong demand.
The end of the run of "Turn to the
Right" is not in sight and the show
is turning a good weekly profit

San Francisco. May 31.
Business for "The Masked Model" at
the Cort is holding up nicely.
Stock burlesque at the Savoy drawing well.

Alcazar—dark.
Atlantic City,

May

31.

The Raymond Hitchcock show, "Kitchy Koo," opened Monday and will
require some drastic knitting together
before it opens in New York Thursday.
Most of the scenes were prolonged beyond their entertainment length and
will probably be cut for the New York
premiere.

EQUITY ASS'N. ELECTION.

Deming. Harry Harwood, Frank Mills,
Grant Mitchell, Edward H. Sothern,
Scott Walsh."

The Equity Council

at

a previous

session resolved that delinquent members be suspended, with the exception
of those who have been excused, and
all those who were behind in their
dues were barred from the Astor Hotel meeting.
The Equity is in splendid shape finan-

and applications for membership have been" pouring in at a most
satisfactory rate of late.
The Association has a cablegram received from Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertson, now at his home in London,
which embodied greetings from the Actors' Association, representing British
actors and actresses, to their comrades,
American actors and actresses. ForbesRobertson, in signing the message,,
conveyed the English spirit that is with
the English profession and with which
the American sentiment is now allied.
The Equity has practically agreed to
a mutual form of players' contract
which the United Managers' Protective Association is expected to ratify
cially

next week.

The

very similar to the
one formerly used by the Equity and
managers, the new form providing for
a co-ordinating board of arbitration
contract

is

composed equally of representatives
from both the Equity and managers.

A

chairman of neutral disposition

will

preside.

Nothing to date has reached any tangible shape regarding the request for a
charter with the American Federation
of Labor, and there is no telling when
the Federation will make any definite

now

that the war is on and the
Federation heads are chary about issuing new charters.

decision

theatrical acting profession for the present, the muchvaunted promises of the White Rats'
heads at the Baltimore convention failing to come true, with the Rats organization now a thing of the past, extremely bothersome in its day to many
But should the
A. F. of L. leaders.
charter be granted to the Equity at the

next Federation meeting, it is almost
a certainty the Equity will change its
present name.
Meanwhile the proposed equitable
contract is the main talk arrrong the
Final
consideraEquity members.
tion
by the managers is expected
when Marc Klaw returns from his
western trip.

Chicago, May 30.
With a renewal of the present lease
of the local quarters of the Actors'
Equity Association is a report to the
main headquarters in New York that
the western office has done exceptionally well in adding new" members, settling a number of disputes in which
A. E. A. members were involved and
has obtained the consent of practically
all Chicago producers to use Equity
contracts next season.

When

o'clock.

the election of officers, which resulted
as follows: (to serve one year) President, Francis Wilson; vice-president,
Bruce MacRae; corresponding secre-

Fully convinced Canada is show hungry and that conditions up there will
be unusually rosy for "girly shows,"
a number of New York managers are
penciling in routes that will keep their
productions mostly in Canadian road

afternoon at the Hotel Astor at 3
In addition to a gratifying attendance, despite the inclement
weather, some splendid reports on the
progress of the association were heard.
The main interest was centered in

tary,
tary,

Howard Kyle;

recording secre-

Grant Stewart; treasurer, Richard

A. Purdy.

Councilmcn for three year term: Edmund Brecse, Bertha Churchill, Charles
D. Coburn, Edward J. Connelly, Herbert Corthell, Frank Craven, Will J.

those

of

an

FAVORING CANADA.

territory.

One show

that has been cut for four

seasons and has
crossroads in the
of last season in
turns were such

played nearly every
States played a part

Canada and the

rethat the show will
fall
the
get in that section early in

is

who seem

War Tax Committee

proposes to do.
hardly any possibility thai
the tax on admissions will be modified.

There

is

Producing managers in

New York

the possibility of the theatrical
attractions
being exempt
traveling
from the railroad tax as a distinct victory. They do not feel the admission
tax is going to work any particular
hardship because it is to be borne by
the public.
The tax on railroad tickets would
have hit all of the traveling attractions
particularly hard. Several of the manhail

agers had fully made up their minds
not to send out road shows during the
period that the war tax would be in

York.

Hammerstein claims Gersten had not
paid the Hammerstein Opera Company
one cent since obtaining possession of
the theatre.
Campanini's eastern representative,
Mr. Brown, and his press publicist, Rufus Dewey, continue active preparations
for the inaugural of grand opera in the
Lexington for four weeks. Campanim

effect

Up to Thursday there had been no
further developments in the proposed
tax levy in so far as it concerned theatres, circuses, baseball and other forms
of amusement enterprises so included.
The protestations of the Theatre
Managers' Association as well as the
circus interests, represented in Washington by Attorney John M. Kelly,
Chicago, and the former by Attorney
Ligon Johnson, New York, are now in
the hands of the Senate drafting committee, which is exnected to make certain changes that will reduce the tax,
especially that phase which affects the
show

is

of

interests.

committee adopt the
tax as it
times there.

Canadian form
during war

now works

STOCKS OPENING.

The regular Chicago season, starting
Nov. 15 and running ten weeks, will be
preceded by about a ten days' tour that
will embrace visits in Kansas City, Omaha, and other western cities. After the

musical stock (direction Messrs.
Katze & Phelan) will open in the Olympia, Lynn, Mass., June 4.

The Odeon, Newark, is to have summer musical stock opening June 4. The
company was recruited through the

New York season the company plays
two weeks in Boston.
The war so far has not cut into the

Paul Scott Offices.

preparations for the Metropolitan's regular season Nov. 13 and continuing 23
All of the Met's artists are
weeks.
now in this country, fearing a delay in
coming back were they to go abroad

With Godfrey Matthews and Florence Carpenter playing leads, a dramatic stock (direction Walter S. Baldwin) opened at the Lyceum, Duluth,
May 28. Baldwin is personally managing and directing the company.
A denial is made by Charles Blaney
his stock at the Park, Bridgeport,
Conn., is closing. Blaney reports good
business since opening last month.
"Common Clay" has been chosen as
the opener for the Poli stock in Waterbury, Conn., starting June 4, with Jack
Enid May
White, as stage director.
Jackson and Harry Bond will play
leads, with the company including William MacCauley, Mary Hill, Maude Atkinson, Joseph Creahan, Arthur Griffin and Gus Tapley, stage manager. The
second bill will be "It Pays to Adver-

meanwhile.
If the Chicago company gets under
wav at the Lexington, it will be running
at the same time the Met is in operation.

All holders of opera box seats will
be subjected to a ten per cent tax of
the amount the seat cost for each performance.

STOCKS CLOSING.
The dramatic stock (direction J. E.
Home), which has been playing at the

tise."
'

vaudeville closing for the season Saturday at, the Temple, Hamilton,
Can u the house' will revert to a stock
The same
policy over the summer.

management continues

it.

Harry Hoi-

lingsworth and Ottola Nesmith are the
Charles Pitt is the director of
leads.
the stock plays, with Russell Webster

Others members are Robert
Sumner Gard,
Crawford, Lu"It Pays to
cille Crane, Anna Athy.
Advertise" will be the opener.
O. E. Wee has opened his summer
dramatic stock in Haverhill, Mass.

assistant.

Lowe,

Lord,
Philip
Charles Fletcher, Nan

last

company.

A

With

McCormack

but efforts to retain him fell
through when the Metropolitan landed
McCormack at a salary said to greatly
exceed that paid by the Chicago comTo offset the McCormack enpany.
gagement, Campanini has signed up
everybody with the Chicago company
last year, including GaUi-Curci, Lucien
Muratore, Rosa Raisa, Marcelle Journet,
Vanni Marcoux, Julia Giulio, Crimi and
others. Among the newer contracts are
those of Mme. Melba, now in Australia,
Marthe Chenal, of the Paris G. O..
Charles Fontaine, the French tenor, and
Mme. Genieve Vix, also of the Paris

was Mr. Johnson who in behalf
the managers requested the Senate

of

due here next week.
Campanini had John

year,

It

The Federation has apparently had
enough of the

the Chicago office was first established it was not seriously looked
upon, but the success the representation there has recorded has made the
office most important.

The annual meeting of the Actors'
Equity Association was held Monday

sort

the opinion prevalent
to have some
inside line on what the

This

cerned.

among

Fifth avenue, Brooklyn, for the past
38 weeks, closes June 2 for the summer.
The Academy stock (Haverhill,
Mass. (direction Emerson & Sights),
is

to close

June

2.

Warren O'Hara plans

to

wind up

his

dramatic stock at the New Bedford O.
H., New Bedford, June' 2.
The Empire stock, Salem, Mass., (direction Harry Katze) closes June 2.
The Lew Morton stock closed at the
Hyperion, New Haven, Conn., Saturday after two weeks.
Earl Sipe closed his stock at the St
Claire, Paterson, N. J., Saturday, for
the summer. Sipe will reopen in the
fall.
His Trenton company, headed by
Miss St, Claire, will, continue indefinitely.

Max

The Holman theatre, Montreal, a
new 1,200-seat house, opened May 20
under the management of George Rod-

Agency, Chicago, has joined the U. S.
field artillery and is at Jefferson Bar-

sky.

racks, St. Louis,

Halperin, with the Jos. Sullivan

Mo.

.

w
3C

MARTHA HEDMAN INVOLVED.

DRESSING ROOM CLEAN-UP.

Chicago, May 30.
Mrs. Ethel Whittern, better known
as a pianist under the name of Ethel
Leginska, filed suit for divorce in New

"Clean up the dressing rooms" is *
slogan that will be followed to the end
by the Actors' Equity Association.
The Equity is making appeals to the
managers and owners and if they don't
return some sort of a definite answer,
the aid of the Health Departments in
the towns where complaints are duly

York

The Ringling show

New

The Hagenbeck
return engagement.
show is doing capacitv in the middle
west and the smaller tent shows
throughout the country are doing bigger business than ever in their history,
whenever they get a good break on the
weather.
There are a number of wagon shows
that are also reported as doing phenomenal Business.
Circuses will skip the wheat section
of Indiana, Illinois and Kansas th.s
season owing to the small wheat crop.
Kansas, for instance, has the lightest
crop of wheat in twenty years.

The showman went on
in
all

to state that

opinion business would be big
next fall and winter for the big

his

legitimate attractions of all kinds. "But
shows must excel in their respective
For instance, if you have a girl
lines.
show, you must have* plenty of them; if
a sensational drama, it must be very
In times of excitement,
sensational.
people are only touched by things more
An ordinary atexciting than usual.
traction will have hard sledding."
Willard's contract with the Buffalo
Bill show for this summer is for 40
days only, commencing from the opening of the tent show about the middle
of April, and it is doubtful if it will be
renewed. Willard is receiving $500 a
day and 50 per cent, of the receipts over
He is understood to
$14,000 a week.

have been drawing down something
$7,500 weekly for his share.

like

"IBBETSON" INDEF.
"Peter Ibbetson" did over $12,000 at
the Republic last week and seems to be
getting better daily.
The piece will continue indefinitely,
until such time as Lionel Barrymore is
called upon to leave the city to complete a picture contract.

NO WAR
While

at least

It

The Whitterns were married in London nine years ago and have one child,

now

her husband and. a

ALIBI.
one producing firm

is

expected to cut salaries of its people
next season, with the war as an alibi,
the remaining offices at present have
not planned any reduction and are engaging players at former salaries, with
a number of principal people receiving
an increase.
Several producers are of the opinion
that the war will make no inroads on
general business and that so far nothing warrants a reduction of salaries.
Australian Leading Woman Here.
Jean Robertson, an Australian leading women, who has been playing leads
with Julius Knight under the J. C. Wil-

Claude Flemming, who is playing the
role in "Robinson Crusoe, Jr.,"

title

which

an officer.
an Australian by

his brother is

Flemming

is

COMMONWEALTH

birth.

PLAYING.

Noel Travers is not returning to
stock acting nor managing at the
Grand, Brooklyn. Travers will return
to vaudevilling with his former sketch.
Travers has done his best to make
stock a paying venture, but a cheaper,
stock across the river, pop vaudeville
and the feature films proved too much.
The Grand company is still playing,

Commonwealth

plan.

RESURRECTING WAR PLAY.
"Where Are My Children?" is a new
play that Jay Packard has.
He will
give a production of it at his Orpheum
theatre stock, Newark, about June 24«
Mr. Packard has taken advantage of
the war spirit to resurrect Franklin
Fyles* "The Girl I Left Behind Me,"
and will give that a production June 18.

OPENING IN MILWAUKEE.
Chicago,

"Dew Drop

May

31.

Inn," the musical play
by Jack Hazzard and Percival Knigh&
and A. Baldwin Sloane, is due to open
June 11 at the Davidson, Milwaukee.
Knight is to be featured.
Myron B. Rice, who is producing the
show, is not sure what house will be
obtained for it in Chicago, although it
may go into the Garrick, if "The Pawn"
is not moved there from the Princess.

in

a north

what had happened."
the

in

wife's

Whittern's

Places involved
charges in addition to

New York

1250 Astor street

North Dearborn

residence,

are

and 1239 and 1433

street,

Chicago.

Before leaving here with "The Boomerang," which is bound for the coast,
Miss Hedman characterized Mme. Leginska's charges as "just ravings."
Miss Hedman said that the Whitterns
had started four divorce actions against
each other and that they had Seen
fighting for the past eight years.
It
is
understood Whittern return §4 to
New York two weeks ago and that he
will fight his wife's charges.
•

sheets.

leaves the cast after the show reaches
the coast and sails for England, where
he will join an Australian regiment,
the New South Wales Lancers, in

woman

apartment here, supposed to be
exclusively bachelor.
They obtained
admittance, though the doors were
double locked, and when discovered
the pair "didn't say much.
They appeared to be too sleepy to realize

The Irving

31.

in

side

struck trouble when he started
to present it Monday at Carl Hunfs
stock in Vonkers. Not a single paper
would accept his advertising, but the
billboards carried the line /'Unborn" in

May

with the' grandparents

Cleveland.
The "affair" between her
husband and the golden-haired foreign

basis,

Chicago,

living

star began in January, 1915, according
to Mrs. Whittern.
She alleges that,
accompanied by a detective, she found

A VIVID TITLE.
M. T. Middleton, general manager
for Gus Hill, is going the "Unborn
Child" title one better by making ready
for production Aug. 15, a four-act drama
written by Lem Parker, entitled "A
Barren Woman."
Al Spink, who is taking "Her Unborn Child" around to different theatres and playing it with the local stock
companies in the cast on a percentage

CLAUDE FLEMMING AT FRONT.

in the dailies

up in this city and at once filed suit
against Miss Hedman for $25,000, alleging alienation of affections.

rights for England to Joseph Conrad's
novel, "Victory," and. will present the
piece at the Savoy, London, in the fall.
Macdonald Hastings is responsible
for the dramatization.

missioner Bell.

Hedman.

was made much of

here, since the co-respondent was appearing at Powers in "The Boomerang/ Friday Mme. Leginska bobbed

Irving Obtains "Victory," Dramatized.
H. B. Irving has secured the dramatic

place (New York) newspaper ads for the Richard Buhler production of the show parried only "Her
Child." In and around New York the
fight now against the title is made by
the Holy Name Society, the birth control organization, and by License Com-

Thursday against Roy Emer-

but naming Martha

liamson management, arrived in New
York last week. She is known as the
Australian Joan of Arc, having played
that role in a five-reel feature film production produced by George Willeby in
the Antipodes.

all* its

last

son Whittern, a composer, alleging indiscretions by him with many women,

New

in
Jersey
had four turnaways last week and the
Buffalo
Bill
show,
up
Jess Willard and
York state, enjoyed a similar run
of good business. The latter show in
Syracuse, Rochester and adjacent territory, did bigger business than it registered there two years" ago, this being a

11

ac

Business of Tented Attractions Is Taken by Hall Show Managers to Presage Big Season For Them. Circus 9 Are
Skipping Wheat Belt Willard a Strong Draw.

cially at nights.

7W

LEGITIMATE.

RECORD CIRCUS SEASON
CHEERS LEGITIMATE MANAGERS

As long as time was, theatrical managers have taken the summer's circus
business as an almost certain indication
of the prospects for the legitimate
amusement takings for the following
fall and winter season.
In the past,
whenever circus business was good,
managers of traveling indoor attractions making ready for the fall were
wont to breathe sighs of content.
Aflshowman familiar with circus business this spring, state* that whenever
the weather has been right, practically
all the tent shows have done well, espe-

m

^m

'

MOROSCO'S LOS ANGELES PLANS.
Chicago, May 30.
Oliver Morosco stopped off here on
his way to Los Angeles, where he will
produce his usual summer crop of new
plays. There are five plays to be done
at the Morosco, including two by the

Hattons.

One

is

" Lombard i,

Ltd.,"

featuring Leo Carrillo, and an unnamed play for Emily Stevens. Other
pieces are "The Skeleton," by Fred'k
Truesdell, "Only a Suggestion/' featuring Walter Catlett, and "The Clinging Vine." A new show by Louis K.
Anspacher may also be tried out.
"What Next," the musical show, will
be done at the Majestic, Los Angeles,

which has been playing combinations.
cast holds Blanche Ring, Charles
Winniger,
Flanagan and
Edwards,
Dainty Marie and the Dufor brothers.

The

EXCLUSIVE MANAGERS CLUB.
9

There is a scheme under way to
form a luncheon club for theatrical
managers exclusively in the section
near Times square. The question came
up for discussion at the last meeting'
of the United Managers' Protective Association and a committee was formed
with Sam H. Harris as chairman to
look into the matter.
It is intended to model the club along
the lines that similar organizations of
this sort that are conducted by almost

every line and

profession

both

here

and abroad.

New

Orleans,

May

31.

Bunting closed the longest
stock season ever recorded in the south
She is restat San Antonio Saturday.
ing

here at present

before

returning

east.

"Proving an Alibi" New.
'"Ptoviiitf

an Alibi"

is

the

titl*

invoked.

In the campaign to clean up dressing rooms, improvements are noted in
Tulsa, Okla., Springfield, Mass., and Altoona, Pa.

CHRISTIE MacDONALD

SHOW

OFF.

"The Little Missus," in which Christie MacDonald made a brief return to
the stage, has been declared off for
the present and the officers of the producing company in the Fitzgerald
Building have been closed.
The piece after a preliminary tryout
was brought back to New York for
additional rehearsing and recasting, but
last week the principals were informed
the summer engagement in Boston was
off.

CHANGES

IN "LITTLE, WIDOWS."

Last Saturday witnessed the departure of a trio of the principals of "His
Little
Widows," Carter De Haven,
Flora Parker and Frank Lalor leaving
the cast.
In their stead Richard Tiber, Leonore Navasio and Phil Ryley

opened Monday.

BALLET JUDGMENT.
Boston,

A

May

29.

judgment of $4,500 against Serge
DiaghilofT, director of the
Russian
Ballet, has been recovered by Xenia
P. Makletzova, the toe dancer, throngs
a decision by the full bench of .the Supreme Court, which sustained the Superior Court's jury award.
Sept IB,
1915, she entered into an agreement
with DiaghilofT to assume some of the
feature dancing roles when the Russian
Ballet toured the United States. During the period the troupe was playing
Boston opera house, Makletzova
refused to dance in 'The Enchanted
Princess" on the ground the partner
assigned to her was incompetent and
inexperienced, thus rendering her liable to personal injury at his hands in
at the

the- difficult

numbers.

Diaghiloff regarded the refusal as s
breach of contract and thereafter refused to admit her in the theatre for
either performances or rehearsals.
During the jury trial she illustrated
to them the dancing steps and feats in

which an inexperienced partner could
easily cripple her.

REMODELING LYCEUM.

The Lyceum, New York,

will be remodeled at a cost of $25,000 before it
opens next season.
H. Tallent, architect, filed plans for

the

alterations

partment

this

with the building deweek.

GERMANS CHANGING NAMES.
As

the war situation grows and the
States continues preparations
take a more active part, comes a
pronounced tendency on the part of
vaudeville managers in certain eastern
houses to sidestep German turns, booking them only through the agents'
changing the names.

United

to

Two pop house managers last week
had an argument with an agent over a

RECORD STOCK SEASON.

Emma

tiled is

turn with German vaudevillians who
finally had to change the regular billing or have the dates cancelled.

Alfred G. Steiner, of O'Brien, Malevinsky
Driscoll, has started an action against G. M. Anderson on behalf
of Dore Plowder to recover $900 on a

&

contract under which she was engaged
of a

piece the Shubert management is to
The
try out in New Haven June 18.
plans for making the production were
completed Tuesday.

for

"W* UttU Widows,"

.

M»*s*

Plow-

der appeared for three performances in
Detroit.
She held a personal contract
with Anderson for six weeks at $150
per week.
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Tbe

NEWS FROM THE

DAILIES

at

the

Ethel

Jack Norworth
be a combination

and

Lillian

may

Lorraine

vaudeville this summer.

In

Hugh Ward haa obtained the Australian
rights for "Up Stairs and Down" from Oliver
Morosco.
Ethel Barry more returned to the f peaking
stage last week In a revival of "Tho Twelve
Pound Look" at the Empire, New York.

Richard O. Herndon filed a petition In banklast week with liabilities of $12,002

ruptcy

and

assets, $341.

Tonka

lime.

Algernon

Monday

Martha

Shubert

will

Boy sen's

give a performance of
"Jenny" at the Comedy

afternoon.

It is estimated that the War Tax will receive $00,000,000 annually from theatre admissions and $7,000,000 from the film tax.

reported dead several year* ago

Elfle Fay,

dropped Into

New York

laBt

week after

Hedman has been sued by Mrs.
Whlttern, who asks $25,000

for the alienation of the affections of her husband. Mlaa Hedman has entered suit for $50,000 against Mrs. Whlttern, alleging libel.

William Sommerset Maugham, the English
playwright was married May 26 In a Police
Court in Jersey City to Mrs. Syrle Welcome,
a divorcee.
Edward Sheldon and Counteea
Alexandra Colebrook were witnesses.

theatre owned by tbe Government. Otis Skinner, B. H. Sotbern, Julia Marlowe, Viola Allen,
Jamea K. Hackett B. Mantell, R. I. McLean,
Odette Tyler, Sophie Brealau, Iaetta Jewel.

Laurette

engagement

Taylor's

There" at the Globe

Is

in

"Out

scheduled to close thlB

Morris Oest donated the Manhattan O. H.
Lambs for the gambol to be field June

17.

The Louis N. Parker "Masque of Peace and
War" la to be presented at the Century theatre during June.
Mrs. Billy Sunday, wife of the monologietlc
evangelist, Is recovering from a recent operation for appendicitis.

Cohan t Harris have acquired the stage
rights to Oelett Burgess's story, "Mrs. Hope's
Husband,"

to be

adapted by George M. Cohan.

The outdoor theatre of the Sleepy Hollow
Country Club opened May 30 with a performance of the Pavley-Oukralnsky Russian Ballet.

Mrs. Stella Hammersteln Keating, daughter
of Oscar Hammersteln, has started suit for a
legal separation from her husband Frederick
L. C. Keating, alleging cruel treatment.

Mme. Bernhardt left Mt. Slnal HospKal,
Sunday, having practically recovered entirely
from her recent operation and Is at present
at Brlarcllff Lodge.
Rush 6 Andrews have completed arrangements for the staging of "The Dalsey" In
which Conway Tearle will have the principal
role.

There will be no auction sale of leats for
The box office sale
the "Follies" opening.
opens June 7 and the show will have Its New
York premiere June 12.

was discharged In
Hammersteln
Oscar
bankruptcy May 25. He filed an Involuntary
petition Jan. 4, 1016 with liabilities of over
$260,000.

President Wilson attended the performance
"Robin Hood" given by the Aborn Company at the National theatre, Washington,
last Thursday night.

of

Mrs. Genevieve V. Stewart, widow of Melwas appointed by Surrogate
ville Stewart,
Cohalan as the administratrix of the late actor's estate, desipte opposition of her brother-

pagent.

has a leaae on
the site on which Joe Weber's theatre stands
(Broadway and "28th Street), for 21 yeare beginning May 1, 1017 and with two renewal

"Come Back to Erin," with Walter Lawrence and Georglana Griffin as the principals,
was presented at the Standard Monday night
under the auspices of the United Irish County

Marguerite

Sylvia,

who has been abroad

the piece Sclwyn & Co. will
present Mary Boland, to have Its first performance In Atlantic City, June 18. The authors are Jane Ccvl nnd Jane Murfln. who
also collaborated on "Lilac Time."

"Daybreak"

la

Eugene Walter haa Issued a statement denyWoods will produce his play "The

ing A. H.

Small Town Girl" next fall, tho»author holding that the manager has no contract with

him

to

A

the Mt. Klsco Opera House, Mt.
Klsco, N. Y., caused a small sized panic
Wednesday In which several people wpre Injured. The fire was a trifling one caused by a
fire

Two

plays Intended for New York consumpproduced out of town Monday.
Hitchcock's summer revue "HltchyKoo" opened at the Apollo, Atlantic City and
will be brought to the Cohan A Harris theatre
Thursday night.
A.
H. Woods produced
"Mary's Ankle" in New Haven and will take
it to the Wilbur theatre, Boston, before bringing it to Broadway.
tion

W. K. Vanderbllt Jr. and Mrs. Charles
Dillingham are In charge of the entertainment features of the Maodougal Alley
Festa In aid of the Red Cross and Allied War
Funds. The Festa will run four days, June
accepted

a

comedy

entitled "Craven" by Mabel Ferris and Laura
L. Hinkley for production next fall. The piece
will be tried out In stock by the Poll company
at the Columbia theatre, Washington next

The death of C. E. Kohl, Chicago, at a sanitarium at Oconomowoc, Wis., .is being made
the subject of a sensational mystery.
The
funeral was held up Wednesday pending an
Investigation, even though Coroner Schaeffel
issued a death certificate the theatre manager
died of heart disease following nervous prostration.
The manager had been found on the
streets shouting he had been shot.

month.

The new Hazsard-Knlght-Sloane musical
comedy "Dew Drop Inn" had Its Initial performance at Grand Rapids, May 24. In the
cast are Perclval Knight, Arthur Ayleeworth,
Frederic Santley, Winona Winter, Suaaaae
Wllla,

Charles

Florence

W

Morrison,

Zltalka

If they don't watch out the Actors' Fund
be able to go Into the live stock raising game themselves.
The latest Is that the
Florida Live Stock Association has presented
the Fund with a prize blooded pig and it is
hoped that the Fund will receive a thousand
dollars annual!y from this source.
Just bow
the thou Is to
made Isn't said. The
F. L. S. A. has also presented the Fund with
a tract of land fcr the building of a home In
Florida.

Dolores,

Meyer and Thomas Donnelly.

will

The Washington Square Players closed their
regular season at the Comedy Saturday night
and reopened Monday for a limited engagement in several pieces. One entitled "Pariah"
Is brand new.
The other playa are "Another
Way Out" and "Plots and Playwrights." In
the cast are Ralph L. Roeder and Arthur H.
.

..«-.

Hohl.

Raymond Hitchcock and

Alice Agoust and her brother, Emll, together with the manager of the restaurant In
which the team appeared were arrested last
week and arraigned In the West Side Court
charged with giving an objectionable dance.
The arrests were made by deotectlves from

Inspector Daly's

come

Lulu Marie Upsrung formerly a Winter
Garden girl won a verdict for $15,000 In the
Supreme Court as damages for Injuries received aa the result of a fall through an

"Our Betters"

"The

Epistle,"

the

organ of the
advent, twenty-four

official

Friars, make its June
pages strong, with the artists of the club, contributing special cartoons and pictures.
All
the New York artists who are members have
submitted specimens for the number which J.
J. Gleason is editing.
Bert Levey Is personally directing the general contributions. The
sporting page will be handled by Robert Edgren (World). The paper comes out the first
of each month, heretofore being sixteen pages.

will close at the

Three of the members of Louise Agnese's
"Irish Colleens" applied to the County Clerk
Albany, N. Y., for papers of citizenship.
They are Imelda Vale, Anet Daunt Golden
and Florence Rush. All stated that they wished
to become citizens so that they could not be
sent back to Ireland by their employers.

The musical version of "The College
Widow" to be produced by William Elliott,
F. Ray Comstock and Morris Oest is scheduled

of

opening attraction at the Loagacre
theatre next season.
Carl Randall haa been
As
engaged.
The piece will be renamed.
has been the custom In the past with this
firm's productions the book will be written by
Guy Bolton, lyrics by P. G. Wodehouse and
music by Jerry Kern.
to be the

"When Johnny Comes Marching Home" wan
to the Manhattan O. H., Monday after

moved

closed at the Amsterdam, Saturday.
dollar top scale will be In vogue at the

having

Alfred Weiss, one of the best known distribution executives in the motion picture industry, has Joined the Goldwyn organization
and will become one of the vice presidents of
the Goldwyn Distributing Corporation at an
Weiss
election to be held in a few days.
resigned from Triangle thirty days ago and
immediately he started on a tour of the United
States for Goldwyn and has closed all of the
realty contracts and leases for tbe opening
of the Goldwyn exchanges In nineteen cities
covering every part of America.

downtown house which has been taken over
on a rental by F. C. Whitney for this engagement.

The Bon Ton, Jersey City, which has fluctuated in policy during Its existence, lately
devoted to pictures, was completely destroyed
by fire Monday noon. The house was dark at
Michael Malone built the theatre
the time.
25 years ago at a cost of about $75,000. The
estimated loss is between $25,000 and $30,000.
It had two galleries and seated about 2,000.

all

wrong."

Tbla stuff

Is

pulled In slang phraseology so that
gets out his little scrap book to
paste the notice with all the other bunk that
he has clipped be will be able to understand

when BUI
It

Is all

about on reading

It.

B1U says

that shows have been tainted to get tbe money.
That If someone sent out a Sbakeepoaran repertoire company be would go bankrupt. Bill
evidently doesn't know that Southern and
Marlowe clean up with Shakespeare and that
Robert B. Mantell had a fairly success ful
season this year. As for ranking the theatre
and ahow business as a whole with tbe conducting of a bawdy house and the managers
with highwaymen. It might be well for BUI
to keep his eyee on his personal staV and
their doings after Tabernacle hours.

Tbe Shuberts sent out to the dallies Monday morning renumeratlng a number of theatrical activities they claim aa their own, although the majority of the productions Hated
are due to several managements allied with
the Shuberts through booking In the theatres
Among the production
which they control.
"The Pawn," with Frank Keenan as tbe
playing at preeent In Chicago and scheduled for a New York hearing In the fall. This
was produced by Mr. Keenan in association
"Saturday to Monday,"
with Esra B. Eddy.
produced by Wlnthrop Amea with Ruth Maycl.ffe as the star, la another attraction prom"Dollars
ised for New York early In the fall.
and Sense," produced by Alan Brooks, la also
claimed aa a Shubert show. "The Assassin,"
which Eugene Walter Is personally producing,
It opened WednesIs Included In the list.
day at Pougskeepele and will continue prior to
opening at a Shubert theatre In August.
George Probert and Fanla Marlnoff are In the
leading roles. Wilton Lackaye opens In "Tbe
Inner Man," at Albany June 4 and "The
Beautiful Unknown" Is headed for the 44th
Street theatre, opening in. & week or so.
In
the cast of the latter will be Frances Demarest,
Xlvlenne Segal, Charlee Purcell,
Charles Judels and Charles
McNaughton.
"The Masquerader," a Richard Walton TuUy
production, In which Guy Bates
Post
Is
starring at the Plymouth, Boston, la one of
the pieces to be seen on Broadway early In
the season.
"The Eyes of Youth," recently
tried out In Newark, will be shown In New
York In September. "The Melting of Molly,"
Is

star,

"The

Woman Thou

Gaveet Me." "The Years

and "Jubilee Jax" are also to
the Shubert banner next season, all new
to New York though tried out on the road.
of the Tigers"
fly

The plans

for the coming season for the A.
attractions were announced MonIncluding the spring tryout productions
with the number of new pieces to be staged
next fall. The first will be "Mary's Ankle,"
opening Monday In New Haven, followed by
"The Target," by Samuel Shlpman, principals
Including Emmett Corrlgan, Clara Joel, Harry
C. Browne, Harry Mestayer, James S pottswood, Maldel Turner and Suzanne Wllla. Atlantic City. July 0, Is the date of the premiere.
"Potash and Perlmutter Film Co."
is the third
of the series of the Montague
Glass-Jules Eckert Goodman plays with these
two principal characters, to be played by Alex
Carr and Barney Bernard, who will be Jointly

Woods

H.

The defendCompany and

Hudson, June
Somerset Maugham, who was married last
0.
week will undoubtedly absorb considerable
atmosphere In the next few weekB which will
enable him to write a new play entitled "Love
In a Cottage" which the John D. Williams
management announces for next season.

A

Billy Sunday have
agreement under which

agrees to forego giving his
burlesque Impersonation of the evangelist and
the latter agrees to cease traducing the stage
and stage folk. Hitchcock will keep his end
of the bargain aa long as Sunday manages to
keep his, and New York In the meantime will
be denied the pleasure of a good laugh, for
the Sunday burlesque was to be one of the
features of the performance of "Hltchy-Koo."

staff.

elevator shaft at the theatre.
ants were the Winter Garden
the Floyd Grant Co.

to a gentleman's

comedian

the

wrong, boys

"all

being

were

Raymond

0, 7, o, 0.

day,

starred.
Robert HUlard Is to appepar In "A
Scrap of Paper." The Dolly Sisters are to appear In am uslcal production written by Guy
Bolton and P. O. Wodehouse. Other musical
plays under the Woods direction will be "Call
a Taxi," by Earl Carroll ; "The Girl from the

Trenches," an adaptation from the French, by
Paul M. Potter, and a musical adptatlon of
"The Girl from Clro's," to serve as a vehicle
for Mable McCane. Majorle Rambeau Is to be
seen In a new play and Robert Warwick will
also be under the Woods management after a
brief season with Grace George at the opening
of the season. Max Marcln, who wrote "Cheating the Cehaters," is writing a new farce mystery melodrama.
In giving a list of productions Mr. Woods Is to make by Oct. 1, the
press agent
Includes
"Jim's Woman," by
Wayne Bryan Carlock "It Is the Law," by
Arthur J. Westmeyer and Col. Jasper Ewlng
nrady; "In the Net," by Ramsey Morris;
"Fingerprints," by Minnie Seheff
"The Gay
Lothario," by C. W. Bell and Mark Sawn;
"The Small Town Girl," by Eugene Walter
and Cronln Wilson: "His Honor, the Judge,"
by Nancy and Jean Rloux, and "Playing the
Game," by Ashton Stevens and Charles Mlchelson.
Early In November the new Woods'
theatre In Chicago Is to be opened with
"Cheating the Cheaters."
;

;

will be Liberty Loan Week In
This Is the
the theatres of the country.
outcome of a meeting held In the Lyceum
theatre Tuesday morning at which the owners
and representatives of the lending theatres
in the country met and pledged themselves to
co-operate In every possible way In the national campaign for the sale of Liberty Bonds.

David Belasco and A. H. Woods have settled
the controversy waging between them over
the services of Wlllard Mack as a playwright.

Next week

all

William A. Brady will produce "Eve's
Daughter" a play by Alicia Ramsey at the
Helaseo theatre, Washington, next week. The
tit:.-

will ba enacted \>y Christ Ino Nf/rraan
the cn«t v!l! tirade Oyrwy O'Brien, Annie
rwlr.

nnd
Hughes, Thomas Holding, Lionel Belmore and
Nora Lamson.

«

The

former

lately

produced

"Tiger

Rose"

written by Mr. Mack and Mr. Woods started
on the strength of a contract that he
had with the author dated Nov. 5, 1015, which
gave him an option on all of the Mack writings for a term of five years. By the agreement entered Into this week, Mr. B°»asco acquires the rights to 'Tiger Rose" written by
himself and Mack and also "Alias" by Mack
and John A. Morose. "Tiger Rose" is to be
presented In New York early In the fall.
suit

There will bo a public hearing In the legislative chamber In Albany on June 6 relative
to Senator J. Henry Walter's bill defining
the statute of theatrical employment agencies.

ENGAGEMENTS.
Rodney Ranons (leads with Orpheum PlayMontreal— replacing Ted Woodruff).
Janet Dunbar (Oliver Morosco, Lqs Angeles

er*.

stock).
F. Zlegfeld, Jr., paused long

enough

In the

"The Follies" Saturday to tell
Leon Friedman that he might divulge the
names of the entire oast of "The Follies"
rehearsals of

In

film explosion.

I no.

soldiers.

produce any of his writings.

Marie Dressier and nor husband James H.
Dalton have been named as defendants in an
action that has b^-ti hiT.ii*I,t tijr Grace Fllklus and Alice Nclh-.cn, Who arc trying to recover $6,300 which they paid for some stock.

Estates,

privileges for the same terms.
The leaae
carries with It an option to buy at $500,000.
The preeent asaesaed value la $705,000 of
which $003,000 la land value.
The rental
price Is $25,000 with taxes.

Association, the receipts going to the disabled

McKay has

Bill Sunday, the master showman and pi
agent of them all took a pan at tbe theatre
and profession last week. BUI Is a funny
sort of a guy when one gets the dope on bim
and when he starts after tbe theatre bo Is

what

The Altman

in-law.

since her last appearance here In "Gypsy
Love." Is on her way to America to appear
on the operatic and concert stage and to act
In the motion picture*.

Kathertne Lee and Paul
to appear In the opening

Swan are announced

week.
to the

Thompson,

Louis

The Lambs Gambol, twice poetponed, will
take place at the Manhattan Opera
House, Sunday night, June 17, with a matinee
performance the Monday afternoon following.
The proceeds will be employed to pay off the
bonds on the new Lambs' club house.
finally

Frederic

typewriter to say will Rogers, Bert Williams,
Walter Catlett, W. C. Fields, Eddie Oantor,
Don Barclay, Carl Hyson, Hans WllSon, IrvIng Flsber, George Baldwin* Oflosr
D«r v«
and "Don," Fred Holder, Claudius and Soarlet.
Fanny Brlce, Mile. VI ra Amasar, Dorothy Dickson, Edttb Hallor, Allyn Ktnr. Vera
Maxwell, Beatrice Allen, Helen Barnes and
the Fairbanks Twins would bo Hated with tbe
principals of the organisation, to open Ita
New York season at the Amsterdam, June 12.
•

Mrs.

Performances of "The People," "A Night
At An Inn" will be played at the Neighborhood Playhouse tomorrow and Sunday nights.

la

1 Is the opening of tbe Sylvan theatre,
Washington, D. C. It la an open air amphi-

B.

Charles Dillingham will reopen the (Kobe
next season with "General Post," by Harold
Terry*
It Is at present at tho Haymarket,
London.

of

doctor'c

Knight"

June

five

year's absence.

aerlee

nights at tho BIJoa whert
the attraction. The tenor of
tLe notioe sent out by tbe Shubert publicity
department would geem to Indicate there baa
been a row between that very capable Institution and tbe managing board of the Medical
Review of Reviews.

Leglnska

and needy Irish

designed to relieve theatrical promanagers from being generally
the "theatrical employement

The 8huberta have arranged a
special

"Her Soldier Boy" closed

la

bill

prietors and
olaased with
agencies."

••""»«

Saturday.

-

for the year of 1P17.
a dutiful press agent

Therefore Leon being
got on the Job with

James Spottswood, Harry Mestayer, Suzanne
Wllla, Maldel Turner (A. H. Woods
The
Target").
James J. Cassady (Al. H. Woods).
Jay Blwood, Juvenile (Nathan Appell stock,
Maiden, Mass).
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High prices in the larger New York
restaurants may be as fully responsible
for the recent decline in patronage as
the war or one o'clock closing order.
That is the view held by many who formerly played the cabaret route steadily,
but has eschewed it altogether of late,
feeling they could not stand the pressure of the prices for the amusement
possible to be derived and considering
"hanging out" at a restaurant had become too expensive a pastime. The
restaurant men have pushed the limit
too far, it appears. For every increase
reported in the dailies, where the
restaurants were concerned, they immediately took advantage of it, feeling
the public had been informed of the
raise, by making a corresponding increase of a thousand per cent, or more
on their menu
when wine was

cards.
raised

Frederick E. Goldsmith, to take the
necessary steps to restrain Veronica
Marquise from billing herself as "Veronica."

(Karczag); "Rose of Palestine" (ForRag" (Jenkins); "Story
Book Ball" (Rossiter); "Pass the Butter" (Millegram); "If I Catch the Guy
Who Wrote 'Poor Butterfly'" (Wm.
Jerome).

ster); "12th St.

ONE-STEPS.—"Each
Little

;

cus Day Back Home" (Witmark &
Sons); "Freedom of the World" (Sam
Fox); "Million More Like Teddy"
(Kendis Music Co.) "America To-Day"
(Rossiter); "Savannah" (Rosenberg);
"Didn't Mean Goodbye" (Triangle);
;

revues cannot be charged for responsibility with these enormous increases.
The New York public has finally taken
cognizance, until they are dining at the
less greedy eateries or taking more
meals at home. Even the hotels that
formerly served a moderate priced
menu during the daytime have been
imbued with the scheme of getting everything in sight all at once and their
business ia also falling off.
It seems
impossible nowadays for a couple to
eat an ordinary lunch, witkout expensive drinks, in a better known New
York hotel or restaurant under $4.50,
and it more often reaches $6, while for
$3.50 the couple have to starve them-

"Come

m

Remember" (Harms); "The

latest current popular

the
to

dance mu-

Broadway

restaurants (addithose previously reported,
some still retained) reported for
Variety by Earl Fuller, of Fuller's Orchestras at Rector's and Palais Royal,
is:

FOX TROTS— "Shim-Me-Sha-Wabble,"

"Rooster Rag," "Love is a WonThing," "Lily of the Valley,"

derful

"Brown Skin

"Princess of the
Willow Tree," "Love in Mexico" (Stern
Co.);
&
"Joan of Arc." "Huckleberry
Finn," "Mama's Baby," "I Love My
Girl."

(Waterson, Berlin &
Snyder); "Somewhere on Bro«idwav"
{Remick ft'Co.); "Cute Little Wigglin
Dance" (B'way Music Corp.); "RockBillv

Sunday"

way" (Leo

Feist)

;

"Lookout Mountain"
"Boolo Boolo,"

(Shapiro-Bernstein);

*Only Dreaming,'*. "He Will Understand"

(Schirmer);

"It's

a

Pippin"

;

"Amer-

Girl

You

Can't Forget" (Rossiter); "My Heart Is
Calling You" (Karczag); "The Great
Lover," "Waltz Charming" (Feist).

Al Sanders, the wine boomer, who
headquarters at the Friars after dark,
using the club house for his night office and side line, seems to have a
libelous action against S.

Jay Kaufman,

Mr. Sanders
of the Evening Globe.
lost the contest for the most popular
No. 1 Lodge Elk at the Actors' Fund
Fair and the contest ended the same
day the following appeared in Mr.

It's

The

(Bowers)

Astore" (Witmark); "Sometime You'll

Kaufman's column:

New

tional

Me Now"

to

My Boy" (Jos. Morris).
WALTZES.—"You're Mine," "How
Can I Forget?" (W. B. & S.); "Eileen

ica Here's

as ridiculous as it is true
and the final result will probably be
the inordinate greed of the food sup-

sic in

Old

"Ragtime Volunteers" (Shapiro) "HySine," " Let the Flag Fly," "When
Lincoln Freed the Slaves," "Creepy
Weepy Feeling" (Stern); "What Rind
of An American Are You?", "Just
Like You" (B'way); "The Hammer and
the Plow" (Harry Von Tilzer); "Your
Country and My Country" (W. B. &
S.); "Oh, Boy" (T. B. Harms); "Cir-

Even thr cabaret shows'and

hardly any capacity can earn $100,000
in a season, while another, but larger
(•although not the largest along Broadway) has made $300,000 net in a year.
As a matter of fact in the restaurants
operated by the clubs around New York
where a large profit is not looked for.
there has been no marked increase of
any kind for foods nor have the portions been cut down in size.
The
restaurants, like other businesses, have
some legitimate claims for a moderate
raise in price, but they have no excuse
for the wholesale plundering they have
attempted and so far gotten away with,
although at the finish it may be less
than an even split for them.

in

Girl

a Soldier" (Remick); "Rolling Chair,"

As an instance,
one dollar a case

pliers because they thought they saw
an opportunity to get everything in a
hurry will be to make
Yorkers
exercise more care in selecting their
eating places in the future. It's not unlikely that this lesson will remain with
them after the war is over or the eabaret thing (that helped so much to
bring big profits to the restaurants)
has passed away. The profits of the
restaurant business of late may be
guessed at when one little place of

Star

"What Wonderful Things One
Can Do." "New Orleans
Jazz," "Where Do We Go From Here?"
(Feist); "It's Time for Every Boy to Be
Glory,"

(24 bottles), the restaurants sent the
price from $4.50 and $5 to $6, $6.50 and
If the newspapers said
lobsters had advanced three cents a
pound the restaurant increased their
menu charge of lobsters 25 cents a portion, until now in the cabaret restaurant the bill calls for $1.75 or $2 for a
single lobster and for that price the
patron receives a very small "baby"

selves.

Until a few weeks ago VeronMarquise had been utilizing her full
name in the billing matter, but on
opening at the Strand Roof she dropped
her surname and is now employing only
her baptismal name. The original Veronica having established that name as
ica

$7 a bottle.

lobster.

13

Aldebert Saunders, an elderly gentleman, who is well known as a fashion expert, a poker expert, and the
representative for a small brewery,
was one of the candidates for the
most popular Elk contest at the Acare told that
tors' Fund Fair.
at .the various clubs where he is a

We

•

member he wheedled dimes from the
men in the poker games, which dimes
were to buy votes in the contest. The
vote cast for him was about
amount he received on
Saturday night at one of the clubs.
The libel action appears to lie in the
statement Mr. Sanders' total vote did
not reach the amount he received by
voluntary contributions from clubby
poker players.
Contest tickets were
ten cents.
Mr. Sanders' received considerable more votes than he could have
purchased with the amounts received
over the poker table, but had Mr. Sanders used that money to purchase votes
the result might have been different.
total

half of the

dina's

man.
ber in

Dance Club, at the Hotel SherShe dances her Hawaiian numthe Inn at 7.30 and 11.30, the ice

floor being entirely covered with a
platform laid in eight sections. Just
previous to her appearance, Billy Spedick, the drummer, does a spot light
number, Walter Kalomuku plays on the
steel string guitar and Jake Bright
sings "The Doraldina Hula Girl."
In
her dance club Doraldina does her new
Indian dance. The engagement of the
dancer may presage the passing of the
ice skating craze in cabarets, for the
College Inn, the first cafe to give an
ice show, has cut the skating exhibitions in half.
DoraTdina's initial appearances at the Inn were marked suc-

Wednesday was

the
his

Doraldina

left

at the Garrick, Chicago, Saturday, and
is now appearing at the College Inn.

Several of the big hotels bid for the
dancer's services with the Biefelds, who
an attraction to
offset Charlotte at Terrace Garden,
landing her.
DoraHiniTs first appearance at the Inn was Monday, her contract being for ten weeks.
There is a
bonus of $5,000 attached to the contract,
as Doraldina takes over the
Louis XVI Room, formerly known as
the Bal Taberin and now called DoraJ-

were out to obtain

drummer who

where
with

band

Female
from

W

ton and Crescent athletic clubs. Th*
Casino will have dancing and music,
with no cabaret attachment. It is being operated upon the moderate price
plan for food and liquid refreshment.
The Casino has been made attractive
in looks and the large dancing space on
the main floor will likely prove a draw

»

The

photograph of the person

as

is

issued

Veronica, who was the featured
dancer at the Cocoanut Grove during
the run of "Dance and Grow Thin,"
has instructed her attorneys, Henry J.

well.

Supreme Court Justice Gieperich has
handed down a decision prohibiting the
sale of liquor in the Century theatre
building on the grounds the building
is not the required distance from the
•

Ethical Culture School at the northwest corner of 63d street and Central
Park West.
Messrs. Dillingham and
Zicgfcld have announced their intention
to appeal.

must hold
It

Casino, adjoining the Brighton

theatre, Brighton Beach, is now under
the management of James
J. Mead, who
has local repute as caterer for the Bos-

making

a

Jt

The

Kessler had been appearing at

to.

entertainers
were barred
Salt Lake City cabarets last

Cal.

the Empire theatre here in Yiddish
stock and the others concerned were
also identified with current Yiddish

issued

all

e order was iMU «<i by the
..
u- ;
Chief
of Police and forced the managers of the several resorts to at
once
discontinue their floor revues, which
were prospering. Male artists will be
engaged to replace those displaced, but
night life is not expected to be lively
in the Mormon town, for Utah
has gone
bone drv and the wetness is to disappear Aug. 1. E. G. Wood, manager
of the Hotel Newhouse entertainment
at Salt Lake, has left the city and
may
open the Peninsula Hotel, San Mateo.

Kessler alleges/ that he was not only
beaten, but kicked as well and ran out
into the street yelling murder.
He
was taken to the American Hospital

when

used.

is

a bunch of good looking chorus
who have been engaged to "sit
around," as it were. In other words,
these girls can be found lounging about
the place during dinner hour and
alter
the show at night and can be induced,
without much persuasion to partake of
expensive refreshments. For this they
are fid $15 a week and a percentage
of i'
checks representing drinks, bat
dernc no rake-off on the food purchased by the come-ons.

Thomashefsky, and
Rumshinsky, composer of "The
Broken Violin." The rumpus started
after the detectives had reached the
lobby with Kessler and the others.

permits, which

the

roll

he had been playing
William Mendelsohn,

-uralizcd employees, now classed as
"alien enemies." Marshall Bradley put
on an additional corps of clerks and
kept his office open until midnight for
several days, to receive applications for

with

girls

for Boris

plays.

a "darb"

Fred Strauss at the
For the dancing a colored jazz

One of the largest cabarets in the
vicinity of Times Square has
adopted
the old-fashioned "box rustling"
idea
for putting speed into the purchase
of
refreshments. It riow has on its pay-

Joe

later.

is

xylophone, and
piano.

rison Hotel, Chicago.
The action is
the result of a bad beating administered
Kessler by the hotel detectives, after
he had been ordered out of his own

room,

-

There are -five entertain8
ai
Ansonia, Fred Leonard,
tT
iitiljf
Nellie iyOnnsee, Viola Wilson, Margie O Rourke and Herbie Vogel. They
are accompanied by Pinky Aarseth,
a*

Suit asking for damages for $100,000
was started Monday by Attorney Max
Korshak acting for Joseph K. Kessler,
the Yiddish tragedian, against the Mor-

manager

it

Memphis.

in

night and Thursday morning the wails of those stung by the new
schedule of prices 'at the watering
place were still to be heard along
Broadway. The prices on almost everything have been tilted 100 per cent,
at the beach.
Couvert charges are everywhere and the crowd in the majority
Memorial Day comprised the sharpshooters of both sexes "to a great extent.
Healy's, destroyed by fire several weeks ago, is very much missed.
The Nassau is getting the class of the
play, while Castles-by-the-Sea this season is in charge of Jos. Pani, who has
Louis with him serving in an executive
capacity. Pierre has Trouville. At the
Castles an idea of the price list may
be obtained by figuring that two, small
lamb chops are listed at $1 and no
drink is served under 50 cents. In addition a couvert charge of a quarter is
taxed each person. Lobsters are on the
bill, of fare without any price printed.

Bismark and'the La Salle have in their
employ the largest number of un-nat-

(besides

it is more than an even
never would be permitted at Coney Island.
It is, however,
not jo bad as the "harrel push," known

Wednesday

pinochle

and

chance that

official

"Very Good Eddie"

upon

misspelling

pushed

injustice

Al

name) by the young but enthusiastic
writing Kaufman, who wanted to do
his friend a favor evidently by giving
him a "good notice" was to say Mr.

bhimmey

opening
day of the Lonft Beach resorts. Late
the

Sanders represented a small brewery.
This proves S. Jay is not a winehound.
for everybody who drinks knows Al
Sanders plugs only for Peiper Heidsick.

affable

The Ansonia Cafe, an oasis on West
Madison street, Chicago, has considerable neighborhood draw and attracts
others because of the unusual dance in
vogue there. It is called "Shakin' the

cesses.

federal rule, effective June 1,
it an offence for any unnaturalized citizen to approach within a halfmile of any government building or
military or naval station without a
special permit, catised a rush of permit applications to be made by hotel
and cafe managers in Chicago.
All
Loop cafes and hostelries are affected
by the new rule because of the location of the Federal building.
The Atlantic (formerly Kaiserhof), Morrison,

Another

mark in connection with her
dancing believes that a court of equity
will give her the relief from the
copy
because of her prior employment of
the same and because that Veronica
Marquise is also a dancer.

a trade

Paragon Park,

at

N?..ntasket,

Mm,

sjiowinrr signs, of running, a snappy
cabaret at Dodge's Palm Garden this
summer. The place now seats 2,000.
A diving girl cabaret in the centre of
the main dining room, with a big tank
in place, is the first surprise of the
season.

is

—

—

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

14

Winston's Seals and Diving Nymphs.

MEW ACTS NEXT WEEK
Initial Presentation, First

Tank Act

Appearance

or Reappearanc* in or Around

The Winston seal-act. as a seal-act,
so far ahead of anything vaudeville
has seen in this line that there is no
comparison.
The Winston seals are
put forward in a new way and light
they are "educated" or appear so, and
they also seemingly attest that seals are
to the ocean what apes are to land. Two

New York

is

Grand Opera Quintet, Royal.
Rollins and Harris, Royal.
Three Chums, Royal.
George White Co., Henderson's.
Charlotte Parry, Colonial
Julia Arthur.

"Liberty Aflame" (Declamation).
12 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Settings).
Palace.
Julia Arthur, for years a star in the
legitimate, and who served a long and
arduous apprenticeship as a Shakespearean actress, has been excellently fitted
with a "vehicle" for her debut in vaude-

by Roland Burke Hennessy,
•

ville

in

what

is best described as a patriotic
Miss Arthur reoresents the
spectacle.
Statue of Liberty, located in New York
bay, with the huge skvscrapers looming
up in the far grev distance. Standing
on what is probably a ten-foot high ped-

estal, and with the illuminated torch in
her hand, she stands motionless as the

curtain rises. It is one of the finest reproductions of a familiar scene ever put
upon the metropolitan stage. When the
applause for the picture subsides Miss
Arthur delivers a patriotic speech, during which there is flashed in illuminated
form in the front panel of the pedestal
"The Spirit of 76," Washington, Lincoln, the sinking of the/^'Lusitania,"
President Wilson (to the tune of
"Dixie"), then there is the roar of cannon, bugle calls, drums, etc., she calls
the countrv to arms "Go forth and
guard the flag" "Let no man shirk"
"For Humanity and Our Flag." and a

—

—

huge American flag is lowered behind
The whole thine: is "actor-proof"
and anybody could do it. But in the
hands of so good a "reader," with its
her.

strong plea for recruiting, its magnificent and costlv (and artistic) setting,
the lighting effects, incidental music,
the value of the name of the star, it's
the biggest "kind applause" thing perpetrated since the U. S. A. declared
Jolo.
war.

Davia and Kitty.
Tugoding and Music.
14 M'ns.; One.
^

woman.
Man has some
talk sandwiched in between a juggling
exhibition and a "bit" with a cornet
that he takes from one of the men in
orchestra

The woman

pit.

young women divers perform swimming feats and diving tricks. In all of
these the seals ape them.
The seals
make high dives as well as the more
shallow ones, do the "fly around" and
the "porpoise" immediately after the
girls do the same things.
In one of
the dives where a girl first rested upon
her hands only, making her position a
handstand before taking a drop of about
seven feet to the water, the seal did*
the self-same thing, elevating itself perpendicularly, holding only by its front
fins before making the drop.
It's remarkable, or at least seems to be, that a
seal may be trained to do it. For- it is
training, even though the seals are .apt
at aping.
Howard Winston, the trainer, controls the seals by spoken commands. At first this would look like
a routine but little things in connection
with the work alter that impression. In
conversation William Quaid, manager
of the 5th Avenue, where the act played
the last half last week, told of something he would not have thought possible if he had not been present.
Mr.
Quaid asked Mr. Winston if he could
stretch out the act a little, as the stage

crew needed more time. Mr. Winston
replied he had been working on a plan
and would like to try it out at that performance.
He asked Mr. Quaid to
watch it and see how it worked out.
After the act proper finished, Mr. Winston asked the audience to request any
dive the animals had just performed
and thev would do it from the auditor's
voice. Several asked for different dives,
which the seals did without the people
of act participating.
Winston did this
only for the one performance.
The
turn carries an announcer quite unique.
He says nothing excepting to the point,
owns a pleasant voice and aids rather
than detracts as most announcers do.
The two girls who dive help the picture, but the big point is the

23d Street.
Man and

the

12 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Set).

sings

and makes several chanees, returning
for the finish with a trombone, playing
Music made
a medley with the man.
a hit with the 23d Street audience.

The

man is good juggler, working up the
bouncing of four rubber balls effectiveAct run* nicelv, with the finish all
ly.
Mark.

to the hurrah.

the seals work.
The turn looks so
it could be headlined in the
smaller cities, where it is bound to attract business.
Even on a big bill it
should not be placed to close the performance. It is too important for that.
The Palace, with several girls added
to fill out the stage and using a larger
tank, might hold this turn for a run
over the summer. It's a real novelty
Rime.
act. one of the best.

promising

Harrv Von Fossen.
Blackface.

81st Street.

10

M ns.;
;

One.

order when on the road with "Watch
Your Step" to handle the former Frank
Tinney part of the bellhop. Harry Von
Fos<»en returns to vaudeville with pracThe blackticallv a -brand new act.
faced comedian has changed his turn
so that few of the western audiences
that have long been used to his familiar
style of monoloping would barely rec-

oenize

it.

Von Fossen

of bis stump
sharp stops and the
tion

the stape

He

has

is usine a secspeech, with the

walk to and fro on

new song numbers

and some natter that
with

the.

unquestionably

not as funny
Mr. Van Fos-

is

as his old material
sen was on
second

and

at
;uidier;rr

took

the

not

"Roval
fullv

«snme of the
starch out of his proverbial eood nature.
Von Fo<?sen was well received
but the act didn't obtain the laughing
results he has registered on other ocMark.
casions
it

after a
humorous
consisting of talk, offers a
series of songs, all of a comedy nature,
that bring laughs and applause.
His
closing song. "Over There." practically stopped the show for him.
It isn't
either Kelgard's plaving or his vocal
ability (the latter being at zero as far
as tones are concerned), but it is his
manner of putting over a song that
gets his audience and he certainly
demonstrated that he can get them at
*
Fred.
this house.

Billy

Enveloped in a bright, resplendent
uniform, no doubt that he had made to

Kelgard.

opening

Regal and Mack.
"At the Bookstore."
15 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Set)

Fifth Avenue.
"Re cral

and

Mack

in

something dramatic.

Hilton and Laxar.

A decidedly clever combination, but
severely handicapped through the absence of marketable material of any
original grade.
Lou Hilton essays a
somewhat different type of Hebrew comedian and does it well. Alice Lazar
is plump, good looking, and works well
with Hilton, considering his rather eccentric manner of ad libbing. Both are
of burlesque. Their dialog carries too
many familiar "puns" and those offset
the good mark registered with their
own

material.

start

off

stowlv,

with Hialorr that fails to reaeh.
The
act gains speed with the introduction
of dancinir. the girl in this doing some
good work. Should the couple iniect

more pen and eliminate some

of the

talk at the opening, the results would
be more substantial.

Hilton and Lazar can

go along this grade of time, getting
'laughing honors, but they should proceed to arm themselves with another
vehicle and then look forward. At the
American they were the undisputed
Wynn.
laughing hit of the show.

W.

H. St James and Co.

(4).

Farce.
18 Mins.; Full Stage.

Harlem O. H.

A

corking, rip roaring farce, full of
jazz and hoke that will make any audience from that at the Palace down to
the variest small time crowd howl with
laughter.
It is a simple story of a
great big fat "con" man who gets into
a boarding house which caters exclusively to women and promises to marry
every one, the housekeeper, the maid, a
supposed orphan heiress and a sporty
widow, putting over the "cash-a-check"
touch on each one and finally leaving
laughingly.
The comedy arises principally through the "con" man using
the same method of approach with the
women and hands each the same story.
Each repeat item brings a bigger how!.
With a little additional speed in two
of the roles that of the maid and the
ingenue the act will go in the fastest
Fred.
company and score.

—

Morley and McCarthy
Sonrs and Dances.

Betty Bond.
"Five Rights of Musical Comedy."
17 Mins.; One and a Half (Special
Drop).
Riverside.

Betty

Bond

as a single

means

spe-

cial material, special setting

Bond.

and Betty
One never seems to rise above

It may be the material or it
may be Miss Bond. The chances are

the other.

that it is both. 'Five Flights of Musical Comedy" is the title of this act
written by Charles McCarron and also
produced by him, although in what
sense it has been produced or staged
other than Miss Bond singing songs
in different dresses doesn't make itself
evident.
The drop is the exterior of
an apartment house, with the elevator's
entrance close to the sidewalk. Miss
Bond walks out from the elevator, after making rapid changes of good looking costumes, with the Indicator pointing each time to the floor she descended from, commencing with 1.

The

Songs and Talk.
17 Mins.; One.

—

Billy Kelgard.

Piano and Talk.
14 Mins.; One.

Roval.

manner

Valerie Bergere and Co. (6).
"The Noblest Vampire" (Travesty).
24 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Set).
Bnshwick.
Valerie Bergere in "The Noblest
Vampire" has a travesty by David Leo
Freeman entirely away from anything
done by her in vaudeville heretofore. It
dates back to Marc Antony and Cleopatra with their lives furnishing the
theme. The author's modern expression in connection with the ancient
lingo
Miss
provides the comedy.
Bergere as Cleopatra has the bulk of
the work, with Frank Elliott as a
drunken Marc Antony playing opposite.
The remainder of the cast consists of court servants,, mainly to add
to the picture. Travesty in vaudeville
at present is about a dead issue. There
is
little
chance Miss Bergere's new
Mr. Freeskit will be an exception.
man has written a comparatively amusin
the maing travesty, but audiences
jority will much prefer Miss Bergere

numbers. "An Innocent Girl."
"Little Italy Girl," "365 Days in the
Year." "Baby Butterfly" and "Military

Eyes" mention the floors in rotation
the place where the singer lives.
idea, no doubt, suggests possibilities for a "single."
It wasn't a bad
scheme, but "the act" depended upon
the material and the interpreter of it.
Both fail in their respective duties. Of

as

The

the songs, only "Military Eyes," closing the act and pushing it over, is
worthy of the idea and setting. It's a
good number with a flag finish that
can't fall down at this time, but there
had been nothing preceding to warrant the rjouse adding up its applause
for this number alone, so it had to
stand by itself. In fact, nMiss Bond had
to press the limit to reach the finale,
for her four other songs were very
mildly received, some even less so. She
created a wrong and poor impression
at the outset by the only really character number tried by her, "The Innocent Kid," who spoke of a bridal
couple living upstairs and what she
heard through the airshaft, also other
things that "were over her head."
This stvle of lyric isn't for a "neat" or
single."
If special song material is going to run along the blue
lines, such as appears quite probable
of late, the vaudeville managers had

"refined

better get out their censoring pads in
their offices rather than to await the
stage debut, and let it be known that
all
lyrics must be absolutely clean.
"The Innocent Kid" thing is a story
as silly as the character is partially
made to appear. The other numbers
have no especial merit, with the "Butterflv" song onlv noted for its dressing,
while the "Ttalv Girl" carried a very
familiar melodv.
One number pro-

gramed, called "Bettv Bond," was not
used.
Miss Bond doesn't alter her
singing expression at present sufficientto handle a variety of numbers, it
would seem. In the "No. 2" spot at
the Riverside Tuesday evening the
singer got little. Tf she is to succeed
in -this single on big time new numbers are necessarv. otherwise Miss
Bond, a fairlv comelv brunet with a
dimple, but no particular magnetism,
mav b* considered a classv act for
small time.
Tf she continues over the
big time in this turn. Miss Bond will
fttme.
be iiist luckily slipping past.
ly

Sisters.

15 Mins.; One.
Fifth Avenue.

Small time girl trio using published
songs and commonolace material. Costuming ordinary with the act fitted best
to houses whose audiences demand
jazz.

Mazier and Thompson.
Blackface and Straight.
16 Mins.; One.
Harlem O. H.
Just about right for the No. 2 spot on
small time. The men depend solely on
the voices, the straight pan having a
particularlv worthv baritone that he
uses effectively. The comedian has one
number he does nicelv with. The scene
represents the exterior of a penny arcade where the straight is about to
employ the "coon" as a target in the
shooting gallery adjunct. The comedy
centers entirely about this. The straight
man has a number entitled "Jealous of
Me" that goes over with a bang,
A double number is used for closing.
Frsd.

r>uftv and Daisy.
Bicvcling.
14 Mins.: Full Stage.

Harlem O. H.
The man is

a clever

comedy

cvclist

who. judging from his style of work has
either been with the Ahearn act or has
watched some of the comedians with
that big time turn rather closely. T^ut
be that as it mav. he does fcet a lot of
laughs and considerable applause on

some of

his trick riding.

The

girl that

he has assisting him looks pretty and
shoulders quite a lot of the work. The
turn is a nice little opener for the smallJVsA
er big time show*

SHOW REVIEWS
*

Hyman

Adler and Co.

If osteal Protean

One (7); Two
One (2).

19 Mint.;

Katherine Murray.
Songs.

(1).

Act
One

(4);

(2);

Harlem O. H.
One must give Hyman Adler credit
at least for jamming a lot of material
into the 19 minutes he is on the stage.
There is too much to the act, a touch
here and there that is small tuney and
when eliminated the turn will have a
better chance in the bigger houses.
Mr. Adler opens with a light introductory verse proclaiming he is going to
give vaudeville something new and then
after a quick change appears as Rip
Van Winkle and does a monolog such
as Rip would supposedly pull if he

came

to

Broadway

today.

The change

quick enough, but it seems bad stage
business to let the audience be aware
of the fact that the trousers have a
false front and no backing. This number is followed by "Night Time Down
in Little Italy/' with the curtain going
up for a little comedy dramatic scene
in "two/' the plot concerning a modern
Italian Rip who has only been away
for six years and returns to find that
nis wife has wed again and has four
kids, after which he confides in her
that he has also married again and has
six kids and calls it square at that Mr.
Adler returns to "one" for a brief minute and relates that he is about to present another character, that of an old
man, an aped Hebrew. The story here
concerns itself with his daughter who
has Been jilted, but the father says that
the young man will return, for gold
will bring him back, and this leads to
a semi-recitative song about gold and
its chink.
It is well done, but out of
place in this act, smacking too much of
the old-fashioned meller and only good
for the smaller houses. A comedy jingle in "one" closes the act. It :> the
best thing that Mr. Adler docs, simply
because it fits him, and the majority of
Fred.
the earlier bits do not

is

Five American Boya and Girls.
Singing.
18 Mine.; Full Stage Set (Special).
Like a little of "America First"
adapted for small time. The billing is
slightly misleading. There are no girls
in it.
There is a girl, but that is all,
and she is supported by a quartet of
boys. It could appropriately be billed
as "Four Midshipmen and a Maid."
The scene is the deck of a battleship
with the boys in the uniforms of ensigns. The opening number is a march
ballad to which they execute a walk
about.
After watching that bit of
marching, the act had better never play
Annapolis.
The girl appears on the
scene and at the request of one of the

boys

offers

"More

Lonesome Than

You"

with the quartet in on the
chorus. A bass solo brings to light the
old reliable "Asleep in the Deep,"
rather poorly delivered.
comedy
number by the boys and then another
of the ballad type by the girl and for a
finish a bit of syncopation that brings
certain applause. It is a neat flash for
Fred.
small time.

A

"jazz dancer," who is
never without a cigar or "neater," as
Frisco,

the

he calls them, whether dancing or not,
is gracing the Green Mill Gardens, Chicago.
He affects a tuxedo make-up
now and admits to even using rouge
when he goes on.

London, closed after the first
revue was presented there has reopened and is now called the York Club.
Ciro's,

Entertainments are given daily for all
in uniform and their friends. Tea

men
and

soft

drinks are served.

Miniature lighthouses about a foot in
height, on all tables at College Inn,
Chicago, are used as match trays, but
are really designed to increase service
efficiency, by turning a switch a red
lamp lights up in the top of the orna-

ment and

22 Mine.;

Two

(Special Set).

Royal

Full (6);

signals the waiter.

young, wears
work.
She shows a progressive spirit to be
commended and at the Royal in the
third position, scored an emphatic sucWith Miss Murray is a corkcess.
ing good piano player, Murray Rubens.
Miss Murray has a pleasing stage appearance and a pleasant voice. Miss
Murray bills herself as "Uncle Sam's
Girl," through using "I'm a Regular
Daughter -of Uncle Sam" for her closing number, dressed as a Red Cross
nurse. She looked mighty nifty in this
outfit and put a lot of life into the song.
Following her introductory number
with "He's Just Like You." the first
of the topical songs, she followed in
turn with "Cute Little Wiggle," impression of Frances White singing "Mississippi," which Miss Murray did ^splen"Where Do You Get That
didly,
Stuff?" and the Uncle Sam's daughter
Miss Murray dresses each
selection.
number with care. Her act is staged
Katherine Murray

nice clothes

and

is

isn't afraid of

with neatness and artistic taste, the
curtained interior proving a dandy
background for her work. Miss Murray has a specially made annunciator,
carrying the title of the different numbers.
Rubens gets his chances during
Miss Murray's chances and he makes
the best of them. He let the audience
sing one of the choruses of "Mississippi" and .the Royal bunch not only
revealed good voices, but swung right
into the words much to Rubens' apMiss Murray
parent astonishment.
number within
"wiggle"
held
the
bounds, there being only a slight suggestiveness of the body movement done
with her hands. Her last two numbers,
particularly the patriotic number, were
Mark.
especially well received.

Martha Russell and Co.
Dramatic Sketch.

(2).

15 Mine.; Five (Interior).
23d Street
Martha Russell has been playing in
vaudeville for some years, but it is
doubtful if she has had as good a vehicle to display her stage wares as this
new skit which she and* two men bring
to a surprise finish and one that makes a
laughing finale. Each of the principals
endeavors to outwit, outguess and trap
the other, each being a detective and
each working on the same line of suspicion. Miss Russell, who turns out to
be Kate Burke from headquarters, assumes the role of a French woman
and who places herself under thorough
suspicion in order to trap the others.
The others have disguised actions and
the like and just when the climax is
reached where one "drop" comes after
another, the curtain falls with the three
ejaculating what a fine trio of boobs
they turned out to be. At times the
trio becomes a little too harsh and dramatic and leave considerable to the
imagination, but the sketch works out
agreeably and interesting to pop house
audiences. Rather difficult now to follow films having a million and one
stage tricks and dramatic surprises of
the meller trend, yet Miss Russell did
very well with the playlet at the 23d
Mark.
Street.
Billy Curtis, the cabaret agent, will
temporarily discontinue his offices in
the New York Theatre Building and
will take up headquarters with Joe
Franklin in the Gaiety for the summer.

Two

Alfred H. White and Co. (3).
Dramatic 8ketch.
18 Mine.; FuU 8tage.
81st Street
Alfred H. White is presenting a distinctively different Hebrew character
in vaudeville.
It is the type known in
Wall Street and banking circles, the
type that carries the affairs of nations
and does it successfully, a type that
will appeal universally and create a
new respect in the minds of those who
The little
still hold racial prejudices.
sketch in which he is the central character carries with it a tone of convic-

welcome and wins applause.
The scene is in the parlor of a manufacturer who is of the Christian faith.
He is in need of financial assistance
and has appealed to the banker who
Because of his
is coming to visit him.
business* affairs the manufacturer has
neglected his wife and 'she in seeking
solace elsewhere has begun a flirtation
with the banker's son. This boy has
an ambition to become one of the membership of one of the most exclusive
clubs where tlte racial prejudice is carAt the home
ried to extreme length.
of the manufacturer the latter and the
banker -are discussing business in the
library when the son calls on the wife.
In coming into the parlor the father
discovers his boy and the wife in a
When the
compromising position.
husband leaves the room he takes the
boy to task and breaks up the affair
for Ml time by sending his son abroad.
Tr-»re are a lot of good lines in the
sketch that make a popular appeal, and
when the finish of the sketch is
strengthened it will answer on a "yjj i "tion that is
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The show there this week broke well.
Van and Bchenok and Daisy Jean are the
{olnt topllners, with John B. Hymer and Go.

house.

leavlly featured.

The first half ran through nicely, with the
second part racing to a finish that advertised
in* whole bill as a wsll balanced entertainment.
There was no red fire other than a couple
of flags displayed In the Vivian snapshooting act opening, and the nearest to a war
song was "Joan of Arc" sung by the pianist
of the Van and Schenck turn.
It's a corking
ballad number that the singer with his lyric
tenor sent over without any doubt. Van and
Schenck are big Brooklyn favorites, no matter
where they appear on the other side of the
bridge.
Brighton Is the same and they were
applauded when appearing almost as strongly
as when finishing It In the next to closing
position.
The boys took advantage of their
Century engagement this season In a Broadway production and the profit may be noted.
They are singing mostly all doubles now, but
one solo each. The song repertoire is nicely
arranged.
"It's A Long Way* From Home"
Is In It.
This Is the song that conflicted at
the Bushwlck last week, when Dooley and
Sales, next to closing on that program, had
to follow Van and Schenck.
As DoolefV and
Sales make a production bit out of the numIn
ber, they probably didn't like the Idea.
Dooley and Sales' place at Brighton this week
are Irwin and Henry, No. 4, with Charles
Irwin carrying the turn ovor to an easy hit.
He does everything that's required In the act
and though overworking the hiccough In his
souse bits, the audience went to him hard,
voting him an extremely likeable light com-

PALACE.
this WMk at

the Palace is
The headline*
Julia Arthur In a 12-mlnuU recitation with
(New Acts), entitled
effect*
spectacular
After the Monday mati"Liberty Aflame."
nee the was moved from a late position In
the second part of ths bill to close the first
balf. a much more appropriate position on a
comedy program. The Idea Is good and In
keeping with the times—different from the
surfeit of pstrlotlo songs and strikes home.
In spite of two such btg names on the bill
as Miss Arthur and Joseph Santley. business
was considerably off Monday CTenlng, with
the chances the rsin faTored city amusement
as against joy riding. The show opened with
the Pathe Weekly, with the first turn Derkln's
dog and monkey show, the usual pantomime
of canines entering a saloon, the patrol wagon
coming on to carry off the "drunk." etc. The
audience liked It. The Volunteers, a singing
norelty conceived end produced by George
Potsford, furnishes an original Idea for Introducing a male quartet without the cissy,
legit and so on, and also aToldlng an absoThe four men
lutely straight singing turn.
sing well, the "boob" tenor furnishes good,
clean comedy and the act was a healthy hit,
especially so for second spot.
Emily Ann Wsllman and Co. In "Young
Mrs. Stanford," the "flash drama." has an
altogether unique offering, altogether original
as a stage production, but the "stmosphere"
All of the supis worthy of a better vehicle.
porting company pitch their voices In too

raucous a key as If they were endeavoring to
yell above a din, or had recently been playing In barns. Jfo other reason was apparent.
Mtsa, Wellman should call a rehearsal forthThe performance does not compare
with.
with that given by Miss Wellman and the
original company, when first at the Palace.
Lydell and Hlgglns were a "scream" all the
Al Lydell was the biggest sort of a
way.
laugh.
, ^ .„
Just before the opening of the second half
Bert Levey came before the footlights and
entertainment
announced he would give an
for children at the Palace Saturday mornThis made It a bit smoother for Santly
ing.
end Norton, with their singing, piano and
"nut" act and they "topped the show" to the
extent of having to put up the lights sfter
the allotted number of "bends" for still another bow. Joseph Santley and Co. with the
tabloid, "The Girl on the Magazine," occupied a pleasant half hour or so, with singing
and dancing. Williams and Wolfus next to
closing, with Page, Hack and Mack the final
Pretty big show with three such
turn.
"flashos" as Julia Arthur, Joseph Santley
and Emily Ann Wellman, especially for the
Jolo.
time of year.

colored porters at White City,

Chicago, were fined $25 and costs by
Judge Newcomber Monday, for selling
liquor to sailors and marines.

Harry DeK was placed by Harry
Shea this week to open a 12 weeks'
engagement at the Palais Royal, New
York, June 11.

BRIGHTON THEATRE.
Decoration Day marked the first visit of
the sun to the Coney Island since the Brighton thtstre opened Its summer season May
With the weather came a crowd for the
21.
matinee with a capacity attendance Indicated
for the night performance.
The Brighton looks as cheery as ever for
the hot spell, and Is again mansgsd by Oeorge
Robinson, who Is always on the Job at this

edian, which he seems to be.

Closing the first part was Nina Payne, In
her entirely original scheme of single dancing number, with a trombonist and musical director carried.
Miss Payne's dances are the
"Pen Picture Prance," "Cleopatra Cakewalk,"
"The Dancer's Dream" and "The Futurist
Miss Payne Is entitled to all the
Freak."
credit she has received for this act, and also
the vaudeville time certain for It.
After Intermission was Miss Jean with her
finished musical entertainment that is leaving a very big Impression near the ocean.
Miss Jean is singing too many songs, four
Wednesday afternoon, and closing with "Poor
Butterfly," not a Judicious selection so late
In the wane of the huge popularity of that
"Sunshine of Your Smile" Is plenty
for long lasted popular numbers.

number.

The Hymer comedy, "Tom Walker In
Dixie" convulsed the house. It ran about 84
minutes, with Mr. Hymer having put new bits
Into the finish, taking a long chance with
kidding reading out of a Bible, but It made the
Brooklynites laugh. As that Is "The City of
Churches," If they think It funny over there,
they will howl at It anywhere else.
After the Vivian company had made the
audience mentally register a wish all Americans could shoot as well as they, Nip and
Tuck went through their talking contortions,
doing a nice lltle act for the spot, with Will
Oakland and Co. In "Danny O'Qlll, U. 8. A."
The
following, singing their way Into favor.
"Wild
skit Is Irish always sure to an extent.
Irish Rose" was in it for a moment and again
sounded during the Van and Bchenok turn.
Closing the performance were the Joe Fanton company In "A Oarden of Surprises," the
garden effect being obtained by draperies over
the rigging for the rings of the gymnasium
Some comedy was gotten out of the
act.
drapes.
The Fantons have some spectacular
tricks that have also been shown by others.
Whoever thought out these tricks should have
them to themselves, at least for a while. The
Fantons however have Improved upon them.
One of their tricks, for ring wejrk, done at
It's good
the opening, Is solely their own.
8ime.
enough for the finish of the act.

RIVERSIDE.
The speculation around the Riverside Is concerning what Is going to happen when the first
hot wave strikes the city. It means a line on
what the Riverside may be able to do throughout the summer with its big time policy, as
the present Intention Is to havs the theatre
remain open continuously. The house has been
prettily and summerly dressed In anticipation.
The attendance of Tuesday night oould
stand much diminishing without affecting a
summer's run, for the crowd there that evening Jammed the place, albeit the rain stopped
almost at the theatre hour, causing a rush.
"Names" are helping the program at ths
box office this week. There are Dorothy Jardon and Joe Howard as the principal two, with
Ben Welch also on the program, closing It
There Isn't any question but in the comfortable neighborhood the Riverside lies that
Miss Jardon means something In the advance
She has returned from a
billing and lights.
long trip west, with voice unimpaired, the
same classiness of appoaranco and a repertoire of numbers with a wide range, besides
clothes more or lens attractive, but none unIt was said about the theatre that
attractive.
Monday matinee Miss Jardon wore a gown
that was a revelation, so much in fact It
was discarded for the week after that perJerry Jarnagan Is Miss Jsrdon's
formance.
pianist and did a medley solo on the Instrument In a likeable way, both in the playing,
and the music employed. Miss Jardon's voice
sounded strong and true, even at the end of
a two-a-days season and she did sli songs, all
The
rjiWnr, for "clnglng" without a falter
The
proKram descilbes Miss Jardon as
Beautiful Broadway star, with one of the best
One might
voices on the vsudevllle stage."
be almost tempted to ask who has the other.
The Joe Howard production Is a skilful
(Continued on page 10.)
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showmanship In staging, it's named
"A MuBlcal World Revue," with manj per-

piece of

soom

including a l«»rge colored chorus, and
baa been built around Mr. Howard'! songs,
mostly old favorite*, already well known to
raudevlllo through Howard's repetition of
them In other acts. But In this turn running
3i minute* and closing the first part, Mr.
Howard baa arranged an entertainment that
always seems to be away from the aongs, the
latter being but Incidental rather than Important.
This, termed "atmoaphere" on the
program Is what sends the act over, although
neither Mr. Howard nor hla clever partner
Etblyn Clark, should be overlooked for credit.
Miss Clark may not own the beat singing voice
the world ever heard but ahe misses mighty
little else of what la assigned to her, and her
speaking delivery more than atonea, besides
which Miss. Clark looks good. The strength
of the act and particularly the finish of It
may be best decided through Howard having
taken a "Spirit of 7(1" number (not written
by him) that has been excellently staged and
Instead of employing It for a finale where It
would legitimately fit, made It a bit In the
oentro ut the finishing scene, closing the act
with u real waterfall that Is also a real riot.
There In a male quartet lu the turn, some
-fammar Howard business, besides the Bongs,
and "Tho Guide," another kind of a "prolog,"
done by Alna Poe to tho complete satisfaction
of the house.
Miss Poe seems ready to Weep
almost when bidding the audience good bye
and they believe it.

"Somtlmes you hear a good one and somedon't" referring to war songs or
If there are around 30,000 theutrea
In the U. S. and each one should have a
new war song every week, with 52 weeks to
the year and the war lasted two more years,
thero would still be a couple of million war
times you
ballads.

songs left over, according to the current flood.
Nearly all the acts a., the Riverside this week
have one, of some kind or another, but the audience didn't huve to stand for any of them.
A War bill may prove more agreeable to those
who visit the theatres but once weekly, but
whether agreeable or not they will have to
be endured In tho patriotic crisis.
The Riverside bill also holds three "dumb"
acta this week, the first two among the first
three turns.
It was not until McKay and
Ardlne appeared No. 4 that the show shot off
ou Its running stride that held up at a faBt
gait right to the finish.
George McKay had
one of the new war numbers, something about
"red, white and blue," rather good and well
written.
He aiso kidded Miss Ardlne about
becoming too stout, but she doesn't look so
at all, as she Is a very nice appearing girl
and does her share most creditably. The turn
got over so easily It had to go the limit of
Its routine whether wanting to or not.
After Intermission the Arnaut Brothers gave
more comedy moments with their eccentrici-

followed by MIbs Jardon, with a Keystone
ending the late evening after Welch.

ties,

Opening wore the Gladiators, who do
work In a nicely prepared cyclorama, they having a new and big trick for

Uftlug
.

the finish that gets them across.
No 2 was
Betty Bond (New Acta), who barply caused
a ripple, then Maria Lo's poslngs that happened too shortly after the Gladiators, who
do posing In a way themselves. The Lo poslngs seem to carry too much coloring or
perhaps the lighting effects could be Improved
upon, but the act as a posing turn Is not
big nor novel, although a "Columbia" finish
greatly helped.
The opening or closing spot
Is probably the usual place for it.
The use
of a bell to notify the stage crew to send up
the curtain Beems a crude expedient In these
Sim*.
days.

BUSHWICK.

*

The Busbwlck attendance appears

to have
a big brace of late which would give the impression the Brooklyn house can remain open
all summer If a fair break with the weather
is
encountered and Coney Island does not
loom up to strongly as opposition. The house
made a record last week and Judging from
Tuesday night's business will do It again this

week.

The program was rather mixed, several
turns billed not appearing which necessitated
addltloua which ouly affected the appearance
entertainment
of
the
printing
for
the
Olga
well
requirements.
came
up
to
The couple
and Mishku, dancing opened.
so
need
more
pop In their turn and
much time should not be given over to
Violet
the violinist they carry In tbe pit.
Dale with imitations No. 2, started quietly
with an imitation of Belle Baker which should
be dropped.
Her Lillian Shaw bit gave the
act Uh sturt.
clined to kid
Leslie Carter

The Busbwlck audience was

In-

Mrs.
they
probably would have done the fame to Mrs.
Carter.
The flag finish did little for the
mimic although she worked very hard with

Miss Dale during the
impersonation although

It.

Harry Holman and Co. In "Adam Killjoy"
The
rounded up tho first bunch of laughs.
picture finish proved as big a laugh producer
The Bowman Brothers conas the dialog.
and
lines
tinued the show along laughing
scored applause In abundance In addition.
Valerie Rergere and Co. In "Tho Noblest Vampire" closed the first half.
Robins who Imitates musical Instruments
opened the second half In capable style. Ho
brought forth several surprises which caught
Rooney and Bent in a revival of their
on.
"At Tho NV\v« Strind" were credited with the
;•'
The :c.:;ie
;n",
t^c cvrnlr.^.
Hpzcr! re.'.
di»pia>ed nuihiiig thin was n»j» ViUL some
of the gags used by Pat Rooney of an ancient
vintage but still productive at tho Busbwlck.
The use of the sawdust Is carried a bit too
far it being necessary to hold up the show
'

;

It

being cleaned up after the com-

Is

pletion of the turn.

The Primrose Four with popular song found
an appreciative audience and scored accordingly, with Merle's Cockatoos closing the show
In

flashy style.

AMERICAN ROOF.
The American program the
summer time.

laid out for the

first half was
It held noth-

ing large but ran evenly throughout, with the
of the shortness of the time taken by the acts, the pro-

show speeding through by reason

gram ending with a flve-reeler "Wolf Lowry."
The first half was composed of Stewart and
olive, Denny and Perrl, Geo. Davis Family,
Sampson and Douglas, and Billy Elliott and
"Mississippi Maids."
Plenty of singing and
dancing with the holiday bringing a big night
atendance. The Elliott act la a revival, with
Billy Elliott, (formerly Elliott and Mullen)
taking on most of the work. Two principals
and six choristers in blackface make up the
turn. The dressing is for small time and the
act was revived for that division.
Elliott
carries it through neatly, giving it an applause
wallop through his yodellng singing of "Coal

Black Rose."
After Intermission Monard and Mayne, with
the Stars and Stripes showing, did some singing and dancing to fair returns, followed by
"Just Nan," a comedy sketch playcc. by Harold La Coste and Alice Clifton.
The playlet
was written by Clara Knott, who turned out
a laughing vehicle for the purpose but it Is
necessary for the players to make It go over,
which they do. It's sure fife for small time
only. Next to closing were Smith and Kaufman,
two men, one a souse and the other a policeman. They talked but sang better and also got
Kate and
in the fair class at the finish.
Wiley, In lifting, closed, having a different
sort of an opening with a thrill in it, since
they work on high pedestal with a small platform.
The turn makes a good looking sight
Sime.
act for a small time.
•

ROYAL.
the eve of Decoration Day and with
weather cold and inclement, the Royal
Hundreds
did a Jam-up business Tuesday.
were turned away, unable to obtain seats.
The show was 75 per cent comedy, which
cinched things then and there.

On

the

Manager Egan was

all

over the place.

He

has had the house put in tip-top, attractive
shape for the summer, and the usherettes
looked nice in their white, summery outfits
and with the show giving satisfaction the
management was all the mora elated.
The house was in a quandary to run the
acts smoothly without comedy oonfllction, and
Mr. Egan did a pretty good Job of it, notwithstanding that the bill had two blackfaced acts, each of male composition, offering talk and songs.
On the originally laid
out program Harry Van Fossen (New Acts)
was next to closing, the Avon Comedy Four
having the last spot, with the Kaufman
Brothers carded for fourth position. The La
Vara were slated for the third spot, and
Katherlne Murray (New Acts) to open after
intermission. Eadle and Ramsden were carded as "No. 2." The rearrangement had Willlam Ferry opening, followed In turn by Van
Fossen. Miss Murray, the Kaufmans and the
Stan Stanley Trio.
After intermission appeared Eadle and Ramsden, the Avon Comedy
Four and the La Vara.
Ferry was a novelty for the Royal Ites, and
they applauded his contortion work enthusi-

Both Van Fossen and Miss Murray

astically.

received.
The Kaufman Brothers
are presenting much the same turn of other
seasons.
They received applause when they
appeared, the men having played the neighborhood c*» previous occasions.
The laughing comedy hit of the first part
was registered by the Stan Stanley Trio.
Stan isn't spending the time that he used
to on the trampoline, and the bounding net
section is receiving only a smattering it attention.
His talk smashed 'em all tne way
and the closing "bit" in "one" proved es-

were well

pecially

amusing.

Eadle and Ramsden waste time with talk.
At the Royal few words eould be. heard, and
what they said had to be guessed. The wfauan
sings entertainingly, but

It

Is

the acrobatics

James Eadle does that holds up the turn. He
affects a booblsh mannerism and pulls some
didoes at the piano that remind one of several other comedy pianists now in vaudeLooks like an English act that is
trying to Americanise Itself.
A rearrangement of the turn would strengthen It considerably.
Seems too patchety at present.
ville.

The act shows possibilities.
The Avon Comedy Four got away

slowly,

with the talk In the kitchen between Chart**
Dale and Joe Smith proving the place de
this section.
However, when
swung Into the doctor's visit tho
laughs came rapidly and spontaneously until

resistance
the boys

of

the singing finish.
Tbe r*a Vara closed the show. The danchave altered their old routine considerably and have added a Jazz band that enlivens things noticeably and adds atmosphere
the neighborhood houses revel In.
The La
Vara are good dancers and show team work
them Immeasurably.
The big
helps
thnt
Act makvs
audience stuck for the finish.
ers

much

better flash than

It

did before.

Mark.

FIFTH AVENUE.
MiitiiKi buMM-sK Decoration Day found tho
Filth Avenue tilled to near capacity before
the first show was over. A fringe of standees
was noticeable throughout the major portion
of the afternon.
The Four Jansleys with fast equlllbrlstlc

work opened the show, followed by Morley
and the McCarthy Sisters (New Acta), afteaward Regal and Mack (New Acts) showing.
Lazar and Dale, In a blackface turn of the
old school, provided the first real comedy. At
tl*ls Juncture Be: I Levey mu«-'
a short speech
regarding his free Saturday morning performance for children at the Palace after
which 'Mable Burke sang "Let's All Be Amer-

Now"

icana

with

heartily. Jeoaell
ftave the show a

the

audience

Joining

kids and ad libs and does all sorts of things
that a long burlesque training and experience
have equipped him plentifully for. The pair
working with Lewis help along his style of
funmaking advantageously, the woman in particular proving a good helpmate.
The Four
Nightons, in "risley" work held close attention.
Good act of its kind, with one of the

most Samsonlike understanders in this secin a long time.
The film feature was
"Souls Triumphant" ((Triangle) with a moral

in

tion

and Martin, a Juvenile team,
stamp of class with an offer-

that struch
hood.

ng framed along novel lines. George Jessell
haa improved considerably and has lost the
childish manners he retained so long. Miss
Martin Is a petite miss who should be heard
from when she haa gained more experience.
Ward and Van, street musicians, down next to
closing, provided one of the comedy hits of the
bill, with the Tennesee Ten closing the show
with a bang.

Ward went along

imitations

but

The storm Monday handed the business at
Harlem opera house a bump. The lower
held but two-thirds and the balcony
and gallory were about half filled. The show
was a corker for the policy of the house.
Seven acts, a Triangle comedy and "Wild
Wlnahlp's Widow," a Triangle flve-reeler comprised

the

program,

with

the

closing

act

away with the hit honors of the
was Bert Lamont and his sextette
singers in cowboy costume.
They were

walking
show.
of

act did.

Duffy and Daisy (New Acts), bicycling,
opened with good results. Mazier and Thompson (New Acts) were the one small time
offering on the bill.
Hyman Adler and Co.
(New Acts) Interested the audience with a
musical protean act.
The Triangle comedy
split the show after this turn.
The second
half was started off with W. H. St. James
(New Acts) In a farcical offering that had
the audience screaming.
Harry Ellis In a
single singing turn scored strongly, and Bernard and Scarth, who followed him, brought
laugh after laugh.
Fred.

but mildly with

his finish held him up.
Co. provided one of tbe

De Land and

23rd

all

CITY.
singing and talking perforated the
City bill Monday night but the audience
showqd great delight in applauding and laugh-

The weather was cold and rainy.
ing.
LaToy's Models opened and drew unusual
applause for a posing act at this house. Some
Dolly Morriseffective pictures were posed.
Bey, second, appeared to better advantage when
she discarded her outerwrap which made hef
Miss Morrissey offered
look all bundled up.
popular songs, with several seemingly pretty
much ysed up for that neighborhood. She
fooled them with her dancing and proved that
she Is still light on her feet.
Jack Kennedy and Co. (Including woman
and slender youth playing office boy) found big
favor, the dialog between the married couple
seeking a divorce In the same office turning
Tho woman Is noticeably dramatic
the trick.
The
all the way, not necessary In this skit.
Universal weekly held Interest through the
new war training pictures, with several views
of the late Lcs Darcy showing the fighter In
a laughing mood at close range.
Caryll and Flynn are singers, the woman
however helping matters, by playing piano accompaniments. Good voices and some splendid
harmony registered. The man Is a top tenor
and harmonizes sweetly and musically with*
Act sure of returns in tbe pop
the woman.
houses.
Rice and Francis are one of those
"man and woman" combinations with the
usual kidding preliminaries and song IntroThe young woman looks young and
ductions.
She's cute and has a nice
acts girlishly.
way of hnndllng solos. The act has patter
and songs apparently written especially for It.
number
most indicative of this
the opening
Turn pleased Immensely.
fact.
"What's .The Idea?" is a "girl act," with
one made principal, a boy who is a corking
good dancer and who also does a comedy skat-

•

woman, worked about 20 minutes and

regis-

Andy

things notwithstanding.

Fanny Rice Is now being billed as "SoFanny Rice." The "sociable" comes
through her opening number wherein she ad-

ciable

lot of

tered the laughing hit of the evening.

STREET^

A holiday with about the first sunshiny
weather of the season put the kibosh on the
23rd Street business Wednesday afternoon,
and when the matinee started there was* barely a corporal's guard In, but before the show
was half over the attendance Jumped gratlfylngly to
Manager Callan, but nowhere
came close to the afternoon proportions that
the house has been recording. There wasn't
anything wrong with the show at pop prices
and plenty of comedy.
Laldlaw, the skater, opened, but there
wasn't enough applause to have startled a
prairie hen.
Not Laldlaw's fault, but the
folks
uadn't gotten In.
Davis and Kttty
(New Acts) hit such an early spot for the
afternoon show that they, too, suffered, but
the pair worked fast and they registered well,

been flashed.
Muriel Window, the classiest single the
Jefferson has ever had, opened after the interMiss Window has been playing all
mission.
of the Moss houses but should have been
of the orchestra
spared the Jeff, on account
nothing else, the musicians managing to
if
botch her numbers terribly. The audience enJoyed what portion of Miss Window's act not
affected by the musicians and the girl took
down her share of the applause notwithstanding the difficulties.
"Lillles of The Lake," a girt act which does
not appear any too new brought forth three
One or two
principals and six choristers.
of the chorus costumes look well, with the
girls and acceptable collection. The principals
are not specially strong but the act is only
meant for the smaller pop houses although the
scenic effects might lead one to "believe otherwise. Senator Francis Murphy scored a steady
stream of laughs with talk that was ever
grasped by the cosmopolitan Jefferson audiThe La Toy Sisters closed the show
ence.
after which came a feature picture.

ing bit that was a feature of the turn. Offering has youthful-looking chorus, but boys and
girls who carry out the kid Idea all the way.
Another girl has a small-speaking part thnt
alls for no acting but gives her a chance to
change several times and lead numbers.
"What's the Idea" is e catchllne, there being
no consistency to the, entire turn aside from
giving the dancing man ample opportunity to
peddle his stage wares. The chorus has several snugs wbjrh In tho main wire r^rr'.'.vc
The turn could stand rebuilding a:;d ;.-unty
Another male prlnrlpnl could bo
of work.
Act rather nicely costumed.
used.
Andy Lewis, aided by a young man and

It

on the stage for 31 minutes and had the audience with them all the way. It Is going some
to put a singing turn down In the spot and
have them get away with the honors as this

livliest two-people sketches the house has ever
bad. The act has had considerable usage but
the Jefferson audience was amused all of the
The manner In which the old vehicle
time.
la played helps It immensely.
One of the big hits the Victoria Four, a
male singing quartet immensely popular downtown.
The Jefferson audience could not get
enough of the boys' work and kept up incessant applause after the news pictorial had

A

Marie.

the

JEFFERSON.

Charles

14th Street neighbor-

floor

B. B. Moss booking staff outdid Itself
In the selection of the current first half bill
at the Jefferson, one of the most entertaining programs the house had had in many a
day.
Monday night with the rain (a big
handicap) the 14th street house was well
filled, better by far than on other occasions
when climatic conditions were more favorable.
The Peklneze Trio opened, followed by
Frank •Ward who does impersonations, ending
with a "finger dance," easily the best thing
his

In the

HARLEM OPERA HOUSE.

The

he does.

home

,

monishes everybody to smile awhile, et cetera.
Miss Rice Is offering a turn about tho aame
as In other years, although ahe had added
a patriotic finish 'that puts Fanny In right
in any neighborhood nowadays.
She characterizes Uncle Sam and makes a redhot appeal for support, enlistment and liberty bond
purchases as well as urging the land tollera
to do their duty.
Miss Rice puts It over In
bully shape.
It
Is
an honest belief that
were Miss Rice to sit out In the audience
awhile and look steadily at that very bright,
glittering array of lights that border her
stage frame and which are unprotected from
the audience's eyes, she would make haste
to dim 'em. One can count nine above, eleven
to the left and eight below and then lose
count through having to close the eyes for
awhile. Tbe lighting arrangements needs attention, and it would help Miss Rice in more

ways than one.
Adrian Is in black-face, but where he got
such a stage monicker is beyond conJecM^.
He may have gotten It from the state of
Michigan. With Adrian are two stage band
"plants," one a splendid singer and who during his warbling of "Sunshine of Your Smile"
takes all the play away from Adrian. The
black-face talks awhile, sings awhile and do*s
a number of nuttlsh capers which tbe 23rd
Streeters seemed to appreciate Immensely.
Adrian appears to be an ambitious chap and
willing to share honors with that chubby singer.
Martha Russell and Co. (New Acts) held
attention.
Cook and Lorenz hit up a comedy
pace with their familiar style of funmaking.
The Three Singing Types, with a new girl
replacing the one that first started In tb«
act, not only made a nice appearance, bi«t
sang effectively. They filled In an acceptable
twelve minutes, the topical songs getting the
most play.
Bert Fltzglbbon devoted more attention to
singing than anything else, and showed further versatility by having a piano shoved on
the stage and Bert playing accompaniments
to several songs that his wife sang after
she had climbed upon tbe stage from the
box where she had Joined In on a chorus of
one of his songs. Mrs. Fltzglbbons not only
dresses attractively, but did some dancing
that showed she Is forte In that department,
but displayed unusual grace. The addition of
the young lady to the turn will give Bert a
chance to rest his hat and cane.
The Larneds closed the show. Not long
ago It was a two-act but a woman has been
added who does straight riding and does It
well, having a good appearance to help her
along.
She changes to black tights, full
Th« Ls^nefl*
sotted, thp.t n*i.o If rffectlve.
are introducing some new comedy wheel
stunts, Lamed (the man) affecting a maksuo
a la Joe Jackson, and who has a number of
comedy "bits" that reminds one of the latter.

Act proved a good closer for the 28rd

Street

bill.

Mark.
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An

ment

The Vaudeville Managers'

Protective Association ackat the spirit shown by the
of the National Vaudeville Artists in the

nowledges

members

its gratification

ANNUAL PERFORMANCE,
SUNDAY NIGHT, JUNE 3, AT THE
NEW YORK HIPPODROME
FIRST

and the

result, obtained

through their individual and

concerted efforts.

Our members have also lent their aid in all ways and
the Annual Performance will be a distinct mark of credit
to the Vaudeville Profession, upon the stage and off, as
well to to the artists, managers and agents who have
done their share so well and thoroughly.

We

are given to understand the Souvenir Program
for the Performance is the largest, in pages, of any
similar attempt in the history of
sale of tickets

showdom, and the

for the Performance, through

casual
of so large a volume it displays the
great and deserved interest taken by all in the vaude9
ville profession to stamp the N. V. A. as the real artists
society, the first real one they have ever had for their own
benefit and protection, while the mutuality of the efforts
by the artists and managers for a joint cause must further cement the friendliness that has been created between
the artiste and managers, as represented by their organization and ours.
reports heard,

is

extremely gratifying to the managers and no doubt
as much so to the artists. The result justifies our continuous contention, that much is to be gained by unity and
harmony— nothing otherwise.
It is

We

present our compliments to the National Vaudeville Artists and its membership.
trust its future will
be as brilliant as its First Annual Performance and that
the future will even bring about a stronger bond of
friendship than either of us dared at one time to hope for.

We

VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS'
PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION
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Williams

NEXT WEEK (JUNE

BILLS

Warren A Conley
Jimmy Lucaa
Hull A Derkin

In Vaudawilla Thaatrat

Rowley A Young

(All Boast r open for the week with Monday matinee, when not ot taeniae Indicated.)
Theatres listed as "Orphenm'* without any further distinguishing description are on the
aacuaa Circuit. Theatres with "S-C and ^A-B-C" following same (usually "Empress") are
em the Sullivan-Considine-Affiliated Booking Company Circuit.
Agencies booking the houses are noted oy single name or initials, such as "Orph." Orpheum
OfaaTt; "U B O," United Booking Offices; f'W
A," Western Vaudeville Managers' Aaeoetatiaa (Chicago); "P." Pantages Circuit; "Loew," Marcus Loew Circuit; "later," Interstate
Circuit (hawking through W. V. M. A.); "Sun," Sun Circuit; "A ft H." Ackerman ft Harris
(Baa Francisco): the A.-H. houses are booked In conjunction with the W. V. M. A.
The manner in which these bills are printed does not indicate the ralaSPECIAL
lira Importaaee *f acts nor their program positions. The haste in which the bills are gathered

ORPHUUM

PALACE

(orph)

PROSPECT

Cbas Deland Co
LewlR Belmont ft

Arthur Co
Conroy A Lemalre
Florence Moore ft Dro

The Brlants

"Forest Fire"

O

Harry Carroll

Howard A Mack
Mohr A Moffatt
Cblsholm A Breen

Julia

MUo

Beabury ft Shaw
Meehan's Dogs

COLONIAL
Van

(ubo)

HALSEY

2d half
Laldlaw

The Van Campa

(loew)

The Frltcbes

Branson ft Baldwin
Jack Alfred Co

Tyler
Glenn

Dean Co

Cliff

Herman

Shirley
The Gladiators
RIVERSIDE (ubo)

2d half
Denny A Perry
Randalls

Reslsta

"Band Box Revue"
Adele Rowland
P V Bowers Co
Mr ft Mrs J Barry

Manning Sisters
Bush A Shaprlo
Girl In Mask"
Ray Lawrence

Howard A James
Norton A Noble
Baker A Rogers
Mr A Mrs Thomas

Hunter
Mr ft Mrs O Wilde
Dunbars Darkles
Louis Hardt

Paul

Hallen

(One to

ft

ROYAL (ubo)
Moaber H ft M
Rollins

Harris

ft

Three Chums
Bowman Bros
Grand Opera 5
Cole Russell
Belle'

ft

(ubo)
(31-3)

2d half
Dufty ft Daisy

Jack Lavler
Davis ft Kitty
• 12STH ST
(ubo)
2d half (31-3)

Le Van

Deva

ft

Bell Ringers
Morley ft McCarthy

BOTH ST

(loew)
Olive

A

Stewart
Plottl

Montrose

Allen

ft

A Carleton
2d hair

Kato A Wiley
Burns A Lynn
Payne A Nesblt

(ubo)

L

(loew)

Noack

Homer A DuBar
Eleanor Haber Co

Howard A Sadler
Bush A Shapiro
"Days Long Ago"
2d half
Stewart A Olive

Allen ft Francis
Abbott ft Mills

"Boarding School

nett

5TH AVE (ubo)
2d half (31-3)
Regal ft Mack

H St
W
Elliott

James Co
West

ft

Brown

ft

NAT WIN

Spencer
GAR (ubo)

2d half (31-3)
Johnny Jones
"In Old Madrid"
Noha ft Phelps
Jolly

Stetson

ft

Hubers

AMERICAN

(loew)

The Valdos
Nat ft Flo Alberts
Randals
Mills ft Lockwood
Hirechoff Tr

Ray Lawrence
Hans Roberts Co
Walter James
FIJlama Japs
2d half
Tyler

ft

1}

AI K Hall Co
Reslsta
Howard A Sadler

Mercedes Clark Co
Julia Curtis

(One to

fill)

LINCOLN
Howard

ft

(loew)

James

Keeley
Payne A Nesblt
Cbas C Rice Co
Fox ft Cross
Seymour's Family
2d half
Stewart

ft

"Girls from Starland"
2d half
Zlta Lyons

Fosters

ft

"The Alibi"
Fox A Cross

AVE B

(loew)

"Alibi"

Ham

Tree Mule
2d half
Roattno A Shelley
"Ankles"
Montrose A Allen
Rlgoletto Bros
Island. N. Y.

BRIGHTON
Jos Santley

Watson

Skattnir

Frankie Heath Co
"Riding Act"
Lorraine A Prltchard
The Sbarrocks
Plstel A Gushing

(One to

ttll)

(loew)

Duval A Simons
M Johnson Co
"Case for Sherlock"
Rozellaa
Julian Rose

3

Moat.

Bllllnsja,

BABCOCK

(ah-wva)

(7)

Blue Birds

Cbadwlck A Taylor

Dean Co

Cliff

(ubo)
Fantasies"

Musical

A Jones

Polly Prim
Hlrschoff Tr

Girls

(ubo)

Devoe A Statzcr
Earl

A Ramsden

Joe Cook
George White Co
Lydell A Hlgglns*
4

D'Amour

Old Veterans
Louis London
Fred Zoebedl Co
Robey Trio
4

(ubo)

P Dickey Co
Rooney A Kent
S Stanley Co
W Clarke Co

LOS ANGELES

P

Knowles A White

A Walters
A Girls

Daniels

W

Gilraln

(One

to nil)

2d half

Orben A Dixie
Maudo Leono Co
Holden A Herron

(ubo)

ll>'n'"t'

('{,

Ilussry Co
Genaro A Gold
Hernnrd A Janls
Hughes Mua 3

(8-13)

1st

(ubo)

split)

Archer A Bclford
Harry Girls
3 Bobs

Tho Christies
Allentown. Pa.

ORPHEUM

(uoo)

2d half (7-0)
Garclnettl Bros
Thornton A Thornton

Fern A Davis
"Rubevlllo"
(ubo)
split)

half

Knrl Walton A H
"« Little Wives"
"Corner Store"
GRAND (loew)
De Armo A Mnrg'rltc

MeK^nzle
.V
Wright
Kn-d Webber

Beatrice
FriM'oH

Belles

HOWATSON
"A Caao

>

(10-11)

The Rexo's
Fruet Kraemer A G
Rodway A Edwards
Fremont Benton Co
Dunbar
Blnajhamtoa, N. Y.

"Magazine Girls"

Ed Blondell Co
Miller A Lyle
Gerard's Monkeys
(ah-wva)

Duo

Dorothy Hayea Co
Begley A Howland
Witching Wltcbea
John A West
fillers Novelty

of PtcJriea"

A

Klbel

H

"Miss Hamlet"
Leila Shaw Co
Swain's Animals

Camden, N.

Clifford

STONE (ubo)
Ballyhoo Trio

Chas Ledegar
Burke A Harris
Montgomery A Perry

Mack

Annette A Wass Band
2d half

Wanda
to

nil)

(ubo)

Lelghtner
der

A Kaufman
Chattanooga, Tenn.

Chinko

R ALTO

Birmingham, Ala.
LYRIC (ubo)
(Atlanta split)
1st half
Gertrude Barnes

Eddie Carr Co
Cook A Lor en z
"Midnight Rolllckers"
(One to nil)
(Trovolla A Co in 29
half bill at Atlanta)
BIJOU (loew)
Delbadle A Jap

Mabel Harper Co
Anderson A Evans
Arthur Denning
The Schmlttans
2d half

Orren A Drew
Arthur Blpson
Davett A Duvall
Ash A Shaw
Weber A Wilson Rev
Tlovton

KRiJfl>

'ubo)

tfofihie Tucker Co
"For Pity's Sake"

id

SWAYBELL

LAUGH BROKERS

A Alexan-

I

(Ubo)

(Knoxville split)
1st half

Frank Carmen
M Hurst A Midget
Clifford A Wills
Joe Reed
Flynn's Minstrels

Chicago.

MAJESTIC

(ubo)

Nat Wills
Canslnos

C Grapewln Co
Bennett A Richards
Francis Kennedy

A Verdi
Lewis A Felber
F A A Asatlre

Clark

Archie Nicholson

3

Morgan A Gray
Bobby A Nelson
\

ATI

&

Ti*'\i>'

2d half
Valentine A Bell

Odonne
R A A Boylan
Fields A Wells

WINDSOR

(wva)

Lohse A Sterling

nil)

LYRIC

(inter)

Dunedln Duo

(Two

to

fill)

2d half

Kathryn Powell
Chas Olcott
"The Dreamer"
Parlllo A Fabrlto
Cello A Assist-

Van

ant

Logaaaport, lad.

COLONIAL

(ubo)

Ywaxy
Fagg A White
Calts Bros

2d half

James Howard
Rae A Wynn
The Vanderkoors

Loa Anarelea

ORPHEUM

(Sunday opening)
Ruth St Denis Co
Johnston A Harty
Helen Plngree Co
Story

Belle

Frank A Toby
Le Roy Talma A B
Ben Deely Co

PANTAGES

(p)

LeHoen A Dupreece
Weber Beck A F
Bruce Duffet Co
Adler A Arline
"Texas Round Up"

HIPP

(aAh)

Argo A Virginia
Victoria Trio

Gypsy Strollers

Roy A Arthur

Anderson A Golnes
Taylor A Brown
Catherine Chaloner Co
Greta Von Bergen

(Two

Lamont's W'ern Days

White
Garden Belles
Loney Haskell
Imhoff Conn A C

E.

1st

half

(loew)

3 Brittons

(ubo)

A Arnold

Jaffalo

(4-0)

to nil)

Elsie

2d half

Ham

Tree Mule
(Three to nil)

Indianapolis

KEITH'S

Elmlra, N. Y.

(One

Reeves
2d half
Garden

ENGLISH

Reeves
Arthur Floyd
3 Alex
Blllie

Ithaen,

H

Helen Vincent
Pisano A Bingham
Brady A Mahoney

Chas A Anna Glocker

Chyo A Chyo
Sampson A Douglas
Jos Remington Co
Smith A Kaufman
Fred LaRelne Co
Fararo. N. D.
GRAND (abc)
Planosong 4
Hall A Guilda

Wayne, Ind.
PALACE (ubo)

Ft.

5 Sweethenrts
Frank Morrell

Isakawa Bros
2d half

Zara Carmen 3
Mitch A Mitchell

(ubo)

Hoyt's Minstrels

N. Y.

STAR

Fall River. Maaa.

The Vanderkoors
Yi.'thp WHirr .v M
nio'AiYiris: A Do an

to nil)

Marlett's Manikins
Gordon A Kinley
Link A Robinson
Harry Coleman

A Mack

BIJOU (loew)
Delight Stewart A

A Ward

Irving

Daisy Leon
Gordon Highlanders

Geo Yeoman

GAL
Granville

(ubo)

(Sunday opening)
Wilson A Larsen

(ubo)
Clayton

(ubo)

A White

Abbott

Clarke

i

v7H

£ KW

fT

Garden Belles
Jacksonville, Fin.

ARCADE

(ubo)

(Sunday opening)
(Savannah split)
half

1st

"Sunny Side Bway"
Jeraey City

KEITH'S
half

(ubo)
(31-2)

Vera Sablnl Co
Curtis Trio

Johnatown, Pa.

MAJESTIC

(ubo)
(Pittsburgh split)
1st half

Theo A Dandles
Al Shayne
Robert Dove
Krrmtir

Tlrr.a

(One

fill)

to

Kr,

Loulavllle,

FOUNTAIN FERRY

PK

(orph)
(Sunday opening)

Wheler A Dolan
Haager A Goodwin
Dorothy Meuther
Oxford 3
Crouch A Carr

KEITH'S

(ubo)

Maurice Wood

Kamplln A

Bell

A Darrlsons
Deleon A Termini

Felix

Danubes

4

2d half
Scott
Girl

A Willson
from Milwaukee

Earl A Curtis

Jack Marley
El Rey Sisters

Hawailans

2d half
Ballyhoo Trio

2d

4>

Jefta

Ward A Walters

"Women"
Brooks A Bowem
"Wanted— A Wife"

Blllie

HEMMENDINGER

Tel. 171

2d half

Ellis

M

Hobokea

Reml Duo
(Two to nil)

KEDZIE (wva)
Rose A

(One to

LaPalva
Tom Arthur Co

The Kramers

MAJESTIC

Jewett A Pendleton
Wellington 4

(ubo)

J A I Melva
Foster A Foster
Bessie LaChunt

2d half

III.

Three Paroffs
Valerie Staters

(0-10)

Crelghton Girls
Stroud Trio

MEYERS LAKE PK

Co
Uttle Rock, Ark.

Fox A Ingraham
"Garden of Mirth"

to nil)

Howard A

Cablll

"Bon Voyage"
Canton, O.

Llacola, Nab,
LYRIC (wva)
Catalano A O'Brien
Arthur LaVlne Co
2d half
Pete A Charles
Brevltt Merrill

"Midnight Follies"
Hlbblaaj, Minn.
POWERS Cwva)

MAJESTIC

Runaways

Wm

"School Play Ground"

Sis

Alton A Allen
Bison City 4
Lulu Beeson Co
2d half

The Vernons
Keno Keyes A

H

Ubert Carlton
Harklns

JAM

Celebrities

FEELEY'S (ubo)
2d half (31-2)
3o!ger Bros

Edmontoa
PANTAGES (p)

TOWER'S (ubo)
2d half (31-2)
Musical Clovers

Married by Wireless
2d half

Haaletoa, Pa.

The Gascolgnes
J.

HAS
Conley
Steve Freda

2d half
Maximilian's Dogs
Evelyn Elkln
Joe Bernard Co
Alexander O'Nell A S
Will Ward A Girls

Julian Hall

Nash A Nash

Laldlaw

The Dohertys

Burns A Qulnn
A Hart

Dnlath, Minn.
GRAND (wva)

Mae Barker
Arnold A Taylor
Ethel

(ubo)

Collins

Eaatoa. Pa.

(p)

MAJESTIC

split)

1st half

Dalbeanle A Co
Emma Stephens
Will Ward A Girls

Newell A Most
Hugo Lutgens

ABLE O H

Ka

(Chattanooga

"Woman Proposes"
Green McHenry A D
Harrlahnrar, Pa.

PALACE

MILES (abc)
Jno T Doyle Co
Tom Mahoney

(One

Llllle

2d half (7-9)

Will Morris
"Mr Detective"
Stuart

Doree's

(p)

A McCloud
Keaooaa. Wla.
VIRGINIA (wva)

Bolses
The Halklngs
Great Falla, Moat. Wilson A Wilson
Kremka Bros
PANTAGES (p)
(Two to ttll)
(5-6)
(Same bill playing
Kaozvlllc. Teaau
Anaconda 7)
BIJOU (ubo)

Loney Haskell
Dupree A Dupree
Hartford, Coaa.
POLI'S (ubo)
Laralne A Crawford

2d half

Lester

Seely

Wayne A Warren

B "Swede" Hall Co

Lon Gin Yoke
Sherman Van A
The Explorers

Kawana Bros

4

PANTAGES

A T

Plquo

6 Harvards
Two Lowes

2d half

LAS

A Ward
Mack A Williams
N Leonard Co
Dave Manley
Lolla Seeblm Co
Dayton, O.
KEITH'S (ubo)
"Girl in Moon"
Susanna Rocomora
Denver, Colo.
Irving

Anette

CAM

(Two

half

Hunt A DcNamby
LaFrance A Kennedy

Colonial

M Ftfir-Piftrw

Strand 3
5 Juggling Nelsons
Francis P Bent
Robinson's Elephants
Columboa, O.
KEITH'S (ubo)
Eddie Howard

Juvenile 6
Edwards A Hughes
Powder A Capman

Gillespie Girls

Howard

Granville A

1st

iimry I^wIh
Lambrrt A Ball
Arnant Bros

Jimmy

WARWICK

<

(loew)

(Hlrmlngham

fill)

(p)

Calvary

SAN FRANCISCO

Sbanley and Fu

LYRIC

Cockatoos

BUSHW1CK

PANTAGES

A

Musette

Chas Rogers Co

Elisabeth Otto

The Langdons
Klein Bros
Reynolds A Donegan

4

'

(ubo)

The Seebacka

Newport A Stlrk
Roy Harah A Girls

CONTINENTAL HOTEL

Atlanta, Gs.

L A F nruch
Dnhl A Glllon
Geo Lyons

C Abeam Tr

Kanyawa Japs
Butte. Moat.

Bessie
Selbie

HIP

(p)

(ubo)

The De Bars

Dorothy Earle

The Duttons
Clevelaad

Onukl
Eddie Ross
Aeahl Troupe
Brennan A Powell
Guerian A Newell

Primrose 4
Bernle A Baker
Durkln Girla

RAG

Sloan

Detroit

Peggy O'Nell Co
Moran A Wiser
Dan Burke A Girls

Ponzella Sis
Medlin Watts
Dooley
Nonette

Savannah A Georgia
A A Turpln

TEMPLE (ubo)
Cross A Josephine
Bert Leslie Co

(ubo)

RAMONA PK

H

Ed Price A Pals
Samoya

ilo

SHEA'S

EMPRESS

Blanche

Ma.

City,

PANTAGES

(Sunday opening)

Germaine 8
Grand Rapid*, Mica
Herbert

(ubo)

"Bachelor's Dinner"
Tabor A Greene

A Hart

Florenze

KEITH'S

Kaaaaa

Celts Bros

(Sunday opening)

Patricola

Rice A Werner
Emma Stephens

Princess

Oftgfcaal

Tho Vernons

Brooklyn

ORPHEUM

2d half
Those 5 Girls
Mack A Vincent

PANTAGES

(Troy

HENDERSONS

.Tolin

(loew)

2d half

The Frltches

PROCTORS

Beaumont A Arnold
Moore A Gerald
McClure A Dolly

Cbc« TleW.y
Chas C kin- To
Ellnore A Carlton
"Days Long Aro''

GREELEY

Lyons
Chas Reilly
In Mask"
Gray A Southern Boys
Al K Hall Co

Albany

Sisters

Hermann
Ward A Van

(One to

A Frcy
Norton A Nohlo
Rica ft Francis

(loew)

Martians

Al

2d half
Marshall A Covert

Russell

(ubo)

Co

Tennessee Ten

Merle's

Girls"

nil)

Zlta

Kenney A LaFrance
Holden A Herron
iwt Howard

Follies

Jan Rubin
"Boarding School

MARYLAND

"Dream

HIP

A Francia
Howard

Ferguson

Bernard ft Lloyd
Gypsy Songnters
Jim McWIMlams
(One to fill)

7TH AVE (loew)
Mod&s

The Ferraros
McGrath A Yeoman
The Reynolds
Four Slickers
Musical McDonalds
Baltimore, Md.

Eddy Duo

Kenney A LaFrance

FULTON

Elm City 4
Sylvester Family

Collins

Plottl

Avon Comedy

LaTroy's

McWilliams

Martians
(One to fill)
2d half

Spiegel

Mr A Mrs Thomas
Mumford A Thomson

Homer A DuHar

Denny A Perry
Lelghton A Kennedy

(loew)

Kate A Wiley
Lee Tong Foo

Coney

Sinclair

Frazer Bunco ft
Harlshlma Bros

P.oys

La Toy's Models

BOULEVARD

S

(loew)
Orben A Dixie
Roatino A Shelley

to

Assist-

(9-10)

A Lockwood

(Two

A

ant

"Girl

Olrie"

Gray A Southern

"The Dreamer"
Chas Olcott
Cello

poLrs (ubo)
E A E Elliott

Tudor Cameron Co
White Circus

A Fabrlto

Parlllo

Van

(One to fill)
Bridgeport* Coafc.

Mayo A Tally
Will Atanton Co

Silver A Duval
Fremont Benton Co
Lewis A Leopold
R A A Boylan
2d half
Rose A Ellis
Mack A Maybelle
Ted McLeau Co
Bobby A Nelson
(One to nil)
Cincinnati

Jas

Bernlvlcl Bros

Bakerafleld, Cal.
O H (aAb)

PALACE

Jim

Denahy

ft

Walter Weems
Chas Mason Co

Geo Davis Family

Rice
Bert

Lee Tong Foo

5 Kltamuras

Montgomery
Whipple Houston Co
The Lanards

Cole

(loew)
Marshal A Covert
Mobr A Carrie Avery

Bernard A Lloyd
Gypsy Songsters
(One to nil)
2d half
The Valdos
Military Maids A

(Inter)

(4-5)

Eleanor Haber Co

Lewis Belmont A

Marshall

MAJESTIC

DE KALB

Mills

Hans Roberts Co
Cunningham A Ben-

(31-3)

2d half

Sisters

3 Tlvoll Girls

Ballard Trio

ORPHEUM

Co

Scott

fill)

Geo Davis Family
(One to fill)

D

Baker

Maud

to

Frank Bush

Pals

ft

(One to nil)
Auatlju Tex.

Jan Rublnl
"Girls from Starland"

NATIONAL
Ellnore

Jaa Teddy

H O H

(One

Pete

2d half

A Pauline

Sis

6 Serenaders
Herbert A Dennis
Fern Richelieu A F
2d half
Ferdinand
"Surprise Party"

The Doherty's
John T Ray Co

nett

Manning

Warren

(One to 11,11)
2d half
Laldlaw

Cunningham A Ben-

fill)

ft

G

Doree's Celebrities

Burns

ft

(ubo)

Jack Reddy
Green Mller A

Wayne

Sinclair

ft

Howard A Mack

ft

ORPHEUM

(loew)

Oalvln
Marie Stoddard

Kelly

C A A Glocker
ST JAMES (loew)
Van Camps
Keene A Williams

Altooaa, Pa*

A 8

H

Brady A Maboney

Dorman A Deyline
(Two to nil)

"The Scoop"
Ward ft Curran
The Rajahs
Douglas Family

BIJOU

Spiegel A Jones
Julia Curtis

Delight Stewart A
Pisano A Bingham
Helen Vincent
Tom Davies Co

Torcat
Grace DeWlnters

(ubo)
(31-3)

Nerrett Watson

Walter James
FIJlama Japs

DELANCEY

Schenck

ft

Col Boys Band
Charlotte Parry

2d half (31-3)
Plplfax A Paul!
Jessal A Martin

Mitchell

Jos Remington Co
Sampson A Douglas
Winston Hoffman A R
Smith A Kaufman
Fred LaRelne Co
2d half

2d half

Tennessee Ten

2d half
Forrest

E

ft

L

(ubo)

A

Miller

aewreats any attention being givea these matters.
Girls

(loew)

Chyo A Chyo

NOTICE—

3 Tlvoll

A Marguerite

Sterling

V M

New York

Wolfus

ft

Bros

Trovilla

4)

Madlaoa, Wla.

ORPHEUM

(wva)

Sunday opening)
Oddoaa
Morris A Campbell
Nora Kelly Co
Rucker A Winifred
"Lingerie Shop"
(

2d half

Gordon Bros A

K

Gallerlnl Sisters

McConncll A Simpson
Berlo Sisters

June Mills Co

Marahalltown,

CASINO

la.

(abc)

2d half (7-0)
Leonard A Louie
Walton A Brandt
Bert Lennon

Edwin Keough Co
Exposition Jubilee 4
Manon City, la.
^»'jL.»L (ace)

Leonard A Wright

A Screaming 8ubrilarlna Satire
"THE CRUISE OF THE DOUGHNUT"
Securely Copyrighted.

1017.

by

BRADY and MAHONEY

VARIETY

3T
Dorothy DeSchelle Co
2d half

Ray A Marlon
Vorden's Birds

Memphis, Tens.

LYCEUM

()oew)

Orren A Drew
Arthur Llpson
Davltt A Duvall

Aah A Shaw
Weber A Wilson ReT
2d half
Delbadle A Jap

Madge Maltland
Llnd

Long Tack Bam
fill)

2d halt
Wellington 4

Chas Mason Co
Walter Weems
Burt Johnson Co
McrMea, Cobb.
POLI'S (ubo)

Hammer

Annette

John F Clark
White Circus
(One to fill)

MAdletowa,
8TRATTON

If.

T.

(ubo)

Keno A Wagner
Conroy A O'Donnell
2d half
Blllsbury A Robinson
(One to fill)

Milwaukee

PALACE

(wva)

(Sunday opening)
Laypo A Benjamin
Gallerlnl Sisters
Hendrlx's Belle Isle

A

Fireside Reverie
Basil A Allen
Orvllle Stamm

Mlaaeapolla. MIbb*
(p)

(8unday opening)

The Lamp In is
Smith A McGulre
Godfrey A Henderson
Abrams A Johns

"Mimic World"
GRAND (wva)
Dancing Mars
Emily Darrell Co
Iietta
Strasslers

Animals
PALACE (wva)
Taylor Triplets
Frlck A Adair
Robt McDonald Co
Orpheus Comedy 4
Royal Toklo Tr

IfasavWe, Tea*.

PRINCESS (ubo)
A Wilson

Scott

Trovolla A Co
Earl A Curtis
El Rey Sisters
2d half

Maurice

If.

J.

(ubo)
(31-2)

2d half

Tom Barry Co
Bernard A Scarth
Dora Opera Co

E A E

Elliott

Sylvester Family

Tudor Cameron Co
Odlva A Sea!a

John P Wade Co
Wells Nortbwortb A
"Smart Shop"

EMPRESS

(wva)
(Sunday opening)
Williams Co
Harvey 3
fill)

2d half
Darto A Rlalto
Catalano A O'Brien
Arthur LeVlne Co
Cecil Jefferson

Paaaale. N. J.

PLAYHOUSE

(ubo)

2d half (31-2)

Mack A Lee
Eugene La Blanc
Wol ford's Dogs
Col Diamond A Daugh
Philadelphia
(ubo)

(ubo)

Barry Nelson A B
Morton A Russell
Ben Smith
Revue D' Vogue
2d half

Vardon A P&rry
Schwartz Co
3 Hlckey Bros
(One to fill)
(ubo)

A Reading

Baganny Tr

GRAND

(ubo)
Juggling DeLlsle
3 Crums

Frank Mullane

Dudley 3
Clown Seal

(ubo)

The Faynes
A Pearson
Edgar Foreman Co

McAuliffe

Dunham

SHERIDAN SQ

Lua A Anellka
Stroud 3
Chas Atkinson
5 Merry Youngsters

New

A Sylvanla

Hill

Roehelle, N.Y.

LOEW

Beth Mayo
"Ankles"
(One to fill)
2d bair
Walton A Delberg
Novelty 4

Dannv

(Johnstown
1st

Norfolk, Va.
(ubo)

(Richmond

split)

1st

half

Young A Waldron
Ragtime Dancing Car
Fashions a la Carte

to

fill)

PlttunVld.

MAJESTIC

Man.
(ubo)

2d half (31-2)
Maid of Music
Gaylord A Fields

"Two

ACADEMY

(ubo)

split)

half

Hufford A Chain
Cycling Brunetts
Wood Bros
Frankie Hay

(One

T.fttlo

Days"

Lctser 3

(Two

to

Ferdinand
"Surprise
to

H

(loew)

Party"

fill)

A

Mitchell

(ubo)

Plquo
Thornton A Thornton

Mr

Inquisitive

John T Ray Co
Dupree A Dupree
2d half
Roy A Arthur
Jack Reddy
Minerva Courtney Co
Elsie White

A C

Imhoff Conn

Reao.
TAD

Not.
(aAh)

fill)

(6-7)

BIJOU

(ubo)

(Norfolk
1st

split)

half

Zlnka Panna Co

Monde A Salle
Mystic Hanson 3
Kenney A Hollls
"School Days"
(ubo)

Claude Rauf
Lazar A Dal
"Girl 1,000 Eyes"

A

Richards
Knapp A Cornelia
2d half

Nalona
Frank Gordon
Rlggs A Ryan
"Girl 1000 Eyes"
Ganzmalnl 3

Roeaeater Mlaa.

METRO

(wva)

The Marendas
(Two fo fill)

Rockford,

III.

PALACE (w\a)
Herbert Germalne 3
Bill Robinson
McConnell A Slmpscn
Farber Girls
Stamm
2d half
Belle

Beard
Nora Kelly Co

Billy

Sacramento. CaL

EMPRESS

(ah-wva)

Bollinger A Reynolds

LeRoy A Mabel Hartt
Wamsley A Lelghton
Luzanne Girls
Ray Snow
Herbertas Seals
2d half
A Trucco
Carter A Waters
Jolly Trio
Earl Flynn Co
Allison

Taz Weatbcrford
Cer'"»

(abc)

1st half (4-6)

Brown A Jackson
"Save One Girl"
Heras A Preston

fill)

(7-10)

Fransk A Sddlngton
Rosa A Rosna
Musical MacDonalds
Four Kings
(One to fill)

Saa Fraaelaeo

ORPHEUM

(Sunday opening)
Nat Goodwin
Olivattl Moffet

A C

Leach Wallen 3
Dorothy Brenner
De Leon A Da vies
Boyde A Brown
D Shoemaker Co
Ray Coz

PANTAGES

(p)

(Sunday opening)
Azard Bros
Wilson Sis

(Sunday opening)
Douglas Flint Co

Moran

Sisters

Rothrock A McGrade
Paul Poole
Superba
Alliston A Trucco
CASINO (aAh)

(Sunday opening)
Three Ankers
Mansfield

A

Riddle

Russian Dancers
Johnson A Rolllnson
Cowles A Dustln
Four Charles

Lew Fitsglbbons
Saa Joee, CaL

VICTORY

Moran

(ah-wva)

Sisters'

Cowles A Dustln
Rothrock A McGrade
Paul Poole
Douglas Flint Co
4 Charles

2d half
Alliston A Trucco
Carter

A Waters

Jolly Trio

Earl Flynn Co
Tas Weatherford

Saata Barbara* Cal.

Sherwood A 8herwood
Medley A Noyes

Kay A

to

Carlos Caesora

2d half
Curtlss Canines

Orvllle

BAB

HIPP (aAh)

Pollard

Dotson

4-6)

« Amer Patrollers
Black A MoCone
Stanley
M Harris

Roach A McCurdy
"Girl from A'dam"
Harry Sydell

The Ferraros
to

(aAh)

Barbler Thatcher Co

(3-5)

(One

Reed A Hudson

HIPP

C^ksm

faftb>

(3-3)

Musical MacDonalds
Jolly Trio
Carter A Waters
Earl Flynn A Mo
Carlo Casgero

PORTOLA

(aAh)

(7-10)

DeComa
Bob A Beth Stanley
Fargo A Wells
Savannah. Ga.
LYRIC (ubo)
Jacksonville split)
1st half

Mildred Grover
Gllmore A Castle

Reed A Wright Girls
Savoy A Brennan
Jack Onrl
St. Loals, Mo.
(Closing week)

COLUMBIA

Ma

Fagg A White

LeRoy A Berry

Walla Walla. Wash Arthur Havel Co
LIBERTY (ah-wva)
Elm City 4
Leonard A Louie
L Mayer n Models

Archie Nicholuon 8

Ward A

Garrlty Sisters

2d half
Retter Bros

fprtnjrfteld*
PLAZA (loew

Shubert
Nlobe
Paber A Taylor
Lambertl

Dunedln Duo
(One to fill)

GRAND

(wva)

Wolgast A Girile

24 half

Wm

Conway A Day

(orph)

Elizabeth Murray
"Motor Boating"
"The Cure"
Whitfield A Ireland
Artie Mehllnger

Halligan A Sykes
Meredith A Snoozer

Togan A Geneva

FRST PK

Gleason A Gates
Daisy Harcourt
Raskin's Russlsns

Sherlock Sisters
Novelty Clintons

Paul, Mlaa.

St.

HIPP

jracnee. N. Y.

(abc)

TEMPLE

Ray A Marion
Paid

Wolf A Stewart

Maldie DeLong
2d half
J A D Palmer
Hall A Guilda
Rogers A Mack

Leddy A Leddy

(Two

to

BAH
Donald

half split from
Schnectady, N Y.)
(ubo)

(1st

to

CRESCENT

(wva)

Gene West
The Explorers
Sherman Van A

(Two

Garden
GAL
Helen Page Co

2d half
Crelghton Girls
Stroud Trio

Tacoma, Waah.

(ubo)

PANTAGES

split)

half
Colleens"

1st

Mr A Mrs Mel-Bourne
Harry Von Fossen
Hsl A Francis

A

Partner

The Balkans

A Halt
LeRoy A Harvey
Skelly

Ameta

Fitch Cooper

Fitsglbbons

BAH
Donsld

"Fashion Shop"

Msnn

2d half

Roberts

Leddy A Leddy
Seattle. Wash.
PANTAGES (p)

D'Armour A Douglas
Will A Mary Rogers

Lucy

Alexandria

PALACE

Janls

"At the Party"
(ah-wva)

JAN
Olms
Downey Willard

A

Ives Farnsworth A
Taketa Japs
2d half
Sisters

Homestead 8
Jensen
Dsve Glsver

(One

Cutler
to

fill)

YONOE

(loew)

Largay A Snee

"Fashion Shop"
ORPHEUM (wva)
(Sunday opening)
Cosmopolitan 3

CAM
Dunbar
(Two to

Alice Cole

Norwood A Hall
Chaser
Hudler Stein A

Mr.

to

fill)

Trenton.

2d hair

Morgan Fields A 8
to fill)

Sooth Bead, lad.

ORPHEUM

(wva)
(Sunday opening)
3 Misses Weston
McCarthy A Faye
Billy Beard
Ashal Japs
fill)

P

Kemp

Will A

(One

fill)

If.

F

Zeno Mandel
"Prosperity"

Drowning A Dean
The Seebacks

Spokane, Wash.
(p)

Alberto
Mile Bianco Co

TAYLOR (ubo)
2d half (31-2)
Deeley A Sisters

Curwood A Gorman
3 Vagrants
Finders Keepers

Qulnn A Lafferty
Mang A Snyder

Troy
PROCTOR'S

(ubo)

split)
1st half

"Dream Garden"
"Preparedness"
Cooper A Rlcardo
Amer Comedy 4
Burns A Foran
Kltara Japs
Vancouver. B. C.

PANTAGES

(p)

Ed F Reynard Co
Dorothy Vaughan

Zertho's Dogs
Antrim A vale
Three Romanoffs

Will Morrlssey

Schooler

"Honeymoon

Singer's

Isle"

HIPP (ah-wva)

Leah Nora
P rosin f> Pr^wn
Kfnr * King
EMPRESS (wva)
Ovanda Duo

Patrlcola

Walters A Walters
Cloaks A Suits
J.<tu?*>

*

A Myers
Art«>tnr>

J.

(Albany

2d half
Frear Barvott A

PANTAGES

Toronto
HIP (ubo)
Ethel Vaughn

Albert

Fitch Cooper

to

I

W

The Bslkans
Skelly A Helt
LeRoy A Harvey

(One

Clifford

Olga

A West

(Three

*

Carleton

Sisters

Smlllette

Gillette

Toledo
KEITH'S (ubo)

VanPere A VanPere
Rambler Sisters

C Hanson A Vlll 4
Emerson A Baldwin

Zeb Zarrow Tr
Nelson Sisters
Keene A Foxworth
J C Lewis Jr Co
Adolpho

University 4
"Hello Japan"

Keough

(p)

Pederson Bros
Kljlyama
Stephens A Holllster
Oleson A Johnson
6 Peaches A Pear
REGENT (ah-wva)
Smllette Sisters

Cycling McNutts
2d half
Larry Rellly Co
Bert

S'-n

2d hulf

Blanche LeDuc Co

Edna Relse Co
Noble A Brooks
Musical Lunds

Pauline Saxon
Mennettl A Sldelll

2d half

Holmes A LeVere
"Breath of Old Va"
Morris A Allen
"Movie Girls"
STRAND (wva)

(Two

to

till)

loangatown O.
HIP (ubo)
Frances Norde
Finn A Finn

2d half (7-0)

N

to fill)

H

A Belle

Co
Murrue

Beresford

Dunley A

Johnson A S'hearts
Morris & Beasley

Sylvester

(One

fill)

to

Schaefer
fill)

Parla

MEDRANO
Mile Marthe
Victor A Reglna
Orla
Larcy's Trio
Bastion
Jack

Evelyn Elkin
Rice A Werner
Mack A Vincent
L Mayer's Models
2d half
Alton A Allen

3 Fratelllnl
Salvator

NOTES.
The

cost of living

is still increasing
France, and this vital question has
no doubt prompted the syndicate now
controlling the theatrical advertising
in the larger daily Paris newspapers to
put up their price. Henceforth IS frs.
per line (bourgeois) will be charged for
displayed, and 10 frs. for reading announcement (brevier) in the principal

in

Geo Yeoman
Clark Hawallans
(One to fill)

Seaenectadr

Olva

(One

6 Water Li Hies
Wolf A Stewart
Rita Boland

(p)

Roderiguez

Howard A Clayton

Mme Marlon
Three Lyres
4 Roeders
(One to fill)
(Syracuse

The Gladiators

Winnipeg

Wanda

fill)

PROCTOR'S

PROCTOR'S (ubo)
Louis Mann Co
Aveling A Lloyd
Francis A Ross

Oakland Co
Rockwell A Wood
Maryland 81ngers
M isses Campbell
G Green Co

Arthur Lloyd Co

H

2d half
Cosmopolitan 3

"Irish

Roberts

Yoakere

KEITH'S ubo)
JAB
Morgan

W

Worcester, Man.
POLI'S (ubo)
Maxmlllan's Dogs

Mann
2d half

fill)

PALACE

Leon A Adeline 81s
Washington, D. O.

Russell

S

2d half
Dalbeanle A Co
Grazer A Bell
Burns A Quinn
Lulu Beeson Co
(One to fill)

Suits

PANAGEd

A

Fox & Tngrabam
"Garden of Mirth"

Patricola Myers

(One to

Bert Fitsglbbons

(orph)
(Sunday opening)
Kltner H A McKay
Billy Kinkald

Sherlock Sisters
Homer Llnd Co

(ubo)

Dancers

Llnne's

Full
Worden's Birds
Ex Jubilee 4
in

A

(ubo)

Aimette Hammer
Alexander O'Nell

Rambler Sisters
VanPere A VanPere
Walters A Walters
Cloaks

fill)

John Stone

2d half

Major Doyle
Fred C Hagan Co
McCormack & Wallace Brown A Barrows
Lillian Steele 3
Costa Troupe
Orange Packers
Staamtyr** Cobb.
Garden of Aloah
ALHAMBRA (ubo)
PARK (wva)
2D HALF (31-2)
"Girl Revue"
Tom Hayden
2d half
Helen Jackley
Gilmore A Romanoff
"Love In Suburbs"
Alice Cole
Castellans Bros
Alice Nelson Co
Superior, Win.
Lewis A Leopold
PALACE (wva)
Balzar Sisters
DeHollls Co
SKYDOME (wva)
Melville A Mellne
Boothby A Everdean
Rolley
Joe
Sidney A Townley
Nestor A Moore Co
Retter Bros
2d half
2d half

to

PLAZA

Monte Carlo 6
Hayashl Japs
Dot Marsell

Howard pistes

Hector

(One

Norton Bros

Millard Broe
Kelly A Fern

Ovanda Duo

Billy McDermott
Estrellte A Pagean
"Uneeda Girl Co"

(Two

Keene A Williams
6 Serenaders
Herbert A Dennis
Fern Richelieu A F
Reading;, Pa.

HIP

(p)

Dooley

Zelaya

fill)

MAJESTIC

EMPRESS

Pontlac, Mich.

OAKLAND

PANTAGES

JAB

Morris A Campbell
"Lingerie Shop"

W

(31-2)

LeRoy A Barry
Winston Roselle A
Lambertl

ROANOKE

of 28)

HARRIS

Saa Diego

Major Doyle
"Check Baggage"
Brown A Barrows

Roaaoke, Va.

Amedlo
Mark Llnder Co
Inglls

Sisters

(8-9)

C GUllngwater Co
V A E Stanton

PENN

Swor A Avey
Benny A Woods

Conway A Fields
Scamp A Scamp
Rlchmoad. Va.

Violet Dale
Girl of Delhi
Dooley A Sales

WM

I.

(loew;

LaVera A Palmer

Walter Brower
Bert Baker Co

Cecil

Paula

Howard

Miller

M

IiOaAoa. Cobb. "Dalntyland"
Geo
Hussey
LYCEUM (ubo)
2d half

EMERY

2d half

Omaha. Neb.

New
Mme

Provldeaee* R.

(One

Elephants
Francis Renault

KEITH'S
A A O Falls

Chas L Semon
Newhoff A Phelps
James C Morton
Melody Biz

I

Bernlvlcl Bros

(p)

(7-0)

to

W

A

Taketa Japs

Military

"Devil He Did"
Edmunds A Leedom
Torcat's Roosters
Joyce West A S
Johnson Bros A J
Pittsburgh
New Haven, Cobb.
DAVIS (ubo)
BTJOU (ubo)
Howard A Clark
Blcknell
•'Cranberries"
Mack A Lee
Foster Ball Co
Grazer A Bell
Margaret Young
Valerie Sisters
Chas Kenna
Odlva A Seals

2d halt
John Stone

Olms
Downey Wlllsrd A
Ives Farnsworth

(Inter)

(6-10)
Propellers

Whirling

Frank Bush

Oadea
PANTAGES

Barry Nelson A B

Deleon A Termini
4 Danubes

JAN

(P)

Nlblo's Birds
Thalero's Circus

MAJESTIC

A West

Costa Tr

Sisters

Cowles A Dustln
Rotbrlck & McGrade
Paul Poole
Douglas Flint Co
4 Charles

(Week

Kamplln A Bell
Dons Weston Co

PALACE

Sisters

Janls

KEYSTONE

Wood

Newark,

Keough

Knickerbocker 4
Paul Decker Co
Marconi Bros
Chris Richards
"Phun Phiends"
HIPP (ah-wva)
Superba
Mansfield A Riddle
Johnson & Rolllnson
Masseroff Gypsies
Lew FKzgibbons

(Two

Boothby A Everdean
Silver A Duval

PANT AGES

Klmlwa Tr

Salt Lafco

PANTAGE8

Tuscano Bros
Bernard A Meyers

"Fe Mall Clerks"
Bob Hall
Saa Antonio* Tea.

Belles

Brown

(p)*

3 Ankers
2d half

Herbert's Seals

O'Nell

Harlan Knights Co
Al Golem Tr
HIPP (ah-wva)
DeVelde A Zelda
Seymore A Williams
William Morrow Co
Billy

Elsie-

"Prosperity"
Eckert A Parker
Berlo Girls
2d half
Van A Belle

A

Foley

A Reynolds

Walmsley A Lelghton
Leroy A Mabel Hart
Luzanne Girls
Ray Snow

(p)

Midgets
2d half

Moran

Mack A Lee

PANTAGES

(6-9)

Bollinger

Bevan Flint Co
Queenle Dunedln

Plccola

PANTAGES

(inter)

Great Weston Co
Axel Chrlstlnson
Portland, Ore.

Colonial

Oakland. CaL

Kathryn Powell

to

Norton Bros

Dot Marsell
Hayashl Japs

The Schmlttens

(One

Garrlty Sisters

Monte Carlo 6

Mabel Harper Co
Anderson A Evans
Arthur Denning

ORPHBUM

N. Taklsaa. Wash.
EMPIRE (ah-wva)
Zeb Zarrow Tr
Nelson Sisters
Kenne A Foxworth
J C Lewis Jr Co
Adolpho
Luc/ GKlctts
2d hslf
Leonard A Louie

19

A Dickinson
Midgets
Victoria. B. C.

journals.
The legitimate houses seem
to have fallen into line, but the vaudeville managers have offered 12 frs. and
8 frs. respectively.
The negotiations
continue between the men forming this
journalistic pool and the music hall
directors. The publishers of the dailies
do not appear to be interested, having
farmed out to a syndicate the space alloted to theatrical advertising.

The amusement caterer's lot at present is not all beer and skittles. With
the increased taxation, which the public
largely bears, authors' royalties imposed by the two societies, stamp tax
on posters, income tax, poor tax of 10
per cent on receipts and the usual property taxes, a wide margin between the
actual receipts and cost of program
must be reached in order to make a
decent profit. Yet some of the houses
are doing it and managers kicked when
ordered to close. Audiences are thin,
due mainly to the lack of transportation after 10 p. m.
Now comes the
orchestra with its usual music for more
money, which

is

and proper after

purchasing their combustibles

in

lump.

"The Marriage of Mile. Beulemans,"
the Belgian comedy, bas been revived
Ambigu in place of operetta.

at the

A new comedy

PANTAGES (p)
Alber's Polar Bears
Minnie Allen

to be billed as

"Fong Cloy"

in

A Bro
Rynn # Rlrhn>M
Virginia, Mlaa.

which

Willie Hale

right

all when we consider the purchasing
capacity of former salaries. The only
victims are the poor little acts, that
must accept former prices and even
stand for cuts. The managers have refused to entertain the musicians' claims,
and as we are now nearing the holiday
season, when so many Parisian houses
close down for two months, the matter
has been left in abeyance.
But steps
are being taken for nexf winter's operations, and to secure coal at a minimum cost (which is terribly high at
that), the vaudeville directors are forming a co-operative with the object of

Poultry House")
lieu of

by Tristan Bernard,
"Le Poulailler" ("The

L due

at the

Bou fifes,

"The Monte Carlo Scandal,

has

had a short run as pre-

dict H.

Foster A Foster
Bessie LsCbunt

Another revue, presented by Mrs.
Rasini was produced at the Theatre
Michel this week, with Mistanguett,
Maurice Chevalier in lead.
Nothing

(One

particular to report.

LYRIC (wva)
(7-8)

J A

I

Melva
to

fill)

—

MOVING PICTURES

20

a

AND SENNETT STILL HERE
SEEKING OTHER DISTRIBUTION

INCE

Triangle Producers Holding Conferences with Other Selling
Organizations for Release of Productions. Paramount
May Be Behind Lynch'* Control of
Corp.
of Stephen A. Lynch
of control of the Triangle Distributing

The purchase

Corporation, published in last week's
Variety, has since been officially confirmed, and much speculation is rife at
to the value of the purchase in the
event Mack Sennett and Thomas H.
Ince withdraw from the Triangle producing organization.
It is known that both Sennett and
Ince have been in town for the past
with
fortnight, holding conferences
other distributing organizations, disoutput
their
for
alliance
cussing other
the most prominent concern mentioned
being Paramount.
According to reports, Ince wants a
connection
distributing
responsible
for the release of a number of features
with W. S. Hart as star, to receive 65
per cent, of the takings, augmented by
a guarantee of $150,000 minimum for
his share of the receipts of each release.
Sennett is reported to be willing to

produce two-reel comedies under a similar arrangement, with a sruarantee of
$40,000 for each picture. This arrangement would be along the same lines as
Fairbanks-Artcraft contract, by
which Artcraft distributes six Fairbanks pictures a year with a guarantee
of $200,000 for the star's share on each
the

feature.

Another report has it that Lynch's
purchase of the Triangle Distributing
Corp. has Paramount behind it somewhere. Lynch controls a goodly proportion of the Paramount distribution
in the south, which may be the basis
for such a surmise.
From Jacksonville comes a "wireless"
that Lvnch was financed in his last
week's purchase "by J. B. Duke, the millionaire tobacco man. while still another rumor has it that he was able to
raise the- large sum involved on his
personal paper placed in four banks.
In the trade Lvnch is regarded as
one of the shrewdest men in the film
game. He seldom talks for publication
and is reluctant to make any statement
at this time.

WONT ANNOUNCE

SALARIES.

There is a movement on foot in the
industry to refrain hereafter from announcing for publication the salaries of
motion picture stars. To that end a
number of the press agents for film
concerns have been instructed by their
principals to send out no more press
master containing salary quotations.^
This decision was arrived at during
the recent fight to keep within bounds
the government tax. It is believed the
tax people were inspired to impose the
proposed excessive tax through the constant appearance in print of the milliondollar salaries that appeared in the newspapers from time to time. Every hearing on the subject of taxation has
broueht out this point, and invariably
the inquisitors have asked if it were
trn* that film stars receive the "fabulous" salaries accredited to them.
#

PARAMOUNT^ BOOKING

PLANS.

Paramount's open booking plans
have now been offlciallv announced and
As prewill po into effect August 5.
viously indicated in these columns it is

be booked in star
series, exhibitors taking such series as
they may desire to select and the stars
whom their patrons prefer.
Under the former Paramount plan of

ih«-

distn'iMilion of
pictures.

Paramount

The new nlan in onen bookings is not
an arbitrarily established selling rule.
All Paramount and Artcraft pictures

5 will

distribution, a condition existed by
which Artcraft and Paramount productions were competing with each other
in many of which the same stars appeared; for instance, the new and im-

portant Artcraft productions starring
Mary Pickford met the national competition of the old Paramount-Pickford
productions, thereby making it impossible for exhibitors to obtain the fullest possible returns on these subjects.
Under the new coordinated system,
the forthcoming Pickford productions
will be booked without the opposition
of this star's previous releases, the latter appearing only where they will not
interfere with the fullest returns to the
exhibitor who presents the newer sub-

Reports

To this end exhibitors will be enabled to choose their list of pictures for
the forthcoming year. The producing
companies have already formulated
their entire schedule for the year, beginning August 5, and for the first time
in the history of the motion picture
industry, the exhibitor may choose his
entire program, a whole year in advance.

profits.

This week Lewis J. Selznick instituted an action in the Federal District
Court for an injunction restraining

Miss Young from appearing under any
other management, and requested that
the action be directed particularly
against Harnr I. Garson. of Detroit.
Mr. Selznick. up to Thursdav morning, declined to make anv statement
saying the matter was entirelv in the
hands of his attorneys and that the
legarl

action speaks for

itself.

Detroit. March 31.
It is reported here that Andrew J
Cobe had secured an option of Clara
Kimball Young's film service and was
endeavoring to form a company to exploit the star.

BUSHMAN-BATNE REMAIN.
Francis

X.

Bushman

Beverlv

and

Bayne have signed a new contract with
Metro for a long term at a joint salarv
agreable to both sides. The figure is
not given out, but it is believed they
will receive a substantial increase.
Tt was renorted Henry B. Walthall

and Mary Charleson had also signed
with Metro for a joint starring arrangement, but this was denied at the Metro
offices.

Another Cincv House.
Cincinnati.

McMahan and

Jackson,

r!nrinn.it?'jn«

ir,

y/f,

May
tht*

j

-

to

the

contrary

notwithGriffith has not

Instead Griffith is still
pictures.
within hearing distance of the screeching war shell and may remain there
indefinitely now that President Wilson
is
sending General Pershing to the

French battlefields.
There is likelihood that Griffith will
remain there and endeavor to "shoot"
the first battle in which the Pershing
forces will take a hand and then return to the States with the first authentic views of the American forces
in action.
It was reported that Griffith would
set sail from Europe this week, but

although the arrival
of Pershing and his aides are expected
on the other side at any moment.
Griffith sailed from here March 27
this is not official,

and went direct to London, where
spent three weeks at the Drury
Lane where "Intolerance" opened April
From London Griffith went to the
7.
western fighting front in France where.*
with the aid of camera experts picked
up in London, he took many scenes

last

he

of the trench fighting at close range.
According to Griffith's contract with

Artcraft he must be up and doing something for that corporation, although
cabled changes of his foreign program
may provide for a further stay in
France.

the
fea-

ture film exchange game, announce that
thev have leased the building at Sixth
and Vine streets, used for many vears
as the Gifts' fire engine house and will
convert it into a picture theatre.

METRO ABSORBS PRODUCERS.
Metro Pictures Corporation has

re-

incorporated at Albany, increasing its
capitalization from $400,000 to $2,600,000. The new issue was subscribed entirely by the Metro group, and none of
the stock will be offered to the public.
The officers under the new regime remain as before.
In the reincorporation the business of
Rolfe Photoplays, Inc., Columbuia Pictures Corporation and Popular Playi
& Players, Inc., three of Metro's manufacturing companies, were taken over
by the parent company. The YorkeMetro Company, which, under the direction of Fred J. Balshofer, produces
the Harold Lockwood pictures, will
shortly be absorbed.
Metro's production plans in full will
be announced within the next thirty
days, as soon as each of the details is
perfected. Under the new system the
exhibitor will be permitted to book the
program or contract for the stars, thus
placing Metro in the position of being
neither for nor against the open booking policy and neither for nor against
the program policy, but striking a new
plan which is likely to solve the prob-

lems which both systems present
Richard A. Rowland, Metro's president, speaking of Metro's enlargement
said: "We proceeded from the idea that
no man or group of men, sitting in their

New York City, can hope to
dominate motion picture rental prices.
public, first speaking to the exhibitor and then the exhibitor speaking to
the manufacturer and distributor, determines the picture market, and we have
offices in

The

WALLT VAN'S OWN

CO.

Before the week is out Wally Van. the
Vitagraph comedian-director,
former
will probably have closed contracts for
the formation of a new film corporation
bearing his name, organized for the ex-

Van as the star of a series
of two-reel comedies, produced under
his personal supervision.^ and to be released on state right basis.

prepared ourselves to meet the demands
of the market."

WEST BOOSTING

ploitation of

EXHIBITORS9 MEETINGS.
Milwaukee. Mav
The

31.

Wisconsin

Exhibitors*
State
League, affiliated with the Motion PicAmerica,
ture Exhibitors' League of
Is
holding an important two-day session
here Mav 31 and June 1.
A number of absorbing topics, including the war tax and other matters,
now on top of the exhibitors, are due
for discussion.
The Wisconsin film men will also
sound a preliminarv slogan or two for
the Chicago meeting of the bigger

body.

Des Moines. May

31.

The state convention of the Iowa Exhibitors' League is scheduled to be held
in this city June 12-13 and a big attendance is expected as a number of
important matters are crying for attention from the state film men.
Iowa plans to send a good representation to the Chicago convention of
the

M.

P. Exhibitors*

League of Amer-

ica.

Local exhibitors for a time were
greatly worried over the proposed enforcement of the "Sunday blue laws,"
but so far the atmosphere has cleared
nicely with the Sundav picture exhibiting considered legal here.
The league will lay plans to offset
any movement to make the state enforcement a possibility at any future
time.

COLORED FILM ACTORS.
Another feature film with the cast
entirelv made up of colored plavers
has just been completed by the Frederick Douglas Film Companv in a New
Tersev studio, the title being "The
Scapegoat."

31.

who were
u\ir\

vr

war

THE TOUNG-SELZNICK FEUD.
Clara Kimball Younur began an action in the Supreme Court -Jast week
against Lewis J. Selznick and the allied
corporations for an accounting, injunction and appointment for a receiver for
the corporation bearing her name. She
alleges she has received her $1,000 a
week salary, but has been "defrauded"
out of her one-half interest in the

a

standing, David Wark
returned froir. the French fighting lines
where he went to obtain a series o*

jects.

f(.«t

tvon of

and Artrraft

August

after

ifti

GRIFFITH STILL IN FRANCE.

The principal roles were taken bv
Walter Thompson. Sidnev Kirkpatriek
AKht> \fjtrn*»l1. T.eon Williams and
Mahel Young.
The Douglas Co. also made another
negro plavers* film. "The Colored
American Winning His Own Suit,"
turning it out a year ago fast spring.

PRICES.

From

the west comes word that any
of the cheaper priced picture
houses are going to tilt their prices,
owing to what they claim is an increased price in the films they state are
necessary to run their places at profit.
Up through the northwest in par*
ticular the picture men are "hollering

number

heads off" and now with their
share of the war tax ahead of them
(those that do come in for exemption)
they declare that the raising of the
admission fee is the only salvatton if
thev would remain in existence.
When the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League of America holds its convention in Chicago the delegates of the
territory that nurses what thev claim
is a well-lodged complaint against the
increasing cost of film which they say
is bound to force a raft of the houses
out of business.
Already a number of small town
houses are boosting their prices up at
least five and ten cents more.

their

WAR
The

FILM'S BIG DRAW.
war films, "The Tanks

British

in

Action at the Battle of the Ancre,"
which played the Strand last week, proceeds to be donated to the American
and British War Relief, has proved a
tremendous draw. So confident was the
representative of the British government, which controls the pictures, that
thev would attract, that he guaranteed the Strand management receipts
of not less than $16,000 on the week,
and participate only in excess of that
sum. The takings for the seven days
are estimated at $30,000.

VipLET MERSERBAU RENEWS.
Violet Mersereau has renewed for another year her contract to star In
Bluebirds.
With Rex Ingram directing Miss Mersereau has iust completed
at Bluebird's, Leonia (N. J.) studio.
an adaptation of "La Cigale," the Henri
Meilhac comedy ?n which Lotta, the
famous soubret of other days, toured
the country.
Earlier in the Bluebird
series. Mr. Ingram directed Miss Mersereau in several features, and has
again returned to the East for the
purpose of creating light comedies with
the fair-haired Violet starring therein.

MOVING PICTURES
THE TAX BILL

the tax should be reduced in certain

BIDDING FOR NESBIT RIGHTS.

There it much elation among picture mar ifacturers oyer the decision
of the Senate Finance Committee not
to tax the films and at far as can be

sections.
'Tis reported that the billposter in-

buyers were reported
wearing out the carpet this week in

dustry has had its phase of the proposed tax modified, so that it will not
be as heavily taxed as first indicated.
Looks as though newspaper advertising
will come under the war levy.
Theatre owners are also hopeful that
they will not be as heavily taxed as the
original bill indicated, but there doesn't
seem much prospect of them escaping
the levy fixed by the committee.
The state legislature of Pennsylvania is having a hand-to-hand and
mouth-to-mouth grapple with a war
tax of its own, and it certain measures
that are now up before the Quaker
congressional body become effective

discerned at present there is little likelihood of the committee arranging for
any substitute tax for the originally
planned levy of the photoplay manufacture.
The bill was beaten in committee and must now go on the floor
of the Senate, and then before the

House.
A few days ago the prospect of paying a lot of tax money on every picture made had thrown dismay and consternation into the film ranks, but
things are different now that the pictures have apparently escaped taxation.

Jewelry and chewing

the

and

legitimate
houses will be more than heavily taxed
with the Federal levy also pending.

gum were

also exempted by the committee, but
other phases that affect the amusement
end were not touched.
The committee has decided to ask
the Treasury Department for a plan of
imposing a tax on confectionery based
on a rate per pound; a stamp tax on
musical instruments; a tax on pleasure

picture

interests

The Pennsylvania tax proposes a
levy on the film footage and the prohibiting the admission of boys and girls
under 16 years is also another matter
that is receiving consiiedration.
S.
S.

boats based on a tonnage rate, and
stamp taxes on sporting goods', perfumes, cosmetics and proprietary medi-

RANKIN DREW IN FRANCE.

Rankin Drew, according to cable
advices to Master Drama Features,
Inc., has arrived in France and is employed by the American Ambulance
Corps as a motor ambulance pilot
Two weeks ago Drew completed the
direction of "Who's Your Neighbor,"

cines.

With the picture manufacturers
ceasing to worry, the legitimate managers, however, are still on the anxious
seat and maintaining efforts to have
certain restrictions made before the
final tax rate is fixed.
It is almost a certainty that the committee will eliminate that section affecting railway transportation, which
impost would mean a heavy drain on
the exchequers of any traveling company.
Attorney Ligon Johnson, of the
United Managers' Association, has
made several trips to Washington,
with a number of legit managers and
producers, in an effort to show why

a seven part film written

by Willard

Mack, and immediately sought leave of
absence from the Master Drama Features Co. to serve his country.
his

return he

will

Upon

immediately com-

mence work on a new
pen of Mack.

scrip

from the

CONSTANCE TALMADGE SIGNED
Lewis J. Selznick has signed Constance Talmadge and proposes to exploit her as a picture star, feeling that
in a very short time she will take rank
with the best of the screen luminaries.

State

rights

the oftices of Julius Steger, making
bids for territorial rights to the Evelyn
special
"Redemption/*
Nesbit
film,
now playing to capacity at the Cohan
theatre.
Up to

Wednesday no

disposed
ciates

of.

rights had been
Mr. Steger and his asso-

had not at that time decided

upon the future course of the big
it

of-

although stating that probably

fice film,

would be sold on the

state rights

basis.

They were also considering, according to a report, a proposition submitted by the United Booking Offices
to take over the film for certain sections.
The U. B. O., besides operating many picture houses, through its

own and

affiliated

offices,

many

has

vaudeville theatres temporarily closed
for the summer which could be reopened with the Nesbit picture as the
attraction for a summer run.
On Wednesday a bid of $35,000 for
the states of New York and New Jersey was turned down, the holders of
the picture asking $40,000 for the territory.

New

Jersey alone

is

expected

to bring at least $12,000 for the rights.

MAJOR FUNKHOUSER RELENTS.
Late last week Major Funkhouser,
second deputy of police and known as
the morals officer, issued a permit to
Robert Goldstein for the showing of
his film, "The Spirit of 76," over which
a legal battle was waged in the local
courts for more than two weeks.
It has been contended that the picture tended to belittle England, but this
was not held to be so by Judge Kav-

anaugh, who. however, in mandamus
proceedings decided in favor of the city
on moral grounds.

When Funkhouser learned that additional cuts would be made and that
the picture's sponsors did not intend
going into the higher courts, he suddenly lifted the ban.

The picture started showing on Monday night, just three weeks after it
had been originally advertised to begin.
This is the fourth week that Orchestra hall has been under lease to
Goldstein, but an extension of the time'
has been agreed on, depending upon

FRANK J.
SENG

r

-J

HOBART
HENLEY'S
Thought
Film

i-'-ii'-cs

Presents

of
Real Life

business.
The film management claim that it
suffered a loss of $25,000 in rent, advertising and other expenses, due to
the court fight and delay in exhibiting.

FILM HAS GOVT SANCTION.
Chicago,

Sam Awake,"

"Uncle

May

said to

31.

be the

only picture holding Government sanction, which began Wednesday at the
Auditorium under the management of
Rubel & Stoermer, is to raise funds for

the military training camp at Farraington, L. I., started by Hamilton Fish*
Because of the latter's connection,
wealthy persons are interested in the
towns when the film is shown.

SAGE

ES
ing up the vital

age

—

possibilities offered by playtruth considered in "Parent-

With such a compelling and magnetic title, plus
advertising helps that are different because they
have sales punch instead of just "scenes"
"Parentage" is going to be a big money maker for
every state rights buyer
The advertising helps will sell it for him.
Showing to AH
IN

SEVEN PARTS

State Rights
to Be Sold

of the

Riaito Theatre

Wed., June 6
10 A.

M.

Trade

FRANK J. SENG
Timet Building

New York

BRENON'S BIG FEATURE.
The Uiodor

Picture Corporation, recently chartered at Albany has, by special
arrangement with the Herbert

Brenon Film Corporation and Lewis J.
Selznick, obtained the services of Herbert Brenon to make a drama of the
Russian revolution which will be presented in a few weeks as what is claimed to be the biggest states rights attraction ever offered in films.
This drama bf the overturn of a nation's rulers and the establishment of
human liberty is being made under the
tide "The Downfall of the Romanoffs"

and
the

Iliodor, the fugitive monk who was
spiritual
adviser of the Cxar

Nicholas

is

lliodor's

the featured player.
story of the intrigues

own

and scandals of the Russian court is
now appearing in more than three hundred daily newspapers throughout the
United States and this giyes Herbert
Btenon's picture advance national publicity of

great scope.

MAINE EXHIBITORS' LEAGUE.
Portland, lie., May 31.
There was formed

in this city last'

Ftiday the Maine Exhibitors' League,
which will later be affliated with the
National League of Motion Picture Exhibitors, and the following temporary
officers were elected:
President, Alfred S. Black, of Rockland; secretary

and treasurer, Lysander Richmond, of
Sanford.
The league was formed to
better conditions in the State and will
work in perfect harmony with the national organization.

The next meeting will take place at
Exchange Hotel in Bangor June
when it is expected that around 60

the
7,

exhibitors will

be.

present

Those present at Friday's meeting
were: lames Goodwin of HalloweU,
Harry Webber of Bath, A. Goodside
of Portland, H.J. Mulqueer of Biddeford, Fred M. Eugley of Westbrodk,
James W. Greely of Portland, R. J.
Power of Caribou, Charles H. Trafton
of Sanford, William P. Gray of LewisPeakes of Milo, P. £. Carey,
H. Stithan of Pittsneld, S.
Camden, J. A. Emery of Bar
Harbor, and A. S. Black of Rockland.
The Boston representatives present
were: £. H. Hortsman, president oi
the Massachusetts branch of the National league, who addressed the meeting; Harry Campbell, A. E. Penn. Samton, P. P.

William

Hansen

o!

uel Grant. Schultz, A. A. Allen, Charles

Stern and

J.

McCracken.

Worthington Makes a Change.
Franklyn Farnum and Brownie Vernon, stars of Bluebirds, will have a
new director, as Wm. Worthington has
signed a contract for his services elsewhere. Before departing Mr. Worthington made three Bluebirds for future
release with the Farnum-Vernon com"Bringing Home
leading:
bination
Father," for June 4; "The Car of
I*
Chance," July 9, and "The Clean Up/*

due for circulation

late in July.

CHAPLIN'S NEXT NAMED.
"The Immigrant" is the title of the
next Charlie Chaplin comedy. Its reis not definite, but it is practically sure that the picture will reach
exhibition before mid-June.

lease date

With the advertising
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FILM GIRLS SUE.
Leah Irving and Cathryn Fitzgerald,
both members of the Roscoe (Fatty)
Arbuckle company, have started action
through their attorney, Nathan Burkan,
against the Town Taxi Co. for damages
sustained in an accident which occurred
while they were riding in one of the
defendants cabs on May 23.
The
plaintiffs at the time of the accident
uere poitT£ to their homes upt^nr.

from the Arbuckle studio, through
Central Park, when the chauffeur ran
into a tre throwing the two young
women out of the car. They were severely cut by flying glass, which necessitated their being taken to a hospital

TITAN CO. WORKINQ.
Chicago,

May

31.

The Titan Company, which has been
making a series of one-reel comedies,
the proceeds to be devoted to the Military Relief Fund, has completed "The
Gardening of Aleck," with Ernest
Truex, his wife and two children the
Truex enacts a citizen reprincipals.
jected by the recruiting officer because
of his small size, and determined to
do his bit, turns feverishly to garden
farming.
The series is called "Follies of
the Day," and the company has si-

ready made comedies with Raymond
Hitchcock Ealah Ucrz and Josephine

Harriman

featured, the artists

working

gratis.

The

Hitchcock

picture
called
is
"Knocking the L Out of the H. C. of
L." Miss Harriman's picture is called
"I Can Dance With Everybody But

My

Wife."

!
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FILM REVIEWS

'i!

THE BEAUTIFUL
Louise

Joyic

Mori. inn- r

Paul

'Jrknon

Vivian,

:irti;,t

The Other Girl
Mary
Howard Hayes

-

LIE.

Frances Nelson
Hurry S. Northrup
IMwurv! Haik
Elsie MacLeod
Sully Crute

John Davidson

Joyee
Mrs. Allan Walker
Frances Nelson Is the star of tnls KolfeMetro feature, which Is baned on the poem,
"KcvcrleH of u Station Ifouso," by Ella
Wheeler Wilcox, the adaptation for the scrccft
developing a corklnn heart Interest melodrama
that will thrill und Interest the audience.
The picture Is capably directed and equally
as well acted, the outstanding surprise of It
being the Improvement In the lighting of the
interior seenes that
this production
holds
over a great number of previous Rolfe releases.
Miss Nelson carries the role of the
heroine of the Btory in a manner that wins
credit for her, and the supporting cast played
up to her in every scene.
The story, as
brought out Ir. the adaptation, tells of a little girl from the country who comes to New
York to win her living.
She obtains employment as a stcno In the office of an architect, who Is considerable of a chaser and Is
even willing to promise marriage and go
through a phoney ceremony if ho cannot
"make" the object of his desires in any other
manner. This is what he does in the case
of the stcno, only it happens that on this occasion his secretary plays him false and
plants a real Justice of the peace to perform
the ceremony. But this Is not discovered unMth.

til the roue bas discarded the girl after Informing her that the ceremony was illegal
and that she has only been a mistress in
reality.
Then the girl becomes a -alsmander
a/id diails out to make all men pay, and she

Is headed for a party, sees a girl seated on
her own veranda opposite, gets acquainted In
a straightforward, honest way no cheap flirtation finds out the girl is lonesome, takes her
The girl Is In an unfortunate
to the party.

does this for a while until she falls in love
with a young artist for whom she is posing.
He returns the love and proposes, but she
turns him down, feeling that she is unworthy.
It happens that the young artist Is
the protege of the self same architect that
ruined the girl's life, but he is shot by another of his castoffs, and Just as he Is about
to pass out the secretary turns up and tells
the truth
then of course the lovers get together for the final clinch. This is the only
thing about the picture that Is commonplace.
The titles and subtitles in the production are
well written and help to carry the story along
In great shape.
It is a picture that is distinctly worth while.
Fred.

position.

—

—

and

is

hibition

Her mother
running
ticket,

Is

a

rabid

suffragette

for alderman on the Proand father spends his time

carousing at his club. Father Is "persuaded"
by his wife to take part In the suffragette
The youn
parade and rides a fire horse.
man bribes a kid to ring the fire alarm and
'

the horse, carrying father with him, follows
the engines. This Is excruciatingly funny. It
winds up with father and the young man
doping the grape Juice at the suffragette meetA pity that
ing and mother getting stewed.
the daughter should appear so "heartless" as
to suspect the trick and not protect her
But It's all so farcical that one
mother.
To
mustn't sties: to the ethics too closely.
cap the climax the young man and daughter
elope that night before mother comes to her
Jolo.
sober senses.

;

Richard Stanton

BRINGING HOME FATHER.
Peter Drako
Jackie Swazey
Eliza Tilly Swaiey

"Pa" Bwazey
Mike Clancy

Director of F*atur*t for William

Franklyn Farnum
"Brownie" Vernon
Florence

m

Mayon

Arthur Hoyt
Richard Le Reno

H. O. Davis, former general manager of
Universal City, Is a merry wag.
He Is responsible for the story of Bluebird's "Bringing
Up Father," a five-reel comedy, scenario by
Bess Meredyth, directed by William Worth
lngton.
It's a rather skimpy story to pad out
Into a full feature, but, strange as it may
seem, it holds pretty well. A man about town

U

"Dvraasl af tha Baa* La**."
1UUs\m: Dufttm Famon
Pradbctiaax Dwtin Farm— ai "Tka Scarlet Planar**!.*

PAST RELEASES—
Tha
"H»r T#JM»UtU»"

Low*
aad

AUTHOR AND
ASSOCIATE PRODUCER

OF

HALF A THOUSAND
COMEDIES

Fox

TkUr

"Ob* Taack af Sim"
"Alaka-OfcaV featuring EaJd Marker

KEYSTONE STUDIOS
THIRD
SUCCESSFUL TERM
WILL
EXPIRE AUG.

HAMPTON DEL RUTH
EDITOR AND

MANAGER

PRODUCTION

Those Fifty Thousand
Dollar Eyes

fctures

(Polchyy

A

Product

Tiffany

With

a Ford Distri-

bution
the

INTiffany

world

of

commerce

means

the utmost
extreme of quality in gems
and precious metals. This great
name guarantees the limit of
superiority.

The name

of Ford attaches to
the greatest mercantile distribution in all the world of trade.

Goldwyn, in motion picture production, joins into one organization and behind Goldwyn Pictures
the idea that underlies these two
great institutions combined.

Goldwyn

play
will
Pictures
large houses, in
medium houses and small houses
and at a rental that will permit
the exhibitor to show them at a

everywhere

—in

—

profit to himself.
-

*

applied for Goldwyn
Pictures for your theatre?

Have you
Advisory Board:

SAM TEL GOLDFISH
Chairman

EDOAK 8ELWYN
s. conn
ARTHUR HOPKINS
MARGARET MAYO
iU)i cooper meg rue
ARCHIBALD SELWYN
CROSBY OAIGE
PORTER EMERSON
iuvin

BROWNE

Ooldwyn^picturcs
Corporation
16 l>st"42nd ZU;
Telephone:

New York

VanderbUt 11

City

^

;

FILM REVIEWS
THE CALL OF HER PEOPLE
Egypt

Barrymore

Ethel

Young Faro
Nicholas Van Kleet

Robert Whittier
William B. Davidson

Faro Black
Gordon Lindsay
Mother Komello

Montgomery

Frank

William Mandc ville
Mrs. Allan Walker
Helen Arnold

Mary Van Kleet

Hugh

Sheriff

Jeffrey

Ethel Barrymore is the star of the screen
adaption of Edward Sheldon's play "Egypt"
presented in film form under the title of
"The Call of Her People" and released on the
Metro program.
The piece was adapted by
June Mathis, who has developed a very interesting story for the shadow drama, and
the direction was in the hands of John W.
Noble, who delivered, with the exception of
the mob scenes (which were very badly done),
a feature picture which will earn a lot of
money, when coupled with the advertising
value the name of the star carries.
Miss
Barrymore plays the role of the Gypsy maid
with a distinction that only she could lend
to It, while Robert Whittier as the young son
of the tribe's chief, puts over a performance
that has with It a rough and tumble fight that
Is a corker and that will win favor for him.
The remainder of the cast is good, especially
the old chief and the hag fortune teller
standing out.
The Gypsies in their wanderings come to a neighborhood that has been
the scene of great unhappiness In the old
chief's life.
It
is here that his wife left
him to elope with a wealthy Southerner. The
tribe encamps and the fact that the chief's
son and Egypt are in love with each other is
planted.
But the old chief has other ideas.
He has planned a revenge on the wrecker of
his life.
It seems that after the wife had
lived with the man of wealth until a child
Was born there came the call of her people
and she Joined them only to die. Her child
died with her.
The revenge the chief has
planned Is to pass off Egypt as the real
daughter and later steal her away again.
The love affair of the young people seem almost to put a spoke in his wheel, for he arrives at the camp just In time to stop the
completion of the wedding ceremony according to the Gypsy rites. The girl and boy are
parted, but before she is sent to her supposed father the two pledge an oath never
to falter in their love for each other until
the boy can return to claim her.
But Egypt
becomes Impatient and as the days pass and
the boy cometh not she gives her promise to
one of the friends of her father. The wedding date is set when the tribe returns again,
the old chief having died in the meantime,
confessing his trick, and the successor comes
to claim his bride.
A fight that takes place
finishes in a stabbing and a mob starts after
the Gypsy chief, who doubles on his tracks
and comes back after the girl, who at first
is loath to go with him, but who finally follows him in time to rescue him from the mob
about to string him to a tree.
The years
pass and at a cross roads the Gypsy caravan
halts a motor car.
A house on wheels contains Egypt and her baby, while the motor
contains the man she was to marry.
There
is a brief scene and with the parting of the
ways comes the Intimation that each to his
own kind works out as the best for all. A
picture production that is distinctly worth
while anywhere.
Fred.

Robert Warwick

Virginia Farrell

Kane

Gall

Jack Drumler
Earl Scbenck
hi. J. Rollow
Louis Edgar d
Pinna Neeblt

Robert Farrell
De Witt Clinton
J. Cai leton Clinton

Byron

confesses

big

hero,

to

Pin nude

Picture*
Inc.,
Manhattan,
manufacture fllma and manage theatres,
$20,000; H. A. Rosenberg, Ii. Taffer, F.
Nordenchild, 19 Cedar street.
Kao. Mfa*. Corp.* Manhattan, manufac-

ture

ed on an emigrant who has come to this country with his blind daughter. When the crime
wan committed the daughter hearu the footsteps
of the murderer and she finally Is tho cauBe
of his conviction for the crime.
Linked with
the story is a love tale that runs at cross purposes at times but Anally untangles Itself to
the satisfaction of tho Edison people even If
it would appeal to the majority of tho audiences in that light.
During the entire picture there are evidences of cheating In the
matter of sets, cheap corners being used for
Interiors 'n a number of spots and the direction at times is so bad as to be actually
funny.
"The Telltale Step" Is a nlckleodeon
feature.
Fred.

Marietta
Genuine, simon-pure melodrama Is rampant
in "The False Friend," a Peerless (World)
release, story by Florence C. Bolles, directed
by Harry Davenport, photoprapbed by Philip
Hatkln. The hero (Robert Warwick) Is working his way through college, has a friend in
another student, a rich man's son, both love
the same girl, rich youth has valet in his
clutcheB, forces said valet to dope the hero so
the girl's family will believe he's a hop
fiend and wealthy young man thereby marries the girl.
Hero goes west to a lumber
camp and becomes foreman, young couple also
go to that neighborhood for the summer, the
M^fet

NEW INCORPORATIONS.

All of two dozen eggs are smashed
in one of the scenes, and smashed so badly
that they could not be repaired for another
production.
Herein lies the only lavlsbness
that Is apparent In the picture.
"The Telltale
Step" Is a melodrama dealing with thv. vene'etta of tho Mafia, the punishment being visitpicture.

THE FALSE FRIEND.
William Ramsdell
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Commlnars Pictures. lee., Manmotion pictures $100,000; M. F.
A. Bluemenkrohn. M. R. Low729 Seventh avenue.
Meredith Picture*. lac* Manmotion pictures, $100,000: M. F.
A. Blumenkrohn, M. R. Lowsnthal, 729 Seventh avenue.
Superlative Pictures Cere., Manhattan,
motion pictures, $200,000* M. F. Tobias.
A. Blumenkrohn, M. R. Lowenthal, 7 If
Seventh avenue.
Zlerler Films, Inc., Brooklyn, motion
pictures, $6,600; S. Zlerler, M. ds A. Barr,
499 Washington avenue, Brooklyn, N. X.
Raf Film Laboratories, Inc., Yonkers,
motion pictures, $80,000; B. P. Rldelng,

kWled by valet, who commits suicide, and so
While there are no very original twists
to the plot, It Is unfolded with what is usually
designated as "class," intelligently directed,
and with two such popular film stars as RobWarwick and Gall Kane heading the cast,
the feature should be a very desirable pro-

gram

JACK

THE TELLTALE STEP.
Giovanni
Lucia

Shirley

Mason

Charles

Sutton

Auchterlolne, A. P. Furman, ll|4

J.

Sample Print Film Laboratories, Ime*
Manhattan, general laboratory business
connected with motion picture Industry.
$5,000; A. B. Davis, F. V. Martin, C. Colt,

CUNNINGHAM

Guido Colluccl

Pallazl

Lulgl
Pietro
Rosetta
Dimltrl

Broadway.
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Henry Alden,

Inc.,

Bob Hugglns
Nellie Grant

Staff Writer

Universal City

Graham

Wlnton
Hugh's mother
This K-E-S-E

Manhattan, print*

publishers, moving ploture films.
$75,000; W. N. H. Blackford. A. Neweomb,
W. P. Shafer, 602 West 119th street
Producers' Holding Corp., Manhattan.
moving pictures, $600,000: R. Dsbss, J.
ers,

Blgelow Cooper
Pat O'Malley
Sally Crute
Jessie Stevens
release is a rather unusual production for the Edison studio to
turn out. It is unusual in the amount of the
expense the company went to to complete the

Hugh

W.

Clay avenue, Bronx, N. Y.

Jolo.

picture.

Boyle,

Beverly

Sweeney.

J.

Coney

street,

Joker Comedies and Other
Odd Jobs

2717

picture
H. L. Jacobson, H.

tion

Sternberg

Broadway.
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ENGAGES MARY MACLAREN.
Horsley has announced the
signing of a contract with Mary MacDonald, known as Mary MacLaren, the
contract being for three years.
Miss
*.
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Miss MacDonald has had considerable litigation with the Universal Film
Manufacturing Company over a contract that she had with that company
and which the Superior Court of California decided was void and*ordered the
contracts into court to be cancelled.
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bought the theatre outright. The purchase price was very low.
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Corp., Manhattan, mobusiness, $30,000
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Wlckwer Film

David

MacDonald is now at work in the Horsley Studios in Los Angeles under the
direction of Thomas Ricketts.
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enthal,
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fight,

lubricating devices, $10,000:
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VARIETY

She has fire, pathos, tragedy,
comedy, and what Pomponette's
compatriots
beauty."

"troubling
"Daily Ex-

a

call

—London

press."

Perhaps

this

more

Miss Parry than the
thousands of eulogistic criticisms
accorded her by the daily press of
describes

two

More

continents.

larly are these

particu-

words applicable

to her in her
(Contlauad on

out

paft)

:
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NEW DEPARTURE

CHARLOTTE
in

"Story Songs of the City"
The Cream of the Lyrical and Musical Genius World Has
Been Drawn Upon to Develop the Human and Comic
Aspects of City Life Into Song Form
The following have

contributed words and music

Harold Clarke, William F. Kirk, Bide Dudley, Louis
Weslyn, Will D. Cobb, Louis Harrison, R. P. Weston,

Harry Von

Tilzer,

Byrd Dougherty, Muriel Pollock,

Ernest Breuer.
Orchestrations by Frank Sadler and Will Vodery.

W. Bergman.
Lee
Lash
Studios.
Painted at
Lighting effects by Samuel RothapfeL
Motion picture illusion by Lewis J. Selznick.
Original sketches for drop by R.

Musical conductor, Richard Conn.

NEXT WEEK
COLONIAL, NEW YORK

FIRST APPEARANCE,

(June 4)

FILM REVIEWS
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proper opportunity In this country as yet,
because he has not been given a female star
to work with.
"Be that aa It may," the outstanding fact Is apparent that U- Perret Is
an artist at his craft, for In "The Silent Master" he has given us some wonderful effects.
The one drawback to the Oppenhelm photoplay Is that It has enough plot to make three
average features, and with such a surfeit of
material congested Into about 6,500 feet It Is
apt to cverface the average spectator.
In
spite of thlQ, the story practically ends two
reels before the finish of the screen version.
Robert Warwick has a star role that Is
a "fat" one—one of those misunderstood
heroes who suffers In silence for the misdeeds of others. There are so many angles to

THE SILENT MASTER.
Valentin
Miss Virginia Arleu
Eugene Arlcn
Jaquellne

Warwick

Robert

Olive Toll

Donald Galaher

Anna

Juliette

Juliette

Le Beau Robert

Little

Moore

Henri Vulbel

Mra. Carllngford
Valentin Petit
Mr. Carllngford
George Clark
The Robert Warwick Film Co., releasing
through Selznlck Pictures, offers for approval a photoplay version or E. Phillips
Oppenhelm's novel, "The Court of St. Simon,"
under the title of "The Silent Master." Tbe
direction of the feature was In the hands of
Leonoe Perret, a famous French motion picture producer, wbo claims he hasn't had the

the Htory that

in

the screening tbe result was a
Somebit sketchy and a trifle Incoherent.
body whispered that It was originally a tenrceler, cut to six and a half, and this may
The picture deaccount for Its sketch'.ness.
velops one rather interesting thing, 1. e.,
that Mr. Warwick shines most lustrously
when cleanly shaven and In well-fitting,
tailor-made clothing. When he essays a rag-

of

them

ged, unshaved and unkempt make-up he becomes "cruel" as an actor. An excellent company throughout supports him, with an individual word of praise due Henri Valbel as an

—

All things considered the expensive
production, the Warwick stellar name, Perret
as producer, Selsnlck as distributor, etc. it
should prove a success from every angle.
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SOULS TRIUMPHANT.

In

Lillian Vale
Lillian Glsh
Robert Powers
Wilfred Lucas
Josluh Vale
Spottiswoode Altken
Hatlle Lee
Louise Hamilton
Here Is a five-part Fine Arta production
that points out a moral that has been told
and retold In story books for a long. Ions;
time, yet a splendid acting cast and a well
staged production make the film presentation
far more impressionable than tongue or pen
could In a thousand years.
The picture has
plenty of environment, one atmosphere In
which the innocence of youth abounds In refreshing latitudes while another has every
aspect of reckless dissipation and the Indulgences of frivolity that bubbling libations and
late hours are ever ready to lend first aid
in wrecking health.
In the refreshing countryside scenes appears Lillian Glsh aa the
unsophisticated daughter of the curat* of St.
where
Anthony's,
she rambles In and out the
verdant hills with apparently no thought that
the outside world was anything but the personification of all that la good and righteous.
The girl's life continues along an uninterrupted vale until Robert Powers, capably
acted by Wilfred Lucas, cornea Into her heart
and wooa her away from the picturesque
woodland where she was wont to sit and listen
to the Bible teachings of her father. Powers,
prior to meeting the girl of the woods, enjoyed a life of Idleness and companionship with

women of
who was

MARY PICKFORD
Vmericam patriots

In the great

photoplay

n

ed

foi

cations were very

deceiving but he did the
Satan-get-behlnd-me stunt when he asked the
country girl to marry him. Just prior to the
wedding, Powers met Hattlo Lee, the scarlet

woman, for a farewell party. There was a
raid and the police pinched the merry bunch.
The newspapers printed the story and Lillian's father was the first to read of the scan-
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He

told

his

daughter who thought

It

over and figured that the Bible taught them
and not lose them, fine stlckB
and the marriage comes and by-and-by the
stork visits the Powers home and leaves the
darllngest, cutest little bump of humanity that
was ever cameraed. The producer took especial pains to make the arrival of the kidlet
stand out every foot of the celluloid way and
a mighty big tug It takes at the heartstrings
Throughout this section of
at this juncture.
the picture both Lucas and Miss Glsh enacted
their roles admirably and made the climax
an impressive one. Meanwhile another page
was turned and the picture shows how the
former paramour of Robert Is getting along
She
In the big, cruel and trammeled city.
didn't starve or lie down to die when Powers
apparently passed out of her life. No, slree.
She up and grabbed a young fellow who
thought so much of her apparent love that
he lavished Jewels and the like on her until
he went beyond his means and the detectives
came along and carted him off to prison. The
woman of dissolute habits gave him the mtrry
ha ha when he asked her to give up the
Jewels so he could raise money and save himself from the bars and he then and there put
the curse on her.
To make the plot thicken,
sho packs up and goes to a swell hotel In
the very neighborhood where the Powers and
their curybalred baby boy are having the time
Mrs. Powers is called to the
of their lives.
bedside of her father. Miss Lee then lnvlegles
Powers into a clandestine meeting. He falls.
He quits bis happy home after putting the
boy to sleep. Fire breaks out. His home ie
his
sees
returns
and
burned.
Powers
tumble down paradise and believes the boy has
gone with It. Remorsefully, heartbroken and
dispirited he screws up courage for a meeting
imagine his great surprise
with his wife,
and happiness to not only find forgiveness but
Meanthat his wife had saved their boy.
while the wildlife feminine person has her
life choked out by the young man who had
escaped from prison and sought revenge. All
that ends well.
Miss Hamilton deis well
serves special mention for her portray of the
woman.
Spottiswoode Altken was
scarlet
competent and painstaking as the curate. Miss
Glsh was girlishly sweet and natural as the
miss of the wooded countryside and was moot
Lucas at
effective in her emotional scenes.
all times came up to expectations aa the man
wbo dissipated his earlier days but renounced
them for the quiet life of the country. Photography up to standard and the story as a
Mark.
whole pretty well connected.
to sa ve souls

b/CECIL B DE MILLK and JKAME MACPHERSON
l'rodu<

the city wilds, especially one woman
there with the vamplrish conquest

of anybody that spent money foolishly and
recklessly on her.
Of course Powers was on
Intimate terms with her else the film Indi-
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WOLF L0WRY.

ii

"Wolf" Lowry

Mary Davis
Ruck Fanning
Owen Thorpe
"Wolf Lowry"

ii

Ml'

Wlllam 8. Hart
Margery Wilson
Aaron Edwards
Carl Ullman

Is
the latest Triangle release with William S. Hart.
Charles Turner
Dazey wrote the story with Hart directing
the picture under the supervision of Tom
incc.
The feature Is closely patterned after
other Hart pictures, with the star playing his

customary Western

Released on July 2d b
HEW VOCK CITY

729 SEVENTH AVE
Controlled by
Asoira Zv*ot,

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION

/•*#,.,

Jiiti L. Laikv, Put-Pm.,

Cicu

B.

DbMilis, Amur Gnur*!

nblo

which

role.
There Is conslderInterest contained In the story
centered around a hermit-like ranchfalls In love only to have the girl

human
is

man who

snatched from him on their wedding day by
the appearance of her former lover, to whom
hr gives her' upon seeing her real love. Compared to bluer Hart alms, the shooting Is
comparatively moderate with the picture In
general not overrun with action.
In the
scenic end the picture is but an ordinary
Western, with bits of ranch life which provide
interest.

FILM REVIEWS
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THE BOOK AGENT.
"The Book Agent" is a five-part t?ox feature, with George Walsh In the stel.ar role.
Walsh is again very much to the fore with his

prowess along the athletic type, but does not
remain long as a book agent. As "Smiling
Kelly," the Irrepressible book seller, he does
all
sorts of hurdling fences and barriers,
climbing walls and sides of houses, fighting
four or five burly men at one time, and outwitting a band of blackmailers, kidnappers
and cutthroats and winning the hand of a
rich man's granddaughter at the same time.
Doris Pawn as Mollle, who reciprocates Kelly's
love, has very little to do but handles her
alloted

task acceptably.
The scenario is as
meller as the old days of Nick Carter, Diamond Dick and Old Sleuth, and sections appear as though they wero sheared from some
of the pages of the dime novel stalwarts.
There are many disconnected scenes In "The
Book Agent" and the scenario gallops around
like a wild horse on a fifty-acre lot.
All
sorts of liberties are taken with the film
action and almost any kind of tricks are used
to give Walsh a chance to act like a college
athlete out for the Jumps.
In "The* Book
Agent" one sees Walsh racing through the
house vaulting furniture when there was absolutely no reason for the parlor frolic.
He
is a hardworking chap and entitled to all
the
daredevlltry praise that goes with an athletic
role that he portrays, but some of the stunts
are uncalled for at times. "The Eook Agent"
looks like a hurried up Job and the photoggraphy at times Jumps the traces. There Is
also much play for the Imagination, and there
are several characters before the camera that
are as artificial as the posies on Mamie's hat
In dead winter.
However there is enough
dynamic action to keep the interest going, but
one would like to watch young Walsh In a
more consistent film scenario than this one.
He may not have the vibrant personality of
Doug Fairbanks, but he races and tears
around the camera lot with a vengeance that
makes him a desired figure In any celluloid
romance that demands the speed and strength
of a young, romantic, athletic American.
He
is live-blooded, quick as a cat and
not afraid
to attempt anything bordering on the hazardous.
Walsh is peppery in action, clean cut In
athletic maneuvers and tackles his knock-emdown and rescue-the-glrl-at-any-cost stunts
with a delight that should keep him In the
melodramatic film scenarios until he pets too
old and stiff to cut up the lightning and seemingly impossible capers.
Mark

r^
w
Susan Daubray

..Susan Orandaise
Brenton Marchvi e
George Treville
Duke Valdimere
Grace Derval
Princess Sonla
Another of the Brady-International ServiceWorld features was offered for review this
week, also directed by Louise Mercanton and
Prince Michael

Rene Hervil, made in France. One or two
more such features on the regular World program should put the World Film exhibitors
This one Is entitled "A
in rear good humor.
Naked Soul," and can be summed up as a
of "Old Heidelberg," "Prisoner
of Zenda" and half a dozen such film sueIt is the familiar and always acceptcesses.
able story of a prince who falls in love with

combination

All tha members of the cast are excellent film artists. "A Naked Soul" Is a bettor
picture than three-fourths of the state light

* Poor girl and they are separated through
the machinations of a duke for what he conBiderg tlle good of nls C0UntrTf | n or <j er that
the pr i nce may contract a uiatrlmonial alltance with a royal p rlnceM
A c hUd is born
to the un f 0r tnnate girl and whon her brother,
believing the prince has deliberately abandoned his sister, attempts to assassinate the
prince, he is shot dead before the eyes of the
girl, who goes crmsy and gives a series of

girl.

releases.

Jolo.
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MARK OUT OF CHAPIN

heart-breaking mad scenes that makes the
average impersonation of Ophelia In "Hamlet"
look trivial by comparison.
The whole affair
is produced with a dignity and grandeur and
is no straining for ostentaand minus any military or court scenes.
Susan Orandaise, In the leading role, gives a
really wonderful performance of the unhappy

so naturally there
tlon

CO.?

Mitchell H. Mark, president of the
Strand Theatre Co., sent out an announcement last week that he had become financially interested in the Lincoln Cycle of pictures, produced by
Benjamin Chapin.
This week there was a report that
Mark had elected to change his mind

.
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"COURAGEOUS WOMANHOOD—STRONG APPEAL"
New York Times
"EXHIBITORS WILL DO FOUR TIMES THE BUSINESS" .New York Evening

Haunted
Pajamas'
Five Acts of

METRO

entertainment

Fred

J.

9

standard

Directed

Balshofer.

Released June 11th

by

"A SURPRISE—A REVELATION"

Journal

Morning Telegraph

"ALMOST CRUSHED INTO PULP, TRYING TO GET INTO
THE THEATRE"
Rev. Thomas B. Gregory
N. Y. American

"BOX OFFICE MAGIC. A CERTAINTY FOR STATE RIGHT
BUYERS"
Motion

Picture

"MANY WORTHY FOLK WILL APPROVE AND ENJOY IT". Motion Picture
"PLAYING TO CAPACITY AT EVERY PERFORMANCE". Variety

News
World

.

"A VERITABLE SENSATION"
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MACK SENNETT-KEYSTONE COMEDIES

TRIANGLE
The
'Great

Sincerity

5i$

Splashes

in Film Plays

Fun and 5eautu

The

success of all great undertakings
—by; men or by nations— depends primarily on Sincerity of Purpose,

And

in direct proportion as this sincerity of purpose has been adhered to,
have temporary successes become per*

Are YOU
Wearing
The

manent achievements.
Triangle Plays are built upon sincerity
—the sincere conviction that only by
giving the public picture plays that are
better'— and by continuing to give them
better plays, each one as good or better
than the last— can Triangle succeed as

a permanent

Keystone

Smile?

institution.

RELEASED ONLY BT TRIANGLE DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION

RELEASED ONLY BY TRIANGLE DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION

MUTUAL

Samuel

S.

Hutchinson,

^President

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY,

Inc.

Presents

%M arm I

% Jrm wK E

§

IN

44

The Serpent's Tooth WW
A

gripping drama of American life.
In five acts. Directed by Rollin
Sturgeon.
Released May 28th.

n

A story that
Kane

is logical

and

interesting.

The work

pleasing" writes Margaret I: MacDonald of the Moving Picture World, in reviewing
44
Whose Wife," the first Gail Kane-Mutual Picture.

of Gail

is

This winsome star has won a vast host of admirers
by her screen work. Theatres all over the country are packed to the doors when a Gail Kane production js on the screen. Secure your portion of
this business.
Arrange now to show every Gail
Kane-Mutual Picture. You can book the whole
Kane Series at your nearest Mutual Exchange.
Producer

AMUICM PILH COMPANY, INC.
Samuml 5. Hatchin&on, Prm$ld*nt

Distributor

MUTUAL

FILM COBPONJLf ION

John R. Frmulmr, Pmidmnt

VARIETY
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OBITUARY
Rowe Palmer

Catherine

home

at the

died
of her sister in

May

31

Harlem

(New York City). A complication of
diseases caused death, the deceased
having been ill for some time. She
appeared at the opening of "The Century Girl" at the Century theatre and
has been in many of the better known
musical productions.
Funeral services will be held this morning in
Philadelphia.

William (Billy) Bryan was reported
to have been killed the
night before by falling from the fire
escape where he lived in New York.
Bryan was about 40 years of age and
had been in the employ of the Proctor
and Orpheum circuits since coming to
New York. Some years ago he was
Chicago representative for "The Clip-

Wednesday

per."

Harry Fisher,

son of the comedian, died May 21 in Los Angeles from
injuries received in an automobile accident the previous day.
Burial was
from the home of his parents May 31,
in Brooklyn.

May Dillon, formerly of Hart and
Dillon, died at her home, Chicago, May
of the
18, succumbing to paralysis
nerves.
She is survived by her husband, Will Hart, now doing blackface,
and four children.

ted suicide

Fort Lee, N.

Beloved Wife and Pal

MABEL

a-troupfn' round,

etfll

was

BRUCE

(Calvert)
Who Departed TMe Ufa May

Pm

many

I

my
did,

Pal, far

now—

old.

Ernest La Jeunesse, dramatic

Le

of the Paris daily,

AL BRUCE
Bruce and Calvert)

Bicknell, who
died last week, wishes it made positive
her husband's death was due to heart

superinduced by a "tobacco
heart," he having been an inveterate
cigar smoker. The house physician of
the Hotel Victoria, Newark, N. J.,
where the death occurred pronounced
death due to heart failure, while another physician said a narcotic was the
cause.
The latter statement, published, brought forth Mrs. Bicknell's
request. The deceased was of Bicknell
and Gibney, in vaudeville.

FOR

IS

WORD*

critic

Journal, lately

S

A-l NOVELTY ACTS FOR CABARET. GIRLS
EXPERIENCED IN SCHOOL ACTS. WALTER
WINDSOR, ASTOR THEATRE BLDG., ROOM
504, NEW YORK.

May 30 at PolyNew York. He had

a short time.

reported as having died at his
estate in Erictrikov, Poland.
The report reached New York via Berlin.
star, is

the Belgian playwright, died recently at Brussels. He
was 56 years of age and his proper

YORK.

SOUBRETTE. GOOD VOICE, WISHES TO

ARTISTIC soft and hard shoe, eccentric and
character dancing taught by the World's champion lady dancer; private and class lessons;
song and dance acts arranged and produced.
Write for appointment.
Terms reasonsble.
Agnes Du Vea Studio, 235 W. 45th St., Bryant

TO LET-OFFICE IN PUTNAM
YORK; $15. ROOM 425.

1865,

New

AT LIBERTY June 11th Cornetist, pianist,
xvlophonist. formerly with Majestic Musical
Four. Al. Banan, 12 Albion St., Lawrence, Mass.
BOOKING FIRST-CLASS ACTS

for cabarets

throughout the country. BILLY CURTIS (General Manager), Broadway Booking Office, Gaiety
Theatre Bldg., Room 601, New York.

FOR SALE— ROLL TOP DESK. LIGHT OAK,
VERY GOOD CONDITION WILL BE SOLD
REASONABLE TO QUICK BUYER. JOHN-

IN

:

SON, VARIETY,

Orcolcy
I

NEW YORK.

t#L

HAVE

New York.
KIDS WANTED-Taleated
W.

E.

OR
VAUDEVILLE PRODUCTION; JUST CLOSED
WITH RECOGNIZED ACT. R\ E., VARIETY,

NEW

York.

Cap guarantee Forty Weeks' Work.

Wolf, Globe Theatre Bldg„ Philadelphia,

PROFESSIONAL

1

YORK.

depsrtment of popular mu-

publisher wants young man to play piano
(transpose) snd sing. State experience: replies
confidential. Publisher. Variety, New York.
sic

SPECIALTY. USSR SCENERY

ALWAYS ON

HANR. CASaT WAITING FOR ANY SCENERY
YOU RAVE TO SELL. FREDERICKS. 4*
GAIETY BLDG.. NEW YORE.

BLDG..

NEW

WANTED-COMEDIAN. TO PLAY PART OF
ROUE; MUST SING AND DANCE. CAN ALTO
USE CHORUS GIRLS, SOUBRETTES AND
STRAIGHT MEN AT ALL TIMES. THOR,
315 PUTNAM BLDG., NEW YORK.
i^~^—
—— *— i—

— — —»#

i

WANTED—Musical Comedy stock for summer; about twelve people with producer, pre-

sent inn clean, meritorious entertainment. Established Keith house.
Answering, omit hot
and send credentials.
Pastime Theatre.

sir

Columbia,

C

S.

WANTED—For

well-known

act,

Small Lady

Gymnast,
height.
cago.

to do Single Trapeie; state weight,
Aerial Mints, 4246 Potomsc Ave., Chi*

BUY

WILL
several sets of Used Chorus and
Principal Costumes: must be suitable for Musical Comedy or Burlesque.
Write fully. P. O.
Box

171 ,

Cedar Grove, N.

J.

YOUNG LADIES AND CHILDREN—If
W.

41st St.,

New

York.

YOUNO LaDY PIANIST WISHES ENGAGEMENT FOR SUMMER: CAN PLAY FOR PTC.

TURES OR TOTN ORCHESTRA. MISS
VARIETY,

NEW

YORK.

E. M\,

YOUNO MAN-CAN PLAY JUVENILE OR
STRAIGHT: ALSO GOOD VOICE; WISHES
ENGAGEMENT IN SUMMER STOCK. GEO.
K1NGSLEY, VARIETY,

NEW

YORK.

YOUNG MAN,

25, seeks position with theatrifirm; have some knowledge In keeping of
books: willing to do anything.
G., Variety,

cal

New

York.

name, Maurice Belval.
Lieut Colonel N. Newnham Davis, of
the British Army, playwright and author, died in London Mav 28. He was
part author of "Lady Madcap" proin London in 1904, and author
"A Dav in Paris,'* produced in London in 1908 and in New York in 1911.

duced
of

He

had retired from the service, but
returned to it at the outbreak of the
war.

George Small, 17. son of Prof. Jos.
Small, the head of the vaudeville act
known as "The Five Younsr Americans." was drowned Mav 27 while
canoeing in the Hudson River. The

body was recovered on Tuesday and
tou< olace yesterday.
was a member of the N. V. A.
the burial

He

William Egan. last season property
with "The Smiling Beauties." died

man

May
vear.
Pa.,

Hamburg, Pa., in his 27th
His bodv was sent to Easton,
where burial was conducted by
25 in

Local 203.

T.

A. T. S. E., of which he

William G. Sammis, formerly treasurer of the Park, Brooklyn, died in
London May 27 after an illness of
seven days.
Wflliam
the charter

suddenly

Lieut.

Johnstone

Erskine

Art Greiner, noted as an auto racing

He

the Yorkshire Regiment.

Brete

American

Monte

author,
Carlo.

The mother

May

Harte,

son

died

April

of Sada

the

of

24

Wander

at

died

father of Billy

May

two shows

daily; full week. Standard acts only
can secure booking by calling on FRED J. SARR,
Suite 310, Putnam Building, New York. Booking

entirely independent.

Wagner (Kane
25 at his home

in Cincinnati.

Winston's Water Lions and Diving

Nymphs

is

the correct

title

of the act

advertised in last week's Vartktt.

It

"Living
Nymphs"
through a typographical error. Peurl
Wilkerson, the well known California

was

Holyoke, Mass.; operated by Holyoke Street
Railway Co.; opens Monday, June 18th; playing

29.

and Wagner), died

Galwey

killed in action in France April 24.
was actiner captain of his company in

of the Friars, died
30 of heart disease.

driver, died in a sanatarium, near Milwaukee, last week.

The

Herbert, son of Galwev Herbert, who
has been appearing in this country, and
a nephew of Wallace Erskine. was

May

Francis

Sarr Mountain
Park Casino

Lampton, poet, one of

Frank J. Well, brother of Sam C.
Weil (Dean and Weil), died May 22 in
New York. He was 45 years old.

was a member.
A. C. Coles, father of Avita Sanches
(Mrs. Nat Royster) died Sunday.

J.

members

announced

booking man, is piloting the act in the
Wilkersnn *viM hf remembered
as the promoter who enpapM practical-

WHY PAY HOTEL
When

located nt If
Central Park West, within one block of the "L," subway and surface lines—completely equipped for housekeeping, and having all modern conveniences,
telephone, electric light, etc., can be rented at our special profeaalonal auasnser rata of

West lMth Street—near

$10 to
$40 to

east.

Joseoh H. Boring died at St. Mary's
Hosnital. Brooklyn, Tuesday, of pneucontracted on a recent trfp
south. The deceased was formerly the
husband of Lillian Doherty (Doherty

every minstrel entertainer in the
country for an all-star show at the
Central theatre, San Francisco, some
years ago, the event failing through the

Sisters).

financial timidity of his backers.

monia,

ly

RATES?

HIGHEST GRADE OF FURNISHED APARTMENTS,

absolutely the

Apartments conaist

GEO.

of

4,

S

$15—Weekly
$60—Monthly

or • large, light, comfortable and airy

KEAN & CO.,
Office

15

you

sre good at posing for pictures that make
pretty heads and other artistic illustrations for
calendars, etc., cell Art Depsrtment, Rotogrsph
Co., 512

Children lor Van-

SCENERY-ANILINE TRUNK SCENERY A

Henry Maubel,

NEW

JOIN PARTNER IN VAUDEVILLE ACT

deville.

Edouard de Reszke, the famous opera

Ma

SCENERY FOR YOUR ACT. BUELL SCENIC
CO., 326 KNICKERBOCKER THEATRE BLDG.,

A. NEALE, London revue writer. Now in
America. Comedy acts, tabloids, or complete
"books." Subtle, risque, or broad stuff. Reasonable terms. Gen. Del., Boston.

Herbert Danger (Count Berto Dan-

ill

|

SCENERY FOR SALE-First part Minstrel
set; parallels pin-hinged; good condition. Ears
Harrison, St. Joseph,

A LYRIC writer of proven ability, with publishing connections, wanted to collaborate on
some nr.ususlly good ideas: work evenings.
Address Live Wire, Variety, New York.

strongly drsmatlc one-act "crook**
Easily staged;
play for sale or on royalty.
two men, one woman. Plot, Box 14, Variety,

been

I

CENTS EACH WORD OVER

FOR SALE— Regulation else asbestos curtain,
in perfect condition. Apply Walter Rosenberg,
Savoy Theatre, 112 WT 34th St.. New York.

yell Tassinari) died
clinic Hospital,

word oVoo

3 eomts for mmmk

died after a lingering illness, although
he frequented the Parisian boulevards
to the very last

M.

failure,

for IS words.

£3

—

health.

<

But, Pal, though cone, yon atfll cheer
me with your fond nia iry .
Your levins husband.

of O.

ill

W. Mcintosh, formerly connected
W. S. Geveland, of Newark, N. J.,
died May 30 at Taft's Hotel. New
York, from apoplexy. He was 55 years

miss year compos?!

The widow

last

L.
with

Pal, from

gotn'a

engagement
Waltham, Mass. She

in stock at

tttn, ISIS

yeara together.
mighty loneaonie

Bat the

27 at Gerth's Hotel,

Her

J.

had been complaining of

ana town to another.

The same aa yon and
I

May

Fond and Loving Mi

My

SALE and EXCHANGE

Jr.,

Beulah Watson, a member of the
original "On Trial" company, commitIn

ANTS, ENGAGEMENTS

Mis. M. Kornblum died May 31 at
her home in Bath Beach, L. I. She
was 29 years of age and the daughter
of Andy Lewis. A husband and two
children survive.
Mr. Kornblum is a
brother of the late Sam Chip.

W.

108th

St.,

Telephone— 1141 Academy
on Premises—Open from f:3e A. M. to

root*,

with bath*

New York

HiM

P.

M.

VARIETY

L WOLFE
GILBERT EiSISS;
CHICAGO,
is

Sherman House
Grand Opera House Bldg.
at the

in

or Stern's Office,

With a batch

of

new

songs, including the

"NUT NOVELTY SONG" "LILY OF THE VALLEY"
Crawford Roy
Crllly Grace (C)
Curley Barney
Curran Thos
Curtis Jane (C)

LETTERS
Where C

follows

name,

letter

is

in

M

Alexander Ella
Alexander Manuel
Allen

Babe

Anderson Howard
Andron Alice

A

W

Ardane Max
Arnold Fred
Arnold Mrs T
Artaln Morris
Artols Mrs Walter
Atk'zn Florence

B
Baker Anna
Banker Miss B
Barker M M
Barnett Capt Jack
Barney Violet
Barry Mabel
Barton Roy (C)
Bates Dorothy
Battey

A H

Bragdon Cliff
Brengk Ernest
Brewer J A ft

W

H

Brllant Saul

Brooks James (C)
Brooks She ton (C)
I

Brown Ada
Buckley Mrs
Burndette Merlam (C)

Gardiner A Bailey
Gibson Billle
Gibson Hardy

Vere Claudia (C)
Vere Elinor©
Vere Gertrude (C)
Weese Jennie (C)
Winters Oracle

Collins
Collins

Harry
Band
A Lambert (C)

A F
Ray

(C)

Cartello

ft

(C)

Errlco Joe

Esmeralda Edna
Espe A
Eugene ft Burley (C)
Eugene Jack
Evans Arthur
Evans Barbara

K

W

Kallle David

K

Lewis S (P)
Lewis Wallace

(P)

Kearley Harry
Kcene James

Longfeatber Joe (C)
Lorraine Edw
Lorraine Frank (P)

Kaufman Oscnr (O
Keane Miss P (C)

Long Nan

Josephine
(C)

Love lone
Lovera Beatrice
Lowes 2 (C)
Lyle

Harris

ft

Lyons Geo A
Lyons Harry C

W

M-\bol

Knight & Ransome
Knight Al

ft

E M Miss

Malfo (C)

Mack Jean
Mack Mr Ollle
Mac Quarrle Mrs

B

(P)

Oelaps Tulyteke

(REG) (C)
Ordway Laurie

Mestayer Harry
Metro Five (C)
Mlaco Steve (P)

O'Rourke Bert

Millard ft King (C)
Miller Jesse P
Miller John (C)
Miller Rita

Palma Michaele

Mlssern Willie
Moentenlc Elsie

MacDonald (C)
Mack Geo A (C)

W

W

Merril

Mimic Four
Miner Viola

M

Kerwln Kitty
King Tune & May (C)
King Laura Bell (C)
Klnslow J S

Lottie

K

Light Anna (C)
Llckhart Reba M (C)
London Trio (C)

Kerrigan J
Kerry Fred

Jack

Hall Vera (P)
Hall Sidney
Hall Leona (C)
Halloren Marie
Hamel J (P)

Wm

Karsy Richard
Kaufman Leo (C)

Kvrnell
(Reg)

Ion (C)

Owen Herman

Palmer/ Evelyn
Palmer Frank (C)
Patsy Mias Leah (C)
Paulette Louise

Molony Andrew D
Payne Miss P (C)
Monroe Mrs Chauncey Peel Jas H
Moore Fin (C)
Pennetti Margie
Moore Virginia
Perley Frank (C)
Mora Tess (Reg) (C) Philbrlck A De Voe
Moran Mrs J C
Phillips Goff
Morenas The (C)
Phillips Helen

WANTED— For
CHAS. M. BAKER'S

F O (C)
Harper Mable (P)
Harris Elenore (C)
Harris Julia
Harris Geo (C)
Hart Mr Hall (C)
Harley

Everest'* Novelty Circus (C)

Ewlng Ella

C

Faye Budd
Fay Miss Billle
Fay Miss Billle (C)
Ferro Mack (C)
Ferry Mrs
Flddls John
FlBber
D Dogs (C)
Fitzgerald Jay (C)

Hass Chuck
Haw Chong Joe (C)

Myrtle
FltzslmmonR
Ford Miss Ray
Forklns Marty

Hlnkell

Hayward

"SPEEDWAY GIRLS"

Jessie

Hearn F
HederBtrom O (C)

W

Fitzgerald

Jessie

Kent Annie

Hardy Adele

Evans Edwin

W

(C)
(C)

F

Jack (C)

Las Espanozos (C)
Lawrence Miss L
La-Zler Worth Trio
Lee Oscar
Lelghton Chas (C)
Leonard Olive
Leonhardt Nan
Levering C Wilbur
Levy Jack
Lewis Mable

Kelly Billy
Kelly Mrs Walter C
Kelly "Thanks" Eddie
(C)

Hadge J C (C)
Halcomb Grace

Hampton

Kahl

La Fcllette Great
Lambert
"Happy"
La Monte Bessie
Lane Evelyn
La Polllta Miss

Willard
Jenny Jos A (C)
Jerlco Miss Buster
Jewels The (C)
Johnson Nazal
Jones Ethel Allen
Jorden Gladys
Joyce Lu!a
Joyland Girls
Judge Patsy (C)

Kelne Miss

H
Hallan

M

E

Justice

Mowatt Babe
Muros The
Murray Katherlne
Martyn ft Florence(CJ Myerhoff Henry
Marvin Mrs E
Mathews R E
N
Mathews Mrs D D (C) Nawahl Joe
McAvoy Billle
Nelson Bob
McCarthy Justin
Nemckiu Sam (P)
McCarthy
F
Netherent Marjorle
McCready Frank (C) Nevins Josie
FcFadden Geo E
Newel Tom (C)
Mclntyres The
Newman ft Anger (C)
McLaughlin Nettle(C) Newman Lou & Jennie
McLean Pauline (C) (C)
McLean Miss D
Nil sen Lewis
McLeans Australian Norrle Eileen
McNaughton C
Meehan Fred R
Meeker J M
Oakland Dagmar
Mellor H E
Oakland Vivien
Melrose Helen
O'Brien Shots
Melvern Babe (C)
O'Connor Chas
Melville Marie
O'Connor James
Melville
J (C)
O'Connor Norah
Melvin Babe

Hanapl Michael
Hanlon Dean 6 Han-

F

Connors Ralph
Conroy John F
Coughlln J B
Cox Florence
Cox Mildred
Craven Miss Billle

Wm

Gray Chris
Gregorys The (C)
Grey Clarice
Grey Norma
Griffith Frank (C)
Griffith Fred M (P)

Edmonds Glenn
Edwards Gwlllyn
Edwards Mrs Jack E
Egan Joe M
Elchman Chas (C)
Emerson Mr

Faulknor

Gllhula Dan J
GUlett
Gllroy ft Montgomery
Glrard Frank

(C)

B
Earle

Garbell Albert (C)

Gold Samuel
Gordon Blanche
Gordon Eleanor
Qordon James (C)
Gordon Mrs Clifford

Dougherty ft Lucy
Douglas ft Freaze
Doyle Eugene (C)
Dressier Marie
Dudley S H
Du For H
Duncan ft Holt

Carmeclta 6 (C)
Carter Monte (C)
Casper Emll
Casson Jimmy

Clifton ft Burke
Coburn J A
Coen Verne
Cole Hudson (C)
Cole Nate
Coleman Mack

(C)

De
De
De
De
De

Carroll AJax

CharnofT I
Churchill Miss B
Claire Doris
Clair J Roy
Clarice A Grogan (C)
Clark Don M
Clark Geo
Clark Sylvia
Clarke Wilfred
Clarkson Miss Billle
(C)
Clayton Ethel
Clayton Marie

Blood Adele
Bohan John
Boyer Emma

Galloway Lillian (C)
Oalvln Jimmy Jr (C)

Doriell Gladys

H

Janls
Jarvls

Dan

Morin Zena
Morley Victor
Mortimer Henry

Martin Al

Jackson Gertie (C)
Jackson Miss Gay
Janean J

B

Dancing

Door A Monroe (C)

(C)

Wm

Dellberto G
De Kelety Julia
(C)
Demartlnl

Doolie Geo

Belmonts Aerial
Bender David
Bender Marie
Bennett Laura A
Bennett Wallace
Benson Belle (C)
Benson Mies B (C)
Bentell Clara
Bernle Jeane
Birch Harry

Blet Billy
Block Jess

Friendly

Cain A Odum (C)
Canorries ft Cleo
Canton Caroline
Capman B (C)
Carbrey Mrs John
Cardinal Arthur
Cardownle Louise

C^tes

Blake Mabel
Blant Vlo

Davey Dancing (C)

M

Baxter Elmer A
Bayne Florence

Blake's Mule

Krampe

(C)

Marco Twins
Marcuson E
Marie Val B

Ihrmark Tina

Mrs Thornton
Friend Jlmmle (C)

Frlel

Dodge Jimmy (C)
Donnelly Dorothy
Donnelly Etta

Casteel

Frels Sam
Frledlander

Darling Gay
Davett Jim

Davis Al
De Fays

C

Challls

I

Mary

Malvln Frankle

(C)
(C)
Ben J (C)

Sisters

Frehand Harry

Cahlll ft Romalne
Cahlll Vivian L
Cahlll Vivian (C)

Carmany Georgia

Kouns
Irish

Malady Andrew B

Knight Otis
Kortha Gerdes

Howell Virginia

Francis Milton J
Frank Lllyon
Frauley E
Fredrlcks M

Dacre Miss Louie

Burns Peggy
Burrows A B (C)
Bury Amelia
Buzxell Eddie

Carl ft Reod
Carlln Bob

Howard Marie

(C)

Fox B E

Curtlss 3 ()

Variety's Chicago office.
Where S F follows name, letter is in
Variety's $an Francisco office.
Advertising or circular letters will
not be listed.
P following name indicates postal,
advertised once only.
* Reg following nana indicates registered mail.

Adams Miss

Forrester Chas

Herbert

M

Herman

Carl

New Show

Hlgglns Mark

Wm

ft

on the American Burlesque Wheel.

Principals and Chorus Girls, the best in
quick.

Mae (C)

Room

Hodges James
Horton Jack
Houlton Pat A Peg(C)

show business wanted

617 Gayety Theatre Building,

New

York.

HARRY VAN FOSSEN
THE MAN THAT PUT U

THIS

WEEK

(May

28),

ROYAL,

IN

NEW YORK.
Week June

11,

FUN AND PUTS FUN

NEXT WEEK (June
Albany and Troy, N. Y.

Personal Direction,

4),

IN

YOU

Schenectady and Syracuse, N. Y.

ARTHUR KLEIN

—
VARIETY

B. F. Keith's

BUSHWICK THEATRE,

MAY

Week,

This

28

VALERIE BERGERE
And

s even

i»

^r&tfe
A Comic

"The Noblest Vampire"

t

Up-to-date Version of an Incident in the Life of Cleopatra
By LEA DAVID FREEMAN

SPLENDID SPECIAL SCENIC PRODUCTION COMPLETE IN EVERY DETAIL
"
Sing. Dance, Talk

LIGHTS

Smallest Act, Biggest Hit
in Vaudeville

THE

Annual Opening, Saturday, June 9th
2:30 P. M.
Friars vs. Lights
Baseball
Annual Dinner, 7:00 P. M. $2.50 Per Cover
Make reservations immediately

—

—

Dues are now due Send same
with permanent address.

to Secretary immediately,

KIDS
THE PRECOCIOUS JUVENILE ARTISTS
ONLY JUVENILES THAT KNOW HOW
TO PUT THE JAZ2 OVER
Our Director-JAS. E. PLUNKETT—See Him
Youngest Members N. V. A.

A Dog
Rosenbaum L B(C)
Rosener Geo
Rosair

Annual Election— June 14th
REGULAR TICKET
VICTOR

Rudolph Jack

MOORE—Angel

Ryan Mrs

Raymond Hubbell
Bert Kalmar
Lew Kelly
Bert Leighton
Frank Leighton
Ed. La Vine

Ernest Ball

Geo Barry
Arthur Deagon

Max

Hart

Fred Stone
Harry J. Seamon
Sam Tauber
Al

Von

Tilzer

Any

Five Members may nominate another ticket in writing to Secretary one week before election. Members may
vote by mail.

THE
LIGHTS CLUB
Box
61, Freeport,

W
Raphaele

Pierce Chas
Plzzi

(C)

Porter Paul
Post Tom
Powell Will

Quealys The
Quealy A Finlay

Quinan Miss
Quinn Mattle
Quirk Mrs P J

Ramsey A Kline (C)

Reed Edith
Reed Joe
Reeves Roe
Reubens M
Rice True (C)

Rath

Crazy

Wm

Rayfleld Dolly

O-RotmHoote
17

West lad Avwae

WM be NoAadl
Afpky

W.

Long: Island

Raymond Gert (C)
Raymond Miss Billy
itayner Allen A
Reece Ed

Quilts

far the

E Theo

Wm

Stanley Murphy
Chas. Middleton

Robb & Robertson
Robbins & Lyons (C)
Roberts Richard
Robertson Harry (C)
Robinson Ethel (C)

Shirley

A

Sisters

]

Mailed to Your Summer
Address -

Tom D

Sloan Darrel (C)
Sparks Mable

Lee
John (C)

Wilson Lottie
Wilson T M (C)
Winters Winona

Versatile Girls

Vlrden

Lew

(C)

Wise Jim

W

Walby Louise

Wood Emll
Wood Mr A

Ward Spencer
Ware Alice

Woods Harry
Worth Muriel (C)

Watklns

Wray's Manikins
Wright Alice
Wurnelle Arnold B

Blllle

Wayne Fred

Trio

Weber Harry A

Wm

Torado Bros
Tufford Ruth (C)
Turner A Grace

(O)

A

lira

Wyer F O

Wells Corlne
Western Helen

Weston Dolly
Weston
A
Whistler Edna
White John

Tiyolere

Standlsh Miss L
Stanley Harry (C)
Stanley May*
Startup Harry (C)

Yoma Mr
York Miss

Young

T
(0)

B

Dolly

Youngs Kenneth

Wilburs Juggling
Wllhelml Mr
Wlllard Janet (C)
Williams Flint (C)
Williams Floyd
Wilson Clarence O
Wilson Frank (C)

A

.

Stelndel A
Stelner Paul

Stewart Blanche
Stewart Mr M
St Leon Ellse

Vaughn Catheryne

I

Thompson's
Dance
Horses (C)
Thornton Bonnie
Thor H

Simpson Mabel

Stafford
Stafford

Talt Mildred
Taliaferro Miss

Tannen Julius (C)
Tanner Harry

Thompson Leona
Thompson 8

Sinai Norbert

months

(Domestic)

Taylor Hortense
Terada Bros
Tojettl A Bennett
Thomas Hilda

Shumate Tom
Sidney

1<« "VARIETY"
for throe

Symonds Jack

Scholonberg Florence
Schuster
Seldon A Bradford

Summer

Wm

Saxton 'Josephine
Bcanlon V

Shannon Walter
Shews Aerial
Sherman M Geo

$

Stoddard Marie
Stonaker
O
Stone Arthur
Stone Beth (C)
Stover Burt
Stuart Austen
Sturm Jaques
Sullivan James
Sully Joe
Sutton Addie

Sawyer Delia

BOARD OF USHERS
Edward Abeles
T. Roy Barnes

H B

8

Schlottenbeck

for the

W

RjHsell Paul R
Rutledge Gertie
Ryan Allle

HARRY BULGER—Vice-President
ROBT. H. HODGE—Financial Secretary
FRITZ TIDDEN—Recording Secretary
FRANK KAUFMAN—Treasurer

NOW

W1NKEL

—

______________

SUBSCRIBE

Unls Etats

(C)

(C)
Valerlo Domlnlck

Vaughan ArthUr

D
(C)

Wanted-Clown Musicians
Engagement

in

THOMAS BRADY, Inc.,

Zaro

Mr

Zeller Chas
Zeno Tom
Zurrows Beatrice

for Orchestra

New York City.
1547 Broadway,

Call

New York

City

Robson Isabel
Robyns
Rockwell Geo L
Roeders Hans (C)

Wm

RockawayPark9 LI.
Half block from ocean

summer season

A. FarreU, 140 Nassau

or sold at a bargafei.

St.,

New York

City.

Mwvir. Lop l» mo !cng*r rrr fc:wl<K<:>l r.mn
Former MuaJc Publishing Co.

utter for tho

j'A*n
I>rpui|Hrrt

r'hvjj; ^om,"»
to orKnn|7.««,

at tho Great

•Seven Keys to naldpato" is the first show
to be given by the Herman Leib-Harrls Btock
at the Wilson, starting Sunday.

w/u»
,nti<|

-Ju4»
no**, b^vtag
inMrurt the bend

Lakes naval training

station.

Walter De Orla, the former agent and now
associated with Plough, Connors and Kaufman, Is being sued for divorce.
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LIVE

a
Variety's" Rates

AND LET LIVE

ANANIAS was a LIAR
JUDAS ISCARIOT wai a TRAITOR
He who

lives in a glass

CONTINUOUS ADVERTISING

(FOR PLAYERS ONLY)

house should never throw stones.

EXPOSURE

?

Shoot but shoot straight

George Lovett
LOVETTS CONCENTRATION
Author, Producer, Publisher, Manager, Artlat and a Regular Fallow

New

CHICAGO,

Office, 215 Crflly Bldg.,

ILL.

1

12

keek

Twe Ce*

Weeks

OaoTlsne)

ft task

12

Weeks

Tw« Ccfauu

$TJM

,

One
1

1 faiek

Oharlaa Elchman has Joined tba Balnbrldge
Players, firing stock at tba 8huhert, Minneapolis, for the summer. He returns to vaudeville In the fall.

George Lovett of "Lovett's Concentration"
has entered the mnslo publishing business
under the name of the Concentration Publishing Co. He Is also producing acta.

John Blackwood, formerlj associated with
Oliver Moroaco In the letter's picture ventures and now press representative for the
Ince pictures, was a visitor here.
I. Herk, I. M. Weingarten and B. T. Beatty
have gone to New York to attend the meetings of the Columbia and American burlesque

associations, both In session this week.

12

2 lacks*
12

Ob*

One Colsmu

Weeks

.

Om Tinas

C«1i

...

Weeks

v9no

I

Insn

.....•••.. ••••••••

The fourth annuel meeting

of tbe Chicago
Equity Association,
Andrew Castle, bas

branch of tbe Actor's
deputy for which Is L.
been postponed until August.
The meeting
had been called for last Monday.

PltOMI

CLAIRE

Rocoo Vocco and his wife, Dolly La Marr,
are leaving for Italy shortly on a visit to
Es Keough
Vocco's family, resident there.
will temporarily replace Vocco as professional

manager

of the

Leo Feist

office

until

he returns.
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Strictly

Prepaid Basis

(FOR PLAYERS ONLY)
Fall Psgs,

NOTICE FOR

EUROPE

(Preferred pneitJem

Europe desiring to advertise
VARIETY, and wishing to take advan-

U

W,

IMPORTERS OF

GOWNS AND MiLLiNERY
Spring Models being shew
•psdally Reduced Prices

190

West

45th Street,

at

N«w York

.
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manner
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(across page)

London

uniformity in exchange, the Pall
Mall Co. will accept deposits for VARIETY
at four shillings, two pence, on the dollar.

(Larger apnea end longer time pro rain)

For

Through

1

I

CO.

Carlton Sc, Regent SL, S,

I

4

PALL MALL DEPOSIT AND FOR-
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tage of the Prepaid Rates allowed* sear
secure the same, if at the time of mailing
edvertislng copy direct to VARIETY, New
York, the amount In payment tor it is
placed in VARIETY'S credit at tne

WARDING

$12149

Insertion

Hnlf Page ...
Quarter Page

Players in
in

One

transmission,
to *h» plmymr < (»».«»t-M^[;
of

VARIETY assumes full risk and acknowledges the PaH Mall Co.'s receipts aa Its
own receipts for all money placed with
the PaU Matt to VARIETY'S credit.

across page (4 cetueeae). 2f% advance en above ratee.
24 times, 1% discount allowed prepaid at
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for 12 times, not. prepaid, no discount.
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SPECTACULAR

LANGDON McCORMICK'S
TWO YEARS

IN

EUROPE

u

THE

A

TWO YEARS IN
AMERICA

TIMELY CREATION

FOREST

"OUR

NAVY

FIRE"
PALACE THEATRE,

NEW

YORK, Next Week

(June 4)

A

THE END OF A PERFECT ROUTE
NOW BOOKING FOR NEXT SEASON

Production That Will Arouse the Patriotic Ardor of

NEW

GREELEY

OPENING WITH ZIEGFELD'S "FOLLIES"
AMSTERDAM THEATRE. JUNE 12.
MR. McCORMICK'S

MR. McCORMICK WILL SHORTLY OFFER TO THE WORLD
SOME STARTLING IDEAS IN THE PRODUCING AND EXHIBITING OF PHOTOPLAYS WHICH WILL REVOLUTIONIZE THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY.

305

5264

of Hayes and Wynn settled his
against the Rock Island road for $200.
Instituted action because of Injuries to his
spine when the train in which he was riding
Jumped the track. That was on March 16.

Ed Hayes

suit

WEST 38TH

give shows on Saturday
throughout the summer.

will

HAS ALREADY CREATED A SENSATION
OF MUSIC.

ST.,

and

NEWEST CREATION

THE COLOR ORGAN

NEW YORK

9Vndays

He

Cal Griffiths, manager of the local Orpheum
office, now that most of the houses
closed, has blossomed out as a pronounced golf bug. The champion golf player
of the Majestic building, however, Is Tlnk
Humphrey, who sometimes takes along "Australian" Roy Murphy for laughing purposes.
At that, though, since Mort Singer was lately
known to have played with Champion Chick
Evans, he is looked on as a dark horse.
Circuit

By the end of next week most of the Association houses In the city will close for the
,seaaon.
The Lincoln, American and Wilson
stop on Saturday, while the Kedcle, Avenue
and Windsor close next week. The Lincoln

Eddie Shayne is making a mysterious collection, saying that the money goes to buy a
wrist watch for Walter Meeker and a mesh
bag for S. Goldson, both managing small
So far the fund
time houses in the city.
amounts to 60 cents, supposed to have been
put in by Shayne himself.
Lately when

THE REALM

JOHN L. GORMAN

*

CITY

heard an act volunteer to Walter
Downie to play a day for nothing as a try out
at the Rex (a Goldson house) he said he had
no objections to the act appearing three days
on the same basis.

Goldson

are

George Kingsbury has devised a drawing
scheme to help swell the Red Cross fund, It
being circulated around the Association floor,
the numbers calling for a payment from one
cent to a dollar.
There are two prizes, one
being a life membership to the Fund and the
other a box to "Turn to the Right."

IN

PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE

LANGDON McCORMICK STUDIOS

'PHONE

»

Every One.

MARINELLI

Representative,

MASTERPIECES

Mort Singer called in all the bookers and
employed by the W. V. M. A. and
asked that they cut down on chewing gum,
cigarettes and cigars so that they might Invest in Liberty Bonds. Already most of the
theatrical folk in the Majestic building have
started payments on such bonds, which are
Bond sellers
from 150 up In denomination.
are also making a thorough canvass of professionals, having applied for permission to
work back stage. Mr. Singer has purchased
$10,000 worth of the bonds and Sam Thall
has taken $2,000.

others

,

Of considerable local Interest

in

the Dunes

Pageant, which takes place In two sections
this week.
The first celebration occurred
Wednesday, with the final ceremony Saturday.
The pageant was held on the sand
dunes near Gary, Ind., which is a freak
land formation adjacent to Lake Michigan.
The demonstration, which has many folks
socially

prominent

In

Chicago participating,

was conceived with the Idea
dunes a national park and

of making the
to block commercial Interests who desired to buy the land
for factory purposes.
Trains were run from
here every fifteen minutes on the afternoons
of both days.

"The Teasers," the musical show attached
last week by J. Sherwood Brown of the
Davidson, Milwaukee, for moneys advanced,
had a female "angel" In Addle Palmer of
Chicago. The principals got away with most
The
of the costumes, claiming salary due.

COME UP TO OUR ROOF GARDEN STUDIO
and hear two of the

year's best songs for vaudeville

(a) "TWILIGHT LANE" by Greene and Solman, a charming musical comedy type of number arranged in single, double,
male or mixed quartet forms. Especially effective as a situation duet, opening or closing number. Come up and work
it out on our stage.

(b)

"THE PARADISE OF YOUR DEAR EYES" by Greene and Miller, a ballad in high class form,
A special feature of this song is the expressive vocal or violin obbligato ad libitum on the

browy".

CHAS. MILLER and a competent

We

staff of

but not too "highlast refrain.

arrangers and pianists in constant attendance.

MUSIC PUBLISHERS PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION.
IT IS BELIEVED THAT A NEW NOTE HAS BEEN STRUCK. THERE IS NOTHING STRIDENT OR
CROWDED HERE; NO CACOPHONY OF RAUCOUS SOUNDS AND RIVALRIES; THE OBJECTIVE IS
TO COMBINE ARTISTIC EXCELLENCE WITH COMMERCIAL DECENCY; TO BE BUSINESS-LIKE AND
NOT BIZARRE; FRIENDLY AND NOT FRENZIED; RUGGED AND NOT ROUGH.
are a charter

member

of the

9

CARL MILLEGRAM PUBLISHING
Telephone— Bryant 6596

25

CO.,

Welt 45th

Street,

Inc.

NEW YORK

.

I
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W. Stern

Jos.

CLIMB ABOARD
THE HIT WAGON!

& Co.

announce an exclusive publishing arrangement with

William

Don't wait to BE hit. Hitching your wagon to a star sounds
good but it is far better to BE a star yourself. Star songs
make star singers. Here are some all star numbers for you
to choose from.

6.
My Corn
bat

Friedlander

Touchy Corns
and

New Shoes

many more

and

"The Youngest of the Family"

Instant.

Wear new

with complete comfort. Forget
your feet. Blue-Jay points ths

AND OTHERS

Know

was/.

n

mi Carry

laughing novelty lucceu.
appeal to you and to your
audiences.

like

i

t

-

-

y ou

1

a

It

i-

Gilbert arid Ancttol Fried-

nd's

will

* *

!

The greatest of all Western song and dance
The only successor to "Ballin' The Jack."

tonight.

sensations.

BAUER * BLACK

as well as

New York

Chicago and

Makers of Surgical Pressings,

"Oh,YouWonderfHieirl"
the musical hit of Mr. FriecQander's pretentious vaudeville offer-

THE FOUR HUSBANDS

MY SWEET EGYPTIAN ROSE

etc.

One

Blue =jay

ing

n

—

Stops
Ends Guns
SOLO BY ALL DRUGGISTS
i

"My
*

of the sweetest ballads you have ever heard; big sister to
Little Persian Rose," by the same writers.

STAR SONGS MAKE STAR SINGERS

Also Blua-Jay Bunion Plaster*

the

first

of Mr. Fried-

lander's works offered the profession will be a carefully selected list of

SONG NOVELTIES
WATCH FOR

production was released on a writ of replevin
sued out by Fred Lowenthal in behalf of the
20th Century Studios, I. M. Welngarten and
the Up to Now Costume Co.
Brown fought
the writ.
The show had been scheduled to*
play the GTarrick, succeeding "Very Good'
Eddie."
It
is
said
that
LeCompte and
Fletcher, who toured several of the former
Mort Singer Shows, will again put "The
Teasers" on, after recasting It.

AUDITORIUM

FURTHER
ANNOUNCEMENTS
to the fact that, despite
offers from publishers,
Mr. Friedlander has hitherto
preferred to reserve his material
for special use, we are particularly gratified to be enabled, by
this exclusive arrangement, to
offer to the profession the splendid and original works of this
talented writer.

& Co.

Jos.

W.

1556

BROADWAY,

Stern

Prof. Dept.

JL02-104 W...38th Street

145 No. Clark St.

mgr.).—
starting Wednes-

Johnson,

film,

San Francisco
111 Kearny St.

HAWAIIAN
SUNSHINE
Morgan's mighty HaThe one Hawaiian
that remains after all

Gilbert

Sc

waiian

hit.

number

the reit have prised on.

POOR CRYIN'
BABY
By

Walter Hir»ch and Jack
Waite.
The iweetfit, molt appealing "baby" song you have
ever had the opportunity to u§e.
Seize the opportunity.

day.

BLACKSTONE.— Dark.

COHAN'S ORAND (Harry
to the

J.

Ridings, mgr.).

Right" (20th week).

CHICAGO.— Dark.
COLONIAL (Norman

Fields,

mgr.).— "Tbe

1A"Su*

BROWNSKIN GAL

Barrier" (film).

COLUMBIA.— Dark.
CORT (U. J. Hermann,
Chances" (2d week).

CROWN— "Birth

last

TO MAKE A PREACHER LAY HIS BIBLE DOWN

mgr.).— "Seven

of a Nation" (film) 2d and

week).

EN0LKW00D— Dsrk.
QARRICK (Sam Gerson, mgr.).— "Very Good
Eddie" (11th and final week), no Immediate
bookings stated.
OAYETY.
Dark.
HAYMARKET (Art K. Moeller. mgr.).—
"Dainty Maids" (Opp^nhelmer's Btock bur-

The most

sensational coon song success of all times; Will Skidmore's latest and greatest composition. A hit for the millions.

When

ILLINOIS

(Rolla

Tlmponl, mgr.).— "Ths
Love Mill" (4th and final week, house closing
for season )
IMPERIAL (Will 8pink, mgr.).— "PoURta
and Perlmutter" (International, last week).
OLYMPIC (George Warren, mgr.). "The
Bird of Paradise" (6th week).
PALACE (Ross Behne, mgr.).— "Show of
Wonders" (2d week), going very strong.
Dark.
NATIONAL (John Barrett, mgr.).— "School

—

Days"

(tabloid, three shows dallj).
PRINCESS (Will 8lnger, mgr.).— "Ths
Pawn," with Frank Kssnan, opened big Sun-

VICT0HlA.--^3«r Uatora

Child"

(Int**-

STAR.— "The Katsenjammer Kids" (International).
STAR AND GARTER.— Dark.
BTBAND.— "Uptown and Downtown" (Yiddish musical stock).

Buddy Meets

a

Buddy

McCarron and Chris Smith's great big Southern hit. It is
brand new and now is the time for you to get it. Come in on the
ground floor.
Chas.

JOS. W.
L.

day.
natlonal)

a

COMIN' THRU THE SOUTH

lesque).

POWERS—

N. Y.

Horn* Offic*

Chicafco

M.

(H.

Sam Awake,"

"Uncle

"Turn

Owing
many

...

any shoes—

shoes

will

Wolf

SHIM ME SH A WABBLE

born cases require a second or
third treatment.

Than a Bride"

Harm

THING

J.ip;\n<'»f

EVERY ONE A REAL HIT

* *

moves the corns permanently,
roots and all. The first application
removes 91 per cent. More stub-

I'd Rather Be a Bridesmaid

Among

Morgan.
\ou
cunt help it.

Paring never cures. Harsh
liquids are harmful. Blue-Jay re-

new

he

delightful
number by Will
1

A

IS

WONDERFUL

WILLOW TREE

Before setting a new pair of
•hoes be corn-free by using Blue*
gentle and certain. Then,
should a new corn come later,
Blue-Jay will bring instant relief.
Most families have a package of
Blue-Jay Plasters at home, always
ready. Relief is always bandy,

Ragtime"

LOVE

OF

Jay,

In

artists of the first calibre.

MY PRINCESS
THE

of pain.

My Wedding March

& Friedland. Successused by Adele Rowland, Sophie Tucker, Henry Lewis and

may now

it possible. No need to wince
from new shoes nor frown.
No need to undergo a period

comprising

VALLEY

sensational "nut" sony hit by Gilbert

fully

comfort of old shoes
be had with
new shoes. Blue-jay makes

Nan Halperin
"Play

The

npHE
*•

THE

One

Fashion Said This

author and composer of many
successful musical reviews and
songs, including all of the numbers featured by

uniCACu
Max

/.

Stont

119 No. Clark St

STERN & CO.

WOLFE GILBERT,

Prof.

Mgr.

1556 BROADWAY

NEW YORK

FfiiSCC
E. S. Fiorintine

111

Kearny

St.
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Booking Managers Attention!!!

and

VAUDEVILLE'S SENSATIONAL SINGING COMPOSERS WRITERS OF

.

THE WORLD-FAMED SONG HITS

"Underneath the Stars"
"There's Egypt In Your Dreamy Eyes
NOW Appearing at the
5TH AVE. THEATRE, NEW YORK
Direction,

PETE MACK

NOTE:—We Call Your Attention to Our New Song Now in Work
II

"I'M

YOURS WITH LOVE AND KISSES
This Song Bids Fair to Eclipse the Popularity of Our Other

Two Famous Songs

OUR PUBLISHER
228 Tremont St., Boston
Majestic Theatre Bldg., Chicago

JEROME
219

H.

REMICK &

West 46th St, New York

CO.

137 West Fort St, Detroit
90* Market St, San Francisco

;

VARIETY
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THE REAL RESTAURANTS AND CABARETS
THE BIST ITALIAN DINNER I N THE CITY

Winter Garden Restaurant
"JOY SPOT OF

Where
It

Luditf

THE LOOP"

the big YaudeTille successes always
are shown first.

lttllllMMft.

lfH/\Biu«75C«to

GIOUTO
VMWJklA M V

THE RENDEZVOUS

the reputation of an artist to open at the
Talent with open dates
in Chicago/
sending description of act and

a"dds~ to

Ci*/1W/\¥

WW Y«l CITY

OP THEATRICAL'S BEST

Winter Garden

should write at once,
photograph, to the

WINTER GARDEN,

|

BACK TO THE OLD LOCATION

Mandel's Restaurant

214 South State St, Chicago

lt5

Famous Hungarian Dinner

GLANTZ
MAJESTLC (Fretf Bberts, mgr. agent, Orpheum). The bill was again run on a sevenact basis, since the Gertrude Hoffman revue
was held over. At first the Hoffman act was
booked into Milwaukee this week, with Cross
and Josephine billed to headline at the Majestic, but In light of the big business enJoyed last week, the two acts were switched.
The Hoffman revue remains the same as presented laBt week, and irregardless of Its acknowledged faults, the fast remains that it is
The house Monday night was
a big flash.
very good, with the lower floor and boxes
Some credit goes to Miss Hoffman
capacity.
but
the weather being continued
as a draw,
cool had something to do with it.
As framed
the bathing portion at the finish seemed out
of order, Its only excuse being that someYet
. thing had to be used to close the revue.
It seems wasteful that the theatre was forced
to spend several hundred dollars for the
sunken tank. Miss Hoffman's act closed the
bill, succeeding in holding In practically the
The supporting show was not
entire house.
as good as last week, and for some reason It
Maybe It was because of the lack
dragged.
for when Medlin, Watts and
of singing,
Townes appeared in the sixth spot, they had
an easy time. They were, however, helped
by the comedy. Ray and Gordon Dooley, on
They were profourth, left as favorites.
gramed as assisted by Elmer Oraham, but
the latter failed to show. "The Cure," a John
B. Hymer comedy, was enjoyably played by
* Ralph Locke and Ida Stanhope, with three
It occupied No. 3 position
assisting play%rs.
and won several curtains. As the wife of so
successful a physician, the girl playing the
role might wear a more attractive costume.
Rtggs and Wltchle danced In perfect rhythm
In the fifth spot, where they won appreciaPerhaps the best of their routine are
tion.

—

;

Brent Hayes, who
the harlequin numbers.
plays his own accompaniment on the banjo,
was second, with the house insisting on sevThe Qarlclnnetl Brothers, acroeral encores.
bats and hat throwers, opened the show
Their bull dog by butting a big ball
nicely.
Into the audience put tho audience In good

humor.

McVICKER'S (Jones, Llnlck & Schaefer,
mgrs. agent, Loew-Doyle). The bill appeared
to be up to standard, but the running order
for the second show Monday was a rather
weak arrangement. Of the first five acts, four
worked 4n "one" and the two single women
on the bill had spots too close together, one
appealing on third and the other on fifth.
Tlie house was big, the weather not yet being
O'Connor and
tempered with summer air.
Dixon went over for a hit, getting laughs
They
aplenty with rather bright material.
are a hard working team, deserving th« apMae Curtis also went very big,
preciation.
the house taking strongly to the humorous
lyrics of her ditties, all being restricted numbers.
Best liked of her routine were "It's a
Great Place for a Fellow that's Single," "Ton
Can Always Tell a Lady. But Tou Can't Tell
Her Much," and "My Kingdom for a Man."
For a finish she did a rube number that sent
her off to a good hand. The fart that Miss
Curtis was on two turns before her, naturally
handicapped Buhla Pearl, a golden haired
girl of good appearance, but they liked her
and she probably scored In later shows, where
a better working order was likely effected.
The "Ladles Reducing Parlor." all girls, and
'
several the extreme In build for comedy purposes, was mildly accepted savo at the finish
when they laughed at the hurlosquo boxing
bit.
It might be said that the act was at a
disadvantage compared to the girls' shapes In
the Keystone comedy shown after It and called
"Every Man's
"Secrets of a Peauty Parlor."
Sister," a playlet rather well done, met a
Tojettl
ready response for Its sentiments.
nicely
with
a dancing turn
and Bennett did
The Beaudonls, w'th slack wire
in "one."
and Juggling, went fairly. Also on the bill
(i^ <r'; Yi \r ~p<r,rc\ * v n:'jy ai'1
Trey* r/o*e r T»,

—

;

•»

Co., Jngelers. find

|V

(

Van and

Plerc«.

KBJDZIE (Ous Bunge, mgr.

— Rather

;

agent,

W.

V.

a pleasing five-act show for
the last half last week. The house Is due to
close for the season at the end of next week,
running pictures until fall. It was one of the

M. A.).

W. MaeUson

St, Cor. Clark

(CHICAGO

DiniU

102-104

wT 45th
rjraat

There Is a female announcer and, of course,
a man In back. "Old Home Folks," a too
homely playlet with heroics and everything,
will hardly do save for the smaller houses.
Three persons are concerned, two of them
said to have once billed themselves as Turner
and Turner. Arnold and Page, with piano
and songs, and both making a good appearance, the woman making several costume
changes, need new material, and with it should

St

SfM

houses during the White Rat disbut business has been satisfactory
throughout to the Kedxle management
The
feature was "Twenty Odd Tears," the quaint
playlet given by Harry Beresford.
His old
man portrayal of "Nunky" is a lovable character, which was relished Thursday night.
A. straight singing trio, Hahn, Weller and
Marts, were second, where they found things
easy. Olive Briscoe, next to closing, appeared
to be suffering from a cold, and her routine
was subdued until she gave her favorite number "The Days of *61," which brought returns.
"Jealousy," her opening number, got
though It seemed worthy.
little,
Emerson
and Baldwin with their "nut" comedy Juggling, were allotted the closing spot. When
they pulled a burlesque magic bit in the middle of the act, a man on the second row
arose and bid them "Good Night" with a wave
of the hand.
That got them laughing and
might have been why they missed several
times with the club Juggling, at which they
are best, ""lie Novelty Clintons, with a neat
affected

turbance,

woman assistant and a Jumpsr of skill rarely
seen these days, opened the show. His work
demands perfect physical condition, which the
man showed. He is also a clever tumbler.
ACADEMT (Joe Pilgrim, mgr.; agent, W.
V. M. A.).
Joe Pilgrim, the theatrical power
of Halsted street, admitted that tho first half
show was "the best of the season," but that
was no alibi for the last half. At that there
were two interesting spots on the six-act
bill.' One was Louie Dacre, squat and tit Ian
haired, who confidentially told the house that
her "shape was undoubtedly on the blink."
Miss Dacre, formerly of burlesque, has been
In vaudeville of late, and not long ago sued
the parents of the younger James Mclntyre,
her erstwhile husband, for a princely sum,
alleging alienation of affection. At the Academy she was a hit. or as near to a hit as
possible there.
She monologs a bit, the
"blue" bits of her material getting over, and
for a finish has a parody or two.
"Flying
Venus," said to be the same act known
formerly as "Mrs. Eddy," succeeded In fooling the house with her aerial excursions without visible support and suggesting more than
anything else a quick exposition of the "levitatlon" stunts.
The woman always remains
close to a black cyclorama, placed In about
"four" and apparently a projecting crane Is
employed to carry her through the evolutions.

not

find

trouble in

securing

The

bookings.

Jones Brothers, a blackface talking act, did
only fair.
They depend upon the Jerking
down of a flimsy drop, disclosing to view
stage hands who scamper off, for the only
real laugh. The Ovonda Duo, with piano and
xylophone, opened the show well, and as they
are known, probably do not lack for time.
"Flying Venus" left the bUl on Friday night,
because of trouble with the stage hands union.
The Box Car Trio replaced her.
WINDSOR (D. L. Swarts, mgr. agent, W.
V. M. A.). Not quite up to the average here,
still last week's last half bill pleased.
The
waning season made Itself evident in the sise
of the house for the last show on Friday,
there being less than half capacity on hand.
One of the feature turns, "Every Day In the
Tear," as done by Morgan and Gray, proved
one of the best comedy playlets in months.
It Is a Wlllard Mack sketch, of farclal treatment, humorously touching on the affairs of

—

;

young wedded

pair.

The

situation finds

hubby

abed, with the wife Just having finished preparing breakfast prodding her mate with the
fact that he has to dress, eat and make the
train to town all In fifteen minutes. The fact
that he has had a tough night session, makes
the dally hustling stunt all the harder for
hubby. But when he Is finally off for a rush to
Join his fellow commuters, the morning paper
arrives and it Is discovered that he doesn't
have to go Into town at all, since it is Sunday.
There are many bright lines, well handled.
Joe Morris and Flossie Campbell In their
skit, "The Avl-ate-her," went over very big,
next to closing, getting a goodly amount of
laughs.
Miss Campbell got something, too,
with a humorous lyric, "Come Out of the
Jerry and Oretchen
Kitchen Mary Ann."
Omeara, on second, had a singing novelty,
Oretchen sits at the piano
liked fairly.
poetically telling of people they have met,
while Jerry gives character costume impressions of them a hobo, an old ex-soldier and
The latter was the
an elderly Dutchman.
only humorous role and was most appreciated.
Harts and Evans did nicely, opening the show
The Herbert Oermalne Trio,
with dances.

—

1

—

cadleiti,

.

closed the five-act

bill.

OREAT NORTHERN HIPPODROME

(Andy

Talbot, mgr.; agent, W. V. M. A.).— The day
shift for the first portion of the week held as
a feature "The Llngere Shop," which earlier
In the season worked in the east under the
The house,
title
of "The Haberdashery."
fully up to the usual big business Monday
afternoon with lobbies holding waiting crowds,
liked the English "Johnny" part and laughed
freely, and though the act lacks in musical
numbers, It stands up to the average of its
class.
"It Happens Every Day," the Wlllard

Mack comedy, done by Morgan and Grey and
mentioned more fully In a review of the Windwas much enjoyed by the Hipp crowd.
after It was Harry Coleman, the
ventriloquist, rather handicapped because of
the talking ahead of him.
However, Les
Morgan evened up matters by walking out In
the midst of Coleman's act and supposedly retrieving his collar button from the footlights.
The house laughed heartily and then Coleman
got something with his dummy, which is so
constructed that it "walks" with him." Moore,
Gardner and Rose, a neatly arrayed male trio
with comedy and songs, went over well, using
a burlesque opera bit for a finish.
The
Krenka Brothers opened the show nicely with

sembled and the usual Monday night commltte of agents, chaperoned by Walter Buell,
voted the five-act bill unusually good.
The

waa exceptionally well balanced, aa fiveact bills go around these parts.
Maestro and
Co.
opened with Juggling and balancing.
Maestro does the Juggling, aided and advised
by the "company," a statuesque lady, whose
announcement, " Maestro will attempt a difficult and interesting balancing feat," is superfluous.
Maestro's tumbling, Juggling, balancing and maglo are decidedly unique, and
with a little speeding up and the elimination
of the unnecessary announcement he would
be a contender for big time.
Anthony and
bill

Adelle were In second position. They opened
with a piano accordion duet following which
the woman rendered a solo upon the Italian
Stelnway. The man's whistling solo and the
whistling accordion finish earned the team an
encore which should have been taken without
the forcing of five or six bows. Menlo Moore's
"Miss America" shows a decided Improvement Jean Waters has fallen into the ways
of a "nut" In handling the soubret role and
her style brings home the laughs. She was
suffering from hoarseness and had trouble
with her songs. Neal Anderson Is also getting some good laughs now and his part nas
been
brightened
up considerably.
Pierce
Keegan has replaced Frank Ellis in the light
comedy and featured part and Is an Improvement as far as getting the lines over is concerned.
He Is not up to Ellis on the stepping thing, but otherwise aU to the good.
"Miss America," a good-natured sort of a
suffraget satire on present day recruiting,
should find favor during these times.
It's
crisp, clean and tuneful.
Next to closing
were Fields and Wells, billed verbatim as
follows : "Klasslkal Komlks Note— Mr. Fields'
Family of School Kids— Mr. Wells' Family
of Rathskellar Trio." The audience expected
a sort of combined school and rathskeller
act.
The mystery was explained by Mr. Buell,
who said the words "family" should have been
'formerly." This team literally cleaned with
their songs and talk.
The low cut dress gag,
seedy at best and decidedly blue, and the lone
"damn" should have been left out of the
otherwise good routine especially at the
Wilson.
When Mr. Wells started In to sing
"For Me and My Gal," following its rendition
on the accordion, there was an audible sigh,
but the comedian's parody on the first verse
and chorus squared matters.
Three aood
parodies In fact figured not a little In tnelr
measure of applause.
Loose and Sterling
closed the bill.
Ralph Lohse has Introduced
some comedy business with a concertina In
his trapeze work which earned him several
hearty laughs.
Vaudeville gives way to a
summer stock policy at the Windsor beginning
next week, with "Seven Keys to Baldpate" as
the opening attraction.

—
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They

a sort mf other itart mf

comedy acrobatics, the smallest of the pair
working very fast In spots, which brought applause.
The Balzar Sisters closed the show
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aerial

work,

going

but

fairly.

DeVore and Wally, two girls offering straight
were on second and, though a

violin playing,

irritation.'*

«

won

little in

the

way

of returns.

WINDSOR AVE.— With the weather cool
enough to enrourago almost any kind of Indoor sports, the Wilson Avenue business at
the first show Monday night was considerably
below normal for some reason.
The Wilson
suffers in a business way with the advent of
motor weather, and despite the bite of the
chilly lake wtad, Sheridan road waa crowded
with 1017 models.
BvJs the audlenee as-

ORPHBTJM (Fred Henderson, gen. rep.
agent, direct).— Ray Cox, who has not appeared at the Orpheum for nearly four years,
headlines the current bill, providing a laughing hit, her horseback riding travesty being
especially strong.
Dorothy Shoemaker, assisted by Louis Leon Hall in "Supper For
Two." held attention.
Boyle and Brown in
"Bright Breesy Bits" scored.
Frank and
Toble opened the show nicely. Ruth St Denis
and Co. in her second week closed the show
Immensely. Mlllleent Mower and Marlon Harrfo,
both holdovers, repeated satisfactorily.
De Leon and Davies received big reception.
PANTAOE8. "Phun Fiends," snappy girl
act closed with a sip. Chris Richards, apKlmlwa Japs opened showily,
SlauM hit
larconl Brothers, bf? retires.
Paul Pecker
and Co., pleased.
Knickerbocker Quartet,

—

passed.

HIPPODROME.—Libby

Blondell and Co..
Miller, Scott and Fuller, laughing
Alvaretta, Rego and Stopplt closed
McCarthy and Woolcott held atthe show.
pleased.

results.

tention.

Mardo and Hunter.
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EGAN and WHITING'S
NEW SONG

The boys who wrote

"Mammy's Little Coal Black Rose"
"Where The Black Eyed Susans Grow"
"And They Called

This

is

It

Dixieland"

SOME New One

Introduced by AL JOLSON with
"Robinson Crusoe. Jr." Co. en tour
PUBLISHED BY

Majestic Theatre Bid* ., Chicago
228 Tremant St., Bastan

JEROME
219

H.

West

REMICK &

46th

St.,

New York

CO,

137 West Fort St., Detroit
996 Market St., San Francisco
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THE EXPOSE
VICTOR TALKING MACHINE
Camden, N.

J.,

U.

S.

Variety,

CO.

Dear

A.

August

25,

Milford, N.

J.

sation at the Palace Theatre, three years ago,

My

dear Mr. Pietro:
In a recent issue of "Variety" we notice
that an accordion player named Deiro made
statements in which he said that a great talking machine company had begged him to play
for them, but he refused, etc., etc.
These
statements are absolutely ridiculous.
The facts which the Victor Company will
verify are: That as soon as the Victor people
heard your test records and compared them
with those made by Deiro, they dropped all
negotiations with him and engaged you for
a term of years to make Victor records exclusively, and have ever since billed you as the
greatest accordion player in the world. The
real reason for our declining the services of
Deiro was that the tests he made were not
accurate. Of the half dozen records he made,
scarcely one was perfect.

Very

Times Square, N. Y;

Sirs:

In "Variety" of August 18th, Deiro made certain statements which were absolutely false.
One of these statements was to the effect
that I was present and overheard a conver-

1916.

Mr. Pietro,

New

I !

and that the Victor agent appeared at the
stage door and begged him to come to some
understanding with the company. In answer
to that I would state that during the time
that Deiro played the Palace Theatre, I was
not in New York and I never was either at
the stage door of the Palace Theatre, nor anywhere near the Palace Theatre during the
time of any of his engagements at that
house. Regarding his statement that he asked
me to fulfill the time with the Victor people,
would state that this also is absolutely false,
and the letter which I have from the Victor
Talking people will verify my statement. The
fact of the matter is, as the Victor people have
written, my records were faultless, while not
one of his was perfect.
I regret very much to have been brought
into this matter, as I usually attend to my
own business, and my engagements Keep me

busy without having any controversy of this
kind.
Why Deiro should have printed a
malicious falsehood regarding me, I cannot
understand. I shall pay no more attention to
any statement that he may make.

truly yours,

VICTOR TALKING MACHINE.

PIETRO.

_

Feb. ia 1917.
Victor Talking Machine Co.,
Camden, New Jersey.
Gentlemen
Mr. Guido Deiro has placed with me for
my attention, a matter against you arising out
of a publication of a letter written by you on
August 25, 1916, to Mr. Pietro and published
:

in the Variety.
are injurious to

The contents

my

of that letter

client's reputation.

He

is

however, to forgo any action that he
may have against you upon condition that you
will cause to be published in the Variety, a
fuil page statement retracting the statements
made in your letter and recompense him
for his expenses in advertising denial of your
willing,

statements.

Should
mail,

I

I

will

proceed and

fail

to hear from you by return
it that you desire me to

take
I

will act accordingly.

Very truly yours,
(Signed)

Offices

HARRY SILVERMAN.

of

Offices of

French and Richards
Counsellors At Law
No. 106 Market Street, Camden, N.

February

13,

No. 106
J.

1917.

*

Henry Silverman,

Henry Silverman, Esq.,
299 Broadway, New York.
Dear Sir
Your letter of February 10th addressed to
Victor Talking Machine Company has been
handed to us for reply. You have evidently
been misinformed. The company never wrote
the alleged letter dated August 25, 1916, pub:

lished in the Variety.
You can yourself see
that the company would never sign a letter
"Victor Talking Machine."
Mr. Diero says he and his brother have
reached an amicable understanding in the matter.
If this be true you might ask the brother
to produce the alleged letter of August 25th.
When you satisfy yourself that he cannot produce it you will readily sec that what you
want is a statement from the brother admitting that the company never wrote and
hp nt'vj'r received the alleged Jdfer published
'n thr Variety.

Very
(Signed)

truly,

FRENCH & RICHARDS.

French and Richards*
Counsellors At Law
Market Street, Camden, N.
February 16,

New
Sir

1917.

Broadway,

299

Dear

J.

Esq.,

York, N. Y.

:

We

have your letter of February 14th, and
are glad to know that you agree with us that
the company would not sign such a letter as
that published. These brothers seem to be
carrying on a controversy which interests no
one but themselves. The Victor Company
refused to be drawn into the controversy and
refused to furnish a letter for publication. It
did not send the alleged letter published and
no one can produce such a letter. This statement would seem to cover the suggestion contained in the fourth paragraph of your letter

February 14th. While other people have
forgotten the statements published by each
of these brothers against the other do you
not think it would be a sensible thing for the
brothers to let the matter drop and each try
to succeed on hi* own merits rather than by
attempting to ridicule the other?
Very truly yours,
(Signed) FRENCH & RICHARDS.
of

VARIETY

THE FACT!!
Who was

the first man to
a "single" piano

introduce

accordeon specialty on

Big

Time?

Who

is

the highest salaried

artist of this classification?

Who plays the Big
continually?

Time

Whose piano accordeon records are most in demand?
•

Who

stopped the show for
consecutive performances
at New Orleans, among other
places?
14

Who

broke

all

attendance

San Diego Exdrawing more than

records at the
position,

8,000 people?

Who was
Medal

awarded the Gold
San Diego Ex-

at the

position?

Who taught Pietro how to
play the piano accordeon?

The Original Master

Who

taught Pietro how to
arrange his music for the
piano accordeon?

Who

of the

published the Victor

Piano Accordeon

Talking Machine letter that
was never authorized?

NOT
No more

questions, because

)

of the lack of space!

This Matter

Wi

Continued

Attorney
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LIBERTY for Coming Season or Sooner ******
VAUDEVILLE HOUSE MANAGER AND PRESS AGENT
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Month
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.**

Canal Street
N. Y. City
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AND THUTWOAL liPPUtS
Write let JaUliUi •.•.!
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GuenriniCo.
Hill

Gnu

SAN
tflf

CORT (Homer F. Curran,
Masked Model" (2d week).

mgr.).—'The

COLUMBIA (Gottlob A Marx, mgr*.).—
ALCAZAR (Belasco * Mayer, mgrs.).—Al-

Henry Miller Co. (3d week).

Stock Co. (3d week).
(Robert Urady, mgr.; agent, Ack-

oaxar

CASINO

erman A Harris A W. V. M. A.).—Vaudeville.
WIQWAM (Jos. F. Bauer, mgr.).— Del
Lawrence Stock Co. (8th week).
PRINCESS (Bert Levey, lessee and mgr.;

—

Bert Levey). Vaudeville.
SAVOY (Lauri & Sheehan, nigra.).— Stock
burlesque (2d week).
CASINO.—While a number of corking programs have been played in some of the
smaller bouses around town, the one at the
Casino last week was the nearest approach
The
to a big-time program seen here so far.
program was well balanced, other than a few
turns that were stamped small time with no
standing
noticeable.
possibilities for a higher
The sketch especially, presented by Cathryn
"Uninvited,"
entitled
Co.,
and
Chaloner
looked about the worst playlet that has come
over tbe time. The idea of it grasped Is a
blackmailing theme, caught sight of Just a
The
few minutes previous to the finale.
opening is remindful of an old woman's reagent,

union, the two female assistants appearing
to hold a little conversation between themselves about a MOO check.
During the absence of both. Miss Chaloner appears as a
young maiden, apparently atealing her way
into the room for no reason at all.
The following dialog is meaningless.
The sketch
could be laid away Immediately. Brown Carstens and Wuerl opened with xylophone, giving the performance an unusually fast start
carried throughout.
The violin solo wan a
well-accomplished bit, although a little ahortenlng would undoubtedly make it more valuable.
More care should be taken with the
fast playing, one individual appearing to run
far ahead of the other two, almost killing the
original melody.
Oden and Holland offered
the usual routine of two acts, the male member indulging In a number of familiar bits
and gaga
They fared exceptionally well
through going in for Borne audience work
that was further helped through the anxlousness of the auditor who waa willing to participate.
Anita Arllss, billed as the former
star of "The Chocolate Soldier," assisted by
Arthur Alton in the pit, gained considerable
with neatly-arranged singing. Including for?
mer popular melodies. While the turn appears a bit long, they nevertheless wore assured of safe landing through the good Impression made by atlas Arllss upon her opening.
Henri Kubllck then proceeded to tie up
proceedings with his violin novelty turn, furThey apther aided by his corking voice.
plauded long after the lights had gone out.
Kubllck looks ripe for a trip over the bigger
circuits, for he appears to possess all the
necessary requirements, not only to got him
there, but to keep him there.
Ward, Bell
and Ward closed with the fast aorobatlc work,
gaining their usual applause. The Bkatelles
were delegated to follow the sketch, and
while the spot looked a bit hard they eaally
registered In the applause column. The turn
remalna practically the same, although they
retain their diatlnctiveneaa in offering
still
an entirely different skating act.
SAVOY. Although considerable interest was
centered upon the opening of the burlesque
season at the Savoy, it was apparent the first
evenlng'a gathering was willing to laugh and
applaud, notwithstanding the trouble the show
was forced to contend with through tbe Inability of the stage hands to properly make
changes and handls the lights. This naturally
was decidedly harmful to the opening part that
looked like a $2 attraction for the first 15
minutes before encountering the stage trouble.
It threw the entire first part out of line, it
not again attaining a proper running stride
until almost the closing.
While the show the
opening night looked good enough when considering the circumstances. It could stand a
little cutting and speeding, although tbe book
It Is the regulation burlesque workIs there.
ed up to satisfy the most critical for the admission price, and while it might be classed

—

as stock burlesque, looks a good deal better
than some of the regular wheel shows In the
east.
The principals appeared uncertain the
first
night, and the performance at times
lacked the punch, although the laughs through
the book were of excellent quality.
Tbe female contingent made a dandy impression.
Rosaline Lee, handling the most numbera,
possesses the essential qualities of a soubret,
besides a striking personality. She also speaks
distinctly.
Miss Leo tears all the necessary
quallflcatlona expected from a winsome soubret
of her type, and ahe can wear clothes.
Betty
fiutterlck also came in for her ahare of appreciation being splendidly built and wearing
clothes with the best of them, besides displaying a voice of exceedingly high quality. This
more than anything else waa responsible for
her successful debut, and with aufflcient experience she promises to attract attention in
due time. Chryatal Francis handled a minor
role, but hardly left the impression of the
other women through not having at least one
song. Joe Barton Is given credit for the production, and while he had little to do In the
piece, accredited himself during the best comedy bit of the evening in the burlesque when
he did a hair-Up bit The Belmoote Sisters
also did a dancing specialty juat before him.
Joe Lee played a clean Hebrew throughout,
and while a bit ahy on mannerisms managed to
fare well and repeatedly gained laughing results.
Lee was somewhat harmed by his
make-up, and while he gave a creditable performance will appear to bettor advantage In
the next show scheduled to open in about four
weeks. Ward Caulfleld, doing a Tad. attracted
attention, carrying the greater portion of the
ahow with hla experience coming in handy, he
ualng it to good advantage when the performance began to weaken. Caulfleld did not attempt to utilise the familiar style of working
usually Identified with this character, but instead clung to the book.
F. Kek Schilling is
a good straight.
He leads a few numbers,
besides the final, which caused more com-

motion than any other number. The finale
was exceptionally well arranged, and combined with some beautiful costumes and formations it closed the evening with a bang
Minor parts were handled by Jerry McVlcker
Rex Carter and Jack Stanley, the latter displaying nothing in his favor during his one
number, besides attempting to dance, which
he proved unable to do. Barring the opening
night drawbacks, Meyers & Shapiro should enJoy a indefinite engagement at the Savoy If
the opening attraction is any criterion.
J. Cluxton, local representative for Panwho has been busily engaged lately
staging the new Edna Keeley girl act
which shortly opens on the Pantagea Circuit, made a trip out of town to witness the
opening and, according to reports, It looks
mighty good. The setting Is said to be the
most pretentious ever sent over the circuit.
J.
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In the Market to tHiraish
Vaudeville Material

Mt

Franklin

WARDROBE PROP
TRUNKS $5.00
Also a tow
Have
Big
Fibre Wardrobe
__„
Truaka, He end ft*. A few extra Urge Property Trunks. Also oM TayUr and Bal Truaka.

»

Parlor floor.

W. Met SU New York

City

It being necessary to engage a special car
There Is a cant of 17 people.
to transport.
The act la called "The Other Fellow's Girl."
It opens In Salt Lake, June 6.

Henry Miller opened

his

engagement here

last week, and if the opening business Is any
criterion, Miller can look forward to a pros-

Notwithstanding the strong
perous sojourn.
opposition afforded through the opening of
"The Masked Model," the big Cort production, both houses were almost taxed to their
capacities, although the Cort probably held
the most money through having the larger
one.

Ground has been broken
'

of the

for

new Ackerman A Harrla

the erection

office building.

A number
for

of professionals have registered
the draft.

Ogden, a three-day stand. Is to
summer, reopening
the

Pantagea,

June 2 for
around Aug. 1.

close

An organization to be known aa Clarke's
Musical Comedy Co. will play through Caliunder canvas this summer, opening

fornia

June

12.

BOSTON.
BY aUBN LIB BEY.
KEITH'S (Robert G. Larsen, mgr.

—

;

agent,

A well balanced bill, although
O.).
of It has played this bouse recently,
offered one of the best shows of the season.

U.

B.

most

The featured

act Is "The Forest Fire," which
closes the bill and which is running even better than on its last showing. The Watson Sisters caught on at Just the psychological moment and cleaned up big, especially with their
"Ioway" number.
McClure and Dolly In a
combination of c'ub swinging and balancing
went well; Dunbar's Old Time Darkies nearly
stopped the show, repeating their previous
success; "The Playmates," a snappy sketch,
went fair ; Frank Crummit in a single barely
carried his place; Dan Burke in "The Old
Master" nearly scored decisively
Yvette got
;

across neatly
while Laurie and Rronson
gave the Watson Sisters a close run for second honors.
BOSTON (Charles Harris, mgr. agent, U.
R. O.).
Vaudeville and pictures. Long show.
;

—

;

Excellent.

THE RALPH DUNBAR PRODUCTIONS
Latest

Creatlon-DUNBAR OPERA CO.

Western Office
Holland Hotel
Chicago

In revival of the

40 People-Orchestra

"MIKADO"

of 10

Featuring

ARTHUR ALDRIDGE and ED ANDREWS
Touring Redpath Chautauqua Circuit

RALPH DUNBAR, Gen. Mgr.

Apply Chicago Office

Eastern Office
Palace Theatre Bldg.

New York

HARRY WEBER, Gen. Rep.

VARIETY
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HOW THE ACTS ARE

BOY!

^i The Smashing

--aBo"

That

Hit

SOME

On

LYRIC!

EATING THIS

Setting 'Em All Wild

Is

Orchestrations in All Keys

Don't Wait

1—

'— l*IU-l

•*"

UP!
!

Wonderful Double Version

Pretty Baby!"

This

Ripe!!

It's

SWEET COOKIE MINE

Lyric by

Music by

JACK FROST

CLARENCE M JONES

CHORUS.

Verse

1st

was youn^, loved my lollipops,
To me they were a teat
loved my honey JAiri and choe'late drops
found a sweet more sweet.
Until

When

^tt

I

I

When

I

To

find a

name

And, Honey,

ever

I

|

i

i

Sweet Cook -ie;

knew

§3HE

rl

r

i

sweet enough for you;
found:
is what
Chorus.
i

U'|

i

J

e

j.

i

ii

\

sWel

}

^m

^m

I

yoa were on -ty wise you'd know the

)\]}

1 1 }

If

?

P-f

that's
this

I

ie.

m

m

1

I

'Cause you're the sweetest thing
And I've looked all around

J.

Sweet Cook -

;

1

J'

g
of,_

think- ing

i/et.ntfAwhal In>

to yoor

look

Sweet Cook- ie

love,

I

Mine.

Some

tunes

I

feel

I

could steal as

I

2nd Verse
I

loved sweet cookies since
And always got my n 1;

Sweet cookies always

And now
I've

I

that's

sort of

was

a lad,

made me

x\ad

i ?
t

know

my

called

I

they always will.
beaus some pretty names,

h-j

m

fall;

one that have saved for you,
'Cause it's the sweetest name of all:
Cho» ua.
this is

wmm

i

g

fe^M

1

3

i

true,

You should have seen them
But

f

I

didlongbe/ore.Wienl

stole

Mat cookies from behind the

pantry

door,

And someday soon
•

I

fed thai

1 11

steal just

one

•>

*

IT

WITH

it

SOPHIE TUCKER
on Keith Circuit

j
more"Sweet Cookie,"

undred other BIG
and REVUES

J

j

Sweet Cook-

HARRIS
MARIAN
H

i

^
r

j

ii

~i»J

n

Mine,

ie

w

DS\

j
Sweet Cook- ie

Mine._

When

.Mint.

1

pmti

ACTS

Novelty Ballad Success

Copyriffh*,MCMXVII.by ftu* KRoot
BriUfth Copyrtf
Socwotf

M

Greatest "Blues" Ever Written

AIN'T

^i

c
I •-

W
MUCH

Hil I

\

:lill

I

i

DS

A Co

High Grade Ballad Exquisite

WHEN

SHADOWS

AND NOBODY CARES FOR ME
»

NEW YORK

145

W.

45th St.

MCKINLEY MUSIC CO.

Grand Opera House

Bid...

CHICAGO

VARIETY
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B. F. Keith's
rises

Circuit

United Booking

General Executive Offices

Putnam Building

New

Offices

Times Square
York

(Agency)

A.

PAUL KEITH,

E. F. A1.BF.F, Vice-President

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK

President

General Booking Manager

and General Manager

Mr. Schenck Personally Interviews Artists Daily
Between 11 and 1

FOR BOOKING ADDRESS

S. K.

HODGDON

Palace Theatre Building

New York

Boston Office:

Chicago Office:.
North American Building
FRANK Q. DOYLE, in charge

Tremont Theatre Building

FRED MARDO,

in charge

t.

City

Acts laying off in Southern territory
wire this office.

PAUL DURAND

& Shea

Feiber

BOOKING
REPRESENTATIVE
PRODUCER and MANAGER
ARTISTS'

r

1493 Broadway
(Putnam Building)

New York

City

VAUDEVILLE ACTS
A Route of Forty (40) Weeks on the
U. B. O. and Orpheum Circuit
(Big Time Only)
guaranteed for the right kind of acts

BIJOU (Ralph Gilman, mgr.; agent, U. B.
O.).— Pictures. Fair.

BOWDOIN

Somerbee, mgr.

(Al

agent, U.
B. O.). A special feature bill, heavily advertised aa "A Spring Vaudevile Carnival,"
drawing capacity, with a fair net.
ST. JAMES (Joseph Brennan, mgr.; agent,
Pop. Good.
Loew).

—

;

—

GLOBE

Frank

Meagher, mgr.
agent.
— Pictures. Fair.
ORPHEUM (Victor
Morris, mgr.; agent,
Loew — Pop. Ex lent.
BCOLLAY OLYMPIA (James
McQulnness, mgr.). — Pop.
Good.
GORDON'S OLTMPIA (Frank Hookallo,
mgr.).—Pop. Big.

Loew)

(

;

.

J.

)

eel

.

J.

APPLY

NOW

PAUL DURAND

GIRLS

PALACE THEATRE BUILDING

NEW

YORK, N.

Y.

tt

D.

Sorlero,

with Brady's "The

Whip"

—

mgr.). Plofeatured In

heavy advertising at no Increase over regular
admission prices.

COLONIAL

(Charles J. Rich, mgr.).— Dark.
(B. D. Smith, mgr.).— Second
Highwayman" going surprisMonday nlgth was the date of
the 20th anniversary of the completion of tbe
score by Reginald De Koven, and he personally conducted the orchestra as a result.
MAJESTIC (E. D. Smith, mgr.).— The third
week of "The Crisis" Sim. Good.
PLYMOUTH (B. D. Smith, mgr.).— Now on
its
fourth oonsecuUve month to excellent

8HUBERT

of "The
ingly strong.

week

business.

GIRLS

HELLO GIRLS

WANTED— Youthful,
All

PARK (Thomas
tures,

GIRLS
ft

toed Look no Girls (Mediums and Ponies) for Chorus.
Top salary to toed el
wartrob* furnlthsd and rsllrosd fsrs psld to opening point.
Apply to LOUIS LESSER. MaBAfor.
Suit* 411. taloty Theatre Bldg.. 46th St. and Broadway. Now York.

GIRLS

I

GIRLS

GIRLS

VARIETY

wilum

fox circiit 1

1

OF THEATRES

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

WILLIAM FOX, President
Executive Office* 130

W«t 4Mb

St,

43

33

IVI

.

N«w York

President

JACK W. LOEB

General Executive Offices t
729

EDGAR ALLEN

SEVENTH

AVE., at Forty-ninth St

SIMMONS

M. D.

General Booking Manager
Personal inlerrUws with artists from 12 to

•,

or by appolataieat

ARTISTS

can secure long engagements by booking defect with

AO

FULLER'S VAUDEVILLE
AUSTRALIA

and

Dimeter,

New

NEW ZEALAND
BEN

FULLER

J.

aeeklage far fallowing sailings ant el aaa

MSeae*naM-^Jaae

«sm S
Aaeerlcan Becking Manager,

BIN.

J.

ROY

M

Wanting to Play

B. liURPICT

FULLER'S CHICAGO BOOKING DEFT.

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS' ASSOCIATION,

lit*

Middle-west and West Next Season

FLOOR,

On Good and
INDEPENDENT

CIRC U

Beet Small Time In the Per Weet.

Steady

far Navel

sailings ef cents

r

Harry Rickard's Tivoli Theatres, aStiaua
And AFFILIATED CIRCUITR INDIA sad

Got
HUGH McINTOSH,
Heal tas% TIVSLI THnATRg,
"HUamfAC." Sydaey
Man Tien
American RepreeenUUve NORMAN
JEFFERIE3

SPINGOLD

BesJ

week
—Lent
Night"

(B. D. Smith, mgr.).
of the Dolly Sisters In "His Bridal
Next Monday night
fair business.
the metropolitan premier of the A.
i

V

to

will

come

H. Woods'

"Mary's Ankles."

PARK 8QUARE

(Fred E. Wright, mgr.).—

of "Fair and Warmer" with
going big.
(Charles J. Rich, mgr.).— Last
week of "Treasure Island," which has been
doing excellently but has booking that preclude

The 17th week
business

still

HOLLIS

Its

Room

retention.

TREMONT (John B. Bchoeffel, mgr.).—
Grant Mitchell In "The Tailor-Made Man" on
Its 12th week to fair business.
This Is the
Cohan comedy that had Its first performance
here and was expected to go Into N«w Tork
after two weeks.
BOSTON OPERA HOUSE (Lawrence MoCarty. mgr.). Dark.
CASTLE SQUARE (John Craig, mgr.).—
Stock.
"Mr. Jubilee Drax," Horace Anneeley
detective

play,

American performance
John Craig In the title

was given
Tuesday

Its

night

DODD ACKERMAN

W.

V. M. A.
WESTERN U. B. O.

first

with

role.

COPLEY (George H. Pattee, mgr.).—"The
In the House" was produced by the
Henry Jewett English Players Monday to a
capacity house.
It was received with no es-

SCENIC STUDIOS,
140

West

he.

39th Street

New York

City

WINTER GARDEN
DECORATIONS
Passing Show of 1917
"THE MODERNISTIC STUDIO"
Phone

SSSf Greeley

pecial

favor,

CHICAGO ORPHEUM

although the real trouble laid

company, which did not have the
comedy In good shape. Is going tc
play through next week, at least.
CASINO (Charles Waldron, mgr.).— "The
Trocaderos," Waldron's stock burlesque, Is
donning up through the cold weather, and

New York

Booking Exclusively With

Angel

P.

Phone Bryant 2972

903

Palace Theatre Building,

—

Vachell's

by Appointment with

HARRY

An*

elaae acta.

WILBUR

Call

Fern

Jl THEATRE BUML, SAN FRAN
EXECUTIVE OFFICES—ALCAZAR

Can arrange frees three te five weeks between
Communicate by wire er letter.

Communicate or

VAUDEVILLE

I

Cens s c ntlve Werk

Consecutive Route

with

the
aesthetic

will probably play until the Howard closes.
(George E. Lothrop, mgr.).—
Strouse and Franklyn stock, using 24 girls,
playing to capacity, flanked with a good vaudeville bill.
Will play at least two weeks In
June.

HOWARD

BUFFALO.
BY W. B. mEPHAIf.
SHEA'S (Henry

Carr. mgr.).— Excellent bill
headed by Sylvester Schaefer, with Toby
Claude, well featured; Ward and Faye, open
neatly; Skating Venuses, good; Helen Page
and Co., fair; Klmberly and Arnold, big applause: Pay, Coleys « Fay, good.
OLYMPIC (Hruce Fowler, mgr.).— "The
Drcmn harden. " musical revue, headlining
nucccsafuny; Bohn A Bonn, exceptionally;
Grace Wesson, pleasing: Russell A Hughes,
well liked, and Martin Lynn, a hit.
LYRIC (Chas. Bowe, mgr.). Opening week

—

of Jack X. Lewis Players In "The Rosary." to
receptive houses; playing three a day.
Following, "Why Girls Leave Home."

ACADEMT (Jules
half: Kaptaln Kidder
Felix Haney, Willie
Canines.

Michael, mgr.).— F rat
Co.; Beck and Woods,
Mlssem A Co., Flint's

OAYETY (Richard Patten, mgr.).— Mollle
Williams and her big show heartily welcomed
again with exceptional recelpta.
The Academy,

LOS ANGELES

I

a

Buffalo,

ehlfts

to

assume

By GUY PRICE.
Al Nathan, one time manager of the _«*press, San Francisco, has succeeded Ben Collier as manager of the Superba.
Bill Jacobs Is hers as manager of the Kolb
Dill show, which Is breaking all previous
record for the comedians at ths Majestic.

summer stock June 4, the leads belnc Oreen
and Parker, Temple Quartet, Maurice Samuels
and Irma Vincent.

and

Virginia Irwin of Fred Irwin's "Big Show,"
now singing at Ruth's.

don

A

Is

Crystal

new

Beach opened May 20 with many

attractions.

The new

tem, now in effect on
Include this resort.

the

Identification Sys-

border, does

not

sum wss realised for the Home Oaropening day of Qulnn'e
the management giving the first day
proceeds to the movement.

Alii«vu

Huiubi',

lr4

committee the

Arthur Wenzel, one of Morosco's publlolty
men, has fully recovered from an affliction of
the no«e.
An operation put the smeller back
In

The AmerJran
Broadway

condition.

p.rc*:rc3«

the
biggest

at

nice

Rlalto,

Aufl!»c-f'jm. 1* />*?.• of the
events ever attempted here and Is
being attended by thousands from all over
ths States. May 23 to June 2.

Webb's Hawaiian Jass Band has been engaged for Erie Beach

Mnrmil* fiilH has returned from a motor
Jaunt through Southern California.

Ramsey Wallace and Lola May have retired
from the Morosco cart.
Photovllls has seemed to have oangnt on at

VARIETY
BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

44

WZudl

Bath,

wttfc

ud

at Siagte

Double

with

Beth,

W<

CMy

WEST 47TH STREET

114-16

wm.

j.

500 Housekeeping Apartments
Under

•

We

We

folke.

The Edmonds
Furnished Apartments

all

Urml

are the

theatrical

Jhe

supervieioa
of
"

direct

maintalnere ol houeekeeping hirnlahed Mlimiltl
This aloaa laaurao prom

are oa th* ground daily.

Ml Wat
A

to

4*re

Between 47th aad 41th Streets

NEW YORK

St.

BeflSla. D«

ARRANSED IN SUITES
SUIT
OP ONE, TWO AND TNREE
JUST COMPLETCO; ILCVATOa APARTMENTS ARRANSID
KITCHENS, KITCHENETTES AND VACUUM
TILIO SATH AND SHOWER.
SNOWtR. TILED
Tl
WITH TILEO
ROOMS.
MS. WITN
LUXURY KNOWN TO MODERN SCItNCE.
ITS EMBOOV EVERY
EV
THESE APARTMENTS
SYSTEM.
tIS.tt Us Wentiy; MJt.tt U» isSSMS

H

•It. 114

af

udfnnu

Ha

Wart

af

Is easa

THE DUPLEX

7ISI OM.

Slat St.

PSmh

SMM.

I aad 4
seta aad

NEW YORK CITY

aaf

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

wUJ

With Hot and Cold Running Water
TELEPHONE IN EVERY ROOM

fos

Ml Waat

43d

0«c

tt.at

u» wi

Street.

Now

ALL MODERN IMPROVEMENTS
SHOWER BATHS

PRICES

Yeffc

end

t.

FURNISHED APARTMENTS
323 West 43rd Street, NEW YORK CITY.

754-756

it

Strictly

HOTEL CONVENIENCES AT APARTMENT RATES

Now

(Fireproof)

PHILADELPHIA
ST. LOUIS, MO.
REOEUT HOTEL. 100 1. 14th Sirs**
HOsiR OF THE PROFESSION
walk to all Tbiatms

Fnra Mimtjtmm

Newest aad Flneet

sffwM.

THEATRICAL HOTEL

ROCHESTER,

Rooms

150

Reasonable rate a

to'

the

pro-

fssaloa.

Waahinf ton

between La Sails

St.,

St.

aad

aad adgr

N. Y.

THEATRICAL HEADQUARTERS

SEYMORE HOTEL

MM

Telephone

Chicago

Bryant 2M7

i

Furnished Apartments

I

Baths aad Continuous Hot Water
Larsa Rbama, |4 sad Up
aad I Raasa Apartmenta. 17 la IMS

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING
310 W. 48th St., New ork

Y

the Burbank
agement.

under

8.

48-50 South Ave.
JOHN A. DICKS, Prop.
SPECIAL RATES TO PROFESSION
York next week.
await his bidding.

and Rooms

Morton Cobn's man-

studio

Several

Is

running ss per usual

Howard
recent

Bcott

Is

In spite

Loewen Bros.

fast recuperating after his

voracious young man.

Frank Toro, whose famed spaghetti eating

properties

Corrlgan

around

Is

again

after

his

recent operation.

NEW ORLEANS.
BY

O.

SPANISH FORT

M. fASHTBJL.

city.

COLUMBIA

(Ernst

Boehrlnger,

J.

Dureau, for

is

M. Ash, the Shreveport impresario, glimAccording
the local boulevards Sunday.
to Ash. Wednesday of last week marked the
time when the politicians of his city showed
their actual strength. That day the telephone

ALAMO

(Will

Oueringer,

mgr.).—

company

notified subscribers that thereinafter

mgr.).— Jimmle

INERS

Brown's Revue.
tauter

:n

»:nKtrg ni the CaUilic;.

bark from

W. H. Clune withdrew "Shenandoah" after
one week at the Auditorium.

McCormlck

AKE-UP

with
Jimmle
Winehlll,
Brown's revue at the Alamo, are also appearing in the cabaret entertainment at the Cosmopolitan.

and

I

Frank

B.

Woods

Is

expected

home from New

secre-

Tabloid.

F-id

Art A^ord, the cowboy actor,
York.

years

med

Illness.

New

many

tary of the Flchtenberg enterprises, has resigned In order to accept a position with the
"Item." Dureau will aaslst R. E. Prltchard
in the motion picture department of the paper.
L.

(M. 8. Sloan, mgr.).—
Paolettl's Band and Dansant.
DIAMOND (R. M. Chlsolm, mgr.).— Pic-

Walter

Kattman,

the

Orpheum's

press

'

aad

witbeut private bath.
Canvenieat to All

#4 CC

*>5

Republicans would be placed on Republican
party lines and Democrats on Democratic
party lines. Ash admitted the change had not
hurt show business, adding that any change
was welcome nowadays, it mattered not hoW

much.
B. F. Brennan, the local booking agent, desired a course at an officers' training camp,
but would not subscribe to the conditions Imposed.
The officer In charge Informed Brennan that It would be necessary for him to
train for 90 days and at the end of that time
he would be told whether or not he was enThe officer's words
titled to a commission.
angered Brennan, for, as be wal«;Dd away, he
hotly replied: "Get this, bo! I'm a regular
agent, and you'll have to let me know whether
or not I am entitled to a commission right

place was known by thousands of artists and
managers, and who filed a petition In bankruptcy about a month ago, Has 111 and destitute at his home, 604 BL Patrick street, this

tures.

The Century

of the bankruptcy of the

who enlisted under the colors, has been
to bis desk by Uncle Samuel, the
Kattman came out
writer's dearest relative.
flat-footed, being a very precise, concise and
agent,

returned

Gaston

Jim

W

witJ| and without private hath.
and Maid Service.

LST

4 i
i;

Catering to the Comfort and Convenience of the Prefeaaion
Suitea, furniahed for heusekaesing, tfl BJ Hl
Rooms, with
tiflrip
0J0 U P
* V*
*

now!"

Fifth Ave.

Phone— Franklin

2D..KOOffl

7

T;[J k

UNDER

Electric Light, Teiepboaea

Dad's Theatrical Hotel

WASHINGTON
with bath.

105

fireproof,

JOHN MILBERG, Menager

CHI

THE PHOENIX
J^IiS
NEW MANAGEMENT

Ior

HOTEL

Bayant

GEORGE HIECEL. M*r

— ARTISTS

the rammer. Our property la located on lOlat BL, SO fart, from Central Park.
with elevator, electric light, and telephone lo eaoh SSSJMSMS
Gobi*
aJetely equipped for bnuaekeeplng.
Our achedule for apartmenta and rentala la aa follows:
4 Reoew. seeeMmeSarlaf 4 aeoele, $11.00 Weakly: t Reams, aeeommodatlM t aeeele. 112.0* Weekly;
aetata. tlf.OO Weekly.
• Rsene. aeoeemedarlef
Saeafal rate* far trasses.
Office on Premise.. 14 Waat ltlat St..
York City
Tel. 5026 Riverside

with SS

el

Hica-deae Fureiehed

Up

St

STREET AND CENTRAL PARK WEST.

modern and

are

A CALL WILL
CONVINCE YOU

EIGHTH AVENUE

Catering to tho comfort aad convenience of the

Heat aad Electric Ufhta

Oar building*

WEEKLY

P. iMSSMSSSSj

jta«

ATTENTION

NEW

EVERYTHING

$330, $4.00, $450

C AFt AND RESTAURANT
O-jo*

101st

Street end 9th

NEW BUILDING

HIM) Up Wi

Privets Bath, S-4 Rooms.

4241

Telephone 1M2 Bryant
t.

tiled

A(ry

MEN

Avenue
TWO BLOCKS WEST OF BROADWAY

Northwe-st Corner

Mm
af

EIGHTH AVENUE

Each

DANI

TZ

at

in

tlttt Ui Weatlv.

IRVINGTON HALL
tt SSI

uirniati

Ui Weakta

i. at

PIMM) SMM SjMSSl

MM) IIS West 4ttt ML

raaaad^La

M mm

far

am4 Poena

HENRI COURT

YANDIS COURT
ntt

EIGHTH AVENUE

776-78.80

HILDONA COURT
tM

TO Til

CATERING EXCLUSIVELY TO THE PROFESSION

EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS

lLL *BUILDINGS

CITY

7831

wttti ruck of stomata! Mis)
Located te the btvt ol

sf tks ktttsr diss,

(

NEW YORK

-am

-t. Ill

NHY

<

MIM

K.

*t*c.

PHfsJtMLMIA, PA
KEITH'S

(H. T. Jordan, mgr. ) .—Comedy
and music ran right through the entire bill
this week.
Even tha clown dug with Herbert's act, which opened the show, did hit
"bit," for a laugh.
It was a heavy-looking
bill on paper, 'but it was well laid out and
struck an even balance. The dogs, with their
setting, gave the bill a nice start and won
some applause on appearance alone, which is
a strong feature of this act. George Skipper
and Myrtle Kastrup did very nicely with
their mixture of comedy and character songs
with a dancing finish. They get a neat bit
out of the "dope" number, and their eccentric
stepping gives them a good finish.
Sammy
Weston and Sidney Clare also dance. They
do a bit of singing, too, but It is their dancThere
ing that carries these boys along.
was a question about how Raymond and
Caverley, who are known as a German act,
would get along In the face of the International situation, but the boys really pulled
While the audience was readrfurprise hit.
ing the signs on the comedy drop, the orchestra played "The Marseillaise" and tha
comedians have modified their make-up so
that they are working almost straight. They
do their tangle talk in broken German, and
it got over Just as big as ever, the boys getting plenty of laughs for their talk and par"The
odies and finishing to a big hand.
Bride Shop" with Andrew Tombes in the
principal comedy roW ^rns or.r of the big
laughing hits. This ranks as one of the very
best of the tabloids played here, and tt went
just as well as it did two seasons ago, although the supporting cast Is not as strong
as with Lola Wentworth in the principal famale role. Tombes is a clever funmaker of
the Dan Daly type, making his points count.
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VARIETY

AND

CO
A NEW COMEDY NOVELTY

IN "ONE"

M

ft

A SATIRE ON THE HAT CHECKING NUISANCE OF OUR LARGE CAFES.
Exclusive Songs and Original Dances.
TLie

"GANZY TWINS"

(the dance of the

two old men with poses)

After a successful season in the west, booked
for an early New York appearance.

NOW.

is

Mr. Ray's original

produced by him eight years

ago..

ION,

.

I

B. F. Keith's

idea,

Palace Theatre, 2d

Week

In the Miniature Musical Globe Trot

"The

On

Girl

"VaudevilU'a smartest
Personal Direction.

GEORGE OBRIE.N

little

of

ATTENTION!

HALT!

IVY

the Magazine," with

To the ROYAL THEATRE,

SAWYER

review"

HARRY WLBER

OFFICE

LOOK!

MARCH

NEW YORK, NEXT WEEK

(June

4)

JACK

/

AND
In a

New Act

Entitled

Exclusive

Special Scenery.

"A

MANHATTAN NIGHT"

Wardrobe by Mme.

By

Francis.

HERBERT MOORE

THE BEAUTIFUL BROADWAY STAR

MISS DOROTHY JARDON
IS

FEATURING

i

"THE TRENCH SONG OF THE ALLIES"
a.

KEEP THE HOME COMEFIRES BURNING
(TILL

THE BOYS

HOME)"

WORDS BY LENA GUILBERT FORD

MUSIC BY IVOR NOVELLO

PUBLISHED FOR LOW, MEDIUM AND HIGH VOICES

CHAPPELL &

CO.,

Ltd.,

ORCHESTRATIONS IN ALL KEYS

41 East 34th

Street,

NEW YORK

VARIBTY
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Taa
foil la Basil Lynn.
not Is nfosly dressed and the lingerie Bomber, which Is a corking good bit. Is well
handled.
It la some time since James B.
Donovan first road "hotel rules" out of
menu, but they got a lot of laughs out of
Donovan hasn't
the Chestnut Street crowd.
changed a great deal, can "111 put an Ir'.sb
story over and baa a clever partner In Marie
act
a
Lee, who gives the
big finish with
a bit ob aa Irish reel. They are doing the
kind of an act which helped to make the old
variety bills, and were a good-slxed applause

and has an eleelleat

FENTON and

GREEN'S
| Puzzle Contest

RULES
Ten

puzzle pictures, each representing a standard act or a well-known
vaudeville agent. First of the series

next week.
1—Only

replies after each issue will be considered.
Two or more solutions are
void.

2— Send

all

answers to Fenton and Green,

care of VARIETY, New York.
3—Open to all branches of the profession.
The one sending correct name to each
picture will be the lucky one. If more than
one correct solution received, same will be
announced and a method agreeable to all
interested will be used to decide the winner.

hit here.
Wilfred Clarke has another one
of those rapid-fire farces 1b "Who Owns ihe

Flat ?" the vehicle running oa hfcB speed
It's a broad faros well played
all the time.
and with the situations changing so rapidly
Clarke, as
that It keeps the laugha going.
The big applause
usual, la well supported.
hit of the bill were Maud Lambert and Ernest R. Ball. They have a good lot of songs
and Ernie Ball Is alwara worth listening to
at the piano, for hs works In a free and easy
Miss
sort of way that makes him solid.
Lambert, who hasn't been board here for

some time, was In excellent voles, makes a
dandy appearance and shared the honors of a
big hit. "The California Boys' Band." an educational Institution from the Pacific Coast,
furnished a very showy closing number. The
boys do some tumbling and fancy marching
along with their music, earning a liberal rec-

The Pathe Weekly Mews Pictures
ognition.
added their usual series to the bill.

NIXON'S GRAND OPERA HOUSE (W.

The
A CUfclf T
BOGKBD SOLD

NELLIE

ORBEN and DIXIE
as

LOEW

Southern Songs and Dances

TIME

EDDIE BORDEN
by -SIR-

JAMES

A.

DWYER

Direction,

Tims";

Nellie Allen; Plerlot

A

Schofeld,

and

"Holiday

Archie s Gertie Falls

(F. D. Nlxoa-Nlrdllager, mgr.).—
la Dixie," by a oomneny of ten

NORMAN JEFFERIES

colored comedians, singers and dancers, la
feature of thla week's bill. Others are:

Us

WILSON
DICK

and

ADA

SID

BILLY

VINCENT-CARTER
"The Chap from England"
Playing for W. V. M. A.

STEWART
OFFERING

ED.

A LITTLE BIT OF
EVERYTHING
N. V. A.

"The Maid from America"

REYNARD

F.

MLLE. BIANCA

BIAICA ED. F. REYNARD

Mile.

HOUDINI
A

NUMBER

KAR

VARIETY. New York)

'

"KAR- MI GETS

THE
HALLWAY"
SMt
-©•"-WaewiagT

Nsssjajr

Is

The most gorgeous and astounding

Yea.

mm

equilibnstic novelty ever conceived by brain of
all over the Western Vaudeville Managers'
Ass?'
ciation Circuits.

This act has been a positive sensstion

BOOKED SOLID W.

HE IS NOW PLAYING RETURN DATES
WHICH SHOWS

~--

I

THE WORLD'S INCOMPARABLE

IN

THEM

THE EAST.

IN"

V. M. A.

NOW TOURING ACKERMAN AND

VAUDEVILLE'S GREATEST
ILLUSIONIST SAYS:
(Address

Vsatrllssjvlst wltk a Prosluettssi

AND
"IN

-

Tke

THE BHMINVnVE PAIR

KARMICRAPH

PRINCE

HOLMES & DUDLEY

Direction,

with a

'

HARRY WEBER

D.

—

WATCH US

T-

HORWITZ

J.

Morton,
a wellWegefarth, mgr.). Ed.
known Pblladelphlan and popular ballad
Others
singer, headlines the bill thla week.
are: Mosher, Hayes At Mosher; Daniels A
Conrad; B. E. Clive 4 Co. In "One Good

NIXON

O'CONNOR
LESTER JACOBS
J. J.

ARTHUR

JACK

motion pictures.

Judges:

tftMTY

sVfUtlGsVL

CIRCUIT

HARRIS TIME

THE FAYNIS

Rsilaais Pratasslesal

Francis X. Henoessy
w^ ? ,p,f •wt^1 «»»•

THE ARTISTS WITH A SUPREME OPPUUNO
JACK PLYMM

IrUe

fctfr*a>

FII

M

'

ttes Dsmmt. tMtab
Oaaeer, VUllnltt (Ms.
TMtSv, Play Parts.

slelss)

Leo Beers: Booth

MAGGIE CASEY
LE CLAIR
•

The natural

Irish

Lady

in her Celtic

Comeallyes, Wit, Humor and Stories
of the Emerald Isle.

At Liberty For Next Season
Address

-

VARIETY, CHICAGO

A Leaader; Bront S

122

and Hal Pine

film

features:

"The Double Cross/

FEET
OF
COMIC

OPERA

1

posed of Philadelpblans, is the head liner for
a special Memorial Week bill, surrounded with
a strong bill of vaudeville acts and motion
plcturea.

KEYSTONE

(M.

W.

Taylor, mgr.).— Joe
la the chief of-

Doganny"s Lunatio Bakers

Others are: Inglls A Reauing Mark
Linden A Co., In a one-act playlet
Barry,
NelHon 4 Barry; Amerlo; Schaen A Burt;
motion pictures.
GLOBE (Babloskey A McOulrk. mgr*.)
There is a special musical comedy bill this
week with three big offerings.
'The Night
Clerk" is the headllner.
Others are: "The
Show Olrl Revue," "Btoryland," Rlalto A Co.,
fering.

;

:

—

Irene

Law and

others.
(O.

WILLIAM PENN

FIVE

seats kMp this addrm:
M Ave.. New Vera. N. Y.

Aid-

"Her Final Payment";
and "Railroad Raiders."
COLONIAL (H. A. Smith, mgr.).— "Maids
in Phllly," a breeiy musical comedy com-

well;

W.

Metzel,

mgr.).—

GRACE HAZARD

Plrat half: Charlie
in

Howard, Margaret Taylor

"A Happy Combination,"

headlines.
Others: Hamilton A Barnes; Bolger Bros.
Big. Frans Troupe, and motion
plcturea.
Last half: Mot Daniels A Co. In
;

"The Rising Generation," surrounded by a
strong vaudeville bill, and moving plcturea.

CROSS KEYS (Sabloakey A McOulrk,
mgrs.). First half: "A Dream of the Orient"
headlines.
Others: Willie Solar; Ollmore,
Payton A Co.; Sullivan A Mason; Edna Luby;
Walter Baker A Co. Last half: "The Honey mooners," and a big vaudeville bill.

—

BROADWAY (Joseph Cohen, mgr.).— "The
Naughty Princess" headlines the first half
with the following acts Burns A Qulnn Potter, Hartwell A Co.
Last half: J. C. Mack
A Co. in "Mother Goose" headlines. Others
are: Billy Bouncer A Co. and others.
•

:

FIVE

FEET
Hear
Sing
OF
"You've Got to be American to Feel That Way" g?^

—

.

VARIETY
r
ALWAYS TO THEWITH
NOVEL.

One

A

ten-word teleon the first
spring day:
"Send B. V. D.
C.O.D. I\ D. Q."

warm

IDEAS.

OVER A SMASHING
HIT ON THE l/.B.O.
Bid COURSE.

had

the finest, earnest boys

we

over

away

in

Memiihls laat

the

A WORD. DOGS
I.<avin,i

llo didn't get

that

lie

i

has gone wo

feel

will give

did.

him

MAY
la

half.

folk*

can recom-

1

mend

place

this

highly.

a chance.

BEARD

HIS SOUL REST IN PEACE

OSWALD.
weeieUle KsmsI
let*.

our sincere prayer.

"The Party from

X>iRBCTtoN

OF -T^A/V/C

IS

IV

£VA.Isr*S

Personal Direction,

Representative,

Warning

THE ROOT OF ALL EVIL

NOLAN

ACCORDIONIST and SINGER
Direction,

BESSIE ROYAL

Laws,

Jim and Marlon Harklna: We were on the
with IloluVu and Ilerron.
They sure are good
Hoi*- Tujlor and
Joying

Jtciiards to Gertie

Loew Time.

trip.

.

OR "OUD

Is a thing of the

Et>wARD DARL.ING
g-ottlob couuo
my waa cartoons

3how£

Walter Wtatns

"WlfHrl

wv%

Cilia 13loov*s

HoxAStS

responsible

ALLEN

^D

hi

dently not been over here since
the war began. If he had, he
wouldn't write such silly stuff.
for

JENKS

CONRAD

for

"PRAY FOR THE
LIGHTS TO GO OUT" has evisong

We're prsying

LEVY.

Eddie and Birdie

Fred Daprez Says:
is

U

MARK

Direction,

"Mr. Manhattan"
Whoever

have

SINGING.

SEZ

Pantages Time.

3er\t foiHH twAlfcWilton.

Vaudeville Classic

'em to go

up.

??????

.

"The Singing Spendthrift."

S** CMALKOLOGIST

Jack Inglls read our ads?
Arthur Havel'
Playmate?
The bag Walter Qlmble gave Aleen?
The money Harry C. Green won on horaes?
Charlie Van pay for pool?
The aame goee for Paul Nolan. Harry C. Green.
Joe Graham. Harry C. Green, Jack Eady. Harry C.
Green, Jack Conway and Harry C. Green.
And If you did so. WELL

Coa

t

PUBLISHERS have ORGANIZED.
FIFTEEN -DOLLAR BALLAD is
Now NON-PRODUCTIVE, Aaltwere—
HARRY "SNAPPY" SYDELL

MY

of holoime T
In the Forest Fire?

*&rs>

Well, the
and the

*«EW^RDMARS/1aLL|

the

LEVY.

ACROBATS

their

AN' Y

in

SOr^EWHCAft OH BftOADvwVT.
I AM
OOINOBIT.

DID YOU EVER SEE

PAST.

DISCARDED

also

Qrt.ORY*

THESE APPLAUSE-LESS
Mid-west houses vo
Soon ax plaving-

ED.

MM BAERWITZ "ftfti

E.

IN

CONRAD

"RUBE-ISM"
BOOKED SOLID
ON THE

LOEW TIME

\

RICKARDS
AUSTRALIAN

BILLY

TOUR

Newel I

Ar*
4>
^

RUSSEL and
DAVIS MOST
MmY
ELSA

Circuits.

6

CaptAvrvo

MARK

Direction.

WITHOUT The "5.S.M B."

JOE LAURIE and
ALEEH BRONSON

sKouj •suJi/wfsj
OJtrncu

Rush|ng to Rehearsal

AT *l OTIC

MARINELLI

E^olsS

In

"Aa

a.

licit 5

oT

and Vincent Van Dyke.

Stopping-

Orphaum

Keep Off

Worth Wayten 4

bill

Arnold and yourselves are en-

your SoutlitTii

F

Playing U. B. O. and

for

I

!

fully

Heinle Smith, Mgr.

scb

COLE,

Write

'

fel-

lows.

or, &c.o.

Henry Fray eat the piece
Fred Lewie play the heavy

!

protected by Copyright
also VARIETY'S Protective
Material Department.
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THE BRADS

Direction, H. B.

title

Pirates

THE LUCKY—LIKABLE—LIVELY

DUO

"hull." Just "gratitude.'

booklet

JEFFERIES

I

Our

TO A PROSPEROUS COMING SEASON

that is
tho
question."

I.

1S

SIMON AGENCY

LOOKING FORWARD

not to bo

NORMAN

8—This
••bull"

from a

ti.n

Jim and Marian Harkins

PETE MACK

Western

ALWAYS WORKING

WORRY

L.

the South"
Eastern
Represen t a ti ve,

.f*S^,^!«»li

-ttras

ln'i-o

a

your

leave you
«>
n.U...

to

Ix-hliid.

euro he will set a square

BEFKUEE. who

and

ever

If

havo

now

ltaw

weeks

if

>ear

a chanee lu this country; but

deal before the Heal

Waodsldn

KiTineli In a couplo

LES DARCY

BILLY

"PUTTINQ"

of

lUeaaurc of knowing passed
His name,
week.

gram

"FORE"
OtKMMAU AMD

BLACKFACE

EDDIE ROSS
Nail O'Brien Minstrels

Both

le-17

New York

Permanent Address, VARIETY,

feet in

PAULINE

the water
bucket

MmJb
"JOT tIDCit

W.

V. M. A.
%m4 U. B. O.

Umpire,

SAXON

last

week

•AVt

An

Idol I cherished

tered

My

PETE MACK

today—

spirit

Is

all

was shatIn oonfu-

alon;

simply

I

can't

live

without

faith,
I

HOWARD

CHARLIE

mmmm>

LANGFORD

Jbtranc gf«* Op
VttsAviuvv

Address FRIARS' CLUB,
New York.

OlftUaa.

WORM AM jRP*

Direction, Chamberlain Brc

HOWARD
Management,

MAX HART

M-.

vu

must

try to discover another Illusion.

STEWART and DOWNING CO.
A NEW ACT

SECOND SERIES
Copyrighted and Protected by

VARIETY

The Slim Jim

MARTY1
Vane*

and

Kenny - La France

FLORENCE

.lie's

Vaudeville's

LEST YE FORGET

Premier

Dancers

of

Vaudeville

CHAS.

F.

SEMON

Playing U. B. O. Time

2 of the beat.

NOW PLAYING LOEW TIME

V

Representative,

FRANK EVANS

VARIETY

z

The Greatest Novelty Ballad of the

(WeUs-Bryan- Weston)
Just a faint touch of patriotism written to the most marvellous melody imaginable

CHORUS

VERSE

Joan of Arc, Joan of Arc,

While you are sleeping, your France is weeping,
Wake from your dreams, Maid of France.
Her heart is bleeding, are you unheeding?
Come with the flame in your glance;
Through the Gates of Heaven with your sword in your hand
Come your legions to command.

Do your

eyes from the skies see the foe?
Don't you see the drooping Fleur-de-lis?
Can't you hear the tears of Normandy?
Joan of Arc, Joan of Arc,
Let your spirit guide us through;
Come lead your France to victory
Joan of Arc, they are calling you!

WATERSON, BERLIN & SNYDER
STRAND THEATRE

CHICAGO
81-83-85 Randolph St.

FRANK CLARK

BLDG., 47TH ST.

AND BROADWAY, NEW YORK

BOSTON
MAX WINSLOW,

Manager

220 Tremont Street

DON RAMSEY

TEN CENTS

VARIETY

m-mwwk

M U

EGAN and WHITING'S
NEW SONG

.

•

i

'

?»

.

•

VOCAL
"FOR YOU A ROSE"

Cobb-Edwards

"ITS TIME FOR EVERY BOY TO BE
"SINBAD WAS IN BAD"

A SOLDIER"

"SOMEWHERE ON BROADWAY'
"IF YOU EVER GET LONELY"
"SHE'S DIXIE ALL THE TIME"
"WHERE THE BLACK EYED SUSANS GROW"
"THERE'S EGYPT IN YOUR DREAMY EYES"
"I CAN HEAR THE UKALELES CALLING ME"
"THE BOMBA SHAY'
"AIN'T YOU COMING BACK TO DIXIELAND?"
"THE SWEETEST GIRL IN TENNESSEE"
"YOU'RE A GREAT BIG LONESOME BABY'
"ALONG THE WAY TO WAIKIKI"
INSTRUMENTAL
"POZZO"

Bryan-Tierney
Murphy-Carroll
Murphy-Carroll
Kahn-Marshall
Bryan-Tierney
Radford- Whiting
Vincent-Paley

Lewis-Creamer-Layton
Egan- Whiting
Murphy-Carroll
Kahn-Cooke- Whiting

Kahn-Van Alstyne

Fox Trot
Waltz
Fox Trot
Waltz

"WHISPERING HEARTS"
"TIDDLE-DE-WINKS"
"SANS TOI (WITHOUT THEE)"

/

Brown-Spencer

Vincent Rose
S. S.

Aronson

Melville Morris

Anita

Owen

PUBLISHED BY

Majestic Theatre Bldg., Chicago
228 Tremont St., Boston

JEROME
219

H.

REMICK &

West 46th

St.,

West Fort St., Detroit
906 Market St., San Francisco

CO.
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WILL LEASE TWO THEATERS.
Two

"BLACKLISTED" ACTS TAKEN UP

AFTER OTHERS ARE PLACED

Broadway theatres, H suitable
to A. H. Woods, will be leased by him
for next season. Mr. Woods made offers for the Cort and Fulton, but could
secure neither. The Fulton could havesecured

V.

P. A. "Beefsteak" Monday Night Turned into Meeting
When "Blacklist" Is Discutsed for First Time. Field Day
This Summer witlj Artists and Managers Participating.

M.

The first official discussion of the
standing of the "blacklist" by the members of the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association occurred Monday
night at Castle Cave, when the managers met for* a beefsteak dinner.
There were 28 managers present.
It was
decided "blacklisted" acts
should be engaged after all other
had first been placed, giving,
acts
"the acts that stuck" (as one manager expressed it) the preference over
all others. After the first choice are to
come those acts that took no sides in
the late White Rats activity, and following, if V. M. P. A. managers re-

the late White Rat society to make
the changes. It was said that one artist,
formerly of a team which had been
placed on the blacklist for "walking
out," had become a vaudeville booking

agent

material, acts on the
blacklist may be selected.
Instructions were issued
to Pat
Casey to prepare and furnish to each
V. M. P. A. booking management a
list of the preferred turns.
No positive information could be
obtained from a V. M. P. A. manager
when, in his opinion, the conditions as
laid down would open up the vaudeville market for the blacklisted turns.
One manager stated the term "acts
turns that
that stuck" meant those
were in theatres where a strike was
He said
called and refused to leave.
there was no reason meanwhile why
manM.
P.
A.
desired
by
V.
acts not

further

agers at oresent should not appear in
theatres of managements not members
of the V. M. P. A., although it is understood that at the same meeting

Monday night, it was proposed and
adopted that managers outside the V.
M. P. A. should not be allowed to
engage any "V. M. P. A. acts."
The "beefsteak" was arranged for a
social gathering and was accidentally
turned into a business meeting, replacing the regular monthly meeting duo
for Tuesday, which was passed by.
A managers' committee was appointed to confer with the National Vaudeville Artists for a field day during thc^
summer, to be given under the auspices
of both organizations.
The managers before adjourning appointed a representative to cover ccrdc^ciherl rfUtrirfs. to report to
tr.in
the association, the names of artists or
acts that had changed their names and
material, to avoid detection as a blackTt was stated at the meetlisted turn.
ing many acts now on the blacklist
had been advised by former leaders of

Hudson River town.

in a

NEW WESTERN

'

quire

PRICE TEN CENTS

1917

8,

j

from

yearly

Woods

$40,000.

The Woods office has a superfluity
of what they believe are "runs" for
the start of the new season.
Woods'
latest "Potash & Perlmutter" for the
Eltinge, "Peter Ibbetson" at the Republic.

The "Ibbettson"

play,

drawing

$11,600 last week, will

close June 16,

reopening in August.
Besides will be the

Sam Shipman

piece,

"The Target," soon,

to

be pre-

shown, "Scrap of Paper,"
with Robert Hilliard. "Eyes of Youth,"
with Marjorie Rambeau, and one or
liminarily

two other

CIRCUIT.

Seattle, June 6.
here this week after a
tour of eastern sections,

Returning

$35,000

and the Cort,

in early prospect.

ANDERSON STARRING HELD.

which

The next starring tour of Anna Held
be under the management of
George M. Anderson, it is said, who
will present the French star in a musi-

in

cal production.

two-month
Eugene Levy announced the formaof a new popular-priced circuit

tion

will have a chain of 33 houses
the west and the middle-west.
The affiliations arranged will include
the Affiliated Booking Corporation of
Chicago, Bert Levy of* San Francisco,
Phil Levy of Butte, S. Morton Cohn at

Los Angeles, and

Eugene

Levy

will

Miss Held recently finished a tour
under the Shubert management, in
"Follow Me," a musical concoction
that met with no marked financial suc-

at

cess.

B.

BERLIN'S

Seattle.

Bookings
C.

offices

will

in

start

from the A.

Chicago.

words and

ELTINGE'S SKETCH PLAYED.
Chicago, June 6.
"Her Grace, the Vamp," the vaudeville playlet written by Julian Eltinge
and tried out here several weeks ago,
is now playing in the east with Jane

Oaker featured. There are five characters concerned.
The locale of the sketch is an open
air picture studio in California, when
that industrv was young.
Miss Oaker is remaining with the
playlet,

which

will be

booked by Wil-

One." as

WALKING TO THE COAST.
through his patriotic principles in
boosting the Nation by lectures en
route on numerous walks from Coast
to Coast, started June 6 from the Citv
Hall, New York, on an overland "hike"
to San Francisco.

Upon the conclusion of his present
walk, he plans to return to vaudeville
as a rube monologist.
IN

"MAN PAYS."

Helen Ware has been selected for
the starring role of Sam Shipman's
latest

play,

"The Man Pays."

be produced for a

reported at
of

staged by Cohan

&

ROUTED WITHOUT PLAY.
Walker Whiteside has three plays
under consideration for production
next season.
Just which one of the
three it will be has not been definitely
settled upon as yet. but a route has
been laid out for the star in any one
of the trio that he cares to appear in.

BALKED AT COAST TRIP.

Frank S. Colburn, known as "Uncle
Sam" and "The Yankee Tourist,"

HELEN WARE

work on
"The Beautiful
the musical show is to be
is

music

called.
It will be elaborately
Harris in the fall.

Morris.

liam

COHAN & HARRIS SHOW.

Irving Berlin

fall

showing.

It

will

Chicago, June 6.
"Vcrv Good Eddie" started coastward Sundav night with the first stop
Omaha. Although it was known that
one or two of the company would not

LETTING STUDEBAKER GO.
Chicago, June

6.

The Studebaker, which

for several
subleased from the

been
Erlanger offices by Joffcs,
Schaefer and has been the
home of feature films during most of
that time, is not to be retained by the
J-L-S firm when its lease expires Sept.
1 next and will revert to the owners of

years

has

Klaw

&
&

Linick

the property.
Until the expiration of the leasehold
Jones, Linick & Schaefer will continue
the showing of big pictures there, planning "The Submarine Eye" as one of
the summer's screen novelties.

New York

Tuesday, Aaron Jones
had made every effort to
house a winner but the
neighborhood (out of the Loop and
on the lake front) is against it as a picIn

said his firm

make

the

ture lure.
Several pictures have made money
there but the film tenancy has not
panned out as profitably, owing to the
big rental.

USING PARKS FOR SOLDIERS.
Chicago, June 6.
Fair and park agencies are calling in
traveling representatives, upon
the advance tips that the government
is likely to take over parks for the
training of troops.
The agencies face a big loss. They
nave had men on the road from January to September, but the main loss
is liable to come because of the reported wholesale cancellations from the
fairs and park people.
their

Allentown, June

6.

The grounds

of the state fair associatiog here have been taken over by the
Government for the purposes of mobilizing the medical units for the U. S.

Army

service.

SAHARET REPORTED MARRIED.
Saharet and Maxim P. Lowe are
reported to have been married June 1,
No place for the ceremony was named.

Lowe informed some

of his friends Sat-

to

urdav of the marriage.
£
Saharet was formerlv the wife of Ike
Rose and became well known on the
continent as a dancer under Rose's
management. During the past season
she appeared in a vaudeville production managed by Lowe, who staged the
act shortly after leaving the H. B.
Marinelli agency, where he had been

whom come

for

make

the trip, the majority of the cast
suddenly decided not to go. giving as
a reason they needed a vacation after
appearing steadilv for 10 months.
Dave Hennett arrived here last week

most of
rehearse new members
from the No. 2 'Eddie."
Those who withdrew ire Ernest
Trriu .mil his wife fTulia AfillsV Alice
Dovey (soon to wed lack Hazzard),
Oscar Shaw and probablv Ada Lewis.
Georgie Mack took Treux's role, Florence Earle and Edna Bates, from the
second company, joined the show.

some

years.

CHICAGO MANAGERS INVEST.
Chicago, June 6.
of the United
Theatrical Association voted to invest
$100,000 in Liberty bonds at their

The Chicago

local

weekly meeting on

May

31.

CABLES
"THREE CHEERS" HERE.

ENGLISH FILMS.

Paris,

May

20.

The Olympia proposes playing

four

days weekly this summer, giving two
daily.
As nine performances
only per week are still permitted by
the authorities, Barrett-Volterra and
company will be within the margin. As

shows

to salaries, this clause is under discussion, and it remains for the artists to

know whether he
days' pay, or five

have

this

going to get four
or eight. He should
is

query fully explained

in

all

contracts.

The Alhambra is presenting a new
lion act, owned by De Weil, the first
wild animal number seen in Paris since
the outbreak of war. The house may
possibly close for July and part of
August, the same as all the large legitimate theatres. If the present propitious weather continues the af fresco
season will be the best since 1913, the
resorts to run being Ambassadeurs, Alcazar d'Ete, Marigny and Luna Park.

The Comedie Francaise in producing
"Les Noces d'Argent," Paul Geraldo's
Jkst big piece, heralded an important
play, has not registered the success anticipated. The portrayal of the ingrati-

tude of children is insipid, though to a
The Course aux
certain degree true.
Flambeaux treated the subject )n a
more interesting manner. It is natural
young folks should create a home of
their own as soon as they are able to
swim for themselves. That is life^ and
parents who feel the pangs of solitude
did exactly the same when young. But
there are many sons, and particularly
daughters, who remain faithful and respectful to the old ties up to the end.
even after having a new family around
them. Indeed the new family is often
a balm "to the old people in their de-

Those who understand
nature and can practice the art
find solace in
grandparents
being
of
"Les Noces
this natural order of life.
d'Argent" (The Silver Wedding) is not
a true study. The parents in this poor
comedy are too exacting; the son is a
puppy, while the daughter remains a
Such people exist, but we
flapper.
don't seek their company even in the
clining years.

human

theatre, especially at

war

onstrations and supposed communications with the departed.

cided the health of a relative, when not
desperately serious, is not sufficient excuse for non-fulfillment of a contract
by an actor. Hertz, who admitted he
owed 13,864.70 francs (to be exact) for
the tour already made, won the case
on payment of that amount.

Tane Marnac, a clever French vaude-

comedienne,
York next winter.

ville

is

booked for

New

has concluded its
Shaftesbury and Harry
Lauder goes to France to entertain the
soldiers.
Later on he returns to the

babies by scientific methods, and featuring Mrs. H. B. Irving, will shortly
be shown.
"Intolerance" is failing to draw at

AUTHORS
The

IN

NEXT HIP SHOW.
London, June

6.

May

is taking a holiday
temporarily replaced in the cast
of "Zig Zag" at the Hippodrome by
Lillian Major.
Albert
deCourville
has
secujed
George Robey for the next revue at
the Hip, to be produced some time
"Zig Zag" is still
after Christmas.
going strong.

The
thor,

Beecham

of several plays,
died May 29 of septic poisoning, con-:
tracted while nursing wounded soldiers.

REVIVAL REOPENS NEW THEATRE.

Kurton, Allan Aynesworth and Dion
Boucicault in the leading parts.

Haymarket, has been
bookform by Methuen.

KILLED.

London, June

6.

Captain Oliphant Down was killed
in France.
He was the author of "The
Maker of Dreams," and other plays
and had done splendid work at the

6.

published

DOWN

CAPT. OLIPHANT

Terry's, successful comedy,
Post," now running at the

Harold

6.

theatre reopens June 9 with
a revival of "Hfs Excellency the Governor," with Irene Van Brugh, Peggy

opened a highly successful season at
Drury Lane, May 30, which has already
been extended.

"General

London, June

The New

London, June 6.
Opera
Company

"General Post" in Bookform.
London, June

29.

Lady Lever, author

is

The

6.

Rev. Forbes Phillips, Vicar of
Gorleston, author of many plays under
the name of Athol Forbes, died here

Shirley Kellogg

and

The Marigny has been taken by Hero

subject

DIE.
London, June

Philharmonic Hall.

October.

for the summer months, and will have
a series of local stars during the season, including Max Dearly, Dranem,
Polaire. Louise Balthy. Mistfnguett and
Signoret. Hero was formerly manager
of the Scala music hall and collaborator
with P. Flers for revues given by Bannel at the Folies Bergere.

the

J. L. Sacks is going to America to
arrange for the production of "Three,
Cheers" there and to endeavor to secure an American production for London for the autumn.

BEECHAM SEASON EXTENDED.
Falot, chansonnier, who has a cabaret, Pie qui Chante, has commissioned
Rip to write a revue for next season,
and engaged Louise Balthy for the
lead.
The same author is also making
another revue for the Capucines for

at

varieties.

the object of instructing
proper attention to
in the

ROBEY

6.

"Three Cheers"

run

with

film,

mothers
Lucien Guitry claimed 17,886 francs
from Hertz for expenses of a theatrical
tour in Switzerland, Italy, Spain and
Portugal, terminating with the French
provinces in 1916-17. His wife, Jeanne
Guitry, was taken ill in Bordeaux, causing a delay and the return of the company to Paris. The courts have de-

London, June

London, June 6.
An economy food propaganda film,
featuring Gerald DuMaurier, Matheson
Lang, Norman McKinnell, Renee Kelly
and Kate Rorke,. entitled "Everybody's
Business," will be released June 11.
"Motherhood," another propaganda

front,

receiving

the

military

cross.

in

ETHEL LEVEY, SINGLE.
London, June
Ethel Levey

is

6.

presenting a single

variety turn.

SOUTHEND ON SEA

MANAGER'S SON PROMOTED

2ES

patriotic drama. "Alsace," is the
of litigation between the au-

Rejane. and Hertz, manager of the Porte St.-Martin, as to its
forthcoming revival at this house. The
courts, unable to decide the matter for
the present, ordered the receipts to be
seized until settled, wherever the play
mav he oroduced. Mme. Rejane claims
rights of production. "Alsace" was also
filmed and proved a big attraction in
France. In the meanwhile "La Flambe*e" has been revived at the Porte
St.-Martin theatre.

llWONDAY, MAR.

6.

of Fred Trussell. the manager, has been created a full lieutenant in the naval air service and was recently awarded the distinguished service medal.

WHERE EVERYBODY GOES

Mme.

London, June

The son

5thK
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550th for

FRANK

"Daddy Long

»f

Legs.'

London, June 6.
At the 550th performance of "Daddy
Loner Legs" at the Duke of York's the

t

audience 'vas presented with copies of
the author's book, with
illustrated
scenes from the play.

time.

"Promethee," the new mythological
at the Opera, is being
rehearsed, and the elaborate stage sets
are almost ready.

work due soon

"Dolly" will be produced in French
bv Max Dearly, at the Theatre des
Variet^s, June 1.
Folies Bergere will revive "The
Belle of New York" in the near future,
to be followed probably by the Fiench
"La Duchesse des Folies
operetta.

The

Bergere."
R. Baratta, who has the Olympia and
Folie9 Bergere with Volterra, has arranged to open the al fresco concerts,
and
Ambassadeurs,
d'Ete
Alcazar
Champs Elys£es, this summer. Baratta
is one of the so-called mushroom directors, who have sprung into being
during the present war, and has met
with profitable success.

Jean Guitrv, described as a French
dramatic author, son of the famous actor, is undergoing trial in Paris as an
opium smoker, now forbidden by law.
It is anticipated he will come out on
top this time.

sclf), a local prestidigitator, has
the tables on the spiritualists.

LONDON THRILLER.

is

giving a series of lectures in which he
reveals tricks employed by professional
exponents to create phenomenal dem-

•»

Hw

i

mmt
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RAY

American presentation at the hands
of John Craig's stock company at the
Castle Square and bears all the earmarks of getting by next fall as a $2
drama if properlv cast and modified.
As it stands, it looks more like a film
serial, and might well have been written by Blaney instead of by Horace

first

MUCL

tv.tct *+nt

London, June 6.
James' theatre, which has
been closed, reopens tonight.

The

*m »MUn»»«, »Mfc*

HIPPODROME
PICTURES

Sleuth are as village constables as compared to Jubilee Drax."
The plot concerns an uncut blue1
diamond of fabulous value, and an
American
millionaire,
rotten
with
money, assigned Detective Drax to
obtain it from as fine a band of cutthroats as ever scuttled a ship.
For example, there is one character, a
Chinaman, whose chief indoor sport is
doing legerdemain with bodies of those
who seek the diamond, the bodies vanishing in a bath of quicklime.
The production is lavishly staged for
a stock production, giving the impression that the scenic investure was secured in anticipation of a Broadway
|.h/.h«. fir.itiiiii. "piis.iivny
by Vht* Silli t^tfl rS.

One-Night "Cheating Cheaters.A. H. Woods has leased "Cheating
Cheaters" for next season in the one-

night stands

to

Aubrey Mittenthal.

St.

George Graves' Newest Sketch,
London, June 6.
George Graves opened Mondav at
the Coliseum in a new sketch, "What
a Lady." which proved neither novel

FORD
£ VDR

nor entertaining.

Annesley Vachell and Walter Hackett.
As the Herald described the production upon its opening oerformance, "Lupin, Lecocq, Sherlock Holmes and Old

turned

He

St James' Reopens.

Boston. June 6.
_
_
Mr. Jubilee Drax," the melodramatic
thriller from London, has been given its
„_

Comic Opera's Light Opening.
London, June 6.
Glover's comic opera season
Plymouth, opened successfully doing about $4,000 on the initial week.

Jimmy

at

"Partnership" in Repertoire.

London. June

6.

Elizabeth Barker's .comedv. "Partnership." opened at Birmingham with
a repertory company.

SEA BATTLE "FOLLIES' " PUNCH.
1

Mrs. Daniel Joseph Katherine Van Hoven
Barry, whose maiden name was Katie Barry,
the mother of Frank Van Hoven, and you
will have a hard time telling her he is not the
greatest actor in the world.
is

Harry Fox and she are great pals. She saw
Julius Tannen recently and wrote that he was
good but it was easy to see he was new in
the business. After the war, his mother and
the "mad magician" are going for a trip around
the world. The place she wants most to see
is County Cork, Ireland.

Atlantic City, June 6.
Flo Zeigfeld is holding out on the
natives here this week and reserving the
big wallop of the "Follies" until the
show opens in New York. It is to be
a vivid marine battle effect, devised by
Langdon McCormack. It is said to be
jiu»m I't-rtii'siK anu tnat the s>ta£e of the
Amsterdam, New York, has been cut
to pieces to receive the effect.
Submarines, torpedo boats and destroyers
as well as seaplanes in action are all
to be shown.

VAUDEVILLE
PERFORMANCE
PRONOUNCED BIGGEST EVER

N. V. A.'S FIRST

Over $50,000 Realized. Program of 37 Acts Presented
Record Time. Big Hippodrome Packed with Pleased
Audience. Show Noted for Smoothness of Running.
The First Annual Performance held
by the National Vaudeville Artists last
Sunday night at the New York Hippo-

"Ain't You Coming Back to Dixieland?" with which she rang up a bull'seye.

The four big hits of the performance
were credited to Houdini (who stopped
the show, the house obliging him to
return to the stage for a bow), Eva
Tanguay, Eddie Foy and Family, and
Conroy and Le Maire, the latter securing the laughing honors with their "pri-

drome was voted the biggest success
of

kind ever given for and by theatrical people only.
its

Around

was

$50,000

from the

realized

about $28,000 of which was rep-

affair,

resented in the souvenir program of
over 200 pages, with a colored cover,
that

was limited

retail price

in

in

party" professional skit, "The
Knocking Club." Jack- Norworth was
used as the "straight man" for it. Frank
Conroy, when George Le Maire asked
him if he were an N. V. A., replied
"No, I'm a White Rat but I haven't
worked in 18 months. There are only
two of us left, me and Johnny O'Connor."
Houdini announced he would
vate

the

lobby to 25 cents each.

The

Hippodrome held its largest
Between $15,000 and
was the total of the attendance,

gross business.
$16,000

in

with settlements to be received for a
large number of one-doiiar tickets sold.
It will probably be a month before the
net gross can be computed.
The admission scale to the Hip was $1, $2, $3
and $5 for seats, with boxes from $50
to $200. The overflow around 8:10 was
seated upon the stage, about 300 finding space there.
These were mostly
holders of the one-dollar tickets who
could not be accommodated elsewhere.

try to break his record of a little over
four minutes in getting out of a straight
jacket, strapped on him by soldiers who
were present. Houaini, who had purchased the privilege of his photo on
the front cover of the program for
$499, left the jacket in one minute, 10

Jim Morton, while announcread a wire received from Tommy

seconds.
ing,

DOOLEY GIVES "NOTICE."

LIGHTS 9 OPENING.

Johnny Dooley and Yvette Rugel
(Dooley and Rugel) expect to leave
"The Passing Show" at the Winter
Garden June 16, the date of the expiration of their two weeks' notice, given
by the couple to the Shuberts upon the
grant an increase of
salary asked for by the team.
The Shuberts claim the Dooley and
Rugel contract does not allow them to
give "notice," but Mr. Dooley disputes
it and has arranged his plans following

latter's refusal to

withdrawal.
Mr. Dooley ana
Miss Rugel (who have been in vaude-

their

together for some time) intend
to be married in Philadelphia,
honeymooning at Atlantic City and afterward taking up a big time vaudeville
route, for which they are asking $500
weekly from the managers. The couple
have an offer that looks attractive to
them from the Henry W. Savage office
for the Mizzi Hajos show next season.
This is Dooley and Rugel's first production engagement. The comedy hit
of the new Winter Garden show is unit
versally conceded Johnny Dooley.
ville
first

ELOPEMENT CELEBRATION.
Chicago, June

6.

Irving Yates, who has been associated lately with the Louis Goldberg

agency,
Earl,

The

opening of the season for
the Lights at Freeport, L. I is tomorofficial

,

row (o.turday), when the event
start with a ball game between

will

the
Friars, at 2 in
afternoon, to be carried forward
with a specially served dinner at seven
and the remainder of the evening to
be given over to entertainment.
The annual meeting and election of
officers will be held Thursday, June
14, with the meeting called at 8 p. m.
society's

team and the

the

and the. polls remaining open until 11.
This is the second season for the
club,
ft is
composed of theatrical
people.
Its clubhouse is located on
the ocean front.
swimming beach
is among the many improvements since
last summer to the pretty location the
club found for itself.

A

V. A. R.

The

first

OUSTS LESLIE.

agent to be dropped from

the lately formed membership roll of
the Vaudeville A'rtists' Representatives
is

Lou
The

Leslie.

society

is

composed of agents

booking through the Marcus Loew
agency and has been in existence about

now a full partner of Lou
has been agenting alone for
when General Pi-

is

who

the past few weeks,

sano withdrew from partnership.

To celebrate his new business connection Yates eloped on Sunday to
Crown Point, there marrying ' Sadie
Harrison, a non-professional.

The performance

started at 8:20 and
In between 37 acts

ended at 12:10.
were given, the announcers, James J.
Morton and Loney Haskell, included as
one act. Calculating the time of each
announcement' (before every act) and
the entrances and exits to and from the
wide stage, the Hip program is
claimed to be the biggest, fastest,
smoothest and best blended vaudeville
bill ever presented in this country.
Pat Casey was in charge of the stage,
assisted
by Mark Nelson, William
Stewart and Clyde Powers. Upon Mr.
Casey all the minor complaints back
stage regarding "position," etc., were
blamed, and his smiling geniality overcame them when he listened.
About 40 acts had rehearsed during
the day for the performance, but when
"too much- show" was found on han<J.
two or three acts suggested they not
appear, to aid the performance.
An
illustration of the spirit prevailing was
exhibited by Earnest Ball, who, with
his wife, Maude Lambert (Ball and
Lambert) wene ready to go on. Mr.
Ball said the stage management might

be embarrassed by over-production, and
offered to withdraw,! first, however, purchasing two seats for himself and wife,
to watch the performance from the
front, paying $100 for the pair of couoons.

Anna Held, who has not been
this season, was seated

vaudeville

in
in

Viewing the crowd Miss
Held said it was a "grand cause" and
she wanted to be part of it, Miss Held

an upper box.

volnnteering

thereupon

her

services.

George White personally explained his
disappointment through the illness of
his stage partner, Emma Haig. Adelaide and Hughes were prevented from
Emma Carus
appearing by illness.
also ill, enclosed in a letter containing
a doctor's certificate a check for $100
toward the fund. Harry Carroll waived
his appearance to keep the program

down.

The box purchased by E. M. Robinson was turned back by Mr. Robinson
to again be sold for the benefit of the
club, and David Sapperstein. the pianist, did likewise with the box he had

bought.
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couple of

Welch, remaining in
minutes being one of
them. Eddie Leonard merely appeared
to bow. Belle Baker sang but one song,

instances.
front for

15

VARIETY FREE
TO THEATRICAL MEN
While the war continues Variety

IN

THE SERVICE

will

be sent compliin the U. S.

mentary to any theatrical man enlisted
Service.

Name, with address, should be forwarded and change
of address duly forwarded.
The list will be maintained also for re-mailing letters
sent care Variety.

HUSBAND, HARSH CRITIC.

Gray, reading, "As the war has caused

enough
kal

suffering, don't let
recite 'Gunga Din.'"

Loney Has-

During the Corbett-Tinney talking
turn, the former heavyweight champion introduced the present lightweight
t

champion, Benny Leonard, and the,
popular Harlem boy responded to the
big reception with a brief speech of
*

thanks.

The program

order of running
was California Boys Band, Seven
Bracks, Dorothy Jordan, Ben Welch,
Rooney and Bent (who brought on
their son for a song and dance), Arnaut Brothers, Little Billy, Sophie
Tucker, Phyllis Neilson-Terry, Mosconi Brothers, Joseph Santley and
Co.,
Henry Lewis, Bernard Granville, Mile. Dazie, Louis Mann, Rock
and White, Gus Edwards and Girls,
in its

Marion Weeks, Howard and Clark,
Eva Tanguay, Eddie Foy and Familv.
Whiting
and
Burt,
Houdini,
Julia Arthur, James J. Corbett and
Frank Tinney, Orville Harrold, Belle
Baker, Al Herman, Santley and Norton,
Stella
Mayhew, Mclntyre and
Heath. Craig Campbell, Conroy and

Le Maire. Anna Held, Milo, Willie
The orchestra was under the
leadership of Ben Roberts.
The Hippodrome attendance was as
Weston.

been
gathered in New York in years. This
was fully made known when Al Herman, in going through his usual routine,, mentioned about "the dishes in
the sink at home."
Tt V,ac l^eon rliTiffpf! in view of the
cijrrpcc of the Hip performance that
large

professionally

as

has

the N. V. A. next spring will hold

its

second annual performance at both
Metropolitan Opera House and
Hippodrome, New York, the same,

the

Cincinnati, June 6.
Mrs. Ethel O. Rendigs, wife of Building Commissioner Rendigs, was granted a divorce Monday.
The wife's principal complaint was
her husband objected to her singing
and would not speak to her for days because of it.

Woolfenden-Blauvelt Engagement Off.

The engagement

to wed existing beBlauvelt and Serg.
(Vm. Woolfenden of the 71st has been
mutually canceled.

tween

Usual

Victoria

Summer Combination Booking.

Atlantic City, June 6.
June 25 is the positive date set for
the reopening of Keith's, the local
vaudeville house, which will again be
booked by J. J. Collins in conjunction with the Brighton theatre.
night, with another show that evening
to be given in Chicago.
The proceeds of the Hip entertainment are to be placed in the general
funds of the N. V. A.
The charity
funds of the N. V. A. are to be taken

arrangement
an
care
of
through
reached regarding them between the
Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association and the N. V. A. The charity
funds include maintenance for insurance, illness, old age and death and
a
in

home
A list

for aged artists.

of

all

commercial advertisers

program has been compiled and
be sent each N. V. A. member, with

the

will
a request

possible,

when

they be patronized
or at least be called

when
upon

the artists are in their cities.

PERCY
BRONSON

and

WINNIE
BALDWIN

beg

to announce their opening with "HISdL
at the A .tor Theatre. New
York, June 11. after a most successful tour
with "SO LONG LETTY."
Sharing headline honors at
COLONIAL
THEATRE, New York, this week (June 4).

LITTLE WIDOWS"

five weeks, with Leslie one of the origmembers. The cause of the expulsion of Leslie was not announced but
it is said to have been through sus-

inal

pected unreliability.
Leslie failed, according to report, to
maintain the agency standard demanded bv the V. A. R. of its members and it is said that his standing
with the Loew agency bookers is on a
similar par, although Leslie, by request,
according t;o report, is still given admission to the Loew suite, while the same
reports say his bookings there are
about nil.
Jack Mandel is the latest member
admitted into the V. A. R., which carries with it a Loew booking^franchise,
the V. A. R. having been sanctioned
by Jos. M. Schenck in its attempt to
regulate the booking men in the popular vaudeville field of New York.
N. Y.'S STREET CARNIVAL
Starting Wednesday night w|jat was
announced to become a large social
event before its four days' run should
)ie completed was a street carnival and
fair, stn^ci in !\!».-I >migal Amy, downtown.
Several social and theatrical lights
are among the sponsors for the open
air

carnival.
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VAUDEVILLE
An

By Richard Weil

m

You
You

needn't worry, Babe, for we've saved enough to keep
pretty well provided for, and if the Great Big Sleep
Should come tome, my little girl has looks and class and brain,—
And she won t find it hard at all to team right up again
With some good guy,—but for the love of Mikt don't pick a "Ham,"
I never was the boastin' kind, but just
look where I am!
I hate to talk about myself, but say,
you know my r C p'—
Remember how I knocked 'em dead that year in "Keep in Step?"

•

4

^Remember how they chased me up for ev'ry swell affair?
Their gaudy hops were flivvers if Yours Truly wasn't there.
Well, anyway, that* s done with, and I guess I'll go to work;
1 11 go and take a wallop at the Dutchman
and the Turk;
1 11 go and mix with men-folk, like a white
man ought to do.
1 11 bleed and starve and maybe die?
Well,— I can do that, too.

Remember

m

due to

all I

told you, Dear,

hit the Fightin'

NOTICE TO ACTS WITH FILM.
Cincinnati, June 6.
was sent by Ned
Hastings, manager of Keith's theatre,
here, to the United Booking Office^,
as information to the vaudeville pro-

The following

letter

fession :

Cincinnati.

May

30, 1917.

United Booking Offices,
1564 Broadway, N. Y. City:
Gentlemen: Hereafter— in fact, this
has been the rule for some time it
will be absolutely necessary for all

—

acts playing Keith's theatre, Cincinnati (and if the law is enforced in
othef Ohio towns, the same rule applies to them), to have every motion
picture film which they exhibit censored by the Ohio Board of Censors
at Columbus.
It doesn't matter if the National
Board of Censors has O. K'd. the
film, it must be censored by the Ohio
State Board. This applies to all acts
that introduce motion pictures in
their offering, like, for instance, Jack
Norworth and a half dozen others.
The local inspectors are getting
very busy on this proposition, and
are threatening arrest for any film
shown without the Ohio censorship

mark.
This is very important, and every
agent should be informed of this,' or
else trouble is sure to result.
I nositivelv cannot let anv film run
in this theatre that has not been censored by the authorities in this state,
it may be very embarrassing for
an act to come here depending upon

and

pictures as part of their offering to
be refused permission to run them.

Yours very
(Signed)

Hastings.

PANTAGES REPORTS.
Stories flit in from the west regarding changes in the Pantages Circuit,
with the New York offices stating it
knows nothing of any reported changes,
at the same time not denying they may
be in mind by Alex. Pantages.

That Pantages may annex a St. Louis
house has caused much speculation, but
it is believed that Pantages quietly obtained the site desired when he visited
the Mound City on his way home from
New York last year. Tn St. Louis
speculation is rife as to what house
Pantages can have, as Cclla & Tate
have acquired about all the theatre
property worth having in that city, with
an option 'U: sev'.rrO ?
One report is the Empress. Des
Moines. la., which Elbert & Getchell
own and operate as a pop vaudeville
house (heretofore playing acts booked
in by John Nash, of the Affiliated Book^

i t. »"

long,

Trio (Johnny Burke (Burke Bros, and
Kenny), Adams Brothers (Jack and
Fred), Herbert and Dare, Bob Cleveland, Charles Fried (also known as
George Brooks).
The club is experiencing difficulty in
obtaining recruits. The name, "White
Stars," suggests "White Rats" through
the original name of the White Rats
having been selected by spelling "Star"
backward.
Birnes was reported early in the week
having gone to St. Louis in an endeavor
to incite interest in the club
artists there.

you should,—
Old Pal,— Be good!

live life like

among

the

The Chicago branch of the VaudeManagers' Protective Association
seems advised of all details in connection with the club and forwarded a full
report of it. with/ the names, to the
meeting of the V. M. P. A. held in New
ville

Company's office in Chicago), may
be hooked by Pantages.
Walter F. Keefe and Carl Milligan,
of the New York Pantages forces, deny
official word has been passed the Des
Moines house has been annexed, but
admit such a hooking change is likely.
There is also a report Lincoln, Neb.,
ing

will

be on the Pantages

next seaof the week Mr.

York

week.

this

MORE WILSON

AVE. OPPOSITION.

Keefe had received no word of it.
The Erie. Pa., house booked in the
office by Keefe, is dark at present, but will again be one of the office's

Chicago, June 6.
Mitch Licalzie, who controls the
Wilson avenue theatre, will build a
vaudeville house seating 2,400 at the
corner of Wilson avenue and Broad
way, which property directly adjoins

eastern links next season.

his present house.

Up

son.

to the first

list

Loew

He

PANTAGES BOOKING HODKINS.
Chicago, June
Charles

Hodkins

E.

will

6.

over

turn

string of southern houses to the
Pantages Circuit for booking, beginning in August.
his

The
ton,

list

includes theatres in

Hous-

Shreevesport. Little Rock, Mont-

and New Orleans and
includes
seven weeks.
This,
it
is
claimed, will enable Pantages to route
for 31 weeks,- should
houses in St
Louis and several other points be se-

gomery,

Ala.,

-

cured as expected. At present the
cuit claims 21 weeks.

cir-

string of theatres will
be in direct opposition to the Interstate time and will be booked by J
C. Matthews.
The additional houses
will be attached to the latter end of the
circuit, but the actual terminal is expected to be St. Louis.

J.,

L.

&

S.'s

HOUSES.

Tones (Jones, Linick & Schaefer), of
Chicago, who was in New York the
first of the week, the new J-L-S house,
now in course of construction at Broadway and Lawrence, north side, Chicago,
will be ready by Nov. 1, 1917, or perhaps earlier, when it will open with
seven acts and pictures, booked direct
by the J-L-S firm along the lines now
followed at McVicker's and Rialto
houses in the Windy City.
Tt will be called the Broadway Hip-

podrome.
Jones says the Colonial, Chicago, will
resume a pop vaudeville policy, playing
seven acts vaudeville and a feature film,
Aug. 1.
Until that time the house
will have a film policy.
Mr. Jones is financially interested in
tlie Victoria. Chicngo. and saws that &>
f.ir as known
now the house will resume pop vaudeville next season, having "The Birth of a Nation" in there
now for a fortnight, with the house
closing for the summer.

is

backed by Garabaldi Cuneo,

vice-president of the Italia State Bank
will also include an
eight-story hotel.
The new house, booked by the W.
V. M. A., will have in opposition the
new vaudeville house now nearing

and the structure

completion
streets,

at

Broadway and Lawrence

just three blocks away.
This
built by Jones, Linick

house is being
& Schaefer but

it
is understood that
of the Green Mill Garden is also interested.
The Wilson Ave. theatre, now playing stock, will retain that policy when
the new Licalzie theatre is finished,
with pictures as the alternative.

Tom

The Hodkins

According to a statement by Aaron

truly,

Ned

and

TraU— So

is

is called "The White Stars Actors Club," with a room at 234 North
Clark street. Joe Birnes, the former
local representative of the late White
Rats, is promoting the movement and
the opinion is about that Birnes wishes
to organize some local club of vaudeville artists, to keep him busy.
In the list of officers Arthur Beauvais
is
president,
Charles
Bartholomew,
vice-president, and Joe Birnes, secretary and treasurer.
The active members so far enlisting are Cleora Miller

guess the Doc* was loaded, 'cause he said that I would do,
I
in the army, and our dancin' act is through.
I sneaked up there this mornon/ Hon,
while you was still asleep.
I did it quiet—'cause I thought that maybe
you would weep
And carry on and holler if I told you of my plan;
I had to do it, dear,— I had to show I was
a man.
Ive had my share of loaiin,' and I've had my share of fun.
I couldnt stand by idle now, while
this work's bein' done.

I

effort

Chicago, June 6.
being made to organize

what

I

So now

COOPER ACTS OFF FOX TIME.
Once again has Irving Cooper and
William Fox general vaudeville

CHICAGO'S "WHITE STARS."

THE ARMY

IN

Chomales

HOPE TO RECOVER SIGHT.
Mrs

Alex. Pantages, wife of the
western vaudeville circuit owner and
manager, arrived in New York Saturday with her 11-year-old son, Lloyd
Pantages, the trip east being made to
consult New York eye specialists in the
hope of effecting a recovery of th&
boy's sight, which was recently impaired in an accident.

LUDLOW LAGOON LEASED.
Cincinnati, June

6.

Ludlow Lagoon will open June 16,
managed by H. K. Shocklcy and Fred
W. Strautman. who have leased it from

Commonwealth Amusement Co.
Louis Mentel will be associated with
them.
the

New House

63d and Cottage Grove.
Chicago, June 6.
The acceptance of plans for a new
theatre at 63d street and Cpttage Grove
avenue from Architects
David and
Davis by E. Thomas Beatty, the south
side
theatrical
manager and owner,
seating 4,500, has led to much speculation

as

to

at

the policy.

the

manager, Jack Loeb, reached a clinch
in bookings with none of Mr. Cooper's
acts now
appearing on that time,
through their agent's orders.
• It
happened several days ago, when
Cooper demanded the Fox offices issue
a contract for one of his acts, in order
that that the turn could be assured of
a continuous engagement over the circuit.
Upon Loeb declining to accede
(although the act was then playing at
the Audubon after completing an engagement at Fox's Riveria) Cooper informed Loeb he would withdraw that
turn, also of the others booked by him
with Fox from the circuit, which he
did, Mr. Cooper placing the acts the
same day to open on the B. S. Moss
circuit.

Complaints

among

artists

against the

have

been

playing the

manner

in

so

general

Fox

Circuit

which thev are

handled under Loeb's orders while appearing on the Fox time, that it is
said the matter has been brought to
the attention of the Vaudeville Managers* Protective Association, of
Fox is a member.

Loeb

which

somewhat notorious

for a
cancelling habit, he often cancelling a
turn after the first performance and
even more often refusing to give a*
turn engaged a contract, leaving the acts
appearing in the Fox houses subject to
dismissal at any time.
The failure of
Loeb in his conduct of the Fox booking office to engage and play acts as
the other New York booking agencies
do in most instances has been a continuous sore point with the artists, also
their agents.
The attitude of ^ocb toward what
are known as small time. acts booked
by small time agents is said to be
caused to quite an extent through his
booking dealings with big
secret
time agents who are expected to place
their turns onlv in theatres supplied by
These
the United Booking Offices.
agents, and there are several do business with Loeb. although the U. B. O.
has taken cognizance of it and has been
collecting evidence for some time of the
V. B. O. agents booking in this way.
Tt is likelv there will be an aftermath
to

is

it.

Mr. Cooper a couple of vears ago
complaining of the Loeb method withdrew all of his acts from that circuit,
later again booking with Fox when
informed his acts would be played as
engaged.
Acts for the Fox time are engaged by
Edgar Allen, the Fox booking manager, who is not involved by either the
artists or agents, the latter placing the

blame upon Loeb.

entire

HOLD-UP TRIO ARRESTED.
The three men who startled Broadway a few weeks ?go when thev forced
an entrance into the St. Francis Hotel
and held up several well known professionals who were participating in
a game of dice were taken in tow by
They are Gene
the police this week.

"Whitie" Johnson and Dan
O'Donnell. the latter a prize fight proPrice.

moter of Cleveland.
When apprehended the men had in
their oossession a number of revolvers,
fake Federal warrants and a complete
were
All
uniforms.
police
set of
found "wanted" in different cities, one
being charged with the theft of several thousand dollars' worth of diathe wife of Gene Sennctt,
Bronx cabaret owner.
The men were arrested bv Detectives

monds from
the

Johnson. Kerwin. Shea and Flynn of
the "strongarm" squad and when arraigned were held in $25,000 bail for
trial.

said the new Chicago house will be
called the Grove and would play pop
vaudeville and pictures.
It is to be

Those in the game when the in\vi:u:
rt;;1\ed included George I.emaire. Arnold Kothstein and several
others, while it was said Sam Bernard
had just left the room as the visitors

ready by Oct.

arrived.

Mr.

ric.it ty.

iff

New York

10.

"i:;-st

wee;:

.-
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VAUDEVILLE
AMERICAN CIRCUIT MANAGERS
MAKE PUNS FOR NEXT SEASON
Over. "Better Shows"
George Peck Elected President.

Traveling and House Managers Talk

and "Cleanliness."

At the annual meeting of the American

New

Burlesque Association, held in
York June 1, George Peck, gen-

manager

eral

elected
of

ler

president, vice

its

was also
Judge Mul-

of the circuit,

Cincinnati resigned.

William B. Jennings was added to
the Board of Directors.

The Association has decided
the Chicago

to take

Empire and the Pittsburgh

Victoria matter for next season under
further advisement, to be discussed and
settled at a special meeting to be called
within two weeks by the board of directors.

s

At the meeting pf the house managers and producing traveling managers of the American. Burlesque Association Monday morning plans for
the new season were gone over and
a

number of things discussed.
The house managers offered

to ren-

der the traveling attractions every aid
and special attention will be paid next
year to advertising and billing of a
show, with each show to carry an advance agent.
The producing managers in addition
to engaging advance men have consented to better equip their companies and to spend some of the money
they are reported as making on the
season just closed on their new shows

and

outfits.

subject of "cleanliness" came up
and the association heads directed that
especial care and attention be given
The manthis phase of production.
agers were given to understand that
under no condition would they stand
for any "cheating" in general show in-

The

vestiture.

the slogan
and with a view to obtaining a better
grade of productions next season the
American Association has decided to
have a censoring committee pass upon
the shows much after the fashion of
the Columbia wheel.
President Peck will appoint three
men later whose business will be to
tour the circuit after having given the
shows what inspection, they can durIf the
ing the preliminary season.
shows visited do not come up to re-

"A higher standard"

is

quirements they will be laid off until
they do show the improvement desired by the censors.
Under no circumstances will the
American producers or managers be
permitted to slip over any "cooch"
or "nautch" dances that will in any wise
permit of suggestive advertising. Classical dances such as interpreted by
some of the dancers without carrying
the gyrations to extremes will be approved but the "hooch" will not be tolerated.

The

regular

can shows will

season

the

of

open Aug.

Ameri-

20.

further decision was made on
open time between St. Paul and
Kansas City aside from arranging to
play Duluth for Sunday only with the
remainder of the week open or filled in

No

the

road manager

may

so decree.
Each company will carry a road
carpenter,
men,
union
three
of
crew

as

the

and property man.
At the Columbia theatre headquar-

electrician

ters Secrctarv Tcnnings said that amicable relations existed between tT>e Association and the I. A. T. S. K. an 1
that so far everything was splendid for
the resumption of the season.

Very

little

one-night

tory will be played.
will be made on the

The
Penn

stand terriusual stands
Circuit, with

It

only a few weeks booked as two and
three

stand.

days'

The Association is routing up for
36 weeks, with the time carrying the
season well int6 May.
The house managers attending the
American Association meeting were:
I. H. Herk (Gayety, Chicago, Gayety,
Minneapolis, and Star, St. Paul), Sam
Levy (Cadillac, Detroit), E. T. Beatty
(Englewood, Chicago), W. S. Clark
(Gayety, Baltimore), Robert Morrow
(Trocadero, Philadelphia), Dave Kraus
(Olympic, New York), Lew Krieg
(Gayety) and Mike Joyce (Star), both
of Brooklyn, James Walsh (Gayety,
Philadelphia), H. R. Lefebore (Orpheum, New Bedford, Mass.), E. G.
Lothrop (Howard, Boston), Maurice
Jacobs (Gayety, Kansas City, and
Standard, St. Louis), George Stroud
(Savoy, Hamilton, Can.), Louis Epstein
(Majestic, Scranton, .Pa.)'.
The producing managers attending
were: Al. Lubin ("Forty Thieves"),
I.

M.

Weingarten

("Sept.

("Girls

From

the Follies"),

Henry

E.

Dixon ("Big Revue of 1918"), Charles
Robinson ("Parisian Flirts"), W. F.
Gehardy ("Mischief Makers"), Teddy
("Auto
Lake
Simons and James

W.

Dinkios ("Innocent
("Some
Hastings
(Pat
S. Campbell
White's "Burlesquers"), Harry Hart
("Hello Girls"), Charles E. Barton
("The Aviators"), Joe Hurtig ("Ginger

Girls"),

T.

Maids"),

Harry

Babies"),

William

Girls").

After the meeting Messrs. I. H. Herk,
Thomas Beatty and Robert Schoenecker returned to Chicago.
E.

AN "ALLIES BILL"
Newark, N.
For the week of June

J.,

June

6.

Proctor's
has prepared an "Allies Bill," to represent the countries in the war's alliance
18,

of nations.
So far selected are Wyatt's
Lads and Lassies, "America

Scotch
First,"

Troupe, Stephen O'Rourke,
Kitaro
Juliette Dika, Clark and Verdi, with a
Russian turn to be obtained and another to fill out the program.

NEW PEOPLE

Chicago, June £.
With the passing of Charles E. Kohl,
speculation -., lo who will succeed him
as the representative of the Kohl interests in the Western Vaudeville Managers' Association and the various
theatres controlled by the estate of his
late father points to either Frank Rivers or Mort Singer, with a bare possibility that Jack Kohl will be chosen
because of his direct relationship.
The logical man seems to be Singer,
who is and has been piloting the "Association" for some time, but because
of Rivers' connection with the Kohl
estate, many believe Mrs. Kohl may
favor him.

Kohl has apparently dropped!
his lawsuit instituted against his mothaccounting of the Kohl esan
er for
tate.
The action was never taken seriously by the Kohls and was considered, by many as a mere legal ,propositionthat would "peter" out when Jack
Kohl and his mother met.

The excitement

Chicago, and will have Harry
Jake) Fields, Walter Parker,
Lena Daly, John O. Grant, Harry
Morrison, Vic Dayton (ingenue) (with
the "Americans" last season) and Mae
McCrea, a "coon shouter" Beatty "discovered" in the Fountain Inn cabaret,
Chicago, and who spent the last four
weeks of the season with the show.
P>catty,

(Hello

1

Charles

middle-west.

M.

MEETING.

P. P. A.

At the regular semi-monthly meeting of the Music Publishers' Protective
Association, hefd in the organization's
headquarters Tuesday night, over 50
applications for membership were received from out-of-town publishers and
passed upon by the membership comBy the end of the week it is
mittee.
estimated the order will carry a list
of more than 100 active members. The
election of the William Jerome Co. to
charter membership was announced.
The business committee report was
adopted and a special committee appointed to investigate some method to
eliminate the existing trade evils and
remedy, selling conditions.

The Tucker Brothers

of

last

Darrell and the Carson Bros., all received sealed instructions from the local
manager not to tip the stage crew, The
order caused much comment.

Harry Singer, general manager of the
Orpheum Circuit, stated the order was
purely a local one and originated with
the local manager and that the circuit
headquarters did not know anything
about

it.

"PIE

ROMANCE" ENDED.
Chicago, June

Raymond,

Helen

in

"Very

6.

Good

Eddie," begun action for divorce here
last week against Ira J. Perry, Jr., son
of the wealthy pie manufacturer of St.
Louis. They were married in 1914 in
Baltimore, Perry persuading her to
quit the stage and promising her motor
cars, jewels and society lite.
She soon found out the promises
were vapory and sought the footlights
again.
Miss Raymond referred to her husband as a "society cannibal," who lives
on his friends. She says that at the end,
of her six weeks' honeymoon that she
discovered a well known society woman,
of St. Louis was paying his bills. Also
that he had borrowed a stick pin from
Bob Stewart, a wealthy youth of St
Louis, and then had it reset into an engagement ring for her. Her disillusion
came when Perry's father advised her
that the son did not have a cent. She
alludes to her marriage as a "pie romance," which was "not half baked."

"IRON HORSE" SOLD.
Frank Tannehill

insists he must not
be kidded about the sale of his "Iron
Horse," otherwise known a* "Song of
the Valley."
Mr. Tannehill secured
$700 for the animal, after an ownership
of it for about two years, the horse
having been presented to him by Henry

Waterson.
Mr. Tannehill

UNIONIZING BY SUBSCRIPTION.

is full of affection for
departed nag, which ran races on
regular race tracks, sometimes finish-

his

Oklahoma

City, who have been prominent in the
theatrical strike there by the union
which the late White Rats
forces,

m

union became involved, are announcing
capital stock for sale in the Tucker
Brothers Amusement Co., pledged to
operate theatres they become possessed of in Oklahoma with only union
labor.

The Tucker Brothers are advertising to union people for subscriptions
from one dollar up, stating the purpose
'of the corporation formed with a capital
stock of $300,000 and mentioning they
have purchased the largest theatre
Oklahoma City, the
in
(legitimate)
Overholser, as part of the new company's holdings.

ing.

Withal, says Frank, he got a lot of

money out of the books through "Song
of the # Valley," even if his friends failed
to connect.
Frank is hanging onto the seven
hundred meanwhile looking about for
a world beater that can be bought for
about $450, leaving him also a profit
on the last thing the "Iron Horse did
for him. The horseman is a keen judge
of horseflesh. He has made many posregarding running.
statements
horses that won, Frank always being
certain they would not.

itive

MARRIAGES.
Marie Eilcne Gilmore, formerly with
several of the

DEPENDS ON HEAT.
While the vaudeville theatres

in

New

open, nothing further has been arranged
for tliosc houses that customarily close
over the summer.

BURLESQUE STOCK OPENS.
Milwaukee, June 6.
Matt Kolb's stock burlesque opened
at

the

Empress Sunday for the sumKathryn "Dimples" Murray is

the prima donna, and Joe Murray, the
"straight" man.

Ob dy«

Lock wood Engaged

Oliver

Mumsro

Loekwood

to

lias

appear

attractions to
officer in the
•

artillery.
Tillic Whitney, of

field

Whitney and WilGeorge Warwick (non-profesMay 23, in Washington, U.,C.
Alice Dovey and Jack Hazzard obtained a license to wed Tuesday and
were married Wednesday. Miss Dovey
gave her age as 31, her husband 36.
George Watts, the comedian of Merlin, Watts and Towns, to Isabel Holy,
ton, to
sional),

a

professional

June

pianiste,

in

Chicago,

3.

BIRTHS.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
June 1, son.

W.

Lederer,

Jr.,

for "Letty."

cii-jaued
in

Frohman

John DuBois Cables, an

York now open have their programs
laid out for next week and will remain

mer.
o'clock closing law still
in rigid effect, cabaret men are looking
forward to the early abolition of "open"
^lindrWS. tUC \*'orr! h"Wni';.; ^imc r*'L'!» that such an order can he. expected
any day. The 1 o'clock law has been
particularly felt by the small Broadway cabarets where their business
usually began at the closing hour of
the earlier places.
the

attending

Kohl's sudden death has entirely subsided with the official announcement,
that his end was caused by heart attack and the family declaration that
his
eccentric action
insanity caused
The funeral
just prior to his death.
was attended by practically every
theatrical man of prominence in the

6.

the closing

bill at the
week, including
Dorothy Jardon, William and Margaret
Cutty, Bert Swor, Hayes and Rivet,
Flanagan and Edwards, Tower and

IN "FROLICS."

"French Frolics," with Ed. Daly managing, goes out again for an American
burlesque circuit tour, with a number of
new additions to the former cast.
This show is sponsored by E. T.

With

St Paul June

The acts on
Orpheum here

Jack

^Glories"),

Charles E. Taylor ("Darling of Paris"),
Sol Meyers ("Social Follies"), Maurice Wainstock ("Military Maids"), T.
B. Sullivan
("Monte Carlo Girls"),
Richard Zeisler ("Lady Buccaneers"),
William Vail ("Grown Up Babies"),
Lew Talbot ("Lid Lifters1'), Charles
Breakers"),
Donahue
("Record
F.
and
("Tempters"
Charles
Baker
"Speedway Girls"), Charles Frankly

NO TIPS CLOSING WEEK.

KOHL'S SUCCESSOR.

"So

Glady>

Lomj

I.ettv" next season.

Miss Loekwood has been playing

in

vaudeville, latelv appearing with Lockw<».h1 and Neville (male- pianist).

Manager Wright Goes

to Toronto.
Montreal, June 6.
Abbic Wright, manager of the local
Princess for several years, has gone to
Toronto, where he will have charge of
the Royal Alexandra.

;

.

VAUDEVILLE

8

Ill

same

it.

New fork, June 5.
Editor Variety
Seeing that you wrot^in Variett regarding "German Acto/s" in this country, I am sending you/ a clipping from
the "Times."
I
believe that German
actors will not look for trouble and it
is not wise for you/ to dictate in any
wfiy what should bfe done with them.
Variety has alwayA been looked upon
as\ the international paper and should
keep to that poli<ry.
(Unsigned.)
/
-

:

7

It is not the custom of Variety to
reply to unsigned communications, but
on this occasion an exception is made,
as the ^writer of the above letter, un3uestionably a German, is laboring yner a misapprehension of the contents
and intent of the article in the last issue of Variety headed "Interning German Artists Is Government's Plan."
The article was written ,to warn the
German artists in this country as to
the necessary steps they should take to
prevent falling under the suspicion of
the officers of the Government and to
secure for themselves the necessar/
credentials which would permit them
to continue their vocation and not be
interned,
It was advice to go to the office of
the U. S. Marshal, in whatever city they
might be located, and register, unless
they had become full-fledged citizens
of the United States.
German artists in the United States
who have not registered with the authorities should do so immediately. Today and tomorrow are the last opportunities.
Doing so they .will avoid a

of complications which must
necessity arise later if they don't.
Germans should not accept advice

number
of

*

from people who try to counsel them
into any other course.
Artists who are Germans and have
traveled throughout the world must remember they are now in the United
States and that the United States is at
war with Germany. It is necessary for
them while here to obey the laws of
the Government in every way and to
do or say nothing that will bring them
under suspicion.
Peoria, June

1.

Editor Variety:
In last week's

Variety (Chicago
Notes) it stated "Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
O'Clare had walked out of a Loew
house in New York during the strike."
This is not so. We were called on
the phone by our agent and asked to
replace tn act at the Bijou that had
walked out and declined.
We were playing the Fox time then,
bu^ had three days open. We were to
open for Loew the next week but
were placed on the blacklist before
that

time.

Wm.
ILL

O'Clare.

AND INJURED.

Capt. Ray Hodgdon of the 71st, while
stationed somewhere up New York
state severely injured his right hand
in an auto accident last Thursday. He

came
sick

New Yotk SaiurJ y on
into
leave with his arm in a sling.

Mrs. George Choos is at Mt. Clemens, recreating, following her recovery
from the automobile accident of some
weeks ago when she was quite seriously
injured.

William F. Sully, head of the Sully

Family, has about recovered from the
serious effects of blood poisoning in
the thumb of bis left hand.

Roderquez

Chicago and fractured his shoulder. His place with the
Pantages road show was taken by Rio
and Helmar at Minneapolis.
Clarence
and
Bowen
(Brooks
Bowen), owing to illness, has been
compelled to leave the act and is arranging to go west in the hope of
benefiting his health.
Next season
Shelton Brooks may double with Ollie
Powers, the tenor, the duo now refell

in

hearsing in Chicago. The Lucy Lucier
Trio got the act's time on the Pantages
Circuit time in Winnipeg. Brooks and

Bowen

show

the road

left

Minne-

in

apolis.

Sid Perrin (Jerome and Perrin) has
been doctoring his throat, the act being forced to lay off meantime.
Digby Bell and Co. were compelled
to lay off the current week, owing to
the star's suffering from an attack of

He

gallstones.

next week.
Joe Bennett,

Philadelphia

plays

who

did "Abie Kabib-

ble" in "The Telephone Tangle" and
who was badly beaten and robbed last
week in Chicago's black belt^is still in
the American hospital. His jaw bone,
which was fractured, was completely

severed and will probably necessitate
wiring together. Because of the injury
to Bennett, the act has been disbanded
for the season.
Clyde Rinaldo denies reports from
the west, averring he was ill and confined in a San Francisco hospital.

H.

Downing

Allon

from an

operation

Louis.
Bluette

•

is

recovering

performed

Condea,

to undergo an
aopendicitis during the

was forced

Model,"

operation for
San Francisco engagement.
Emelie Egamar (Mrs. Billy O'Brien)
was operated on Jn the German Hospital,

May

Philadelphia,

25,

and

is

re-

covering rapidly at her home, 242 N.
Franklin street, Philadelphia.
A. A. Avery (Avery and Ames) has
recovered from his recent illness.
John Ennis, assistant stage manager
at the Princess, Montreal, is at the GenHospital, Montreal, through a
eral
fracture of the right leg, sustained while
boarding a train at Dorval, Que. Mr.
Ennis lost his hold on the step rail and
fell to the tracks.
While superintending the removal
of a bulb from an electric sign, Oliver

Edwards, manager of Poli's theatre,
Haven, Conn., miraculously escaped losing the sight of his left eye.
The bulb exploded and a piece pierced
C.

New

the pupil.

ST.

THEATRE SOLD.

Philadelphia, June 6.
Chestnut Street theatre,

old

above Twelfth

closed for sev-

street,

eral years,

was sold

$800,000.

An

erected

last

office

on the

site.

week

for about

building

This

is

is

to be

one of

the historic theatres of this city. Many
years ago it housed the famous Chest-

nut Street Stock Company, which contained many of the most famous stars
of their time.

Nothing has transpired regarding the
leasing of the Chestnut Street opera
house to Cohan & Harris, but it is expected the deal will go through when
the rental

off

Diero was out of the Academy bill
at the Academy, Charleston, S. C, the
first half
through injuring his arm.
The Solomines substituted.
Joe DeLier continued as a single at
Louisville and Nashville this week
owing to his partner (Delier and Terming) having been called north through
the serious illness of his sister.

The Grand Opera Quartet
Royal

after the initial

bill

Montgomery

Monday, Marshall

th*

left

performance
sub-

stituting.

The Musical

Spillers, billed, did

not

open at Sohmer Park, Montreal, Sunday.

Valentine's

Dogs

filled in

for the

week.

is

satisfactorily adjusted.

Among the first vaudevillians to join
the colors was Harvey Brooks, formerly of Brooks and Oakley, who joined
Troop A, First New York Cavalry.
His troop left this week for Fort Sam
Houston, Texas.
With Brooks as his "bunkie" was
Syd Marion, formerly with the GertMarion is with
rude Hoffman act.
Troop A and the boys expect to go to
France as messmates.
Edward Hartman, of Variety's staff,
enlisted with the Quartermaster's Enlisted Reserve Corps, left for New London, Conn., Tuesday, where he becomes
a sergeant clerk in the officers' corps
at Camp H. G. Wright.
Hartman has
been with Variety several years.
Fred Martin, formerly of the Flying

Martins and later with George Delmore
(Delmore and Lee), found' himself too
short of stature to get in the regular
applied for a place in

the aerial corps.

NEW ACTS.
Carl Randall and Ernestine Meyers,
for the summer, opening at the Orpheum, Sari Francisco, July 1.
Mr.
Randall is engaged for a production
next season (M. S. Bentham).
After giving his protean musical
sketch a thorough try-out, under the
management of Joseph Hart, Hyman
Adler has decided to shelve it, and will

Leo Dale Ingraham says her son
has joined the colors and is at sea on
the

"Wyoming."

Charles
Phillips,
former advance
man, has been gazetted as captain in
the Quartermaster's Corps of the U.

Army.
Frank Carter and Wellington (Duke)
Cross have joined the American Ambulance Corps in France and expect to
S.

in October.
Before leaving they
will receive three weeks' instruction in
Detroit at the Ford plant and must

experiment with another vehicle, probably under the direction of Lewis &
Gordon.
Pat Hanley, formerly being of the
Hanley, Lumm and Smith Broadway

sail

.

Trio, single.
Billy B. Van and Dave Ferguson
have formed a two-act for over the

also go through a three weeks' inoculation period.
musical quartet playing vaudeville
has disbanded. The Cain Brothers arc
members of the New York National

A

Guard, while

summer.

to

"The Heart Doctor" (Ned Dandy).
"The Girls from Starland" (Sam

made

act,

Baerwitz).
Saranoff,

Du

Frances

by Havez

with Maude Drury and
Barry, in three-act written

&

J.

W. Brooks

is

attached

the army forces at Topeka, Kan.
R. F. Fulton, the other member, joins
-he troops at Detroit.
Robert Eschell, formerly known as

Herlein is making ready a
with three people and special
scenery, with 12 costume changes.
Ben Harrison (formerly Harrison
and Rives) and Georgette Capjtola in
Lilian

new

THE SERVICE.

army so he has

Donald

Roberts

(Fox and

Roberts)

four attempts to join the army
and was rejected each time. Last Saturday he entered the recruiting office
at 149th street and Third avenue and
was turned down because of defective
eyes'.gnt.

Silvers.

No more

Probably the first registrations Tuesday morning were made by Frederick
Brown (Six Brown Bros.) and Steve
Spears, manager, Palace Hotel (45th
street) who reached the registration
booth prior to its opening. The young
men were up at 6 o'clock, and found
three ahead of them in the line at the
Brown's card
booth in Precinct 10.
was number six, and Spears' five.
When one professional declared that
he had broken arches when register-'
ing he was told that they could be
braced and that he would be assigned

Are bid down In the trunk;
The strippers and the readers

to the cavalry if selected.
Joe Levy and George Sofranski, both
vaudeville agents, have joined the 69th.
The two Gordon brothers, formerly

S. R. Hatchthe original Fifi in "The Merry
returned to Broadway
from Chicago, where she has been residing, and taken a summer home at
Rye, N. Y., where she is entertaining
Mr. and Mrs. James Early.

Pauline Marshall (Mrs.

itt),

Widow," has

THE SOFT MARK'S SAVIOR.
By HARRY BRREN.

.

Is heard the rattle
Of the dree below the stairs;
The shapes and tops have taken flops;
They're hushed, and no one cares.
The aces that were ofttlmes necked

All are gathered with the Junk.
«

The sure-thing boys are hungry.
For the wolf Is at their door;
The sucker sure has seen a light
He never saw before.
And friends that used to frame him
Pass him by without a glance;
It's useless to Invite him now;
He's wise, and there's no chance.

And whence came all this wlsenessT
And what's made him so tame

CHESTNUT
The

and

ill

St.

Masked

"The

of

in

(Hip), reported

bill

for the week.

Confine letters to 160 ^rorfs and write on one elde of paper only.
Anonymous communlcatlwa will not be printed. Name of writer must be signed
and will be held In strict confidence. If desired.
Letters to be published /n this column must be written exclusively to VARIETY.
Duplicated letters will not/be printed.
The writer who duplicates a letter to the
Forum, either before or af/er It appears here, will not be again permitted the privileges of

IN

Harry Bertsford and Co. did not
arrive at Youngstown, O., Monday in
time to open. Britt Wood, also on the

FORUM

ARTISTS'

±

AND OUT.

Hush. I will tell the secret:
I'm the ghost of his last crap game.
'Twas the green hills In the open.
The sunshine on the earth.

The heritage of mankind
That was his by right of birth.
They have lured him from the cellar.

From the recess of his cell.
To the ninth hole on the hilltop.
Where he's doing mighty well.

Now

the only bones that rattle
Are the caddy's ribs so thin,
That shake with hidden laughter
When he's trying to putt In.
He thinks he's playing kelly,
And could make It with a cue;
He's on the green in sixteen strokes,
The nolo ia twccty-tiro.

Well, he's up bright In the morning,

A

A touud of golf to play,
schoolboy's color on his cheeks,

Then to his matinee.
He's healthy and he's happy;
He's awake and he's alive;
But

it's

And

Sunday

In

Seattle,

the par for that la

five.

Gordon Brothers and Golden (vaudeare in the same regiment.
Pierre J. LeMay, formerly leading
man with Minnie Dupree and lately
with one of the Jos. Hart attractions,
has enlisted in the ambulance corps

ville)

and has been ordered to act've duty
under Major E. E. Parsons, at Allentown, Pa.

Rawdon Ferndinando, assistant with
Pete and his Pals (vaudeville) joined
the 69th Regiment and will drive a sixmule team.
-SIM WILLIAMS' SHOW.
4
Sim Williams will have one burlesque
company on the American circuit next
4

season, sending out "Girls From Joythe musical numbers pro-

land," with

Barney Fagan.
Rehearsals
about July IS as the company
its regular season about Aug.

duced by
will start

opens
6.

The
Cobby

cast will

include

Billy

Marker,

George

Brown,

Gilbert,

Dan

Diehl, William E. fiarker, Beulah Kennedy (soubrette), Ruth Barker (prima
donna), Ida Nicholai, Joe Woodman,
John Burke, Joe Scullen and chorus of
22.
Eight new sets of scenery, all new,

have been ordered by Williams.

1

w
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Liberty Loan

Bond

is

works while you

It

sleep,

Folks of the Theatre!

No. 2

Now

bill, because your Uncle Sam, the same
bond as the very best thing he prints.

better than a dollar

gentleman who issues the dollar

offers the

bill,

when you

are laid

off,

when you

are

You

You've got to start saving now.

ill.

are forever helping others.

help yourselves.

On

this t>age is published an announcement from a committee of
theatrical men, advising the profession
to purchase Liberty Bonds, and to inform the committee of the amount
bought by each.

The purpose
we understand

of the
it,

is

Committee, as

to gather statis-

the matter of the Liberty Bond
sale which will conclusively prove to
the public and such legislative officials
as may be interested that the theatrical profession is always
with and
behind the Government.
tics in

You who are well fixed must buy in the thousands.
You in moderate circumstances must buy in the hundreds.
You who are poor must buy one bond.
If you haven't even fifty dollars to show for your years of work, we'll help you;
can start with $1.00; we will show you how.

Write now for

information to

ARTHUR DALY,

Secretary,

THEATRICAL LIBERTY LOAN COMMITTEE,
HUDSON THEATRE, NEW YORK CITY.

The Committee wishes to know the
names and amount of bonds bought
by every theatrical person, whether
$50 or $50,000 or more. These names
will ultimately be published, but not
with the amounts. The gross amount
of all the purchases reported only is
to be made known.' The information
given the Committee as to the exact
amount invested in bonds will be
held
in
confidence.
It
is
appreciated by the Committee that the sums
invested in the bonds by theatrical
people will greatly vary in amount,
and for that reason, if no other, the
amounts are to be withheld.

full

You

The possession

of a Liberty

Loan Bond

is

1

The Committee

volunteers to assist
to purchase bonds,

anyone wishing
upon receipt of their application,
which is also provided for in the Committee's statement herewith. But it is
not obligatory upon the purchaser, if
not already a subscriber to the bond
issue,
to
secure them through the
committee. Any bank, even though a
is not a depositor in it,
arrange to obtain bonds wanted.
A system of payments has been arranged for settlement.
This pro-

A

Potent, Practical Proof of

THEATRICAL LIBERTY LOAN COMMITTEE

Wm.

for

installments

of

weekly

according to the bonds
subscribed for, with the bank holding the bonds
for the account of
the purchaser until full settlement is
made, when they will be turned over
to the investor, with all interest bear-

ing

coupons

attached.

The Government through

this

bond

has given to the people a savings plan of great value, and one, iftaken advantage of, may prove the
foundation of a fortune. To those investors of moderate means, to whom
the investment is a saving, it gives, besides the patriotic intent, a means of
practising economy, to save money. To
the professional there is nothing more
practical the Government could have
proposed and there is nothing the
professional can so well practise for
himself or herself as economy, with
the result shown in Liberty bonds,
that are the best and surest investment this country can provide, for if
the Government is not good, nothing
within the Government can be good.
The Liberty Bond is safer than any
stocks or bonds issued in the U. S. or
any savings bank, for the LibeTty
Bond is guaranteed by the Government, upon which the safety of everything else depends.
issue

A. Brady

Irvin

Cobb

William Collier
F.

professional

vides

Hay man
Raymond Hitchcock

Alf.

Digby Bell

will

payments,

Your Patriotism

Ray Comstock
Henry Dazian

Chas. B. Dillingham

Max

Dreyfus
William Farnum

Daniel Frohman
Salisbury Field
Sam H. Harris
Mrs. Henry B. Harris

George V. Hobart
Arthur Hopkins
De Wolf Hopper
Rupert Hughes
D.
Kern
Jerome
Mark Luescher
Fred Niblo

Lee Shubert
Winchell Smith
John Philip Sousa
Augustus Thomas
George C. Tyler
David Warfield
Joseph Weber
John D. Williams

Thomas A. Wise
Bayard Veiller
Rennold Wolf

Joseph Riter
Cyril Scott

Archie Selwyn

Edgar Selwyn

John

We

especially desire the

name

Loan subscriber, whether he buys
this

Committee

of every Liberty
his

or any other source.

for publicity, but because a record of the

sum subscribed

to this patriotic cause

of the profession

future

legislation

may

I

bond through

L. Golden,

(You may add

my Name

to the Theatrical Roll of

I

subscribe herewith $

aggregate

I

will subscribe $1.00

is

by members

Jr.

Chairman

have subscribed $

not

This

Woods

Al H.
Florenz Ziegfeld,

Honor)

toward one bond on

re-

cept of information as follows:

be useful in the matter of

affecting

the

interests

of

the

Theatre.

Get on the Theatrical Roll of Honor!
It Closes June 15th

Cut This Out and Mail to
Arthur Daly, Hudson Theatre Building

LEGITIMATE,
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NEWS FROM THE

DAILIES

IN CHICAGO.
Chicago, June 6.
With the weather up to now being
considered "poison" to outdoor amuse-

immensely

were

Monday

cheered

ments, it conversely has been made to
order for theatricals and those legiti-

night when the teceipts of practically
every house in town jumped to such an
extent to give that night the record
over any Monday since the declaration

news matter not collected by Variety but rewritten in
condensed form from the items relating to theatricals appearing in the
New York daily newspapers between the dates of Variety's weekly
(Below

SHOWS

BEST SINCE WAR'S START.
managers in New York

Theatrical

is

of

issues.)

war was made.
The managers Tuesday with

running are
still
attractions
"The
a satisfactory profit.
of Wonders" at the Palace is
doing close to capacity at every per-

mate

turning

Show

the ad-

formance save the Thursday matinee.
It was late when the Shuberts were
able to secure an attraction for the
Garrick, which it had planned to keep
dark for several weeks. The show was
Alan Brooks' "Dollars and Sense/'
which he lately tried out in Washing•
It opened Monday.
ton.

vanced sales as their indicator took
further heart.

Woods has taken an option on all of
Martin's play writings for the next five

A. H.
years.

closing is said to be a contract to appear in
pictures which Jack Barrymore entered into
before the opening of the stage production.

Allen Doone and bis Irish-Australian company will begin a season at the 30th Street
In August In a new comedy.

This is to be the final season of Fort Qeorge,
at the upper end ol Washington Heights, M.
Y. City, ua an amusement resort.
Acting on

Max

The Shuberts are
titled

"A Man

s

the leading role,

"My

new play enHome,'' with George Nash in
In New Haven June 18.
to produce a

Lady's OIoto"

the

la

title

the Shu-

have settled upon for "The Beautiful
Unknown/' opening at the 44th St., June 18.

berts

John D. Williams is to produce a new play
"The Copperhead," by Augustus

entitled

Thomas.

Ada Rehan, the noted actress, who died Jan.
a total estate of $222,584, accordlug to a tax transfer report filed last week.

8, llilG, left

The Henry D. Harris
produce

management Is to
Ken yon and

Eat.

'The Claim," by Charles

Frank Bare.

"The Knife" Is to remain at the DIJou
throughout the summer, according to an announcement from the Shubert PresB Dept.

Cohan ft Harris have a play by James Montgomery, entitled "The Slacker," to be produced In the fall.
F. C. Whitney Is to take "When Johnny
Comes Marching Home" to the Auditorium,

Chicago, for a run after
Manhattan O. H.

it

finishes

Joe Leblang also reported his sales
better than they had
been any time in the last nine weeks.
The concensus of opinion is that the
reaction has set in and that New York

Monday were

is in for a summer boom as far as the
theatres are concerned.
At the Astor it was stated the show
had the best Monday night since the
opening of the attraction. 'The Gaiety
reported the best gross in seven weeks,
the Longacre with Willie Collier in
his 40th week in New York, stated the
evening's figures were better than on
any Monday since March 19. The
Winter Garden, according to the agencies, had the biggest call that it has
had since opening and the Princess
went to a sell-out.
Peter Ibbetson" was a sell-out Monday night; the Empire was practically
filled, aided materially by cut-rate seats;
the Comedy very big; "The Knife" excellent; "13th Chair" and Playhouse
fine, and all the remaining legitimate
houses going strongly. This is attributed to a number of business houses
declaring Tuesday, registration day, a
holiday.
There are three big conventions in
One, the Medical
town at present.
Society, has practically filled the Astor,

complaints from Washington Heights TaxpayLicense Commissioner Bell, decided
to revoke the licenses of the amusement devices ut the close of the present season.
ers' Assn.,

Eddie

Leonard,

blackface comedian and
at 64th street and
of May 31 on a charge
preferred by one of the maids at Relsenweber's, where he is stopping. The complainant alleged that the comedian tried to insult
her. Leonard denied the charge In Night Court.

was arrested
Broadway on the night

minstrel,

O. M. Anderson and L. Lawrence Weber
huve completed the cast for "The Bery idea,
a farce comedy by William Le Baron, to be
produced in July.
The east includes Robert
Euiuiclt Kouue, oyduey Shields, Harold liindee, Leo Stark, Josephine Drake, Belle Daube
and Jennie Dlckeraon.
Rehearsals started
on Monday morning.
'

Julia Sanderson and Joseph Cawthorn are
be presented as co-stars in a production
by the Charles Frohman Co. next season. The
piece Is a musical comedy entitled "Rambler
Hose," by Victor Jacobi and Harry B. Smith.
No announcement regarding Donald Brian,
who was the third corner of the triangular
slurring arrangement in the production of
"Sybil" was made.
to

at the

Helen Raymond, who rt In Chicago with
"Very Good Eddie," has started an action for
absolute divorce from Ira J. Perry, whom she
terms as a "society parasite."

Lyn Harding has contributed $100 of his
•alary each week during his Empire theatre
In the trio of Bariie plays to the
Stage Women's War Relief Society.

The annual election of the Friars took place
Friday night. The regular ticket was elected,
consisting of Qeorge M. Cohan, abbot; John
J. Gleason, dean; Robert Campbell, secretary;
Walter C. Jordan, treasurer.
Irving Berlin,
Channlng Pollock, Ralph Trier, Edwin Q.
Burns, D. Frank Dodge and Frank Tlnney
were elected to the Board of Governors for a
term of two years.

McAlpin and Biltmore

"The Inner Man," presented by the ShuLackaye in the leading role,
its premiere in Albany on Monday

berts with Wilton

waa given
night.

The

estate of Charles Leslie Allen,
ing to $11,G00. waa left to his widow.
the father of Viola Allen and died

amount-

He

w;is

Feb. 23

last.

Mark Luescher

aiding

Is

the

in

publicity

work on the land dreadnaught "Recruit" in
Union Square.
Wells Hawks is on the job
tncre dally
afternoon.

during

a

couple

of

hours

each

Irving Mack, who has been assistant to
and
Llnlck
Jones,
Kettering,
the
Schaffer press agent, Is now handling the publicity for the bluebird and Universal Alms in
Chicago.

Ralph

Supreme Court,
June 2, awarded Thomas Rlego Hart $2,600
damages against the Fox Film Company, for
Justice

Erlanger,

In

the

breach of contract in connection with the film
production of "La Totem."

A number of bankers and brokers of New
York played two and three shows a day during the current week, explaining the Liberty
Bond issue to the patrons of vaudeville and
picture houses.

The Society of American Magicians held Its
annual dinner at the McAlpln Friday night
It was proposed at the function the solast.
ciety promote a permanent theatre for magic
in New York.
Cohan & Harris are to produce Rachel
Crothers* play, "He and She," at Atlantic
City, June 25.
The cast Includes Eflle Shannon, Maclyn Arbucklc, Marlon Barney, Jnnc
Cooper, Mrs. Willis Steel, Thurlow Bergen,
Clyde Fogel and Bertram Millar.
John McCormack, the tenor,

be awarded
the degree of doctor of literature at the commencement held June 20 at the College of
Holy Cross at Worcester, Mass.
Is to

The Barnum and Bailey Circus waB wrecked
by a wind storm nt Unlontown, Pa., June 1.
On* rromar. wan killed and ovt r r<f> ;n.T«or.». In.S.'v of tbo «l«'phnnt«i Artrnp^d^d ?wl In.

Inrf).

jured a

number

of those In the audience.

The engagement of "Peter Ibbetson," at the
Republic will end on June in, but will be reIn August.
The reason for the

sumed early

Algernon Whipple, who stated that he was
a burlesque actor, was haled before Magistrate
House in the Traffic Court, charged with violating the speed laws and driving a car while

San Francisco, June 6.
"The Masked Model" in its third and
week at the Cort showed an in-

C DISCRIMINATION?

last

Klaw & Erlanger

D.

Steuer, attorney for the

widow

offices,

it

is

smirch his memory.
George Hubcr Thompson, a nephew and foster son, la trying
to establish the fact thnt he Is In reality a son
of the former museum proprietor.

n^

01

6

.Procurers

play,

"Bought

Tomorrow a

delegation from the Friars will
In conjunction with the Stage Women's War
Relief, go to Fort Meyer to entertain the recruits In training there.
The party will be
In charge of 8am Harris and Jack Gleason.
Those volunteering Include: George M. Cohan,
Fr.nnk Tlnney, James J. Corbett. Irving Berlin, "NT ora
Hnyos. Harry Fox,
Bert Levy.
JtiUAjs J. Morton, Doyle and Dixon, Harry
Kelly, Henry Cllve, "Fatty" Arbuckle, Sophie
Bernard, Dore Floden, Little Billy, Sydney

There are two legitimate houses

New

the

Jersey

seacoast

resort

—the

Nixon and the Apollo. The latter
regarded as the most desirable and
.

it

LIBERTY FOR MISS TAYLOR?
When Laurette Taylor opens her
second season in New York it may be
at the Liberty.

The Liberty is to be redecorated immediately after the closing ofthe Williamson picture, "The Submarine Eye."
Miss Taylor will present three new
plays in New York next season.

JUDGMENTS.
JudRTTicnts filed in the County Clerk's office.
first
name Is that of the Judgment
debtor, the Berond the Judgment creditor, and
the amount of the Judgment.
C. J. Dryden Co.— H. S. Moss Theatrical
Enterprises, Inc. (costs), $118.48.
Welant,
S.
Optigraph
Corp.— R.
Film

The

$1W..ffi).

Wm. A. Phrer— T. Kelser, $«30.
A. W. Dryfoon nnd Henry Obstfleld— White
Studio, Inc. (<v .ts>. $211.10.
Leo Edwards— W. D. Rartlett, $«0.7:*.
Oscar and Arthur Hammerateln Met. Opera
Co. (costs), $170.88.

—

first

approval of this May Tully
farce comedy at its metropolitan premiere at the Wilbur Monday night, A.
H. Woods will probably display it in
New York in the fall. This is the
first of a series of productions that are
being tried out by Woods in anticipation of next season.
Although no admission of the fact is
made, "Mary's Ankle" is a former
comedy elaborated and
vaudeville

sult of the

is

claimed that despite the understanding between K.. & E. and the Shuberts,
every time a Shubert attraction seeks
a date in Atlantic City it is offered the
Nixon, while the K. & E. cohorts
(cither through making earlier application or otherwise is not known) happen to pet the Apollo's open time.

,

The
stretched into a three-act farce.
plot concerns three modern and penniless cavaliers, doctor, lawyer and would
be financier. To secure spmething to
pawn, they send out bogus marriage
announcements to the wealthy western
Inrelatives of the young physician.
stead of sending silver and cut glass,
the uncle appears and a bride has to be
found.
A girl in a taxicab with a
sprained ankle is utilized as the bride,
with the ultimate discovery she has the
same name and comes from the same
city as the imaginary bride on the bogus wedding announcement.
This is tne old vaudeville act. The
padding comes mainly in the form of
a hypochondriacal old landlady and her
caustic-tongued slavey daughter, played
by Zelda Sears aand Louise Drew. The
landlady brings in her parrot for treatment, under the impression it has adenoids, and the doctor pawns it.
Irene Fenwick floundered in the first
act. in the title role, but got her bear-

two acts.
The production is snappv

ings in the last

SATISFIED JUDGMENTS.
Eddie

Koy— J.

White Studio.
(costs),

$28.35

Inc.— A.

W. Dryfoos

(Aug. 8/13).

aiid full of
interpolated role of a steward on a Bermuda steamer fills the
rather draggy third act with pep.
It
should be expanded and given more
business.
Iarighs.

M. Keon, $1,000.91.

Judgments Reversed.

The
Cliff

Boston, June 6.
showing of "Mary's Ankle"
looked good to Boston, and as the re-

The

in

'

Jarvls.
The Leigh tons, Ous Edwards.
musical directors are: Charles Gebest,
Hess, Maurice Abrams, Louis Silvers.

BOSTON LIKES "MARY'S ANKLE."

building.

tre

and

Pnld ^,
For," Is the first piece of domestic
composition selected by the British soldiers
to be produced at the Garrison Institute and
Theatre. Park Hill Camp, Oswestry, England.
This is the first camp theatre to be organized, controlled and operated by the British
Army. The cast Is to be composed of soldiers
and nurses, and the proceeds will go to the
troops for necessary comforts.
Later the
piece will be presented by the same cast at
the opening of the soldiers' theatre In Klmmel
Park, another camp.

The Alcazar with Richard Bennett
and Co., got a flying start for its initial
week.

believed

•

that the contest was the result of
a dellbnrnte conspiracy hatched on the port
of the relatives of the late showhian to be-

well.

Shuberts are chafing under the
booking allotments in Atlantic City
emanating from the Amsterdam thea-

of

Thompson

crease in attendance.
At the Columbia, "Come Out of the
Kitchen," with Ruth Chatterton opened

the

is

Max

SHOWS IN FRISCO.

hotels.

While no official objection has, so
far as known, been registered at the

Justice Joseph E. Newberger, in the Supreme
Court, dismissed, May 31, the action of Mrs.
Amy Ongley against A. H. Woods and
Max
Marcln for an injunction and an accounting
and damages on the production of "Cheating
Cheaters." Mrs. Ongley alleged that her husband collaborated on the writing of the play.
Nathan Burkham represented the producer and
the author.

George H. Hubcr and the execcutors of the
estate which he left, made a statement to
Surrogate John P. Cohnlan and a Jury in the
contest of the will Instituted by George Hubcr

The show (in its
a healthy business.
sixth month) has practically lost its
agencies, but that
ticket
the
at
demand
is more than compensated by the outof-town buy at the box office.

City.

intoxicated and was fined $100.
On leaving
the court he slapped the officer that had
arrested him and was brought back Into court
again and fined an additional $10 for assault.

H. E. (Doc) Weaver., agent fQr_"Good
Grucious Annubelle," pulled a brand new one
In Chicago Just before the show went back
to
New York. He visited the various newspaper
offices and thanked the dramatic editors
for
their courtesy to him during the run of the
piece.
It hadn't been done before and naturally made a hit with the scribes.

good demand at the Cort, with the
newspapers voting it one of the best
"The Bird of
plays of the season.
Paradise" runs on at the Olympic and
"Turn to the
month.
the
may last out
Right" at the Grand continues to do

A report this week had it the Shubert allies feel they are being discriminated against in the matter of the
booking of their attractions in Atlantic

engagement

"Eve's Daughter," a play of English life,
was produced In Washington, on Monday night,
for the first time on any stage by William A.
Brady.

A.

,

Myron Rice has finally secured a
Chicago house for his musical production by Jack Hazzard, Percival Knight
and A. Baldwin Sloane, called "Dew
Drop Inn," which arrives at the Illinois Tune 17. This house is now dark.
"The Pawn," with Frank Keenan, i»
doing nicely at the Princess, with the
Save for its finish the
top at $1.50.
piece is highly regarded, and will remain until the weather breaks, for it
essentially not a warm weather
is
show.
"Seven Chances" displays a verjy

et

al

An

/

LEGITIMATE.
Construction Held
Railroads Fear

Routed.

Pending Turn In National

A

general canvass of the legitimate
managerial offices reveals that preparations are going forward for the sending
out of more shows than in many years.
All sorts of attractions for the legitimate theatres are to be sent Out, if
there is any possibility of thenar being
able to make railroad journeys/on anything like schedule time.
The first thing that seem/ to have
been attempted «is the arranging for
Beyond that, the doming fall
dates.
and winter season is no further advanced than in previous/ springs of
recent years.
/
The scene painters^nd[lithographers
state they are not receiving any definite
orders to make ready, M>ut are being
held in readiness to "go" at a moment's
(

notice.

theatrical managers are
in their opinion that their

Legitimate

unanimous

branch of show business looks good
for the coming season, provided they
are able to travel on any sort of- a
reasonable basis and with some assurance the train schedule will not be
This they have not
interfered with.
been able to secure from the roads, the
transportation people stating they cannot enter into any cast-iron agreements,
because they themselves do not know
when their trains will be commandeered by the government for the move-

Calvin Heilig, manager of the Heilig,
Portland, Ore., who, according to various reports that have been current during the past fortnight, had arranged
for a switch to the Klaw & Erlanger
office of a circuit of houses in the
northwest hurried east to repair the
break in his fences.
As soon as the
information of the proposed move in

Up

Affairs.

Government May Commandeer
Paper and Ink Scarce.

LIBERTY BOND WEEK.

HEILIG COMES EAST.

PRODUCERS IN QUANDARY
OVER UN SETTLE D CONDITIONS
Many Shows Planned and

territory became known in New
York there was an immediate switch
in the bookings for the two houses
Heilig
Four
personally
controls.
shows, including one of the Winter
Garden attractions, a company of
"Very Good Eddie," "Flora Bella* and
his

Lines.

duced at the Cort, New York, entitled
"Coat-Tails," will be renamed "Furs and
Frills" by Arthur Hammerstein, who intends sending it out next season as a
musical comedy.

Tom

Wis*e is to be in his original
role and Louise Dresser takes the leminine lead.
Ernest Torrence will also

be in the cast.

"The Masked Model" were transferred
the Baker, Portland.
All of the
other managers in the circuit stood solidly behind John Cort.
Klaw & Erlanger seem opposed to
any disruption of the existing conditions in the territory through an amicato

ble

arrangement

effected

in

Seattle

with Gee ge P. Hood, associated with
John Cort and the Northwestern Association, who was appointed the manager of the Metropolitan, Seattle, under
the joint management of Cort and K.
& E. Hood was formerly the manager
of the Moore which was the Cort
house.

CORBY AND FISKE?
There is a possibility Madison Corey
and Harrison Grey Fiske and a third
party may join in a producing organization for the coming season. Mr. Corey
stated early this week he was as yet
unable to announce his plans in full,
but that he was looking for offices in
theatrical
the
district.
Fiske and

"AVIATOR" MISSES CASTLE.
"The Aviator" missed Vernon Cas-

Corey were interested in "A Night at
an Inn," tried out early this spring.
It is stated that the cause for the
split between Corey & Riter was oyer
a difference of opinion regarding this
production and "A Nigger in the
Woodpile," also tried out.

through the accident to the flier
Canada.
reported arrangements were
It is
made for Castle to head the show in
the title role, but these were abandoned
with the accident to the English aviatle,

shipments.

Up to Wednesday it looked as
though the drive on the part of the
managers was going to bring big results.

The reports from the B. F. Keith
vaudeville theatres early in the weefc
indicated that from that circuit alone
there would be $1,000,000 in subscriptions.
The Palace was leading Wednesday morning with $50,000 worth.
The Orpheum, Brooklyn, realized
$6,000 in actual cash sales last Saturday night, the first night that one of
the speakers made an appeal.
At the
Colonial $10 certificates were offered
in the audience.
The legitimate houses also did their
share, and it was in one of these, the
Longacre, that one of the mayor's
speakers committed a distinct breach
of etiquette Tuesday night when the
audience was censured by him for
going to the theatre and spending their
money which they should be investing in the nation's loan.* It killed the
third act of the William Collier farce
entirely.
If

Washington two weeks
ago and Brooks immediately received
offers.
These were rejected, Brook!
saying that he had engaged the cast
for one week only and that he preferred to wait until
ing the show.

fall

before again play-

The Shuberts persuaded him

to accept the Garrick date and by long distance gathered his company.
Brooks
was inclined to hold off the managers
because when he offered his show for
production, none could "see" his manuIn addition to starring in
script.
"Dollars and Sense." Brooks wrote,
produced, stage directed and managed
the show.
Bill Sill is doing the publicity.

There will be no unnecessary building permitted by the Government, all
steel and other forms of building material will be utilized by the nation for
the purposes of construction to carry
on the war. At present there are but
400,000,000 barrels of oil in this country,
while under normal conditions the surplus on hand is usually 900,000,000 barrels, the reason being that the well
operators are unable to obtain steel
for the purposes of lining the r wells
with piping.
The price of paper is going to cause
a jump in the price of printed matter
for attractions next year and there will
be a lack 6t variety in colors because
of the scarc'ty of inks
Managers are
already complaining about the latter.

MORE CHANGES

9

IN "WIDOWS.'

Percy Bronson and Winnie Baldwin are to enter the cast of "His Little Widows" at the Astor Monday, with
the 50th performance, replacing Robert Emmctt Keane and Hattie Burks.
The former goes with "The Very
Idea."

BREESE,

;

Edmund

THE AUTHOR.

and Anna Stcese
Richardson are the authors of "A Man's
Home," which the Shuberts are to
produce with George Nash in the lead-

Who

leaves this Sunday to

movies.
Eltinge

is

and secretary.

carrying

43

become

trunks

a

of

PARAMOUNT

STAR, forsaking

wardrobe,

say

*

to

nothing

Breese

Announcement of the play
ing role.
was made but the va-mis n/ the. authors
were kept a secret.

JULIAN ELTINGE
by Edward Clark and pro-

A RUSH.

the try-out in

freight divisions.

less written

IN

Chicago, June 6.
"Dollars and Sense," an elaboration
of Alan Brooks' vaudeville playlet of
similar name, opened at the Garrlck
Monday. The booking was not consummated until last Tuesday. Representatives
of the Shuberts, W. A.
Brady and Charles B. Dillingham, saw

of

of a run of one night or

future there is any other
which the theatre and its man-

the

COMPANY GOT

The men thus thrown
the big lines.
out of the passenger service will be
utilized to handle the tonnage of the

"COAT-TAILS" SET TO MUSIC.

in

S. Z. Poli, the New England manager, has made arrangements to take
the gross receipts of all of the houses
on his circuit for the coming week and
invest it in Liberty Bonds.

Another thing the managers are
awaiting before committing themselves
definitely for any large expenditures is
the result of conscription. It being generally understood that those registering
are to be called to the colors in two
weeks' time.
One railroad official stated he believed that by August when time came
to move the crops all Pullmans and
dining cars would be dropped from
trains except to through points, as a
measure to conserve coal and men, as
a number of extra trains are to be

The comedy

in

tor.

The Northern

all

Allies.

agers are to co-operate with either the
civic, state or national government in is
widespread a campaign as this one was
it might be well for a couple of real
showmen to take the effort in hand
and work out the detail in advance. It
will work out to the mutual advantage
of both the theatre and the cause.

Pacific recently cancelled agreements
for the bringing from various points
on their lines of large numbers of delegates to three conventions and they are
in no position to guarantee any sort of
passenger or freight deliveries.

withdrawn from the service of

is Liberty Bond week^in the
theatres throughout the cou/try. For
the past five days the theatrical managers of New York City have been cooperating with the Ma^r's Commission to swell the salsr of the paper
which the Government is issuing to
carry on the wa\- apG to finance our

move

of troops or freight essential to
the proper conduct of the war.
At the present time it is reported
that plenty of coal is being mined, but
that it is from six to eight weeks
in

This

in

ment

behind

11

of

the speaking stage for the

two

valets,

a

chauffeur

"HIGHWAYMAN" CLOSED.
"The Highwayman" closed in Boston
two weeks at the Shubert theatre.

after

VARIETY
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The type of show given by the N. V.
A. artists at the Hippodrome Sunday
evening can best be judged by the fact
that that eminent artiste, Porothy Jardon, was No. 3 on the program, setting
a pace for talent and class among the
women that never dropped behind during the evening. Phylis Neilson Terry in
a clinging black evening gown that
touched the floor and trailed off gracefully, sang delightfully.
She also demonstrated most beautifully the art of
bowing oneself

Weeks

in

off a stage.
Marion
white, sweetly demure and

positively childlike, was inconspicuously
attractive to all.
Frances White vied with Eva Tanguay for patriotic dress honors, but,
ai usual, Miss Tanguay's originality

outshown everything else. Miss White
wore a short skirt of brilliants with
side panels falling from under arms of
bodice, forming the U. S. coat of arms
worked out in the same brilliant trimming. Blue sequin cuffs and high collar a la White and military hat to
match completed her outfit.
Miss Tanguay had on the "Polyanna
of Vaudeville" costume she wore at the
Palace a couple of weeks ago. A skirt
of narrow red, white and blue satin
ribbons fell from a solid royal blue
sequin bodice.
decorated with

A

tiny

blue

turban

up-standing American
and flags of all nations hung
from an original cord arrangement
from her neck and fastened again at
flags

her waistline was the acme of original
patriotic suggestion.
Mile. Dazie dazzled in a rhinestone
bodice over a pink ballet skirt, and
Tulia Arthur looked superb in a solid

black

and sequin gown.

Sadie Burt
wore a rose taffeta with squares of
purple and gold; a graceful drapery of
lace fell over top of the low bodice.
Ethelyn Clark looked prettily unaffected in a little old-time gray dress
with ruffle pantlets, poke bonnet and
long gray scarf lined with salmon pink.
Gus Edwards' girls wore the same type
costume, using a gray and blue combination. Belle Baker, in white, affectid a blue hair ornament and touch of
Sophie Tucker's
blue at waistline.
gown was brilliant pink covered with
embroidered designs in turquoise blue.
The same shade of blue shoes and
stockings were worn and blue tulle was
carelessly tied around her neck. Stella
Maynew glided about the stage lightly
and gracefully, despite the high breast
plate trimming that seemed to be holding her down.
Anna Meld's beautiful wnite pearl
t'imined creation had the artistic touch
She
of black worked into the bodice.
followed all ot the charming women
recitation
appealing
in
a
most
and was
about her much-loved France and the
great war problem.
jet

children of Eddie Foy really
Pat Rooney, 3d,
•topped the show.
appeared for a moment, with his parents, the boy doing a song and dance.

The

Garden, in "The
At the
Passing Show of 1917," Marie Nordind
enunciation
splendid
strom's
mannerisms make her
scintillating
Rugel
Yvette
big
cast.
the
in
out
stand
She
is the songbird of the production.
wears a mauve net for her first song and
and
pants
coat,
mandarin
a short yellow
hat, is strikingly effective for the "Willow Tree" number. Irene Franklin is
falling for" the Young Idea, wearing her

Winter

la Pickford— but, of course, it
some hair. A full little black satin
skirt worn with a dark blue tight

hair a
is

bodice and white collar and cuffs for
the telephone number and the sport

worn for the baseball satire are
her only becoming costumes. A pink
outfit

and a couple of other
affair
dresses are the most unbecoming she
has ever worn. Dolly Connolly is doing the "Golden West" number she did
in vaudeville and wearing her same
vawdcviiK- wardrobe. A novelty chorus
f
tulle front
outfit with law wheelo o
and bark covering their bodies almost
completely may or may not have been
suggested by" Eva Tanguay's "fan
dress." The idea is further carried out

tulle

AMONG THE WOMEN
by smaller wheels at the wrists and
ankles of the wearers.

at the top of the drop.
In the middle
aperture she appears as a tired bookkeeper eating his lunch, who is always
figuring.
As an Italian mother in a
red calico waist, black skirt and cardinal shawl with paisley border she
tells how proud she is she has made
The piece de
her boy a gentleman.
resistance in the way of makeup and
song, however, is a half-darkey, halfOn top of a
Hawaiian makeup.
tangled head a wreath of red poppies
mingles with a Hawaiian lei and in
darky lingo she tells yon how she
mixes up her orders, trying to be what
she ain't. A quick change to "Sweet
Phylis" in a clinging pink chiffon,
dancing frock takes your breath away.
Miss Parry sings and dances through
three stages of Sweet Phylis* life the

It's a pity actresses of Ethel Barrymore's calibre do not appreciate more
importance of good dressing.
At the Rialto last week Miss Barrymore portrayed an Indian girl who,
finally being acknowledged by a rich
father, is allowed all the luxuries her
mother denied herself of. Under these
circumstances
the
daughter should

fully the

dress well. Yet Miss Barrymore wears
the most ordinary looking clothes in
the picture.
As a wedding dress she
wears an old-fashioned semi-fitting
princess with big showy bands running
Lorn shoulder to hem of skirt of undeniably cheap lace. Good dressing in
pictures is as important * as on the
speaking stage and only screen actresses with reputations seem to slight

—

Wildflower from Sunnybrook, who
goes to her first party on Broadway
in the dress her mother made her.
Miss Parry's last character is an old
English street vendor who sees no
reason he cannot enlist for service "So
long, as he hay the 'art."

it.

The woman who

plays the old lady

"The Corner Grocer sketch should
have some instruction in the art
Her wig fits badly and
of makeup.
her eyes and entire makeup might have
been taken for an attempt at a comedy
in

'

character old

lady,

instead

old woman, attractive
likable
enough to have three men ready to
propose to her.
nice,

Fleta Jan

Brown (Brown and Spen-

cer) is effecting a novelty in the way
of having stand up lace collars in all
of her evening gown 3 wired up a la
Queen Ann. She is wearing the most
picturesque little dresses, each one
with a somewhat different touch, in
the way of color or cut, she does not

—

wear one ordinary frock and yet they
are all quite up to the minute in style.
Marie Stoddard, at the Colonial this
week, looked well in a sapphire blue
tulle skirt, bodice and skirt panels of
sequins in the same shade' but she

worked indifferently, evidently because her material, which she seemed
to appreciate more than the audience,
was not getting over. During the next
to her last number she told the leader
to "play the next one fast and get it
Marion Shirley, in a pink acover."
cordion pleated chiffon negligee with
lace sleeveless overdress looks very
much "Billie Burke" with her red hair,

and dainty manner. A blue evening
coat trimmed with white marabout is
not up to the standard dressing of the
A primrose taffeta dancing dress
act.

with its touches of blue velvet ribbon
is becoming.
Winnie Baldwin looked as if she was
going to do a "made in America" act,
She opened in a pink organdie at once

The overskirt and
pretty and novel.
bodice were trimmed with ruffled narrow turquois fatin ribbon, put on in
scalloped border effect, with tiny ribbon flowers in different pastel shades
The short skirt
between.
in
set
showed three narrow pleatings in the
picture hat faced
larere
A
organdie.
with pink with blue satin sash around
A midit hung half way down back.
night blue skirt of sheer material had
trimming
spangled
black
and
blue
around the bottom. Big satin bows of
blue,

pink,

violet,

yellow and green

showed through the outside drop.

The

lace embroidered in blue and brilliant
pink bead trimming, a gold turban and
a red rose lilac and forgetmenot corsage, she looked like as if she might
have stepped out of an old French
A novelty Hawaiian
pastel drawing.
dress trimmed with bands of tiny cola ribbon skirt of
with
tips
ostrich
ored
as many colors, was much admired.
Charlotte Parry back in New York
vaudeville with an niTering of song
Mor5.es has a novel blue curtain drop
with three openings, emphasized by
borders or pillars of black and gold
and black and white. The same coloring carried out in Oriental design is

in Chicago a couple of weeks
stood inside the purple velvet
drop which surrounds Emily Ann Wellman and her players while the dramatic
episode, "The Young Mrs. Stanford" is
played, I was astounded to note how
much of the power of the splendid actWhile
ing is retarded by the screen.
the diction of each member of the cast
perfect, they have to use double
is
force else the screen throws their
voices back and they do not get over
the footlights. Speaking of Miss Wellman's Chicago engagement she actually received so many floral offerings
the opening day she had to engage an
extra taxi to take them to her hotel at

While

ago,

of )ust a
.

I

—

night.

Cecil

Kern who made a quick decision

to return to the stage last month after
a retirement of two years in private life,
is receiving the most complimentary
press notices of her career, since opening as leading woman in the Denham
Stock Co., Denver. Mrss Kern has a
wealth of beautiful frocks to dazzle the
Denvefites.

pletely.
Flo Albert wore a simple pretty dancing frock of blue satin,
The full skirt caught up around the
hips in a big puff has a lace and satin
bodice. Valyda looked well in a black
chiffon flounced skirt with a long

waisted black sequin body. She dons
a large tulle hat with jet crown and a
long ermine scarf for her last number.
HirschofFs Gypsie girls look good in
faces, figures
and costumes.
Their,
skirts are of blue flowered material
edged with red and brown ribbon and

worn

of the

girlies

"Bandbox Review" are

Adele Rowland
cunningly attractive.
is such a picture in a voluptuous coral
pink wrap and gown she should have
more fitting surroundings. A pink drop
or pink draperies, lamp shades, etc.,
would carry out the idea. The deep
yoke of wrap and of skirt in dress underneath are quite in harmony. Both
have long points over shoulders and
There is not a bit of trimming
hips.

on

either, a delightful relief these days.

As a Red Cross nurse in sombre gray
uniform she is pathetic and humorous.
A sheer gown that looks blue in one
part of stage and gray in another has
the same graceful simplicity, with a
only

touch of silver cloth at waist, its
The girl in the Bowers Review
relief.
wears, among other pretty frocks, a
white silver bodice over pink tulle and
A bow of tulle at the wrists and
satin.
a large crownless tulle hat add to its
daintiness.

Its
bert

the"

at

anv
'

bright

reason out

American the

if

Nat Al-

definite

first

naif

silk

pink blouses

front of bodice.
Red stockings, red
aprons, blue caps and blue sashes make
a dashing effect with their fast dancing.
Ray Lawrence in a pink velvet
dressy coat suit trimmed with a black
fur makes his first appearance singing
as he comes down the aisle through,
the audience.
At the same time a
dresser in Chinese makeup appears
between the silk Chinese-looking drop
bangine a nile green brocaded with
bright green flowers,' a profusion of

emerald green

tails

falling

over arms

and neck is the first change and a light
wistaria gold embroidered gown is the
next.
The skirt is caught up on one
side.
Full pleated panels of drapery
of a deeper shade of wistaria tulle fall
from either side.
crownless tulle
hat and still more tulle falling over
arms, is a very effective makeup. The
dressing for the act is good, but a
badly fitting wig of the vintage of
"Stuart's best days" and a tendency
to mouth his words prevents a deception of any sort.
Another woman is
playing "Mrs. Frayne" in the Hans
Robert sketch, "Cold Coffee."
She
is attractive in a grey blue taffeta dress
with which she wears a large- double
pointed white chiffon collar and cuffs
and grey shoes, but she is quite too
young or else made up too young for
the part.

A

—

Since

May

29 Fanny Stedman and

Jay Melville have been man and wife.
They were married that day at Port
Richmond, S. I. Belle Baker was matron of honor at the ceremony and
Mrs.
Charles Wood the best man.
Melville is of.Al and Fanny Stedman;
her husband of Wood, Melville and
Phillips.
The respective acts will conas

The Stedmans

before.

brother and

are

sister.

Attention, girls
Fred'k Bowers has
given you a tip. Not to be outdone in
patriotism, Freddie has written a song
which he put in his act at the Riverside this week. He sings to a Peach—
I mean a girl in a peach orchard—of
all the things he wants to give her, including his money, and promptly the
"If you want to buy
girl gets the idea.
something for me, buy me a Liberty
1

Bond," says she.

Some

pictures shown at the Rialto
week taken in the Land of the
Rising Sun were most interesting.
They showed Japanese child life, their
amusements, home life, etc., up to. their
last

disrobing

funny

and being tucked

little

in

their

beds at night.

Did you see

all

of those pretty pro-

girls at the Hippodrome Sunday
of course you
night?
If you
did,
didn't wonder why so many men took
such a time finding their seats and

gram

those who did have to come in with
you found some reason for going back

down

in

the lobby again.

Mrs. Henry Chesterfield entertained
a party of friends at the N. V. A. Club
This popular lady is
the other night.

almost as much in demand as her husband on the guest nights. Everyone
wants to meet her and better still,
everyone likes her. Elida Morris was
also the center cf attraction at another
table and a rumor passed around that
she had a splendid' offer with a new

—

difficult to

reason for singloudly as he did, but it
as
ing
comvoice
partner's
drowned his

had

over

trimmed with bands of blue ribbon,
and various colored ribbons fall over

tinue

There's a wave of patriotism about
the theatres this week, fostered perhaps
by the war bond delegates who are
speaking in the vsfrious houses. The
Riverside is no exception. Mrs. Gordon Wilde, in green velvet evening
gown, caught up at one side and the
back with lace girdle, assisted her husband materially with his shadowplay.
Ether Hunter with her violin and braid
was conspicuously present in a wistaria,
satin and tulle gown, Cuddles and the

Tiny zouaves of same

fringe.

are

film

company.
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CABARETS
Z==

NOTES
rw^

3E

and cabaret artists
Vaudevillians
joining the army or navy will be permitted to take their musical instruments along. Troop A, of the First
New York cavalry, has already organized a jazz band with Harvey Brooks
playing the saxophone and Syd Marion
Marion is also pianist.
the ukelale.

through the summer. This is the second revue the Palais Royal has given.
Its first, when opening, was headed by

Two

Beach

who have

appeared in
vaudeville and cabarets in New York,
are with the same troop.
banjoists,

The Strand Roofs new revue was
staged by Julian Alfred, who has introduced a pony into the

One

of
the cabarets tried out a dog act that
got over and a roller skating bear that
didn't, but Mr. Alfred's pony with a
girl astride of it carrying a small time
American flag is a hit. The finale is
also a success, the flag being the single
bare bit of patriotism in a neatly moving restaurant floor production. Other
than the pony finish the best and newest thing in the revue are the Van
Vlissen dancers, two boys and a girl,
doing a costumed Egyptian dance.
The finale is built up on it The three
young people dance their number quite
well, which, with their dressing of the
dance, makes it the most attractive individual portion of the performance. A
nicely staged number is "The Ragtime
Dinner Band," first put on by Mr. Alfred at the Martinique some time ago
finale.

and originally coming from London.
There is a toe dancer called Veronica
in the revue,

who

is

not professionally

entitled to that name and should have
the good taste to leave it to its owner.
While she is seeking to exploit herself
at the expense of someone else who is
better known, this toe dancer can not
expect to secure recognition in the profession and the apparent attempt to deceive the public can neither aid her nor
the restaurant that permits it. The
male principal is Dave Mallen. There
is a blond singer in the show, also
Patsey O'Hearn with her personality,
the revue as a whole making up a nice

show. It is produced by Lea HerMr. Alfred will return to the
Hotel Martinique next season, as the
producer and stager of the cabaret to
be given there. The Martinique has
been furnished its entertainment for a
couple of seasons by the Gus Edwards

little

rick.

Fritzi

Scheff,

now

eight weeks she
$1,500 weekly.

in

the last of the

was engaged

for at

Pop vaudeville opened this week in
the Keith Hippodrome, Cleveland, for
the warm spell, only.
Keith's Lowell. Mass., has discontinued its vaudeville and will po
the
summer with * picpolicy.
ture

through

The burning
a

loss

of

at

Long

Tom

Healy

Healy's

said to have cost
of $65,000.
Nothing

is

daunted,

making ready for the
construction of his enormous skating
rink and skating cabaret on the site
of the Astor Market at 95th street and
Broadway for next season. It is to be

however, he

is

patterned after the Admiral's Palace
in Berlin and will have a larger floor
space than that famous edifice.

tor,

week
the

as assistant to

Edward

S. Keller,

U. B. O. agent.

Ruth Wilkes, a vaudevillian, has
started action tor divorce in Chicago
against Charles McKinney, a non-pro-

as

Jack Osterman, having assumed hit
mother's (Katheryne Osterman) name
for stage purposes.

O. D. Woodward,

Denham
fall

Charles Morrison, in the E. M. Robinson department of the United Booking Offices for three years, starts next

'The

joining Louis Simon's act,

New Coachman/' and programed

of

who founded

theater stock
1913,

retires

company

the

in the

from the theater

Saturday. William Webb will succeed
him as director. Mr. Woodward has
kept the house running continuously for
189 weeks, with approximately 2,000
consecutive daily performances, claimed
to' be a record for American stock companies. The house has been doing an
unprofitable business for the last several months.

fessional.

With the inauguration of the one
o'clock closing the New York restaurants are doing an increased dinner
business.
One familiar with such
things say the average party of four
will spend $25 for dinner at a Broadway cabaret which yields a profit of $3
per head.
While business in San Francisco in
practically every cafe in town has fallen
off to a large extent, even more so since
the inauguration of the recent ruling
regarding the selling of liquor to a
soldier in uniform, the Portola Louvre
management is well fortified with
Phoebe Brown, a dancer of considerable merit, who promises to attain wide
popularity and in due time prove of
enormous value to the establishment.
Miss Brown undoubtedly displays more
"pep" than any dancer who has been
appearing around local cafes in some
time.

The new federal law which prohibits
the sale of intoxicants to any man in
uniform, under a penalty of $1,000, has
made cafe and saloon keepers strictly
adhere to the order. However, a number of enlisted men at Rock Island,
They
111., evaded the law for a time.
bought "jumpers" and overalls whicfy
they yanked over their uniforms. The
ruse was discovered by officers and the
men were court marshalled.

The Wilmer

Vincent theatre at
Saturday for the
season. The firm's house at Altonna
The W. & V.
closes this Saturday.
theatres remaining open indefinitely are
at Utica, N. Y., Allcntown, Easton,
Reading and Harrisburg, Pa.
York,

Pa.,

ft

closed

Bernlce Beaven, secretary to Sam
Thall, the tabloid booker of the W. V.

M. A. in Chicago, has become engaged
to Harold Hansen, an officer in the
Marine Corps, stationed at present at
Fort Royal,

S. C.

Mme.

Estelle Beaugrand, with the
Players last season, has returned to this country and will go into
the English spoken drama. She is the
daughter of the late Honore Beaugrand, who was Mayor of Montreal.

French

Charles A. Bird, who left the post
of general manager with the Shuberts
Saturday, is to make a trip to the Pacific Coast, starting on June 28 In company with John Zanft of the William
Fox forces and H. M. Horkheimer. In
the meantime he will go to his country

Fenton and Green are discontinuing
the pictorial puzzle contest advertised
by the act in fast week's Varmty. The
team announces the discontinuance in
this issue.
While the contest was not
seriously intended by the act and no
prize was offered, Fenton and Green
merely meaning to publish laughable
pictures, the "puzzle contest," as It jae
called, might have bordered upon the
Lottery Law and gotten into conflict
with the postal regulations. To avoid
that possibility Fenton and Green concluded to calf off the contest.

home up

state:

The Bronx opera house

is

playing a

series* of musical comedies over this
spell and will keep on with the policy
Jack
until the weather prevents it.

Rosenthal, son of J. J., who manages
the Bronx house, has become an ac-

productions.

The Stage Women's War
with Raymond

Relief, in

B. Foschairman of the Recreation Conn

co-operation
dick,

mittee, is to present the first of Its
scries of entertainment at mobilization
camps at Fort Meyer, June 9. Rachel
Crothers, president of the S. W. W. R.,
after a conference with Cohan
Harris, received promise of their support
to the fullest extent and of the en-

&

rollment

the

of

membership of the

Club to give one of their frolic!
as part of the initial performance.
Friars'

Bert Levy gave his first morning
entertainment in New York for children last Saturday at the Palace. Mr.
Levy has been devoting one morning
or more weekly in cities where he has
appeared at the vaudeville theatre during the past season. He was reported
quite successful at it, easily believed
after watching how he entertained the
large crowd
kidlets at the Palace.
of young ones was there. They ranged

A

age from four to around 16. some
accompanied by parents who also enjoyed the hour and a half. About the
most noticeable matter in connection
with the entertainment was Mr. Levy's
control over the children. They obeyed
him perfectly and seemed to understand him as well as he understood
them. Mr. Levy drew some sketches,
in

.

Burr Park Inn, situated in the village
of Burr Park, without the confines of
Chicago, was raided by men from the
of State's Attornev Macklay
office
Hoyne, June 2. The place had a particularly vicious name and ha9 secretly
been under Hoyne's investigation for
some time. It is said- to have been the
resort of auto thieves and also 14 women placed there by cadets, all having
In the raid signed
police records.
burial permits were found, a number
revolvers and dope
and
guns
loaded
of
It has been suspected by the
outfits.
prosecutor the Inn concealed evidence
of the disappearance and death of several persons, and* the finding of the
burial permits signed in blank^ bears
out the suspicion. Samuel Harris, one
of the proprietors, after being questioned, attempted to escape from the
ante-room of the state's attorney office
by lowering himself from the third
story window by means of a filimsy
The rope broke and the man
rope.
was killed by the fall. He had made a
damaging confession.

exhibited pictures, told a couple of Ifftle stories, ran off "The Butcher Boy"

comic film with Fatty Arbuckle), had
of the kids draw on his specially
prepared apparatus (which was an in-

(a

some

teresting feature to the adults present
as well) and for the finale the children
all stood, singing the "Star Spangled

Banner," then filed orderly out of the
each child showing pleasure

house,

When Mr. Levy
facial expression.
sketched upon his apparatus, he
informed the children they could guess
They veiled
at what he was drawing.
"lady." "Indian" and so on but without
findseemingly
creating a disturbance,

bv

first

this amusing
most pleasant
morning for the kids and it's rather
nice of Mr. Levy to give his time and

ing much
guessing.

new revue

is due to
have 20 chorus
Fred Delf and Daisy
girls, led by
Others in the show will be
Irving.
Etowa, a Jap dancer, Anita Eison, who
danced with Delf in the "Cohan Revue,"
and the Two Bryants. Dave Bennett is

The

Palais Royal

open June

11.

It will

The people were
staging the revue.
booked through Harry A. Shea. Contracts were given for 10 weeks, which
meaqs the restaurant and show will run

Bayone

Walter

WHIPPLE AND HUSTON
"SHOES," the best novelty of the
PROCTOR'S FIFTH AVE. THEATRE NOW (June 7- 11)

In their newest

comedy

creation.

Direction,

PETE MACK.

season.

enjoyment
It

made

in

a

attention freely to the pleasure of
strange children to him. There is no
profit of any sort in this for the artist.
Tlie t.'1'ilidrtii rfvul tlun" pa»cr»l» or
guardians are admitted without charge
and the theatre is donated by the management of it. If Mr. Levy continues
this each season he will become a
king among the children and probably
the most universally popular man with
kidlets in the land.

)

)
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Dae* Neville

NEXT WEEK (JUNE

BILLS

•

.»

^-

Now York

PALACE

toruh)

Norah Bayes
White ft Halg
Tempest ft Sunshine
Dery Levy

to

fill)

(loew)

Noble

ft

a Tlvoll Girls

Marvin ft Marvin
"The Alibi"
Molody 4
Fred LaRelne Co
2d half

(ubo)

Race of Man"
Beaumont ft Arnold

Tyler

La Sylph
Betty Bond

Walters ft Moore
Rita Marsden

Belle Rutland

NATIONAL

Denny

(loew)

Zlta Lyons

Bobbins
Hill Cherry &

H

Lamb ft Morton
RIVERSIDE (ubo)

Holden A Herron
Harry English Co
Smith ft Kaufman
Gypsy Songsters

Jos Santley Co
Henry Lewis

Leo A May Jackson

Simmons

Bradley

ft

"Corner Store"
Bankoff Co
Marguerite
OravlUa Bros
H O H (ubo)
2d half (7-10)
Curtis 3
ft

Tommy Haydn
Will Oakland

A

Edwards
81 ST ST (ubo)
(7-10)

2d half

Raymond Bond Co
Kinney
Donovan & Lee

Hall

Dennl A Perry
Eleanor Haber Co
Beth Mayo

ft

La Bergere
58TH ST (ubo)
2d half (7-10)
Jessell ft Marl In

(One to

ORPHEUM

A Lockwood
fl Serenades
Chas Rellly
The Nightons

Lockltt

Waldron

ft

AMERICAN

(loew)

Noack
Rob ft Robertson
Valentine Vox
Granville -A-Mack
"Days Long Ago"
Fred Rogers
Harry Brooks Co
Andy Lewis Co
Paul ft Pauline
2d half

Gypsy Songsters
Andrew Kelly

L

O Harvey

ft

3 Tlvoll Girls
The NLghtons

Cunningham

ft

Ben-

Chas Rellly
to

fill)

LINCOLN

(loew)

Dancing Demons
Josephine Lenhardt
Cunningham ft Ben-

(loew)
Olive
Moffatt

Cornelia

ft

Duval ft Simons
Jan Rublnl

Hans Roberts Co
Burns ft Lynn
(Two to fill)

Hathaway

LoCosta A Clifton
Lewis Belmont ft L
Jack ft Forls
Coney Island, N. Y.
(Ubo)

"Peacock Alley"
Male ft Patorson
Mr ft Mrs J Barry
Jack Alfred Co
Cooper ft Rlcardo
Scarplnoff ft Varvara
Imperial Tr
fill)

7TH AVE

(loew)

Dorothy

Littlo

Harmon ft Malcolm
A Gray ft Roys
Hans Roberts Co
Andrew Kelly
Zlta

Mohr

ft

ft

It

fc

<h>.\\)

Jcnson

"Surprise Party"
Senator Murphy
Del Frndo 4

•'

Went worth

IVrrv

HALSEY

iiilmi

2d hnlf (7-HM
Rolner Bros

Chas Edwards Co

(Inter
12)

I

M.lodv Six
Avcy
ft
.

I

1

1

\

<Y

\ >

t 1 «

li

I

.->

Slnkft *ttrt,L <ti*.
ill. :>•»
(

HI IT)

Burns

ft

Quinn

PA NT AGES

HOWATSON
of Pickles"

Adelaide Boothby Co

The Kramers

MILES

ft

K. St. Lonla.

ERBERS
ft

."'•->{

1

F'agg ft White
Orange Packers

2d half

<

I

|

pO.M

.>

V

Hit

l.ip-c.i

\i«1ni"
N|eJI|'t>rv

EMPRESS

and

i<( It'll >tl

,y

1)

(ali-wvn)

SWAYBELL

LAUGH BROKERS

ft

ft

Wallace

Killif>

Nichoinon

Five

Emigrants
Thorndyke ft Barnes

"Motoring"
Walter Weems
Degnon A Clifton
2d half
Wheeler ft Doran
Newhoffnad Phelps
James C Morton
Swor ft Avey

Minneapolis Minn.

PANTAGES

ft Nelson
"IHrth of Rose"

Ahearn Tr
Godfrey

(One to

GRAND (wva)
Johnson ft S'thearts
Morris ft Beasley
Marriott Troupe
N

fill)

ORPHEUM

Boyle

(wva)
Curtlss' Canines
Cntnlnno ft O'Brien
The Explorers
3 Lyres

Davles

ft

Marlon Harris
R Coghlan Co
Lewis ft Norton
Ruth St Dennis Co
Johnston ft Harty

PANTAGES

Laypo

PRINCESS

(ubo)
(Louisville split)
1st half

(p)

Onri
Cook

M

Harklns
"Midnight RollickerB"
T

ft

2d half
"Six

BIJOU

Elm

City 4

Gygi ft Vadie
Little Days"
Lulu Beeson Co

"Two
"

Ryan
Fargo

(ubo)

Mus Highlanders
All)

(ubo)

Maestro Co
Anthony ft Adele
Mlnnture Rev
Rucker ft Winifred
II Germalne
Jccknonvllle, Fin.
(ubni

Sunday ope'n'i'iKi
(Savannah *v.U

I

split)

1st half

(Two

Entertolnment
(afth)

Wells

ft

Drawee Hambo
B ft B Stanley

ft

W

•

4 Patrollers

Black
1

McCone

ft

American Kings

MndiMon, Win.

ORPHEUM

(wva)
Animals

Strassler's
Izetta

Moran
Basil

ft
ft

Wiser

Allen

Paul Klclst Co
2d half
Rose ft Ellis
Fisk ft Fallon
"Prosperity"
Wilson ft Wilson
\ Mauls
Mnnohenter, N. H.

•PALACE

Lnn

ft

I«'>v|'-.

Dream

(ubo)

,An«'h!kr»

R Chapin

Rollan Travcrs Cu

F.'Hitasies"

Alton ft Allen
Dnlbeanle Co

Hoadley La Rue Co
Burns ft Quinn

New

Ryan

ft

Conn.

(ubo)

2d half

King

(Nashville

Local

Wives"

Little

New Haven,
#

Brown

Lorenz

ft

3 Sullys

(orph)
(Sunday opening)
Kltncr H ft McK

ft

Benjamin

ft

Nnahvllle, Tenn.

Kimiwa Tr

ft

Bell

PALACE

Brown

ft

DeLeon

A

Russell

Loa Ansrelea

HIPP

Kenney A LaFrance
Chas L Howe Co
Jim McWilllams
(Two to fill)
Indlanapolln

Henderson

ft

Jewelers to the Profeeelon

2d half
Gallerinf 2
Will ft Kemp

KEITHS mho

2d half

Herman

ft

Nelson

(Ubo)

Jobs 971

Tel.

King

to All)

)p)

(Sunday opening)

Kane

HEMMENDINGER w ,J?^ y8trrkeet

Ward A Shubert

(One to

Billy Beard
Elsie Williams Co
Darrell ft Hanford
Paul Klclst Co

Benny A Woods

Congressman Kitty

KEITH'S

ft Wilson
"Lingerie Shop"
Morris ft Campbell
4 Bands
2d half
Gordon Bros ft K
Orpheus Comedy 4

Gaits tiros

Hoboken. N. J.
LYRIC (loew)
Dean A Richards

(wva)

Wilson

(inter)

Tate's

Brosius

Nowlan Tr

ARCADE

I*

Edmonton tnn.
PANTAGES (p)

Burlington 4
Little Rock, Ark.

Leah Nora

."1

MeCormack

.

(ubo)

2d half (7-9)
Musical Clovers
Barry Xelaon ft B
Kaufman Bros
Ellis

PALACE

Morton A Russell

FOUNTAIN FY PK

(One to fill)
Hnsleton, Pa.

ENGLISH

Marcou
•

i

111.

(wva)

Klpp

Gerald Grlffln

(p)

"Storyland"

FEELEY'S

Milwaukee. Wla.
The Ha 11 logs
Harry Watklns

Knickerbocker 4
Paul Decker Co-~
Marconi Bros
Chris Richards
"Phun Phlends"
Lonlavllle, Ky.

(Sunday opening)
Blanche Sloan
Finn A Finn
Harry Walters

BAH Eva
Gordon

(l'»-20)

¥>

,abc)
Girls

Four 1013
Brennan A Cleveland
Knickerbocker Trio
Adams Bros
Howard's Bears
Yellow Peril
Eneton, Pa.
ABLE O H (ubo)
Ed Estua
Bernard A Scarth
Green Miller A O
Evelyn Ellsln
The Breakers
2d half
Harry Batchelor

Klpp

Jane Orker Co
Grayer A Bell
2d half
Conrad A Connelly

"Two Little Days"
4 Newsomers

A Sylvester
Mr A Mrs Kelso

Bell

Grayer ft Bell
Oygi ft Vuldlo
Butte. Mont.

H'
.., ...
t* lllllilu

(ubo)

Sisters
Dorle Celebrities

2d half
Rlcknell
Lulu Bllson Co
Al Shayne

•

M

Dunn

Marie Genaro

Sui<erha

"A Case

Thompson

ft

Bridgeport. Conn.
POLI'S (ubo)
Dalheane Co

•
i

Douglas

ft

Will Morris
'Mr Detective"

Swor
>

H

ft

Alton ft Allen
"Storyland"

Whirling Propellers
Chan. L. Semori
NVwliolT ft Plx lp->
.Fanxs C Morton

I

fill)

Mr Chaser

split

MAJESTIC

to

Sampson

C

ft

Chyo

Mum ford

(ubo)

1>

(!oe»)

Jos Remington Co

Gordon
ft Arthur
Atlanta, (In.

IMrminghitm

fill)

2d half
Delight Stewart

II

(11

S. -henck

!v«i!i !f(v.
'\V!M- Jv \V.'!f-r
.I'oe' Yt'row n iriK

(ubo)

"Fashion a la Carte"
Toney ft Norman
Sig Franz Tr
AuNtln, Tex.

Shirley

M« lie Raker
Lee Knliluiar To

I/ila

OHPHEFM

1st half (11-13)
Bell ft Eva
.lack Rcddy
>oree Celebrities

Connors A Foley
Al Shayne
Seighe A Matthews

Be-Ho Gray Co

Helen Vincent
Davlcs Co
Brady ft Mahoney
ft

(p)

Nonette

Tom

Chyo
(One

The Solnmlnex

BroH

"Mr

Tho Valdos
Homer ft DuRard
Jan Rublnl

Allentown, Pa.

Me.Mnlion

(ubo)

i

ft

Ameta

of

2d half at Troy)

F Clark
PALACE (ubo)

Jonea

ST JAMES

W

John

The Canalnoa

Fern Richelieu A F
to

2d half

Military Elephants
Francis Renault

(ubo)

The Frescotts

MAJESTIC

(ubo)

Laurence 3
2d half
Creighton Girls

(Sunday opening)
D Shoemaker Co

D'Armond Co
Walter Ward A
Douglas Family
Isabel

Nat Wllla

Caruso

A B

Jimmy Lucas Co

TEMPLE

The Nolans

(Two

Elklns Fay

A A Turpin

John P Wade Co
Wells Northworth A
"Smart Shop"
Detroit, Mich.

A Seeley

Mr Chaser

Plotti
Little

Hoadley La Rue Co
Frocks A Frills
Richard Bros

(ubo)

PANTAGES
(loew)

Ada White

ft

Anthony Andre Co
Manning Sisters

1st hair

ft Paterson
lll'SIIWICK tube

Van

To

Stewart
ft
Rernle ft Baker
Cycling McNutts
Harry Von Fosspn
(Hong Kong Mysteries

LYRIC

Burdella

Shnnlro

ORPHEUM

Billy
Sally

COLONIAL

E.

LUette

Denver, Colo.

Nanloh A Nabb
Chas C Rice Co

Wolf

instead

W

ft

2d half

Ameta

(

Bernard Gronv'.lle
Hurry Carroll
Benacc ft Rolrd
Arthur Havel Co
ft

(ubo)

split)

1st half

F

Co

A E Cobley
Lerner A Ward
Dunley A Merrill
Alva A Partner
Dayton, O.

STRATTON

2d half (7-9)
Arnold A Florenz

COLONIAL

(Two to fill)
Hartford* Conn.
POLI'S (ubo)

Harry Sterling
Theo A Dandles

Edna Munsey
Dufty A Daisy

fill)

(Troy

B ft
Roy

rook 1 y n

ORPHEUM
Julia Arthur

to

PROCTOR'S

Preston

The Norvelles

Moffntt

GREELFTY

ft

ft

2d half
LaBelle Carmen 3
Bernard ft Lloyd
"Girls from Starlan'd"
(One to fill)
Albany. N. Y.

Ross

ft

ft

2d hnlf

to flin

.l«»nson

Coley's

2

Hennnn

Have Thursby
*•

Fay

Heras

Colnmbna, O.
KEITH'S (ubo)

Mlddletown, N. Y.
Effle

Julia Edwards
Harry Coleman
Folsom A Brown

2d half

Musette

Cutty
Gayiord A Lancton

(1oew)
Allen

I

Rert Hiinlon

Stelndell

('has Deland

Himh
(O^c

DcMamby

Wiley

Lyons

(ubo)

Imp Chinese
Francis

Ed Estus
Bernard A Janis
Roy A Arthur

M

(Two

Orben A Dixie

ft

(One to

Fujlama Japs
3 Rozellas

llynt

A Pale

H

Adrle

"Tango Shoes"

Pete

The Faynea

Montrose

2d half

to

White

Flo Moore ft Bro
"Bride Shop"

(loew)

BRIGHTON

Elsie

fill)

Melody Six

Le Veaux

Losranaport, Ind.

Hufford A Chain
Louis Simons Co

Ear'.e

KEITH'S

Leo Beers

(ubo)

De Luxe
Asakl Tr

The Sharrocks

WARWICK

Carmen 3
ft

Dorothy

VAC
Avery
Melody
4

Knowles ft White
C Monroe Co
Jim McWilllams

McShayne

Beaton
KEITH'S (ubo)

2d half
Norton ft Noble
Baker ft Rogers

A Lockwood
Homer ft DuBard
Holmes ft Holllston
A Gray ft Boys

Raseball 4

Kate

ft Mrs Thomas
Geo Primrose 3

Mills

AVE B

Savannah A Ga
Jas H Leonard Co

H

Grossman's Enter 'ns
(One to nil)

Mr

Avery
Frazer Bunre A H
Seymour's Family
2d half
Dancing Demons

Howard & Sadler
Leo ft May Jackson
2d half

Shanley and Furneaa ("Fifty-Fifty")
Bernlvlci Bros

Harrlabnrsj, Pn.

MAJESTIC

ft Goodwill
"Motoring"
Charles Semon

Tate's

split)

Earl Curtis Co
Savoy A Brennan
The Maynards
Lancaster, Pn.

Eddy Duo

Harry Devora 3
Olga

A

Mohr A

(One

Home

Professionals' Original

Nash A Nash

(ubo)

Sextet

LOS ANGELES and SAN FRANCISCO

HENDERSON'S

nett

Shattuck ft Golden
Spencer A Williams

(p)

Swain's Animals

Eddie Howard

5 Nelsons

(loew)

HIP

Hager

(ubo)

1st half

ROMONA PK (ubo)
Jon la Co
Farber Girls
Bennett A Richards
Jensen Co
Dooley A Nelson
Oxford 3
Great Falls, Mont.

(Inter)

.

GUmore A Castle
Reed A Wright Girls

Costello

(12-13)

Cleveland

CONTINENTAL HOTEL

'

Nan Halperln

nett

"Surprise Party"
Mr ft Mrs 'idomas

(Two

The

BOULEVARD

Belle

1st half

Kenney A LaFrance
Duval A Simons

Paul A Pauline
(One to fill)

VAC

E J Moore
Lelghton A Alexander
Mrnaflnsrbane. Alau
LYTtlC ( ubo
(Atlanta split)

ORPHEUM

Wheeler ft Dolan
Chas Olcott
6 Little Wives
2d half
Whirling Propellers

KaozwlUe

(Same hill playing
Anaconda 14).
Howard Klbel A H
"Miss Hamlet"
Leila Shaw Co

Wilson A Larsen
Daisy Leon
Coyle A Morrell
Francis P Bent
The Duttons

(Two to fill)
Memphis, Tenn.

to hll)

(Chattanooga

(wva)

(10-11)

Kenoaba. Win.
VIRGINIAN (wva)

BIJOU

PANTAGES

(ubo)
(Sunday opening)

2d half

fill)

FULTON

2d half
Dougherty A Lucy
Marvin ft Marvin
Rob A Robertson

Quinn ft Lafferty
Vender Mere
Ceclle Francis Co

5TH AV (ubo)
2d half (7-10)
Helen Trlx Co
Whipple Huston Co

(One to

Ireland

KEITH'S

Burke A Harris

Choy Hong Tr

Mills

Stewart

Lawson

(loew)

Tyler A Sinclair
Dennl A Perry

Danny

lnei

fill)

STONE ( ubo)
Devoe A Statyer
3 Creighton Girls

Jack A
Archer A Ward
LaCosta A Clifton
Lewis Belmont ft L
"Girls from Starland"
2d half
Cornelia A Adele
Maybe! le A Best
Montrose A Allen

A

Whltefleld

REGENT

Catalono A O'Brien
Darto ft Rlalto

Rawls A V Kaufman

(Two

A Stewart
Grand Rapid*

(orpn)

Gould A Lewie
Gallando
Cincinnati

Blnerhamton, N. Y.

(abc)

A Hlekey

Harrison

"Motor Boating"
Ashley A Allman

Daisy Harcourt
Roeder's Inventions

(loew)
Forls

Baseball 4

Primrose 4
Sterling

The McFnrlands
Story A Clark
Arthur LaVlne .Co

PALACE

2d half

.

Mtgnon

Kartelll

Olive

ft

Marlon ft Wlllard
Frazer Bunce A H
Congressman Kitty
Geo Primrose 3
Fred LaRelne Co

Marshall A Covert

Nella Allen

Stewart

Worden's Birds
Al Wohlman
Hall A Ouilda
Maaon City, la.

(p)

Morris A Campbell
Royal Toklo Tr

Edwin Keough Co
Aerial Macks

Murray
Cecil Cunningham
Marmeln Sis
Edwin Stevens

Ray A Marlon

fill)

Odonne

(One to fill)
2d half
Zeda A Hoot

CblenaTo

MAJESTIC

2d half (7-9)
Orrln Craig 3

(16-17)

nairno, N. D.

In.
(abc)

CASINO

Bernardl
Friend A Downing

Sorority Girls

Elizabeth

Marahalltokn,

(Sunday opening)
Leo A Mae Lefevre
Cadora

Datles Co

Ethel

Kelly A Galvin

City, Mo.

PANTAGES

The Mardeens

split)

Mankltch Co
Harold Dukano 3

(ubo)

(Pittsburgh split)
1st half
Austin Webb Co
Warren A Frost

Sisters

GRAND

1st half

(17-18)

F

Fox A Cross
The Nolans
Cooper

(ubo)

Mildred Grover
DeLler A Termini
Trovollo Co
Eddie Carr Co
4 Danube*

"Echoes of B'way"
Permalne
Don Robert Co

Fujlama Japs
2d half

Kate A Wiley

Wagon"

Off loe

Chnttn»oo«n

W

Keane A

Tom

MAJESTIC

Ksasss

Chas C Rice Co
Little Caruso
(One to fill)
2d half
Billy A Ada White

Manning

2d half

Mus Burbanks
Fitzsim'ns A Cameron

(Two to fill)
Jobnatown, Pa.

(Three to

BIJOU

(ubo)

(Knozvllle

Gerald Griffin
Fields

Boganny Troupe
FnU Rlwor,
Plotti

RIALTO

Harry Watklns

(loew)

A Robfhson
Burke A Harris
Valentine Vox
Anita Qould

Boganny Tr

BABCOCK (ah—wva)

"Days Long Ago"

24 half
Blllsbury

"Women"

"Man

Moat.

A Alexander

Wanda

(p)

APOLLO labc)
2d half (7-0)
A D Palmer

Planosong •

(loew)
Fern Richelieu A

Hlrschoff Tr
(One to fill)
Rllllsisrn.

J

Julian Hall
The Gascolgnes

TOWHrVB

HIP (loew)
Spiegel A Jones
Payne A Neablt
Storm A Marsden
Bert Howard

Lou ft Grace Harvey
Baker ft Rogers
Chas Deland Co

Howard ft Sadler
Andy Lewis Co

2d half
Musical Birds
Chadwlek A Taylor
Kobey Trio
4 Old Veterans
Louis London
Fred Zohedle Co

Inman A Wakefield
"Oh You Devil"

JaneerviUe. Wis.

(u5o)

Fletcher

Homestead 8
Lelghton

2d half (T-0)
Walter Ward Co
Betta Chid low A H
Green Miller A G

Baltimore. MA.

Granville A Mack
Harry Brooks Co
Senator Murphy

DB KALB

W

A

Bell

May

Brooks A Bowen
"Wanted—A Wife"
lot, W. J.

Ray Bruce A F
Russian Dancers

Marshall A Covert

Sinclair

ft

Ward

Noack

Moore White A B
ValerMne Vox

Robins
Harris ft Manlon
Sprague A McCreece
ROYAL (ubo)
Louis Mann Co
Stone ft Kallsx
ft

to

DELANCWY

Bernard Granvlllo
Hugli Herbert Co

Browning

LaToy's Models
Beth Mayo
Stone A Clear
Eleanor Haber Co
Bush A Shapiro
(One to fill)
2d half

Pollard

M. T.

J Moor*

Radium Models

PANTAGES

Scamp A Scamp

BIJOU- (loew)

Alibi

Norton

fill)

COLONIAL

The

(Two

Walter Brower

(Two

Naldy ft Nuldy
June Salmo

Smith A Kaufman
LaToy'a Modela

Band
& Wood

Cal Doys'
Kockwull

2d half
Belle Rutland
Benivlci Bros

I

Bijou Mln Mil
Roth A Roberts

la Vmwdmwlllm TkenUre*
(All hen*es open for the week with Mania? aUnoa, when not otherwise indicated.)
Theatres listed as "OrphennV' without any farther distinguishing descrintian aie on the
Ornhenni Circuit. Theatres with "S-C" and "A-B-C following aame (uanally "Empress") are
on the SnIfe>an-Cannidine-AJniated Booking Company Circuit.
Ajrencies hooking the house* are noted by single name or initials, such as "Orph," Orph
ClrouTt **U BO' Untted Booking OAces; ['Vf V M.A," Western Vaude^Uh)_lfaaageTa' Aeeo
"entufes" Circuit;' ••Loew," Marcus Loew Circuit; "later,"" Interstate
ciatieo (Chicago);.^;
WTV. If. A.); "Sua," Sun Circuit; "A A H," Ackennan ft Harris
Circuit ^booking
injitW A.-H. houses are bookod in conjunction with the W. V. M. A.
(San Fi
IW'llll. The manner in which these bills are printed does not indicate the relaThe hsste in which the bills are gathered
tive importance of acta nor rherr program positions.
prevents any attention being given these mstters.
*

.

MAJB8TIG

Law Hoffman

11)

Rocbelle, N. Y.

LOEW

Orben

Dixie
ft
Rc>rnnrd ft Lloyd
"Case for Sherlock"
2d half
Foster ft Forgifton

Holden
.'I

Herron

ft

Rozellas

N. Yakima, Wnnh.
EMPIRE (ah-wva)
The Ramblers

VnnPore

VanPere

ft

Wnltora ft Walters
Plonks ft Suits
Pntrlcola ft Myers
Lion ft Adeline Sis
2d half

Blanch LnDuc Co

Edna Rlese Co
Noble ft Brooks
Musical Lunds
T'a;iTln.-«

M.

Tinlttl

Faxon
ft

Pldelll

»

1st half

Roderlguez

The Nagflys

HolniiH & La V ere
"Breath of Old Va"
Morris ft Allen
"Movie Girls"

Gertrude Barnes
Melle Paula

Potter ft Hartwell
Felix ft Dawson Girls

A

8ereamlnfl

Submarine 8atlre

"THE CRUI8E OF THE DOUGHNUT"
flecuirly CopyrlKhtrd,

1917,

by

BRADY and MAHONEY

VARIETY
Oaklaa** CaL

PANTAGB8

EMERY

Roach * McOurdy
"Girl from Adam"
Marry Sydell
(a&h)

(Sunday opening)
King

OAK
Miller

4 F

Scott

MAJESTIC

Sampson A Douglas
Jos Remington Co
Mumford A Thompson
Nanloh A Nabb

fill)

2d half

Howe & Howe

2d half

Cowles ft Dustln
Rathrock ft McQrade
4 Charles

The Van Camps

Offden, Utafc

PANTAGES

(p)

HIP

(14-10)

Nlblo's Birds

Thalero's Circus
"Fe Mail Clerks"
Bob Hall

EMPRESS

(wva)

(Sunday opening)
Barber ft Jackson
Casting Campbells

(Two

2d half
DuMala ft Floyd
Wellington 4
Miss LeVan Co

PLAYHOUSE

Herbert's Seals
2d half
DeVelde A Zelda

J.

(Norfolk

A

Wood
Emmy's Pets
Roanoke, Vs.
Ragtime Dining Car
Young A Waldfon
El Rey Sisters
2d half

"Sunny Bide B'way"
Rochester, Mlaa.

(ubo)

EMPRESS

to

2d half

EMPRESS

Pittsburgh
(ubo)

Conroy ft Le Maire
Ray Samuels
Caites Bros

Sherman & Uttry
fill)

HARRIS

(ubo>

KKgmar Sisters
Ethel Vaughn
Mr & Mrs Vornon
Albert Cutler
Scott & Markee
Miss Matched Misses

Geo Yeoman

SHERIDAN SQ
(Johnstown
1st

(ubo)

split)

half

"Milady'R (Town"

Frances & Nord
Donald & Roberts
Ourlan ft Newell
(One to fill)
Portland. Ore.

PANTAOES

(p)

Pederson Bros

Kijiyama
Stephens & Hollister
Oloson & Johnson
ft

Peaches

HIPP

'

Colonial Belles
Billy Brown
Plcollo Midgets
2d half
J & M Olms
KeoRUh Sisters

Janes

Pear
(nh-wva)
&.

Smiletto Sisters

The Balkans
Skelly

ft

Holt

LeRoy

ft

Harvry

Fitch Cou|.«-i
FnsMo'.i Fl.< p
?r? hnlf
.

Zeb Zarrow Tr
Nelson Sisters
Keane ft Foxworth
J C Lewis Jr Co
Adolpho
Lucy Gillette Co

ft

West

Downey Wlllard

ft

Ives Farnsworth

ft

I

W

Tuketu Japs
Salt Lake

PANTAGES

J

Ballyhoo 3

(a&h)

(Sunday opening)
DeVelda ft Zelda
Seymour A Willanis
Williams Morris Co

S Hart Co

(p)

E Dooley

ft

O'Connor

ft

Zelnya

MrTVrmott
Kstrelite K- Papean
"Tneeda G«rl Co"
Reed & Hudson
Hill V

San Dlearo

Arllne

"Texas Round
HIPP (a&h)
Jerome & Mack
L Blondell Co

l"p"

(Ono

The Reynolds
LnMout's W't'n
2d half

Days

Mansfield k Riddle

McCrnth
Mu^ii-al
1

A.-

Yo<>nian

NieDoiirtliiR

Slifl.-r.-,

(One

i'TOVR'O

Anita Arliss

Kltara Japs

Frank Fay Co

ORPHEL'M

(

E

Sundny openlnR)

Nesbltt

2d half

"Dream Garden"
BI«on City 4
Selma Brant!

Mi

(loew)

Elklns

Fay A B

Richard Bros
Jasper
Irwin A Henry
Jane Oaker Co

PLAZA

Foster A Foster

(One

to

fill)

2d half

A

Corelli

Gillette

College Girls' Frolics
If.

Y.

fubo)

Bnawa
to

fill)

Douglas Family
C V B A 4

CummlnRB

Frocks A Frills
Joe Bernard Co

Connors A Foley

Yoakera.

IV.

PROCTOR'S

(ubo)

1st half (lt-i:»)

Blllsbury ft Robinson
Valentine Vox
Pletro
3 AIpt

Tacoma* Waah.

Y.

PANTAGES (p)
Alber's Polar Bears
Minnie Allen
"Fong Choy"
Willie Dale

van

R-

ft

Bro

»?1'li1..|,1

HKGEN'T

(iiliw/a)

Leonard ft Louie
Garrlty Sisters
Norton Bros
Monte Carlo fl
Dot Marsell
HayaBtjl japs

acts

Llnne's Dancers

Cliff

Mac Fayden
Duo

Bailey

2d half

E

Morton

Jim
Y.

(ubo)

Welch's Minstrels

did

their

regular

When Jim was

announced

the

acts.

Hippodrome
stage didn't seem so large. Lony Haskell assisted Jim.
The second time
Lony came out a man near us said:
on,

the

"Isn't that the fellow that used to be
on the stage all the time at Hammerstein's?"

Gene Greene Co
Cole Russell

A D

Mrs Leah Hers Co

Singer's

Midgets

Aerial Potts

AROUND THE N. V. A. CLUB.
June 1 saw all daily membership records broken with 261 applicants. It is
predicted that by Sept. 11, the entire
vaudeville profession will have been
Applications are being reabsorbed.
ceived by wire, cable and letter and
the figure of 10,000 the organization expected to reach by August 1 is now
raised to $15,000.

Mr. and Mrs. H. Bart McHugh came
over from Philadelphia for the occasion. After the show was over several
of Bart's acts took him out to entertain him, and as usual Bart got the
checks.

A

lot of managers saw the headline
acts that have been working for them
for years, for the first time.

The program only weighed two
pounds and a half. The Club hopes to
do better next year. If they do much
better you'll have to hire a caddy to
carry your program when you go to
the show.

The world has eight wonders instead
of seven. A week has gone by without

Larry Reilly says a prestidigitator is
an actor who is called some pretty hard
names by fellow performers.

The club will be made cooler
summer by a series of ventilating
now being installed.

Louis Mann made a very nice speech
and told the crowd what it was all
akout and Louis did it without running over the time limit, too. When
this was told at the Friar's Club, no
one believed it.

—

Charley Innes says that when he enlists, it won't be in the 71st, as there are
so many vaudeville agents and actors
there you won't be able to hear the
shot and shell, with artists asking for?

this

fans

A lot of unimportant people tried
hard to look important, but no one attached any importance to them.
The theatrical profession supported
the benefit in a body, showing that they
appreciated the support the vaudeville
artist has always given every branch
of the business that ever ran a benefit.
We even noticed a lot of chorus girls
there.
It

Echoes of the

One astounding

CRESCENT

the

Flllette

A Dickinson

ing

Kltana Japs

of

dren.

Schooler

Shelley

ft

Frank Fay Co

Few

which fooled a lot of actors who
went to the benefit to get new material.
While looking for his box, Alf T.
Wilson accidentally got in front of the
turns,

Pat Rooney showed one of his chilEddie Foy. showed seven of his.
Jimmy Plunkett was sorry he left his
baby home.

O'Donnell A Blair
John F Clark

Mr A Mrs Mel Burne
La France A Kennedy

Ameta
Trovata

theatre.

spotlight operator. . Before the operator
turned off the light Alf took three bows.

routes.

Taylor Triplets
Frlck ft Adiar

I.
Kaufman of Philadelphia wore*
evening dress. When he entered the
lobby everybody mistook him for Carter De Haven.

(ubs)

anyone writing an N. V. A. song.

Superior, Wla.
PALACE (wva)
June A Irene Belva
Bessie LaCount

It

f.holloy

5 Armentos

Sun FrnnolMOO

|

Hnht T Unifies Co

A

2d half

Ka

Newport A Stlrk
Harrah A GlrTs

—

Ward A U

D'Armond Co

Isabel

Alex

2d half
Robt T Haines Co

to fill)

rt;nirrti:vRA

Walter

Alexandria
Victoria, B. O.
(p)

"overflow audience."
When Gus
all the people sitting on
the stage benches he said "That's the
largest school act I ever- saw Who
put it on?"

Edwards saw

"Dream Fantasies"

Llllie

R

4

Schenectady. N.
S

Conrad A Connelly
Jlmmle Lucas Co

University 4
"Hello Japan"

PANTAGES

Some of the people in front did not
know the seats on the stage contained

Bill
Dockstader
of
Wilmington
wanted to know how much the entire
bill Would cost him for a week at his

Woreeator, Mi
POLI'B (ubo)

(p)

Antrim A Vale
Three Romanoffs

Bessie Lester

(One

(111)

PROCTOK

PANTAOES

Zertho's Dogs

Novelty
2d half

Kawana Bros

Ilarcourt
to

A West

Atrial

2d half

Prlnztree Co
Fred ft Albert

Dorothy Hayes Co
Begley A Howland
Witching Hour Witch

John Dunsmore

3

Belle

Comedy

Newell A Most
Hugo Lutgens
6 Harvards

"Dream Garden"

The Olmsteads
.Tune Mills Co
Brown's Revue
Lillian Steele Co

II

Gerard's Monkeys

Bison City 4
Selma Braatz

ft

Daisy

D'Amour
Vaacovrer, B. C.

D'Armour A Douglas
Will A Mary Rogers

TEMPLE

Circle

ft

split)

Imhoff C A C
Bert Fltzgibbons
Torcat's Roosters
Rita Boland
Follies

Syracuse,

Adler

(p)

playing Ft
Williams 11-12 and
Inter Falls 18)
bill

Norwood A White

Bruce DufTett Co

PANTAGES

Lclloen & Dupreecc

(p)
Girls
"Magasine Girls"
Ed Blondell Co
Miller A Lyle

A

(7-9)

(ubo)

1st half

Sheldons

Wilbur
St. Paul, Mlun.
PALACE (wva)
OUIe Young ft A

Weber Beck & F

(Albany

PANTAGES

filler's

"Mimlo World"
STRAND (wva)

Troy. H. Y.

Eugene LaBlano
La Vaux

White

May

Pblllls Burket Co
Musical Johnsons
Jack Polk
"Mar'd via Wireless"

PROCTOR'S

2d half (7-9)

Ishakawa Bros
SKYDOME (wva)
Gllmore ft Romanoff
Marcou

ft

(ubo)

Gillespie

Jno

Smith A MeGulre
Godfrey A Henderson
Abrams A Johns

(Same

SHOW.

Gray.
This was one occasion on which the
Agents went out with their own wives.

the

(p)

Stanford, Cobb,

Duffy A Dunn
Mystic Bird
Fields A Wells

ft

J.

O'Nell Sisters

(wva)

ALHAMBRA'(ubo)

PARK (wva)
Wolgast A Girlie
HI rebel 1 Hendler
McCormack A Wallace
Canfleld A Barnes
Love A Wilbur
2d half
Washington 3

Love

TAYLOR O H

2d half
Bobbie Henshaw
Manley A Golden
Clem Bevins Co
Harry Fishor Co
Annette Smart Co

Princeton 5

Mack

fill)

Traatoa. W.

(Two to fill)
Spokane, Waah.

PLAZA

Carroll

Archie Nicholson
2d half

(One to

Saunders A Cameron
Tayloer A Fields
"Ankles"
Keene A Williams
(One to fill)

Walter ft Cantor
Chief Elk Co
Ted McLean Co
Lewis ft Leopold
Ed ft Lottie Ford

Fagg

2d half (7-0)
Helen Jackley

Springfield,

Alice Cole
Losbe ft Sterling

Sacramento. Cal.

Burlington 4

(Four to

Detzel

Izetta

2d half

ft

Orange Packers
GRAND (wva)

"Pink Pajamas"
Strassler's Animals
Devlne ft Williams

flll)

DAVIS

Delmar

ft

Garrlty Bisters

Princess

Seymour

2d half
Wolgast ft Girlie
Gerald Griffin
Gllmore ft Romanoff

The Halklngs

Mystic Hanson 3
John T Ray Co
Abbott & Whito

W

K

ft

Millar Sisters
"Prosperity"
Lillian Steele 3

Myrl

A

EMPRESS (wva)'
Millard Bros
Gordon ft Kinley
Alice Nelson Co
Mack ft May Belle
Balzar Sisters

Rock ford. 111.
PALACE (wva)
Gordon Bros

fill)

ft

Sam Harris

Belble

Wilson ft Aubrey
(One to fill)

Bernard ft Merritt
Ross ft Ashton

PENN (ubo)
Scranton B ft S
Linton ft Lawrence
Knapp ft Cornalla

(orph)
(Sunday opening)

Carl Rifner

A Kramer

Clifton

Plerson
(ubo)
Helen Jackley
Dillte Reeves Co*
J Small 3
Joe Towle
Eadlo & Ramsdcn
ft

FR8T PK

Raymond

2d half

GRAND

Nalona
Anger A King Girls
"School Play Ground"
Marie Sparrow
Claude Rauf
St* Lonla* Mo.

H

Bell Sisters
(Ono to All)

Andy Rice
Kramer & Kent

(One

(wva)

Conway A Day

Adolpho
Lucy Gillette Co
2d half
Leonard A Louie

Florence

(Jacksonville split)
1st half

(ubo)

Ward A Faye
Chlnko A Kaufman
TO NOB (loew)
Brandt A Aubery

Suffraggette Girls

Norton Bros
Monte Carlo 6
Dot Marsell
Hayashl Japs

PANTAGES
The Lamplnis

Hawatlans

A Sinner
Smith A Farmer

HIPP (ah-wva)
Duo

Savannas
BIJOU (ubo)

Hans Hanke
Monte A Salle

Digby Boil Co
Kooney & Lont
MiHsea Campbell
Arnaut Bros
Dabl & Gilleu

to

(14-17)

Gllmore Corbln
Franks A Addlngton

Brltt

ROANOKE

,

(aAh)

(ubo)

Mitchells

Saint

Keane A Foxworth
J G Lewis Jr Co

(Sunday opening)

Rosa A Rosana

Regal A Mack
Girl 1000 Eyes

"Rubtvlllc"

WM

O

ft

PORTOLA

HIP

•Aerial

Dotson

Nelson Sisters

(Three to fill)
2d half
Darto A Rlalto
Craig A Wade

gaata Barbara* Cal.

split)

1st half
Falls

Isle"

(ah-wva)

ORPHEUM

Colonial Belles
Billy Brown
Picola Midgets

Rlehmoad. Vs.
BIJOU (ubo)

HIPP

Zeb Zarrow Tr

DuMals A Floyd

Seymour A Williams
William Morrow

(15-16)

Philadelphia

(One

Skatelles
(13-14)

Henri Kublick
La Vere A Palmer

ft Mandevllle
Rollanda Bros
Pateraon* N. J.
MAJESTIC (ubo)
2d half (7-9)
Welford Sis
Torcat's Roosters
"Memories"
Francis ft Ross
Van Hampton ft S
T ft S Moore

Arnold

Luzanne's Girls

The

3

KEITH'S

Walsmley A Lelghton

Tom Murphy

Wood

Hart

Ray Snow

(ubo)

Dorothy Vaughan

Watson Bis
"For .Pltty's Sale"
Laurie A Bronson
Loney Haakcii
Holmes A Buchanan
The Gaudsmldts

Wlnnlpe*

Dave Manley
Frank Wilbur Co
Toronto,

N. V. A.

By Tommy

Dorothy Jardon
Bert Baker Co

Strand 3
Chas Rogers Co

Lono's

Will Morrlsey

"Honeymoon

Toledo
KEITH'S (ubo)
Mack A Williams

Geo Hussey
Drew A Laurence

Ed F Reynard Co

Still

Rome A Wager

2d half (7-9)

Alberto
Mile Blanco Co

Bast J«ac, OaL
VICTORIA (ah- wva)
Bollinger A Reynoldys

Fenner A Tolman

Normans
Andy Rice

A Wells

M

fill)

Wash.
PANTAGES (p)

Moran Bisters
Walmsley A Lelghton

LeR A

to

Seattle,

Carlos Caesars
Jolly Trio

(10-12)

to All)

(One to fill)
Paaaalc, N.

(ubo)

ReaOi New.
(aAh)
TAD
(Sunday opening)

Omaha, Neb.

(Two

(Sunday opening)

CASINO (aAn)
(Sunday opening)
Bollinger A Reynolds
Tas Weatherford
Leroy A Mahell Hart
Luxanne Dancers

2d half (14-16)
Pete A Pals
Evelyn Elkin
Louis Simons Co
Bernard A Scarth
Garclnetto Bros

Tuscano Bros
Bernard ft Meyers

"Memories'

Tudor Cameron Co

HIPP* (aAh)

Maude

Band

Annette's

A Myers
Leon A Adeline 81s
Patrloola

Senna A Weber
Helens A Emllon
Married by Wireless
2d half

(Sunday opening)
Jerome A Carson
Stoddard A Haynes
Freddie James
Anderson's Revue
Bd A Jaek Smith
Capt Sorcho Co
Johnson

Walters A Walters
Cloaks A Suits

THE

Waahtaa-toa
KEITH'S (ubo)

2d half

VanPere A VanPere
The Ramblers

Bhaws

itasw Psu
POLI'B (ubo)
Arthur Lloyd
Porter J White Co

Flynn A Baautles
Herbert's Seals

Anthony Andre Co
Brady A Mahoney
Chyo A Chyo
Reaalasr* Pa.

fill)

Aerial

B

Helen Vincent

Lew Fitzglbbons
(One to

H

ft

John Dunsmore

Callste Conant

Ollvatto Moffett A C
Milton A D*Long Sis
PANTAOES (p)

(loew)

Delight Stewart

Ray Snow
Dorothy Brenner
Leach Wallen 3
Nat Goodwin

Sally Seeley
(One to fill)

Russian Dancers
Douglas Flint Co
Superha
Paul Poole

(One to

I.

Bobble Henahaw
Manley ft Golden
Annette Smart Co
Clem Berlns Co
Harry Fisher Co
2d half
Saunders ft Cameron
Farley ft Butler
"Ankles"

Wilton Sis
Barbler Thatcher Co

HIPP

_ r R.
(loew)

..

(P)

Azard Bros

15

Benefit.

feature of the even-

was that one of the

(Drum

soloists forgot

Truly Shattuck helped to make the

Hippodrome foyer look beautiful.
It was worth the price of admission

Max Hurkhardt

in a

dress

suit.

Maud Ryan says that if they had
given her a Hroadway route instead of
Sixth avenue, she would have .easily
sold

the

most proprams.

Those

that weren't on the staire. were
spectators, those that weren't spectators were selling programs, those that
weren't in the city were in the program.
It
was certainly vaudeville's

greatest

get-together.

crash

— Exit.)

GIVING

to sing a patriotic song.

alone to see

was too bad that none of the ac*s
of singing a
"war song."

thought

Jay Packard,

Orphcum,
there, this

AWAY
in the

Newark,

week

BONDS.

programs of his
and the papers

offered a Liberty

Bond

one of the special inducements to
help patronage this week.
Coupons arc being given out at each
performance and the person holding
the number drawn from a hat Saturday night get* the bond. H? will giva
away another bond next week.

as

The
Hond

away a Liberty
followed by theatres
here and there all over the country.
plan of riving

is

being

a

i

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

16.

am

BB

NSW ACTS NEXT WEEK
—

Pt a tatiosa, First
of Reappearance) in or Arosms]

InitssA

Co.

(new

act),

Browning and Denny, Royal.
Simmons and Bradley, Royal.
Lamb and Morton, Royaf.
Dorothy Rogers and Co.

Comedy

(3).

Sketch.

13 Mins.; Full Stage.
City.

Dorothy Rogers has a funny idea
back of her present vehicle and as soon
as it is whipped into proper shape will
be big time material. The scene is the
studio of Mme. Java, the world famous
fortune teller who reveals everything
and Miss Rogers tries to do that with
her dressing. The act is all comedy,

some

slapstick

the

of

Madame

with

her

The

kind.

attendant

devil
Mrs. Doolittle ar-

are in the studio.
rives, wishing to know the whereabouts
of her husband, who has been missing
for three days. The first question put
to the spouse by the seeress is, "Which

Later Mr.

saloons does he frequent?"
Doolittle arrives and the fortune teller

between
husband and wife. Great for small 'time
at present and with a little fixing good
enough for the majority of big timers.
tries to effect a reconciliation

Fred.

Rollins and Norrls.

"A Manhattan CocktaO."
14 Mins.; One (Special Drop).
Royal.
Jack Rollins and Nevena Norn's in
a singing and crossfire "skit" in "one."
Opens with Rollins entering in evening
dress as a "souse," dragging a toy auto.
Enter Miss Norris, seeking street car
Two minutes of
to take her home.
sidewalk crossfire, such as "Is that car
going south?" "The conductor is."
music,
melodrama
with
Travesty
"Where are the papers?" "In the
"They're forged."
blacksmith shop."
More crossfire. Conversational duet.
Seats girl in the car and wheels her
No especial merit to the material
off.
and the young couple seemed to be

—

making Herculean

efforts to get

Colonial

Female Impersonator.
Two.
American Roof.
As a female impersonator Rav. Lawrence has some claims to consideration
09 small time, where he might receive
an audience up to the time of his disclosure of sex, but not on other time
with his present routine and make-up.
He makes rather a good lokinp girl
and changes costumes by stripping
down, or adding a cape or so, in view
of the house, assisted by a Chinese.

S.

Peixotto presents

this combination of musicians and acrobats, called the California Boys' Band,
of about 35 pieces, which has been
playing over the vaudeville circuits this

season outside New York. A preliminary statement is made from the stage
the organization is a part of an encampment maintained in California for
boys only. If the present lot is a fair
sample, California is helping her boys,
for this bunch play rather well, do a
nice "Arab set" in the center of the turn
and put up an attractive vaudeville num-

Royal.

it

over.

Mi

Ray Lawrence.

Major Sidney

Row York
Mann and

Louit

Ofl

California Boys* Band.

ber.
The opening when the boys drill
while playing looks and sounds very
SifM.
good.

Three Chums.
Rathskeller Trio.
15 Mins.; Full Stage (12), One (3).
(Special Settings).
Royal.
Thrse neat appearing young men in
an up-to-date ' idea for presenting a
"rathskeller" turn. It is more or less in
the form of a sketch. Scene represents
the interior of a clubhouse. Two are.
seated playing cards, warbling. Enter
the third, pleasantly intoxicated, and
they render a snatch of "Always Fair
Weather." Souse at piano, other two
Pianist plays cornet with
vocalizing.
one hand, still at the ivories, while
saxophones. More singplay
two
other
Violin solo (rag and straight),
ing.
with a little stepping. Pantomime bit,
with song, the three looking at a picture show. Finish with "Fair Weather."
For encore in "one," showing exterior
of club, violin, large guitar and ukalele,
with singing. Very well received.
Jolo.

The opening

of the turn, while different

from that employed by other impersonators, hurts rather than helps, for
his robust voice is suggested^ as he
walks down the aisle and the wise people about will get him at once through
that. Lawrence is double voiced, which
may have led him to adopt this kind of
impersonating. After singing a couple
of songs or so as a woman, he reappears in his regular garb and in a normal masculine voice recites Service's
"Quitter." For the finish a rag is sung,
when the double voice is employed.
Good enough for small time fits Lawrence at present, though he might ad-

vance if opportunity presented and he
Sime.
secured competent direction.

FAUCI.
There Is one thing about the program at
the Palace that Btood out like a house afire
Monday night and that was the distinct and
of
the trained stage
decisive superiority
artist to enthuse an audience with the fires
of patriotism, over the efforts of the person
from the lay ranks to accomplish the same
'
'""
thing.
Not that It Is the Intention to disparage the

VARIETY'S

7 Mins.; One (Special Drop).
Jefferson.
Man with a wooden leg and iron grey
whiskers, attired first in fisherman's
garb with his drop to represent a fishing station. Sings in a voice that varies
from tenor to baritone, a couple of sea-

work

"one"— foreigners,

of-

readily
fering grand opera selections, with
nothing to distinguish them from the
in

numerous warblers who have appeared
Tenor, baritone, coloraOffered
duet by tenor and baritone, solo by soTrained
quartet.
and
prano, tenor solo
voices, but of no exceptional quality.
in vaudeville.

tura soprano,

mezzo soprano.

Jolo.

The Dancing Demons

(4).

Singing and Dancing.
9 Mins.; Two.
City
i
J u
a girls,
1
boys and
A quartet ofr colored
who were evidently part of a speedy
pick act at some time in their stage
They depend mainly on the
careers.
A fast finish sends them
dancing.
For small time the
off with a hurrah.
-

•

act

Fred.

there.

is

Louise and Mitchell.
Acrobats.
6 Mins.; Full Stage.
City.

A boy
of the

and girl team in fast acrobatics
hand to hand, head to head var-

understander.
youthful apThe duo make
pearance atul because ot this, they are
standpoint.
applause
an
sure fire from
Their work is speedy and evokes freLively little turn for
quent aplause.
iety

with

the

girl the
a rather

the opening spot.

Fred.

ing filled until the final feature picture started.
The show got under way at R.13 and the final
turn of the eight-act bill finished at 10.15.
Tn addition to the acts a news weekly was
run off In the two hours.
Louise and Mitchell (New Acts) opened
with Arthur OVeary. a tenor, following.
He
did very well. Dorothy Rogers and Co. (New

Protected Material Department will receive and

The envelopes are to be sealed upon the back in a manner
out detection, unless by permission of the owner of the letter.
to

it.

MARCUS LOEW CIRCUIT
(Jos. M.' Schenck)
FOX CIRCUIT
(Edgar Allen)

BERT LEVEY CIRCUIT
(Bert Levey)
SHEA CIRCUIT
(Richard

RICKARDS CIRCUIT

&

(J.

GUS SUN CIRCUIT

Ke arney)

(Gus Sun)

ALOZ CIRCUIT

(Sam Kahl)

(9).

(Walter F. Keefe)

FEIBER-SHEA CIRCUIT

MILES CIRCUIT

Tabloid (Special Settings).

PANTAGES CIRCUIT

B. S. MOSS CIRCUIT
(B.
Moss)

(Harry A. Shea)

(Walter F. Keefe)

MICH. VAUDEVILLE CIRCUIT

H. Alot)

(W.

A

very elaborate series of stage setand drops in "one" with
a straight man. comedian, leading woman and six girls. Usual plot about detective following spy around the world,

may

find

some

sort of ex-

so the sets
cuse for their exhibition, together with
the girls' dresses, which are rather preBut the cast is mediocre.
tentious.
Jolo.

Rob and Robinson.
"Kid" Act.
12 Mins.; One.
City.

A mighty good little small time act
wins applause and laughs. The
team are doing a school boy and girl
with the boy handling the comedy. The
talk at the opening gets laughter and
a rope skipping dance brings applause
that

for the girl. The boy follows this with
a number that gets over and the close
finds the girl doing another dance.
Fred.

Howard and Bailey.
Talk.
16 Mins.; One.
Jefferson.

Man and woman,
and woman ingenue.

the*

man

Very

"nut'
classy apa

pearance, speak good English and have
splendid smart crossfire, built to a considerable extent upon the play upon
words. Should prove acceptable on any
bill.

/oto-

It Is remarked that If Liberty Bonds are to
be sold through the medium of speeches to
theatre audiences, then let It be the people of
the stage to cry out the nation's needs for
financial support in the present crisis. Never,
In the days gone by, has the stage slacked In
Its duty to the nation, whether the occasion
was war or any form of national or civic
calamity, and at this time, the same as any
other, the people of the theatre will not be
found unwilling to publlcate the value of the

Government's certificates.
Mr. Howe was on after the Intermission and
spoke for eleven minutes. While his speech
was effective and well chosen in its Intent to
arouse the clvlo pride of the New Yorker, it
lacked entirely the punch with which Julia
Arthur landed her remarks In the monolog
It sure
of "Liberty Aflame," preceding him.
was a star spot that waa assigned to Mr.
Howe, following the grand red fire effort on
the part of Miss Arthur and one dislikes to
think what one of the stage might have done
In the matter of swaying an audience on the
same topic were they given the opportunity.
Action tn what Is needed with dialog any
time that one tries to do anything on the
stape, otherwise the audience forgets.
AH In all, the show is a corking vaudeville
entertainment. It contained a million laughs,
the program being switched so that they
were bunched together at the close of the
performance.
"The Forest Fire," originally
scheduled to close the show, held a like spot
In the first half of the bill, while Miss Arthur,
who was programmed for that position opened
the second half, the curtain being held until
the audience was fully seated before the act

wns stnrted.
Meehan's Canines were

the

openers,

the

np|p« r...'up.,.V!.d" bHne'.n* cheers from the «ii_on the hljrh Jumps. Shaw and Seahury,
In a rtiff.'r^nt and distinctive dnnclnp turn.
held the second spot ot the bill.
That Seabury hoy won the house completely with his
eccentric stepping.
He has shown wonderful
Improvement. The act Is oute from the Blllle
Shaw angle, both as to gewns (and In one lnlr ,

dl"nc(»

i

3. Butterfield)

U. S. V. M. A.
(Walter J. PUsamer)

(Australia)

26 Mins.; Full Stage.

tings, full stage

'

.

faring ditties, then( changes to uniform
Pleasing voice,
of G. A. R. veteran.
but rather amateurish stage presence.
Jplo.
Small time, sympathetic turn.

Jefferson.

file all letters addressed
to prevent opening with-

It is suggested all letters be registered, addressed to Protected Material, VARIETY,
New York, and receipt requested. VARIETY will acknowledge each letter received.
Full particulars of the "Protected Material Department" were published on Page 5 in
VARIETY of Feb. 4, 1916.
The following circuits, managements and agencies have signified a willingness to adopt
such means as may be within their power to eliminate "lifted material" from their theatres
when Informed of the result of an investigation con ducted by VARIETY:

FINN-HEIMAN CT1CUTT
Vocal.
16 Mins.; Full Stage.
Royal.
Operatic vocalists who could just as

few minutes after eight, the house remain-

PROTECTED MATERIAL

Singing Fisherman.

Vocal

"Bon Voyage"

CITY.
was almost a big time show at the City
the first half.
Lots of pep and laughs and
very entertaining. Capacity was the word a
Tt

effort made Monday evening by Deputy Commissioner Stanlev Howe, who was assigned
to speak at the Palace by the Mayor's Commission to encourage the sale of Liberty
Bonds, but rather as a friendly suggestion

Jolo.

Grand Opera Quartet.

stance the lack of one) and the work that
she does. It la an act that will be worthy of
feature honor* with a little added to It.
At
the Palace In the second spot nine minutes
were Just about right, but In other houses
more will be demanded. Mllo? was the hit of
the first part, his animal and whistling Impersonations bringing him sufficient applause
to stop the show.
"The Forest Fire" had Its biggest scene
marred by the evident Inability to secure sufficient depth on the Palace stage, hut It Interested and thrilled and won well-earned applause at the finish.
After Miss Arthur and Deputy Commissioner Howe appeared after Intermission, Conroy and LeMalre took up the running and
were the big laughing hit. Their opening had
the audience going, but It was the "stuff"
with the flivver car that doubled' those In
front right in two with laughter.
Next to closing Harry Carroll opened slowly.
His voice, never much to brag about, was
particularly bad, but after he got started he
put over two new numbers that look sure fire.
One Is evidently entitled "Somewhere on Old
Broadway," and the other may either be "Too
Far from Broadway." or perhaps "Then I'll
Come Sailing Back to You." Its melody has
a corking little march tempo.
Florence and Brother Frank Moore closed
the show and Just what Florence did to the
audience was aplenty.
They laughed and
then laughed some more, and it isn't the easiest thing In the world to hold 'em at the
Palace when you are closing the bill, but In
this Instance It was done, and done properly.
Broadway likes and wants Florence Moore and
there aren't many In show business like her
when it comes to kidding an audience Into
that state of mind.
Hearst-Pathe No. 45 finished at about 11.25.
Fred.

Acts)

a good laughing sketch were next.

In

The news weekly followed.
The last half ran five acts solid, starting
with Col. Diamond and granddaughter, who
on his first two numbers, but won applause with the Cakewalk and proved a hit
with the closing one step. Rob and Robinson
(New Acts) delivered laughter. The Oreat
Howard scored nicely, all things considered.
The ventriloquist had the audience laughing
with his doctor's office scene, but pulled his
strongest applause on a new war song wnlch
he plugs with the aid of a slide.
The Dancing Demons (New Acts) closed.
Fred.
tileu

COLONIAL.
The Colonial's program this week reads and
looks very summery. There Is no reason why
It should not, and the weather Justified the
selection.

The feature turned out to be the California
Boys' Band (New Acts), closing the first part,
which presented an Interesting study in boys
as well as an entertaining turn.
Considerable comedy was contained In the
show. With several of the acts new to the
Colonial neighborhood, this proved an amusing diversion from the regular vaudeville tho
Colonial la accustomed to.
Closing the show
were Van and Schenck, who registered solidly,
having a new song In their rep for this week.
Just before them was Charlotte Parry In a
new single act. likely placed at the Colonial
merely to obtain a line on Its possibilities
which are quite apparent and need only working over.
Opening the second division were
Jack Alfred and Co., a trio of acrobatics who
have an original Idea to present their tricks,
and through It bring out good comedy that
gets r^a! laughs, --as well as sous e/?rk!r.g acfeats,
robatic
the tatter mostlv obtained
through a springboard.
What seems more
remarkable than anything else, however, the
boys can handle dl-log. Perhaps It's the setting, but the value of the turn Is shown
through

Its

Bronson

position.

»°fl

Baldwin In "A 101T Bongology**

SHOW REVIEWS
mum

with Percy Bronson doing a
got oyer
cicely, although If the
character Isn't
curbed In the number of men lately attempting it, it will shortly be so thoroughly overdono all will have to abandon the role. Winnie Baldwin looked nice and the couple scored,
closing with a travestied Hula number during
which Bronson put in a physical movement
that brought a decided laugh.
The Gladiators opened the show, with Marie
Stoddard, single, second. Miss Stoddard's material didn't appear built for the Colonial, as
it didn't have the ring of novelty or originality that house looks for in single women
turns.
Herman and Shirley were third, with
George Herman carrying the act along with
his "skeleton" dancing.
As a "Wop" and straight, Kelly and Galvin
got comedy out of their matter, the Wop doing it, although recalling several others who
have used the Italian character. Their own
material held up, however, and they got over
for a laughing success.
During the performance Dr. Frank Crane
spoke for the Liberty Bond sale, with Dae
announcement that after the show $10 Liberty Bond certificates would be on sale in the
theatre, while slips. for one bond or more, inserted in the program, could be filled out and
mafted by those who cared for the larger
amounts. Dr. Crane mentioned the wealth of
the United States was more than that of all
the other Allied countries, and when he stated
this country had twice and one-half as much
wealth as Germany it caused a slight gaup of
Bitne.
astonishment.

mum

ROYAL
Not a very good program at the Royal this
week, due to lack of sufficient uproarious
comedy. There is quite a little laughter, but
it is mostly in small doses, occasionally introduced.

Mosher, Hayes and Mother, with their acro-

batic and comedy bicycle riding, started things
Under New Acts are Rollins and
off well.
Norrls, Three Chums, Grand Opera Quartet.
Bowman Brothers, blackface minstrel comedians, and Cole, Russell and Davis were the
two acts that came nearest to big laugbs.

designed for other than intermitNeither
tent risibilities and in this they succeeded
admirably.
Belle Baker occupied the greater part of the
second half, with seven numbers, and even
then the audience wanted more. It's a wonderful hold she has, and incidentally, a pity
she doesn't exercise a little better Judgment
than to warble, not only three "yiddlsh"
numbers, but two out of the three on the
same subject. She has a couple of new ones
by Blanche Merrill— "I'm a Baker," referring
to her name, and the other a travesty ballad,
"When You and I Were Young, Able," the
music of which contains snatches of famllisr
It's about a yiddlsh woman of
old melodies.
43 endeavoring to persuade her sweetheart
to marry her, having waited for years. Later
she does "Nathan," which contains exactly
Not only that, but she prethe same idea.
cedes "Nathan" with another yiddlsh ditty.
After all, however, Miss Baker was a riot
with the assemblage, so maybe she's right.
James Teddy, "world's champion Jumper,"
balked at his billiard table leap Monday night,
but redeemed himself later by leaping over
Jolo.
chairs 44 times without stopping.
is

AMERICAN ROOF.
Some

of the turns at the American the first
half were new to the regulars, which provM
The Liberty Loan
that summer is upon us.
Theatre Week speaker at the American Tues-

day night was a Mr. Purdy. who gave out the
sort of information regarding purchasing the

bonds
had.

American
No bonds were
the

audience

should

have

offered for sale in the

theatre.

Walter James, next to closing, with his
tramp monolog, made the hit of the evening
when he mentioned the same day (Registration), saylag: "You can bet there were no
Mr. James
repeaters at the polls' today."
went very big. His present act Is much better
than one he did some months ago. A nicelywritten parodied medley Is in it, also a YidHe took the hit
dlsha lullaby for a finish.
of the show credit without any trouble. About
the only thing approaching novelty on the
program was Ray Lawrence, a female im-

Closing was the
personator (New Acts/.
Fljlyama Japs, who give a varied assortment

of Jap stunts, acrobatics, Jlu Jitsu wrestling,
and one of the troupe, who speaks with a
funny Japanese accent, did handwriting, such
as a Kajlyama docs, only this boy is woefully Inefficient in comparison, and appears
to have but his right hand under full control.
However, what little he does of the great deal
Kajlyama has shown might be made more Interesting by another method of presentation.
The turn for small time should have a better

position than closing.
The sketch, a comedy

one,

over.
Some of their present material In gaga
familiar, but they have newer remarks, and
all were laughed at on the roof.
No. 8 gave
the show a fast start through Valyda and
Her Brazilllan Nuts occupying the position.
Each one of the colored folks, the "Nuts"

Is

being men, did well. Valyda has appearance
Her
as a mulatto and sings rather well.
male companions Include a comedian and a
pianist, who did nicely also, even though the
pianist played "his own version of 'The Mocking Bird.' "
It's a corking colored turn for
small time.
The Valdos opened the show, doing their
cabinet work and securing plenty of comedy
through
two boob-looking but intelligent
plants. One of the plants had a comedy face to
start with and a comedy laugh to finish it off.
The Valdos might extend the turn to take in
other matters as well and furnish up the
stage a bit with h more attractive setting,
but these remarks held good a couple of years
Nat
ago, so the Valdos are likely satisfied.
and Flo Albert were second. They did a little
singing and more dancing .making a good
enough No. 2 turn for the hot weather. Sime.

JEFFERSON.
of the best bills ever presented at the
Jefferson was on tap the first half of the current week.
Six of the ten vaudeville acts
had, at one time or another, played the twoa-day, most recently, and some will probably
return there. In addition, one other act may
have appeared In the higher priced vaudeIf not, it looks to
ville theatres out of town.
be eligible for the best.
Lord and Fuller, with woman .playing fiddle and man Juggling.
Like most "versatile"
artists,
do none of it exceptionally well.
Specialising seems to be the thing that com*
mands the best attention. Singing Fisherman (New Acts). "The Tamer," two people,

an old sketch with a henpecked husband.
It ran 18 minutes and
title tells It all.

The

seemed longer.
Ronalr, Ward and Farron, the old Ronalr
and Ward act with the addition of Mr. Farron, a ballad singer.
Just how valuable the
third person Is to the offering is questionable.
Laveen and Cross, as burlesque gladiators as
a background for their good hand-to-hand
work, get quite some comedy out of an acrobatic turn, especially the making up of the
topmounter as a cissy and the employment of
the Invisible wire used for comedy purposes.
Josephine Davis, minus a pianist and making no change of gowns, sang five songs to
good applauM and was Just as effective as
when she saddled herself with the usual acAfter all, it's the •.il-^t himself
cessories.
or herself that counts.

Howard and Bailey and "Bon Voyage"
(New Acts). "Joe Raymond" was next to
with a piano and a monolog.
He

closing,

appeared on the two-a-day around
here under his own name.
"Raymond" was
a clean-up with the small time audience by
recently

making pointed references

to folks
their huge
to
delight.
closed.
An excellent show.

audience,

O'Mearas

in the
Gliding

Jolo.

The playlet itself is amusing, but
his wife.
was spoiled somewhat by the typewriter, who,
if not inexperienced and playing her role as
She
coached, should be rehearsed all over.
makes her pert too simple. It's no wonder
her prize-fighting husband blnged her on the
enjoylaughed
In
real
audience
The
bean.
ment at the sketch and company.
Closing the first part were Hlrschoff's GypIt's
sies In "A Night in a Romany Camp."
a picturesque turn with the dancing giving
Ju«l befoie them were a couple
the action.
Mills and Jock wood. g»ttJn«:
"flubec."
taugbs on dlttJne, with one of the men working up to a big finish with a yodel, both
Their rube characters are
finishing on it.
well done, and if the right spot could be
found for them in a production they could get

the

leave

will

Princess

shortly for it is, booked to open in Boston early in July.

The original company will play eastern dates thereafter and has nothing
to do with the -special Chicago company to be headed by Joseph Santley
and Ivy Sawyer, due to open at the
LaSalle in August.
John Major, who has been managing
"Very Good Eddie," will be back with
the original "Oh, Boy" show, Ji is place
with "Eddie" on it;s coast trip being
taken by Al Spink.

MOROSCO'S CHICAGO HOUSE.
Chicago, June 6.
Before leaving here for the coast,
Oliver Morosco practically settled upon
a theatre site within the Loop.
The proposed new house, to be built
in conjunction with an office building,
is expected to be ready next season.
The plans call for seating capacity of
1,800.
Morosco has long sought a Chicago house that he could more easily
manipulate his shows going east from
the coast or vice versa.
There was a deal on a month or two
ago for the Studebaker, but it fell
through because of the location and
excessively high rent.

SPORTS.
Charlie
front

Pope
of

his

left

the

Owens

Putnam

car
Building

11
m. last Saturday, having
a.
'phoned his garage to send a man for it
Mr. Pope went out of town and did not
return until Sunday noon, when he
found the car in the exact spot, with*
out anything missing.
(

Stan Stanley, who has returned to
York, says 3,809 members are on
lists of the Three-Cushion Cue Club
and that 300 membership slips remain
to be given out. Stanley may raise the
membership and make it an even 5,000.

New

the

Mike Donlin resigned last week as
manager of the Memphis Southern Association team, giving illness in his
family as the cause of his resignation.
as the

Cy Barger succeeded Donlin
Memphis manager.

Miss Sylvia Concerting Next Season?
Marguerita Sylvia is back in New
York, having returned from Europe,
but no definite announcements of her
stage plans have been made.
Miss
Sylvia is stopping in a hotel at the extreme end of Long Island and so far
has sidestepped theatrical connections.
Unless returning to the stage (Miss
Sylvia having married since last appearing in "Gypsy Love" in New York)
she may listen to a concert tour proposal.
.

CLOSING WITH WEATHER.
After the coldest May in years in
New York, during which the legitimate
houses remaining open enjoyed profitable takings, the weather turned warm
Monday, with a consequent dropping
off of receipts.
If it continues

of Ad Hovt (minpitching for the Memphis
team, farmed out T>y the Giants. The
boy is but 17. He pitched in former
seasons for the U. B. O. nine.

Wavte Hovt, son

strels/

there

will

be

an-

nounced a number of closings.

OBITUARY.

is

Edward Arlington, wife of the
of the Jess vVfllard and Buffalo
wild west, has a racing stable.

Mrs.

Mrs. Elizabeth Peters, widow of the
late Charles Peters, aged 84, died at
her home in Mosemere, N. J., this
week.. She appeared professionally
until after her

79th birthday.

owner
Bill

The Golf Committee
arranged a

.has

Monday, June

golf
11.

of the N. V. A.

tournament for
will be

The play

Joseph Clare, a well known scenic
painter, died June 3 at Central Islip,
L. I., aged 71.
Mrs. Lewis B. Stone, wife of the acknown to the stage as Margaret

tor,

BEATTY GETS TWO

VEILLER, GEN. MGR.
According to report Bayard Vcillcr
has been appointed general manager for
William Harris.

stirring as yet in the matter of the agreement of a mutual contract between the Actors' Equity As-

sociation and the Managers' Association.
It is believed that with the return of Marc Klaw to New York Saturday, that there would be something
definite done the early part of the
week, but up to Wednesday there was

no

sign.

_ Smythe

Trying Tivoli.

Seattle.

Seattle, Tune 6.
W. H. Smythe secured a three-year
lease of the Tivoli at First avenue and
Madison street yesterday and will install the Dick Lonsdale Musical Comedy Co. The personel of the house

has been changed.
This is Smythe's third venture
Seattle managerial field.

staff

in the

Will Try Stock.
Payton has decided to plant
a permanent stock in the International,
Niagara Falls, N. Y., as a result of a
recent three weeks' engagement there
with his repertoire company. The Payton comnany will return to Niagara
Falls Jun
A, with Lee Sterrett added
to his company.
Joe

of

ENGAGEMENTS.
Wilds Dennett, Juliette Dsy

("The Rsln-

bow

Girl").
Horses Slnclslr

Beautiful

and Arthur Geary
Unknown").

("The

MORE

Chicago, June 6.
Through a recent purchase of two
more picture houses, E. Thomas Beatty,

EQUITY CASE QUIET.
Nothing

"Cold CoffM,"

by Charles Horwits, was very well played by
Hans Roberts, and his principal assistant, as

"Oh, Boy"

in
at

One

Is

"OH BOY" MOVING TO BOSTON.

17

who owns

the

Englewood

is

on the eighth story of 120 Riverside
drive to the street and was instantly
killed Tuesday night.
She had been ill
for some time.
Her husband was at
Plattsburgh Training Camp.

theatre

on the south side, now has the nucleus
of a photoplay theatre chain that may
be further augmented before the sum-

mer

Langham, jumped from her apartment

(Miss) Annie Harrison, 70 years,, an
who made her first appearance
here 50 years ago, died Tuesday at
Amityville, L. I.

actress,

over.

Beatty has just acquired the Harper
(53d and Harper), seating 1,400, and
which was ordered closed some time
ago when the city authorities decreed
the property was within 200 feet of a
church and thereby violated a city ordinance.
Since that edict the Cnicago
city council ordained that all theatres
and places of amusement that had been
built prior
to the passage of that
ordinance were to be exempted. This
put the Harper back into the running
with the result that Beatty grabbed it
a hurry.
Beatty's other purchase includes the
at 51st and Harper, which seats
1,100 and will play the feature proHigher prices will prevail at
grams.
the Harper which will play the biggest
of the screen productions.
Beatty owns the Linden at 63d and
Englewood
opposite
the
Halsted,
(American burlesnue house), which
house by the way has added to his
in

Beach

bank account every week and this seawas one of the biggest moneymakers of the outlying film theatres.

son

While in New York last week attending the meeting of the .burlesque managers of the American Circuit, Beatty
confirmed the Harper and Beach purchases, declaring they would be used
for picture purposes only.

IN

MEMORIAM

JOHN
In sad and loving

RICE

C.
memory

of a devoted

husband end father

God

rest hie soul In peace

SALLY COHEN-RICE
Marie Uart, known in private life as
Mary Philbrick, died at the Milton
Hospital, Boston, last week as the result of an operation.
She joined the
famous old Boston Museum stock at
the age of 16 and played during her
professional career with Edwin Booth,
Joseph Jefferson, Lotta Crabtree, Frank
Mayo and John Drew. One of her
boasts was that she had played in every one of Charles Hoyt's productions.
Two of her children, William H. and
Charlotte, are professionals.
Mrs.

Chief of Police W. J. Weir of Spokane, Wash., is seeking information regarding the whereabouts of Jessie
Pierce, who came to
1913 and has since been
stac:e as

estate

in

Raba Del
the

New York

the

There

is

an

of settlement

in

Br1>s.

comt.sc

in

known on

Montana and knowledge of her whereabouts
ing.

is

necessary to effect the clos-
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STRENUOUS TIMES PREDICTED
AT CHICAG O FILM CONVENTION
July Meeting of Picture Exhibitors in Windy City Declared
as Indicative of Discussion of Many Weighty Matters.
Both Attendance and Interest Expected
to Surpass All
Sessions.
Chicago, June 6.
Pick up conversation any day with

stars to grace the Expo
next month by their presence and getting a line on New York exhibitors'
views as to their part in the Chicago
display.

divers

any man actively engaged in picture
exhibition
in
Chicago and the first
thing he will tell one is that the convention of the film men here in July
is that "it's going^to be a rcdhot one."
It doesn't take him but a few minutes
to render the info that there are many
important reasons why it is going to be
a sizzler.

Last year the discussions in the main
along efforts to stop adverse
eliminate vicious censorship and obtain a better understanding
between the manufacturers and exchange men and the exhibitors. But
that was before war was declared with

were

legislation,

film

Schindler is very enthusiastic over
the July affair in the Windy City and
predicts a glorious success in every

way.

promises account for anything the
of film stars that will be at the
Expo includes Mary Garden, Theda
Bara, Clara Kimball Young.
Mary
Pickford, Charles Chaplin and a host
of others.
Before quitting New York Schindler
expects to have fully two dozen photoplay celebrities arrange to attend the
If

list

Chicago

only be a drop

in the

bucket compared

to the kick the film exhibitors are going
to make against the increasing cost
of films and the abuses the exhibitors
charge are hurting their business in

more ways than one.

Some

of the states are going to register a howl against certain conditions
that have come to pass within the year
and the legislation in several sections
has the exhibitors yelling "murder."
In some states additional taxation to
that imposed by the Federal Government threatens to take what profits
are assured and it is this further assessment that has the exhibitors figuring
how they are going to map it out so
that all the levies can be met and the

houses

still

make money.

Some of the delegates have some
straight pointed questions to fire at the
present administration and some of
them will create a buzz on the convention floor.
The northwest has some matters

it

wishes to have threshed out thoroughly and its delegation will go solidlv
there to see that (he discussigns will
receive full consideration.
A larger representation is expected
from the southern states while the
east is planning to make a better showing than it did last year.
The exhibitors last year at first
seemed in a hurry to reach the election so they could beat it for their
homes, with the result that several of
the most active delegates declared it
was a shame to have the election too
much at heart and neglect the important business phases for which the
So the
convention was assembled.
delegates buckled down to work and
into
shape
got things
such
the election
became a secondary consideration.

The convention

this

year proposes to

its time to better working advantage and not permit the delegates
to spend too much time in longwinded
discussions.
There are so many matters of more importance and with many
new delegations on the grounds this
year the men at the head arc very desirous of making the meeting the biggest and best yet held.
Meanwhile the Exposition arrangements arc pointing to another gigantic
success and the booth spaces are being
taken in a manner most gratifying to

utilize

Ludwig Schindler,
the Expo heads.
general executive manager, is giving
the Expo much publicity, and plans
some "surprises" as to picture stars,
etc.

l.ufiwig

manager,

ScV'u'licr,

has

been

the
in

for the past week lining
exhibits,
obtaining
the

Exposition

New

York

up different
consent of

confirmation was available, other
than it seemed practically a certainty
Ince would turn over his Culver City
plant to Triangle at an agreed price
and would enter into some other disficial

tribution
arrangement for
tures elsewhere, taking with

agreement with Charles Baumann and
Adolph Zukor to be starred in a series
of releases to be distributed via Artcraft.
it was reported GoldCo. had notified Miss Normand to
report for work as per their alleged
contract and that the picture star had
refused to take it seriously.
It is understood the Goldwyn people
decline to take that view
of the

and

send a formal notithe film manufacturers
notifying them of the contract claim
and in additidn will apply for an
injunction restraining Miss Normand
from appearing elsewhere.
will

all

terest in recruiting.

drawn from Triangle and would ally
himself with William Fox for the making and distribution of comedies.
In
New York, however, this report was
generally discredited. In the event of
Sennett withdrawing from Triangle,
that concern would retain the right to
the use of the copyrighted name of
"Keystone" as applied to comedies.

Both Ince and Sennett have been

New York

for the past four weeks,
but have consistently refrained from
making any statements for publication.
They have had conferences with a
number of the more important distribution concerns and the most circumstantial indications are that both of
in

them will conclude arrangements with
Adolph Zukor to release their pictures
on the Artcraft program, making their
own productions and having the Artcraft concern act as their distributors,

with a minimum guarantee of receipts for each release.
Meantime neither the Triangle officials nor the Stephen A. Lynch aUies
appear to be worried about the future.
They are apparently prepared for any
contingency, and that something in the
way of an important deal for them is
on tap is manifest from the fact that
last week Triangle stock on the Curb
jumped from $1.25 to $2.50 per share.
Wednesday noon at the Hotel
Knickerbocker H. E. Aitken and H. O.
Davis were lunching at one table,
while at another Sennett and Bauman
were apparently enjoying their noon-

on a 65-35

SUING FOR COMMISSIONS.
Cora C. Wilkening has started a
against Charles

suit

Richman asking

for
of particulars
she alleges is due as a balance on a
basis of ten per cent, weekly, for employment which she secured for the
star
with the Vitagraph Company.
Miss Wilkening states she received
$1,000 thus far and is suing to recover
the remainder.
Arthur Driscoll of
$1,000,

which

in

J.

her

him only

W. S. Hart, with whom he has a personal contract.
it is stated that Triangle has executed a mortgage on its Majestic, Reliance and New York Motion Picture
Co. plants to the Lincoln Trust Co.
for $1,500,000, a portion of which sum
went toward paying off Ince for his
holdings.
The "dope" seems to be that H. O.
Davis, former
Universal production
manager, would be in charge of all
Triangle productions in the future.
From Washington comes a story that
someone in connection with Triangle
had offered the U. S. Government its
plants for sale, suggesting the making
of patriotic war films to stimulate in-

On Broadway

wyn

to

pic-

Persistent reports in Los Angeles
it that Mack Sennett had with-

MABEL NORMAND BALKS.

fication

his

have

Despite the claim of a contract calling for the services of Mabel Normand
with Goldwyn Pictures, it was stated
this week she
had entered into an

situation

INCE-SfiNNETT GOSSIP.
film world was filled with all
of rumors this week concerning

sorts
the likelihood of a withdrawal from
Triangle of Thomas H. Ince and Mack
Sennett.
Up to Wednesday afternoon no of-

convention.

Germany.
First of all the war tax measure will
come up for discussion, but that will

The

bill

O'Brien, Malevinsky and Driscoll, is
defending the action for Mr. Richman.
There is also pending at present in
the Supreme Court an action against
Mary Pickford which Miss Wilkening
instituted, the latter claiming that the
picture star owes her $100,000 for commissions also for employment secured.
.

basis,

day repast.

A man closely connected with one
of the principals summed it up tersely
with the phrase: "You can search me."

GISH GIRLS ABROAD.

FILM MANAGERS' ASSN.

Indications are that D. W. Griffith
will not return from abroad for some
time, from the fact that Lillian Gish
and her mother, who have been in
Europe with the director, were this
week joined by Dorothy Gish and Botr-

exchanges of the province
of Alberta on May 16 formed an association known as The Film Managers'

by Harron.
It is understood they have gone to
join the others for the purpose of making pictures in Europe, with the war
locations serving as backgrounds.

exchange managers of that province.

LESSER COMING EAST.
San Francisco, June

6.

Sol Lesser will shortly leave for the
east to be present at the formation
of stcte right buyers who contemplate

forming their headquarters in New
York.
It is the purpose of this organization to buy large state right features exclusively and distribute them
to members according to the valuation

A
at

of their territory.

convention will probably be held

some

future date.

The

film

Association of Alberta. They are endeavoring to bring together closer cooperation between the exhibitors and

CONSTANCE TALMADGE

CO.

The Constance Talmadge Film Corp.
has

now been

definitely

formed and

the younger sister of Norma is to be
exploited as a star at the head of her
own organization, under the direction
of Lewis J. Selznick.
The contract is for a period of ten
years.

POWELL WITH UNIVERSAL?
Frank Powell withdrew hi? pro/'uecompany fr«">m Mutual June 1 and
week was closeted with Universal

ing

this

officials,

ing

with

the likelihood of form-

some producing connection

there.

DUPING STILL CONTINUES.
of film still goes meraccording to information in the
possession of several prominent manufacturers who, for some unaccountable
reason, have taken no tangible steps
to unite to protect themselves against
this menace.
According to the laws of several
South American countries the first person appearing on the scene with a mo-

The duping

rily on,

tion picture and registering it is regarded as the rightful owner and entitled to prevent anyone else from ex-

hibiting

it.

This week a number of state right
people seeking to dispose of the rights
to their property in Argentine found
their features had already been registered there, w(th nd one able to discover where the prints came from.

"REDEMPTION" RIGHTS SOLD.
The

first sale

of state rights for the

Evelyn Nesbit film, "Redemption," now
running at the Cohan theatre on Broadway, occurred Wednesday. New York
state and Northern New Jersey was the
territory disposed of, at a reported
price of $45,000, considered a large sum.
The Pioneer Film Corp., which bought
"Civilization" for the same state right
got the Nesbit picture.
Another of the Joseph M. Schenck
special features, "Poppy," with Norma
Talmadge, broke the house record at
the New York theatre for the first two
days of this week. The New York seldom holds a film over a day. "Poppy"
is also the first feature played there to
be given a return date, the house asking
for it again at the first opportunity.

FAIRBANKS NOTICE.
Fairbanks has communicated with his attorney, Dennis F.
O'Brien, and also with the New York
office of Artcraft, seeking their aid in,
advising exhibitors that all the pictures he made for Triangle have been
released,
the last one being "The

Douglas

Americano,"

new releases
scenes.

and that any so-called
would be a series of scrap

JAMES YOUNG WANTS DIVORCE.
Los Angeles, June 6.
Clara Kimball Young has filed an
appearance in the suit brought by

James Young

for

divorce,

she will fight against such
being granted.

indicating
a decree

Miss Young's legal affairs are being
handled by a local attorney.

WANT MONEY

BACK.

Chicago, June 6.
Joseph Hopp, president of the local
Motion Pictures Exhibitors League,
and who is also a promoter with offices on West Washington street, is
the defendant in an action begun in
the Municipal court on Monday by
five people who had invested thein
money through Hopp in the Standard
Theatre Co.
The five complainants allege they
invested their
standing that

they

became

money with
Hopp would
dissatisfied.

the underreturn it if

The com-

plainants and their claims are:
C. D.
$500; R. E. Schneider, $100;
W. F. Sheck, $260; Mamie Jahr, $400,

Timms,

and Edward Theide, $300.

House Changes Hands.
Denver, June

6.

The

Paris picture theatre, which has
been running the multiple reel features
at 10 cents admission, changed hands
Monday, Brown & Roderick succeeding Swanson & Nolan, who own a
string of houses throughout the West.

"Trip Through China" Leaving.

The travelog, "Trip Through China,"
leaves the Eltinge theatre Sunday, after spending its three weeks' run there,
guaranteed through having rented the
theatre from A. H. Woods for $4,SG0
for that length of time.
There will be a new stage built in
the Eltinge during the summtr.

MOVING PICTURES
rights to

now they are bending

of

making the Liberty theatre opening
York a big success.

Frank Norrls' short story. "Moran
the Lady Letty," which will be screened

by Ooldwyn.
Carlyle Blackwell, the picture star, made an
to his wife's suit for. separation by
It cost him $20,000 annually to live.
He admitted that he was earning $2(1,000 annually, but that it represented a net earning
of only $5,850, also stating that his popularity

Famous sayings

"How

enguged

Universal, and will
pictures for that concern.

with

of trade paper reviewers:

Hal Clements
Astor Film

In

feature

Sam J. Ryan, formerly of Lewis and Ryan,
Is now In the pictures, working for Metro.
He has been assigned to support Mabel Tal-

big is the adv.?"
to produce a picture for
Co. with Camllle Aster as

is

the

appear

iaferro In

"The Will

o'

the Wisp."

star.

of

Frank Woods, head of the Fine Arts Studio for D. W. Griffith for years, Is leaving
for the Coast shortly and will probably produce on his own.

"A Hough House" is the third of the series
Paramount Arbuckle Comedies that Roscoe

'Fatty" Arbuckle will appear

In.

their energies

toward
In

New

Robert Brunton has severed his connection
with Triangle and will be studio manager and
art director for Bessie Barrlscale's new producing company.
He will have the Cluue
studio in Hollywood ready for her early in
June, when the production of "Rose o' Paradise" will be begun.

answer

stating

Olive Tell denies the report she ia
to be married.
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was waning.
The Alvln, a Chicago picture house, was
closed by Fire Inspector Ollmaster for violatThe
ing the fire prevention laws last week.
fire guard was not in uniform as required and
the lobby was Uttered with heralds.
The
owner was disposed to throw Inspector C. W.
Hejda out of the house when he askod for
reasons for the violations. After being closed
several days, permission to re-open was granted upon payment of a $25 fine.

"We shall be safe In assuming that there
will be an intelligent revision ef the measure
for the taxation of the motion picture for war
revenue as put to the Senate Committee by
House," said President John R. Freuler
Mutual Film Corporation, returning to
New York from a short sojourn In Wash inf ton.
the

of the

The

first

of the series of

Ooldwyn Pictures

which Jane Cowl Is the star Is now well
under way In the Goldwyn Studio at Fort Lee.
Miss Cowl and her company, under the direction of Arthur Hopkins, chief of the Goldwyn producing staff, have made much progress
in the screening of the story, which Is from
the pen of Basil King, the author of "The
Inner Shrine."
The cast supporting Miss
Cowl Includes Henry Stephenson, Charles
Hammond, Edith MoAlpln, Lettie Ford, Marlon
Knapp, Botsey Ross, Orme Caldara and Antoinette Erwin.

in

The King Bee company, which has been
making pictures In Jacksonville for some
time, has returned to New York and will
work here.

"Redemption" shows no let up in business at
the Ceo. M. Cohan Theatre, und will remain
for a full month, two weeks longer than expected.

Joseph A. Murphy has retired as manager

Donald Hull, In support of Norma Talmadge in "Poppy," will also appear with her in
her forthcoming production of 'The Moth."

the

Broad and Market

Pathe has bought u new serial, written by
Arthur B. Reeve and Charles Logue, called
"The Hidden Hand."

looking after some matters In connection with
the Fox Film Corp., which he still represents,
in addition to his holdings In the two theatres
he conducts In Los Angeles.

understood that the promoters of the
Prlzma colored pictures have temporarily suspended work on their producing.
It

It

Ruby theatre, Philadelphia, to assume
same position of the new Family theatre.
streets, same city.

the

of

is

Doris Kenyon, who just finished "The Oreat
White Trail." for the W bartons, was seen on
Broadway with a new maroon-colored Stude-

was reported on Wednesday that

E. Lanning Masters has severed his connection with
V-L-S-B.

baker sedan.
Jesse Lasky has rearranged his plans.
Instead of residing permanently In New York,
he will Bpend his summers In California and
the winters in the Bast.

The Bluebird program is all laid out until
July 20, six new features now almoBt complete
that will be g\ven later release dates.

Leon Victor returned to Broadway this
week, having been out on the road with one
of the "Birth of a Nation" outfits.

Romaine Fielding, who lately severed his
connection with the World Film, has obtained
a directorship with Triangle and Is now working in the T studios at Yonkers, N. Y.

A brand new

picture theatre for colored
people only, called the Ascher, was opened In
Indianapolis this week.

Henry Otto, the producer who made the
feature "Undine" has been engaged by a new
syndicate headed by M. Philip Hansen, to
direct the first of a series of features for the

W. S. Butterfleld is In New York seeking
attractions In the form of feature pictures
for his circuit for the summer months.

open market.

Carmel Meyers, former leading woman with
Fine Arts, has signed a two years' contract

Conf-acti

were signed

the Authors' Associated

this week through
Agency for the film

Kthe| Clayton In "The* Stolen Paradise" plays
her last engagement for some time with Edward Langford as her leading support, Mr.
Langford having gone off to the war. Miss
Clayton will have the assistance of Milton
Sills as leading man, Mr. Sills making his
first
appearance in this
capacity
when

"Chasms" is thrown
World Pictures.

upon

the

screen

for

"Fires of Youth," the Pathe-Thanhouser
Gold Rooster play, released June 15, is conspicuous as the first production directed by
the Emile Chautard for the Pathe-Thanhouser
forces.
Under Mr. Chautard's direction In the
new Thanhouser-Pathe production are Frederick Warde, the noted Shakespearean stage
star, and Jeanne Eagels, late leading woman

Mary MacLaren has sued for an Injunction
restrain Universal from Interfering with
her film activities. She claims that President
Carl Laemmle has notified certain producing
companies that In the event they engage her
suit will be filed against them and their

to

prints tied up.

for George Arllss.

What

Is

described as a story of singularly
Is -unfolded In "The Brand

lvld psychology

Satan," the second of the Montagu Love
screen dramas to be published by World-Pictures Brady-Made.
The central personage is
a young and brilliant criminal prosecutor in
Paris who Is occasionally seized with a strange
malady Impelling him Irresistibly to the commission of felonies. Evelyn Greeley and Gerda
Holmes have the principal feminine rdiee.

of

Rex

'O.

Lawhead has

left

New York

to act

as general representative for the Williamson
Brothers.
We will handle "The Submarine
Eye" throughout the middle west t>tates with
headquarters In Chicago. A definite announce-

ment regarding a Chicago run for "The Submarine Eye" will be forthcoming from the
Willamson Brothers at a later date. Right

William A. Brady Is starting on a new
photoplay production of Revolutionary times
called "Betsy Ross," In which Alice Brady
plays the title role. It Is promised that many
of the scenes will be photographed in and
around the original Betsy Ross home. Travers
Vale will be director.
Robert Goldstein, president, producer and
author, together with a few other things connected with the
company exploiting "The
Spirit of 76," is In New York seeking
for his feature film.

A trade showing for state right buyers and
exhibitors or "Who's Your Neighbor?" described as "seven reels of punch," will be
given by Master Drama Features next Friday
morning at the Broadway theatre.

///
<
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cino

B. A.

PRESENT

ROLFE

presents

The Star Supreme

Ruth Clifford

ETHEL

1

and
**i

Rupert Julian
"A KENTUCKY

''i'.itV'iA.

CINDERELLA

POWER"

of the Old South—
F. Hopkinson Smith

from the story by Louis R. Wolheim

Directed by Rupert Julian
local BLUEBIRD Exchange,
BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS (Inc.)

Book through your
1600

Broadway,

Shelby Le Vino's master drama of today

"THE GREATEST

77

An Absorbing Drama
From the Novel by

BARRYMORE
in Albert

A METRO

production in Five Acts
Directed by Edwin Carewe

or

New York

Released

.METRO
>ICTUPES

O*

5

-afc-

:At>tJS,,J;

a Broad-

way playhouse

June 18th

"
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nal Joyoe when Ladlle Western created Lady
Isabelle in "Bast Lynne," and In later years
toured at the bead of her own company. Fifteen years ago, with her husband, 'Major J.
P. Curran, a veteran of the Civil War, she
retired to her ranch, near Lampasaas, Tex.

While on a
Angeles,
studios,

Edwin Thanhouser

tells this

Lynn R. Reynolda,

one on himself

"Of course, we haven't given much publicity
to the fact that lots of newspaper* didn't run
our now-famous 'Czar Telegram.' The editor
Record, In Morrlstown, New
of the Daily
He wrote me: 'I'd like to
Jersey, wub one.
use thin, Mr. Thanhouser, but In your Interest as well as mine I think I'd better wait.
I say this because I think Bmperor William
will be out of a Job soon, too, and then you
could offer him and Romanoff a chance as a
Think of the double advertising!
'team.'
'Nick and Dill, the two Ex-es, In their thrill-

licity

film,
'Did They Fall or Were They
PuBhed?'—why, Thanhouser and Pathe would
get bo rich they wouldn't notice mere Jersey

editors.'

San Juan, Porto Rico, and
Buenos Aires, Argentina,
Max
who represent two of the most prominent foreign film Importers, closed a deal whereby the
Individual concerns purchased the rights to
distribute the entire output of B. 8. Moss productions throughout Porto Rico, Cuba, San
Domingo and Venezuela, as embraced by Crossas A Co., Uruguay, Paraguay, Chile, and
Argentina, as covered by Max Oluckman.
Co., of
Gluckman, of
ft

is

completing

Its

September appearance

Williamson Brothers, producers of 'The
Submarine Bye" announce that they have
sold

of

the

When Rupert
"My Mother," is

among

In August a Joseph De 'CTrasse
Bluebirds.
production, "Vengeance of the West," will be
Miss Phillips' vehicle, maintaining the monthly apepa ranees of this popular scroen queen,
which began last decern ber, with her advent
among Bluebirds, and has continued regularly
ever since. To keep Miss Phillips going, Mr.
De Oraase and Mlsa Park, husband and wife.
by the way, are constantly employed cither
preparing or directing a Bluebird with this
energetic young lady the central figure.

this
will

Julian's

given

to

Bluebird, entitled
the screen late

summer, an actress of the old school
play the title role and will then have

had her

experience before the camera.
Ruby La Fayette made her stage debut in
the early sixties, and until fifteen years ago
was continually active in dramatics. She has.
In her days, supported Booth, Barrett and
been travelling "stock
John McCullough
first

;

star" In days when principals moved from
place to place to head local * organizations
for a week or more at a time; was the origi-

*

direction of John

Emerson.

Edna Munsey, leading lady of the road
companies of "The Little Cafe," 'The Only
Girl," "Madame Sherry" and several other
musical comedies, Is now with William Fox
pictures.

then.

important shifts In conditions
that the war has brought about is shown in
the presence here of John Alsen and Co., the
foremost film dealers of the Scandinavian
countries, who have just opened offices in the
Times Building and will transfer their London
representative to this country for the next
few years.
Olsen ft Co. of Copenhagen and London,
represent the three largest renting concerns
in Sweden, Norway and Denmark, including
Fortorama, the Swedish Blograph and the
Scandinavian Film Central.
The first purchase they made after their
arrival In this country last week was to take
over the Scandinavian right for D. W. Griffith productions "Intolerance" and "The Birth
of a Nation."
These will be sent through the
Morse countries on touring arrangements very
similar to the manner in which the Griffith
productions have been handled In this country.

Bluebird's woman director, Ida May Park,
who furnished "The Flashlight" as her first
offering to that program, has completed "Fires
of Rebellion" for release July 2, with Dorothy
Phillips the star. Miss Park and Miss Phillips
are now working on "The Rescue," a feature
to be used for Miss Phillips are now working
on "The Rescue," a feature to be used for

Miss Phillips'

Director Julian as
in B.

mother role

has just completed
"Back to the Primitive," a screen-drama exclusively photographed out-ofdoors. Locations
In Palm Canyon, Cal., and on Santa Cruz
Island, off the coast of California, were utilized
to embellish a story that Is supposed to show
the first submarine depredations in the Pacific
Ocean.
Myrtle Oonzalez and George Hernandez, stock stars of the Reynolds company,
will be featured.
While Miss Gonzalez Is on
vacation, Mr. Reynolds is now directing "Mr.
Opp," another "nature study," with Neva
Gerber playing the star role, and Arthur Hoyt!
George Hernandez and Jack Curtis featured.
It will be September, or later, before either of
these features can reach the screen, as the
Bluebird program is "chock-a-block" until

One

plans for
producing the aeries of five- reel features that
The scenarios
will follow Seven Deadly 81ns.
three flve-reelers, In which
for the first
Shirley Mason will be starred, are being
whipped Into shape and production will begin within a few days.

McClure Pictures

La
and was
Miss

ber daughter In Los
Fayette visited Bluebird
Immediately "spotted" by
the correct "type" for the
J. Clawson's story*
to

"nature study" director,

ing

Crosses

man

Bluebird's pubdepartment likes to refer to as their

the

visit

The second picture starring Douglas Fairbanks, "Wild and Woolly," to be released by
the Artcraft, June 24, has been completed at
the Lasky studios In California under the

Peggy Hyland and her company of players
have returned from Long Island, where they
have spent the last few weeks filming the exterior scenes of the first Mayfalr production,
"Persuasslve Peggy," under the direction of
Charles Brabln.

James Toung, who will direct the producof Bessie Barrlscale's first Independent
production to be released by Paralta Plays,
Inc., on the Paralto Plan— a screen version of
Grace Miller White's novel, "Rose o* Paradise"
tion

—will have Wlllam Horowitz for his principal
assistant.

W. Lederer

starts work next week on
a big feature picture In which Marlon Davies
le to be starred, written by Miss Davies.
In
the oast will be Pedro de Cordoba, Joseph Kil-

George

gour and Gladden James.

the

New

Jersey rights of their under-

water drama to the
Company, of Newark.

J.

Frank Hatch Film

Jules Burnsteln, of the Monmouth Film Co.,
about to make a bid for favor with the
film fans, by offering as a star In a
series of one reelers, Emma Wlllcox, a comely,
youthful and "dainty" little miss who weighs

Upon completion of her newest Artcraft
picture, "The Little American," Mary Pickford will take a brief vacation before starting
to work on "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm."
The next picture will be produced under the
direction of Marshal Nellan.
E. R. Shayer, who with Randolph Bartlett
conducted the press department for the Lewis
J. Selznlck enterprises, has resigned, to take
effect June 10, and will devote himself to
writing scenarios.
Bartlett will go It alone.

is

comedy

300 pounds.

John W. Rankin, formerly with the Vitagraph press forces, Is doing the publicity
for Robert Goldstein's "The Spirit of '76,"
which Is now showing at Orchestra Hall, Chicago, after a three weeks' court battle with
the local censors.
J. Warren Kerrigan's first production as an
Independent star at the head of his own
organisation will be a photo-dramatic version
of Peter B. Kyne's first book-length novel, "A

Man's Man."
Geraldlne Farrar is now busy In the hands
of artists and designers preparing costumes
for her forthcoming Art craft production on
which she will shortly begin work under the
direction of Cecil B DeMUle.

James F. Clancy, manager for four years
the Dominion (vaudeville), Ottawa, Can.,
has moved to Toronto, where he Is general
manager for the General Film Co., In the
Province on Ontario.
of

Mo-Toy Comedies, the animated doll films
by the Peter Pan Film Corpora-

controlled
tion,
atre,
21.

have been booked for the Strand the-

New

These

York, beginning the week of May
latest novelty comedy creations

are In BOO- foot lengths, and will be released
one each week.

The Mayfalr Film Corporation's first production starring Peggy Hyland la "Persuasive
Peggy." story by Maravene Thompeon which
scored a hit In magazine and book form. The
scenario was written by the director, Charles
Brabln In collaboration with the authoress.
The Maud Henry Art Production Company
has purchased a site Just north of the Forest
Hills (L. I.) Pennsylvania station and Intends to erect a picture theatre No. 1. Forest
Hills Is one of the first stops on the Long
Island road and the Henry theatre will be
its

first

amusement venture.

Victor Nulty, A. C. Langan and Frank Carpenter have taken a leaae of the Hippodrome,
Dallas, Tex., and will operate It aa a picture house under the name of the Hippodrome
Amusement ft Enterprise Corp. It Is said to
be the best equipped theatre In Dallas, and
seats

1,200.

Hack sennett-keystone comedies
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Action

<

t

and

Gripping Interest
Action— strong, vigorous, atingle with impulse and dramatic fire— that's what, carries
you to the very height of exciting pleasure
in Triangle Plays. And s ich. human action
it is, so full of gripping interest, that you rise
in your seat in anticipation of what is coming
next. You can't help it.
Characters
breathe.

Triangle

in

They have

make you

Plays

live.

real personality.

They
They

forget that they are but the ve-

hicles for the finished expression of genius.

Players who are unusually individual lose
themselves in their work of the silent drama,
the picture-romance of

TRIANGLE
PLAYS

The Foremost Productions
*lcticn Pictures
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THE CIRCUS OF

lisle Jane Wilson
lflgnon Anderson

Mamie
Kate

Pomeroj Cannon
Harry Carter

Danny
Oaston

BoutsIs

Bmoiy Johnson

Tommle
Daisy May

EBB

000.

THE SLAVE.

LIFE.

Little Zoe Rae
"The Circus of Life" hears the brand of

Butterfly make, being one of the Universal^ products, which was written by B. J.
Clawson and directed by Rupert Julian.
Rather a dull and commonplace subject until the scenario awakens In the fourth part
and the principals get a chance to speed the
action up to a dramatic point that kept the
picture from doing a grand-slam Brodle.
During the earlier sections the picture stalls
and pads along until the brewery wagon

the

away and little Daisy May Is InOf course a raid on a gambling Joint
Injected about the time the horses
gallop away and that camera man made those
big trucks do a wild ramble for having devoted their days to heavy hauling and long
hours of being left untied when Inside deJust what frightliveries were being made.
ened them was not apparent until the supposed drunken driver w6rked them into a
fury.
Long before the terrible dash one sees
the horses outside a barroom standing tied
to a weight or post and as gentle and docile
Idea Is farfetched
as Mary's pet lambkin.
and stretches the Imagination, yet there are
sections that make good film material and
register well.
When one takes a brewery
wagon custodian for a hero and has him
drinking more whiskey than a quart bottle
will hold at one time it Is pretty hard to find
an audience rooting for him at any stage.
However Danny Is brought to his senses when
he learns that his daughter Is severely hurt
and that his wife Is about to run away with
an artist who lived above them In their rooming house. It Is one of those "And a Little
Child Shall Lead Them" themes, with Zoe
Rae enacting the role of Danny's daughter in
a manner that stamps her as one of the best
Barring
child actresses before the camera.
noticeable inconsistency and a tendency to pad
horses run
jured.
Is also

out divers scenes the picture holds fair interest, the last two parts in particular giving It any semblance of feature classification.
None of the players rose to any distinction,
although Miss Anderson showed class In several scenes and did some good work In the
last section.
The man who Impersonated the
Cassldy role was a type that was worthy of
mention.
Those kids In the party scene also
handled their instructions effectively.
But
Zoe Rae U the one who keeps the Interest at
tension.
Cannon sure is a powerful man In
site and fitted the part of the husky driver
to a T.
Harry Carter didn't have much to
do but stand around and look like a painter
of things artistic, but did it satisfactorily.

Violet Palmer

Duloe

Brie Mayne
Herbert Heyes

Dr. Atwell
David Atwell
Egbert Atwell
Dr. Ohoul

Edward Burns
Bdwln Roseman
Dan Mason

Fossil

Tom Brooke
Wlnther
Martin Faust
Author
Bvery once in a while the Fox film folks go
way off the handle with one of their stars.
Imagine a scenario with Valeska Buratt as the
star, as an eight dollar a week shop girl, refusing honorable marriage with her wealthy
Miss
employer, merely because he was old
Buratt has labored long and strenuously to
build up a reputation as a delineator of vampire roles, and one necessarily associates her
Every
with that style of characterisation.
time, therefore, she is cast to portray an inProf.

I

jured female who hasn't been able to take
care of herself in the eternal struggle against
the opposite sex. It is rather difficult to refrain from at least mild laughter. This picture was written and directed by William Nigh.
Photography b/ Joseph Rutenberg. All very
Jolo.
nicely executed, but it's not for Buratt.

NEW INCORPORATORS.
Tae Oraftaatem Film Laboratories, Im<w
Manhattan motion picture and general
Ehoto

supply

business;

[irlman, Jr.; L. A.
612 W. 116th St

J.

J.

Baldwin, B. Vonburgh,

J.

B.

Van Dewater, Poughkeapsle.
Valoska Buratt

Caroline

The

tl

$60,000.

Brahams,

J.

C

J.

H. San.

iBtermatfomal Play A*eacy, Manhattan
theatres and
restaurants;
E.
$6,000.
Erelten'eld, 8. Sholes, A. A. Raphael. 81
iberty St.
Pledasont Plctarea Corp., Manhattan
motion pictures and vaudeville; 1,600
shares preferred, $100 each: 4,600 shares
common stock, no par value. F. B. and
H. R. Hablcht, H. W. Braun, 600 West
End Ave.
Blsar C©t Iae* Poughkeepsle realty
managers, theatres, roof -gardens; $60,-

*

Iae* Manhattan motion pictures and vaudeville; $5,000. J
Freuddenber*.
8. Klots, M. Stelmer,
463 6th Ave., Brooklvn.
Latkrap PUsaa, lac* Manhattan motion
pictures; $10,000. F. H. Lathrap, H. A.
Rosenberg, H. Taflfer, 19 Cedar Bt.
Al Reewawt lae* Brooklyn operate theKlots

Stelaser,

U

aters, hotels, restaurants; $10,000. P. V.
Manning, J. 8. Brown. Jr.; A. H. Reeves.

145 State 8t, Brooklyn.

Inc., Manhattan
and moving picture business;
W. and O. C. Springer,

Springer Theatre Co*

theatrical
$6,000.

J.

H.. J.

W. 183d

663

St.

ELTINGE'S BIG GUARANTEE.
The Lasky-Paramount gave Julian
Eltinge a contract this week, that called
for a guarantee according to report of
$25,000 for his first special feature, to
be made inside of four weeks, the picture people contracting for two such
pictures with Eltinge, taking an option
on his services for a third.

The agreement

GEORGE COHAN'S SECOND.
week

stars in.

on George M. Cohan's second Artcraft
feature, which will not be released unIt will be a screen
September.
til
adaptation of "Seven Keys to Bald-

at once.

pate."

tinge.

Work

will be

said to carry ex-

is

remuneration for Eltinge according
to the gross receipts of the films he

tra

commenced

this

Eltinge will

commence work

O'Brien, Malevinskv & Driscoll, the
who represent most
of the big picture stars, acted for El-

theatrical attorneys

Richard Stanton
Director of Features for William
Coming Releaaa: Duatin F
UsWUr Production: Dostin F

m

Fox

"Dmraad of tko Bad
Ths) Scarlet PiwpssTMsl*

m

PAST RELEASES—
The Lem TklaT
-Her Tasaptatiaa"

"Qae Teaek af IlsT
"Aloka-Qaa," faatwriag Bald Marks*

a»d

Trade Showing State Right Buyers and Exhibitors

Photography especially good In sections.
Barring the dullness of the first half of the
film the picture stands up fairly well as a
feature.
Mark.

FRECKLES.
Freckles

Jack Plckford
Louise Huff

Angel

John McLean

Hobart Bosworth

Bird Woman
Black Jack

Lillian Lelghton
Billy Elmer

Duncan
This feature starts

Quy Oliver
off

Just

as though

it

was going to be good and then takes an awful
slump toward the finish. It is a Lasky-Paramount production with Jack Plckford and
Louise Huff featured, directed by Marshall
Nellan, and it contains all of the old stuff
that went In feature productions about four
years ago. There are about two scenes In It
that are worth while, but who wants to sit
through 6,000 feet of film to get two thrills?
To obtain a slight idea of Its old fashloness
one almost expected to see the hero (Jack
Plckford), a one-armed boy who has escaped
from an orphanage, brought Into the hospital
scene at the finish of the picture with both
arms.
The tilting Is particularly bad, the
characters supposed to have various brogues
and burrs tacked onto their language in certain portions of the picture and then forgetting all about It for awhile, and then again
lapsing right back Into it again. That Is bad
showmanship In assembling, and someone
should be raked over the coals for It.
"Freckles" Is a screen adaptation of a book
by Oene Stratton Porter, and as a film production It would be passed as fair if It bore
any other brand than that of Lanky-Para-

mount

Fred.

13TH LABOR OF HERCULES.

.

The Cinema Distributing Corporation Is releasing a series of twelve one-reelers which
they call "The 13th Labor of Hercules," same
being selected portions of some 60,000 feet
of film taken before, during and after the
Panama-Pacific Exposition in 1915.
It begins with the construction period of the great
fair in San Francisco, the opening of the exposition, dedication ceremonies, speeches of
welcome, the attendance of distinguished
diplomats from all parts of the world, an
historical parade of floats six miles long,
fireworks, various city and state exhibits, an
aquatic pageant, Interior and exterior views,
works of art, the amusement sone employing
7,000 people, the closing of the fair and thereafter the dynamiting of the buildings. About
five reels of it were wbown at a prlvcte exhibition, which seemed a trifle tiresoaic, but
in one reel relays, as part of a program, they
should serve to entertain nicely.
Just how

timely the pictures are two years after the
close of the exposition is a question.
Jolo.

THE PICTURE THAT WILL PACK YOUR THEATRES

SEVEN REELS OF PUNCH
Written by

Adapted and produced by

Edited by

WILLARD MACK

FRANK LAWRENCE

S.

RANKIN DREW

CHRISTINE MAYO, EVELYN BRENT, ANDERS
RANDOLF, FRANK MORGAN, WILLIAM SHERWOOD.
All star cast, including

TRADE SHOWING
Broadway Theatre,

Friday, June 15th, at 10 A.

MASTER DRAMA FEATURES,

Inc.

1493 Broadway,

M.

New York
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THE SUBMARINE EYE.
PROLOOUB.
Marcel Lupin
Fred RadclltTe
Denis De Foatenelle, hl» fiance. .Lillian Cook
Monsieur De Fontenelln, her father.. E. Hudson

MAIN THEME.

John Fulton, a young

Inventor.. Chester Barnett
Captain Bob, fellow lodger of Fulton,
Lindsay Hall
Joe Lee, an old ssjt
...Charles Hartley
Nancy, maid of all work
Edith Conway
Dorothy Morgan, a millionaire's daughter,

Barbara Tennant
Cyrus Morgan, her father
Charles Blattery
Parker. Miss Morgan's msld
Nail Blattery
Earl of Lin wood, suitor for Miss Morgan's
hand
Brio Mayne
Murphy, a deep sea direr
Edward Butler
An Officer of the "Condor". .Gustavo Fischer
Buller, the human flab
By Himself
Whatever the Williamson Brothers attempt
.

.

way

of a feature picture Is necessarily
unique and It Is reasonable to suppose that
each effort will be better than Its predecesIn this, their latest production, "The
sors.
Submarine Eye," which they describe) as a
ubsea romance, they present for approval
not only a strong, suspensive Interest melodrama, but what appears to be a aim pie soluIt Is nothing
tion to the U-boat affliction.
In the

more nor

an Inverted periscope
which enables people on board a vessel to
see what Is going on beneath the water. The
picture Is about 6,400 feet, the first part a
prolog—about a hundred years ago, In which
Is shown a man about to die on an ialand
In the West Indies, writes a diary of the
causes which led to his being marooned, and
bequeathing a treasure chest to whoever finds
It.
A century later a young Investor Is at
work on his undnr- water periscope and hears
an old sailor relating to a millionaire's
less

than

he found the treasure chest
thirty years previously, took It from the
Island on a rowboat and now It was dumped
Into the sea by the overturning of the little
boat.
The Inventor says he can locate It
with his contrivance and they start out to do
so.
There is a villain and all the other
necessary paraphernalia for the making of
a first rate melodrama, and there Is, If anything, too much suspensive Interest, bordering on the harrowing, when the hero Is
caught under water In a diving suit until
the black native diver goes down, with a
knife In hJs teeth to protect himself from
Very effectively
sharks, ami release him.
visualised In "atmosphere" In whlcfi the
Williamsons bold a monopoly, and certain to
attract Interest no matter In what part of
Wlnthrop Kelley,
the world it Is shown.
director; Harold Slntzenlch, camera man;

music arranged by M. Wlnckler. "The Submarine Eye" should enjoy a prosperous run
It opened last week to a
at the Liberty.
crowd that extended half a block from the
box

Jolo.

office.

SOMEWHERE

IN GEORGIA.

"Somewhere In Georgia" Is a feature which
the Sunbeam Film Company made with Tyrus
Raymond Cobb, the Detroit baseball star, as
the principal figure. According to the printed
statements of the Sunbeam posters. Grantland Rice, the New York Tribune writer, furnished the scenario, and Inasmuch as Rice
Is one of the best known sport commentators
In the United States and Cobb Is considered
about the greatest ballplayer In the world.
It goes without saying that "Somewhere In
Georgia" Is going to make a ten-strike with
Young America. As expected. It Is a production that almea at one thing and that was to

present the oelebrated Ty Cobb in camera
action and give the smalltown boys a chance
to see "more of him" than some of the film
weeklies have shown at times and save them
the long Sunday excursion trips to some of
Of
the big league towns to see him play.
course it is to be expected that the Ty Cobb
figuration will draw the nickels and dimes.
The story holds Interest to the extent that
those familiar with baseball and Cobb's life
on the diamond and In the home will obtain
a lot of fun In watching Tyrus enact the role
Cobb Is there all the
of a photoplay hero.
time following Instructions and the usual excitement attends the baseball game In which
Cobb caps the climax with his playing and
Wins the girl In the end. There's a deepdyed villain and the subsequent denouement
at the finale, with Cobb stealing a kiss from
his prospective wife behind a baseball glove.
The story doesn't matter much, as Cobb's
It Is
actions are always closely followed.
one of those Frank Merriwell stories, with Ty
doing the Merriwell stuff that catches the
young folks. "Somewhere in Georgia" gives
the Sunbeam a chance to bring Cobb out In
his home state and give It the baseball atmosphere one would naturally expect of a
film featuring the famous baseball player.
Cobb's rep as a batter, a base stealer and a
fielder are too well known to require any
special comment In this review, but It sufflceth to say that where the national pastime
Is played and where the youth of the land
follow the diamond careen of Its stars the
Ty Cobb "Somewhere In Georgia" feature
attention.
Some sections will
will demand
fall hard for the film while others won't care

much to have it hanging around. But It has
a good, wholesome atmosphere and a real,
llveblooded, cleanlimbed athlete for a hero.
Mark.

sfifi

TWO LEGAL
Two

legal

RULINGS.
on

rulings

injunctions

License Commissioner Bell
were handed down, this week one for
and the other against the exhibition in
Greater New York of so-called "birth

against

—

control"

films.

Bijur granted a temporary
injunction to the Message Photo Play
Co. to restrain the license commissioner from revoking the license of a
theatre because of the proposed proJustice

duction of the Mrs. Sanger feature,
In a very lengthy
"Birth Control."
ruling he sums ujf> as follows:
"It affords no basis for the exercise
of any discretion on the part of the
commissioner. It is a measured and
decent exercise of the right of free
speech, guaranteed by our constitution, essential to our national wellbeing, and, as such, beyond the power
of the commissioner of licenses to
i

forbid."
Justice

Greenbaum on Tuesday

dis-

missed the temporary injunction secured by the Universal restraining

Commissioner Bell from interfering
their photo drama "The Hand
was
It
That Rocks the Cradle."
claimed the picture was educational
and designed to urge the repeal of
governing birth control.
legislation
with

The

justice ruled that the acts of the

commissioner could not be interfered
with unless there was evidence of cor-

He said:
ruption.
"If the ignorant and uninformed are
to be educated by being told that the
laws which they do not like

JUNE RELEASES

may

be

defied, and that law breakers deserve
to be glorified as such there would
be a sorry future in store for human
liberty.

"It

is

true that plays have been pro-

in which great
criminals are the principal figures. Instances may be cited in whiefi the lives
of such notorious historical and fictional bandits as Robin Hood, Captain
Kidd and men of the type of Dick
Turpin have been staged.
"Such productions, however, are not
presented for the purpose of accomplishing the repeal of laws forbidding

duced and exhibited

CARLYLE BLACKWELL
JUNE ELVIDGE'K™^^^^
MON TITHEIUDGE

ROBERT WARWICK in
GAIL KANE

'The
False Friend
Starr kr

**

murder, robbery and piracy."

FLORENCE C, BOLLES

UNION MEN INDICTED.
•

ETHEL

"The Stolen Paradise

CLAYTON
I

in

Cast mcludinff

EDWARD LANGFORD

ALICE

BRADY

tt

"The
in

Divorce
?-S«auawc.

Game"

Chicago, June

Ten men,

6.

either business agents or

what is
in
concerned
"sluggers,"
termed a "jurisdictional fight" between
which
unions,
operator
rival picture
resulted in the dynamiting of a number of theatres and extortion, were indicted by the grand jury here last week.
The union known as number 157 and
called an "outlawed union" was backed
by the electrical workers' union, while

number
union
stage

is

110,

the

regular operators
had the backing ot
who compose the

said to have

employees,

membership of number 110.
Those indicted are James J. Gorman, business agent of 157; William
A.
Finstad, of the same union; Edwin
Woodart, of the electrical workers
union and the following alleged slugWileers": Peter Cunliff, Frank Miller,
King
liam Rooney. Jack Miller, Paddy
Gunsenberger.
and Henry and Frank

chief

FILM REV IEWS
A SONG OF

THE JAGUAR'S CLAWS.
Phil

Frltzl

Brunette

Tom Moore

Jordan

Marjorle *Daw

Nancy Jordan
Harry Knowles
Marie
Here

Hayakawa

Sessue

El Jaguar
Beth Thomas

Tom Forman
Mabel Von Buren

production with pep and
punch, a story with something new in it,
driven home on the screen with situation
after situation each brimming with suspense
and finally winding up in the usual grand
hurrah. True there are a tew minor faults
in direction, but they are so slight that they
will get by most everywhere. William M. McCoy and Roe well Dague are responsible for
the story of "The Jaguar's Claw's," the screen
adaptation having been made by Beatrioe De
MlUe and Lelghton Osmun and turned over
to Marshal Nellan to direct for the LaakyParamount Co. Sessue Hayakawa, the Jananese actor, is doing some of the best work
In this picture that he has shown since "The
Cheat," but Tom Moore is handed the heroic
The
role and be puts It over with a bang.
Hcenes are laid in Mexico where Phil Jordan
is

a

film

at the author, and she has just about
convinced him that she has never married
again because she was waiting for him when
in walks the young nobleman and finds the
two clasped In each other's arms and he then
spills the beans, with the result that here is
a beautiful looking young woman with a
bankroll and no one to love her. That's the
ending of your yarn, but don't let anyone
ever tell you that it Is ever that way In Ufa.
Were those two men the only pair left In the
world, and after the good Judgment that the
girl showed In annexing a bankroll in the
first place is it possible that she would be
driven to tears because they walked out on
her? Nothing doing
Fred.
try

three are Just a constant cris-cross of
A girl worships
events that end nowhere.
wealth and marries an old man with a bankroll ; he dies and she tries to grab off a young
There has been something of a love
fellow.
affair with an author early in her life, but
she threw him down for the money man. She
has a sort of an off again on again with a
young English nobleman, and during one of
the "off" periods she decides to have another

last

In direction are so glaring they are actually
laughable. This was the attitude with which
a Broadway audience accepted it. There is
an effort on the part of the title writer to
convince that this photodrama has a great

1

COMING

(Tom Moore) is managing an oil field for an
American company. With him are his wife
and sister. El Jaguar (Sessue Hayakawa) U
the chief of a bandit crew that infests the
hills their monthly recreation being the dropping down to the little town that surrounds
the oil wells and copping oft the payroll. Jordan rescues his sister from Bl Jaguar and
makes an enemy of the tough baby by slipping a right 'hand wallop to his jaw and dropping him for the count. After that the old
Jag sharpens up his claws and determines to
be revenged. He sends his lieutenant and a
bunch of bad boys down to grab the "manager's woman," but Instead of bringing back
the sister the bandits capture the wife, who
has Just arrived. When they reach the mountain lair Bl Jag gets sore and sends them
back for the other one.
In the meantime
Jordan Is chasing the bandits with a number
of men from the wells, while his foreman has
gone to the border for help. The manager is
taken into the headquarters of the chief, but
his men are driven off.
He Is given his
choice between the two women his wife and
his sister the bandit chief holding the winning hand at this stage, tells him he may
take either one back with him, but the* other
must remain to be mistress of the bandit.
Some situation
The wife finally offers herself as a sacrifice, and brother and sister are
permitted to go free. But from over the hills
and far away the good old cowboys are on
their way and finally they arrive on the scene
to save the day.
This is done very well indeed, no shots fired, the bandit's first lieutenant double-crossing him for a kick in the
face which Imbedded the rowl of a spur In
his cheek in the first reel, leaves his leader
flat on the lot when the Americans are seen
coming, but before they arrive on the scene
a young Mexican bride, who was torn from
her huHband and made the subject of a day's
sport to gratify the desires of the bandit
chief, stick a dagger into him Just about as
be Is to enter the room where Jordan's wife
Is held awaiting his pleasure, and he kicks
off the mortal coil right there and then. "The
Jaguar's Claws" carries a real wallop and at
times is quite daring.
Fred.

moral purpose, but later even the title writer
drops Into the slump, and one notices the subtitles are Just a few words of direction that
must have been Included in the script The
rightfully drajgy with the
first two reel- are
action getting very little headway and the

SIXPENCE.

This picture Is Just a mess from beginning
to end without any redeeming feature standThe
ing out at any stage of the five reels.
production Is presented by George H. Wiley
and Is released as an Art Dramas feature,
with Marie Wayne and Robert Conness feaIt was written by Frederick Arnold
tured.
Krummer. There are times when the errors
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FEATURING

!

ARTHUR SOWERS ROCHE

Carrlngton

GFeorge

The

Arthur Dean

Marie
•The

Vulture"

Donald Ware

in the past.

long.
tinual

When

is cut and a lot of that conmushers passing over the
chopped out, the picture retltled in a cumber of places, and someone
with a real sense of continuity has gone over
it
and whipped the real action into such
shape that it will sustain the Interest, the
picture will be a corker. The trouble with it
at present is that Mr. Wharton tried to deliver too much film in one order with the reit

string

"LOOT"

First

Serial Story Ever Filmed

But "The

Great White Trail" Isn't a serial; it is just
a feature picture, and at present it is in eight
reels, and seems to be about 2,500 feet too

Alaskan

Story

thrilling

Saturday Evening Post

Edgar Davenport

Leopold D. Wharton, who wrote and produced this picture, must have thought that
he was at work on another serial for which
the Whartons (there are two brothers) have

become justly famed

EMORY JOHNSON

Gordon

Thomas Holding
Hans Roberts
Louise Hotel ling
Richard Stewart

Ware

Charles

Based onthe

and

anCOnly

Doris Kenyon

Paul

HARRY CARTER

The Fir/t Saturday Evening Post Serial Ever Filmed

THE GREATWH1TE TRAIL
Prudence Carrlngton

PRISCILLA DEAN - EDDIE POLO

WRITTEN BY

The Saturday Evening Post has a

circulation of over 2,000,000 copies. Estimating, ts
that magazine does, that each copy-Js read by at least FIVE (5) people it is safe to
say that this remarkable story is already famililr to 10,000,000 people.
ready made
audience for every Exhibitor who books it.

of

trail

sult that his feature is tiresome.
The story
is real old-fashioned melodrama with thrill
upon thrill, but they are separated too widely
with a number of real pretty snow scenes.
It Is a family affair concerning man, wlfo
and child, who are torn apart through a misunderstanding and are not rejoined for four-

—

A

FEATURING

Beautiful

Dashing

In the meantime all three of tbem
pass through a number of most harrowing
experiences, but it all ends happily, and therefore it will please the film fans.
Doris Kenyon and Thomas Holding are the featured
members of the cast, Miss Kenyon being particularly effective.
Fred.
teen years.

PRISCILLA DEAN

Oaring

EMORY JOHNSON and "Villainous" HARRY CARTER
an opportunity never before offered. Write your nearest Universal Exchange
copy of the free (to Exhibitors) Adv. Campaign Book. Tells all you wish to know,
or address Universal Film Manufacturing Co., Carl Laemmle, President, "The Largest Film Manufacturing Concern in the Universe," 1600 Broadway, New York.
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underslsed rldh man's son addicted to the use
of tbe needle. Sbe marries tbe "Jabber" has
a hard time of It at first and finally cures
him. Not very mucb In this bare outline, but
It works out neatly, though by all the ethics
of drama tbe musician should bave landed the
Jolo.
sweet little maiden.

"Tbe
of tbe selection of suitable scenarios.
Candy Girl" is a almpla little affair, but
nerves to Illustrate one* more that a clean
little story, wltb a sweet, wboleaome appeal,
She Is a little country
Is certain to appeal.

THE CANDY GIRL
A

current Thanhouser-Pathe Gold Rooster
release li "The Candy Girl," featuring Gladys
Hulette.
The New Rochelle film impresario
has a winner In little Miss Hulette and she
should be nuraed very tenderly In tbe matter

girl wbo comes
store, Is loved

—

to New York, opens a candy
by a manly musician and an

um

POPPT.
"Poppy" flrat gained Its fame In book form,
by Gyntbla Stookley.
Wltb Norma
Talmadge starred, It baa been made for tbe
screen, under tbe direction of Bdcuard J owe.
"Poppy," according to reports from England,
wbere It waa first beard from, was an Immensely popular novel over tbere, ao Intensely In favor tbe presses could not keep up
wltb tbe demand. Over bere the story ia not
as well known, and while In English speaking*
countries abroad, "Poppy" fllmized will be
written

relished as the visualization of a dearly beloved tale, in America, on tbe sheet it must
stand by itself as a feature picture. Tbe Jos.
M. Scbenck Go. presents Miss Talmadge in
"Poppy." It gives that young screen star a
sweetly pathetic role that remains with her
from the beginning, when but a waif, to the
finale, when, aa Eve Dejtiny, a famous authoresa, she finds solace in the love of the man
thought by her forever lost. "A sweetly, sympathetic role," at least for contrast with the
more strident demands of picturedom In special feature films especially can do no harm
to Miss Talmadge.
It may attract an added
clientele to her banner, for there Is no male
who can pretend to gauge bow a picture such
as "Poppy" will appeal to the feminine heart.
It surely can not turn tbe feminine mind

.

VS>1*

-'

Bfe

who had but her
and was the victim of a
There Is a spot In the
picture that stands out.
It Is where Poppy,
after having been married unknown to herself (she believing tbe ceremony one of guardianship), walks, while in the garden of her
borne, into the arms of tbe hero of her dreams,
the man who once aaved her from the attack
of an African negro and then disappeared. It
against poor

own head

little

Poppy,

to lead her

scheming old rogue.

sr*lf%

waa

W^

picture license perhaps aa well aa novel
that only could bring this meeting
about and tbere waa a tinge of sadness to the
audience, who knew Poppy's hero at the time
was dellrous from fever. However, Poppy,
without reservation, delivered herself to him,
for that evening only, and he again disappeared from her life. She remained, however,
to have her delicate condition discovered by
her husband upon his return from England

writing

ICY if

(the earlier and final scenes are laid in
Africa).
Poppy
fled
and left him
a
husband only by virtue of tbe certificate he
had viciously secured, Poppy going to London
and endeavoring to earn her living by writing.
Story after story was returned, and to climax

her anguish,

the little son born to her in
killed by a fall from a window.
Fate then decreed that her suffering should be
eased by checks from publishers and as Eve
Destiny, Poppy's fame spread even back to
her native land, where she returned sometime
afterward, to seek an annulment of her marriage.
Taken up by society, it leaked out
Poppy had a "past," but at the night of a ball
In her honor. Poppy was redeemed through
explanations and again gained the love of her
hero-seducer, he recalling "that night in the
gardens." One feels for Poppy's troubles and
though, perhaps, the English did accept in
good faith that bit of the garden that meant
so much afterward, Americans can hardly believe tbere is a good girl who would have
done the same thing, without at least asking
the man his name, something Poppy, 1n her
excitement, seemed to forget.
But it makes
a box office incident for a "sweet" picture, and
as such, is of great value to it.
Miss Talmadge takes to tbe part with ease and this is
of help.
The picture looks expensive in the
producing, and Mr. Jose got all possible out of
the direction. At the New York Monday and
Tuesday, where "Poppy" was shown for the
two days (the house usually holding a feature
but one day), "Poppy" seemed to have extraordinary drawing power, holding a line in
front of the house almost intact each evening.
Bime.
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Plna Neablt
ueorge MacQuarrle
Robert Forsyth
Qeorge Cowl

Jonathan Merrifleld
Lew Hart
Marquette
Edward Reed
Dr. Martin
Edwin Roe
Jacques Rigard
Ivan Dobble
'"The Stolen Paradise" (World), directed
by Harley Knowles, story by Frances Marlon,
photographed by Arthur Edeson, is a treatise
on the psychology of love.
It
Is
absorb-

*\

"v.

Cairns

Ethel Clayton

Edward Langford

ingly interesting, and If the idea Isn't altogether original, it is, to say the least, most
unusual.
A young man Is loved by a little
girl and thinks he baa fallen in love wltb
her cousin, a worldly woman whom be rescued from a burning building.
In performing tbe rescue he is rendered blind, the object of his affection marries another, and the
girl who really loves him pretends she is
the rescued woman and marries him In spite
of his affliction.
A child is born and they
are Ineffably happy,
ad operation restores
his sight, the other woman Is dissatisfied with
her spouse and they meet clandestinely. The
other woman's husband has reason to suspect his wife, takes a revolver and goes to
the young husband's studio to revenge himself.
The loving young wife arrives first
anu saves her husband and the other wife by
pretending It was all framed up to arouse
The husband with rethe man's Jealousy.
stored v/eHight i»etf« !»!*» wife's forgiveness
ami tbe picture conclude* with ber seiidlna
him away for a year, oaylr.g tuat if at th?
end of that time he wants her, ne is to
return.
Ethel Clayton is at ber best, the
production and direction are very good and
the whole thing makes for a good program
feature.

Jolo.
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DUCHESS OF DOUBT.

PARENTAGE.
John Brown
lira.

William Welsh
Anna Lehr
.Bert Buaby
Mary Grey
Master Matty Roubert
Gilbert Rooney

Brown

Robert Smith
Mrs. SmltL

Horace Brown
Horace Brown

Robert Smith, Jr
Frank Ooyette
Agnes Melton
Alois Alexander
Agnes Melton
Barbara Castleton
Samuel Melton
W. De Shields
Mrs. Melton
Alice Wilson
Robert Smith, Jr
Hobart Henley
Here Is a state right proposition that looks
like one of the best that has come along In

some little time. It Is a picture that In addition to baring a full measure of advertising
values has aa entertaining story that interests
from the very beginning to the end, although
there Is a slight break In the Interest aa the
feature nears the elose. Its biggest punch. Is
that It Is human with a homely story of life
in a small town that la compelling. Two generations of life are shown with a period of
twenty years between, and while the story has
the message of eugenics aa Its propaganda,
that feature of It la only landed with a punch
In the last reel, although all of the foregoing
leads up to It.
It Is the Influence of the
child's parentage upon the child In after life.
The scenario was written by Hobart Henley
In collaboration with Martin G. Chandler. Mr.
Henley also directed and played the leading
role.
A mythical small town called Owenton
Is the scene of the action, which opens twenty
years ago.
Three families are the principal
characters. They are the Smiths, Browns and
the Meltons.
Brown and Smith are partners
in the construction and real estate business.
Melton Is the town banker. The two former
are as different In temperament and business
methods as night and day differ. Brown Is
dominant, aggressive and self-centered. Smith
Is cheerful and of a happy disposition with a
steadfast inclination to do business on the
level.
There Is a baby expected at the home
of each, and It Is the environment Into which
each of the two baby boys are brought that
reflects In their after life as they grow up and
go through school and later In business and
life's pleasures. The son of Brown Is a aneak,
petty thief aa a boy of ten, and later la a
loose-living unmoral youth nhlch leads him to
lose the girl, who Is the banker's daughter.
The Smith boy. on the other hand, Is upright
and straightforward and finally makes his
mark In business and wins the alrl. The early
section of the feature, especially that portion
showing the country school, with the various
types of kiddles, Is replete with atmosphere
and so realistic that more than one that sees
the picture will say "That reminds me." The
three children who portray the Juvenile Smith
and Brown boys and the Melton girl are little
ahort of being wonderful. They are remarkable, and their work reflects great credit on
the director.
"Parentage" la bound to be a
bis:' money getter.
As a feature picture It will
prove an Interesting snd entertaining attraction, which at once will be a lesson to the
young and will make those that are older
feel young again.
Fred.

"The Duchess of DoubtV ( Rolf e-Metro) In
book form may have contained a smattering
cT comedy, but aa adapted and directed for
the soreen by Charles Baker the humor haa
the expedient
of waking up Emmy Wehlen aa Clover at
4.60 each morning. Clover la the star of the
film.
She's the orphaned niece of a tyrranlcal
aunt who operatea a boarding houae.
The
aunt at daybreak, In order that Clover may
have the breakfast for the boarders on time,
pulla a rope alongside her own bed, thus
pulling out the supports of Clover's cot In
the room above and toppling her to the floor.

been

loot,

ezoeptlng

possibly

25

and made much of there through the
ahe la Countess Somebody or other,
Exposure arrives aa Clover's bankroll is finished, but meantime ahe has fallen
in
love with a ribbon clerk there for hie
holiday, acd the ribbon clerk, who afterwards

la reading "The Duchess of Doubt"
and lntenaely Interested In the young alrl In
It who la presumed by her carriage and manners to be of the nobility and was accepted
as such. When the home ties grow too offen-

Clover

hotel

belief

Incognito.

sive Clover, with 80 cents In her possession,
leaves the boarding house, striking out for
herself.
None of her adventures In between
times are exhibited, Clover jumping from
place to place In the picture aa though there
weren't room for any more matter In the
space laid out, after the unnecessary padding
In the earlier scenes.
Next she is a lady's
maid to "smart" elderly women in a hotel,
then Is left some 17,000 by an old Frenchman who died In her aunt'a houae. With the
seven thousand Clover becomes "a lady" for
two weeks, going to a fashionable summer

develops aa the eon of the store's proprietor
They
Instead, Is equally smitten with her.
marry In the ending. It'e either a very poor
story for acreenlng or haa been poorly put om
the acreen. Miss Wehlen fits the role at times
There le nothing much to the featare
only.
excepting a tiresome waiting for that aoaae*
The su pport
thing which never happens.
Neither
wasn't called upon for any effort.
was the star for that matter. "The Daefceso
of Doubt" won't get much as a release.

*>nd Laughter
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BUNGALOWING.
The last release of the Klever Pictures
starring Victor Moore Is a single reel comedy
written by Thomas J. Gray, entitled "Bungalowlng," which Is by far the best laugh getter that the company has turned thus far.

By Anita Loos

It's titles are laugh compelling and aa much
can be said for the action.
The theme relates the adventures of a family man with a
large brood of kiddles who falls for the bunk
that the suburban real estate agent hands
out and taken on a bungalow at "a dollar a
week for as long as you live," and the mishaps that befall him when the family arrives
on the scene prepared to settle down for the
summer.
What, a differenc« between the
glowing manner in which the scene was painted by the agent and the actual reality. The
picture will make any audience laugh, but
will especially appeal to the summer colony

by John Emerson

B. Carpenter

A

typical Fairbanks play of rapid fire tbeme that offers the
energetic Douglas the scope of the great plains as his stage.
Never before has the athletic idol of the screen had such

opportunities to disclose a wealth of rib-tickling incidents
as well as dare-devil feats that will draw the breath of
the most placid audience. Bubbling over with the Fair-

predm

folk.

Directed

From Story by H.

banks
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laughter and thrills.
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VARIETY
BACK TO OLD LOCATION

Uoioa Men, Operators, Stafe
lands, Musicians, Actors—
HELP: US WIN THE

RESTAURANT

ANANIAS waa a LIAR
JUDAS ISCARIOT was a TRAITOR

OKLAHOMASTRIKE

CITY

THEATRICAL

DONE"

"Remember, IT CAN BE
If you cannot spare $5 to

MANDBL'S

AND LET LIVE

[LIVE
He who

$190,

lives in a glass

ItS

CHICAGO

is

of the Jones, Linick &
Schaefer theatrical and picture firm of
Chicago, was in New York the fore
part of the week and killed a dozen
birds with one trip.
One of the first things he did Tuesday was to sign a contract for the
showing on "On Trial" at the Colonial,
Chicago, pending the official O. K. of
the Chicago censorship presided over
by Major Funkhonser.
Prior to his
return to Chicago this week he expected to have word from his Chicago
partners that the film would positively
open there next Sunday.
Jones also confirmed contracts with
the Williamson Brothers for "The Submarine Eye," buying the film for the
Illinois territory which includes the
Chicago premiere, opening at the
Studebaker next Sunday for a several
weeks' exhibition.
He had several conferences with Marcus Loew, Lewis J. Selznick, Joseph

Aaron Jones,

house should never throw stones.

EXPOSURE

endorsed by

THE OKLAHOMA CITY CENTRAL
TRADES AND LABOR COUNCIL, in session

May

31,

?

Shoot but shoot straight

saying in resolution that

1917.

"we go on record as favoring the proposed
venture as bona

recommend

we

which

proposition

and a straightforward

fide

to

George Lovett

all

union men, to invest their money, feeling
at all times that he is assured of an honest
conduct of said business; and, further, that
the successful launching of the corporation
will materially assist the local unions on
strike in Oklahoma City to ultimately win
their strike and encourage the progress of
organized labor the state and nation over."
Signed. "W. H. CHASE, President; WAL-

TER

F.

ALBRIGHT,

LOVETTS CONCENTRATION
Author, Produoar, PnbUanar, Managsr, Artist anal a Regular Fallow

Secretary."

New

The TUCKER BROTHERS AMUSEMENT
COMPANY is also endorsed by the Inter-

homa

CHICAGO,

Office, 215 Crflly Bid*.,

ILL.

Hands

Alliance, No. 112, OklaCity, in part as follows: "We unani-

national Stage

mously endorse the Tucker Brothers Amusement Company as a sound business proposition and the means by which we will ultimately be able

to

WIN OUR

STRIKE."

"JOHN B. CAMPBELL, President;
ERWIN. Acting Secretary."

L. E.

TUCKER BROTHERS AMUSEMENT
COMPANY is also endorsed by the Moving
The

Picture Operators Protective Union. Local
No. 380. United States and Canada, in Oklahoma City, as follows: "As each one of the
TUCKER BROTHERS carry a card and have
always been on the right aide in Oklahoma
City theatrical strike, be it resolved that
we endorse the proposition and agree to
give it our support." Signed, "RAY PRELL.
President; M. A. TIMMIE, Acting Secretary."
The local striking musicians Chas. E.
Ballard, President, and Mike Peshek, Jr.,
Secretary endorsed this plan.

Schenck, Adolph Zukor and local film
and vaudeville magnates.
With Jones on this trip was Nate
Ascher, the Chicago film man, who is

ANTS, ENGAGEMENTS

Signed.

associated with him in the film exchange the J-L-S firm has in operation
in Chicago.

SALE and EXCHANGE
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THE PLAN IN BRIEF
M

Tnekpr Brothers Amusemmt Company. csplUllmrt
to buy. build and
at $300,000. was onrantisrtl May
oprrata thftatras In Oklahoma that will employ union
labor In every department.
Its flnt step was to
purchase the Orerholaer Theatre, at $130.000 $3,000
to be paid July 1. $15,000 Reptember 15. then taking poMrmlon of property: $10,000 per year for ten
years.
The Ovetholeer iwats 1.(100 persons main
Biggest theatre In RUte
floor, haloony. gallery.
Estimated
heart of city: has road show franehlne.
value. $110000 to $150,000: rents. $13,500 yearly.
Wan secured at great bargain.
This onmnanv Intends to locate string of theatres
In State, at Tulna. Ardmore. Muskogee and other
Stock
Wonderful Investment opportunity.
oltles.
selling like wlldflre to union men and friends In
Oklahoma. We want the help of union men throughout the nation to buv this stock and help raise
enough money to pay CACTI for the Orerholser Theatre and show the worl d what union men and organization can and WILL do to win a strike.
Remember what was done for the PANBTTOY
HATTERS. Union bom In Oklahoma City hare been
This movement will turn
struggling since last Julr.
Will you help u*T We believe
failure Into victory.
Send anv amount from $1 to $100 and
you will.
atock will bo Issued In this gigantic enterprise as

—
—
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SPECTAL SACRIFICE STOCK OFFER

shares
shares
shares
shares
shares
shares
shares
shares
Par value

$

4
10
20
40
80
100
200
400

ecejiahle.

J-gJ
2.50
5.00
10.00
20.00
2S.00

.5295

100.00
of

all

shares.

$1.

Stock

Is

non-as-

opponlte the stock you want and make
all remittances payable to Tucker Brother* Amuse-

Put an

X

name and

A-l NOVELTY ACTS FOR CABARET. GIRLS
EXPERIENCED IN SCHOOL ACTS. WALTER

WINDSOR, ASTOR THEATRE BLDG.. ROOM
406, NEW YORK.
ACTS WANTED FOR CABARETS IN ATLANTIC CITY. AND SUMMER RESORTS.
ARTISTS WRITE TO BOB REESE. 607 ATLANTIC AVE.. ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

ALLEN SPENCER TENNEY

writes the right
Don't wish for a

acts, sketches, monologues.
good act. Let him write you one Correspondence solicited. 1 493 Broadway, N»w York.

Velvet. Velour,
Plush: Painted Drops and Scenery of all kinds.
E. A. Price. 407 Gaiety Theatre Bid*., New York,
8493.

STAGE

by
taught
World's greatest lady dancer: soft and hard
shoe, eccentric, military and character dancing
acts arranged. Dance numbers oroduced. Private and class lessons. Agnes Du Vea Studio,
235 W. 45th St., New York, Bryant 1865.

ARTISTIC

Dancing

*

-

AUTHORS
vaudeville

Production

—

*

submit manuscripts, good comedv

sketches;

three

guaranteed

if

people preferred.
Careful
accented.

Kaufman and Hyde, Broadway Theatr e Bldg., New York
BIG TIME Comedy Playlet— Feminine character lead, fat narts for man and second woman.

consideration riven.

.

Royalty or sell.
Island Ave.. N.

Neal R. O'Hara. 1311 Rhode
Washington. D. C.

W„

BOOKING FIRST-CLASS ACTS

for cabarets

throughout the country. BILLY CURTIS (General Manager). Broadway Booking Office, Gaiety
Theatre B ldg.. Room 6 1, New York.

CHARLES HORWITZ

plainly.

writes the most successful sketches, monologues, lyrics, etc. Rec-

Nama

ord proves

ment

Company.

Write

your

address

Ordar your new material now.
it.
Some erent manuscripts on hand. Room ROB,
Columbia Theat r e Bldg.. New York.

-

Tours

for

orcanlzed labor.

orders pavahle to Tucker Brothers AmuseCompany. In Tucker Brothers' Dreamland The380 West Main St.. Oklafair to lR»M>r.

Make
ment
atre,

homa

City.

Oklahoma.

*

._...».

dollar or two won't be mlased by you:
to hear from
If you can— we want
100.000 card men this week.
It Is written In by -laws of this corporation to
p.

make

s.— A
It

more

always employ union labor.

"CHORUS GIRLS FOR BROADWAY REVIEWS AND SUMMER PRODUCTIONS. EXPERIENCED GTRLS ONLY NEED APPLY.
CHAS CORNELL'S PRODUCTIONS, 1562
.

BROADWAY NEW YORK.
.

DON'T WISH for
SPENCER TENNEY

a

good

act.

ALLEN

wrices the right acts,
Let him write you one.

sketches, monologues.
Correspondence solicited.
York.

1493

Broadway,

.

NEW

YORK.

FOR SALE— ROLL TOP DESK, LIGHT OAK.
VERY GOOD CONDITION; WILL BE SOLD
REASONABLE TO QUICK BUYER. JOH>T

IN

SON, VARIETY, NEW YORK.
FOR SALE— High class comedy musical

AMERICAN^ VELVET DROPS;

Bryant

EDISON PHONOGRAPH LARGE OAK CABWITH NUMEROUS RECORDS. WILL SELL CHEAP.
WRITE JOEL, 517 W. 144th ST., NEW YORK
FOLDING TYPEWRITING TABLE AND
TYPEWRITER: MUST BE REASONABLE
AND IN GOOD CONDITION. WHITE. VA-

INET: IN PERFECT CONDITION,

RIETY,

New

Bargain to the right parAddress VAR, Vafiety, New York.

FOR SALE — Regulation
in perfect condition.
Savov Theatre, 112

Greeley

COLUMBIA THEATRE BUILDING, ROOM 801
i WANT PEOPLE in every branch of burlesque.
PRINCIPALS, CHORUS, MUSICAL DIRECTORS and CREW.
Call, Write,

Wire, or Phone Bryant 7909

size asbestis curtain,

Apply Walter Rosenberg,

W.

34th

St.,

New

York.

6691.

FOR SALE— Several

used chorus costumes; suitable musical comedy, tabloid or
burlesque. P. O. Box 171, Cedar Grove, N. J.
sets

KIDS WANTED-Talented
deville.

E.

W.

Children for VauCan guarantee Forty Weeks' Work.
Wolf, Globe Theatre Bldg., Philadelphia.

FULL STAGE boat set (new): 2 large photo
lobby frames; 2 wardrobe frames, with trays; 2
men s sailor suits, 1 policeman and 5 waiter
coats, 7 minstrel red chair covers; 6 sets of
costumes for girl act; 3 tambourines; 2 swords,
1 rifle.
Call, Jeanette Shop, 124 W. 45th St., New
York. Bryant 840.

OAK SIDEBOARD AND MISSION TABLE
FOR SALE. MUST BE SOLD AT A SACRIFICE. GREEN, VARIETY, NEW YOR K.
REHEARSAL STUDIO-First class. For acts
light, airy room to rehearse in, with
or without pianist, a* moderate prices.
Miss
Jean, 1562 Broadway. Next door to Palace Theatre, New York. Room to rent by hour, day or
week, or by appointment. Bryant 1169.
wanting a

SCENERY-ANILINE TRUNK SCENERY A

SPECIALTY. USED SCENERY

WANTED—To

buy hind leg
C. Woodward,

fox terrier dog.
252 W. 38th St.,

""WANTED— TWO GOOD ECCENTRIC COMr%
DIANS TO PLAY PARTS. 40 WEEKS GUARANTEED. CAN ALSO USE CHORUS GIRLS.
SOUBRETTES AND STRAIGHT MEN AT ALL
TIMES. THOR. 315 PUTNAM BLDG.. NEW
YORK
YOUNG LADY-PIANIST WISHES ENGAGEMENT FOR SUMMER: CAN PLAY FOR PIC
TURES OR JOIN ORCHESTRA. MISS E. M..
VARIE TY, N E W YO RK,
YOUNG LADY- THOROUGHLY EXPERIF.XVivh IN VAl MhVll.l.h H< >MNt; OFFICE.
CAN TAKE CH \KCi-: OF OVnTE AND BOOK
ACTS. WISHED POSITION.
ALSO STENOGRAPHER. MISS E. J., CARE VARIETY,

LETTERS
Where C follows name,
Variety's Chicago office.

><

YORK.

NEW

in

is

letter is in

Variety's San Francisco office.
Advertising or otrcular letters will
rot be fisted.
P following naaae Indicates postal,
advertised on,ce «n|g.
% Reg following ansae indicates registered mail.

A

Abbey

H M

YORK.

Bentell Clara
Bentell Harry

Abbott Edith

Blnns Geo

Alberts Nat

Birch
Black
Block
Blood

Aleva Duo
Alexander Ella
Alexander Manuel
Allen Babe

Anderson Mabello
Anderson Margaret
Anthony Jack
Arm In Walter
Artaln Morris
Ashley L
Atkins Florence

Baker Anna
Barker M M
Barnett Capt Jack

Barney Violet
Parrlson Philip

Barr Arthur E
Barton Roy fC)
Battery A H
Bauman Chas

Bayne Florence

YOUNG MAN-CAN PLAY IUVENILE OR
STRAIGHT: ALSO GOOD VOICE; WISHES
ENGAGEMENT IN SUMMER STOCK. GEO.
KINGSLEY, VARIETY,

letter

Where S F Mtews name,

.

NEW

6.

No definite action has been taken in
theatre
increase
in
the
proposed
license rates, which would net the city
$30,000 annually.
At a hearing before the sub-committee of the city council, Joseph
Hopp of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League, testified the owner of
a picture house was lucky to make five
per cent, on his investment these days
and that there were thirty per cent,
more houses in Chicago than three
n
years ago.
Charles J. Schaefer, who has a string
of houses, advised the committee he
was just about making expenses, for
he paid $296 weekly for the same picture service that he paid $145 for two
years ago.
A number of picture artists were
Among them was Rose
questioned.
Tapley, who said film stars got every
bit of the fabulous salaries credited to
them and that the public's demand for
big names made it necessary.

ALWAYS ON

HAND. CASH WAITING FOR ANY SCENERY
YOU HAVE TO SELL. FREDERICKS. 409
GAIETY BLDG., NEW YORK.
WANTED— A GENTLEMAN'S WARDROBE
TRUNK, MUST BE IN GOOD CONDITION
REASONABLE;
IMMEDIATELY.
AND
TRUNK, VARIETY. NEW YORK.
Reply by letter.
New York.

SAM SIDMAN

act

furnished complete.
ties.

'

AARON JONES HERE

•end in a dollar or two.
First of all, let us say that the Tucker
Bros.' plan to break the back of the Oklahoma City theatrical trust which has kept
the union boys on strike since last July

Catering to ths Profession
Stroat, corner Clark

Wast Madison

Margin
Bender David
Bender Masie
Benson Miss B (C)

Bell

H

Harry
Jules
Josh (C)

Adole

Bragdon Cliff
Brengk ErnoRt
H
Brewer J A &
Brinkman Ernest (C)
Brooks & Eowcn

W

Brooks .Tamos (C)
Urooks Sholton (C)

Brown Babe
Brown & Kennedy (C)
Brown Tom Mlnstrols
(C)

Rruco Madse
Bumdefte Moriam(C)
Burrows A B (C)
nnrv Amnlln

Cahlll & Romalne
Cahill Ernest
Cahlll VlTlan L
Cnhlll Vivian ((')

Cain *

Odum

California

<C)

Boys

)

VARIETY

weine

it -

"sp vi*!

THE LYRIC

BY,

AL.DUBIN
A WONDER
\

THE MUSICBY

ERNEST ,R

AL
/

4

."A

SAN FRANCISCO
Pantages B u

(

W

E

Carmany Miss Q
Cartrell

Casey
gie

I^>

Bessie
Clare

H
MaR-

(C)

Cnsson

Jimmy

Castle Louise

Band
Challls & Lambert
Cates

Cham

Steve
j. Mr.
Churchill MIbs
Claire Doris
Claire Noll fC)
f'lnrk Sylvia
rsuyt'in
'

»

i

\l\

Mill

E

c\

1-rb"
Mil til'
1

Florence

(C)

i

i

CHICAGO
s.hiiirr
h.ller

g

Du

Curtlss

:\

Early

Custer

A

(C)

'

Teil

Wltmark & Sons

Uptown

n
P

Mgr.

1562 Broadway, Next to Palace Theatre

Frank

Fraebel

Emma

Griffith

Emma

Freis Sam
Frledlander

C

Wm

B
Mrs

Frlel Thornton

Friend Jlmmie fC)
Friend A Downing
Friendly Dan

F

1

Tom

Dudley Alice

Du For H
Duncan A Holt

Everett Flossie
Everett Louise
Ewing Ella

F

N
Farrington
Fay Miss Billie (C)
MIsb

Faye Budd
Faye Elsie
Fay Miss Billie
Fisher Geo M
Fisher
D Hops (C)

W

(Jro

Drew Beatrice (I»)
Drew Miss Bobby

Margaret
Eugene Jack
Elliott

i

Fitzgerald Jay
C)
Fitzgerald .lay
Fitzgerald Myrtle
I

Fleming Knthloen
Flons Martha
Ford Miss Ray
Forklns Marty
Forrester Chas (C)

Foyer Eddie (C)

G
Gallagher James T
Oalvln Jimmy Jr (C)
Gardiner & Bailey
Garhell Albert (C)
Gates Earl
Gayl.'s

A Havmond

Gibson Billie
Gibson Hardy
Oillott

Wm

Gllroy A Montgomery

Gold Ramuel
Gold Sid
Gordon & Klnh y
Gordon Wleanor
Gorralnw Winifred
Gould Mrs
C race Florenro

Gray Ethel
Gregorys The (C)
Grey Clarice
Grey Norm*

M

Fred

Freehand Harry

E

Ui-.im.t
hcst

i»zi
1021

I

Ihrmark Tina
Grace

IngnllR
Irish

Mary (C)

Irwin

Chas T

Ion

(C)

Hanna Florence
Harris Elenore id
Hart Mr Hall (C)
Haw Chong Joe C
(

Janls

E

Hayne

Jardon Dorothy
Jarvls Wlllard
JeanetJe Adele
Jeff cot t

)

J<w. In The (
Jewels Mo (C)

Ella

Hennerjiiey
TTorhort vr

Herman

.finks

T<irr1nri UTqrln
.In- |.]r
M F
Jciyee Lola

Carl

l"

Hodges Jami"Holcomh Grace

Hopper Perry
Horn Chas
loulton Pat

a:-

Jll^M'O
]' k

«
i

Howell Virginia
Hurst ft De Var (C)

i

(('

LfC,

K
(C)

Koiiih

Leonbardt Nan

Lyons Geo A
Lyons Harry C

M

Mali

(C)

Lawrence MIhh I,
Lee Harriet
Lelghton Chas (C)
Leonhardt Al

Karsy Richard

Lovera Beatrice
Jyowes 2 (C)

Mnls.dy
i

La Verne Evelyn
Laurell Mny-Stan

Lewis Wallace K
Light Anna (C)
Lock hart Roba M (C)
London Trio (Ci
Longfeather Joo (C)
Lorenr John
Love Miss lone

Mack Ceo A (C)
Mnck Lillian L
Mahr Mlrlsm

Jonefto

La Fnlhtfe C,t it
Lax .!i;m:ioz(m (C
Luurl

'

Mar-Nell

La Argentine
Lnrlove

T..,.

1

La Roy Alfred
Levy Jack
Lewis Vera

)

L

J.".' |e

Kaufman Leo

Sisters

Kranipe Ben J

Joyland Girls
Judge I'atHV l'|
Till.- Den
in

Holllster Leonard

Kent Annie
Kerrigan J
Kerry Fred
King Harry J
King June A May (C)
King Laura Bell (C)
King Malsle
King May
KnlKht A Ransomo
Knight Otis

Kouns

i

Ceo

Johnson Mnbel
Johnson MIsh \

Helene

Hi Kins Mark

I

Thomas F
C

Hazard Grace
He. 'ley Win F fC)
Henderson Clarrl*

Mr.r

W

Hanlon Dean A Han-

i'""""

JACK LA1IEY, Mgr

Kelly Mrs Walter C
Kelsey Joo

Leila

ImliolT

Hallnn Jack
Hnll Marshall
Hall Sidney
TInnapl Michael

-->*

Kaufman Oscar (C]
Keane Miss P (C)
Keller Terry B

Hurst A Swarez

Hadgo J C
Tlall & Wright (C)

st

(

EDWARDS,

ED.

H
(C.)

BOSTON
boston

Philadelphia

Rooms. AL. COOK, Mgr.

Prof.

Edmonds Olenn

Daniels A Walters
Danube Billie (P)
Darcy Mrs Harry
Davett Jim
Davey Dancing (C)
De Fays Dancing
De Kelety Julia
Do Maco Jack
De Mllle Goldie
Do Vere Gertrude (C
De Vere Elinore
De Vermont Yvonne

Drh-coll

r

Edwards Blanche
Edwards Mrs Jack E
Elchman Chas (C)

1

fC)

I

D
Daly Leo

'oo! \o

I

Pllccr

Door A Monroe
Dougherty & Lucy

Cob-man Claudl;»
Collins A F (C,
Connors Ralph
Conroy Joan F

I

TOM QUIGLEY,

Mgr.

1

.

Build.
Build
U fl p

Craven Miss B (P)
Curley Barney
Curtis Jane (C)

Donaldson Phyllis
Donnelly Dorothy

Cnhurn J A
Corn Verm*
Coir.

1

BROWNE,

AL.

Campbell Craig (P)
Camp Shcp
Canortes & Cleo
C
Capnian R
Cardinal Arthur
Canlowlne Loulso
Carl & Reed (C)
Carl Hurt
Carlton

1

POSITIVE GEM^

iii

Ar>/*r.»w

n

FranUir-

Ma B.-ile Miss
Mark Jean
Mare\ison E
Marlon Miss Cecil
Marshall Geo O (P)
Mars Great
Mathews Mrs D D (C)

Mathews R B
McFaddan Geo 8

VARI1TY
a—sea—

.00
9
Order for

New Grand

Rapids Furniture,

Won

as Prize, Sell for

.00
9
Address "Prize Winner,"

VARIETY, New York

N. B.—This order entitles bearer to Two Thousand Dollars worth of
ture as they may select at 34 West 32nd Street, New York City.
9

new Grand Rapids

Furni-

FIRST EASTERN APPEARANCE

AW

AY

THE IMPERSONATING PHENOMENON
"Just

An

Girl"

Possessing the clearest voice, ranging from a high soprano to a deep baritone.

A RAVISHING GIRL

AN ENTRANCING BOY

(Opening)

(Closing)

LOOK AT THIS NOVELTY—Clever—Entertaining—Surprising—Original.
LOEWS DELANCEY STREET, New York—NOW— (June 7-11)

\A/ARI>JIIMO
THE MUSICAL SONG-PLAY

WD WOMEN

WANTE,D
Experienced Singers and Chorus Girls
$20 a week.
Railroad fares to opening and closing points and wardrobe.

Phone, Bryant 5552.

COPYRIGHTED AND FULLY PROTECTED BY MATTHEW
OTT. PEOPLE ARE HEREBY WARNED NOT TO USE THAT
TITLE UNDER PENALTY OF U. S. COPYRIGHT LAWS.
IS

WILLIAM ADAMS,

Reece

Attorney

McLean Pauline
McNaughton C
McKnlght Thos

(rr)

Miller Jesse P
Miller .Tobn (C)
Miner Viola
Mlssern Willie
Mitchell Frank E

O'Connor Chas
O'Connor James
O'Connor Norah

Mae

Neville Frank (C)
Newel Tom (C)
Newman A Anger (C)
Newman Lou A Jen-

Norrle Eileen

Oakland Dagmar
Oakland Vivien

a

Clifford

L

(C)

Oliver Belle
O'Neill Bobble
O'Nell Dlile
O'Rourke Bert

Owen A Moore

TERRIFIC BILL
BRICsHTON

NEW

THEATRE this »eek (June
4) and HOLDING THEM
ALL IN.

Poole A Pembroke
Porter Paul
Post Tom
Powell Will
Pray Florence

Quealy

H

Robson
Robyna

Isabel

Wm

Rochester Claire
RoederB Hans (C)
Roaener Geo
Rozellas Three
Russell Paul R
Rutledge Gertie

H B

Quilts Crary

Ryan Mrs

Qulnan Miss

B
Sawyer Delia

Palma Mlchaele

Ramos Mr

Paulette Louise
Payne Miss P (C)
Perley Frank (C)
Phillips Ooff

Raskin Samuel
Rath
Raymond Miss nilly

Ramsdell Herbert F

Randow Trio

Wm

Rayner Allen

A

Gayety Theatre Building,

B T

Scholonberg Florence
Schuster

Wm

Shannon Walter A
Shaws Aerial

Wm

Soraghan Edw
Sparks Mable
Spinney Florence
Stach Mrs Leopold

John (C)
Mrs J M
Lee
Standard P C

Stafford
Stafford
Stafford

Standlsh Lena
Stanley Frank (P)
Stanley Harry
Stanley Jack
Startup Harry (C)
Sterling Bob (C)
St Clair Mae
Stearns Mrs B
Stelndel

Saxton Josephine
Scanlon V
Schlotterbeck

Palmer Frank (C)
Parry Reginald
Patsy Miss Leah (C)

412,

Smythe

Renolds Clare
Rice True (C)
Robblns A Lyons (C)
Robinson Ethel (C)

Qulnlan Dan (C)
Qulnn Mattle

nie (C)

Nolan Louisa
Nolan Luella

Morley Victor
Mortimer Henry

CLOSING

N
Nelson

Newmana The

Monson Harriet
Morenaa The (C)
Morln Zena

th«

O'Brien Shots

Mowatt Florrlo
Murphy A Klein
Myerboff Henry

Oldham

Melroaa Helen
Melvern Babe (C)
Melville Marie
Melvln Babe
Metro Five (C)
Millard A King (C)

at

Morton Miss J (P)

Ed

Reed Edith
Reed Joe
Rehan Adrletta

Massachusetts State Commissioner,
State House, Boston, Mass.
McOutl Stan
McLaughlin Nettle(C)

MAURICE JACOBS
Room

A

M

Stenson B J
Stewart Blanche (C)
Stonaker
Stone Beth (C)
Stone Arthur
Sully Joe
Sunshine Marlon
Sutton A Sutton

Wm

Shirley Sisters

Shumate Tom
Smith Ruby

Tannen Julius (C)

Tanner Harry

Williams Bob
Williams Floyd
Wilson Billy
Wilson Clarence G
Wilson Frank (C)
Wilson Ollle
Wilson T M (C)
Wlntera Winona
Wood Emil (C)

Taylor Hortense
Thomas Hilda

Thompson 8
Tlvolera
Tojettl A Bennett
Travera Helen
Troutt Arthur
Tufford Grace (C)
Turner A Oraoe

Valero Domlck

Wood Mr A Mrs A E
Woods Harry
Worth Muriel (C)

D

Wray's Manikins
Wright Alice
Wright Mabel

Valll Muriel

Van Llewa The
Vespo Duo

T

W

Vatea Sisters (P)
Yates A Bernard

Walby Louise

Ward
Ware

Spencer

York Bha
Young Dolly

Alloa

Watklna Blllle
Wayne Fred Trio

Weber Betty
Weber Harry A
Westcott Geo C
Whistler Bdna

Carrying
cial

Mr

Zaro
Zell

Fern

Zeno

Wllhelml Mr
Wlllard Janet (C)

and
McCLUREartDOLLY
A Study in Silver and Purple"

New York

Tom

Zlra Lillian
Ziras The (2 Tele'g)

Exceptional

Setting.

Dir.

& BIERBAUER.

Spe-

STOKER
Orpheum

Tour, ataring Auguat.

!

:

VARIETY
Where

the Discriminating Professional Stays

I

Chicago

You're
•29 135 WEST 4«'STRtET
UZ'HA WEST 49- STRtlT

andfSee "Wolfie
Gilbert and Jack Stern
Stop

t

INTHEHEARTOFNEWYORK

COURTESY COMFORT
CHEER
Known

••

"HOME"

•st class in

by many of the hlfhthe profession. EvSry modsrn

convenience.

Main Entrance,

efth Street Entrance

4tth Street

RATES

For Reservation
Send a Wire

Room and Bath, $2.M and
Room and Bath (Double)),

|2.5t
$3.99

Wolfie 18 there now, installing Jack Stern as our Chicago professional manager. You'll find. Jack there from now on, ready
to provide you with the best song material there is. You know
where to see Wolfie in New York. Hell be home next week
with a new, great song for you. He now offers these wonderful

numbers

per day

and

$4.99

American Plan (includes Meals)
$4.99 and S4.S9 per day
and $9.99 per day
T. ELLIOTT TOLSON, President end Manager

LILY

Single,

Collect.

in

~ Double, $7,99

OF THE VALLEY

The

Gilbert-Friedland "nut" song success, featured by Sophie
Tucker, Adele Rowland, Henry Lewis and many more headuners.
it now!
If you haven't it, get it now.

DO

MY SWEET EGYPTIAN ROSE
Another "Persian Rose" by the same writers. In its own
one of the most beautiful ballads ever offered you.

right,

IT

TAKES A LONG TALL BROW ASK I PI GAL
TO .MAKE A PREACHER LAY HIS BIBLE

DOWN

Will E. Skidmore's applause-compelling riot! The biggest
coon-shout furore ever done on any stage. Scores of artists

know

Are you among them?

its value.

SHIM-ME-SHA-WABBLE

10-Room House InpravmRtstf RockawayPark,U.

The new Western

West End Avenue

17

Half block from ocean

Will be rented for the summer season or said at a bargain.
Apply W. A. Farrell, 140 Nassau St., New York City.

Tom Carmody, booking manager of the W.
V. M. A., has called routing meetings, which
will occur almost dally throughout the month.
The National and Imperial, which housed
International shows this season, are both now
playing tabloids, with three shows a day.
Jack Ooldberg and Marvin Welt, former
Loew agents, were here for several weeks
with a new set of war pictures which they
sold.

Yiddish musical comedy at the Strand, presented by Boris Thomashefsky, has so far
The opening night drew
proved a success.
$1,000, with $1.50 top.

IS

A WONDERFUL THING

The great comic, novelty love-song, introduced by Henry
Lewis and Adele Rowland, and scoring heavily for many more

CHICAGO
VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFICE, Majestic Theatre

LOVE

Positively the only real succesSpencer Williams did himself proud

sensation.

sor to "Ballin' the Jack."
on this one.

big artists.

Bldg.

week (McVicker'a), has published a book en"Germany Un-Velled." It Is a thick
volume with many photographs.

WILLOW TREE

PRINCESSIOF THE

Harris and Morgan's, dainty new success. The most beautiful
Japanese song of this or any other season. You need it

titled

Lou Houseman, Ernie Toung, Frank Clark
and BUI Halllgan leave for a ten day "fresh
They will go to the
trip on Monday.
Ozark mountains, In Missouri, and will stop

air"

at the

home

of Ernie's mother.

THEM

DOG'GOND

Another home-run

we have

Skidmore. One of the most
ever encountered. Let it help

you aboard the Hit Wagon!

HESITATION^BLUES
A

CORRESPONDENCE

BLUES

hit for Will

delightful "blues" songs

The Crystal, Milwaukee, closed for the
season June 2, it being tbe plan of the Sajcs
brothers to keep the new Miller theatre going
all summer.
A five-act show may be given at
the Crystal on Saturdays and Sundays during the summer.

TRIFLIH'

This

You

by Scott Middleton and Billy Smythe.
the already famous "Oh Baby, Must I Hesitate?" song.
couldn't do a better "blues."
different "blues,"
is

Unless otherwise noted, the following reports are for the current week.

Sammy Colbert, who has been out of vaudeville for the past two seasons, selling diamonds on the Installment plan, has roturned.

Fred Hill, a clothier well known to professionals, was knocked over by a motor car
last week and suffered a fracture of two ribs.

He

The car was being driven by two youngsters
who had stolen It and were trying to make a

now with Lew Cantor's "Seven Joyous

Is

Joys."

getaway.

A number of Chicago agents, among them
Dave Rcehler, James H. McKowen, Tom Powell and Andy Powell, who have been In New
York looking over material for next reason,
have returned.
Count
monrtrnf

de

Deauford,

who

returned

war

It

belongs to a lawyer.

STAYS ON
free

Cat

KXOBA

IBM)

aamplee.
l-| M.

\To1.»at|p

n«Jn|ntnnfc
took
presented
with
a n-'-w cushion for his offl.-r rhnlr, repiaeing a
badly worn one.
It will probably be put up
for Eddie leaves on his vacaIn camphor,
tion on Sunday, going to that dear Red Dank,
N. J.
He snyn he will dally a bit along

Rumscn

building

Phayne

agent"'
onrt

JOS. W.
L.

WOLFE

road.

The Chleago Theatre Managers* Association
has agreed to take over $100,000 In Liberty

STERN & CO.
GILBERT,

1556 Broadway,

Mm

Beod"

rniRTJS UWTt
*•*. N. T.

18th

An utterly charming ballad by Harry Kerr and Will Skidmore.
Truly a song delight, and a wonderfully effective number for any
ballad singer.

A benefit performance will be held at tbe
Kedzle Monday, through the courtesy of Ous
Hunge, for the benefit of the medical corps of
the First Infantry of Illinois. The regimental
band of fifty pleres and seven acts will make
up the program.
p'ty on Fd.l'e

for

ME THE MELODY OF LOVE

rorre-

lntrlv nlnved. vnnrtevtllo for one

Gives a most beautiful complexlc
Used for 8* rears by Burt of the Pwrfwdw
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WEST 47TH STREET

114-16
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500 Housekeeping Apartments
We

The Edmonds
Furnished Apartments

Located in the heart of the city just off
direct supervision of the owners.
offices, principal theatres, department stores, traction lines,

are the largest maintainers of housekeeping furnished apartments specialising to
are on the ground daily. This alone insures prompt service and

We

CATERING EXCLUSIVELY TO THE PROFESSION

ALL BUILDINGS EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT AND*ELECTRIC LIGHTS
West 43th

Between

Phone Bryant 6255

St.

A Building Ds Luxe
JU8T COMPLETED: ELEVATOR APARTMENTS ARRANGED IN SU,.£8 OF ONE, TWO AND THREE
ROOMS. WITH TILED BATH AND SHOWER. TILED KITCHENS. KITCHENETTES AND VACUUM
THESE APARTMENTS EMBODY EVERY LUXURY KNOWN TO MODERN 8CIENCE.
8Y8TEM.
$13.00

Up Weekly;

$50.00

YANDIS COURT

HENRI COURT
Phone Bryant 8560
and 316 Watt 48th St.
An up-to-the-minute new fireproof building, arranged In apartments of 3 and 4 rooms with kitchens
and private bath. Phone in each apartment.

IRVINGTON HALL
phona
$13.00

Up Wsskly

47tfa

and

48th Streets

NEW YORK
Mvati Safe nd Phon.

k) E»ck

Ap.rtnmH

SS E1CHTH AVENUE

Oflei

Up Monthly

Phone Bryant 791?
241-247 West 43d St.
1, 2 end 4-room apartments with kitchenettes, prlThe privacy these apartrate btth and telephone.
ments are noted for Is one of Its attraction*.
$11.00 Up Wsskly

Phone Col. 7152
355 to 850 West 61st St.
An elevator, fireproof building of the newest type,
Apartments
harlot every device sad convenience.
are beautifully arranged, end constat of 2. 8 and 4
rooms, with kitchens and kitchenettes, tiled bath and

EIGHTH AVENUE

776-78-80

HILDONA COURT
341 to 347

(Just

7S33

Broadway, close to all booking
"L" road and subway.
theatrical folks.
cleanliness.

CITY

5M

(of the belter diss, within reach of economical folks)

Under

NEW YORK

DANI

312. 314

$13.00

Up Weekly

THE DUPLEX
Phone Bryant 4293*6131

325 and 330 Wert 43d St.

Three and four rooms with bath, furnished to a
degree of moderuness that excels anything In this
type of building.
These apartment* will accommodate four or more adults
$6-00 Up Wsskly

Address all communications to M. Claman
Principal Office— Yandis Court. 241 West 43d Street. New York
Apartments can be seen evenings. Office in each building.

rVIEZIM

Northwest Corner 42d Street and 9th Avenue
TWO BLOCKS WEST OF BROADWAY
Telephone

1862

NEW YORK CITY

Bryant

NEW BUILDING

8*f%

ROOMS

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

With Hot and Cold Running Water
TELEPHONE IN EVERY ROOM
EVERYTHING NEW

ALL MODERN IMPROVEMENTS
SHOWER BATHS

PRICES

$3.50, $4.00,

$450

WEEKLY
c

CXFt AND RFSTAURANT

Winter Garden Restaurant
-JOY SPOT OF

Where

THE LOOP"

co nA&3?%u

WHY PAY HOTEL

*

When

absolutely the

RATES?

HIGHEST GRADE OF FURNISHED APARTMENTS,

located at 1$

Park West, within one block of the "L, M subway and surface lines—completely equipped for housekeeping, and bavins; all modern conveniences,
telephone, electric light, etc., can be rented at our special professional summer rate of

Weet

the bif vaudeville successes always
are shown first.

adds to the reputation of an artist to open at the
Talent with open dates
in Chicago.
should write at once, sending description of act and
photograph, to the

166th Street—near Central

It

Winter Garden

WINTER GARDEN,

Apartments consist of

GEO.

214 South State St, Chicago

Office on

THE BEST ITALIAN DINNER

IN

or 6 large, light, comfortable and airy rooms with bath.

KEAN &

CO., IS

—

W.

108th

St.,

Telephone 1141 Academy
Prfm:«»» -Open from 8:30 A. M. to

New York

10:06 P.

M.

THE CITY

f\ Wiier 75 Certs
f\ 1 f\IIY YHH II
WHk Wlme
108.110W.4MSt. \|| \J MLUL JL \J NEW YOUR CITY
Luiwb 59 Carts

I

With Wlme

GIOLITO

THE

Bryant

754-756
46th

and 47th

EIGHTH AVINUE
•aaM

Streats.

Three, Four snd Flve-j
-Room High-

ass Furnished

Strictly professional.
/

MRS. GE4ML4&E HUattfaUMgr.

RENDEZVOUS OF THEATRICAL'S BEST

1

HOTEL CONVENIENCES AT APARTMENT RATES

Ceo, P. Schneider,

1S44

THEPHOE.NIX
^^E!!fSLST
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
l

*1

FURNISHED APARTMENTS
Housekseping
tJampleto
323 West 43rdJStreet, NEW YORK CITY.
Claan and
for

Alrjr
Privets Bath, 3-4

Catering to the Comfort and Convenience of the Profession
Suites, furnished for housekeeping, CO Cfj H| .
Cfagla
Rooms, with and ej ea
03U
^fl 6 without private
wi.th and *r Ithout Pf1
b«th,
*
hath. H'tf
.
Electric Light, Telephonee and Maid Service.
Convenient to All

7 Doom
0m

™*

!.

M

Rooms. Catering to the comfort and convenience of the profession
Steam Heat and Electric Lights
$6 Up

ATTENTION
101»t

— ARTISTS

Dad's Theatrical Hotel

STREET AND CENTRAL PARK WEST.

Some silk us for las summer. Our property is located on 101st St.. 60 feet fine) Central Fork.
slsctrle llsnt, snd telesnoos la sees
air emllalsss ars aweam aas •reproof, with slerator.
stats' ss saspsd for aesssaasstAj.
Oar schedule for apartments sod rentals is ss fallens
4 Resell, ssseemetfatlss 4 testis. 111.60 Weakly; 6 Rooms, asoeaaedsHaa 6 sees)
611.66 Weekly;
6
seoeaaeestlag
steel*,
gseeisJ rates fer t
6 Rosas,
$15.00 Weekly.
stake your

Office

on Promises,

14

West

New York City
JOHN MILBERG. Msnsger

161st St.,

Tel.

Riverside

PHILADELPHIA
ST. LOUIS, MO.
REQEN7 HOTEL, 100 N. 14th Sir**!
BOMB OF THE PROFESSION
**» MiKTTTan Wale To All Tit%AX^mm
ILIflft B. GAJMPBBLX. Prop, eadaflgr
Bryant

Famous Hungarian Dinner

GLANTZ

W.

45th St.

Phone—Bryant

6f6t

CHI

2667

and Rooms
2

Bathe and Coathsueus Hot Water
Large Rosens, $4 snd Up
and S Ream Apartments, 17 to 68J6

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING
3WW. 41th St., New York

(Plrepreof)

Newest and Finest

THEATRICAL HOTEL

Furnished Apartments

Hesse Ceeklsg— lacedesxt Service
Dlaaer—eJc.
Loach—36c.
We cater to the prsieassem.

102-104

HOTEL
WASHINGTON
150
with hath.

Mb

Rooms

Reasonable rates to the pro-

igtan St., between La Salle St. and
Fifth Ave.

Pbeas— Franhlln

6466

Chicago
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YOU

OH,

N. V. A.'S,

WE'VE GOT

PRODUCERS AND BURLESQUE MANAGERS
AN ORIGINAL, SURE-FIRE COMEDY SONG HIT!!

IT!!

Performer* have been hungering for a Real, live Comedy

A CO,

Song—Hot. so AL PiANTADOSI

Take

Inc.,

and Pleasure in Introducing

Music by

JACK GLOGAU

A Sizzling, Original Hit. Full of

A Couple of

"IN

Words by

w,ll m*„t
If

Come

Laughs, Set to a Corking Fast Melody. You Can Stop Shows with This Song.
It's Wonderful!

in

and Hear

It,

Folks-

—A Real Musical Gem!

Young Writers Gave Us This Pippin

LILAC

A Wonderful Harmony Number for Duos, Trios and Quartettes
Ballad, Why Not Sing the Greatest Ballad of All?

TUN/IE"

Music by

...

Hear Brice and King's Columbia Record

A

You Sing a

Song That Will Last When Others Have Been Forgotten!

"IF"
Bartlsy Costello and Harry Edelhelt

Music by

i^% INI

la«?

•

I

AL PIANTADOSI

I

'

And
it
v

Here's a Grand Little Southern Ballad with a Great Ragtime Swing

THERES A VAMNT CHAIR

Jack Yellen of "Dixie" fame wrote the

MY OLD SOUTHERN HOME

IN

Al Piantadbsi'e Melody

lyric

OTHER, GREAT SONGS To

Need

Your

Every
Fill
the Last Time You'll Say Sweet Daddy to Me/ 9 "Send Me Away with a
99
"There's Nothing Too Good for the Irish," "For France and Liberty.

MImT

It's

ff

saw*

ft

'

COME

Bonds which they

will

Prof. Mgr.

dispose

of

In

Broadway and 45th St
CUrk

and then resell them to the public on installments or otherwise at the same figure as obtained from the government.

the "dumes pageant*'
which was to have been held on Decoration
Day on the Indiana sand dumes and which
interested many Chlcagoans, was cut short by
drenching downpour of rain accompanied by
severe thunder and lightning.
The 6,000 or
more persons who braved the leaden skies
for the first pageant were all thoroughly
soaked, as there are no buildings or places of
cover near the site where the "great show of
the week," as it was called, was held.
The
first

portion of

was postponed until Sunday
was enjoyed.

affair

last

when

perfect weather

Fred W. Zeddies is celebrating his 88th
year as superintendent of the Grand opera
house (Cohan's). He is considered a real asset to the house, being of a remarkably
ckeerful disposition, with always a pleasant

word for patrons as they enter the theatre,
he was employed by the house when the HanIons erected It and during Its several changes
of management and reconstruction. Some time
ago one of the Sunday papers devoted a page
to Zeddies, calling him "the politest man in
Chicago."

.

The La Salle theatre property has been
sold by Mrs. Anna Sinton Taft and her husCharles P. Taft, the purchaser being
S. W. Straus & Co., th# figure mentioned being $825,000.
The site was originally bought
by David Slaton, Mrs. Taffs father, for $12,500 In 1862. The Straus company at present
holds a long term lease on the property adjoining the La Salle, taking in the northwest
corner of Clark and Madison streets, and the
Idea is to ultimately erect an office building
to occupy both sites at an approximate cost
of $1,500,000.
The theatre has been under
lease to Jones, Linick A Schaefer for some
time and lately they subletted It to Corn-

Baker, claiming to be an actress and
the Ontario, a professional hotel,
in a State street department
store Monday, being charged with shoplifting.
A set of furs vauled at $86 was taken,

INERS
AKE-UP

was

alleged.
panied by a bull

ATTENTION!

I

stock,

I

st

III

NKV

t

.

MIM

K

Iim

(Jest

and

Elliott,

who

AUDITORIUM
"Uncle

M.

(H.

Sam Awake"

take possession

Johnson,

mgr.).—

(film).

BLACK8TONB.— Dark.

COHAN'S GRAND (Harry J. Ridings,
—"Turn to the Right" (21st week).

CORT

mgr.).

Hermann, mar.).— "Seven
Chances," with Frank Craven (3d week).
(U.

J.

CHICAGO.— Dark.
COLUMBIA.— Dark.
COLONIAL (Norman

—

•

Fields, mgr.).
"The
(3d week).
ENOLEWOOD.— Dark.
GARRICK (Sam Gerson, mgr.).— "Dollars
and Sense," with Alan Brooks, opened Monday

Barrier"

(film)

night.

GAYETY.— Dark.

HAYMARKET

(Art Moeller. mgr.).—Harry
Stoppe's "City Sports," stock burlesque.

ILLINOIS.— Dark.

IMPERIAL

(Will

Spink,

mgr.).— "School

Days," tabloid.

NATIONAL

(John

Barrett,

mgr.).— "Step

Lively." tabloid.

OLYMPIC

(Oeorge Warren, mgr.).— "The
Bird of Paradise" (7th week).
PALACE (Ross Behne, mgr.).
ihe Show
of Wonders" (3d week), very big.
POWCR8.— Dark.

—

'

PRINCESS (Will 8Inger. mgr.).—"The
Pawn." with Frank Keenan (2d week).

STAR AND GARTER.— Dark.
STRAND.— 'The Broken Violin"

VICTORIA.— "The

Birth

of

(Yiddish).

a

ASTOR THEATRE BUILDING

HERBERT

on July 1, but who will close the house for
some weeks in order to redecorate it. The
latter firm has a three year lease.

band,

at

The woman was accomdog, and when a detective
suggested that some one be called up to take
care of the pet, she replied that If she was
to be arrested the dog must go along too. So

at the South

Oeorge Kingsbury's Red Cross fund. In the
raising of which he is being assisted by Harry
Ridings, is a bigger thing than at first supposed and is not being done with any pretentions to publicity for "Turn to the Right."
The plan is really the idea of John L. Golden
and Is called "The Golden Chance." Little
boxes holding numbered cards from one cent
to a dollar are being passed around the city.
There are fifty such boxes which will net
around $2,600. There are two prises for each
box, determined by drawing.
One box is a
theatre box at the Grand and the other a life
membership to the Red Cross Fund.

was arrested
It

cell

INC
[^

Phone 6964 Bryant

street station.

May

living

same

the two slept in the

part,

much the same as big commercial houses are
now doing. The latter actually buy the bonds

The

AND HEAR THEM ALL

Al

NEW YORK CITY

JACK GLOGAU.

IN

niAUTAV^SXa?*! &
O f+ f%
£t PIANTADOSI
CO..

ASTOR THEATRE BUILDING

Nation"

(film).

MAJESTIC (Fred Bberts, mgr.; agent, Orpheum).— A pleitltude of individual class and
a generous amount of laughs provided this
week, yet the bill was faulty in its framing,
and no matter how he figured and switched

I.

AVERY.

Gen. Mgr.

Fred Eberts could not eliminate three acts
on "one" following each other near the tall
end of the show. Fred sure had his troubles
Monday making a number of program changes.
These included placing Fred and Adele Astalre third instead of first; the Kramers from
closing to opening spot, and the Canslnos
from third to close the show.
While this
brought better results at night, the Canslnos
went on stipulating they be placed back in
the position programed, and so on Tuesday
This
the show ran as originally framed.
was a hardship to the Astalres, who never
should have been placed to open. They scored
a hit froth matinee and night with some songs
and a dance routine that was most graceful!/
effective.
The show was rich in good dancing
and equally good comedy, three acts of each
And then there was Frances Kennedy
kind.
with some new costumes and songs, but with
the same dazzling smile. Miss Kennedy gave
an excellent performance as she did at the
Palace some weeks ago, and went over for a
hit.
Nat Wills was the headilner, Invested
with a new monolog by Herbert Moore. Most
of it refers to the war, as do the "telegrams"
He
which come Just before his parodies.
gave but one of the latter Monday night, and
though they laughed at his quips, the house
was not generous In Its applause. Charley
Orapewln and Anna Chance In "Poughkeepsle" had the house giggling all the way
through, and they were a hit, even though
they followed Clark and Verdi.
The latter
team had It quite easy following the Astalres. But It Is a standard comedy turn In any
position, and their characterizations might be
considered perfect portrayals.
Jacob Bennett and Edward Richards billed in the dramatic sensation, "Dark Clouds," fooled the
house with their opening and then well ploased
with

their
ever, thero

funny,

seemed

stepping.
Howmuch of the bunk
cut out might bring

etfcentrlc
to be too

dramatics and some of

It

wish to announce Harry Leander

is no longer working with me, nor has he any right to use
professional name.

my

MARGARET LARNED « THREE LARNEDS ~«E
Direction,

GENE HUGHES,

INC..

and JO PAIGE

SMITH

HREE CHUMS
Opened

at

KEITH'S ROYAL THIS

WEEK

(June

4)—HUGE SUCCESS

direction,

ARTHUR KLEIN

VARIETY
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B. F. Keith's

1

1

Marcus Loew's

Circuit

Enterprises

United Booking

General Executive Offices
Times Square
Putnam Building

New York

Offices
(Agency)

A.
E. F.

ALBEE,

PAUL KEITH,

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK

President

Vice-President and General

General Booking Manager

Manager

Mr. Schenck Personally Interviews ArtuU Daily
Between 11 and 1

FOR BOOKING ADDRESS

S. K.

HODGDON
New York

Palaee Theatre Building

Feiber
1493

Tremont Theatre Building

FRED MARDO. in charge

Acts laying off in Southern territory
wire this office.

City

punctuating their dialog with several songs
liuUord and hove showed
Dy Mib* *>niuii.
oue oi the cleverest slack wire acta seen nere
tnia season and look good enough to satisfy
as an opening turn ou the big time.
The
apparatus Is neat, as is the appearance of
me couple, and they have a routine quite
away from the usual. Grew, Pates and Co.
in their playlet, "Solitaire," scored nicely.
It la, as noted before, one of the best turns
of UB kind on pop time in tne west, anu its
value lieu in tne cleverness of the players,
it.
C. Faulkner, the man who looks like the
incident and cartoons a bit, did fairly well,
the Uncle Sam Lilian bringing a hand.
It
seemed as though Faulkner did too much
talking for the McVlcker crowd.
O Neil and
Uallagner JUBt went iairly, too, the house
liking their singing better than their talk
aud comedy.
Motor Madness closed the
show, the house belag interested in the novel
contrivance of the men on the aerial circle
riding bicycles, which are apparently motorlied.
The "motors" worked rather badly at
the first show. Also on the bill were the Six
Imps, acrobats, Rubinl and Martine, accordionists, and Marcou with shadowgraphs.

& Shea

Broadway

(Putnam Building)

New York

Boston Office:

Chicago Office:
North American Building
FRANK Q. DOYLE, in charge

City

GREAT NORTHERN HIPPODROME (Andy

the act better results, for the dancing antics,
especially by one of them, are surely laugh-

Lewis and Feiber with a skit, "At Ye
Motor Inn," another Herbert Moore creation,
were second.
They were handicapped Monday night through the switching about of
the show, since they were forced to change
the act about and replaced a number which
was necessarily cut at the matinee.
The
Casinos with their classy dance routine won
nice aplause at the finish, their fast American number turning the trick. The Kramers,
a ring act, showed nothing out of the orable.

dinary.

AL

McVICKER'S
mgrs.

;

of t*he

(Jones,

Llnick

—

&

Schaefer,

From the lineLoew-Doyle)
performance Monday and part
second, the show looked to be under
agent,

up for the

.

first

the standard.

The feature Vas furnished

In

Dorothy (Ruth) Roye billed as coming "direct
from the Palace, New York." Placed next to
closing In the first show, Rhe was satisfied tc
do three numbers, althoughjdhe could have
sung another. Her first two^ongs failed to
start anything, only the last one, a "naSmith and
tionality" number, getting results.
Farmer, with very little opposition in the
comedy lino to contend with, went over big,

IANTADOBI &

Talbot, mgr. ; agent, W. V. M. A.).— With
several acts lately seen on the big time, the
day shift show for the early portion of the
week was above the average for the house,
and*as a matter of fact it was a corking pop
entertainment.
The hit of the bill easily
went to Sllber and North, who have not
played big time until lately, but who. it is
understood, have obtained a route. They look
as If they had an excellent chance to become standard for the better houses.
The
talk la quite funny by Arthur Sllber, a come;
dlan with original style, and the fresh appearance and bright smile of Miss North
count for much, in addition she Is a clever
foil.
Theirs is a comedy flirtation act, brightly
billed aB "Dashfoolery."
Another good
applause winner came with Beatrice Morrell's
feminine sextette In the high class singing
and musical turn, "A Study in Royal Blue,"

CO.,

Inc.

NOTICE FOR

EUROPE
,

Players In Europe desiring to advertise
la VARIETY, and wishing to take advantage of the Prepaid Rates allowed, snay
secure the same. If at tne time of mailing
advertising copy direct to VARIETY, Now
York, the amount In payment tor It la
placed In VARIETY'S credit at the

PALL MALL DEPOSIT AND FOR-

WARDING

CO.

Carlton St, Regent St, S. W.,

For uniformity/ In exchange, tne Pall
Mail Co. will accept deposits for VARIETY
at four shillings, two pence, on the dollar.

Through

this

manner of transmission,

danger of leas to the player la averted;
VARIETY assumes foil risk and acknowledges the Pall Mall Qe/e receipts as Its
own receipts for ell money pieced with
the Pell Mall to VARIETY'S credit
all

who proved

that audiences in the smaller
houses enjoy classical recitals when well and
given.
Wallace Galvln did very
nicely, getting plenty of laughs with bis egg
and small boy trick. Jessie and Dolly Millar
went over well with a rather varied offering.
The cornet playing of the bigger girl Is
clever and she plays the- accordion with a
rightly

IVH-I
Astor Theatre Bid*.,

New York

City

Joyously Announce to the N. V. A. and Other Members of the Profession
That They Have Secured the Services of the Well-Known and Well-Liked

As
THE BIG DRIVE under "Commander-in-Chief" Glogau Is On!
THE FORCE include* "Coional" Toby Fitrpatrirk, "Major" Sammy

Smith, "Captain" Harry Collin*,
"Lfeutfnant" Gtorgo Plantadosl, "Sergeant" Harry Squires, "Corpora!" Phil Waimon and "Private"
Al Piantadosi.
THE AMMUNITION—The Greatest Catalogue of Real Song Hits in the History of the Music Publishing
Business. (See Page 31.)

PROFESSIONAL MANAGER

Jack Glognu

is

now

in

charge

anil will

friends at our offices, Astor Theater Bldg.,
Street,

New York

City.

bo glad to m*et

Broadway and

Phone, 6964 Bryant.

his

45th

,

VARIETY

WILLIAM FOX CIRCUIT
OF THEATRES

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

WILLIAM FOX, President
Offices, 130

Wert

46th

33

New York

St.,

President

JACK W. LOEB

General Executive Offices:

General Booking Manager

729

EDGAR ALLEN

SEVENTH

AVE., at Forty-ninth St

M. D.

SIMMONS

General Booking Manager
Personal interview* with artists from 12 to

6,

or by appointment

ARTISTS can

secure long engagements by booking direct with

FULLER'S VAUDEVILLE
AUSTRALIA
Managing

and
Director,

NEW ZEALAND
BEN.

J.

FULLER

*

Now

arranging bookings for following sailings out of San Francisco:

"Sonoma"—June

2*

MURPHY
FULLER'S CHICAGO BOOKING DEPT.

American Booking Manager,

ROY

D.

BEN. J.
WESTERN VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS' ASSOCIATION,

^^ | f^ ^^

INDEPENDENT
Best Small Tims

m

the Par Wast.

11th

^»J

FLOOR, CHICAGO,

REPRESENTATIVE
PRODUCER and MANAGER

VAUDEVILLE

|

SteaeV Cemeecnttre

ILL.

PAUL DURAND
ARTISTS' BOOKING

Wa

far Novelty Feature Acts.

EXECUTIVE OFFICES—ALCAZAR THEATRE BLDO, SAN FRANCISCO
three te five weeks between ssJlmgs of

Cemmunicate by wire er

class acta.

"

fer Australia fer all tret-

letter.

VAUDEVILLE ACTS

Harry Rickard's Tivoli Theatres, ifeuu*
AsS AFFILIATED CIRCUITS, INDIA asm AFRICA

HUGH
McINTOSH, Governing Director
"HUOHMAO." Syeaey
NssS Owes, TIVSLI THIATRg,
SMe
NORMAN JEFFERIES Raw

BaHeerei OsM* AOOnm:

American Repressatsthrs

tatsts Treat

practiced touch, too.
The smaller girl, of
good appearance, showed two styles of grass
skirts in giving a native New Zealand dance
and a bit of the Hula. Hayes and RlveB, who
opened the show, completely fooled the house

DODD ACKERMAN

SCENIC STUDIOS,
141

West

he.

3»th Street

New York

WINTER GARDEN
DECORATIONS
Passing Show of 1917
"TBI MODERNISTIC STUDIO"
Phene

Sett Greeley

l

Route of Forty (40) Weeks on the
U. B. O. and Orpheum Circuit
Time Only)
guaranteed for the right kind of acts
(Big

;

amount

of singing in the show being in her
favor.
She has lately appeared in tho cabaat the Green Mill Garden nnd was once
•of the Five Violin Beauties.
I3ob and Peggie
Valentino with talk and songs were too quiet
for this house.
Their routine did not Impress
n* I'P'WJal.
Vehr nnd KaprivJ, roller fkatlrg
couple, with neat white eohluTno*. wi.-n.- hot
fair in the opening spot.
(D. L. Swartz, mgr.
agent, W.
V. M. A.).— With Lulu McConnell and Grant
Simpson and Froslnl the features, the five-act
bill
last week for the last half had the
ret

WINDSOR

A

s

Pallas

with the female Impersonation. At that tifey
have a good dancing routine.
Lelber, Dsy
and Co. on third with "Pink Pajamas," pulled
a flop, next 'to the last show Monday afternoon.
The Wille Brothers with a neat snd
showy perch act closed the bill.
ACADEMY (Joe Pilgrim, mgr. agent, W.
V. M. A.). The house Thursday night last
week from an attendance standpoint was weak,
which made it 60-60 with the six-act show.
The feature was Carlo, "the man of mystery," a contortionists person, who makes
costume changes, including .facial make-up,
while doubled up in squat looking trunk,
within which he finds room enough to find
and light a cigarette. He is the same man
who formerly called himself Yuma and who
once to impress a booking manager had himself carried into that dignatary's office while
in the trunk (supposed to conceal a present)
and then stepped blithely forth. Carlo employs a girl announcer, garbed In Oriental
fashion.
He changes first from a cavalier
to the costume of Mephistopbles, and after
a few contortion stunts retreats to the trunk
and fares forth as Uncle Sam, the flag first
preceding him from a small hole. That is the
finish feat.
Carlo holds some interest, but
that his act is one of mystery, isn't exactly
a fact.
However he may make Association
bookings, if asking a fair price, but perhaps
not as a feature. William Blank and Co. in
a familiar character playlet, "Levinsky's Old
Shoes," went over fairly. Ziska, formerly of
Zlska and King, presented his comedy magic
act in "one," using an assistant In the guise
of a stage hand.
Zlska's neat appearance
helped, but the returns were little.
Elsie, a
singing violinist, was liked with the small

—

P.

A ntrsl

say.

u.

;

APPLY

NOW

PAUL DURAND
PALACE THEATRE BUILDING

NEW YORK,

makings

of a big time show.
The first performance on Friday night (June 1) was played
to a good house,~helped by the weather, for it
was ono of those "cold days in June" that are
supposed never to be.
Yet persons without

overcoats
spite

of

were not exactly comfortable.
In
the low tompearture, the house is

due to close this week, along with the balance of Association-booked outlying theatres.
Tho McConnell and Simpson comedy, "At
Home," evoked many hearty luughs, in fart
the audience was in an uproar several times
over Miss McConneM's antics.
Perhaps no
other turn of Its kind nan gone better this
season.
Froslnl, on second. JUBt preceding
McConnell and Simpson, delighted with his
masterful playing of tho accordion. He seems
to get more volume out of hlH Instrument than
other stage accordionists, and at times makes
Kcturid
1<
like a fln.i hit of or^mi pluming.
d!ci
net t.!:: U;-: rr^mT^r of <.-:i<::»ri;n
that Is customary for him, but hud he occupied
tho next to closing spot, there is little doubt
hut that he would have obtained a hit, for
by then the house was more filled. t In that
position were Fields and Wells, who, though
T'ro:-!r.i

N. Y.

liked enough, did not get a large measure of
appreciation.
A reason for that might be
that, as theirs Is a comedy act, to follow Mc-

Connell and Simpson Isn't en easy Job. The
El Toro Trio, one being a man and all being
excellently dressed, opened the show with
songs, pantomime and dancing, getting rather
good returns. Marceno, Nevaro and Mareeno,
with tumbling and band-balancing, closed the
bill.

The handstand

catch, the
applause.

finish

feat,

leap
sent

KEDZIE (Qua

downward
them

off

to a
to nice

Bunge, mgr.
agent, W. V.
novelties were included In last
half show, they being the Gypsy
nrlgands and Chief Little Elk and Co. The
turn first named is a dancing combination
gotten toge tlier Homo weeks pj« by Max
Frank, who for the past season was with the
H.ini»«fr and (flrllft «»ct.
Third aro ne\tn or

M. A.).

— Two

week's

laBt

'•!*!:t

dn>RH,

;e Ti

the

Camp."

>r.i'-

ooru'_>rr.ec1,

;

all

"T^itlTig

billing being "A Day in
To tho four men in the

gypsy

a Gypsy
act falls

brunt of the dancing, the types shown
being that supposed to be native to Oypslee
and tbat of the Russian school, the latter

the

"

VARIETY

GEORGE M. COHAN'S Master

NORA BAYES introduced
A riot for HARRY ELLIS

and made it the talk of New York.
at the Winter Garden.
LITTLE BILLY made the Hippodrome rock with it at the N. V. A.

—A

Song

Patriotic

it

benefit.

tune that will put "pep" in the step of our Yankee soldier boys.

PUBLISHED IN ALL KEYS BY THE

strand

Wm. Jerome
Publishers of "IF

I

Publishing Corp.,
CATCH THE GUY WHO WROTE POOR
"COTTON

"MISSISSIPPI" and

HARRY
STYLES
"The Yankee Doodle Boy"
•

at Chief
the armed
merchant liner "Finland." Dan Sherman, please write. Permanent address, 152 Beech St., Yonkert, N. Y.
It

now "doing

bit"

his

Operator

Wireless

on

Frank, however,
1b not the best of the performers, for though
he did good work, he was second to an active
youth who was formerly of the Horllck Family, and who displays mastery of one of the
moat difficult of Russian "steps," sure to
The act was probably not
bring applause.
designed for big time but should get plenty

brand being most favored.

What fault It may hold
other bookings.
In Its length, for the running time It* but
seven "minutes. Chief Little Elk, with the two
feminine assistants, who though dressed as
Indian maidens are not claimed to hi- such
and probably ure not, was very much liked.
All three have good voices which harmonized
effectively, especially with the opening numLohse and Sterling with
ber, "Memories.:'
ring and trapese opened the show excellently.
The dash and good looks- of the girl, who acts
as top mounter In the aerial acrobatics, Is the

of

pleased

PANTAQC3* THEATRE BLDQ.

direct).

good

(Fred

— Nat

Henderson,

gen.

rep.;

Goodwin drew a rather

weekly

appearing
here in his "single" and gathering the expected results.
Dorothy Brenner, with a routine of special songs supplied by Herbert
Moore, scored well. Helen Leach Wallln Trio
In closing spot with an iron Jaw act, pulled
a strong reception at their conclusion.
The
Ullvottl, Moffet and Clare combination opened
the show and did good with their dancing
turn.
The holdovers from the previous week
include De Leon and Davies, Doyle and Brown,
Ray Cox and Dorothy Shoemaker and Co.
PANTAOES.— "The Girl from Amsterdam"
is a "tab" of mediocre construction In every
attendance,

sense, and did not fare so well.
Barber,
Thatcher and Co., with a playlet, held attention
throughout.
Alber's Bears opened
slowly, but managed to Interest to an extent.

lies

The man did well, too, amusing
asset.
the house by his attempts to play an accordion while seated on a chair, which he finally
balances on the trapese. Anthony and Adele,
with accordion and whistling, were much better received than at the Hip a week or two
ago, In fact went over big on Thursday night
Weber and Elliot seemed
at the second show.
to be placed soft, on next to closing, for the
show was minus comedy, Bave for them. Yet
They
they failed to get the right returns.
might have won out with the right number
for a finish
but they apparently didn't have
The house closes
It for the Kedzlo audience.
Its vaudeville season this week.

GEORGE WHITE and
Next Week

ACT ORCHESTRATED
LOUIS KATZMAN
Palace Theatre

by

New York

WIGWAM

F.
Bauer,
mgr.).— Del
(l)th week).
(Bert Levey, lessee and mgr.;
agent Bert Levey). Vaudeville.
SAVOY (Lauri ft Sheehan, mgrs.).— Dark.
(Jos.
Co.

Lawrence Stock

PRINCESS

—

PRINCESS.— The vaudeville portion of the
Princess was somewhat short last week, probably due to the special showing of the Clara
Kimball Young feature, "The Price She Paid."
besides a two-reel installment of a serial.
From appearances the feature evidently drew
the business, for the house looked well patronized. Nadonly, a novelty juggler, opened and

Due to the late arrival of Richard Bennett from the east, the Alcazar was dark last
week, Bennett refusing to open his local engagement without sufficient rehearsing.
He
will probably remain at least 10 weeks, during which time a number of new plays are
to be produced.
Following, Kolb and Dill in
"The High Cost of Loving" are expected to
play a return engagement at the conclusion
of their succesful stay In Los Angeles, which
will also occur about that time.
I

A Burt Wesner.

for seven years a

member

WIRE PROFESSIONALS

LIVE
for the

We bind your music, orchestrations and parts,
any number of leavet, to that it will open flat and
last at long at you want it. Leavet can be removed
from covert and new onet put in any time you need

Summer

to

make a change.

F>

$

1

f»

VARIETY

for three

mentkt

OUR SPECIALTY
Strong, flexible Union Hinged covert for orchettrationt, 10 centt each, better onet, 15 centt up.

SAMPLE FREE ON REQUEST BY MAIL

THE UNION HINGE BINDING CO.

EMMA HAIG
Palace,

all.

HIPPODROME.— Douglas Flint and Co.
were thoroughly enjoyed. Rothwick and McGlade passed nicely.
Paul Poole, pleased.
The Three Ankers closed well. Allison and
Truce failed to come through to any degree.
Maudle Still, who was an added starter, scored
a clean hit.
CORT (Homer Curran, mgr.).— "The Masked Model" (3d week).
COLUMBIA (Gottlob Marx, mgr.).— Henry
MUHer Co. (2d week).
ALCAZAR (BelascQ ft Mayor, mgrs.).—
Richard Bennett Co. (1st week).
CASINO (Robert Drady, mgr..; agent. Ackerman A Harris ft W. V. M. A.).— Vaudeville.

caused a number of snickers with a few prop
bits attached to a Bpecial drop in "one." He
opens as a Chinese maiden, finally Bhowing
his tramp make-up over a fan.
It is a splendid opening, but, unfortunately, does not carry
any weight, through the remainder of his act
being poorly routined.
Hazel Edwards followed with three numhers, the final two being kid impersonations which should at least
be done In kid clothes. She possesses a natural kid voice, although a bit too tall to derive the required results In a part of that
kind.
Yunsey and Arlova closed with a
dancing act, prettily presented before a special
plush cyclorama. It is a pleasing small time
turn
and might be further strengthened
through the efforts of the male partner, who,
during his pantomime, gives the impression
of being a bit feminine, besides over doing
his portion of the dancing.

SUBSCRIBE

act's

;

ALABAM'

Roach and McCurdy were the laughing hit of
bill.
The Wilton Sisters took down the
honors with no competition, and
Frank Gaby, who completed the program,

VARIETY'S
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NOW

Gowns

Special Setting
(June 7-10)

81st

STREET THEATRE
/

Direction

CHARLES BORNHAUPT
the

of

Alcasar

Stock

Co.,

Joined

the

Fox

land, for a short run, after which they Intend playing throughout the larger nearby
Wnle the closing came rather untowns.
expectedly, they wtere unable to avoid It
through some trouble arising between the
management, who it Is understood failed to
The business
properly fulfill their contract.
hardly came up to expectations, the seemingly consistent rumors ancnt the house being a dead Issue, etc., further aiding In the
venture not proving the success It should
have been. The show encountered some unexpected opposition In the face of "The
Masked Model," whose opening came on the

forces In Los Angeles.

"The Masked Model/' originally booked for
weeks, will remain but three, It being
necessary to rearrange the bookings through
the following shows being unable to come
straight through for their local opening. The
"Model" continues to draw well, although
not regularly, but on the week Is undoubtedly
showing a profit on the right side of the
"Very Oood Eddie" Is scheduled to
ledger.
follow, with "Flora Bella" after that and the
Jolaon show next.
five

same evening.
"The Barrier"

Is booked for a return showthe Portola, this being necessary to
accommodate the numerous requests following the closing of Its two weeks stay. "The
Spoilers," the other Rex Beach fllmlzation,
will be shown the following week.

ing

at

The

local

Orpheum have posted

Charles

L.

for

with

Ackerman

tioned

In

Alex

Montana.

Following his

notices

formerly general manPantages, Is now connected
having been staft Harris,

Cole,

ager

Initial

two weeks' engagement

at the Columbia In his latest dramatic production, "The Better Understanding," shown
for the first time on any stage and voted a
success by the San Francisco press and public, Henry Miller will take to the road for a
short run during the engagement of Ruth
Chatterton in "Come Out of the Kitchen."
Following Mlsn Chatterton, Miller will again
resume his summer run to produce a number
of other new pieces.

throughout the house urging" thelm employees
While a number
to purchase Liberty Bonds.
of ushers have already volunteered their services, none as yet has been called.

The Meyer and Shapiro burlesque stock organization, which opened auspiciously at the
Savoy but a short time ago, brought their

The comengagement to an end May 26.
pany Intact moved to the MacDonough, Oak-

Mrs. Ella Weston started on
last week, leaving

her vacation
by auto for Los Angeles.

sufficient
to supply

the

Captain McLaln of the Canadian Army recently closed with Walter Montague to produce a series of performances throughout
Canada for the benefit of the Red Cross
under the supervision of the Canadian government. They will probably play on a percentage basis, with a company of 25 people.
Charles Oro, Jack Frazer and Oeorge Stanley
have been engaged to play leads.
Following closely the announcement of new
houses about to be constructed In California,
It was also made known the People's, Butte,
has been leased outright by Ackerman ft Harris.
This house was but recently completed
and has a seating capacity of 1.400. It will
be renamed the Hippodrome and replace the
regular A. ft H. stand there. Empress, the
latter to be a musical comedy stock house
next season.
Most likely a score of other
houses will be added before long, although
would not be surprising to hear of the
ft
house now In course of construction In Loh
Angeles playing vaudeville Instead of pictures
The Orauman's are
as originally planned.
also interested in this.
With the additional
houses along the route naturally calling for
more acts, which will bring two new shows
In here every week, and through not having

time

overcome

In the neighboring territory
all with work, It looks like
house will play vaudeville to
and together with their already

them

southern
this,

established Hippodrome there, It will give
A. ft H. the distinction of booking two houses
both here and Los Angeles.

KEITH'S (Robert (7. Larsen, *mgr.; agent,
U. B. O.). Sophie Tucker and her Five Kings
of Syncopation topped this week's bill without even being given a close run for first
honors. The house gave the use of the stage
for tbo week to speakers urging the purchase
of
Liberty Loan
bonds, and ex-Governor
Walsh Monday night was given a rousing reception.
Sterling and Marguerite opened with
an especially snappy athlotlc cast.
Rowley
and Young went fair with their rianrlnj^number. followed by Arthur Stuart Hull ami Co.,
whose melody playlet did hot seem to get
across.
Jimmy Lucas and Co. in a patter
and harmony and act started to wake the
bill
up.
Charles Withers In his traveuty
melodrama started the laughter with a crash,
proving an excellent contrast for Warren and
Conley with their different lino of humor that

—

proved eiiually effective.
MIbm Conley nhouid
add to her eccentric dancing.
Williams and
Wolfus, with some of the snappiest comedy

THE ONLY MOTHER SONG EVER WRITTEN

"BREAK THE NEWS
TO OTHER"
By

America's Greatest Ballad

Writer— CHAS. K. HARRIS
—

Being besieged by requests since the outbreak of the war, for copies of this one-time famous song success the human appeal of which has kept it alive
Mr. Harris, in response to numerous requests by the singing profession throughout the United States, has decided to re-issue and to
all these years
m«Ve this song as great a hit as it was during the Spanish-American war, when it was virtually taken up and sung by the entire nation. The song remains
absolutely unchanged in lyric and music.
Professional copies, as well as orchestrations in any key, will be sent to the profession only—enclosing programs. It known to the house of Harris, no
program will be necessary. To ALL OTHERS, 25c. PER COPY. Address all communications to

—
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tha World.
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Keye
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CITY

HOSIERY

UNDERWEAR

SILK
i

Now York

toad oar

Between 47th and 48th

Managing

seen here this season, repeated their last
year's success, and the Three Travilla Brothers with their diving seal closed the show,
holding the house almost Intact.
BOSTON (Charles Harris, mgr. agent, U.
B. O.).
Pop.
Practically capacity.
BIJOU (Ralph Gilman, mgr.; agent, U. B.
O.).— Picturea. Fair.
BOWDOIN (Al Somerbee. mgr.; agent, U.
B. O.).
Pop, headed by Hardeen.
Excel;

—

POLLY HYMAN
isra

MORTON COHN,

—

Bon Marche
CLOVES

FEATURES WANTED AT ALL TIMES
address S.

Sts.

lent.

JAMES

ST.

(Joseph Brennan, mgr.

agent,
— Pop. Good.
(Frank Meagher, mgr.; agent,
Loew). — Picturea, split week feature releases.
;

Loew).

GLOBE

Fair.

PLUSH DROPS

Term* Tkia Month

Stood*! Discounts and

ORPHEUM

and Colors

Siao.

All

Excellent

SCOLLAY OLYMPIA

RantaJ In City

CONSOLIDATED VELVET
Now York
St.

mgr.).

ness,

— Pop.

GORDON'S

City

Woat 4Mb

24t

(Victor J. Morris, mgr.).— Pop.

mgr.).

—Pop.

(James

McGuin-

Good.

OLYMPIA

(Frank

Excellent.
(Thomas D. Sorlero.

PARK

J.

Hookailo,

mgr.).— Pic-

Good.

tures.

MAJESTIC

(E. D. Smith, mgr.).— Fourth
"The Crisis" film to good business.
8 HU BERT (B. D. Smith, mgr.).— Dark.
PLYMOUTH (E. D. Smith, mgr.).— Last
week of Guy Bates Post In "The Masquerader," which has played for four consecutive
months at this house, proving to be one of the
dramatic surprises of the season.
WILBUR (E. D. Smith, mgr.).— "Mary's
Ankle" opened for its metropolitan premiere
Monday night to a capacity house. Reviewed

week

of

elae where

PARK SQUARE (Fred E. Wright, mgr.).—
"Fair and Warmer" is on its 18th week and
still going strong.
COLONIAL (Charles J. R,. J# mgr.)
Dark.
HOLLIS (Charles J. Rich, mgr.).— Dark.
TREMONT (John B. Schoeffel. mgr.).— "A
Tallor-Made Man" with Grant Mitchell on its

—

week

13th

to

fair business.

BOSTON OPERA HOUSE (Lawrence
mgr.).— Dark.
CASTLE SQUARE (John Craig, mgr

carty,

Guerrini Co.
Manufacturers of
High Grade Acttrtfioas
277-Z7t Columbus Ave.

SAN FRANCISCO
Awarded Gold Madala
Genova, Italy
I. E„ San Franand San Diego

P. P.
cisco

Mc-

—

)

Stock.
"Mr. Jubilee Drax" going strong and
looks like a next season's $2 proposition
COPLEY (George H. Pattee, mgr.).— "The

Angel In the House" by the Jewett English
Players will not run longer than this week
as it did not take as well as had been antiNext week brings "The Man Who
cipated.
for the nr8t t,me ,n
'p^Tvr,"^'"
CASINO (Charles Waldron, mgr.) Boston.
BurleRque stock headed by Frank Finney.
Excel-

—

,

lent.

flAUWR^MAKE-UP

M

r
*

W^F

Lot Us Prors

Bond

—

ing to practically capacity.

two weeks more.

It Is Bast
and Color Card

for Pries Liat

HOWARD (George E. Lothrop. mgr )
Burlesque stock (Strouse and Franklyn) play-

JAMES MADISON'S
I leave for

*

here

JAMES MADISON.

several

for

Hollywood bungalow

and

hit

the

1560

Trunks

"What Next?"

EXaCzi&Bro.
"Shenandoah"
Auditorium.
the opening)

was

short-lived

up the notice

to take effect at the
Several
of
the
actors,

week.

at

dune's

Grace Valentine

Is

shortly to appear In a

Maude,

Cyril

the

expected to come here
new play by Morosco.

British

actor,

evidently

on his American tour, re"Your people almost killed
me with kindness," he writes a friend here.

enjoyed
cently

himself

closed.

"Birthright," a
at the Ebell club.

new

playlet, was presented
Donald Bowles directed.

Francis Patrick Shanley, the first half of
the "50-fiO" management of the Continental
Hotels of Los Angeles and San Francisco,
has left for Boston to attend the Greeters'
Convention.

Harry Tlerney, here to writ* with Al
Bryan the music for Morocco's "What Next?"
entertained his brother last week.
John Is
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Free Soamplaa,
lie Book of Herald Cuts, 2Sc.

Contracts, Tickets, Envelopes,

STAGE MONEY,
w

Y
CR0SSa'9 ?£SSo,S^T CHICAGO
>

WANTED

Theatres wanted anywhere; long lease or may
purchase; large seating capacity preferred.
Responsible client. JACOB WEISS, 1 Bridge

Long

Island City.
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Owing to the high cost of silk shirts,
plnnlHts in the lesser local cabarets are not
as flashy appearing as formerly.
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has been here for several days.
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Charles R. Bray is expected bnrk In New
Orleans this week.
John Oros Is In charge
the Orpheum during the absence of Mr.
Bray.
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hood." feature picture, now In the second
week's run as a reeord breaking production
HIPPEDROME Mlarold B Franklin, mar).
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Bowe. mar.). Second week
Lewis Players stock with
"Why Girls Leave Home" as attraction for
the week, not quite up to expectations.
FAMILY (Harry Marsey, mgr.).— "Woman-
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right

tures.

received

thou-
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NEW ORLEANS.
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Harrison Greene.
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and broke her

SPANISH FORT

OAYETY (Itihard Patten, mgr.). -House
GARDEN (Wm. Graham, mgr.).— Closed.
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dark.
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Charlib Murray offered the cup won by the
Comedians on Red Cross Day at Washington
Park as a dancing contest prize at Levy's

ground".
It

W

5

VfiffaT "tffI

Loot You Fortat

his name and ho Is playing
Billy McDermott at Pantages.

;

Maurice

is

Thr

,

/
Bl« Bargain. Have keen
Second Hand Innovation and Pthro
Trunke, fit and SIS. A few entra Urge
erty Trunks. Also old Taylor and Bnl T

;

MME. MALTA'S
FACE REJUVENATOR

fc

Street
Clfcr

WARDROBE PROP
$5.00
TRUNKS uei

Plaza,

'•LIMBIC
flirnc.Fowler.
mgr --Neat
with "The Courtroom Girls," well feaAllaire,
opens
well
Kennedy ft
Kramer, applause; Darling Saxophone Four
do nicely
Leonard * Dempsey good
ACADEMY (Jules Michael, mgr. ).— Opening
week of Academy stock players offering
"Mile Brle-a-Brac" as first production. Head-

only SKIN DEEP
are not ANY DEEPER
soon disappear if you use

^flll^

Canal
N. Y.

TeL Stt Franklla

pictures.

ing

&

2SS

(REAL ESTATE)

PHONE
BRYANT

Will play at least

.

tured

$65

to

Washington

sad Bopali
Ineomparabls ffpsalsl
Works.
New Idea
Patented Shift Kays.
torero

including
Tyrone Power, Monroe Salisbury and Director David M. Hartford, got together and
asked Clune for permission to continue the
production, they agreeing to shoulder the loss
if
there was any, and the manager conThe continuance was advertised, but
sented.
on Monday afternoon something went wrong
and the second week was suddenly called off.
The revival was not a success.
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Guaranteed S Year*
Write for New Catalogue
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areata* Profs

On Tuesday (the day following
W. H. Clune, the producer, put

•

for

in 10 Sizes

$35

I
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Acknowledged the Most Popular Trunk
Theatrical Use

Made

I

Evening Wear
Door•
Broadway Two
Tho Palace Theatre
MnU Ord
Promptly FlDod

For Street, Stage

Oliver Morosco has arrived In town from
New York. He has taken personal charge of
the direction of bis new musical comedy,

:

.

New York

1493 Broadway.

Women's Smart Footwear

vaudeville

Carr, mgr.).— Well assembled bill with Peggy O'Nell and Co. taking first honors; Kanazawa Japs, open excenona,
« f r,mros« Four, well applauded Durkln Girls,
pleasing
Moran A Wiser very
Merer: Bernle A Baker, decidedly good; Ben
Ryan and Harrlette Lee. fair; Dan Burke ft
Co. offering "The Old Master," very
good
.

i

again.

trail

14th. to be gone till
about acts to be written

THEBODTEiy

who has been movie-lng
months, has given up his

Lamont,

NOW

me

Los Angeles

LOS ANGELES.
By OUT PBJCBL
Harry

HMr"

Ban Fraodtoo June

Aug. 15th. Consult
while I'm out there.

BUFFALO.
BT W. n «TBPff4M.

SHEA'S

Professional

Director,

4212

A. J. SIMMONS, A. C. P. A.
Ticket Ottos, B'way A 42nd St, New York

BURBANK theatre
STRAND theatre
LOS ANGELES
PORTLAND
VAUDEVILLE AND PHOTOPLAYS

Write fcr Catalog 4

HIM

* -Toronto,

-'

17.41

(Chicago, flt.lt
Buffalo, IMS
All Scoal Cars, Lowest Fares
Special Baggage Service
If you want anything quick,
'Phono W. B. Lindsay, E. P. A-,

Mtftm,

All work
at short

notice.

22t

f nMajnTnlley RaDxoad
Rochester,

Prank

(ADAM SOWERGUY)
EDITOR OF

Acrobatic
Shoes a Spe-

made

MURPHY

J. A.

and

cialty.

In the Market to furnish
Vaudeville Material

Model* baing shown
Reduced Prices

at

K.
V. Richards, general innnnger of the
Siien^er Amusement Co., which operates the
Mouth's largest ehnln of picture hou«e«, has
roof nt V.-w York i'i !*>>• ):iTere.«t f)f h\r con.'.??!.

Mlibiil'tls

is

t'l'iViH-iilt'i'V-il

exhibitor south of the

lllf

Mnsnn ami

fuf

ltlxon
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line.
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130

Wert 45th

Street,

New York

Wlnehlll orlgliintrd n "bit" nt the
Alamo last week.
Anrther artist appropriated It.
Wlnehlll found it out and scored
Cliff

'
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Harry Weber

The 58th Variety

u
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Welcome Home

99

BY

Herbert Moore
COPYRIGHTED
He probably feels that Id these
the fellow.
patrlotlo times every one should do his bit,
but he does not want anybody to do his "bit."

how

Elizabeth Murray's Tremendous Hit

R. M. Chlsojm donated the diamond, lock,
stock and box office to the Red Cross Monday!
Chlsolm, who Is well above the military age
limit,
remained at home Tuesday, closing
Said
every door and window In the house.
he did not wish to be liable to draught.

"IT'S A

Louisiana Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
holds its annual convention in this city July
4.
Its members probably feel that is the day
to properly assert one's Independence.

IF

S. T. Stephens has gone to the yearly meeting of Mutual exchange managers at Chicago.

YOU DON'T WEAKEN

9!

HERE IS A SONG THAT YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR; IT IS A
SURE FIRE HIT AND IS NOW BEING USED BY THESE WELL
KNOWN ARTISTS: ADELE RITCHIE (WHO JUST MADE AN APPEARANCE AT KEITH'S THEATRE, BOSTON), NEIL McKINLEY,
BILLY POWERS AND SEVERAL OTHER WELL KNOWN STARS.
has a wonderful lyric and melody.
a greater song than Joe Daly's

It

Send for

it

immediately.

It is

Orchestrations in

vaudeville after

DALY, Music

ORPHEUM.—Dark.
PANTAGBS (Edgar

G. Milne, mgr.).— Week
Singers Midgets headline. One of the best
acts In vaudeville.
Antrim and Vale, clever.
Romanoff Sisters, show ability. Schooler and
Dickinson, pleased.
Zerthos Dogs, highly

28,

even

all

keys

Publisher, Inc.

GAIETY THEATRE BLDG.

PALACE HIP

(Joseph Muller, mgr.).— Mile.
Luxane and Dancing Girls bead Sunday's
show. Ray Snow, pleasing.
Herbert's Seals,
novel.
Leroy and Mabel Hart, hearty reception.
Bollinger and Reynolds, fun on wire.
Wamsley and Lelghton, amuse.
TIVOLI (Henry Lubelskl, mgr.).— Richard
Lonsdale and Co. in "Are You an Eagle?"
one of the best musical comedy offerings at
this theatre.
Frank Kelly, Frances Kemble,
Hildegarde Brosche and Charles Jordon con-

Pred Mercy, the North Yakima manager,
has secured the Liberty, BUensburg, Wash.,
and will play vaudeville there.

May Roberts and Victor CM Hard are at their
Vashon Island home here following an engagement of over ten months with the Amerl:an

Players

in

bpokane.

tribute to the fun.

and burlesque.

COLISEUM,

LIBERTY,

ALHAMBKA, COLONIAL

MIS-Pic-

tures.

The Golden Gate Quartet has disbanded.
Is

Oliver O. Wallace, organist at the Liberty,
last week for Butte, where he will be-

left

665 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

trained.

STRAND.

George Bllgh of Salem, Ore., visited the
Northwest theatrical mart this week.,

"WHAT D'YE MEAN, YOU LOST YER

September.

SION, REX,

Msnsger Dean of the Crystal. Astoria, Ore.,
recovering from an operation for appen-

DOG" (ROVER).

(George T. Hood, mgr.).
John Drew In "Major Pendennis."

LYRIC— Vaudeville

Mrs. John W. Consldlne was robbed of a
diamond earring worth $1,000 while temaway from home last week.

porarily

is

Music by
Joseph M. Daly

Arthur Spaulding

METROPOLITAN

Orpheum

GREAT LIFE

Words by

SEATTLE.
By WALBURT.

MOORE. — Dark.

The Tivoli theatre property st 1st and
Madison was sold May 28 to David M. HoffThe change of ownership
for $00,000.
will not affect the policy, where the Dick
Lonsdale Company is now appearing in musical comedy.

man

dicitis.

Tour of the local cabarets divulged two
talented singers in Ruby Allen at Anderson's and Marie Miller at Brooks'.
Miss
Allen has a quaint ring to her voice that is
novel as well as palatable.
She's singing a
new effeminate war ditty of Tom Zimmerman (local) called "I Want to Be a Spy."
Marie Miller sprinkles enough "pepper" to
season the seasoned habitue while rendering
such numbers as "My Lovin' Man's Got Another Gal" and "If tbu Don't Like My
Peaches Don't Tou Shake My Tree."

1-2.

theatre here, started the boy In the
business by putting him on as an amateur attraction one week.

press

Ted Ullmark, formerly of the All Star Trio.
now doing a single In the Northwest

The Ed. Armstrong musicsl comedy closed
a ten weeks' engagement at the Strand, Spokane, and are now touring Idaho and Montana.

ALBOLENE
"Start of thm mtamm
havm madm it thm ragm
'

««

I

II.

Marsh

The Orpheum, Nampa,

Idnho,

is

utilizing

A son was born to the wife of Fred Mercy.
North Taklma theatres, last week.

It cuts

surpassing.

the paint

STELLA MAYHEW.
u

out up in i and a ounce tubes
te fit the make-up box
alio i..
i and i lb
cans.
It map be ha«t of most druR<ri*f» and
dealers in make-up. SampU free on request.
Albolene

'

:

for the pre.vnt.

vaudeville.

it

nicely and does not irritate the skin."

The Columbia, Vancouver, has cut vaude
vl!Jo

am using Albolene every day and

find

(male member of Kole and
Snow) Is a wt.«l-to-do truck gardener on
Mercer Island (In I^ake Washington), but
plays a few dati.» now and again.
P.

I'nul Func:, a U* year-old Chinese rnrtoonlst,
will mier vaudeville,
lie lilled next to Clon-

ing position on the Orpheum bill at the Alhambra last week, and received unstinted
praise for his offering.
He Is now cartoonist
on the Seattle 'Dally Post-Intelligencer." J.
Hush Dronson. former manager of the Bm-

McKESSON

ROBBINS

it
lacerswratod

•1

Fulton Street

•

New York

;;

;;

VARI1TY
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FENTON

weeks' vacation prior to roopenlng at the
Wilkes' theatre (now A 1 ham bra) June 10.
These people played at the Orpheum for 60
weeks.

Is

William Hartung, treasurer of the Orpheum,
out on vacation.

Ralph Clonlnger, leading man with the
American Players In Spokane, la spending the
with his mother In Salt Lake City.

summer

and

PHULADEUyilA, PA.
KEITH'S

it

ANNOUNCE
they have abandoned their
proposed Puzzle Contest, as
it was in conflict with the
Postal Laws.

The Judges have been

dis-

and
charged, but
working.
stiM
Green are
Fenton

come organist at the new Jensen
bert Rlalto.

A Von Her-

has eliminated vaude-

Fred St. Peter Is convalescing in an Everett
(Wash.) hospital from rheumatism.

The Orpheum, Burley, Idaho.

Is

using vau-

deville.

Oeorge Teet aBulstant to Manager Eugene
Levy at the Grand for the past nine years,
has gone to Boise, Idaho, an assistant to
r

Manager Harmonica Brown

The Wilkes'

Players

are

of

the Majestic.

enjoying

(H. T. Jordan, mgr.).—This bill
it might play very heavy before
It rounded out Into a corking
good entertainment with plenty of comedy
to hold it up.
"Liberty Loan Week" was
strongly boosted and as an extra attraction
one of the Common Pleas Judaes m<ni<u"<<'i
during the show and made a strong plea for
the support of the loan.
The audience listened
with
surprising
Interest
and
the
speaker was one of the applause hits of the
bill.
This patriotic thing is running strong
at this theatre and when Violet Dale recited
a poem, and the American flag drop was run
down, the audience needed no coaxing to
burst into the "Star Spangled Banner," giving Miss Dale a much stronger finish for her
act than she would have received on her
impressions of stage favorites.
Miss Dale is
above the average as an Impersonator and an
actress, but she might select better subjects
than Mrs. Carter and Lillian Shaw for her
work.
Claude Ollllngwater had the headline
position with the comedy-drama, "The FrameUp." The title of the sketch is new, but the
play Is one of his former one-act offerings
with a new finish.
It Is a cleverly-written
piece and very well played, as all of Mr. GI1llngwater's sketches have been.
Julie Heme,
a daughter of the ever-remembered James A.
Heme, is Mr. Ollllngwater's leading woman
thia season, and it is a pity the story of "The
Frame-Up" does not give her more to do.
Mr. Ollllngwater has given "The Frame-Up"
a finish like one of his other sketches, only
this time he takes the Ill-treated wife for a
year's cruise instead of taking her to Rector's
for a midnight supper. It makes a great hit
with the women-folks. Bert Baker gives the
domestic story a different tonch In "Prevarication," getting a lot of fun out of his way
of "putting one over" on the "Mrs." with
the help of a chorus girl and a confidential
This sketch Is one of the real oldclerk.
time farces, played right up to the minute for
laughs and getting one In every line and bit
of business. Baker Is a far better farce comedian than he ever appeared to be In burlesque, and vaudeville could stand a few more
Ida Emerson Is a
sketches like this one.
recent addition to the cast and lends able aslooked as

GREEN

The People's, Dutte,
ville for the present.

/'

a

two

If

started, but

A4dr*aa>

Supported by -SIR-

JAMES

A.

DWYER

Direct!*..

Archie b Gertie Falls
Direction,

NORMAN JEFFER1ES

ADA

VINCENTsCARTER
"The Chap from England"
Playing for W. V. M. A.

ED.

"The Maid from America »»

BIANCA

Mile.

The Classic Dancer with a Production

w^

DUDLEY

MLLE. BIANCA

ED. F.

REYNARD

Tks VaatrMaejuiaC with a Preduc

waee^a^MBVHMHHa^iH

THE WORLD'S INCOMPARABLE

slstance.

VAUDEVILLE'S GREATEST
ILLUSIONIST SAYS:
HE IS NOW PLAYING RETURN DATES
WHICH SHOWS

THEM

IN

THE EAST.

IN"

MAGGIE CASEY
•

4k

ciation Circuits.

VARIETY. New York

"KAR-MI GETS

HOLMES

Direction;

REYNARD

F.

NOW

KAR

VARIETY, New York)

•

SID

J.

Francis

BOOKED SOLID W. V. M. A. CIRCUIT
TOURING ACKERMAN AND HARRIS TIME

Dooley

and

Corlnne

Bales recently returned from their European
repeated much of the material used here
Just before they sailed for London a year or
so ago. One or two song bits seem new, and
they have one or two new gags, but the rest
is unchanged, and was Just as big a laughing
hit as ever.
Vanda Hoff and Co. had the
closing position with "The Dancing Olrl of
Delhi." After all the dances of this class we
have seen here the. past year or two, this
one held the audience as well as any of them.
It is prettily staged, the dancing Is good and
there Is Just enough of a pantomime story
to carry the act through without a drag.
It
was very well received. Walter B rower made
his first appearance here and made an excellent impression with his monologue.
He
has a drawl delivery* affected or natural, that
enables him to get his stuff over In a way
that brings laughs, and be has a good line
of chatter.
He follows Julius Tannan and
others with a sentimental poem for a finish,
but gets away with it nicely. The very pretty
singing turn of Gertruue Holmes snd Robert
Buchanan scored 'a big hit, the singing being above the average. They followed another
act a week or so too soon to have used the
"Just a Song at Twilight" number, and the
same kind of a finish, but it earned them a
liberal hand.
Pal and Ernie Stanton did
fairly well with their comedy talk and instrumental finish, and Archie and Gertie Falls
furnished a satisfactory opener with their
comedy acrobatics.
COLONIAL (H. A. Smith, mgr.).— J. C.
Mack & Co. in. "Mother Ooose" Is the headOthers are: Espe A
line feature of the bill.
Dutton Homer Llnd A Co., Anger A Co. The
Houghtona and the Fox Film feature, 'The
This is the final week of
Final Payment."
the season for vaudeville. Next week "20,000
Leagues Under the Sea."
OPERA HOUSE (W. D.
NIXON'S
Wegefarth, mgr.). J. K. Emmett A Co. in
"The Devil He Did" ; Edmonds ft Leedom
Juggling De Lisle; Joyce, West and Simon
trip,

(Address

HARRY WEBER

The moit gorgeous sod astounding eqmlibnstic novelty ever conceived by brsia of men
This act has been s positive sensation all over the Western Vaudeville Manaaers'
Asso-'

H0UDIN1
t

EDDIE BORDEN

LE CLAIR

natural Irish Lady in her Celtic
Comeallyes, Wit, Humor and Stories
of the Emerald Isle.

The

At Liberty For Next Season
Address - VARIETY, CHICAGO

;

:

GRAND

—

Frank Mullane and Three Chums.

NIXON

(F.

G.

Nixon-Nirdllnger, mgr.).—

THE FAYNES

THE ARTISTS WITH A SUPREME OFfWUNtt
itive, JACK PLYNN
Ed. Morton, Philadelphia's popular ballad
b
Others are
S'fJ"' of-eadB thlB w «*k's bill.
"Maids
Phllly"; Olga Mlshka and the Russian Ballet Myrtle and Harry Gilbert Klnto,
e Ju
$L
v
£F ,,n * Ja P- and *** Fox film feature,
"The
Silent Lie."
;

;

KEYSTONE

(M.

W.

Taylor, mgr.).—"The
Spring of Youth" heads the vaudeville bill
this week.
Others are: Adra Slnslee A Co. In
"Kiddle"; Chapell and Trible; Billy Kllgard;
Newton and Bowers and the film feature;
Mary Plckford tnd Henry B. Walthall In

"The Wheel of Life."

GLOBE

(Sabloskey A McGulrk, mgrs.).—
Naughty Princess" is the head liner.
Marin Sisters Northlane and Ward
Solar; Howard and Ross; Delmore,
Angel and Co. Charles Thompson and others.
WILLIAM PENN (O. W. Mattel, mgr.).—
"Revue De Vogue," a musical tabloid, headlines the first half.
Others are
Harry K.
Morton and Zella Russell; Ben Smith; Barry.
Nelson A Barry, and the film feature, "The

"The

Others

;

;

Willie

;

:

Millionaire Vagrant."
Last half: Joseph
Hart presents "The Breakers" ; Regal and
others with the film feature "Amer-

Mack and

That's All."
(Joseph Gohen, mgr.).— First
half W. B. Friedlander's "The Night Clerk"
Nell McKlnley; Taylor Trip and the film feature, "The Silent Lie."
Last half: Ted Reilly's "All's Fair In Love," a musical tabloid
and others.
ican,

BROADWAY
:

CROSS

—

KEYS

(Sabloskey

A

McGulrk,

mgrs.). First half: "The Four Husbands"
headlines.
Other*: Wood, Melville and PhilAdonis and His Dog. Last half
lips
Lew
Welch; Henry Frey; Society Diving Beauties;
Chase ft La Tour; Mahoney and Rogers; Mile.
Rlalto and Co. and others.
:

;

^
FIVE

FEET
OF
COMIC
OPERA

GRACE HAZARD

FIVE

FBET
Hear
Sing
"You've Got to be American to Feel That Way" SSK

VARIETY
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Georgia

in

are organizing
Home Guard—ol
a
food growers.
Corn
will be taught how
to ahoot.
they*

BILLY

BEARD

The Bill si Jacksonrllle and Sarsnnsh last
certainly had plenty of Variety In It.
Here
few of the acta

week
it

a

A WORD. DOQt

KNAPP and C0BNALLA. female
MARY
funniest letter from JACK KENNY

Learing Woodeide
a couple
weeks Bean bars
year and a half.
If ever youi folks
have to lesre TOS
behlad.
mine
as

Jacksonrllle waiters. Miss Morris
Si-Hi and
in a musical Sweat

impersonators.

Wood and

7

shirt.

We

k. urieia in

of

received the
Kenny and Hollla Isst week. Wish i could print
in this space, but it can't oe done.
When you
see us. ask to see it.
Sure Is a riot.
and ARNOLD, thanks for the Hotel
tip.
Will soo you In the trenches.
YES, I registered.
or
it

did.

TAYLOR

Next Wssk (June

11)

Nashville, Tenn..

Louisville,

"The Party from

Wsoislos Keaaets.

El.

&—This

P.

PETE MACK

Western

Jim

and

to

not "bull" from a
•bull." Just ••gratitude." writs fat
booklet

Marian Harkins

Personal Direction.

Representative,

Una

OSWALD.

and

Ky.

ths South'*
Eastern
Representative,

can

I

mend
highly.

NORMAN JEFFERIES

I

SIMON AGENCY
v

(Sunday 2B Notified)
AND
(Europe R Total Strangers)

Delays Are Schools In Which

WE

GAIN

The Skill to Hold Our Hopes In ReinHerd Knocks Are Lessons for ths Will—

SUCCESS

In

Nolan

FURTHERMORE
PERFORMERS,
ARMY, will

LIES High Upon the Hill
Ths Tarry-Town Telepathies
Even

If
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Prohibition iiti.
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Nolan
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„
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NOW A

Waller Weeiws

Patriotically yours,

ACCORDIONIST and SINGER
Direction.

is

FULL WEEK.

always aeti

s •mile—
ss Broadway.
Going down.

at preeent enlisted in ths
bo pleased to hoar that

FRANCE

VESPO

iWt's
of

eo*

ART© ©M,
U5^

Ca.f4Avi^B v*

FORREST and CHURCH
Melody

Losw

vs. Stopping.
Direction.

MARK

Circuit.

Cilia 13 loo wis

LEVY.

(Freddy James can't amount to much.
Ho has 2 first namae-)

w

'FMWfr 8L000 FOR TUf
and my KAI6ER R0UTIM4V
OONC FORTH TO TN»
L«B*A*IAN OP CONOatAS

HA>/e

AND 5TAT/ONCRS HALL,
LONDON, 30 WOULD AD.ViSC CERTAIN COPlBST
[O LAV OS*Pf
WILL not

Hop Scotch
Come out of your Box
Whovsrs you catch
Is ons of your men

I

A* CAST WITH YOU
WAS

Flvs and Fivs la—

.AS BERT LEVY

iTHWLE YEARS AS-O.

Illegal
HARRY SYDELL
Hoke a la Modo
Pantages Circuit. Direction. MARK

-

Direction. H. B.

CMALKOLOCjIaS

MARINELL1

THE PINT SIZE PAIR

JOE LAURIE and

Fred Duprez Says:
"Mr. Manhattan" finished its
remarkable provincial run last
at Cork.

DID YOU EVER SEE
Whovsrs you catch

CLAMS

SAW

Eddie and Birdie

Ireland

BKABDEDEST

place.

weeks and

DID YOU EVER SEE

scrap.

Arthur IU«by In whitefacef
and Lou Miller's dancing matt
Ethier In uniform 7
Joe Laurie register f
Aleen Branson buy Liberty bonds f

certainly a
there

is

We

were
didn't

see a

hi

great
three

Vaudeville Clastic

single

Writers of comic Irish

If

ED. E.

Herbert

RICKARDS
AUSTRALIAN

MOST
MAX GORDON

Management,

MAX HART

PAULINE

SAXON

other things.

•AYS
always keep on trying
things— I'm
bigger

III

Umpiro,

and U. B. O.

PETE MACK

I've made—
ftsateat thing la life, of
course,
is
simply not ts
be afraid.

Tbe

HOWARD

HOWARD

Minstrels

11-17

stole—and
a few

4

aiDEM
W. V. M* A.

CHARLIE

NsU O'Brien

Permanent Address. VARIETY. Now York

in bases

-JOY
Direction,

"RUBE-ISM"
BOOKED SOLID

EDDIE ROSS

%^0» V Leading
VI >V* the league

ELSA

IN

BLACKFACE

TOUR

Newell

Playing U. B. O. and Orphoum Circuits

CONRAD

SAM BAERWITZ "^"ST
BILLY

ALLEN

->

CONRAD
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week

Robinson. McCarthy. Bradley. MorreU, Willisms.
Carr, all of Keith's, Boston, are the
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I erer
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FRANK EVANS

VARIETY

George Has Done

And

First

Performance
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Again

His Newest Dancing Star
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FRED NICE
ADA MAY WEEKS
and

Presents Their Latest Sensation
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TAMING THE SATYR
A

Pantomime
by FRED NICE

Dramatic Dancing

Originated and Produced
Music by CHAS.

5>

PREVIN

Direction,
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MILITARY VAUDEVILLE CIRCUIT
PROPOSED FOR TRAINING CAMPS
War

Department Expected

Camps, Mostly

to Establish 30

in

South. Vaudeville as Entertainment to Be Supplied
Nearby. Successfully Tried in Canada and Texas.
Circuit to Organize When Drafting
Starts.
Chicago, June 13.
Several theatrical men here have laid
plans for the formation of what practically will he a new vaudeville circuit,
the houses for which will be located
close to the military training camps,
which will spring into existence as

soon as the troop drafting begins.
These plans have been kept secret
and are necessarily not complete as
yet, since the men back of the proposition have to await the government's

out their big shows.
Bruce Edwards, general manager for
Charles Dillingham, intimated it would
call for unusual effort to frame the
big shows for the Hippodrome and
the Century.
The Dillingham office
has three big shows all told, the new
Fred Stone show, the Hip and the
Century.

camp sites. It
generally understood camps will dot

announcement
is

on vaudeville to mature their talent
and that vaudeville has been about
fine-combed, with the managers now
forced to do some tall hustling to turn

of

the

the south, since training could be accomplished the year around without
weather handicaps. There are to be 30
such camps, it is thdught.
Whether the backers of the new circuit or chain of theatres will have to
erect houses, or whether they will take
over those in the towns nearest to the

camps

isn't

the idea

is

certain.
feasible.

Rut

it

It

was

is

known
tried

in

Texas during the recent border occupation.
In Canada last year during the concentration of troops for overseas duty,
one camp was at a considerable distance from a large town and in that
case a vaudeville theatre and a picture
house were hastily built and though
the camp is practically deserted now,
the backers turned a good profit. L. F.
Allardt was one of those who profited
in the supplying of amusement to Can-

adian recruits.
Since the American soldier is to receive a dollar per day, he is going to
well afford a vaudeville show. The increased pay figured with that of the
officers averages to $42 monthly per
man, as reported in last week's
V ARIF.TY.

PAGE, STATE'S PRESS AGENT.
Lexington, Ky., June 13.
Peter Fagc (Maurice Burnaugh), of
the former Raymond Hitchcock show,
"Hetty." and who, prior to that, was
with "Town Topics," has been commissioned Chairman of Publicity on the
board of the State Council for National
Defense.
Since retiring from the stage Page
has been doing newspaper work here
and handled the publicity for the Liberty Loan in the Blue Grass state.

SOUSA AGAIN AT

HIP.
John Phillip Sousa and Raymond
Hubbcll arc to be the joint composers
of the new show, "U. S. A." at the Hip-

podrome next
piece

mer

part

in

is

season.
It is said the
one of Mr. Sousa's for-

light operas.

The Sousa Band

is

the pit at the big playhouse
and the two composers are to alternate
in the direction of the* musicians.

The producers of the big musical entertainments are worrying about what
they will be able to serve up in the
way of novelties. At present there i>
a dearth of available material for the
coming season in effects and people
One manager says the majority of
producers have been relying too much

15,

PRICE TfcN CENTS

1917

SOLDIERS MAKE IT GOOD.
Syracuse, June 13.
Business throughout the upper, part
of New York state has received a much
needed stimulant through the arrival
of an unusually large number of soldiers from the State militia regiments,
the men being delegated to guard the
bridges
government
and
property
throughout the section.
The soldiers have necessitated the
local use of S. R. O. signs, which in
many instances were packed in storage.
There 'are two stock companies
there, both doing full business, while
formerly neither could be classed as
financial winners.
Reports from various other sections
up-state bring news of a similar condition, the majority of the National
Guardsmen being well supplied with
spending money through various incomes independent of the government
salaries.

OTHER "LIBERTY BONDS."
James Duffy was sued for divorce iast
week by his wife, Mercedes Lorenz
(Duffy and Lorenz).
Both have appeared in vaudeville and productions.

"DOPE'S" SELF OPINION.
Jack

BRICE AND KING'S

OWN SHOW.

Elizabeth Bricc and Charles King
(Brice and King) have everything arranged to tour next season in a fullfledged musical comedy. The financial
backing has been arranged for. It will

come from sources outside the show
business, according to accounts.
The
entire production the couple are to
star in will be under their sole control.

Commencing

July 2, Bricc and King
play three or four weeks of OrCircuit vaudeville, on the Coast,
receiving $1,000 weekly. They declined
a full Orphcum Circuit route through
their plans to head the $2 production

RITER GOING IT ALONE.
The

first

production

that

Joseph

Riter. the Pittsburg steel millionaire,
to make, all by himself, is "Arabella," to open out of town June 24.
This is the tryout period for the piece,
an effort being made at present to
York
secure a house to open in in
n La'-or Day
< ieo r<jc
Foster Pb'.tt is stnging the
The cast includes Laura
production.
Hope Crews, Lizzie Hudson Collier,

New

Prank Connor, Donald Gallagher, H.
I>.

Stanford.

B.

13.

Justice,

encompassed withwas found in
his diary, and from behind the bars ha
belittled himself, blaming no one for

tion of his downfall,
in

the past six months,

his plight.
He said:

"I'm not a man; I'm a dog,
a rat.
Any fellow who lets 'dope' get
the best of him is a rat."

FRISCO'S COSTLY BILL.
San Francisco, June

13.

The Orpheum, this city, has a current vaudeville program costing over
$5,000 in salaries.
It is said to be the
most expensive show the Orphcum has
ever had.
Among the feature acts are Evelyn
Ncsbit, Nat Goodwin and Ray Cox
(Miss Cox being held over for her third
week

Upon

receiving the summons and
complaint, Mr.
Duffy carried them
around with him and when meeting a
party of professional friends, would produce the papers, saying "There, boys,
arc the genuine 'Liberty Bonds.'"

Chicago, June
claiming to

have
managed several shows and said to
have been superintendent of the Palace
two years ago, was arrested here
charged by federal agents with dispensing morphine. A graphic descrip-

in

town).

JANE COWL IN COMEDY.
Jane Cowl has grown tired of "sob"
roles and will essay something lighter.
She will travel next season for about
five weeks in "Lilac Time" and, according to present plans, is to come into
New York for the opening of the new
Selwyn theatre on West 42d street in
a sparkling comedy, with a part totally
different from anything with which she
has been identified in the past.

TREASURERS TAKES BONDS.
At the meeting of the Treasurers'
Club of America Tuesday it was voted
the organization would invest $10,000
in Liberty Bonds, splitting the subscription between ten banks, giving each

will

$1,000.

pheum

The Treasurers' Club is one of the
few clubs in the country that hasn't a
debt of any sort and has an exceedingly comfortable surplus.

having been

fully

made.

to be in

is

MUSICAL PRODUCERS WORRYING.

JUNE

BAYES-NORWORTH WEEK.
There is to be a Bayes and Norworth vaudeville week after all, by a
pre-understanding between the former
wedded couple. Nora Bayes and Jack
Norworth.
They will not do a
"double act."

P.ach is to appear singis
it
reported, on the program at
the Riverside week of July 2.
It will
be Miss Bayes' second week at that
theatre.
She is to be headlined, with
Norworth bottoming the bill.
F.;ich
turn will receive it:; ourt saiarv.
The sin-le a-et W.rv.ortb is to do at
the Riverside will not interfere beyond
that time with the bookings ^iven to
Norworth and Lillian Lorraine as a
4
wo-act.
ly,

MERCEDES'

WAR

OFFER.

Mercedes, the mind-reader who apparently has no trouble in penetrating
into the thoughts of Mile.- Stantone,

"medium," in their vaudeville act,
was unable to fathom where he
bad lost a trunk when in Washington

his

but

last week, has offered his act free to
the Government for one year, to travel
around the army posts and entertain

the soldiers.

Mercedes wrote Secretary Tumulty
Washington «;t;itin<» trip*, as he is
.'ii.ii iut< d
i'm at live service and oesiiniK n<» do what he could, the offer of
the act was submitted in the hope it
would be acceptable. He has received

at

iui

reply that his ofTcr will be put before
the Army Department.

CABLES
ENGLAND REDUCING HEAVY
WAR TAX ON AMUSEMENTS
London and Touring Managers Say 80% of Profit, After 15%
Deducted For Investment, Prohibits Chance In
Theatre Productions. Government Giving
Sympathetic

London, June 13.
Bricux's "The Three Daughters of
Monsieur Dupont," some 12 years ago
wag refused a license, was produced at
the Ambassadors' June 8.
It is a propaganda play, splendidly
acted.

Ethel Irving registered a triumph,
strongly supported by Aimee deBurgh,
Italia Conte and O. B. Clarence.

London, June
London. June 13.
There is every outward indication
the Government will shortly reduce to
a minimum the heavy tax upon amusements. They are confronted with the
proposition of either taking this course
or entirely "killing the goose that lays
the golden egg."
Reports have it the Chancellor of
the Exchequer has given the managers
his sympathetic consideration, it having been presented to that important
official
that taxing theatrical profits
80 per cent, after allowing 15 per cent
on the investment, does not leave producers any reasonable chance to take a
gamble with an amusement undertaking.

Already touring managers have gone
on record that taking from them fourfifths of their profits makes the chance
absolutely prohibitive and they prefer
to close

down

entirely.

This would be a comparatively easy
thing for the producers to do, but the
owners of theatres in London and the
provinces are saddled with leases and
could not shut down without being

and Graces," scheduled
production June 16.

of "Airs

"SHEILA" BRIGHTLY WRITTEN.
London, June 13.
James Githa Sowerby's "Sheila" was
produced at the St. James June 7. It
is a pretty, sentimental play, brightly
written and well acted.
Fay Compton revealed unexpected
strength in the leading feminine role,
and Aubrey Smith, William Farren and
Stella Campbell are excellent.

"SMILE" SUCCESS EXPECTED.
London, June

dells all scored.

With our Government taking heed of

might have an important bearing on
any similar contemplated official action
along the same lines over here.

London, June

hall reports a defiof over $20,000 on the year and the
directors are contemplating transforming it into a twice-nightly theatre.
This rumor has been cropping up annually for the past three years.

MILLIE PAYNE DIES.

London, June

London, June 13.
the eccentric come-

13.

series of official war films was
privately presented at the Scala last
week. They are remarkably effective,

Millie Payne,
dienne, died in a nursing homes.

giving an excellent idea of the havoc
wrought by the Huns before retreating.
Roads, bridges and houses were
blown up and trees destroyed.
The Scala will present "The Crisis"
Tune 14. supplemented by the war
films, twice daily.

"Hello Araerioa" in Provincial England
London, June 13.
"Hello America," a new revue, is
being sent on tour by Mrs. Jack Will-

A new

Similar scenes in pictures and possibly an extract from the war films mentioned above were exhibited this week
in the pictorial news weeklies around

New York

iams.

Run

in for a run.

HIT.
London. June 13.
At the Drury Lane, Beecham's opera
companv scored a pronounced success

London, June

13.

Charles B. Cochran produced "Rosmerholm" at the St. Martin last week
with matinees Tuesdav and Fridav.
which served no useful purpose. *
"Airs and Graces" Showing Saturday.

London, June

The Falace

is

13.

closed for rehearsals

FRANK VAN HOVEN
Wanta everybody to know that JOE ERBER,
Manager of the Avenue Theatre, East St. Louis',
III., is a Rood scout and is a pal of Dad Haley,
the man who hunts up the owners of places that
have burned to the ground and convinces them
they had only $1,000 worth of goods when they
know »hey had $15,000. They are nice men—'
drink very little and smoke some; never curse
much, and associate with a fellow named Murphy, which will go hard for them if they ever
tr

/»

jy*

• *j.

up

:n

owe

case.
a tt.ut'
a letter, and

they don't
write aocr. I hope the -wind blows from ine east
for two months straight. (The Stock Yards are
Tli<»y b-nli

rr>e

if

in the east.)

How

the manager in Belleville who canned
me after the first show? Those were the happy
days. Nothing to eat but think.
is

June

1.

Bernstein, en-

to be

The Ambassadeurs, the open air cafe*
in the Champs Elys^es, open26, under the management of

Revues are now being played at the
Marigny, Casino de Paris, Folies Bergere, Gaite* Rochechouart, Cigale, CaVaudeville
pucines, Michel, Femina.
holds the stages of the Alhambra, Kursaal, Olympia, Petit Casino, Medrano,
Nouveau Cirque, Bobino, Eldorado,
Europeen; pictures occupy the Hippodrome (Gaumont Palace), Theatre
Dramatique,
Follies
du Vaudeville,
Cirque d'Hiver. The former cafe* concert known as the Pepiniere has been'
converted into a movie.

by Gabriel
arranged
Promethee,
Faure, has been given at the Paris
Opera, as a lyrical drama, with Albert
Lambert and other members of the
Comedie Franchise. This work was
first produced in 1900 at the open-air
theatre in the arena of Beziers, which

made an
edy.

HAWTRET-MILLER ALLIANCE.
London, June 13.
Hawtrey has joined mana-

TEN THOUSAND THANKS.
London, June 13.
song writer who sent

an enormous quantity of cigarettes to
the front, received over 10,000 post
cards of thanks from the trenches.
St. Clair has devoted his profits on

ideal frame for Eschyles tragAlthough not so brilliantly
mounted as on a regular stage with artistic sets it [Jean Lorrain and A. F.
Herold's version] was then a greater

success

artistic
vival.

The

than the present re-

bands of the British guards
comprising 250 musicians
are in Paris, as guests of the band of
the French Republican guards. Concerts at the Trocadero are arranged,
the proceeds to go to needy inhabitants of the French territory recently
rescued by British forces. All theafive

regiments

tres are offering free seats to the men
attend in full uniform (red coats

who

and bearskins).

the sale of his soncrs to charity, which

amounts

to over $15,000.

"Merchant of
theatres:
(Antoine);
Le Poulailler
(Varietes); "La
(Bouffes); "Dolly"
Flambee" (Porte St. Martin); "La
Dame Blanche" (Gait6); "Volont6 de
In

Paris

Venice"

JACK ENJER DEAD.
London, June 13.
Jack Fnier. late of the Enjer Trio,
has been killed in action.
Although
only eight months in the army he was
previously wounded, but returned to
France.

PILCER INTENSE.
London, June 13.
At the Globe, Gabv Deslvs is presenting a one-act Guignolese play,
"The Fork," as a curtain raiser to "Su-

l'Homme"

"Broken

Halo"

Successfully

Shown.

London. June 13.
Richard Lambart. D. S. 0. successfully presented at the Chelsea Palace.
Tune 11. "A Broken Halo," supported
bv Louise Trimble.
t

"Maid of Mountains" Passes 200th.
London, Tune 13.
"The Maid of {he Mountains" at
Daly's
ance.

has passed

Bertram Wallis
Arthur Wontner

its

200th

will shortly
in the cast.

performsucceed

(Gymnase);

"Madame

et

son Filleul (Palais Royal); "Nouveaux
Riches" (Sarah Bernhardt); "Manage
de Mile. Boulemans (Ambigu); "Poison Noire," etc. (Grand Guignol);
"Folle Nuit" (Edouard VII); "Le PePacha" (Arts); "Billet de Logetit
mont" (Scala) "Queen of Bluff," operetta (Mayol); "Noces d'Argent" and
repertoire (Comedie Francaise); "Par
"PrometheV'
le
Glaive"
(Odeon);
(Opera); "Madame Sans Gene (Rejane); "Famille du Brosseur" (Athene>); "Le
Minaret" (Renaissance);
(Apollo);
Lieutenant"
"Fiancee du
"Ane de Buridan" (Empire); "La fin
d'un
Reve" (Albert I); "Puce a
;

l'Oreille" (Dejazet).

AN EDDIE DARLING TRIBUTE.
A presentation to Eddie Darling

9.

Queenie Finnis in "High Jinks."
London, June 13.
Queenie Finnis will succeed Marie
Blanche in "High Tinks" at the Adelphi. when Hilda Lewis and Douglas
Ascot introduce a new eccentric dance.

London, June 13.
Bernard Dillon, the husband of Marie
Lloyd, has been sentenced to a month's
imprisonment for assaulting his wife.

is

chantant
ed May

tinuous films.

F. St. C!air, the

Henry

"L'Elevation"

London. June 13.
William Fox's "A Daughter of the
from the Lonwithdrawn
Gods" was
don opera house June 9 and the Stoll
picture house once more reverts to con-

Royalty, closed June

SENT TO JAIL FOR ASSAULT.

USELESS MATINEES.

FOX FILM WITHDRAWN.

Charles

piece by

produced
Another
at the Comedie Franchise*
comedy by Tristan Bernard, "La Famille du Brosseur," is also due at the
Theatre de l'Athenie.

London, June 13.
Michael Morton's "Remnant," at the

heroine.

not the first time the couple
at loggerheads.

London, June 13.
At the Savoy, H. B. Irving withdrew
"Waterloo"
and pro"The Bells" and
duced H. A. Vachell's "Humpty Dumpty" June 11.

"REMNANT" CLOSED.

"Fair Maid of Perth," which,
although written 50 years ago, had its
London premiere June 8 to a packed
house.
Mignon Nevada is splendid as the
in Bizet's

is

"HUMPTT DUMPTT" STAGED.

Tn the playlet she is stiooorted by
Mons. Servais and Harry Pilcer. The
latter displayed unexpected intensity
and pathos.

BRIGHTS DELAYED OPERA

It

man company.

zette."

City.

have been

the husband of Hilda Bruce
leading lady with the Horni-

for "Inside the Lines."

London, June 13.
Derr Bigger's American-made
melodrama, "Inside the Lines," has
caught on at the Apollo and seems to
Earl

be

He was
Potter,

13.

The Oxford music

cit

FILMS.

13.

Charles Biddy, a comedian, long associated with the Horniman Repertory
company, has been killed in action.

gerial forces with Gilbert Miller for a
production of a new play by Haddon
Chambers, with Renee Kelly in the
leading part.

OXFORD DEFICIT—$20,000.

England's experiences during the war,
the action of that country in reference
to its taxes on theatrical enterprises

WAR

13.

Albert deCourville's production of
"Smile" at the Garrick contains the elements of success. Young Chappelle's
music is melodious, giving great promise to the 20-year old composer.
This
is his first attempt at a score.
Fred Duprez, Lewts Sydney, Tom
Stuart, Maidee Hope, Minerva Coverdale, Haidee de Ranee and Phyllis Be-

held liable for heavy rentals.

LATE

for

Paris,

A new
titled

R. Baratta, of the Olympia.

CHARLES BIDDT KILLED.

Consideration.

IN PARIS.

LICENSED, AFTER 12 TEARS.

is

under way by about 60 vaudeville artists.
It is to be a testimonial of
esteem and the plan is to have the presentation made at the opening of the

new season.
Some of the donors

to the testimonithe form of which has not been decided upon, do not know Mr. Darling,
but, with the others, have expressed
their admiration for the rather youthal,

ful

Darling

position

of

in his

exceedingly

difficult

booking the large B. F.

Keith theatres.

According to report neither Mr. Darnor anyone connected with the
Keith theatres has been consulted, the

ling

subscribing artists making

it

a personal

It was
tribute from themselves only.
fust proposed to have the presentation

made before the past season ended, but
it was later decided the first of next
season would be a more appropriate
time.

VAUDEVILLE
NEW ACTS SHOWN

THIS

All indications point to Jake Lubin
succeeding Jos. M. Schenck as principal
booking head of the Marcus Loew Cir-

LONDON'S MUSIC HALLS

IN

At the Coliseum

this

week

Sir

Ed-

gar Elgar, the famous musician, is conducting in his own setting, four poems
entitled "The Fringes of the Fleet,"
taken from Rudyard Kipling's "Sea
Warfare." These songs are sturdy,
thoroughly British and were splendidly
rendered by Charles Mott.
Leon Morton, the French comedian
from the Ambassadors, contributed to
the program at the Coliseum, excerpts
from the various Ambassadors revues,

which proved ineffective as the auditorium is too large for that style of
entertainment.
Florence Smithson on the same bill
made a welcome reappearance.
Joe Peterman produced at the Oxford Monday evening "The Lads of
the Village," a melodramatic musical
tabloid, with a chorus consisting a
hundred men who fought at the front.
A realistic battle episode supposed
to take place in Mesopotamia, was

warmly received.
At the Palladium Gus Elen made a
welcome return to the stage with a
number of his old, but popular, coster
songs.

The program
Clarice

includes Wilkie Bard,

rehearsal June 18 for a July 2 opening.
Mr. Jordan had selected his cast, composed exclusively of Philadelphians,
hut conditions in the Quaker' city
moved him to postpone the production
and it is hardly possible now the piece
will be staged.
The book has been concluded and

by Frank Orth, who was
also scheduled for a part in the show.

handed

in

Last season "Made in Philly" played a
two-week run and this summer Manager Jordan had determined to keep it
in the house for six weeks.

WORKING—AND

Chicago, June 13.
A message was received here from
a former actor, who specialized in
dancing and is now working at the
Willys-Overland automobile plant at
Toledo.

The

ex-artist,

employed

in

making

automobiles, has been on his new
new job less than a year, but though
he makes $40 per week, has saved over
$500, more money than he ever had
when acting. He now says that he is
through with the stage. The man is
married.
•

Mayne, George Mozart and Er-

DOOLEY GETS SALARY INCREASE.

nie Lotinga.

NEW

CAPITOL'S POLICY.

common

opinion has said
the policy of the new Capitol theatre
on Broadway is to be pictures, there is
no surety regarding it, nor has the
policy or even the lessor of the proposed 5,200 capacity theatre house been
named if decided upon.
One report this week was that the
large big time vaudeville managers
might put a proposition before the promoters of the Capitol, to utilize that
theatre with its many seats for a popuIn
lar price bill of large magnitude.
that event the Palace, vaudeville's biggest theatre in point of program, would
have first call upon all turns with the
Capitol to be booked in the same ofThe Capitol-vaudeville rumor was
fice.

Although

—

merely "dope" however, and had no
substantiality.

Theatre builders cast doubt upon any

new

theatre to
building mateDelay
be finished.
rials necessary, with the large quantity
of steel required, besides the high edst
at present, are their reasons.

early date set for the

in

N. V. A.

ELECTION SOON.

Arrangements are reported being prepared for the annual election of officers
for the National Vaudeville Artists. It
will be the first general election the
new club, but a year old, lias held.
The exact date has not been made
public, but it is expected the election
will be held during the summer.

While those directly interested remain silent regarding Mr. Schenck becoming inactive as the general booking
manager, a position he has held since
the Loew circuit formed, it seems to be

IN PHILLY"

WONT

SHOW.

Among
•

the

picture

propositions

Schenck now directs are Norma Talmadge, Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle and
Evelyn Nesbit. Each is a film star.
The Schenck company operates its own
studio in the Times square section and
the various matters connected with all
of the enterprises call for the uninterrupted attention of a business head, say
those familiar with pictures.
Due to this arose the report Mr.
Schenck will probably relinquish the
reins of the booking office, although not
remaining out of touch with its affairs.
He is a large stockholder in the Loew
company and several of his vaudeville
associates are interested with him in
pictures.

DONLIN-STANLEY ACT.
Mike

Donlin,

Memphis team

who

managed

the

JOSE REUBENS AND SKETCH.
who attracted the most
among the Washington
attention
Square Players through his characterizations in the playlets presented by
that group, is coming into vaudeville in
his own sketch, "A Private Account,"
Mr. Reuadapted from the French.
bens will have a company of two.

Lewis
in

& Gordon

are representing

him

the bookings.

Jennie Dolly Suing for Divorce.
action for divorce has been
started by Jennie Dolly in New York
against her husband, Harry Fox. Several co-respondents are mentioned but
not named.
The Dolly Sisters were on the road
nearly all season in "His Bridal Night."
'pon returning to New York, Jennie,
according to her husband, received so
much information from friends regarding him, while she was away, that the
divorce action followed.
I

in Australia.

June

13.

Ted McLean, who has been appear"Let

Well Enough Alone," and

is known as a producer, sails for
Australia July 4, to put on revues,
musical tabs and acts for Ben J. Fuller.
His contract calls for 30 weeks in
the Antipodes, with a optional clause

who

!

,,r

a

furti'Cr

stay.

McLean party will be Peggy
Trarcy. Vilma Stcck (formerlv with
Kul!) and Dill) and Denny and Donneran.
It is possible Frank Morrcll will
also accompany them.
in ttie

will

in subscriptions.

During the week the B.

P.

O. E. No.

New York

subscribed $250,000 to
the loan. In addition the Elks are
sending two ambulances to the front.
Through the efforts. of Dr. Louis Stern
they also donated $750 to the Red
of

Cross Fund.

The Marcus Loew Circuit has orits own Liberty Loan Bond De-

ganized

partment for
charge of C.

nam

its

C.

Building,

employees, under the
at the PutNew York, headquar-

Moscowitz

ters.

Up

to

Wednesday

the

Loew

staff

men

had subscribed for about $80,000 worth
of the bonds, exclusive

of those pur-

chased by the heads of the

circuit.

An

installment payment system has
been put into effect by Mr. Moscowitz,
who will arrange to carry the bonds on
the partial payment plan for any Loew
employee, either in or outside New

York City.
The Loew people secured consider-

present Stanley act.
Uonlin will be featured in the billing
and Stanley will do his "bit" from
the audience.
(

Bonds
Cohan

Pay-roll stolen.
Detroit, June 13.
C.

G.

was carrying.
Williams was about to pay
show, the attack taking place

off the
in the al-

LIGHTS OPENING.
The reopening
was staged

at

of the Lights club
Freeport, L. I., Satur-

day evening, the

beginning
with a baseball game and concluding
with a dinner and dance, several of the
prominent members entertaining the
guests in the main hall of the "Lightfestivities

house."

The

was attended by several
visitors despite the early opening date which prevented a great many
affair

hundred

attending

through
their
vaudeville engagements.
Harry Preen, George Whiting and
George McKay were the principal funmakers, Brecn obliging with an extemporaneous song that carried the
name of every one present and took
over 30 minutes to deliver.
The clubhouse has been entirely
overhauled and. renovated and the
members have built in addition a swimming beach just below the property,
while the ball field has been "gardened"
in
perfect shape.
The Friars team
played the opening game and suffered
a defeat, much to the dismay of Marty
Sampter, who piloted the club from

New York

to Freeport.

The opening was attended by two

ing in this section in one of his playlets.

it

week by announcing a holder of a Liberty Bond would be admitted free to
any Loew theatre Tuesday and Wed-

members

An

closes to-night

Southern League
for the past several weeks, is back on
Broadway and contemplates a flyer in
vaudeville with Stan Stanley, the pair
working a double turn similar to the
in the

ley near the stage door.

Jose Reubens,

Loan campaign

be found that the theatre managers,
stage folk and picture people have
played a prominent part in obtaining
subscriptions to the Government loan.
At the Royal on Tuesday night when
two of the speakers failed to put in an
appearance Louis Mann volunteered to
talk and roused the audience to $1,600

1

bookings.

to Atlantic City when the matrimonial plunge is taken.
trip

Chicago,

Philadelphia. Ji'ne l.v
"Made in Thilly," \\w revue originated by Harry Jordan for Keith's last
season, will not be staged here this
summer as anticipated. It was originally intended to have the piece go into

pretty generally understood among the
vaudeville people that the manifold
and rapidly accumulating picture interests of Mr. Schenck's prohibit his
sole attention to the Loew vaudeville

Williams, manager of the
Temple, was held up by automobile
bandits
Sunday-night. After beating
him they grabbea the $2,500 pay roll he

IT.

When Sam Bernard was asked the
other day what he expected' to do next
season, the German comedian replied:
"It looks as though I will either have
to go to war or with tlic Shuberts."

now Mr. Schenck's

between
salary
differences
The
Johnnie Dooley and Yvette Rugel and
the Shuberts have been patched up, the
former's "two weeks' notice" has been
recalled and the couple will continue
to appear under the Shuberts' direction.
The adjustment of the salary matter
will not delay the wedding arrangement
of the young people who plan a quick

McLean Producing

SAM BERNARD'S IDEA OF

"MADE

SAVING.

is

chief assistant.

Have Fresh Attractions, Latter Witnessing Gus Elen's Return With Old Popular
Songs. French Comedian at Col. Finds House
Too Large for His Style Entertainment.
13.

Mr. Lubin

cuit.

Coliseum, Oxford and Palladium

London, June

THEATERS BOOST BOND SALES.
When the $2,000,000,000 Lib«rty

JOE SCHENCK'S SUCCESSOR.

WEEK

score of agents and booking managers,
well as a large number of people
with the profession, but not
on the club membership.

as

able publicity

nesday of

in

the* dailies late last

week.
Hitchcock

this

Raymond
thi?

Liberty
of the
during the

sold

week from the stage

& h arris

theatre,

performance of "Hitchy-Koo."
Mr. Hitchcock was an example of
what a showman could do with an
audience of patriots.
Tuesday night
the subscriptions received through his
efforts footed up $75,000, signed tor on
the spot, and "Hitchy Koo" ran 70
minutes late in consequence.
The manager-actor-monologist appeared in the kahki uniform he wears
during the performance, making his appeal between the acts.
(In the review of the Palace,

New

program last week, Fr*l in
Variety commented on the difference
York,

response a showman could secure in
the Liberty Bond sale and that obtained by the speakers in the various
theatres assigned by the Bond Committee.)
The business for "Hitchy Koo" since
the show opened last Thursday has
been at flood tide. All orchestra seats
are bringing a substantial premium, the
in

ticket

brokers

having loaded

up

on

them before the
E. Ray Goetz,

piece opened.
listed as the writer of
the music in the show, is reported to
have had quite considerable to do with
the entire promotion of the production
and is said to have a 25 per cent, interest in it, besides his royalty as author.

LIGHTS CLUB RESIGNATION.
Robert Henry Hodge, secretary of
the Lights Club, at Freeport, L. I.,
resigned from that office this week because of the criticism aimed at him for
inviting Harry Mountford to the reopening ceremonies of the organization last Saturday.
Mountford surprised the gathering
when he arrived, apparently prepared
to join the list of speakers.
Victor
Moore, president of the club, who was

production headed by
Burrows-Fontaine
dishas
There were 11 people in the
vaudrville organization, owned by Paul
Durand, who disbanded it after the

immediately called off all
speeches and diplomatically announced
the move, adding the remainder of the
evening would lie devoted to dancing.
Later it vvp.s ?aid Hodge had merely
invited Mountford to Freeport in a
general way and Mountford took advantage of the situation to attend the
opening, whereupon Hodge had no al-

act played last week.

ternative.

allied
listed

DANCING ACT OFF.
I

lie

dancing

Kvans
banded

presiding,

f

VAUDEVILLE
FOR BALTIMORE-CANCELLED

Quite some agitation has been stirred
up among the agents booking with the
William Fox vaudeville agency over the
matter of the Fox office issuing a contract for acts

Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association Secures

Knowl-

Contract Issued. Act Was
V. M. P. A.
Obtaining Line On All Bookings.

edge of Booking.

No

To

for

SEATTLE ORPHEUM HAS POP.

Baltimore, for this week, through the
Joe Shea Agencv. was cancelled.
The house is booked through the
B. S. Moss office, of which D. Simmons
The Leightons
booking manager.
is
were to work under an assumed name
but after making the journey from
Freeport to Baltimore were advised the
They did not
engagement was off.
hold a contract for the date.
Pat Casey has inaugurated a system
in the V. M. P. A. whereby he is apprised of every individual booking.
When the Leighton case came to view,
Mr. Casey immediately noted the salary
was a trifle high for an unknown act
and discovered the» name was assumed,
whereupon he instructed the Moss office to cancel the engagement.

Seattle,

for years the home of Orvaudeville in this city, changes
policy June 17, hereafter playing pop
vaudeville, booked by the Affiliated

stir in local theatrical circles.

No Truth

thev

<!<>

a

!lnii-.ut

.it

tiiic

}:.ii't

the
turns.

<>f

own
The Winter Garden employs about

performance, besides their

acts to a show.
It secured
Miss
Raker through Edw. S. Keller, when
Miss Baker insisted upon another fea-

six

Theatre Rumor.
13.

An ungrounded rumor

result.

was reported to have
taken the matter up this week and it
is expected the V. M. P. A. will communicate with William Fox direct,
ignoring Jack Loeb in the matter, Loeb
being held mainly responsible by the
agents for the loose manner, as it affects the artists, in which the Fox

tive Association

in a
It

a

is

carried on.

theatre.

was related that early this week
boy attached to the professional de-

partment of a music publishing concern
jpnd who had been used by Loeb to
solicit acts for the Fox theatres, upon
losing his position in the music firm
and applying to Loeb for a job,
was turned down by Loeb, although
is said the boy's interest in the Fox
Circuit, for which he received about $5
weekly from some one in the Fox office, cost him his $25-a-week position
with the music house when the latter
it

heard of the boy's other connection.
instance was cited, not as applicable to the matter of the Fox bookings, but as characteristic of Loeb.

The

COLLINS BOOKING 17 HOUSES.
The booking of
summer

over the

vaudeville

theatres

the allotment of
Tohnny Collins in the LT nited Booking
is

This week he had added to
some middle western big time
theatres now playing a hot weather pop
policy. The many theatres have been
crowded upon Mr. Collins for conveOffices.

his lists

booking arrangement.
The cities where Mr. Collins now
books are Atlantic City, Coney Island
(Brighton),
Pittsburgh
(Davis and
Sheridan
Square),
Johnstown, Pa.;
Cleveland. Columbus, Cincinnati, Toledo, Indianapolis, Dayton, Paterson,
N. J., Syracuse. Troy, Albany, Schenectady and Yonkers, N. Y.
The summer programs for the F. F.

Morrison'^ Opening July 2.
The regular summer season of vaudcville at Morrison's, Rockaway Beach,

bill

open July 2, although the first bill,
Saturday and Sunday only, goes
in June 23.
Lawrence Goldie will again
book the house.

The new Pantages, Vancouver, B. C,
seating 2,600 opens next Monday with
the regular Pantages road show playing
there instead of at the former Pan
theatre in that city.
Unless otherwise ordained, the old
Pan in Vancouver will very likely be-

nience

will

for

Proctor theatres

Loew's Southern House Open.

The Loew

theatres in Atlanta,

Mem-

about

program as
houses
than in

New

phis,

come

season.

E
tive

\

Schiller, the southern VinrpsfMitafur the circuit, was in the city.

Mr Schiller while here arranged to
have Liane Carrara, "Daughter of Anna
Held." a feature act shortly.
Miss
11 eld's

Loew

offspring

was booked

time by Harry Pir.cus.

for

the

the five cities last
to five acts,
the same weekly cost of
formerly, giving the Procupstate a better grade of
the regular season.
in

Pantages Opening-

open

and Birmingham, are to remain
throughout the summer.
This
was decided upon last week in the
Loew general offices. New York, when

a musical

in

Vancouver.

comedy house

for next

Remick Stores Operated from N. Y.
The T. H. Remick & Co music
in San Francisco. Los Angeles
and Portland (Ore.) are now operated
direct from New York City, under the
supervision of F. E. Belcher.
Heretofore the western stores were operated
from the Remick offices at Detroit.*

store-

agent
franchised to book acts with agencies
represented in the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association was called
to the organization headquarters and
at the meeting received explicit instruc-

from Pat Casey as to their future
in booking acts.
The idea of the meeting was to prohibit the agents from placing acts in
theatres not listed on the V. M. P. A.
membership and Mr. Casey advised
the assemblage that should they violate the ruling they would immediately
tions

conduct

be

regardless of their
or the circuit agency they
frequented. Practically every agent in
the city was present, including those
booking with the United Booking offices, Loew and Fox vaudeville circuits.
Mr. Casey also advised the agents
to
disregard
communications from
disfranchised,

some

of the middle western park manwho were trying to procure attractions from the organized circuits,
but who did not join the V. M. P. A.
The meeting definitely showed the intentions of the managers' organization.
The announcement was also made of
the passage of the amendment to the

agers

New York
an

artist's

agency law which

qualifies

representative as a

manager

and brings him outside the existing
agency law. This amendment eliminates the possibility of any actions
similar to the one instituted some
months ago by James Oliver against
Harry Fitzgerald and which was decided in favor of Fitzgerald by Magistrate Groehl.

The amendment to the New York
agency law was signed by Governor Whitman late last week.
Its

state

provisions allow the large circuit booking offices to remain under the supervision of the Commissioner of Licenses
for New York City, but makes it clear
an agent's representative is exempt
from that supervision and is not called
upon to procure a license nor be subject to question why he did not.
These points were made plain to the
agents at the V. M. P. A. meeting.
They were informed not to call themselves "agents" and the distinction between themselves as representatives or
managers of acts and an agency that
actually books was explained.
They
were also instructed not to say "I've
'booked' so and so." as they do not nor

—

have not "booked" any one the booking offices of the circuits attending to
that duty.
What the erstwhile agents
have done is to place their acts for
bookings.

in

named have been reduced
tor

•

of engaging acts

Fox

with

Monday

affiliations

The Vaudeville Managers' Protec-

to the effect
the new vaudeville house would
not be built at State and Lake streets
by the W. V. M. A. and allied interests, because of the sudden death of
Charles E. Kohl, was proved utterly
untrue.
Not only is work begun on the foundations, but a considerable sum of
money has already passed.
Possession of the buildings upon the
site will be passed to the builders Augi
and
1
the new house will be delivered
upon contract time.

on

East Houston street has a nearly allbill engaged for next week, with
two standard feature turns from big
time as headliners. They are Van and
Schenck, and Belle Baker. When these
two turn* af'. "M the «-ain«' program,

New

that

A

star

in

Chicago, June

anxious tc retire from

BILL.
Garden

Mr. Tau-

ber would not give out any further information.

field.

Winter

is

productions.
No further information could be obtained of the deal which caused quite a

trary to persistent reports stating that

National

is

site secured for the new theathat on which stands HorticulHall, Broad street below Locust
and directly opposite the Broad Street
theatre. It is understood the enterprise
will cost an investment of $800,000. Mr.
Tauber said here that it was their purpose to build a theatre #hd office building and that the theatre would have a
stage capable of playing the largest

Although not positively known, it is
believed John J. Havlin, owner of the
Grand opera house and the Hotel HavThis is conlin, is backing O'Dowd.

DOWNTOWN'S STAR

He

tural

torney Edward B. Hcaley, of Chicago,
represented the United Theaters Company.
President O'Dowd says that the Empress will be improved to become a
worthy competitor to the Palace, the
proposed pop-priced vaudeville house
the Keith-Harris interests plan to build
at Sixth and Vine streets.

The

York.

The

tre

Empress will be
the
Hereafter
booked by Lincoln and Kissick. At-

priced vaudeville circuits.

NEW HOUSE.

backed financially
by a company headed by Philip Publicker and David Berg, connected with
a distilling company.

O'Dowd will be president of the
corporation, but will still manage
the Havlin which he has made prosGeorge Forepaugh Fish will
perous.
be retained as manager of the Empress.

V. A. R. INCORPORATING.
meeting of the Variety Artists'
Representatives, to be held today, will
probably reach a decision to incorporate the lately formed society of
vaudeville agents into a chartered club.
There* is no opposition to the move.
The agents composing the V. A. R. all
popular
the
place their acts upon

management of
a pop price

install

Philadelphia, June 13.
This city is to have a new theatre,
planned to be ready for opening in
January. The builders are New York
people, according to the announcement
of Samuel Tauber, the promoter, of

new

is

the

will

PHILLY HEARS OF

cago.

diffi-

One plan proposed by some of the
agents this week was to have a petition signed by all acts apt to be engaged by Fox, asking that office to
issue a contract when engaging a turn,
and with the petition carrying a pledge
that unless contracts were accordingly
executed by the Fox office, acts signing the petition agreed not to appear

of 5-10.

and Thomas J. Logan, merchant tailor,,
had purchased the house for $100,000
from the United Theaters Co., of Chi-

the

manner

The house under

Cincinnati, June 13.
that the Empress was to
were torpedoed
give up vaudeville
Monday by the announcement that Attorney Charles F. Williams, John J.
O'Dowd, manager of the Hotel Havlin

agi-

publica-

streets),

Eugene Levy

Rumors

The

phcum

Booking Company, Chicago.

EMPRESS, CINCINNATI, SOLD.

Mr. Havlin

13.

The Orphcum (Third and Madison

New

the theatrical

June

it..

culty experienced by Irving Cooper
with the Fox office, through his acts
having been played without any stipuCooper Vpulled
lated route in writing.
out" his acts from the Fox time as a

ture act for the same show.
Mr. Keller, also the representative for the two
boys, obtained their consent after the
Garden's management had agreed to
play both turns for the full week.

in the recent
their activity
White Rat strike was evidenced this
the Leighton
of
booking
the
when
week
Brothers, placed at the Garden theatre,

ed"

booked by

commenced after the
last week's Variety of

tation
tion in

Appear Under Assumed Name.

That the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association is keeping a keen
watch on acts alleged to be "blacklist-

AGENTS TALKED TO.
night every New York

AFTER A FOX CONTRACT.

"BLACKLISTED" ACT, BOOKED

NO CHICAGO CHANGE.
Chicago, June 13.
Despite the several newspaper stories
and rumors floated over possible

changes in the local vaudeville situation
through the recent death of
Charles E. Kohl, there is unlikely to
be any change of moment whatsoever.

The Kohl interests are interwoven
locally with those of the Orpheum Circuit, in the Western Vaudeville Managers' Association, Majestic and Palace theatres and other theatrical enterprises in the Middle West.
The late
Mr. Kohl was not active in the direction of any of these.
Mort Singer is the general manager
of most of them, representing the affil-

iated parties.

Loew

Prices Cut for Summer.
Birmingham, Ala., June 13.
scale at the Loew pop

The admission

vaudeville theatre here has been cut
for the summer.
It is now 10-15 at
night, with 5-10 matinees, the house
reducing the vaudeville portion of the
program to four acts.

Greenwall, New Orleans, Passes Hands.
It
is
strongly rumored here the
Greenwall theater has passed ownership, with the new management not divulged nor the future policy of the
theatre.

VAUDEVILLE
AMONG THE WOMEN
Well, the season's opening Saturday
of the Lights Club House in Freeport
was a huge success despite some playful little

arguments among the service

The women were not conspicuously present at the ball game in the
afternoon.
The entertainment commenced in the evening when the orforce.

A

chestra struck up "Poor Butterfly."
chorus of diners, cried "author" com-

—

—

poser" "speech," but Ray Hubbel was
However,
too modest to respond.
when Nella Bergen interrupted her dinner by taking up the refrain he gra-

bowed

ciously

acknowledgment.

A

mesalliance of tailor-made dinner dresses and
dancing frocks fought for
honors.
White was a popular color
and simplicity reigned supreme. Miss
Bergen looked distingue in black
lace and net. Despite the large assemblage of splendid dancers Naomi Glass
and Paul Morton were the center of all
eyes when on the floor.
Miss Glass
looked prettier than usual in a simple
turquoise net frock. Myrtle Glass (to
be Jimmy Conlin's partner next season) in all white, was one of the prettiest girls present.
Adelaide, of Adelaide and Hughes, who were the guests
of Cartmell and Harris, wore white embroidered silk like her hostess.
She
was one of the most popular dancers of
the evening and was very much in demand,as was dainty Jessie Brown of

Kalmar and Brown. Blossom Seelcy,
Grace DeMar and Tempest and Sun-

among

those who decided
to come at the eleventh hour, and were
not "all dolled up."
They looked
charming, nevertheless, and evidently
had as good a time as anyone present
as they were among the last to leave.
Marion Littlefield (Mrs. Victor Moore)
looked exceptionally young and attractive in white. Rumor says she has reason for looking happy and that her
shine were

baby boy (now

15 and away at military
will find a surprise package
arrives home. Billy Grady and
his pretty, young week-old bride were
the recipients of congratulations everywhere they turned. Miss Wolford of

school)

when he

Barry and Wolford announced her
"willingness" to return to vaudeville
again if a good season's bookings fell
in her lap, but it's decidedlv not a case
of the "call of the wild" or "footlights,"
as she is perfectly happy and content in
her retirement.
Grace Falk (Mrs. Norman Manwaring), who was one of the best little
hostesses at the Club (an able assistant
to her husband, who ought to receive a
vote of thanks for all the work he did
there the day of the opening), was one
of the many residents of Freeport who
entertained
house parties over tho

week

Large pearl beads are
back.
used profusely for trimming and white
plumes are as generously displayed on
headdress.
She wears a white silk
dress and large white hat trimmed
with black velvet, in the olio and a
pearl gray sport suit showing designs
of yellow and black squares in the
low

in

Miss Vreeland
fancies large shirred hat3 as she wears
another a white one in the Weston
musical finale, with a white silk ruffled

—

afternoon dress.
The skating costume worn by Miss
Smith is shell pink silver cloth. Tripjeskirts edged with fringe fall from a
long waisted bodice, which has a frill
of
lar

A wide circular colfinish.
long sleeves also haye the
trimming.

peplum
and

fringe

'

There is such a sameness and lack
of originality in stage clothes just now,
that jJlain frocks are a welcome relief.
Tulle

ger,

wire walking.

had a bride suggestion
the long tulle veil falling from a
A mere girdle effect
pearl headdress.
answered for a bodice. A sleeveless
sailor trousers and
long
blouse,
middy
hat were trimmed with red white and
silver tunic, shield, hat and
blue.
sword depicted her as a modern Joan or*
Arc. A chiffon skirt caught up at one
side and a bodice encrusted with brilliants, showed red crosses worked out
Miss Haig's dress and style
in sequins.
are altogether pleasing.
Phina in white satin with black
braiding, which was carried out in the
crown of her large white hat, was in
grown-up
harmony with her clever
"pickininnies." They wear full skirted
white coats and long leg o' mutton
trousers for their closing number.
baby pick stopped the show with an
Frances White doing
of
imitation
A long lace scarf was
"Mississippi."
satin flounced skirt by
blue
a
worn wth
Marion Sunshine, of Tempest and SunAn elaborate lace and silk pashine.
jamas outfit and an elegant ermine

A

musical office setting.

gowns trimmed with sequins or

A

wrap was much admired. Miss Sunshine's "Gaby" suggestion is unintelligible and the only hint of Gaby is the

and almost bodyA gingham, lawn,
or even a calico gown would be a treat
Norah Bayes at the
for tired eyes.

circumference of the headdress. Florenz Tempest undoubtedly suffered following Phina and Co., as the colored

Palace apologizes for her inexpensive
is putting her
money in Liberty Bondf this season.
Miss Bayes proved for all time this
week that she is a great vaudeville faLooking quite sylph-lilft, her
vorite.
hair a becoming light brown, and exuding joy and happiness, she was inclined
to spoil her splendid style by taking
Her opening gown,
kittenish bows.
white net, had a patriotic suggestion
in its red soutache braiding and bachelor button corsage.
Her large blue
sheer hat had a white silk crown and a
long red, white and blue tassel hanging
A long gold cape with
over side.
swastika and stripes of Indian colors
(suggesting the Navajo) carried out in
spangles, was worn with a white hat
trimmed with fearsome looking feathers
high up on one side. For George Cohan's new patriotic song, "Over There,"
she wore a George Washington red
coat and faced with light blue; a Colonial tri-cornered hat with cockade,
a tall plume of red white and blue tulle
and a white skirt.
Emma Haig, formerly of "The Follies," showed up well at the Palace in
A
vaudeville with
George White.
mauve and yellow futurist looking drop,
with enormous pansy at the side of
stage to flash announcements on, made
Too
a good setting for the dancers.
much similarity in coloring of costumes

of perfection
wears.

brilliants, sleeveless
less are so common.

wardrobe by saying she

was shown.

Three

were white.

A

girl

who opens

Phina's act is the acme
the male attire she

in

Frankie James in the Andy Lewis
act at the American the first half set
the class in the way of dressing for
In a long wrap of
the entire show.
red silk with wide scarf of brown fur,
New York.
essentially
looked
she
black satin Sinner dress with top and
bottom of long waisted bodice outlined with a single row of brilliants
was sufficiently but of the ordinary to
pretty face and
be most attractive.
well coiffured black head did not deter
good impresgeneral
the
iorate from
Miss Robertson, of Robb and
sion.
Robertson, looked good as a kid in a
If
blue and white gingham dress.

A

A

Granville and Mack would give more
attention to their makeup it would improve the act considerably. The wig
the woman wears looks more like an
Ethiopian wig than an Italian one.
Katherine Clinton in the Harry Brooke
act could dress younger and look the
part she is trying to play much better,
"In the Days of Long
if she so chose.
Ago" the women wear hoop skirts, neck
kerchiefs and bonnets, looking dainty
The violinist, who
and picturesque.
is made up for an old lady, wears black
chantilly lace over white and carries
out the "homey" finale scene. t Showy

looking

"excuses

tights, bright colors

for

skirts,"

The opening chorus
at

the

of

Columbia

"Hip Hip
shows a

good looking dresses with
and blues predominating colHelen Vreeland sets the stamp of
class on the entire feminine contingent.

variety of

greens
ors.

A

featured skater, wears a
taffeta over a lace pettihat of pink silk
and lace. Miss Storke leads a number in white tights and turquoise blue
velvet bodice caught ai the neck and
the

shaded pink
coat, with a

for

Bullowa

the

Girls,

The model or fashion scene in the
new "Follies" was staged by Lucille,

am told, but, of course, under Mr.
1
Ziegfeld's watchful eye.
The models
in the scene, also the gowns, are all
from Lucille's shop. Lucille was present in person during the late rehearsals
at the Amsterdam, before the show
One evening

opened.

while Edith Hal-

was going through the telephone
song ("Hello, Dearie") and doing it

lor

rather listlessly, as the rehearsal was.
more for the men concerned in it, Lucille noted Miss Hallor's lack of animation and the modiste went to Ziegfeld, saying- she had a model in the shop
who could sing the number much better than the Hallor girl.
Mr. Ziegfeld
evidently didn't place much faith in the
statement, for Miss Hallor was on
hand the opening night. One of the
Lucille models, and it is said she is the
girl called "Mawrasette" on the program, was recently married.
When
Lucille informed her she was to go in
the model scene of the "Follies,
the
model told her husband she was about
to embark in the show business.
The
husband is reported to have replied
she could take her choice on the spot,
he or show business. That put a damper on the Atlantic City trip of the
show, where the model did not go, but
she was in the performance Tuesday
night.
Perhaps there was a compromise on "show business" for New York
only.

The

five acts in

program

the

first half

of the

week feature
women who know how to wear pretty
at the

Royal

this

and Catherine Calhoun (in
Louis Mann's new sketch in the latter

frocks,

half of bill) is no exception.
As the
rich snob, Mrs. Marco, she wore a
royal blue net flounce, falls over the
elaborate back and silver skirt of an
evening gown that bespeaks. Later she
looks quite as well in a plain blue
serge skirt and cape, as the repentant

Mrs. Marcovitch.
Ruby Hallier is
dressed just as sweetly and prettily as
a generously indulged, lovely little
mother would be dressed at her time
of life.
Katherine Bradley with Henry Simmons opened the show and despite
their fast skating and quick changes,
Miss Bradley attracted attention with
her brilliant dressing. A pink and gold
shimmery affair; a rose velvet Russian
coat with green sleeves and bands oj
black fur, and a blue spangled dress
showing a large gold and red peacock
worked in spangles across the entire
front q£ skirt were worn effectively.
Nella Allen, the girl with the voice,
wears a lovely blue coat with deep yoke
and collar which at a distance might
be taken for chinchilla, but in reality
is a fine silk brocade in tapestry design.
A white satin dress shows pearl,
jet and brilliant, designs in skirt and
bodice worked out so fine it looks like
madeira embroidery. The lines of the
dress are delightfully simple, save for
a cascade of white satin lined with
black down either side of the skirt and
falling from either shoulder at back.
euding in twin trains.

The woman in the Homer and Du
Bard act at Lincoln Square last week
working as a pianist in a music store.
wears an appropriate black taffeta and
white collar and cuffs. She works seriously arid holds up the act. "The Voice
on the Wire," a seemingly interesting
serial film story, disappoints everyone
at the finish in the usual way, by stop-

skirt of spangled blue chifwith middle flounce of spangled
lace is worn at the opening. Lace falling from sides of skirt has pink roses
outlining a pocket effect.
A large
shirred hat of blue sheer material looks
pretty atop
Miss Vreeland's black
curls. Tilly Storke wears a peach chiffon dress at opening with large hat
A neat white embroidered
to match.
design decorates the front panel and
the edge of neck and draped cap at top
Dolly Smith, a doll-liko
of sleeve.
triple

fon

blondo;

over

and plenty of gin-

end.

Hooray"

do much

satin ballerina

in

mushroom

BERT LEVY
Who will continue his "KIDDIES' MOKNINCS" in the KEITH TIIKATRKS.
MR. LEVY has been promised the personal co-operation of E. !'. ALHEE.

ping just at the interesting point. The
women of the "Gypsie Songsters" wear
particularly showy elaborate dresses.
A blue bodice studded with brilliants
h.is a wide purple sa«di and >cllow flowered skirt with gold fringe. A red and
yellow trimmed with spangles has a
oriental scarf of black and gold, draped

around

hips.

(Continued on page

13.)
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CIRCULAR ADVERTISING
By Edward Marshall

WILLARD'S

The novice

advertiser

will

usually

experiment at considerable cost to himbefore he settles upon a set policy
of publicity.
The inexperienced can
only learn by one of two ways as to
advertising values.
Either by experimenting, which is costly, or from the
experiences of others.

When

started in to advertise in the
theatrical held I did a good deal of
experimenting before I settled down to
a set program.
I made a number of
I

in getting my copy before
my clientele, but the most costly mistake I figure was the follow-up mailing system.
For quite some time I bombarded

mistakes

managers
cards,

and

agents

with

cartoon

and the like. Checkfound I had spent a lot of

circulars

ing up

I

money

in this way.
I was not satiswith the results by a long shot. I
arrived at the conclusion the mailed
advertising was an imposition upon the

fied

man

to

whom

it

was mailed.

When

a busy business man sits down to attend to his correspondence he usually
has all he can attend to answering bona
fide business letters.
He is wasting his
own as well as his stenographer's valuable time if he stops to read every
advertisement in his mail. The advertising is usually dropped into the waste
basket forthwith.
Some managers and agents have their

stenographers open their mail and single out their correspondence from the
advertising circulars, cards and the
like.
In this case the expensive card
or circular gets no further than to
the disinterested underling. Mailed advertising gets into a man's way at his
busiest time.
Advertising in a proper
channel will catch this same man's eye
and will be read.
It must get before him when he is
devoting his time to reading trade
news.
Every manager will tell you
he secures no little portion of his information from the advertisements in
his trade paper.
In fact the live, wideawake buyer will always look
over
the ads for new material, new acts, new
ideas, etc.

Really I think the advertising columns tend to keep him posted upon
new offerings even more than the news
columns.
An actor has no claim upon the news
columns of a live trade paper as far
as announcing his additional values are
concerned.
If he has something new
to offer or some new success to record,
the advertising columns are the legitimate place to parade such information.
If the critic of the Detroit "Free
Press" thinks you are the best of your
kind or that you are a good entertainer
or if the Chicago "News" says you were
the hit of the bill, that is the sort
of information the buyer of vaudeville
acts wants.
If you mail him clippings
of these notices you get them to him
at a time when he hasn't time to read
them and the waste basket claims its
own. Hut if vou get them before him
when he's going through his trade
paper to find out what's doing and
who's who, then you've succeeded in
reaping the benefit of this valuable

newspaper opinion.
If you are to make your advertising
efforts fruitful you must place your
copy where it will be read. Not on a
postal card or a circular, but out in the
open on the level in the advertising of
the best medium of your profession.

man, the Indian. Marks defended and
won on grounds which he has been successful with in the past. This was the
claim set up, that Oskoman was a
"minor," since his mere declaration of
the fact that he is under age could not
be disputed. There are no records kept
of Indian births, as there are with the

ordinary citizen.
Marks sued Berezeniak on the bond,
put up by the latter's wife, and recovered $25 which he regarded as an
Later Marks attached
attorney's fee.
Kane, who was appearing at the Wilson avenue theatre. Somehow Berezeniak got in on it and discovered that
Marks had proceeded and placed a
custodian at the theatre without first
obtaining the necessary legal papers.
This led to the present suit, Berezeniak
appearing for Kane.
It is alleged that Marks made a
scene at the theatre without legal process and that he attempted to "hold
•
up" the actor.

Stewart Managing Palace, Chi
jChicago, June 13.
Ross Behne leaves the Palace this
week, going on a month's vacation, his
place as manager falling to Earl Stewart, who has been managing the Majestic, Milwaukee.
Stewart may continue permanently as the Palace manager, Behne being found another posiEarl

tion

upon

his return to the city.

AND INJURED.

ILL

Ada Hargrave,

Chicago, June

Back of
Jay

TIo

a;.;;ut;-jt

13.

begun by
Herman,
and Harry

a suit for $25,000
of ICvne ••ml

i"».»n.

Adolpb

Marks

Smitz, there appears to be a personal
squabble between Marks and Leon
Berezeniak, both theatrical lawyers.

Some time ago Berezniak sued Osko-

played

Massachusetts

and

Connect*

cutt territory.

According
the

to

New

the wired statement
York press by the new
to

owner the complete

outfit,

two

trains

cars, 200 head of horses, and all
equipment, is now the property of
Archer.
Archer is said to have quit the bank-

of

ing business in

Kansas

to

travel

the

country over with Willard, who has
been his lifelong friend.
The official statement has it that Arlington is not to sever active connections with the show, as he will continue to route up the show, while
Johnny Baker will continue to act as

Notwithstanding

ment

it

is

Archer* statethe belief here that Willard
the

himself owns the greater part of the
new share or at least all of it, with
Tom Jones also declared in along the
usual lines.
Many reasons are advanced for Arlington's withdrawal, and while the
Willard crowd with the show maintain
there had been no correspondence on
with Carl Morris to join the show and
replace Willard, yet the local belief is
that Arlington when here recently had
a
personal conference with Morris
relative to the proposed change.
Melville B. Raymond, who introduced Willard to Arlington and is
really responsible for the fighter taking to the circus traveling, was wired

come on from New York last Sunday and assume the general management of the wild west. Mel immediately packed his kit and joined the
show up New England way.
Just how Johnnie Baker figures in
on the new deal has not been disto

injured May 19 in Cairo,, 111., losing
an arm and a foot; is getting along
as well as could be expected.
Mabelle Mablum (Mrs. George Belfrage), formerly of the "Hip, Hip Hooray" show, is confined at the St. Joseph's Hospital, Denver, with rheumatism, and from last reports was some-

closed, but it is generally known that
when the late Colonel William F. (Buffalo Bill) Cody died he bequeathed the
circus name of Buffalo Bill to the
former expert rifle shot for recognition
of services rendered when Baker traveled for seasons
with the famous
scout's show.
When word was received in New
York that Arlington had unloaded it
was a matter of conjecture if Archer
did buy the show would he daily pay

what improved.
Hazel Josselyn is out of the hospital
after a recent operation for a minor ailment.

Frank

J.

P.

Reed has recovered from

a severe attack of throat trouble.
Billy Nichols is out after a severe
illness at the Cook County hospital,

Chicago.
Joe Daniels, the monologist, was Inin an auto accident and is at
Roxbury, Mass., his home, recovering

Willard $500 per day and fifty per cent
of all receipts over $2,100,, which is reported as the "nut" for the show, a
daily settlement being forced by Willard when Arlington operated the outfit.

jured

from it.
Herbert

Kelcey is very ill at his
Bayport, L. I., where he has
been confined for two weeks. His ail-

home

ment

in

is

baffling the physicians.

Frederick Brown (Six Brown Bros.)
almost lost two fingers of his right
hand as the result of having the member caught in the door of a Black &
"White taxi cab, the injury being attributed

to

th e

carelessness of the
driver.
With the bandage removed
Brown finds that only the nails will
have to come off although the injury
will prevent him from playing a musical instrument until next fall.
Violet Barlow (Chot Eldridge, Violet
Barlow and Harriet Eldridgc act, "The
Law") was severely injured last week
yvay in the rear of the O'Connor clothing store in Lansing, Mich., the act
playing at the Empress at the time.
Miss Barlow was removed to the
Ficrnipg Hotel for surui-a! attention.

Lois Ewcll, last in "My Lady's
Glove" and recently with the Aborne,
has lost her voice and will not continue
in stock this summer, but will return
next season.

PATRIOTIC ACT FOR CHARITY.
Spirit of 76" is the title of an
act placed in vaudeville by Jack Henry

"The

its patrons many prominent women, including Governor .Whit-

and having for

man's wife. Mrs. John Hays Hammond
and Mrs. Harry Payne Whitney.

The

turn consists of 24 people, 16
girls and eight men, the principal fe-

males being Grace Whitney and Vera
Bernard. The act opened at Proctor's
Portchester, N. Y., Monday.
The turn's net proceeds during its
theatrical tour will be devoted to the
Militia of Mercy in which the patronesses of the act are interested.

Harry Clarke
Harry Clarke

Musical Comedy.
to be starred next
season in a musical comedy written by
Arthur Charlton. The music has been
rotnposcd by Harvey Noycs, and the
production will be made by Nathan
in
is

BIRTHS.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Reddington,
last
week in their home in Ohio,
a

daughter.

DISCUSSING CHICAGO LAYOUT.
The summer may bring some noticeable changes in the American Burlesque Association wheel, with the
western spokes of the wheel the most
affected.

A

rumor says the burlesque map

of

Chicago will be considerably changed
and that the Empire (West Madison
I.
street) will play American shows.
Herk, in New York for the American
meeting, denied it. Mr. Herk controls
For several years it has
the Empire.
been the home of Jewish plays.
Herk stated as far as he knew now
the Empire will continue to play Jewwith Joseph Adler
attractions,
ish
company remaining there indefinitely.
The Herk interests will not have the
Haymarket, Chicago, next year, Herk
declaring the house had not turned the
profit expected in the two years he has
held the lease and that there will be
no renewal after Aug. 1st when the
present tenure expired.

The Haymarket (West Madison) and

arenic director.

of the Harry Vivian
sharpshooting act, was successfully
operated on for appendicitis in the
New York Hospital last week.
Billy Nichols is ill at his home in
Chicago.
Dewey Tillman Humboldt, severely

by falling into an unguarded basement

ATTORNEYS SQUABBLE.

Ray O. Archer,

private secretary to Jess Willard, and reputed to be
a banker in Salina, Kan., for $105,000,
was made this week from the managerial wagon with the show as it

ton to

self

SHOW NOW.

announcement of the sale
of the Jess Willard and Buffalo Bill
wild west show by Edward A. Arling
Official

diagonally across the Madison-Halsted
intersection from the Star and Garter
theatre (Columbia wheel) is controlled
by Carrie Averv and not by the Monroe Theatres Co., which formerly had
the house. The recent death of Charles
E. Kohl caused comment that the Monroe company with which he was officially connected, owned the HaymarThe Her', lease came from the
ket.

Avery offices.
With Herk here

Thomas

last

who

Beatty,

week were
operates

E.
the

Englewood, Chicago, on the American
Circuit, and Robert Schoenecker, manager of the Gayety, which is controlled
by the Herk interests.
The Englewood reopens Aug. 12
manage
next.
J. W. Whitehead will
the house again. The Gayety will conopening
wheel,
American
the
on
tinue
early in August.

The American Circuit has decreed
the Lyceum, Duluth, Minn., will
not play four days of the week as
heretofore but that the shows will play
there Sunday afternoon and evenings
with the remainder of the week open,
which the company managers can nil
in as they see fit.
that

Watch Your Card!
Chicago, June

13.

song writer, had an
experience with the secret service last
week, which shows how carefully the
government is checking the draft registration. Gilbert was walking along the
street with a friend and they must
have talked about registering, for a
secret service man tapped Wolfe on
the shoulder and asked for his blue
Gilbert replied that he had regcard.
istered but that his card was in New
York. This Gilbert explained to a federal official before whom he was taken
by the secret service man.
New York was wired for confirmation and then Gilbert was released.

Wolfe

Gilbert, the

MARRIAGES.
Ruth Randall, of the "Betty" show,
to Dan Hanna, Jr., in Chicago, June 9.
Diantha Patterson, of "Our Betters,"
to

Roy

C.

Wilcox

at

Colonia, N.

J.,

June 9. The wedding was hastened as
Mr. Wilcox is» leaving to join the
American Ambulance Corps in France.
Erne Emily Mason to Edward Leonce
Dyfourcy at Passaic, N. J., on June 6.
("Colonial
Munroe
B.
Audrey
Belles") to Charles O. Fohl, non-professional, at Walla Halla, Wash., May
23.

Gertrude Kappcrt (of the "Four Husbands") to William Brown, non-professional, in Cleveland, last week. The
bride was formerly stenographer to
less Freeman, and Ms been with act
but a few months.
professionally
Mackrell,
Arthur

Brooks (Temple
Dorothy Barback, nonBuffalo, the ceremony
Jjcing staged at Lockport N. Y.

known

Quartet)

Arthur

as

to

professional of

f

VARIETY
The
tensible points of the journey.
Interstate will have a new theatre in
Dallas next season and Hoblitzelle
plans to attend to some business matters pertaining to the Dallas theatre.

George H. Primrose closed

his vaudeconsecutive
booking Sunday and will spend the
summer at his farm at Portland, Ore.

tour

ville

Trade

Muk

Registered

Inc.

Sime Silverman, President

New

Square

be
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The Whitman
the Atlanta

in

Sisters lost their

home

fire.

Leon Kelmar

is

managing the

Casi-

no, Narragansett Pier.

"Upstairs and

Down"

Cort, Chicago, Aug.

opens at the

vaudeville

•

Frederick de Belleville will be the
leading man for Margaret Anglin when
she opens her Orpheum tour Jime 24
in

'The Wager."

Morty Forkins has returned to New
York and will be joined this week by
his wife, Ray Samuels. They will take
[a home on Long Island for the sumGlenmore (Stuffy) Davis, who has
been very ill, is now able to get about
without the aid of a cane. Davis and
wife are spending a few weeks, at the
home of Leonard Ide in New York.

dienne started overland for New York
in her husband's (William B. FriedFriedlander had to play
lander) car.
her accompaniments at the opening,
with new music sheets written tor her
Tuesday. The express company tried
to locate Miss Halperin's trunk mean-

Emily Ann Wellman has written, a
new sketch for herself and has it in
rehearsal at present. In the company
are Robert Armstrong, Dorothea Sad-

Grace Kimball obtained a divorce
from Dick Arnold in Chicago June 9.

Sol Schwartz made his debut as a
actor in Harry Rapf's "T<aDay." He appeared in one scene as a
cashier behind a railing taking in
money. Sol was selected as the proper
"type."

Harry Nestler has returned to his
former position in the Marcus Loew

Nick Adams, who has been appearing
touring "Potash & Perlmutter
in England for the past

in the

offices.

while.

Riley Wilson, the Kentucky statesof the best known story
tellers in America, will become a professional next season when he takes to
the road at the head of a production

man and one

and Harry Stafford.

under the management of Jack Pierre.
Wilson probafjly knows more "nigger"
stories than any individual alive and
has entertained every one of prominence in this country with his aftermonologs of
dinner
speeches and
southern vintage.

companies

Laurence
his father as
Kansas City,

Lehman, who succeeded
manager of the Orpheum,
is in town this week.

Harry .Tighe

Widows"

at

leaves
the Astor,

three seasons, returned to
this

"KiS Lnile
end of next

Von Hampton and

While the war continues Variety will be sent complimentary to any theatrical man enlisted in the U. S.

vaudeville.

William

Service.

Perm.

Philadelphia,

Name, with address, should be forwarded and change
of address duly forwarded.
The list will be maintained also for re-mailing letters
sent care Variety.

tomorrow night for the summer.
The Keystone will follow suit June 26.

closes

The Broadway and Alhambra,
and the Norristown,

delphia,

Phila-

house

Pa.,

closed last week.
Jules

Levy

(Jules

"The Broadway Players," who are
Levy Family)

gaged to marry Sadie
"Follow Me" (girl) act.

enButler, of the
is

The Associated Musical Conductors
America now has its headquarters
at 53 West 47th street.

of

The

Brighton,

theatre,

Brighton

celebrates its ninth birthday
and vaudeville anniversary next week.

Beach,

The

final vaudeville

performance of

season was given at the Winter
Garden, Nfew York, Sunday last.
the

Graham Velsey will tour New England this summer starring himself in
"The Blindness of Virtue."
Victoria Blauvelt resigned this

week

as private secretary to Walter F. Keefe
in the Loew booking offices.

Tom Brown

(colored) has quit acting for the present and has become attached to a New York music house.

Dick Kearney leaves

for his annual

summer

vacation next week, always going to the same place, his home town,

Ludlow, Vt.

appearing at Hurtig & Seamon's on
125th street for an engagement of summer stock, have two new plays which
they will shortly try out at that house,
with a view to testing their value for
regular productions next season.

A Red Cross benefit
Wednesday night, June
Corbett at

Lee

has filed suit
Lcc. charging cru-

The.
and desertion.
married Sept. 1, 1914.

Francis Wilson returned

Lees

\vere

"The Heart of Wetona"
first

stock presentation

is

this

having

its

week

at

Washington, where it was produced under the direction of James
Thatcher with Frances Williams and
Robert Fraser in the leads.
Toli's,

The Edgemont, now in course of
construction at Chester, Pa., will open
next season with vaudeville booked
through the United Booking Offices.
The house is under the management of
M. W. Taylor of Philadelphia and will
seat 2,500.

William Rothacker,

37, of 1214

was found by

in front of

the Harrison

Race
a pa-

monu-

ment

in Garfield Park last Friday bedaybreak enacting a sreiit from
"Romeo and Julitt." Rothacker claimed

fore

to be an actor.
last

J.

He was

taken to the

house

playing.

is

in

which Miss

The matter may

reach the courts.

John and Mae Burke were returning
to New York from Philadelphia, in
their car, after filling an engagement
in Philly.
Near
Brunswick, Mr.
Burke g°t off at a saloon, had -a drink
and paid for it with a large sized bill

Nicholson

and

Miss

Last Sunday a number of the United
Booking Office employees and agents
franchised to book with that agency
journeyed up New York state to visit
Captain Ray Hodgdon, Sergeant Bill
Wolfenden and Corporal Ray Kemp,
all members of the 71st Regiment and
all former employees of the U. B. O.
Ray Hodgdon was scheduled to take
the 3rd degree in masonry and the majority who made the trip wished to attend the ceremony.
During the festivities three of the visitors were be-

them

to

some German

fanatic.

Friars' entertainment for
soldiers at Ft. Meyer, Va., was

this season.
The weather has been
against carnivals, but in some districts
the ordinances of numerous towns have
proved the most difficult thing to contend with.
In Indiana the carnivals
have bumped up against a prohibitive
exhibition tariff, being compelled to pay
$5 a day to exhibit, and each concession
with the outfit must pay $10 daily ere it
is allowed to operate.

Paul

which he extracted from a roll displayed in front of the people in the
place.
Again driving toward New
York, Burke was soon hailed by what
seemed to be a couple of traffic cops,
who came up on their motorcycles, one
•on each side of his car.
They told
Burke his rear light was out and to
relight it. When Burke got out of the
car he looked into a couple 6i pistols,
and was relieved of $380 in cash, while
his wife lost $3,500 in jewelry she was
carrying along.

The

Morton

(Mrs. Nicholson), after closing their
season with "The Blue Paradise" spent
a vacation at C-bar Ranch, 32 miles

northwest of Cheyenne, Wyo. They
left there to open at the Orpheum, San
Francisco, next week.
Mr. Nicholson
remarks it was funny to hear some of
the questions asked by the cowboys
about show business, but that they were
no funnier than some of those he asked
about ranching.

Freeman Bernstein has leased a shipbuilding plant at City Island. It has 700
feet waterfront with 20 feet of water at
low tide. It's the same plant where the
late J. P. Morgan's yacht, "Corsair,"
was built. Bernstein's lease is for three
years, with an option to purchase.
No
disposition has been made of the plant
by Bernstein, who is reported to have
received several offers, due to the great
activity in American ship building. All
ship building plants «..«ver here according to accounts can now contract lor
enough work to keep them going

for

sented
stage

Saturday

last

was

erected

tl

/A

evening.
in
the /orral

of
the
fort,
with
provided
seats
for 4,000.
All space was taken when
the first act appeared.
During it the
lights went out and remained out. It
looked blue for the special occasion,
when George M. < ohan> a/ter a> speech
in which he said t le Friars would give
the soldiers a show if Jney had to remain there a w*ek-/suggeated that
automobile headlights be tried, to illuminate the stage. The three wooden

torn down and the
large
turned
cars
through them. The device fully lighted
the stage but left the auditorium in*
blank darkness.
None of the artists
could distinguish any forms in front
Before and after the performance the
party of 34 was entertained by the
Washington Press Club. The Friars left

entrances

were

searchlights

New York

of

Saturday morning on two

special cars, returning Sunday. Cohan
& Harris ran the show for the Friars,

with Jack Gleason and Georgie O'Brien
acting as first aids to Sam Harris, in
charge.
Others in the party, mostly all
doing something in the entertainment,
were Dorothy Jardon, Louise Dresser,
Mile. Stanton, Sophie Bernard, Irving
Berlin, Bernard Granville, Frank Tinncy, Gene Green, Felix Adler, Gus Edwards, James J. Corhett, Harry Kelly,
Mercedes, Henry Clive, The Leightons,
Maurice Abrahams, Cliff Hess, Billie
Montgomery, (leor^e
Perry,
Billy*
(iould, I>v»yle and Dixon.. : ar\ Re.nham,
}

Fred

Block and Walter Moore.

mission was 50 cents top.

The
were

General Hospital, Cincinnati.

the next five years.

tra of soldiers (12 pieces)

Karl Hoblitzelle is expected to leave
Chicago next week for a trip through
the south, with Dallas as one of the os-

now

Margaret Stewart, who controls the
"Models de Luxe" posing act, who is
in New York arranging bookings

the music

week

from a tour of Hawaii, Philippine IsHe will sumlands, China and Japan.
mer at Lake Mayopac, N. Y.

Walker

attribute

St.

L.

trolman
Irene Tempest
against Francis J.

by James

Michael's Hali, FlushI.
About 20 standard vaudeville acts, besides George M. Cohan,
have volunteered. The hall seats 1,000
and has been entirely sold at $2 a seat.

ing,

street, Cincinnati,

elty

to be given

is

20,

to find the very

ing conducted through the camp when
a shot was fired at the soldiers from
an adjoining woods. The sentries returned the fire and the intruder, who
was safely hidden from view in the
foliage, kept up a steady stream ot
shots until his pursuers forced him to
rush into the depth of the wood for
safety.
This is the third time shots
have been aimed at the theatrical soldiers from the same location and they

TO THEATRICAL MEN IN THE SERVICE

Joe

Shriner are again together and back in

The

Reports say carnivals are having a
time on their road travels

disastrous

VARIETY FREE

week.

Checkers

New York

week, accompanied by his wife.

for the new version of her act, claims
that Lucille Walker, who was with her
for four years and who, Miss Sttwart
avers, "broke" her into the act, has
gotten out a "direct copy" since quitting the Stewart turn.
Miss Walker's
act, known as Lucille's Trio, has been
playing some of the local houses, but
of late Miss Stewart has been unable

New

Nan Halperin opened at the Brighton
Monday minus her stage wardrobe and
music, which were in a trunk shipped
from Chicago, when the little come-

picture

partnership.

Henry P. Davidson, one of the executives of J. P. Morgan & Co., has
been appointed Chairman of the War
Council of the American Red Cross.
The society is to raise a war fund of
The ways and means to
$100,000,000.
obtaining it were discussed in Washington at a recent meeting of the delegates of the various chapters of the
Red Cross.

mer.

lier

1.

Marshall and Covan have dissolved
their

weeks'

Yeefc

will

Annual

120

I. J. Kuhn, who has been managing
Loew's, Atlanta, has returned to New
York and will be permanently located
here at a Loew theatre.

Published Weekly by
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Ad-

orches-

led by
Charles Gebcst and Louis Silvers. They
played without a rehearsal.
With
Messrs Abrahams and Hess as pianists,

was guaranteed.

/

/

'

;

LEGITIMATE.
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SHOWS

STOCKS OPENING.

NEWS FROM THE

DAILIES

is news matter not collected by Variety but rewritten in
condensed form from the items relating to theatricals appearing in the
New York daily newspapers between the dates of Variety's weekly

(Below

Cecil Spooner is to return to Brooklyn afier an absence of several years.
Harry Clay Blaney has taken a lease
on the Grand O. H. and will open a
stock company there Sept. 1.
Richard Buhler will open his own
stock June 17 at Olentangy Park,

be

issues,)

"Common

Thomas
Clay"

Khea

E.

next

Benson

to appear in
under the A.

In

"Common
Woods

II.

William Wood and Arthur C. Alston are
to present a play entitled "After Office Hours"
by Roy Foster.

•

William A. Brady is planning to have
"Baby Mine" musicallzed and will present it
next season.

"Friend Martha" is to be presented by
Edgar MacGrogor next season at the Booth,
opening Aug. I'd. Edmund Breese <a to have
the leading masculine role while in the company will be Oza Waldrop. Helen Lowell,
Florence
Edney,
Lucia
Moore,
Reginald
Denny, Charles A. Stevenson, Sydney Greenstreet, John L. Shine, Wallace Ersklne.
1

Gertrude Reynolds, a dancer with the old
Fields Company in the days of
the Music Hall has started a suit to depose
Mrs. Sarah Sldcbottom McQuaide as administratrix of the McQuaide Estate amounting
to millions.
Mrs. S. S. McQuaide was wife
No. 2 whllo Miss Reynolds was Mrs. McQuaide
No. 3.

Weber and

announcement of the engagement of
Stuart Mahoney to Luke Garretson
of Augustus Thomas, the playwright, has been made.

The

Dorothy

Thomas, son

The commencement

the Profeaslonal Chlldrens' School were held June 7
at Aeolian Hall. Ethel Barrymore distributed
the diplomas.
exercises

of

Margaret Anglln Is to appear in vaudeville
under the direction of Martin Beck in a play-

Mabel Carruthers, Lillian
Kembe, A. S. Byron and Roy Gordon.
The summer stock at the Hartford

James "Old Dear" Early is back In New
York after a tour to the coast, back with "Ex-

He will
perience."
England CoaBt.

Hummer along

the

New

Harlem
Kopper,. Jr.,
of
the
at 1.14 East llKth street,
being sued by Ferdinand Mutrlngham, who
asks $5,000 for injuries as the result of a
snake bite while exhibiting the reptile in the
Palace.

It

make

Tho Friars did their "bit" Saturday night
when they gave a performance in the riding
at Fort Meyer, Va.
An audience of
attended.
The admission was 25 cents,
proceeds going toward forming amusement organizations from the ranks so that
the men can stage their own theatrical performances.
hall

2.<>00

tho

Frederick

Amusement Palace
Is

Henry E. Dixey lost his action against the
Punch & Judy Theatre, Co. in the Appellate
Term, New York, last week. The actor sued
because of his dismissal from the company,
after he had sent out a notice to the press
he waB about to leave the organization.
Winchell Smith and John L. Golden tried
out "Toby's Bow" at Stamford, Conn., Friday
In the cast were
and Saturday last week.
Frank Bacon, Phoebe Foster, John Miltorn,
Edward Abeles, Forrest Robinson and Ida
Waterman. John Talntor Foote 1b the author.

member
member

of the Playof the club,
E. S. Zlle, for $5,000 because of defamatory
remarks which It Is alleged the latter uttered
Kegerrels charges that
la a row at the club.
he was named as a "traitor and a spy."

Robert B. KegerrelB,
ers, Is suing a fellow

The Garrlck Is to bo the scene of the presentation of a series of plays In French by a
company under the direction of M. Jacques
Copeau. The director sailed for France last
week to recruit his company.
The season
opens

in

TeaBers,"
Arthur
play, the first production in
Oavlduon, Milwaukee,* Is to
again this time under title
Yokohama" and the Btart lb
time In August.

musical
ey^r Mr»pr1 p.t the
take to the road

Lamb's

of "The Pearl of
to be made some-

weeks of consecutive work is the
record which Koderlquez has hun« up as the
watch dog of the treasury with several of the
Sixty-Blx

He returned

Shubert musical attractions.
New York this week.

Tho

Buffalo

Wild West combined

1)111-101

last week to Archer Banker
of Salina, Has., a friend of Jess Wlllard. The
price paid is said to be $105,000.
The show
will continue under the same name under tho
routing direction of Eddlo Arlington.

The hotel agencies and the theatre ticket
speculators admit they have a hard fight in
front of them providing the amendment which
the Finance Committee adopted last week Is
made a portion of the new War Tax measure.
Tho amendment proposes to tax the agencies
50 per cent, the amount they rerelve ov« r
and above the box offtee price of the seats.

Man" produced by

berts with Wilton Lackaye a* the

New Havrn.
ir.
Ahrab»m Srtt'c:.

.Twiir-

»'.

it

I

1-

stirr
»r1(

Shuopened

the

wnrs' ft

were AdelO'Connor.
Maude Hannaford,
Harry
ine
Davenport, ('has. A. Stevenson, Louis Mcintosh, Clifford Stork.
Frederickson Esmel,
Ray Royce and Antou Ascher.
>r.

formances were originally scheduled

I;-,

thv-

«

&<-;

to

take

place.

will

Kalman
in three weeks.
head the company.

Seattle, June 13.
Stock reopened the Wilkes theatre
(Westlake and Pine), formerly the Alhambra, June 11, with the Wilkes stock
company offering "The Misleading
Lady" as the starter and "The Yellow
Ticket" underlined for next week.
Alexis Luce and Inez Ragan are
*

playing the leads.

STOCKS CLOSING.
The Packard Players will close their
engagement at the Orpheum,

weeks

there.

The much played up "raid on a theatre,
capture of a wireless plant and the arrest
of three spies" In a New York Sunday afternoon paper was decried Monday as absolute
fiction, the U.
Marshal denying He bad
S.
made any raid of arrests. The Sunday paper
stated that a wireless had been rigged, on the
roof of the playhouse behind a big electric
sign and that messages bad been sent to

Germany

Otis Skinner is reported as having
the longest season this year he has ever
played.
"Mr. Antonio," in which Mr.
Skinner appeared this year, had been
playing to a greater net profit on the
season than the tours he made in "Kismet" up to the time of closing two
weeks ago.
For the coming season a route of 45
weeks has been laid out for "Antonio."
Towns to be played include Chicago
and other western cities right out to
the coast.

Von Klein and Gibson, Walter Poulter, Art
Hall. The Matchlers ("20th Century Whirl").
Mabel Walzer, Callahan Bros., Gene Hicbkok,
Elsie Ford, with ("The Merry Go Round"—

Mae Melvin (formerly with Poll's Scranton
stock) and W. O. McWatters (late of the
Fifth
Avenue
(JeffersBrooklyn stock),
Strand company, Saginaw, Mich.).
Lula Whldby (Anita Bush stock).
Hal Skelly ("So Long Letty").
Stanley Jessup ("Potash & Perlmutter").
Charles White ("Court Room Girls," re-

placing Bob Mllliken).

Ruth Wells and Arthur Heartlev ("So Long,

The Players Boat Club of Fair Haven held
annual election Sunday night. The club
was organzled ten years ago.
The officers
elected
were Tony Huntington, president
Ralph Rockaway, vice president;
Robert
its

Huntington, secretary; Fred Rider, treasurer.
trustees are Frank Worth, Frank Her-

The

D. McAllister, Frank Otto, Frank WesThe eighth annual big show of the
club will bo held at the Empire, Red Bank,
bert,
son.

Edward Marsh (Parson's, Hartford, Stool').
Ward De Wolfe ("Love o' Mike").
Otto Kruger ("Are You My Wife?").
Belle D'Arcy, Mabel Craig (Sydney Toler
stock, Portland, Me.).

JUDGMENTS.

Tvpq DeKraft, prcr.s agent and cut
«nl lector at various times in his career, was
divorced from Ethel Carter, a member of tho
"Princess Pat" company, In the Court of Do-

mestic Relations In Cincinnati Monday. The
divorce was granted the wife on the grounds
the husband had been absent for over three
years.
The couple were married In Chicago
In 1H!»fl and lived together for two days, since
separated.

Through an unusual court action, which Is
unprecedented in law annals, Mrs. Anna M.
Howard Is now the wife of Edward Howard,
n vaudeville artist, whom she married In
r.k»s, and also the wife of Victor Jadowskl,
who became her husband May 1 last. Mrs.
Howard' has not had word from her husband
since two weeks after they were married, and
has not heard of him for several years.
If
he falls to put In an appearance she will remain wedded to Jadowskl, but if evidence he
is
still
alive Is produced, the; second marriage will be set aside.

Aluernon S. Norton, referee of the hearing
on the VYilliird Mack-Marjorle Rambeau divorce proeci (linns, recommended Monday the
wife of the actor-author be granted a divorce.
MIh- Itamtieau agreed to ncr«-pt a lump sum
o' a!!::iony.
The various
ts of in'w:criurt
^i Ui I;i:v« u. urred In Washington.
;.r.
<".,
I).
ami "vomewherf In New Jersey" with
woman unnamed, the Identity of whom
a
Itroadway theatrical circles and those familiar with the stars of the picture world
strongly suspect.

In the County Clerk's nmnn
is
that of the judgment
debtor, the second the Judgment creditor, and
the amount of the Judgment.
Big T. Film Corp'n— N. Y. Tel. Co., $78.02.
Chas. McCarren— H. Jacobwltz, $88.:M.

Judgments filed
The first name

Norman

!•

<

— Universal

Film Exchango

Cleaves

of N. Y.. $95.98.

Dramatic Autnors Copyright Bureau, Inc.—
N. Y. Tel. Co., $20.42.
Fields Producing Co.
Studios, $o5T).r»1.

Maurice

Levi

— H.

— Rosenatock

Park Amus. Co.

Bklyn

of

Law

Robert

$2<;m

&

Richard

J.

Ward Music

— City

of

Pub. Co»

N. Y.. $05.85.

Drury Lane Amusement

Co., Inc.

ban, $05.41.
John P. Sousa.

Jr.— H. A. Wilson
Commercial Motion Picture Co..

Barrett,

J.

N.

Opera

Y.,

of

Badlc-

Co.. $ni).«»8.
Inc.
T. E.

—

$49.13.

Boston Nat. Grand
Golden, $843.51.

Inc.

Co.,

—E.

Popular Film Corp.— N. Y. Tel. Co., $14.50.
Florence Tempest II. G. Avldnn, $ll«».41.

Nostrand Amusement

Co.

— City

of

N.

Y.,

$89.73.

gave superlative praise for the
wealth of brilliant dialogue. What the
piece lacks seems to be cohesion,
which may be rectified before shown
Its length of stay* was
in New York.
not decided on early this week but it
is said that the Shuberts are desirous
of sending it directly into the 39th
Business was but
Street, New York.
fair during the week, but with the other
legitimate attractions it enjoyed close
to capacity for the week-end.
All shows are enjoying the "breaks"
in the weather, with "The Show of
Wonders" at the Palace continuing its
"The Bird
record summer business.
of Paradise," eighth week at the Olympic, is doing even better than the management expected and will extend its
run to the first week in July. This is
considered remarkable for a show on
When the
its third appearance here.
show closes, the production will be
stored here, as next season's tour will
start from Chicago, after rehearsals in
this

Judgments Canceled.

— M.

<\>'M Bert,

if.",-

.".87.27

Satisfied

Judgments.

Uny Ridge Theatre Corp.— Higgins &
mar,

Inc.,

city.

Chances," "Turn to the
"S.even
Right" and "The Pawn" continue on

good

business, the first named show
dramatic attractions in re-

ceipts.

"Dew Drop Inn" arrives at the Illinois
Sunday, making two musical
showsJn the field. Upon the departure
of "Very Good Eddie," the "Wonders"
show had the musical comedy field to
itself.

On Monday it was decided to move
"The Pawn" from the Princess up to
Garrick Monday night next, which was
to have been done before the Brooks
"Dollars and
play was booked in.
Sense" may replace the Keenan show
Princess, but will probably re-

at the

New

$179.10.

York.

It

was not

defi-

nitely settled early this week.

BRIAN IN OR OUT?
Whether Donald Brian is in or out
the 3-star Frohman combine (the
other two members being Julia Sanderof

son and Joe Cawthorne) seems to be a
matter of worry to several theatrical
people along Broadway.
Besides that debated point, there is
a report Joe Weber is warmly in pursuit of Brian for next season for a
new musical piece.

The

Frohman-Sanderson-Hawthorne

show starts rehearsing this week, the
chorus getting to work under the instruction of Jack Mason. It is claimed
that before all of the principals will be
upon to report for the production,
agreeable terms may be made by the
management with Mr. Brian, to complete once again the former three-star

called

billing.

Mr. Brian is contemplating for immediate presentation in vaudeville a musical comedy skit, with six people.
If
it proves acceptable, he may listen to
a sufficiently attractive proposition to

remain

in

the two-a-day

all

next season.

Road Shows Next Season.

Goll-

'" """""

Although summer is upon the producing managers, Max Plohn and Abe
Levy arc arranging for next season
with several road propositions and are
also planning to produce a new musical
show on Broadway
in January of next
x

year.

j.

Plohn

and

Levy

will

send

At

out

"Watch Your Step," with a number of
new principals, and also "The Garden
of Allah." with Howard Gould and
Sarali

Trucx as

about Sept.

Flon-nz Zleefrld. Jr.
(Nov. 17/11).

Gar-

critics

Inc.,

—City

—

13.

Alan

Scenic

Cohn,

$05.85.

'-.•><

J

Co.).

Marion

Coakley ("A Man's Honor").
Evelyn Vaughan (Edgar MacGregor).

28.

Stunrt

-!

Boy"— Chicago

Ethel Valentine (Louis Sbipman).
Conrad Nage., Margaret Dale and

the
it the

rick last week, did not receive the flattering notices credited its opening at
Washington, but to Mr. Brooks all the

turn to

ENGAGEMENTS.

Dorothy Maynard ("Oh

play,

topping

Lettey").

via that route.

Chicago, June

and
Sense/'
which opened

"Dollars

E rooks

to

SKINNER'S LONGEST SEASON.

lioyle Woolfolk).

to

Bhows were sold

"Tho Inner

The auction sale of seats for the Lambs'
Gambol performances was held Tuesday afternoon at the Hudson thoatre and netted $20,000.
The Gambol this year will tako place at
the Manhattan Opera House, the club officials
and Gambol having nad a row with A. L. Erlanger, who is also a Lamb, over the price
for the Amsterdam theatre, where the per-

June

September.

"The

open

Newark, Saturday.
William Harder will close the Myr*
kle-Harder stock company at the
Opsra House, New Brunswick, N. J.,
June 23, for the summer, after five

William Bartlott Reynolds, who has been
blazing the trull for John Drew this season,
returned to Now York this wci'k, and after a
brief stay has gone to the Reynolds farm at
•
Derry, N. H.

Spirit of '76."

to

Matus

Circuit,

Although known professionally for years by
the name of Joseph Santley, the legal right
to the use of that name was only bestowed
on the actor by a special order from the Supreme Court this week.
Joseph Mansfield
was bis real name, but his father died in Salt
Lake City when he was but a year old, and
bis mother married Eugene Santley and the
family adopted that name.

"The

is

stock

"The Wager" touring the Orpheum
opening in San Francisco, June 24.

was originally Intended Miss Anglln should
the tour in a No. 2 "Liberty Aflame"
but Julia Arthur has* decided to continue her
vaudeville appearances in the piece.

Lady's Glove" as "The Beautiful Unknown" has been renamed is to open at the
Shubert instead of the 41th street, as the
latter house has been leased to a film entitled

company

In the

Clay."

will

bill

let entitled

Ida Allbrlght has started a suit against the
Interborough Rapid Transit Company asking
$.1,000 damages for an injury sustained when
the door of a subway train wan slammed on
her arm Dec. 8, 11)16.

"My

1

be

will

management.

The opening

Columbus, O.

IN CHICAGO.

leads,

both

opening

1.

ri.)hn \\A\ also be associated with
William F;w eisham and George Brennan in the exploitation of Faversham
in
a
new play by Bernard Shaw,
"Mcssalliancc," which will open in New
York around Sept. 15.

LEGITIMATE.
STAGE HANDS WANT INCREASE.
At the general headquarters of the

CHICAGO GRAND OPERA CO.

International

HAS RECORD ADVANCE SALE
With Tremendous DrawPromoters Have $30,000 in Advance
Last Season's Sale Only
Subscriptions.
$4,000 At This Time.

Italian Singer, Galli Curci, Credited

ing Power.

Chicago, June 13.
Although- the operatic 'season last
year was the biggest in the history of
Chicago, the coming season is already
$100,000 ahead of it. This figure comes
from one in the know and concerns
only subscriptions. The season's outlook is further gauged by the exceptionally high percentage of cash already turned in by the subscribers.
Up to now $30,000 has been received,
as compared with $4,000 by the same
date last year.
is little doubt but that Galli
the wonderful Italian songbird

There
Curci,

who was

discovered by Campanini and
brought over to join the Chicago Grand
Opera only last season, has had something to do with the widening circle

Mme Curci
has not been heard in .New York as yet
but she»will be with the Campanini organization, due at the Lexington avenue opera house for a short season,
and it is quite probable that she will
take the metropolis by storm, as she
Upon her first rendition at
did here.
the Auditorium last winter of the
"Singing Lesson" in "The Banker of
Seville," she was applauded for 35
minutes.
The season's plans are not complete
as yet but one of the new things will
be "Fedora" (not done here before).
For it a massive set is building. In
one scene a pathway runs from the
stage far up in the wings, supposedly
to a church there and winds in and
out of a splashing water cascade.
of opera's popularity here.

"QUEX" DREWS NEXT SEASON.
John D. Williams

Drew

is

to present

a revival of "The Gay
next season, the second

in

Quex"

John
Lord

Mr.
appear under Mr. Williams'
management. The piece is to be presented sometime late in October with
a cast of big names in addition to Mr.

Drew

will

Drew.

The star's season in "Major Pendennis" closes tomorrow night in St.
Paul, terminating the longest run Mr.
Drew has had in a number of years.
at the Criterion, New York,
October and' played through until
June 16 with the company remaining

He opened
in

intact for the entire trip.

BERNHARDT FULLY RECOVERED.
William F. Connor, who for years

managed and

directed

Mme. Bernhardt
this

the

tours

of

in this country, stated

week the great French tragedienne

had "fully recovered her health and is
ready to undertake a continuation of
her present tour, which was interrupted
to permit her to undergo an operation.

SHIPMAN'S SKETCH A PLAY.
The Sam Shipman sketch, played by
Louis Mann at the Royal this week,
"The Good for Nothing," is to
be elaborated into a three-act play for
next season.

entitled

PROFITABLE RUN CLOSING.
"Peter Ibbetson" closes its successengagement at the Republic Saturday for no other reason than the actors
won't work any longer.
Tiie .piece
played to $1 1.7(H) last week and is sold
cut for the current week. It will reopen at the Republic Aug. 27 with the

ful

same cast.
The Batrymore brothers claim
parts

arc

too

strenuous

to

their

continue

any

Constance Collier is
and Lama Hope Crews doesn't

longer;

tired,

care.

The

theatre has been making a profit
or$3,000 a week on the engagement.

BIRD'S

FUTURE ALLIANCE.

Just what activity Charles Bird will
Jndulge in within the near future seems
a matter of doubt at present. Mr. Bird
is vacationing for the first time in
years since he became the necessary hub of the Shubert managerial
wheel. After resigning his position as
chief of the Shubert works, Bird remained on Broadway for a few days,
breaking in a new straw hat for excitement, and then went to his Hornell,

N.

Y.,

home, where he

about June
of

20,

H.

himself,

John Zanft

when

will

remain until

will

composed
M. Horkheimer and
go to the Coast.
a party,

The

steadfast story of Bird's future
has been he will be interested in pictures.
proposal is reported to have
come to him from Wiliam Fox to
handle the general rupervision of the
Fox film establishments, while it is
said the Horkheimers (Balboa) have a
scheme of much magnitude in mind that
Mr Bird is likewise concerned in, with
perhaps Zanft also affected. Mr. Bird
(himself not a film) refuses to comment, excepting to remark the toughest
work he has ever had is spending a
vacation.

A

—

GOOD COAST PROSPECTS.
During the past week a number of
returning road managers have generally reported that the Pacific Coast
looks particularly good for traveling
attractions next season, providing the
shows are good and they must be new.
On the tail end of the season the
repeats, breaking their jumps for the
companies that have been on the coast
and in the southwest, are reported bad.

The populace wants new

attractions

and especially musical shows.

COLLIERS' SILVER WEDDING.
Helena

Collier, sister of

William Col-

lier,
known in private life as Mrs.
Thomas Garrick, has planned a quiet

Alliance

of

Theatrical

Stage Employees and Moving Picture
Machine Operators the general executive board of the Alliance has been in
daily conference with President Charles
C. Shay for the past two weeks, the
board disposing of different business
matters left to it by the Cleveland
convention in February.
Appeals, charges, claims and what
not have been taken care of. Nothing
so far has been left undone that cannot be judicially disposed of by President Shay and executive staff later.
Probably the most important phase
of the board session cropped up Mon-

day when the executives sent a request
to the United Managers' Protective
Association, wherein at a decision of
the Alliance in general convention last
February it was agreed that the managers would be asked to grant an increase in the traveling stage crew
scale.

The

Alliance men, in desiring the
feel as though they have a
justifiable reason for making the request, and while they are thoroughly
conversant with the trials and tribulations of the managing producers at
present, owing to the proposed war
taxation of theatrical properties and
interests, the increase wanted for road
men, they say, is not beyond reason
when the high cost of living is conincrease,

sidered.

The increase means that next season
the property man with a traveling combination would receive $45 a week instead of $30, as given now; that the
carpenter would get $50 instead of $40
weekly and the electrician $45 instead
of $35.
The raise in any of tre scales in any
definite section is left to the locals,
with fully 150 locals of the Alliance
making a slight increase in their weekly wage for next season.
In almost
every instance wherein the proper
claim was made for a local increase the
executive board endorsed the stipulated request.
In divers cases wherein members
only were affected the board reached
a decision which in turn will be communicated to the local to which the
member belongs and his case taken
care of in the usual procedure.
At the executive session are President Shay, William Rusk, San Francisco; William F. Canavan, St. Louis;
Charles Malloy, Butte, Mont.; Richard
Green, Chicago; Louis Kraus, Philadelphia; F. G. Lemaster, Denver; E. A.
Clark, Seattle; James Lemke, Troy,
and J. J. Barry, Boston. Charles C.
Crickmore, the new assistant Interna-

engaged

tional President, is also busily
in helping the board and as

Shay's secretary,

well as

W. W. McKinnon.

celebration of the Garrick's silver wed-

ding anniversary at their country place
at St. James, L. 1., June 15.
Miss Collier is best remembered along
Broadway for her interpretation of
ccmedy roles in different shows.

ANNA MARBLE, HARRIS
Anna Marble
lock)
rical

field

again next season and will

The show opens Aug. 20 at Easton,
and will play one-nighters into
Detroit for its first full week. Middlewest time will follow.
The piece will go out with a musical
version.
Music is being written by
Pa.,

and

Kelly

is

engaging

publicity director for
Harris, Jr., attractions.

P. A.'s

The
Strand

publicity

CREDIT.
Newark, June
department of

13.

the

claiming the credit for having originated the plan to distribute
Liberty Bonds to the holders of ceris

seat numbers.
utilized at the Orpheum
where the Packard Company is playing, but after it had been used at the
tain

The plan was

Sisters in the original production.

Bowers,

P. A.

Channing Pol-

become general
the William

Musical "Bridal Night."
The Barr Sisters, with the Maxim
cabaret show, have been signed to support Frederick V. Bowers when he inaugurates his starring tour in "His
Bridal Night," managerial direction,
Perry J. Kelly. The Barrs are to assume the roles played by the Dolly

(Mrs.

to return to the active theat-

is

12

girls.

N. W. TANGLE STRAIGHTENED.
What looked very much like the rekindling of the row between the t,w<Vbig factions in the legitimate side of
the theatrical business seems to have
been smoothed over this week and the
'
general feeling is the situation in the
northwest will be entirely cleared up
before Calvin Heilig returns to Portland after several conferences with

John Cort.
There is no doubt that before returning west Mr. Heilig will repudiate the report of a formation of *

new

theatrical

reeupera! r.\

•-•

fr^ft:

;i

~irrji;i.

his

in

territory

all

ago.

Those who have watched the developments in the (northwestern situation during the last few weeks predicted that the entire affair was a move
on the part of Marc Klaw, of Klaw 8c
Erlanger, to swing the control of the
territory out of the hands of the Northwestern Theatrical Managers' Association and into the hands of his firm.
The deal was discussed between Heilig
and Klaw while the latter stopped off
in Portland on his way to San FranThe following day a meeting
cisco.
of the managers of the houses in the
circuit was called in Portland and a
new association formed, with Calvin
Heilig as the head of it.
Immediately afterwards word was
sent to New York regarding the movement which Heilig .was fostering and
the Cort interests sent three men into
the field
into the

to whip the situation
That
right channels.

succeeded

in

back
they
borne out by
the fact all of the managers with the
exception of Heilig stuck to Cort and
the former was forced to come back
into the fold by having four shows
cancelled on him and all of the time
he was holding for atractions next
season taken aWay. Heilig had a theatre but no shows, John Cort booking
doing this

is

four shows into the Baker, Portland.
All of the managers in the northwest
to understand that in the
event that they followed the lead of
Heilig they would have to do without
the attractions of the Shuberts and
managers who are
associated with
them, as the Shuberts did not propose to let Klaw & Erlanger hold
sway over the Pacific Coast. During
the last season there have been but
eight K. & E. booked shows on the
coast against 19 attractions out of the

were given

Shubert booking

office.

Heilig, who arrived in town about
ten days ago, did not confer with Cort
or the Shuberts until Tuesday of this
week, when he acknowledged that he
was in error in regard to the deal that
he tried to swing and promised that
he would behave in the future providing that he would get the shows
back again.
Wednesday it looked as
though the Heilig theatre would have
the regular run of attractions next
season, but for the balance of this season the road attractions that were originally booked at the Heilig and then
cancelled by Cort, will be played at the

Baker.

Grand Opera

at Rorick's Glen, N. Y.
Elmira, N. Y., June 13.
will be installed at Rorick's (lien theatre, June 18, and con-

Grand opera

tinue until Sept.

Orth,

Louise

"H. O." in Town.
Herman Oppcnheiiner. the once famous "H. O." of Ledercr Casino days,
is in New York for his annual summer

circuit

renounce as possible an
alliance that he may have had under
consideration with klaw & Erlanger.
This will again leave John Cort supreme in the northwest territory,
where he has reigned ever since hit
memorable fight seven or eight years

and above

The company

Strand.

vnrat ion,

Large Gross Minus Metropolitan Rep.
Boston, June 13.
"Mary's Ankle" played to $8,168 at
the Plymouth last week, in the face of
warm weather and without any New
York endorsement.

11

8.

includes
Janet Velie,
Kilcoyne, Scott
Lewis, Jack Pollard,

Mac

Henry
Boyd Marshall, Harry Antrim. John

AVclsh.
Tyler.

Fred

Emerson.

Mac

Davison.

FRAZEE UNDECIDED.

ous season in the conduct of Ins prosperous Chicago hotel ticket offices.
H. O.'s white whiskers arc as smooth
and silky as of yore and he doesn't
look a day older than he did 20 years

H. H. Fra/ce hasn't closed for a
lease of one of the new Shubert theatres on West 45th street.
He may ronsider the feasibility of closing instead
with fine of the two houses Sol Bloom

ago.

proposes

e»e' tin:' <>u

West

A2<\ street.

-
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presarios, who have the added handicap this season of submarine reports
and other alarming war statements that

business before they
opened. On top of the large number of
vacant stores and plots at Coney Island, about 50 concessionaires who
rented places down there at the start of
the season have since vacated through
lack of patronage which mearit to them
affected

The restaurateurs met Monday night
at Terrace Garden, New York, to talk
over tlie war, food supplies and restauAbout 3,600 invitations
rant prices.
were sent broadcast to the refreshment
providers and a very large percentage
responded with acceptances. The restaurant men who believe the professional eating supply mediums have been
kind of heaping it on by way of the
menu card rates think the moment is
opportune to talk common sense to the
These restaurant men want to
trade.
regain the good graces of the patronizing public. They are of the opinion the
tide of favor is against rather than
with them. With curent talk of food
conservation the restaurateurs hope to
pop into the subject with patriotic fervor and thereby hold themselves firmly
One of the main
in popular regard.
points is to keep the prices at a sane
point, in
principal
the
This
is
level.
fact, although all restaurant men do not
appear agreed upon

it.

There

is

re-

ported to be a strained feeling amongst
several of the large Broadway restaurant and hotel directors on the subject.
bare few are inclined to hold the
business at their own expense whilst the
others feel they can afford to sacrifice

A

patronage, depending upon chance in
the future for other trade, to obtain the
big profits they have been getting and
believe they can get. This difference of
opinion has led to a break between the
exponents and opponents to the plan
until several are reported not speaking
Many restaurant men
to one another.
claim this is a critical crisis in their
business and a matier that calls for the
tact to safely tide ever. Others
virtually say they are of the opposite
Captain Churchill ot Churchill's
belief.
He is said to
is of the conservatives.
been
have
the instigator and promoter
of the big meeting Monday night.

utmost

Palmer, saying they were forfrom the Cafe Royale
(formerly known as Rector's), asked
damages to the extent of $20,000
from Stumer, Rosenthal, Eckstein &
Irene
cibly

ejected

Nusbaum, the proprietors. The girls
are
twins and this season played
"Intoxication" and "Frivolity" in one
of the "Experience" companies.
They
were seated in the cafe with two young
men, who for some reason suddenly
left them, whereupon the head waiter
told the girls they would have to
leave, bringing upon them, they say,
great humiliation.

The Chicago

City Council will have
up at an early meeting the matter of
cafes charging cover or admission.
The question has been put up to the
corporation counsel, who advises that
the license commissioner has the power
to force all such cabarets to take out
theatrical licenses. But rather than incur the resultant test cases sure to follow action by the license commissioner
without precedent, it has been decided
to put the whole thing up to the council and should that body pass the ordinance it would be up to cafes to eliminate cover charges or obtain a
license, which in most cases would be
The majority of the
$1,000 annually.
larger resorts are charging 25 cents
a cover charge, with Terrace Garden
requiring double that amount.
It is
said that in back of the movement are
theatre managers who point out that
the big cafes have already taken several big names recently made capital
of in regular attractions and are exploiting them.
This matter of cafe
theatrical licenses was threshed out in
the courts in New York some time ago.

There

is to be a tax on all people
attend cabarets according to one
amendments adopted by the Finance Committee which is drafting the
new War Tax measure. The cabaret
tax section will raise between $2,000,000
and $3,000,000 annually is the estimate
the members of the committee make.
The amendment reads as follows:
A tax of one cent shall be collected for each ten cents or fraction
thereof paid for admission to any public performance for profit at any cabaret or similar entertainment to which
the charge of admission is wholly or
in part included in the price paid for
refreshment service or merchandise,
the amount paid for such admission
to be computed under rules prescribed
by the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, with the approval of the
Secretary of the Treasury, such tax
to be paid by the person paying for
such refreshment service or merchandise.

who

of the

is following a new
It
for its 17 acts.
gives each more leisure late at night,
as the program alternates to permit it.
At the dinner performance, commen-

Shanley's cabaret

working system

cing at seven, three turns are done by
some of the actors, while at the supper
show (after theatre) those doing the
three at dinner are called upon to do
but one turn then. The 17 acts in the
Shanley show give 29 turns in the full
performance, through repeating and
doubling. On the bill there this week
are Miss McDonald, Kirksmith Sisters
(two formerly of the Kirksmith Sisters in vaudeville), Stewart and O'Neil,
Paula Loomis (at Shanley's off and on
for a very long time and now leading
the big number of the show, a song
from "Have a Heart," in which the
company acts as an ensemble), Alvin
Bros, (acrobats, and doing very well),
The Shanley Trio (now composed of
Eddie Shcehan, Gus Wickc and Leonard Chick Mr. Shcehan is in his sixth
consecutive year at Shanley's with but
12 weeks off during that period), Miss
Dc Milita (harpiste), Miss Riano, Miss
Bowcn, Gosman Twins, Mr. Coleman
(banjo), Mr. Lugaro (baritone), Billy
Gordon (baritone). Tom Shanley, Jr.,
continues to run the cabaret and performance.

—

—

Two

suits involving three actresses
as plaint ills were begun
this
week
against a ("liicauo Loop hotel and a

restaurant.
cases.

Damages

Dorotliv

are asked in both
Keats, late of the

*Ta>sing Show "of l'Jlfj," which closed,
sues the Hotel Sherman tor £10.000
damages, sustained she says when a detective i.rohe into her apartment ;:>-t
wt'c!.'-,
g'.vmg as an excuse tlv.it \\z
thought a man was there. Miss Keats
is
known as Mrs. Cliff C. Andrews
off the stage and is said to be the
wife
of
an
automobile
dealer
of
Cincinnati.
l-'ridav
last
Alice
and

a deficit in their rental

Above Stamford

present.

the entire
state has gone "dry" as far as Sundays
are concerned.
Stamford seems to be
the last chance to liquidate until one
gets into Providence. Bridgeport. New
Haven and Hartford are hone dry on
the Sabbath and even the home of

Heublein
whiskey won't open up.
A. round
New York are several new
places opened this season but there has
Jit-e stir '-jr. g
v."m o' *"et'.?rrj.s

!-vi-'i
••;'•

The

t.l;»:s

f iv

for

Oicm

in

-

late

summer's load of misery for

the open air purveyor of

amusement

payments.

The Roof Garden, atop the Hotel La
Chicago, was formerly opened
Tuesday evening. It is the only roof
garden in Chicago and enjoys conSalle,

among

popularity

siderable

Loop

There are three songstresses
in the persons of Jennie Johnson, Dorothy South and Mary Wheeler.
Exhibition
dancing is given by two
couples, Jay Brian with Gladys Walton
and Mr. and Mrs. James Hervey Hume.
The dance orchestra is conducted by
Louvie Homer Simons.
lovers.

Cabaret
procured
engagements
through the Billy Curtis office this week
include:
Bennett Five, Hilda Carling,
Nellie Crawford, Adele Lewis, Marcelle Lemaizie (Nantucket Beach, Boston), MacKinnon Twins, Bobbie Taylor (Beaux Arts, Atlantic City), CarCostello (Pekin, Buffalo), Mae
Winnie, Ruth Curtis (Marlborough),
Versatile Sextette (Martinique, Atlantic

City).

William Phelan, well known for past
connections with New York theatricals,
and who of late has been managing the
Stolwell Hotel on the Coast, has been
engaged to manage the new Barbara
Worth Hotel, El Centro, Cal. Al.
Selby, also

known

to

showdom,

is

J.

Gray.

made a

conscription law

lot of
those "Bey Wonder" violin and piano
players tell their right ages.

Now that they have made the women register, it must have been an awful
blow to a lot of soubrets.
When we registered, and the clerk
if we had any previous military
experience, all we could think of was
the march we did on the Friar's Frolic
but that didn't count.
Wonder if
they'll take those Vaudeville Zouaves
as experienced soldiers?

asked

—

If a Easy

To
To
To
To
To
It's

get a bad report.
think your wife is clever.
get in wrong.
think you're good.
lay off for a long run.

Hard

To insult a song plugger.
To see a small time agent.
To live American Plan.
To kiss an acrobat.
To keep a Palm Beach suit.
If

you want to pick out a job where

you

will not be noticed, outside of that

of Vice-President of the United States,
the next best job is chorus man in
"The Follies."
»

About the only male act we know
that will not be hit by the draft is the
Old Soldier Fiddlers.

now

attached to the Angelus, Los Angeles.

In the Chicago police drive against
north side hotels and resorts of questionable character, Saturday last, detectives invaded the Loop, raiding the
Hotel Arthur, 309 South Clark street.
Three couples were arrested and the
clerk booked as a keeper of a disorder-

Things are not so inconvenient for

show business

at that.
in their

be doing nicely

when

Everybody will
summer homes
them

the officer calls to rehearse
for the army.

Actors who resemble President Wilson should have no trouble finding

work

these days.

ly house.

Chicago's outlying cafes are opening
outdoor gardens.
The Green
sunken garden opens tonight
(Friday), an Italian band being featured with the regular cabaret show.
The Edelweiss Gardens outdoor show
will also include an Italian band.
their
Mill's

Maurice and Walton sailed for
France last week. The former will enter the ambulance corps, while Miss

Walton

devote

will

Cross work,

Vernon

it

is

herself
reported.

to

Red

Castle, recently injured while

doing some fancy flying stunts at a
garden party in Toronto, in aid of the
funds of the Social Service Department, has apparently recovered from
ill

effects of the accident.

A new roof garden atop the new
Reisenweber building will be opened
with due ceremony Monday night,
June 18. A special program is being
prepared for the opening.

The Ban- Sisters and Lew Brice will
compose a vaudeville act in two weeks,
when the sisters leave Maxim's. With
a

brief

Maxim

interval thev have been
revue for 18 months.

in

a

Churchill's put on a new revue Monday, retaining several of the principals
the former one but engaging an all
new chorus. It's a Lea Herrick show.

in

L'Aiglon

opening

n?w

Parisian
restaurant at P.eldcn Point. City Island,
Saturday evening, Tune 16. with Tony
Martzolf as managing director.
!r,

n.

This

is

a great chance for the boys

who have been

writing those war songs
and do some of the things
they have been writing about.

to volunteer,

Have you a little card showing that
you're "paid up" in the army?

NEW ACTS.
"En Route," with 9 people,

including

Rose Haney.
"Minstrels de Luxe,"
witb seven girls and special scenery.
(Flo Rheinstrom.)
Musical act, with five girls, headed

by Transfield Sisters (Dwight Pepple).
Sidney Kirkpatrick and Laura Bowman.
Ed. Van Sloan and Myra Dean.
Henry Clive and Harry Kelly gave a
trial showing of the "mind
reading"
act they did on the Cocoanut
Grove
roof, at the Colonial Friday evening.
1 * ran 20 minutes and
caused considerable laughter.

-

Jimmy Duffy (formerly Duffy and
Lorenz) and Jack Inglis (formerly Inglis and Redding), two-act.
Felix Adler, assisted by a woman.
Hassard Short has a new sketch with
four people called

The

first

"The Ruby Ray."
metropolitan reappearance

of Lyons and Yosco will be Aug.
20 at
the Brighton theatre.
Virginia Earl in "As It Is and Always Will Be," written by Charley
drape win.
Elsie Elgin and Walter. Waltham
are

announced

in

a

new

act,

called

"The

Correct Time," under the management

Mank.
"From Brooklyn Bridge to Paris"
and "Mary Clark from Battery Park."

ot

Bvirtr,:;

Mac

Gerald will be featured
(Billic Burke).
Roshanara, with 10 people.
production (Paul Durand).

in

the.

latter act

is

oinmencinu: to prove too heavy a bu r dn> for some of the Atlantic Coast im-

By Thomu
The

men

all

The inns along the road to Stamford,
Conn., are just about hanging on this
year up to the present time. The majority have had losing seasons up to
the present because of the lateness of
the warm weather.
Pierre Bustonoby
has opened an inn just over the state
line and Sunday it looked as though
there were about a score of people

their

TOMMY'S TATTLES.

AL Herman,

(

is

in

"The

the blackface comedian,
Midnight Frolic."

Dance

VARIETY
WITH THE WOMEN.

ARTISTS'

(Continued from page 7.)
Norma Talmadge as Poppy, a wild-

FORUM

words and writ* on on* tide of paper only.
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and
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Chicago, June 9.
Editor Vabiwpt:
Varibtt
you have a
In this issue of
news item headed Chicago's "White
Stars" wherein is stated the existence
of a White Stars Actors' Club.
The article interests me as I am mentioned as Vice-President. It is news to
me. I am not a member of any such
club, and if such a position has been
bestowed upon me, I am not aware of

am

not
a member of any actors organization at
time.
the present
Charles Bartholomew.

wish to emphatically state

I

of the locals of the federation with the
information the Naval Reserve wants
two bandmasters for this district and
that the men will be permitted to recruit their own bands.
bandmaster
ranks with a junior lieutenant.
George H. Shinn, formerly with Mark
Linder's sketch, has enlisted in Battery
E, 21st Field Artillery, stationed at

8.

else.

wish to
have always
as Veronica
Veronica is
name.
I

refute this statement as I
been professionally known
and also wish to state that

my name

and not a taken
Veronica (Toe Dancer).

Editor Varibtt:

We

wish to

call

your attention to an

Varibtt in the last issue in
regards to us belonging to the White
Stars
I

New Tork armory (35th and
avenue) is a young man named
Bowers, who has been doing a "single"
7th

out in the west.
Lee Chapin, formerly with Gertrude
Hoffman's various vaudeville acts, has
enlisted in the U. S. medical corps.

Bruce Waiman, professionally known
as Bruce Weyman, featured in "America First," has enlisted in the First

Aero Corp at Mineola, L. I.
Tuesday afternoon at Cohan's Grand,
Chicago, the "Examiner" conducted a
benefit performance for the families of

Dub.

wish to say that after the

first

week

existence I went before the board
and Joe Birnes and told them that 1
was through and that we washed our
hands of the whole affair as it looked
like a case of me being made the angel
of the affair and that we are through
with White Rats' actors union for good.
Cleora Miller Trio.
its

(Al Miller.)

men

Navy. The money
will go into a general fund being fostered by the Hearst papers so that no
dependant of a man enlisted in the
navy shall suffer any privation that
money can prevent The bill was
"headed" by John Philip Sousa and
the Marine band of 60 pieces. Those
billed were Frank Craven (announcer),
Elizabeth
Murray, Helen Lackaye,
the

article in

of

Wilson, Tex.

in the

Charlotte,

U.

S.

McComas,

Carroll

Cecil
Cunningham, Doraldina, the first act
from "Turn to the Right," Willie and
Eugene Howard.
Marillyn
Miller,
Alexio Kosloff. Clayton and White,
Grace Fisher.
Carus and Larry
Comer, Frank Keenan in the second
act of "The Pawn," the Hawaiian Quintet from "The Bird of Paradise," Alan

Emma

IN

THE SERVICE

The old-fashioned show ballyhoo

tac-

are being used successfully in the
present-day efforts to obtain Liberty
Loan Bond buyers and one of the main
demonstrations was displayed at 5th
avenue and 47th street during the last
half of last week. In the company of
Liberty Loan boosters, headed by Archie Colby, was Charles Levy, a former vaudevillian, who not only did a
monologue, but all the salesmen, including Colby, went among the vast crowd
assembled and registered financially
well for the government.
Jack Crisp (The Crisps), an English
boy, has enlisted in the U. S. Army,
His enlistassigned to the infantry.
ment will probably cause the temporary disbandment of the turn, consisting of himself and two sisters.
Leonard Giegerich, of the B. S. Moss'
office corps, has been admitted to the
army corps.
John Phillip Sousa is training about
400 musicians at Fort Hamilton. Brooklyn, for military bands and will maintain a permanent band ground for the
same purpose over there. An impression was spread about the bandmaster
was forming a band of 300 pieces.
James D. Aitken, formerly of the
Four Aitkens, who enlisted in the navy
April 16 and spent three weeks at the
Newport training station, has been assigned to active duty on the "North
Carolina."
Merritt Crawford, writer and publicist, is attached to the Officers* Reserve
Training Corps, at the 69th Armory.
Arthur James, general press representative for the Metro Co., is also attached to the same reserve corps. __
tics

flower reared in a strict Boer home on
the Rand in South Africa, escapes, and
has an unhappy and at tne same time
interesting experience in the outside
world, in the feature film, "Popov."
The story carries Miss Talmadge
through almost a score of years and
gives her an opportunity to appear as
a country girl of 12 or 13 (which the
does remarkably well), a school girl
of 14 and 16, a struggling mother, and
later a successful writer and popular
society
celebrity.
Miss Talmadge

wears some particularly charming negand as Eva Destin, the writer,
she wears simple but good looking day
and evening frocks. Miss Talmadge it
ligees

woman

fast becoming the best dressed
in the screen.
The action of the picture is supposed to take place in Maajesiontein, Durban and London.

Mrs. Leo Carillo is convalescing at
her attractive home in Freeport, after
a serious operation. As soon at strong
enough she will join her husband in
California, where he has gone to open
in the new Morosco play.

At the

York, June

Editor Varibtt:
In Varibtt, June 8, it stated I was
not professionally entitled to the name
"Veronica," and that I was seeking to
exploit myself at the expense of some

one

Wilton)

Joseph Webber, president of the
American Federation of Musicians is
aiding the Naval Reserve Recruiting
officers to secure two bands for the
Third Naval District by bulletining all

Camp

New

J.

A

it.

I

Alf T. Wilson (not Alf
has enlisted in the army.

Brooks, Long Rack Sam and Family,
Mme Dazie and Jarrow. Doraldina
Friday last appeared on the floor of
the Chicago Board of Trade and gathered $1,900 for a box for the benefit,
it being turned back to be resold. This
is said to be the record price ever obtained for a single

formance.
Will H. Gregory,

box

for

any per-

who played the
Wilbur Weldon in "The
Jr.,

original role of
Silent Witness," enlisted in the navy and
passed almost a 100 per cent, examination. Later Gregory found that a slight

rupture he had received sonic time ago
would interfere with his active service,
so he went to St. Luke's hospital where
now he is fast convalescing from a
successful operation. The young man
is
anxious to be assigned to active
naval duty.
Jack Delmar, formerly with "The
New Leader" (vaudeville), has joined
the Naval Reserve at Ft. Lafayette,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Jock Cameron, of the late Lorraine
and Cameron act, has joined the 69th
(New York) regiment, and was assigned to the 13th Cavalry at Fort
Riley, Kan.
James Rennie, a grandson of the late
Senator O'Donoghue, of the Dominion

Parliament, who was leading men in
"His Bridal Night," has gone to Toronto to enlist in the Canadian army
and will be assigned to the Royal Flying Corps.
Sammy Weston (Weston and Clare)
and Harrv Pauli have joined the quartermaster's department at the State
Arsenal at 35th street and 7th avenue.

Louise Huff, as "Angel" in^he Lasky
picture, "Freckles," wears the prettiest
of girlish dresses and looks all that the
name implies.

The Three Larneds say they

are two
not three men,
as an observant reviewer on a paper
last week mentioned.

women and one man,

Walter Brower at the Palace describes his wife's wedding dress at a
Princess-slip
that
didn't
flip- very

much. The bridesmaids. Ida Hangover
and Helen Pink, wore Empire dresses
waist lines cut just below the

—with

lavaliere.

Florence Moore

is

wearing a good

looking Nile green chiffon wrap with
a large hat in a deeper shade of green.
Willie

Weston atThe

Fifth Ave. last

week sang a song that would not be
allowed in a "turkey" burlesque show.
Needless to say he had to take it off.
Lulu Coates at the Fifth Avenue
opened in a white corduroy sport suit
and closed in black tulle and jet. She
makes a mistake doing her numbers
orf a dimly lighted stage.
She should
cut the Hawaiian number until she
learns to do something Hawaiian in it.
Gertrude Taylor of Brown and Taylor
makes, a pretty Quakeress and looks
quite stunning in a ruffled tulle of two
shades of mauve.
Violets trim her
skirts and pansies her large tulle hat,
but white stockings do not look well
with gold slippers. Una Clayton wore
a becoming dinner dress.
A skirt of
ecru net over yellow silk and a blue
bodice is trimmed with tiny pink roses
and forget-me-nots. Margaret Vinton,
the tall handsome blonde who may be
remembered from "Woman Proposes,"
is playing "The Other Woman* with
Miss Clayton and admirably decorates
The young woman in the
the stage.
Will Oakland act is typically Irish,
even after she gets out of the Colleen
She looks girlish and winsome
dress.
in white silk and chiffon
the latter
appliqued with large green disks. Miss

—

Hart of Betts, Chidlow
a pretty frock of blue

and Hart wears
and rose tulle
but it hangs
Mrs. Stan Stanley comvery badly.
pensates for the little she has to do in
her husband's act by dressing excep-

made up with

tionally

13

/

well.

silver lace,

Mrs.

Circus) is quite at
riding clothes.

White (White's

home

in

regulation

Liberty Bond boosters find it very
easy railing following Julia Arthur
at the Orpheum, Brooklyn, this week.
Miss Arthur is so convincing as
"Liberty Aflame" and shows so much
warmth in her delivery that one is
fojeed to believe it is not just art

but heart.
The long velvet artist's
pants, tams and white silk shirts worn
by the Norvelles are a pleasing novelty
for their style of act. But Miss Norvelle, in mauve short, one-piece tights,
is a picture. Sunbursts of reconstructed
amvthists are worked out on the chest
and legs of the tights. Alice Hutchings, as Mrs. Van Dombley in the
Havel boys act, wears a dress of black
and white sheer material with large
Pearl bands and a
pockets at side.
touch of pearl fringe trimming give
Florence Baird
the "unusual" touch.
of Bensee and Baird has succeeded in
making herself so ugly it detracts
somewhat from her comedy she is in-

—

—

to overwork it especially the
contortions.
A red velvet coat
with black fur, short waistcd body and
sleeves, and a twelve or fourteen inch
clined

facial

strip around the bottom was worn on
warm day and then they complained
aloud because the audience was cold.
They were not cold, they were warm
and they couldn't laugh at the warm
makeup. In a pretty nile green and
gold plaid dress with a band of gold
silk at neck, Miss Baird was far runnier, also in the Scotch dress.
Marion
Sherley looked the essence of refinement in the same wardrobe she wore
at the Colonial last week, and Little
Burdella Patterson, in her Beaux Art
offering, was effective in almost all of
her poses.

a

NO EQUITY CONTRACT

YET.

A

mutually agreeable contract between the United Managers' Protective
Association and the Actors' Equity
Association, it seemed this week, was
as far off as ever.
At the Equity offices

It

was

stated

small hope was held out that the managers would actually come to terms
with the actors' organization. One of
the officials of the Equity stated cut
management made so many stipulations as to what should be In the new
contracts which they wished to engage
musical comedy artists under that ft
would be worse than the one now In
force.

At a meeting of the United Man-

agers Monday a committee was appointed comprising Marc Klaw, Alf
Hay man, Henry W. Savage, Sam Harris, Lee Shubert and A. H. Woods to
meet a delegation from the Equity and
to discuss the various contract forms.
Just when this meeting is to take place
was not known by the Equity up to

Wednesday.
At thr Monday meeting of the manthere was read a communication from the International Alliance
of Theatrical Stage Hands of the United States and Canada requesting the
managers increase the salaries of road
crews next year.
At the recent annual meeting of the

agers

Equity Association it was brought oat
during the course of Chairman Howard
Kyle's remarks that at the time the
Association made a sincere endeavor
to obtain a charter in the American
Federation of Labor, the Equity officials learned that Samuel Gompers was
personally opposed to the title "White
Rats." With the Rats a dead issue, the
A. F. of L. is now expected to give some
definite answer to the Equity which
put in its application June 27, 1916.

So far President Gompers has given
no indication that he would grant the
Equity a separate charter. The White
Rats union was a thorn in the side of
the Federation, and that, according to

some of the higherups

in

the organi-

zation, militates against any other body
of the theatrical folks obtaining charter recognition.
Tf the Equity were to obtain a Federation charter it would be a new one

and would not in any way be affiliated
with the White Rats. With the Rats
union unable to make good any financial payment* to the Federation treasury, its charter is good as revoked
now unless the un for seen happens,
which isn't likely.
It now looks as
though the Rats will lose its charter
with one chance in a hundred of the
Equity getting one.

VARIETY
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NEXT WEEK (JUNE

BILLS

EMPRESS

(Two

to

Avellng A IJoyA
Rankoff A Glrlio
Lola Wentworth
Harry Ilolman
John T Kay Co
McLnllcn A Carson

A

Cross

(ubo)

Josephine

Melntyre A Heath
Harry Carroll
Maryland Singers
Hlekey Bros

ROYAL

(Request HIM)
Bergcro Co
Laurlo A Bronaon
Al Herman
Avellng A Lloyd

Mlgnon
Meehan's Dors
Bradley & Ardlno
Abbott & White

H O H

Gerald A Grlffln
Fields Keane A
"Echoa H way"
Permalne

(loew)
Olive

Stewart A
Hazel Rayno
Fred Rogers
Congressman Kitty

A

Trlx & Sis
••President Spcuks'

Ward & Van

Hogs

ST (ubo)

2d half (14-17)

G A L Garden

Putnam A Lewln
Bessie Remplc Co
Hctts C A Hart
Carllta A Howland
".

Clown Soal

5TH AVE

Twins

to

(ubo)

2d half (14-17)

La Palanca Co
4 Chicks

Mel-Burri

Ruth Eudd
Harry Ulncs
Diamond A Bn-nnnn
Kaufman Hros
McLcllnn A Carson

ST (ubo)
•j:'.D
2d half (14-17)
Wolford'B Animals
Bnyes A WorniT
Kilwln Harry Co
Glenn A Hums
Chinese Entertainers

(loew)

Hilton A Lar.ar
.la^ Altken Co
AMERICAN (loew)

Twins
James A Johns
O'Neill

Homer A Dullard
Anthony Andre Co
Pepplno A Perry
Jackson A Wahl

(loew)

to

fill)

BOULEVARD

Burns A Lynn

Murphy

Kate A Wiley

Hum

2d half
Tree Mulo

Stewart & Olive
Dennl A Perri

"Days Long Ago"
Andv Lewis Co
(One to fill)
7TII

AVE

(loew)

The Totos
"

Tivr.il

fHr!:j

Mooiv White & H
'Uusehnll

4

Lew Cooper Co
2d

1st

hnlf

Namloh A Nabb

A

Delight Stewart
Maybellc Best
Rico A Francis
3 Regals

11

fill)

Coney Inland

Henry Lewis
Bert Baker Co

Senator

(Troy

Rellly
to fill)
2d half

Moore White & H
Thn Randalls
.Tim my Shea
"Mr Chaser"
Dougherty A Lu< ey
Harry English Co
Hrady & Mahoney
(Ono to fill)
(loew)

PROCTORS

& Church

Eddy Duo
Chlnko A Kaufman

Drooklyn
(ubo)

Helen Jnckley
Rowley A Young
Beaumont A Arnold

Watson

Pollard

Welch
Sterllne A Marguerite
2d half

(

(ubo)

11-17)

Lamends

Francis * Ross

Whipple

IT'IPf^M

Co

V'istel .v lushing
Teehow's Cats

(ubo)

2d half (It- 17)

Helen Vlneent
Pert A Panll

The Brlghtons

"Hettlng Bettys"

Geo Lyons

Jim Black Duo
Ray Bruce A Fay
Russian Dancers
Baltimore, lid.

HIP
Kenney & La France
Harmon A Mnlmim
Grace

C'wuM'- Wilson

PROSPECT

2.'l-24

Scamp A Scamp

lien

GREEN POINT

split)

Superlm

Reeves
Kaufman Bros
Dorothy Jardon

.1

(ubo)
half

Potter A Hartwell
John Gelgcr
Swor A Avery
(One to llll)
HnkerNfleld, Cnl.
(

Hurt Johnson Co

DeWint. rs

Lew Welch Co
Jim McWllllams
(»

Serenndcrs

HOWATSON
"A Caso

Columhua* O.
KEITH'S (ubo)
Strand Duo
Wilson A Larson
Mr A Mrs Vernon
"Girl In Moon"
Sherman A Utrey
Cycling Brunettes

of Plcklee"

KEITHS

to

(ubo)

J Moore Co
Loretto Quartet

fill)

(loew)

fill)

Kings
Gallando
Detroit

TEMPLE

(ubo)

Murray
Stevens A Marshall
Nat Nozarro
Kenney A Nobody
Eliz

2d half
Harlequin Trio

Jnnsen
Kltner

Manning Sisters
Chas C Rice Co

Brennan A Anderson
Joyce West A S

II

A

MILES
to

POLIS

Conn.

(ubo

i

ODonnell A Blair
Huzzell A Little
Porter J White Co
Morton & Russell

Dream Fantasies

(abc)

Fay & E

Llllette

Memories
Four Newsomes
Klmberley A Arnold
Buffalo. N. Y.
SHEA'S (ubo)

Nat Wills

Ray Samuels
"Futuristic Revue"
F A E Astalro

Jesslo Parker

Co

Denver, Colo.

PANTAGES

Zelaya

"Miss

and

A
Hamlet"

(p>

GRAND

(wva)
Tho Olmsteads
June Mills ("o
Lillian Stello Trio
(One to fill)
2d half

il

Shaw Co

SWAYBELL

LAUGH BROKERS

Marriott Troupo

Knnton. I*a.
ABLE O II (ubo)
2«l

and

Winnipeg 21-23)

Kane A Wagner

Mme

Marion

Grand Raplda, Mich

ROMONA PK

(ubo)

Orvllle Harrold

Austin Webb Co
Jones A Sylvester

Gould A Lewis
Selma Braatz
Meredith A Snoozer
Great Fall*. Mont.

PANTAGES

(p)

(10-20)

half

('-1 -'-'">

IMe A Pals
Eiirf A Sunshine
Archer A Belford
Flavllla

E. fH. Louln, III.
ERBERS (wva)
Wolgast A Girlie
Kirk A Maddoz

Menipkla, Tenn.

ORPHEUM

City, Mo.

(One

A Tlerney
(Three to fill)
Middle-town. TV. Y.

Scott

BIJOU (ubo)

STRATTON (ubo)
Cafferty A Camp
Fred Corelli Co

split)

1st half

"0 Little Wives"

Milwaukee. Mia.

Lancaster, Pa.

PALACE (wva)
(Sunday opening)
Animals
3 Misses Weston
Gilroy Hayes A M
Moore Gardner A R
Myral A Deimar
"Garden of Aloha"
2d half
Rose A Ellis

COLONIAL

(ubo)
2d half (14-10)
Laldlaw
Archer A Belford

Strassler's

Yeon Haw
The Breakers
Lewlaton. Mont,

JUDITH

(ah-wvaj

(10)

playing

bill

Great Falls 21 and
Helena 22)

"Women"
"Wanted— A Wife"
Lucy Lucler 3
Harrlnbnrar, Pn.

MAJESTIC

(ubo)

W

Detzel

"Orange Packers"

PANTAUhlS

Invention

Rock. Ark.

MAJESTIC

(inter)

"Whirling Propellers"

Kranz A LaSalle

Tel.

John *7I

Jewslwi te the Proftuloa

A Tlerney
Semon

Scott

GRAND (wva)
Hugo Lutgens
Newell A Most
C Harvards
Gypsy Meredith Co
PALACE (wva)

2d half
Naughty Princess
Brolsus A Brown

COLONIAL

(ubo)

Hartford, Conn.
POLI'S (ubo)
Tho Sheldons
4 Husbands

Inquisitive

Morton A Ruzzell
ODonnell & Blair
Haaleton. Pa.
Si

Log An are lea

ORPHEUM

3 Vagrants

(Final

Moffet A C
Marlon Harris
De Leon A Davles
Moyle & Brown

Ollvuttl

Mower

.

(P)

G
Hoboken. IV. J.
LYRIC (loew)

Iionlavllle.

(Two

to

Allen

fill)

2d hnlf
Duval A Simons
Brown A Jackson

Dwyer

Phil

(Two

liiallv

rial

Fnrrljr RclspT.
"Miss Cp to Date"
Jacksonville, Fin.
ARCADE (ubo)
(Open Sunday)

.0

(Savannah

split)
1st half

Rcrgor

Claude Rauf
Nntona
Eddie Carr Co
Spencer A Wllllnma
Franz Troupo

Ky

New Haven,

Conn.
BTJOU (ubo)
A Frnncls

H A A Seymour

Allen

Raymond A O'Connor

"Storyland"
Elklns Fay A E

Carl Rlfner

Tho Duttons
Herron A Arnsmnn

Llllette

2d half
Buzzell & Little
Porter J Whlto Co

(ubo)

(Nashville split)
1st half

Tn«1.

Bro.-i

(ubo)

(Louisville split)
1st hnlf

(orph)
(Sundny Opening)

KEITH'S

(ubo)
3 Fishers
Sol A Lesllo nerns

PRINCESS

FOUNTAIN FY PK

to All)

Indlannpoll*.

OPERA HOUSE

Sisto

Whites Circus
Nanhvllle. Tenn.

McGrath A Yeoman

Knowles m White

Howard

F V Powers Co

(aAn)

Pollard
Five Armentos

Clifford

PROCTORS (ubo;
2d half (14-17)
Juggling Dc Lisle
John Pnrks Co

Wm

Sydell

K Emmett Co

(ubo)
2d half ( 14-10)
Ding Sing

A

1st half

Adam

from

HIPP

split)

Ceo Husscy
Wiser A Wiser
"Dream Garden"
Mt. Vernon, *. Y.

Roach A McCurdy

Harry

(ubo)

Week)

(Ottawa

FEELEY'S

Bert

FRANCA IS

Co

Rose A Rosna
Frank A Addlngton
Musical MacDonalds
Fred A Albert

Montrose

Manjean Tr
(One to fill)

Nat Goodwin

"Girl

(ubo)

(Sunday opening)

(Sunday Opening)
Ray Cox
Dorothy Shoemnker

PAN'i.ujES

2d half

J

Montrenl

SOHMER PK

Merle's Cockatoos
Dora Hilton

Azard Hros
Wilton Sis
Barbler Thateher Co

Leo Beers

LAS

"College Girl Frplics"

Tyrclls

Millleent

Band

Annette's

The New Model
Tower A Darrell

2d half

Tho

"Memories"
Rogers A Wood

A

Ollio Young A
Clifton A Kramer

Loaranaport, Ind.

The Kilties
Oddone
Rucker A Winifred
Gordon A Kinley
Standard Bros

Five Metzettis
PALACE (ubo)
Fred CorrelM Co

(p)

(Sunday Opening)
Curzon Sis
Moran A Welser
DeVlne A Williams
Harry Coleman
"Futuristic Revue"

HEMMENDINGER" ,{»"" figm

E.

Ronsone

Hoyt Manlon A H
Lavan A Devlno

Carroll

Minneapolis, Minn.

Daisy Harcourt
Boeder's
Little

Rlsine Generation
Lolghtnor A Alexander

2d half
Musical Britons
Lnwry A Lacey Sis

A

Kartell!

(Same Bill Playing
Melody
Anaconda 21)
Julian Hall

Fiske A Fallon
Davett A Duvall
Brent Hayes

The MacFarlands
Story A Clark
Arthur Lavlne Co

Charles

The Gaseolgncs

fill)

2d half

Knoxvllle, Term.
(Chattanooga

to

Kranz A LaSalle

Samoya

(Same

(Inter)

Milwaukee"

Benny A Woods
Brosius A Brown

(p)

ratrlcola

playing In-

Green Miller A

Catalno A O'Brien

Elliotts

Leila

(18-19)

Kcelley's Girls

Diilnth, Minn.

The

Guerren A Newell
(One to 1111)
IluHe, Mont.

Woblman

(One to All)
Ft. William*. Can.
ORPHEUM (wva)

(p)

Joe Rolley
Vlolen Beauties

(22-2S,
Howard Kinel

2d half

Tuseano Bros

Ed

Jim"

Turner A Grace

Mr

Perrv

PANTAGJ'S

(abc)
"Intelligence"
Wol ford Stevens 3
Lyceum 4
Vanfleld Short A Co

Mrs Leah Herz Co

Cleora Miller 'A
Jones & Johnson
Edith Moto

Ni bio's BTrds
Thalero's Circus
Bob Hall

2d half
El kins

McC

Geo Harada

lii.>

HrldireiMirt.

GRAND

John

E

Rob & Robertson
Homestead
Tom A Stasia Moore
Nolan A Nolan
(Ono

nett

'

"Girl

PANTAGES

Chas DeLand Co
Smith A Kaufman
Gypsy Songsters
Fargo, N. D.

2d half

Edwin Keough Co
Melrose

3 Keltons

Tabor A Greene

bill

La Palva

Doc O'Nell
Hardccn

Cunningham A Ben-

ter Falls 20

Maaon City, la.
CECIL (abc)
Aerial Eddya

The Christies
Whitman A Wilson
Burke A Burko
Lockett A Brown

(Sunday Opening)
B "Swede" Hall Co

(Same

4 Rennecs

(Two to All)
Jeraey City

Kanaaa

2d half (21-23)

Musical Hunters
Cook A Lorenz
(Three to fill)

I

JAMES

ST.

S. C.
(ubo)

PASTIME

Rogers A Mack

Elks Trio
Trio
2d half
Orben A Dixie

Harms

"J3lg

BAB

half

Ethel Mao Barker
Cellna Circus

"The Alibi"

Sebastian Merrill Co

Dayton

Old

(One

Atlanta
1st

to

(ubo)

White

Sis

Hilly

(One

Plotti

Rising Generation

LYRIC

.

"Tho Alibi"
Baker A Rogers

I*n.

(Birmingham

half

(loew)

Norton A Noble
Baker A Rogers

Cosmopolitan 3

Finn A Finn
Alva A Partner

1'a.

(ubo)
2d half (14-17)

Fall River, Maaa.

BIJOU

(abc)
(21-23)
2d half
Sorority Girls
Ethel Costello
Millard

KEITHS

Ward A Faye

1st half

fill)

Harms Trio

split)

1st half (1S-20)

Elsie

A O Dooley
Rockwell Wood
Brennnn & Lowell
It

to

Lnmbertl
Elks Trio

(ubo)

Pcto»A Pnls
Earl A Sunshine
Green Miller A G

•Llnnc's Girls

Montambo A Wells

Norton A Noble

half

ORPHEUM

Leah Nora

(Charleston split)

2d

Allenfown.

Week)

"Rubevillo"

BUSHWICK

(Two

Madame Mel-Bourn
Vine & Temple
Dupree A Duprce
7 Bracks
(Page Ha>-k A Mark
In place of 7 Rrack*
2d half )

(ubo»

Halllgan A Sykes
Eddie Ross

Ben-

Smith A Kaufman

(Two to 1111)
Albany. N. Y.

(orph)

A French
Randall A Meyers
J C Morton Co

Gvnsy Songsters

3 Escardos

Chyo A Chyo
AVE B (loew)

Chicago

MAJESTIC

Columbia,

A

I

Shirley

2d half
Dave Glaver
Miss Flirt

Frank Franc

Els

nett

Hatha-

A,

(loew)

Cunningham

A Adcle

McShnyno
way

Bernlvlcl Bros
Senator Murphy

(Anniversary

ORPHEUM

Howard A Mack

Payne A Nesblt

Nan Halpern

Dougherty A Lucoy
Spiegel A Jones
Harry Brooks Co

Orben A Dixie
Chas Deland Co

Rice A Francis
Fujiama Japs
2d half

2d half
Marshall A Covert

Burns A Bert

KEITH'S (ubo)
Valerie Sis
Hershoff's Gypsies
Keeler A Belmont

Home

Drew A Wallace

Al

Cincinnati

A Hlgglns

Lydell

Valentine Vox

Cornelia

3 Sullys

Ping A King

Burt Johnson Co
Dorothv Toye

Belle Rutland
Gllfrain Co
(loew)

McMahon D A C
The Sololnes

Llbonatl

2d half
Dancing Demons
Homer A Dullard

W

RIALTO (ubo)
(Knoxvlllc Bplit)
1st half
Onrl

F A L Bruch

Profaseionala' Original

WARWICK

Melody 4

2d half
Josephine Lenhardt

LINCOLN

(loew)

Tho Frltches
Beth Mayo
Rayno A Hoyt
Hans Roberts Co

Regal A Mack
(One to fill)

Chattanooga, Ten*.

Julia Arthur

Shanley and Furneaa ("Fifty-Fifty")

Frank Bush
Fujiama Japs

Harklns

Gladiators

LOS ANGELES and SAN FRANCISCO

Frazer Bunco A II
Roatlno A Shelley
Jackson A Wahl
Harry Brooks Co

The Valdos

to All)

Boaton
KEITH'S (ubo)

CONTINENTAL HOTEL

2d half

BRIGHTON

Frank Hush
(Ono to fill)

2d half

Volunteers

The

Jan Rublnl

(Ono to

(uob)

Dave Glaver
Those 5 Girls

Martians

"Betting Bettys"

(Two

DeLler A Termini
Gertrude Barnes

JAM

Knnazwa Japs

(One

split)

half

1st

Blmrhamton. N. Y.

(loew)
Marshall A Covert
Roatlno A Shelley
Harry English Co
Howard A Sadler -

(ubo)

(Columbia

Eaglo

STONE

S. C.

ACADEMY

A Mack

Granvlllo

Mux Laube

Nelson

FULTON

Richard Wally
Billy A Ada Whlto
Dlnkins Barr A E

('has

Charleston,

J A D Miller
Alice Nelson Co
Bessie Le Count
Willie Bros

Cbas Rellly
The Valdos

Billy A Ada White
Valaayda A Nuts
Harry Glbbs Co
Bush A Shapiro

Forrest

Co

llollls

:\

Noack

(Ono

De

Gafferty A Camp
PALACE (loew)
La Belle Carmen
Helen Morcttl
McShayne A Hatha- Blrmlnaraam. Ala.
way
LYRIC (ubo)
Ward A Curran
(Atlanta split)
(Two to fill)
1st half
2d half
Reed A Wright Girls
Forrest A Church
Chas Olcott
Howard A Mack
"Motoring"
"The Scoop"

LaToy's Models
Helen Vincent
Marlon A WUlard

ORPHEUM

Wm

J.

(Ubo)

2d half (14-1(1)
Scranton Bell A S
Bronte A Atwcll
Delmore Angel Co
Mazier A Thompson
Malllla Bart Co

(24-23)
Curtis Dogs

(loew)

Noack
Harry Glbbs Co
Bush A Shapiro
Gllfrain A Girls
(One to All)

Granville A Mack
Hans RofeertB Co
Howard A Sadler
James A Johns

fill)

NATIONAL

playing
Grc^t Falls 23-24)
bill

Henry Rudolph

2d half
LaToy's Models
Hazel Bayne

2d half
^

1-lellcn

Stan Stanley

Paoll

(Same

Ed & L Ford

W

DlnklnB Barr A E
Sampson A Douglas
Jan Rublnl
Ward A Curran
Beth Mayo
Martians

(One

DE KALB

fill)

Andy Lewis Co
Chyo A Chyo

(ubo)

Mr & Mrs

to

DELANCEY

Camden, N.

TOWER'S

CASINO

Joknatown,
1st

.

Marafcalltown, la.

Bogarr Co

4

Pletro

Herman A

Rio A Helmar

(ah-wva)

Melville Milne
Nestor's Sweethearts

Fred Rogers
Anthony Andre Co
Lew Cooper Co
Kate A Wiley

Valentine Vox

Dunham Edwards o
The McKey Co

ri.Trll

(Two

Morris A Allen

Myral A Delmar

Co

(ubo)
(Pittsburgh split)

(ubo)

Wol ford's Dogs

N Y Comedy

M

Mystic Bird
Billy Beard

"Big Jim"
(One to fill)

MAJESTIC

MAJESTIC
(p)

Holmes A LaVero
"Breath of Old Va"

(21)

Clerks' Glrla
Vanfleld Short

(p)

Elmlra, N. Y.

"Movie Girls"

Mont.

Bllllaura.

BABCOCK

(abc)
(21-23)

2d half

Joe Roberts

PANTAGES

(21-23)

2d half

The Halklngs
Gilroy Hayes A

APPOLO

The Lamplnls
Smith A McGuIre
Abrams A Johns
"Mimic World"

W

Don Roberts
Calvary

City, Mich.
(ubo)

Sherwood A Sherwood

Tlvoli Girls

.'{

Congressman Kitty
Richard Wally

14-17)

<

Herbert Sisters

Herbert's

Max Laubo

2d half

V

Hd half

2d half
Pepplno & Perry
Marlon A WUlard
Spiegel A Jones

O'Neill

(ubo)

Lawton

Roberto
Frazer Bunce A II
Carrie Avery
Sampson A Douglas
Bernlvlcl Bros
2d half

Van A

Bert

Olga A Mtshka

(loew)

PANTAGES

Maallaoau Wfc*.
(wva)

ORPHEUM

(One to fill)
JaaeavlUe. wli,

I&dmoaton

2d half

WENONA PK

Leo Filler
Zcno Jordon A Z

All)

"Days Long Ago"
Hrady A Mahoney
Ham Tree Mulo
(Ono to fill)

The Randalls

Mlllershlp

Florrio

to

BIJOU

Dennl A Perrl

(ubo)

RIVERSIDE

(One

Josephine Lenharut

Li- moire

Hill Pructt
Clown Seal

(loew)

Jcwett A Pendleton

?.'.!>

COLONIAL
Conroy A

GREELEY

Bay

Bourman Bros
Bradley A Ardlne

Melody 4
(One to fill)

G

Harry Watklns

A

nojpi*& V Jnnoj.
Shattuck A Golden
5 Nelsons

2d half
Harry Dixon
Walters A Kantor
Fields A Wells
Ishakawa Japs

Rodway A Edwards
Freemont Benton Co
C A M Dunbar
Flying Venus

W

Xrw York
PALACE (orph)

(ah-wva)

Arnold A Page
Gruet A Kraemer A

Id Vaudavlila Tfcaatraa
(All houses open for the week with Monday matinee, when not otherwise indicated.)
Theatre* listed as "Orpheum" without any further distinguishing description are on the
Orpheum Circuit. Theatres with "S-C" and "A-B-C* following same (usually "Empress") are
on the Sullivan-Considine-Afnliated Booking Company Circuit.
single name or initials, such as "Orph," Orpheum
Agencies booking the houses are noted by
r,
V M A," Western Vaudeville Managera' AssoCircuit; "U B O," United Booking Offices;
ciation (Chicago); "P," Pantages Circuit; "Loew," Marcus Loew Circuit; "Inter," Interstate
Circuit (booking through W. V. M. A.); "Sun," Sun Circuit; "A A H" Ackerman & Harris
(San Francisco): the A.-H. houses are booked in conjunction with the VV. V. M.
SPECIAL NOTICE—The manner in which these bills are printed does not indicate the relative importance of acts nor their program positions. The haste in which the bills are gathered
prevents any attention being given these matters.

Norn Hayes
Bernard Granville
Whit.; A Halg
•Jlrlde Shop"
Uobbln
The Gnudschmldts

Lewis A Leopold
Valentine A Bell

Swain's Animals
Klotz A Nash

18)

Mile Paula
Gllmore A Castle
"Fashions a In Carfe"

Yonev

Tho

a-

Norman

'Muynarcla

The Sheldons
Annette's Band

Emma Stephens
New lloeiielle. V V
LOEW
S Regals

MURRY LIVINGSTON SAYS
"BRADY and MAIIONKY'H
Is

a SUCCKMN

satire.

me

'Cruise of the Doiyrhnuf

hocaiiflo

Intelligently

happy."

It

In

delineated.

an opportune hl|h-cl«M
Their

proems .makes

VARIETY
HIP (ah-wva)

Howard

Leonard

Norfolk- Vsi.

ACADEMY

(ubo)

(Richmond

split)

Is half
El Key Sisters
Felix ft Dawson 61s
"Girl 1000 Eyes"

Savoy ft Brennan
Moaher H ft M
N. Yakima, With.
EMPIRE (ah-wva)

Duo

Florence

Louie

ft

Garrlty SlBtcrs

Downey Willard

Norton Bros
Monte Carlo
Dot Marsell
Hayashl Japs
2d half
Van Pero ft VanPero

Taketa Japs

Rambler

Bessie Lester
Lillie

ft

Ka

Princess

Newport ft Stlrk
R Harrah ft Girls

Oakland* Cal.
PANTAGfcS
Jerome

Stoddard ft Haynes
Freddie James
Anderson's Revue
Ed ft Jack Smith
Capt Sorcho Co
HIP (ah-wva)
DeVelde ft Zelda
Seymore ft Williams
William Morrow Co
Colonial Belles

Sisters

West

J

ft

ft

LeRoy

ft

Harvey

Tom

The Fashion Shop

ft

PANTAGES

W

(P)

G

(21-23)

DOMINION

(ubo)

I*

"Cabaret DeLuxe"
2d half
.Too Daly ft Sis
Gallagher ft Martin
Jackie ft BUlle

Shayne
Philadelphia
(ubo)

Paul Dickey Co

Wms

Co

Arthur Havel Co

Van

Dolly
Clark's Hawaiian**
GRAND (ubo)
The Parvellcs
ft

*

Ed & Lew Miller
Emily SmUy Co
.'t

"Lady Maccabes"
Pittsburgh
(ubo)

split)

1st half

"Tho Cure"
La France ft Kennedy
Morton ft Long
Lerncr & Ward
Mary Rocco ft Part
Pontine, Mich.

OAKLAND

(abc)
(18-20)
half
Yellow Peril
Four 1010 Girls
1-t

Knickerbocker 3
Adams Bros
Howards Bears
Portland, Ore.

PANTAGES

Abler's

Polar

LeHoen ft Duprecce
Weber Beck ft F
Druco Duffett Co
Arllne

"TexaB Round Up"

San Diego
(p)

Klmlwa Tr

Ponzllla Sisters
ft Wolf us

(Johnstown

Co

Lake
PANTAGES (p)
Salt

PANTAGES

Chas T Aldrlch

(p)

Boars

Knickerbocker 4
Paul Decker Co
Marconi Bros
Chris Richards
"Phun Phlends"

HIP
Scamp

ft

(wva)

ft Lyman
A Boy Ian

ft

ft

Panl, Minn.
(wva)
Marriott Troupe

PALACE

Joe Rolley
5 VIolon Beauties
Catalano ft O'Brien
3 Toklo Japs
2d half

Vance

Redford

to fill)

Bradford

Baker

2d half

Co

Wills
Vera ncrllncr
Horton ft Nicholson
Milton ft De Long Sis
ft

Rita Boland
7 Bracks

A Hnll
Varden ft Perry
i/owo

Minstrels

ColHns & Hart

(p)

(Sunday opening)
Rcvan Flint Co
Qucenle Dunedln
Foley ft O'Neil
Harlan Knights Jo

Peltro
Shirley

"Prosperity"
Seattle,

(ubo)

Faye
ft
Chas Ledegar
Wol ford's Dogs
2d half
Those 5 Girls
Drew ft Wallace
4

(ubo)
1st half

Cal Boys Band
Bob Quigley Co
Torcat's Roosters
Harris ft Manion
Rita Boland
2d half
Cal Roys Band

Macart

ft

Wanen

ft

Bradford
Conley

Aus Crel«htons
(One to

fill)

Tacoma, Wash.

PANTAGES

(p)

Zertho's Dogs
Antrim ft Vale
Three Romanoffs

Schooler
Singer's

Stagpooln

Dliklu-uii

ft

Midgets
ft

REGENT

Spier

(ah-wva)

Blanche LaDuc Co

Edna Rlese Co
Noblo ft Brooks
Musical Lunds
Pauline Saxon
Mcnnetto ft Sldelll
2d half
Florenze Duo
Dorothy Hayes Co
Begley ft Howland
Witching Hr Witches

A West

,Jno

Novelty

Toronto
HIP (ubo)
Holden & Crnham

Waah.

PANTAGES
Gillespie Girls

Francis
Leo Beers
Burlington 4

Parle

(22-24)

ALHAMBRA

The Olmsteads
Juno Mills Co

Hslson Duo
Borneo-Gardlne

Miss Clyde Carmen,
and

Tsom

Abblns
Chester Kingston
Takls Namha
Fred ft Urma

Bessie Lester
Selble ft Lillie
Prlnoeas Ka
Newport ft Stlrk

Helen Page Co
ft Markio

Scott

Carden nelles

N

YONGE

ft

(p)

J.

TAYLOR (ubo)
2d half (14-10)
Lestro

Wm

(Mr.

Mrs. Marie Otto, age

Merrill
De Well's Lions

12 at

home

her

06.

New

in

Mack
She

died June

York.

She

was a prima donna of note in the days
of the Gilbert
Sullivan productions.

OBITUARY.
Harry Luken, proprietor of Lukcn's
Carnival, and his wife, known professionally as Mile. Evelyn, were killed
6 when a Pennsylvania flyer
crashed into the auto containing the
Lukens and Clarence E. Updegraff and

June

severely injured. The
accident occurred at the railway crossPa. Mrs. Luken was
Monocacy,
ing at
wife,

who were

killed instantly, but

Cahlll

Chap pel le A Trlpple

The mother of John J. Garrity, manager of "The Show of Wonders/' died
in his Chicago home of apoplexy June
3.
The deceased was 58 years of age.

The father of Myrtle Victorine
(Victorine and Zolar) and Mernyn Victorine (Standing Trio) died in San
Francisco June

her husband lived

for a couple of hours. Updegraff s left
leg was fractured, while his wife reThe Luken's
ceived a similar injury.
Carnival had been showing at Pottstown last week and the Lukens started
in their machine for a shopping trip
to Reading.

The Lukens are Reading people.
Harry Luken was best known in the
profession as an acrobat and aerialist
of the famous Luken Brothers act.
Mrs. Luken (Evelyn Armstrong) was
a trainer of wild animals. Luken was
His first circus engage43 years old.
ment was with his brother, Augustus
Luken, with the Sun Bros, circus. Later
they organized the Four Lukens, which
became one o£ the best-known casting
acts in variety. A few years ago Harry
Luken retired from the act and in addition to training animals at his Reading home, he organized and operated
the Lukens Carnival, also Luken's Animal Show.
Luken was not rendered insensible
by the collision and as he was being
removed from the auto wreck told his

The

father

June 12

in St.

caster, Pa.

Oro

3.

of James Conlin died
Joseph's Hospital, Lan84 years of age.

He was

Criswell

(colored

died June 2 in the
Baltimore Md.

The mother
Minneapolis

of Louis

last

comedienne)

Mercy Hospital,

London

died in

week.

CAST FOR "JONES."
George Broadhurst has completed the
cast for the revival of "What Happened
to Jones," with which he is to reopen
the 48th Street theatre on August 13.
Hale Hamilton will head the organiza-

His skull was fractured, both
legs broken and he received internal

tion, which will include Marie Wainwright, Alphonse Ethier, Charles Harbury, Josie Sadler, Leila Frost, Marcia
Harris,
Margaret Ferguson, Thos.

injuries.

Gunn.

rescuers not to help him, hut save the

women.

manager

of

Fifteen years ago
carnival.
opened the Bijou, Reading, where

he

Updergraff

business

is

the

the burlesque

Hen Wise
Honololu

all

shows were played.
reported to have died

is

May

He was

a veteran showman and last year took the
Bronze Troupe from Chicago for a
tour of the Hawaiian Islands.
It disbanded soon after reaching there.
14.

.

(loew)

S Kellogg
Thomas ft Henderson
Keene ft Williams
Dilly 0!a«nn
ft

Trenton, N.

McCree

and Mrs.
Hanley), died in Detroit June 6.
was 28 years of age.

Girls

Lafarge

(ah-wva)

sister of Mrs.
of the act of Mack

Mack Hanley and

Mile Meyska

(17-18)

in

Wills H Wakefield
Hufford ft Rose

John Stone

Herman &

also known as Russell Millard, died in
Detroit May 30. The other twin, Hal
Springford, is in the profession, known
as Dana Ford.

Wood

ft

ft

&

C Monroe Co

half

Ed Howard Co

Ray Snow

CRESCENT

Evelyn Elklns
Petticoat

(ubo)

Hums & Forsn

Scranton, Pa.
POLI'S (ubo)

I'd

Ncablt

Allen

Walla Walla, Waah. Alhambra

Helen Morettl
Miss Flirt

'Eller's

Bob Quigley Co
Toreafs Roosters
Harris ft Malnon

ORPHEUM

Rogers

Godfrey ft Henderson
Virginia, Minn..
LYRIC (wva)

Kawana Bros

Millard Springford (Springford Twins)

2d half

Ahearn Tr

LIBERTY

H

La Van ft Devlns
Four Newsomes

A Herman

Walker ft 111
(Two to fill)
Stamford. Conn.

St.

Warren ft Conley
Aus CrelKhtons

(Sundav Opening)

A H

TEMPLE

Chief Little Elk Co
Valentine ft Boll

ft

Smith
ft
Hoyt Manion ft

Nelson ft Nelson
"Birth of a Rose"

Kanazwa Japs

SKYDOME (wva)
Harry Dixon
Gordon ft Klnley
Anthony ft Adele
2d half
Wheeler ft Dolan

ft

Pane

Park, and lately in vaudeville with
Barlow's Comedy Circus, died June 11
in Pittsburgh.

(ubo)

Hoey

(p)

trainer, who
in Luna

was with the Hippodrome and

Husbands

PLAZA

Co

Pete Barlow, the animal

Five Metsettls
2d half
4

He was well known to stage employees throughout the country. The
deceased had been ill two yean.
8.

Mrs Leah Hers Co

(P)

Wlnnlaea

Lllllsn Stelle 3
(One to fill)

N Y Comedy

4 Southern Girls

ft

Schilling

Kate Pullman
Maids
2d half
Manley A Golden
Belle Brlnch

Kemp

ft

Mass.

Worcester,

Marsh, former president of
No. 2 of the Chicago Stage
Hands' Union, died of paralysis June

John

Local

POLI'S (ubo)
Musical Britons

Isle"

PANTAGES

Ward

Belle

Lohse ft Sterling
Walters ft Kantor
Chief Elk Co

Pernio,

fill)

Al Goldem Tr

ft

PARK

Marart

Moore

PANTAGES

Van

Hong Kong Mysteries

San Francisco

Evelyn

M

Schenectady, N. Y.
PROCToit'S (ubo)

Russian Dancers

Clifford

ft

Barnes

Will Stanton Co

(One

Scamp

JprsIo nusley

ft

Mossman

(afth)

(Others to

Canfleld

Weber

Sisters
ft

(wva)

"(lardrn of Aloha"
Metroploe 4

Gllmore Corbln
Superba
Ray Bruce ft F
Mardo ft Hunter
Taz Weatherford
2d half

Moran
Henry

Sterling

Falrman A Patrick
Ted McLean Co
O'Neil ft Walmsley

Aldolpho
J C Lewis Co
Nelson Sisters

ft

ft

Mareeno Nevaro

Will

2d half

Adler

ft Adele
Leopold

(ubo)

A March Co

Harry

Victoria, B. C.

Wm

Walters ft Daniels
Morris Prince
Superior, Wis.
PALACE (wva)
Lockhart ft Laddie
J ft O O'Meara
Morgan Fields ft S
Gypsy Brigands
2d half
3 Toklo Japs
N Johnson ft S'hearts
Morris ft Beasley
The Explorers
Syracuse, N. Y.

Lyman

ft

ft

Anthony

BIJOU

camp.
I.

A R Edwards

Dolan

2d half

"Fashion Shop"

Gillette

Harris

Co
Ed F Reynard Co
Dorothy Vaughan
Will Morrlsey Co

Alexandria

2d half (14-16)
Gems of Art

Harris

Zeb Zarrow Tr
Keeno ft Foxworth

Lucy

ft

(Two to nil)
Woonaocket, H.

Arnold
ft
D'Armour A Douglss Klmberly
Al Shayne

Van Camps

ALHAMBRA

Grant Gardner
thakawa Japs
2d half
Kirk ft Maddox

R

Fitch Cooper

Knowles ft White
Henry Frcy

SHERIDAN SQ

R

ft

Slmllette Sisters

Pawtucket, R.
SCENIC (ubo)
Weber Girls

(orph)

Jas Thompson Co
Adair ft Adelphl
Carson Bros
Caits Bros
Ethel MacDonough
EMPRESS (wva)

GRAND

The Balkans
Skellcy ft Herb
Leroy ft Harvey

Loddy ft Leddy
McNlchols ft Bcrkcr

FIRST PK

Duzsne A Chapman

(Sunday opening)

J.

Louis

St.

Gerald Griffin
Xylophlends
Duffy ft Dunn

EMPRESS (A&n

(ubo)

Stan Stanley

Fiske ft Fallon
Davett ft Duval 1
Wilson ft Wilson
Retter Bros
2d half
3 Misses Westons

Sacramento. Cal.

2d half (14-16)
Slmm's Dancers
Porrls ft Vervla
Alex MacFadden

Crossman Co

Lewis
Lohse

(One to fill)
Dorothy Hayse Co

Sylvesters
Merritt ft Watson

Slsto

111.

(wva)

ft White
Moore Gardner

Mississippi

Fields ft Wells
Allen's Minstrels

Ellis

ft

Lasar ft Dale
4 Danubes
Norton Sisters

Stewart

Delight

Oscar Lorraino

Will A Mary Rogers
University 4
"Hello Japan"

Sprlnsrfleld, Mans.
PLAZA (loew)

Artome

Dahl ft Glllen
Joe Browning
Arnaut Bros

(p)

PANTAGES

Charles Burnell Willard, the attorney
for the Actors' Equity Association, who
resigned his post and went to Plattsburg to train, died June 4 from an
attack of pneumonia contracted at the

KEITH'S (ubo)
Howard ft Clark
Oakland Co

W

Alberto
Mile Blanco

"'Honeymoon

Radium Models
2d half
Musical Blue Birds
Chadwlck A Taylor
Robey Trio
4 Old Veterans
Louis London
Fred Zobedlo

BIJOU (Ubo)
(Jacksonville split)
1st half
Monde ft Salle

Wheeler

Sis

Curtis Co

Wood

4 Bards

(5

Wm

King

ft

ft

Fagg

2d half (14-10)
Johnson Bros ft J
Gamlanlato Bros
Knowles ft White

Sparks All Co
Pateraon, N.

(ubo)

Falls

PALACE

ft B Adair
(Three to fill)
Pasaalc. N. J.

(Jrne (Trppn

O

ft

Rose

E

KEITHS

ROANOKE

Rockford,

(ubo)
split)

MAJESTIC

"Sunny Side Bway"
Hans Hanke
Roanoke, Va.

ft Hall
2d half
"Vanity Fair"

Week)

PLAYHOUSE

split)

Thomas

Through Look

ft

Lelghton

1st half

Brltt

1st half

MrClure

ft

Riddle

ft

ft K King
Taz Weatherford

O

Savannah, Ga.

Verdi

(20-21)

Paul Poole
Fenner ft Tolman

Earl

Hudson
Ottawa, Caa.

(Montreal

Mansfield

King
ft

Anger

ft

Ward

K

ft

Coscla

A

« E Dooley

(Final

(afth)

(17-19)

Richards Brandt A
Martin 2d half in

13

Bijou Min Misses
Roth A Roberts

(afth)

Washington

PANTAGES

(P)

Roberta

ft

Radium Modols

Vancouver. B. C.

Dae A Neville
Lew Hoffman

(21-24)

(Sunday opening)

I

Billy McDermott
Estrelite
"Uneeda Girl Co"

Reed

PORTOLA

Roth

T Halnea Co

place of Ameta)

Will Morris
"Mr Detective"
"Woman Proposes"
Stuart

room at the Burke Foundation on
the outskirts of White Plain*, N. Y.,
was pronounced a suicide by Coroner
Mills Monday.
filled

HIJou Min MIsrcs

Ameta
John Dunsmore
Aerial Shaws

Spokane, Wash.

years,

Dao ft Neville
Lew Hoffman

(ubo)

split)

Bison City 4

(

Mme. Marie Ranke, playwright, 67
who was found dead in a gas

Girls

ft

(22-28)

Mario Genaro

1st half

Robt

Green McHenry A
HIP (ah-wva)
Marie Genaro

Stnta Barbara. Cal.

Reno, Not.

TAD

W

Fitch Cooper

Stasia Moore

(Norfolk

Ives Farnsworth
Taketa Japs
Oarden

Al

ft Robertson
Old Homestead 8

N Olma
ft

:*

Rob

Richmond, Va.
BIJOU (ubo)

Downey Willard

J

Helt

Jolly 3

J an is

ft

ft

Walmsley

Keough

ft I

Smlllette Sisters

(22-23)

Picola Midgets
2d half

Downey Willard
Ives Farnsworth
Taketa Japs
2d half

(Albany

2d halt
Blanche La Due Co
Edna Rlese Co
Noble A Brooks
Musical Lunds
Pauline Saxon
Mennettl ft Sldelll

PANTAGES

Skelly

.

Brown

Billy

West

ft

JAN Olms

The Balkans

ft

I

ft

"Mr Chaser"
2d half
Kate Pullman

Nolan ft Nolan
(One to fill)

Carson

ft

Caruso

Little
Piottl

Sisters

Janis

PROCTOR'S

A Myers
Leon A Adeline Sis

Piccolo Midgets
San Joae, Cal.
VICTORY (ah-wva)

Keough

Geiard's Monkeys
HIP (ah wva)
Rambler Sisters
VanPero ft VanPere
Patricola

Colonial Belles

I*

Ed Blondell Co
Miller ft Lylo

Walters ft Walters
Cloaks A Suits

Rube Brown

ft

2d half
.Kawana Bros
Selble

Farnsworth Ives

Sisters

Providence, R.
EMERY (loew)
Howland
Witching Hour Witches Harlequin 3
Chas C Rice Co
John A West
Manning Sisters
Eller's Novelty

I

ft

(afth)

(Sunday opening)
Keough Sisters
Wm Morrow Co

Walters ft Walters
Cloaks ft Suits
3>atrlcola ft Meyers
'Leon ft Adeline Sis

Dorothy Hayes Co

Begley

CASINO

Roy Harrah

Chas Klein Co
Keno Keyos ft M
Clark's Hawalians
Troy. W. Y.

"Magazine Girls"

(afth)

(Sunday opening)
Cook ft Oatman
DeVelda ft Zelda
Seymour ft Williams
Jank' ft Woe.

"Fans; Choy"
Willie Hals ft Bro
Ryan ft Rayflold

Burns * Lynn
Knowles ft White
Bert

HIP

Minnlo Allen

Maybslls Best
"The Scoop"
2d half

15

Anthony

(Tony)

Howard,

a^'

26,

died as a result of gall stones June 8 in
Brooklyn hospital. He was 26 years
old and a member of the lately renamed
N. V. A. Sextet, having played with
his companions in the Eddie Leonard
act, where the deceased was made up
as the elderly colored banjo player.
a

"What Happened to Jones" was
originally presented at the old Manhattan theatre in August, 1897, at that
time the cast included George C. Boniface, George Obcr, R. F. Cotton,
Bernard, Frank Currier, J. W. Cope,

Wm.

Theo. Devcre, Kitty Blanchard Rankin, Miss E. A. Eberle, Anna Belmont,
Kathcryn Ostrrman, Rose Stewart and
Pearl Andrews.
In addition to the revival Broadhurst
is to reopen "Over the Phone" early
in- xt season and will also he interested
in

three other productions.

Shubert

he

will

Swan

farce "Pink

A. H.

Woods

With Lee

produce the Mark
Pajamas" and with

he will be interested

in

"The Private Suite," while with William A. Brady he will have a piece of
"Eve's Daughter."

VARIETY

16

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION
i

Through numerous

U

Variety's" Rates

Vakifty contemplates a "Confidential
he placed th'* real names of players, with the

request-.

Department," wherein is to
names and addresses of their nearest rel.i :\ es or closest friends.
Variety suggests in every l»ianch «>f ihe profession, men and women,
forward their right name, and other nanie^ ;md addresses as mentioned. This
information will he held entirely confiil. nli.il and not given out nor made
known to anyone excepting in the interest of the person filing,
There have been so many instances where accident or death has occurred, without anyone aware of the injured person's proper identity, that
such Confidential Information appears to he a necessity in the profession.
This department is not proposed through the war enlistment, but as a
permanency.
Variety guarantees that when informatoin requested is of such a nature
that it is not positive on its face that it may be to the interest of the player,
that the source of such information will be investigated and if found but an
ordinary case of curiosity or to cause annoyance of any kind, no answer
will

CONTINUOUS ADVERTISING

(FOR PLAYERS ONLY)

2 Inch**
12

Two Column*

Wooka

Ono Timo

be returned.

11J

The

principal object of Variety's Confidential Department is to hrtve
the means to notify those most interested in the event of the illness, accident,
destitution or death in connection with the player.

No charge
tion given out.

of any kind whatsoever will be made for the filing or informaThe Department is volunteered by Variety.
•

SOWERGUY FILM CORP.
By J. A. MURPHY.
wo had thin offh. the most

Ever slnco
frequent thin* about the place has brvn old mnn
Shlveley'a nrfew wlch slams In and out «!hont
forty times a day and upe* up all the mntrhrs
and drlnkin water.
I
askrd Shlveley if li.«
had any Bpeclflral plans fer dl^posln of him
or if hla sociability was to be a permanent
aulctlon and he sed the young feller had a
purty lonesome time at home on acount of
his wife workln In a departmental store nil
day and he thot he might as well stay around
and learn tr * mr.able picture buslnes frun
ua.
He had give him one share of Mock to
encorldge him and when we commenced perdu cln we might give him a stedy job at Homethln.
I had no sort of notion what Jon the nefew
would do worth a cuss at but I thot If we
gave him s job right away he would be
mighty apt to do his loafln outside the offlt
ao as we would think he was busy workln
and It was worth somethln to keep him out
of the place.
I asked our permot*r what sort
of a Job he could figure out and he said he
might aa well be general repersentaMve as any
thing, cause It sounded good apd didn't n.ean

nothln special.

While we waa tellln Shlveley about It the
nefew come In and when we explained abr.ut
his appointment he said about 73 dollars a
week would be little enough to start with on
account of the Job takln up a good Mt of his
The first one of us able to speak waa
time.
He Jumped up, shook hands
the permoter.
with the nefew and told htm to go r'ajht out
and get some personal cards printed wlch
he done.
tnllors a
I had figured on glvln him five
week but If the Job will keep him from
swarmln through the offisea and whlstlln them
durned yucalaley tunes all day It Is worth
the money.
8hep Wrenchey come In directly and when
we told him about our dlsposin of the nefew
he sed he was pleased to hear it and he meant
It
too cause he looked about as plesant as
he could with the equipment he has fer doln
It.

perposed that as long as we was all together we might as well deslde when to *tart
makln pictures. Our permoter looked kind of
stunned at first, then he laffed and slapped
me on the sholder where my rheumatlxm
I
hurts and sed I was a merry old Joker.
couldn't see where there was any thing huK»d
*c.
and
perposal
In
my
secreted
merus
The permoter went kind of numb again and
looked sad at all of us. then he asked kind
of tremblln like if we really started this conShlveley sed we had
cern to make pictures.
Intended takln a wack at this new art of ours
done some of the
permoter
tue
Then
for sure.
most talented high toned cussln that ever
heard and sed If we was goln to fool our money
away makln pictures he would quit us flat and
I

I

how was he goln to make a success of this Co
if we went to monkeyln with Alms. If we thnt
we had to have a picture or two to play with
we could buy them from people wlrh knowrd
how to make them and fer less than they cost
and

wads

he had ever thot that a band of t1*tit
like us Intended to do any pordurin h<*

Gimlet Agency with the idea of connectin with
our consern.
I
asked where he had been
givln picture directions and he opened up a
whole slather of photographs and showed u>
list
a
of perductlons wlch we didn't know

consern at

afllltated

himself with the

all.

Wrenchey spoke up and sed. If a picture
Co. didn't make any picture* what could It
make To wlch the permoter sed, how In fire
could we expect to make any thing If w*»
did make pictures, after wlch he slammed
out and left us puzzlln over the lapt part of
the discourse.
He come back purty soon and banded us a
paper contalnln his reslgnltion and Fed we
didn't owe him nothln as he hnd kept hi"
commission out or bin •.ai'-. rh>-.\ h- 0:i!.TM-d
some papers In a satchel nnd left, it v».v<
kind of sudden but none of us was what you
mla;ht call sorry cause he was always uphow.
settln every thing we wanted to do any

around talkln It *»ver
While we was
a allck lookln fellow come In and Interduced
hisself aa a feature director named George
TerwlUl|er wlch had been Informed by the
settln
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beinp made ready for
Ventilating fans have
hot
been installed and the parlors are being cretonned in attractive colors.
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club is
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know what

questions to a^k him
so we let him do all the talkln hisself and
he was durned well posted about pictorial
buslnes.
When he run out of remark*, old
man Shlveley got up and asked, him" what
was the aproxlmet expense of a focus." The
feller done considerable coughin before he
ansered. then he sed It depended on tho footage of the static In the retors. Shlveley *ed
Then
he had figured It about that way.
the feller left sudden without leavln no addr?s
Shep Wrenchey sed we had better not get
mixed up with a feller like that cause he
knowed more about pictorial buslnes than oil
We hnd
of ua and would soon find It out.
better get a feller that was kind of new like
ua and would do what we told him. We all
seconded the motion and went to sunper.
didn't

Tii

Ono Column

Wooka

$45JS

Ono Timo

H

Paul Hill-Ackerman has entered the
as an N. V. A. polfist.

list

lock

12 Weeks, $14

Ono Coh
One Time, $1.40

Harvey R. Brooks encamped "Somewhere in New York" with the 1st Cavin. "Tell the boys it's fine.
Send me some cigarettes and a
alry writes

Variety."

LARGER SPACE PRO RATA

The N. V. A. has an important anin
this Variety- which
should be read by every artist not yet
nouncement
a

member.

On

Keith has just completed
a psychological drama dealing with the
condensation of modern thought.

Cato

is

a

Strictly

Larry Reillv says. "A trap drummer
a fellow who faints away at the end

of every long

comedy
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order for a Benefit program came
vesterday all the way from New South
Wales. The programs are still on. sale
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Elsie Jtfnis Going to the Coast.
Rlsie Jam's is going to the coast to
make a feature picture this summer for
a film concern (said to be Triangle)
a few
deville while out there.

and might accept
$3,000 a week.

weeks in vauShe is asking

"
M
"
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12 tinee (lesuss)
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cents.

Editor Writes Short Film Stories.
Chicago, Tune 13.
Julian Johnson, editor of "Photoplay." has written a series of short
stories having a picture background for
the Green Book. The first of the stories
appears in tue current issue and is
called "DiFhing the Dirt."
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NEW ACTS THIS WEEK
Emma Haig.
Dances.
18 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Setting).

Louis Mann and Co. (5).
"The Good for Nothing6 (Dramatic).

George White and

35 Mins,; Fall Stage.

RoyaL
In

Palace.

this,

the latest vaudeville effort of

Sam Shipman, Louis Mann has a

ster-

ling combination of comedy and pathos,
cleverly blended around a little domestic theme in which Mr. Mann portrays a human type that only such an
actor as he can. The story dealt with
the elevation of the Marcovitchs in society circles, Ureal having married a

snobby society damsel who induces
him to change the family title to Marco.

A

reception is scheduled to take place
with some of society's real exclusive
people invited. Just prior to the af-

Jacob Marcovitch (Mr. Mann) arrives and begs to be allowed to remain. His sister-in-law will not think
of it and then comes the inevitable
scene between brothers with the apparently poor member mastering the
scene and situation.
Jacob then removes his disguise and develops into a
fair

millionaire, condemning the Marcos for
selfishness and finally ending with a
general reconciliation.
The scene is
strong and productive ot-tears for the

dialogue is heavy and Mr. Mann knows,
how to juggle it. The support is fully
up to expectations, but the piece could
be consistently chopped down several
minutes for it runs a trifle long and in
some spots this defect may affect it in
a general way. There is enough of the
idea to elaborate it into a play. As a
vaudeville skit it fits Mr. Mann per-

Wynn.

fectly.

Cameron De Vitt Co.
Comedy Sketch.

(3).

George White and

Emma

Haig

just

naturally danced themselves into popular favor closing the first part of the
show at the Palace this week. Mr. White
has the supine assurance to say "I've
done it again/' but there will be a difference of opinion regarding that, for
George could never make Lucille
Cavanaugh, his former partner, hoof in
company with the Haig half. That gal
is some stepper and the manner in
which the audience at the Palace Monday night took to her efforts bespeaks
long popularity in vaudeville for the
former "Follies-Frolic" member.
series of drops form the background
There is
to the White-Haig offering.
an effort to drive nome that the act is
a series of "episodes," five in number.
The first is a flirtation number in front
of a drop representing a church. Miss
Haig in a bridal costume with a ballet
skirt as the important feature at least
gives the groom a chance to see what
he is going to get. The melodies are
the trick that tell the story, but the
Palace audience, as wise as it is touted
to be, failed to get the significance of
The second, number is before a
it all.
drop representing an ocean steamer at
pier
and the bride and groom are
the
supposed to be starting on their honey'double dance in sailor cosmoon.

A

A

tume here wins

out.

Then Miss Haig

has an opportunity to do a single as
a modern Joan of Arc, sjaying imaginary hordes with a pleasant smile on
her face and a sword in her hand.
Then the dance of the states with four

Una Clayton and Co. (2).
"Colluaion" (Comedy).
29 Mini.; Five (Parlor).
5th Avenue.
"Collusion," likely written by Una
Clayton, who stars herself in it, has
been padded up, with repetitions mostly, until it runs much too long, and so
long that it's questionable whether
condensation can get it over on the
big time. The story in one manner or
another has often been displayed in
variety skits.

It is of a

young and

lov-

ing married couple having an early
quarrel and the wife deciding to secure a divorce on trivial grounds, for
The wife
a New York state action.
(Miss Clayton) reading an account of
a divorce secured by collusion fixes
upon that as the proper way and arranges with her husband. This brings
on the scene another woman, the necessary "other woman," who is an old
friend of the husband's, and some "business" between them arouses the jealousy of the wife, driving all thought of
separation or divorce from her mind.
There is not much to the playlet, either
for its present running length or a
shorter time. It's now in the class of
small time sketches and as such, just
as it is, would be appreciated in that
division.
No particular merit or demerit attaches to the cast, the husband, who is a painter, or the other
woman, or Miss Clayton. The players seem disproportionate relatively in
their roles. At the Fifth Avenue showing the attempt to make an ordinary
parlor set breathe the atmosphere of

was

a wasted effort, also mitigating against the act's chances.

a studio

Sime.

17 Mini.; Full Stage.

Harlem O. H.
A comedy sketch
through the excellent

made
work of

possible
the prinof an in-

who essays the role
who learns upon his awaken-

cipal

ebriate

A

ing he has married a chorus girl.
detective enters the picture, having
been retained by the groom's father to
The man
settle the case for $5,000.
decides to keep his wife, promises to
work, dismisses the sleuth, etc. Some
good situations and bright laughs. The
detective part is crudely played. The
woman is attractive and fully up to
expectations. It earned goodly laughs
at the Harlem house and should connect for the three-a-day time. Wynn.

La

PROTECTED MATERIAL
VARIETY'S Protected Material Department will receive and file all letters addressed
The envelopes are to be sealed upon the back in a manner to prevent opening withit.
out detection, unless by permission of the owner of the letter.
It is suggested all letters be registered, addressed to Protected Material, VARIETY,
New York, and receipt requested. VARIETY will acknowledge each letter receired.
Full particulars of the "Protected Material Department" were published on Page S in
VARIETY of Feb. 4, 1916.
The following circuits, managements and agencies have signified a willingness to adopt
such means as may be within their power to eliminate "lifted material" from their theatres,
when informed of the result of an investigation conducted by VARIETY:

to

.

MARCUS LOEW CIRCUIT
(Jos. M. Schenck)
FOX CIRCUIT
(Edgar Allen)

MILES CIRCUIT
(Walter F. Keefe)

BERT LEVEY CIRCUIT
PANTAGES CIRCUIT
(Bert Levey)
(Walter F. Keefe)
SHEA CIRCUIT
B. S. MOSS CIRCUIT
(Harrv A, Shea)
(B. S. Moss)
FEIBER SHEA CIRCUIT
GUS SUN CIRCUIT
(Richard Kearney)
(Gus Sun)
ALOZ CIRCUIT
MICH. VAUDEVILLE CIRCUIT

FINN-HEDfAN CDtCUTT
(Sam Kahl)
RICKARDS CIRCUIT (Australia)

•

O. H. Aloi)

(W.

S. Butterfield)

U. S. V. M. A.
(Walter J. Plimmer)

Palarica.

Dances.
12 Mins.; Full Stage.

Harlem O. H.
The conventional Spanish dancing
act composed of man and woman with
a repertoire of solos and couple dances.
The man's solo includes a Russian step

which was accompanied by a carded
announcement that itj represented the
It
endurance record for such work.
probably does. The woman is attractive in her particular type and dances
sufficiently well to suggest a somewhat
more pretentious production to accompany the specialty. Should these turns
a fad La Palarica will find a
Closing the Harplace in vaudeville.
lem show the pair held them in.

become

squads of boy scouts (at least they
look like it) dressing the stage and running through a little drill stuff, while
the dancing pair change costume.
A

Austin and Bailey.
Black Face Comedians.

map

Jefferson.

of the United States is the back
drop for this and then as a medley of
airs is played the team alternate in
stepping. It makes for a grand hurrah
finish and the audience applauded in
sections as the various states were indicated by two of the youngsters and
the familiar melodies of the territory
were played. All in all the White-Haig
combination loeks like the goods, more
or less on the manner of presentment
rather than on the actual dancing that
Fred.
is done.

WynnLockett and Brown.
Songs and Dances.
One.
Lockett and Brown, mixed two-act,
have the young man from the former
Lockett and Waldron team, and Miss
Brown of the Young and Erown "sister
The new combination sings and
act."
Miss
dances, in concert and singly.
Brown hasn't an over-strong voice but
manages to get her portion over with
the

extra

assistance

of

some expres-

Their single dances come toward
the finish, with Lockett making considerable out of his soft shoe work.
Miss Brown's is a sort ot scare crow

sion.

They sing "Baby of
Mine" and "Wrong, All Wrong." Ap-

dress

dance.

pearance is a first aid and the couple
seem capable of holding an early posi8ime
tion.
-

Phil Dwyer and Co. (2).
Sketch.
IS Mins.; Full Stage.
Jefferson.
Phil Dwyer

and Co. looks like a family affair, consisting of father, mother
and daughter. Father is an animal impersonator and about this a sketch of
rather low calibre has been built, just
sufficient in strength to permit of the
introduction of the man in a prop dog.
The story is that of a little girl who is
left
with her stepmother while the
The stepfather has gone to war.
mother is cruel and abuses the girl
and her dog. The girl puts a lion's

skin on the dog to irighten the stepmother and to extract a promise from
her not to beat either the dog or herself
at any time in the future. The offering

looks like fair material for the smallest
Fred,
houses.

12 Mins.;

One

(Special Drop).

These boys can do a little dancing,
which proves to be just enough to pass

them
ple of

They try to put over a coucomedy numbers, but if anyone

by.

in the audience Tuesday night understood the lyrics of either they were
wonders. There is also a little talk, but
that flopped as far as the Jefferson
audience was concerned. The boys are
attired as bell hops, the drops representing the corridor of a hotel where
One is the dandy coon
they work.
while the other is just a dinge. It is
the eccentric stepping of the latter and
a burlesque female impersonation he
does at the finish that carries the turn.
It is only a fair offering for an early
Fred.
spot on a small time sho\fr.

Gallarini

and Son.

Musical.

Robert Edeson Co. (4).
"Children of France" (Dramatic).
Five (Soecial Set).
"Children of France" is a dramatic
playlet with a surprise and a punch.
It isn't long but it says a lot. The surprise is begotten in a simple and odd
manner, more so because the audience
should have suspected it and does not.
Two children, brother and sister, are
held prisoners in a room, guarded by a

German sergeant, somewhere
German lines in France.

the

man

within

A

uniform enters.
on pain of death they

captain

in

Ger-

He

demands
inform him where the information was
secured giving the location of the German batteries, this having been communicated to the enemy with the
French successfully shelling each new
position the batteries were moved to.
The captain added after the arrest of
the children the shelling stopped. That
was positive proof to him of their guilt.
The children while awaiting the inquisition had discussed it. The boy was
Arm, he would not reveal anything it
would be treason, but his sister wavered. She did not want to die and told
her brother so, saying the best for both
would be to tell all. The boy acted as
spokesman to the captain. He knew
naught. The captain ordered the children searched by the sergeant. In one
of the girl's shoes maps of the German
fortifications were found.
The captain
informed them unless the source of the
maps was immediately given him, both

—

killed.
He allowed them one
minute to decide. The boy conferred
with his sister. He requested she remain silent and he would save them.
The brother walked over to the captain

would be

for a private talk, away from his sister,
and told the officer it seemed to be
death for them either way. If he told,
the French would shoot he and his sister as traitors, but if the captain would
have his sister shot, he could safely
escape suspicion and would tell him all
after his sister's death.
The sergeant
was ordered to take the girl out and
shoot her. Before leaving the room the

boy assured her it was merely a blind,
there would be a shot but in the air
and she would be uninjured. The girl
goes bravely to her doom, a shot is
heard outside, and the boy moans with
anguish.
The captain with contempt
for the brother expressed in his bearing

toward him, demands the information,
whereupon the boy says to shoot him,
he will not give it and the reason he
permitted his sister to be killed was
through fear that she in her weakness
would tell. The captain, furious, asks
the sergeant for his pistol and as the
sergeant is about to hand it to him, he
shoots his captain instead, informing
the boy he is a French spy in the Gerservice and for the brother to
quickly escape, his sister is alive. Then
the sergeant stands at the window,
calling out to the sergeant of the guard
the captain has been shot by a spy
serving in the Army of France.
Mr.
Edeson took the minor role when the
playlet was inserted into the performance at the Palace last Sunday. He
played the sergeant.
Burford Hampden is the boy and very convincing,
with Helen Validly as the sister almost as much so. Harry Stafford played
the German captain, with brusqueness
and an accent. It's a war playlet with
a thrill and a throb well worth sitting
Rim*.
through.

man

Whitney and Wilson.
Comedy.

One.

16 Mins.; One.

Gallarini and Son are man and young
boy, who play musical instruments,
featuring the accordions. The boy carries the turn along, that is partly held
up by a red fire medley on the brasses.
Anotner nicaicy, previously prayed 'on
the Italian pianos, seemed to display a
lack of proper rehearsal by the two
With the boy's personality
players.
and playing the act will probably setiime.
cure eastern time.

Harlem O. H.
Two women, one introduced

as a
with an introductory routine
of
suggestive
Stan
Stanley.
The
"plant" is. somewhat rotund and gathers
many iauuiis hccaiise oi her appearance
The finale is exceedingly funny, the
stout girl falling on the special drop
which in turn falls on the pair. It's a
good comedy act for this brand of
plant,

time.

Wynn.

—

r-TS
"In the Day* of Long Ago.
Songs and Instrumental Muiic.
#

Three

Mins.;

18

#

Special

(Interior;

.

two men combine a vocal rendition ox
old pieces with a violin and piano accompaniment that may get the returns
A mixed quarin the smaller houses.
courtet goes after a medley of songs
ageously, with the tenoi- faltering several times, but the harmony seemed to
The prima
satisfy the Americanites.

donna sang alone and so did the tenor
and these individual number^ were rendered much better than the combined
ones. The piano and violin parts are
only secondary, although one of the
women appears long enough to do a
ballet dance followed by a "double
dance with another of the girls. Act
'

rearrangement, the time
chopped and more speed injected. The
act attempts too much in trying to go
Mark.
too far back.
stand

Three Bullowa

Girls.

Wire.

One and

7 Mins,;

Full Stage.

American.
The opening in "one* has a girl in
her wire-working outfit, singing a number in rather a squeaky voice and a
palpable rush to get back in fuller space
for the wire routine with the other two
women. Those transparent hoopcty
spangled dress adornments the girls
wear around the upper part of their
tights made the women look heavier
than they perhaps are and the looseness of the outfit appendages seemed to
be in the way when they were on the
.

wire. Two of the girls in particular appear more daring than the third, with
the routine calling for a jump over a
chair, a "split" by one member and a
few other tricks that have been demonstrated as belonging to the category of
wire acts. The women work well together and the act found favor at the

Mark.

American.
Goettler and Cox.

Piano and Songs.
13 Mins.; One.
City.

.

Young men. Received

.

,

inspiration for

through prominence obtained by
Goettler plays
writing topical songs.
the piano, also sings. Cox handles sevGoettcabaret.
la
eral numbers alone a
ler writes music, while Cox claims the
Their present
lyrical responsibility.
act runs mostly to their songs, with the
knows
audience
their
sure
making
boys
they are the composers. The vaudeville bookings will give audiences a
chance to look at the writers of some
of the songs they have heard of late,
and as the boys offer their numbers
modestly they should get along very
well for the time they keep on the
Offered one of their newest,
stage.
"I'm So Used to Having You Around"
for an encore, the number showing posBoys sing fairly well and efsibilities.

act

fectively

enough

to

the pop houses.

keep working in
Mark.

ZIEGFELD "FOLLIES"
Tho now annual Zlegfeld "Follies"

(11th

Ih a blaze of wealth, In looks and
That alone will carry the show to a
bli^cr Hiim-HH than It has ever had, If that
and It appears to be absolutely
Ih possible,
necessary to secure Flo Zlegfeld In his inZlegfeld has a bank aecout
If
vestment.
lift, after putting on that show, ue must be

edition)
roHt.

In with a mint.
There are other material things in the performance, besides the dresses, girls, effects
and scenery, but the "production" In this particular case (oineH Mrst and Ih tho big hit. The
lavlshncss of tho outlay Ih visible at the start
and never ceaseH. There has been no Broadway show to rank with It In thin respect, not
Kvery turn the
even some other "I'ollleH."
show takes lookH money and more money as

standing

;[.'

*

v-r-inn

Tln-r.-

for there
acts.

w.m

ij'<

:j

>

.(.»

h

of opportunity to Invent,
bundle of mi-ih-h in the two

i'l.-nty

are a

eoflft* used by the specialists, whicd
were not written by the number writers of
the show Gene Buck, Victor Herbert and
Dave Bumper. One of the songs tuat seems
in line, however, had its muslo by Jerome
Kern and the number "Because You Are Just
You" was not sung in "The Follies" for the
sj.cc.lai

Transparency).
.
American.
The idea of bringing back musical
memories of yesterday is not new, yet
and
this turn comprising five women

could

the girls, all the Zlegfeld type, led moat often
by Edith Hallor, Allyn King o- Irving Fisher.
In the music department three song numbers break out for popularity other than the

After the Wealth conies the people, n large

number programmed, with three distinct hits
among the principals Kannle Hrlce, Kddle
The choniH wart
Cantor and Walter Catlett.
There are IX or more of
u lilt on its own.

—

"Hello Dearie" may get into the
time.
phone song with a
it's a
popular class,
"Telephone Tangle" background, employed in
another way. What sounds like the best production number, musically, is "Chu Chin
Chow," waether written in America or England. The reverse is "Jealous Moon," used as
an Introductory song for the Chiffon scene.
One of the funny things of the entire eXhiolt
is how Zlegfeld stood for a "moon song" in
first

THIS WEEK
watching tho performance that maybe the
Zlegfeld scheme is to draw 'em twice, once to
watch the scenery and clothea, and the next
'The Follies" this
time the performance.
Its
season is certainly worth double price.
a "sight show" of a kind never before shown.
Bime.

HITCHY-KOO.
the new Raymond Hitchcock show,
If
"Hitchy-Koo" at the Cohan A Harris theatre
Is but a partial replica of the London revue,

"Some" as played at the Comedy over there,
then the London revues have been grossly traduced by the Americans over here. To New
Yorkers who have not seen the English versions of an American musical comedy, the flood
that kind of production on the other side

ot

these days.

waa looked upon as a show-Joke, good enough
perhaps for the English who knew little of
them before the deluge arrived, but to Amer-

The show starts off with a plot that has a
wager attached that a prospective sonin-law can show his future father more in
three hours around New York than ever was
Then
written Into the "Arabian Nights."
everyone, including the audience, forgets all
about it, until the final scene of the evening,
when the. lost plot is recalled through seeing
the opening setting once again.
The strictly specialty acts, like Will Rogers,
Bert Williams, Fred Holder, W. C. Fields,
and Policeman VokeB and "Don" all heavily
scored.
Mr. Fields did a lawn tennis bit of
ball juggling In a tennis set, amidst plenty
of fun, furnished by himself though well asVokes and his
sisted by Walter Catlett.

entertaining than the great majority of the
Bioadway revues ahead of it, and taking into
the estimation of the whole, the simplicity of
(as
inexpenslveness
with
the production,
these musical comedies generally go) "HitchyKoo" is far away the best of them all.
Mr. Hitchcock is present often but not as
an actor only once or twice. At all other
times he is "the manager of the troupe," making curtain speeches, starting the performance with a speech from the front row of
seats.
On the opening night while speaking
he greeted acquaintances about, shaking hands
with them as they entered, with Charles

$10,0110

"drunken" dog made a distinct hit. The act,
on the Amsterdam Roof for months, seemed
to Btrlke the first-nighters as a new novelty.
Rogers, with his speaking voice and lariat,
came on in the next to closing spot of a show
that ended Tuesday night at 11.40, but no one
walked out when they saw the only gum-chewing William appear.
Fanny Brlce was but two scenes (or -j
minutes) before, with her own two songs,
written by Blanche Merrill. Each halved tne
honors Miss Brlce secured with them, with
the singer herself, and U*e second number,
considering the position, was the real riot of
tho evening, it was about a Yiddish Egyptian
girl, with Miss Brice adding to the humor of
the lyrics with her arm and body movements. Eddie Cantor, in blackface, who also
was liked in a scene he had with Mr. Willlams, sang "The Maiden's Prayer," written
by McDonald 4 Hanley, aa his first number,
it proving a strong applause maaer for him,
he returning with a strictly "stage song,,
"The Kind of a Baby For Me" (by Eaganj,
for a riotous finish to his act that also contained a semi-monolog.
Mr. Helder for his
first time with the "Follies" gave excellent
satisfaction as an acrobatic dancer.
»«e was
placed badly for his first number.
Helder
entered the "Follies" from vaudeville (Helder
and Packer). - revlously he had been with
vaudeville
proauctlon,
Bart McHugh's
"See
America First."
..eider has fixed himself
easily for the "Follies" engagement.
Bert
Wlllilams'
first
song was "Home, Sweet
Home, by Ring Gardner, and the next "Unhappy," by Cramer and Latson.
Both are
sung in Mr. Williams' exclusive style..
Mr. Cattlett scored in more of a cuaracter
manner, in his role, that of a country boob
in New York, trimmed by everyone and threatening to pan New York when returning to
uU uome town, St. Joe, Mo. A couple of
scenes were devoted to this sort of matter,
the bigger one being on a temporary subway
superstructure In which Mr. Williams did a
trained bear, and did the bear thing vory
well.
Into this scene, which contained aomi
laughmaklng material entered Don Barclay,
his first appearance of the eventing, Barclay
doing nothing for the remainder of the night,
and having only his "Gimmederbeer" to draw
Recalling Barclay's promia laugh with.
nence in last season's "Follies," his relegation to the also rans could not be easily ac

counted

for.

A somewhat

elaborate scene of the Infor-

mation Bureau at the Grand Central, intended
for comedy, with Williams given the entire
scene practically, badly dragged, and the
opening of the second part repeated the dragginess,

the

first

sccso in

the final division

having no revelance. Perhaps it was to appeal to the feminine eye, something that
might be remarked as well for the chlffoi
display unless chiffon la the radium of dress
goods Just now and Zlegfeld wanted the folks
to know he stopped at nothing.
The first part of the performance ran in
much better fashion than the latter end. Ned
Wayburn did the staging, using the Way burn
bteps more often than usual and having an
Ante-Bellum buck and wing dance for l<i
boys and girls that got quite a lot.
In effects, the "Follies" Is led by the
Langdon MacCormack naval picture as the
finale of the first act, preceded by a patriotic
number, "Can't You Hear Your Country CallIiik?" by Mr. Herbert.
In this scene was a
tread mill running horse Illusion of Paul
Reveres Hide and Impersonations of a residents Washington, Lincoln and Wilson.
The

MacCormack naval matter, that of battleships
corning forward, made a striking finish to the
patriotism and first act.
Tho second act held a crln-cross laldder
device upon which three rows of girls marched
incited applause and
night, It was remlnHippodrome's first year's ladder
^:t-T!".. '<* a Wayi/urn sort nf drill r»^ai!od th»»
Patriotic first art marching finish cf "TIr;
Century Girl."
Joseph Urban attain provided the scenic
backgrounds and Zlegfeld must havo told him
to go the limit which ho did.
Th*» new "Follies" will likely undergo cxpe. ted changes, excepting with the production.

While It
was quite pleasing as a

up and down.

iHclent of tho

There'- ho

much

to see In

the show without

icans

!

"Hltchy-Koo" however may be a

trifle

more

—

A period In "one" by Mr. Hitchcock waa
given over to the subject of the Rev. William
A. Sunday, always mentioned by the apeaker
as "BUI." Mr. Hitchcock aald Sunday, during
one of his evangelical talks, had atated there
were no decent men and women on the stage
and the public should remain away from the
Hitchcock's reply that Sunday was
theatre.
wrong about stage people brought forth vociferous applause, and then he proceeded to
give Sunday a sound panning, although he
stated that Sunday, to whom Hitchcock referred as 'The P. T. Barnum of the hymn
book," and himself were good friends.
"I
write to him," continued Hltchy, "In a professional way, for we are both showmen and
understand each other. I usually write, 'Dear
Bill:
How are you? How's Ma? How's
collections?'
And when BUI says he's had
21,000 people In the Tabernacle that only
seats 12,000 I don't dispute It for I often exaggerate myself. That's a part of the trade,
Bill's and mine, show business."
Hitchcock proceeded to illustrate the manner in which Sunday expounded his speech,
kneeling down and knocking on the floor, In"I suppose,"
viting the Devil to come up.
commented Mr. Hitchcock, "Bill has been
doing that so long without anyone coming
through the floor that he now believes there's

(Evening World), and Ambassador
James Gerard, the latter receiving the most
applause—reven from a first night audience.

Darnton

Mr. Hitchcock later sang his only song,
"Since I Became a Manager" written by
It related how since beGeorge M. Cohan.
coming a manager, Hitchcock, as an actor,
The
would never roast a manager again.
song probably expressed Mr. Cohan's feelings
in the matter as fully as It did Mr. Hitchcock's and it must have been an easy lyric
for

Cohan

to write.

Having casted the piece with people he
wanted to work, apd having enough to keep
them working, most were working all the
time.
The first performance ended at 11.35,
without dragging. Neither was there a chorus
of 80 ponies and 64 show girls. Instead was
a small collection of very pretty girls, some
of

whom

Goets, again.
About all Goets didn't do waa
to personally appear.
It Is called an "Intimate Revue" in two acta and 10 aoenes.

did things besides chorusing.

Many scenes were put forward in the Reinhart or Urban style of setting, mostly Reinhart, and they all looked well.
performance resembles
In
running, the
There
vaudeville.
It's a show of all "bits."
no story but plenty of comedy, satirical,
and plain rough house.
It all got laughs.
The comedy of the performance Is what ensures its success for a

no one there."
Hltchy practically termed Sunday a "hick,"
saying that the men of the cloth were respected In and outside of their churches and
were welcome visitors at the homes of their
parishioners, "but" he added "if your minister should throw one leg across the pulpit,
use all the nasty words he could think of
and swear at you, you wouldn't invite him to
your home again, would you?"
The Billy Sunday tirade was loudly laughed
at and generously applauded, the majority of
the first nlghtera being affiliated with theatricals In one manner or another, and all
as seemingly In sympathy with Hitchcock In
his frankness In describing Sunday's coin getThe Sunday "bit" of the bill
ting buncum.
Is Hitchcock's star monolog and will attract
as much attention to "Hitchy-Koo" as any-

The Sunday "bit" of the bill
ting bunkum.
day following the opening, It attracted Sunday's notice at once and he Immediately announced a "theatrical night" at the Tabernacle for Tuesday evening.
"Hltchy-Koo" won't have any trouble In
sticking over the summer. It's going to be in
favor because it's not the kind of show you
Bimc.
expect, but it's the kind you like.

COLONIAL

is

travestied, burlesque

draw, although it must compete with the
goregous production of the new "Follies," at
the Amsterdam, Just a few doors away from
the Cohan ft Harris toward Broadway.
If the final scene of "Hltchy-Koo" was
taken from "Some," then there has been an
American producer in England with burlesque
ideas, that scene, an uproariously laughing
one for the audience having been adapted
from the old burlesque expedienent of slapping
and kissing the same man. Another laugh
was "The Country Store," taken from vaudeville with
its
hokum and retaining Felix
Rush as the store-keeper. Then there was
Ames and Winthrop with their vaudeville
speciality.
They overran a splendid score
secured after singing "Gunga Din" to a ragtime accompaniment by returning for another
dancing encore.
Perhaps the newest laugh of the evening,
and also the loudest one, was "The Photograph Gallery." with Mr. Hitchcock and Leon
Errol.
Next In favor was the "clasical dancing drama"
done by William Rock and
Frances White. Rock and White were often
before the footlights and in this show Mr.
Rock has had a better opportunity for himself than at any time since he annexed Miss

White as

a

stage

partner.

Rock

displays

his expertness at make up.
In the Album
Hcene,
where couples of different periods
walked out of a stage album, he, an the
Bowery boy, caught the most approval Immediately.
Miss White led she only poorly

staged number "Have You Seen the Ducks?"
but In everything else acquitted herself without a blemish, Including among the new matter her song, "Six Times Six."
Rock and
White did the "Classical" thing In "The Pill
Box Revue" song. It Is a vaudevillo act by
Itself for them.
Grace La Rue was a Ringing principal who
lent voice and distinction to the scenes she
appeared in, MIhs La Rue also scored solidly
when in "one" with her songs alone. Irene
Ftordoni. entered inconspicuously and remained
the same way for tnc greater portion of the
time, until singing a nolo, with Albert Newman at the piano, In the "School Room" sccno
that had George Mooro as the school teacher.
Moore opening with an "Alphabetical Rag"
number. Mr. Mooro (once of Vanderbllt and
Moore) performed everything he was called
upon to In a neat way and while never causing a riot, was a substantial substance tn the
lino up.
Errol also did well, better with
others than when attempting anything by
himself.
Roy Hoyter was another principal
and Eleanor Sinclair another (when not In
the chorus).
Nothing pretentions was In th(» nn:.--lo.
Tn
'!:!" per' orrii-'iiiCt- an
mm! nir His in as weii
as a new one, although E. Hay Goetz, who
could be accused more ensily of having arranged tho score than of having written it,
turned out a catchy melody In "When You've
Picked Your Hnskot of Peaches."
Messrs. Hitchcock and Goetz "present" tho
show, staged by .Tullan Mitchell and Errol,
with book and lyrics by Glen MacDonough and

exception of one turn,
placed in the middle of the bill, the show at
the Colonial runs smoothly and is quite a
strong one for the time of year. It began with
Sprague and McNeece, entertainers on roller
skates, Sprague going through some Intricate
stunts and Miss McNeece making a good apNumber two position held Harris
pearance.
and Manlon, who seemed Intensely nervous
and, as a result, did not do themselves Justice
But they finished strongly
at the opening.
The straight man has a very
with singing.

With the

possible

good voice.
Hugh Herbert and Co., in "The Prediction,"
pleased very much. It's a rather pretty idea
a sort of visualization of a narration, as they
do In pictures. Robins, "the walking music
store," is an exceedingly clever imitator of
musical Instruments, which he takes from his
It is hard to deterhuge, ill-fitting clothes.
mine whether Robins Is a man or a woman.
In either event, Robins is an artist that is

—

meaning of the term.
intermission came "Tho Race
of Man," five men representing as many different races, who sang and made speeches.
Betty Bond
It was a very slow-moving affair.
hadn't the easiest spot for so quiet an act,
opening the second half, but the special drop
seemed to attract the audience's attention and
they resumed their seats and waited for something to happen. In this they were more or
less disappointed, for Miss Bond's material
Whoever wrote her
wasn't strong enough.
melodies has an excellent memory, all of
them sounding reminiscent of very recent
The "305 Days" number,
popular ditties.
both in lyrics and music, seems almost a
pharaphrase of "Out of a City of Six Million
People, Why Do You Pick on Me," while "Be
My Little Baby Butterfly" strongly recalls
Miss Bond
"Be My Little Bumble Bee."
essays no dialect at all in "Night Time In
Little Italy," but for all that, she'e a cute
little thing and should try again with more
felicitous material.
Miss Bond finished with a military number
and was followed by Beaumonte and Arnold.
The opening calls for Miss Beaumonte to enter
a military costume almost identical
(other than the color) with the ono Miss
Hond had just disappeared In. But the newcomer Btarted at a very fast pace and tried
The turn
hard to overcome this handicap.
moved at a fast clip right through, finishing
with whirlwind stepping, the whole affair being
full of "ginger."
Bernard Granville, in addition to his familiar "souse" dance, did four recitations and
two speeches, also one song. He recites well,
but if that sort of thing is to become the major portion of all male kIdkIop, instead of
::.« r« !y
Aw i-inuii, »li> not him a lot of oidtitno Shakespearean
readers at a minimum
scale wage?
Recitations in vaudeville, for
some unaccountable reason, are surer than
imitations and no less riotous In tho clicltatlon of applause than parodies. La Sylph, with
Htcrcoptlcon slides thrown upon her, wss an
effective cloning number.
The show, as a

in the vaudeville

Just

before

m

unit,

gave good satisfaction.

Jolo.

w

w
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PALACE.
Monday

night.

When

It

all

settled

down

It

looked like "tops and bottoms," In the language of the dice player. Nora Bayes topped '
the bill and George White and Emma Halg
(New Acts), had the strip of hilling across the
bottom.
It was a toss up as to who scored
the greatest applause, but there Is one thing
certain and that Is, the Palace had the "ropes"
up at the back of the auditorium for the first
time on a Monday night In a couple of months.
Just whose name was responsible for this Is
also a question, but Judging from the reception Miss Bayes received when she made her
Initial appearance It would be very safe to

.

•

<

say that she was the cause of the capacity
crowd.
A little slow at first, was the bill, with
laughs lacking In the early portion, but when
once underway the entertainment* went right
on through to the finish without a hitch, even
though It was a better looking bill on paper
than it was on tho stage. But It was a show
that had the flash for the layman, and. Judging from the frequency of laughs and applause
as the program ran along, the majority of
those In the audience had decidod that they
were getting their money's worth.
The Australian Crelghtons were the openers
and for about nine minutes they entertained
half a house, tbo audience not getting to their
seats until the Phlna and Picks act was about
half way finished.
The later turn scored a
solid applause hit on the strength of the singing of "Mississippi" number by a little pick,
who did not seem more than eight or nine
years of age. This little youngster looks as
though she was going to be the absolute
mainstay of the turn.
Bert Levy, with his cartoons and whistling,
won applause with Roosevelt and Wilson drawLater Bert introduced the Liberty
ing*
Bond speaker of the evening, who was Stanley
Quinn, of the Corporation Counsel's office, by
ar the moet convincing of the talkers who
\ave been speaking on the subject of the Government Investment in the local vaudeville
houses. This young man has -a sense of showmanship and he landed his remarks with a
punch.
Florence Tempest and Marlon Sunshine are
back from their Orpheum tnur and at the
Palace doing just what they have been doing
for a great many months with the number
from "Stop, Look, Listen," as their opening
bit.
From the two songs that followed It
looked as though Broadway was paying the
girls a royalty this week for their mention of
that little known street.
Incidentally, without a breach of confidence, "Tempy" Is going to be married again.

Now,

never

mind who

to,

but

"Sunny"

is

heart whole and fancy free, according to
The M»fo was not dished over the
herself.
footlights, but is from the feed box dope.
Walter Brower was next to closing the first
part, and was the first laugh of the evening.

still

the audience with him., and his serious
was sure fire after the
laughs. White and Halg closed the first part,
holding applause at the finish with red, white
and blue stuff, so that It looked as though the
audience was going to sit through the intermission wearing out their hands.
The second section held but three acts. Rockwell and Wood opened after intermission and
the out and out "nut" stuff was a scream for
those In front. Miss Bayes, who followed, held
the stage for 37 minutes and did practically all
the numbers she was formerly presenting as
part of 'her "regular show." "O'Brien" was
her opener, followed with "Don't Ask Me," a
coon song, and then her ramble about New
York was a laugh and applause winner. After
was a semi- recitative thing of a war nature,
which pulled at the heart strings and brought
Then George M.
another encore demand.
Cohan's new song, "Over There," was sung,
tnd In this case really sung iand put over, and
he audience went wild.
The California Boys' Band was the closer
nd gave a hurrah finish to a show chuck full
Fred.
f patriotism and red fire.

He had

recitation at the close

ORPHEUM.
Despite this is the last week of the Orpheum's, Brooklyn, season, there is no apparent stinting In the allotment of talent. It
may not be the most expensive bill, but It Is
very entertaining.
The first and second hcadllncrs are Julia
Arthur and Bernard Granville. Both are In
the first half, yet tho second part was, if anything, more entertaining.
Granville's fourth
position is necessitated by his playing the
Colonial also, and he got away without givtwo concluding recitations "deing
tho
manded'' at the Colonial. His biggest laugh
at

—

tho

Orpheum was

his

definition

of

cups "messages from departed spirits."
Miss Arthur followed Granville with
patriotic spectacle, "Liberty Aflame."

The

man and woman,

hic-

her

present a
novel opening turn consisting of ring, trapeze
and hand balancing- Stelndcl Hrothcrs, three
of them, violin, cello and piano, in a musical
recital, comprising a series of classical selections and then scoring strongly with "Poor
Butterfly," aided and abetted by the house
orchestra.
AMhur iF.iv.-J oii-l <"o., \n a ro::lc:.!y p!r.y
M, "Plnymatr.s,'' ox tract a lot of humor Out
of a mediocre vehicle.
It's the way the two
boys put it over that scores.
Menace and Huird started off the second
half at a very rapid pace, Miss Baird getting tho audience with her Immediately on
her entrance and holding them throughout.
Sho has a very good Irish dialect and In the
Norvelles,

facial

of

expression

suggests

Their songs are along

Foy.

There may be a dispute as to who walked
off with the hit of the show at the Palace

original

Eddie

piano was his usual sure fire applause gatherer, walloping out a medley of his former
He finished with his new
song successes.
patriotlo number about being a long way

from Broadway.
Patterson

Burdella

preceded

the

Hearst

Weekly with her artistic posing turn. The
colored slides which drape her figure are projected from the orchestra pit and are much
more definite and distinct than another somewhat similar act which uses the moving picture booth to "shoot" the pictures.

Jolo.

AMERICAN.
Although it looked like rain, the American
downstairs filled up Monday night and with
the show running more to comedy than anything else, the returns were never In doubt.
During the middle of the bill a two-part
L-KO comedy film was shown and while it
reached about every bit of stage stuff done

when Weber and Fields were kids and Murray
and Mack knew more about marbles than

the audience laughed heartily
So this, coupled with the acts turnat times.
ing loose a deluge of comedy, made the audience assured It was getting It's money's worth.
Valentine Vox dressed the stage up summeriBhly for his ventrlloqulstlc turn and his
work with the bellhop dummy held close attention, some of the patter being too "fly" for
{he audience, however. The main point of the
gags were "caught" and Vox's score was
Granville and Mack rang up a big
genuine.
hit with their familiar turn with the hurdygurdy and comedy relished from the start.
Hard-working pair and make the best of every
minute.
"In the Days of Long Ago" (New Acts) attempted too much, the Set pleasing In spots.
The comic film hit the bill «at this Juncture.

anything

else,

Harry Brooks and Company have a surefire
act for the pop houses, the "Old Mlrfstrel Man"
It gets
theme being capitally worked up.
away slowly but when Brooks, as the toothless,
old banjo entertainer, "past 80," hoves into
view the results are there. Brooks makes a
Bplendld type out of the old fellow, who Is
ousted from the home of a cranky exhorter of
religion *nd temperance and who is followed
by the man's niece. Act one of the best of Its
kind and carries a clean, wholesome flavor,
with enough musical Interpolation to give It
a nice swing. One of the hits of the American show downstairs.
Another large-slsed hit was landed by Andy
Lewis and his "clowning" and "kidding" with
the young people In his act found quick laughing response. Several of Andy's "bits" might
be censored in some of the out-of-town theatres,

up

and that "hell" reference might come

for

round-table

discussion,

yet

In

New

York houses they sure "eat it up."
Three Bullowa Girls (New Acts) closed the
vaudeville,

with

the Louise

Glaum

feature,

"Love or Justice," holding nearly everybody
Mark.
In.

ROYAL
This week's program for the Bronx house
makes a splendid playing bill with practically
every act gathering Its full quota of appreciation and applause, the honors going to the
Louis Mann and Co. (New Acts),
headllner.
with second choice falling to Stone and Kallsz,
who closed the first section. Business was
close to capacity Monday night, despite the
weather and surrounding conditions, one must
naturally credit the good shows for the jlraw.
After the pictorial weekly, Simmons and
Bradley opened with roller skating, offering
a scries of programed dances on the wheels.
It'S a neat opening act and carries some exceptionally good trick steps that eked out
Individual applause.
Nclla Allen followed with her songs, each
Miss Allen looks good,
gathering applause.
has a splendid vocal delivery and has a string
of numbers that not only fit, but stand Out
on merit.
It was a trifle early for her, but
the weight of tho bill necessitated the early
spot.

The Farrell-Taylor Trio have altered their
act In spots, but the body remains the same
with that section carrying the trio over. Natalie Navarre marked up an individual scoro
with her musical renditions and adds considerThey
able to the general class of the turn.
were a comedy hit.
„
Browning and Denny have a neat little twoact working In "one," with Bessie Browning
handling the bulk of tho work. Miss Browning knows the line In which she excels and attempts nothing else. Denny's piano solo broke
up the repertoire nicely end Justified Its presence, for the house liked that qulto as well
as anything In the specialty.
Stone and Kallsz wero an nrtlstlc success,
which surprised many who doubted the Bronxappreciation of this brand o[ vehicle.
ltes'
Every angle of the act registered with a wallop and tho conclusion found them acknowledging sufficient applause to warrant several
curtain

calls.

Trunk Muliarie opened the second hail wifh.
his songs and stories, the latter being parMullane has a personticularly well Ukcd.
ality and a voice, a combination that ho can
At the Bronx house ho
harilly fall with.
seemed at home and gathered a reception at
Mr. Mann followed
both ends of the turn*.
with
final

HARLEM OPERA HOUSE.

Ideas

and cleverly lyrlclsed and their Scotch bit
proved a big laughing finish.
Hermann and Shirley have a slim sketch,
Just enough to serve as an excuse for George
Hermann's weird skeleton dance and other
Harry Carroll at the
contortion aglltty.

Robins closing the show, bringing the
Wynn.
curtain down after 11 P. M.

Business was a trifle off Tuesday night, the
regulur patrons apparently waiting for the
Wednesday and Thursday performances, when
Manager Swift offers the weekly novelty affairs, such as Oriental and Country Store
A shrewd place of managerial
Nights.
sagacity was exhibited in Swift dedicating his
private office for the registration department,
the lobby always holding upwards of a hundred Individuals who called to register. The
presence of the booth naturally attracts visitors from every section of the district.
The show was thoroughly pleasing, but carThe weekly picried nothing pretentious.
ture of current events opened, with Stuart
Darrow following. Darrow is a sand artist
and shadowgrapher. The latter portion of his
specialty earned him some laughs and dent
him away to a reasonably fair hit.
The Four Chicks followed with songs. The
Chicks are all girls who seem to sing well
individually, but who lack the ability to
harmonise effectually. They could tone down
ensemble singing to advantage ami
their
should aim for general results rather than for
Some additional comedy
Individual honors.
might be added, since one of the girls seems
capable of handling It.
The bill carried three new acts In Cameron
De Vltt and Co., La Palarica and Whitney
and Wilson (New Acts), the De Vltt sketch
following the Chicks. Then came Sol Levoy,
the songster, who offered "Joan of Arc." The
slide songs have become an Institution In the
opera house, and Levoy was forced to sing
several choruses accompanied by the audience.

A Keystone comedy followed, but lacked the
laugh punches expected and failed to gather

any noticeable results, after which came
Then followed the
Whitney and Wilson.
Tennessee Ten, a Ralph Dunbar production.
This combination of coldrcd entertainers practically stopped the show with the musical
They Jacsed through
efforts at the finale.
Beveral numbers with some good comedy added, and at their finale had taken down all
honors of every description.
Doc O'Neill came next, a rather difficult
spot, but O'Neill soon had the house with
him and scored many a laugh with his string
La Palarica closed the vaudeville
of "gags."
section, while a feature picture closed the
Wynn.
show.

JEFFERSON.
looks as though the summer schedule for
is
in effect at the Jefferson Judging
rom the bill tho first half. Business also
It

?hows

seemed to be working on a summer plan Monday night, for the houso held less then onethird capacity, and what a tough audience
They wouldn't laugh at anything,
it was!
and if was not until the last two acts of the
bill
appeared that there was anything like
applause.
There were eight acts, a news
weekly and a flve-reeler.
The George Davis Family opened with their
acrobatics with small result in an applause
way.
Morley and McCarthy Sisters, second,
were the first turn that struggled against the
orchestra, which seemed willing to do its best
to play anything except what the act wanted.
The girls, however, managed to get through
to a finish with slight applause.
AuBtln and Bailey (New Acts), two boys
presenting a blackface dancing turn that
Phil Dwyer and Co. (New
failed to Impress.
Acts), a very poor attempt to make an animal Impersonation the ground work of sketch.
Hearst-Pathe Weekly followed and then a
Liberty Loan speaker.
The second half of the show hold Ryan and
Rlggs, who livened things up for a few
minutes, but the audience slipped right back
with the advent on the stage of the Great
Llpton, the ventriloquist, working without his
ship set.
There was not a ripple at any of
his gags, the only semblance of a laugh came
with Frank Tlnney's old one about the "hard
to-mate-her."

The Black and White Revue

held the next
to closing spot, winning the first solid applause of tho evening on the strength of the
too dancing of one of the girls In the turn.
In reality this girl saved the act from suffering tho similar fate to Upton's.
The real hit of the show was Harry Breen,
who closed the bill. Breen had them laughing and going wild at tho finish of his turn.
His talk about tho locality and the various
people he knew was a riot for tho audience.
It was a lucky thing for the bill It had Breen
on It.
Fred.
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speed and could get It easily without doing
the turn any harm. Uoettler and Cox (New
Acts) registered substantially.

Harrison Brockbank and Co. offered their
comedy drama of an Incident in tho life of
the great Napoleon, with Brockbank doing his
characteristic and splendid Impersonation of
Seems funny at this
the famous general.
time to hear a denunciation of the English
by a French army chief, yet that is what
Napoleon does when he makes his appearance
In this skit.
The role of the drummer boy
who saved Napoleon's leather kit but lost his
life in doing it was effectively played, and
tho part has more to do with the action than
Act was very well re.
that of Brockbank's.
celved, with close attention being paid to the
dialog all the way. Burbank makes a beautiful cbaractor out of Nupoleon during his time
on the stage. After the U weekly, the lights
went up and a splendid talk was made by a
man for Liberty Loan bonds.
The Garden Four Is apparently a quartet
of singers from tbo other side, or at least
they convey that Impression through tho program offered. Anyway, the act, if it is of
foreign composition, or at least half of It
anyway, has become noticeably Americanized,
both In dress, style of working and In point
of numbers.
Good act of Its kind and ono
The four
that got over nicely at the City.

make good harmony.
Leslie

AUTHORS ASKING NEW CONTRACT.
The Authors' League of America is
making an attempt to secure an agreement with the Managers' Association
for a new contract for the members of
their society. The authors want a bigger share of the royalties on the stock
and picture rights and have delegated
several members to take it up with
the managers.

Augustus Thomas, who originally
headed the committee of authors, has
gone west and in the meantime George
Broadhurst and Channing Pollock are
undertaking to bring the matter be-

managers in a favorable light
The Shuberts, who have been approached, did not take the suggestion
kindly, and it will be brought up at the
next meeting of the Managers' Protec-

fore the

Association.

tive

POOLING MONTREAL.
The report Monday was that the Shuberts and Klaw & Erlanger had reached
an agreement whereby for a period of
years,

ten

CITY.
The business seemed off Tuesday night, but
there was no slump in the usual patriotic
show of spirit by thnt City audience when
an earnest speaker came out and made about
six-minute talk In behalf of the Liberty
Lonn bond purchase by tho public beforo tho
time limit expired. There was also appllnusn
for marching troops In the current weekly
shown.
The vaudeville section was overboard with
Honi;s and the deluge hurt.
However, there;
was a derided leaning toward one of the comedy acts to such an extent that it stopped
the show "cold" In every sense of the word.
Ami st ran ire to pay, tills net, under an .»!>.a

s;m. .••)

ttn »!•'

<\l;:M\'l

i,.\\\-

audience

to

!>i'»v«'ff

'-nn'-lurlwly that it a ail
YlHllie kllOWI) to the
hit of unusual pro-

U-i
luWO A
slam over a

portions.

The Two Carlsons opened tho show. Main
combination.
Act has acrobatics of tho
shoulder-to-shoulder, hand-to-hand and handto-hand routine to carry It over. Young men
do very well with their team tricks, but stall
Act needs more
too much on the opening.

and Baker attempt entirely too much

singing when it must be considered that dancing 1b their forte. The woman half of tho
team throughout gave, evidence as though she
was doing an Impersonation, for she worked In
noticeably masculine fashion.
Hard worm r,
though, and despite apparent hoarseness, sang
as tuough her life depended on It. The man
Is a corking good dancer, his style running
more to* eccentric routine than anything else,
although he has a tendency to cover too mucn
Maybo essential in
territory when dancing.
part, but not for the whole.
"Walrod and Zell" was a name adopted for
the City engagement by two young chaps who
romped away with the comedy hit of the
show. It's an act of the Eddie Borden type,
with the comedy boy having a good foil who
Act ran
is also adept In tickling the Ivories.
the gamut of nuttlcisms, kidding, patter, acrobatics and instrumental music, with the
City audience falling for it good and hard/
The Revue de Vogue" closed the show and
this act, with its seven girls and one male
principal, proved quite an Interesting and entertaining feature, although so many songs
having been heard above it, marred the returns.
Act runs smoothly, with the young
man showing a good tenor voice which he
The act has
uses to advantage in the turn.
a ragtime marriage travesty at the finish that
was splendidly worked up and proved surefire at the City.
The feature was a Triangle comedy-drama.
"America—That's All," that held fairly
Mark.
straight interest.

starting

next August, the

traveling attractions of both interests
playing Montreal, would play His Majesty's

theatre

there.

For a long time there has been a rivalry between the firms ancnt booking
conditions in Montreal and this is the
frst indication that the matter was
being amicably settled.
Locally the report lacks confirmathe Shubcrt offices avowing that
i'
was untrue.
Incidentally \V. A. Kdwards, manager of the Montreal house, is in New
York, and his visit here at this time
that the report reaches surface, gives
tion,

additional
is

significance

that

something

developing on the Montreal condi-

tion.
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Every music publisher and song writer has been patiently waiting
a

song the same as the English troops did with

<4

Tipperary.

any one thing under the sun would determine the
France.

Well,

it

finally

song was carried along, with the

when

announcement

all

know

would come

these troops spread to

result that

eulogizing the song and stating that at last

who

it

Macdonald and Hanley's popular march

State song of Indiana; and

Performers

issue, but

We

we have

to pick out

that no pushing or plugging or
of

its #

own

accord as
It

it

did in

started with the

which has become the

Texas and other parts

received press notices from

all

of the country, the

parts of the country

we have an American "Tipperary."

are not singing this song should put

on

it

at

once and will be wise to mak^

tht

above

to that effect.

By
destined to

American troops

ballad, "Indiana,"

i

:
is

for the

came, and we are the proud and happy possessors of the song.

troops in Indiana singing
official

M

t;o

down

BALLARD MACDONALD

in

American history
I

ime

in the

as the

and

JIMMIE HANLEY

song the troopers sang, the same

Old Town" during

the Spanish

as they did

"A hot

War.

WE ARE ALSO ANNOUNCING WITH PLEASURE TWO MARVELOUS NEW NUMBERS:
One

of

the most wonderful ballads ever placed before the

American

"LOOKOUT
MOUNTAIN"
T

GOODWIN

that has been heard since the days

of "Alexander's Band."

public.

Bv JOE

The most marvelous rag

and

HALSEY MOHR

"THE

RAGTIME VOLUNTEERS
OFF TO WAR
BALLARD MACDONALD

mm
By

CHICAGO, Grand Opera House Bldg.

and

JIMMIE HANLEY

»

i

I
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LOUIS BERNSTEIN, President
It is

with great pleasure

that-

we announce

the capture of the three* big song hits of the

ZIEGFELD PRODUCTIONS
in the

famous

ZIEGFELD FOLLIES,"

EDDIE CANTOR

was

the? hit

of the

which opened

show with one

at the

of the

New Amsterdam

Theatre

this

week.

biggest and best novelty numbers rv»

r

h«-,u

on Broadway

T
i
By

miiis;hj;/.h

BALLARD MACDONALD

and JIM MIL

HANLLY

ZIEGFELD "FROLIC

on the New Amsterdam Roof, AL HERMAN, the popular mm,.ii.
stopped the show with two of the biggest and best novelty numbers that we have tver published in this h<u
and that are destined to be heard from all over the country:
In the

The comedy song

{

By

WILL

J.

HARRIS

and

NAT VINCENT

and the great novelty number

iX!
By ,JOE

GOODWIN, WILL

J.

HARRIS

and

NAT VINCENT

Orchestra and Band Leaders throughout the country will do well to

NEW YORK

hammer away on

these

numbers

CITY

'FRISCO, Pantages Theatre Bldg
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OB

^n

Plausible, Feasible

Picture

Exhibitions Be Done Away With
Generally Endorsed—Adea
Be
Should
Growing in Favor.

Room

various projection
rooms to witness prc-showings. seemed
to some of them to be an injustice, not
alone to the producers, but to the exThe value of advance rehibitors.
views arc not under-estimated, and it
is believed that if these reviews could
be written in the best circumstance,
they would be further enhanced and of
greater value to showmen who
still
depend upon them as the guide to

sembling

in

the

in selecting entertainment for their theatres.
Of late there has been a tendency
to discontinue the projection room ad-

their

judgment

vance showings, and unless
fail

the

movement

will

grow

all

signs

into such

proportions that the concern adhering
to the practice will be the exception to
the general rule. A canvass of several
of the concerns that recently aban-

doned the private showings resulted

in

some

illuminative reasons therefor.
Metro claims it is impossible for reviewers to get an exact line on pictures at private showings, any more
than the critics can pass judgment
upon a legitimate show at a rehearsal.
They cite as a specific instance their

current
nacle,"

Barrelease. "Lady
which when shown to a numweek's

ber of people privately elicited absolutely no laughter or gsrve any indication of its vaue as a humorous farcical

comedy.

Yet when

shown at
New York

several of the theatres in
city the audiences were convulsed with

laughter.
On Bluebird's behalf it is contended
that in order to keep pace with the program and have features shown to reviewers far enough in advance, that
they might be of greatest benefit, subjects were frequently thrown into this
service before they were ready to be

viewed.
quently

Scenes which might subsebe curtailed or eliminated;

were most frequently edited,
or thrown out entirely, and the general
process of editing which had not been
done before the picture was shown to
the reviewers in the projection room,
might lead to an entirely different outcome, when the picture was actually
shown upon the exhibitQr's screen.
Regardless of the fact that reviewers
might be informed that the picture they
were seeing was incomplete, this distitles that

advantage undoubtedly had bearing
upon the opinion which was expressed
Furthermore, it would seem
in print.
likely that the consensus of the reviews
written

in

the solitude of a projection

room, without any other audience than
the delegation of reviewers, could not
give the exhibitor the same indication
of pictures' value, that might come if
it were seen under circumstances that
the exhibitor must abide by, when the
film reaches his house.
It is contended that a large percentage of first run exhibitors arc in a position to judge what the picture is like,
before it conns to them and there can
be no harm in the delayed information
which reaches nianaecrs after the feature IS ttCiuailv iijiilSCii OJ) St. C u 1\
These were the conclusions which
influenced Bluebird in deciding to abandon private trade-press showings of
their program pictures; nothing more,
nothing less, than a desire to present
1

1

11

1

the picture inf its permanent form, as
'ell as to f/rnish the exhibitor with
the opinion /f both the reviewers and
ai\ audiem
jander/Richardson, publicity man-

conceded

was marked by the chopping off of
something like $3,000 a week in the"
running expenses and to friends Lynch
is said to have admitted that he is having his hands full whipping the con-

ager\foj>AVorld- Pictures Brady-Made,
said:

cern into shape.
Another report has it that Lynch
is not over-anxious to remain at the
head of T's distributing company and
that within the next very few days a
deal would be made whereby he would
step out and transfer his recent purchase of a controlling interest in the

"If it has taken the manufapturers all
these years to find out that a picture
play in a projection room with a small
assemblage of expert reviewers to look
it over is under a disadvantage, they
need a hypodermic shot of what racing sharps call 'the quick dope.'
I
thought everybody, from the office boy
both ways and taking in the janitor,
knew that, ages ago, but perhaps I was

distributing

service

Lynch

the

to

Aiken

in-

came

into Triangle through his purchase for $100,000
of the Triangle southern exchanges and
it is understood his more recent deal for
general control of distribution was
made to protect the initial buy.
Triangle is said to be paying cash
for all new purchases at the present
time and to be* holding in abeyance all
bills contracted prior to May 27, in
an endeavor to get some sort of a line
on its assets and liabilities.
The-e seems to be no question about
terests.

error.

in

generally

about f«lm circles that Tkoma^H. I&zq
has come to a settlement with Triangle
and had withdrawn from further production activities for that concern. H.
O. Davis, in an interview, is authority
for the statement that Culver City is
now the property of Triangle.
Just what sort of a new arrangement for the retention or withdrawal
of Mack Sennett, if any, has been arrived at, was not known up to Wednesday.
All signs point to both the former Triangle producers making future
pictures on their own, to be released
through Artcraft.
The entry of S. A. Lynch as head of
the Triangle Distributing Corporation

and Sound-minded Reasons Advanced by
Suggestion That Pro-

The practice instituted by manufacturers and distributors of moving pictures which resulted in reviewers as-

was pretty

It

Men Why VARIETY'S

jection

GOLDWYN SHAPING

MORE TRIANGLE RUMORS.

SENTIMENT SOUNDS DOOM OF
TRADE-PRESS FILM SHOWINGS

"The matter

of closing tli£. World
projection room was considered quite
awhile ago, but not on account of the
disadvantage to the pictures caused by
absence of a paying audience, music
and the right atmosphere.
were
quite willing to submit the BradyMade photoplays to the reviewers, even
under this handicap, purely as an ac-

We

commodation

to them and to facilitate
their work.
"It was felt that they were our
guests, and we were glad to have them.
But when one or two so far misunderstood the situation as to violate our
hospitality, the question of shutting off

O. Davis assuming general super-

11.

these privileged exhibitions came up
for discussion.
It was finally left in
my hands, and I concluded not to discommode the entire body of reviewers
for no fault of theirs as a 1>ody, but to
weed out the offender or offenders individually.
"I picked the ringleader, a man who
very nearly if not quite always came

during the second reel, slammed the
door, tramped across the floor, dragged
from the next room,
and very often passed audible remarks
sneering at or ridiculing the picture. I
felt that such conduct was creating an
atmosphere distinctly detrimental to
in

a chair noisily in

World-Pictures, which were not being
produced entirely by permission of this
reviewer, and I gently but firmly requested him to stay away.
"Nobody has Ueen told about this
episode, so it will not be thought that I
was seeking to 'make an example.' But
the fact is that the mere absence of
N

disturbing
factor
has
changed our projection room into an
entirely agreeable and orderly place,
where the reviewers may concentrate
themselves upon the story being unfolded before them without interruption or distraction.

first

vision of Triangle productions in the
future and it is stated he will bring
to the concern a number of the present
Universal directors to aid him in turning out pictures.

SYRACUSE REGENT—SYNAGOGUE?
Syracuse, June 13.
of the largest and
has closed
for lack of patronage.
The house is
located in the University section.
The Regent may be converted into
a Jewish synagogue, since there are a

The Regent, one

ONE MORE CHICAGO HOUSE.
Chicago, Jujie 13.
Schaefer are to have
theatre, having leased the

Jones, Linick

&

another new
property at 406-408 South State street
from E. F. Keebler & Co. for a term
of years at $10,000 yearly rent.
The
new house to be built will be devoted to
pictures and will be called the Royal.
It is situated close to the Rialto but

below Vati Burcn

street.

single

this

"So I am encouraged to conclude that
we were right in getting rid of the ill
bred member instead of shutting our
doors to a body of young men and

women who seem willing to n^ke allowance for the disadvantages of proroom showings. It is a tough
thing for a host to feel compelled to

ILIODOR CAST.
Brcnon -lias selected the
principals for the cast of his big states
rights picture, "The Fall of the Romanoffs," featuring Iliodor, on which
he has already been at work for several weeks.
In addition to "the mad
monk" he has cast Nance O'Ncil as the
Czarina; Alfred Hickman as the Czar;
K. J. Connelly as Rasputin; Katerina
Galanta as Anna, and Conway Tcarle
as the young prince.
Herbert

jection

guest for disorderly conduct,
a heap better than breaUng up
the entire party and making all hands
walk to the station in the rain."

eject

a

but

is

it

TO FILM RAFFLES.

film.

!

this

that

meeting announcement was
branch offices had been

opened

eighteen of the principal citUnited States, not including
Washington, D. C, where a branch
will also be located within a fortnight.
Goldwyn Pictures, Ltd., of Canada, has
also opened exchanges in the six largin
ies of the

Canadian centers.
Samuel Goldfish will be the active
head of the Goldwyn distributing system and it is claimed he is introducing new methods into Aim salesman-

est

In the operation of the distribution corporation he will be actively assisted by Alfred Weiss and F. B. Warren.
ship.

PREVENTS PRIVATE SHOWING.
Hartford, June 13.
of the Poli house ishundred invitations for
the showing of a film which had as its

Manager Yanni

sued

several

subject the black race. Among those
invited was Mayor Hagerty, but unable to attend at the time Manager
Vanni had planned, the mayor suggested another date proposing Sunday, which Manager Vanni O. K'd.
At the last moment Prosecutor Parker warned Manager Vanni that no
showing of the picture should be made
on the Sabbath, with the result the
Poli manager had to cancel his private
exhibition, but within his own rights
he could have forced permission for
the private
exhibition because the

—

mayor can use

his

own judgment

at

sucn times to order the police to act
as he sees fit, and to stop the picture
and arrest those present would mean
the mayor too would have to "come
along."

SHUBERT WILL TRY AGAIN.
Nothing daunted by previous experiences in the film industry, Lee Shubert, in association with Arthur Hammerstein and Ralph Ince, has organized a corporation under the title of
the Advance Motion Picture Corporation. The new concern is seeking a studio in or around New York and will begin about July 1 the manufacture of motion pictures.
Asked about the method of distribution, one of the trio said
the matter had not progressed that far.
The stars selected are Elaine Hammcrstein, Lucille Lee Stewart and May
Thompson. The first picture to be
screened will be a film version of "The

Co-respondent,"

with

Miss

Hammer-

stein; the second, "Fate's Honeymoon,"
an original story, with Miss Stewart;
the third, "The Girl in the Forest,"

with Miss Thompson, based on an operetta in which Lula Glaser appeared at
the Herald Square

some

years* ago.

CHRISTUS WITHDRAWS.
After losing for the six weeks' period
was on exhibition at the Criterion
"Christus" has been withlrawn and
will be placed on distribution on the
state's right proposition or a house release arranged for by the meA controlit

of

same

ry Grange. C. Kerr, M. Picard, getting
the picture in Rome and buying it for
the U. S. rights.

production

of

"Raffles."

Norma Talmadge's Next.
The next Norma Ta'mr.dj»e picture

7>«.»iiy Sisters have been
?igne
by the Hearst-Pathc picture interests
to pose for a series of features during the summer months. It is the first
time the twins will appear upon the

At

made

ling the film. The picture is understood
to have failed to draw, owing to the war
interest shown by the United States,
with all activities pointing to the country getting deeper into general participation with the enemy. So "Christus"
failed to draw, although the picture
w,f* y\\ iMi ov fi^ral publicity in many
ways. "Christus" was bought from the
Cities people who made the picture, the

L.
Lawrence Weber and Bobby
North arc negotiating with John Barrymore to be starred in a big feature

DOLLYS WITH PATHE.
1 iie

Distributing Corporation,
recently chartered at Albany, N. Y.,
with a capital stock of $1,000,000, to
handle the Goldwyn Pictures releases
throughout the United States, this week
held its first meeting and elected the
following officers: President, Samuel
Goldfish; vice-president, Archibald Selwyn; vice-president, Alfred Weiss;
viee-president, F. B. Warren; treasurer,
Gabriel L. Hess.

finest picture theatres here,

large number of residents of Hebrew
extraction in the neighborhood.

UP.

Goldwyn

be svunariocd from "The Secret
the Storm Country," a novel by
Grace Miller White, the book not yet
having been published.
Picture and
story will probably appear about the
w-ill

time.

following men, Gaston Weinstein, Hen-

MOVING PICTURES
Bluebird's program (s "all set" until July
16 and there have been completed enough features to last until the regular season opens
In the fall.
"The Greater Law," produced by

came

Lynn P Reynolds, from Chas. J. Wilson, Jr.'s
story, "The Code of the Klondyke," will be

June 1 and he was gathered in by Robert T.
Kane, vice-president of Paralta Plays, who
organized Mr. Kerrigan's directorate and tech-

into prominence for his work with Essanay and later became a wta- camera man
for TrlangU, working with Director Reginald

Barker.

tho July 16 attraction, with Myrtle Gonzales.

The

where the big scenes

Meredith pictures to
be released by Superlative Co. has been selected.
The working title will be "A Voice
first

of the Lois

When hired by Qeorge W. Ledercr for the
Marlon Davieta feature, Gladden James asked
the salary. "Same as before," answered Led"Oh, no,' said James, "I've now got to
erer.
pay alimony and counsel fees."

The Qeorge H. Doran company has published a manual of instruction and informa-

"How
past
well

written by Marguerite Bertsch, entitled
to Write for Moving Pictures."
From
experience Miss Dertsch is perhaps as
qualified as anybody to write on the

much-needed
Violet Mersereau Is getting
vacation following the making of "La Clgale,"
and Is spending her time shopping and driving
her cream-colored six-cylinder car, with her

subject.

The

next
Ethel
Clayton photoplay for
World-Pictures Brady-Made Is titled "Souls
Adrift," to be published late in August. Miss
Clayton's leading man in this drama Is Milton Sills.
"I

"that
to be
Buy,'
stage

mother and

said a man with a memory,
another play by George Broadhurst is
filmed.
It is called 'What Money Can't
and In its brief career on the speaking
after the first night the only thing that

new

The

made

entitled

Ham

26.

L.

has been chosen as the next
This will be provehicle for Call Kane.
duced under the direction of Henry King,
who has but recently Joined the directorial
forces of the American company, and will be
released by the Mutual Film Corporation.

A complaint having been registered against
the promoter of a large film concern to the
Investigating Committee of the Curb Market,
the stock of the company has been tabooed
by the Curb brokers until the allegations contained in the complaint can be looked into.

The Glendale, Cal., Kalem studio, having
leased 11 acres surrounding its old plant, is
completely
remodeling the studio.
Stage
space has been Increased four times.
All
coast Kalem companies are now working at
the Glendale studio. The Stlngaree and American Girl series have Just been completed, and
Director Home will take up the filming of a
new serial by Robert Wells Ritchie in about
also being

May

Case Russell,

A sad wag who saw the private showing of
Alice Brady in "A Self-Made Widow" in the
World-Pictures projection room remarked that
Miss Alice surclv ought to worship her creator.
Slightly obscure, but will repay study.

two weeks.

duties

"The Unafraid," an original scenario by

was an audience."

couldn't buy

sister Claire.

H. T. Knapp has been appointed manager
of the Dallas, Tex., office of the Mutual Film
Corporation. Mr. Knapp, who has been connected with the home office, statred on his

notice,"

money

Alaskan drama

take place.

from the Mist."

tion,

this

In

George Loane Tucker Is making ready for
the Imminent exploitation of another feature
production in America on the same scale as
his successful "The Deemster."

The German High Seas Fleet in action will
be shown in this country for the first time the
latter part of June, with the releasing on
Metro's program, of "The Greatest Power," In
This
which Ethel Barrymore is the star.
announcement was made by B. A. Rolfe, who
declares the only motion pictures ever made
of the sinking of the Gneisenau, Spandau and
Bremerhurst, German battleships, will be seen
Mr. Rolfe will not
in "The Greatest Power."
say how much he paid for the film, neither
will he say from whence it came, but he declares that the print Is now In a safe deposit

and Bud comedies are

here, the current one being

"The Onion Magnate's Revenge."

Melbourne Macdowell has become a member
company at Culver City.

of the Triangle stock

As the heavy lead In "The Flame of the
Yukon," opposite Dorothy Dalton, Macdowell
will make his debut
in
the silent drama.
Without previous experience In screen acting, he Is said to have created an unusually
telling characterization in the role of "Black
.lack" Hovey, proprietor of the Midas Cafe,

vault.

MUTUAL

George Hernandez, Gretchen Lederer and
Lawrence Peyton playing the principal roles.
This feature was produced last winter near
Truckee, Cal., high up In the Sierras, where
Alaskan "atmosphere" was picturesquely supplied while the actors waded through snow,
knee deep, in reproducing the situations.

"Redemption" state rights continue to sell,
with Hiram Abrams buying the New England
to tte Eve,yn Nesbit special fllm
for
«!&J&*
9J0000, and Jones, Llnlck A Schaefer
of
Chicago taking Illinois for $30,000.

Mo "'» Mllllgan, a brother of Carl MI11Igan (New York Pantages offices), who once
managed the Pantages theatre, Edmonton,
can., now has a feature, "Mothers of
(Madame Bernhardt), which he Is France"
taking
Canad,an noU8e » and making money

Henry P. Caulfleld, recently attached to the
Lone Film Corporation, and who was very
active in the distribution of the Charles Chaplin films for the Mutual, was recently quartered at the Clarldge lining up new film
remainder of the year. Why
Caulfleld pulled away from the
would fill
a little book In itself but Caulfleld has several
matters under cover which he believes will
hand the film world a* little surprise when
activities for the

with*??

M

ew ,B

Ella Hall is scheduled for two appearances
among Bluebirds during the summer. "Little
Miss Fix-It," which Jack Conway has Just
completed on the West coast, has not been
definitely scheduled but will have an early
August showing. The "Little Orphan," however. Is announced for June 18.
This feature was created by Mr. Conway from a story
by H. O. Davis and deals with the fate of a
flock of Belgian children, orphaned as a result of the war.

practice

must

be

discontinued.

When "The

Birth of a Nation" opens an
engagement at Brighton Beach
Music Hall June 29 It will have Guy Smith
In charge of Its management.
Indefinite

Lieut. Wells Hawks, of the U. 8. 8. Rethe great warship model which has
been built in Union Square, New York, to
stimulate naval enlistments, was In a quandary
recently.
Recruiting was so brisk that Lieut.
Hawkes found It was almost a boomerang.
He had so many embryo sailors that he had
no place to put them. Nearby Is the Academy
of Music, William Fox's enormous photoplayhouse.
Mr. Fox heard of the difficulty and
Immediately got Into communication with
Lieut. Hawks; so the naval "rookies" spent
their spare time settled snugly In an upholstered theatre seat, through the courtesy
of J. Stobblns, tho Academy manager.
cruit,

FIL1W

COMPANY,

Inc.

Presents

Mary Miles Minter
IN

"PERIWINKLE"
A

story with an intense heart appeal.
Fresh as a breeze from the ocean itself.
Directed by James KirkIn live acts.
wood. Released the week of June 11th.

"On Wednesday evening Mary Miles Minter,

at the

new

T.

&

D.

&

Broadway, Oakland, California, America's largest
and finest picture palace, was welcomed by over 4,000 people. Miss
Minter received an ovation seldom accredited to a star of the screen,
for the people could not resist the sweet and appealing beauty and the
unconscious charm of this little girl," says the "Dramatic Mirror."
Theatre, 11th

You can pack

YOUR

theatre

with

Mary Miles Minter— Mutual

Now available at all Mutual Exchanges arc the following
Minter five-reel productions: "Youth's Endearing Charm," "Dulcic's
Adventure," "Faith," "A Dream or Two Ago," "The Innocence of
Lizettc," "The (kntlc Intruder," "Environment." "Annic-For-Spitc"
and "Periwinkle " Arrange without delay to show them all. Hook
Pictures.

—

them TODAY.

n Wft8

™P°rted to bo about town
iJ?k "offer,n
5
Im stellar services or
* the
A?..y Z
aordon accompanied by the proviso
V.;
w
that he was to
,

fl

-

the

Jones. Llnlck 6 Schaefer will take "Tho
Submarine Eye," and after giving It an extended run at tho Studebaker, Chicago, will
book It throughout the State of Illinois. The
Studebaker theatre was the scene of the first
triumph of the Williamson Brothers, which
four years ago played tho production known
as tho Williamson Submarine Expedition Pictures.
Rex O. Lawhcad, who served In the
capacity of manager for that attraction, Is
now In charge of the Studebaker showing, and
Is the general Western representative for tho

direct the taking of the fea-

lures.

•

'«

Metro directors have gotten new
ments and there has been a general assignshifting
e men
H0 are 8ta« ln K the M. produchL.
tions
For *k
the present Francis X. Bushman
will be in the hands of
Edwin Carewe, with
per8 onal,y looking after the next
JL
f?
Wehlen
picture.
Director Cabanne has
pleted the new Emily Stevens
feature,
Slacker,
winding up the last

Emmy

,

com"The

scenes

WC6IC.

last

On the special list of Metro feature star releases will be found the Stevens
"Slacker"
film as well as two more Miss Stevens
will do

Including "Tho Sleeping Memory"
and another yet to be named. Viola Dana
will have
the feminine lead in the production
of "Blue
°tber star will visualise "The
ieansed. ^Tmne an
r '"
A Metro ,tar yet to De •K° seen in
ected -ni
will be
"Yosemlte."
All of
these will be given special release
dates.
'

£lS

Unless other arrangements are made before
a,I
th ere wU1
be •** ro*d outfits
?.£!
i
/u
The Birth
of. a Nation" In operation next
season
The booking department of the J. J.
Mc( arthy offices, handled by Sydney Smith.
Is
already lining up new routes.

Ludwlg Schtndler, who came to New York
to boom things up for the Chicago
picture exposition that will be held In the Windy
City
at the same time of the annual
league con-

and who obtained the consent of
number of film stars to attend the affair Ina
person, has gone back to Chicago but
may
return again to wind up a number of business
matters Just prior to the opening of the
vention,

Expo next month.

Jack Abrams returned to Broadway the latcoming In from a long
tour through the south with "A Birth of
a
Nation," Jack being the last of the road managers to quit the one night trails.
Abrams
has a wonderful success with his one nighters through Texas In particular,
playing
ter part of last week,

many

repeaters, and averaging a thousand
dollars or moro on each stand. Very few indeed were the stands that didn't turn out as
well as expected, two stops hitting the outfit
hard through terrific storms.
Jack dug up
towns that tho state map of Texas didn't
have outlined.

"The Oarden of Allah" feature, which opena three weeks' exhibition last woek In
Fords, Baltimore, will be sont out as a one
night road outfit next season, with time now
being penciled In by the men controlling the
film.
Howard Herrlck Is managing the outed

that is playing Baltimore.

fit

The

St.
Denis theatre,
fittings, was sold at

ferior
to A.

Charles Kauffman has been engaged by the
J. Wnrren Kerrigan Feature Corporation as
director of photography and he is now In
chnrge of the camera In filming Mr. KerrlKan'H first independent production, "A Man's
Man," which will be one of the two first
Pnralta Plays released.
Mr. Kuuffmnn first

stockholders

Horry Houdlnl Is engaging players for his
now mystery picture. Nina Morris Is being

-

.

Metro has planned a busy season of star
and from now on the M. staff of fllm
a r, Wi I be k ept on tne um
J
P getting rid
£l ?w
.
J
.
of
the features
planned by the general office.
releases

Wllllumson Brothers.

mentioned as ono of tho principal

dis-

'

,

There Is likely to be a falling off In the
clients of personal press agents for film stars
In the near future.
A number of film producing and releasing concerns have notified
their stars that the activities of the personal
press representatives Interferes with the publicity
their regular press agents are disthat

SdMlck has secured the
New York and

rights for the

lei

approved, are being used in lieu of the ones
censored.
It Is claimed that constant evasions of the law are being practiced.

and

*.

.

Chicago exchanges of "On Trial" and
"Parent-

States Attorney McGhee of Ohio has given
an opinion that the Ohio film censors have
no authority to Investigate film exchange* to
ascertain if all copies of films were submitted
to the Censor Board.
The Board has no inspectors and cannot get information to prove
that copies of films, parts of which were not

seminating

J

„.K
tribution

consummated.

fully

Hi» contract with Triangle expired

nical staff.

George H. Degnon, business manager of the
Trans-Continental tour of J. Warren Kerrigan, who Is now at work on a Kerrigan feature In Los Angeles, reached Broadway Monday.
Degnon was very successful with the
Kerrigan tour and put over some nifty press
stunts for him en route.

AMERICAN
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O.

Tanner, lawyer,
of

building and inauction las wek
acted for tho

who

the company in liquidation,
addition to tho purchase
assumes all outstanding

for $202,100.
In
prlco the
buyer
obligations.

Whon Ethel Barrymore starts her next
feature for Metro it will be under Lionel
Harrymore's personal direction. (Jeorgo Baker
directed MIsh Barrymore In a film Just completed.

feminine

Robert Carson, who has been playing tho

players.

Arrangements am being made by Harry
Haver to send out his newest film spectacle,
"The Worrlor" (seven parts) as a road outfit
in tho fall, Raver being of the opinion
the plcturo has the "draw."
"Tho Warrior"
is
hailed by the Raver offico as a second
"Cahlrla," wlfh Mae]ntc ns the eentrnj fH'tiru
hiof
subject.
Tbo story Is laid in the.
Itulian nnd Austrian Alps during the present

detective In the Francis X. Bushman-Beverly
feature, "The Great Secret," Is beyond
the conscription age, yet he plans to go to
the colors, providing he
enter a certain
army division. Carson planned to see Lieut.
Wells Hawks at the recruiting ship, "Recruit," and have Hawks advise him as to the
best step to take.

Mayne

an

I

Producer

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY,
Samuel

S.

Distributor

INC.

Hutchinson, President

MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION
John R. Frculcr

,

President

war and somo actual war scenes have been
secured.
Tho giant film actor, Maclste, is
seen as an Alplno soldier.
Ji'sso

to

York

hit*

Well Is devoting all his spare tlrao
"Birth" fllm, having taken tho New
rights for tho film.

tcrltorlal

Olive

Thomas

will

Triangle program

June

make her debut on

as

a

full-fledged

star

the

on

when Thomas H. Ince will present
her In a rollicking comedy of high spirits
nnd novel situations entitled "Madcap Madge."
On tho samo dato Chnrlen Ray will also make
his

24,

appearance

under

Ince

auspices

In

comedy drama known as "Tho Clodhopper."

a
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MOVING PICTURES

..-•::

Ned Holmes, who recently returned from
Chicago, where he had charge of "Joan the
Womar" film exhibition there for Jonei, LinIck & Schaefer, may take to the road and
some

pull

m®&

special

for Ooldwyn.

publicity

hear Just how the proposed war tax
to affect them.

at Asbury Park in course of
Cookman avenue and St.
In
place, only a short distance from the
Ocean, will be completed sometime In July.
It will be opened as film theatre but later in
the fall a balcony will be added, the staje
completed and by 1918 will be used as a "try
out" house for Broadway shows. The theatre
Is being built at an estimated cost of $160,000.

The playhouse

construction

Albert Doris, formerly with Vitagraph and
Dorrls Pubas his manager of engagements. Dorrls at one time was
with the Jos. M. Oaltes office.

Metro forces, has organized the
licity Co., having Lee M. Walk«r

John Wllstach, who handled special pub"Treasure Island," recently finished
the storlzlng of "The Deemster" for the Arrow Film Corporation.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.

licity for

GLORIA PICTURE

Motion Pictures.

tan.

Captain Hesser, head of the Hester pubbureau, has just furnished a scenario
for a big film spectacle, entitled "Miss Liberty," In which E. K. Lincoln and Mae Murray will play the leads. The feature will be
made In the Lubln plant, Philadelphia.
licity

Lewis
(the
his

J.
fifth)

Selznick has rented an entire floor
In the Mecca Building, to house

Bowles

after being

r

atc!

laid

with a broken
his

New York

rapidly growing

Oeorge

activities

Hlller

France"

Is

up for

He

leg.

to

A

Wllk

to

the

the

exchange.

says he will confine

hare

"Fighting
Corp.

sold

Film

In
of

The Convention and Exposition of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of Pennsylvania will be held June 25, 26 and 27 at the
Park Auditorium, Philadelphia.
Albert Capellani, recognized as one of the
foremost directors of silent drama, has been
engaged by John R. Freuler, president of the
Mutual Film Corporation, to direct for the

Empire

Star Corporation, the productions
of Julia Sanderson, the latest of the Charles
Frohman stars to be added to Mutual's "Big
stars only."
All

Julius E. Timer, formerly general manager
for the Combltone Pictures Corp., and the
Ideal studios and laboratories, and now laboratory representative for the Thanhouser
Co., has arranged with Thanhouser to cater to

independent market producers who have no
and Timer has been delegated to
spend much of his time in New Yor* sinning
Mp contracts.
This Is a new departure for
fhanhouser, who hus confined everything about
laboratories,

the

FIRST

and ONLY
Serial Ever Filmed
Direct from the
Saturday Evening Post
Based on the absorbing story, "Loot," by
Arthur Somers Roche, and read by 10,000,000
people, "The Gray Ghost" opens up to a business of staggering proportions.

the Thanhouser studios to
facture.

gripping

IN

serial

will

ALL RUMMER.

PACK THE
You never

had a better opportunity to play capacity nor
stronger serial than "The Gray Ghost."
Get the BIG BOOK through your nearest
UNIVERSAL Exchange.
a

FEATURING

own manu-

"The Amazons," with Marguerite Clark as
tho star, is to be the attraction at the Rialto
for the week of Aug. 5.
This will be the
first Clark picture to play that house.

A certain picture actor who has been from
time to time held u-> to ridicule by several of
the bigger figures in the film world who have
circulated various .stories regarding him, has
retaliated by facing the managers and cornering them and securing a written apology
from them for the defamations wlilch they
signing a statement
Issued, the managers
they were wholly in error and that they were
voicing tales that they had by hearsay only.
week eighty-two theatres
In Greater New York have started the cycloThe cyclomoblle
inouiie pupu'.aril/ tonUota.
contests were originated by Burton Mank, who
has charge of the New York agency, assisted
Within

Released June 25th

their

the

last

by Billy Williams.

The picture shows at Coney Island are not
reaping the big harvest of other days, according to reports. There has been too much
competition In the past few days, and with
the weather not any too auspicious for visitors the film theatres are not getting the play
anticipated.
A number of prospective Coney
exhibitors have delayed opening, waiting to

CO., Inc.,
$5,000.

ManhatJ.

Prevl-

A. Fanolli, 229 8th Ave.,

HAROLD FLAMMER, Inc., Manhattan.
Music Publishing. $5,000. G. M. Vail, A.
L. Wright, H. Flammer, 471 Rosmore
Ave., Bronxville, N. Y.

CREST PICTURE CORP.. Manhattar.
Motion Pictures. $50,000. C. E. Carlton,
S. Sonnenscheln, M. Keajley, Times BuildNew

York.

KOSSUTH

him Industry.

Educational

Rlchter.
Van M.
YOrlC
tall,

ing,

.

town once more
a couple of months

about

Dallas, for the states of Arizona, Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas. They have also disposed
of the Philippine rights to "A Morman Maid"
to the Royal Cinema Corp., a New York concern that buys for the Orient. Australia has
Increased Its order from three to five prints
for "A Mormon Maid," which Is said to be a
record.

CROWDS

going

James

>

This

Is

AMUSEMENT

CO.,

Inc.,

Queens. Motion Pictures. $5,000. H. &
K. Bachman, H. Wlsbauer, 161 He.llock
Ave., Queens.
DUPLEX FILMS, INC., Brooklyn. Pictures.
$10,000.
J. W. Nobee, J. Blockhaus, H. O. Carlton, 1133 75th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

MAYFAIR CO. AT WORK.
The newly organized Mayiair Film
with M. A. Schlesinger,
director, plans to release the
first of its film features within the next
month when the first of the Peggy
Hyland pictures will be ready for the
market.
The Mayfair is filmizing
Aiaravene Thompson's story, "Persuasive Peggy," written especially for Miss
Corporation,

managing

Hyland.

The dynamic spirit back of the Maycompany is Schlesinger himself,
has some well defined ideas on all

fair

who

phases of the picture game. Schlesinger
admits
comparatively
a
he
is
stranger in the production end but that
his knowledge of the other phases^ot
the business is thorough through long
years of association with the Schlesinger chain of houses in South Africa.
While Schlesinger is primarily an
attorney and a banker and knows every
angle of the business end of films, he
is
going into the production work
thoroughly desirous of learning all its
rudiments and has several big plans
boiling that will startle the film world
when ready for exploitation.
Schlesinger is angling for feminine
stars and will sign several up for feature work as soon as the time permits,
and the films when completed may be
state rights' proposition
be distributed per program
service, a matter to
be determined

released
or may

via

later.

A few minutes' talk with Schlesinger
convinces one that he has several cards
up his sleeve that will give the older
heads something to think over when
his formation plans are fully consummated and given out officially. Re the
plan, now in embryonic shape,
Schlesinger has talked with a> number of the biggest film producers and
they have given him great encouragement and assured him of their hearty
support when his idea hears fruit.

new

PRISCILLA DEAN

EDDIE POLO

HARRY CARTER and
EMORY JOHNSON

Richard Stanton
Director of Features for William

Fox

Coming Release: Dust In Farnum in "Durand of the Bad Lands."
Du«t«n -Farnum. in "The. Scarlet Pimpernel."
Under Production
^

Ph oto Drama/-r-^Sensationa

fUNIV ERSAL)

.

PAST RELEASES—

l

The

"The Lot* Thief" "One Touch of Sin"
"Aloha-Oha," featuring Enid Markey
"Her Temptation"
end
Bottt"
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THE DIVORCE GAME.
Alice Brady

Florence
Paul

John Bowen
Arthur Ashley
Kate Lester
Joseph Herbert
.....John Drumler
Maria Lararre

Beau

Jean

le

Mrs.

8afford
de Sallure

Duke
Mendoza

Dupet

Fill

making; a screen production of "The
Divorce Game," taken from Lee Dltrlchsteln's
play, "Mile. Fill/' William A. Brady has departed from his apparently hard and fast rule
to make for the World Film Corp. only features suitable for general program release.
The story of "The Divorce Game" la a bit
"gay," with the sting taken off It through its
unfolding as a faroe. The characters are all
French, and as well played as could be expected of American artists.
One genuine
Frenchman in the cast would have dona more
to create the proper atmosphere than all the
scenery, Interior settings and costuming that
could be devised in America. It is the story
of an extravagant American heiress and her
In

French husband who live beyond their
means and are constantly harassed by creditThe comedy is created through their
ors.
efforts to raise funds.
In spite of a few risque
titled

situations there isn't sufficient "substance"
for a flve-reeler.
The picture was made at
the Peerless studios, directed by Travel*
Vale, photographed by Max Schneider.
JcHo.

TRIAL.
inuu.

Robert Strickland
Sidney Alaaworth
Mra. Robert Strickland ....Barbara Castleton
Doris Strickland
Little Mary McAllsUr
Gerald Track
...James Young

0e

oi5.r

~.^^

T

t

M

the whole makes for a rery aooepUble feature.
But
to §mml| ju^yfc^ th% D |cture will
enjoy anything like the mosses the play of
the tame name dtd noon the peaklnf stage.

^^

them ; It just tickled them to death from
way they laughed. It la a mighty seer
example of what a feature picture saouM he,
and if It gets by it will be oh the strength

kill

the

1

r«*llte «l

«. Vm,*!?
FS^k.?'
2! T •
First
Exhibitors'?V5.
la Bseanay's
National
Circuit
screen Torsion of Blmer Retaensteln'a melodramatlo stage success 'On Trial/* It la an
excellent place of screening, but judged from
the standpoint of a film ertlon of a eelsbrated legitimate play. It Is a dlssapolntment
for the Tory rea s on that made It a novelty
"On Trial'' as a
for the legitimate stage.
play was a very ordinary, old-fashioned melodramatic story, hut the Idea of transplanting
flashbacks to the speaking stage in the same
manner they were utilised In moring pictures
was a distinct novelty and waa sensationally
Mssuccessful from a financial standpoint.
ssnay haa done some Tory admirable s creenIng In the fade-Ins and fade-outs, with the
various witnesses upon the stand, constantly
flashing back to visualise their testimony. The
moot sensational of all the rprotean actors
wse R. A. Roberts with his 'Dlck Turpln"
But If Mr. Roberts were
vaudeville sketch.
to do the same thing before the camera, the
fact that he was able to change hla clothes
There
in Jlgstep time would moan nothing.
1« an excellent east, the direction la fine, the
photography all that could be desired, and

name

of the Star's

Solo.

only.

.

HER STRANGE WEDDING.
Coralle Orayson

Dr Max

lm

Brownell
Brownell

FILM DENIED

Fannie Ward
Jack Dean

Tom Fonnan

Billy Blmer
Peters
Poorly directed In spots, with a story »o
excesslrely melodramatlo as to bring laughs
spots Is the manner in which one must
up on "Her Strange Weddlng."wlth Fanny
8U
ward as the star, a Lasky-Paramount feature,
There Is a tendency to oreract on the part
of tbe cast and this Is what pulls the laughs,
There Is nothing unusual about the plot, which
ia
one of those triangle affairs with brother
against brother for the hand of one girl. Of
course, like girls alwaya do, this one chooses
tbe black sheep, and later It Is necessary to
kill him off so that the yarn can have a

m

m

happy ending and Miss Ward and Jack Dean

The big laugh
together for the clinch.
comes when the black sheep shoots his brother In the temple and. after being shot/- the
wounded man drags himself to the rooms
where hla assailant and the wife are. and
when the brother who committed the deed
sees him the shock Is too much and he falls
dead of heart failure. It waa too much of
a shock for the audience., too, but It didn't
get

A

PERMIT.

Chicago, Jane

Alfred

the

Wermen, who if here with the
mandamus proceed*

picture, hag started
inn. which will be

argued this week.
Warman says that the state rights
for Illinois have been sold, pending the
success of the proceedings.

LBDERBR AT WORK.
George W. Lederer commenced work
this week on the filming of "Out of
Gypsyland," featuring Marion Davie*.
The cast includes Jos. Kilgour, Pedro
deCordoba, Matt Moore, Ormi Hnwley,
Gladden James, Sarah McVicker, Boyce
Combe.

Aronson Managing A. C.

Keith's.
Atlantic City, June 13.
When Keith's opens June 25, Jules
E. Aronson will be at the managerial
helm.

B. A.

THe

State ttidhts' Sensation.
That Will MaRe You. a Fortune

ROLFE

presents

Viola

HERBERT BRENON

'*?

Dana
in a play that

into the
facts

U

THE FALL
ROMANOFFS
• II

weaves the

brilliant strands

of fancy

hard fabric of

W&tlt

Aladdin's

Other

The FamecfMad MonK"of Russia
and an all-Step cast including

Lamp'

.

aznB

from Willard Mack's

"The

Dream

Released

sl score

of others

Girl"

in Fiv* Acts of iuparb METRO
wonderplay, directed by John
H. Collin*.

Herbert Brtnon'i Screen M*s»erAmazing Story of
Rasputin and the Russian Court,

pioce Tells the

of Social and Religious Intrigues
and of a Nation's Dramatic Stroke
for Liberty.

June 25th

ILIODOR PICTURE CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue

OF
HALF A THOUSAND
COMEDIES

New York City

Telephone, Bryant 7340

AUTHOR AND
ASSOCIATE PRODUCER

KEYSTONE STUDIOS

HAMPTON DEL RUTH
EDITOR AND

PRODUCTION

MANAGER

13.

film produced by the
Eugenic Film Co., wag refused a permit
by Major Funkhouier lest week end

"Birth,"

.,»«»

««*.

Bxn^Aua
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TODAY.
Lilly

Morton

Florence

Ficd Morton

R(h>iI

Frank Mills
Gua Weinberg

Henry Morton
Km in n Morton

Alice (»a!e

Marion Gttridiiil
Richard Hewlett
Mth. Furrlngton

.'

.

iVohore HarrlH

Capt. Harry

Lambart

Kano Lester
Inclement weather a large
crowd gathered in front of tho Hialto theatre
last Thursday morning waiting for an opportunity to wltncHH a private press showing of
the plcturlzatlon of tho George UroadhurstAhrahum Sehomi-r stage ruccosp, "To-Day."
It was produced by Ilnrry Rapf and associates,
with Florence Il^ed In tho principal role. ThlH
was probnbly occasioned by the fact that as
In

uplte

of

the

a legitimate play It ran for over a year In
New York and the six road companies that
afterward toured the country should all contribute toward creating a healthy box office

and Kate Lester as "Mrs. Farrlngton," the
keeper of the flat Where the husband confronts his wife.
One might scour tho entire
country and fail to assemble so great a caBt

demand

of screen luminaries.
No attempt at so(«JIod "comedy relief" has been attempted,
Xhe director confining himself to relating the
story of the selfish woman who sacrifices her
soul for pretty clothes, with her life being
recorded In tho "Book of Fate" by the Recording Angel. A clever ruse was resorted to
at the finish by having the wife awake, showing it to be a horrible dream, and rushing
Into the kitchen to aid her mother-in-law to
prepare the evening repast, thereby creating
a happy ending. "To-day" should be classed
with the best of tho Important screen productions of the year.
Jolo.

for the screen

The picture

whs dlrpfj.ed. by Ralph Ir.^e, photographed by
Andre Darlatler and there aro 6,500 feet of
film, making a scant seven reels.
The subject is so big and the drama so strong that
it
would interest any audlonce anywhere in
the world, even If presented by a less Important cast and minus the careful detail and
direction with which Mr. Rapf has surrounded
It.
Supporting Miss Reed arc Frank Mills as
tho husband; Gus Weinberg and Alice Gale
as the parents of the husband
Leonoro
Harris as the friend of the wife; Capt. Harry
Lambart as the gentleman friend of the wife,
;

HE HITS
*<

version.

BULL'S EYE

OF
OPULARITY

AMEMC
»V^\

\>>>v>."
(

",

^\w#
)

A
Nora

DOLL'S HOUSE.
Dorothy Phillips
William Powell

Ilolracr

Torvalu lielmcr
Nils KronHtad

T^on

Chaney

S.dney Dean
Dr. Rank
Miriam Shelby
Christina Linden
Helen Wright
Anna
^
"A Doll's llousc" Is a Bluebird version or
Ilenrlk Ibsen's play and anyono who has seen
cither Mrs. Fiske or Nazlmova play it on
tho speaking stage will readily admit that It
makes a much bettor play than It does a
photoplay subject. On tho stage It was dry,
On the screen It Is as
hard and cheerless.
lively as a snail taking a sun bath and moves
along In a dull, sombre uneventful way that
has the ardent screen fan waiting for something to happen that will make It attain tho
feature height for which It was Intended.
Dorothy Phillips is seen as Nora Helmer, the
woman who makes a grand sacrifice for her
husband and who In turn gets a terrible
tongue lashing, and works very hard to make
Miss Phillips does exthe role stand out.
cellent work but the role gives her few opportunities to score anything moro than a few
emotional scenes that have been done and
redone In film climaxes many times over.
There Is little to the picture to commend it
asldo from the prestige the piece has gained
Summing up "A
on the speaking stage.
Doll's House" from start to finish there is
preciously little dramatic interest In It aside
from numerous interior scenes In which the
principals do nothing but look at each other
and let the audience surmise the kind of
It
speech that Is supposed to be going on.
was the dialog that made the play sustain inMinus the prose the principals act
terest.
like a man with the blind staggers. Throughout the feature they grope and grope and
seem to have no concerted action on which to
thread a lively, melodramatic celluloid theme
that one naturally expects of a story in which
a young woman forges her father's name to
save her husband from beating time to the
poorhouse. Rolling of eyes and the wringing
A
of hands are about all that one sees in
As a film feature "A Dolls
Doll's House."
House" does not seem to strike twelve. Nearly
within
phase is laid
screen
entire
the
studio interiors that did not necessitate a
Bluelot of coin expenditure for production.
bird did fairly well with the story and Miss
Phillips no doubt extracts as much interest
out of the thankless role of Nora as anybody could perhaps, bu: the theme as unfolded a la camera does not grip ono's attenMore attention to the caption as It should.
is
tions might have helped no doubt but it
about one of the most uninteresting subbeen
has
that
standpoint
screen
a
from
jects
The Bluebird
cameraed in many a day.
are
players, director and release date fixers
Doll's House'
"A
glad
that
mighty
likely
very
at times
U off their chests. The photography
are well
Is splendid nnd some of the scenes
staged but as a whole the film lacks the
Mark.
punch.

lUGlAS FAIRB
in his latest <sure-ftre hit

~>

and WOOLLY"
"WILD
by John Emerson
By Anita Loos
Directed

From story by
It isn't fair to

H. B. Carpenter*

Douglas Fairbanks

advertise his pictures as an
"added feature" to vaudeville
houses.
to

You know and we know and

he

JACK

CUNNINGHAM

knows
fill

that his pictures alone will
the house.

5TCRAFT MCTUPES C08PCSATI0!
729 SEVENTH AVE.
NEW YOBK CITY
Controlled by

Adolph Zukor, Trcs.; Jesse

L.

Famous Playcrs-Lasky

Corp.

Lasky, Vicc-Prcs.; Cecil B. DcMillc, Director Gen.

Staff Writer
Universal City
Joker Comedies and Other
Odd Jobs

"MOVIE" PLAYERS
Protect Your Old Ago
Your Wives and Children
Through Life Insurance
For information,

call,

CECIL. D.
1050

write or telephone

MACKIE

Building, New
Telephone— Barclay 7171

Woolworth

York

!

FILM REVIEWS
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THE GOLDEN LOTUS.

CARMEN.

Reglna Badet
Robert Verney
Martin Bradford
• Martin
Genrge Corday
Carrell
Govannt
'...Guy Favleres
Reginald Ram nay
Paul Guide
.Marquis do Merrlcourt
-....Paul Obrey
Justine verney
Louise Sand
This is the second of the French picture
plays starring Reglna Badet, '"the vampire
of France," purchased for America by the

This "Carmen" feature was manufactured
hy Circa, with Marguerite SyJva in the Stellar
screen »ole.
The film was given a private
showing in one of the Candler Building projection rooms on tho afternoon that Boots

Leah

Brady International Service for distribution
to the World Program.
Like tho others in
the list of Importations this play' was directed
by Louis Mercanton, and also like the others
it
shows extremely effective and beautiful
photography, wonderful scenes, exterior and
interior, and acting of the most .finished and
perfect description, together with an almost
complete absence of the clumsy and superfluous flashbacks so plentiful in most photoplays.
Leah, the central personage In this
piece, is the main attraction of a continental
gambling resort, her part being to lure rich
men against the game, which is run by a
petty crook named Govannl.
Leah has fallen
desperately In love with Reginald Ramsey, a
young

novelist finishing his latest work of fiction In the neighborhood, but she has not
disclosed her identity to him.
He calls his

novel "The Golden Lotus," and has caused a
gold to be fashioned for his lady
whom he presents It in a charmingly
tender scene.
At this point a friend comes
along who feels It his duty to tell Reginald
the truth, and who in pursuit takes the young
llterateur to the gambling place just as one
of Leah's victims shoots himself at her feet.
Reginald, heart-broken, goes off to Africa, and
Leah, through an automobile accident, 1ft
taken to the chateau of the Marquis de Merrlcourt, who falls In love with her and makes
her his wife, even though she bares her past
It turns out later that the Marquis
to him.
Is the father of Reginald (who has assumed
the name of Ramsay at the outset of his literary career), and when the young man cornea
back from Africa the big scenes of the drama
Leah Is still madly in love with Regoccur.
inald, whose real identity has been unknown
to her, and although he repulses her, circumstances lead his father to believe there
lotus in
love, to

This belief appears to
Is a guilty alliance.
be corroborated when the Marquis finds his
wife in the apartment of his son. The ensuing episode between the two men shows
Leah the utter hopelessness of the future,
and in the outer corridor she kills herself,
that her husband and his son may live out
their lives free from the' influence 'that has
Mile. Badet's performance is
divided them.
vivid, sympathetic and convincing, a proof
that her title, "the vampire of France," lias
not been misplaced. She Is beautiful to look
Paul
at, and a rarely accomplished actress.
Guide as Reginald, and Paul Obrey as the
Marquis were entirely effective, while Guy
Govannt
was
capicharlatan
Favleres as the
"The Golden Lotus" should be a distal.
Jolo.
tinctly popular feature.

NEW

Handicap and thousands were disporting themselves In the sunshine at the beaches yet the
exhibition room had quite a crowd of men
and women there to see "Carmen." Tis told
along the film rlalto that this "Carmen" feature was made prior to some of the others
that have since reached the public houses, yet
the Clnes picture is brought out to show what
Miss Sylva can do before a camera more
than anything else. There is one thing very
The
noticeable about the Clnes production.
photography is splendid all the way and the
entire story is laid among realistic environment that breathes the very foreign air intended and at no time can the takers be accused of having cameraed it at some of the
mountain trails of the United
forgotten
At tho private showing the original
States.
foreign captions were shown and unless the
onlooker was familiar with the lingo of Carmen's time the explanation as far as those
"alas" and "las" were concerned was all
Greek. If the "Carmen" film is intended for
American consumption those captions will
have to be changed right away or must be
accompanied by an interpreter wherever
Rhown. "Carmen" is one of those story affairs
that make grand opera possible and kept a
lot of photoplay scenario writers up late at
night figuring out how to rush matters
through in a hurry to the bull fight and the
big scene where Carmen is atabbed to death.
As Judged from the private exhibition, without any zlppety-zlp English words to convey
caption meanings, and with the connections
.

Buy "Robinson

t»

Crusoe.'

Herbert Lubin and Arthur Sawyer
have purchased from Henry W. Savage
the world rights to the "Robinson
heretofore
film,
feature
Crusoe"
handled by Warner Bros.
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LADY BARNACLE.
Lakshima

Viola

George Morllng
Maharajah Bbartafl
Krishna Dhwaj
John Morllng
Mary Fanning

Henry Hallam
Marie Adel
Fred Jones

Asoka-Kuhan-Roy

N

I

Earn of Bandorjorla

Anne Marble

affirmative

of

votes

cical

situations.

Jolo.

Another Chance
to

Cash in Big

13.

the

in

the

House

at

Springfield a few days ago.

Should the

bill

become a

law,

the

censoring of films will be done by a
state board, operating out of Springfield, and the bill provides that a state
permit, once granted, shall take the
place of all other permits, municipal
or otherwise.

The

chief censor

is

ROBERT WARWICK with gail

kane

in

"TheFalre
Friend"
Staryr By FL.ORE.KTCE
BO LBS
C.

I*

to receive a sal-

ary of $3,500 and his assistants are to
be supplied by civil service. The bureau will be maintained, it is thought,
by the censorship fees, it being figured
that about 200 films per week will be
passed upon.
The picture producers and exhibitors
were apparently caught unawares by
the proposed bill, but a delegation departed for Springfield on Monday to
fight its passage, they claiming that
would further increase their censorship
An examination of the bill
troubles.
disclosed the following section to prohibit "the exhibition, manufacture or

any lithograph, motion picture,
book or drama which tends to incite
race or rcliqious prejudice or which is

The suggestion that we put out this play as a special has
to us from various quarters.

come

This is not our way of doing business. It is neither the first
nor the tenth time we have refused to participate in extra profit at
the expense of the exhibitor.
We are irrevocably committed to the program. We are under
bond of decent business to keep faith with our associates, the
exhibitors.
We are THE ONLY MANUFACTURER IN THE

MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY THAT NEVER DEPARTS
FROM THE PROGRAM PRINCIPLE BY SO MUCH AS THE
BREADTH OF A HAIR.
And this affords you a wonderful chance to cash the combined genius of two accepted start of specials, heading the cast of a
single

World program feature !

sale of

productive of a breach of the peace, or
riot, or represents any hanging, lynching or burning of any human being."
The bill would also give the censor
powers over legitimate and vaudeville
houses.

Secure Your World Franchise
tlimilllMIHIINlllHIIIHIIIlHHMlHIIII
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Harry Linson
C.erald Griffin
.Nellie Grant

Lakshlma's maid
Here Is a real five part comedy, breezily
told and worthy the plot of comic opera.
"Lady Barnacle" Is a Rolfe (Metro) release,
story by Edgar Franklin, scenario by June
Mathls, directed by John H. Collins, photography by John Arnold.
It Is replete with
laughter, emanating from a combination of
humorous situations and cleverly written titles.
The son of a maharajah In India la In love
with the daughter of another maharajah, but
the two rulers want their offsprings to marry
otherwise.
The youth is sent to America to
college and the girl ordered to marry an old
man of high rank. She prefers death and
jumps into tho water to drown, but Is rescued
by an American silk salesman. The girl owes
her life to the American and wants to become
his slave.
He Is a "respectable man" engaged
to the daughter of a minister, and wants no
slave.
But the little Indian maiden, dressed
in boy's clothes, follows him on board his
ship bound for America, and he has a hard
time trying to explain. At the Circle theatre
last
Sunday the audience screamed with
laughter over the many humorous and far-

Chicago film
censorship board, conducted through
the police department, which delegates
the rather autocratic morals office, second deputy Major Funkhouscr as the
head of the board, was indicated by the
passing of the Guernsey bill by 105
abolition

Henry Leone
Kicca Allen

Rev. Enoch T. Fanning
Capt. O'Malley

I

li

Dana

Robert Walker
...... .Augustus Phillips
William B. Davidson

ILLINOIS CENSORSHIP.
Chicago, June

The

was romping his way to the front at the Belmont track in the running of the Suburban

jumping out of bounds sometimes the picture
for the moHt part is as clear as mud. Several
phases of the story arc graphically told and the
principals do excellent work and then-tha film
relr.pncs into a state that slows It up so notice
ably that the maker could have chopped much
of it and still carried It along to a swifter
Judging Miss Sylva's wortc
dramatic finish.
Sho
lu this film she is to be complimented.
registers very well and in her emotional
Miss
Koenes made them decidedly effective.
Sylva carries herself well and acts well and
perhaps in a film of a different text could
There were several
do oven better work.
well-staged dramatic scenes, the fight between
Miss
the two women being effectively done.
Sylva at no times seems afraid of screen
work and made Carmen a character to bo
remembered throughout. It may be that tho
censors chopped out sections of the bullfight,
yet what was shown was nicely connected
nnd added Interest to the big finale when Carmcn'H life goes out like a candle. Spots are
shown where the film runs uninterestingly
and quietly, with the picture taking on the
aspect of an Orpheum sightseeing travel film.
That private audience seemed to enjoy the
film immensely although several of the invited ones walked out before the last part
was shown. If "Carmen" Is only to be shown
to give the producers a line on Miss Sylva's
worth as a film actress it succeeds admirably
Miss Sylva shows clasa as "Carmen."
well.
Mark.
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Al

COAST PICTU1B HEWS.

Cawood has been transferred to Blue

Film circles are wondering what H. O.
Davis will do to Triangle. A dosen rumors
emanate dally from Pine Arts, whers the
Orlffltb angle of the Triangle used to be
No denials bare come yet of the
stationed.
reports that Mack Sennett would withdraw,
and ditto the same regarding Tom Inoe.

Duk* Hayward has Joined the Smalleys.

already.

George Cochrane Is organising a company.
San Diego men are said to be back of him.
Helen Case, otherwise Mrs. Robert Tbornby,
In

Is

Bessie Barrlscale has started her first picture for Paralta, with James Young directing.

Frank Brophy

Howard M.
houser,

Helen Starr has resigned from the "U's"
She will do "free
department

Dorothy Dalton
east

Is

en route East.

Is

Than-

Mitchell, for years with

W. H. Clone has

enlaige his
Chances are he will build
present theatre.
a new one, seating double the present numHe Is now In the east atber of persons.
tending the second meeting of the First National Exhibitors' Corporation.
L.

T.

plans

Tally

to

greatly

Ralph Lewis

Is

Is

re-

I

new

dickering for a

Is

Dick Jones has completed cutting "Mickey,"
the Mack Sennett feature film, starring Mabel

Normand.
direct

will

Barrlscsle

Bessie

car.

The Screamers have changed their name.
From now on they will be known as the
Toreadors. They are the fellows wbo "throw
the bull" at the various film studios.
D.

W.

Loan

planning to make a Liberty

GFrlfflth Is

film

upon his return from the battle-

front.

Al

Nathan

now managing

Is

the Superba.

He has made numerous Improvements, among
them a Jass band, supplanting the conventional orchestra.

"The Garden of Allah" Is drawing big at
Qulnn's new Rlalto. The film Is now In Its
third week.
Al FUson has

Art Acord,
with Fox.

left Sellg.

broncho

the

Hank Mann

Is

going

-

working night and day
under the Fox ban-

Is

making comedies

buster.

to sail

ner.

Franklyn Farnum has been declared
one-step champion of Universal City.

the

"Just had 117
raise In salary," he chuckled as he ambled
about Keystone lot. "How's that?" asked the
"My wife writes she Is married," reboss.
plied Hal, "and I don't have to pay alimony
any more."

Hsl Cooley

Mary Plckford and Douglas Fairbanks posed
for the first picture taken of the first British

and Canadian recruiting car In America. It
was snapped In Los Angeles, 8ergt. Armstrong
Highlanders

of the Overseas
the job.

W.

B.

superintending

now

a director.

Dan F. Whit comb is now writing for the
American at 8anta Barbara.
Bessie
head.
J.

Eyton claims

she

Is

a

plain

red-

Warren Kerrigan has been greeted "by

large crowds

all

along the Coast.

He

is

due

here this week.

Lambert Hlllyer

is

now

directing at Inre's

Culver City plant.

Ann Luther has returned from an extended
stay In the east.

George D. Proctor, who has been authoring
for Lasky for a year, has Joined the Ince staff.
Betty Compson has signed a year contract
with Al Christie.

Richard Stanton is back from the mountains where he "shot" a bunch of high-up
outdoor scenes.

Harry McCoy says he tried
was turned down.

to

enlist

for

service but

Hampton

Del

versal.

Warren Kerrigan has completed hla tour
work shortly

of the United States and begins
on his first picture for Paralta.

Ruth McCord, the Ince-Triangle
Is

Ruth,

ohlef, Is planning a
this summer.

motor

Keystones
trip to the

scenario

Yosemlte

his

players

to

Universal players were guests of the Strand
Cafe management recently.

Kenneth Harlan and Lottie Plckford won
the Harold Lockwood cup donated by Fred
Balshofer at Baron Long's Nat Goodwin cafe.
Picture people packed the seaside Joy rcndesvous.
Al Christie denies he Is In the market for
another car. Ho Intends to buy real estate

Qulnn's Rlalto opened with "The Garden of
Allah."
The papers praised the photoplay
but complained of It being too long.

who

—

Walter Edwards entertained a few friends at

home the other

his beach

'bight.

to the board of

made no improvement

Report has it that he is awaiting the
possible withdrawal of Messrs. Smith

and Blackton from Vitagraph, when it
will once more be reorganized on a
much larger and more important scale
than ever before, and will be a contendor for honors as producers and distributors of feature film productions.
Color is given to this by the fact that
so important a literary personage as
Robert W. Chambers has been selected
to pass upon feature scenarios and
would also write a number of them for
the revitalized Vitagraph.
According to these reports Hitchcock represents some very important

downtown

PRESS AGENTS ANNOYED.

A

directorate has
to its affairs.

same group of

capital, the

being heavily interested in
the new Capitol theatre to be erected
financiers

number

of film press agents are to
have their "stories'* confined more to
straight narration hereafter and not

have too much time and money spent
on open ballyhooing and hurrah which
in some instances are understood to
have militated against the publication
of the matter in the dailies.
It appears that the anxiety of the
p. a. to break into print, with the war
news first in demand, has resulted in
some trying to put over some pretty
"raw stories" on the city desk men.

One

story in particular hit print and
subsequently was branded as anything
but the real truth and it called a halt
on some of the press agency tricks.

Broadway and 50th street, which
was promoted by Messmore Kendall,
the lawyer, who secured what is considered an exceedingly attractive leasehold for the plot of ground on which
to erect the 5,200-seat house.
The rumor goes on to state that the
new Capitol theatre is to be the home
of the new Vitagraph productions and
that the management of the new picture
palace had been tendered to Samuel
Rothapfel at a very large salary.
Novelist Chambers is said to be devoting all his time at present to the
selection of momentous scenarios for
at

Vita.

Instead.

William Parker

In the north.

Is

Harry Todd, of the Rolln Film Co.,
at work, after an Injury to his ankle.

back

Is

A big crowd. Including several vamps of the
movies, welcomed Theda Bara to the West.
Miss Bara has begun her first picture on the
coast under the direction of J. Gordon Edwards.
The Warrenton Players aided at
paredness benefit In Lankershlm.
Robert Ensmlnger

Is

now

a

directing

preII

Little

rat » WORDS,

S

CENTS RACK WORD OVER

Gloria Joy.

Herb Rawllnson has commandeered all the
ukeleles In Hollywood and has hiked to the
mountains for a vacation.
Betty Compson Is an expert fsntan player.
This Is her chief Indoor sport.
Al. E. Christie's spare time Is devoted
dodging automobile and real estate agents.

to

After carefully looking over the number of
local studios available and finding none adequately suited to her needs, Lois Weber has
leased an estate In Hollywood, which will be
converted Into a studio for the production of
Philip
Lois Weber films.
Smaller,
Miss
Weber's husband, Is also associated with the

company.

Anne

Little

is

Company playing

now with

the Yortc-Mctro

leads.

"Pop" Hoadley, who has been In the cinema
business since It was In knickerbockers, is now
In charge of the comedy department at U City.
Tom Gibson and Frederick Palmer are hie

Brady as

assistants, with Col.

their chief.

ALLEN SPENCER TENNEY

writes the right
Don't wish for a

acts, sketches, monologues.

5ooa

act.
Let
encc solicited.

him write you one. Cor re soon 1493 Broadway, New York.

AMERICAN VELVET DROPS; Velvet. Velour,
Plush: Painted Drops sad Scenery of all kinds.
E. A. Price, 407 Gaiety Theatre Bldg., New York,
Bryant

S493.

AUTHORS

submit manuscripts, good comedy

sketches;

Production

three

guaranteed

way Theatre

Bldg.,

If

people preferred.
accepted.
Care'ul

Kaufman and Hyde, Broad*

consideration given.

New

York.

BOOKING FIRST-CLASS ACTS
Atlantic

in

City.

Allen Holubar, Universal director, has taken
company to Santa Barbara for two
Not vacation, location.

his entire

weeks.

for cabarets

BILLY CURTIS

(General
Office, Gaiety

Manager). Broadway Booking
Theatre Bldg., Room 601, New York.

CHARLES HORWrrZ writes the most sucRecord proves it. Order your new material now.
Some great manuscripts on hand. Room SOB,
Columbia Theatre Bldg., New York.
cessful sketches, monologues, lyrics, etc.

CHORUS GIRLS FOR BROADWAY REVIEWS AND SUMMER PRODUCTIONS. EXPERIENCED GIRLS. CHAS. CORNELL'S
PRODUCTIONS, 1S62 BROADWAY, NEW

Ralph Lewis, one of Fox's actors,
a much-needed rest.

Is

taking

Louise Glaum has completed her latest
vampire picture at Incevllle and Is resting up.

Dorothy Dalton

back from the

east.

8he

stopped over at Portland to attend the
big movie ball ever held there.

first

Jack Livingston

Is

is

now with

Ince

A bunch of Incevllllans, under the direction
Barney Sherry, gave a Red Cross benefit at
Santa Monica.
Marjorie Wilson, Robert McKim, Margaret Thompson. Walter Perry and

of

J.

J.

Dowling participated.

Brownie Vernon

Is

studying French,

FOLDING TYPEWRITING TABLE AND
TYPEWRITER: MUST BE REASONABLE

AND IN GOOD CONDITION. WHITE, VA
RIETY, NEW YORK.
FOR SALE-ROLL TOP DESK. LIGHT OAK,
IN VERY GOOD CONDITION WILL BE SOLD
;

REASONABLE TO QUICK BUYER.

SON, VARIETY,

NEW

SALE— 12 COSTUMES USED IN
BROADWAY REVUE. FIRST CLASS CONDI
TION. LEA HER RICK, 1402 BROADWAY.

NEW YORK.

FOR SALE-Complete LAVENDAR PLUSH
SETTING, can be nsed as Cyclorama or Leg and
Back Set. 3 Drops; 1 Border. Size of Back
Drop, 34x20; size of Leg Drops, 34x24; size of
Border, 48x10. Absolutely fire proof and in Al
condition.. Considered by all to be the PRETTIEST PLUSH SETTING used last season by
well known act. Price, $300. Bargain, cost $750.
Cannot be duplicated lor $1,000. write or wire to
H. Legron, 335 Kaplan Ave., Hackensack,
J«

FOR SALE— Regulation
in perfect condition.
Savoy Theatre, 112

so,

aa

JOHN-

YORK.

FOR

k

Greeley 601.

sice asbestis curtain,

Apply Walter Rosenberg,

W.

34th

LADY PIANIST-WISHES ENGAGEMENT
AT SUMMER RESORT, GOOD ACCOMPANIST
CAN PLAY CLASSICAL AND RAG. WILL

NEW

RIETY,

YORK.

SOUBRETTE, just closed with burlesque,
wishes to join partner in vaudeville act— sumengagement.
Good singer and dancer.
s'/
Ethel Gray, Variety, New York.

TO LET ROOM— Furnished

man

only.

$3.00

per week.

to suit;
1324

St.

subway
««e V Aot 3°i.Brosdway
(Washington
Heights), New

to

-

YORK.
Enid Marl^ey went Into solitary confinement
the hillt of Southern California to study
human nature for her role In "A Modern
Eve," produced by the Corona Film Company.
in

Harry WI'Hams,

K<?r3 f one directed haunt
null writing lyrics hlcosrthcr but he esye he
doesn't care to return to New York.
He has
a bad case of sunshlneltls.

girl,

motorcycling across the United States, Is
In Spokane, Washington and still

vaudeville

Pearson, formerly a film editor at

Universal, Is

Alan Holubar has taken
Santa Cms for ocean scenes.

smiles.

all

Is

may

Charles B. Sebastian, former mayor,
appear In a second picture.

said dickering.)

from the In-

now permanent with Fox.

for Paralta.

Clarke Irvine

(Remember,

Maria

directing

reported
going.

George Beban Is brown as a berry from
filming.
Go back to the stage; not for him,
for a long while If he can help It.

James Young

now

la

Waloomp since their retirement
ternational.

J.

writing a short story
(which he may turn Into a scenario) titled
"Why Do People Put Tacks In My TlrasT"
Clifford

Billy

Jaocard

He may

Lew Cody and Walter Moroeoo have

City.

VITALIZING VITA.
Speculal. *n is still rife as to the fuiure of Vitsgraph. To all outward appearances the entry to V-L-S-E of

Frank W. Hitchcock

Jack Cunningham haa resigned aa scenario

Millard K. Wilson Is playing leads at Uni-

leased five additional acres

turned from their annual fishing soiree.
Carl Laemmle has assured his employes at
Universal that all who go to war will be
given back their Jobs when they return. The
statement has stimulated recruiting at the

cruis-

the guests of
Universal City

at

editor of Universal (Western) and haa taken
a similar position with the Triangle under H.
O. Davis.

expected back from the

Is

shortly.

and crews of the Japanese

Carl Laemmle
during their stay here.
President

vacationing hereabouts.

Hollywood for studio purposes.
put on a comedy next.

toll.

ofltaers

Yakumo and Toklwa were

ers

Jacques

In

Donald Bowles says he Is away from the
movies for good and all. But one nerer can

plo-

the city.

Oscar Apfel will direct her secoad picture.
soenaiio
lane*."

The

Movie players are saving tinfoil lor the Red
Cross fund. A nice sum has been realised

H. Bherldan-Blckers, an English author,
has been engaged to edit and write scenarios
for Paralta.

aha says, to be able to read the
ture. sub-titles.

Birds.

St.,

New

York.

gentle-

Nicholas
181st

St.

York.

NT.TP,A RT OF OFFICE FURNISHED
TJ£.!L I
IN
PUTNAM
BLDG., ROOM 423, NEW YORK.
TO SUBLET-7 ROOM APARTMENT fUNFURNTSHED) FOR THREE MONTHS, FROM
JULY 1ST, LONGER LEASE IF DESTRED.
ELEGANT LOCATION. NEAR RIVERSIDE
DRIVE. SUBLET AT A GREAT SACRIFICE.
MARQUIS, 385 FORT WASHINGTON AVE.,
i£E? SLXBROADWAY SUBWAY OR CAR),
I

.

NEW

YORK.

WANTED-A GENTLEMAN'S WARDROBE
TRUNK; MUST BE IN GOOD CONDITION
AND
REASONABLE:
IMMEDIATELY.
TRUNK, VARIETY, NEW YORK.

WANTED

GIRL who can sing, talk and dance
to work with comedian. Recognized vaudeville
act; state particulars; send photo. D. M., Variety.

New

York.

—

WANTED Girls for trapeze and iron jaw:
weight about US lbs; willing to travel; send
photos. Write Alexander, Variety, New York.
WANTED-THEATRICAL CHILDREN FOR

SCREEN TEST. BEST PRICES PAID. GOOD
TALENT. LESTER, VARIETY. NEW YORK.

WANTED

to

engage

some

time, of Al publicity expert.
Variety, New York.

service,

spare

Address Expert,

YOUNG LADY-PIANIST WISHES ENGAGEMENT FOR SUMMER: CAN PLAY FOR PIC
TURES OR TOIN ORCHESTRA. MISS E. M
VARIETY,

NEW

.

YORK.

YOUNG LADY-THOROUGHLY EXPERIENCED IN VAUDEVILLE BOOKING OFFICE,
CAN TAKE CHARGE OF OFFICE AND BOOK
ACTS. WISHES POSITION. ALSO STEN
OGRAPHER. MISS E. J., CARE VARIETY.

NEW YORK.

VARIETY

29

WALTER NOW CATLETT
WITH

'#

1917"
ZIEGFELD'S
OF
"FOLLIES
Amsterdam
New
York, Indef.

Theatre,

FOR AND AGAINST.
The use of motion pictures to advance the whys and wherefores of prohibition and to also show why prohibition is not what it is cracked up to be
and what intemperance will do and all
that sort of thing, is expected to bring
about an exhibition rivalry that would
put any platform debate on the subject,

of prohibition in the ash heap.

A New York film man has begun the
preliminary preparations on a big film
spectacle that will be screened from
the book, "A Vision of Joy, or When
Billy Sunday Comes to Town," which
will be a direct argument in behalf of

"bone dry" prohibition.
The option
has been gotten on the book and this
week steps were being taken to get the
picture in scenario shape.
It will likly be sold on the states
right basis, with some sections routed
like a legitimate show.
On the other hand, the Liquor Dealers' Association is understood to have
purchased a photoplay story that will
be filmed as a feature showing the
evils of prohibition and visualizing in
celluloid form that prohibition Hoes
not prohibit and what temperance will
do if the sections are determined to
have prohibition in some form.
The liquor men want to show just
what the "blind tiger" does to a district where prohibition exists and that
certain territories now dry have more
drunkness than when it permitted the
sale of intoxicants.
The liquor interests haye been hit

some very hard body blows

in all sec-

tions of the country and they believe
the film as proposed will go a long
#

toward permitting temperance
conditions and not making the nation
"bone dry" as the Prohibition constituents are aiming with might and
main to do.
Probably it would be interesting to
note the respective draw of the two
when completed and arrayed
films

way

against each other in direct exhibition
at different houses.

"BIRTH" ENCOUNTERS SNAG.
Chicago, June

wrong impression.
However, no
children have ever been admitted here
and the real cause of the Major's action was that the film management
failed to show a "pink permit" (which
allows exhibition to all persons over

Baron's Horses
Harrison Philip

21).

JJentley Billy B
Berlin Miss L

a

The permit, which the Epoch Co.
obtained some time ago at the order
of the court, after the Major had bitterly fought the case, had been taken
to New York, and because it was not
actually on hand, Funkhouser exhibited
his authority.
The permit was wired
for and it arrived Saturday, the film
starting again that afternoon.
The
two days enforced closing may result
in a suit against the city.
An echo of Funkhouser's original
fight against the film was heard in the
Supreme court a few days ago, when
the Major asked that his appeal of
the lower court's decision against him
be
dismissed.
This
was
denied.
Should the Epoch Co. also win in the
Supreme court, lawyers say the city
will be liable to damages and also
costs.

Gaiety

There

is

May Remain

Right" at the Gaiety will continue at
that house throughout the summer and
into next season.
The piece has been
playing to practically continued capacity

and within the

las't

Bauman Chas

Bernard & Meyers
(Pkg) (C)
Blnns Geo H

Doolie Geo

Black Betty
Blaak ft Wakefield
(C)
Blask
(C)
Block Jess (C)
.Blood Adele
Bolton Nate C

Douglas Julia (P)
Dowllng Eddie (P)
Dressier Marie
Drew Miss Bobby
Drexler Frank

W

maintaining the picture should not be
shown in a neighborhood house and
that it might tend to give children

Drlscoll

Boylan Miss Cecil
Bragdon Cliff
Brendel

Earl

(C

Brodorlck Jerry

Brown ft Kennedy (C)
Brown Six Brother*
Brown Tom Minstrels
(C)

Browning

Burton Marion (P)
Burton Richard
Busklrk Musical

Candler Mrs Ralph
Carl Burt
Carl A Reed (C)
Cartrell

Cnstle Louise
Cnallis ft Lambert

Champlln Steve
Chase & La Tour
Clnlottl

in

Variety's Chicago office.
Where S F follows name, letter is in
Variety's San Francisco office.
Advertising or circular letters will
not be listed.
P following name indicates postal,
advertised once only.
Reg following name indicates registered mail.

Anger & King
(!')

n
Margaret

Cole

Florence

(C)

Coleman Claudia
Collins

A F

(C)

Connors Ralph
Cooksey ft Maxwell
Cornell Frank
Cortse Nick

Cox Mrs E R
Croropton Mrs Geo
Cullen Frank
Curtis Jane (C)
Custer

(C)

'.i

ft

Pilcer

Dahlberg May

Hanson Miss B

Wm

Hanke Hans
Hanlon Dean A Han-

Heeley
F (C)
Henderson Clarrle

(C)
Hanna Florence

Herman

Hanson Harry L

Hodges James

Ion

Hill

(C)

/Carl

Roswell

CLAIRE

Everette Flossie
Everett Lou he

F
Farrell

Mrs Jack

Miss Nevada
Faulkner Harry
Fay Miss Blllie (C)
Faye Elsie
Faye G H
Farrlngton

W

Fltzslmmons
Flons Martha

W

A

Fontaine Eva B

Fox B E
Frances Beverly
Francis Miss Billy
Francis Milt
Friend ft Downing
Friend Jlmmle (C)
Friendly Dan

Frink Chas

R

Mrs Paul

Nell (C)
Coburn J A

Alexander Manuel A

Anderson

Hazard Grace
Heath Frankle
Heath Maudie

Hanapl Ruth

Claire

Curtlss

Artols Mrs Walter
Ashley L
Atkins Florence

Allen Babe

Grace

Evans Miss

Fitzgerald Jay
Fitzgerald Jay (C)
Fitzgerald Myrtle

(C)

Abbott Annlo
Alberts Nat
Aleva Duo

Kiiiott

Camp Shcp

(C)
Cain ft Odtim (C)
Callaghan Packey
Campbell Sisters

LETTERS

Tom

Edmonds Glenn
Fdwards Madelyn

Fay Anna Eva
Fay Miss Blllie
Ferry Mrs Wm
Fisher Geo M
D Dogs (C)
Fisher

t

Arnold

C

Cahlll Ernest
Cahlll Vivian

•

is

Hayne Ella

PHONE
BRYANT Ml

Emma

W

E
Brown Dorothy
Bruce Madge
Burrows A B (C)

cussion.

letter

Tom

Hart Hal
Hart Mr Hall (C)
Hart Ruby
Harvard Chat
Harwood Chas

Iladge J C (C)
Hall Jane
Hall Mrs Loralne
Hall Marshall
Hall ft Wright (C)
Hamilton Kitty
Hanapl Michael

Ruby

Early

Ed

Brengk Ernest
Brlnkman Ernest

two weeks the

name,

Harper Neal
Harris Elenore (0)

Dusey Vincent

Casson Jimmy

follows

Hardy Frank
Harmon Mrs

Guzmaln Trio

Borg Mrs August
Boa well Nat R

13.

from

Door A Monroe (C)
Dougherty ft Lucy

Bessie
Casey Le Clare Maggie (C)

of a Nation" was stopped
exhibiting at the Victoria on
latter

D« V«re Gertrude (C)
De Vermont Tronne
Dockstader Lew
Dolly Bab Ian
Donovan Fannie

Baxter Elmer A
Bayne Florence

to such an extent the advisability of
continuing the run has been under dis-

Where C

Gregorys The (C)
Grey Clarice

Dell Doc
De Mille CToldie

A H

Battey

transients have held up the attendance

"The Birth

from
Thursday -night last by men
Major Funkhouser's office, the

Open.
"Turn to the

a possibility

Mary
De Angelo Carlo (C)
De Fays Dancing

l)arcy Mrs

Barr Arthur E
Bassett Jack

Dall Stanley

(C)

A

Galvln Cyclists
Calvin Jimmy Jr (C)
Galvln Joe
Garbell Albert (C)
Garrett Lloyd
Gates Earl
Gatto Pletro
Golden Ella
Goodiill

Billy

Cordon ft Klnley
Gordon Stella
Gorralne Winifred
Gould Mrs
Grace Florence
Gray Dolly
Gray Ethel
Gray TtoKer
Grtatwood Llsette
Greenwood Geo B

IMPORTERS OF

GOWNS AND MILLINERY
Specially
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Reduced

West 45th

Prices

Street,

NOW.

New York

TENSHUN!! 'BOUT FACE!! EYES RIGHT!! Harlem Opera House Now, June 14-15-16

THE MCKEY CO. and
FREDDIE GOODROW
PRESENT
a

-

i

-

Written by twelve year old George Frederic
—America's youngest author

-

K

-

Under the

99
l\l - '
Direction of IDWARD S. KILLER
I

-

3

VARIETY

DON'T CLUTTER UP YOUR ACT WITH SONGS
THAT "BAG AT THE KNEES!" GET WOLFIE

GILBERTS GREAT NEW SONG"SOMEDAY SOMEBODY'S GONNA GET YOU

STERN & CO. ,S™

JOS. W.

L

CHICAGO,

119 No. Clark St

K

NOW BOOKING

WANTED
Feature Acts, Novelties

— Only

the Best

1

1556

Broadway, N.Y.

FRISCO,

PEOPLE — All

Show.

Managers.

Book

this

July 9th, 16th, 23rd and 30th

show — it

will get

Palace,

A.

Week

Next

Comedy

Co.
Great

June

you the business.

WRITE OR WIRE

HARRY

Week

This

Playing Royalty Productions.

Scenery.

special

July

HAWN

(June 11)

New York
(June 18)
Riverside

25, Keith's
2,

Keith's,

Royal

Boston

Howe

Bert

Howell Virginia

Howland W Q
Hudler Mrs Fred
Hughes Jimmy
Hughes Marie H
Hughes Walter
Humphries Harry

(

P)

W

Hurst Ai De Var (Cj
Hurst & Swarez
I

Ingalls Grace
Ingram Helen

Where

K

Mary (C)

Irish

T

Irwin Chas

Kaili

Klrby

Jackson Miss nillie
Jackson Miss Gay M
Jackson Thomas
Jeanctte Adele
Jewels The (C)
Jewels Mo (C)
Johnson Mabel
Johnson Miss Nazal
Jones Mrs Sydney
Jordan Hetty
Jordan Earl
Joyland Girls
Judge Patsy (C)
Jule Ben (C)
Justice JcsMo

Kouns

T

Direction of

Sisters

C

Kennedy Mayme
Kent Annie
Klckey Ed (P)
King Gus (Pi
King Julia (C)
Ma/ (O
King JunKing Laura Bell (C)
King May
*"

La Argentine
Ladove Jencttc
Lambden Elwood
Lambertl Clara
Landolf B
Las Espanozos (C)
Laurel May-Stan (C)
1

L.v<;r!a.

Roma

La Verne Evelyn
La Yonna Trio (C)

the Discriminating Professional Stays
*/

£1*

O

US WEST AS- STRf FT
\ii~iZ4 WEST 49~ STHEIT

Leewood Harry

McNaughton C

Lconhardt Al

Melrose Helen
Melvln Babe

Le Roy & Hall
Levin David
Lewis Mabel

THE HEART OF

Wm

as

"HOME"

by many

of the

Nell

J
Mark Lillian
Mackrand J

Maloore Edith
Mnnt. 11 Ayres L (C)
Marion Mias Cecil
Mars Great
Martini & Maxmllllan

high-

48th Street

4fft!t

Street

Entrant

Mln'ature Kevue
Mlssern Willie

Frnnk E
Morehouse D (C)
Morgan Chas A
Morln Zena
Morton S
Murdock Mlas Jap
Murphy & Klein
Mycrhoff Henry
Mitchell

Normand Florence

L
L

Macon Homer B (P)

Every modern

Merle's Cockatoos (C)
Messier Marie (C)
Metro Five (C)
Miller Rita
Milliard & King (C)
Miller John (C)

NewholT & Phelps
Nolan Louisa
Nolan Luella

Mar-Nell

Mar

convenience.

Main En'.i*me,

Norrle Kllecn
Norton Girls
Norton Hnttle

O
O'Brien Shota

O'CotTncr James
Oldham Clifford L(C)
Maryland Singers
Oliver Belle
Mason Pauline
Matlwws Mori & Jane Oliver Miss Trlx
Vtn'H'cu-H Mr" )> !) Ci n'NHll P.ol.bie
'.

For Reservation
Send a Wire

RATES
Room and Bath, $2.0f and
Room and Bath (Double)),

Mi:i Oi

$2.50
$3.00

per day

and $4.00
American Plan (includes Meals)
Single, $4.00 and $4.50 per day
Collect.
Double, $7.00 and $0.00 per day
T. ELLIOTT TOLSON, President and Manager

I

wrinkles."

He

also displayed

ability as a reader of the serious
selections, in addition to being
one of the best single entertainers in this
city in a long time.

his

Neville Frank (C)
Newel Tom (C)

Mabelle Miss

NEW YORK

COURTESY COMFORT
CHEER
est class in the profession.

many "new

N

M
MarFleld

Known

A decided hit was made by Walter
Brower in his first appearance here.
Roars of laughter greeted the whimsical
quips of his monologue, which con f ained

Mercer Vera

Lewis Sid
Lewis Vera
Lewis Wallace K
Lindsay Jonathan
Llndsey
H
Lockhart Roba M (C)
Longfeather Joe (C)
Loomis Lewis
Lorlmer Lew
Louden Jnnc (C)
Lovera Beatrice
Lugrin C M (P)
Lylo & Harris
Lynch Martin E
Lynch Mary (P)
Lyons Gee A
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Scores Hit

fwo

(C)

Krouse Lew

Keeley Helen
Keller Terry n
Kelly Billy
Kelly Mrs Walter
Kclsey Joe

Wm

Knapp Bob
Knight Otis
Kollner Bob

Loan

Week Show—Walter Brower

ROSE, 6 CURTIS

Kingsley Geo

Louise

Kane & Herman
Kaufman Leo (C)
Kaufman Oscar (C)
Keane Miss P (C)

GOOD BILL

Patriotic Appeals at Liberty

in

LAKESIDE PARK CASINO, AKRON, OHIO
Holcorab Grace
Hollister Leonard
Hopper Perry
Horn Cbas
Howard Henry

St.

Philadelphia "Ledger," Tuesday, June 5th

KEITH'S

MANAGERS— NOTE
For
The Billy Allen Musical

Kearny

111

Wanted

WILL PLAY VAUDEVILLE STARTING WEEK JULY 9TH

HAVE OPEN TIME—Weeks

ONE!

WALTER MtOWER

HIGH-CLASS VAUDEVILLE ACTS

35

NEW

RINGS AROUND ANY OTHER

IT SINGS

iii,\i:]\

McCrcady

A:
I)

Dixie

LbJ'ianiiC/n

O'N.-!!

(C)

Ocstmnn Chan
Owen & Moore

McCrossin Edna
McDonald Ida
Mi'KnlKht Thos
McLaughlin N"ttlc

McLean Pauline (C)

Palmer Frank (C)
Park Sam J
Parr Lena (C)

Parry

R

Patsy Miss Leah (C)
Paulette Louise
Payne Miss P (C)
Peel Jas H
Perlolns Daisy
Perley Frank (C)

Robs Edna
Rowan Frank
Russell James (P)
Rutklns Thelma
Ryan Harry B

S

Persky Ben

Sahaya

Phillips Goff
Phillips L C
Phillips Mabelle

Saxton Josephine
Scanlon Vlnnle
Schuster
Scranton Anna
Seldon A Bradford

Plant Vic
Pollard Freddie B
Poole & Pembroke
Porter Paul
Potterly John

Powell Will
Price Lew

Wm

(P)
Seizor Irving

Semon Primrose
Shannon John J
Sharp Lew
Sherlock Sisters (C)

Sherman Arthur
Quealy Henry J
Quilts The Crazy
Quinlan Dan (C)

Sinclair
Sinclair

Ethel

Smythe

Wm

Horace
Smith Ruby
Soraghan

R
Ramos Mr
Ramsdell Herbert F
Raskin Samuel
Rawson & Claire
Raymond Miss Billy
Reece Ed
Reed Joe

Rehnn Adrletta
Renolds Clare
Rice & Newton (C)
Rice True Mr-Mrs(C)
Rieberg Inez
K'.L-g.s

K.OTie

C

Will

Stenson
Sterling

Mae
E J
Bob (C)

Stone Beth (C)
Swartz Betty
Swift Peter

(P)

Tannen Julius (C)
Taylor Fred

W

Mor^n.7

'!

M

Roberts Jos H
Robblns & LyonB (C)
Robinson Ethel (C)
Rochester Claire
Rodlqucz Troupe, (C)
Roeders linns (C)

Roehm

St Clair

T;-;y!or

':-...

C'«i'! fj<?

Edw

Mrs Leopold
Stafford John (C)
Startup Harry (C)
Stach

Todd Edna Miss (C)
Toomer Henry H
Trnvers Helen
Troutt Arthur

.

Tufford Ruth (C)
Tyrrell Ned (C)
Tyler Adele

VARIETY
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A Quartet Songs That Can't Miss
NOVELTY LOVE SONG — ONE THAT STANDS

IN ITS

OWN

CLASS

"When
(I

This

is

the greatest

See Red, White and Blue")

(CLARKE-GOTTLER)
song ever written by Grant Clarke, and he has written a great many

"The More

hits.

See of Hawaii
the Better I Like New York"
.

A

comedy song with a punch

Yovl can't

I

(KALM AR-GOTTLER)
in every line,

accompanied by a marvellous melody.

(KALMAR-GOTTLER)
go wrong with this one. Send for it now.

NOT A HAWAIIAN SONG BUT A WONDERFUL RAG MELODY

"When Those
Sweet Hawaiian Babies
Roll Their

Eyes

99

(LESLIE-RUBY)

Going

like wild fire

and sure to be the market's leader eventually.

KALMAR, PUCK & ABRAHAMS CONSOLIDATED
MACK STARK,

Gen. Mgr.

MAURICE ABRAHAMS,

Prof.

Mgr.

STRAND THEATRE BUILDING, 47th STREET AND BROADWAY

/•

-
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MILLER,! 554 Broidwiy,n*4
A

rtwUMap

tee Ann
BreeaJya,
V.

8 to.

Birem riit-to*
Manufacturer of
Theatrical Boots

Carl-

.

J.A.

and Shoes.
CLOG. Ballet
Acrobatic
Shoes a Spe-

made

ears

YABInVT. Rev Ti

'Phone

for Catalog 4

AUGUSTOS
IORIO A SON
Manufacturers of the
it Accordions la
tha World.

A.

MORTON COHN,

Street

Managing

Director,

NEW YORK
MM

WANTS
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Bon

J>nd__!l_to_tt>ajr_

HOSIERY

GLOVES

THE

CO.

47th and

PLUSH DROPS

All

Slaes

and Colore

New York

4fth St.

City

Co.

ini

Manufacturers of
High Graft Accord**
277-271

Columbus At*.

SAN FRANCISCO

Awarded Gold Medal*
Geneva, Italy
P. P. I. E« San Francisco and San Diego

Tights, Union Suits, Symroetricak

for

WflsonT M
Wlnslow

Walby Louise

Ward Florence
Ward Geo W

Wyndham Mae
ft

1

only

at

will probably be transferred to

ployees.

Clyde Riley, who publishes most of Chicago's
theatre programs, is dashing arounfl town In a
new motor car, which might be described as

having a rainbow effect. The bonnet is navy
blue, the coupe body a bright yellow and the
wheels are orange. "Bowie Knife" Abe Jacobs
had dared Riley to sport the car on St. Patrick's Day.

The "White Stars" movement of Joe Blrnes
little moment and is attracting

seems to be of
little interest.

Lately Blrnes has been playing

the "Jitney Joints" booked by C. L. Carroll,
who was considered as the White Rat booker,
who handles small houses giving one, two and
three day a and In one ease four days. Joe Is

doing a monolog and warbling a
once of the Trocadero Trio.

hit.

He was

Canal Street
N. Y. City

TeJL

Court

an) iTsnkllB

WARDROBE PROP
TRUNKS

$5.00

Big Bargain. Have
ar dress
Innovation and Fibre
__
Trunka, He end IU. A few entrn largo Property Trunk*. Ale© old Taylor end Bel Trunka.

W

_

Parlor Floor,

a

W. Wet SU New York

City

underwear In
Chicago, planted a vegetable garden In n plot
alloted to him by the owner of the apartment
The garden is, or might
In which he lives.
be, directly across the street and Dave expected results from seeds for lettuce, tomatoes,
radishes and the like. But when he toted his
five and ten cent store Implements over to
tend his patch, he discovered that another
fellow had, In mistake, raked up his rows and
Dave spent
planted "hills" of cucumbers.
$1.25 In seeds and expects to get 20 cents'
worth of produce If it grows.

now manufacturing

ladles'

silk

—

Aaron

Jones stated his firm would not
rebuild McVicker at present owing to
increasing cost of building
material.
When the new north side (Wilson avenue)
house is completed the J-L-S offices will very
likely
postpone the reconstruction of McVlcker's until something definite has been
learned of the United States' part in the war
and if the cry for steel will call a decided
halt on all theatre building.
Steel recently
Jumped to $190 a ton. Western theatre maning building materials but have also had to
agers not only have a difficult time obtain
wait until time almost beyond reckoning for
the shipment of same and then when it has
arrived some of the builders have clashes
with the local unions which also delays the
construction.
likely

The Herman Lleb-Harrla stock company
made an auspicious start at the Wilson Ave.
theatre last week, the first show offered being
"Seven Keys to Baldpate." Several of the reviewers Journeyed to the outlying bouse, giving the initial piece an excellent send-off. At
least one of the critics said that It was played
as cleverly, If not more so, than when the
Cohan show was a regular attraction. Business thus far has been big.

months

Willie Howard and Chuck Reisner (the latter
waa "knight" of the padded ring before he at-

negroes.

tacked vaudeville) were talking about their
respective prowess as boxers, their object being
the kidding of an "egg" Just outside the Sherman entrance. Chuck advised Willie that he'd
have to cut down on the smokes In order to
last ten rounds. Then Willie confided the news
that he'd never make a scrapper because
"every time he aimed a wallop at a guy he
thought of his mother" and "pulled" the punch.

The benefit show for the
ment medical corps, held

There is a strike on amongst the pile drivers
employed by a contractor who Is to build the
foundations for the Alwood, the new A. H.
Woods theatre. This, however, has not yet retarded the building, as the old Borden "block"

Is

nec-

Illinois First

Regi-

at Kedzie Monday,
FranceR Kennedy, Fred & Adele
C. Nugent.
Harry Rose, Belle
HnrchUH and Marcna & Navaro.
The First
regiment band was featured.

Included

Astalre,

J.

Judge J. T. McGoorty, prominent director
of the American Hospital, who has been Fitting In the Appelate Court, has petitioned the
Supreme Court to be relieved on account of

•r

is not yet completely razed.
The walls are
to the street lever, but the basement has
not been excavated. The slowness of the razing
was due to a vault that extended to the top
floor of the old building. The vault walls were
eighteen Inches thick and had to be broken by

down

minute charges of dynamite.

Dave Rose,

lately of burlesque, but

who

is

The

suit of

S.

Romberg,

real estate agent,

against the National and Bnglewood theatres,
pending for some months, was thrown out of
Romberg's
court by Judge Doyle last week.
action was a peculiar one, he claiming compensation for billboards placed on properties of
which be Is agent. The blllposting company
showed contracts from tenants of the specific
houses in question, which allowed the posting
to be done and it was proven that tenants had
occupied the properties for some time. Early
in the season Romberg notified the theatre
managers that he had bought the properties
and that they would have to account to him
When
for any advertising placed thereon.
the case came to trial, after a number of continuances ^obtained by the plaintiff, it was
shown by the recorder's records no title had
passed to Romberg and the suit was dismissed.
It is contended by the theatre managers that
the real estate agent had simply attempted to
abstract some easy money and that the same
game, which was attempted some years ago,
was also exposed. Harry Muns of the Low en thal office defended the theatres.

AUDITORIUM (H. M. Johnson, mgr.).—
American Conservatory of Music (commencement) (12th). Chicago Musical College (commencement) (14th).
Italian Mission, reception

(10th).

BLACKSTONB.— Dark.
COHAN'S GRAND (Harry
—"Turn to the Right" (22d

CORT

J.

Ridings, mgr.).

week).

Hermann, mgr.).— "Seven
Chances,' with Frank Craven (4th week).

CD esses tic)

Mailed to Your
Address

stopping

Although it has but eight pages, a
page and a half are devoted to theatricals.
Information also as to where all the colored
acts are playing Is given.

^ TARIETY
for tbroe

next,

The "Chicago Defender" Is the name of a
new weekly paper, edited and published by

•>

$

Monday

Victoria on Saturday.
A baggae car
essary to move the show.

NOW
3

Mae Hall, who started from New York
a motor car, got as far as Paducah, Ky.
there she took the train to Chicago because of the bad roads encountered. Miss Hall
has left here for a visit to Oklahoma.
Prom

Several road shows of "The Birth of a Nation" are closing this week for the season.
The Chicago "company," managed by Tom
Hodgman, rounds out a second week at the

Bernard

SUBSCRIBE
for the

Wonders."

He

berg.

Zaro Mr
Zeno Tom
Zuhn Billy (C)

Willard Janet (C)

of

(C)

York Miss Ena
Young Geo
Young Phil H

White ft Brown (C)
Wllhelmi Mr.

Caro Miller, father of Marllynn Miller, is
acting as assistant manager of the Garrtck,
Sam Gerson devoting most of his time to "The

Another group of Majestic agents started for
last via motor car. In the
party are Bill Jacobs, Louis Goldberg and Sam
and Irving Tlchman. The car belongs to Gold-

Webster Nellie
Yates

"Polly of the Circus" is now a tab, put out
by Oazzola. Gatts and Rowland, and is playing
the National this week. The house cloees for
the season on Saturday.

New York Saturday

Weber Betty
Wellington Dare
Wentworth Lola
West May (C)
Westcott Geo C
Weat Eddie
Whistler Edna

Marvin Lee.

delphia on
Denver.

(C)

Winston's Seals

Trio

Col. "Bill" Marshall, connected for a long
time with the W. S. Butterfleld circuit, has
Issued a pamphlet called "Selling Vaudeville,"
Its main purport to the circuit's house managers and others la* to practice- courtesy, both
back and front, to actors, audience and em-

"So Long Letty" will Boon Join the musical
shows now on the coast or on the way there.
The Morocco show piece to 'Frisco from Phila-

Wlnthrop Louis
Wilson Maud
Wood Emll (C)
Worth Muriel (C)

Warden Harry
Wesson Grace

Wayne Prod
Webb Teddy

Wm

Tom Peyton from the New York office of the
Forster Music Publishing Co., is now managing the Chicago office, having succeeded

ill

and

the

W

Vernon Walter
Vespo Duo

2*1

George Webster claims booking to the coast,
having affiliated with the Fisher time.
He
was formerly the Fisher representative here
and has apparently made a new alliance with
the western managers.

Wlllard Janet
Williams Bob
Williams Dot
Williams Floyd
Williams M L
Williams
J
Wilson Billy
Wilson Ollle

Van Bergen Martin
Van Llews The

turars

Works.
New Idea
Patented Shift Kara

in

Inc.

Cor. 37th St.

Valerio Domlnlck D
Vallfe Muriel ft A

AooordloB

health.
the Circuit

Jessie

Catalogue No. C-J

a

The Thalia, the independent house, supplied
by the Doutrlck Agency and often used for
try-outs, will remain open all summer.

Show

and Theatrical Supplies

Walter G. Bretzfield Co.,
1347 BROADWAY. N. Y.

£££ tKSS
EXalizi&Bro.

VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFICE, Majestic Theatre BM(.

Tome Thla Month
Rental In Cltar
CONSOLIDATED VELVET
and

Special Discount*

Write

laterv|W» Preferred.

CHICAGO

46th Sts.

Professional discount.

im Weet

1560 Broadway ft;

Mall Orders Promptly Filled

New York

Broadway
Between

Personal

BOOTES
I

For Street, Stage and Evening Wear

Th * Bstt Aoto In Vaesevllle. Nunbsr of Nousea Oses All suamer. Featuros Wanted
Each Weak for Waloanear Park. Erie. Pa.
Act* Breaklne Jumps East and West will

POLLY HYMAN
1571

I

Suite 504 Fulton Building, Pittsburgh, Pa,
advantage to get Is toooa with This Pilot.

ER

VLtti

Women's Smart Footwear

UNDERWEAR

SILK

A

a

A.
P. A.
42nd St, New York

Until August 16th, address
at 644 Market St.. San
Framieeo. Orders for vaudeville acts will be flren careful attention.
(My New York offlos open as usual.)

L.

Phone, Bryant

4212

Los Angelas

THE LIBERTY VAUDEVILLE CONTRACTING
CLAIRE McLAUGHLIN, Manager

CITY

A^

B. Lindsay, E. P.

SIMMONS.

JAMES MADISON'S
m«

Kays

29 Grand

J.

Ticket Office, B*way

FEATURES WANTED AT ALL TIMES
address S.

W.

Bryant

BURBANK THEATRE
STRAND THEATRE
LOS ANGELES
PORTLAND
VAUDEVILLE AND PHOTOPLAYS

notice.

Write

Chicago, flf.lt
Buffalo, lt.ee
All Steel Cere, Lowest Faroe
Special Baggage Sonrice
If you want anything quick,

Keaea,

Lloyd.

LAPtrncK-

All work
at short

cialty.

.

Toronto, fMJI

Rochester, $7.42

Al Mate, Ray
tteMafd and Nynas.
MaAvey end Breaks and

for

SSWyUY)

(ADAM

and

Special Service for VauderflJaans

In the Market to furnish
Vaudeville Material

Summer

(U.

J.

CHICAGO.— Dark.
COLUMBIA.— Dark.
COLONIAL (Norman

Fields,

mgr.).— "On

Trial" (film) opened Sunday.
ENGLEWOOD.— Dark.
GARRICK (Sam Gerson, mgr.).— "Dollar!
and Sense," with Alan Brooks (2d week).
GAYETY.— Dark.

VARIETY
HAYMARKJDT

(Art H. Moeller, mgr.).—
with Harry Steppe, stock
House to remain open all month.
ILLINOIS.— Dark this week. "Dew Drop

"Liberty

Belle*."

burlesque.
•

Inn" opens Sunday.

1MP3IUAL

Spink,

mgr.).— "step

NATIONAL (John Barrett,
or the Circus," tabloid.

mgr.).—"Polly

(Will

Lively." tabloid.

OLYMPIC

(George Warren, mgr.).— "The
Bird of Paradise" (8th week).
PALACE (Ross Behne, mgr.).— "The Show
of Wonders" (4th week), record summer business.

PO WEIRS.— Dark.

PRINCESS

(Will

mgr.).— "The

Singer,

Pawn" (3d week), doing

well.

ST&R AND GARTER.— Dark.
VICTORIA.—"The Birth of a Nation"

(film)

(2d and last week).

WILSON AV.—Lleb- Harris players (stock),
"A Pull House." New policy looks good.
MAJESTIC (Fred Eberts, mgr.
—Two "singles" in the

;

pheum).

agent, Orof

persons

Elizabeth M. Murray and Cecil Cunningham
were headliner and feature, respectively. Both
scored, thereby living up to the billing, but

Miss Murray pulled down the hit of the show
in next to closing spot.
The bill as a whole
was off, lacking something, probably a good
comedy punch, and It seemed to drag along.
Monday night the program was switched a bit,
Edwin Stevens and Tina Marshall being
moved up from seventh to fifth position, but
results were little better over the matinee.
Mr. Stevens has won his spurs as a finished
actor and he has an excellent running mate
in Miss Marshall.
That doesn't make their
comedy playlet, "Dolliver's Birthday," the
proper vehicle. In the afternoon the act ran
31 minutes. At night it was cut to 25 minutes, and can easily stand further pruning.
Yet It is a question, even though there are
several good situations, whether the playlet,
cut to around 18 minutes, will do.
It Is a
hybrid sort of offering, with a song or two
and a farcial plot. It didn't take Miss Murray very long to win the house entirely. She
aired her dialects, of which she is mistress in
her too few selected storlee, and sang her ditties as only she can.
Directly before her
were Miriam and Irene Marmeln, two clubby
girls, who offered a series of four dances,
three of the numbers being done in bare feet
and each having its own change of back drop.

Their work was acceptable but It was too lata
a spot for them (they were on <n the spot
Cecil
originally given the Stevens turn).
Cunningham, sho of statuesque beauty, was
on fourth with her Jean Haves supplied songs.
They liked best tho 'History of the U. S. A.."
and she well earned an encore which wag a
Ashley and
rather clever orchestra number.
Allman went over well In sixth position with
their comic, sentimental turn, "The Dawn of
a New Day," but they might have gotten big
They
results had they offered more singing.
were content with ope number each. Gould
and Davis did very nicely on second with a
skit by Lewis Weelyn, called "Holding the
Fort."
Both are dandy dancers and are of
good appearance. "Motor Boating" followed,
and while the title had nothing to do with
the turn was a bright spot In the early
it,
section of the show. Tom McRae is featured
and the other three persons concerned are
The Bee"capable entertainers," as billed.
backs, bag punchers, closed the show, succeeding to holding most of the house in. They
dress the stage well, and Harriet looks good,
but Harry might make a change. The perspiration very plainly showed under his arms
This can be corrected
right from the start.
by discarding the loud shirt he wears and
using an athletic Jersey, at least for the
summer. Qallando, the clay modeler, started
the bill, but the show was really begun by
S. Duncan Clark of the Chicago "Post," who
made a snappy speech not over a minute in
length, urging the buying of Liberty Bonds.
His last line was "We must come across now
for the boys who are going across tomorrow."
A trio with him won rousing applause and repeat with an excellent rendition of the marines' song, "From the Halls of Montezuma
to the Shores of Tripoli."
RIALTO (Harry Earl, mgr. agent, Frank
Q. Boyle).— A classy pop bill this week, With
a number of acts winning healthy applause.
Business was off Just a trifle for the early
shows on Monday, it being a perfect June day.
Long Tack Sam, one of the most popular
Celestials on the stage and a nephew of chlng
Ling Foo, appeared with his troupe as the
feature.
Some of his tricks resemble those of
his Illustrious uncle, are Just as cleverly done
;

and certainly more rapid. In his acrobatlo
feats he excels anything In Ching's organization.
Sam made himself a favorite with the
house, which was astonished at everything he
did.
Harry Rose scored the hit of the first
show without any trouble. Looks like Harry
was due to mount the vaudeville ladder soon.
They kept applauding after he had finished,
but he evidently decided that he neede his
voice for subsequent shows. Van Cello opened
the second show with the neatest pedal Juggling seen in

some

time.

Van

About Corns

working in "three."
The man was billed
"& Co.," but was good enough to enjoy equal
billing.
They were well liked. Mahoney and
Auburn, two men of nice appearance, Juggled
Indian clubs and kidded themselves into
favor.
Jessie Parker and Co. with a cemedy
entitled "Twin Beds at 3 A. M.," which was
daintily

set

but aroused only

much fiction
Were that not

read

about corns.

so there would be no corns.
All people would use Blue-jay.

Here is the truth, as stated
by a chemist who spent 25
years on this corn problem.
And as proved already on almost a billion corns.'
"This Invention — Blue-jay —
makes corn troubles needless.
It stops the pain instantly, and
stops it furever. In 48 hours the
whole corn disappears, save in
rare cases which take a little
longer."

That

is

the truth,

lions of people

month

it

is

and mil-

know it. Every

being proved on

nearly two million corns.

So long as you floubt it you'll
The day that you prove

suffer.
it

will see
It

your

costs so

last corn-ache.

little

—

is

so easy

—

and quick and painless that
you owe yourself this proof.
Try Blue-jay tonight.
^

BAUER A BLACK

Chicago and

GREAT NORTHERN HIPPODROME (Andy

—

Talbot, mgr.; agent, W. V. M. A.). The day
shift early in the week looked to be about
average for the house, but few of the turns
succeeded in obtaining returns out of the ordinary. There was an exception for the third
show at least, and that Bobbe and Nelson,
who copped the bill's hit unchallenged. The
men had it all their own way on fourth, there
being practically no comedy ahead of them,
but it was their voices that "brought home
the bacon."
Rarely does this house get the
goods they delivered, so It was dead easy for
them.
Following was the feature turn, Tom
Browns Minstrels, an unusual "corker" vaudeville organization, since the men .display
ability "in brass," all playing saxophones In
addition to their regular instruments.
The
act went over fairly well, the comedy finish
aiding.
Olive Briscoe was next to closing,
where she was liked but not generously rewarded, probably because of considerable
singing ahead of her.
Her splendid appearance is an asset for any house, and was here.
Yet a single woman doesn't have It easy at
the Hipp.
Brenck's Statues closed the bill,
the remarkable bronze-painted horse, featuring this unusual posing act.
Oponing the
Rhow were tho Retter Brothers, who won
laughs and applause at the finish with the
clever and funny burlesque wrestling bit.
Hrent Hayes followed with his "dual" banjo
playing without starting much.
The Four
Southern Girls were liked on third, but do
not exactly live up to their billing of effecting

harmony.

New York

Makers of Surgical Dressings,

etc.

Blue = jay
—

Stops Pain Ends Corns
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS
Also Blue-jay Bunion Plasters

ACADEMY (Joe Pilgrim, mgr. agent, W. V.
M. A.). Some weeks ago Joe Pilgrim cut out
the programs, which leaves it up to the bookers
to discover the personnel of the bill for themselves.
A number of reasons why the programs were "passed" were given, most coming
frnm .Jolo himself.
Une was that opposition
agnitM couldn t cotno in and get the "low
down'' on the try-outs, and maybe "cop" them
from the Association. Another was that the
Association wouldn't be able to easily lift acts
from the Academy for duty elsewhere.
But
th<> real reason seems to be that the price of
paper is up. For the last half last week Gillette's Monkeys, under another name, was the

—

feature.

Theater and

—

;

Thursday night the monks worked

Win

Strike

,

Big Profits Possible

Stock Will Positive Be Advanced from 40 Percent to 109 Percent at Midnight, July

1,

1917.

When

Union

by

banker
a
gets a good, inside,
ground- floor proposi-

Indorsed

tion, he calls in his
business associates,
and they collectively,

With the belief that
with the Overholser
placed in the union

together,

ranks by this compsny, .that it will

pull

City

poo?

money, and put

their

WIN THE STRIKE

over

great financial
propositions

GROW

— AND

—

—

gets a look-in wonders how they do it.

you

smarter
are.

IS
than

—

safe

4)

PROPOSITION where

Do Not Throw Away This Advertisement
appear in newspapers and periodicals
throughout the State of Oklahoma and the
nation— and just as sure as you are reading
this announcement, just that certain are we to
raise the CASH MONEY necessary to make this
movement a gigantic success— will you be one
of the fortunate ones to buy stock in this company and become identified with what we have
every reason to believe will be the greatest
money-making theatrical .entire ever launched
anywhere in the world? $5, $10 to $100 may bring
golden returns to you in this company.
First of All

You DO KNOW that theatrical syndicates
great money-making concerns. THERE IS
NOT A STRING OF THEATRES owned by one
.ire

THERE
THAT

syndicate in the State of Oklahoma.
strings of theatres owned by syndicates
in other States.
propose to operate
in the State of Oklahoma, where

ARE

SYNDICATE

We

the opportunity is ready and waiting— a virgin
field that stands beckoning for someone to reap
a harvest rich with possibilities of financial
gain.
And we propose to let you hold GROUNDFLOOR stock in this huge business enterprise.

TUCKER BROTHERS Amusement

actors

Com-

pany was incorporated under the laws

of the
Oklahoma May 28, 1917, capitalized at
to buy. build and operate theatres in
the State of Oklahoma that will employ in every
department union labor. Its first step was to
take over the Overholser Theatre, at $130,000, in-

State of

cluding lots, booking franchise, contents and
good will. It plans to buy or build theatres also
in Tulsa, Ardmore, Muskogee and other cities.
This company already has an option for a big
theatre in Tulsa, Okla.
We are now selling
stock to the public to insure the success of this
gigantic proposition. In order to complete the
Overholser deal we must raise $5,000 by July 1
and $25,000 by September 15, when we take possession of the property and get a warranty deed;
the balance just like rent at $10,000 per year.
The Overholser has rented for years at $12,500
per year, making, in addition to this rental, a
good sum total profits for the lessees. Every
share of stock is sold on a dividend basis, and
shares alike with all other stock in the profits
and ownership of the Overholser Theatre or any
other theatre that this company may acquire.
The Overholser Theatre should make $25,000 per
year profit to this company.

Biggest Theatre
The Overholser Theatre is Oklahoma's biggest
theatre; i-.-ats 1,MJ0 people, main floor, baltuny
and gallery; magnincent four-story structure,
with offices and storerooms in front that net
a handsome rental: plays the big road attractions, also vaudeville, stock and pictures; recognized as one of the finest theatres in the United
States. Estimated value NOW, from $150,000 to
$250,000.
Ground, 85x140, in heart of Oklahoma
City.
Was bought by this company at a bargain.

union
over the

We

we

will

be able to raise

enough MONEY from union men over the nation
who want to see the theatre strike in Oklahoma
City WON to pay CASH for the Overholser
Theatre in ninety days. This stock- selling campaign

is

NOT CONFINED

to union

men

only.

Anyone who is a friend to labor may bur.
You will-AS A BUSINESS PROPOSITIONbe buying stock in a company that is bin
enough and strong enough to overcome all
There are 68,000 union operators snd
stage hands, 100,000 union musicians, 75,000 union
actors who are vitally interested in
THEATRE
in Oklahoma City, a strike that has
been on for one year. These men wilL we believe, come in for $5 to $10 each when called upon
to WIN THE STRIKE. Every union man every-

obstacles.

THE

WAR

where should send in st least $1.
The Tucker Brothers, who are at the head of
this company, are experienced, successful theatrical men. THIS IS NOT AN EXPERIMENT.
The Tucker Brothers own THE DAILY POINTER newspaper in Oklahoma City, established by
them in 1906, and have their
MEANS OF
PUBLICITY necessary to make any theatrical
venture in Oklahoma City operated by them a
big, sure money-maker.
Tucker Brothers op-

OWN

erated the big Metropolitan union theatre successfully in Oklahoma City for two years. Tucker Brothers are now operating the beautiful
Dreamland union theatre in Oklahoma City successfully. Their business reputation is unquestioned.

THE STOCK WILL POSITIVELY BE ADVANCED from 40 to 100 per cent, st midnight.
1917.
July
We are working night and day to handle or1,

You must act quick.
Bona Fide Investment

Special Sacrifice Stock Offer
..25c. Share
™ sintjlv m •••••••••••••••••« $
1.00
Iv HIBlCsl

$300,000,

Oklahoma's

all

movement.

nation, support the
believe that

ders for this stock.

Proposition in a Nutshell

The

and

erators,

I

It will

and sound busi-

ness enterprise by
the Oklahoma City
Central Trades and
Labor Council; also
the
striking musicians; also the striking stsge hands, and
also
the striking
moving picture op-

-

you can play for big
stakes— and win You
can come in NOW,
on the ground floor) and we believe grow RICHER in proportion to your investment in this
mammoth company. Will you accept oui offer?

indorsed as a

is

It

He merely

plays for big stakes
in a big way and
wins I We are offering YOU the BIG

boys,

local

unionists to a nun
are behind the plan.

while
the
average
person
who never

NOT

the

for

Oklahoma City trades

RICHER,

THE BANKER

Okla-

In

fair, attention.

Most of the action seemed to be the switching
and on of the lights, which made the
house electrician In on the act. "Winning a
Queen," a girl act, got small returns.
off

You have

Buy Oklahoma's Largest

Cello dresses

himself and stage neatly too, and It is unusual to see a performer In evening clothes
doing foot juggling. Cecil and Mack, on following, with talk and songs, went over big,
the singing of the couple helping considerably.
Gertrude Dudley, flaxen-haired and
richly robed, came next, also with talk and
songs, but differently framed and really not
in conflict with the preceding turn.
She was
assisted by a man at the piano, the couple

The Truth

S3

•W/

•••••••••••••••••••••

2.50
5.00
10.00
20.00
25.00
50.00
100.00
250.00

SUAICI •••••••••••••••••••••

40 shares
80 shares
m\mj

•••••••••••••••••••••
••••••*••••••••••••••
•••••••••••••»•• •••

Buttress

&M3 insrcB
**«AJ

BlsttlCsJ

1,000
5,000

shares
shares

•

•

1,250.00
2.500.00

(Tar value of

shares,

all

$1.)

Slock

is

non-

assessable.

Put an

X

opposite the stock you want and

make all remittances payable to Tucker Brothers Amusement Company.
Write your name
and address plainly.

Name.

Yours

for

organized labor,

TUCKER BROTHERS AMUSEMENT
308

W. Main

land
6

P.

Tucker
open
Oklahoma City.
State Bank. Dudley

Lobby.

M.

St.

In

Office

CO..

Brothers Dreamfrom 9 A. M. to

OWU,

Rrirrcncr,

R. Tucker. PresiHoward A. Tucker, Vice-President; Win.
Tucker, Secretary-Treasurer.
The three Tucker Brothers all have paid-up
cards in the Typographical Union, having been
members for years. It is written in the bylaws of this company to always employ union
labor, and for this reason organized labor is
behind this plan to a man.
first

dent;
L.

m

34
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VARIETY

B.F. Keith's

1

1

Marcus Loew's

Circuit

Enterprises

United Booking

General Executive Offices
Times Square
Putnam Building

New York

Offices
(Agency)

A.
E. F.

ALBEE,

PAUL KEITH,

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK

President

Vice-President and General

General Booking Manager

Manager

Mr. Schenck Personally Interviews Artist* Daily
Between 11 and 1

FOR BOOKING ADDRESS

S. K.

HODGDON
New York

Palace Theatre Building

Boston Office

Chicago Office
North American Building

Tremont Theatre Building

FRANK Q. DOYLE, in charge

FRED MARDO, in charge

Acts laying off in Southern territory
wire this office.

City

Charles Anderson's "1917
spot.
liked, Judging from
Freddy James
appreciation bestowed.
had a good spot and made the best of it to
laughing results. Jerome and Carson bit up
Bevan and Flint
speed in the opening spot.
got along nicely and were applauded. Stod-

the

closing

Revue" was apparently
the

Feiber

& Shea

NOTICE FOR

dard and Hynes were well received.
HIPPODROME.— Johnson and Wells had no
trouble in hauling down an applause hit. The

EUROPE

Moran

Sisters, in the opening position, did
Walmsley and Lelghton pleased
fairly well.
with their line of work. Earl Flynn's "Beauties" showed nothing out of the ordinary.
Herbert's Seals held rapt attention, holding
Elinor
everybody in the closing position.

Playero la Europe desiring to advertlso
la VARIETY, and wishing to take advantage of tho Prepaid Rates allowed, may
a ag
secure tho same, If at tho time of
advertising copy direct to VARIETY, Now
York, tho amount In payment for It Is
placed In VARIETY'S credit at tho

m W

Kern was replaced by Lenore, who got by on

1493

a small margin.

Broadway

CORT (Homer
Eddie"

(Putnam Building)

New York

is

in

its

Curran, mgr.).
first

—"Very

week and

is

Good
drawing

PALL MALL DEPOSIT AND FOR-

well.

COLUMBIA

(Qottlob & Marx, mgrs.).—
stock
"Come Out of the
Kitchen" this week, with Ruth Chatterton,
receiving good patronage.
ALCAZAR (Belasco & Mayer, mgrs.).
Richard Bennett stock
holding up farily
well (second week).
CASINO (Robert Drady, mgr.; agent, Ackerman & Harris & \V. V. M. A.).— Vaudeville.
(Joseph F. Bauer, mgr.).— Del
Lawrenco stock (tenth week).
PRINCESS (Bert Levey, lessee and mgr.;
agent, Bert Levey).
Vaudeville.
SAVOY (Lauri & Sheehan, mgrs.) .—Dark.
CASINO. Business at the Casino continues
good,
the
reason
probably the programs
playing the house slnco its opening.
While
they tend to fall below occasionally, they,
nevertheless, carry enough entertainment to
satisfy the regular patrons.
Superba opened
in poslngs, the act running somewhat slow
through the peculiar fashion utilized in the
.transformation. Mansfield and Riddle did well
enough with a number of aged "gags," closing
with a little dancing that might carry more
speed.
Lew Fltzgibbons easily got one of the
applause bits with his musical turn, displaying
considerable ability with the xylophone, upon
Which he specializes.
Edwin Cowles and
I -eon a Dustin
(man and woman) do a regulation
light operatic singing turn,
in which
neither stood out.
The spot Is over-worked,
nnd though used so often the man might
employ a little make-up. Maslroff's Russian
Oypsies In full stage brought the greater portloa of the returns by tl.e whlrlwhind dam-In*.
The ufuial sinking and playing were also
offered.
Johnson and Rolllson (colored), next
to closing, with a conglomeration of bits entitled "Jazz That's Jazz," doing nothing but
arguing throughout the art. This brought the
laughs, although it could be further helped
were the straight more proficient. He could
also dress in better taste, his opening suit

Henry

City

Miller

WARDING

;

Through

EI

V

VARIETY'S

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE
PANTAGES* THEATRE BLDG.
Phone, Douglass

ORPHEUM

2213

Henderson, gen. rep.;
trl-cornered division of
honors between Evelyn Nesblt, Nat Goodwin and Kay Cox. Ray W. Snow did nicely.
Milton and DeLong Sisters registered a laughing success.
Callste Conant offered a pleasing routine.
The Helen I^-aeh Wnllln Trio,
In the closing spot, repeated
Impression
Its
of last week.
Olivetti Moffctt nnd Clara, In
the opening position, did well.
Dorothy Brenner was applauded.
PANTAUHS.- Captain Louis Son*.* held
Interest with bis novelty, turn.
Was assigned

agent,

direct).

(Fred

—A

GUARANTEED

—

this

manner of transmission,

danger of loss to tho player I* averted;
full risk and acknowledges tho Pall Mall Co.'s receipts as Its
own receipts for all money placed with
tho Pafl Mall to VARIETY'S credit.
all

VARIETY assumoo

—

SAN FRANCISCO

London

uniformity In exchange, tho Pall
Mall Co. will accept deposit* for VARIETY
at four shillings, two pence, on tho dollar.

WIGWAM

but fairly well, which was explained by the
fact that Charlie Gillette was taking a degree
In Masonry and henco it was up to his assistant to work the act.
Not near the number
of laughs In the barber stunt were obtained,
but It was fine for the house and the musical
bells wire operated by the monks about us
uflual.
Connors and Huyck, a good couple,
with talk and songs, showed to advantage.
The talk Is bright and they should have no
tr^ublo In obtaining bookings.
They were
probably lining In for a few days. Marguerite
I'antzer & Co. presented "A Twisted Proposal,"
which mainly concerns a contort lonlstlc comedian, Hald to be the same man who was a
museum draw a number of years ago. His
work Is excellent for Its (lass and tickled the
houso considerably.
(Iranstaff
and
Davis,
blackface and probably colored, offered a
musical routine with some comedy that was
weak.
Hut the men are very good on cornet
and trombone, with some blur music. going
over strong.
Gladys Fad ley, young and apparently new to the enme, possessed nothing
that Indicated sr.c fitted vaud- vlMe.

W,

For

;

L

CO.

Carlton St, Regent SL, S.

*

back

dating

in

style.

The comedian

is

ex-

The Four Charles closed the show
with head-balancing that might be gone into
from the start instead of resorting to slap

cellent.

stick.

owner of the Orogg (pichas purchased Parra's
Parra and renamed it the BakersInstalling Bert Levey vaudeville.

Charles Grogg,
tures),

Bakersfleld,

from

J.

field,

A*.

The Knickerbocker Four withdrew from the
Pantages, Oakland, bill, replaced by Frank
Oaby, who was moved ahead from the following show.
The Toney Lubelskl musical comedy organization recently opening at the Broadway, Oakland, dosed Saturday. Poor business.
Tnez

Regan has Joined the Wilkes Players

In Seattle.

At present there is a scarcity of playere on
the coast, the many repertoire companys playing in the nearby territory finding it impossible to fulfill openings In the show.

—
;
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FULLER'S VAUDEVILLE
AUSTRALIA

and

Managing

Now

Director,

AMALGAMATED

NEW ZEALAND
BEN.

FULLER

J.

arranging bookings for following tailings out of San Franciscot

"Sonoma"—Juna

BEN.

J.

2S

ROY

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS' ASSOCIATION,

INDEPENDENT
Tae Boat Small Tlma

VAUDEVILLE A6ENCY

D. MURPHY
FULLER'S CHICAGO BOOKING DEPT.

American Booking Manager.

11th

CIRCU

In tha

Wnt

Far

35

FLOOR, CHICAGO,

I
Work

Steady Consecutive

ILL.

VAUDEVILLE
for

General Executive Offices:

Newelt? Foaturo Acta.

EXECUTIVE OFFICES—ALCAZAR THEATRE BUHL, SAN FRANCISCO

Can arrange from

three te five weeks L l
Communicate by wire or latter.

class acta.

Ul al

sailing e of boats far Australia for all

Ant-

729

SEVENTH

M. D.

LTD.

Harry Rickard's Tivoli Theatres, AUSTRALIA
And AFFILIATED CIRCUITS, INDIA and AFRICA

Combined

Capital.

McINTOSH, Governing Director
HUGH
Head
"HUOHMAC."
TIVOLI THEATRE.
American R«pre»enUtive NORMAN
IEFFERIES
Bydney

Registered Cable Address:

Ofioe.

AVE.,

at Forty-ninth

St

SIMMONS

General Booking Manager

tt.Mt.fM

ARTISTS

can secure long engagements by

direct with us

Sydney. Aartralla

Real Eststs Trest Bls t .. Hilladelphls

Newby'a Band of 16 pieces baa been engaged
Joyland Park. Sacramento.

to play at

Wllmoa Weatony, who recently returned
from Australia after an absence of fire yeara
from this country, will shortly open his Or-

pheum tour

here.

Richard Bennett opened his engagement at
the Alcazar laat week In "The Cinderella
Man," supported by practically the same cast
The
that opened the Alcazar stock season.
production waa well received by the local reviewers, and business the first week exception-

The Walter Montague organization, expecting to shortly leave for Canadian territory to
play a number of performances for the benefit of tbe Red Cross, is scheduled to open at
the Savoy befora departing.

When 'The Oirl From Amsterdam" concludes its time on the Pantages Circuit, Roy
Clair will Join the musical stock company at
the Broadway, Oakland as principal comedian
and producer. Other members are expected to
go with him.

decided

It

tOSTON.
BY aVsUI LOBBY.
.

to close.

Allison and Trucco withdrew from the local

Hippodrome program

through one member
Brooks and Lo-

getting ptomaine poisoning.
rella were substituted.

The Gardiner

Trio,

who

recently

came

to the

coast to fulfill an engagement at Levy's, Los
Angeles, are now at Talt'a, San Francisco.

Chester Conn, the coast representative for
the Broadway Music Pub. Co., will shortly
leave for Chicago to take care of the headquarters there.

Olen Hurst manager of the Grand, Reno,
was here last week.

Waterson

Berlin

Snyder

have

opened

with Harry Pooley in charge.

offices

Ideal

&

KEMTH'S (Robert G. Laraen, mgr. agent,
U. B. O.). This house for months haa been
leading the city in stimulating patriotism,
starting off by sacrificing all its subway and
other one-sheet billboards to the backyard
farm campaign. Then it made a Liberty Loan
war bond drive, and- this week a stage full
of marines from the Charlestown Navy Yard
are giving nightly drills.
The legitimate

—

;

this week is headed by Florence and
Frank Moore, who had no trouble in carrying
first honors.
"The Bride Shop" closed the
program strong, although It has shown here
before.
Dufty and Davis opened with an

acrobatic cycle act, going exceptionally well.
Gaylord and Lancton caught the house just
right.
The Sharrocka scored decisively with
the comedy opening and their straight telepathic close.
William and Margaret Cutty
went well in their straight musical offering,
faring better than Leo Beers, whose quiet
pianolog did not seem to get across Monday
matinee.
Edna Munsey, billed as a prima
donna discovery, was compelled to show in
her street clothes, her trunk having been
mislaid, but went well despite the handicap.
BOSTON (Charles Harris, mgr.; agent, U.
B. O.).— Vaudeville and pictures.
Big.
BIJOU (Ralph Gllman, mgr.; agent, U. B.
O.).— Pictures. Fair.
BOWDOIN (Al Somerbee. mgr. agent. U.
B. O.).
Pop and pictures. Excellent.
ST. JAMES (Joseph Brennan, mgr.
agent,
Loew). Pop and pictures. Good.
GLOBE (Frank Meagher, mgr.: agent,
;

;

Loew).— Pictures.

week

Split

feature

re-

Fair.

leases.

ORPHEUM

—

(Victor

J.

Morris, mgr.
agent,
Biggest gross In
:

Loew). Pop and pictures.
New England.

SCOLLAY OLYMPIA (James
ness, mgr.).

DODD ACKERMAN

SCENIC STUDIOS,
141

West

he.

Sttb Street

New York City

WINTER GARDEN

— Pop

J.

McGuin-

and pictures, with the film
"Maternity" proving the big drawing card.
GORDONS OLYMPIA (Frank Hookallo,
mgr.).— Pop and pictures, this week's pro-

ceeds being Invested in Liberty Bonds.
PARK (Thomas D. Sorlero, mgr.).— Film
bill headed by the Signet's "Masque of Life"
and "The Stolen Paradise."
Excellent business, with feature advertising.
MAJESTIC (E. D. Smith, mgr.).—Last week
of the feature film "The Crisis."
SHITPERT (E. D. Smith, mgr.).— Dark
PLYMOUTH (E. D. 8mlth, mgr.) —Closed
Saturday night after "The Masqurrader" ran
for 14 weeks.
WILBUR (E. D. Smith, mgr.) .—Second
week of "Mary's Ankle" going surprisingly

TIE

MODKWTIC
PheUO

of 1917
t$

STUDIO

M» GrMlwW

of the Park
Is advertslng his bouse as being the
the United States to display the William A. Brady World Film Pictures. He also
put over a clever stunt this week in obtaining first rights to "For the Flag and America,"
by Charles Dennee of the N. E. Conservatory
of Music, who wrote the score for "The Defenders."
first in

and

Felix Haney
Players.

have

The Globe has reopened under new management with pop vaudeville and pictures.
Several attempts have been made to put this
house on a paying basis, but as yet no one
haa succeeded.

Owing to The very rainy weather all of the
Canadian and American resorts are doing
practically no business at all, and if these
weather conditions do not change shortly
these places stand a good chance to close.
The Bonstellc Stock
about July

SHEA'S (Henry Can*, mgr.).—Very neat
with Wellington Cross and Lois Josephine again carrying off headline honors
Bert Leslie and Co., as special attraction, a

Co. opens at the Star

IS.

The Actors Colony at Crystal Beach la rapIdly asaumlng ita natural color.
Several more
cottages have been recently opened.

LOS ANGELES.
»y GUY PRICE.

BUFFALO.

Tyrone Powers haa signed a contract with
the Marine Film Company.

bill,

Hardy

Joyce, West and
Senn, very good; Seven Honey Boys, well applauded
Marguerite Farrell, pleasing ; Nat
Nazarro and Co., exceptional.
Pictures to
hit;

Bros.,

fair;

W. II. Clune haa announced a new policy for
tho Auditorium. Popular priced feature films
taking In all Artcraft productions will be presented.
No dramatic shows will be booked.

;

close.

—

OLYMPIC (Bruce Fowler, mgr.). George
Choos's "Oh Doctor" heading a catchy bill
here, with Marie Del Vecchlo and Co. In "A
Clean Knockout," well featured Al Grant and
Sister, open nicely
the Tiller Sisters, do
well
Riley and Lester, clever; picture*.
LYRIC (Chas. Bowe, mgr.).— The Jack X.
Lewis Stock players offering "Another Man's
Wife" aa third week's attraction and showing a decided Increase over the previous
week.
ACADEMY (Jules Mlcheal, mgr.).— House
stock playing "Step Up America." military
musical comedy, drawing remarkably with a
clever production.
First run pictures in con;

William Conklln, a legitimate actor,
portlng Louis Glaum at Incevllle.

la

aup-

Charlie Chaplin has purchased $100,000 of
Liberty Loan Bonda. This Is not movie money
either.

;

;

nection.

OAYETY
FAMILY

(Richard Patter, mgr.).— Closed.

fTARDEN (Wm. Graham, mgr.).— Dark.
(Harry

Mansey,

pictures.

mgr.).— Feature

Margaret Gibson haa taken up china paintIs now quite an adept.

ing and

Kolb and Dill have donated their services to
a big Red Cross Benefit soon to be given here.
Alexander Pantages Is expected to arrive
with his family next week.
It is their cus-

tom

to

summer

here.

Walter Hern, the Mason's publicity man, has
returned after two weeks on bis ranch at the
foot of the Yosemlte.

A

two-bit club haa been organised by Bill

WIRE PROFESSIONALS

LIVE

We bind jour muaic, orchestrations and parts,
any number of leawes, so that it will open Bat and
laat as long as you want it. Leaves can bo removed
from covers and new ones put in any time you need
to make a change.
OUR SPECIALTY

(Fred E. Wright, mgr ).—
week of "Fair and Warmer," still going
house afire and threatlng to break the

COVERS FOR ORCHESTRATIONS

like a

record for a straight run In Boston.
COLONIAL (Charles J. Rich, mgr.) —Dark
HOLLTS (Charles J. Rich, mgr ) -Dark
TREMONT (John
SohornYl. mgr )
W k f " A Ta »°r-Mado Man" with —14th
Grant
.1? v ?.

R

Mitchell.

<<

Parker

Academy Stock

Manager Thomas D. Sorlero

theatre

PARK SQUARE
ll>th

Show

Katherlne
Joined the

blrong.

DECORATIONS
Passing

Francesca Rotoll, daughter of the musihas replaced Florence Shirley In the
heroine's role of "A Tailor-Made Man" at the
Tremont.
MIbs Shirley contended that the
part was not especially adapted to her.

HIPPODROME

(H. B. Franklin, mgr.).—
First run pictures with "The Tanks" as specialty for the first half.
Changed Jast half.

bill

—
—

P.

HOWARD

(George E. Lothrop, mgr.).
Burlesque stock
(Strouse
and Franklyn)
playing to practical capacity.
Will play
through next week -at least.
cian,

ally good.

Myer &
It Is problematical whether the
Shapiro burlesque organization will continue
beyond Oakland. A long route was laid out
for it. Bualneaa waa big the first few day a in
Oakland, then took such a sudden drop matinees were abandoned the latter part of the
week. This, with confusion In the company,

COPLEY (George H. Pattee. mgr.).— "The
Man Who Stayed at Home" produced this
week by the Henry Jewett English Players.
The same play was previously shown here
under the name of "The White Feather."
CASINO (Charles Waldron, mgr.).— Burlesque stock headed by Frank Finey.
Dig.

BOSTON OPERA HOUSE
mgr.).— Dark.
CASTLE SQUARE f.Tohn

Carty.
Stock.

(Lawn-nre
Craljr.

mgr

Mr)

-

Second and laat wnok of "Mr TnblDrax." the London mrlMramatlc thriller
that Craig produced for the flrpt time
in
America. Next week he will use "The Blindu

Strong, flexible Union Hinged cowers for orchestrations, 10 cents each, better ones, IS cents up.

SAMPLE FREE ON REQUEST BY MAIL

THE UNION HINGE BINDING CO.
MUSIC HOSPITAL

l«>p

ness of Virtue."

Phone Bryant

S35*

12t

West

42d St.,

New York

City

1

^^n
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BEST PLACES TO STOP AT
•11

on

W«Ur.

oujo

aty

114-1C

WEST 47TH STREET

NEW YORK

J.

500 Housekeeping Apartments
(*
Uader

Mir

tkt

das, atta

direct supervision, of the owners. Located In the heart of the city just off
officee, principal theatree, department stores, traction lines,

Furnished Apartments

Broadway, doee to ail uhlan;
"L" road and subway.

Ws

are the largest malntainers of housekeeping furnished epartments specialisms; to
are on the ground dally. This alone insures prompt service and

We

theatrical folks.

CATERING EXCLUSIVELY TO THE PROFESSION

ALL BUILDINGS EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS

tveen 47th oaad

Wast 4lta St.
Pass* Bryaat
A BnNelea Os Lsxe
APARTMENTS ARRANQED IN SUITES

YANDIS COURT
St

HENRI COURT

Peeae Bryaat 7812

at*

aaU aad anonhona

Tae prltaoj taaaa apart
Is one of ha
0IIJ0 Up Weakly

alaSe

aotsd for

a
nosed

IRVINGTON HALL
to 808

Waat

BL

Slat

amUdlnf ef

Paeas Col. 7182
tee oswas

I

8 and 4

tiled

bats aad

of

818.88

Us Waaaly

THE DUPLEX
00.00

West

evenings.

48d Street,

Arenuo

anal 9th

TWO BLOCKS WEST OF BROADWAY

Tilapaaaa 10C Bryant

NEW BUILDING

NEW YORK CITY

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

With Hrt and Cold Running Water

Up WaakJy

communlcatlona to M. Clasaan

all

Principal Osnco-Yandla Court, 241

NTL-EIVIEIM

Northwest Corner 42d Street

828 as* S38 Wort 488 St
Paeas Bryant 490-0131
lmrae and four roana elta Beta, famlsaed to a
degroa of nodarnnaaa that axeaM sartalac la tail
trpa of building.
Tessa apertmanta ail] seoonuaodste four or mora adnlta

Up Weakly

Address

DAIMI

sat 818 Wast 48tfe SL
Pease Bryant S8S8
ue-to-tae-Buaate aew •renraaf anualac. arIn esertmants of 8 sad 4 nt
sad private bath. Panea la ease
812. 814

818.08

«* 3tr»

NEW YORK

ts 847

JUST COMPLETED; ELEVATOR
OF ONE. TWO AND THREE
ROOMS. WITH TILED BATH ANO SHOWER. T1LEO KITCHENS. KITCHENETTES AND VACUUM
SYSTEM.
THESE APARTMENTS EMBODY EVERY LUXURY KNOWN TO MODERN SCIENCE.
tlO.00 Up WaakJy; SM.tJ Us Mestkly

24l>247 Waat 488
1. 8 aad 4-

EIGHTH AVENUE

776-78-80

HILDONA COURT
OM
Ml

(Jul

The Edmonds G?

knmU Mlt)

*

raack

CITY

ALL MBBERN IMPROVEMENTS
SHOWER BATHS
PRICES $3.5*%

New York

Office In each building.

TELEPHONE IN EVERY
EVERYTHING NEW
$4.*,

R5i WEEKLY
A CALL WILL
CONVINCE YOU

CAF& AND RESTAURANT
THE BEST ITALIAN DINNER
Lwefc 51 Certs

/1¥^\¥
I

With Wlme

1

1

IN

THE CITY

WHY PAY HOTEL

WlW/\IHiMr75Cei!ts

III

1

With Wine

* Wheal

GIOLJTO
\J

Waat

NEW YMK CITY
at
"THE RENDEZVOUS OF THEATRICAL'S BEST"

FURNISHED APARTMENTS
Steam Heat and

— ARTISTS

Weat
i

New York City
JOHN M1LBERC

-t.

MANDEL'S
RESTAURANT

Victor Lelghton,
Cr;::;<\
IV1II

i:>

"ru:

l'lekeiis,

:

We

who wan ahead

of

of

has

Tho Rurbank, under fl. Morton Cohn's management, Is thriving on ten cent vaudovllle
pictures.

W.

W

UNDER

Catering to tho Comfort end Convenience ef the Profession
s,

,

r

,,

pS^

,

eojourn

Dad's Theatrical Hotel

By O. M. SAMUEL.
SPANISH FORT (M. S. Sloan, mgr.).—
Hand and I>nnsant.
DIAMOND (R. M. Chlsolm, mgr.) .- -Pictures.
COLPMMIA (Krn*t Hoehrlnger, mgr.).-

Paolf'ttl'K

Follies of 1JH7."

mgr.).

fluerliiu'er,

-

MeCor-

nnd Wln^hlll'H Revue.

Canton .1.
Prltchard as

Dureau
(Urn

has

N..{

lo.'i.i!

•

-uc<e<>d<d

R.

E

editor of the "Itim."
A.'s.i.'i.il

Inn

surii
c**. j«-»
Convenient to All Transports

sa^•

S708

NEW ORLEANS.

(Will

jayjj*

»»> >p
2 Roo« iiX' .•:5 ";5'£ .u'^
Electric Light, Talephonea and Maid Service.

45th St.

Phone—Bryant

'!'!.•

aviators,

t

THE PHOENIX
"WZS™™."'
NEW MANAGEMENT

PHILADELPHIA
ST. LOUIS, MO.
REQEWT HOTEL 100 «. 14th SItm*
KOMI OP THE PROFESSION
\ ' a MiMiTTasa Wale to a.ll Thiatiu

of

I

»i-pi I'-'x

I

cicpnonei

CAM

aV
PERL L. Prop, aad Mgt.
Bryant 2307

Furnished Apartments

William

icat.i.u" line.

%m

MRS. GRBRGE HIEGEL, Mgr

*LiiBR

chief victim.

EIGHTH AVENUE

Three, Four aad Five-Room High-Class Furnished

cater to the profeealon.

102-194

rnlck

brought his family here for the huidiikt.

and

M.

P.

Strictly proresalonaJ.

Home Cooking— Excellent Service
Dinner—4Sc.
Lunch—8Sc.

ALAMO

DTT^iiuu)aK<T^i^the

manager

New York

1(1:00

HOTEL CONVENIENCES AT APARTMENT RATES

"Tho

Catering to the Profession
Weat Madlaon Street, corner Clark

CHICAGO

U.

St.,
to

Tel. 5026 Riverside

BACK TO OLD LOCATION

tlie

108th

40th aad «7th Sareeta.

101st St. SO feat from Central Park,
ilapaone la asm apart meat,
Oaaala as fallens:
oiarlsf 8 paapla. 811.80 Weakly;
aalsl rataa far traoaaa.

101st St-

GLANTZ
Jacobs, the Koft> and
Majestic.
Max Dill la

W.

I

Famous Hungarian Dinner

105

CO., 15

T r Irphone -1141
Academy
on I'rrrT.^-s Open from 8:30 A. M

754-756

STREET AND CENTRAL PARK WEST.

vita aa for the aanuaar. Oar property la Wealed
Baaoara sad fireproof, with alsretor. alaotrta Ugfct.
far baanaaaaplas.
Oar aoaadala far apartaaaats and
nssmaoaflaf 4 paeela. 111.08 WaakJy: 8 Raena. an
8 Reeaa, aaaanmaailaa 8 paapla, 815.08 WaakJy.
re

Preaalsss, 14

KEAN &
Olfire

Catering to the comfort and convenience of the
Electric Lights
48 Up

ATTENTION
4

U

3a We,t 43rd Street, NEW YORK CUT.

ito*

Private Bath, 8-4 Rooms.

Oance

locates! at

108th Street—near Central

GEO.

101st

RATES?

HIGHEST GRADE OF FURNISHED APARTMENTS,

absolute!? the

Perh Weat, within one block of the "L/* subway
face llaaa completely equipped for housekeeping-, and having all modern ea
telephone, elec tric light, eat, can be rented at our epecial profaaaloaal aunaaaer rats el

l»HIW.4JiSL\JA\/nadul

«a Airr

MOM

and Roomi

!•<]'(

inK patromige during their Htav.
In the present crisis the dentists should he splendidly
pr. pan d, because tiny have been drilling for
years.

"fluzzy" Williams haB returned from a long

X

Bathe and Continuous Hot Water
Large Room a, |4 end Up
and S Room Apartment a, |7 to SOJO

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING
310 W. 48th St., New York

In

Panama and

Is

leading the orches-

tra at Anderson's.

Report has it the Lafayette will close a^ain,
tho prcHent picture policy falling to attract.
Several of the local cabarets are maintaining "sorrot service, " the waiters nerving
mysterious food in mysterious fashion.

New name for alrdome.^. Now calling them
picture gardens.
Picture puzzles would seem
more appropriate.

Adam T. Weiss, with Mutual, has been
N'cw (JrK-ii;s for several day?.
Sam Keiiman's
Is

revue,

drawing well at

the,

"The

In

Follies of 1917,"

Columbia.

Slnro purchasing the Oreenwall, th« nochrlnger Amusement Co. has ceased work on
the Liberty, after completing the laying of
one-half the foundations of the bow structure.
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AUSTRALIAN CREIGHTONS
_
vmnv
SUCCESSFUL RETURN ENGAGEMENT AT

B. F.

NEW YORK

KEITHS PALACE,

u

_ A

,

Direction,

__

_

JENIE JACOBS

Return to Vaudeville after four years' absence

Miss Norton
Paul
•

Management

Seasons

Attraction

"Pair of Sixes"

H. H. Frazee

1913-14-15

*

John Cort

"Princess Pat"

1915-16

Shuberts

"Blue Paradise"

1919-17

ORPHEUM, SAN FRANCISCO, June 17-24
ORPHEUM, LOS ANGELES, July 2-9

10-Room House

ttum

RockawayPark.LI.

West End Avenue

17

Half block from ocean

Will be rented for the summer season or told at a bargain*
Apply W. A. Farrell, 140 Nassau St., New York City.
Blllle Madden Is convinced Liberty Bonds
sre preferable to preferred stock.

Report from Memphis has It Mike Donlln
kas been secured for the baseball team of the
Pullman Company at Pullman, 111. Mike will
probably be a ooach.

An agent died here the other day, leaving
sons and an estate that Inventoried twenty
thousand dollars and fifty cents. To four of
five

up" with their new line of chatter and the
"Ford" auto.
Their present offering Is far
superior to the last sketch they used, "The
New Physician." It 1h more up-to-date, and
while

opening

the

minutes

are

along

the

same line as their insurance argument, it is
new end worth a laugh every minute. The
finish with the FoYd cripple was a riot of
laughs and the boys finished to a tumult of
applause.
Rooney and Bent, who used to
visit us, two and three times a year, and
who have not been here for some time now,
tueir oid favorite" "At tbe News
Stand." They were just as big a hit as ever.
"Rubevllle* was back again after not so
long an absence and did very well in the
closing position, and following a big comedy
bill got a big share of laughs.
Harry B. »
Watson has replaced Felix Rush as the store-

"revived

bequeathed five thousand dollars each. To tbe
fifth son, a vaudevllllan, he gave the last half.

PHILADKWILA, PA.
Jordan, mgr.).—
B. P. KEITirS (H.
A big comedy show and a heat wave arrived
at the same time so that the latter had no
effect on tbe business this house has been
doing. Monday, a warm and rainy lay, found
the house almost filled and the show went
In place of Digby Bell
over with a bang.
and Co., who were forced to withdraw from
the show on account of the serious illness
of Mr. Bfll. Manager Jordan secured Conroy and LcMalre. and It was a sure lucky
strike, for the blackface boys Just "mopped

We

Invite

all

Singing

Members

INERS
AKE UP
In..

ai.NKV

C.

IV!

If"

of the Theatrical

R, !u<

ft.

keeper, and the change has not benefited
tbe act, although the whole number went over
The company does so well on
in good shape.
the vocal choruses that it suggests they might
Inject one or two more and cut down on one
The Misses Campbell
of the brass numbers.
The act
have established themselves here.
carries all the refinement and quality that
uVl>ett'&~tO~~cf~ i'e&uiciV ui&h tiuoo iiUuidnte, feud
is unnecessary to say that the girls put
it
over one Of the biggest applause hits of the
show.
Another big hit went to the Arnaut
Brothers.
The musical clowns have not been
here for some time, but their stuff has worn
well.
The act Is better dressed than when
last seen .and their blrd-whlstling finish was
a big winner, being very well handled. Andy
He
Rice did very nicely with bis monolog.
has a new line of talk and makes his points
strike the right spot.
At times there is a
tendency to be a bit rough, but he smooths
it out
In clever style and the audience took
to him readily, treating him liberally In an
applause way. A very pleasing singing turn
1h that of Kathryn Dahl and Charles Olllen,
who blend their vocal and Instrumental music
to a nicety.
Miss Dahl gctn away from the

*'"

-
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great

We have many ssstuaonials fimm promman
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HARMOM

repertoire

and oooney songs and wins big reward with
her classy numbers.
Some care has been
given to the staging of this act and It Is a
mark In favor with the artists. Kramer and
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VAUDEVILLE'S GREATEST
ILLUSIONIST SAYS:
HE IS NOW PLAYING RETURN DATES
WHICH SHOWS

Southern Songs and Dances

(Address

THEM

"KAR-MI GETS

VARIETY, New York)

THE EAST.

IN

IN"

MAGGIE CASEY

Archie s Gertie Falls
Direction,

NUMBER

KAR

M*Ck

ORBEN and DIXIE
TIME

KARMIGRAPH

PRINCE

NELLIE

JACK

VARIETY. Now York

LE CLAIR

NORMAN JEFFERIES

Irish Lady in her Celtic
Comeallyes, Wit, Humor and Stories
of the Emerald Isle.

The natural

ADA

SID

VINCENTsCARTER
*
'

The Chap from England*
Playing for

W.

V.

*

'
'

M. A.

Direction,

The Maid from America

HOLMES

ft

At Liberty For Next Season
Address - VARIETY, CHICAGO

'

DUDLEY
Reliable ProfeulosaJ

-*

r^rrr.

ED.

F.

»

REYNARD

MLLE. BIANCA

Francis X.

Hemessy

*

•

IrUh

Piper.
Setts* Ptpsr.
Dasetr, Beaten
8te»
Files Dasetr. VMIalst (Ms*
Teaoher, Play Parts.
Agents keep this addrsss:
322 2d Ave-.. New Ytrk, N. Y.
Irish

•lelan)

Mile.
Tha

BIANCA ED. F. REYNARD

dale Musical Comedy Co. In "On the Border,"
featuring Dirk Lonsdale In a Swedish char-

Tha Ventriloquist with a Production

Classic Dancer with a Production

Frank Kelly. Richard Hyland,

acterization.

Jaa^^au^.

aa\*

in

4M

_a^vHtaa±-

Hilda Drochc, "Billy" Defty, and several new
members appear In principal roles. Splendid
oflering.

LYRIC- Burlesque and vaudeville.
PALACE Hll* (Joseph Mullcr, Mgr.).—
Maurice Downey & Co., booked the new road
show here ."»rd week In a comedy sketch. Ives
Farnsworth and Weaver, good melody. Tak-

THE WORLD'S INCOMPARABLE
The most gorgeous and astounding

BEDIECo

cquilibristic novelty ever conceived

This act has been a positive sensation

ail

by brain

of

Keough Sisters, spleneta .Japs, sensational.
John and Nellie Olms, novel. Janls and
did.
Feature film completed
West,, (lever dancers.

man.

over the Western Vaudeville Manager s* Asso-

ciation Circuits.

BOOKED SOLID W.

V.

•PAXTOGES (Edgar G. Milne. Mgr.)
Midget leads mill, .'Ird week, for
second time and more than made good with
Wm. Schilling & Co.,
capacity audiences.
University Four, real
sketch, fine playlet.
DAmour and Douglas, athlete, good
melody.
opening episode of new Serial.
LIBERTY COLISEUM, Colonial Mission,
Strand.
pictures,
to
Feature,
CLEMMER,
good patronage.

HARRIS TIME

HAZEL HOWELL
GORGEOUS COSTUMES

Wm.

A.

Orphcum

treasurer,

Darting,
years,

for

Angeles, June

1,

to

was

Mary

F.

of

the

local

married In Los
Marlowe, of that

city.

BERT WILLIAMS

All
Pitt

.

a fault to find It Is In hlH continual yellbut it docs not lnjuro the ^ortn of the
A nice little novelty act for the opener
waH that of Arnold and Miss Florence. The
man does all the work, balancing on chairs,
bottles and glasses, while the girl assists him
with the props ami at times fa n be heard
giving an Imitation of someone trying to hum
The Imitation
a song with the orchestra.

was not so good, but the act was a good big
applause winner for an opener.
The Pathe
pictures were there as usual.

FIVE

FEET
OF
COMIC
|

OPERA

Warren Kerrigan. Margurlta Fisher, Dorothy Dalton and Bill Hart, appeared here In
person last week at different picture palaces.
The American Quaret Is again In vaudeville
following a brief engagement at the Tlvoll.

The

Sound

Pendleton, Ore.,

Is

ing,
act.

of the Wlikos" Players except Addison
and George Hand spend their two weeks'

WILKES

SEATTLE.
By WALBURT.

Cliff

Sinclair,

Amusement

Co.

opened

at

L'nd.

Thompson.

Dlna

Bryant

and

Claire

local stock favorites, will head the
Salt Lake City, this next
Player:-,

(Dean Worley, Mgr.) —Wilkes"
Players opened here, 10, In the "Misleading

Wilkes'
Benson.

Lady." after a fort-night's vacation, following a season of <50 weeks at the orpin urn.
METROPOLITAN (Geo. T. Hood, Mgr.)
"-lo. "Flora Hella," good business.
TIVOL1 (W. II. Smythe, Mgr.) Dirk Lons-

Hobby Harris, formerly outer guard In the
Fisher Booking office is now learning the
order business at the local branch of
nii.il
the Sears Itoebuck concern.

—

—

LA PILARICA
Former Dancers to the Court of Spain

Proctor's 5th Ave.

GRACE HAZARD

NOW

June 14-17
HnlH»r« of Russian Step Endurance Record
(l.Mt Steps Without Stopping)

SPEED AND GRACE

vacation in California.

ZIEGFELD "FOLLIES"
Kent went well with about the same line of
and comedy business used b* the old
Kramer and Morton act. The girl adds attractiveness to the offering and the boy works
hard ror his laughs, and gets them. If there

Wm

REX—

JUST A CALIFORNIA POPPY
IDEAS
ORIGINAL SONGS

talk

i

maw

w

Slr.ger's

WILL BE WITH YOU SOON

NEW

\~-J ^sT

—

bill.

M. «A. CIRCUIT

NOW TOURING ACKERMAN AND

sm

Olga

chief stenographer
the
In
Association here, was recently
president of
the
Nordlca
Choral
singing organization of local promi-

Gilbert,

Kellle-Burns
elected
club, a
nence.

Lo Vlre and Palmer, now on the Hippodromo circuit, will soon appear as a trio.
"The Boomerang"

Is

the next attraction at

the Metropolitan.

"Billy" Defty, the new soubret at the Tlvoll,
was a chorus girl two weeks ago. Dick Lonsdale thought she would make good In the part
and Miss Defty proved a "find" at the first
p( rformance.
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PETE MA<

TWO CLEVER BOyS~/N ONE
IXPfcCTtOM -FRANK a VANS.
ALWAYS WORKING

[
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and

Marian Harkins

Personal Direction,
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You Po*eee*
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And You Think

IT IS SORE'
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You Should See An Actor
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MARINELLI
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Pantagae Circuit. Direction,
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JOE LAURIE and

Hering

DID YOU EVER SEE

completed

negotia>

tioni with Mr. Albert de Cour-

Whovere you catch

Eddie and Birdie

have been engaged at
principal comic in the forth-

BoUnaon. MoCuthy, Bradley. MorraU. WlHUnm
aU of KeUh'tT&oatoa. are the BBABDBDBST

coming London revue produc-

SAW)

tion,

DID YOU EVER SEE
Aithar Blfby In whltef*o*f
Bd and Loo MUler*! denelnf mett
HorlMrt Bthler la uniform t
Jo* Laurie retletarT
lean Bronaon buy liberty bondaf
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Ule,
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Fred Doprez Says:

ALSEN BRORSON

MARK LEVY.
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"Mr. Manhattan »
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BESSIE ROYAL
-

Direction, H. B.
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AND

AACT XHVW

ACCORDIONIST and SINGER
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CIRCUIT.
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"Sitting Stffl and fielding Tight"
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am***

NORMAN JEFFERIES

In a

Vaudeville Classic

"Smile."

Well, ao

I will.

ED.
{SAM BAERWITZ

E.

IN

CONRAD

«L*&
THEATRES

"RUBE-ISM"
BOOKED SOLID
ON THE

LOEW TIME
BLACKFACE

WE HAVE PLAYED

BILLY

EDDIE ROSS

Newel I

NeU O'Brien
•

ELSA

Minetrelo

11-17

Permanent Addreaa, VARIETY, Ntw York

MOST

PAULINE

SAXON

wtth

Man*
M JOY
Playing U. B. O. and Orpheum Clrculta
Direction,

MAX GORDON

BOWMAN

W.

Msiri'l

HIPPODROME,

A1DCM"
V*

FENTONJand GREEN

A.
and U. B. O.
Wlm»

BROS.

HOWARD
LANGFORD
Direction, Chamberlain

Brown
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Of

VctSA*IU¥V
Direction,
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Harry Weber
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of mind.
And when I reech down deep
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I'll

find.

STEWART and DOWNING CO.
A NEW ACT

SECOND SERIES
Copyrighted aad Protected by

VARIETY

The Slim Jim

MARTYR nd FLOREROE

Kenny - La France

Vaae**«lkr* Beet Qatnfat Aft

Direction,

SAYS
I

for thourbta. I never .

Addreee FRIARS' CLUB.
New York.

"The Blue Grass Boys"

NEW YORK

LEST YE FORGET
2 af the beat.

MARX LEVY

Vaudeville's

Premier

Dancers

of

Vaudeville

CHAS.

F.

SEMON

Playlig U. B. O. Ttano

NOW PLAYING LOEW TIME

RepreeenUtlTo,

PRANK EVANS

VARIETY

Notice to Those Vaudeville
Artists Who Have "N ot Joined

The N.V. A.
In answer to the

many communications from

were not aware of the fact that commencing June

artists stating that

1st it

they

would be necessary

new members to pay an initiation fee of $25, and due to the fact that
with summer coming on many artists are out of employment, we wish to
for all

state that at

a meeting of the Membership Board

pone raising the

initiation fee of $25 until

and get

their

was decided

next October, which

is

to post-

the date

payment of dues.

of the semi-annual

We also

it

members to inform any of their friends to be sure
application in by that time, as the $5 time limit will not be ex-

request all

tended beyond that date.
All

members who have

sent in $25 with their applications

have

it

returned to them, less their dues.
It

It

aftMlwMy

mmy «awtlM

that

NWfi

r

oa

thlt

Mul

be

aatwwal and the

nrly

tk. aaalleatlM eaa b. aca

aaplleaat'i

raoortfad.

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP
Rational 9atibet»Ue 9rtt*t*, inc.
IM7

BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
191....

Name
Team Name

Age
or

Name

Married or Single

of Act

Color

Permanent Address
Are you a bona

Who

is

Are you
state

Are you
If

fide vaudeville artist

your representative,
a

member

.-.f

if

any

any oth*r theatrical organization,

if

>o

<

names thereof
in

good standing

in said organization

not in good standing, state reasons briefly

To what address do you wish

receipt

and card sent
Applicant.

P.

8.— THI8 APPLICATION MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY

fft—ONE-HALF

NATIONAL VAUDEVILLE

YEAR'S DUES

ARTISTS,
1587 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
HENRY CHESTERFIELD, Secretary

Inc.

TEN CENTS

VARIETY

would have done four shows daily more quickly than we could persuade

to

do one show

in her

own home town and appear for

this

week (June

18) at the

WINTER GARDEN
THE SENSATIONAL ENGAGEMENT OF THE EAST SIDE
The National Winter Garden packed at every performance by
ville's

audiences that have heard of vaude-

great headliners, but have never seen them.

They
In the

are seeing Belle Baker this

week and going wild over

her.

HOTTEST WEATHER OF THE SUMMER SO FAR

BELLE BAKER
at the

BROKEN ALL BOX OFFICE RECORDS
NATIONAL WINTER GARDEN
has

The management is appreciative of Miss Baker's initiative in appearing at the Garden, and congratulates itself
its

upon the engagement, acknowledging Miss Baker's

terrific

drawing powers and extending

sincere thanks to her.

BUXY MINSKY
Manager, National Winter Garden,

(P.

S.— BELLE

BAKER doing a THREE-ACT
SCHENCK— Also a RIOT)

With

New York City.

VAN

and

VOL. XLVII, No.

NEW YORK

4

JUNE

CITY, FRIDAY,

The long

FOR ACTORS LEAVING COUNTRY
Washington Rules All Within Draft Age Limit Must Secure
Permits. Temporary Trips 0nly. Must Agree to
Return If jCalled.
-t

Monday contains the informathat all who registered for th/ se-

tion

lective

army

draft will have to /btain

the written permission of the yrar department before they can lda.ve the

This applies only \£ persons
temporarily called away.
/
The necessary permissy&n may be
obtained by sending thSr applicant's
registration slip to the Pr/vost Marshal
General, Washington, D/C. The registration certificate sho/ld be accompanied by a signed statement of the
applicant that he accopts the conditions
of the following ter/ns:
"He is liable ip^draft unless exempted, excluded, or discharged therefrom;
while absent from the United States,
the burden of keeping himself informed
as to whether or not his name has been
drawn rests wholly upon himself; if directed to do so, he .will return to the
United States at his own expense to
appear before an exemption board or to
submit to examination for service."
The applicant should also state what
countries he wishes to visit and to what
address he wishes the permit sent.
These permits are not passports, but
when issued they should accompany
country.

the application for passports, which
are issued by the Department of State.
Passports are not necessary for those
visiting Canada, but the War Department's permission to enter the Dominion must be obtained.

LEAVE FOR "RAGTIME" REILLY.
Leave of absence for five weeks from
Tune 25 has been granted "Ragtime"
Reilly by the U. S. Navy.
The rag singing sailor will spend the
time playing vaudeville around New
York, as a "recruiting act."
He appeared for a week recently at the Palace, New York.

COHAN REVUE
George

M.

IN

last season the producer-actor-author-film star
did not contribute his annual personal
offering to the stage.
Early this week Mr. Cohan stated he

might "do" a revue early

Cohan

considering

is

in

New York

September.

It is to follow the lines laid down in
the Cohan revues of the past, two seaThe usual production date was
sons.

in the

coming

season.

bert and

Harry Fox-Jennie Dolly
the net result

may

to the

in

and

vaude-

composed of the Dolly Sisters,
Mr. Fox and Jean Schwartz. It is the
same formation reported summerly
since the two sisters married, but this
time it seems quite probable, if Harry
Weber, their vaudeville representative,
can make the salary account mutually
ville,

satisfactory.
The reconcilliation with the Foxes
happened after Jennie Dolly had filed
her complaint for divorce against her

husband. That was last week. Within
two or three days afterward the couple
were once more honeymooning and it
was said they were bound for French
Lick for a month, but the vaudeville
engagement in prospect may have held
up the western trip.

OPERATIC "PILGRIMS" ON TOUR.
An arrangement

is

on between the

the Metropolitan opera
Rabinoff for the latter
Reginald de Koven's grand
opera, "The Canterbury Pilgrims" on
tour next season. The work was presented at the Metropolitan last season
directors

house and

of

Max

to present

a great deal of discussion between the directorate board and Gatti
Casazza, the managing director.
There may be a preliminary, season of
"Pilgrims" at the Metropolitan next
season prior to the opening of the regular opera season, but the opera will
not be included in the repertoire for the
year.

after

Joseph

Gaites

is

going

to

last be-

is at

been completely shattered.
Victor Herbert is at work en
a new operetta for Joseph Weber and
there is a new writer of book and
lyrics of the piece.

During the past, time and again reports were that the writer and the composer had expressed a more or less free
opinion of each other, as to their respective abilities as writers
stage.
But on this occasion
lieved "it's off for good."

the
be-

for
it

is

The Joseph Weber office announced
Wednesday Donald Brian and Caroline
jointly starred in the

be in the company, to rehearse
under the direction of Fred G. Latham.
Last season Latham was general manwill also

ager at the Century.

The book and

try

"Her RegiWilliam Le

Baron.

Fred Latham's contract with Weber
calls for $15,000 annually, the

manager

the privilege of farming
his services to other producers.

out

having

The

NOW

ALONE,

The marriage

of Frances White and
Frank Fay appears in the nature of a
trial that didn't take, since the couple
have been separated for two weeks,
with a report a# divorce will eventually

and definitely k'eep them apart.
Miss White is of Rock and White.
Her husband was the comedian of the
Dyer and Fay combination, both originally from vaudeville around here.
Miss White is now appearing with William Rock in "Hitchy-Koo". at the Cohan & Harris theatre. Her husband

become a vaudeville

has

single

act,

pending the opening by Dyer and Fay
(only, without the third female member of the trio) under the Shubert management in a new musical piece to be
presented

the fall at the Bijou, .thea-

in

tre.

The exact cause of the disruption between the newlyweds (they married
about two months ago) is not generally
known, but probably comes under the
heading of incompatibility of temper.
Fay's only comment, .that proved
marriage was more or less methodical
with him, was: "It cost me $3,800 to
be known as "Frances White's Husband."
The act of Rock and White has been
noticeable, giving a smoother performance since the separation than the couple had been doing while Miss White
'

production Mr. Latham will stage
under his
new contract is "The
Rambler Rose" under the Froham
This
will
management.
be
Co.'s

was

placed into rehearsal July

that the Government is making preparations for the erection of a theatre at
the Fort Meyer military encampment,
and will book legitimate travelling
combinations for a week each, at a
stipulated price for the engagements,
the shows to be given exclusively for
the soldiers in training.

first

3.

BERNHARDT RESUMING TOUR.
Chicago, June 20.
is to appear
Auditorium after ?A\, in late
August or early September. She will
be surrounded by a vaudeville show, as

Mme. Sarah Bernhardt
the

at

originallv intended.
The French star

a bride.

FT.

to can-

her appearance here twice because
of her serious illness, but unless health
interferes again she will resume her
tour at this point.

PLAYING AND TOURING.
of the vaudeville acts playing
houses booked by
Davis arc making their jumps in

New England

the

automobiles.
Among the turns

now on the time in
machines arc Chief Capoulicon,
Kelly and Calvin. Pisano and Bingham,
Harry Girard and Co., Grcv and Old
Rose. Doris Lester Trio. The jumps
run from F0 to 100 miles.

their

Alice

Nielsen,

"Sweet Kitty

management

of

in

report

is to become the general
the Arthur Hopkins attractions next season.

manager

a

Welch has been with Cohan & Harris
number of years and has had
charge of the routing of the C. & H.
shows during that time.

Klliott,

HARRY CARROLL'S

Carroll is reported to have
had a musical piece written by himself
accepted by the Shuberts for production apd routing next season.
Interested with Carroll is said to be
a

Comstock

music publishing

&

firm.

LITTLE THEATRE WINNER.
Little

a

Baltimore." June 20.
theatre closed Saturday*
box office profit on the

M-asntl.

under the

Gest. is scheduled for its metropolitan
premiere at the Casino in October.

PIECE.

Harry

and showed

musical version

Bellairs,"

for

for a great

The

ALICE NIELSEN AT CASINO.
of

a

Jack Welch

Some
Jeff

MEYER THEATRE.

From Washington comes

WELCH WITH HOPKINS.
was forced

eel

to

"come bark" in show business during
coming season. He has taken
Hyams and Mclntyrfr under his management and is going to exploit them
in the week stands.

lyrics of
will be furnished by

ment"

GAITES TO TRY AGAIN.
the

Henry Blossom

new Victor Herbert operetta, to be entitled "Her Regiment." Dallas Welford

fireside

be an act

many

although

to have

White would be

FOX-DOLLY PEACE.
The white deve has returned

SEPTEMBER?

staging a revue to open
in

around the holiday time, but

standing,

times strained, friendship and colaboration partnership between Victor Herlieved

issued

FRANCES WHITE

HERBERT-BLOSSOM SPLIT.

WAR DEPT. SANCTION NECESSARY

Wasnington, June* 20. /
The Government's "Official BulletijT

PRICE TEN CENTS

22, 1917

is a purely amateur organization
local lights, somewhat on the order
Washington Square Players in

It
»»f

of the

New

York.

—

VARIETY

IN

|

Albee's yacht, tendered by
to the Government, wai
to be structurally too weak

F.

E.

the

THE SERVICeT]

owner

found

for the purpose wanted and Mr. Albee
has ordered a boat that will meet requirements, to act as its substitute in
the Navy.
cihai ies A. Bohem ("Van Tome") is
with the 1st Pennsylvania Infantry at

East Downington, Pa.
R. A. Tausig, lately with his father's
steamship ticket agency (Paul Tausig
& Son), is now a sergeant in the Quartermaster Department at Fort H. G.
Wright, N. Y.
Paul Werner, of the Picture Operators' Union, 145, St. Louis, has enlisted in the navy.
Fred Forrester, under the Henry Miller management last season, has left for

Allentown to join the ambulance training camp.
Theatrical Protective Union No. 1 of

New York is well represented in
army and navy and other members

the
are
Among
call.
the
arranging to heed
those now enrolled are J. Hughes, property man, Criterion, New York, and J.
carpenter aviation
stage
Brosseau,
corps; J. Delaney, stage hand. Globe
12th New York infantry; J. Dillon,
stage hand at different New York
houses army service; J. Pikurwitz, as-

—

Peter McVey, at one time the amateur champion, lightweight pugilist of
the Pacific Coast, last employed at the
Globe, New York, is now on the "Princess Irene," which the U. S. commandeered from the German interned vessels here.
Joseph Roth, last at the Century,
New York, has joined the quartermas-

Ralph Talbot, an

O. H.
army; J. Heiber, assistant props, Irving
Place theatre navy; Oscar Gunther,
apprentice carpenter, formerly with
Universal studio forces navy.
Paul Wilstach is helping tht army
service in Washington, D. C.
Clyde Hunnelwell, stage manager of
"Gypsy Love," is attached to the quartermaster's corps in the Brooklyn navy

—

—

yard.
It was erroneously reported Albert
Albertson had gone to the Coast to
join the Oliver Morosco stock company. Instead Albertson has gone to

Florida to join the state militia.
T. F. Lavender, formerly doing special

publicity

for

players,

and

who

served with the First New York Cavalry on the border, is back in New
York but leaves next week for the
Rock Island aviation school (Illinois),
where he will train for the regular army
aerial corps.

Adolph Menjou,

to the members in service.
C. S. Black, president of Butler local,
342, I. A. T. S. E., has joined the
army and is at Fort Sam Houston,
titbits

Tex.

His withdrawal from the Butler
local
necessitated
another election,
with W. S. Williams elected to the

presidency.
Lieut. R. E. ("Dixie") French, formerly assistant treasurer of the Longacre theatre, has been appointed adjutant to the Second Battalion of the
Officers'
Training Corps at Camp
Oglethorpe, Ga.
Pat McCorkle. stagehand, local 619,
T. A. T. S. E
Brownwood, Tex., has
joined the United States army.
,

OBSERVATION CARS OFF.

in pictures

and the

Chicago, June

mediately

upon

of
railroad

man admitted that beginning
June 26, every road in the country will
withdraw its observation cars.
This is in line with the government's
advice to the railroads to lighten all
trains as much as possible, and is considered one of the first travel luxuries
to eo.
Small los9 will accrue to the
mads through the observation car elimination, since there are but an average
of six compartments on such cars, the

requirements callinp for a ticket and
a half for each compartment.
The war department's idea is to have,
in the near future, all passenger trains
running with a minimum number of
cars,
so that troop cars might be
coupled on at a minute's notice at any

the Hippodrome,

Walter

F.

Wanger, who

enlisted in

the Aviation Corps, has been assigned
to the Massachusetts School of Technology for preliminary instruction prior
to undertaking the training at one of
the flying schools.
Ray Whitfield has resigned his desk
in the W. V. M. A., Chicago, and enlisted in the quartermaster's department. He is in Texas at present. Paul
Goudron has taken care of his book
for the past week, but it is supposed
that the book will be split among others
on the floor. Whitfield handled Interstate bookings.

Grindall Jerome Burns, manager of
the
Rivera theatre, New York, is
attached to the Quartermasters' Corps
at

Fort Totten, L.

I.

Willie Lander (Lander Bros.) has
joined the Fifth Engineers, New Jersey, now at El Paso, Tex.
George Tilton ("Tht 13th Chair"'!
has enlisted in the army.
Harold Vermilye has joined the ambulance corps of the regular army.
George Shinn. who has appeared in
vaudeville playlets, is with the 21st
Field Artillery (Battery E), Camp

Wilson, Texas.

transportation

will follow the actual beginning
the selective draft, a well known

medical unit.
Quentin Tod, who has been dancing
with Helen Clarke in "Love o' Mike,"
is to join the Ambulance Corps in Russia.

troop

which

point.

nell University

20.

As a forerunner of baggage car restrictions expected to be announced im-

known Broadway restaurant man of that name, sailed Wednesday from New York for the French
front, going as a member of the Corson of the well

en-

is

in money deposited will be used in
sending cigarettes, tobacco and useful

Harlem

electrician,

electrician,

rolled with the army.
The members of Local 35 (operators) have arranged for a donation
box in their Broadway quarters where-

—

sistant

division.

ters'

MIDGETS IN HIP SHOW.

Paris,

June

2.

Max

Dearly, the temporary lessee of
the Theatre des Varietes during the
war, has presented several foreign
plays to the French public during his
tenancy, with some success, but "Dolly," the latest addition to his repertoire,
does not seem to please the French
critics.
However, they are frequently
wrong in their appreciation and more
or less biased by personal friendship
for author or director.
Perhaps in no
great centre is the professional dramatic critic less sincere than in Paris
and the playgoer can rarely take the
Ciceronian verdict of the French press
as a faithful guide. It remains for the
public to discover the chef d'oeuvre.
Some of the local journals invariably
put each and every production into
the successful category.
"Dolly" is a
French version of Lorenzo Ruggi's "II
cuore e il mondo" ("The Heart and
the World"), by de Pedrelli, and appears to have been indifferently adopted.
Gabriel d'Annunzio is said to have
recommended the comedy as a masterpiece, and give the Italian poet the
benefit of the doubt against the verdict
of the Parisian critics, although they
are about right in this instance, so far
as the French version is concerned.
It is the story of a girl-mother, loved
by her cousin, a young fellow who previously detested her; they want to
marry but the family are opposed and
separate them. The baby dies and the
woman goes out into the world alone.
This forms three acts of good acting
by Mme. Bert Bady.

Count Seebach, manager of the Dresden Opera, at the meeting of the German Stage Association, today, had a
proposition on the agenda that no
German singer accepting an engagement in the United States shall be allowed to play in a German opera house
for five years.
In an interview Seebach complained that after the local
directors had taken much trouble in
finding and training new talent, American agents booked them at high salaries (which they rarely get in Germany), and the singers only made
short visits home. In future they must
choose between the United States and
Germany.
But there is very little
doubt if the German opera singers can
find engagements in the United States,
they will willingly relinquish all hope
of appearing in the Fatherland.

.

The new production next season

at

New York, is to have
midget exhibit, according to accounts,
which say an offer was made for Sing-

a

Midgets.
The Singer people are reported to
have made extravagant demands for
billing, position, and so on, with the
Hip withdrawing its offer and sending
out a notice to its agents to procure
midgets elsewhere.
er's

CLAIM AGAINST DAISY JEROME.
Frank Smith, who came to America
from Australia some months ago as the
personar
representative
of
Daily
Jerome, is preparing papers for a suit
to recover what he claims is commissions due and money loaned Miss
Ternrrie
during her Australian and

American

IN PARIS

"Montmartre," the play by P. Frondaie, will be revived at the Porte St.
Martin next season.
Gemier will
mount in September a new work by F.
Porche\ in which he will appear with

Mme. Siraone.
sieur Beverley,"

The comedy "Mon-

leaving the Antoine
theatre and will continue its run at the
is

Athen^e
will

this summer. Theatre Rejane
play a revue early next season.

of the Apollo, has
decided not to produce the new operetta by Hirchmann until after the war.

Maillard,

director

"Blues de 1'Amour," a new comedy by
Romain Coolus, will be seen at the
Theatre Antoine this summer, with
Mme. Augustine Leriche.
The Gymnase comedy, "La Charette
Anglaise," is to be given later on as an
operetta, for which H. Jacquet is writing the music.

.tours.

Smith, who was in a commercial
business in Australia, claims to hare
written her lyrics as well as supervised her business transactions there
and came to America in a similar caoac-

A

revue by L. Boyer and Henri Bais to be mounted at the Palais
Royal theatre next season, with Jane

taille

Renouardt and Signoret.

La«t December when Miss Jerome
accepted a route over the Pantages circuit the business arrangement ceased at
her request and since then Smith has
been working around New York. Provided he recovers the amount claimed
due, Smith will return to the An-

operetta adopted from "Aventures du
Roi Pousole," by Pierre Louys. Rip,
the revue writer, will produce his first
3-act comedy, written in collaboration
with Armonts, after the autumn term

tipodes.

be "Bortu chez les

commences.

The

is

engaged on an

title

Your Hand," by Maurice Hennequin,
music by Messager. This will be followed by another sketch by St. Granier,

with Mile. Spinelly.

"La Race," by Louis Baldy, will succeed "Volont^ de 1'Homme" at the
Gymnase. It will be created by Desjardins (of the Odeon), Marcel Marquet, Mmes Geniat and Alice Beylat
"Le Paradis," with Cora Lapercerie,
shortly replace "Le Minaret" -at

will

the
just

Renaissance.
Sacha Guitry has
phoduced three short plays by himwhich more next

self at the Bouffes, of

He

time.
is

acts in all three.

In fact

will

civils."

probably

it

Sacha from beginning to end.

The Chatelet has closed for the dog
days, to reopen Aug. 15, with a revival
of "Dick, the Police Dog."
After
something new by H. Delorme, to be
named possibly "La course au Bonheur" ('The Run for Happiness"), and
may it not have to run long.

A revue by the Lemarchand and
Rouvray combination is due soon at
the Ambassadeurs, the famous old open
air cafe* concert on the Champs Elyunder the control this year of R.
and L. Volterra.
Germaine
Charley is listed for the lead. With
the splendid weather now in Paris the
success of this establishment should be
sees,

Baretta

great.

A new
mate

theatrical syndicate, for legiti-

being formed in France.
Felix Huguenet is president, Gemier,
H. Prevost, Arquilliere and Mme. Bartet, vice-presidents, Calmette secretary.
With such a troupe of leaders the
union should at last have a voice in
stage matters outside the theatre.
group for Belgians and legits speaking
French is to form a part of the associafolks, is

A

tion.

There are some ominous tales going
around the French authorities may impose still greater restrictions next season and that some houses may not
even open after the present vacation.
There is no official notification of this

some

state of affairs, but

have

even

hinted

amusement may be
ing the winter,
again acute.

if

local journals
that all places of
entirely closed durthe coal crisis is

The Russian
in

New

ballet company, as seen
York, with a few absentees is

touring Spain.

ADVISES NOT TO PAY ROYALTY.
Nathan Burkan, the legal authority
on music and copyright law, made an
address this week before the National
Association of Music Publishers, in
which he stated as his opinion that no
publisher should, under existing conditions,

pay royalties

to

any German com-

poser or author, inasmuch as that would
constitute treason through giving aid
and comfort to an enemy.
Mr. Burkan advocated the non-pay-

ment of

royalties to German and Austrian copyright holders and suggested

as a remedy the publishers deposit all
royalties in a bank or trust company,
which would act as custodian for the
copyright holder until after the present
v/ar.

Coleman Goetz Without a Blue

fty.

Andre Me?sager

Prince Rigadin (the picture actor)
playing at Mayol concert for June
in a sketch, "Cyprien, Take Away
is

Slip.

Chicago. June 20.
Coleman Goetz, who has been decorating the Sherman lobby since his return from the Coast, was picked up and
detained all afternoon by federal authorities, when he said that his draft
registration card was in New York.
He was released under bend pending
arrival of the blue slip.

VAUDEVILLE
BOOKING MEN MUST
REFUSE PRESENTS--E. F. ALBEE

MOVING MUSIC UP.

U. B. 0.

of Big Booking Offices Sett Down Rule in Matter of
Proposed Tribute by Professional Friends to Eddie
Darling. Consideration Only from
Employers.

Head

A story in Vaiuity last week headed
"An Eddie Darling Tribute" attracted
the attention of E. F. Albee, head of
the Unked Booking Offices, in which
agency Mr. Darling books the big time
B. F. Keith theatres in New York.
Mr. Albee stated to a Varibty representative he wished to answer the
article

"It

houses around New York in Septemremaining in New York and playing continuously until December, before taking up the out-of-town engagements.

ber,

9

CIRCUS FOLKS DIVORCE CASE.
Chicago, June

and said:
has been the custom on the

Keith Circuit since the same was
organized that those employed either
on the Keith Circuit or in the United
Booking Offices should receive consideration for their services only
through these institutions, and if
gratuities or considerations are extended to them by those they do
business with, they should be refused.
"The well meaning friends of Mr.
Darling. I am sure, don't want to emharass him.
He understands the
above conditions thoroughly, and
would be obliged to courteously, yet
firmly, refuse to accept any tribute
from those he had been doing business with, no matter how kindly the

Mrs.

Arline

rider with the

Fuller,

P.

cus, filed action here a

for divorce against

bareback

a

Barnum and

bareback
Bailey cir-

few days ago

John R.

The

20.

Fuller, also

is with the
Sells-Folto show, playing nearby.
Mrs. Fuller alleges her husband
"wandered about the circus lot" and
names as co-respondents Mayme Saunders and Lola Haight, both circus performers.
She also claims that Fuller
is back $200 in payments for his son's
education.

a

rider.

latter

CARNIVAL'S WHITE SLAVE CASE.
James

showman, and Mrs. Lota Kock
woman, also of Nashwere arrested at Greenfield, O.,

recently.

Many

routes

been arranged.
what the agents

are

reported

having

One turn received
who saw it termed an

"ideal route," 46 weeks from Aug. 13
1, 1918. with not over a $5
transportation charge on the list.

until July

ANNA HELD'S
Anna Held

is

ACT.

producing

Tsaacs, a "strong"
ville,

"Somewhere

purchased the interest of the Shuberts in "Follow Me"
and next season mav go on tour under
her own management playing a number of the smaller tows.

BELLE BAKER'S RECORD WEEK.
Tt is reported Belle Baker is receiving $1,000 for this week as headliner at
the National Winter Garden at East
Houston street and Second avenue. As
an experiment, the engagement of a
well known vaudeville attraction for
downtown theatre that usually
the
plays five pop vaudeville acts proved
successful from the outset, the Garden

being packed at every performance.
Miss Bflkcr will easily take the box office record at the East Side vaudeville
house.
Billv

Minsky,

Garden's
manager,
was out hunting for

other headline attractions to star the
Garden's bills and was prepared to
close with Nora Bayes for a week's

engagement.
Belle Baker was also

in the vaudecomment for tbe week over the
route given b*r by the United Rooking
Offices for next season.
It is called
a "sweet" route by the agents.
Miss
Baker is to appear for two successive
weeks in most of the theatres she has
been booked for, with an increase in
salary over her last season's figure.
Miss Baker will open in the big time

ville

$15,000,

MLLE. LYRIS
hu

rafasvrlbsd 115.000
Um Franco artiste,
ta* lMt war loan.
Mile. Lyrls li now touring In
wit fc O. Marie's new art. and la making good
propaganda for the All lea. AdTertliwnint

Mile. Lrrti.

to

Italr.

—

it

up to one

a dead proposi*

when he secured an
American Burlesque Wheel franchise
early

last

fall

town and netted 141,000 on the

for the
season.

To

induce
had an "Old

mother

woman patronage Clancy
Woman's Day," with his

selling tickets, also a "Ladies'

Day," with his wife

in the box office,
influence the young to attend, Clancy's child rode through the
city in an automobile, carrying a banner reading, "My papa lets me go to
burlesque, so it must be all right or I
couldn't go, for my papa thinks as
much of me as yours does."

while

to

freaky
advertising
Clancy's
has
caused him to be termed a "character"
around here. He formerly booked the
smaller vaudeville houses on the Poll
Circuit.

NO 1AYES-N0RW0RTH WEEK.
publication of the
to have a
Baves-Norworth week at the Riverside
spilled the beans for it.
When the story appeared in Vartbtt
of

Eddie

Darling

week Nora Bayes and Jack Norworth each voiced an objection. The
was to have both booked and
last

without either
having previous information regardin g it.
Norworth and Lillian Lorraine in
their new two-act are due at the Palace,
New York. July 2. They are at the
Maryland, Baltimore, this week.

LAURIE

ft

BRONSON— SHUBERTS.

Laurie and Bronson have signed with
the Shuberts and will be in the cast of
the review scheduled for the 44th
Street theatre.
Rehearsals will begin
in August with a September opening
arranged.

looked as though Donald

Lamb's Gambol sketch,
Mexico" would appear

Tbe team

in

the Palace. New York next week.
A difference in salary stood in the way
of tbe engagement.
Lewis & Gordon
represented Brian in the negotiations.
The cast as appearing in tbe Gambol
was included in the vaudeville arrangement.
Macv Harland. Roy Fairchild
and John Sahpolis composed Brian's
support.
Brian first a«ked $3,000 for the week,
reducing to $2,250.
Tbe theatre set
$2,000 as its mark and held to it.
Tuesday Tack Norworth and Lilian
Lorraine were selected as the Palace's
headline.
"Somewhere in Mexico" is the playlet
Brian had planned for a vaudeville tour
of longer or shorter duration.
Tt was reported at the same time Mr.
Brian had received an offer to play in

dollar.

Jacques' had been

tion theatrically until Clancy took hold

billed for the Riverside,

DONALD BRIAN— NEARLY.
his

stage appearance in this home
of the prima donna's.
Miss
Scheff played as the headline of a
vaudeville bill at Jacques'.
She waa
guaranteed $800 and 50-50 over a certain amount after the cost of the bill
around her and the house expense
had been deducted from the gross.
James Clancy, who manages the
theatre, which plays burlesque in the
regular season, is running a summer
period of vaudeville with admission
first

plan

The father is en route to Greenfield to
obtain custody of the offspring.

in

week when making her

last

town

intent

Both were held in $1,500 bail, in dewhich they are in iail at Greenfield and will be examined before IT. S.
Commissioner Abler of Cincinnati June
2fi.
At the time of the arrest the woman's two children were with her.

Monday

20.

Fritzi Scheff cleared about $1,500 for

herself

The premature

a vaudeville

tins

the

M. P. P. MEETING.
regular semi-monthly meeting of
the Music
Publishers' Protective Association, held Tuesday night at the organization headquarters, gathered one
of the largest and most enthusiastic attendances since the inauguration of
the Association.
A number of new
members were elected to the membership roll and other applications passed
*|
upon.
The meeting was largely given over
to trade matters and several important
resolutions were adopted affecting that
branch of the industry.
In addition
the Relief Committee acted on a number of cases of worthy need.
The next regular meeting of the Association will be held July 10, the regular July 3 being passed because of the

The

HOME TOWN SHOW.

Waterbury. Conn., June

week to

fault of

ally.

Tucsdav

l*st

state.

Brian,

Held

New York

charged with conspiring to violate the
Mann White Slave Law. Mansfield is
also charged with having violated the
Act in transporting the woman inter-

novelty which she obtained abroad. Tt
Hold's
as "Anna
is
to be ' known
Visions."
At present it is not certain
if Miss Held will appear in it person-

Miss

in

FRITZI'S

over the coun-

discuss the various angles of the industry and during their stay held a number of conferences with the popular music publishers.
The dealers advocated
a higher priced catalogue and implored
the publishers to establish a scale of
song that would come out of the 10cent class and yet fall short of the
production grade.
Nothing definite in this direction was
promised, but the publishers agreed to
do everything in their power to assist
the dealer in bringing the retail branch
#of the business back to a healthy condition, admitting the syndicate stores
have brought the industry down to a
, penny-ante proposition.

Mansfield, of Nashville, a

F.

carnival

U. i. 0. ROUTING.
Routing of vaudeville acts for next
season over the time of the United
Booking Offices has been very actively
engaged in by the managers of that
agency, since their booking meeting

gathered

try

all

holiday.

Cincinnati. June 20.

intent."

Music dealers from

are

now

in

vaudeville.

at

"Marv's

Ankle,"

opening Monday

in

Boston.

MINSTRELS' COMEDIAN CHANGED.
The Al G. Fields Minstrels next season will have Billv Beard as its principal comedian.
Mr. Beard has been
apnea rinor in vaudeville
With tbe minstrel encasement be eoes bark \r. blackface for the first time in years.
Bert Swor. who was tbe lead'ng
comedian of tlie Fields organization for
seven years, has been placed under
contract by tbe Shuberts and will appear in a new Winter Garden production.

V<^

KENDIS AND BROCKMAN MERGE.
James Kendis and James Hrockman
have

consolidated interests and will
continue their music publishing concerns under the firm name of Kendis &

VAN HOVhN
In an old lown where I played recently, the
cemetery was in the churchyard in the centre
town. They were building a new road
I he
and as the cemetery was centuries old they
were unable to find the bodies; so they just
carried the earth itself to the new cemetery
of

in

Broekman.
Kendis is one of the best Wiown comedy song writers in the country, having contributed "Nathan" and "Come
Out of the Kitchen Mary Ann" in rapid
succession to the song market.

DICKEY ON SKETCH RUN.

the outskirts.

Roy, doesn't it make you feel kind of chilly
think that after all you're only a gang of
mud. I'a*s me a lot of Stout and many glasses
of Dago Red, and put me on the bill with girl
arts; lots of flowers in my room and the Kubaiyat of old Omar Khayyam, and when I die, if
they want to use me for building roads let me
be the part of Broadway where the chorus
girls from the musical comedy shows stand
when they call their chauffeurs.
to

VAN HOVEN
Do you remember when we
booking

took you nut of East

EHDIF: FHAYN'F

jn.'

St.
i

Your

a

"The Lincoln Highway" suggested
stock

sketch

'Sonny

want

to

EDDIE HAY-

my house st that time,
i/ouii: but since then
n«v« »?'V r it. o»e.r and.
ran *rr anrr a "split w» k" f<.r \ou.
Belleville has g >od "asparagus." Can arrange
two days for you after East St. Louis. Send
billing snd a lot more one-sheets.
May you continue to eommede yourself into
further popularity and success. America awaits
you and so does
MAN, who was

Julv

«««

didn't

nlay any more "magieians," and

Washington. D. C. Tune 20.
2. on for five v*»eks. Paul
will annear at KeifVs here in
series of plavlets, chnncvMp weeklv.
Mr. Dickev's success at Keith's with

From
Dickey

,i

Pal.

JOE ERBER.
(Mrs. Erber also sends her best.)

"Sonny

the

scheme.

Bill Manor" at Auction.
Bill Manor." tbe estate of the

Charles Klein, will be sold at aucunder the supervision of Arthur C.
Sheridan.
Th? estate is located at
Rowavton. Conn., and was h'v.\t bv its
late proprietor at a cost of $100,000.

late
tion

Cecil Cunningham With Morosco.
Cecil Cunningham (Mrs. Jean Have/) has been engaged by Oliver Morosco for next season.

VAUDEVILLE
»— — T-

ONLY HOSPITAL Of ITS KIND
IS A MERICAN IN CHICAGO
In Service for Some Time, Now Has Around 50 Patients. Devoted to Professionals Although Treating the Public.
Complete Ambulance Service. Dr. Max Thorex
at Head of Staff. All Rooms Endowed.

MUSICIANS' DEMANDS.

FOX ISSIHNG CONTRACTS.
The William Fox booking office commenced issuing contracts tc acts this

Following the increase granted the
traveling members of the
K. musicians have asked

week, upon the order of William Fox,
given by Mr. Fox in person, it is said,
representing the
after
Pat
Casey,
Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association, had brought the matter of the
Fox agency's method of doing business
with acts under the direction of Jack
Loeb to the attention of Mr. Fox.

According to report, William Fox
had been unaware of the condition in
booking office. A thousand other
things have prevented the head of the
big Fox institution from observing detail in the booking end of the vaudeville circuit.
Mr. Fox's instructions
are said to have been given immediatelv, following th' conversation with Mr.

Chicago, June

equipped American Theatrical Hoswhich was made possihle through

pital,

the efforts of Dr. Max Thorck and
Judges Goodnow and McGoorty, is running along smoothly and already has
figured

very largely

in

caring for

ill

and injured among the profession in the
past two months.
It is perhaps the only institution of
kind in the world, a hospital primarily erected for the medical treatits

ment of actors and actresses, though its
doors are open to all.
Nearly every one of its^ rooms, of
which there are some 60 odd, has been
endowed by persons in the amusement
either in their own names or in
memoriam of their kin.
A list of the endowments, the
names of which arc burnt in above
the door of each room is: Julian Eltinge, Ravmond Hitchcock, Elizabeth
field,

Murray. St. Anthony. Amv and Bert
Swor, Joseph Hopp, Josephine CohanNiblo, Boris Thomashcfskv. Dr. I. H.
Prune. L. M. Cody. \da F. Wrigley,
Francis A. Pcator, Florence D. Goodnow. Etta Mac Free. Fannie Thorek, U.
T. Hermann, Mrs. George H. Rees, Dr.
"Sheldon Feck. Maud Pitts, John B.
Rock. Mrs. L. B. Maier. Dorothy Jane
Weeghman. Walter F. Driver, Andrew
S. Craig. Florence Earl Wichc, Sarah
Katz Berezeniak. S. Cyaniewicz (Zbysco. the wrestler), the Bentley Room,
Ed. Lee Wrothe, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Green. Clara Hess, Sello. Wm. T. Rock.
ThcColossimo. Louis J. Selznick. Chicago Fed. of Musicians. Emma Loser,
Peter S. Clark. Outdoor Showmen's
League, Emma J. Rapp. Peter Schaefer,
Adolph Linick. Aaron Jones. Mrs. Max
Sello..

Mayhew-Tavlor. Sunny

Kilduff,

Mollie Meagher Nursery. Jay F. Pitts
operating room, Lincoln J. Carter anesthesia room, A. Paul Keith and E. F.
Albee operating room. Gertrude Maitland, Harry Houdini, Dr. Welfeld operating room and the Alfred Hamburger
obstetrics room.
In addition to the general layout,
there is a diet kitchen on each floor
and a room for dressings. Each floor
has a private ward, holdiner between
six and eight bods. An excellent automobile ambulance is owned by the hospital, which when running full entails
an operating expense of between $7,000
and $8,000 monthly.
The hospital is situated on Irving
Park boulevard, not far from the lake.
There are at present around 50 persons being cared for at the hospital.
The maximum capacity is double that,

but an unlimited

number can be treated

the clinics and dispensaries.
There
are about half a dozen rooms yet open
for endowment.
in

The Meagher Nurserv

is

specially

decorated and

is rightlv the most invitthe hospital. The spacious
the gift of Messrs.
Keith and Albce. is the largest endowment and compares with anything of
the kind in Chicago.

ing room
operating

.

in

room,

STAGE CREW WALKS OUT.

Upon

Portland. Me., June 20.
the Keith theatre refusing to

agree to the
the^ local

Keith's

new

union,

scale demanded
the stage hands

stock play productions presented
house.
Keith's plays vaudeville in the season
and stock during the summer. Its management states it agreed to an increase
for the stage hands, the same scale to.
be operative regardless of the policy of
the theatre. The union, however, notthe

20.

recently opened and splendidly

bv
at

walked out Mondav. with a
non-union crew replacing it, to handle

at that

withstanding

the

increase,

demanded

more for the stock productions than
vaudeville, and the Keith management
objected to it.
The union pointed to the Jefferson
theatre, also playing stock under the
management of J. H. Moore, paying the
stock increased scale, but the Keith
people replied the Jefferson was playing stock on a weekly tenancy that
could be concluded at any time, while
Keith's is continuous with either one
policy or the other.
The matter is local.
The union asks $30 for the carpenter
and $25 each for the electrician and
property man. a $2.50 increase over
the former working scale for that local.

President Charles Shay was absent
from New York, being in Washington,
where he is acting as a member of
a sub-committee of the National Defense board which has been delegated
to handle war matters for the American
Federation of Labor. This committee
will also look after the laboring man's
interests in the war tax measure, now
ncaring final completion by the Senate

committee.
Charles Crickmore. the International
vice-president, stated the Portland matter was being looked after by the Portland local.

Regarding the notification to vaudetheatre managers as to the granted increase in the weekly scale of all
traveling members of the Alliance, Mr.
Crickmore said the increase affected all
branches of the traveling profession,
vaudeville as well as burlesque.
The
managers of these respective branches
were expected to be notified in turn
bv the United Managers' Protective
Association, to which the maiority of
vaudeville and burlesque circuits beville

long.

The

Alliance has sent out the official notification to the respective locals
which are expected in turn to notify
all traveling members of their membershin lists.
The increase means a $5 raise for
every member of the Alliance traveling
with anv organization or act and vaudeville producers are expected to pay
their traveling union men accordingly.
No word has been received in the
New York general headouartcrs as to
the requested raise asked bv the San
Francisco local of stage hands, although the matter is expected to be
settled
one wav or another soon.
When William Rusk, of San Francisco, was here last week to attend the
meeting of the
Alliance
executive
board, he had not received any word
as bow the San Francisco managers
had acted on the increase request.
There have been no further developments on the Alliance matter in Fayetteville. Ark., where local 539 had
trouble with the Ozark theatre management. Some settlement is expected before the opening of the new season.

2D
The

HALF CIRCUS
last

Prospect.

half

of

this

BILL.
week at

the

Rrnnklyn.

show,"

nil

circus

booked

for

it

has a
"circus
acts having been

by Lawrence Goldie.

The Fox booking office accordingly
commenced issuing contract slips, using
the same form given out when Ed. F.
Kceley was in charge of the Fox bookThis form, the
ings some years ago.
pop vaudeville agents said, was prob-

carries a cancella-

tion clause.

DENIES SUICIDAL ATTEMPT.
M. Rlanchard. vaudeville
manager and producer, with offices on
Charles

the third
building,

floor

Strand theatre

of the

an

S.
in-

14

shows

in first-

.

ablv placed in use temporarily until
another contract £prm could be printed.
The Keeley form (which had Keelev's
off)

men working

for all

"Casey.

name scratched

A. T.

for

class vaudeville theatres.
For those
playing 12 performances an increase is
requested ranging from $27 to $33.50 a
week.
Where the admission doesn't go
above a quarter the vaudeville and picture theatres are asked to pay $28 a
week for seven days, with the working
time to constitute six and one-half
hours instead of seven and one-half
hours daily. In the theatres with less
than the dollar top scale $42 a week is
asked. The present scale is $38.50weekly. In the houses charging above
a dollar, the increase runs $5 more, the
present scale being $42 weekly.
Some of the musical comedy show
musicians are asking from $2 to $7
more on the week.
Where Sunday
performances are included, such as prevail at the Winter Garden and other
places, the musicians are asking for
future salaries from $37 to $42 a week.
If
the scale becomes operative it
will not go into effect until Sept. 1 in
the variety houses and a month earlier
in the other theaters.
The Rrooklyn houses are facing the
same increase in proportion and the
managers of the respective houses are
now in daily conference with the owners as to the requested raise.
The increase is expected to be made
in other towns by the different local
unions, with Chicago about certain to
be heard from before another fortnight.

his

The

I.

crease before the beginning of another
amusement season.
Over 5,000 members of the Mutual
Musical Protective Union, with headquarters at 210 East 86th street, affiliated with the American Federation
of Labor, ask for a general increase
ranging from %33 a week to $40 a week

was accused bv the police of
having attempted to end his life by
swallowing laudanum. He was saved
by prompt use of restortatives.
The dailies printed the Blanchard
story, hinting at plain suicide.
A communication signed C. M. Rlanchard
(typewritten^ on Rlanchard's stationery was received in Varietv's office
Tune 20 deriving that Rlanchard had
attempted suicide and stating that there
was no truth in the newspapers' reports.

OF

A. F.

Rlanchard's name is on the blotter
of the 37th street police station, where

L.

MEETING.

A

called meeting of the executive
council of the American Federation of
Labor was scheduled for Thursday

Fridav a stomach pump was used
on Rlnnchard with success. Later he
was discharged in court and resumed
activities,
office
being around
the
Strand building Saturdav.
A Vahthtv representative endeavored
to see Rlanchard personally this week
but was informed at the Rlanchard offices
Rlanchard was in court.
that
Rlanchard has a court case, one T. Wallace Clinton complaining to License
Commissioner Re1l that Blanchard's
office had not dealt fairlv with him.
Rlanchard later reported settling in
full with Clinton what money he was
charged with owinc him for promise
of work via the Rlanchard office, although the court declined to dismiss
last

(vesterday) morning in the New York
Federation offices.
There have been
repeated rumors that at this meeting
the Federation heads would take action on the charter of the White Rats
Actors' Union.

MT. VERNON LABOR TROUBLE.
What threatened at one time to be
trouble between Proctor's. Mt. Vernon,
N. Y., and the I. A. T. S. E. local (covering Portchester, Yonkers and Mt.

Vernon, each

city

theatre)

of

sort

holding a Proctor

simmered down by

Wednesday.

the case so quicklv.
Tt is believed bv Rlanchard's closest
friends he has been worrving himself
irrenttv of late over the clash with the
Commissioner of Licenses.

The stage hands had asked for an
increase.
While Mr. Proctor was deliberating and attempting to figure out
the possible effects of the war on theatrical business in small towns, the local
staee hands' union served notice to

PANTAGES, VANCOUVER. OPENS.

quit, the notice being dated but three
days ahead of the date of service. This
is reported to have angered the Proctor management, which came very nearIv calling off negotiations.
Due, how
ever, to the absence of C. C. Shay the
matter was held over until yesterday,
the union stating the date of leaving
having been a mistake and shoulrj have
called for June 25 instead of Tune 18.
The Mt. Vernon matter, like other
union labor affairs, is generally local
and not taken up by the International

Vancouver, June

20.

Pantaees' new theatre, seating 2.600
peonle on two floors, opened. Mondav.
with the regular Pantages vaudeville
road show, nlaving to an admission
scale in the local theatre of 10. 20, 30,
50, 75.
The 50-eent seats are in the

front of the orchestra.
Tt's the
scale the former Pantages had.

house

same
that

now

renamed and
playing
stock musical comedy, the Monte Carter

eompanv

starting

Cenrge Pantages.
circuit's manager, is

new

off.

nenhew

a
in

of the

*

headquarters.

charge of the

SEATTLE ORPHEUM REOPENS.

theatre.

Seattle,

Rushing Montreal's

New

Montreal, June

20.

DcsvMVr fne war and the many theatre*; in process of construction abandoned, both Loew's new house and the
Orpheum. which will play big time
shows, nre being rushed to completion.
Work is being done on the two
theatres dav and night with a view of
opening them about Oct. 1.

June

20.

The Orpheum was reopened Sunday

Theatres.

bv

Futrene

Lew

with

acts of
vaudeville and a feature picture at a flat
admission of ten cents.
The house plaved to 8.000 paid admissions on the day.

The
T

ake,

clair.

De

five

initial bill included Wilbur and
Devoy and Davton, Rail and SinLester and Moure and the Gene

Bell Trio.

VAUDEVILLE
TWO

N. V. A.

MEMBERS CHARGED

WITH VIOLATING CLUB FAITH
Other Activities May Result in VaudeOrganization Obtaining Up-State Farm for
Permanent N. V. A. Country Home.

Face Trial Shortly.
ville

was reported

It

were about to

week charges
be brought against two
this

members of the National Vaudeville
Artists for soliciting members to join
another society. It was not rumored
whether the members charged belonged
to the other club, which has a very
small membership.
According to the report the charges
are to be drawn and served upon the
duo by the end of this week or within
a few days.
They are said to have
stated they could obtain a certain number of the N. V. A.'s to join the other
club.

A

statement of the proceeds of the
N. V. A. performance at the
Hippodrome was being prepared this
week.
It was expected at the clubhouse final settlements would be made
by next week, when a full •statement
could be given out.
Representatives of the N. V. A., following the example of the Elks and the
Lambs, who have country homes for
their members, arc negotiating with
John R. Rogers to make similar use of
the late Tom Maguirc's farm up-state
on Lake Mahopac.
James J. Corbett suggested to Rogers he would like to put the proposition
recent

up

to the Friars.

BOSTOCK GETS INJUNCTION.
In a supreme court action instituted
against Nathan A.~ Jackolo by Claude
W. Bostock, in which the latter asked
that Jackolo be restrained from disposing of the partnership, assets or
contracts in their arrangement as comanagers of The'Cansinos, the dancing
act, Justice Ford granted the motion
and signed the appointment for a receiver.

play out a vaudeville contract for the
Keeney theatres in Newark and Brooklyn on a split week arrangement.
Rice pleaded illness, cancelling the

AGENT BARRED BY

V.

M.

P* A.

The Vaudeville Managers' Protective
Association, per Pat Casey, this week,
notified all its managements and agencies that a certain pop vaudeville agent
York was barred from all V.
in
M. P. A. booking places.

New

The bar was placed through the
agent having booked in the Sheedy office a "blacklisted" act under an aswas sent by
Lynn, Mass. The Sheedy

sumed name.

The

act

Sheedy to
agency is neither a member of nor has
any direct affiliation with the V. M.

P A
The booking

Joe Rubin of the Waterson, Berlin
& Snyder staff introduced a novel songplugging stunt around the Keith theatres when he obtained permission from
the recruiting officials to appear in a
trio billed as the Singing Sailors, to
introduce the patriotic numbers of W.
B. & S. and boost recruiting at the

same

time.
of the trio is an enlisted man,
but the turn naturally was a red fire
success.
The act will be continued
as long as the recruiting officials are
busy.

None

HODGE STILL A

LIGHT.

Robert Henry Hodge is still a member of the Lights, although Mr. Hodge
tendered his resignation to the organization.
The Board of Directors in
considering the action refused to accept his- request to resign because of
his faithful work to make the club a
success during its first year, and Hodge

withdrew the paper.

A new

New

Hyman, Jim McKowen Tink HumDave Beehler, Rowland and Clif-

phrey,

Tom Carmody, Cal Griffiths,
Con-y Holmes, Roy Murphy and Marty

ford,

Forkins.
A qualifying

round will be played
upon which the handicaps will be
made. Chick Evans is to do the handicapping.
(He and Singer often play

ance.

trouble.

The V. M. P. A. will correct misunderstandings of this nature and insure
immediate attention when the mistake
is

called to its attention, as

in the

was done

Leighton matter.

NAME CHANGED LEGALLY.
The Muckenfuss

together.)

Lately Singer beat the champion by
one stroke, counting a handicap allow-

The latest condition of competing it
that each player is to pay one cent per
stroke, all the money so gathered to be
turned over to the Red Cross.

KEEP MOVING!
Wednesday a

special order was issued from Inspector Daly's office to
the patrolmen stationed around the
corner of 47th street and Broadway to
issue summonses to every one standing
around the corners and in front o{ the
Palace and Columbia theatres.

While the patrolmen issued initial
warnings more than a score of victims
were bagged on charges of loitering
and obstructing traffic. All were ordered to report for hearing in the West
54th street court.
The officers as a
rule, when approaching the "standee,"
requested to sec his registration card,
and, copying the name from that, issued the paper.

family, or at least

the daughter, has obtained
legal permission to be known hereafter
Rosalie,

Rosalie Stewart.

Sketch.

playlet for vaudeville, "Slim

"The Young Mrs. Stamford,"
has been temporarily shelved.

summer

Last
ed

will star in is to

be routed by the Shuberts, who have
objected to the couple appearing in
during the
vaudeville on the Coast
summer, causing the Orpheum Circuit
dates for the act to be called off.

Jackolo and Bostock had a partnership agreement wherein the former
was manager of the act with the latter
the booking representative, the pair
dividing the profits after paying the
principals and other expenses.
The

arrangement was vacated some few
weeks ago and the couple became involved in a fist fight, with Bostock being arrested and hqld for Spfccial Sessions court, where the hearing will
be conducted the latter part of this
month.

wishing

upon

season's
closings
anthe
Keith
vaudeville
houses in New York are the Colonial,
final

nounced

for

Manhattan, this coming Sunday, and
the Bushwick, Brooklyn, July 1.
The Orpheum, Brooklyn, closed last
Sunday.
The Bushwick will remain open an
additional week, closing July 1, tnrQugh
having done a phenomenal business for1
the tag of the season. Van and Schenck
returns to the house next week as the
Mahoney and Rogers
feature, with
(from the neighborhood) acting as a
further incentive to patronage, with
Clark and Bergman's old baseball turn.

R.

Helen Hillards is reported to have
married John G. Peltret at the Little
Church Around the Corner, June 19.
Julius

Katz,

theatrical

agent,

of

South Norwood, O., obtained a license
Monday in Cincinnati to wed Marian
Wcinstein, of 543 Liberty street,
Cincinnati.
June Keith, the picture actress, to
Edwin C. Slater, of New York, at the
home of her father, Douglas Smith, a
banker of Hubbard Woods, 111.
S.

himself

the job.

LUCILLE CAVANAGH'S ACT.

BIRTHS.

Beck is to present Lucille
Cavanagh (formerly appearing with
George White) in
new act for the
Martin

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Cohn, last week,
son. Mr. Cohn is the editor of the Uni\. rsal's
Animated Weekly and sent

;i

coining vaudeville season.
Mis* Cavanagh is to be surrounded by a dancing
company and a special set of scenery.

out an
rival

in

announcement
of
the form

stating that

by Mrs Jack

Keeney's Judgment for

Cancellation.
Andy Rice, the Hebrew inonologist,
has been instructed by the New York
courts to pay the Frank A. Keeney
offices a week's salary for failure to

by

City.

the assignment as an accommodation
to his friends, and particularly for members of the Greenroom Club, of which
he is Prompter.
About 200 enrollments have been
taken by Mr. Peebles, who remarked
as he saw his second ruined fountain
pen pass away, that he didn't know

was

ma-

Abrams, president and
general manager of the Cameragraph
Film Co., Inc., to Ethel Levy, June 17,
at the home of the bride in New York

to act as assistant enrollment officer, as
far as known, is John C. Peebles, the
vaudeville, agent. Mr. Peebles accepted

he

etc., the
penalized

were

MARRIAGES.

PEEBLES ENROLLING.
The only theatrical man in New York

when accepting

whom

KEITH'S CLOSING.
The

Frank

what

booking agents,

fines.

Routing Brice and King Show.
The play next season Charles King
and Elizabeth Brice

a similar order resultwholesale arrest of a number

in the

of artists,
jority of

small

Jim Slickness," has been written by
Emily Ann VVellman for herself, and
she will play in it over the summer,
opening this week.
Miss
Wellman's
first
vaudeville
sketch,

out at Idylewild next month. Besides
himself the contestants for link honors
will be Harry Powers, Sport Hermann,
Aaron Jones, Adolph Linick, Peter
Schaefer, Sam Kahl, Fred Eberts, Mark

"BLACKLIST' ERRORS.

as

Miss Wellman Writes

Chicago, June 20
is promoting a theatrical
golf handicap scheduled to be fought

first,

Considerable confusion has been
caused through the duplicate names of
acts now on the Vaudeville Managers'
undesirable
Association's
Protective
list through acts innocent of any activbeing susstrike
Rat
ity in the White
pected of such participation because of
the similarity of names.
One of those instances is that of Bert
E. Leighton, who returned from Australia last week and was denied recognition because of the presence on the
list of the name of Bert Leighton (Two
Leightons) on the list for walking out
of Loew's 7th Ave. theatre during the

SINGER'S GOLF HANDICAP,

Mort Singer

of the "blacklisted" turn
had hardly been consummated before
the facts were learned by Casey, who
at once issued. the barring order.

engagement.

RECRUITING "SAILORS" AS "PLUG"

MORT

GORDEN AND WILLIAM

J.

DOOLEY

A COUPLE OF "REGS"
Just down for the day.
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J., JUNE 14,

1917.

of the
a film

new

ar-

release

was produced
Cohn under the direction

the feature

nf himself.

Mr. and Mrs. George H. Morley, a
daughter. The father is assistant treasurer at the Palace, New York.

BURLESQUE

8

FORUM

ARTISTS'

Confine letters to 160 words and write on one ilde of paper only.
will not be printed.
Name of writer must be slrned
will be held in strict confidence, If desired.
Letters to be published In this column must be written exclusively to VARIETY.
Duplicated letters will not be printed.
The writer who duplicates a letter to the
Forum, either before or after it appears here, will not be again permitted the priv-

Anonymous communications

and

ileges of

AMERICAN'S ROUTE SET.

CASTING BURLESQUE SHOW*.

At an Official meeting Tuesday of the
board of directors this week of the
American Burlesque Association, the
Empire, Chicago; Victoria, Pittsburgh,
and the Empire, Hoboken, N. J., were*
added to the circuit.
The meeting had President George
Peck presiding, with Dr. George Lothrop, Boston, the only out-of-town

Blutch Cooper has the personnel of
another of his burlesque companies
lined up, with Lew Stark slated as
manager, and E. C. Anderson, agent.
It will be styled "The Army and Navy
Bert
Weston, James
Girls,"
with
Pearl,
Solly
Woods, Ed. Morton,

member in attendance.
The official opening

It*.

date was set as
20, with the companies allowed
preliminary seasons of at least two
weeks if they applied to the executive
offices accordingly.
The Association headquarters is in
receipt of letters from the house managers in various cities requesting that
the American heads send them only
"absolutely clean shows."
Among those submitting communications were Ed. Moore, Wheeling, W.

Aug.

Chicago, June

16.

Editor Variety:
In Variety last week was an article
mentioning my name as connected
with a new organization called the

White
I

and

Stars.
called at Variety's Chicago office
was informed the article was writ-

ten in

New

York.

do not see where you get your information. 1 have nothing to do with
Mr. Joe Birnes or the White Stars.
And it was news to me about such a
I

club until

I

read

it

in

Variety.

Bob

Cleveland.

(Variety publishes letters in the
Forum, without question or investigation.
Several denials have been
made by alleged members of the
"White Stars" that they know of or
belong to that organization, if it still
exists.

Mr. Cleveland, in the above letter,
says he doesn't see where Variety
gets its information.
In this instance
Variety secured its information from
the
Vaudeville Managers' Protective
Association, which has on its files a
full account of the attempted formation of the White Stars society in Chicago.

Variety suggests to artists if they
are on the "blacklist" and wish to be
removed at the earliest moment that
they refrain from becoming connected
with

artists'

organizations other than

the N. V. A., for it is not Variety
that reports the facts to the Managers'
Association; it is the V. M. P. A.'s own
representatives, who apparently are
aware of all moves being made.
As previously mentioned in Variety,
the attempt to form any belligerent
organization or off-shoot of the former
White Rats not alone will prevent the
removal from the blacklist of those
concerned in the movement, but- will
tend to place the remainder of those
on the list under continued suspicion.
Artists doing these things not only injure their own standing in regular
vaudeville, but others as well.
Last week in Chicago one of those
mentioned as a White Star, who was

most vehement

in

his denial, stood in

front of a vaudeville theatre out there

and loudly declared the White Rats
would come back, stronger than ever,
and this same artist has been reported
to the Managers' Association as having approached acts "to stick."
Such
being the case, if he is of the White
Stars he should stand for it and if not
and wants to he held in good standing
when the blacklist is removed, he
should govern himself accordingly, for
meanwhile he and others of similar
ideas seem to be fooling no one but
themselves.
This same advice has often been given in Variety to the vaudeville artists
on the blacklist since the Rats threw
up the sponge. It's time they heeded
it
if
they want to, and not, after a
society like the proposed White Stars
find its name in print, go about accusing each other of "squealing."
If the "blacklist" is a serious matter to those upon it, and no dovbt this
is
true of the large majority on the
list,
then those "blacklisted" should
make an v;:vm-st ctTort to conduct
iiiciYijx. I\

es

in

a

manner

that

will

not

arouse suspicion.

and K-nny, was an active member of
an organization called the White Stan.
Now, as you have no personal
grievance against me and as the statement was false, I can't see why you
published it without first ascertaining
the truth, and as we are in hopes of
having our names taken off the blacklist, this no doubt will stop that.
Johnny Burke.
(If, as Mr. Burke says, the statement
mentioning him as a "White Star"
was in error, he should bring it to
the attention of the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association, Columbia Theatre Building, New York City.
That Mr. Burke so states in Variety
will
probably not be accepted as
conclusive
by the V. M. P. A.,
which has his name on its "White
This suggestion also apStar" list.
plies to all others who may be wrongly
accused in connection with the "Black-

or

list"

new

societies.)

New

York, June

15.

Editor Variety:

Variety states The Leightons were
booked through my office in Baltimore under an assumed name. The
fact is, while away on vacation Sunday a cancellation happened in Balti-

The young man in my office
booked The Leightons and, being new,
more.
did

not realize

the

importance of

it.

The act was not booked under an
assumed name, however, as I hold a
telegram in my office, which states
Mr. Whitehurst* in Baltimore,
booked The Leightons.

had

Jos. Shea.

FEATURING LON HASCALL.
The Jack Singer show, "Broadway
on the Columbia Circuit next
season will feature Lon Hascall, who
will also be responsible, it is said, for
the book of the production. According
to accounts Mr. Hascall had considerable to do with compiling "Hello, New
York," the Singer hit of last season
with which Mr. Hascall was prominentFrolics,"

ly identified.

Lew Kelly, who was starred in
"Hello, New York," is no longer with
the Singer forces. The new title and
show replaces the "New York" production on the Columbia circuit.

posed of people engaged in burlesque
only, and is formed for sociability.

Henry C. Jacobs (Jacobs & Jermon)
was elected president; Jack Singer, first
vice-president;
Hurtig,
second
Joe
vice; Jean
Bedini, third vice; Sam
Krauss, treasurer; James Powers, secretary; Julius Grcenbaum, sergeantat-arms.
.
The Board of Governors has Sam
Lewis, Henry P. Dixon, Lew Talbot,
Wash Martin, Max Spiegel, Chas.
Falke, Billy Vail, Ira Miller, Phil Dalton, Arthur Pearson, Nat Golden.
•

14.

Editor Variety;
I
noticed the statement in Variett
that I, John Burke, of Burke Bros.

informing the Association that a re-

form wave has struck those places as
the result of specially conducted meetings and a religious reform administration.

The American Association spreads

Friday night, enabling the company to
reach Kansas City for the Sunday matinee opening. Heretofore the companies

made

it

a

whole week lay

Omaha and Kansas

City.

off

between

it-

on record as being directly opposed to any show carrying "so-called
extra attractions" and palming them
off on house managers as an "extra"
and asking them to pay their share
towards it. If the show isn't up to
the Association gauge the Association
self

action accordingly,
and if any acts are put in, they will
be installed by the Association and
paid for by the producing managers.
The Empire, Hoboken, takes the
place of the Academy, Jersey City,
with the Columbia announced as playing the Majestic, Jersey City, next sea-'
son.
(The Empire played the Columbia shows last season.)
The American goes into the Warburton, Yonkers, N. Y., playing a half
week, with the remainder at Worcester,

take

will

official

Mass.

There was no drawing, the shows bemoved five pegs on the wheel and
opening dates governed accord-

ing
the

ingly.

revised route for the new season
American as approved by the
officers and the board of governors is
as follows:

The

the

of

— Gayety.
—
—

Iirooklyn

Yonkers Warburton (1st half).
Scheneitady— Hudion (2d half).
Holyoke Holyoke (Mod.. Tuei.).

— GUmore

Springfield

Thurs.,

(Wed.,

Frl.,

Sat.).

—

Boston Howard.
New Med ford Orpheum (Mon., Tues., Wed.).
Worcester Worcester (Thura., Frl., Sat.).
New York Olympic.
Philadelphia (alternate).
Scran ton Majeitlc.
IliiiKhamton— Armory (Mon., Tues.).
Onwogo Richardson (Wed.).

—

—

—

—
—

Falls

— International

(Thurs.,

Frl.,

Sat.).

HuffHlo

— (larden.

——

Toronto Star.
Hamilton Savoy.
Detroit— Cadillac.
Chicago Gayety.

——

Milwaukee

Gayety.
Minneapolis Gayety.
St. Paul -Star.
Duluth Lyceum (Sun., open bal. of week).
Chicago Knglewood.
Chicago Kmpln\
Wayne -Majestic (Sun.)
Ft.
Indianapolis,
Mnjestlc, bal of week.

—

—
—

—

;

Louisville

—

Buckingham.
Lyceum.

Columbus
Wheeling— Court (Mon.,
Akron -Grand (Thurs.,
Cleveland
FTrle

— Empire.

— Park

:i

'

"fi-

(Mon., Tues.).
Sat.).

—

A ca'JeTC

Coleman

With

will

appear

Alma

Bauer, Esther Higbee, Elizabeth
Teti, Babe Burnette, Hazel Lorraine,

iames

Hazzard,

Phil

Peters,

Frank

fallahan.

Harry Nelms

manager and Charles

is

F Edwards business agejit.
"Some Babies" will be sent on

tour
again next season by Harry Hastings,
with an entirely new book and a new
cast, with Arthur Phillips managing

and Harry Morrison agent.
Charles H. Waldron's "Bostonians"
next season will have Frank Finney,
Phil Ott, Nettie Nelson, Kathryn Drekey, Hunter and Beatrice, Bobby Van
Horn, Mack and Bernard, George
Glass, musical director, and Vincent
Waldron, agent.
F. S. Pierce is the manager.
Charles Baker, who has been granted
another franchise on the American
Burlesque Circuit, has not only styled
new show, "The Speedway Girls,"
John
but has completed its roster.
Black will be one of the principals.
Dollie Bunch, for three years with the
his

Kolb &
and Sue
girl,

Dill

company on

Milford,

among

are

the Coast,
another California
the leading women.
Eddie Rogers,
are

Others engaged
Marion Chase, Jack Smith, Eddie Hart,
of Boston (first year in burlesque),
with Otto Klives, manager, and Abe*
Feinberg, agent, the last two having
charge of Baker's "Tempters" last seaThe show will open Aug. 20 at
son.
the Olympic, New York, without having any preliminary playing.
Baker's "The Tempters," with Zaland Charles Donahue,
lah featured,
manager; H. LeMarr, business agent,
will have a preliminary season, opening

Aug.

13

Holyoke, and then taking

at

The
up the American Circuit route.
show comprises Max Fields, Sydney
Fink,
Everett, Anna
Ropers, Ruth
Eddie Healey. Harry Keeler, Norma
Evelyn

\\ eston,

new

ClafTy

(Australian,

to burlesque).

Jack Smith and Eddie Rogers are
writing special lyrics and music for
both the Baker shows.
Baker has also been personally enpaged to produce Charles Barton's
show, "The Aviators" for next season.
Among Barton's company will be two
acts from vaudeville, Scranton, Bell
and Scranton, and Junie Dixon's modOthers engaged are Gladys Sears,
els.
Vivian Marcey, Charles Evans, Billy
Vial. Grace Lewis and Fred de Sylvia.
"The Aviators" opens Aug. 13 at the
Olympic, New York.

NEW AMERICAN SHOWS.
Among

the new burlesque shows on
American Association next season
be one Charles Baker will produce,
styled "The Speedway Girls."
Another is by George Belfrage entitled "Biff, Bing, Bang," which show

the

will

&

Pittsburgh— Victoria,
nearer Falls Lyceum.
Johnstown Cambria.
Harrlsburg Orpheum.
York — Orpheun-/.

H v.n

Dan Coleman last week signed a
three years' contract with Harry Hastings.

replaces "Hello Paris," that Reaume
Hertz, the Detroit producers, had on
the wheel. Ylie latter show was withdrawn uppn the objection of the association heads; it was not being handled
according to the rules and regulations of the association.

Tu«s., Wed).
Frl., Sat.).

Ashtabula— Majestic (Wed.).
YounuHtown — Park (Thurs., Frl.,

—
—

Change Between Omaha and K. C.
The Columbia burlesque shows next

Ashta-

HamilBoston
and Buffalo, with the towns of Wheeling, West Va:, and Binghamton, N. Y.,

Niagara

BURLESQUE CLU1 OFFICERS.
The first election of officers of the
new Burlesque Club was held Thursday night last week. The club is com-

season will open in Omaha on Saturday afternoon and close the following
Chicago, June

Va., Youngstown, O.., Akron,
bula, Erie, Pa., Yonkers, N. Y.,
ton, Can., Howard Theatre,

Frank Manning, Elsie Mays, Fritzi
Moore, Evelyn Ferris, Millie Florctte.

NEW

y

Some

(Open week.)
Pa It more- -Gayety.

used

I

Philadelphia (alternate).
South Pethlehem Grand.

the

new

year.
Pete Clark's "New
Girls" will hereafter be known as

—

En « ton — Orpheum.
Wllkes-narre— M;i Jostle.
Hoboken Empire.

York
"Oh,

Blutch Cooper has renamed his
"Globe Trotters" to "The Best Show in
Girls."

—

Circuit not decided on.)
Tlrooklya
Star.
(Altoona, Pa., la the only town on the

last

TITLES.

Columbia show titles
season will be changed for the

of

—

Town." Gus
Penn

will

Hill's

"Midnight Maidens"

be "Hello America."

VARIETY
neu

in the afternoon,

with a turnaway

at night

Marcelle and Lillian Hardy, the eight
and one-half-year-old twins of Eddie
Hardy (stage manager of the Casino^),

Traae Mark I*isttra4

PaUlaM WmUt ay
VAJUITY, lac.

who made
"The Blue

their first appearance in
Bird," are now playing kid
roles with "For the Love o' Mike"
at the Maxine Elliott.

••mat Ufa* vill s«
BW Iw
Tark •*•• a» a» WiriMi-

Aevtrttsta* caff
•oc«f t«4 at tat

A^Ti rtfi Matatt atat if mail aaaaU aa

eompudm ay raalttaM*

™~

ac-

Widow"

|D1|a»TIiN
vaaaifB* ••••••• ••••••• S5

•••••^••••••* av

Eatcred as

Vol.

into

Edward Small served Frank A.
Keeney with papers Tuesday wherein

1«5. at ta« fait a

oadar

& Gest will place the muversion
of
"The College
rehearsal next week.
Among those announced thus far as in
the cast is Carl Randall.
Comstock

sicalrzed

tlia

XLVII.

Na. 4

San Francisco

arrivals

Small sues the latter for breach of
contract relative to a picture proposition Small claims Keeney entered into
agreement with him some weeks ago.

from Aus-

aboard the "Sierra," June 11,
were Wilfred DuBois, Billy Mann,
Duquesne Comedy Four, King and
Thornton.
tralia

•

Arrangements have been made to

now

Julian Johnson,

Max Winalow has gone to the Thousand Islands for two weeks and expects
the time of his life, as there isn't a barber within four miles of his vacation
and nobody
whether he changes

place

William B. Lindsay, Eastern Passenger Agent for the Lehigh Valley, has
opened his summer home at 30 Porterfield Rd., Freeport, L. I.
He can be
reached by phone at 103
Freeport by
those looking for railroad information
in an emergency.

M

The LaFayette

theatre,

now housing

Hajos

a colored company playing popular plays
in popular-priced stock, will continue
that policy throughout the summer,
with a six-act vaudeville show booked

in

in

Henry W. Savage has decided Mizzi
will go to the Coast and back
her former success, "Pom Pom,"
appearing in a new play on
Broadway next January. The Western
tour will start early in September.

before

by L.
Redelsheimer,
theatre building.

Columbia

Weil's "Ragtime Ala Carte"
open in New England territory
about Sept. 15 and after two weeks' engagement, if it shows any strength, will
Tease

will

An

BUI

be given at Poli's,
Scranton, next week. This is claimed
to be the first "Allies" program in
Allies'

will

vaudeville, the similar bill announced
for Proctor's, Newark, as the first, having failed to show.

be brought into a

New York

house.

Adolph Weiner

is associated with Weil
the proposed production.

in

opens on the Loew Cirat Boston, and has been
booked for 40 weeks over the LoewPantages time by Irving Cooper. Mr.
Cooper also placed Bud and Nellie
Heim on the same time for next seaJulia Curtia

Hitting New York last Thursday
noon, with sunburned faces from the
overland trip in Lew Goldberg's car,
were Sammy Tishman, Lew Goldberg,
William Jacobs and Irving Tishman.
They will remain here a month.

cuit next

week

son.
after ten days in New
for Chicago via
D. C. Miss Murphy's sis-

Helen Murphy,

Sam

Forrest, general stage director
for Cohan & Harris, left New York Friday for a month's vacation. On his return he will start engaging for the touring companies that the firm are to have
on the road next year.

Dan Hennessy is still at Battle
He may go to Saratoga

Creek, Mich.
during July.

Mrs. Hennessy left the
hospital in New York this week, returning home after full recovery from
her^ recent eye trouble.

George Damerl has disbanded his
"In the Devil's Garden," which will
be sent out with another cast next season.
Damerl is to present a new act
by W. B. Freidlander and Will Hough,
in the fall.

York,

Monday

left

Washington,

ter, Mrs. John H. Billsbury and husband, recently married, will remain here
indefinitely, Billsbury to look over acts
for the Helen Murphy agency, Chicago,
with which Billsbury is interested.

The Flatbush Chamber of Commerce
has taken over B. S. Moss's Flatbush
theatre for the night of June 28, where
a special bill will be presented with a
view to raising funds for the purchase
of an ambulance to
represent the
Brooklyn suburb in the war. Seats will
sell

from $1 to

$5.

act,

Betty Caldwell

will

be

the
to Date"),

out

of

"girl act" ("Little Miss Up
as she is to marry Orville Stamm and
retire from the stage. Her place will be
filled by Fay O'Neil, understudy for
Ann Pennington with the "Follies" last
season.

It was Broadway talk Wednesday
that Dooley and Orth had dissolved
vaudeville partnership.

Manager George Robinson

of

George Schneider has resigned the

management of the Garden, Baltimore,
and will become manager of a vaudehouse

ville

in

Washington.

His suc-

cessor has not yet been named, but it
is believed that one of the managers
of a New York Loew house will be
transferred to the Garden.

Ruth St. Denis has accepted a ballet
by Olin D. Williams of Baltimore en-

"The Buddha of ArmorouS
It was presented in Baltimore
Sunday night by Rie Gerard and H.
Chatin-Hoffman and immediately selected by Miss St. Denis for her next
titled

Souls."

season's program.

Plans have been completed for the

the

Brighton theatre says that last Saturday was the first good day the house
enjoyed this season, now four weeks
advanced. He did an excellent busi-

The William Harris, Jr., offices have
arranged for their new play, "Driftwood/* by Laurence Eyre, with Fay
Bainter as the principal woman, to have
its premiere in the Belasco, Washington, D. C, June 25.
Priestly Morrison
staging the production. Among those
Miss Bainter's support are McKay
-^
Morris and Joseph Adelman.

is

new Marcus Loew

theatre on the site
Matthews Department Store
Livingston
Fulton and
streets,

of the old
at

Brooklyn.

The owner's name

is

given

Labor holds its next big state meeting
August T. J. McKenna will attend as
a delegate from the New York Theatrical Protective Union No. 1.
McKenna was recently elected president
of the local, the former executive, Joseph Meeker not being a candidate for
re-election. Ed. H. Convey is again in
in

charge of the quarters

in the Gaiety
theatre building, re-elected financial
secretary and treasurer. Harry Palmer
continues as business agent of the
union.

in

When

the "Star Spangled Banner"
was played at the Greeley Square one
night last week, everybody in the audience stood up excepting one lone man.
A patriotic citizen walloped the "unpatriotic" person in the jaw, whereupon the offender removed a wooden
leg and swatted the patriot over the
head, necessitating the latter's removal
to the Polyclinic Hospital.

Sunday is set for the first annual
outing and clambake of the Helraisem
Association numbering about 50 members of the ticket selling profession in
New York. The organization is more
popularly known as "The Annie Oakleys."
The outing will take place at
Whitestone, L. I., and prior to the bake
a number of games are 'to be held.
The start is to be made from Broadway and 43rd street at 8.30 a. m.

Dora Plowden's action against GilM. Anderson for six weeks' salary
"His Little Widows" was settled
Monday out of court by Anderson for
one-half of the amount claimed. Miss
Plowden opened in the show at Detroit.
She had a six weeks' contract, but was

bert

up

there caras
his suit or not.

loge boxes, 150; proscenium
1,326;
boxes, 56; orchestra, 2,122.

editor-in-Chief

of the Photoplay Magazine, with quarters in Chicago, hit Broadway Monday
for the week, mingling with old friends
while attending to some business for
his publication.

make a

regular road production out of
"Torches," the Russian play given its
first New
York presentation at the
Actors' Fund Fair.

as the Putnam Theatre Corporation.
The house is to have a seating capacity
of 3,654, made up as follows: Balcony,

in

replaced after the third performance,

and sued the management for the full
amount. Since Miss Plowden's retirement three women have appeared in
the role she created.

The Automobile Fashion Show in aid
of the Actors' Fund will be held tomorrow at the Sheepshead Bay Speedway. The stars entered include Marjorie Rambeau, Marguerite Clark, Mary
Newcomb, Hazel Dawn, Annette Kellermann, Elsie Janis, Theda Bara, Jeanne
Eagles, June Caprice, Mme. Frances
Alda. The entry lists will be open until this evening and information can be
obtained at the offices of the committee at

Bryant 8352.

Thun Choo,

a double voiced Chinese
"crfampion" harmonica
player, has joined Long Tack Sam's
act.
Thun was in the former offering
of Sam's ("Shanptun Mysteries"), but
never displayed his vocal ability. Thun,
who was born in Duluth, was picked up
by Federal authorities Friday for failure to show a registration card and was
confined over night, until wire confirmation arrived from Duluth he had
registered and the card was sent on.
singer

and

Victor

a

Leighton

to

is

return

to

Broadway during August. At present
he is in Los Angeles after having

Wm.

H. Crane
Mr.
company in "Mr. Lazarus."
Leighton was the booking manager for
the A. H. Woods attractions for a number of years and has the reputation of
knowing more about railroading than
anyone else in the booking end. He
severed his relations with the Woods
A rumor says
office rather suddenly.
that when Leighton returns he will become associated with one of the biggest
producers in the capacity of general
booking manager.
closed the tour of the

Vaudeville has been discontinued at
the !4th Street tTieatre for the present
at least.
Last week was the final of
vaudeville at the house and from now
until some time early in August films
may hold sway. Leslie Morosco states
that when the house again starts variety
performances, it will be with a policy
of 10-act shows booked through his office.

When

the

New York

Federation of

Mr. and Mrs. Nixon-Nirdlinger, Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Spingold, Hugo Morris
and Maurice Rose are Chicago bound
via theimotor (Spingold's) route. The
sextet are to make a number of sightseeing stops along the route, visiting

Valley Forge, Baltimore, Washington,
Gettysburg, Pittsburgh, Cleveland and
Mr. and Mrs. Nixon NirdDetroit.
linger will accompany the party as far
During the first three
as Pittaburgh.
days of the trip no casualties were reported.

The

Theatrical Federation of Greater
York, affiliated with the American
Federation of Labor, and comprising
locals Nos. 1, 4, 35 and 306, each associated with the I. A. T. S. £., and
Local 310 of the American Federation
of Musicians held a business session
Wednesday at the offices of the Feder*
ation in the Gaiety theatre imilding.
Harold Williams, president, conducted
the meeting, which was mainly of a

New

routine nature.
Some satisfactory reports were made by the different locals
represented.

The next production Oliver Morosco
is to make on the Coast will be "Lornbardi Ltd.," in which Leo Carrillo is to
be starred.
Grace Valentine will appear.
It is to be placed in rehearsal
next week.
Following, "Panela," in
which Eleanor Painter is to be starred
and "The Full Honeymoon" are to be
produced by Morosco

in

August. Next

New York may

see an all-star
the Richard Walton Tully
play "The Bird of Paradise," under
the joint management of the author and
Oliver Morosco. This season the road
company, with the cast strengthened
with several names, was taken into Chicago at the tag end of the theatrical
year and for ten weeks attracted big
business.
"The Bird of Paradise" has
been the wonder show of the one-night
stands and outlying week stands for
the past seven seasons, the show turning in a profit in the neighborhood of
$100,000 annually and getting stronger
with each repeat played.

season

revival

of

•

The Lambs' Gambol Sunday night at
Manhattan Opera House had the

the

box office and on the stage/
of John McCormack, who appeared for
the one performance, although the
Lambs repeated the show Monday af-.

aid, at the

ternoon.

De Wolf Hopper was

inter-

with many_ of the Lambs
present in a minstrel first part that had
not Frank Tinney, who was expected.
Tinney's absence was often referred
to by the others on the stage in "panning" remarks.
Charles E. Evans,
age 61, did a song and dance that was
one of the big hits of the evening.
Andrew Mack, with Effingham Pinto
locutor,

wench, opposite, also scored.
a
When Willie Collier entered as an
"end," Hopper said, "Willie, how is
your wife?" "All right," answered Collier,
"how are yours?" Hopprr remarked it had been understood there
should be no mention of his matrimonial ventures and Collier replied,
if
you will
"That's
then,
agreed,

as

promise to invite
weddings."
The

me

to
billing

one of your

McCorof
for the Lambs' Gambol caused
a
run of phone inquiries on the
Manhattan's box office to verify the
fact, when a lukewarm ticket sale then
picked up until the Manhattan held a

mack

huge audience at the show's start. Monday afternoon, without McCormack,
the attendance was very light.

'

LEGITIMATE,

10

WARM WEATHER
The

NEWS FROM THE

DAILIES

Dlgby Bell 1b reported seriously HI at Miss
Alston's Sanitarium.

Lait is also going from the "Herald" to the
"Tribune," joining the latter's staff In August.

Prince Tann, said to be the most noted actor
a month

Through forging the name of Lewis Stone
a check, a swindler defrauded Frank E.
Campbell, the undertaker, out of $50.
Mrs.
Stuuu was recently killed by a fall from her
apartment and her funeral took place from
the Campbell establishment.
A few days
later a telephone call came to Campbell asking him to ash a check for $50 for Mr. Stone.
The check was sent by messenger and cashed,
but was subsequently returned by the bank
marked "no account."
Mr. Stone was at
Plattsburg Training Camp at the time that
the fraud was effected.

Joseph Rlter has renamed William Hurlburt's play "Arabella and Romance" and has
added Harry Ashford to the cast.

to

<

There was a slight flro In
Tuesday afternoon. The house

Hudson

the
In

closed

at

present.

Robert Milton is to stage "The Lasso," a
new comedy by Victor Mapcs, wbo was co-author with Wlnchell Smith of "The Boomerang."
Gloria Cfoodwln, of "The Love o* Mike," was
the winner of the (30,000 pearl necklace raffled
at the Actors' Fund Fair. Miss Goodwlu held
a single 25-cent chance on the jewels.
J. Clifford Brooke has left for Los Angeles
His
to stage productions for Oliver Morocco.
The
first will be "The Pursuit of Pamela."
piece will open In New York In October.

Oscar Hammcrsteln 2d, grandson of the
famous Oscar and son of the late William
Hammersteln, has deserted the law and will
assist his uncle Arthur In the producing

field.

a suit In the Supreme Court
last week and as a result will have to pay
$1,328.14 to Eugene H. Kaufman for commissions due him for placing her with the Sbubert

Anna Held

lost

management.
of :fO Scottish
to Invade this country late In the
summer to make a farewell tour under the
management of William Morris. He Is going
to start a recruiting campaign.

Harry Lauder, with a band

pipers,

Is

The Friars Club has a booth at the fair of
Reserve at tbelr
the U. 8. Junior Naval
armory In West 57th street, "which opened
yesterday and will run today and tomorrow.
The booth Is In charge of Louis Mann.
The cast
H. Woods

for
Is

"The Private Suite," which A.
to produce, will Include John

Wesley, Jane Grey, Robert Kmmett Keane,
Florence Moore, John Arthur, Francine Larrlmore, Caroline Lllja, Thomas Meade, Harry
Lllford,

Owendolyn Valentine,

J.

divorce actions, with people of the
as principals, m *e
heir appearance
Tuesday, when It was announced Mrs. Eleanor
Pendleton Ream had started an action at Putnam, ct., for a divorce from Louis Marshall

Ream, the
in

steel

Carlyle Blackwell was ordered by Supreme

.actress.

millionaire.
more or

courts

the

two performances at the Manhattan
Sunday evening and the other
afternoon, the Lambs Gambol of 1917
for the public has come to a close, but It
will long be remembered by the Lambs themselves, for It was one of the most exciting
events in the history of that club, with Its
many bickerings and misunderstandings that
caused several postponements and the resignation of the entire Gambol committee Just
before the theatre date was at hand.
The
Gambol was originally scheduled to take place
at. the Amsterdam theatre and to play there
for a week.
Then Lamp A. L. Erlanger was
accused of getting the best of It from the
club In the matter of terms, and there was a
row over that. On top of this came the Internal row, which resulted In the Gambol
committee resigning, then the announcement
that the Amsterdam date was off was forthcoming, followed shortly afterward by the
announcement the Lambs would give but two
performances and that they would be at the
Manhattan.
The result of the many little
bickerings will undoubtedly keep the fold In
a more or less excited state for some time to
one

H.,

Monday

JUDGMENTS.
Judgments filed In the County Clerk's office.
The first name Is that of the judgment
debtor, the second the judgment creditor, and
the amount of Judgment.
Hadgley

Cinematograph
& Co., .Inc.,

Gottfreld

W

$152,411.

Fnjans, Inc., $1,248.17.

age and five feet two Inches
brown eyes, brown hair and
She was last seen at
an olive complexion.
40th street and Broadway.
-night the Lambs will give a
at the Plattsburg Camp for the officers
The performance will be
In training there.
given on the stage of an open-air theatre. In
the event of rain the men will be cntertnlned
Willie Collier. Will Rogers,
In the post gym.

Tomorrow

Co.,

Inc.

— Patter-

Frank

Powell

Producing

Corp.

— Isldor

Walter E.
Rev.
Shakespearean roles

Hcntley
Inst-

night

enacted
at

a

others

four
benefit

Michael's ParlHh House on West !KUh
It was Dr. Bentley who just prior to
advent of Billy Sunday In N» w York
caused a stir by warning the evangelist that
"If he slams the theatre In New York as he
has slammed It elsewhere" that Or. Hentley
would hire a theatre and an.^w-. r !}i!!y.

In St.
street.

the

Sanger, the birth control advocate, appeared at the Strand, Chlcano, giving several
talks, a few weeks ago and who is credited
with being one of the cleverest reporters In
Chicago, left the "Herald" on Monday and Is
now with the Chicago "Tribune." Friend Is
well known among the professionals.
Jack

hit

in

town, according to reports. The show
has sold 450 seats a night to the United Ticket Offices and its allies, including Tyson and Brother, Louis Cohen,
and the Ticket Library. The buy is for
10 weeks with 50 per cent, return privilege. The buy by the United has barred
McBride, The Tyson Co. and Tyson &
Co. from handling seats for the attraction.
It is also reported that because of the buy there has been a misunderstanding 'between McBride and
Joe Leblang, but this has been denied
by both parties.
"The Follies" is said to have piled
up a record opening week, with the
exception of the opening week of the
year previous, when the first night

were sold at auction. Tht WinGarden with "The Passing Show"
between $16,000 and $1/JD00 last
week and is practicaNy selling out.

seats
ter

got

"Oh Boy"

is

playing to capacity
for seats by the
o' Mike" is do-

still

demand
"The Love

with a strong
brokers.

"His

over $5,000 steadily.

ing, a

little

Little

Widows" showed

a profit at the

last week, although business was
not unusually good. "You're in Love"
is lingering at the Casino.
Of the dramatic shows still on Broad-

Astor

the remarkable feature

the busi-

is

ness being done by "The Man Who
Came Back," topping the remaining attractions.
"The Knife" is second in
the point of popularity and the three
Barrie plays at the Empire, closing
this week, have made a strong bid for

"Turn
still

of

to the Right" at the Gaiety is
running along and attracting out

town

Upstairs and

visitors.

Down"

Evan Burroughs Fontaine Malson Bernard
Importing Co. v Inc., $.118.15.
Frank Powell Producing Corp. Bauman
Co., $785.00.

Morosco.

—

—

Amusement Co.,
Hergenhan— Felgelman &
Bay

Inc..

and

Struhl,

Albert

$1,137.15.

SATISFIED JUDGMENTS.
Leo Edwards— N. Y. Tel Co., $41.80
11/10).
BenJ.
Prodsky E.
L.
Richards,
$22H.«1 (July 11/10).

is

still

"Pals First" is still pujling a fair
downstairs business at the Fulton.
"The 13th Chair" did a little better
than $7,000 at the 48th Street last week.

(Aug.
rec'r,

STOCKS OPENING.
Youngstown,

The

ENGAGEMENTS.
Robert Ellis (Upstairs
placing Courtney Foote).

and

Down"— re-

Salem. Mass., June 20.
Harry Katze closed his Empire
stock Satnrdav and will keep the house
dark until Labor Day, when stock resumes.

Faversham Not Producing with Plohn.
William Faversham denies he will
proposed

Max Plohn

Faversham

"Mcssnliiancc"

in

week,

the

Millions."

STOCKS CLOSING.

be associated with

Home

start in the

O.,

away

stock got

Casino
starter

June
to a

20.

good

Idora Park last
being "Brewster's

at

Beulah Pointer

is

leading

IN CHICAGO.
Chicago, June 20.
"Dew Drop Inn" dropped into the
Illinois, which had been dark for two
weeks and, helped by reasonable,
though no. exactly seasonable weather,
the premiere was greeted by a near

A tentative
capacity house Sunday.
agreement calls for a four-week stay.
The new show was not alone

in ob-

taining generous box office takings, for
the majority of the six other legitimate
attractions again reaped a close to capacity harvest over the week end. Chicago's summer influx with its numerous conventions has begun. Most of
the ticket agencies reported no tickets
turned back for the latter portion of
the week.
The surprise of the week was^ the
between "The
theatres
trading
of

Pawn" and "Dollars and 'SensV from
the Princess to the Garrick, the latter
moving from the Garrick. The Keenan
play had all the better of the change.
It has been doing promising business
and entered its new quarters with a
$6,000 advance sale. The Alan Brooks
piece was slipping and in fact had not
done anything big since it opened. Its
change of house is not looked on with
favor and the length of stay is probleWhile the moving of "The
matical.
Pawn" was known a week in advance,
was not decided for "Dollars and
it

Sense" until Friday morning.
"Seven Chances," now in its second
month, is going even stronger than at
first and last week got $10,000 with acthe rule for the latter
The piece looks good
to run until "Upstairs, and,
Down" arrives Aug. 5, but the weather
may hurt between now and then.
"The Show of Wonders" at the Palace is doubling the amount of receipts
of anything in town.
"Turn to the Right" continues splendidly, considering the length of its run,
which promises to wind up with the
season's record, while "The Bird of

capacity

tual

end of the week.

enough

Paradise" at the Olympic continues in
popularity, with Muriel Starr figured
responsible for no mean part of its sucits

cess.

NEW SHOWS.
Santa Barbara, June 20.
Oliver Morosco gave "What Next?"
The
its initial presentation Monday.
piece of the type of "So Long Letty"
and "Canary Cottage," with book by
Oliver Morosco and Elmer Harris, lyrics

by Al Bryan and music by Harry

Tierney.
In the cast are Blanche Ring, Charles

Winninger, Eva Fallon, Flanagan and
Edwards, Dainty Marie, Belle Arline,
Three Dufor Brothers, Al Gerard and
Fanny Stockbridge. Fred J. Bishop
staged the dances.
The piece will play San Diego before
in Los Angeles, Sunday.

opening

Atlantic City, June 20.
"Daybreak^ by Jane Cowl and Jane
Murfin presented by the Sclwyns opened at the Apollo Monday. The cast has
Blanche Yurka, Hilda Spong, Felice
Krems, Cycil Yapp, Leonard Whilly.
The play will remain here for the
full week, the presentation being the

regular tryout for next season.

woman.

in

production
September.

the
of

Harry Friend, under whose auspices Margaret

or no advance can for it.
"Hitchy-Koo" is the biggest

little

at the Cort and getting between
$5,000 and $6,000, while Maude Fulton
in "The Brat" is doing fairly at the

gambol

De Wolf Hopper, Jlmmle Powers and
will make the trip.

brings up the rear.
The latter show
opened Monday, the majority of notices being bad and there has been

favor.

$.100.29.

Walter Hoff Seeley—
Hartley, $5,029.39.
Deoch & Doris, Inc.— H. H. Williams,

where the new army of 500.000 drawn under
the selective draft Is to be drilled.

Is 20 years of
tall, has dark

The hits at present in the musical
run "Hitchy Koo," "The Follies,"
"Oh Boy," "The Passing Show of
1917," "His Little Widows," "You're
In Love" and "My Lady's Glove"
ing.

line

way

come.

son.

Ruth Irene Curtis, said to be of vaudeville,,
was reported to the police as missing hIiuo
The girl
June 12 by her mother Tuesday.

since their

After

O.

There are to be 10 new week stands added
to the theatrical route sheets for the coming
season. They are to be the 10 training camps

Perclval Hugglns, wbo has toeen appearing
In the small time vaudeville houses In New
York recently, wss Bent to the work house
days Monday by Justices Herbert,
for 15
Frescbl and Moss, sitting In Special Sessions
Court, after having been convicted of driving
an automobile while Intoxicated.

The two have
less

marriage in 11*11, the husband having secur.ed
an annulment of the marriage, which the
wife bus had sinoo get aside. The second action was that Instituted In the Supreme Court
in New York by Norman Mason to secure a
divorce from Edith Barnes Mason, who was
prima donna with the Bdston Opera Company.

A. Curtis.

Court Justice Ford to pay $110 a week alimony
to Ruth H. Blackwell. who Is suing for a sepaMrs. Blackwell alleged cruelty and
ration.
that her husband neglected her for another

and enable the majority to strike a
fairly
The matinees
even balance.
have been off at practically all of the
houses for the last fortnight.
The advent of the new musical shows
is the one thing keeping business go-

Two

stage

been

ap-

its

business at most of the $2
theatres in New York that still remain
open. But the managers felt the nights
would pick up before the week closed

issues.)

In China, Is reported as having died
He was 72 years of age.

in

effected

is

ago.

SHOWS

RECEIPTS.

that put

pearance the early part of this week

news matter not collected by Variety but rewritten in
condensed form from the items relating to theatricals appearing in the
Ifew York daily newspapers between the dates of Variety's weekly
(Below

wlvi

heat

Wright and Dietrich sailed June 13
for Honolulu, where they will spend
a vacation, also
tour the Hawaiian
Inlands in concert under the direction
of W. D. Adams.

New
The stock company
ington

Players,

styled the

which

Corse Payton company

Lex-

replaced the
at the Lexing-

ton O. H., is being sponsored by E. J.
Blunkall, who got away to a fairly
good start last week in "The House of
Glass," when Foster Williams of the
original company was featured in his
old role.
In the company are Myrtle
(leading
Rordine.
Frances Shannon
woman), Helen Miller. Rurt Gray,
Runhall himself, John Todd, Franklin
Munnell. The stage manager is Burton Gray, although Foster Williams
directed the production last week.
All scats arc advertised as not being
above 25 cents.

Haven, June

20.

The Shuberts presented "A Man's
Home." by Edmund Breese and Anna
Stcesc

Richardson

Monday.
It will

for

George Nash
be taken to

the

first

time

featured.
York for an

is

New

early opening.

Los Angeles, June 20.
"The Tiger's Cub" was presented by
the Morosco stock Saturday.
It is to

.

be tried out with a view to fitting Bertha Mann with a vehicle for next season,

under the Morosco management.

Proctor's, Yonkers, N. Y., closes
season this week.

its

LEGITIMATE,
HUGE ALL-STAR AGGREGATION
FOR RED CROSS CHARITY TOUR

Also Helping. Transportation Question at Present.
Chicago, June

Shube/ts

20.

One

of the biggest and most unique
theatrical ventures is in the process of
consummation and since it has a war
angle and is wholly for charity, is
bound to reflect credit upon the pro-

in

a modified form.

The

cli-

maxed have been missing

fire from a $2
and much of the big scenes
are./ crude, but Craig is going to work
on/ the manuscript this summer and ex-

vievyfroint,

Diets to be able to put it over. The
as it stands resembles a dramatized episodic film serial.
/ The .Castle Square is on the market

pay

fession.
It is a country-wide tour of many
of the best known stars, all grouped in
one show, the entire profits to be given / for sale,
to the American Red Cross and prob-/
ably to help in that institution's drive/

MARIE LOHR MANAGING.

for a $100,000,000 fund.

/

Every big New York manager it
working in conjunction to make the
tour a sure success, also the different
players' organizations.
/
The allied bodies in the profession
are as heartily in accord with the plan
and are lending whole-hearted assistance. These interests include the I. A.
T. S. £. (stage hands' union) and musicians' union.
The plan is every actor will give his
or her services gratis, managers will
present their theatres free of any
charge, stage hands will work without
pay and musicians as well. It is believed the tour will be quickly arranged,
since there are many of the stars at
leisure for the summer and enough
theatres available for immediate use.
The Princess, Chicago, has practically
been settled upon for the stand here.
The only big expense looked for during the tour is that of transportation
and although the government prohibits
free travel save to those in railway service, it is hoped the President will allow
an exception in this case.
It

was

stated in

New York Wednes-

day the Red Cross authorities did not
care to make known what they contemplated doing in a theatrical way until
the present drive for the $100,000,000

donation was completed.
About 60 days after this amount is
secured they will announce further
plans under consideration which will
include the co-operation of some of the
biggest theatrical interests.

CRAIG CLOSING CASTLE SQUARE.
Boston, June

20.

Mary Young (Mrs. John Craig) is
now "somewhere in France," having
sailed there to join her two boys who

London, June 20.
Marie Lohr retires from the Royalty
theatre, where she is being co-starred
with Dennis Eadie, some time this
summer, and will go into management
on her own next season.
She is seeking a West End theatre to
make productions and is said to be negotiating for a number of American
plays for presentation here in which
she can plav the leading roles.
Miss Lohr's husband belongs to a
very wealthy family and is plentifully
supplied with funds.

EQUITY MANAGERS AGREE.
It was stated quite positively
in the week the Actors' Equity

Chicago, June 20.
The majority of the critics yoted
that "Dew Drop Inn" would do, with

some

slight

alterations.

will include
of contract and other points.

form

MOOSER UNDER WEIGHT.
20.

An examination for a captaincy in
the army was taken by George Mooser,
the theatrical man, but he was found
11 pounds under weight.
He is going
to take a vacation in an attempt to
build up.
While here Mr. Mooser has been
stopping with Oliver Morosco, for
vvhom he was general manager before
resigning to go into the army.
"Hitchy Koo" Ends in August.
"The Tailor Made Man" opens at
Cohan & Harris at the conclusion of
ten weeks' engagement at that
house of "Hitchy Koo" in August.

the
the

the

Knight and A. Baldwin

Sloane, which has played in the west
during the past two weeks, but which
really had its premiere at the Illinois

Sunday night

What faults were found had to do
with the book, but Mr. Sloane is credited with having turned out some splendid music to celebrate his come-back
into the fold as a composer.
Some similarity in characters made
in "Turn to the Right" is noted
since there are three roles of amiable
crooks present. These are taken by

popular

Mr. Knight, Frederic Santley and Arthur Aylesworth.

There is a small but well drilled
chorus, whose work is some of the best
parts of the show. The producers have
alloted the choristers a number of bits
which they do between choruses of the
show's musical hit, "That Wonderful
Girl," along the lines familiar in burlesque, only in this case the girls are
really clever.

Among these bits or specialties are
dances, songs and an imitation of Laurette Taylor giving her patriotic speech
in

"Out There."

The

choristers are Maurie Madison,

Mae Elsie. Mary Conrad, Elma Decker,
Nell Crawford, Peggy Wallace; Lotta
Morse, Lottie Harvey, Marion Simpson,
Jean Campbell, Evelyn Oxley and Mignonne Reed.
Others in the cast proper are Winona
Winter, Florence Morrison, Paul Dulzell,
Nancy Walker, Banks Winter,
Charles W. Meyer.
"TIGER ROSE" OPENING LYCEUM.
David Belasco is to open the fall season at the Lyceum with his production of "The Tiper Rose," the Willard
Mack piece produced this spring and
over which Belasco and A. H. Woods

went

Los Angeles, June

is

early

week has ended.

The agreement

This

summer musical comedy by Jack Haz-

Asso-

ciation and the United Protective Managers' Association would reach an understanding that might be reduced to

writing before the

STAGE HANDS' SETTLEMENT.

"DEW DROP INN" WILL DO.

zard, Percival

Be

Called to Aid After $100,000,000 Drive
for American Red Cross Is Finished. Managers Lending
Support. I. A. T. S. E. and Musicians' Federation

Theatrical Folk Will

11

to court.

When it is shown in New York the
author will be a member of the cast,
playinp the "heavy" role.

InternatiQnal
the
Alhancn
Theatrical Sthge feoipioyeca did not obtain the full grant of the increase for
traveling stage crews for next seasosi
they did secure a five dollar increase
per week for each man. Upon the official notification by the United Protective Managers' Association the executive board of the I. A. T. S. £. and
President Shay accepted it and in turn
officially notified each local of the accepted increase.
Starting July 1 road carpenters wflj
receive $45 a week, the electricians $40
and the property men $40.
It was also agreed officially betwt
the Alliance and the managers'
tion that the "tryout period" be
tended to six weeks instead of four as
heretofore.
No more will Boston and Philadelphia be classified as "metropolitan production cities/' they being dropped
from the list which only embraces New
York and Chicago.
When a show is built in New Yorkv
it may be "tried out" in either Boston
or Philadelphia, and then in tarn
brought into New York or Chicago for
a "metropolitan run" and dismiss the
production crew upon reachingtbe real
objective production point. This enables the producing managers to nan
Boston and Philadelphia the same an
other "tryout" towns wherein the
agers are not forced to take on a
lar road crew, granting the usual "i

weeks' notice."
The stage hands, have won a $5 increase while the managers have alao
gained an advantageous point by
mating Boston and Philadelphia fr<
the classified production town list.
With their business at an end the
members of thj ^c.iertl executive board
of the I. A. T. S. £. have departed for
their respective

Syracuse, June 20.
Rita KnjEht, leading woman with the
Lew Woods stock at the Weiting, collapsed from overstudy and work Monday nicht and the curtain was rung
down on the first act of "Which One
Shall I Marry?"
Xhe management was forced to dismiss the audience, no understudy being
present to fill the vacancy. The house
was ordered dark for the balanceof the
week. Miss Knight leaving the city for
a short rest.

homes.

The B. S. Moss theatres of Newt
York have not to date signed the union
scale, and although the official road
call has gone forth wherein the Mom
houses are affected, there is belief
around Alliance headquarters President
Chas. C. Shay will be able to amicably
settle the matter before many weeks?

BAD CHECKS STOP SHOW.

LEADING LADY COLLAPSED.

San Francisco, June

20L

The Walter Montague organization)
known as "The 20th Century Revue,"
supposedly under the supervision of
Government to aid the
Canadian Red Cross, played but three
days of its supposed full week engagement at the Savoy and closed Wednesday night, when checks signed by Capthe Canadian

tain

McLain

Lain

is

started

returning.
Mothe local

now being sought by

authorities for passing worthless cheefca.
McLain arrived here covered with
medals, besides carrying n
number of letters of recommendation

bravery

from Canadian

officials.

He

registered

where he still ban
an account of over $100 against him.

at the Palace Hotel,

are serving in the ambulance corps and
granted a ten-day furlough.
John Craig will close his local stock
house, the Castle Square, this week and
will also sail for France to bring his
wife back.
Craig is reported as having practically decided to abandon his stock company.
He has had poor luck during
the past couple of years and the International Circuit took the house off his
hands at a good figure for the greater
portion of last season. He complains
that it is almost impossible to assemble
his old company, or a really capable one
at the close of the International season, "but on the other hand he dislikes
to abandon his Harvard prize play
contest which brought him "Common
Clay" aud The End of the Bridge,"
both winners, and also "Believe Me,

who have been

Xantippe."
The English melodramatic detective
play, "Mr. Jubilee Drax," produced for
the first time in America by Craig's
Players a month ago, will be shown
next fall on Broadway by Craig and the

While

"JANE" OPENS AT LONGACRE.
"Leave

It to Jane," as the musicaliaed
version of "The College Widow" it to
be known, is to make its metropolitan
debut at the Longacre Aug. 8. The
piece will start at the Apollo, Atlantic
City, July 30.

&

«*$J9IBI» m
ED.

REYNARD'S

OWN JUDGE

Above is pictured the personally appointed presiding Judge of Hicksville. Opposite If
Hicksville's political power, Ed. F. Revnard.
Both are now touring in vaudeville, headlining on the Pantages Circuit at present.
Mr. Reynard and The Judge appear in the Revnard ventriloquial production, a staple vaude<
ville commodity that is always held up to date Sy the clever voice thrower who combines the
qualities of a producer in the well -liked turn.

Elliott, Comstock
Gest have effected an arrangement with Henry W.
Savage regarding the production and
the latter will have a small interest.
"Leave It to Jane" will be placed in
rehearsal next week.
In the cast are
Anna Orr, Georgia O'Ramey, Carl
dall, Oscar Shaw, and the role of Ji
is to
be played by a former grand
opera singer. Edith Hallor was originally listed for the part but a contract
which Ftorenz Zeigfeld. Jr., holds with
her makes it impossible.

Max Lowe, who
Saharet,
office.

is

engaged

recently
in

Paul

married

Duramfa

VAUDEVILLE

12

ILL AND INJURED.
Dan Morris (Moon and Morris)

is

at

the Hospital for Deformities at 1919

New

Madison avenue,

London, June 2.
Corporal B. MacDonald Hastings
has made a play from Joseph Conrad's
novel, "Victory," which H. B. Irving
bat secured for production at the

Savoy

at

some

future date.

has dramatized his novel,
It is to be called
"Tilly of Bloombury." and will be presented by Grossmith & Laurillard.

"A

Little Bit of Fluff," which proved
a failure in
York, has scored
its 750th performance at the Criterion

New

and shows no signs of coming off.
Doris Kean's "Romance" has passed
its 700th performance at the Lyric,
and "Daddy Long Legs," which will be
withdrawn from the Duke of York,
Jane 16, has been given nearly 500

times—a splendid war-time

record.

Charles B. Cochran has arranged to
at the Oxford Aug. 4, a new
pUy "The Better 'Ole," in seven
scenes, written by Captain Bairnsfather, to be produced by the author
from his own designs even to the
poster.
"The Better 'Ole" is a new
and original war-play and will provide
entire
evening's
the
entertainment.
Arthur Bourchier will play "Ole BUI."
In the vestibule will be an exhibition
original
Bairnsfather
drawings.
of
When Cochran produces "Jtoamersholm" for a series of matinees at

St.

Mar-

The Ambassadors reopens shortly
with a French operetta translated by
Walter Hackett with Delysen and
Morton

Hay

Ian

"Happy Go Lucky."

matinees at the

at a series of
tens.

in the cast.

Herman Finck. The cast includes
Violet Loraine, Ethel Baird, Alfred
Lester, Nelson Keys, Stanley Logan,
Jack Buchanan and Laddie

Cliff.

"Waterloo" and "The
Bells" is only intended as a stop gap at
the Savoy until H. A. Vachell's new
comedy, "Humpty Dumpty" is ready,
when H. B. Irving will appear as a
revival of

barber.

produce

—

the

St.

Goods"

where "Damaged
draw crowded

Martin's,

continues

houses,

the

cast

to

will

include

Alfred

Brydone as Rector Knoll, Mary Grey
Rebecca West, William Stack as
Johannes Rosmer, and Fisher White
as

as Ulric Brendell.

Albert

Courville has discovered
a composer, never before heard in the
theatre, Frederick Chapelle, to write
the music for "Smile," at the Garrick.

He

is

dc

only twenty.

NEXT SEASON'S OPENING DATES.
"Oh Bo£,"

Daly's theatre will follow precedent
first submitting to a Manchester
audience next Christmas, the musical
play to follow "The Maid of the Mountains," which is proving a great sucRobert Evett
cess at Daly's theatre.
has commissioned Dion Clayton Calthrop and Captain Harry Graham to
write the piece, which will be produced
by Oscar Ascher.

"The Missing Link,"

a film featuring
to

Amer-

to

open

at

Asbury Park Aug. 8 and will
the Elliott^ Comstock &
Gest regime of management at the La
at

shows.

Salle theatre, Chicago,

Harry Ennis, managing the John
and Emma Ray him company at th*
Cliffside, N. J., has had his face and

Aug.

13.

Dor-

Maynard and James Bradbury

othy

be with the company.
Two "Very Good Eddie" next season.
The company on the Coast at
present will continue through into next
year and the eastern company, to be
headed by Ernest Truax, will reopen in
September.
The first "Experience" to open will
be the one headed by Ernest Glendenning, Wm. Ingersoll and Margot Williams, for two weeks at the Nixon, Atwill also

Aug. 8.
The company,
headed by Leonard Doyle, will open
in Syracuse Sept. 3.*
"Eileen," the Herbert-Blossom light
opera, will be sent on tour in September by Joseph Weber, traveling through
to the Pacific Coast and the northwest.
Selwyn & Company will send three
companies of "Fair and Warmer" on
open at Des
first
will
tour. The
Moines Aug. 27; the second at Bridgeport Sept. 9 and the third at Newport

News
Lupino Lane, has been sold

is

City,

Sept. 24.

Jane Cowl will open her season in
Time" at the Montauk, Brook-

"Lilac

Sept.

ica.

lyn,

American artists here have made
a ready response to the appeal for volHarry Radford, in addiunteers.
tion to signing, has offered the use
of his office, telephone and clerical
The American Society in Lonstaff.
don has taken offices at the Con-

INTERNATIONAL ABOUT THE SAME.

naught Rooms, Great Queen street, and
any American can have full particulars on recruiting on application personally- or by letter.

"The Aristocrat"

finishes its run

of

June
George
Alexander presenting a new comedy,
June 2, by Miss Githa Sowerby, enSir George will not aptitled "Sheila."
over

1

a

hundred

at the St.

performances

James Theatre,

Sir

pear in the piece, but the strong cast
includes William Farren,

W.

Stack,

A

10.

The International Circuit of popular
priced theatres will have practically the
same houses it retained toward the
close of last season, with the addition
of Toronto, Montreal and Cincinnati
and all the south cut off, the touring
companies not going below Nashville.
All the shows for the opening of the
season have not been definitely determined upon.

MUSICAL "MARRYING MONEY."
making a musical version of "Marrying Money,"" produced at the Comedy by Gilbert Miller
two seasons ago. Silvio Hein will sup-

Henry M. Blossom

revival of the "Ibsen Cult" appears

"Ghosts" is doing
to be imminent.
well at the Kingsway and already two
Companies aro touring, while C. B.
Cochran is presenting "Rosmcrsholm"

both hands severely poisoned in some
mysterious manner. It is believed he
handled poison ivy unknowingly.
Herbert S. Hutchinson, manager of
the Portland (Me.) theatre, is suffering at his home in that city, as a result
of a trolley car accident Saturday afternoon, when the brakes refused to
work, causing the motorman to lose
control of his car, which jumped the
track, throwing the passengers from
their seats.
Mr. Hutchinson was the
most severely injured, spraining his
back and receiving injuries to his legs.
Moxley Blumenberg is acting manager!
of the Portland during the absence of

Hutchinson.

Harry Bloodgood and his wife, Edith
Bloodgood, the theatrical modiste, were
in an auto accident Monday morning
near the Jackson avenue car barns in
Long Island City. The Bloodgoods,
with the husband driving, were on their
way to New York. When near the
barns they turned out for a large truck.
From behind the truck also turned out
a car containing only the chauffeur, belonging to Payne Whitney.
There
was a head-on collision. Mrs. Bloodgood was thrown 15 feet. First reports
had it she was quite seriously injured.
Mr. Bloodgood sustained a broken rib.
Both were removed to the St. John
Hospital. Later in the day Mrs. Bloodgood was removed to her office in New
York, after an examination that revealed a broken finger as her most
serious injury.

Madame Yorska
nervous

is

ply the music.

W.

Helen Rous, Stella Mervyn
Campbell, Gwendolen Floyd, Joyce
Carey and Fay Compton.

Home,

Orin Pepper (McNeil and Pepper
Twins) recovering from a leg operation; Edward Deschamps, recovering
from a fractured leg; Gus Lans, carpenter with the Gertrude Hoffmann Revue, rejoined the act; Janet Adair (Mrs.
James (Fat) Thompson) has been discharged from the hospital; Muriel Dupont is recovering from pneumonia;
Lillian Murray underwent an operation
late last week.
With her husband she
had been appearing with the Wortham

inaugurate

lantic

by

for Boston,

Atlantic City July 23 and make its bow
at the Wilbur, Boston, for an indefinite
George Howell, Helen
stay, July 30.
Shipman and Eileen Wilson will be
with the show. "Oh Boy," headed by
Joseph Santley and Ivy Sawyer, is to

open

of a broken leg. The act was booked
at Atlantic City and Brighton Beach,
both dates being cancelled because of
the accident
Dorothy Keats (Andrews), the "Pasting Show of 1916* girl who began suit
against the Hotel Sherman, Chicago,
last week, when a house detective broke
into her room, has been at the American hospital, Chicago, suffering from
few
nervous shock due to the affair.
months before she had undergone a
serious operation.
Violet De Vorne of "A Telephone
Tangle," was operated on at the American Hospital, Chicago, for an abscess
on the leg. The lesion is the result of
an elevator accident sustained in the
Hotel Metropole, New York, several
years ago, on account of which she remained in the Flower Hospital, New
York, for a year. This* is the ninth
operation on the leg. Joe Bennett of
the same act i* recovering from a fractured jaw at the American.
American Hospital, Chicago, bulletin:

A

"The Bing Girls" will be succeeded at
the Alhambra by "Round the Map." The
book is by the late C. M. S. McLellan,
Anglicised by Cosmo Gordon Lennox
and George Grosswith, with music by

The

York, became

Daniels Managing Gayety, St. Louis.
Charles Daniels is to manage the
Gayety, St. Loi:is, for the Columbia
Circuit, now that Edward Ferry has
been transferred to Chicago to handle
the Columbia there. St. Louis is Daniels' home town.
Daniels had charge last season of
the Casino, Brooklyn.

is

breakdown

recovering from a
in

a

New York

hospital.

Alfred Anderson ("The Male Melba")
has been ill for the past year, is
at his home at Malmo, Neb.

who

Fred

Collier

had

his

arm broken

while with the Jess Willard show at
New London, Conn., last week. He is
at the Memorial Hosnital there and
Eugene Lalla, R. N., the English
comedian, is assistant special nurse at
the

hospital.

Thomas Thibault

(Six Stylish Steppers), operated upon May 10 in Woonsocket (R. T.) Hospital for ulcer of
the stomach, is recovering.
Harry Kellar, the retired magician,
who was operated on last week at the

Post Graduate Hospital for blood poit*
oning, is reported to be progressing
favorably.

Frank Barrett, who at one time portrayed Shakespearean rolei at the old
National theatre, Cincinnati, is near
death at the German Deaconess Hospital there, suffering from an internal
growth.
Lucianna Lucca, known in big time
circles a few years ago, is seriously ill
and almost entirely deaf. Lucca is living in New York and being treated for
his ailment which may necessitate his
retirement from the stage.
Arthur Deagon, who was forced to

retire from vaudeville several months
ago because of a complete loss of voice.

has fully
treatment.

recovered

after

continual

Walter Kingsley, general press representative for the B. F. Keith theatres

New York, is slowly recovering from
ptomaine poisoning.

in

IN

AND OUT.

Betty Bond did not appear at the
Colonial last Thursday night, through

some legal intervention, it is said, inspired by the maker of her stage wardrobe.
Dougherty and Lucy did not open at
the Lincoln Square Monday. Lou and
Grace Hanvey substituted.
The Schmettans replaced Monday
on the Orpheum bill, Detroit, Hufford
and Ross, who were moved to Loew's,
Toronto.

"The Uneeda

Girls,"

playing

the

Pantages Circuit, closed in Los Angeles and the majority left for New
A rumor, denied by Mark
York.

Adams, the featured player, says the
closing was due to the illness of one of
the principals.

Medlin, Watts and Townes left the"
bill
Tuesday
Baltimore,
night owing to the illness of Watts
symptoms
displayed
who
and Townes,
Both were
poisoning.
of ptomaine
able to get outdoors Wednesday but
were too dizzy to continue the Tuesday night show, without showing the

Maryland,

effects of their illness.
ian Harkins substituted.

NEW

Jim and Mar-

ACTS.

Austin Stewart and Billy Lewis, reunited (Jack Mandel).
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Phillips, and
Bob Yates and Evelyn Carson, in new
acts by Hugh Herbert.
Griff Williams and Harry LaMarr,
musical Tabloid, styled "Gaiety Girls,"
.

ten people.

Conroy and Lemaire in new act enNow."
May Richards and Laura Dean.

titled "Enlist

"Food,"of a repertoire of one-act
plays, presented at the Princess some
years ago, is to be the medium for

Mme. Besson

in vaudeville next season.
Bailey and Lynn Cowan, formerly with the Blossom Seeley act.
Sam and Lou LaMert, brothers,
Australian vaudeville artists, are in
New York and are seeking vaudeville
engagements here through the Morris-

Bill

Casey Agency.

SAVE A LITTLE DOUGH.

BY RUSSELL K. HILL.
Have you ever played a season
And came home without a dime,
And you wore your first act wardrobe
In the good old summertime?
You think of happy days now past
Your spending days are through,
And when you struck that 2x4,
Gee, but you felt blue.
You had your good times on the road,
MoHt every place you'd go
But In the summertime you said
"I should have saved some dough."
The landlady knocked at your door
Feelings she had none,

She put you out right on the spot
Your troubles had begun
You walked up Broadway, look hi g
For a friend whom you once knew
But ffhon hrok*- you soon found out
Yonr fr!cr.d3 w*re very few.
It's then you started to realize
The season you put In.
A season over and you wish
Another would begin.
So when you start to work again,
No mntter where you go,
Think of what a time you've had,
And "Save a Little Dough."
;
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Now

that the season is over, the funniest thing I know of that happened in
inside vaudeville during it returns to

WOMEN
AMONG THESMITH

my mind

The

bill at

the Colonial this

week

is

remarkable for the absence of women.
of 17 artists, five are women, yet
only two attract any particular attention. Lola.Wentworth has some special
lyrics which inform you she was formerly in "The Bride Shop" and for a
recitative aeroplane number, has her
rose silk curtain raised for a minute to
show she is carrying a miniature plane
and knows how to get in and out of it.
Miss Wentworth has a showy, good
looking wardrobe. A bronze study in
iridescents, and spangles (with which
she wears a military looking turban
instead of a dressy hat); a tan leather
aeronaut outfit; a pink and gold striped

Out

I

and two wraps (a blue velvet
trimmed with ermine and a purple iridescent trimmed with black lace) make
up a good tout ensemble, so far as the
dress

dressing of the act is concerned.
Bonnie Sorr is the name on the program bf the pretty girl in the Harry;
Holman act, but I refuse to talce her
seriously I mean her name. She looks
good enough in black and white for
someone to take seriously, however.
Oace Hilliard with John T. Ray and
Co. as the check room girl, wears a
cute ruffled net apron over a neat gray
satin maid's dress and covers same (to
go out to dinner with a rich guest) with
a gaudy red velvet cloak trimmed with

—

light

brown

—

E.
Manwaring (Grace
Mrs.
N.
Kalke), while visiting her brother, Dr.
Marvel, in Atlantic City last week, was
suddenly stricken with serious symptoms and rushed to a sanitarium there.
Her husband was sent for and the next
day an operation was performed, removing her appendix. She is reported
resting nicely.

Amy

Leslie says she never thinks of
her age until a Pope dies.
girl in the

Hans Robert

act,

playing Mrs. White-Black, the stenographer, is certainly an "added attraction."

Sunshine even

in

June has been so

rare this* season that we arc all touching wood this week for fear the fickle
wind will change again.
women
are ready for the weather, even if the
managers are not. The wistaria hung
lobby of the Fifth Ave. theatre holds
out an invitation to the tired wayfarer,
?.nd the cool, well ventilated interior
promises a restful hour or two. Sybil

We

Brennan (Diamond and Brennan),

at

the Fifth Ave. the last half of last week,

announced her new dress came up
her

This
rendition of "Rolling Stones."
modest, sweet singer stood in the spotlight just long enough to display a
particularly good looking fawn gabardine one-piece dress trimmed with buttons and braid.
A full pleated skirt
came to the tops of her high white
well fitting boots.
Lily Garden was
on her tippy toes every minute in the
gingery xylophone act she did with

George Garden. A brilliant cerise tulle
and sequin dress, stockings, slippers
and headgear seemed to even add more
pep.
The malapert youth in the McKey Co. might do well in a regular
sketch.
Clara Howard should wear a
white drop skirt under her black tulle
dress, as it would show up the ostrich
feather trimming much better and if
not, she should surely wear black footwear with an all black dress.
She
scored heavily with an imitation of a

An

—

cabaret singer "putting over"

"woman

"When

Sweet Hawaiian

Babies Roll
Their Eyes," arid with a real suggestion
of Charley Chaplin. Pat Rooney and
Marion Bent are still apologizing to
the audience for the old chestnut they
are doing and announcing their new
act for next season. It better be good
after all this preliminary advertising
and preparation.

to

expectation,
which, of course,
meant the proper ten inches from the
floor.
It's of gold cloth caught up in
an extreme bustle effect at back, then
falling in a train over a beautiful gold
lace skirt.
The bodice is long and
pointed, without trimming of any sort,

Robert Warwick wore such a gorgeous Chinese embroidered dressing
gown in the opening scene of "The
Silent Master" that it deserves special
mention among the women.
Anna
Little as Pacqueline Fourall, the ward
of the Marquise de Sombreuil, alias

1

"The Silent Master," wore some pretty,
modest dresses and Olive Tell, as the
mistress of millions, demonstrated the
dignity of independent womanhood in
her manner and dressing. An evening
gown of large, loose fish scale material
worn at her betrothal dinner, is the most
showy. It seems a mistake to have had
this picture on the same program with
"The Voice on the Wire," as the action
is

somewhat

similar.

Mrs. Ben Mann is an anxious caller
at the N. V. A. rooms these days.
Bennie is in New Orleans, and while
it's a fact he is
with relatives, you

know when the
ularly we girls

letters don't
will worry.

come

reg-

may soon

be
concerning a

action for divorce

heard about,

fur.

Lola Girlie (Bankoff and Girlie)
dances so prettily her clothes cease to
be important, despite they always are
original and effectively designed. May
Carson (McLall >n and Carson) has a
new opening dress of white satin with
a fringe of ermine tails at the bottom
of skirt, and forming a peplum around
the waist thus keeping in harmony
with their Palais de Blanc et Noir set.
A dress worn by Miss Carson, resplendent in brilliants and the back of skirt
caught up at back with purple and
black ostrich feathers, does not get the
demonstration, as McLallen, who leads
her across the stage, evidently thinks
it ought to.
He calls attention to it
and seemed to even want to tell the
audience how much it cost. A peevish
remark he made at the Fifth Ave.
theatre last week ("it took me 11 years
to learn this trick and now I have to
go to war") may explain his indifference these days.

The new

ville in a sketch,

The always popular Mable Burke starts
the program this week with a splendid

Those

A

legitimate entering vaudeappeared at the Palace for the customary "show" salary
and was successful enough to be held
over the second week. T]he star of the
playlet is very well known in theatricals.
She informed her vaudeville
agent the salary for the act would have
to be $1,250 a week. The booking man
for the Palace, George Gottleib, talked,
over terms with the agent, but they
could not agree. The agent suggested
Mr. Gottleib send for the star and discuss the matter. The latfer duly presented herself, and after some preliminary conversation she asked Mr. Gottleib what figure he had set for hep
salary the second week. Mr. Gottleib
replied $750, and the star fainted in
her chair by his desk.

By "PATSY"

I

am

told,

single" in vaudeville,

who

for

years stood for the tyrannical direction of the husband she now wishes to
be relieved of. The girl, like the proverbial worm, turned at last and in the
turning is reported to have adopted
some of the tactics taught her by the
East Side attachment from time to
time.
If the report is true the girl
will be congratulated when securing
her liberty, for if ever there was a
case of one of these hand-satchel-carrying excess stage husbands being a hindrance to a promising young woman
in her stage career, the East Sider was
it in several ways, on the stage and off,
as his enemies (and he had a natural
knack of acquiring enemies only)
wife's
easily
his
counterbalanced
friends.

Blanche Douglas, leading woman
with Hugh Herbert, flashed a real wonder dress at the Colonial last week
It's a
that deserves special mention.
"man's dress," that is to say, the kind
that makes them sit up and take notice.
The bodice is of silver cloth
and the skirt of black panne velvet.
The train, which is separate from the
skirt, is of velvet and lined with the
silver cloth.
Jet is the finishing touch
of perfection. This is one of the three
new gowns Miss Douglas has made up
for the acts op'ening
Circuit next month.

Ruth Budd

is

sporting a purple

velvet drop, special song lyrics, and
carrying a "Company."
She is also
wearing a really out of the ordinary
frock of white and silver, before she
changes to her always spotless white
union suit.
At the American, the O'Neil Twins,
nicely marcelled, spic and span in
pink and white spangled net dancing costumes, made a good impression.
Their
black
and
white
striped
dresses, however, looked soiled.
Miss

Du Bard

of

Homer and Du ?ard

comedy

line,

at

the

Bristol

is

making her
Newark,

Hotel,

time being, until she fully recovers from the serious eye trouble
she has had the past three months. She
left
the hospital last week, but is
still
under treatment of Dr. Geo.
Houston Bell, who operated on her
eye twice since her return from California,

wardrobe and
might have
performance.
a type of wife
in

New York

City at least. The truth is, that in real
life, the
husband seldom believes he
has neglected his wife until he has lost
her for all time.
The sketch has a
real moral aside from "circumstantial
evidence." Miss Bergere wears an old
rose velvet and silver lace evening
gown and a most attractive violet chiffon negligee.
Bradley and Ardine
stock has gone up about 100 per cent,
since the opening of the season. Fifty
per cent, of it is dressing and the other
50 per cent, actual improvement in
work. Grette Ardine might bill herself
"The girl in pink" with her present
wardrobe.
flesh pink georgette af-

A

ternoon frock, an embroidered kimono,
and a pink dancing frock are worn. A
checkered gold cloth (with Chinese
hat of same material) has fancy pink
bloomers and a lemon and orange fluffy

bloomer

affair worn for the Hawaiian
number shows lots of pink stockings.
Aleen Bronson (Laurie and Bronson)
is wearing a white serge suit, identified with "Lost and Found" since its
early presentation last season. It's not

the

really

same

but a duplicate,
all over the
stage each performance, it always looks
spotless.
The fact that these two
youngsters closed the Royal show
speaks louder than words can.
suit

and despite she crawls

Cordelia Haager
hai.

A

bright,
Cordelia herself

Moore

newsy

is in Shangletter just like

of a wonderful
stay in Hawaii. They arrived at Yokohama May 25th; spent three days taking :n Tokio and nearby Japanese
towns. "We go to Shanghai, Manila,
Hong Kong, Straits Settlement, Burmah, Singapore, Ceylon and Bombay
and outside of these few places we
aren't going anywhere," says she. All
this time she is having the time of
her life for she is leading woman
with the Frawley Co., and is dreaming
already of seeing her name in electric
lights on B'way on her return "after
the war is over."
Yes, Papa Moore
is with her for he sends his love to all
tells

—

—

his friends.

SPORTS.

Sammy

The request bill at the Royal this
week is made up of meritorious enter-

Had it not been so, four male
turns could not have followed each
other without spoiling a Perfect Day
or Night for those in front who paid
their money to see a well-arranged program. Mignon, No. 5, the first woman
to step on the stage, had the softest
spot that will ever fall to her lot in a

Wilson, of the Witmark
taking up semi-professional
baseball when not occupied with the
music house and last week while practising with a local team had a finger
put out of commission.
is

Annabelle Moon, the nine-year-old
daughter of Billy Moon, of the Cort
theatre stage crew, is developing into
an expert swimmer.
At the Kingsburg contests recently she won two
gold medals.
Little Annabelle is entered in fhe ladies'

swimming

contest

Midland Beach when the new swimming beach is opened there June 30.

at

Through a misunderstanding in arrangements the Lights Club of Freew^^
:

port did not play a regular baseball
is'ame last Sundav, the date having been
held ooen for the Varietys by Secre-?
tary Manwaring, but not confimed
with the latter team.
A scrub game
was arranged and played.

A

*^H

mwm,m

M
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The Sheepshead Bay Motordrome is
reopened July 4 with the Eastern
Motorcycle Championship Races as
the attraction.
Ten events are to be
run under the sanction of the F. A.

to be

W

M., with Timothy S. Mahoney as the
referee.
Bert Young is the manager
at the track and is getting the big
arena into shape for the new season.

"Ah, go on now."

Mrs. D. F. Hennessey

home
for the

not for the
necessary for

"Ambition" well known

in

forces,

is

wearing white serge this wetfk.
Jet
buttons, black satin collar and pockets
faced with black, set it off nicely.
Dorothy Wahl, of Jackson and Wahl,
wears a lovely dress of net, showing
colored beads or sequins worked out
in a scalloped design around flounces.
A silver rope trimming around hips is
liitlined to push the net up and make
the waist line all wrong.
Miss Wahl
puts too much brilliantine on her hair
and uses Morris and Bcasley's doubtful

it

ugly grimaces she thinks
her imitations, her soiled
un»idy appearance, she
stopped the show every
Valerie Bergere portrays

on the Orpheum

tainers.

Little

Were

big time show.

WffwprjM

Sam
MARGUERITE - RHEA
O'NKIL TWINS
Who opened for MARCUS LOEW this

Scribner's

week

(June IK) at the American, New York, and are
to appear in all hit theatre* under the (lifCC*
tion of IRVING COOPER.

Annual Auto Trip.

trip is now receiving the attention of Sam A. Scribner,
who started on the tour last week.
The road inspection will not be completed until Mr. Scribner has visited
his home town, Brookvillc, P4.

His automobile
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AROUND

Nearly every training camp in the
country has at least one N. V. A. boy
who has booked himself with Uncle
Sam. Bruce Weyman, who played with
"America First" last season, still believes in America first.
He has joined
the First Aero Squadron Reserve, staRobert B.
tioned at Mineola, L. I.
Robinson says, "Give my regards to
the boys." He is stationed at the General Hospital, Fort Bayard, New Mexico.
W. E. Morrisey is with the 3rd
Regiment at Auburn, N. Y. He says,
"We are mighty anxious to show our
act in Berlin."

Larry Reilly says that a classic
dancer is a lady who thinks that sufficient wardrobe would make her unclassic.

John

McDermott announces

P.

his

desertion of the varieties for Chautau-

qua work.

THE FOLLOWTNO MEMBERS HAVE IMPORTANT COMMUNICATIONS WAITING
FOR THEM AT THE N. V. A. OFFICE. IF
YOUR NAME IS ON THE LIST KINDLY
REND IN YOfTR PRESENT ADDRESS:

Florenci Ames
Joseph Bird
Tint William Blssett
Ethel May Parker

Emanuel List
Babe Lee

Emily Barnow

Mile. Lilyan

O. J.

Brown
Banks

Virginia

Freemont Benton

Kartelll

Beth Le Claire

Chas. H. Levan)
Ted Lenore ^—
Chas. Le Valle

^

Lewis

Patrick Boyle
Charles Cavelle

J.

ffeorge Campbell

John McCleery
Elizabeth McKeever
Fred J. Morgan
Henry Makla
Dolly Matthews
John B. Meany
Dorothy Mortimer
Eddie Panll

Grace Melnken Clarke
Iva Danette
Diana D'Aubrey
Stalney Dale
Bernado De Pace
Phil J. Dolan
FMelle Ehrams
William S. Ellis
Maud Earl
E. Elkln
Eleanor Ellis
.Tab. H. Fitzgerald
Joseph Gold

C.

Servaln

Al

Le Roy

Rayno

Martin M. Roe
Aubiia Rich
Juliette Roberts
Dolph Ryan
Larry Smith

A. Hainan
Eddie Hart

Gus Shy

Bob Homburg
Edgar Hurley

George A. Shaw
Lillian Teece

Howard
John E. Henshaw

Marian Tracy

Jon.

Geo.
Bill

Hall

Wally Ivanhoff
Francis Keith
Martin Kemplnshl
Peter Kaha
Francis Kahal

A If red a Tonna
Bob Temple
Arthur Lucky Van
Ed. Warren
Arthur Went
Henry Wolford
Mrs. Henry Wolford

COLUMBIA SHOW FAVORED.
The weather break has favored the
summer show at the Columbia, "Hip,
Hip, Hoorav Girls." It has not fallen
below $6,000 pross since opening five
weeks apo.
The first week the "Hip" piece did
around $8,000 and the second week
$7,600.
The diving act has proved so
potent

factor in the composition of
the performance the Columbia manaeement would not be surprised if the
current show survived until the openin? in An trust <->f the reerular wheel
burlesque attraction in the theatre.
a

OPENS WITH 36 WEEKS.
The

American

Burlesque

will

will

CONTINUOUS ADVERTISING

(FOR PLAYERS ONLY)

work.

BERGMAN WITH THE DOLLYS?
The musical production

A. H.

Woods

intends starring the Dolly Sisters in
next season may have Henry Bergman
as leading man, he making the third
of a trio with the Sisters, composing
what would be known in vaudeville as

2 inches

start

be muted.

Tbe

Chicaero, Pittsburgh and Wheelin? theatre situation has been definitely

Tbe American will plav the
Court. Wheeling.
Wheeling hasn't
bad burlesque since tbe old davs of tbe

Two Columns

nm

12

Wooks

12

Wooks

a three-act.

Bergman is now with "The Passing
Show" at the Winter Garden.

TAYLOR WANTS A PRIMA DONNA.
Charles Taylor, the American burlesque manager, has everything set for
his new season with "The Darlings of
Paris," with the exception of a prima
donna, and he had a choice to make
of three women this week. Taylor will
personally man a ere the tour, with Jack
Fav as agent. The company includes
Albert Phyle, musical director; Matt
Kolb. Jimmie Parelle, Tom Howard,
Toe Lyons. Boomer and Cummings,
Billie
Bailus,
Peggy
Josie Taylor,
Dennis.

NEW ORPHEUNTS

OPENING.

1

inch

Wooks

Two Columns
$45Jt

\i inch

12

Two Columns
Ono Timo

triS*

$3-»

Louis, June 20.
opening date of the new Ortbeatre here has been set for
St.

The
nheum

Sent. 3. Labor Day.
The house succeeds the Columbia
as the local big time vaudeville home.

1

The World Film Corporation has
placed June Flvidge under a new contract for a neriod of two years, by the
term of which she is to be either starred or featured in all pictures in which
she appears.

2 inchos
12

2Jt

$45JS

Ono Timo

H

May Have Two Directors.
The demand for an increased number
of Douglas Fairbanks pictures has given thought to the possibility of employing two directors instead of one.
Serious thought is being given to the
idea of havlne one director spend a
fortnight cutting and titling a release
while the other is progressing with a
production, constantly alternating.

inch

12 Weeks, $14

Circuit.
Tbe American goes
into tbe Garden, Buffalo, next fall.

Tbe Orand. Trenton,
tbe

is

dropped from

American wheel.

BURLESQUE PAPER ORDERS

IN.

According to tbe show printers and
litbograpbers tbe only branch of show
business showing any signs of activity
for the coming season, as far as their
branch is concerned is burlesque.
The printing orders for seventy bur-

Ono

Colui

One Time, $1.40

LARGER SPACE PRO RATA

Eva Tanguay will not play the Orpheum theatres on the Coast this summer.
Her picture eneagement is one

On

of the causes preventing.

a

Strictly

Prepaid Basis

(FOR PLAYERS ONLY)

Amy Leslie, dramatic critic of the
Cbicapo News, is in New York on her
annual summer visit. She is the guest
of Louise Dresser in Mt. Vernon.

Full Pago,

Ono

S125JS
«SJt

Insertion

Half Pago
Quarter Pago

35.SJ

(Preferred position

Ligon Johnson, attorney for th% United Theatrical Managers Association,
is on a trip to Salt Lake and will not
return for about ten days.

2t% Extra)
Amount

12 times (Issues)

Space
12 laches

04 P*f«)

(stasis or double

column)

f22Mt
1M.SI

Seats are now being sold as far in
advance for "Upstairs and Down" at
the Cort as July 14, when the run is
expected to close.

(stasis colussa)

settled.

Empire

Ono Column

Ono Timo

Ono Column

Wooks

inch

Wooks

12

Associa-

the new season with a
number of additions to the circuit that
is
expected to especially strengthen
tbe chain at its weakest points.
Last
season tbe circuit bad 35 weeks and
35 shows.
Farly in the fall 36 weeks
tion

Variety

lesque attractions have all been placed
and arc in work.
Otherwise there is nothing moving
in the print line.
The printers are in trouble with a
number of managers because of the inability to get sufficient inks of certain
colors for both lithographic and type

JUNE ELVIDGE RE-ENGAGED.

Kitty Sutton

V Rates

u

CLUB

N. V. A.

14.1*

Albert

Brown

is

to

make another

Canadian tour next year opening Aug.

l

••

27.
He will present a repertoire of
plays and has a trip of 40 weeks laid

V4

-

(across two cotumas)
(across pass)

TIM

M
(Larssr space and lonssr tins pro rata)

out.

Lee Kohlmar has received a big time
vaudeville lotjte for next season for his
playlet, written by Samuel Shipman,
opening in the east, with the Orpheum
to follow.

All spa c ss from S to 12 Inches across pass (4 columns), 2S% advance on abovs rates.
When prepaid at ordering foi 24 time*, S% discount allowed—prepaid at ordering for 4ft timss,
Rates ae above for 12 times, net, prepaid, no discount.
No preferred position under these rates. Advertisements grouped together and to work into
position or position on certain pages in natural course.

1S% discount allowed*
•

Advertisements

map bo changed

Classified advertising

Peggy Coudray

is

Allen-Henry Lewis

leaving the
act,

Edgar

"The Punch."

ram

weekly.

card containing rates for

all

advsrtlslng othsr than by players

may
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OBITUARY.

CABARXTS
who

has caught on very
strong at the College Inn, Chicago, is
in receipt of two offers from English
managers. One is for appearances in
Moss-Empires, calling for ten
the
Doraldina,

Bay View, Kane's Knickerbocker.

stipulates that
four weeks' salary in advance is to be
offer is acThe
paid, before sailing.
companied also by a certified cneck for
$1,000 as a guarantee of good faith. The
other offer is from Alfred de Courville,

who with another English manager
proposes a five-year world tour, only
one year of which would be in Engremaining time being in
land, the
France, Italy, Spain and British East
India. This offer would also place her
under English management should she
appear here during the life of the contract.

James ("Big Jim") Colosimo was

Boston Museum.

ar-

rested Sunday in Chicago charged with
violating the Sunday closing law, a
squad of plain clothes men gaining admittance to his South Wabash avenue cafe about three in the morning
and finding tjie place running to capacity.
No one else was taken. It is the
second time Colosimo has been arrested
The first time
in the past two months.
he was charged with selling liquor without a license, but was acquitted on a
Colosimo's is one of the
technicality.
very few places that has been running
wide open in spite of the widely enforced one a. m. and Sunday closing
ordinances.

Public Safety Committee in Minneapolis closed 43 saloons along the
water front last Thursday.
All the
cabarets have been closed and the sale
of intoxicants to women is forbidden.
Dancing is prohibited in any place

where liquor

is

sold.

Mary Marble.

He was

lived in retirement.
He is survived
by a wife, son and two daughters, and
mother, with three sisters and three

a

brother

and uncle of

The deceased

is

sur-

His father was
first manager of McVicker's, Chicago,
and he was the treasurer. Although
not a church member a Catholic priest
conducted the funeral under a special
dispensation. The body was cremated
Monday and the ashes mailed to Clear
vived

terests

in

requests,

circus

Sun

the

show

the

to

brother,

his

During the past few years he

Gus.

brothers, Gus, Pete and John.

by a widow.

Mrs. Sol Smith, America's oldest
actress, died June 15, age $7.
Her
death was due to an attack of acute
indigestion.
Two daughters and two
sons survive.

In Fond

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION
Through numerous

world,
Brothers'

having
Great
United Shows in 1892, after having
appeared in circuses for ? number of
yeais.
In 1912 he disposed of hit in*

auditor of
the
Denham theater, Denver, died
June 15. He was the grai.dson of William Warren, a famous actor-manager
of a century ago, and a nephew of
William Warren, who managed the
of Mrs. Joseph Jefferson

The

the

78,

William Warren, aged

Tauer's, Thwaite's, City Island Casino,

weeks and the contract

throughout

formed

of

WILLIE

Variety contemplates a "Confidential

Department/' wherein is to be placed the real names of players, with the
names and addresses of their nearest relatives or closest friends.
*
Variety suggests in every branch of the profession, men and women,
forward their right name, and other names and addresses as mentioned. This
information will be held entirely confidential and not given out nor made
known to anyone excepting in the interest of the person filing.
There have been so many instances where accident or death has occurred, without anyone aware of the injured person's proper identity, that
such Confidential Information appears to be a necessity in the profession.
This department is not proposed through the war enlistment, but as a
permanency.
Variety guarantees that when informatoin requested is of such a nature
that it is not positive on its face that it may be to the interest cf the player,
that the source of such information will be investigated and if found but an
ordinary case of curiosity or to cause annoyance of any kind, no answer

Memory

HAMMERSTEIN
A

Real Pal

CONROY AND LEMAIRE
George Montaarrat died in Passavant
Hospital, Chicago, June 17, from fracture of the skull.
He was found injured on North Clark street last Thursday night. Although conscious 12 hours
before death, he could give no information as to the cause of his injury. The
deceased lived in Bay Citv, Mich., and
had been retired from the stage for
some time. The widow took care of
the remains.

be returned.

will

1

George Apostol, who runs the pool

rcom at the Revere House, Chicago,
and Jake Myers were arrested charged
with violation of the government regulations against selling or giving liquor
to any man in uniform. Three young
sailors entered the pool room singing a
lyric of how dry they were, whereupon
Myers took pity upon them and started
bringing in bottled beer until two police sergeants took them all to the police station pending a hearing before
Hinton G. Clabaugh, of the Department
of Justice.

—

The

principal object of Variety's Confidential Department is to have
to notify those most interested in the event of the illness, accident,
destitution or death in connection with the player.
No charge of any kind whatsoever will be made for the filing or information given out. The Department is volunteered by Vapiety.

the

means

barefoot
Virginia
Fissinger,
the
dancer at the Bismark Gardens, Chicago, has been signed by the Shuberts.
Gladys Lanphere, quite popular at the
Winter Garden, Chicago, has signed
to appear in Menlo Moore's new "girl
'act" called "Follies de Vogue."

Lake Lodge, his summer home, his
dying instructions having been they
should be scattered on the lake during

two women who were drinking and
smoking in an East Illinois street place.
The defendants gave their names as
Flora Otis and Emma Roberts. The
court ruled: "If it isn't against the law
to smoke in downtown hotels, it isn't
wrong for them to do so on Illinois
street."

College Inn, Chicago, was the scene
of a peculiar affair last Friday night
when Harry Darlington, associate edithe

of

tor

threw a knife

"American Lumberman,"
at Viggo Christianson, a

waiter, cutting the latter's cheek. The
excuse was that Darlington thought the
waiter was a German, but he is a Swede.

The

case was dismissed in court Satur-

day morning, the waiter declining to
prosecute.

Bookings through the

Billy

Curtis

week include 3 Harmony
Boys, Eddie Nolan, Mykoff and Vanity,
Bessie McCoy, 5 Young Americans,
Campanarri Duo (Bay View Hotel,
Citv Island^; Lucille Caleese, Aubrey
office

this

and Rich (St. Regis Hotel, Montreal);
Dolly
Carle
(Martinique.
Atlantic
Citv): Carroll Sisters (Parkway
ace): Nettie Kni^t f Pre-CatalanV

Pal-

The northeastern
as

it

is

called,

part of the Bronx,
and which includes the

Pclham Park

section,

road houses.

Among them

teau
Pell

T.aurier,

Tree

Inn,

Hunter

is

dotted
are
Island

Woodmansten

Inn,
Inn,

a well known wardrobe woman. Both
men belonged to New York Theatrical
is

Protective Union, No.

In

DEWOLF

ROSIE

was lately closed bv creditors.
place had been opened but a short
and the closing occurred after
Johnny Frayne had been arrested for
selling liquor after hours.
cisco

time

survive.

at

George Sun, age 55, died June 15,
Hot Springs, Ark. He had been a

cripple for 33 years and during the
past year his sufferings were intensified

by

1.

Foad

Our Dear Frflmd

He

complications.

was

known

Who

Away Jum

Passed

It*, IflT

VERSATILE SEXTETTE
The father of Richard E. Riddick,
aged 69 years, died June 7, in New
York, of B right's disease.
Charles Blum, aged about 45 years,
unmarried, stage hand, died Tune 4 of
tuberculosis. He was a New York boy.

$1,200 along with him.

Frank

Shanlev

is

in

New

York.

VARIETY FREE

Shanley. of the Continental hotel, SanFrancisco, was once the drummer boy
with Haverly's Minstrels. He is holding
daily
receptions
and reunions
along Broadway.

TO THEATRICAL MEN

Lawrence Ackerlind replaced Alfred
Deery this week in the revue at Pabst's

Name, with address, should be forwarded and change
of address duly forwarded.
The list will be maintained also for re-mailing letters
sent care Variety.
Jim Moore wants to hear from JohnBurns and May Howard.

Frlangcr's "Rainbow Girl" production
September. During the summer she
playing vaudeville with Joe Weston.

nie

The N. V. A.
be known as the

tor's 125th Street.

in
is

Harry B. Burton
Sextet will hereafter
N. V. A. Quintet, due

Anthony Howard, formember. The act is at Perry's,

is

managing Proc-

to the death of

merly

Coney

a

Tsland.

Jane Cowl is to present "Lilac Time"
on tour next season, opening in Brooklyn Sept.

Frisco, alwavs adorned with a "heater" fcigar), whether dancing or not,
explained to a friend in Chicago that
"a jazz band is guaranteed music."

Freeman and Dunham with Grace
O'Malley opened at the Green Mill Garden, Chicago, June 15.

THE SERVICE

Service.

125th street. The 125th street show is
the same that has been on exhibition at
the Strand.

Bessie Grohs, who last danced at The
Vogue, has been engaged for Klaw &

IN

While the war continues Variety will be sent complimentary to any theatrical man enlisted in the U. S.

Arthur Deming, the minstrel, out
season with Vogel's
turned to the subway

home.
Keith

"The Target"

v/ar,

placed

in

rehear-

sal hy A. II. Woods Monday and
open in Atlantic City July 8.

will

Minstrels,
trail this

alt

re-

week.

Lawrence Lehman, manager of the
Orpheum, Kansas City, who has been
in town for a fortnight, has returned
His house reopens Aug.

The Grand,

10.

house

Syracuse,

26.

formerly

a

and now a Fox stand,
for the summer.
It

rlw-.cd this week
will be operated

only Sundays.

Monday, one

The Paradise Roof Garden on top of
Peisenweber's opened Monday with a
revue and the "Tennessee Ten playing

the other at Poli's, Scranton.

jazz music.

with

Cha-

shipped to his old home in Philadelphia.
Magill was survived by a widow, who

ANTHONY HOWARD

(DeWolf Sister*— Rosl* and Sadla)
who, before retiring. In IHt, gained considerable prominence with the late Sam
T. Jack Creole Company, died in Boston
May 2S from cancer of the stomach.
Two sisters, with many loving friends,

The Country Club near San Fran-

Moulin Rouge Gardens, a new cafe
at Clark and Lawrence streets,* Chicago, was vistimized by an employee last
week, the man disappearing and taking

6

storm.

a

The

Judge Uhlir knocked out a police
regulation which has more or less been
enforced in the smaller Chicago cafes,
when he refused last week to punish

Harry Magill, aged about 50, flyman,
employed at the Century, died June
in New York and the remains were

last

Two

"Allies Bills" will he presented
at Proctor's, Newark, and

1

'

'

,

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

16

BB

BE

BBS

NEW ACTS NEXT WEEK
Presentation, F »t Appearance
or Reappearance in or Around

Initial

New York
Jack Norworth and Lillian Loraine,
Palace.

Albertina

Rasch and

Co.,

Hender-

son's.

Three Daring

Sisters,

Henderson's.

Clara Howard.

Songs.
13 Mins.; One,
Fifth Ave.
Clara Howard

is

a

good looking

girl

This may exfourth song.
plain why she can sing five numbers
and tell three stories, besides dancing a
That Miss Howard
bit, in 13 minutes.
has a certain confidence in herself, at
least for a Charlie Chaplin impersonation, and it seems well placed, was attested when she gave a Chaplin imitation to close the turn and got away
with it as the second best thing in the
She
The first best is herself.
turn.
opened with "Plant a Garden in Your
Own Back Yard," then "I'm Glad
You're a Baby of Mine," following with
three stories, neat and brief little yarns
her

about Johnny, Mary and Willie, sang
"You've a Wonderful Way," encoring
with a simple dance that did not
it
seem necessary, through its simplicity
mostly, and followed this for an encore
with "Sweet Hawaiian Babies," singing the first verse and chorus straight,
then announcing she would sing it as a
cabaret singer might, which she did,
putting "ginger" and "pep" besides a
noisy voice into the rendition, it getting the most applause up to that time,
which may have been given for the
imitation or the singing. It's a matter
of opinion, also something to ponder
The Chaplin was introduced by
over.
a song which had as refrain "Sometimes
you get a good one," Miss Howard
working very nicely into the actual imA Chaplin comedy was
personation.
advertised for the same bill, to close
Had Miss Howard followed the
it.
film, her imitation would have been
even more marked. The girl sings with
She has passed up the
the orchestra.

piano player, that bespeaks more con-

With a nice way and a nice
fidence.
smile, able to put songs over and
more stories or none, Miss
tell
should

Howard

is

a regular act,

much more

regular than 80 per cent, of the other
"women singles" who are getting away

with

it

on their nerve only.

The

dif-

ference is that artistes like Clara HowSitne.
ard will endure.

The McKey Co.

16 Mins.; Five (Parlor).

American Roof.

idea

the warden claps a wig on his
head, slaps a moustache across his upper lip and says. "I was wise all the
time.
I'm the guy you made the bet
with."
The characters include four
different types of prisoners that are to
be discharged from the jail, a Hebrew)
and finally a Chinaman. They are well
done from the point of makeup, but
lacking entirely in individuality.
Fred.

Anthony Andre and Co. (3).
"The Beggar Man" (Dramatic).

A

plot

common

in

moving picture

dramatics is the theme of "The Beggar Man," written by Jos. Adelman and
played principally by Anthony Andre
Mr. Andre in his garb
in vaudeville.
as a beggar declaims his dialog and acts

Ruth Budd.
Songs and Acrobatics.
15 Mins.; Two and Full Stage (Spe-

(3).

(Comedy).

"Picking*'

Five (Library).
Fifth Ave.
The billing in the 5th Avenue's lobby
mentions Freddie Goodrow only in connection with this playlet. Freddie must
be the boy in it. The other two players
are a Bishop and a maid.
It's a kid's
play, with comedy secured through
slang and the irreverent manner of a
tough youngster toward a Bishop of
the cloth.
The principal laugh getter
is the boy, addressing the clergyman as
"Bish." An attempt is made to bring
out a youthful atheist and set forth the
very common childish belief or impression of the Lord. The contrast of the
dirty ragamuffin and the dignified high
member of the Church presents a picmuch more sharply
ture
that
so
When
points the slangy expressions.
the Bishop, in a somewhat lengthy
speech, delivered an opinion, the boy
tersely summed it up by replying^ "You
said it, Bish."
The sketch appears to
have been written as an opportunity
for the boy in it, without much thought
or time given to the writing, after the

when

of quite some personality that combines
a winsomeness, which, in her songs, is
of more assistance to some numbers
than to others. It may be the way Miss
Howard applies it, or perhaps she
hasn't yet appreciated the value to
Miss Howard
be. obtained from it.
goes through her act in the same gown,
and without leaving the stage until after

Mark Linder and Co. (3).
Protean.
23 Mins.; One (2); Full (21);
Harlem O. H.
A small time protean offering, not so
much on the matter of speed in the
changes, but on the number of characterizations presented by Marie Linder.
Six of these. The scene is the warden's
office at Sing Sing.
Piior to the protean portion is a scene in "one" where
Linder and one of the company make
a bet that Linder will be unable to fool
the warden. This gives a comedy twist

14 mins.;

The

was secured.

kidlet

Ruth Budd, following the retirement
of her brother through injury from

v

.

tricks are daring.
especially, a swift slide down the
rope,
stopping within a couple of
inches of the stage, takes the audience's

One

breath

(Walter F. Keefe)

(Richard Kearney)

'EIBER-SHEA CIRCUIT

FINN-HEIMAN CIRCUIT
(Sam Kahl)
RICKARDS CIRCUIT (Australia)

ALOZ CIRCUIT

the foster-father calls his attention to
the status of the child and his own,
whereupon the beggar after a struggle
to restrain himself, and the struggle
became almost violent at one time,

moved out and yon, probably

still

beg-

ging,

-with
the daughter remaining
in her ignorance.
It's what
should be called an expose plot-telling

almost from the opening of the
sketch, but the audience on the American Roof liked it and Mr. Andre's
Shakesperian acting, so that likely lets
it in for the small time only.
JSimc.
itself

10 Mins.; One.
The Four Little Chicks are four
dark haired girls, who sing, composing
a female quartet of no extraordinary
At times the concerted singmerit.
ing sounds very well. At other times
it does not, nor do the Rirls shine in
including one who
this
solo work,
does a simple little dance. Unless the
girls can hit upon something to improve the present work they will become a small time turn.

edy).
12 Mins.; Four (Special Set).
The special setting of a sleeping
porch lends distinction to this act.
more so than either the players or the
material.
The scene is attractive, the
sleeping porch on the side of a cottage.
The man returns home late at night,
soused. There is the expected ensuing
dialog, with "gags" between himself and
wife, about on a par with the selection
of the title. The turn will get over as
If the couple were to sea sight act.
cure brighily written material around
their present setting, they would have
something decidedly worth while.
Nimc.

PA NTAGES CIRCUIT
(Walter F. Keefe)

& moss orcuit
(B. S. Moss)
GUS SUN CIRCUIT
(Gus
Sun)
"•
'
MICH. VAUDEVILLE CIRCUIT
(W.

S. Butterfield)

dog catcher who has the

kid's

"mut"

the pound. The Bishop, obtaining
a line on the boy's family history, offers to adopt him, but the kid refuses
unless provision is also made for his
pals, Paddy O'Brien and Izzi Levi.
Pickins' explanation of how Izzi cured
himself of an illness was rather neat
and probably intended as a slap at a
in

Harry Hines.
Singing Monolog.
22 Mins.; One.
Harry Hines, formerly of Hines and
Vex, is appearing single for the first
time in the east. About the only portion retained from the former double
turn is his "nance" business at the finish, Hines now doing a classified cowboy and making a laugh out of it. He
opens in a boob make up, wearing it
only for a snicker at the start, then getting down to talk and songs. The turn
will stand shortening, but Hines, alone,
with his talk, songs and finish looks
Sitne.
like a standard act.

could happen and
homeopathic.
It
probably often does. The boy player
handles himself very well nearly all
the time, excepting at moments where
he seems to have been over-rehcarscd
for effects.
The Bishop role merely
required someone to look the part.
There's nothing big to the playlet, but
its way, and while it
it's a study in
could stand rewriting to sonic extent,
may do in an early spot for small big
Fimc.
time or big small time.

Si me.

Harry Mundorf in the United Booking Offices is still bookimr the pop
vaudeville bills into his regular season
mid-west houses.

The Piccolo Midgets say Tim Mulligan is no longer manager for them.
Mulligan is said to be now acting as
clerk at a hotel in Lima, O,

Shaw and

Lee.
Dancers.
11 Mins.; One.
Harlem O. H.

Whoever
topper

Homer and DuBard.

it

was

•

that first affected the
will have much

dancing act

answer for when he lands finally
comes up for judgment. And the fellow that first planted that Eaton jacket
effect!
These two boys have adopted
both and with them they have coupled
to

Piano-Act.
14 Mins.; One.
American Roof.

Homer and DuBard

in a

m

.

not seem
regular vaudevillians.
They are man
and woman, who play the piano, and
for their strongest bit have two toy
pianos, a la Billie Montgomery.
On
these is played a medley of popular
airs in a question and answer routine.
The -young woman has an operatic
number, there is some talk, and the act
for an early spot in the summer time
on the small time will get along, but
there is very little substance to it.
Sime,

do

a routine of dancing steps.
They arc
no better, nor any worse than scores

of similar acts that trail along the same
Fred.
path.

The
solved
last

Three

The

Mr. and Mrs. Mel-Burne.
Archte Hits the Hay" (Com-

happy

Four Little Chicks.
Pemale Quartet.

happens.

"When

U. S. V. M. A.
(Walter J. Pllmmer)

apparently according to his own set of
rules.
He may have gauged his acting for small time audiences and they
seem to like it, taking the playlet quite
seriously.
The beggar man returns to
his home town after an absence of 20
years, knowing his. wife had died years
before, but unknowing he had a daughter, adopted by the friend he had called
upon to visit. While in the house and
after borrowing a quarter in the beggarfy way from his unknown daughter,
the beggar learns of his fatherhood and
is about to claim his daughter when

it

is

what a finished gymnast Miss Budd is.
This turn ranks as a novelty that
should be well placed for full value
tfime.
on any bill it is booked for.

b.

a. H. Alos)

away when

surprised when they see the
girl go from dresses to acrobatics and
that surprise is intensified when noting

house

suggested all letters be registe red, addressed to Protected Material, VARIETY,
New York, and receipt requested. VARIETY will acknowledge each letter received.
Full particulars ot the "Protected Material Department" were published on Page 5 in
VARIETY of Feb. 4, 1916.
The following circuits, managements and agencies have signified a willingfiri* to adopt
such means as may be within their power to eliminate "lifted material" from their theatres,
when informed of the result of an investigation conducted by VARIETY:

(Harry A. Shea)

and some of the

air

It is

BERT LEVEY CIRCUIT
„ jtBert Jto2J>
shea aRcurr

in

Last week Miss Budd
York.
returned east
All alone she has
compiled a turn made unique through
a girl being the princinal.
She opens
in
"one" with songs and a dance,
changes, with the assistance of a maid,
in view of the audience and then docs
her tricks on the rings, closing with
a perch display on a rope before the
curtain in "one" once again.
She is
youthful, pretty and owns a figure liberally displayed in tights that doubtlessly no woman can help but envy.
Miss Budd continues her singing while
going through the acrobatics in the

file all letters addressed
to prevent opening with-

It.

MARCUS LOEW CIRCUIT
(Jos. M. Schenck)
FOX ORCUIT
(Edgar Allen)
MILES ORCUTr

week or so

New

PROTECTED MATERIAL
Protected Material Department will receive and
The envelopes are to be sealed upon the back in a manner
out detection, unless by permission of the owner of the letter.

vaudeville, playing throughout'

in

the west, but not over a

too precocious, even though, as
tioned, he was thrown upon the wharf,
an orphan, at five. In the act he doesn't
look over ten.
The boy enters the
Bishop's library via the window, to
ask that the Bishop intercede with the

VARIETY'S

to

been doing a single

their aerial act, has

turn

made
men-

is

Set).

cial

Flying
partnership in

(Gordons disFort
Wayne

week.

Bob Gordon, who managed Dave
Marion's show last season, will manage W. S.
Campbell's Hose Sydell
show, "The Belles," next season.

Cohan & Harris have contracted to
produce a new musical comedy entitled
•The Beautiful One," by Rennold Wolf
and Lou Ilirsch.

The Maryland, Baltimore, closes its
vaudeville season this week, having remained open longer than usual at this
time.

The Grand Lodge

of Elks holds its
in Boston, starting July
to the war the big parade
lias been called off.

yearly doings

Owing

l

>.

Arthur Horwitz and family will go
Chicago next week by motor, A. H.
doing the driving.
to

Mike
booking
del.

Slote,

formerly in the Loew
now with Jack Man-

office, is

SHOW REVIEWS
PALACE.
Cnpocltv

business continues

at.

the Palace

the sudden arrival of genuine summer weather, the Monday night attendance
The
necessitating the standing room sale.
but
bill Is not the best the house has carried,
Is suffictentfy entertaining to satisfy.
Three substantial hits were scored, the
largest and Incidentally the most surprising
being A. Robins, an eccentric comedian who
Robins was
Instruments.
Imitate** musical
placed down In fifth position, and although
hardly noticeable in the billing, emerged first
in the running.
The other hits included Nora Bayes and
•The Bride Shop," with George White and
Emma Haig registering an artistic lmpresMiss Bayes found them rather easy
Hlon.
with her short repertoire, the house liking
her two numbers particularly.

despite

"The Bride Shop," with Andrew Tombes,

Basil Lynn et al, was exceptionally well received, although until the scene between the
above mentioned principals the outlook didn't

Lynn and
carry any extraordinary promise.
Tombes work wonderfully well together and
commerciaHzlng
of
knack
valuable
have that
The producevery opportunity for laughs.
tion end gave the turn tho touch of class and
shape.
around
all
In
bill
the
up
bolstered
The Qaudsmldts opened with their Spanish
poodles and were recognized by many through
having made several previous appearances
They scored, although the house was
here.
comparatively empty at that time. The seccarried Bensee and Balrd, who
position
ond
suffered principally through the spot and the
quiet style they effect. They have a likeable
offering, but the circumstances killed their
chances and apparently discouraged them. In
a lower position this team might have reversed the decision.
'The Bride Shop" and A. Ro*'is were next
in that order, with White and Haig closing
The new combination (second
internxlsslon.
week at the Palace), did quite as well as the
Cavanagh-Whlte team did here, the finale go8everal speakers advoing particularly big.
cated contributions to the Red Cross fund
Just prior to Intermission.
The second section carried but

three acts,
opening, followed by Bernard
Granville. Granville offered a series of songs
and recitations with his dance at the finale
bringing home the expected hit. He responded
with a requested song, and despite the difficult
Hpot carried off sufficient returns to Justify the
arrangement. The Lunette Sisters closed.

Bayes

with

Wynn.

COLONIAL
and closing week of the season
at the Colonial with Conroy and Lemalre
headlining and securing the heartiest laugh
of the night with an elistment gag that was
a slzzler. The show was a good one for laughs,
with but one weak spot, at the opening of the

The

fortieth

—

second half a notable lack of popular songs.
The only turn offering anything of that nature
was Bill Prultt in the No. 2 position. This
may have had a tendency to let the show drag
In certain

spots.

.The business was off In the balcony and the
back of the lower floor was scattered, but the
house was nicely dressed so as to make It look
something like capacity.
The animal
"The Clown Seal" opened.
show that It has been well trained, but the
voice of Huling does not get over so as to
Prultt delivered five
land all of the laughs.

numbers and for his encore selection had the
assistance of three pluggers on the stage with
him. Just prior to singing the song he made
an announcement he had enlisted In the navy,
and this carried the number over to greater
a
It was "For
effect with the audience.
Long, Long Time," and fitted the situation
admirably.
Harry Holman In "Adam Killjoy" was a
laugh from start to finish, although the star
Lola
seemed to be suffering from a cold.
Wentworth, next to closing the first part,
scored strongly with both her medleys, but the
aeroplane number Is still a weak spot. Conroy and LeMalre, closing the first section,
won laugh after laugh, and were the legitimate hit of the show.
'

John T. Ray and Co., In "Check Your Hat,"
opened the second half without causing much
of a ripple, but Bankoff and Girlie, next, were
applause winners with their dancing.
Avellng and Lloyd delivered another bundle
of laughs with cross fire talk, but Avellng Is
losing some of the punch with the "fag" stuff
he is using at present. It detracts from the
real comedy element in their act and should
be dropped.

McLallen and Carson closed the show with
exceedingly pretty black and

skating In an
white setting.

Fred.

AMERICAN ROOF.

edy and comedy makeup. The summertime can
account for both, perhaps.

Homer and DuBard and Anthony Andre and

tho last two acts of the first half (New
Acts) wound up a very poor flrat section, followed by a long Intermission, with the soft
drink factory in the rear waiting for the
rush that didn't happen.
Peppino and Perry, father and son, playing
accordions and violin, opened the second part.
They are the usual and would fit In No. *
on the ordinary small time program. Stewart

Co.,

Jackson and Dorothy Wahl were next, with
their own director in the pit, which spelled
class for the small time, even if the audience
did not know about the director, who laughed
at the couple or their talk.

It's

the

same

act

Jackson and Wahl did on big time some time
ago, and it is suitable easily for small time,
although there yet romalns opportunity for
unlimited comment that would be of no value
Bime.
either way.

ROYAL
night found a capacity house. OutConside were the words "Request Week."
sequently that alibied the return to the Royal
of several acts that have played the house,
and resulted in some of the entertainers receiving applause when they walked out.
Manager Egan exhibited another bit of executive enterprise when he placed an illuminated water fountain in operation in the space
in the auditorium Just back of the last row
Only an adornment and one that is
of seats.
portable, yet the effect was pretty and picturesque.
The bill was switched around from the
original carded program and somewhat altered
The night trick
from the afternoon show.
found Al. Herman, the blackfaced comedian,
Al. was among a lot of
closing the show.
his old pals up that Royal way— the answer
wag c&sy*
There were acts on the bill that would have
put a more typical vaudevllllan aspect to the

Monday

any

program, but if Monday's bill is
terion, than traditions are being courageously
Ignored at the Royal. Among the turns that
could have fitted in nicely at the last point
was Meehan's dogs, which appeared In "No.
3."
The act was unusually Well received.
Lawton opened the show. Juggler. Also
catches black Iron balls tossed high In the
If Lawton
air on the back of his neck.
doesn't crack every strata of his neck vertebrae he ought to get a lot of work. Abbott
and White, with songs and accompaniment
by one of the boys, were successful. Big fellow tries hard for comedy, and was most
effective with his Hawaiian burlesque at the
close.
Used "Yaka Hlckey Dula" as an encore, giving

It

their

own

twist.

No

cri-

patriotic

Bong used.
After Meehan's dogs, appeared Avellng and
who are "doubling" between the
Lloyd,
Colonial and the Royal. The alphabetical explanations and the talk about "Bill" received
close attention, although the laughing returns
were nothing like these young fellows have
Perreceived on previous local occasions.
haps repeated too soon at the Royal. Mlgnon
and her Imitations followed. Mignon, according to the program, was to have offered a new
act, but the only thing new In the turn is a
However,
variance of the persons Imitated.
she had several of her audience had not yet
seen, so they all applauded.
Closing the first were Valerie Bergere and
Co. In "Ambition," which sounded harsh and
The
metallic as offered In long speeches.
loud tones made the characters seem artificial.
Miss Bergere, however, working Trojanlike
to make the scene where she makes her husband believe she has been poisoned, effective
and natural. This climax saves the act from
falling altogether from grace.
It's mushy,
wlshwashy parlor melodramatlcs and doesn't
ring true.
The act Is an appeal to do away
with capital punishment.
It's old stuff, and
Miss Bergere does her best to give It the
dramatic angle vaudeville audiences relish in
such short stage occupation.
After Intermission Bradley and Ardlne got
along quietly until their lively dancing for
an encore, which proved one of the biggest
hits of the night.
Act 'heeds shortening and
speeding up where necessary. Both hard workers, but attempt too much.
Laurie aad Bronnon had no trouble In getting the laughs next
to closing and held up their spot with* laughing credit.
Mark.

brought his boy on the stage and the kldlet
sang "Over There," following It with a dance
that looked like a try to Imitate hk father
Marion Bent watched these proceedings with
a proud smile and no one could blame her
for that.
The Rooneya have k bright-looking
lad In their only son, and he certainly did
disport himself on the 5th Avenue stage with
He has grown up to
the air of a veteran.
be quite a kid, and if Pat doesn't watch himself, that facetious remark of his, "Old Man
Rooney," will be accepted in good faith by
Pat, 8r M also anthose who see bis boy.
nounced that next season he and his wife will
appear in a new act, "Rooney and Bent Uptown." The Rooneys have been away for a
long time, but they made the news-stand act
stand up, with Pat'a dancing and Marion s
three changes of costume.
Just before them was Prank Mullane, who
tells Irish and Jewish stories, besides singMullane says
ing "Tennessee" in Yiddish.
the latter Is quite a feat for an Irishman.
Mullane's stories brought some laughs, but
the house liked him best when singing, and
he sang mostly Irish songs, excepting his
finishing number, when he took a roof note
with "Sweetheart" the house gave him as
much for it as though it had been McCormack.
De Lisle, Juggling, opened the performance,
doing some fast and funny work that carried
although
act
him
along,
has
the
he
stretched out a bit.
Geo. and Lily Garden
were next with their xylophones, both players
bobbing up and down when playing rags.
Their music was, greatly liked. Clara Howard
(New Acts) did very well In the third spot,
followed by The McKey Co. (New Acts) in a
sketch, with Mullane next. After Rooney and
Bent, Heras and Preston closed the vaudeville, doing a bumpstl act straight and with
some variations in acrobatics. There are a
few scattering laughs, the best one at the
opening with the bursting of the toy balloon.
It would make a better opening than closing
turn on the big bills.
The Chaplin comedy
wound up the show, which ran one or two
acts short on account of it.
Before the vaudeville started a Keystone
was shown, with Mabel Burke ainglng "RollIng Stones" for the ill. animated number.
The Fifth Ave. has been dressed up for the
summer and looks cool. It held a big attendance considering the weather.
Bime.

•

HARLEM OPERA HOUSE.
Despite the real summery Tuesday night
the opera house held almost capacity.
Perhaps it was because the new Chaplin "Emmt-

grant" was being shown. The show was the
usual seven-act bill, feature picture and the
Chaplin comedy. The 111. song was omitted.
The White Brothers, presenting a comedy
acrobatic turn, opened, and were* followed by
Shaw and Lee (New Acts), a couple of high
hatted hoofers, who in turn made way for
Mark Llnder and Co. (New Acts) In a protean offering.
Then came the comedy picture, to a big reception.

The Shirley

Sisters

(New

Acts) started the

second section nicely, and Kennedy and Burt
were entertaining after the act once got under
way. The opening was a little off and the
audience did not seem to get the drift. But
the act finished strong.
Bert Hanlon was the hit of the show in
the next to closing spot, even without the use
of "Over There," but when he pulled that
number there was no end to the applause.
Hardeen was the closing vaudeville turn.
Louise Olaum in "Love or Justice," a Triangle
feature, finished the show.
Fred.

JEFFERSON.
With an excellent American-Mutual fivepart comedy drama, a Pathe Weekly and the
current Chaplin release, the seven acts at the
Jefferson made up an acceptable pop program.
Business waa rather light Tuesday
evening, probably for the reason that the
biggest card, the Chaplin comedy, was being
shown all over the neighborhood at the same
time, and there was nothing else on tap
worth playing up as a "draw."
The first vaudeville act was "In Old Madrid," a mixed quartet of operatic vocalists,
with a special setting, who rendered gems
from the familiar standard operas. All four
sang well, but both wdmen were constantly
off key.
They Just missed being very good.
Dotson, a colored man, sang a little, talked
a bit. but scored only with his unique eccentric dancing.
In that field he's extremely
clever.
His encore Is the fastest bit of
gyrating probably ever shown.
Bernard and Lloyd, two men, straight and
"Yiddish," start off glibly, the straight feeding acceptably and the comedian with an
excellent dialect, but peter out before the
straight roaches his ballad
after which they
redeem themselves partially with a travesty
song duolog, along the lines of the former
Mathews and Ashley turn. Then came the
Chaplin two-reeler, "Tho Immigrant." followed by "The Lesson," the Geo. Kelly playlet, that did very well.
Kitty Flynn was ihe iemslo single, ono of
those shouting and swaying females, whoso
;

If tho warm weather and the American bill
hadn't come out together Monday, It would
have been a sad evening for the bill. But as
It happened things broke
right, the summer
walked In, the bill walked on then off. With
tho
program
thoroughly
analyzed
the
Charllo Chaplin latest comic, "The Immigrant," closing the show, would have been tho
whole show. Chaplin gof fomo lnue.hs Iq tils
newest that ban two or Hirer. laughable bits

—

,

in

up before the picture. In the trio la a girl
fills
in for appearance and assistance,
besides doing a coupie of simple acrobatic
It should have been the
tricks by herself.
opening act, but in the first spot was Max
After that came the
whistles.
who
Laube,
O'Nell Sisters, who sing, using "Iowa" among
their numbers and closing with a military
Martini and Maxmilllan
costumed dance.
were dn the Roof, No. 3, with their travestied
and exposed magic, besides their idea of com-

who

it.

The comedy of the program, such as It was,
Lil fell to Frank Bush with his stories, although Bush did not consume as much time ns
usual. His now and old matter went equally
well, with the shop girl ending. Mr Hush could
be a text for old and modern vaudeville. Bush
was next to closing, with the DePeron Trio,
hand balancers and weight lifters, winding

FIFTH AVENUE.
The hit of the Fifth Avenue bill Tuesday
night was easily captured by Rooney A Bent
with
their "News-stand" skit, which
Pat
Rooney calle] * chestnut" In a neat little
speech he made after the loud applause at
the conclusion of their act proper.
During
his t?t!k PM FrtM It was «.he first time they
had plnyrd the r»th A\«nue in seven year*,
the last time as a part of an "Old Timers'
Hill."
probably chosen, said Pot, for that
program to uphold the name of his father.
The Rooneys hod thoroughly entertained tho
nudlence, but they started another act when
finding Pat. 3rd, In a stage box.
Pater Pat
nsked Junior what he was up for, the kid
being In uniform, and tho Rooney youngster

answered

"An American marine."

Then Pat

lyrlclslng

»h« has

quite unintelligible, despite which
rather pleaslr.x perconallty.
Mta*

Is

s.

Flynn will h*vn to

glv«j

tlnctlvo
qualify.

before

with

Its

enunciation

The Hippodrome

mop? hc?d
she can
Foift

to

Hj»-

WHO'S YOUR NEIGHBOR?
Fensb"W

Hattle

Collier and LeWald.
skaters, vory easy and graceful with
a familiar routine, both man and woman being neatly attired. "For the finish the woman
strips to tights and discloses an attractive
figure for a big woman.
Jolo.

Christine

Br j- at M. Harding
Betty Hamlin
Dudley Carlton
Hal. Harding
Mrs. Bowers
Dist. Attorney Osborne
At a private showing

Mayo

Anders Randolf
Evelyn Brent

Frank

Morgan

William Sherwood
Gladys Fairbanks
Franklyn Hanna
the
in New York
Master Drama Features, Inc., made its kowtow for feature film approval with a mulsubject

tiple-reeled

"Who's

entitled

Your

Neighbor?" The film waa written by Wlllard
Mack and adapted and produced by 8. Rankin
Drew. Frank Lawrence Is said to have had
a hand in the plcturizatlon by editing the

The film does not only tell a
production.
graphic story of everyday life In a big city
but la splendidly staged and played by a very
To all appearances It Is the
capable cast.

Drow has yet done in the way of
directing.
There may be a few flaws,
but they are short and barely noticeable, as
the story Is grlpplngly and capitally narrated
on the screen. The "Who's Your Neighbor f**
question In a big city covers a multitude of
answers. The film In making a vigorous reply stamps it in a plain A-B-C that a .church
pillar and reform crusader might live right
next door to the most scarlet woman In the
world. This film, drives home a big, positive

best thing
film

truth.

is

It

plea

visualised

and

virile

The theme

sity.

full of dramatlo tennothing more than a
segregation of the

Is

for

the

bawdy house habitue and the street prostiThe picture plainly, candidly, frankly
tute.
and forcefully stands pat on the theory that
the confinement of the lewd and dissolute
feminine parasites should be In one herd
keeping the fallen women out of respectable
neighborhoods.
But Irrespective of what influence this film may have for the subject
advanced, It has a dramatlo "punch" and a
story that will carry It over as a box offloe
winner. The photography, direction and acting are there.
The entire story runs along
In bully stag* fashion, the director hewing
close to the mark and keeping the film within
as natural bounds as possible, There Isn't a

weak member

In the cast, the work of two
standing out all the way, with Mlaa
leading the feminine contingent. There
Is a corking final!, with a fight that runs
consistently true, with the hold-'em-tlght mailer stuff that makes film action worth while

men

Mayo

anywhere.

Mark.

LAND OF LONG SHADOWS.
Joe Mauchln

Jack Gardner
Ruth King

Jeanne Verette
Roul Verette
Constable

"Land

McKenile
Long Shadows"

of

is

C. J. Lionel
Carl Stockdale
a five-part Bs-

sanay (K-E-8-B). .It, features Jack Gardner
and was arranged and directed by W. 8. Van
Dyke. It Is another of the melodramatlo pictures that deals with the frosen north, the
stalwart young trapper, the persecuted girl
of the mining camp and the uniformed officer
of the Northwest Mounted Police.
In "The
Land of Long Shadows" one watches the
theme slowly bear fruit wherein the daughter
of
a
saloonkeeper
Is
forced
spend
to
her time In the barroom ogling the customers into buying. During the earlier stages
the film has a drunken character easing into
the different bars of the little mining town
and being thrown out. About the only reason
one figures he Is In the picture is to give the
film a supposed comedy angle. There appears
to be considerable stalling In getting the
action under way and there are times when
film license Is worked overtime.
Trapper
Mauchln. who grinned like a Jackanapes at
nothing and fell head over heels In love with
Jeanne, geta Into a tight hole when In self;
defense he shoots down a saloon bum who Insulted his fair lady.
He takes to the snowcapped hills to escape arrest, but In turn fh
finally rounded up, only to engage In a handto-hand fight that took on a different finale
when wolves romped Into view who are

shown devouring
at

the*

mounted policeman, who
him down had
the wrath of

the time the animals ran
to his heels to escape

taken

Mauchln.

Mauchln

supposed to give the
Imitation so clearly in answer to Jeanne's
signal that tho pollcoman has refused to
forget the man who in turn had saved his
life, that the wolves rally together and then
charge direct for Mauchln's cabin. Different
views aro shown of the wolves romping across
the camera space.
The photography carries
out the frozen north Idea quite realistically
and the big scene— the fight In the cabin between Mauchln and McKenzIo -was splendidly
done.
Not a groat feature but one that will
fill
In acceptably on the service proprnm.
Is

Mnrk.
i

F'-'.w

Itt^h-wt-

hope to

mado laughs

small time comedy.

The closing number was

roller

17

voMItiumj on

;

:i£r
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Elsie Clams, an actress, committed suicide by #as asphyxiation Wednesday, in a furnished room on W.
Forty-seventh street.
All efforts to
revive the woman
by a pulmotor

proved

futile.
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BILLS

Emma

NEXT WEEK (JUNE

Shayne

l orph)

Norworth A Lorraine
Morgan Dancers
White A Halg
Bert Baker Co
Mlaaea Campbell
Bert FiUgibons
Bernle A Baker
Ulrachofl'a Gypsies
(One to AH)

ROYAL
Lamb

(ubo)

Morton

ft

Mlllersblp

Florrle

Dancing Kennedys
American £omedy 4
Meroedea
Regal ft Bender
Walter Brower
Rooney ft Bent

RIVBIRSIDB (ubo)
Julia Arthur
Bernard Granville
Dorothy Toye

Beaumonte ft Arnold
Rockwell ft Wood
El Rey Sisters
Meehan's Doga
(One to

All)

H. O. H. (ubo)
2d half (21-24)

Frank Rae Co
Bernard ft Janla
"Married via Wireless"
let halt (25-27)

Juggling De Lisle
Glenn ft Burns
Ethel Mae Barker

"Race of Man"
Leonard ft Willard

(Two

to

fill)

2d half

(28-1)

Caroline Qatee Co
Marguerite Farrell
Jaa browning
(Five to fill)
126TH 8T (ubo)
2d half (21-24)
Laldlow

Dunn Bister*
Knapp ft Cornalla
Houah

Lavelle

ft

Harden

B

H

Oordon
Seaburn ft Shaw
ft

MORRISON'S (ubo)
(June 23-24 Only)
Sophie Tucker Co
Montgomery ft Perry
Toots Paka
Morton ft Glass

2d half
DelGardo 4
Dotaon

Willie Weston
Imperial Troupe

Mr

Schwaru ft Clifford
Ward ft Curran
Jackson ft Wahl
Bennett

(One

DELANCEY (loew)
Dolly ft Calame
Belle Rutland
Amoroa ft Jeanette
Shot At Sunrise'
Mumford

Waltham

Baker Lynn Co
to

fill)

&TH AVE

(ubo)
2d half (21-24)

8 Larneda
Chapelle

A

Trlbble

"Crumbs"
Charlie Wilson

Thompson

ft

Bernlvlcl Bros
2d half

Wood

Halperln

ft

Granville

Mack

ft

NATIONAL

Howard ft Sadler
Betting Bettys
Jan Rubin!
(One to nil)
•
2d half
Dorothy Sothern 3
Homer ft Duiiard
Frank Bubo

Dean Co
(loew)

Moore ft White
Chas C Rice Co
Brady ft Mahoney
Chvo ft Chyo

(Four to fill)
28D ST (ubo)
2d half (21-24)
Juggling D* Lisle
Zlnka Panna Co
Catherine Vaughn
Lockett A Brown

Richmond A Hudson
Clara Howard

TIC

Breton

Basslt

A

Murray Bennett
Bailey
1st half (25-27)

La

Belle

Joe

L Browning

A Lillian
Holland A Pell tier
8 Types
(Other to

BOULEVARD

AVE B

Kimball

Mannlng-Feeney
Lew Cooper Co
Little Dot
Congressman Kitty
Sidney Falks
Eary A Eary
2d half
Marshall A Welton
Bernlvlcl Bros
Amoros A Jeanette

Memories

2d half

BAA

(loew)

White

Frazer-Bunee
Twins

ft

BRIGHTON

H

Frank Buah
James A Johns

,

1st half (25-27)
4 Chicks
Leavltt & Lock wood

M

Roaener

(ubo)

"How It Hnppencd"
Valayda ft Nuts
Between Trains
Chaa Rellly
Nolan ft Nolan
2d

half

Co

I^ewls

Ii t
» i»

*

Itch.,

BRIGHTON

Ferry
Bernard A Janla
II

Du Kane Co

Si. C.
(ubo)

(Columbia

split)

Dennl

ft

Countess Verona
r
Nelsons

RIALTO

(loew)

(ubo)

(Knoxville apllt)
1st half
Mile Paula
Jack Barnett

Perrl

Hans Roberts Co
Ruth Roye
Baseball 4
Ray City, Mich.
PK (ubo)
Ellis A Ellsworth
Art Adair
Retter Bros

Mont.

Lazar A Dale
Spencer A Williams
"Fashions a la Carte"
Chlcaero

MAJESTIC

Belle

(orph)

R Coghlan Co
"In the Trenches"
Artie Mebllnger

(Sunday opening)
Frank Wither Co
Dave Maulev

Tompson
"Days Long Aro"

PALACE

(loew)

ft

ft

fill)

LYRIC (ubo)
(Atlanta Bpllt)
1st half

KEITH'S (ubo)

Chaa T Aldrlch To
Conroy ft Le Ma re
F V Powers Co
A F Stedman

(loew)

HOWATSON
PfckW

and

SWAYBELL

LAUGH BROKERS

A

Iioaaaaaort, lad.

Pletro

COLONIAL

"Oh You Devil"

A

Nelson

Boothby

Castle

Chappell A Trlbbles
2d half
Sparks All Co

Raymond Wylle
Haaleton, N. Y.
(ubo)

2d half (21-23)
Lestro

Helena, Moat.
(ah-wva)

(26)

Sherwood
Melne

ft

ft

L Ford
Hobokea. N. J.
LYRIC (loew)

(Two

(Three to fill)
Indlanapolla,

(One

^

to fill)

Cleveland

HIPP (ubo)
Lola Selblnl
Sherman ft Uttrey
"Motor Boating"
Sins In?

Parson
Duttons

Tli.«

(Two to fill)
Columbia,

S. C.
GRAND (ubo)
(Charleston apllt)

Reed

ft

Wright Girls

A ft O Falls
(One to fill)

MAJESTIC (ubo)
McRae A Clegg
Chappelle A Vldoca
Apdale's Animals
2d half
Clayton Conrad
Johnson A Johnson
"Garden of Mirth"

(loew)

Kennedy A Kramer
Rob A Robertson
"Her Case"
James Llchter
Old Homestead 8
2d half
Harlequin Trio
3 Tivoll Girls

Chauncey Monroe Co
Julia Curtis
Add Hoyt's Mln

Fararo, N. D.
(abc)
Quintette

BAB

2d half

Clark's

Gypsy

Hlllard
Girls

(wva)

The Olmstends
June Mills Co
Lillian

to

Grand Rapid*

RAMON A PK (ubo)
Bert Leslie Co
Kelso ft Lelghton
Leah Nora Co
Llbonatl

Page Hack ft M
Wilson A Aubrey 3

Great Fnlla. Mont.

PANTAGES

(ubo)

Shehard ft Ray
Harry Sterling
Finn A Finn
Gordon Highlanders

(p)

Ind.

(ubo)

Mil

(S.-jine

>il„ylng

Anaconda 29,)
Holmes ft LaVere
"Breath of Old Va"

48

Reverie"

Allen
"Movie Girl"
ft

Rio ft Helmar
HnrriMhnra:. Pa.
MAJESTIC (ubo)
H ft A Turpln
Arthur Havel Co

1st half

Stafford

Crossman Enterta's
Potter

Maraballtown,

CASINO

Jacksonville, Fla.

ARCADE

(ubo)

(Savannah

Reml Duo

1st half

3 Anderson Sisters

Frank Franc
4 Bards
Lawrence Crane Co
Milwaukee, Wla.
PALACE (wva)

Chas Olcott
Regal A Mack
Shattuck A Golden
Tate's Motoring

Kay A Belle
Mack A Maybelle

Janeovllle, Wla.
(abc)

2d half (28-30)
La Palva
Zeda A Hoot
Cooper A Hlckey
Exposition 4
Jeraey City. N. J.
KEITH'S (ubo)
2d half (21-24)

IZGllA

O'Neil A Gallagher
Drenck's Models

(One to

E Ann Wellman Co

Mystic Bird

Mae

Curtis

(One

Shirley Slaters

PANTAGES

(p)

(Sunday opening)
Venetian Gypsies
Edna Keeley's Act

(25-27)

Great Johnson
Caroline Gates Co

Claire

Ed Lee Wrothe Co

A Atwood

O'Connor A Dixon
(One to fill)
GRAND (wva)

Jimmy Lucas Co
(Two to fill)

2d half (28-l>
Francis A Rosa
Coyle A Morrell
Leonard A Willard

Kane A Wagner

Mme

Marlon

Cosmopolitan 3
Sebastian Merrill Co

Roaener

PALACE

(wva)

5 VIolen Beauties

Dan Ahern
1!»17 Girl Rev

MAJESTIC

(ubo)
(Pittsburgh split)
1st half
Girls"

Hampton A Shrlner
Plplfax A Panlo
Strand Duo
Marvellous Colvllle
Kannna City. Mo.
(p)

Moore Gardner ft
Leon Sisters Co

SOHMER PK

(ubo)

(Sunday Opening)
Shown
Cycling McNutts
Aerial

Barlow's Circus
Loula Hardt

ML

,

R

Montreal

(One to

El'-ph.-.nta
T*"T1« »'jlt

John P Wade Co
Wells Northw'th A
"Smart Shop"

to Mil)

Mlnnen polio

Glenn A Burns
Fred La Raine Co

"M Washington

fill)

2d half

Wanzer A Palmer
Mcrlan's Dogs

Ronalr Ward Co

PANTAGES

la.

(abc)

2d half (28-30)

split)

Strength "Bros

APOLLO

A Ivy

Work A Ower
Les Copeland
A Hartwell

Gen Plsano Co
"Maid 7 Movies"

Military

«»"

JM," YORK
NEW

Jewslsn te the Prefawlea

(One to All)
ENGLISH O H (ubo)
The Tryells
Mitchell A Mitch

Frr\nr)<*

(orph)

Jas F Thompson Co
Adair A Adelphl
Ethel McDonough
Stewart A Kelly
Carson Bros

KEITH'S (ubo)
(Nashville split)

John 971

M

Ky.

(Sunday Opening)

HEMMENDINGER

lat half

Rego A S

FN FRY PK

Brunettes

"Fireside

(afth)

Moore

ft

Lonlarvllle,

Women

KEITH'S

HIPP

Russian Dancers
4 Charles

fill)

(Sunday opening)

(2(1-27)

(p)

Kubllck
Jolly 3

(Two to fill)
Johnstown, Pa.

Steele 3

PANTAGES

Alveretta

A Church

Forest

Geo

Dunedln Duo

Morris

Colnmlmn

KEITHS

N. Y.

Ray Cox
A Brown

Boyle

Henry

Maybelle Rest
Imperial fl
Payne 6 Nesblt

Tel.

A C

Ollvattl Moffet

Llbby Blondell Co

ft

E.

,

Ray Snow

Freddie James
Anderson's Revue
Ed A Jack Smith
Capt Sorcho Co

Hollls

Wild

(ubo)

Comant

Leach Wallen 3
Dorothy Brenner

De

Lohse A Sterling
(One to fill)

Edmonton
PANTAGES (p)

ORPHEUM

(Sunday Opening)
Evelyn Nesblt

Jerome A Carson
Stoddard A Haynes

2d half
Seabury A Price
Falrman A Patrick

Kane A Herman
Nelson A Nelson

Conley

show playing
Butte 27-30)

(Same

E

E

ft

Callste

Senna ft Weber
William Cahlll
"Miss Matched MJss"

Wm

2d half
Dotaon

Wheeler A Dolan
Loa Anarelea

Resists

FEELEY'S

Francis Relsner
3 Fishers

H

Ruth Budd
Murphy A Barry

LIBERTY

(ubo)

Everdeen

ft

C

Ned Nestor ft S'hearts
Henry Rudolf

Loula. 111.
ERBER'S (wva)
The Larneda
Odonne
Bobby A Nelson
Wheeler A Dolan
St.

(25-26)

"Olrl from Mllw'kee"
Cetlna'a PtrcUB^>_

Alice Nelson Co
Bessie La Count
Willie Bros

Little

Fern Biglow A M
POLI'S (ubo)

Sherwood

"Rubeville"

Elm Ira,

(28)

Harry Cooper Co
Buzzell

split)

Berger
Norton Sisters
Dave Roth
Slg Franc Troupe
(One to fill)*
Levrlatoa, Moat.
JUDITH (ah-wva)
Curtlss Canines
Emily Darrell
Nalo ft Nalo

A Marlin

Jessel

Melville

Dave Glaver

ORPHEUM

lut hr.lf

TloKton
(ubo)

KEITHS

Teddy A Teddy
H A A Toppln

Senate Duo
Ft. William, Ont.

Cincinnati

to tllh

I

Simons

•A Casa of

to

Illrmlnarhnm, Ala.

Tl

M:ihoney

WARWICK

Duval

(Two

Sunrise';

Plivo

ft

(ubo)

Tom Kuma

'One

Iw,(

R

Y.

"(Tirl In Moon"
Young ft Waldron
Mnvo ft Tally

Sisters
2d half
IV)': f«

N.

Fred Corelll Co
Johnson ft Johnson
Herbert Girls
2d half

Mulvey

Senator Murphy

nf

STONE

4

ft

Manning
t-r

Benjamin

Cue A Haw
A A Seymour
Eddie Carr Co

II

:i

Lnmhertl

:*

ft

IUnarhamton,

(loew)

Vespo Duo
Laughlln ft West
(Three to fill)

Amoros

Laypo

ft

(ubo)

11

2d half (28-30)

Ross A Aahton
The Currellas
Miss Ellmlna Co
Lawrence Crane Co

Joe Rolley

Clifford

ft

Eaaton. Pa.

ABLE O

College

Bceman A Anderson

(28)

blh
playing
Lewlston 20)

"Garden of Aloba"
(One to fill)

GRAND

Story

3 Vagrants

(ah-wva)

(wva)

Mossman A Vance
Davis A Kitty

BIJOU

Chnttanoosra. Tenn.

Love
Newell A Most
C>
Musical Harvards

ft

GRAND

Fred Corelll Co
Fall River, Maaa.

Murray

Rnidv
N.Y.

PASTIME

Bedford A Oardncr

Clivn

(ubo)

Charleaton,

Helop Vincent
"Surprise Party"

"Shot

Dunbar's Darkles
3 Daring Sisters
Merle'a Cockatoos
(One to fill)

ft

Dnlnta, Minn.

Those 5 Girls

(Same

J-'n

*

Ernie A Ernie
Douglas Famllv

Homer ft DuBnrd
"How It Happened"

T,!:i;.'
-

DeWItt Burns A T
Blllv Klnkard
4 Rajahs

1st half

Wiley
Shubert

ft

N. J.

BAUCOCK

FFLTON

I't'-"

Kate

Ward

Cath Cameron Co
Berqulst Bros
(One to fill)

PROCTORS

• >

HIPP

M

Faye

Versl
MILES (abc)
Ortln Craig 3
Dorothy DeSchelle Co
ft

Godfrey A Henderson
Ellaabeta. N. J.

Monde A Selle
Warren A Frost

Baltimore* Bid.

ft

D

Rolando Bros

Astaire

ft

Street Urchin
Cole Russell A

John Stone
Capes A Snow
Lady Agnese Co
2d half

2d half (21-23)
Bennett A Richards
Fred Bowers Co
Steve Freda

(afth)

4 Charles

K

fill)

(ubo)

Joe Roberts

(p)

(ubo)
2d half (21-41)

Howe

ft

Ward

(Three to

Hartford* Coaaw

PALACE

(ubo)

1st half

Revue De Vogue

Cycling

Kubllck

Howe

Keno
Vercl

Miller

Ahearn Tr

(23-24)

Billing:*,

Pierce

ft

H

A

ft

E A L

(Chattanooga

"Birth of a Rose"

Camden.
TOWER'S

Leo Beers
Irwin ft Henry
Imperial Troupe
Herbert's Dogs
Bakerafleld, Cal.

O

F

BIJOU

2d half

The Lampinla
Smith ft McGwire
Abrams A Johns
"Mimic World"

Calvary

Home

Comer

Kaoxwflle, Team.

"Aubeviile"

(Sunday opening)
Alva A Pattern
Dunley A Merrill
Olga

The Frltches

DelGardo

Brighton

(24-26)

Daisy Harcourt
Roeder's Inventions.

WENONA

Bernard ft Janla
Frank Crumlt
Alex Bros
Ferry
Henderson's (ubo)
Albertlna Rasch Co
Montgomery ft Perry
".

(ubo)

LaVere ft Palmer
Flynn ft Girls

2d half
Klmbnll ft Kennett
Stewart ft L«>wls
(Three to fill)

O'Neill

Mr A Mrn Thomas

Fat ma Troupe
Caron ft Farnum
Berber's Arabs
"Riding School"

Mumford

ft

(ah-wva)

Kartelli

Shanley and Furness ("Fifty-Fifty")

The Volunteers
Laurie A Bronson
H Du Kane Co

^

Lucy Lucler 3
"Wanted—A Wife"

EMPRESS

ft

(ubo)

Boyanny Troupe
Doc O'Neil
Miniature Revue

E.

"Women"

LOS ANGELES and SAN FRANCISCO
3 Kltoraa

Reed A Hudson
Detroit

(p)

The McFarlands
Story A Clark
Arthur LaVlne Co

Clark A Hamilton
Nina Pavne Co
Arnaut Bros
Savoy ft Brennan

Professionals' Original

Valentine Vox

Bro
"For Pity's Sake"
Flo Moore

Lacey Sis

Lady Agnese Co
Cole Russell A D
Butte. Mont.

Vara

CONTINENTAL HOTEL

Sehwartz

Two to fill)
Coney Ialand

ft

Musical Britons
Coats A Craker Jacks

The Gascolgnes

(One to fill)
Atlantic Cltr

KEITHS

Lowry

(p)

Billy McDermott
Eitreltte
"Uneeda Girl Co"

2d half

PANTAGES
The

Frank Ward
O'Neill Twins

to All)

.i(!
rt~in.v
1 1

to All)

LINCOLN

Tuck

ft

2d half

Vespo Duo
Laughlln ft West
LaToy's Models

'""•»
\_ ii r

Mors A Frye

(Two

Kennett

Hurry CinoH

Helen Ytncent
C Rice Co

Cha:»

Nip

Inquisitive

(29-4)
Julian Hall

(ubo)

"Flirtation"
ScarplofT ft Var

PANTAGES
B Dooley

ft

(25-27)

Walter Ward A U
Raymond Wylie
Hoyt Manion A H

PANTAGES

Minstrels

Atlanta, Ga.

(Circus Bill)

Bennett

(loew)

ft

half

Flawn

LYRIC

Wakefield

(ubo)
Allen A Francis

Mr

(Ubc)

W
ft

half

Dixie

Holt

Dearer

J

POLIS

(Birmingham Bpllt)
Hardy Bros
Musical Hodges

H

ft

Elks Trio

ft

Petticoat

Falthour & Princeton

Andy

Sullivan ft Mason
Jos Remington Co
Stewart ft LcwIb

(One

ft

2d

Orben

Bridgeport, Conn.

Boganny Troupe
Allentown, Pa.

ORPEUM

Smith ft Kaufman
Gypsy Songsters

Harms Trio

Shelly

ft

2d

Dolly ft Cnlnme
Black ft MHford
"Belle Rutland

ft Curran
Jan Rublnl
Martians

(loew)

A Mil ford
A Pendleton

Pauline
2d half

Ward

fill)

AMERICAN

(loew)

The Valdos
Amoros ft Mulvey

Mazlno Japs
Black
Jewett

ft

Chas Deland Co

Arthur Hauel Co
Reta Boland

Baker Lynn Co

Alibi

Wllla

Arthur Edwards Co

Betta Chldlow

The

White Broa
Pat A P Houston
Bob Qulgley Co
Phlna A Picks

TEMPLE

fill)

Hong Kong Mysteries

Pawn

Greater City 4
Frank Mullane
Jackson Family
Greenpolnt (ubo)
2d half (21-24)
The Brlghtons

to

Reta Boland

Dayton* O.
KEITH'S (ubo)

Carus

ST JAMES (loew)

(Ubo)
(Troy apllt)
Paul Le Van ft D
Donald Roberta
Lydell Hlgglns Co
Macart ft Bradford

Field

Qulnn ft Lafferty
5 Stanley 3
Al Herman
(Others to nil)
DE KALR (loew)
N ft S Kellogg

Frank Ward
Sampson A Douglas
"Days Long Ago"
Bush A Shapiro
Paul

Rogers

(Others to fill)
2d half (28-1)

Slaters

The Randalls

Lunette Sister*

Albany, N. Y.

Leddy
Ransone
Lcightncr ft Alexander
*
Revue DeVogue

Mang A Snyder

Geo

2d half
N A S Kellogg
Baker A Rogers
Henry A Adelaide

Scotch Lassies
(25-27)

fill)

PROCTORS

Leddy
John

I

Nolan

ORPHEUM

Dorothy Sothern 3
Fred Rogers

Between Trains
Lew Cooper Co

half

to

Covert

ft

Norton ft Noble
Marshall ft Covert

(loew)

Honey Boys
Geo M Roaener
1st

Loyal

Dotaon

ft

(One

(One
'

Mason

ft

Cummings

Browning ft Denny
McCormack A Wallace
ft

Nebslt

ft

Girls
Those
Arthur Wbltelaw
P J White Co

Alfred White Co

Carmen 3

Belle

Manning

Qulnn A Lafferty
Arthur Edwards Co
Al Herman

(ubo)

Heras

Valayda ft Nuts
Chaa Reilly
Congressman Kitty

La

DUSHWICK

Marguerite Farrell
Raymond A Caverly
ft Preston
Prospect (ubo)
2d half (21-24)

Noack

Nolan

Trovato

(Two

Sadler

ft

Marshall

Her Case
Rob A Robertson
Old Homesttad 8
James Llchter

2d half

Belle Baker
Ragtime Kellly
"Corner Store"

HALSEY (ubo)
2d half (21-23)
ft Taylor
Natalie Morgan

2d half
Pauline

ft

Kennedy A Kramer

2d half

Payne

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Sylvia

Shelvey Boys
2d half

to nil)

Imperial
Sullivan

Rockaway Beach

Mahoney

till)

Moore-White
James ft Johns

Cliff

Rons

ft

Pierce

ft

to

Paul

1st half (2o-27)

Francis
Elgin A

Mrs Thomas

ft

Betting Bettys

Peltier

ft

Noack
Marlon ft Willard
Henry A Adelaide
CHS Dean Co
Andy Lewis ft Co
The Randalls

Howard

Burke A Burke

(Two

Hroa

ft

Frank Crumlt
"For Pity's Sake"
Laurie ft Bron6on
Alexander Bros

Kidney Falke
Surprise Party
GREELEY (loew)
Marshall ft Weltou
Valentine Vox

Julia Curtis

LaToy's Models

Volunteers

F Moore

Kabl Walton ft H
Neher ft Capped

McNecce

ft

Cook ft Timponl
Chauncey Monroe Co
Add Hoyt's Mln

M

Fred Rogers
btnupauu * Douglas
AntUouy Audre Co
butth & Shapiro
7TH AVkl (loew)

Mannlng-Feeney

Natalie Sisters
Texaa 4

Holland

2d half

u Pendleton

Jewett

M

^RPHEUM (loew)
Harlequin Trio
3 Tivoll Girls

Orpheum Circuit.
Agencies booking the houses are noted by single name or initials, such as "Orph, ' Orpheum
V
A," Western Vaudeville Managers' AssoCircuit; "U B O." United Booking Offices;
"Loew," Marcus Locw Circuit; "Inter," Interstate
ciation (Chicago); "P," Pantages Circuit:
,:
Sun," Sun Circuit; "A H," Ackerman & Harris (San
Circuit (booking through W. V. M. A.);
Francisco).
SPECIAL NOTICE— The manner in which these bills are printed does not indicate the relative importance of acts nor their program positions.

New York

ft

iorettls

."•

(All houses open for the week with Monday matinee, when hot otherwise indicated.)
ription are on the
Theatres listed as "Orpheum" without any further distinguishing description

PALACE

Ramadan

ft

Golet Harris

In Vaudeville Theatres

"W

Stephana

Eadle

25)

fill)

Vernon. N. Y.

PROCTOR'S

M

2d hnlf
3 Larneda
4 Chicks

(ubo)
(21-24)

"THE CRUISE OF THE DOUGHNUT'
Written by, Coprlghted by and Presented by

BRADY

and

MAHONEY

VARlttV
Mr

8HBRIDAN

Inquisitive

Bernard

Page Hack

ft

split)
1st half

"The Haberdashery"
Mabel Harper Co

II

Nashville, Ten*.

PRINCESS

Raymond

(ubo)

PANTAOBS

(ubo)

ft

Singer's

Stagpoole

Rice ft Werner
Venlta Gould
Musical Britons
2d half

(24-27)

Edna Rlese Co
Noble ft Brooks
Musical Lunds
Pauline Saxon
Mennetti ft Sidelll

Bon Voyage

Street Urchin

Rocaelle. N. Y.

Lew Welch Co
Martin

(loew)
Dixie

Musical Huntera

ft
ft

Rogers

3 Sully's

The Maynards
St Loala

1st half

Redding & Grant
Klein Bros
Clark's Hawallans

(Two to nil) _ r .
N. Yaklml. Wn»*.

EMPIRE

(ah-wva)

.

T

D

ft

FOREST PK

My

i

it

(27-28)

(Same bill P **" * Herbert's Seals
Tacoma 28-dU)
Cook A Oatman
Marie Genaro
Rlcnsnond, Va.
Dae A Melville
BIJOU (ubo)
Lew Hoffman
(Norfolk split)
1

1

Bijou Misses
Roth A Roberts

Oakland

PANTAGES

(P)

Van A

(One to Jill)
2d half

ROANOKE

ft

Halt

"Fashion Shop"
2d half
Zeb Zarrow Tr
Nelson Sisters
Keane & Foxworth
J C Lewis Jr Co
Adolphp
Lucy Gillette

Gerald A Griffin
Walters ft Kantor

EMPRESS

(P)

(28-30)

Le Hoen & Duprecce
Weber Beck & F
Bruce Duffett Co
Adler A Arklne

"Texas Round Up"
Passaic. N.

PLAYHOUSE

J.

(ubo)

2d half (21-23)
Herbert's Dors

Evans Zarns &
John Le Clair
"Ankles"

Van

i

Landrey Bros
Hamilton & Barnes
F ft L Bruch
Blllie Reeves Co
2d half
Hcrmer, &- Hlne
_*
r,
Bernard A Harrington
Ed Morton
Breen Family
Philadelphia
.

KEITH'S (ubo)
Josephine

Nat Wills
Jane Connolly Co
Maryland Singers

PANTAGES

..

From A -<i am »

Qlrl

Harry Sydell

HIPP (a&h)
Johnson

ft

Howe

Howe

ft

Pollard

Luxabbe
LeVere

Ebs Co
Nat Nazarro Tr
Rice Elmer & T

G

(ubo)

The Sarvelles
Bonner ft Powers
T P Dunn
Alda Ainslee
Durkin Girls
"Mar'd via Wireless"

Plttnhnrah
(ubo)

The Hennlngs
Burns & Poran
James Devlin Co
McDcrmott & Wnllnrc
Green Miner * (J
Princess Map>-l!o Co
Clarence Wilbur
J ft J Gibson
DAVIS (ubo)
Jos Santley Co

Conn & Co

Irahoff
ft

Wells

Jim Black Duo
Douglas Flint Co

Nelson Waring

Wms

(p)

Azard Bros
Wilton Sis
Barbier Thatcher Co
Roach ft McCurdy

Dancers

2d half

Wm

HARRIS

(p)

Knickerbocker 4
Paul Decker Co
Marconi' Bros
Chris Richards
"Phun Phlends"
San Dlesro

Stelndel Bros

GRAND

Slaters

Walter ft Walter
"Cloaks ft Suits"
Patrlcola ft Myers
Leon & Adeline Sis
Salt Lake

Kimiwa Japs

I*

Wolfus

ft

Palmer

ft

K King

Miller Scott

F

ft

Rothrock ft McCJrade
Carter & Water
Alllston ft Trucco

San Franclaco

ORPHEUM

(Sunday Opening)
Margaret Anglln Co
Willie Weston
Asahl Troupe
Jessie Busley

Co

Norton & Nicholson
Clifford

ft

Willis

Vera Berliner
Lo V'\K * Lovell

PANTAGES

(p)
fMir?r»ny o^rj'nij)

Pederson Bros

Kljlynma
Stnphf'iis

Oleson &
Peaches

(J

&

TTolllster

Johnson
Pear

ft

HIPP (a&h»
(Sunday opening)

Rocoley ft Young
Apollo Trio

Coscla

CTwo

Smlllette Sisters

to

fill)

ft

to

Verdi

Wm

Schilling

REGENT

(

split)

2d half
Hclene Jacklcy
Mllo
Kendall's Auto Girls

Band
Scranton, Pa.
POLI'S »ubo)
e ?*.?*
ra Co
5
? DeBurns
,
Frabrlto &
Cal Boys'

Same

playing

bill

SALE and EXCHANGE
H FOR

YONOE (loew)
Imps A Girl
Gertie DcMllt

D

(24-27)

Bryant

Y.

If.

(ubo)

split)

Burt Johnson Co

Bracks

2d half
Novelty Clintons
Donald Roberts
"Peacock Alley"
Lydell A Hlgglns Co
Paul Levan A D
Vancouver. B. C.

PANTAGES

(p)

Gillespie Girls

(Same show plnylng
Portland 29-30)
Floronzo Duo
Dorothy Hayes Co
Beglev A Howlnnd
Wltohine Witches
Filer's Novelty
John A West

Spokane, Wash.

PANTAGES

(p)
ft

H

"MiA* Ilamlei"

Co

HIPP (ah-wva)
Arnold ft Pa*e
Cruet Kramer ft

"Magazine Girls"
Ed Hlondell Co
Miller

ft

Lyie

Gerard's Monkeys
Victoria. B. C.

PANTAGES

(P)

Alberto
Mile Blanco Co

Ed F Reynaxd Co
Dorothy Vaughan
Will Morrlssey

"Honeymoon Inle"
Wnlln Waits. Wank

LIBERTY

Swain's Animals
Klotz ft Nash

(ah-wva)

(Same bill
playing
N. Yakima 29-30)
Musical Blra

G*

Edwards
Fremont Benton Co
Dunbar
Flying Venus

New

Fred Weber Co

7

Green McHcnry ft
HIPP (ah-wva)

Broadway,

Willie Solar

P J White Co
Cummlngs A Shelly

Proposes"

writes the right
sketches, monologues. Don't wish for a
good act. Let him write you one. Correspond-

AMERICAN VELVET DROPS » Velvet, Velour,
Plush: Painted Drops and Scenery of all kinds.
E. A. Price, 407 Gaiety Theatre Bldg., New York,

(Albany

Stuart

New

ALLEN SPENCER TENNEY

sets,

ence solicited.

Kendall's Olrls

Will Morris
"Mr Detective"

Why

I
PATRIOTIC SONG, "That's
to Be s Soldier," written by soldier now
in service, will be given you on request. Write
York.
John Triesalt, 107 W. 42d St..

Want

Jones A Johuson
Frederick A Palmer

Troy.

(p)

S

fl

PROCTOR'S

Wash.

word ovor
CENTS EACH WORD OVER

3 cants for oach

WORDS,

IS

A NEW

Billy Kltgard

CAM

ANTS, ENGAGEMENTS

$1 for 2S words.

Dream Garden

2d half

ft

There's going to be a lot of lonesome
ukaleles next season.

Co

Kimberly ft Arnold
Kitar Japs
Wyatts Lassies

Rodway

Successor to "Tipperary" Found.
Actress to Be Red Cross Nurse.
Ground Broken For New Theatre.

(ah-wva)

Holden ft Graham
Helen Morettl
Hoadley Lame .Co
Weiser A Reeser
"Miss Flirt"

Shepard & Ray

Klbel

The ex-Czar of Russia and the exKing of Greece would make a good
double act. Their opening song should
be "Go Away Back and Sit Down."

Bessie Lester
Selble A Llllle
Princess Ka
Newport A Stirk
R Harrah A Girls

Jolly Tars

Le!!n ?»;p.w

Managers Find Chorus Girls Scarce.
New York As a Summer Resort.
Better Movies From Now On.

Toledo
KEITH'S (ubo)

Darrow
Dobson & Richards
Mme Beeson Co
Cal Boys' Band

Howard

Business.

With everybody planting their own
vegetables in the back yard, those "You
must have dinner with us invitations
are more dangerous than ever.

8eattle 28-30)

Stuart

"Woman

Finding.

The Hawkins
La France A Kennedy
Chas Drew Co

PANTAGES

rhyme

Baseball players look much better
acting as soldiers than they did acting as actors.

Should Be a Great Season for Show

(p)

Takoyo Tr
Connors ft liuych
Francis P Bent
Hnyrs ft Ives
3 Kane Bros
5 Immigrants
(One to fill)
Toronto
Schenectady, N. Y.
HIP (ubo)
PROCTOR'S (uba)
Wol ford's Dogs

Seattle.

J. 'Gray.

You Have No Trouble

Headlines

to

Many hotel managers are going to
use girls in their hotels in place of
bell boys.
It looks like a big year for
ice water.

Liberty Loan was over-subscribed by
one billion dollars. Sound almost like
a "money scene" in a burlesque show.

Kawana Bros

fill)

(Syracuse

By Thomas

word

a

find

(24-27)

2d half

2d half
Pere & Van Pere

Rambler

M

St. Panl. Minn.
PALACE (wva)
Oypsey Meridlth Co

(One

PANTAGES

D

Harmon ft White
Pawtucket, R.
SCENIC (ubo)

Morton Sisters
Monte Carlo 6
Dot Marsell
llayaski Japs

troupe

TOMMY'S TATTLES.

Alexandria

Belle

ft

Carmen vlldes

Hamamura

this is sad news, but the
remains that there would be A
war songs written if the song-

Mary had a little voice.
She couldn't sing a "R*g.
But now her act's a riot.
She sings about the Flag.

2 Tomboys

Hamilton A Barnes
Landrey Broa

University 4
"Hello Japan"

Florence Gladioli
Col Girl Frolics
Tower ft Darrell

Sisters

(Jurrity

Ovden

PANTAGES

(afch)

(Sunday opening)
Leonard & Louie

Van

F A L Bruch

know

fact still
lot more

writers could
with "khaki."

Samaroff 8
Olga Morselll

I.

Daras
The Magleys

D'Armour A Douglaa
Will A Mary Rogers

(wva)

Binns ft Burt
(One to fill)

Sacramento

PANTAOBS

Odonne
Bert Wainright Co
Lane A Harper
Degnon A Clifton

SKYDOME

ALHAMBRA
Orla (dogs)
Trio Manettl
Minstrels Parisians
Clovelly Olrls

Taeonsa. Wash.

A Brown

Solomlne's Duo
Felix A Dawson Girls

Onrl

Fitch Cooper

ft

M

2d half

LeRoy & Harvey

Cross

*

•

Breen Family
2d half

McRae A Clegg

Lohse A Sterling
Lewis A Leopold
Mareeno, Nevaro A
2d half

The Balkans
Skelly

(ubo)

Mosher Hayes A
(Two to fill)

"Garden of Mirth"
(One to nil)
2d half
Lawton
Apdale's Animals
Chappelle A Vldocq

Belle

Broslus

Deher A Demmln
Ernie A Ernie

Sisters

Smllette

"School Playground"
Nellie Allen
4 Danubes

Roanoke* Va.

Foley A O'Nell
Harlan Knights Co
Al Golem Tr
HIPP (ah-wva)

Lamys

falls.

We

Trlbbles

A Mark
Coyle A Morrell

(wva)
3 Xzylophlends

Castle

(ubo)

A

Paata

Scott

Mildred Hayward
Will Stanton Co

A

Darrow

CRESCENT
Tom Kuma

PARK

1st half

Bevan Flint Co
Queenle Dunedln

Stuart

Auger A King Girls

Gllmore

Radium Models

Francis

Little

Castle

Ed Morton

Mysteries

Dobson A Richards

Billy S Hall Co
Bobby A Nelson

Casting

A

Chappell

Wooaaocket* IL
BIJOU (ubo)

7 Bracks

Allen

take

A

to

M

"Oh You Devil"

Oypsle Brigands
2d half
The Olmsteads

BAM

Hong Kong

Arco Bros
2d half
The Larneds
Harry Doxln

z g ibbons

(ubo)

(Schenectady split)
"Peacock Alley"
Mllo
Warren ft Conly
Helena Jackley
Richards
2d half

A

Marlin

Rolando Broa

Joe Dealy 81s

Y.

2d half

Buisall

Nelson

Dunedln Duo

If*

(ubo)

See that the United States is going
have thirty thousand airplanes.
Looks like a great chance for acrobats
to volunteer to teach the boys how to

A

Jessell

Geo Hussey
Fern Blglow A

Morgan Fields A 8

Lillian Stella 8

TEMPLE

PLAZA

JAG O'Meara
June Mills Co

Adler Co

Chlnko A Kaufman

Curzon Sis
Moran A Welaer
Devlne A Williams
Harry Coleman
"Futurestlc Revue'
STRAND (wva)
Lockhart A Laddie

Tom Brown Rev

(One to fill)
Syraeaae*

Hyman

(P)

Jack Case

Hugo Lutgens

(orph)

Valentine A Bell
Walters A Kantor
Scott A Tlerney
Fairman A Patrick

(afth)

A Cramer

Clifton

Barnes
Chas F Semon
Hooper A Marbury
Benny A Woods
The 8eebacks
EMPRESS (wva)

McCarthy

e8

Lew F

3 Kelleys

Gertrude

(24-26)

(24-25)

Superior. Win*
PALACE (wva)

Alfred Tatell

Brltt

Cook ft Tlmponl
The Alibi
Smith ft Kaufman
Gypsy Songsters
Sheivey Boys
Reno, Nev.

Phillips
Flirts

Fascinating

Wood

Elks Trio
Willa Holt Wakefield
Harms Trio
2d half
Norton ft Noble

split)

Norma

Gypsey Meridlth Co

Chas Deland Co

(Richmond

Lawrence Gordon Co

2d half

Duval ft Simons
Jos Remington Co
jim McWllllams
Norfolk. Vsu

(ubo)

Watson

N Brown

2d half
Revolving Collins
Taylor A Fields

Reed A Ward

Gallagher ft
2d halt

ACADEMY

PANTAGES

For

If the railroads carry out their threat
to charge for hand-baggage, it's liable
to discourage those people who carry
dogs "ad lib" in a tabloid dog house disguished as a handbag.

Pletro

Wlnnloe*

A Inneaa
Mllo Belden Co

Permanent Stock Company
Broadway.
Beauty Secrets Revealed.

1

(ubo)

2d half
Venlta Gould
Harry Fine A Girls

.

Claire

Geo

Sisters

Robins
Hlckey Broa
Gustave (local)
Sterling A Marguerite

Walter Hayes

BIJOU (ubo)
(Jacksonville split)
1st half

I.

EMERY

Orben
Baker

Kouns

Sprlnaflcld* Mi
PLAZA (loew)

Savannah, Ga.

Providence, R.

LOEW

A Church

"Olrl 1000 Eyes"
Avellng A Lloyd

Permane
Don Robert Co

Zeb Zarrow Tr
Nelson Sisters
Keane A Foxworth
J C Lewis Jr Co
Adolpho
Lucy Gillette

HIPP (ah-wva)

W

ft

POU'B

Ruth Budd
Harry Cooper Co
Bon Voyage
Dean A Tateher
Lowry A Lacey 81s

Nora Bayea

Echoes of B'way

Lillian

Woreoater,

Waaklnjrtoa
KEITH'S (ubo)

Griffin

Fields Keane

ta#l'>

(24-26)

Spier

ft

Blanche LaDuc Co

Capes ft Snow
Geo Hussey

Forest

Dickinson
Midgets

Schooler

Four Newsomes

New

(P)

Antrim ft Vale
Three Romanoffs

New Hares, C«»»

Gerald

i

Zartho's Dogs

Ray L Joyce Co
Cameron Co

Zelder

2d hair
Harry Watklns

Nelson 8lsUrs
Etude Sextet

(Sunday ope^Tng)
"Fashion Shop"
Adolpho
Zeb Zarrow Tr
Fitch Cooper
Skeeley A Hart
Leroy A Harvey
Saa Joae, Gal*
VICTORY (ah-wva)

Marr ft Evans
PortlaaA, Ore.

John Oelger
Lawrence Rellly Co

The BaUnia
Koane ft Foxworth

CAS NO

O'Connor

ft

Oxford 3

(Louisville split)
1st half

BIJOU

(ubo)

(Johnstown

Janls

ft

Joo Towle

19

Chadwlck ft Taylor
Robey Trio
4 Old Veterans

Louis London
Fred Zobedle Co

1493

York.

2SC
for cabarets

BILLY CURTIS

(General
Manager), Broadway Booking Office, Gaiety
Theatre Bldg., Room 601, New York.
Atlantic

City.

CHORUS GIRLS FOR BROADWAY REVIEWS AND SUMMER PRODUCTIONS. EXPERIENCED GIRLS. CHAS. CORNELL'S
PRODUCTIONS, 1562 BROADWAY. NEW
YORK.
IN

RIETY,

GOOD CONDITION.

NEW

in perfect condition.
Savoy Theatre, 112

Greeley

WHITE, VA-

YORK.

FOR SALE— Regulation

size asbestos curtain

Apply Walter Rosenberg

W.

34th

St.,

New

SON. VARI ETY,

NEW

YORK.

LADY PIANIST -WISHES ENGAGEMENT
AT SUMMER RESORT, GOOD ACCOMPANIST.
CAN PLAY C\» SSICAL AND RAG. WILL
jOIN ORCHLSTkA. WRITE MISS G. R., VARIETY.

NEW

YORK.

SOUSRETTE,
wishes to

joiti

juit

parlftt-r

doted
in

with burlesque,
vaudeville act FUmand dancer.

TEN CHORUS
for Atlantic City

good appearance
Walter Windsor, 1531

girls of very

Review.

Broadway, Ne w York. Roo m 406.
TO LET ROOM— Furnished to

man only.
Ave., Apt.

—

Good singer
Variety, N ew York.

engagement.

G ray.

gas

range,

rooms, complete

hot

water,

bath,

Courtlclgh.

WANTED-A GENTLEMAN'S WARDROBE
TRUNK; MUST BE IN GOOD CONDITION
AND
REASONABLE:
IMMEDIATELY.
TRUNK, VARIETY, NEW YORK.
WANTED GIRL- Good fancy dancer, cartsolid.

for

Good

standard vaudeville act. Booked
wardrobe furnished. Writ*
weight.
Miss J. Yorkly,

salary,

stating height and
Variety, New York.

WANTED— Girls
Weight about

t

for trspez

115 lbs.

work and iron jaw.

Willing to travel.

Alexander, Apt. 706-300

W.

49th St.,

New

Write
York.

WANTED-THEATRICAL CHILDREN FOR

6691.

FOR SALE-ROLL TOP DESK. LIGHT OAK,
VERY GOOD CONDITION: WILL BE SOLD
REASONABLE TO QUICK BUYER. JOHN-

Ethel

housekeeping,
linen.

York.

IN

mer

YORK.

W. JfTH ST.-Two-Three

wheels,

FOLDING TYPEWRITING TABLE AND
TYPEWRITER: MUST BE REASONABLE

AND

NEW

8493.

BOOKING FIRST-CLASS ACTS
in

TO RENT-PART OF OFFICE FURNISHED
PUTNAM BLDG. LIGHT AND AIRY.
ROOM 423, NEW YORK.
TO SUBLET—7 ROOM APARTMENT (UNFURNISHED) FOR THREE MONTHS, FROM
JULY 1ST, LONGER LEASE IF DESIRED.
ELEGENT LOCATION. NEAR RIVERSIDE
DRIVE. SUBLET AT A GREAT SACRIFICE.
MARQUIS, 385 FORT WASHINGTON AVE..
177THST. (BROADWAY SUBWAY OR CAR),

IN

suit; gentle$3.00 per week.
1324 St. Nicholas
39, Broadway subway to l&lst St.

(Washington Heights). New York.

SCREEN TEST. BEST PRICES PAID. GOOD
TALENT. RIVERS. ROOM 203, GAIETY THEATRE BLDG., NEW YORK.

WANTED—Two
for aerial act.

girls

who csn hang by

Aerial, Variety,

New

teeth

York.

YOUNG LADY-PIANIST WISHES ENGAGE
MENT FOR SUMMER; CAN PLAY FOR PICTURES OR JOIN ORCHESTRA. MISS E. M.,
VARIETY,

YOUNG

NEW

YORK.

LADY-- Wishes

partner,

**»L

comedian, must be able to harmonize, have good
vaudeville act. R. G., Variety, New York.

YOUNG LADY— THOROUGHLY EXPERIENCED IN VAUDEVILLE BOOKING OFFICE.
CAN TAKE CHARGE OF OFFICE AND BOOK
ACTS. WISHES POSITION. ALSO STENOGRAPHER. MISS E. J., CARE VARIETY,

NEW

YORK.

MOVING PICTURES

ft

INCE AND SENNETT BOTH OUT;
W. S. HART ALSO GIVES NOTICE
Paramount and Artcraft. Lynch
and Apparently Anxious to
Uncommunicative
Still
Retire If He Can Get His Investment Back. Rumored
Chaplin Will Return to Keystone.

Likely Trio Absorbed by

the official confirmation
last week that Thomas H. Ince had
withdrawn from Triangle, it is now
authoritatively stated Mack Sennett
had also severed his connection with
Triangle.
i r i
W. S. Hart has also given in his nono
would
that
he
Triangle
tice to
longer appear in their productions and
is prepared to defend his withdrawal
in the courts, alleging breach of contract, claiming his agreement calls for
him to be .directed by Thomas H. Ince,
which is the same point raised by
Douglas Fairbanks with respect to D.
W. Griffith, and on which he was sustained by the courts.

Pathe serial, with Sheldon Lewis as
one of- the likely principals.
The new Pathe serial will be named
later and work will be started next
Monday, by which time the entire cast
ArrangewiJl
have been engaged.
ments are under way to rent a floor of

been

Unless matters can be satisfactorily
adjusted within the next few days the
Thauhouser Film
will
Corporation

Following

Both Ince and Sennett

ha^ve

dickering with all the important film
corporations, but it seems to be practically a certainty both will sign up
with Artcraft, if indeed they have not
ajready done so.
On Wednesday rumor had it that
Ince had already come to terms with
Artcraft to supply them eight features
a year, starring W. S. Hart, to be distributed on the usual 65-35 basis, with
Artcraft advancing the manufacturing
cost and guaranteeing a return of
$125,000 on each release, and furnishing
a $560,000 bond to insure the fulfillment
Ince also stands
of the agreement.
ready to make other releases for Artcraft, or any other concern, at the rate
of one a week, by hiring a number of
directors and assuming a personal suFor
pervision of the entire output.
such releases he wants a minimum
obliwith
no
guarantee of $40,000 each,
gation on his part to deliver specific
m

stars.

During the early part of the week
Sennett visited the Paramount offices
several times and was in close conference with the powers, with every likelihood he would come to some agreement. He has been asking a guarantee
of $30,000 apiece for a series of his inimitable two-reel comedies.

Meantime

S.

A. Lynch,

who

secured

control of the Triangle Distributing
Corporation, has not been known to
say one word for publication. Having
paid $100,000 for the southern Triangle
#

exchanges, he came north some weeks
ago and put up $250,000 more for control of the entire distribution, in order
original
investment.
to protect
his
That he would gladly quit and return
to his own business if he could get his
money out is no secret to the trade.
Triangle is abandoning its widely
advertised bonding system for distributors and is going back to advance deposits.

One paper
to

a

this week gave publication
rumor Chaplin would return to

Keystone
tual

at the conclusion of his
contract.

Mu-

.

.

Norma Talmadge
The taking of the

the

studio.
Clifford

serial

from Balboa by Paramount means that
Paramount has faith that the serial
idea is still worth monkeying with, and
will start a special publicity campaign
on the "Twisted Threads" subject.

THANHOUSER LEAVING PATHE.

any further features
through Pathe, the exchange having
registered an objection to the quality
cease

to

release

of the pictures submitted.
The Pathe people, it is understood,
are dissatisfied with the quality and
lack of stars in the Thanhouser fea-

The Thanhouser stockholders

tures.

are reported to have submited to Pathe
a proposition to purchase the Edwin
Thanhouser holdings and put W. £.
Shallenberger in charge of future productions, but this has apparently not
been favorably received.

Emil Chautard, who has been directing for Thanhouser of late, has withdrawn and signed with Lasky. He will
direct the next picture toT>e filmed by
Petrova.

BID UP LAMBS' PROGRAM.
Rivalry or business feeling may have
brought the large price to the Lambs'
Club for its autographed program of the

Gambol last Sunday night at the Manhattan opera house.
When the program was offered for
sale at auction the first bid was $1,000
from William Fox. Herbert Brenon
made the next bid, $1,500, when Fox
countered with $2,000, and Brenon, bidding $2,100, secured it.
Brenon and Fox were very friendly
while associated together in the Kellermann film, "Daughter of the Gods," but
had a falling out after that picture was
completed, with Brenon leaving Fox,
striking out for himself as a picture
maker and

director.

was pretty definitely determined
week that Robert Warwick and
Harry Rapf would part company,
which would mean the disbanding of
It

this

Robert

Warwick

Film

Corpora-

tion.

There

is

some

likelihood that Pathe
company intact and
all future

will take over the

BALBOA WITH PARAMOUNT.
Something

has

happened

between

the Balboa and Fathe companies over
the release of "Twisted Threads," with
Balboa reported as severing all connections with Pathe and booking its

new

"Twisted Threads,"

with
Kathleen Clifford featured, with Paramount.
W'ih t!ic withdrawal of the "Twisted
Thread" serial Pathc got busy Monday
and Tuesday and arranged for another
new serial to take its place, Pathe
serial,

.

making

the subject itself.
Carroll Fleming, former stage manager of the New York Hippodrome,
has been engaged to direct the new

have

its

a

land has been an acfor some time, but
lately it has been bruited about the
film comedian is also in conflict with
in

their native

knowledged

exchanges handle

Warwick releases.
Rapf may also

sell

his

One

story

selection of the principals for
the George M. Cohan-Artcraft filming
of "Seven Keys to Baldpate" has been
George
v riinpU ted
ari'l
is a* foilnws:
M. Cohan, Anna Niiison, Mrs. DeWolt
Uzzell,
Hopper,
Coreene
Joseph
Smiley, Armand Cortes, G. Warren
look, Purnell Pratt, Frank Losee,
Kric Hudson, Carlcton Macey, Paul
Kverton, Russell Bassctt.
Hugh Ford will direct the picture.

that Chaplin before this

reported to have notified Mutual, which
employs Chaplin, to withhold the tax
from the comedian's earnings upon
pain of leaving itself liable for the

amount.
The English War Office is said to
have notified Chaplin to report to his
native colors and Chaplin is reported
to have refused, on the plea he was
out of England and never expected to
return.

Chaplin is said to have mentioned
one evening he intended going to
South America, that he has his wealth
in gold and gold certificates and was
indifferent about appearing before the
camera in future. These remarks are
said to have been communicated to
Government officials, with Secret Service men placing Chaplin under surveillance.
Officials are reported searching
for Chaplin's property in safe deposit
vaults and orders have been issued, it
is
claimed, if he should attempt to

leave the country.

been

A

Albany, N. Y., June 20.
learned here today there would
be six prominent men in the motion
picture field named on the Governor's
It is

Emergency

Committee, which is to
form a sort of flying squadron to the
State Resource Mobilization Bureau.
Those named will be William A. Brady,
Richard A. Rowland, Adolph Zukor,
P. A. Powers, J. E. Brulatour, and
Arthur James. The first work of the
committee will be co-operating with
Herbert C. Hoover, who is also a member of the committee on the food question.

Washington, D. C, June 20.
Herbert C. Hoover made announcement here he had accepted the patriotic
offer of the National Association of the
Motion Picture Advertisers to co-operate in his nation-wide plan for the
saving of food. Mr. Hoover will deal
directly with the members of the motion picture industry instead of through
James R. Creel, which was desired by

the latter.

ILLINOIS BILL KILLED.
Chicago, June 20.

The Guernsey

bill,

which aimed

at

was killed for
the time being when it failed to get
final action along with other legislation, before the state legislature ended
state censorship of films,

its

term on Saturday last.
Therefore censoring of pictures stays

cities

officials in

the various Illinois

which can afford such a bureau.

Other

cities follow the action of the
national board of censorship.

fulfilled.

press

announcement sent out

this,

week

states Chaplin registered lor the
selective draft June 5 at Los Angeles.

FILM CLUB CHANGES NAME.
San Francisco, June 20.
recently formed Film Club has
had its name changed to the United
Motion Picture Industries of Northern
California and incorporated under the

The

state laws of California.
It is understood the organization is endeavoring
to raise money immediately to fight a
number of evils which are about to
arise and will affect the coast picture
industry if allowed to go through. This
includes the recently defeated state censorship and Sunday closing laws, which
are about to be pressed to the front
again. At a meeting held last week at
Tait's, 35 exhibitors and* every regular*

releasing exchange man was present.
An appeal was made by Leo Steinhardt,
former district attorney, relative to pur-

chasing

Liberty Bonds, his address
a direct bid to the film indus-

making
try.

WORM HAS

CAVALIERI WITH FAMOUS.

A

contract entered into between FaCavalieri calls

mous Players and Lina

for the payment of 13,600 a week for
a period of six months to the celebrated operatic star. She asked $5,000,
but the first mentioned figure was finally

agreed upon.

FOREST HILL LOCATION.
Long

Island has been the scene of

numerous feature picture cameraing of
late.
In and around Forest Hills the
Emily Stevens and Ann Murdock companies have been taking exterior and in-

One

TURNED.

Some

of the biggest film manufacturand vicinity are reported as not paying standard prices
for photoplayers, using the alibi that inasmuch as the engagement at hand
was for some weeks and the makers
planned a wide publicity campaign that
would give the players a lot of publicity and that they were getting a fat job
by working for them at a certain salary.
A number of well known players in
seeking work returned the info that
they couldn't afford to live on the low
scale of wages offered.

New York

JOE

WELCH

POSING.

Frederick Chapin, who does feature
film scenario writing on the free lancing plan, has completed the scenario for
a picturized version of Joe Welch's
play. "The Peddler," in which Joe will
seen in his original role. Blache is
making the Welch subject at the Solax studio and it will be a six-reeled
feature, released on the state rights
plan.
Chapin also wrote a special subi')t*

ject,

METRO SIGNS EDITH STOREY.
Edith Storey, who has been with the
Vitagraph Company for a number of
years, has finally been placed under
contract by Metro, after an effort on
the part of the latter lasting over two
years.
Miss Storey has a long term
contract and wili be starred in a number of the super productions which
Metro is to produce.

terior pictures.

THE

film

PICTUREMEN CO-OPERATING.

with the

Chaplin has completed 10 of his 12
contracted-for pictures with Mutual.
He is prohibited from engaging elsewhere until the Mutual contract has

"To-Day"

CAST FOR "SEVEN KEYS."

is

Government entered the war refused
to pay an income tax on the ground
he was an alien. The Government is

film production to Pathc.

The

fact

the U. S. authorities.

ers in

WARWICK AND RAPF PART.

the

CHARLIE CHAPLIN IN WRONG?
That Charlie Chaplin has been called
"slacker" by his own English people

"A Man's Man." The Chapin
be entitled "The Turn of a

will

Card."

scene had Miss Stevens making a
in panto on the square at Forest
Hills, with Christy Cabanne directing.
A church wedding scene was enacted

speech

for

the Murdock film.
Hundreds of
Island school children took part.

Long

GIRLS

ON

STRIKE.

Chicago, June 20.
employed as film inspectors in
the various film exchanges have organized a union and last week those
employed by Pathe and the World film
went on strike, asking for a raise of
salary.
They have been earning from
$12 to $14 weekly and demand an increase to $17.50.
Girls similarly employed in qther exchanges are reported
to have joined the movement.
There
was no disorder.
Girls

Frieder Co. Active.

The Frieder Film Corporation, of
Orme F. Dowd is crencral man-

which

ager, is releasing its Orst. Mate right
feature entitled "A Bit o' Heaven,"

which is founded on Kate Douglas
Wiggin's story, "The Birds' Christmas
Carol."
The new company's studio
at Lankershim, Cal., where it is announced a number of other copyrighted

i>

novels are to be picturized.

MOVING PICTURES
COAST PICTURE NEWS.
By GUT PRICM.

UNTRUE PRESS YARNS.
Moore, the most eminent member of
the popular quartet of brothers, all of whom
are familiar to picture fans, will next appear as leading man for the new Lewis J.
Miss
Constance Talmadge.
Selsnlck star,
Talmadge's first Selznlck-Picture Is "The
Lesson,"
under the direction of Charles

Tom

progressing favorably on the new
of
theatre In tho shopping district

Work

is

Liberty

Youngstown,

O.

Mutual
Jules Raucourt has been engaged by
support of Mary Miles Mlirter on

to play in
the coast.

brother or Owen Moore, has
Constance
been engaged as leading man for
Talmarge In her filming of "The Lesson.

Tom

Moore,

and
The Screen Club Is tendering a dinner club
entertainment to S. L. Rothapfel at the
headquarters Saturday evening, June -u.

begins In the gay life of musical
York, undergoes a series of
heart-breaking disillusionments, and finally, as
a Red Cross nurse on the battlefield In Europe,
lays down her life in rescuing the woman who
hated her worst.

woman who
comedy

New

in

George Terwilliger had a film producing
corporation all formed, with capital assured,
and himself engaged as director at a salary
of $500 a week and half the stock. This was
before the war broke out, and he had optional
contracts on Blanche Sweet, H. B. Warner and
other film stars. With the U. 8. engaging In
the fray the financial people decided to postSince then Terwilliger has
pone operations.
sold his auto.

Lew Fields is at work at the Peerless studios
Corner
posing for a film version of "The
Grocer," to be Ple ased by World Film.
reAntonio Moreno, the Vitagraph star who
be one or tho

cently signed with Astra, will
Htars on the Pathe program.

the
Stewart Lithgow, who has been handling
on Its
advance duties for "Submarine Eye
Broadway.
on
back
is
route,
southern

W

of
E. Lusk has been appointed manager
Mutual. He
the Cleveland Exchango for tho
was formerly located in the home office.

SandAlbert Capellanl will direct the Julia
ttoe
erson pictures to be screened by Mutual at

Empire

studios.

returned this week from
Chicago, where he completed arrangements
whereby he will control the state rights sale
for the United States and Canada of ten
super-productions to be produced in the west
by the Sunshine Film Corporation of ChiThe productions will he of seven
cago, 111.
reel length, and will have as their stars well
known artists of both stage and screen. The
be ready for the trade
first of these will
about Sept. IS.

M.

Tobias

F.

Judging from all indications the Exhibitors'
League convention in Chicago is going to be
flooded, deluged and swamped with picture
booklets,
pamphlets, magailnes,
literature,
cards,

bulletins,
bers, press

special

trade

Journal

numhand

matter, leaflets, circulars,
and what not, and if everything gees
Into the convention hall that is being planned
there won't be sitting room for the delegates.
Last year the delegates received their
dally bundle of nondescript picture literature.

bills

N.

C.

Granlund

of' the

Loew

publicity

bureau is south, chaperoning VloJet Mesereau
on a personally conducted tour of tne Loew
southern vaudeville theatres.
Jury, Ltd., has purchased the United Kingrights to "The Whip" for a price said to
Jury, Ltd., Is one of the largest
distributing corporations of London.

dom

be $50,000.

William Alexander, who has been one of the
Fox Film Corporation's representatives in
England for the past year, is back in New
York and will probably be retained in the
New York offices of that concern for the
present.

"The Mysterious Miss Terry," an adaptation

of Gelett Burgess' story starring Billie Bnrke,
has been completed at the Famous Players
studio under the direction of J. Searle Dawley
and is to be the first of Blllle Burke's productions to be released by Paramount.

Leon J. Bamburger is not to be__ln__charge
department of Goldwyn Pictures
Corporation, or with the corporation, as announced In a brief note in certain of the trade
His announcement to that effect was
papers.
premature.

of the export

The Master Drama Features, Inc., which
produced "Who's Your Neighbor?" encouraged by the demand for its release In the different states, is getting ready to produce another big film, with the scenario cast pracThe owners of
tically completed this week.
"Who's Your Neighbor?" "are divided between
two decisions whether to sell the negative or

—

right their big picture. In event they
decide on the latter they will place it in the
Broadway for a run.

state

Managing Director Rothapfel, who has been
regarding "Parentage."
enthusiastic
highly
since he first saw it screened, has booked that
feature for his Rlalto theatre for tho week
This showing will take the place
of July 8.
of a "run" on Broadway, as Mr. Seng believes that these so-callrd "runs" have lost
significance.

Robort Coleman, formerly conwith Blograph, Sellg and other well
known producing organizations, hns been engaged to direct the first of six productions
Meredith,
and bearing the
Lois
starring
The
Htnr's name as the brand of release.
story for Miss Meredith hns nlrendy been selected and Mr. Coleman together with Marrel

William

nected

Morhnnge

where the noise «f the subway explosions was
music to his ears. Joe is getting ready to
make his annual pilgrimage to Chicago for
the League convention next month when he
plans to spring a few advertising novelties
at the Expo.

Arthur Blumenkrohn, business manager for
Superlative Pictures Corp., was in New York
this week, Just long enough to complete
negotiations with Harry Davenport to direct
Irving Cummings in his first release for
Superlative.

their

Joe Brandt, general manager of Universal,
has been taking the rest cure, but found* It
impossible to find time to devote to the idea
of keeping quiet as a mouse In one of New
Jersey's country places.
Joe tried it four
days and then beat It back to New York

will

start

work soon.

The World-Picture to be publinhed next will
be Kitty Gordon's "The Beloved Adventuress."
Tho play reveals the heart story of a young

James Cowen, manager

of the Grand, Topractical Joker, and he put over

is a
Joke on Eddie Lester recently that had
Eddie beseeching the United States Consul and
divers U. 8. officials to hurry up and extricate
him from the detention camp in Canada.
Eddie landed there with "The Submarine Eye"
exhibition and Cowen had the authorities put
Eddie under surveillance and embarrassment
to such an extent Eddie had visions of long
confinement. Cowen forced Eddie to prove he
was an American and Eddie had a high old
time before he produced the goods.
Meanwhile Eddie is back on American soil and
"The Eye" Is showing up that way with Emll
Ankermlller doing the advance and Al. Laubrey managing.
Incidentally Eddie Lester is
praying for the day that Jim Cowen will

ronto,

CTlblyn.

In the course of the picture Mr. Moore Is
called upon to operate a soda fountain, and

serve Miss Talmadge and others with palatable beverages, which they drink in full
view of the audience.
This suggests two
stories which the press agent did not write,
a* follows
"As Mr. Moore was required to make drinkable soda water In his role In 'The Lesson/
forthcoming Selznlck-Picture, starring
the
Constance Talmadge, and being such an artist
that he always masters all details of a part,
no matter what the cost, this popular player
arranged with the manager of the
Fountain to take a position behind the syrup
bottles for two days last week.
The Incident was wrecked, however, when a young
woman friend of Mr. Moore's happened in
and recognized him. She phoned all her friends
and the store was so mobbed by matinee girls
that the manager had to fire his new help,
to save his shop from being demolished."
And the other unwritten story Is
"In order to make the soda water scene
perfectly realistic In 'The Lesson/ the forthcoming Selznlck-Picture, starring Constance
Talmadge, directed by Charles Olblyn, from
a story by Virginia Terhune Van De Water,
an expert mixer of soft drinks was engaged
to coach Tom Moore, the popular JUventle
leading man who plays opposite Miss Talmadge in the picture. (Note: The above sen- v
tence> Is not to be construed as suggesting
that Mrs. Van De Water is an expert mixer
of soft drinks.)
When the mixer arrived at
the studio, however, he was unable to make
good, as Director Olblyn, always alert for
the latest Ideas in settings, had Installed a
fountain with an eccentric propeller shaft, a
self-starter, a new-fangled gas-saver and a
No. 7 periscope. The mixer, unused to anything later than a 1917 model, resigned and
went back to Flatbush.
So the scene was
held up two days while Mr. Moore took correspondence lessons in soda-Hinging by telegraph, from the manufacturers of the contraption."
Neither of these stories is true, except the
part about "The Lesson" being the first of
the Selznlck-PIctures starring Constance Talmadge, directed by Charles Olblyn, from a
story by Virginia Terhune Van De Water.
Besides Mr. Moore, In the supporting cast
are Herbert Heyes, Walter Hlers, Joseph
Smiley,
Lillian
Rambeau, Dorothy Oreen,
Christy Walker, and the customary "others."

make

his first trip Into the States.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.

Sales A Woman's Soul* Iae* Manhattan, perform the play of that name
In motion pictures and theatricals, 600
shares common stock, no par value, active capital $6,000; H. De Forest, J. A.
Roberts, P. J. Hogan, 411 W. 46th St.

For

Pandora Producing;

Co., lac., Manhattan, operate theatres, $10,000; E. B. Sladell, B. Perkins, J. J. Lawrence, Jr., 2

Rector St., New York.
Mary's Ankle Co., Inc., Manhattan,
produce the play "Mary's Ankle" in motion pictures, $6,000; A. H. Woods, M.
Herman, R. I. Kohn, 236 W. 42nd St.,
New York.

Cincinnati, June 20.
The Cincinnati Screen League of the
Chamber of Commerce ha9 been organized with the following officers: William C. Culkins, president; Mrs. Elmen
G. Laurence, first vice-president; S. W.
Hatch, second vice-president;
Mrs.
Clarence Mack, third vice-president; A.
Ci. Hctteshcimer, fourth vice-president;

Mrs.

John

Withrow,

corresponding
Serkowich, recording sec-

secretary; IT.
retary and treasurer.

The frequent

business trips to

OF
HALF A THOUSAND
COMEDIES

ing obliged

to

leave

Manhattan Sat-

urday to play golf in Chicago Sunday.
Mr. Jones left New York last
Saturday to make the golf course at
the other end of the 20th Century, on
Sunday.
The Jones firm (Jones, Linick &
Schaefer) has picked up a selected assortment of feature films for the current and coming season.
Mr. Jones
took all the big ones of merit while
in New York.
He says there is no
money in any but the best and the
biggest.

resigned

HOUSE CUTS TO FIVE CENTS.
Seattle,

The

leading

as

woman

at

Horsley

the

studio.

Harry McCoy has leased a bungalow where
he holds open house nightly.
Constance Crawley and Arthur Maude will
produce pictures on their own hook.
They
have just completed the organization of a
producing company and are now looking for
a studio

Vola

site.

Vale

—

has

attained

a

cherished

am-

bition
last week she was chosen to pose for
a series of Fashion Show pictures.

Ruth Stonehouse has reached the stage of
whereby she drives her own auto-

affluence
mobile.

Dot Farley
Comedy.

now playing

Is

Sunshine

In

Alfred Vosburgh will
remain with the
Vitagraph as permanent lead with Mary Anderson. Will tarn Wolbert is directing the
pair.

June 20.
Westlake

Colonial theatre, at
streets, seating 1,500, with
pipe organ, orchestra, uniformed
ushers and first run pictures, has cut

„|

.

A

couple of hundred Incevllllans met William S. Hart at the depot when the latter arrived Monday, completing his tour of the
United States. The cowboys vied with a brass
band in making it a noisy welcome for the
star.
Later in the evening at Clune's Auditorium Hart appeared on the stage and addressed three thousand people who gathered
see his

to

latest

release.

William Duncan has set a record at the
Vitagraph studio for taking the most number of good scenes In the least possible time.
Mr. Duncan left the studio at 5 A. M.,
motored to Elisabeth Lake. 100 miles distant,
and returned at
P. M., having "shot" thirtysix big scenes In the day.

Colin Campbell, the Sellg director, has returned from Chicago.

Carew and Walter Wright have
leading woman and director

Frltzl

Drunette has started upon her

picture under her

new

reof

first

Sellg contract.

Jack Plckford and Olive Thomas, the latwho for several seasons was the queen of
Zlegfeld "Follies," are reported to have
been married In January. Miss Thomas denies the report, but with a twinkle In her
eye she admits her contract with Triangle
contains a clause that she must not get married or announce a marriage during the Iffe
of the agreement.
ter

the

Anita King

Is

back from the

east.

Tom

Oarrlty. the Paralto scenario writer,
has brought his family from New York.

Arthur Statter, who has been doing pubbeen promoted to

for Universal, has
the scenario department.

licity

Hernard McConvllle is writing exclusively
Franklyn brothers at Fox.

for the

Mary Plckford

is

Aiming

Douglas Fairbanks took
Yosomlto last week.

In

San Francisco.

a run

up to the

William IT. .Clifford will start work producing within a few days.
He Is now selecting
his cast for tho first feature under the W. II.
Clifford photoplay brand.

and Fourth
a

its

"MOVIE" PLAYERS
Protect Your Old Ago
Your Wives and Childron
Through Llfo Insurance-

admission price to five cents.
Last week the house put up one of

the most attractive electrical signs in
the city.
The Colonial is said to be the best
theatre on the Coast with a 5c admission charge.

HAMPTON DEL RUTH
EDITOR AND

New

York, made by Aaron Jones, of Chicago, have been often disturbed this
year so far by golf engagements made
by Mr. Jones in his home town. He
has left Chicago on a Wednesday, arriving in New York Thursday and be-

AUTHOR AND
ASSOCIATE PRODUCER

Geno Crosby entertained twenty-five friends
bungalow last week. Miss Crosby has

at her

signed as
Keystone.

LONG JUMPS TO GOLF.

BIG

CINCY SCREEN LEAGUE.

Players at the Keystone studio are considerably "up In the air" as a result of the
unsettled conditions caused by the trouble
between Mack Sennett and the Triangle. Contracts which expire In July havo not been renewed and the holders of same have received
no word from the chief. Consequently many
of the actors expect to be let out.

Ora

a
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PRODUCTION

MANAGER

For information,

call,

CECIL. D.
I0S«

Woolworth

KEYSTONE STUDIOS
THIRD
SUCCESSFUL TERM
WILL
EXPIRE AUG.

writs or telephone

MACKIE

Building,

Now York

FILM REVIEWS
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considerable time.

THE HAUNTED PAJAMAS.

rondlly

Harold Lockwooo
Carmel Myers
Ed. Sedgwick
Lester Cunco
Paul Willlfl

hlchard Hudson
Prances Kiraiand
Jack Billings
Judge Billings
Francis Billings
Jenkins

Harry

it

s«>o

it

that

just

If

From

this

rare you can

undoubtedly

some picture.
Toe picture

and then oome.

was produced by the Yorke, directed by Fred
IJalshofer from the novel entitled ''The
Haunted Pajamas," by Francis Perry Elliott.
The photography was achieved by Antonio
Guudio.
In the first place "The Haunted
Pajamas" Is a different type of a picture, a
departure in direction and distinct In Its
class.
It 1b one of those comedies which one
usually sees on the stage and all of the stage
J.

Hoy

do

is

Helen Ware
William DeVaull
Here is one of the best pictures that has
been released on the Metro program In some
Not only that, but from an Interesting
time.
story and comedy standpoint It is one of the
very best features that has been marketed In
Harold Lockwood is the
a long, long time.
star of the feature and he Is giving one of tho
best performances that he has had screened in
Elizabeth Billings
Colonel Klrkland

Ideas of having the audience in on the secret
and those portraying the characters In the
dark,
employed and to such effect
are
that the audience will howl continually at the
complications which arise during the enactment of the story. The audience is not asked

tures starring Olive Thomas, the former Zlegfeld "Follies" beauty, variously reported as
about «.© marry or married to Jack Plckford.
In making her screen debut Miss Thomas does
not display any great promise" of ever really
hitting the top of the ladder In popular favor.
This is just as much due to the story In
which she Is presented as to her own lack of
histrionic ability to create an Impression.
"Madcap Madge" was written by R. Cecil
Smith, who evidently Intended It for a
comedy, but it fell snort of his Intentions,
even though they were good. The picture was
directed by Raymond W. West, and with the
material he turned out a fairly good Him.
The tale revolves about the Flower family,

to accept the absurdities of the tale as tne
truth.
There is a tit's which makes plain
the fact that the picture about to be witnessed Is to be a battle between old King
Fiction and Plain Truth, and then the "dirty
work" begins. The notion revolves about a
pair of beautiful silken pajamas which are
sent to a New York clubman from a friend In
China.
The pajamas are pink in color, but
once donned and a certain string tied the
pajamas turn black and the wearer assumes
the shape of one who has previously worn
them. The clubman tries them on, not knowing their uncanny properties, and assumes the
form of the old Chinese conjurer who conceived them.
Later a youth wears them and
takes the form of a girl, a fat man turns out
to be a double for a hunted murderer and so
on, and the complications pile up constantly
until an authority on Oriental subjects turns
up and relates the true story of the pajamas.
This cleans up the mystery, but the young
clubman wins the hand of the girl, who appears In the pajamas when the youth ties the
string and all ends happily.
There Is some
very clever photography In the dissolves and
the direction Is flawless. As a feature "The
Haunted Pajamas" Is the goods with a capital O.
Fred.

a banker- father, socially ambitious mother,
matrimonially Inclined eldest daughter and
the madcap, wbo is away at boarding school
at the opening of the story.
The boarding
school is an opportunity for the director to
ring in the old maidish appearing principal,
the girl students having a pajama party, and
the girl's gym.
Mr. West didn't overlook a
single one, and they are Just as commonplace as they have been In scores of features
in the past.
The madcap, played by Miss
Thomas, is finally dismissed from the school
for her pranks and goes Jo Palm Beach,
where her mother and older sister are wintering, in the hope that the eldest girl may
capture a title.
When she appears on the
scene the madcap is forced to assume the
clothes of a girl of 14 with her hair down
her back, because sister is afraid someone
will discover her peal age and thus kill her
chances In the marriage market. Finally Both
of the girls win husbands, the madcap securing a young man who Is holding her
father's notes and saving the day for the
family.
"Madcap Madge" Is Just a light,

MADCAP MADGE.
Madge Flower
Denham..
JuMa Flower

Olive Thomas
Charles Ounn

Earl

Dorcas Matthews
Aggie Herring
Jack Livingston
J. Barney Sherry

Mrs. Flower..
Charles Lunkln
Earl of Larsdale
Mr. Flower

J. Frank Burke
Jane Adams
Gertrude Claire
of the Trlangle-Ince-Kay Bee fea-

Letltia

The

first

frivolous

Fred.

tale.

Richard Stanton
Director of Features for William

Fox

Coming Relets* x Dnstin Faxnum in "Durand of the Bad Lands."
Under PrcxtoctMmt Dnstin Farnnm in The Scarlet Pimpernel,"

PAST RELEASES—

The Photoplay

"He

The

Boast"
-Her Temptation"

that Startled

Lot* Thi«f "Ob* Touch of Sin"
a*d
"Aloha-ObV featuring Enid Markay

N. Y. Dramatic Critics
"One is appalled by so much cleverness.
'COME THROUGH'
that is claimed for it— and then some. Audience kept on edges of
•eat. for two hours."—
"TRIBUNE."
.

is all

.

.

NEW YORK

"The Universal came through last night with 'COME THROUGH,' a
thrilling seven-reel drama with a punch and dash that should make it a
huge success."—NEW YORK "WORLD."

%

'\'.

'

•

"Remarkably thrilling—wonderfully entertaining— the best suspense
drama New York has seen in years, not forgetting a charming love story
entwined throughout."— "Z1T,"
YORK "JOURNAL."

u

.

.

:

NEW

"At the Broadway Theatre the
films is

'COME THROUGH.'
and

"Vivid

thrilling

"WORLD."

"COME THROUGH"

is

latest

and best crook play
with thrills."-NEW

It fairly vibrates

EVENING "TELEGRAM."

story."—

screen

of

the

YORK

NEW YORK EVENING

George Branson Howard's greatest

PuoTOPinvr

thriller,

done in seven magic reels of the tensest kind of drama action you've
ever witnessed on any screen.

STATE RIGHT
BUYERS

PRESENT

.

?£
'

State Rights sale for "COME THROUGH" opened
Monday, June 18th. Territory will be sold fast when
State Rights men SEE THIS PRODUCTION

THEIR
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Ad

folders for State Rights Buyers and
complete helps to Exhibitors. Watch for further announcements. Take our tip, and reserve territory now.

Direct Bookings Considered in
Territory Now Being Sold on

"FIRES OF

1

REBELLION"
WITH

The Dramatic Story
Girl's

communications for Bookings and State Rights
territory
to the State
Rights Department of the

Manufacturing

Carl Laemmle, President
"The

Largest

Concern

Film
in

Manufacturing

the Universe"
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Country

Great
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local BLUEBIRD Exchange,
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Book through your
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Film
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Directed
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F I LM
eorg6 ^°
"e
Joae Mel lm!l

Giuseppe Francninl
Francesca Francbinl
Adelaide Vandegrift
J. Stewart Vandegrift
Craig Wlnton

tl
J
Ju»»
***•
Harry Da Vera

"* rri ,0S \£i
-Fred Huntley

John Slade

..W. A. C*rron
Adele K»rrln«ton
By nimeeir

the butler

Glbbs,
Lizzie

M

<i
,

Cosgrove
Bruno, the bear

The Pallaa (Paramount)

feature, "A
Rialto thta

Road-

week

side Impresario." at the
stars George Beban, who wrote the tory.
which is directed for the screen by Donald
While the slides say it Is an original
Crisp.
story, and no doubt it is. still the plot rune
so closely to what might be expected In a
novel that the theme lacks the essence or
and aa pictured li
creation,
originality,
merely an old tale told In a new way. Most
of the new tales, however, are In the name
The Beban picture Is interesting
class.
enough, and has a touch of comedy, with the
usual Beban pathos, making a nice weekly
release that will bring neither recommendaMr. Beban adds some
tion nor condemnation.
glory to his record, as the trainer of a bear,
and the other roles are capably filled, with
Mr. Crisp in the direction displaying an
acute if not intimate famllarlty with late
hours at road houses. The opening scenes at
Rumble Inn, near Monterey, where Glbbs, the
butler, and Lizzie Cosgrove are winding up
the night, were expertly staged, in Olbbs and
Lizzie pantomlmlcally expressing they were
all in, without falling all over the place. The
bear proved quite some actor, and just how
the animal so easily adapted himself to Mr.
Beban for the picture's run might be a point
worth dwelling upon In the press matter. In
the* picture Beban is a road traveler with hiB
The story centres in Montrained bear.
terey, where there is a contest on for the

Craig Wlnton is running on the
mayoralty.
reform ticket, pledged to close Rumble Inn,
Opposed Is the editor of a local
if elected.

John Slade, who owns Rumble Inn.
engaged to Adelaide Vandegrift,
Is
daughter of a magnate with a bug for bees.
Slade frames Wlnton, through having Liszle
Coflgrove make a phony fall on the street,
and Wlnton's butler. Glbbs. with his master,
carry the woman into the house, when, aa
Wlnton is seated beside her, she suddenly
throws her arms around the next Mayor and

paper,

Winton

a

flashlight

gets

the

picture,

which Blade's

Liszle,
paper publishes the next morning.
however, before entering Into the frame, demanded a written guarantee of payment from
Slade, which he gave, she returning it to him

the next night while the conspirators were
seated In a side room at Rumble Inn. Beban 's
bear, In their travels. Invaded Vandegrlft's
garden, overturning the bee hives and causing
A Judge
the arrest of itself and Its trainer.
sent the bear to jail for 10 years In default
In looking about
of $100 to pay the damage.
to secure the money to pay the fine, the
trainer obtained* a Job as kitchen help at
Rumble Inn. Hence he secured Lizzie's half

Jeff

Larrabee
His father

Nell

butler

Hllllngton s

Hotel keeper

Banker

Lawyer
Pedro
Steve

Engineer
^Douglas
sonally

Fairbanks

lost to

him

in

the
entertainment.
If
successful
laughter it elicited from the trade paper reviewers at a private projection room showing
can be taken as a criterion. It is a typical
Fairbanks role, provided one can stretch one's
imagination to the point where "Doug" will
be accepted as a grown up young man the
son of a New York millionaire who believes
the west Is still Infested with train robbers,
stage coaches and every hour shooting affrays.
But as It is farcical entertainment pure and
simple, the depletion of a young man still
carried away with dime novel ideas must be
overlooked. Then It Is redeemed by the farce
developing into the real thing and the enthusiastic young easterner becomes a genuine
hero, performing such stunts as lassooing a
bad man escaping on horseback and firing
Innumerable revolver shots without ever hit-

tions.

before

came

she

United

the

Into

States

The subject is pretty tame, although
connected.
The film has some handIn it. Miss Hall and Miss Aster
being splendid film types. Miss Hall in particular cameras well and makes her "closeups" far more attractive than many other
feminine screen stars. She Is a comely miss,
handles herself well, and In the "Little Or«han" makes herself liked by her winsome
rays and unaffected acting.
The mala roles
are In the main capably handled, althdugh
no great action Is required of them. The kid
types were not exactly true to the nationality.
There Is good atmosphere to the picture and
while It never makes any long leaps Into the
meller division It weaves a nice little story
that has a pleasant finish.
The film can go

well

some women

any neighborhood and

please, although
not as vigorous a feature as one might

Into
It

Is

wish

Mark.

for.

AND HERE

THE
PRAISE

IS

UNANIMOUS

VERDICT OF THE TRADE
PRESS REVIEWERS
ADAM HULL SHIRK

le N. Y. DRAMATIC
story is plausible, and extremely
Will constitute one of the most profitable State right pictures that ha* been produced
in a long time.
It can conscientiously be recommended a* a genuine novelty.

MIRROR: The

EVENING MAIL: The
motion

the

m

ZIT.

picture aroused enthusiasm.
picture novelty of the Summer

THE EVENING JOURNAL:

If

thrilling.

you like

and heart-throbbing moment*, you are going
them in bunches. Needless to say, I im going
you to go and see Ik

thrill*

to get
to aak

EVENING WORLD: One

EXHIBITORS' TRADE

jjfeu»-i

marine

Eye"

REVIEW:

undoubtedly

"The Submany of the

rivals

present day output In Its tense

of the

and

moet thrilling epectacles shown in
motion picture*. Bank* with the
uper-featuree previously played

port

dramatic action
Will receive hearty sup-

well defined thrills.

from the picture- going

will find It

a

Exhibitors

public.

meritorious release.

at the Liberty.

N. Y. CLIPPER:
Action— plentiful.
Continuity
excellent.
Huspen**
in-

—

TRIBUNE:

This new submarine
so far ahead of anything
has gone before It that
there is no comparison.
story

1*

which

ITS

MORNING 8UN: "The Submaa

big punch.
Individual Investiga-

Eye"
Worthy of
tion.
The sudlence was
pack*

rine

stirred

fathoms deep.

BROOKLYN EAGLE: The

story Is grip-

EVENING POST:

It

Is

an

excellent

photoplay.

A

TIMES:

thrilling sea tale.
An interest-compelling picture. Beauti'
ful photography to recommend It.

N.

Y.

N

E.

W

THfc.

entertainment and
uiuQue variety.

W. K. HOLLANDER, CHICAQO DAILY NEWS: Roman
tic

blending of Stevenson and Verne

—Photography

a

joy.

MAE

TINEE. CHICAGO TRIBUNE: If you are not fascinated, i miss my guess— an intricate piece of work

a

MOTOGRAPHY:
to

make a

fair

with

Ha* about

required to keep

perpetually

grips

box-offlo*

the highest calibre.

Is

It

and satisfies.
magnet of
Exhibitors who fall

please*

it

It*

Interested

all that
audiences In a

state.

It

ought

great 8tate right* proposition.

to

Very
attract

what part
L.

effectively

Interest

Vsuallxed.
no matter

of the world it la shown.

KELLEY

Im

MOTION

PIC-

—

trumpet*."
Its continuity reaches
the nth power of perfection.
Dull moment* are conspicuous because of their
absence.
of

very hapinstruction of a

better

run.

TURE NEWS: It* action is strong but
simple simple because the simple ha*
been made impressive without the "blare

RE AD.' THINK.'ACT/

ROB REEL. CHICAGO AMERICAN: Goes one
than "2U.0U0 League*"— It's a Daredevil Thriller.

thrill*:

JOSEPH

EVENING SUN: Combines
pily

full

to book it are not playing
themselves or their patron*

In

CHICAGO

N. Y. AMERICAN: A* full of glamour as "Treasure Island."
Clever,
unusual. Intensely Interesting picture.

and

It should prove

VARIETY:

STUDE BAKER THEATRE

—
Atmosphere—
— magnificent.

BILLBOARD: Without a Saw:

Certain

YOM K

NOW PLAYING AT

certainly well worth seeing.

value—the

Box-offlo*

FOURTH WEEK AT THE
LIBERTY THEATRE

N. Y. WORLD: This new submarine
photoplay may be ranked among the
best pictures yet produced.
The film
is

NOW OR NEVER

MOT

ping in It* tensest moment*, and is an
example of the wonders and terrors of
ocean depths.
Is well worth seeing.

—

tense.
Detail superb.
excellent
Photography

STATE RIGHT5 BUYERS
YOU OUGHT TO REALIZE
THAT NOW IS THE OPPORTUNE
TIME TO MAKE MONEY WITH

N. Y. DRAMATIC
under it* spelL
N. Y.
dustry

NEWS:

Held

audience

completely

TELEGRAPH:

These wizards of the picture Inhave produced the eighth wonder of the world.
Timely, a big drawing card, a genuine novelty
In theme and photography.
.

.

.

beautifully done.

KITTY KELLY. CHICAGO EXAMINER: A

up

fairy

regular grown-

tale—warmly recommended for a refreshing two

hours.

LOU ELLA

0.

PARS0N8. CHICAGO HERALD:

you are a grown-up and go see

Forget

it.

EXHIBITORS' HERALD:
The Williamson Brothers
scored a scientific, entertaining money-making hit
N. Y. REVIEW: The story Is one of the most fsadnatIng and dramatic ever conceived, and
Is developed with
a keen eye to sustaining the suspense.

WILLIAMSON BROTHERS
NEW
EXECUTIVE OFFICES: LONGACRE

BLDG.,

Bills

ter.

?

NEWSPAPER CRITICS
Sully

via

Island.
Miss Hall Is Rene Lescere, who with
two other orphans, made parentless by the
war, come to this country to find new homes.
Three bachelors adopt the kids, the girl going to David Clark, while the two boys are
taken In charge by Dick Porter and Jerry
Mathers. It is quite a long story, with much
play at comedy during the childhood days of
the orphans, a goat and two kids furnishing
several scenes that drew intermittent laugh-

Ella Hall
Gertrude Aster
Qretchen Lederer
Jack Conway
David Clark
Richard Le Reno
Dick Porter
George Webb
Jerry Mathers
George Hupp
Henri Pelour
b d
??"•
Jean Bourget
/S
!ff.
I Ernie Shields
It's a Bluebird, with Ella Hall featured In
the stellar role. The story Is along the lines
Twenty-One," and has Miss Hall acting the

IMPRESSED THE DAILY

(as

Bime.

the

Rene Lescere
Emmellne Warren
Mrs. Billy Hardwlck

£ THIS IS THE WAY
THE SUBMARINE

a charming young woman nnally marries
man who took her under his wing when

to

THE LITTLE ORPHAN.

—

—

Italy

also pictured on the
The girl's foster father persuaded
Giuseppe to keep on traveling without Interfering with his girl's happiness, and he did,
the last thing shown on the screen being the
bear and his partner walking toward the setThere is some comedy in the bee
ting sun.
hive scene and some more vainly attempted
by the Italian's broken English on the cap-

10 years
screen).

productidn,

Artcraft

riotously

burned agreement and turned it
which vindicated Winton and
Vandegrift,
brought to light that his fiance was the anitrainer's daughter,

in

supervised"

"Wild and Woolly," by Anita Loos, directed by
John Emerson, to be released June 24, is a

over to Miss

mal

Falrbeokt
Eileen Percy
Walter Bytell
Joseph Singleton
Calvin Carter
Forest Seabury
J. W. Jones
Charles Stevens
Sam de Grasse
Tom Wilson
his second "per-

Douglas

Hllllngton

Sart of the miss, who growing from childhood
rought out In stage form In 'When We Were

You've got to laugh when the
ting the hero.
hero rides Into the midst of a bunch of
drunken Indians, swings the girt on the back
of his horse and makes a getaway without
being shot. The plot to the flve-reeler Is thst
the boy's father sends him west to Investigate a railroad proposition, and the nstlves,
anxious to show him a good time, transform
their ordinarily peaceful little village Into a
lawless community, loading the youth's guns
with blank cartridges and permitting him to
Are away at any and everything. It is all so
utterly absurd that you must laugh In spite
And then, having done so, and
of yourself.
come to a realization that you "fell for" It, It
dawns upon you that you've enjoyed) a very
Innocent hour, in spite of yourpleasant
self.
And that being so. It's a good picture.
Jolo.

WILD AND WOOLLY.

A ROADSIDE IMPRESARIO.
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PAWS OF THE BEAR.
liny

F.ourko

OIk*

lU.ralnotT

COME THROUGH.

William Desmond
Ciar«.

vVllllanio

Robert McKim
Wallace Worslcy
Charles French
Another story of the war and Its attendant
Intriguo in which the secret agents of the

Boris Drakoff
Curt Schrelber
(Jeneral von Mlttendoff

diplomatic corps of the various nations play
important roles is all that "Paws of the
Hear" carries as a feature picture.
J. O.
Hawks wrote It for the Trlanglc-Incc-Kay
Dee people and it was directed by Reginald
Darker, who turned out a very convincing
picture, as far as It goes.
Tho opening two
reels are laid In Belgium at the time the German hordes swept through the country on
their way to Paris.
In a little Inn a Russian
girl Ih hiding and she takes a chance shot at
one of the Oerman generals and kills him.
In the same inn there Is a young American.
He and the girl are captured and ordered
shot.
At the crucial moment an aeroplane
drops bombs on the Germans and they retreat,
leaving the girl and boy together.
Months later they are destined to meet again.
This time the young American Is helping a
young Austrian, a former college chum, who
has dispatches to deliver to the United States.
He Is being followed by Russian secret service men, and Olga, who was with the American In Belgium, is one of tho operatives. She
and the American meet on shipboard and
there Is a happy culmination of the romance
which began in front of a firing squad. The
American promises the girl if she will marry
him he will not be instrumental in delivering the dispatches in question and- will inform her where they are three days after the
wedding ceremony. When the time comes it
Is
discovered the dispatches are safely on
their way to Washington and that they contained nothing that would injure the cause of
Russia.
A weak story, the punches coming
early In the picture, the Interest not being
sustained to the finish.
t'red.

Alice Luke
(Jcorgc Webb
lean Hathaway

(lay

VYIiimi

A nine viuiK
Mrs.

Sylvester

Van Keek

Unsay

Roy Stewart
Murgarct Whistler
Mrs. Stoat
.lames Harrington Court .. Herbert Ruwlinson
William C. Dyer
Bosh" McC.lnnis
Charles HIM Malles
.John Lysaght
Muck

l'p

long

"intermission." Ingeniously arranged
before the seven-reel feature, "Come

to

Through," was half over, very little happened
that would give anyone tho Impression that
was other thnn a good program picture,
It
Whowell acted, directed and photographed.
ever Is responsible for such a state of affairs
The charhas a sense of dramatic values.
acters wero introduced, properly and unmistakably labeled, and a conventionally reguthat of a minelation plot was revealed
owner who struck 'it rich In Montana, coming
east, meeting the Roclety girl who wants to
marry him for his money, and awaking to

—

You say to
the fact that she loves another.
yourself, "Oh shucks, ho"s going back to the
west and marry the hotelkceper's daughter
who waits on the table," only up to that
time no waitress has been Introduced In the
It is the
play. Then things begin to happen.
day before tho wedding. The girl loves another man who, however much he reciprocates,
prefers to marry a rich widow rather than
The westerner, looking out of
to go to work.
his window, sees his fiancee leave* a note in
He reads It and finds that she dea tree.
sires to meet the other man at ten that night.
He sees the back of the man ns he comes for
That night a swell crook enters
the note.
the house, and the westerner, believing it Is
the secret sweetheart of his fiancee (they are
about the same size and height), at the point
compels the burglar and his
of
a gun
Immediately you Bay .the
fiancee to marry.
situation is Impossible for the reason there
Is no license, and that even if it was perwithout
license
be
missible
a
It
could
You also
annulled on the ground of duress.

partially settled and tho opening scene
shows them gathor for the breakfast meal.
Later hubby
There ure a few laughs here.

object to the girl leaving the house with the
But you
stranger.
burglar-lover, a total
must remember nhe Is proud and hurt, not to
say bewildered. The burglar Is a gentleman
that is, he Is the hero.
He takes her to her
lover, who Is attending a party at tho widow's,
(firl
tells
the story and the former lover
Burglar walwelches, saying he can't help,
lops him in the Jaw and takes the girl home
with him.
Says to his wife: "I'll turn
square.
You were wished on me, but any
time I'm In tho way say the word and you're
free."
He goes straight but is hounded by a
couple of plain-clothes men.
Through an
honest alderman they secure a Job as "society dancers" in a swell cabaret, and do
well.
The westerner sees them and meantime
has found out that he made her marry the
wrong chap. He goes to their home, tells the
girl of his mistake, that he still loves and
wants her and that he'll buy off the other
fellow.
Husband enters and orders westerner out.
Husband is- told by westerner he
can either take cash for his wife or face a
ten year stretch for some previous "Job."
(ilrl's aunt pleads with her to accept the rich
westerner's proposition, etc.
Political complications then creep In, counterplot after
counterplot arises, and It winds up with a
corking free-for-all scrap In which the westerner, finding how game the youn? crook Is,
joins in and takes his end.
The clinch finds
the crook In bed, bandaged but happy, his girl
wife looking Into his eyes, and the westerner

g"t

He
to catch the train for the city.
to locate tho Btation with the aid of
a map, but arrives Just In time to miss the
only truin of the day. and then starts to hoof
to the office. When he gets there
it to town
he discovers he has arrived Just as the last
man is leaving. It is the first Saturday in
Juno unci the beginning of the half holiday
Then he puts in a stretch of time
period.
at shopping and gets back to the station to
miss the last train until night back to Ills
starts

manages

But carrying all his bundles he
homestead.
A
bravely sets out to hit tho home stretch.

hand car is finally sed as a means of locomotion, and when it gets to Bentwood it runs
right off the track and smack up the road
into the bungalow, knocking the stove from
place on fire.
Its moorings and setting the
When the shack is burnt to the ground the
tag is pulled by Moore to the effect that the
Joke is on the agent, for there have been
but two $1 payments made on the house.
.

Fred.

THE FRAME-UP.
Jeffrey

Michael

is

another

of

the

series

of

American (Mutual)
comedy melodrama in "The
five-reel
Krnme-l'p," with William Russell playing one
of
thoso Douglas Fairbanks-George Walsh
characters that calls for the knocking down of
innumerable gangsters, etc. Russell has the
role of a millionaire's son with nothing to do
but enjoy himself, so by the way of diversion
His doting father
he decides to go to work.
suggests he take a desk in his office, but Russell says ho wants something in it with a
While out driving with his father
"kick."
he rescues a girl from a lascivious chauffeur.
She Is the daughter of a woman who owns a
number of taxlcabs, and believing the youth
He is stuck
Is a chauffeur, offers him a job.
on the daughter and accepts the position by
way of a huge lark, w.hlch involves him in
a number of underworld complications, from
which he emerges triumphant and wins the
The melogirl In the guise of a poor man.
dramatic portion is breezily told In a comedy
The
way, with a corking free-for-all scrap.
scenario Is as good as most of the Fairbanks
releases and capably acted and Intelligently
directed.
As a program picture It ranks high.

Victor

Moore starring comedies that are being
marketed through the Paramount by Klever
Komcdles.

It

Is

a

Broderick

continuation of the talc

that was started In the extremely funny
"Bungalowlng" story that was turned out by
Tommy Gray. This follow-up was written by
Hex Taylor, and while It Is not quite entirely as humorous as the release immediately preceding it, still it holds many a
laugh.
Moore seems to improve in his work
right along, and in this release ho gets laugh
after laugh on his individual efforts.
The
family are still down at Bentwood when the
picture opens.
In fact it is the second day
of their stay there.
They have managed to

Jolo.

and Only Serial
Ever Filmed from a SATUR-

The

First

DAY EVENING POST Story
Based on the famous Saturday Evening Post Serial Story,
"LOOT/ by Arthur Somers Roche, the thrilling plot of
"THE GRAY GHOST" is already familiar to, or has
been read by oven ten million (10,000,000) people. There
is a ready made audience awaiting you among the thousands of Post readers in your section. Crammed with
thrills, sparkling with swift and entertaining action, produced by STUART PATON, who produced the big dramatic spectacle, "20,000 Thousand Leagues Under the
Sea," and featuring the four great Universal stars

B. A.

ROLFE

Beautiful PRISCILLA DEAN
Fearless EDDIE POLO

'

EMORY JOHNSON
Villainous HARRY CARTER

Dashing

This tremendous offering will prove the most profitable

summer

attraction

now

obtainable.

Special paper, props,

Write for the big FREE to Exhibitors Advertising
Campaign Book. Shows you how to put "The Gray
Ghost" over. Ask any Universal Exchange or UNIetc.

VERSAL FILM MANUFACTURING CO., Carl Laemmle, President, "The Largest Film Manufacturing Concern in the Universe," 1600 Broadway, New York.

presents

The Exquisite

9

EMMY WEHLEN
in

"THE TRAIL OF THE

SHADOW"

5 Acts of

METRO

wonderplay

di-

Edwin Care we forming a
New Triumph for the fastest rising

rected by

star in pictureland.

Released

Ward

Francella Blllington
Alfred Ferguson
Charles Newton
Clarence Burton
has turned out a cork-

ing

COMMUTING.
This

Lucille

Jim Vance

headed for back home in Montana. Perhaps
you could tear this yarn apart as inconsistent
in many spots, but why do so?
What good
would that do you? If, being "wise," even you
are absorbingly entertained by it, ask yourself
how it will strike the average picture patron.
The story is by George Bronson Howard, directed by Jack Conway.
Universal Is the
manufacturer.
Jolo.

-

William Russell
Harvey Clark

Claiborne

Avery Claiborne
Mother Molr
Jane Anne
Yeager
I'.ud

9
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Adelaide Holland
Morgan Jones

Jack Bradley
Tom Lelghton
Howard Bradley
Big Jim Garvan

T.

Norman Acner
Jack McLean
Henderson Murray

Mae MacAvoy

May Garvan

"Hate," a Beven-reeled dramatic feature,
bearing the trade-mark of the Falrmount
Film Corporation, the picture being presented
by William A. Mooncy and Robert Boiling,
was given a private showing In the Rlalto's
projection room Wednesday afternoon. "Hate"
was written by J. Walter Meade and directed
The cameraman
by Walter Richard Stahl.
was Robert Courdet, formerly with Pathe, and
his work throughout should help the feature
bring back some of the money invested in the

On "exteriors" In particular Courdet
has done himself proud, and some pretty, exand picturesque views of Georgian
outdoors are realistically produced by Courfilm.

quisite

det's lens.

"Hate"

ordinary, but

Is

THE HIGHWAY OF HOPE^

THE PRICE OF PRIDE.

HATE.
Ruth Shelton

is not a story out of the
pretty well told In the Fair-

mount production.

Meade's story deals with
the illegitimate birth subject and shows how
hate Is bred through a lack of the proper
parental responsibility. This "hate" naturally
begins when the betrayed girl, about to bring
a life into the world, tells the man responsible
for her condition, and he In turn casts her
aside to get along as well as she can, and this
"hate Inbred" leads to deliberate and premeditated murder by the offspring when he learns
the real state of his birth. A girl goes wrong
and becomes the mother of an Illegitimate
child, both being taken to heart and home
later by a good man who not only loves the
woman sincerely, but knows the conditions
surrounding her earlier life.
All goes well
until tho boy grows up and his real father
comes into his life and he up and kills him
in cold blood.
The boy Is acquitted by Jury
trial and, strange to say, the fact that his
mother was the wife of a newspaper editor
running for the senatorship girdle and whose
foster father was stripping a political giant of
his power, said political chief being none other
than the father of the girl be loves, did not
keep tho editor man from being elected. From
time to time the photography shows some
beautiful Southern scenes wherein a young
couple are Been enjoying the quietude and
grandeur of the atmosphere, the canoeing
scene, however, giving the picture a chance
to make a hero out of the boy by rescuing the
girl of his dreams.
Some trifling flaws in the
film may pass unnoticed by the onlookers as
a whole, but they are not serious enough to
hinder the effect of tho story.
The political
boss at times gains ensy nceess to the honit;
of the newspaper man he has sworn to revenge himself upon, and when election time
rolled around the man who was elected spent
his time getting the returns in front of a bulletin.
Seems likely the editor of a big paper
would have a private newspaper wire or use
tho A. P. If It was handling the election returns.
During the election many straw hats
are seen in one group, while another shows
nearly every man wearing a derby, cap or felt
hat.
One time the first page of the paper run
by Editor Jack Bradley Is shown carrying

and William
Wcstland
Jeffrey Arnold black
Kathleen May.
Hen Richardson
Judge Endlcott
Madge Endlcott Black
David

Nan

Carlyle

Blackwell

June E'vldge
.....Frank Mills
Evelyn Greeley
George MacQuarrle
Charles

Charles

Pinna Nesbit
Practically everything ever done in drama
In
the past only more so— Is unfolded In
"Tho Price of Pride," a Peerless (World) release, story by Milton Nobles, directed by
Harloy Knoles, photographed by Arthur EdeBon.
We have had time and again a Judge,
separated for many years from his wife,
called upon to sentence bis own son, but In
this Instance he sentences his Innocent son,
only to find, after suspending the sentence,
that the criminal Is his younger son by a
woman to whonahe was never married. There
Is the woman^wno goes
wrong, leaves the
father of her child to marry a western
gambler, and meet* her non when grown to
manhood, In the role of a train robber. There
Is the husband, wrongfully suspected by his
wife, who goes west and begins life anew,
and so on. Quite Ingeniously assembled Into
five very active reels, with the novelty of
having Carlyle Blackwell play both sons.
An excellent company and splendid direction.
As a program feature it ranks high.

—
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Then when Lonely Lou asks that
he take her to aDig town he mentally pictures the Introduction of her to hit folks and
duitdes to take * great big loug drink of
nitric acid.
This is after a night's souse,
but before he can drink It In walks Lou and
ehe picks up the cup. After smelling It she
believes It was planted for her and feigns
drinking It and falling dead. Steve believing
that she Is In reality dead makes off, but Instead of being the prodigal he continues to
wander about the country a veritable tramp.
Meantime a promoter sees the .value of the
claim he and Lou have started and under-

strikes

."House Peters
.Katb'yn Williams
"The Highway of Hope,'"* a Morosco-Parainount feature, written by Willard Mack, Is
tho first of the Howard Estabrook directed
with the second feafeatures.
It classes
As a story
tures of the Paramount product.
It
holds no suspense, for the ending Is In
sight almost as soon as the film gets under
way but Mr. Estabrook turned out all that
could be expected with the basis he had to
work on as far as script Is concerned. It Is
tho story of a boy of good family, who Is
turned out by his dad because of his wild
He
escapades, and who goes west to hide.
takes to boose and In a drunken moment marries the only straight girl In the Ace High
Dance Hall. The reason tnat she Is straight
Immediately
Is because she Is the slavey.
after the marriage he receives a letter from
dad. but Instead of packing up and taking his
bride with him and returning to the family
fireside he takes her off into the hills, prospecting.
The night before he went broke
playing the wheel, but the next morning he
had enough to buy a couple of burros mad an
outfit with which to start Into the hills, not

Steve King.
Lonely Lou

25

.

;

forgetting several gallons of boose. Ha builds
looking shack on the mountainside
and starts digging for gold, and, of course,

a great

takes to develop It for her. The result If that
after five years Lonely Lou becomes a woman
of wealth, position and culture, and while
dining In a hotel sees Steve working as a
waiter.
They do not reunite at this time as
there would be only four reels of film, and the
villain has only had one punch In the Jaw
thus far. It still remains for him to receive
the choking that comes to every regular screen
villain.
Bo the picture runs along for another reel and Lou goes back to the mine.
Steve does the same thing, only he goes there
as a day laborer and she as the boas. Then
the villain tries to get In his dirty work with
the aforesaid choking as per 00004010, when
Lou and Steve get In readiness for the final
clinch.
There are some very good exterior
scenes, but that Is about all.
Fred.

war news from South America and seems a
likely

sheet, then

later the election extra of

same paper shows It dwindled down to a
two-column affair. There were other little dethe

fects, but the general impression of the story
is threaded through some Interesting
Incidents.
Jack McLean makes the role of the illegitimate
son an attractive personality and one couldn't

blame the sweet-faced May Garvan for falling
in love with him.
However, at the finale May
shows her true worth by consenting to marry
the illegitimate offspring of a no-good, dramshop bum of a father, but who had a motlior
who was worth her weight In gold. It would
have been better, perhaps, to have bad May
lose some of her makeup after that terrible

BRADY
• I.

PICTURES

drenching she got when th» canoo dumped her
into the water.
There were no physical handto-hand fights, but the pleture has a gun fight In
the cabaret dump that took on a melodramatic
aspect.
Once or twlco It looked like the editor
and the political power would come to blows
but all they did was glare at each other, with
the editor ordering Garvan from his office
nt
one time, and another time from his home
Murray makes an effective type of the ward
leader and Jones enacts capably the role of
Jack Bradley. Adelaide Holland makes a sad
and pathetic looking character of the mother
of Howard, while Mao MacAvoy was
pretty and
charming as the daughter of the political boss
Norman Acker was acceptable as the man who
wronged Ruth. and pa4d for his folly with his
own life. The captions preach a sermon nnd
use strong terms, but should come
In very
timely at present with No* York
City
worked up and shocked beyond measure at all
the
Ruth Crugcr murder.
The Falrmount, by
shooting out this picture and taking
ndvantace
omo of tho 0(,,t ° r lals that have
been
1
printed
In the New York morning nnd
evening
hanfl-ln-hand
in
making
f°,
"'ulT'.'.
„
Hate
demanded
in nil sections.
Not that
the cases are Identical, but
the
theme of
parent responsibility ns advanced by
Mrs

Stolen

by

HAPLEY KNOLES

Iftimlflton.

the

woman

lawyer,

who

f Q iinrt

1'

.

I

many

-

™

times crushed to earth, shall rise
° f J ,,dklf1 '»s advertising and
**u
Lm
r c " e handling
of the theme in the advance
n
notices
will go a long way toward
making
money for the "Hate" exhibitors.
Jtarfc
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body or liftl, Ruth, is roinud.nt.il
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senatorial
candidacy.
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A KENTUCKY CINDERELLA.
Gordon
Jienry Gordon
John Sllverwood
Nannie
Mr*. Morgan
Rachel Gordon
Mm. Gordon
Wlnrifleld

Tom

„

)

J

Rupert Julian

Ruth

Aurora
Eddie

Polo

Frank Lannlng
Zoo Rae

Zoo

Aunt Chlorlndy

Lucretla

Bluebird nan extended
In

Pratt

Emory Johnson

Holing

Long
Frank Long

detail,

Clifford

Gretchen Lederer
Myrtle Reeves

Ed.

of

Carter

Its

effort

Harris

In the matter
visualize a story,

Itself

to
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partly laid in a California mining camp and
the remainder In Kentucky. In the day* of
slaves and hoop skirts.
It's screening of "A
Kentucky Cinderella,'" from a story by F.
Hopklnson Smith, scenario by B. J. Clawson,
directed by Rupert Julian, photographed o?
Steve Rounds, with an exceptionally effective
cast, makes for a very fine program feature.
An extended resume of the plot would give one
little
Idea of Its value, as It would sound

exceedingly trite.
Two partners are doing
placer mining in California.
One has a little daughter.
The father is killed and the
surviving partner sends the child to her uncle
in Kentucky (the dead man's brother), ant)
continues the work with the child his partner.

In the absence of ber uncle, who had married a widow with a grown-up daughter, the
girl la abused, but through the clever
manipulation of an old mammy the orphan
is thrust
before the rich young man, who
passes up uncle's stepdaughter for "Cinderella."
Needless to add the miner appears
upon the scene with wads of wealth and there
is a happy conclusion.
There is a load of
comedy perpetrated by a quartet of pick,
anlnnles, oodles of pretty heart Interest, the
titles are very good in their respective vernaculars and the whole thing makes for good
little

comedy-dramatic entertainment. But one thing
mars the production, easily remedied the let-

—

ter inserts are totally illegible.
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Kathlyn Williams
Wallace Heid
Joe King
Alfred Paget
Helen Bray

From a pictorial standpoint "Big Timber,"
a Morosco-Paramount production, is a corker
the same can be said for the greater part of
the production, with the exception of one
That is the one
final touch, the rainstorm.
flaw, but in view of what has preceded It
one is quite ready to forgive this slip. Wallace Reid and Kathlyn Williams play the
principal roles in the piece, which is Just
what the title implies, a story of the big timber country, with its logging camps and
woodsmen. There in a love tale enacted In
these surroundings that 1b at once compelling
;

and holds the Interest. All is superbly acted
by a cast that is excellent throughout.
A young soNaturally there 1b a triangle.
ciety girl goes to Join her brother, who baa
acquired a section of timber land and Is developing it. The family has undergone finanreverses,

cial

'^SS^-
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BIG TIMBER.
Benton
Jac* Fyfe
Walter Monahan
Charlie Benton
Linda Abbey
Stella

but

there

Is

money

In

sight

for the boy providing .he delivers the footage
he has contracted for. In a neighboring camp
there is another young lumberman, and the
third tract of woodland is owned by a Lumber King, who has as his partner a young
man who has "a way with women" and develops to be the villain of the tale. The girl,
to escape the drudgery of the cook house on
her brother's land, consents to marry the
neighbor, but tells him It Is without love and
Later there Is a
Just to escape hard work.
baby and this acts as a holding link when
the villain appears and begins to pay court to
Finally the child Is killed through an
her.
accident, and the wife Immediately starts to
go to the arms of the one she believes sho
Before she falls there Is an
really loves.
awakening, but her pride keeps her from returning to her husband, until she hears he Is
In trouble, and then her true love asserts
itself and she goes back to him In his hour
The trial Is that all of his timber
of trial.
land is burning up, due to fires set bv the
villain who has lost out, and as husband und
wffe clasp each other the rain comes pouring down, saving the day.
This la the one
weak touch and brings a laugh from most
audiences.
But the plrture Is a corking fea-

ture that will pull attendance.

Fred.

LOVE OR JUSTICE.
Louise Glaum
Jack Richardson
Charles Gunn
Barney Sherry
J.
Winthrop Halnea
Dorcas Matthews
Phyllis Geary
Charles K. French
Judge Geary
There Is one little thing about Louise
Glaum when It comes to characterizing an
underworld heroine, there Isn't another pic-

Nan

Bishop
Keeley

Paul
Jack

Dunn

:

l
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REDEMPTION
New York and Northern New
PIONEER FILM CO- New York

Exhibition rights for the State of

Bought by

Exhibition rights for the

HIRAM ABRAMS,

Jersey:

England States— Bought by
Paramount Pictures Corp.

MASTBAUM

"but

all

Jersey

I'd

like to see

you do

try to get

Is

But as a feature "Love or Justice"

there with

that

necessary for a successful picture, one possible weakness being
the title, which does not suggest for a moment the type of story shown.
Fred.
la

New

mar-

naught about him and returns to the
gang for a short time and then slips out of
For hers It Is the "straight
sight entirely.
trail," and later when she becomes Involved
in a murder trial she trips to confess so that
she will add to her lover's record of convictions.
That's going some.
But the real culprit is brought to Justice and she and the
lawyer are reunited and married.
There Is
one weak punch in the story and that is In
one of the sub-titles, when the heroine scoriR
the offer of marriage and says: "If I can't
hold you without the aid of the law, then I
don't want you."
She should have added,

away."

& SCHAEFER

Exhibition rights for Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern
Bought by STANLEY V.

offer of

but she leads him to believe that she

riage,

Exhibition rights for the State of Illinois— Bought by

JONES, LINICK

through" for her and makes an
cares

New

Pres.,

ture star glittering In the constellation that
In "Love and Justice"
can* outshine her.
she drives this home with a wallop that Is
Miss Glaum has crealmost too realistic.
ated a following herself among the film fans
As an underworld
for that sort of work.
story "Love and Justice" stands out as a
corking melodrama carried along by the star.
Lambert Hlllyer wrote the yarn and Walter
Edwards directed It. his only faults being the
handling of the crowds In the court room
Miss Glaum has the role of the top
scene.
Hanging
notcher working with a gun luob.
around one of the better class Joints her mob
frequents there Is a young lawyer, who has
fallen for the coke and sniffed away his pracShe takes him In tow and the two live
tice.
together he Is cured of the drug habit, and
utilizes his legal mind to direct the operations of the gang so as to keep them out of
the clutches of the law.
A chance comes for
the lawyer to return within the pnle of society and the girl renounces him, sacrificing
her love on the altar of his ambition to win
a place for himself.
He Is willing to "go

all

Is

Maine Exhibitors* Association.

FOR OTHER STATE RIGHTS APPLY

DAVID BERNSTEIN
Broadway

Putnam Building

1493

Sixth Floor

Banpor, Me., June 20.
At the recent meeting of the Maine
Exhibitors' Association held in this city
il.e fcllowln^ r ,f rrr.niKr, t officer;; were
elected:

Alfred

president;
land,

of

S.

Black of Portland,

James W. Greely

vice-president;

Wcstbrook,

Fred

treasurer.

members were admitted

of

Port-

Eugley
Nine new

VV.

at this session.

VARIETY

The star Is a woman sobShe Is
squadder on one of the big dallies.
assigned to "cover" a very notorious divorce
trial,
Involving people of social prominence
and half of the chorus beauties of the Bright
Miss Sob-squadder Is engaged to a
Lights.
reporter who Is also covering the trial, and
as the case proceeds the lady writer begins to
have doubts as to whether or not It Is advisable for her to marry.
She Is self-supporting, has her freedom, can come and go
as she pleases then why tie herself to a
man who no doubt will turn out as bad as
the early scenes.

about It—Charlie
perchance you are a

ways

two

no

There's

If,
Chaplin Is funny.
grouch and resolutely set yourself In the mental attitude that you won't be amused by his
nonsensical Itlea, go to any theatre where
"The Immigrant" Is being shown and, In
spite of yourself, you'll be carried away by
those about you. The surprising thing about
It all Is that nobody ever thought of placing
him on board a ship as one of a load of Immigrants.
Now that It Is brought to your attention It Is as obvious as the historical story

of

Columbus and the

The two-reeler

egg.

playmate wears away and they will even go
so far as to tell a "story" In her presence.
During this time she has an elderly friend
who Is her adviser, but who Is secretly trying
to effect a reconciliation between the girl and
the boy by bringing out that the girl's Ideas

opens up showing Charlie leaning over the
It develops he Is
rail apparently seasick.
fishing and lands a one-pounder In midThen he Is seen shooting craps and
ocean.
going through all the gyrations of a baseball
pitcher every time he "shoots" the bones.
The rocking and pitching of the vessel furnishes unlimited opportunity for his style of
comedy. Incidentally there Is a little heartInterest story, when he befriends a young girl
and her mother who have been robbed of their
small hoard. Later all too soon, however
he Is seen In New York, broke. He spies a
quarter on the street and enters a restaurant
to eat. There he meets the girl he befriended
She Is also down and out,
on shipboard.
The lone quarter
her mother having died.
has disappeared through a hole In his pocket
and the stunts through which he goes,
artistically "fed" by Brie Campbell, elicit
what are colloquially described In show business as "belly laughs." Just how he emerges
from his dilemma It would be sacrilege to attempt to describe. The $670,000 a year funny
man Is still "there.' The extremely limited
number of titles speaks volumes for the pantomimic art of the comedian.
Jolo.

are "all wrong" as she applies them to life.
This Is demonstrated at the opening night of
the opera season, and when the adviser finally
brings the pair together she Is ready to accept she was not following the right track.
It is an interesting feature, well played and
will prove entertaining, with a laugh hdre
and there during the story.
Fred.

Arrangements are made to continue
stock at the Trent, Trenton, N. J., all
summer, but the first real hot weather
may force Earl Sipe, manager, to
change his mind.

—

the male principal In the divorce action It
painted? Finally she comes to the conclusion
that a state of single blessedness Is preferable, and she returns her engagement solitaire to the youth who wanted to marry her.
Then follows a period of true Bobemlanlsm,
the girl keeping open house for the boys on
"the Row." They are welcome at all times
to come and eat or drink, and they manage
to do the latter to perfection. But In time the
deference which the boys held for their little

—

A Lambert (C)

Challls

Charcot Agnes (P)
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Clare
Clare
Clark
Clark

Millie

Falls

Sidney
Betty

Jim

Faya O H
Fay Anna
Fay Blue
Ferry Mra

Collins Bdna
Collins J

H

W

Bonner Betty
Abbott Annie

Adonis

W

H

Alberts Nat

Allen Frederick

Almond Mrs T
Alvares Gene
Amedla (C)

W

Amlna A Waldon
Anderson Margaret
Anders Olen

Andrews Mrs

W

P

(C)

Atkinson John

B
Harnett Zoe
Darr A Everett (C)
Harrison Philip

Barry Arthur
Bassett Jack
Baasford James (C)
Bauman Chas
Bays Miss A (C)

Beaumont Frank

Norma

Blcknell

Mrs O

Brown Six Brothers
Brown A Kennedy (C)
Brown Tom Minstrels
Brown Ellnore

Armando Pete
Armln Walter
Ashley L

Bentley Billy B
Berlin Miss L

Browning
B
Browning Bessie (C)

(C)

Aracaro Antonio

Bell

Crelghton

Crutchfleld

Brendel Ed
Breton Mrs Ted
Brewster Betty
Broderlck Jerry
Brooks Harvey

Aleva Duo

Bruce Madge
Burkhart M
Burnett Blanche
Burnett Geo
Burns A Burns (P)
Burrows A B (C)
Burton Richard
Buskirk Musical
Burton Richard

M

(C)
Curtlss Jane
A Pllcer

M

Dahlberg May (C)
Dalbeanle Geo
Darcey Jos

Darcy Mrs Harry
D'Armond Isabelle
Davidberg Harry
De Angelo Carlo (C)
DeanaRay (C)
De Mills Goldle
Denton A Dugal
De Vere Gertrudo (C)
De Vermont Yvonne
Dick Herman
Dockstader

Lew

Dolly Bablan

Drew Bobby Miss
Drew Lowell B

Tom

Duncan Harry
Cagwln Jack (P)
Cahlll Vivian (C)
Carlln Bob
Carroll Madam

Y

Cartrell Bessie
Castle Louise
Challls A Lambert

Cooksey A Maxwell
Copeland Mrs S (C)
Cortese Nick
Crawford Edw H

Edmund Grace (P)
Edwards Madelyn
Edwards A Ward (C)
Eldridge Barlow A E
Elliott Billy

Emmett Grade

Emmet

Michael

Empress Marie
Errlnaton MIbs
Evans Joe (C)

U

B

Hadge

JO

(C)
Hall A Le Roy
Hall Jane
Hall Marshall
Hall A Wright (C)
Hallo Eunice (C)
Halperln Max
Hamilton Kitty

Hanlon Dean A HanIon (C)

Hanlon Herman

Le Roy A Hall

W

Hergott F
Herrera Chas
Hicks Mrs

Wm M

W

(P)
Hollls Frank
Holllster Leonard

Hopper Perry

W

B

Frances Beverly
Francis Miss Billy
Francis Milt
Franklin Florence
Fraser Alex
Friend Jlmmle (C)

Frlnk Chas

R

Fuller Lois

W

Hughes Walter
Humphries Harry

Ingram Helen
Irwin Chaa T
Jackson Miss BUUe
Jackson Thomas
Jacobs Julia
Jewels The (C)
Jewels Mo (C)
Jones Sydney Mrs
Jordan Barl
Judge Patsy (C)

Neville

Frank (C)

(C)

Keedwell Norval
Keeley Helen
Keller Terry B
Kelly Billy
Kelly Mlas
Kelsey Joe
Kendall Kuy
Kennedys Dancing (C)

M

Kennedy Mayme
Kin Kald Billy (C)
King Julia (C)
King June A May (C)
King Laura Bell (C)
King May
Kinsley Geo

P
Padden Sarah
Palen Le Roy
Palmer Frank (C)
Parr Lena (C)
Patsy Miss Leah (C)
Payne Miss P (C)

MacField J

Perley Frank (C)
Perlolns Daisy

A

I*

Martini Bob
Martin Jonnle
Marvin Earl

Quilts Crazy

W

Ramos Gregorlo
Raakln Samuel

(C)

Rawson A Clare

Raymond Geo R

^

Rehan Adrletta

Relyea C B
Reynlck Gladys
Rice A Newton (C)
Rice True Mr A Mrs
(C)

Melrose Helen
Merle's Cockatoos (C)
Merrill Bessie F
Messier Marie (C)
Metro Five CC)
Millard A King (C)
Miller John (C)
Miller Rita

Richardson

Robertson Helen
Roberts Joseph H
Robinson Ethel (C)
Rochester Claire
Rodgers Clara
Rodlquez Troupe (C)
Roeders Hans (C)
Roehm Will
Rone Radio
Rons Edna
Rovane James (C)
Royal Gascovnes (C)
Rutklns Thelma

H

Montrose

Cam

1

(P)
Mo S

Moore Edna
Morehouse D (C)

Morgan Chas A
Morln

Sisters

Morris Miss Ray

Mowatt Florrle
Munson Harrlette
Murdock Miss Jap
Murphy A Kline
Murphy Frank P

Kouns Sisters (C)
Kunla Tom

Musette

Grace

Chas
Robblns A Lyons (C)
Rlfft-s

Miller Thos
Mitchells Aerial

Ryan Jack
8
Sahaya
Salmo Juno

Myers May (P)

Lew

Tllford

W

(C)

Tipton Ted
Todd Bdna (C)
Tufford Ruth (C)
Turner Jeane C

Ned (C)

Vernon Walter
Vespo Duo

W

W

Wadsworth F
(C)
Walker Herbert (C)
Walrod ft Zell
Walker Annetta (P)

West Bdgar
West Irene

Rayfleld Florence

McLean Pauline (C)
McWatters A Tyson

Taylor Fred

Tenny Bob

Thurston Miss Leslie

Wesson Grace
Webb Chas T
Webster Nellie
West May (C)
Weston's Models
Weston Miss Eddie
West Bddle

Rackard Orrln E
Rader John (C)

McDonald Ida
McGarry Billy
McKulgbt Thomas
McLaugmlln Nettle

Three

T
Taliaferro Miss I
Tannen Julius (C)

Ward Arthur F

Marvin Geo

McC ready D

Mra P A (P)

Swor Bert
Syncopators

Van Bergen Martin

Marlon Mlas Cecil
Marley Jack
Marston Miss R
Martini A Maxmlllian

Mason Pauline
VMathews Don A Jane
McBard A McBard
McCart A Bradford

Swift

Tyrrell

Pollard Freddie B
Potterly John
Price Lew
Powell Will
Procter
L
Pulitzer Miss B S

L (O

Mantell Ayers

Stewart Jean
St Jamea Will
Stone Beth (C)
Sweet Alyce

Tyler Adele

Persky Ben
Plngree D H
Plant Vic

Mann Sam

(C)

Bob (C)

Sterling

Ostman Chas

Maloore Edith
Mandevllle Marjorle

Edw

Starr ft Starr
Startup Harry
St Clair Mae

Oliver Belle
Oliver Dare Devil (P)
Oliver Miss Trlx
Olts Edna
O'Nell Denny
O'Nell Miss Dixie
O'Nell Bva
Orvllle A Mandellne

Pearl Jamea
Peel Jaa

Wm

Soraghan

Mrs Leopold
Stafford Mrs J M
Stanley Harry

Oakland Dagmar
Olcott Chas

A

Sinclair Ethel
Sinclair Mra Horace

Stach

Longfeather Joe (C)
Loom is Lewis
Lorlmer Lew
Louden Jane (C)
Lua Pale K

Kirby
T
Klrkegrade Letta
Knight Al H
Knudson Eveta

Wm

H

O

Loftua Chas A
Long L C

Wm

Semon Primrose
Sharp Lew (P)
Sherman Arthur
Sidney Mrs Jack

Nichols Miss
Nichols Clyde
Noll Agnes
Noll Fritz!

LeBtrange Katherlne
Lewis A Felber
Lewis A
Lewis Chas E7
Lewis Craig E (C)
Lewis Sid
Lindsay Jonathan
Linn Frank
Lippincott Jane
Lockhart Roba M (C)

Sandbars; Harry
Schilling
Beldon ft. Bradford
Seizor Irving

Smytbe

W

Newman Mrs

Leonbardt Al

(C)

Kaufman Leo (C)
Kaufman Oscar (C)

H

Wheeler Bert
White Mr
White ft Brown (C)
Wilbur Bunny (C)
Williams M L
Williams Max (C)
Williams
J

W

Wtllard Janet (C)
Willis Robert L
Wilson Al O
Wilson Harry (P)
Wilson T M (C)

Wlnslow

Wm

Wood Bmll (C)
Wooster Bdw
Worth Muriel (C)
Wyatt Wtnne
Wylle

ft

Blackburn

York Bna
Youna (P)
Younger Jack
Young A Moore
Young Geo

Zuhn

Billy (C)

CHICAGO

Gardner Fred
Garrett Lloyd
Gates Earl
Geolet BUUe

Miss
Glllman Mrs S (C)
Goldsmith A Pinard
Gorraine Winifred
Gould Mrs
Grace Florence

Mae

Newel Tom (C)
Newman L A J (REG)

Mackeand J L

Hurst A De Var (C)
Hymer John B

Galvln Jimmy Jr (C)
Garbell Albert (C)
Garclnnettl Joe
Gardner Frank (C)

Nelson

H

Howard A Fields
Howard Sisters
Howard Henry
Howe Bert
Howland
G

B

Neale Arthur
Neary Tommy

Lauri Roma
Laursen ben
La Vonna Trio (C)
La Verne Evelyn
Le Hart Hose

Leewood 11
Leonard Oro

Hart Ruby
Hayes Dorothy
Hazard Grace
Heath Frankie
(C)
Heck C
Henderson Clarrle
Hennequey Helene

(P)
Natters Frank

Las Espanozos (C)
La u re 11 May-Stan (C)

Hardy Adele
Harmon Mrs
Harper Neal
Harper Pearl (C)
Harrington Miss Joe
Hart Mr Hall (C)

Nasser Mrs Sparkle

La Argentine
La Coete Warren
Lambden Blwood
Landau Max
Landolf B
La Pine Lyle
La Polllta Miss (P)

Hanna Florence
Hanson Harry L

Keane Miss P (C)
Kearney John

Wm

Fisher Eleanor
Fitzgerald Jay
Fitsgerald Jay (C)
Fleming Kathleen
Follette A Wicks (C)
Folsom Bobby (C)
Fontaine Bessie
Fontaine Evan B
Forbes Marlon (C)
Forls Antonio

Fox B

Custer

Drlscoll

Carson Cora

Binns Mr & Mrs Geo
Bjorge Betrls
Black Betty
Blanchfleld Miss A
Bolton Nate C

F
B

Mary
Mra C
Curran Miss Fay N

Boorum Mattle
Borg Mrs August
Boylan Miss Cecil
Braase Stella

A

Faust Victor
Fay Miss BUUe (C)

Peggy

ft

Clifford Saddle
Clover Dave
Coen Verne*
Cole Florence (C)
Collins A P (C)

Connor
Conrad Ed

Wm

H

Fatlma

Connelly James

Adams A Murray

Evelyn David M
Everett Louisa

Cherry James
Cinlottl Mra Paul
is

N

Ouhl Bd
Ousmaln Trio

THE IMMIGRANT.

HATER OF MEN.
Bessie Barrlscale
Salsbury
Charles K. French
Phillips Hartley
Jack Gilbert
Billy Williams
C. Gardner Sullivan turned out a cute
comedy-drama with an underlying lesson to
women when he wrote the "Hater of Men" In
It la a
which Bessie Barrlscale Is starred.
produced
Trlangle-Ince-Kay
Bee
feature
under .the direction of Charles Miller. Those
who know court procedure and the newspaper
field will readily admit the director knew his
business from the manner In which he staged

Janice

27

Gillette

Gray Mrs Chris
Gray Dolly
Gray Nellie A
Gray Roger
Greatwood Llsette
Greenwood Geo B
Gregorys The (C)
Grey Clarice
Guerite Laura

Ernest
general

Hare has arrived In town, being
understudy for "The Show of Won-

Boylo Wool folk
Roberts,

ders."

built

Stuart

around the

Is to produce a tab with
and Roberts, which will be

trio's present act.

CORRESPONDENCE
Unless otherwiae noted, the following reports are for the current week.

Guest Alfred
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WILLIAM

FRIEDLANDER

B.

(INCORPORATED)

THEATRICAL ATTRACTIONS
Desires to

Offices, Rehearsal

Announce

Its

Rooms and
Are

New
Headquarters

at

BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY
1 568

(ONE STEP

ADDRESS

FROM PALACE THEATRE

ALL

BUSINESS

BUILDING)

CORRESPONDENCE

TO

WILLIAM B. FRIEDLANDER, Inc.

WANTED
THEATRICAL ARTISTS AT ALL TIMES
PRINCIPALS and

communicate by mail or in person
the above address after June 25

at liberty,
to

CHORUS PEOPLE

VARIETY
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r

F.

ANTHONY
ANDRE

MAX KART

ZIEGFELD, JR.
Manager

-r«

Starring la "The Beggar Man"
Now Playing Loew Tims)

Guardian

The National closed Saturday
but will reopen in August.

•

night

last

The first tab of the oomlng season is the
'Twentieth Century Whirl," which opena In
Danville July 12 and then plays south.
It
is one of Woolfolk's.

agree with the

The Columbia opens Columbia Wheel bur-

PRESS and PUBLIC

lesque season here Aug. 6, the first attraction being the "Star and Garter" show. Thin
show mores to the Star and Garter theatre

EXTRAORDINARY

the following week.

SALE

Harold Atterldge was in town to settle up
He was accompanied by
father was one of Ned
Wayburn's backers when the latter produced

his mother's estate.
Jos. Ecclea, whose

the ill-fated

"Town

Topics."

Commencing to-day

Lou Houseman, who returned this week
from a fishing trip, was the subject matter
for K. C. B. in his dally "line" story one day
last week.
Lou's wife thoughtfully bought
200 copies of the paper, which he mailed out
upon his arrival.

that

until

All the newest

Kelly

string

H arris

of

affiliation

of the

at 1/3

l
to /i
former prices.

Burns and

houses with the Ackertnan-

was indicated after the visit
week of ffddle Burns of Seattle.
The Burns and Kelly agency book eight or
here

and most ex-

Kahn Models

clusive

Paul Smith's place in the Adirondack*.

The probable

nest

ONE WEEK

Johny Simon leaves for a vacation this
week upon the return of Bert Cortelyou.
taking a slant at the Times square
"boardwalk," Johnny will Inspect Atlantic
City's boardwalk and then spend a month at

After

EDDIE

Gowns

Creator of

time

STUNNING
DRESSES

last

nine theatres in the northwest.

Duggan, property man at the Plata
has begun suit against Frank Fisher,
of Rlvervlew Park, asking damages
to the extent of $10,000.
It seems that when
Duggan was taking care of "Rapids Gorge"
at Rlvervlew lately, he had an argument
with Fisher over salary, resulting In a
fight from which Duggan came away with a
Phil

SUITS and

theatre,

manager

WRAPS
Special to the Profession

broken noee.

CANTOR
is

an unqualified

For

hit

Just Finished
Shubert Productions.

Show

My

Lyric Theatre

New York

Ono thousand seven hundred and fifty dollars was invebted In Liberty Bonds by the
Majestic theatre stage hands, led by Abe

One Forty-eight
West Forty-fourth Street
Near Broadway
New York City

sum Doraldlna

Four poors

of

West of
The Lambe' Club

collected almost $4,000.
One
her collections was made on the Chicago
of Trade, the members contributing
$1,900 for a single box.
In addition she appeared In the benefit, giving both her Hawaiian
and Indian numbers. There were 10 acts In

Board

17"
19
of

FOR SALE OR TO LET

Castle Square

Seating capacity over 1800; can be increased
to over 2000 if
desirable
Depth of stage from curtain line, 45^ ft.; width of
stage 68 ft
Apron in front of curtain, 5 ft.; 75 ft. high from
stage to gridiron. Proscenium opening, 40
ft. wide, 34 ft. high.
Stage to fly-floor, 29 ft. Cellar to stage, 12 ft.
ft.

wide, 85

ft.

deep, 70

Over $20,000 worth of scenery
Apply to owner.

J.

BUZ2ELL,

Attorney.

Theatre

BOSTON, MASS.

Auditorium, 80

N. B.—The gag referring to a "Jewish Submarine/' used by Mr. Cantor
in the Follies, was originated by him and is his sole property. Air infringements will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law by

Lady's

Glove

1917

Winter
Garden

route
vue."

The benefit at Cohan's Grand last week for
the fund to provide for dependents of those
in the navy, netted around $7,000.
Of that

The Follies
SAMUEL

References,

Passing

1.
e., tabloids by Woolfolk and girl
acts by Moore.
The latter abandoned a tab
to co-produce "The International Re-

activity,

Jacobs, of bowle knife fame, who took $300
personally. This liberal Investment was commented upon by speakers last week In their
speeches in the theatres.
The sick committees of local No. 2 of the I. T. A. 8. B. invested similarly to the amount of $3,000.

wfth

u

Menlo Moore and Boyle Wool folk will soon
begin work on their first dual production, it
being a girl act called "The International
Revue." There may be further co-eperatlon
between the two later on. but for the present
both plan to adhere to their present fields of

A. F.

in

ft.

high.

good condition.

ARNOLD
Room

27 State

St.,

Boston, Mass.
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REMIND YOU OF SONGLAND'S BEST!
SOMEDAY SOMEBODY'S GONNA

SWEET EGYPTIAN ROSE
THE VALLEY #¥****

"LILY

*¥*•*»»

TO MAKE A PREACHER LAY

TAKES A LONG TALL BROWNSKIN GAL

IT

MY PRINCESS
STERN &

JOS. W.

CHICAGO

119

CLARK

NO.

WOLFE GILBERT
Professional

Manager

1556 BROADWAY,
FRISCO

ST.

129 135

j IlN

WEST 4a** STREET
WEST 49'? STREET

THE HEART OF

NEW YCRK

Known

as

"HOME"

by many

est class in ths profession.

$ 14

4fth Street Entrance

T.

f23* per day
$3.M and $4.M
American Plan (includee Meals)
Single,
and M-St per day
Double, |7.M and IS.M per day

the last being the combined naval bands,
They completely filled
numbering 160 men.
the stage, making a pretty picture, and were
lead by John Philip Sousa, now a lieutenant.
Fred C. Eberts was In charge of the Sousa
George Klnghbury was stage director
section
and Frank Craven was the announcer.
all,

;

GRAND
to

the

(Harry
Right"

J.

(23d

Ridings,

week).

President and Manager

ROOM & BATH FOR 2

Minutes from

$16 up

KM

ELLIOTT TOLSON,

PER

wEEK
5

Room and Bath, I2.M and
Room and Bath (Double)),

Collect.

COHANS
mgr.).— "Turn

of the high-

41th Street

For Reservation
Send a Wire

dan Road.

Every modern

ill

Main Entrance,

number of dice games supposed to have
flourished
during De Priest's incumbency
The paper further advanced l"».e fact that perhaps Wilson was thinking of moving to Sheri-

The laugh of the week vraa furnlsaed those
who lamped the "Chicago Defender," a new
weekly paper edited by and for colored people.
The sheet held a yarn on the acquittal of exAlderman Oscar De Priest, who was charged
with being mixed up with political graft and

COURTESY COMFORT
CHEER

C

ST

houses
gambling
from
with
"collecting"
within the Second Ward, which con*y.lses Chicago's "black belt." It attacked Edward Wilson, a colored attorney, who prosecuted De
"Edward WilPriest at the trial, saying:
son, who has been with the state, disgusted
all members of the race when he referred to
the Second Ward as 'Crapvllle,' " and that
such a statement coming from one of their
own was "the height of 'nlggerlsm.' " Wilson's remark was probably aimed at the

August of last year and began playing
vaudeville again.
Frank Gordon sued in the
New York courts and apparently won his
case, Justice Clarence J. Shearn having appointed a receiver who put up bond to the
amount of $3,000, having the power to pick
up the animal wherever found. The claimant
avers that the act has made $2,000 since Che
trouble and that he had not received any part
The Gordons and Kangaroo played the
of It.
Palace. Milwaukee, last week.

the Discriminating Professional Stays
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the Theatres—Overlooking Central Park
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Light, Airy, with

Frank Gordon was here trailing the act
known as Gordon Brothers and lioxing Kangaroo, Frank claiming the animal belongs to

all

™^

FOR 2

Modern Hotel Improvements

REISENWEBER'S HOTEL

him. Ho exhibited a bill of sale and says the
brothers are Illegally using the kangaroo. It
seems that there was no trouble about oopsesslon of tho animal until the act left a circus
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58th STREET AND
COLUMBUS CIRCLE, N.
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^^ The Seven Bonomor Arabs
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BEHIND THE GRAND STAND
Closing a Successful Season of
41 Consecutive Weeks
Direction,

PETE MACK

Opening in the Fall with the new
Winter Garden Production
Management,

MESSRS. SHUBERT

VAltHTY
BII.I.Y GIBSON
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PROMOTER OF SPORT
NEW YORK
rttEPHONfs s*a« MlLROSE
CaBlI ADDffISS GlBFAlR"

Junt 11, 1917

Eddit Leonard, Isq.,
g/# R#l«#nwaber»
Ctluabui Oirole
Dtar Eddit:
At tht direction of l^nny Ltonard I am aendlag you
htrtwith a ohaak for $1,000 whioh you ware ao kind to giva him
fallowing tha Fraddia Welah-Leanard mat oh at Maakattan Caaina.
to aaaura you that he doaa not
Banny aapaaially daairaa
wiah to affand you by thia aotian, but ha aanaoiantioualy believes that this
la mere thaa aut of the ordinary.
Benny ia anxloua that you will oentinue te be his friead ia the
future aa you have been ia the paat and he prediota that it will be a long
time before you as ehaapion in your olass and he as the world's lightweight
champion, that anyone will be developed to atrip either ef yea
of honora deaervedly due.
With kindest personal regards from Benny and myself,
I am, Yours as ever,

•

THE AERIAL SENSATION OF PARIS

HEEL AND TOE CATCHES ON FLYING TRAPEZE
Declared

by AMERICA'S PRESS TO BE UNSURPASSED
Mtfl-*

Addre»»

IN
HAYMARKBT
"Famous
lesque).

COLONIAL
Trial"

(Norman

Fields,

mgr.).— "On

(2d week)

(dim).
Oerson,
(Sam

mgr.).— "The
OARRICK
Pawn" with Frank Keenan (4th week), first
moved up from Princess
this house

week at
Monday.

;

(Art

H.

Follies," with

ILLINOIS

VARIETY, Chicago

DAINTY DANCES ON THE WIRE
Care

ing strong.

Mail care

A REAL NOVELTY FOR ANY VAUDEVILLE CIRCUIT

UltSIVflbflBI

CORT (U. J. Hermann, mgr.).— "Seven
Chances" with Frank Craven (Oth week) go-

all

Moeller,

Sells- Flo to Circus

PALACE

mgr.).—

Arthur Lannlng (bur-

enroute

of

(Earl Stewart, mgr.).— "The Show
Wonders" (5th week), big business.
(Will Clnger, mgr.).— "Dollars

PRINCESS

Tlmponl,
Drop Inn" opened Sunday.
(R.

IMPERIAL (Will
the Circus" (tab).

Spink,

OLYMPIC

mgr.).— "Dew

with Alan Brooks (3d week),
moved from Qarrlck Monday chtnge not to
advantage and continuation problematical.
VICTORIA.— "School Days" (tab).
WILSON AVE.
Lleb - Harris
players
(stock), "The Misleading Lady."
Sense,"

;

mgr.).— "Polly

(George Warren,
Bird of Paradise" (Oth week).

and

of

mgr.).— "The

—

MAJESTIC (Fred
Orpheum— Rehearsal

Direction,

PALACE THIS WEEK
Rolfe

& Maddock

—

—

Andrew
KEITH'S

Eberts, mgr.; agent,
9.30).— With the head-

C.

line divided by two dancing acts Carl Randall and Ernestine Meyers, and Allre Eis
and Bert French et al it would seem that the
bill
was overloaded with terpslcore.
But
such was not the case, even though there was
a conflict between the two turns, since both
had portions of barefoot dancing and a gen-

(June 18)
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erous display of bare skin as well.
The
acrobatic stepping of James C. Morton might
be figured In the dancing section, but, nevertheless, the show was a worthy one, running
fairly fast and productive of generous apglause throughout, there being at least four
Its registered on Monday night.
It Is, perhaps, not the easiest thing for the Majestic
booker to frame his shows in the summer
time, for In addition to the fact that many
standard acts lay off, comparatively few turns
are nearby or returning from the Orpheutr..
This means that a percentage of the bill must
come here specially from New York, and It
means, too, that conflict* and other fault"
are bard to overcome,
The most interesting
act was that of Randall and Meyers, since It
Is
brand new.
A brief but fancy billing
meant nothing but the work of the pair did,
and their offering went over with a bang.
They open In "one," spending six minutes
there, the best being Randall's song and
dance, "He's the Nljlnlskl of Ragtime."
It
might bo mentioned that Randall'a parents

schools for dancing In a number
of places, and if he is a sample of their
tutoring, he is a great "ad" for them.
In the
full stage Miss Meyers gave a classical barefoot number.
It
was unprogramed, muybe
by design. Hut tho punch of the turn came
at the finish, both In ban-feet and Miss Meyers In a during coHtume.
The number was
called "How the Egyptians Might Have Done
the Fox Trot."
It was a choice burleHque bit
but artistically dona
Llboar.tl,
on sixth

conducted

with hlr ragtime xylophone, came very near
stopping the show.
The more ho played the
more they liked him, which Is only fair, <<lnce
th*TA are few who can M<» him,
y FfalllT1J
gan and Imma Sykes, nhe of confectionery"
good looks, were on third with their "Somewhere In Jersey," and planted themselves
firmly.
There must hnve been n delegation
of "real estaters" In tho house, for frequently
their Jokes were
punctuuted by applause.
But the rest of the good houne laughed quite
freely, too.
The Eis and French turn, "Hallowe'en," In which they are assisted by Jos1

1

'

:

:
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1
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Enterprises

United Booking

General Executive Offices
Times Square
Putnam Building
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Offices
(Agency)

PAUL KEITH,

A.
E. F.

ALBEE,

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK

President

Vice-President and General

General Booking Manager

Manager

Mr. Schenck Personally Interviews Artists Daily
Between 11 and 1

FOR BOOKING ADDRESS

S. K.

HODGDON
New York

Palace Theatre Building

& Shea

cph

Nelmeyer and a

ballet,

was shown

In

seventh position, three turns after the Randall-Meyt.TB appearance.
In spite of that and
helped by the effective Bettings and lighting,
the act ruude a good Impression.
Jim Morton, assisted by Mamie Diamond, appeared
In number Ave. working as hard as ever and
obtaining good returns.
"Blackface" Eddie
Rosh was next to closing, and after picking on
his banjo, which he calls his "African Harp,"
he won considerable laughter with a rambling
monolog, which, because It 1b different, tickled
the house and easily held up the allotted position.
Ross has been In Nell O'Brien's minstrels for the post two years. Leah Nora did
quite nicely on second.
They liked "All the
Comfort* of Home," but with "Poor Bulccrfiy"
lior
pleasant voice was even more to advantage.
Montnmbo and Wells, comedy acrobats,
won excellent results in th«» opening
rpot.
They hove a good finish trick, a sort
of variation of the falling table stunt. King
and Klnc In hanfl-b.il.'iriclng nrtlvlMec, ..ml../]
t'i- l\\\, the nnvrlfy of the turn N-!ng 1L
ap<if tin
agile glri an top mounter.
P'i wi i.iii •
(

NORTHERN HIPPODROME

r,U::.\T
Talhot. ini^r.

.

(Andy

aRcnt. W. V. M. A.).— It was
Dooley nnd Nelson appeared on fifth
In the day thlft of the early part of the week
that anything like n hit was recorded during
the third show on Monday afternoon.
These
neat young men turned the trick with a vernot

until

;

City

satile offering

Included dancing, singing,

that

manipulation

finish

This same chap gave fairly
faithful imitation of Bernard Granville in
the letter's "souse" dance. The Toklo Troupe,
a quartet of very neat working Jap equilibrists, closed the show strongly.
One of the
over bis trousers.

little

men's head-balancing on a trapeze was

The

exceptional.

final

feat,

that

sliding

of

buckwards down a rope Btretched from the
top boxes, had the audience directly underneath rather anxious lest the man fall off.
At that it Is a thriller.
J. C. Nugent, who
recently appeared at the Hipp with his playlet
'The Squarer," was on next to closing with
a rnnnolog. Mr. Nugent has some bright material, but it seemed too quiet for the house.

Those down

In front seemed to pay more attention to him, and most of the appreciation
fr r.n "z-'-.r?.
I'll!
K!rW:ll stiirtr-J cut
ail
Scotch, lnciudiim com u me. crav
Hn.« H
and bngplpcB, but he came on playing an
Irish tune.
Ills Is a Juggling turn, part of
which he devotes to the "apple" and fork
stunt and later to "cannon balls," the work
being rather well liked.
Alfred La Tell with
his dog Imitation was on fourth, there making
an impression and winning laughs, something that the show was shy of. Karl ton and
:-r.:.r.r

in

charge

men

NOTICE FOR

EUROPE

;

of the act.
A new comedy playlet that
Bhould have no trouble In scoring in the pop
houses as it did here, was "Tour Own Bed,"
contributed by Ralph Kettering.
The plot
lies about a gossiping wife who Invades her.
neighbor's apartment and nearly succeeds In
getting the husband of that establishment in
wrong with his trusting mate. Three persona
are concerned and they handle a number of
bright lines to effect. Tom Mahoney had little opposition with hlB comic monolog, and
they liked him all the way through, but the
thing that sent him over very big was a
patriotic song at the finish. Axel Chrlstensen,
who has a string of ragtime schools in various cities, won good returns too. He started
off with a rag and "Jazz" piano playing, then
changed pace by doing James Whltcomb
Riley's "That Old Sweetheart of Mine" as a
plnnolog.
An imitation of Bert Williams was
liked too.
Belle and Mayo made themselves
favorites, the second show with a routine of
talk and songs.
The material was not exceptional yet there was no doubt about the
house liking it.
The three Dixie Girls, a
straight singing act, went fairly well.
Also
on the bill were the Nude Truth girl, a
Hawaiian Dancer and Beatrice McKenzle.

Players in Europe desiring to advertise
in VARIETY, and wishing to take advantage of the Prepaid Rates allowed, may
secure the same, if at the time of mailing
advertising copy direct to VARIETY, New
York, the amount in payment tor it is
placed in VARIETY'S credit at the

PALL MALL DEPOSIT AND FOR-

WARDING

CO.

girl

and an imitation.
It
that won out for them,
that being a burlesque Hawaiian song and
dance, one of the team using a grass skirt
lariof

was a comedy

with transparent painting, the

—

(Putnam Building)

New York

FRED MARDO,

working in the back of their easels, interested
They were followed
in the opening position.
by the Lyric Duo, whose music was perhaps
Two song
too classical for the Hipp crowd.
numbers by the girl and a piano solo by the
man, let them out, though It seemed as if
they were encouraged enough for another
number.
RIALTO (Harry Earl, mgr. agent, Frank
Q. Doyle). A rather good bill this week
Judged from the seven acts during the early
Although not Included In
shows Monday.
the original booking, Herbert Brooks toted
his steel trunk "Btolcn from the Egyptian
conjurer," etc., his playing cards and his
running fire of good naturedltalk, all to the
amusement of a house well filled considering
the season.
The Four Halloways, who close
the first show and gave the house a thrill or
two with their clever tight wire offering. The
finish feat, that of "mounting" vertically a
triplet bicycle, was well worked up by the

Broadway

1493

Tremont Theatre Building

Acts laying off in Southern territory
wire this office.

City

KlifTord,

Feiber

Boston Office

Chicago Office
North American Building
FRANK Q. DOYLE, in charge

1
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2213
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W., London

For

uniformity in exchange, the Pall
Mall Co. will accept deposits for VARIETY
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Through
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transmission,

danger of loss to the player Is averted;
full risk and acknowledges the Pail Mall Co.'s receipts as its
own receipts for all money placed with
the Pail Mall to VARIETY'S credit.
all

VARIETY assumes

"Pany's Particular Punch," was well r«»
celved.
Jack Clifford and Miriam Wilis
flashed a surprise by stopping the show.
Of
the holdovers Milton and
Delong Sisters,
Callste Conant, Ray W. Snow and R,vclyn
N'csbit nnd Jack Clifford repeated their success of the previous week.
Miss Norton and
Paul Nicholson not only got a nice reception
but proved very entertaining all the way.
Their turn gave big satisfaction.
Vera Berliner put a lot of ze6t into her fiddle and bow
and hauled down big applause. Her routine
of numbers,
especially the topical medley,
was surefire. The Fleinmlngs wi re not listed
on the program, but showed, and in the closing spot got over very well.

PANTAGKS—

Al.
Golom and his p.-pjiory
ot ncror nts snowcri surprvpjnt; c!ev» riuks and jpiuveti one of the besi closing acts
the house has had in a long time.
Harlan
E. Knight and Co. blended comedy and pathos
interestingly.
The Ten California Dancers
proved an Irresistible feminine combination.
Queenle Dunedln and her trick cycling opened nicely. Alexandria nnd his xylophone won
applause.
Foley and O'Neil,
entertaining
pair.
The audience liked Stephens and Hoi-

barvi

,

—

—
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DIractor,
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Now
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All acts contemplating playing for Mr. Ban. J. Fullor must
ordar to sacura paaaporta
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in

arranging bookings for July, August and Saptambar sailings out of San Francisco

VAIIEVILLE AGENCY

ROY D. MURPHY
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Amarican Booking Manager,

BEN.
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ILL.
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VAUDEVILLE

ftansV Ceaeeeiitlve

Work

far

General Executive Offices:

Novelty Faatura Aeta.

EXKUT1VR OFFICII ALCAZAR THEATRE BLDO, SAN FRANCISCO
ge

fraas thraa to

Ave

sailings of bants far Australia far all ftrst-

SEVENTH

729

ualsate by wlrs ar latter.

AVE.,

ffJsa,

ram:

Am art

Rasl Estate Trast

and

Immensely,

lister

duo

engaging

this

shared top honors.

HIPPODROME.— Cook

and Oatman worked

De Velde and
please, applauded.
fairly well In the opening spot.
Seymour and Williams put forth their best
Janls and West hit it up
efforts pleasingly.
Downey
nicely and went big as a result.
Willard and Irwin did passably well, while
the Taketa Japs, In the closing position,
offered an Interesting routine.
hard

did

mgr.). — "Very

CORT (Homer Curran,
Eddie" registering fair business on

Good

second

its

W ©I? lt*S it A7
COLUMBIA

(Oottlob A Marx, mgrs.).—
Henry Miller and Ruth Chatteron offering
"The New York Idea" for first time in stock

here,

I

drew well and registered

satisfaction.

ALCAZAR

(Belasco & Mayer, mgrs.).
Business not as good as expected
the Richard Bennett stock now In Its third week.
agents,
CASINO (Robert Drady, mgr.)
Aokerman & Harris and W. V. M. A.). Vau;

—

;

deville.

WIGWAM

(John

F.

Bauer,

mgr.).— Del

ARTISTS

Ms.. Pallaaslalila

and a woman also sang a few published
numbers aided by slides thrown upon the

(Bert Levey, lessee-mgr.
agent,
Bert Levey). Vaudeville
PRINCESS— The single outstanding feature
of the program was Ed Morton, who for the
first time tried out some brand new material
recently prepared by Herbert Moore.
Morton's material registered Innumerable laughing results, and shows promise of landing
him somewhere. While bis turn and talking
were a bit crude, probably through unfamlllnrity with bis dialog, bis material Is of the
highest order, and together with some corking songs runs through a single turn of considerable merit.
Johnsona and Rolllson (colored) opened the show, while Maude Still,
"The Aviator Girl," closed with every house
light out and gently rode over the heads of
the audience In her miniature aeroplane. The
attondanee was sbove the average. A feature,
"The Easiest Way," besides a two-reel Intallment of "The Great Secret," were In the

—

;

Rosaline Lee has Joined the
ers, Oakland.

Orpheum Play-

Augustus Thomas Is here staging "Rio
Grande" to follow "The Cinderella Man" at

When Henry Miller returns to the Columbia
in his second production, "The New Tork
Idea," the cast will be chosen from both
the "Come Out of the Kitchen" and "The Better Understanding" companies.
William Klein has taken over the five-year
lease from David Solarl held upon the Grand,
Stockton, and will play A. ft H. vaudeville
three days (Friday, Saturday and Sunday),
showing pictures the remainder of the week.
The house has been a sort of an In and outer
for some time, having played vaudeville at
different Intervals and feature pictures.

Considerable dissension bobbed up In "The
Masked Model" company upon Its departure
from here. The show has evidently fallen be-

hind in the expected receipts and it would not
be surprising to bear of a number handhfg
In their notices during the Los Angeles engagement.
Prior to the arrival of Dustln Farnum,
Winifred Kingston and Director Richard Stanfrom their Los Angeles studio, to take
a number of scenes for a forthcoming pa-

ton,

picture,

triotic

Clifford

Elfelt,

co-director,

was kept busy engaging a number of people
to make a trip by boat to Portland.
The
company will then return to the southern
studio to complete the picture.

The Kingston Ebner Comedy Players have
returned from Alaska, the sudden closing
being brought about by poor business.
will

again be given a chance

coming

year having been taken by Harry Lefkowitz,
who, It Is understood, promises to Install a
musical comedy company.

Hammond
on NUGENT

141

West

DECORATIONS
Passing

Show

Pfcoae

"Justice"

The

Mlt Qraeley

Rex Carter
a

will Join the Alcazar Stock
short period.

for

BY LBM LIBBBY.

KEITH'S (Robert 0. Larsen. mgr.; agent,
U. B. 0.). Julia Arthur proved a whale of a
drawing card.
The present patriotic enthusiasm Is responsible for her act.
This Is
Julia Arthur's iiome city and Bhe has a wonderful personal following.
The remainder
of the bill Is acceptably light, especially for
the first hot weather week.
The Gladiators
opened with a fair act, followed by Frits and
Lucy Druch In straight violin and cello. Frank
Burt and Ed Johnston in their burlesque
oddity, "Bluff," woke the house up.
Irwin
and Henry got over neatly. Dorothy Toye's
act has changed but slightly since last shown
here, but she went as big as usual.
Lydell
and Hlggins won usual laughs, and "The
Volunteers" did very well.
The Four Bolses

—

ers.

Fair.

COPLEY

(George H. Pattee, mgr.).— "Tha
Stayed at Home" going big on Its
second week and Is expected to play well Into
July. This will be the last production by the
Henry Jewett Players this season.
HOWARD (George E. Lotbrop, mgr.).—
StrouBe and Franklyn stock burlesque holding up fairly well, although hit hard by this
week's weather.
Will not play beyond next
week, Judging from present Indications.

Man Who

closed.

BOSTON
B.

(Charles Harris, mgr.; agent,

O.).— Vaudeville and

0.).— Pictures.

BOWDOIN

B.

IT.

pictures.

BIJOU (Ralph Oilman, mgr.:

Excellent.
agent. II. B

Fair.
(Al 8oraerbee,

mgr.; agent, U
Oood.
(Joseph Brennan, mgr.
agent

O.).— Pop and pictures.
ST.

JAMES

pictures.

(Frank

ORPHEUM

agent,

Fslr.
(Victor J. Morris, mgr.;
and pictures. Excellent

agent

SCOLLAY OLYMPIA (James J. McOulnmgr.).— Pop. Oood.
GORDON'S OLYMPIA (Frank Hookallo,

mgr.).— Pop. Excellent.
PARK (Thomas D.

Sorlero,

mgr.).— Pic-

Excellent.

TRBMONT

(John

B.

am exce/Zenf toiUt orfJeis
for gmnmral purposes

mgr.;

ness,

tures.

Ja

Fair.

Meagher,

Loew).— Pictures.
Loew).— Pop

ALBOLENE

;

Loew).— Pop and

Boomerang"
"Good Gracious Annabelle"

Schoeffel,

mgr

(Fred E. Wright, mgr

LIVE WIRE

"Sevan Chances"
"Turn to the Right"
and

)

—

We

stage that

of

and
and
)

—

stars

make-up

theatrical

nothing to compare win*

of the

all

kinds

there

is
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McKEJSON & ROBBINS
INCORPORATED

Naw Yes*

tl Fuhou Streat

bind your music, orchestrations and parts,
any number of leaves, so tbat it will open flat and
last as long as you want it. Leaves can be removed
from covers and new ones put in any time you need
to make a change.

John Barrymore
Arthur Byron
Frank Keenan
Frank Craven
Barney Barnard

OUR SPECIALTY

Mr. ITammnnd then adda, naively, "Mr. Mantle
perhaps will dladaJn to favor me with a roll of his
vaudeville Ideala. but the Vaudeville Managers' Association may be interested to know what I like
since they think they like nothing.
Therefore

COVERS FOR ORCHESTRATIONS
Strong, flexible Union Hinged covers for orchestrations, 10 cents each, better ones, IS cents up.

Julius Tannen
C. Nugent
T*Hy and Mayo
J.

SAMPLE FREE ON REQUE3T BY MAIL

Mclntyre and Heath
The Shamrocks
Edwards Davis
With Mr. Tannen rumored as leaving vaudeville,
and Mr. Nugrait as entering the monnloitue field,
after

a

notable

would place

career

in

bis

own

playlets,

this

Nugent well toward the top of
the vaudeville world from the standpoint of the
crttlo of the Chicago 'Tribune."
J.

C.

PROFESSIONALS

We

bli fire favorite actors

of 1917

"THE MODERNISTIC STUDIO"

Wilfred DuBols underwent an operation for
ear trouble immediately upon his return from
Australia.

PARK SQUARE

In a notable article answering the New Tork
Bum* Mantle, Mr. Perry Hammond, of the
Chicago "Tribune." who la said to bo the aerereat
analyst of the Weat. give* as hie five favorite plays
during the past year

31 th Street

WINTER GARDEN

Dick Arnold ai.d Paul Robinson will soon
a new act.

"Fair and Warmer" on Its 20th week to corking business.
Is apparently a contestant for
tha theatrical record of Boston for a straight
run.
WILBUR (E. D. Smith, mgr.).— "Mary's
Ankle" picking up nicely on Its third week.
CASTLE SQUARE (John Craig, mgr.).—
"The Blindness of Virtue" by the Craig Play-

critic

he.

New York City

the

at

Fifteenth week of "A Tallor-Mnde Man,"
turing Grant Mitchell.
Still golnjr strong
f-xperted to be a Broadway surprise
next
It opened here for a two week
try-out
has remained here nearly four months

Percy

SCENIC STUDIOS,

Post

start out In

GLOBE

to return, this time the leaBe for the

DODD ACKERMAN

Jim

the Alcazar.

The Garrlrk

P.

Frank Vack bas joined
Plaza Airdome, Fresno.

screen.

Lawrence Co. (tenth week).

PRINCESS

cam secure long engagement* by keeking direct with us

AattrmJIs

bill,

to

Zelda

General Booking Manager

AFRICA

McINTOSH, GovemiM Director
HUGH
Head
"HUOHKAC," n>dnaj
TIVOLI THEATRE. rasa/.
JEFFERIES
Repreaeatative NORMAN

at Forty-ninth St.

SIMMONS

M. D.

Harry Rickard's Tivoli Theatres, aKtraua
And AFFILIATED CIRCUITS, INDIA

oss

ivi

President

GIRO U

In tka Far Wast.

FLOOR, CHICAGO,

35

THE UNION HINGE BINDING
MUSIC

CO.

HOSPITAL

Phone Bryant

S3S8

120

West

42d St.,

New York

City

;

VARIETY

36

tmiwirUte

MILLER. ISM

I.

;

.fkateanfactarer of
Theatrical Boots
Shoes.

J. A.

an d

Acrobatic
Shoes a Spe-

THE

All work
at short

cialty.

aaede

Have written
Keatee*.

.

far Al Jelssa. Ray Cam,
Keaaa, Ste44er4 sad Hyatt,
MeAvey aad Breaks and

Freak Minna.
S

H<

Buffalo,

AH

i,

SLAPSTICK-

VABDJTT, Haw

Yet*.

Toronto, BIB
Chicago, flt.lt

r

Loweet Faree
Iptsial Baggage
yo«_ vent anything onlek.

If

A_

B. Landaay, B. F.

Bryant «12
A. J. SIMMONS, A. O. F. A.
Ticket OBVaa, BSray A ennd St, New York

BURBANK theatre
STRAND theatre
LOS ANGELES
PORTLAND
VAUDEVILLE AND PHOTOPLAYS

4

Auaurrot
iorio a SON
«J

JAMES MADISON'S
aw
M4

YOBX CITY

MORTON COHN, MaaactX Dimeter, Lm

S.

Aagate*

THE LIBERTY VAUDEVILLE
CONTRACTING
CLAIRE Mrl AUOW W,
L.

UWyiy

WANTS
F^*^ *«J

Bon Marche

THEBCDTERy

CO.

alae*agoc

Suite 5*4 Fulton lWMfaig, Pit
T|M Beat As*

Banter

Is VandevHIe.

WsJdeeienr

Eat* Weak far

HOBIEJIY

af Naasss

Am*

Perk, Erie, Pa,

I

Woimii's Smart Fottwttr

P«.

Feeteres Wsatai
BraaJdat Janse Bast aai Watt will

Oaaa

KMs"

tlnr—i
Matnat it. Baa
at
ifstisai saw win at **m <**(My Mew Yark aBes epaa as asaaM
far

FEATURES WANTED AT ALL TIMES
AOOBW*

CLOVES

BM1

jitt
Basel Care,

W.

notice.

of

MURPHY

(ADAM SOWERCUY)
EDITOR OF

Ballet

CLOO.

In the Market to furnish
Vaudeville Material

All Baajsier.

1560 Bread way fST

*+£

•OX UNDEBWKAft

POLLY HTMAN

New

U7f Brenahrtay
Between 47th end 41th

LGalizi&Bro.

Ste.

WiMay
Bimajta

or

IB W«

AD Maw. end o

and forme Tkla

fteen

Htif

2*3

mM

Wal

at a baf|db*
I* Mated for the summer season or
Apply W. A. Farrell, 140 Nassau St, New York City.

WARDROBE PROP
$5.11
TRONKS
aAAIa
.Hm

HIGH GRADE ACCORDIONS
P.

P.

Chorus

A.

\S

i

.

(

i

..

'

SHEA'S

Walter G.
lit

N

I..

.i

I

i

\

i
:

a

LANGAN, Hippodrome

\ '

'.

(Henry Carr, mgr.).— Ezcel lent
bill with Nat Wills carrying of headline honor*, and "The Futurist Revue/
singers, well
featured, heartily welcomed
William Ferry,
novelty
Emmie and Bffle Elliott, do well
Kelso and Llghtner. good
Fred and Adele-

Inc.

Co.,

Brrtzl'r Id
i

in all Lines for Musital Comedies
Steady engagement.

First Claae, and etnto all In first letter.

BUFFALO.
»Y W. B.

Supplies

Theatrical
!

i

C

U

Theatre, Dallas, Tex.

Symmetrical

Tights, Union Suits,

and

Comedians ind People

Girls,

Must be

i

;

Elmer Harris, the author, has bought In
the feature film produced recently by a group
of Ban Francisco society women.

was

Nancy Fair, the Morocco's new Ingenue,
well received by local critics.

;

well applauded
Ray Samuels, big
Ourian and Newell, fair. Pictures.
(Bruce Fowler, mar.).— Well assembled bill with Rapoll headline; Lea Valadons, open well
Norwood and White, big
FlTe Violin Beautlea, pleasing; Mott and
Mack, clever.
LYRIC (Chas. Bowe, • mgr.).— Jack X.
Lewis Players offering "Beware of Men," a
strong production, with the attendance showing alight decrease over the previous week.
Aatalre,

SATISFIED OWNERS

hit

:

Prolessional

ACADEMY

Tranks

An owner on

(Jules Michael, mgr.).— House
presenting "Under the Lilac Tree" to
highly satisfactory attendance.
Feature pictures In connection and specialty nlghta as
stock

every bill
years

Guaranteed

5

added

Herkert
tie

& Meisd

Washington

Ada Hayman and Jimmy

Trunk Co.
ST.

St.

Slater are at the

Park Hof.

LOUIS

The Buffalo Cafe baa one

of the beet dance

floors In thla part of the country.

Laat Yoo Fergat

We

Say

It

Satisfactory weather haa caused

Yet

LETER HEADS
S

W learald Bate, Be.
CROssgyL'gafiSgyiVT Chicago

Ue Prove TV^*I"

Sand

for Price List

MAUTY

WRINKLES

It la

and Caler Card

DEEP
ANY DEEPER

««ily SKIN

i.

are not

and eoon tiisapnoor

you

if

use)

*A£
ftflUfi^

watt

Tlit

Wrttkiw.
Cittat
\zr.%

tffMttva

PlnpiM.

Lara*

wftlek

It

*htwt

IT

* Hit fata af

A Red Cross
jestic

Julian

It*

ef

ala*

HAS NO
start

Maasftttsrti

Wast

Cxtlattoly sy

R I ALT A MFG.
Rialta, Eaier

41th

SU New

tftt

CO.. Inc.

of the
In

Bd Oliver, of the Mason box office staff, has
He was acreturned from 8an Francisco.
companied by hie wife and Mabel Guthrie, also

Ma-

Dillon,

By

O. BL

SPANISH FORT

Piiscllla
third In

Harry

owner

Caulfleld.

back from

New

of

the Oarrlck,

la

York.

Berthal Fltt« his op^n^d a booking ageneT

rianchard Hall.

Hood, mgr.).
Return engagement of "The Birth of a Naweek good patronage. "The Boomerang" 18.
renovations
Undergoing
MOORE. Dark,
tion" for

;

reopening aa the new home of the
circuit in this city about Sept. 1.
The
mgr.).
Worley.
(Dean
Wilkes Players opened 10, after two weeks'
vacation, following () weeks' run at the Orpheum in a delightful comedy, "The Misleading Lady." Alezls Luce and Inez Regan leada
Oeorge Rand, Richard Vivian, Addison Pitt, V.
T. Henderson, Norman Feuseur, John Sheehan,
Harold Burdick. John Nlckerson, Jane Darwell, Fanchon Eberhart, Madeline King and
Cornelia Glass In congenial roles.
TIVOLI (E. F. La Montagne, mgr.).— Sunday, 10, second week munical comedy under
able management of Mr. La Montagne, busiDick Lonsdale
ness improved r>0 per cent.
Players In "Ole'a Baby Incubator." Lonsdale
in SwedlBh character and a riot; Frank Kelley
"Billy" Defty,
as Dlnty Moore, good Irish
aoubret, danced her way to number of encores;
Hilda Brosche pleases with several numbers.
Capacity business.

iAMTJHU.

(If.

Sloan,

8.

mgr.).—

DIAMOND (R. M. Chisolm. mgr.).— PicCOLUMBIA (Ernst Boehringer, mgr.).—
Tabloid.
ALAMO (Will Querlnger, mgr.).— McCormlck and Wlnehlll's Revue.

K-E-B-B and Metro have moved

Into

new

quarters here.

The "Statee" carried a story the Orpheum
Circuit has secured an option to purchase
the Oreenwall, contending they would ezerclae It In the event Marcua Loew entered
New Orleane.
Fort

At

feet.

Allan Morltz, manager of the local Foz
ezchange, leaves for New York nezt week to
confer with the principals of the company.

Work
the

of demolishing the buildings occupysite

will be built

;

LYRIC.

— Burlt-sque

and vaudeville

to

fair

business.

night two electricians throw
colored lights on the water, the effect produced being very beautiful.
fifty

—

WILKES

upon which the new Orpheum
began June lft.

Ernst Boehringer, who operates the Oreenand Columbia, haa been ill with rheumatism.

Active work on the new Liberty, nezt door
to the Orpheum,
began last week.
It
la
planned to have the theatre completed by
the fall.
Several cf the local theatres are huvtne an
advertising argument as to Just which is the
One theatre contends It might be
cooler If It subjected its patrons to draughts.

PALACE HIP

(Joseph Muller. mgr.).— J. C.
Lewis & Co. heads new road show a splendid
offering.
Adolpho, accordionist, different. Zeb
Misses Nelson sine;,
Zarrow Troupe, good.
dance and play acceptably. Keene A Fozworth,
clever.
Lucy Olllett A Co., good Juggling.
;

PANTAGES (Edward

Milne, mgr.).—
-G.
Ed. R. Reynard, ventrlloMme. Blanca, classic
company
of good
a
terpischorenn artlRts.
Dorothy Vaughn sings
Will Morrlsey & Co., pleasing.
well.
Alberto, dancing xylophonlst.
Capacity business.
MISSION (Jensen & Von Herherg, mgrs.),
LIBERTY (Jensen & Von Herhergr mrgs.),
COLISEUM (Jensen ft Von Hrrberg, mgrs.).
STRAND (Wm. H. Smythe, mgr.). REX

"Honeymoon

Isle."

quTal skit, high class.'
dancer, Is assisted by

(John Hamrirk, mgr),

CLEMMER

(James

Q.

dimmer. m?r.), CLASS A. COLONIAL, CIRMAJESTIC. MADISON. PRINCESS. --

CUIT.

Pli'tures
good business,
of the manager*.

according to reports

;

Dirk Hvland has lolned the Dirk T/onsclnle
Mithlcai

Tom.

.'>

<".vi,|i;iny

>it

(?)'

Tlvuli.

coolest.

Bert Levey, Ban Franrlaco agent manager,
wan in town conferring with 8. Morton Cohn.
lessee of the Burbank.
Levey books the acta
there.

Gordon

and

the

Jlmmle Brown, who produced the revue at
the Alamo, accompanied by Mrs. Brown, left

8e<-nle artist Ed. Leach is back from an eztended trip to Vancouver. B. C, where be went
to Install the scenery for the new Pantagee

Oeorge

Ernest

Reams

Is

now leading

Jesslo

orchestra at the Olobe.

A I. Matthews
for Morosco's

Phyllis

Reod, former
memhrrs of the Mont»« Carter Players, are at
the Lyric, Portland, Ore.

A Webb
Yarh

SEATTLE.
By WALBURT.
METROPOLITAN (George T.

Orpheum

Band and Dansant.

Paolettl'a

ing
prise,

Jacksonville last
as Jackson

known

prior to

NEW ORLEANS.

plctu/e actor, arrested at

first

at
1b

—

Mi

of the

West End Park has Just unfurled a mammoth fountain that sprays to a height of over
at the

other innovations.

n

Brown's cottage

go

mnJ

tttfip-

taatf* tf tt*)*r».
Pritt. 1 1. SO »«r Jar
14a. aealtlaaal far stall trier

Phone.
Bryaat 2W0

he will

understood

wall

aar tke

t»* tt Mtv1tp«4 if %r%

8.

waa given

Dill.

Nathan, recently made manager of the
Superba. has Installed a Jaiz orchestra and

4

It

benefit

by Kolb and

Al.

SICN.
Trr

la

to Join

Ix>ng Beach under an Indictment naming him
and two others as conspirators In a scheme to
use the malls to defraud In connection with
the operation of a society and club magazine
Is out under $3,000 ball.

THE TALK OF THE PROFfg.

It

It

Business has Improved at Spanish
with the approach of warm weather.

York

the army.

ate a***.

At A SKIN FOOD
IQUAL.

By GUY PRICX.
Ham haa left for New

Jessie Hallet
the annual Venice bathing suit parade.

etttreytr

tleaihtast:

Parte

decided

LOS ANGELES.
Harry

Mary Thurman won
Dean won second and

MME. RIALTA'S
FACE REJUVENATOR

a

of the sumJust In time to

all

keep several from going undor.

ft***

lie.

pwpgp
Let

Jump in the attendance at
mer resorts around Buffalo,

TUhwta, favalaona. Free

STAGE MONEY,

Jamee Reeae has resigned aa manager
Burbank.
pictures.

tures.

attractions.

HIPPODROME, FAMILY.— Pictures.

Write for new catalogue

summer home

his

villa.

;

OLYMPIC

arc the best advertisement for

nalfl

;

for

week.

;

If e, If

Ahm

esrtra harjaa^Frwi
IU.
and Bal Trwnat
U Trwnka Also aid Terley Hew
Yee% OBf
W. Wet StPwrtar Ftaar.

SM and

ramka,

San Frandaco and San Diego

E.,

I.

baaa jta

Big Bnrjnln.

Columbus Are., San Francieco
Awarded Gold Metale
Genova, Italy

Shift Kara.

Canal Street
N. Y. City

TaL S26 Franklin

Manufacturers of

277-27§

and Btpalrera.

PaUntad
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GUERRINI CO.

afanm/ao-

Acoordlon

Incomparable Special
New Idea
Work*.

West Ead Aram*

17

Profeattonal

Qreatett
turert

PLUSH
— --« DROPS
:

ilMkiwayParkBLI,

11-RnbiHbiib

it.

in

here to direct the orchestra

new musical

play,

"What Next?"

/

VARIITY
THE GREATEST SENSATION OF THE DANCE—NOW

SONG FORM—
By HUGO FREY—A

"HAVANOLA"

IN

Vaudeville,

Sure Fire Hit for

Orchestrations in 3 keys.

"COME JOIN THE DANCE"
"ALL ERIN IS CALLING MAVOURNEEN"
A

Brilliant

A

Great Irish Ballad of the better

Waltz Song By JESSE

WINNE—Composer

class,

by

of Carita, AmarelU, etc

GEOFFREY O'HARA

Orchestrations in 3 keys.

Professional copies of orchestrations to recognised performers.

.,

14

East 43rd

New York

St.,

City

THE LEADER OF THE WHEEL

Dave Marion's Own Co.
WANTFD FOR ™

<Jltue.

E

BIGGEST

PRODUCTION

EVER PRESENTED

IN

Novelties of Every Description (Also Chorua Girls and Chorua Boys)
Address DAVE MARION, Columbia Theatre Building, New York

Ltat/te

(Room MS)

FIFTH AVENUE IMPORTER
AND DESIGNER

CASH OR CREDIT

Rhoda Roy ale's

ALWAYS
SOMETHING

NEW
Mile. Claire

is

Western

RESTING AT ATLANTIC CITY
Address

'

THOMAS SCHAEFER,
Also

-

"

'

originator and producer of

Paul Taeman la the treasurer at the TItoII
under the new retime.
Jack Cuslok, assistant treasurer of the local
Orpheum, la on the road with the "Intolerance" film.

Manafer Dean

of the Crystal, Astoria, died
week, following an operation for appen-

lsst
dicitis.

W. H. Myers, one
Is

of the owners of the
and Arcade theatres in La Grande,
conralesclng In a hospital In that

The Orpheum, 8d and Madison, for years
home of the Orpheum yaudevtlle circuit,
reopened Sunday, under the management of
Eugene Levy, former manager of the Orand,
on Cherry street.
This theatre becomes a
link In a chain cf 33 housed, comprising the
new popular priced vaudeville circuit noted

;

The

Affiliated

numbers.

Harry Fisher, son of the partner of the
former vaudeville team of Fisher and Carrol
(now In New York), died at the Good Samaritan Hospital Wednesday, as the result of an

Outate

Willi

Graasl Raptaa
Furniture,

Parle4 Furultwre.
V.iu.
u* stea,
*ee.

$275

$375

—

INERS
AKE-UP
f>9. Fll-tV V

'

MACK

*fTM"fc

inc.

A|
li.ees

Valae.

$751

OUR LIBERAL TERMS
Value Deaaalt Weakly
•f

Inez Regan, a leading woman well known on
the Pacific Coast, haa joined the WUkea
Players at the Wilkes theatre, Weatlako and
Pine.

rmujamumu, pa.
KEITH'S (HTT. Jordan, mgr.).— This theatre la running up a record for Itself among
the Institutions which have been aiding in
recruiting money and men for the war.
Scarcely a movement has started In thla elty
but what the theatre has played an Important pnrt through the activity of Harry T.
Jordan, who has been a central figure In all
the principal events.
In addition to some
splendid work done for the marines, thla

UOK

IM.

$585

Mw

auto accident.

—

Booking Com-

IN

theatre with a well-selected repertoire of rooal

The All-Star Trio Lorraine, Manning and
Thomas are proving popular at the Tlvoll

the

Variety.

S-fteasn

Aparteeeat,
|7W Value.

pany, Chicago, will handle the bookings, and
a split week policy will be In rogue. A number of houses on the old 3. A C. circuit will
The Fisher
be Included on the route sheet.
houses In Montana, Idaho, Washington and
Oregon, with the Bert Lery time In California, will take the acts west and south from
the present western terminus of A. B. C. cirPhil Levy, of Butte; Eugene Lery,
cuit.
Bert Lery, San Francisco ; 8. Morton
Seattle
Edward J.
Cohn, Portland and Los Angeles
Fisher, Seattle, and Fred Lincoln, Chicago,
will head the new vaudeville association.

city.

In

and with a convenience of terms unequal od
York.
May we serve your

New

"AURORA OF LIGHT."

;

Ore.,

"FOLIES

will be under new management in July.
the sole owner and originator of the original

—

theatre In that city. Mr. Leach prorldea the
scenic equipment tor all houses on the Pan
circuit

Colonial

June

Easily Aeeeeaikle from West SleW by
Mth or Mtk It. Cr.sst.wn Car.

D'AMOUR,"

8881
'

Ae

designs exhibited In our
offering la quite beyond deSuffice to say that only the most
carefully selected patterns from America's
foremost manufacturers are displayed In this unrivaled showing of Dining Rooms, Bed Chambers
de Luxe and luxurious Libraries. Yet the prices
are lower by far. due to our location out of the
high rent district, than you will find anywhere
else,

MANAGERS— ATTENTION

West 45th Street
New York City
'

beauty of

present

scription.

n

130
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VARIETY/ New York

THE

In

Discount allowed professional*

'

t •'clock

SIMON AGENCY
MORRIS & FEIL

BELLA BELMONT

MiSS

this vicinity.

""'

till

FOR THE HOME BEAUTIFUL

occasion at prices
which are absolutely
i

Direction,

Eastern Direction,

Models for every

unapproachable

Open Evenings

Vaudeville Attractions

now

displaying reproducof charming
tions
creations by leading
designers,
Paris
showing the very
latest style tendenpresent
for
cies
wear.

Phone— Bryant

FURNITURE

V A

Musical Maniacs at "Perrys," Coney Island

IIM

15%
for

Off

Cash

Tersss apply also to New York Itatc.
New Jersey sad Coanectlcat.
We pay friiyht mmd railroad fmrm.
DiUvrrt »y our won vnefer sraeks.

house was a moat active spirit In boosting
the Liberty Loan, and through the effort eeveral thousand dollars worth of bonds were
subscribed, the house employees being among
the subHcrlbers.
Many of the meet prominent
men In Philadelphia spoke from the stage
during the week. Ex-Covernor Stuart, E. T.

VARIETY

38

KARMIORAPH

PRINCE

NUMBER

36

HOUDINI

KAR-MI

Paranoias* AddroMi

VARIETY, Nov York

VAUDEVILLE'S GREATEST
ILLUSIONIST SAYS:
HE IS NOW PLAYING RETURN DATES
WHICH SHOWS

1

VARIETY, New York)

(Address

"KAR-MI GETS

THEM

IN

THE

MAGGIE CASEY

EAST.

IN"

LE CLAIR

NELLIE

JACK

natural Irub Lady in her Celtic
Comeellyes, Wit, Humor and Stories
of the Emerald Ule.

ORBEN and DIXIE

The

PLAYING

At Liberty For Next Season
Address - VARIETY, CHICAGO

LOEW

Southern Songs and Dances

TIME

\
A %?

TOUR

ADA

SID

They want

VINCENTsCARTER 4
n The Chap from England*
Playing for W. V. M. A.

ED.

F.

''

Direction,

REYNARD

The Maid from America

me out
to the
African
South

to

*CF

MLLE. BIANCA

but

in

is

too

"punch"

PETE MACK

the
long

vaudeville

coming

to

to

the
de-

From the time Dickey dashes
results.
stage in a big red racing car and starts
strip it to deceive the police, who have

been following him, things pick up and there

BIANCA ED. F. REYNARD

Mile.
Tke

Classic Dancer with a Production

Tfco Ventriloquist with • Production

is

plenty

a

clever

THE WORLD'S INCOMPARABLE

The most gorgeous and astounding

by brain of man.
over the Western Vaudeville Managers' Asso-

equilibristic novelt* ever conceived

This act has been a positive sensation

all

ciation Circuits.

BOOKED SOLID W. V. M. A. CIRCUIT
NOW TOURING ACKERMAN AND HARRIS TIME

BERT WILLIAMS
ZIEGFELD "FOLLIES"

EDDIE BORDEN
Supported by "SIR" JAS.

Edward

DWYER

Judges Bonnlwdl 'and Rodgers doing a "ulngle in one"
for the Liberty Loun, and getting it over
like a headline offering.
This week the Red
Cross is being boomed, and Bcveral special
nights were arranged, the First Regiment
N. Q. P. bnnd giving a concert Wednesday
night and Friday being "Navy Night."
The
Stotesbury,

Dr.

warm

Cattell,

of the season was felt,
but a bfc show was billed for the current
week, and It played very well before a well

llrBt

real

house Monday afternoon.
The ansonre
William* and Wolf us, whose baggage did

filled

of

spoil

FIVE

FEET
OF
COMIC

OPERA

Bryant

2*47

(Now)

not arrive in time to permit them giving the
matinee, robbed the bill of a big laughing
hit, but there was plenty of show, and with
Gene Greene singing an extra song or two,
there was nothing lost from an entertainment
standpoint.
Paul Dickey and Co. in "The
Lincoln Highwayman" were the hendllner,
and with a lot of flare and noise it furnished
It is the best thing Dickey
quit© a thriller.
has ever done In vaudeville and suggests
something worth building up for a three-act
drama. In the latter the story could be filled
In with Home exciting moments to hold in-

bit

Plummer, who

Howbit of love-making with Dickey.
Dickey and the big racing car, with the

title,

gives

little

vaudeville a big "name"
Charlea T.
be readily accepted.
in the first half of the
show was a big boost for this section. This
first vaudeville appearance here
is Aldrich's
several years, and his act was a real
In
He is getting
novelty much appreciated.
quite a lot of the rapid changes and it 1b too
tramp stuff
old
his
by
followed
be
to
good
Since the
with the trick handkerchief finish.
days of the Great Lafayette vaudeville has
missed this sort of work, and Aldrlch proves
himself a past master of the art, particularly
The Ponin the changes behind the paper.
zillo Sisters, Carmela and Rosa, have a high
class singing turn which scored a big apThese Italian girls go in strong
plause hit.
for stago presence, and aside from the fact
that both use Identically the same gestures
with their songs, they win a lot on general
appearance. Both have good voices and have
It's been
selected their numbers with care.
some time since Gene Greene was heard here
and the Chicago boy cleaned up a nice big
He might brush up his stories
applause hit.
with some new ones, for Gene is one of the
He has a bunch
best "niggers" on »he stage.
of good songs and does everyone of them well,
winning a big share of the show's honors.
In the closing position the Royal Hawallans
clicl
all that could be expected of them folPretty stage
lowing a bill so full of music.
The tenor should choose a
setting helped.
now ballad, slow delivery and two verses
taking a lot out of his chances so late in the
There Is a man who does a dance
show.
with a girl at the finish, .and the boy is some
Ward and Van, in the character of
wlggler.
street musicians, did very well with their
up their comedy,
music, but could brush
which gets them little. • The prettily staged
hand-balancing act of McClure and Dolly
Tne Pathe
furnished a very good opener.
Weekly pictures were up to the average.

feature

will

Aldrich's

appearance

NIXON'S

GRAND

Aronson,

New York and
the

Alhambra

One of the biggest disappointments of the
season is the announcement that "Made In
PhU'.y" will not be produced this summer at
The revue, originated
B. F. Keith's theatre.
by Manager Jordan, ran four weeks last summer, playing ,to big business throughout the
run.

Bob O'Donnell, formerly of the Orpheum,
Brooklyn, who has been at Keith's for several
weeks now "learning the ropes," is in line for
He haB made many friends
a manager's Job.
during bis stay here.
Herbert Williams was very funny making
his excuses for the non-arrival of his baggage
Monday. He didn't mean it, but he was.

SUBSCRIBE

NOW
for the

$

1

S

er

^ "VARIETY
for tkree

mouths

(D*»*tic)

(W. D: Wegefarth, mgr.).

Co. in "A Chorus CTlrl's
the feature of the week's bill. Others
arc: Stanley and Co., Ed. and Lew Miller,
William Slsto, The Parvells and motion pic-

-Emily Smiley and

Love"

who has been manager

at
Philadelhere, has
been appointed manager of B. F. Keith's Garden Pier theatre at Atlantic City.

Jules

several theatres in
phia, most recently

of

ever,

which

FRED ZOBEDIE Co.

right up to the finish.
for the first few minutes la
work contributed by Inez
also participates in a pretty

tension

of

The only Bavlor

Work." a novelty sketch, "The Girl In tho
Moon," Harry Sykes. Last half "The Suffragette Revue," Joseph K. Watson, Burns
and Qulnn, Barney and Garry-

—

sketch
get the

sired

on

Gllmore and Peyton in "Every Woman's Problem." Motion pictures.
McGuIrk,
(Sabloekey
A
CROSS-KEYS
nigra.). —First half— "The Black and White
Revue" is the headllner. Others Irene Law,
Powers, "The Master
Ford, Gardner and
:

Ump.ro,
tercst.

(arm

League

**

HOLMES * DUDLEY

Emmett Welch's Minstrel Revue Is the headOthers are: the Great Howard, Odra
Ainslee and Co. in "Kiddle," Jean St. Anne,
Steen and Stein and motion pictures.
KEYSTONE (M. W. Taylor, mgr.).— "A
Kentucky Cinderella," a five-reel feature picture, and "The Breakers," a tabloid musical
comedy, divides the honors this week. Other*
are: Harrison, Webster and Glrard, Bronte
and Atwell, Harry and Myrtle Gilbert, Scranton, Bell and Scranton.
GLOBE (Sabloekey & McGuIrk, nigra. ).
"The Honeymooners," a tabloid musical offering headlines the bill. Others are: Joe Hortlz's Minstrels, Wood, Melville and Phillips,
liner.

RICKARDS
AUSTRALIAN

Is

Mailed to Your Summer
Address

tures.

NIXON

(F.

G.

Nixon-Nirdlinger,

mgr.).—

FIVE

GRACE HAZARD

Sing
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"You've Got to be American to Feel That Way'
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tho South"
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Maryland Theatre, Bal-

in

this

week

also

Utivo.

PETE MACK
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X
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Meat

land Country Club

Someone W17-U

Opening

to-day.

timore, This Week
Playing Golf at Mary-

MINSTRELS

PA/?IS/Y*P£R(/

Hurrah 1

Playing Vaudeville at

sl-Ono
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«atna
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Roprooontativo.

SIMON AGENCY

ALWAYS WORKING
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iletlllerlee—

Don't you

think-

Direction.

Oh-«y-ye«.

tIam),
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coLo^t «nt

Caaitkrao

uia.

I

EaJdr

tin

uJuf**y*
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Annio Body.

Time

ACCORDIONIST and SINGER

that wo*d

Still

4>OJt

J

In Sandwichee

FORREST and CHURCH

(Bluff Stuff)
Yoon truly,

water—
weeoael*

look

F>

Direction,

MARK LEVY

BESSIE ROYAL

H>Y JAMES PRESENTS

Vou NAve
FRieND /Ai TH

IP

THE BRADS

f\

REAM

l_e"G-JT7MATe WHOSE

N«MC

IS 'MAMIL.TON'

V6RY UNCkUd-

IT'S

LIKE- TO Cfll-I-. HIM
'Hf\M* OR 'KAMAAV
FOtt flHOCr
Pentagon

Direction, H. B.

Next Week Denver.

otftAAroco&varr:

.

MARINELLI

Direction,

THEATRES

MARK LEVY

WE HAVE PLAYED

"Mr. Manhattan"
JOE LAURIE and

ALEEN BRONSOH

Fred Dnprez Says:

HAVE YOU EVER SEEN

There are at present two
meatless and fire potatoless
in England. When one has
meat, one may have no potatoea
and when one has potatoea one
may have no meat. Will one

Cd. Canter alaaa up with the FoUImT
Rook aad White alaaa at with Hltohy Kaaff
Boll* Bakar alaaa ap at tho NaUoaalf
Vaa aad Seboak alaaa a» at tha sano all
Harry C. Greeae'e norles X.Ray aktaresf
Jaha Fenteo'a etorooatt
Geae Hashes' tardea
Many Breea'e eeeaaiff
Tha Mllterd dab's weaderfal orow?
If

you did

ee»

JENKS

-

ALlEN

AND
N. V.

i

daya

5 lease tell one what one is to
o when one wants Irish stew?
No. this is no relation to the
"apple >aauce" gag.

SAM BAERWITZ "UTS

WILL?

PALACE, CHICAGO

FENTON and GREEN

IN

"RUBE-ISM"
ffA m
ONTWL

BOOKED

1

LOEW TIME

BILLY

CHARLIE

Newell
ELBA

HOWARD

MOST

PAULINE

SAXON

>'l

SAYS

-JOY
Plajtnj U. B. O.

Orpheum

ClrcwJta

MAX GORDON

BOWMAN

Management,

W. V. IL A.
and U. B. O.

BROS.

HOWARD
LANGFORD
Direction, Chamberlain

Brown

Harry Weber

to

ilk*

oo to cafeterias aad

watoh

but
hessry follow
oroatarat food.
tklali I'll take tnio Ufa as
they take looch— Joet

1st the exaerleaee

NUHBIe

I

STEWART and DOWNING CO.
A NEW ACT

JUrsfic Bit* Or

Virmviuvv
NORMAN JEPFBRIES

SECOND SERIES
Copyrighted and Protected by

VARIETY

The Slim Jim

MARTYR

and

FLORENCE

Kenny

-

La France

r.||e*i

Direction,

I

I

Adereee FRIARS' CLUB,
Now York.

"The Blue Grass Boys*

MAX HART

LEST YE FORGET
I of tho boat.

Pereenal Direction,

MARK LEVY

Vaudeville's

Premier

Dancers

of

Vaudeville

CHAS.

F.

SEMOR

Playing U. B. O. Than

NOW PLAYING LOEW TIME

Representative,

FRANK EVANS

ADELE ASTAIRE
THE PROOF!!

HERE'S
CHICAGO -AMERICAN,- SEPT.

U,

MM

•TOJOBaVDBMOCRAT,'* ST. LOUIS, MO.

Dance Adele

Astaire* Score in
at Palace

Despite the fact that soma of the best head*
tine talent in vaudeville la showing at the
Singer playhouse, a pair of youngsters really
carry off the honors. They are Fred and Adele
Astaire, billed at brother and sister, and looking the part In every way. Their dandng ia
a real treat. They are youthful, and bring to
vaudeville freshness and ability that even the
hardened Monday nlghter appreciates.

ST.

LOUIS -REPUBLIC*

Youthful Nat Wills and Dancing Act
Columbia Headliners
Dancer, Furnishes One
From the sublime to the ridiculous fully deof Four Attractive Acts
scribes the two acta which are the headliners
Astaire,

Adele Astaire contributes the charm of youth
and prettineaa to this week's vaudeville bill at
the Columbia Theatre. Ann Pennington has a
rival am tola vary attractive young dancer, who
also etage acceptably with Fred Astsire. her

on the bill at the Columbia this week.
Fred and Adele Astaire (a youthful brother
and sister), in new songs and distinctive dances,
represent the sublime, while Nat Wills, the
seme old' happy tramp, brings his usual amount
of ridiculous chatter.

Song and Dante Stunt by
Fred and Adele Astaire
Called Efficiency Marvel
By

suuitfnud Devise

Although lacking in variety, the bill at the
tale week ia a good one. There ia
really only one offering that is below par* ami
some people liked it. There ere seven new
numbers on the program and the beet one ia
a song and dance stunt by Fred and Adele
Astaire, and although we have been done to

Orphenm

ottering recently,
death with this type of offering
one in a hundred. These
;

Fred and Adele Astaire
Head Program at

Vaudeville House
with Clever Affair
By Onrgi
There
at the

to

an awful

Orphan

St,

Osnrg a

and dancing
weeki bnt aaoet of H U

lot of singing

this

tt ia
it
10

\£l

rtm^Jr.^
timfe jctno
the moat attractive pan
rtormers
ot tnetr
Orpheum bill in many
thai have brightened an Orpi
moons. Adele is pretty, wears adorable clothoa,
dances like a fairy and usee her voice so attractively that she makes you forget she hasn't
any. Fred ia plentifully supplied with magna)
tism, is a clean-cut, wholesome-looking chap,
full of pep, and his work haa a finish to it
that removes it far from the ordinary. The
team work of the pair ia a revelation hi eft*
ciency.
There to n perfect underst and ing' n
sort of melting into each other's bualneaa
that is a delight to see. They are the real
headliners of the newcomers, and it to
to aay that no act at any time this
received the hand that falls to their
at
every performance.

so good that one can alasoet forgive the ©verfnnnssa oi the pordona distributed. The audionos to treated to one of the aaoet attract*™
ainglng and dandng acta that vaudeville has pat
forth in ages. It to presented by. Fred and
Adele Astaire, and their work to so fresh, dainty
and latohed that It la a treat to watch It and
Baton to tt. Neither of the pair pretend to bo
olngnia they Jnst sing aa an excuse to do
silling else Immediately afterwards} hot
every song they sing is a winner, and it la a
Paradoxical?
winner because ,they sing it
Tea* if yon like; but see if yon don't agree

NEW ORLEANS 1TATE3-

Astaire Dancers

Cressy

and

Win

The rather
Cressy, with Blanche Onyne and
aa his foils, and the nimble, lithe and
dancing of Fred and Adele Astaire
new bill at the Orphenm ahovo the
It haa been a long time atone aa
sprightly and Pfpperv a naif of young
as Fred and Adele Astaire have boon t
the Orpheum. The terpeichorean art aae
herent in them—"comes natural"—there
no evidence whatever of effort In their Jffir
wan*
wind and entirely pleasing work.

«

;

me when yon see this pair. Both of
them are aplendld dancers and the variety of
Their feet scarcely
their work is infinite.
seem to touch the floor and there is a snap,
go and personality in everything they do. It
to a long, long time since an act of this kind
haa appealed so strongly to me, and It must

with

DETROIT -JOURNAL**
By Ralph Holmes
Fred snd Adele Astaire, youth and maiden
of tender veers snd refreshing presence, carried
off the bulk of the afternoon s applause with a
singing and dancing set. They really are en*
ceptionally good and should be top*notehars

have appealed to the audience quite aa strongly,
for they gaye them more epplauae than any
other number on the bill.

some dsy.

YOUNGSTERS WIN POPULAR FAVOR AT
ORPHEUM; DOCKSTADER IS FUNNY
It would be nice to say that Lew Dockstader,
veteran minstrel man, was the popular favorite
at the Orpheum last night—it would be nice
but It wouldn't be true. This honor went to

Fred and Adele Astaire, a youthful brother and
sister, whose act would have been ordinary but
for the personality of the peppery little pair.
and their singing are fine and
Their aonga
songs a
isir dancing.
they mwlndlviduality In their

Orpheum Theatre, Denver
M

Orpheum

Flo Ziegfeld, picker of winners for ths

Fol*
Frolics," is

"Midnight
overlooking a pair of young dancers who would
make "Diamond Jim" Brady and Heywood
lies"

series

end

bis

Broun proclaim them aloud
Yorkers.

This pair

is

at

to

the

satiated

New

Orpheum

this

week and permission is hereby given them to
out end send it to Flo with the compliments of the season. Fred and Adele Aatsire are as bewitching and original a pair of
dancers as the Follies of any old year ever
boasted. Adele is as dainty a piece of work
as ever twinkled a toe, and Fred is built for
dancing and nothing else. They have excellent
songs, and put them over, particularly one
But their dancing is
about a sweet tooth.
pe.ftctioi., o.ud. beticr wurk ci this !na<i ^aa
iKvr shown to Ned Waybvirr. in hi* palmiest

clip this

days.

Week

Young Dancers Remarkable
Fred and Adele Astaire, two young dancers,
all odds the feature of the Orphenm
show, which opened yesterday, and if they stay
together, they will in a mighty short time
be the feature of any show anywhere. 'Their
work is not alone excellent, but their steps are
original, which is saying a whole lot.
are by

Vancouver, B.

a delightful act.

SEATTLE

Offers One of
the Season's Best Bills

Whenever Freddie and Adele Astaire make
up their minds to it, they're going to be top
They dance spiritedly ana skillfully,
lined.
end she, well— there is no more bewitching miss
in vaudeville.

SAN FRANCISCO "CHRONICLE"
Refreshingly youthful and distinctly clsssful.
Fred Astaire and his sister, Adele registered
strongly in new songs and dances. This pair
of kids went about their work with plenty of
vim and vigor aad justly tarried the solid
They have a
applause which greeted them.
brght future and are comers.

—Orpheum

Calgnry, Altn.

By Everette Marshall
Then came Fred and Adele

Astaire, who are
and by the way
stage by the hair 1
am inclined that is right. But the audience
felt inclined to pull the other way, for they
were quite popular in their songs, snd Adele
is s besutiful dancer, and little brother Freddie
still preserves a waist line and a general lack
of avoirdupois which enables him to step some
billed as brother

Fred pulled her

and

off

sister,

the

hiinsrH.

IN

C—Orph

Fred and Adele Astaire easily outshone any*
thing of the kind in their newest dances and
songs. Miss Adele is a personification of grace
and youthful sprightliness, and Fred is in a
class all by himself as a step dancer. It

DENVER "TIMES"

WHAT HAS THE EAST
This

PORTLAND. ORE.

•TIMES*'

What makes
ter

than

the entertainment so much betthe average ia the distribution of

qsulity all through it. Take, for example, two
of ite acts—Fred snd Adele Astaire and Cross

and Josephine. Both are aiqgfog nnd d s^^ng
acts. They show class at every moment; there
are good aonga, good dances, good clothes and
not a particle of suggestion at any point These
are ideal Orpheum vaudeville acta. If Beck
could only find a few hundred more like them
he could keep J. P. Morgan waiting in the
outer office for a booking and Carl Reiter could
buy up the White River Valley and turn it into
a private golf links.

STORE FOR THEM?
Next Week (June 25)—Temple, Detroit

(June 18)—Shea's, Buffalo
Direction,

MAX HAYES

TEN CENTS

VARIETY
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No.

1

1917-1918

-

HIGHESTOF JUDGES
HIGHEST CLASS VAUDEVILLE
HAVE AWARDED BOOKINGS

AND
Member National
Week (1917)
u
u
41

Oct.

u
u

10..
17..
24..
1...

8...

{

Theatre

Philadelphia

Orpheum

Brooklyn
Lowell
Portland
Schenectady
Syracuse
Albany

Keith's
Keith's
Proctor's

Temple

Proctor's
15...
•i Proctor's
Orpheum
22...
Temple
29...
\

44
41

Nov.

5...

"
"

12..
19..
44
26..
Dec. 3
44
10...
44
17..
44
24.
44
31...
.

.

As Joe

New York

.

Columbia
Majestic
Keith's Hip.
Keith's Hip

City

Troy
Montreal

Hamilton
Grand Rapids
Chicago
Toledo
Cleveland

Vaudeville Artists
Week

City

Keith's
Colonial

CO.
Jan. 7
" 14
" 21
44

"
44

44

Keith's
Keith's
Keith's

Pittsburgh
Cincinnati
Indianapolis
Louisville

Hall said, after the race
"I told you so."

Keith's

Shea's
Shea's
Colonial

28

Temple
Temple
Alhambra

11

18

25

Mar. 4

.'

'

44
44

Apr.
44

18

25

Theatre
Keith's

Feb. 4

Hippodrome .... Youngstown
Davis

(1918)

Keith's
Proctor's

Bushwick
Maryland

O

1

U. B.

8

U.B.O
U.B.O
U.B.O
U.B.O
U.B.O

"

15

"
"

22
29

May 6
Direction

Dayton
Columbus
Buffalo

Toronto
Erie
Detroit
Rochester

New York

City

Providence

Yonkers
Brooklyn
Baltimore

South
South
South
South
South
South

HARRY WEBER Office
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Over 600 English Members of Profession in U.
All British Subjects Within Age Limit and Eligible
for Service Publicity Abroad to Shame Slackers
List of

S.

—

/Into Duty.

has set $1,000,000
wants to get
as the mark
out of "The 13th Chair" before he releases it for road rights.
There are to be four companies next
season, one for Chicago, another to
divide Philadelphia and Boston, while
the two remaining are to play the week
stands.

This leaves the smaller towns out
of it.
Several offers have been made
for the one night territory, but they
were turned down with the information that the million dollar profit mark
has been

The

Recruiting /Mission,
headquarters /ocated at

British

which has its
Broadway,

280

is

to

may

a

special

against the Englisn actors in
country to get thcm/'ecruited into

drive
this

An

attach^ in the office of Capt. Size,
director of publicity /or the Commission, stated \that there was a list of
600 names or^E relish actors now in
this country of eligible service age and
these would all be looked up by special
investigators of the Commission.
The list is being so compiled that
those who refuse to do service wiil be
marked for special notice in the Eng-

papers at home.

The same official admitted that a
number of English actors in New York
had visited the offices during the last
two weeks and while some had enlisted the majority were looking for
"soft snaps" in the service that would
keep them out of the "ditches." One
actor, a star,

numbers

of votes

now

playing in
comedy, has

in a musical
pointed as a clerk

New York
been

ap-

in the offices of the

Consul in New York. The
greater number, when they discover
that they will have to take their chances
with the rank and file, very conveniently disappear from the office without

Cards, bearing the photograph of
each girl and numbered accordingly,
is passed out, marked and handed back
as the person leaves the theatre.
Last season Rose Chapman, Evelyn

Madden and Frances Lockvvood were

PRODUCTIONS OUT FOR MATERIAL
The three large Charles Dillingham
productions to be organized for next
season are out for material and want
considerable of it from vaudeville,
without reporting any success so far

The

Poli Circuit has not gone wild
over the reception accorded the tabloid
productions it has substituted so far
in some of its houses for the regular
vaudeville bills.
Poli's Scranton, played three tabs;
Hartford and Worcester two each.

Worcester.
If the rethere are not better than be-

turns
fore,

ment

Poli will discard the tab experifor this season.

Harry Benrimo, Harrison Rhodes,
Welch and Ralph Hcrz have
formed a producing company to turn
out immediately a summer show for
Chicago. The show is to have seven
Jack

stars and a chorus of eight and
be of the intimate revue type.

gagements
Herz,

Lina

LOEW CHANGING TO STOCK.
Boston, June

Tuesday

included
Abarbanell. Valli

is

to

EnRalph
Valli,

Frank Lalot, Elizabeth Murray, Carter De Haven.

LIBERTY BONDS FOR POPULARITY.
When Charles Baker's "The Tempters." taker, to the

American

route next season Baktv

l.i.ilf-wir,-

a scIrvti^
in mind whereby he will equal his popularity contest conducted last season
on the road when he gave away diamond rings to the three girls receiving
!'ii>

27.

authentically reported here that
Marcus Loevv's Globe on Washington
street, seating 1,700, and now playing
how's pictures, will be leased for stock
productions next season.
So far as known no lease has as yet
been passed by the Loew people, who
have several other Boston theatres with
tlicir pop vaudeville or pictures.
It

ALL-STAR SUMMER SHOW.

in

is

their search.

'

The shows
duction,

at

are the Fred Stone prothe Hip and at the Cen-

48 ACTS CANCELED.
Canceled acts to the number

Victor Herbert and Guy Bolton arc
collaborating on the production to be
preMnted at the Century next season.
Victor Herbert is at present at one of
the Philadelphia parks with his orches-

and running over week-ends to

tra
Nil,

Vc

!

.ii

<1

im i.sMon

New

«,,

new show at the
Century will open the first week in Octohcr.
The report is Conroy and LeIt

i^

reputed

ilie

one of the features of

Maire
the Century production.
arc to be

Chicago, June 27.
be the only sum-

to

mer opera company

in America operating this year, begins its initial season
at Ravinia Park, Chicago, Saturday,

when

"Paggliacci" will be sung, with
New York making her
local debut.
It will be a double bill
with Carolina White, recently engaged
by Louis Eckstein, president of the
Ravinia company, singing in "Jewels of
the Madonna."

Edith Mason of

"Lucia" will be given,
Florence .Macbeth in the title
role.
This opera will be repeated
Tuesday with Salvatore Giordano in
the tenor role, his debut.
For the Fourth, a patriotic concert
is
scheduled for the matinee with
"Cavalleria Rusticana" the opera for
the evening. "Thais" will be given at
the end of the week.
There are two conductors, both from
New York. Gennaro Papi will conduct the Italian operas while Richard
Hageman will conduct the French
school and also the Wagnerian concerts, of which there will be a number.

There is to be an orchestra of 50
from the Chicago Symphony
Soloists inOrchestra organization.
clude Frances Ingraham, Henri Scott
and Sig. Bonfiglio.

picked

BALL PARK'S BIG TIME.
of 48

is

Willie Edelsten's trouble for this summer.
That number of turns was

booked by Mr. Edelsten for
pean engagements, principally

Euro-

in England, before the "ruthlessness" of the

German submarine and

the declaraagainst Germany.
the postsecured
ljas
Mr. Edelsten
ponement of the engagements in each
instance, to the same dates in 1918.

tion of

war by

POLI'S BIG

irs

ONE

IN BRIDGEPORT.

1

WRITING NEW CENTURY SHOW.

said

tury.

Next week "The Night Clerk" plays
Hartford and

British

signing up.

The revue by George M. Cohan, supposed to have been his firm's, Cohan &
Harris', venture for next season, wilL
it
is understood, be jointly produced
by Mr. Cohan and Flo Ziegfeld, Jr.
The revue is due for about October.
Its book will be by Cohan, while Ziegfeld will engage the company and produce the show.

the lucky ring winners.

NOT WILD OVER TABS.

is

with

COHAN-ZIEGFELD REVUE.

Each week he will give away a $10
Liberty Loan bond to the girl voted
by the audiences where the show is
playing as the most popular in the

What

On Sunday

set.

on the

company.

the service.

lish

the highset
season.

SUMMER OPERA.

PROFIT MARK.
Jr.,

of profits he

ROUNDING UP ENGLISH ACTORS
—

PRICE TEN CENTS

29, 1917

$1,000,000 AS
William Harris,

BRITISH RECRUITING MISSION
Have

JUNE

CITY, FRIDAY,

Bridgeport, June 27.
In addition to the Lyric purchased
by S. Z. Poli, a plot alongside that
theatre has been secured, and when the
Lyric has been demolished, there will
he a site ready for the pop vaudeville
theatre of 3,500 capacity Poli intends
building here.

Thos.
sioned

W. Lamb
to

has been commis-

draw the

plans.

SOAP ADVERTISING SHOW.
The manufacturers

of Babbitt's

Soap

arc u^ing the peach orchard scene from
"Tiirn \f, th.' Ki.'ht," -and the title of
the show, with a two-line doggrel under
it

in

all

of their street car advertising

(John L.
throughout the country.
Gnlden wrote the doggrel for the company without extra charge.)

Pittsburgh, June 27.
arranging to play a
big time vaudeville open air show of
at least 10 acts in the Pittsburgh National League ball park, which can seat

John Harris

is

between 20,000 and

One show
It is

shows

25.000.

nightly will be given at a

popular admission

scale.

three or four years since night
in ball parks throughout the

country were

tried,

without any degree

success at that time, the weather
counting too seriously.
of

WALKER FINDS A WINNER.
Indianapolis, June 27.

who

is presenting a
Murat, found what
looks like a winner in a new play by
Booth Tarkington called "Seventeen."
Tt was first produced last week, getting
$4,500 on the week, considered excellent

Stuart Walker,
company at the

since the prices are scaled low.
Mr. Walker is considering the piece
for Broadway production in the fall.
The piece has bcrn held over tar a second week, something rare for stock in
this city.

The company is partly made up of
the Portmanteau Players with Gregory
Kelly playing the leads.

CABLES
LONDON'S SELF-DENIAL ASSN.
PLACES BAN ON THE THEATRE

HIT.
London, June 27.
"Airs and Graces" was produced at
the Palace June 21, revealing splendid
scenes, dainty dresses and sparkling
music.

comedy

Wants
to

Public to Forego Pleasures and Donate Money Saved
Profession in Arms Against
Proposal-f-Latter Have Been Liberal With Cash

War Charities — English

and Services.

/

With the injection of more
show is certain to prove a

the

typical Palace success.

Great credit is due the
William J. Wilson.

producer,

Millar was the chief score.
Grade Leigh received a warm welcome
on her appearance. John Humphries,
Betty Balfour and Fred. Groves were
excellent

Gertie

,

/ondon, June 27.
A Self Denial association is being
organized here, th* purpose of which
to have folks difcny themselves certain pleasures andko donate the money
that would« thus pe spent upon some

accident through falling to his knee.
An operation was successfully per-

formed and

rest

is

essential.

is

"HUMPTY DUMPTY" DISAPPOINTS.

worthy war\charily.

Among

other things, the promoters
of the new fund suggested that the
public refrairji frim attending the theatres, and this has aroused the ire of
artists here, Wbo object to the instigating of any' movement to prevent
them from earning their livelihoods.
The English theatrical profession

of

^

have been very liberal

actment
Oct.

been

has

laid

over

disappointing.
It is the feeblest effort from that author.
H. B. Irving is altogether unsuited
to the leading role.
is

London, June
Grossmith

27.

&

autumn.
It

is

founded on the private

life

of

the Countess de Brioude.

until

KARNO'S "THREE BITES."

REVUE—BEST.
London, Tune

27.

of the Village" at the Oxford is the best revue produced recently, full of humor, bright music,
good singiner. plentv of khaki, excellent chours and individual singing.

"Lads

JACK SILVANO KILLED BY BOMB.

London, June 27.
Fred Karno produced at the Hippodrome, Boscombe, a new revue entitled "Three Bites."

a

bomb

London June
omnibus

the

27.
cyclist, was
air raid on

He was

riding on an

comedy

Silvano,

by

13.

in

at Stratford.

CLOSES FOR THE SUMMER.
London, June

27.

London, June 27.
"Daddy Long Legs" was withdrawn
from the Duke of York's after a run
of over 500 performances.

Re-engaged Daphne Pollard.
London, June 27.
Albert de Courville has re-engaged
Daphne Pollard for the next revue at
the
Hippodrome, to be produced
around Christmas.
Meantime "Zig

Zag"

of Wales
and Strand closed their doors for the

is

going strong.

The Queens. Savoy, Prince

summer June
SIR

23.

GEORGE ORDERED TO REST.

London, June 27.
George Alexander has been ordered by his physician to take a complete rest owing to a slight breakdown.

"Invention," a

was produced

London, June 27.
Scottish comedy,

at the

Duke

of York's,

sea Palace.

lyric

Denham

Violet

writing in
Harrison.

Van Brugh

Woman
T.

"Under Cover" Going on Tour.
London, June 27.
"Under Cover" was withdrawn from
the Strand June 23.
Matheson Lang
will go touring with the piece.

27.

collaboration

on the

L. Sacks

in

Window

"Intolerance"

Stoll

Tour.

London, June
Singers

touring

WOODS HAS TWO SHIPMAN

PLATS.

the Stoll houses.

play,

"The Man

Pays." on which William A. Brady held
an option, has been taken over through
the mutual consent of all concerned by
A. H. Woods, who is now rehearsing
another Shipman piece, "The Target."
"The Target" may be first shown in
New York at the Astor. Tentative

arrangements were under wav early

INA CLAIRE'S PUT NAMED.
Claire, now under contract

stacre

AiitMist.

IS

Irene

"Abe's Lottery Ticket" Playlet.
London, June 27.
T?. Wafers' nrv -kftc.b. ".M^'?
Lottery Ticket," was well received la c t
week at the Shoreditch Empire.

Sir

VAN HOVEN

Van

J?rpe=

Sir

role of

fir

27.

The late Captain Marshall's play.
Excellency the Governor," was
successfully revived at the New theatre with Allan Avnesworth, Dion BouFred Kerr and
Brugh scoring strongly.

title

OVER AFTER "CHIN CHOW."

"His

cicault,

takinp* the

Sailing from New York June 21 for
London were Frank McCormack, general stage director for Comstock
Gest. and F. Newton Lindo, who for-'
merlv represented the Drury Lane interests of London over here, and who

SUCCESSFUL.
London, June

when

"Polly With a Pa.?t." by George Middleton and Guy Bolton.

houses, bearing striking testimony to
the popularity of opera in London during the heat wave, which depleted
most of the houses.

REVIVAL

to

David Belaseo. will make her dramatic
appearance around the end of

London, June 27.
Roth Carl Rosa and the Beecham
opera companies are playing to full

Herbert Tree's Slight Accident.
London, June 27.
Herbert Tree met with a s\jght

When I was a little kid going to school, I
had two pals, and any guy in school caught
playing with us received a whipping. Oh, we
were pleasant little children. One of the pals
is now a wealthy physician and the other is
b'g oa'.tle man.
But one of the "goody" boys is serving (our
years for robbing his uncle's bank, two others
are doing two years each for selling "booze"
in dry states and other little things, and the
real nice boy that had me expelled from school
is a chorus min with a musical comedy.
His
first name is Garence.
I don't think his children will ever bother
«»

London, June
Terriss

Coliseum
of

reappeared

Her

in a single turn.

Kipling's

four

sea

27.

the
rendi-

at

songs,

Successful Debut.

London, June 27.
Nina Boucicault made a successful
variety debut at the Victoria Palace
Tune 25 in "When the Clock Strikes
Nine."

27.

are

Tna

OPERA DRAWING.

Ellaline Terriss Popular.
Ellaline

27.

Leading engagements for "The Man
Pays." under the Woods direction, are
George Probert. Emma Polini, Olive
Mav.

the Philharmonic Hall, after a brief
engagement, having failed to attract
sufficiently to warrant an extended run.

Act
27.

ingly popular.

Coming Over.

The Sam Shipman

Musical

"Fringes of the Fleet," proved exceed-

L. Sacks proposes) sailing for America to arrange for the production there
of "Three Cheers" and to secure American production for England.

Gresham Singers on

in

At the Pavilion the Carmels, four
South African women, presented an
artistic musical act which should be-

J.

The Gresham

Women

London, June

tion

Sill."

ber.

London, June 27.
was withdrawn from

JEROME'S "COOK."
London, June 27.
Terome K. Jerome's new farce,
"Cook," was successfully tried out at

come popular.

week looking to that end. The
show opens out of town July 16, and
will be played on Broadway in Septem-

"INTOLERANCE" OFF.

IN NEW SKETCH.
London, June 27.

Arthur Bourchier appeared at the
Coliseum last week in a new sketch,
"Abstols for Two," supported
by Kyrle Bellew.

New

this

Sir

BOURCHIER

South African

Playlet
London. June 27.
Last week at the Grand, Birmingham,
Violet Van Brugh presented a new
playlet
by Michael Orme, entitled

"The

agent.

Eastbourne.

George Afflicted.
London, June

Arthur St. George, actor-vocalist, has
been paralyzed in both legs, and has
with

production of "Carminetta."
The bridegroom was formerly a lieutenant in the
Naval Brigade and
served in Antwerp and Gallipoli. He
was invalided out and is now a variety

called

founded on a sketch originally played
by Walter Kemp and Co. at the Chel-

started

London, June 27.
Marie Blanche retired from "High
at the Adelphi to marry E.
Lewis Waller, son of the late Lewis
Waller.
The ceremony took place
last week.
Miss Blanche will return to the stage
in August to appear in C. B. Cochran's
Jinks"

new

London, June

Withdrawn After 500 Performances.

London, June
Tack
killed

BIG.

COMEDY PROM A SKETCH.

Arthur St

Laurilard have secured
"Paulette del Baye," a new comic opera,
for production at the Shaftesbury in the

1.

"LADS"

"BUBBLY"

London, June 27.
Andre Chariot's revue "Bubbly," at
the Comedy, is a big success.

INSIDE LIFE, OPERA'S PLOT.

war

their

in

charity contributions, not only in cash,
but in giving their services for all sorts
of benefits, in addition to which they
have furnished entertainment to wounded soldiers and others in camp.
The proposed heavy theatre tax en-

London, June 27.
H. A. Vachell's modernized version
"Humpty Dumpty," at the Savoy,

MARIE BLANCHE MARRIES.

PALACE HAS

for two seasons has been attached to
the managerial forces of C. & G. They
left for the other side to arrange to
brine the "Chu Chin Chow" production
to New York. This show will be seen at
the Manhattan Ooera House by Comstock & Gest. following the four weeks'
Tgafement ther? of "The Wanderer/*
nppniRc the season.
Lvle Sweet, now in London, the general director for Oscar Asche, who produced "Chu Chin Chow," is coming to
this side early in September to stage
Manhattan production.
^ th p

Fred Duprez Popularizing Himself.
London, June 27.
At the Garrick Fred Duprez is constantly developing his oart and is becoming one of the big favorites of
London.

ELIZABETH MURRAY'S APPEAL.
Detroit. June 27
Elizabeth Murray, playine at the
Temple, stopped in the middle of her
turn last Saturday night and said:
"This is our appeal to the boys of
this nation. My own dear boy marched
I'm a mother
off to service last night.
and my heart goes out to vou mothers
here tonight. But T wouldn't hold him
back and you should not hold back

vour sons, no matter how much you
love them, and God knows what it
means to a mother's heart for a boy
to go to war. But it is up to us to give
our best, for it is a great big cause."
Her son, Georpe Murray Fassnacht,
has joined a

New York

regiment.

PRIVILEGES OF ALIENS.
The Department of Justice at Washington. Tune 22 authorized the followine statement in response to a number
of inquiries regarding the sphere of
effectiveness of alien enemy permits:
"A permit granted to an alien
enemy bv a United States Marshal confers upon the holder of
the nermit the privilege to move
at will in the district of the marshal bv whom the permit is signed,
but does not grant either preneral
or specific privileges outside of
the
Enemy
particular
district.
aliens desiring to travel in two
or more Federal judicial districts
should obtain permits in each of
rj?s{ri<fs
if
t'l«*
wli'Ml inrv Will
travel."

Montgomery Play
James Montgomery
for George
son,

for Sidney.
writing a play
in next sea-

is

Sidney to star

VAUDEVILLE
$10,000

IN

THE

SERVICE,

W. Ewing,

stage hand, of Troy local
has enlisted in the army.
Barney Toy (Toy and Danner) is a
sergeant in the 23rd New York Infan-

No.

29,

week

last

Artillery,

in Battery
N. Y. N. G.

F.,

First

I
Field

Douglas and Jack Burley (Burley
and Burley) upon applying to the
Mission

Recruiting

English

in

New

York

try.

William Mahlon, who formerly managed Keystone Park, Waverly, Mass.,
has joined the army.

Jim Baltus (Baltus Trio) has

enlisted

with the engineers corps, sailing soon.
Baltus will act as interpreter.
A. Vinson, secretary of the Portland,
Ore., picture operators' local, has gone
into the service.
Fred Ward has been mustered out
of the service with the National Guard
of N. J. because of his recent illness,

which unfitted him for further duty.
George Carson MacDonald (Charles
and Sadie MacDonald) is in the First
Reserve Reg., Engineers, at Ft. Totten, N. Y.

Lowell Moore, brother of and assistant to Menlo Moore, has enlisted in the
American field ambulance corps, sailing
for the war zone shortly.
Robert Napelbaum, who enlisted
June 18 as a yeoman in the navy, has
reported for immediate service in Newport News.
Raymond Leveen, assistant manager
of Proctor's 125th Street, has enlisted
in the quartermaster division and is
assigned to the state arsenal at 7th
avenue and 35th street. New York City.
Max Halperin, who was released
from his army enlistment (several
years under the enlistment age) has
come to New York to locate permanently.
Al. Carr,

of Variety's New York
office staff, who enlisted in the navy immediately after the declaration of war,
has finished his training period at
Newport and will be assigned to one
of the ships of the fleet this week.
George Hayes, a member of Sir Herbert Tree's Company during the last
engagement in New York, has joined

the British Army and is in
at present.
Roy C. 'Wilcox, who married

Toronto
Diantha

Pattison of "Our Betters" two weeks
ago, is to go to France in the ambulance service. His bride is to accompany him for Red Cross work.
Victor Turnbull, assistant to Cal
Griffis in the Chicago Orpheum office,
has gone to Allentown, ra., there to
join an ambulance corps, which sails
for the war zone, in about six weeks.
Al.
Duchmien, of English birth.
ahead of "Experience" last season, has
offered his services to the English recruiting officers now lining up English subjects in New York.
Charles A. Benton, with the Robert
Campbell production of "Peg o' My
Heart" last season, has enlisted in the
British service and leaves for Canada
this

week.

Norman

Trevor, who appeared in "A
Kiss for Cinderella" and "The New
Word," was accepted for military service by the British Recruiting office
in New York, and expects to be ordered
into training soon.
W. J. Gores, interested in several
coast theatres and a graduate of Leland Stanford University, is with the
American Field Ambulance corps and
is now in Paris.
He is a brother of
Paul Gordon (Gordon and Ricca).
James Connors, for four seasons
property man with "Everywoman,"
and a member of Springfield, 111., No.
138, I. A. T. S. E., has enlisted in the
navy.
He is now stationed at U. S.
Naval Training Station (Main Camp*.
Norfolk, Va.
Hector Turnbull, for several years
the head of the scenario department
of the La sky Company, and whose
play "The Cheat," is to be produced by
William A. Brady next season, enlisted

for enlistment, were rejected for
Val Trainor, apphysical disability.
plying to the same Mission, was also
rejected for the same reason.

Four

English

soldiers,

who have

done their "bit" in the European
trenches, Alfred Barclay, 7th London
regiment; Frank Moore, Royal Canadian regiment; Albert Forrest, 10th
Canadian troops, and Stewart McKay,
are
Highlanders,
Argyll-Sutherland
"Somewhere in
appearing
in
the

France"

act.

Three sons of the late Ned Harrigan (Harrigan and Hart) are now
wearing the colors. The oldest, William Harrigan, who was with George
1

Tyler's show at the Criterion last season, is a captain at the Plattsburg
Phillip, aged 22, and
training camp.
Solan, 23, just graduated from Princeton, have obtained lieutenant commissions in the army.

Henderson's for his uncle, Fred Henderson (now on the Coast) "plunged"
on the production end of the revue for
this season, also with principals, the
revue carrying more recognized leaders
than any similar show presented in New

York since the restaurants became
Besides the
places of entertainment.
principals are 12 chorus girls, who make
the 50 minin
costume
of
changes
eight
utes actual running time of the revue.
Henderson's gave

summer.
Hoagland to

PASSPORT REGULATIONS.
Robert Lansing, Secretary of State,
has issued an announcement stating
that, owing to the war, the Department
of State finds it is necessary to make
stricter regulations governing the issuing of passports.
In the future applicants should send
their applications to the department
three weeks before the date of sailing,
so that a full investigation can be made
by the authorities.
No passports will be issued to
naturalized American citizens within a
period of six months after they have
become naturalized.

CHARLIE STEVENSON RECOVERED.
Charlie Stevenson, after an absence
from New York, is expected back here in the fall, fully recovered
from an attack of ill health that
obliged him to go west.
Mr. Stevenson has been most of the
time in Denver, but lately went to
California to visit his folks and has
returned to Denver where he will remain until starting east.
of six years

When

Mr. Stevenson left New York
was among the most popular of
the younger set of vaudeville booking
men, and although long away, has not
he

been forgotten. Much pleasure is expressed by his multitude of friends
upon his complete recovery.

DARLING'S COAST VACATION.
Tomorrow (Saturday) Eddie DarlKeith booker, starts on his vacation, going to the Pacific Coast for
first

time.

OH,

YOU MERCEDES!

Mercedes, headlining at the Royal
week, startled his audience Monday night when he ran excitedly down
a side aisle and addressing the entire
house claimed he had been insulted by
an auditor who had asked him to play
a selection and upon being refused had
branded Mercedes as a fakir.
The telepathic "genius" in a cleverly
arranged speech, apparently inspired
through one of his occasional arguments at the Friars on metaphysics
with Sammv Shipman. intimnted the
patron had called for the German national anthem and declared it would
never be played by Miss Stantone, his
accompanist. He then asked all those
who had previously requested selections to raise their hands and tell the
house if they were his confederates.
this

limit for this
justified his judgment

go

the

It has
season.
through the restaurant running ahead
so far on its gross receipts over last
summer, although the weather so far
this season has been against big seaside

TILLIE ZICK'S DIVORCE GRANTED.
Chicago, June 27.
Sybil M. Borach, once known to the
stage as Tillie Zick, was granted an
absolute divorce last week from Lewis

by

Judge

upheld

the

Borach

The

Thompson.
wife's

of

charges

crueltv.

.

Lewis Borach is the Lew Bnce of
the stage. At the time of the starting
of the suit this fact was confused and
was supposed that Borach was a
it
business man.
The couple was married twice. Once
thev eloped to San Antonio, but the
bride's mother had the marriage anLater they re-married but sep-

nulled.

arated ere loner.
Miss Zick has also been playing in
vaudeville as Murial Worth.

SUMMER BOOKINGS.
Over 40 theatres are now being
booked weekly in the big time department of the United Booking Offices.
It is a large number of big time houses
open

to be

at this

season of the year.

BRAND NEW GAfi.
Eddie Cantor is having trouble at
his home because his kiddies insist on
affectionate with his colored chauffeur, believing he is their
dad in his usual stage blackface.
Eddie says that a white chauffeur
will have to be the answer.

becoming too

BERT MELROSE'S TWO-ACT.
Bert and May Melrose will be the
title

of the two-act Bert Melrose

and

In it Mr. Melhis wife intend doing.
rose, who has been a pantomimist,
alone, heretofore, will sing and dance,
alsp juggle with barrels, without the
use of tables as before.

later.

ALL-ALLIES BILL SERVES.
The first All-Allies' bill framed up
for vaudeville, the idea for which, was
suggested by William Morris, was pven at Proctor's, Newark, the first hilt
of the current week And was accorded
a

most enthusiastic reception.

consisted of the Kanawaza Troupe
(representing Japan); George Lyons
(Italy); Chinko and Minnie Brul (Bel-

are planning to star
Barnes next season in a musical version of "The Third Party," a
farce by Mark Swan in which Taylor
Holmes appeared for a brief time last

The Shuberts

T Roy

season.

HIP OPENING AUG.

20.

The opening date for the new "U. S.
A." show at the Hippodrome is set at
Rehearsals are
present for Aug. 20.
railed for Ttily 9.
Claire Rochester has been engaged
for the prima donna role in the new

show.

LEW

KELLY'S ACT.

will see a revival by Lew
of an act he formerly plaved
It is railed
vaudeville, for a spell

Xcxt week
Kellv

"Imaginary Dave." Vic Cassmore

gium); Tommy Haydn (England);
Wyatt's Lads and Lassies (Scotland);
Mils. Jeannette Martine and M. Du-\
pont (France); "The Spirit of 76" with
Brenda Fowler (America); Frank Mullane (Ireland); Horelik Family (Russia).

for the occasion
of the Double
Cross," the overture "Hearts of America" and the exit march "Where Do

The feature picture
"The Mystery

was

We

Go From Here."

PLATTSBURGH'S WEEKLY SHOW.
Harry Cooper

is

arranging to stage a

show once weekly

vaudeville

at Platts-

burgh, N. Y., for the officers' reserve
corps stationed there. Cooper took the
first show to Plattsburgh last Sunday,
the bill carrying, besides Cooper, Violinsky. Willie Smith, Andy Rice, Tames
and Agnes Duvae, Harcourt, Bissett

and Bestry, and Harry Ellis. The second show will leave todav (Friday), returning to New York Sunday. All expenses are paid by the officers.
Major Barlow, formerly of "Old
Lady 31," built a stage and theatre at
the camp capable of seating 5,000
people, and completed the job in 19
hours. There are a large number of
Plattsburgh officers who «vent there direct

from

theatricals,

many from vau-

deville.

BAYES'

NEW

ACT.

Washington, June

27.

Nora Bayes is displaying a new act
In her company*
this week at Keith's.
of two are Irving Fisher and Robert
Golde, the latter a pianist

who formerly

appeared with Misha Ellman.
Jack McGowan, in "The Midnight
on the Amsterdam Roof, has
replaced Irving Fisher in Ziegfeld "FolFrolic,"

BARNES WITH SHUBERTS.

in

N. V. A/s SUSPENDED.
Fourteen members were suspended
for 60 days from the National Vaudeville Artists' Club this week, charged
with playing cards with a limit exceeding the amount set by the club officials.
Several weeks ago the officials placed
a limit on all card games and this being
the first violations, suspensions were
meted out immediately. The suspended
members are barred from all privileges
of the club rooms and organisation
during the period of suspension.
The annual election date of the N.
V. A. has not yetbeen set, although at
It may occur
first planned for July.

It

business.

ing, the

Mr. Darling will remain away during
In his absence Frank Jones will
July.
look after the Darling-booked theatres.

floor show
prompted Mr.

its first

Its success

last

court

the

REVUE ACT.

restaurant revue at Henderson's,
Coney Island, costing $10,000 to place
on the floor for its summer run of 14
weeks, will probably become a vaudeville act after the Coney Island season.
who manages
Carlton Hoagland,

The

will

he of the supporting company of two
people.
Thos. J. Fitzpatrick is booking it.
Mr. Kelly last season was with "Hello
New York" (burlesque).

lies" in the

Amsterdam

theatre.

WILLARD SUED.
Curley, former manager for
Jess Willard, is suing the heavyweight
champion, alleging a breach of conconnection with the Wild
tract, in
West recently purchased by Willard.
When Willard, who was traveling
with the tent show at a salary and percentage of the receipts, took over the
show himself a few weeks ago. he
placed the management in the hands of
Melville B. Raymond, who has since
been traveling alternately ahead and
back, endeavoring to get matters adjusted to suit his principal.

Jack

The Curlev

suit has brought to light
Arlington interests, from
whom Willard bought, are paying $5,000
annually as royalty for the use of the
The title is
"Buffalo
Bill"
name.
owned by H. H. Tammen, of Denver,
who secured it from William F. Cody

that

the

for a $20,000 debt.

VAUDEVILLE
WHITE RATS' FINAL MEETING
"
IN NATU RE OF WHITEWASH"
Board of Directors Probably O. K.'d All Actions of Rats
cers.

Meeting

Actors' Union held
general meeting yesterday (ThursThey were to have met in
day).
the Church Alliance building at 1.30
While it was a general meeting
p. m.
at which all White Rats willing to admit themselves such could be present,
it is said the main object was to gather
the Board of Directors, to become a
whitewashing committee and O. K. the
acts of the White Rats up to the time
of its death, which occurred in the
public eye when the Rats was obliged
to leave its clubhouse on West 46th
That clubhouse has since restreet.
mained empty although it is reported
having been taken care of by lease almost immediately after the Rats were
virtually evicted from it.
The sanction of the Rats meeting
yesterday is reported to have Been
wanted by some of the Rats as a sort
of "clean slate" for the organization
to defend itself against the charges of
Bessie Pendleton of Boston, now in
the courts. Miss Pendleton alleges the
Rats' fund were improperly disbursed.
She also asked the court to compel
the Rats to produce its books of accounts.
Several Rats were aai<j to have been
holding almost daily meetings of late
in a Columbia theatre building office.
These were among the last of the Rats
when the order quit in its recent attempt to precipitate a vaudeville strike.
Those attending the meeting were the
ones, according to report, who appeared
before the American Federation of Labor Council in New York last Saturday, in an endeavor to persuade the
A. F. of L. not to revoke the Rats
union charter. They also met, it is
said, to prepare a routine for the general meeting yesterday and arrange
what the members, if any, present
should hear or be told.
The Thursday meeting, if accounts
are true, may mark the last of the Rats'
title with the "Actors' Union" attached
that it has held since granted a FederaThe gention certificate of alliance.
eral impression about seems to be the
Federation will revoke the charter unless the Rats found a way to prevent
the action between its meeting yesterday and tomorrow (Saturday).
The Rats leaders are reported to have
been annoyed through their plans being interfered with by the formation of
a couple of societies, one in New York
and another in Chicago, without cither
having obtained the approval of the

The White Rats

its

Rats,

Offi-

Against Future Contingencies.
Held Yesterday.
Auditing of
Finances Completed.

Preparing

principally

Harry

Mountford,

who

spent his time playing golf near
Junie McCree's Long Island home after
the Rats' fluke. Of late Mountford is
reported to have been in New York
more frequently, making his daily headquarters in the rooms of a union on
the upper East Side, this union having
been affiliated with the Rats.
What the former officers may be trying to do in the way of holding themselves in the good graces of their adherents or in an attempt to make the Rats
believe there will be a revival doesn't
appear to have the president of the
Rats, James W.
FitzPatrick, interested in it.
Mr. FitzPatrick as far
as has become known has remained at
his home in YYa*ter!>ury, Conn., with
those who would like to keep up White

Rats activity the same little clique that
formerly surrounded Mountford and
saw the Rats go down to defeat twice
under his and their leadership.
These Rats believe they have some

"faithful" still left, and these are said
to be principally with circuses. In several of the circuses now out on the

road
the
performers are showing
"gold" Rat cards as indicative that they
came across with Mountford's levy order, which is one of the matters, it is
most
claimed,
Miss
Pendleton is
anxious to secure information about,
she wanting to know how the levy payments if they were made to the Rats
were handled, and by whom.
Auditing of the Rats' accounts in its
New York, Boston and Chicago offices is said to have been made, with
the long delayed Rats' financial report
in readiness for submission to yesterday's meeting.
Meanwhile the Vaudeville Managers'
Protective Association is "keeping tab"

on the Rats from the time they started
until they fell with a thud under
Mountiordi«m, and they were enabled
some
committeemen
the
tell
to

Representative Frayne denied he had

applicants for membership,
probability will be rejected
for various reasons, the applications
being among those received during the
current week.
Some time ago the V. M. P. A. issued
a call for members, advising those on
the outside to join immediately or take
chances of being admitted later on.
With the strike crisis passed a number

made any attempt to keep Equity representatives from attending the special

of independent managers evidenced a
desire to become members and, while

Frayne avers he made an efsession.
fort to reach Secretary Kyle personally
but that the latter was in Boston and'

many were

straightforward facts, about Rats conditions in general.
Regarding the Actors' Equity Association and the granting of a separate
charter to it, nothing tangible resulted
from the executive council session here
although the matter was dicussed from
session.
secret
in
angles
different

could not be reached.
A Variett representative saw Mr.
Frayne at his 23rd street offices. He
admitted the Rats' matter had been
officially taken up.
Mr. Frayne has tried for years to
clear up the Rats' mess through certain
lines of procedure sanctioned by the
Federation but it is spread on record
that Harry Mountford turned a deaf
ear on it and willed that he go it alone.
Mr. Frayne seems personally convinced there should be an actors' organization affiliated with organized
labor.

the former Rats' actions and also
the moves made by such groups as
formed the two societies Mountford is
said to have objected to.
A number of White Rats who had
an important part in the recent fiasco
appeared in person before a sub-committee of three members of the executive council of the American Federation of Labor last Saturday morning
at the Continental Hotel, New York,
and endeavored to show why in verbal
appeals the Rats should retain its A.
F. of L. charter.
The sub-committee listened but made no open comment. After the argument they took

He declined however to say which
faction he favored but intimated that
indications pointed to a complete reorganization of the actors' union but
upon lines that would be laid out by
the Federation and be followed to the
Frayne declared the council's
letter.
finding upon the suggestions and recommendations made by the sub-committee would be final.
In connection with other artists' societies, there was a story around during the week that the Actors' Social
Club, recently formed, had accepted
the resignation of one Bert Scott from
its membership, after Scott had been
among the first to ioin, but upon Scott
making application to rejoin, the club
had asked him $6.30 extra. Ike Wahl

along their
mendations

to

on

all

where

and recomWashington, D. C.
executive committee resuggestions

to

the
turned the first of the week to carry
on their present meeting. Sometime
this week probably Saturday, the executive council will make known the
future of the Rats or least what
"future" it may have as an affiliated
body of the A. F. of L.
The Federation through its executive council session at the Continental
also
discussed
the
Actor's
Equity Association and its proposition
to accept a charter without affiliating
with the White Rats.
The
Equity
can receive no definite answer until
the Rats status has been clearly defined
as the latter is recognized and will be
until the Federation swings the axe.
The status of the present muddle is
expected to be cleared before another
ten days when another organization,
representing the acting fraternity in
general, may start out on new lines,

with new leaders, with men who will
for harmony and peace, and be
familiar with the working of the A. F.
of L., and this organization may be
?iven the charter now held by the
Rats. The Harry Deveau organization
is also after such a A. F. of L. charter.
The executive council came to New
York last week and Friday sent word
to the Rats, also to the Equity, to

work

send representations down whereby
each could take up the charter matters
with the sub-committee. Saturday the
council as a whole appointed three
vice-presidents to the sub-committee,
Duffy, Green and Perham, to hear further arguments upon the status of the
Rats.
The sub-committee was sworn
to secrecy and instructed to make no
open comment until the matter had
been officially reported to the general

and Joe Golden were reported accepted
membership in the Social Club at its

meeting, while a layman, a printer,
did not have his application passed
upon, the club seemingly believing, it
was said, the layman was an emissary
of the vaudeville managers.
While
it
was stated at the meeting several
resignations had been received, the
Social Club officers did not read off
last

the names and prolonged action until
a future meeting.

STATELAKE, CHICAGO'S

NEW

ONE.

Martin Beck announces the name of
the new theatre to be built this fall in
Chicago at the corner of State and
Lake streets for the Martin Beck, C. E.
Kohl. Morris Meyerfeld, Herman Fehr
and Mort Singer interests, is to be
that of "Statelake."
The plans for the house are being
drawn by G. Albert Lansburg, of San
Francisco, and Geo. L. and C. W. Rapp,
of Chicago. Work on the building will
begin shortly after Aug. 1.

The house when completed

will

com-

bine a 12-story office building with a
theatre having the largest seating capacity of any in Chicago, which will
be devoted to popular priced vaudeville.

Summer Park Theatre.
Knoxville, Tenn., June 27.
The Vick Brothers, known in vaudeville as Morris and Parker, and Billy
Morris, of Morris and Sherwood Sisters, have leased the Chilhowee Park
theatre here for five years and are running a three-act vaudeville bill with
Artists Lease

pictures.

The park
to Sept. 15,

expected to remain open
according to business.
is

council.
It is understood that the sub-committee listened closely to what Secretary Bohn, of the Central Federated

New York, and Hugh Frayne,
general organizer of the A. F. of L.
had to say. These men kept close tab
Union,

V. M. P. A. REJECTING APPLICANTS
The Vaudeville Managers' Protective
Association has a list containing over

Summer "Sundavs"

Off in Boston.
Boston, June 27.

As usual the Sunday performances
Keith's over the summer will be
discontinued with this week, not re-

at

suming

until

September.

a dozen
which in

all

passed, the executives of
the organization have decided now to
accept only those applicants considered
worthy of representation in the Association.

With the opening of next season it is
understood the V. M. P. A. will maintain a strict watch on non-members
and refuse to give engagements to
those acts playing for managers not
represented in the Managers' Association.
In this move the V. M. P. A.
will have the co-operation of the National
Vaudeville Artists, with the
membership of the latter organization

restricted

from playing for non-mem-

bers of the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association.

Chicago, June

27.

Through not being members of the
V. M. P. A., the Dusenbury Brothers,
controlling the Olentangee Park, at
Columbus, O., gave up the idea of
giving vaudeville there.
Several acts
booked in were notified by the managers association regarding the standing of the Dusenburys, and the number of cancellations caused the brothers to give up the vaudeville idea.

OTHER LOEW SOUTHERN POINTS.
Atlanta, June 27.
is a report here the Loew Cirnext season will extend its pop
vaudeville programs to New Orleans,

There

cuit

Nashville, Chattanooga and

Montgom-

ery.

No

further information is included
in the story nor is any theatre named.

NO

"PAN'S," ST. LOUIS.

Unless

St. Louis, June 27.
something bobs up in the
no Pantages booked

offing there will be

theatre in St. Louis next season.
As far as present arrangements are
concerned the Cella & Tate and Heib
& Kiley theatre owners, St. Louis, will
obtain
their
shows as heretofore
through the W. V. M. A. offices, Chicago.

LOEW'S EMPLOYEES' OUTING.
The Loew's Employees are giving an
outing Sunday, to invited guests. Cars
will leave the Putnam Building Sunday morning

at nine,

bound

for

Mon-

Newdorp, Staten Island.
Baerwitz is taking care of applicants who can address him at the Put-

ger's Hotel at

Sam

nam Building.
The expenses of the day
borne by the Loew staff.

will

be

TULSA SETTLED.
Tulsa, Okla., June 27.
After a long-drawn-out fight between
Local 354. comprising both stagehands
and picture operators, the Palace and

Kmpress

are once more "fair to orlabor." and the official road
issued two years ago by the I. A.

ganized
call,

T.

S.

K.,

has been withdrawn.

Denver, June 27.
was granted

Maude Fealy, actress,
a divorce here last week

from James

Durkin, film actor and director, on
the grounds of desertion and non-support.
The suit was uncontested.
J
is Tvlis? Felly's second divorce.
i

Knickerbocker Stock Next Season.
Philadelphia, June 27.
The Knickerbocker is closed. The
house will be redecorated and reopen
in September with a stock policy.

VAUDEVILLE

•

VAUDEVILLE AND MUSICIANS'
UNION BOUND FOR CLINCH
9

Managers Notify Union Musicians Increase Demanded Will
Not Be Met by Giving Notice Union Orchestras9 Services Not Required After Sept. 2. Union Says It
Will Stand by Demands.
The managements of the B. F. Keith
and 1\ F. Proctor vaudeville theatres
have notified all union musicians under

pear to be
question.
trouble had

engagement

probably and it might be as well now
as at any other time. This was in reply
to a query whether he thought the%
managers and musicians would adjust
the matter of the increase by September.
The manager would not make a

that their services will
not be required after Sept. 2 next. This
action followed a demand of the Musical Union for an increase of salary of
theatre orchestras.
The Loew Circuit's position has not
been determined, it is said, although
no Loew house management has received notification from the union.
Loew and the unions (stage hands and
musicians) entered into an agreement
recently for one year or more, to become operative Sept. 1 next. This may
stand in the way of the union making
a salary increase demand upon Loew,
the Loew Circuit at the time of entering into the contract with the unions
agreeing to unionize its houses.
The vaudeville people were concerned
in the late settlement of the theatrical
hands,
managers with
the
stage
through its official body, the International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employes. It is said the action of the
musical unions irritated the vaudeville
managers, who say that while the I. A.
T. S. E. is 100 per cent, composed of
members allied with theatricals, there
is
but a very small percentage of
theatre musicians in the whole body of
the musical unions.
A B. F. Keith,
manager, stated this week they (Keith,
and Proctor) did not intend to allow
80 per cent, of the membership of the
musicians' unions who were not in any
way connected with theatricals to dictate to their theatres what should be
paid the musicians.
At the offices of the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association this week
it was stated the matter of union increases or troubles were always local
and must be met by such individual
managements of the V. M. P. A. as
might be concerned that the V. M.
P. A. as an organization would not become involved unless the union made
the matter general instead of local,
and this applied to the musicians, it was
added.
The burlesque circuits, Columbia and
American, are V. M. P. A. members,
and also interested in the musicians'
demand, through their theatres having
orchestras and the travelling burlesque
attractions carrying a leader. The action of the Columbia people has not
been indicated, but they could order
a reduction of the orchestra members
in each house, which would more than
reduce the weekly cost of the musicians
to the gross amount called for by the
increase.
It is reported that in the
matter of the stage hands and their increase, that while the burlesque shows
will pay their carpenters $40 weekly
and the property men $45, the shows
will not be required to engage an electrician, provided they do not carry any
electrics.
Each house will furnish
necessary lights and other electrics, to
be operated by a local man.

—

The N. S. Moss and William Vpx
circuits are not included in the musicians' ' notifications,
through neither
having union men of that order. Sometime ago the Moss and Fox stage crews
musicians
organized
separate
unions, which have been maintained. It
is
reported the Keith and Proctor
forces are bcarimr this in mind and if
t) .c ciindi with t lie musical union duly
arrives, the musicians of the several
vaudeville circuits will belong to the

and

y

same union.

The

vaudeville

managers did not ap-

direct

by the musicians'
manager remarked
come sooner or later

upset

One
to

answer to

this.

The Proctor

stage hands' difference
in Westchester was settled the latter
part of last week, and the notice of
the stage crews to leave the three Proctor theatres in the county revoked.
In Portland, Me., where the Keith
theatre last week refused to grant a
separate increase to the stage crew
for stock performances over vaudeville
and placed a non-union crew in the
house upon the union stage hands leaving, the situation is unchanged, the
Keith theatre company giving its schedule stock play this week.
President D. Edward Porter, of New
York Local No. 310, affiliated with the
American Federation of Musicians,
says the "request must stand."
He declares the increase was voted
upon at a special morning meeting of
the musicians, and especially the theatre
musicians,
held June
13
last,
and that it was so ordered, but not
until a continued afternoon session
was held that same date whereby musicians unable to gather for the morning vote were given a chance to voice
their opinion on the matter.
•

The.

official

notification

has

been

made to each of the locals in New
York and Brooklyn, that the first inr
crease is not to become effective until
Aug. 1 in the pop-priced vaudeville
houses and in the big time theatres"
Sept.

1.

The

heads maintain that there
has been no increase asked in the
cheaper and popular-priced houses but
that they ask that the pay that is being
given to the musicians of these houses
at present be maintained but that one
hour be chopped off the present 7 lA
hours per work day. This means the
payment of $28 weekly on the 6 /2 hour
scale.
On the "big time" vaudeville
houses the increase is asked from
local

l

shows a week for a
seven-day week.
No hour schedule

TWO "AGENCY"

It was understood picture
houses
like the Strand and Rialto would be ex-

pected

pay their musicians $42 a
$38.50, and
all picture houses charging $2 would
be asked to pay $45 instead of $42.
It is said the Strand will cut down its
orchestra rather than submit to the
to

week hereafter instead of

AROUND

CASES.

Two

cases against vaudeville agents
for operating as booking agents and
not as managers as the defendants
maintain and receiving money for
promised bookings that did not materialize, will not be dropped by the Commissioner of Licenses' offices, accord-

Deputy Commissioner James S.
Mr. Kleinman says both

ing to

Kleinman.

now up

before Special Sessions,
will be vigorously prosecuted.
One is against Charles M. Blanchard,
which may reach trial any day, the
case now being on the calendar in SpeAccording to evidence
cial Sessions.
in Mr. Kleinman's hands, Blanchard is
charged with having acted as a booking agent without a license and with
charging fees in excess of the prescribed charge for booking acts, the
complainants being James Wallace
Clinton and wife.
The Clintons avow Blanchard was
to have gotten them two weeks' booking for which he was to have received
$50, the former to receive $100 weekly
Clinton gave Blanchard a
salary.
check for $25, which canceled check is
now in Kleinman's possession as "evidence," and promised to pay remainder
of the $25 out of the second week's
salary. The Clintons avow they didn't
get a day's work out of the promised
two weeks.
The other case the Commissioners
office has is against William Thompson, also charged with operating as a
booking agent without a license. Kleinman says the Commissioner's office has
a number of complaints against Thompson, but at present is using only two
complainants' sworn affidavits, William
Eander Trien, of the Apollo Trio, and
Alfred Erlacher, a picture actor.
Vander Trien alleges Thompson obtained $100 from him, but obtained no
work for his act. All he got, he decases,

was a promise from Thompson.
Erlacher alleges that Thompson got
$50 from him on a promise to secure
him a picture

job.

The cases against Thompson were
up for pleas Wednesday morning and
that they are expected to come up for
definite trial within the near future.

Mr. Kleinman stated the men charged
have openly operated as booking agents
and that notwithstanding their contention that they were acting as managers
that they are booking agents and acted
as such in the cases as above specified.

The cases arose before the bill recently passed at Albany more definitely
defining an "employment agent" within
the meaning of the law. as it affects
theatrical

engagements.

THE DOOLEYS.
front cover this week
the pictures of the theatrically
Dooley family.

The

carries

famous

Ray and Gordon Dooley, who are
playing their second engagement this
season at the Palace, New York, present one of the most entertaining, suretire

comedy

Miss

acts in vaudeville.

Ray's

sonation

is

a

vivacious

"kid"

imper-

gem and combined with

increase.

Gordon's nimble knockabout acrobat-

Variett called up the Newark loNo. 16, Monday evening and
asked for President William Curtis. In
his absence a member of the board of
directors took the 'phone. When asked
if
there was any increase request

ics,
makes this team of clean "funsters" sought by many Broadway producers.
The talents of Ray, "the live wire,"

cal,

planned for the Newark musicians he
replied the managers of Newark and
the Newark local reached an amicable
agreement last summer, the agreement to run three years whereby the
musicians would receive a dollar increase the first year and another $2
increase by the third year.
He said
this adoption of a g r pdi ated scale so
far bad worked out to the satisfaction
of both the musicians and managers
Last summer they got a dollar raise
and next summer (1918) will get another two dollars tilt.
i

N. V. A. CLUB.
department is becomMembers using
ing badly congested.
this mail address are requested to ask
regularly for mail, or furnish forward-

The

club's mail

ing addresses.

Dave Nowlin reports that while fishing last week at Freeport he caught a
young shark. All those whose great
grandfathers were among the first settlers in Missouri,

stand up.

Secretary Chesterfield has a matter
of importance to discuss with Bob *
Thatcher. P. A. Leonard, Vardon and
Perry, Adelaide Wilson, Frank L.

Burke and Norman L. Sper.

A package of Frank Van Hoven's
Belfast billing has just arrived fresh
from a journey through the submarine
zone.
Jane

Ware

presided over a dinner

to a party of friends at the club last

Thursday.

Bery Levy's son, who enlisted wjth
a Canadian regiment at Ottawa, several months ago, is now on the firing line
in

France.

Jack Maloy couldn't stand the strain

any longer.

He

just

had to do

it.

He's writing an N. V. A. song.

One
present

of the hardest workers in the
Red Cross drive is Kate Elin-

ore.

Gus Cohan, a landmark of the Chicago Rialto, has been entertaining the
cue devotees with some marvelous billiard

exhibitions.

Members who are anxious to secure
a copy of the Benefit program will not
have the opportunity very much longer, as the supply is limited.

clares,

$33.50 to $40, 14

for these house has been signified.

7

and Gordon, "the standing, sitting, sliding, slipping" comedian, seem to be
particularly suited to films of the KeyThey will appear at
stone variety.
Keith's theatre, Atlantic City, next
week (July 2d) and remain at that
resort for the remainder of the summer.

Johnny Dooley, a brother, is now the
comedian with the current
Winter Garden production.
featured

Wm.
the

J.

Dooley, another brother,

is

comedian of a well known vaude-

team.
H. Hart McHugh directs the business affairs for the entire family.
ville

Harry Houdini is certainly doing
work for the Red Cross these
da ys- Thursday he headed e show at

great

,

the Flatbush theatre, the proceeds of

which will be used to purchase two
modern ambulances, and next week he
be the sole attraction at Lewis,
the Standard Oil magnate's estate at
Westport, Conn., where he will do his
nailed packing box in the water act
for the Red Cross Fund.

will

STEEL TIED UP.
Chicago, June 27.
Because of government restrictions,
construction of new theatres throughout the country will either be curtailed
or will cease altogether during the term
of the war.
According to advices received here, Washington officials have
prohibited the sale of steel to be used
in the building of theatres
and as a
number of classes of machine and tool
manufacturers have been forced to cut
orders of their customers in half (even
in cases of agricultural appliances),
it
seems improbable that builders of proposed houses will be able to obtain the
material desired. A goodly percentage
of steel and its products is being diverted to the making of munitions and

war appliances.
There are several cases,
where the order will not

One
It

however,
interfere.

that of the Wood theatre here.
seems A. H. Woods purchased all
is

the steel construction necessary

some

time ago and along with other building material it is stored here, awaiting
the contractors.
Mr. Woods and Lou
Houseman are given credit for considerable saving in the price of materials,
the costs now being about 40 per cent.
over those of a year ago. Work upon
excavation for the ntw house is not
yet
completed.
Nor has the pile
drivers' strike been settled.
This may
delay the completion of the theatre,
the date for which is now set for the
holidays.
,

—

BURLESQUE

8

COLUMBIA'S COMPLETED ROUTE
HAS BUT ONE LAY-OFF WEEK
38

of Weeks on Big Burlesque
Route Given Out. Circuit Officially Opens
Aug. 20. Some Preliminary Weeks.

Shows and Equal Number
Circuit.

COLUMBIA SHOW CLOSING.
When hot weather swooped down
week and kicked the bottom out
good receipts at the Columbia

last

of the

G'.'org" Belfrage decided •> t there
was no use trying any further to extend the engagement into July, so
"notice" was posted closing this Saturday night of "Hip Hooray Girls,"
The business fell away last week to
$3,600.
is now scheduled to close
having opened the Columbia
date May 21 following its
regular season on the Columbia bur-

The show

June

30,

summer

»

The Columbia Circuit of burlesque
attractions
for next season, with 38
will have
and a like number of weeks,
travel, beone open week in the
but
and Pattween the Bronx, New York
week,
enon. N. J. The Des Moinesdays of
however, will have but three
to
four
remaining
playing, with the
to the next
be taken up in travelling

Omaha.
With one exception

must also go

if

the

war doesn't stop

before September.
Of the most familiar perhaps is Billy
Watson's "Krousenmeyer's Alley."
No official action has been taken by
German makeup
the Columbia heads.

might draw jeers and catcalls and result in unsavory missiles flying from
different sections of the house unknow-

"The

tury Maids."

A

The Columbia officially opens Aug.
Some of the shows will play a pre20.
option.
liminary week or more, at their
The corrected Columbia route, opening Aug. 20, is as follows:
••Sportln? Widow.," Columbia,

New

York.

"Bon Tom," Grand, Boston.
Irwin's "Dig

Show." Albany.

MoUte Wllliami, Montreal.
Harry Hasting's, Syracuse and

Utlca.

Rose Sydells, Cleveland.
'•20th Century Maids." Pittsburgh.
Ben Welch, Washington.
"Puss Puss," Baltimore.

$

Detroit.
Frolics,"
Dolls,"

and

l'ough-

"Roseland Girls," Waterbury, Conn.

Maids,"

Variety will

ments

make a

special rate

date

no manager has yet been
American Burlesque

selected by the
Circuit to handle
burgh, which the
its

booking

the

Victoria,

Pitts-

American has tacked
for its shows next

list

season.
The -selection is likely to be
made within the next fortnight.
No manager is announced for the

125TH ST. STOCK ENDS.
The dramatic stock policy experi-

mented with at Hurtig & Seamon's
Music Hall on West 125th street, after
burlesque season closed
there, came to an end Saturday.
The house was rented by the firm
and a company of players installed that
is reported to have elicited no especial
commendation from the neighborhood,
with the results patronage, never
regular

strong, dwindled away.

JUMPS TO "LEGIT."
Hollins has graduated from
burlesque, the ingenue-soubret with
Jack Reid's show for three seasons
having signed with Selwyn & Co.
A member of the Selwyn executive
offices saw Miss Hollins work last season in Kansas City and urged the firm
to put her under contract.
Sallie

Empire, Chicago, although 'tis understood at this end that I. Herk will
switch Art. H. Moeller from the Hay-

market to the house when it
American burlesque in the fall.

starts

GERARD'S TRIO.
Three shows will again take to the
Columbia and American circuits next
season under Barney Gerard's direction.
"Follies of the Day," with a
brand new book written by Barney
himself entitled
"Oh, You Shakespeare!", featuring George P. Murphy,
Gertrude Hayes and Chester Nelson,
and the Edmond Hayes show in a new
version of the "Piano Movers," will
tour the Columbia while "The Americans," with Sliding Harry Welch, will
play American dates.
Fred Follette is the only agent now
engaged, Follette going with "The Follies."

Hayes show will be known
"Some Show." Jack McNamara will again manage its tour.

The

BURLESQUE'S LOSS—OR GAIN?
leading German comedians of the
Columbia burlesque wheel next season
are going to discard the makeup and
dialect that they have employed for

again as

The

German

traves-

and burlesque parts long the foun-

dation of their

German comedy

burlesque "call" advertise-

antics

guns.
It appears that the present state of
active military preparations throughout the country, owing to war with
Germany, has resulted in the children
of the land playing with guns and firearms of every description and especially
air-guns with which the small bird-shot
is used.
number of deaths and serious accidents have already resulted from their

A

Mrs. Pantages has taken the matup with several women's organizations and they in turn have signified
their intentions of giving the matter
their full support and attention.
Mrs. Pantages to make sure that no
half-hearted movement will be made

sale.

ter

decided to finance the agitation
against the air-guns herself and has already engaged Nellie Revell to handle
the publicity for her along lines that
will elicit public sympathy.
When Mrs. Pantages returns to Seattle with her son, Lloyd, who has
been here receiving special surgical
attention, Miss Revell will return west
with her in order to carry along the
work to further completion.

has

FILM STAR'S SOUTHERN TRIP.
The return of Violet Meserau late
last week from a tour of the Southern
Loew vaudeville theatres gave that circuit much satisfaction in the interest
felt

Dave Marion who operates under a
franchise owned by me."

onto

"Burlesque Review," Newark.
"Bowerys," Casino, Brooklyn.

familiar

all

boy in an eye and affecting his sight,
Mrs. Alex. Pantages, wife of the western vaudeville operator of the circuit
bearing his name, now in New York,
has started a personal movement
whereby she will direct every effort to
have every state in the union bar the
manufacture and sale of dangerous air-

in

the South by the Universal's

firm star.

To

delphla.

ties

on

money than any other

Spiegel

show out

last year.

By way

Bridgeport.

many years.
Some of the

When Max

this season.

MANAGEMENTS VACANT.

"Maids of America," Empire, Brooklyn.
"Spiegel's Revue," H ft S 125th Street.
"Burlesque Wonder Show," Caalno, Phlla-

the

happened

in burlesque
Spiegel sent
last season.
out the "Social Follies" on the American Circuit last season he did not dig
deep into jeans for equipment, tlhe
production being really regarded as
'Tis said
the "joke" of the circuit.
that Spiegel's investment cost the office
very little, but that Sol. Meyer, manager, wound up the «eason with more

real surprise

BURLESQUE CALLS

Hartford.

Dave Marlon, Casino, Boston.
"Merry Rounders," Providence.
"Social

The arrangement is someto the deal I made with

MAKING "FOLLIES" NEW.
A

Spaces for Call advertisements are $5, $10, $15, or more.

keepsie.

"Majesties."

the International Circuit to give burlesque my personal attention.
put
I
out 18 shows last year and my legitimate theatrical interests will take up

month, unless a decided change in
weather holds in the summer attraction on the week-to-week notice.

announcements will be given a preferred position and a discount (allowed in space).

Bronx.

Newburgh

be

a

Columbia Amusement Co. franchise for "The Midnight Maidens" for
By the terms of the
next season.
agreement Hurtig puts on the show
and conducts it, receiving a 25 per cent,
interest.
Asked about it, Hill said:
"My reason for letting the show go
is that I am too busily engaged with

time.

will

SHOW.

tig the

my

The show

tour with exactly the same
production, now at the Columbia, with
tlse skating ballet retained as a new
road feature, also 24 choristers, and
two carloads of scenery.

Call

"Sight Seers," Peoples, Philadelphia.
"Hello America," Jersey City.
Al Reeves, Paterson.
"Million

Hill has turned over to

what similar

"Some Show," Columbia, Chicago.
"Behman Show," St. Louis.
"Step Lively Girls," Kansas City.
"Hello Olrls," Omaha.
"Hip Hip Hoorah" (3 days), Des Moines.
"Bootonlans" Star ft Oarter, Chicago.
Billy Watson's, Cincinnati.
"Best Show In Town." Dayton.
"Golden Crook," Toledo.

"Broadway

Gus

all

"Liberty Girls," Rochester.
"Follies of Day," Buffalo.
"Star ft Garter." Toronto.
Bam Howe, Detroit.

Sam Howe,

HILL SELLS "MAIDENS"

Omaha.

on

Joe Hur-

stand,

the cities in
season are the
the Columbia list next
Hosame as last, Jersey City replacing
scheduled
bo ken. The only shift in the
ot
transposition
plan of layout was the
Bon Tons" with the "20th Cen-

Gayety,
sent

The Columbia, with "The Bowery
The
Burlcsquers," reopens Aug. 6.
house will be dark a little more than

ingly.

all

lesque circuit. "Hip Hooray Girls" reopens its regular season Aug. 27 at the

DANGEROUS AIR-GUNS.
a result of her young son being
severely injured through a shot fired
from an air-gun and which struck the

As

Jeanette Mohr Back With Clark.
Jeanctte Mohr, character woman with
(he Max Spiegel's «liov.e for several
years, goes back next season to the
Pete Clark forces.
Miss Mohr was with Clark's show
prior to joining Spiegel.

of recognition of Bloom's
Spiegel will give the "Social
Follies" new equipment for next season
with Mr. Bloom again in charge of it.
Jim Weedon will be with Max Spieefforts

"Merry Rounders" and Frank
Smith will be agent. George A. (Alabama) Florida will travel ahead of Spie-

gel's

"Review."
Jack Reid, when in New York recently, placed order with a local firm
for new scenery and costumes for his
Columbia show, "The Record Breakers," for next season.
Reid will again
head the show and will have most of
his old people with him.
Among recent acquisitions are Austin and Austin,
dancers, from vaudeville.
gel's

ROBINSON'S "FLIRTS."
Charles Robinson has only part of
his roster completed for new season
in "Parisian
Flirts."
Robinson will
personally
manage while Charles
Loew will make his bow as Robinson's
agent.
Among the women signed are
May Bernhardt, comedienne; Jerry
Fleming, soubrette, and Freda Lehr.
When "Parisian Flirts" starts the former two-act show, "The Midnight
Elopers" will be boiled down to five
scenes and one part, Robinson adding
a new one-act musical comedy to the
burlesque, with vaudeville specialties
in the remainder of the time.
Heretofore Robinson has been on
only long enough to do his character
specialty, but this fall will again take a
role in the show.

filling

Harry De. Muth was engaged last
week to manage the new tour of Hyams
and Mclntyre next fall.

Miss Meserau, accompanied by N.
C. Granlund, the Loew publicity man,
visited Atlanta and Birmingham, appearing for three days each in the
Loew houses. They did "an act,"
through Granlund performing the in-

troductory, and Miss Meserau following with humorous accounts of her
studio work.
In Birmingham where the Loew
business had not been over-healthy,
the picture attraction, in person, caused
a turnaway and the Loew people believe changed the house into a winner.

On her way north Miss Meserau
stopped off at Universal theatres in
Baltimore and Washington. The expenses of the trip were borne by the
Loew Circuit, while Miss Meserau's
salary during the jaunt was continued
by the U.
CENSURES CRITICS.
Chicago, June 27.
Alan Brooks, whose new play, "Dollars and Sense," stopped at the Princess
Sunday night, displayed questionable
headwork by denouncing the Chicago
critics,

in

curtain speeches during the

few performances.
Although the audiences were meagre,
Brooks would have his say. In his remarks he said that his play might not
be suitable for Chicago, nor New York,
but the local reviewers might have
treated him more kindly.
He thought
that what the stage needed was "constructive critics, not destructive ones
critics who would advise a playwright
so that he might perfect his work."
Brooks also thought that playgoers
should patronize a play given a bad review, so that they might enjoy a suc-

Jast

cess.

As a matter of fact most of the critics
said nice things about Brooks' bright
dialog, but did point out that the play
was of faulty construction.
Mr. Brooks expects to return to
vaudeville in his playlet, for immediate
engagements. He has wired his
York agent for dates.

New

VARIETY
The same interests will operate the
at Ocean Pier, Ocean City, N. J.

Harry A. Bailey commenced this
week to act as the temporary manager

The axe has fallen on Louis Koemmenich, for five years conductor of the
New York Oratorio Society. Walter
Damrosch is understood to have been
given temporary charge of the society
until a conductor is appointed to fill

of the Keith's Greenpoint, Brooklyn;
Keith's Alhambra, Harlem, Mr. Bailey's
regular house in season having closed
last Saturday, with a supplementary
picture run after the vaudeville ending.
Mr. Bailey lives at the Alhambra
and will make the Hunter Point jump
by auto (if he gets one).

25.

shows
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Leona Cass Baer, dramatic
Portland

the

"Oregonian,"

critic of
visit

The Robins

players appeared at the
Royal Alexandra, Toronto, are trying
out "Annabel Lee," a new American
comedy this week. Edith Taliaferro
and Edward Robins are heading the
cast.

Tumbling

Dam

Park, Bridgeton, N.
J., started a vaudeville policy last week,
the acts being booked out of Philadelphia by Rudy Heller. He also pencils in the shows for the Park and Criterion, Bridgeton.

will

Broadway within the fortnight to look
over some of the shows that haven't
yet closed for the summer
William Steege, who formerly operated the Opera House, Great Falls,
Mont, has been engaged to manage the
new legitimate playhouse in Helena,
Mont., for the Ansonia Amusement Co.

Mae

Hall, now in Vinita, Okla.,
visiting her brother, J. Eugene Hall,
appeared in a song concert in the Congregational Church there for the benefit of the Red Cross.

Jessie

Koemmenich's shoes.

Samuel Mittelman, a Chicagoan, contemplates a theatrical producing debut
by bringing a new three-act farce, "Sincerely Yours," by Harry Segall, to
Broadway next fall.

The Majestic, Elmira, N. Y., sent
some pleasant hot weather news to
U. B. O. this week.
down its bill next

Bill Delaney of the
It told Bill to cut

week and onward from

five

to three

acts.

The Jacques, Waterbury, Conn.,
management of James
the
Clancy, closed its summer season of
A slight fire in
vaudeville June 23.
the theatre last week helped toward

under

finish.

its

The Terminal Music

Hall,

North

Beach, has started its summer season
with a ladies' band, Geiger's orchestra
and a "jazz band," while Myer's Casino,
South Beach, is offering a seven-act
vaudeville show.

Brice and King are preparing a new
act, which they will break in July 23,
opening at the Temple, Detroit, Aug.
6 and play three or four weeks in the
east before the fall season.

have commissioned
Philip Bartholomew and Edgar J. MacGregor to rewrite "All Night Long,"
a farce in which Irene Fenwick appeared in for the tryout period last

The

Shuberts

is being built at Stuart,
local paper devotes two columns to the house, which is to have
a seating capacity of 500. It will have
a stage 40 feet wide with 20 feet depth.

M. B. Leavitt
the

in

Virgin

is

permanently located

Islands,

formerly

the

Danish Indies, and has written some

New York

friends that he

is

"Panning the Pan Time" is the title
of a pamphlet compiled by Herbert
Lloyd and sold for 15 cents per copy.
It is complete in detailed information
of the Pantages Circuit, its cities and
theatres.

Choos,

the

producer,

left

New York

this week to visit his wife,
who has fully recovered from a recent
auto accident.
Mrs. Choos is in Mt.
Clements, Mich. The couple will motor
to the coast.

"Slim Tim's Slickness," which Emily

Ann Wellman wrote and

tried out
be sent over the vaudeville route
next season, but Miss Wellman will
return to her other act, "The Young
Mrs. Stanford."

will

There

speculation as to the theatrical intentions of Lincoln Wagenhal and
Colin Kemper, who are reported as having everything lined up for a production "come back" next season.
It has
been more than two years since Wagenhal

is

& Kemper were

active in

New

York.

Wildwood, now known
as the Hippodrome, was started with

Ocean

J.

R. Waters,

who went abroad about

two years ago

to play
production of "Potash

London

in the

& Perlmutter"
produced a new

who recently
sketch over there that was quite suc-

and

nesday for

from London

New York

City.

last

Wed-

Waters

in

private life is the husband of Clarice,
the Broadway modiste, and upon his
return here may join the Lee Kohl mar
act for a vaudeville tour.

answered Johnny.

"I

had to

fight for

it."

head

at the

Bobby Matthews, who makes his
first New York appearance this last
half at the Fifth Avenue in his new
"single," was consummating a deal
his

it

for a western tour next season.

Pier,

vaudeville for the summer season under
the Nixon-Nirdlinger direction, June

Henry Miller has laid his plans so
that his next public appearance in New
York will be the opening of the Henry
Miller theatre on West 43rd street
sometime in November. The play will
be one of two that he is at present trying out on the Pacific Coast *

When Cohan &

Harris inaugurate
Chicago engagement of "Captain
Kidd" at Cohan's Grand early in August, Edith Taliaferro will be in her
their

original role, but

not certain that
Otto Kruger will be in the cast, owing
to other arrangements.

W.

S.

it

is

Harkins has abandoned

all in-

tentions of taking a touring company
to South America for the present as
the transportation facilities are too
much of a handicap to overcome.

Ambassadeurs, Paris.

Observation cars were not taken off
Tuesday as expected. The general order was to have been carried out on
that day, but several of the big trunk
lines including the

New York

Central

and the P. R. R. declined to do so.
That led to a postponement of such
action.
At first it was thought that
the roads had voluntarily agreed on the
service curtailment, but are now waiting until the federal authorities actually order train curtailment, looked for
soon.

Frank Peck, the blackfaced comedian
of the "Hip, Hip Hooray Girls," at the
Columbia, bought a farm up at Cornwall fridge, Conn., and then dreamed
that all he had to do was to ship
household stuff up there and it would

There has been no boat sailing between
Colon and Trinidad for five months,
thereby making the Harkins proposed

he ready for his tenancy next week.
Peck was in despair when the roads
refused to insure shipment of his goods
hy freight at any price, but he got

route Impossible.

them away

David Warfield breezed on to Broadlast week and then went up New
state way where he will take life
easy this summer.
Mrs. Warfield
hasn't been so well these past weeks
and is recuperating. Warfield himself
plans to open in "The Music Master"

way

this week by hiring a motor
truck to make the delivery. The distance was 102 miles.
Peck is waiting
for the bill.

York

early

m

September.

act showed Monday night and McHugh, believing that it was a red-andthunder French dramatic war playlet,

got bnsy with the expected boom of
guns, etc., in his advance press reports.
He also personally got the French
consul to be present and even invited
a British major to attend.
straight singing.

The

act

is

The Variety reviewer who saw the
Royal, Bronx, bill last week caught it
on a Monday night, when Al Herman
was next to closing. He mentioned
the program had been shifted around
for that evening.
It seems, however,
Mr. Herman had arrived late at the
theatre Monday evening, explaining a
Subway block had delayed him, and so

got the next to closing spot, instead of
opening after intermission, Laurie and
Bronson continuing next to closing,
where they had been assigned from
the opening performance for the remainder of the week.

"Oswald," Rawson and Clare's expensively-kept dog, has been featured
in the act's advertisement in Variety
for nearly two years, while Rawson and
Clare were away from home, playing
in vaudeville.
The dog was in a kennel and copiously fed, under explicit
instructions. When Rawson and Clare
returned to their summer home in Auburndale, L. I., last week and Guy Rawson visited the dog, "Oswald" started
for another meal off Guy's right leg.
While Guy and his wife, Frances Clare,
declare it was the heighth of canine ingratitude, they still have hopes, and
have left the dog in the kennel, where
Guy goes twice a day, trying to again

make

friends with the mut.

The

bright office boy called Johnny in
the United Booking Offices became entangled in a physical encounter the
other day with another of the messenger variety in the same suite. Johnny
emerged with a darkened optic. One
of the U. B. O. managers, noticing the
discolorment, asked Johnny: "Who
gave you the black eye?" "Nobody,"

getting

along swimmingly.

George

The

restrictions divide the city
into four districts and prohibits posting in the residential portion. No billboard taller than 11 feet four inches can
be erected in any part of the town.
tion.

Tuesday whereby he will dispose of
former "Dreamland Chinatown" to
a comedy vaudeville team that will

theatre

The

The City Council of Los Angeles
passed the Conwell ordinance last
week, regulating the billboard advertising in that city and the bill was
signed by Mayor Woodman an hour
There was determined opposiafter.

Coleman and Alexandra, an American act, have hauled down quite a playing engagement in Europe for consecutive playing, reported as establishing a
record in this respect by appearing
four months at the Folies Bergere and
Paul
a month at the Olympia, Paris.
Gordon, American wire walker, featured last month at the Alhambra,
Paris, has started a long engagement

year.

A

termined.

A

Next season the Sunday vaudeville
concerts for the Star and Gayety burBrooklyn, will be
lesque theatres,
booked by the Ben Moss offices, the
Columbia offices granting the official
sanction this week.

Fla.

not play vaudeville the first three days
Plans are
of each week next season.
afoot to offer pop bill the last half,
with a new show playing Sundays only.
What policy the American will have
the other three days has not been de-

cessful, sailed

L. Duffy, of London, Can., is now
attached in New York to the staff of
Clark Brown, general manager of the
Canadian Circuit. Mr. Duffy is a son
of the president of the circuit.

W.

The American, Chicago, controlled
by the Finn & Heiman interests, may

The

There's a story going the rounds on
Arthur E. McHugh. McHugh started
a press story on the "Somewhere In
France" act produced at the Prospect
with real French soldiers taking part

Interstate Circuit of vaudeville
south will open its string of
houses with the first road show sent
ut to start at Ft. Worth Aug. 9 for
three days, opening Dallas, Aug. 12
(week); Houston, Aug. 19 (week);
Galveston, Aug. 26 (two days): Beaumont, Aug. 28 (two days) Austin, Aug.
31 (two days—one day lost in travel);
San Antoine, Sept. 2 (week): Waco,
Sept. 10 (two days), and then into Little
Rock, which has been open the
year round.
(Beaumont is the new
point on the time.)
Cecelia Bloom is
the general booking agent for the cirin

the

'

;

cuit,

from her

Hoblitzelle

is

New York
the

office.

Karl

Interstate's general

director.

Henry W. Savage and Lou Wiswell,
Savage's general booking manager, arc
in Hartford, Conn., this week where
they are attending the first performances of a new show, "Houp-Lal"
that Savage has an option on for next
season for Mitzi Hajos.
To get a
thorough line on the new Edgar Allan
Woolf-Jerome Kern show. Miss Hajos
is appearing as the star ot the production at the Parsons in Hartford.
The
piece is given by the Opera Players,
with Miss Hajos as a special attraction for all this week.
If acceptable,

"Houp-Lal" will not be produced by
Savage until next January or February,
following her return from a Coast tour
in

"Pom Pom."

The Lights at Freeport, L. I., held
a "Pigs' Gambol" Friday night* to
celebrate the opening of the rathskeller
of the clubhouse.
The members have
sub-named their downstairs organization "The Pigs."
About 500 people
attended.
An entertainment was provided from the members present. Benny Leonard and Johnny Dundee gave
exhibitions of sparring (not with each
other).
Frank Tinney, Victor Moor*
and Manny Manwaring had charge of
the affair, a very enjoyable one. George
M. Cohan sent a check for $1,000 for
a "gallery seat."
Mr. Tinney acknowledged the arift. stating there were nothing hut ringside seats to he had and
asked Mr. Cohan to please remit the
difference.
About $l,/00 was realized
from the evening. Applications from
over 100 laymen were received for

membership.

.

LEGITIMATE.

10

STOCKS OPENING.

STOCKS CLOSING.

NEWS FROM THE

DAILIES

(Below is news matter not collected by Variety but rewritten in
condensed form from the items relating to theatricals appearing in the
New York daily newspapers between the dates of Variety's weekly
issues.)

"The Drat"

closes

gram thnt will also Include a
cert artists.

Saturday.

John Daly Is back on Broadway after managing a show and a feature film outfit.
Eddie Lester will go out with a burlesque
for Hurtlg A Seamon.

taken

two

show next season

Is

reported buying an $100,000

estate at Larchmont, N. Y.

Sat"You're in Love" cloaes at the Casino
urday.
j»"«tor
Allan K. Foster, the Shubert stage

has left for Canada and
some time late In August.

will

remain until

Inner
Wilton Lackaye will appear in "The
Shunerta,
Man." under the management of the
i

opening at the Lyric Aug. 15.

D.L.
John McCormack had the degree of
College
conferred upon him by the Holy Cross
at Worcester, Mass., last week.

t
John Hageny. formerly with the Werba
press
Luescher offices. Is acting as assistant
Luna
agent to General Representative Buell at
Park, Coney Island.

The first of the Arthur Hopkins productions
will be
at the Hudson. New York. In August
adapted by
a drama entitled "The Deluge."
Prank Allen from a story by Hennlng Berger.
has acquired the stage rights
wtorles. Including "Buckpreing the Tiger." The stage version will be
pared by May Tully and Mr. Abdullah.

A H Woods

to

Alibi." tried out last week
by the Bbuberta, Is to be one of the earliest
The piece is
fall productions lu New York.

"Wanted— An

a farce by Anne Crawford Plexner.

Fred Zimmerman, Jr., haa a new play
by Frank Craven entitled ''Needles and Pins"
which is to have Its Initial presentation at
Long Branch Aug. 20. In the cast will be
Grace Goodall, Jed Prouty, Maude Hannaflrd,
Charles Trowbridge and Evelyn Gosnell, In
J.

%

addition to the author,
cipal role.

who

will play the prin-

Tuesday, A. H. Woods decided to change
the name of the latest of the Montague GlassJules Eckert Goodman colaboratlon and will
the
piece
"Potash and Perlmutter's
call
Vampire." Barney Bernard and Alex Carr are
to have the principal roles and the piece Is to
be produced at the Eltinge In August.

making an announcement of the plans of
Elliott, Com stock A Gest for the coming season, Mr. Gest predicts that the coming theIn

atrical year will be the country's greatest from
a business standpoint In spite of the fact that
we are at war. He cites the prevailing conditions In London as the basis for his prediction.

Pauline Hall, who has been on the stage's
retired list for a number of yean, will make
her return to the theatrical field In the production of "Kitty DarllnV

The season at the Empire, New York, Is to
begin next season with the presentation there
of "Rambler Rose," the musical comedy In
which Julia Sanderson and Joseph Cawthorne
are to be co-starred.
Harry Askln, for two years the manager of
the Hippodrome, has been appointed general
manager of the Century, succeeding Fred G.
Latham, now general stage director for Jos.
Weber.
"Society Vaudeville" Is the name given the
entertainment given for the benefit of the
Red Cross at the Fine Arts Club, Chicago,
Wednesday. The program was arranged by
Grace Hlckox.

Mme. Sarah Bernhardt is to deliver an Independence Day address at the exercises to be
held at Prospect Park. Brooklyn, July 4.
This will be her first public appearance since
her recent illness.

Among

musloal productions the Shuberta announce for next season are Frans
Lehar'a "The Star Gazer," Edmund Eysler's
"Lieut. Gus," and "When Two Love," Roland
Oliver's "The Cave Lady,"
and Hamilton
Sim's "Love's Light."
the

Anderson & Weber presented
"The Very
Idea,"
LeBaron, at the Shubert, New
This n !*?ce !s to be the first
25.

entitled

productions to be shown

in

a

new

farco

by
William
Haven, June
of the flrm';

New York

next

season.

Ralph

Long

has

"The Knife"

at the Bijou and the three Berrle plays at the Empire closed their season
last Saturday night. The former closing
on very short notice. Four shows are scheduled to close this week. They are "His Little Widows" at the Astor, "Uq. Stairs and
Down" at the Cort, the Washington Square
Players at the Comedy, and "Nothing But the
Truth" at the Longacre.

wu

been

appointed general
manager for the Shuberts, succeeding to the
position left vacant by the resignation of
Chas. A. Bird, who held It for 15 years. Mr.
Bird will hold a poult Ion of the name calibre
with the firm of Elliott, Com«to<k &• Gest

Mme. Bernhardt has fully recovered from
her recent Illness and is resting at Loim
Beach. At the height of the social Benson In
Newport she Is duo to open there with a number of short plays, as the features of a pro-

falo.

When

the Bonstelle stock quits Dethe Vaughan Glaser company,
now in Pittsburgh, may take possession of the Detroit Garrick.
Minn.,
Rochester,
Metropolitan,
closed its stock season last week, the
Hatfield Girls and company of twenty
being the final attraction.
The Blunkall stock at the Lexington
O. H. closed Saturday.
The Mac Desmond Players closed
their stay at the Van Curler, Schenectady, N. Y., Saturday. A strike at the
said to have
is
electric light plant
caused the closing, the management
not caring to run any danger of hitting a big slump.
The May Mesmond stock closed its
season in Schenectady, N. Y., last Saturday. The company will be held intact
for the season in Paterson, N. J., which
troit,

opens

August.

in

WINS ROYALTY

SUIT.

William Loraine was given a verdict
and damages for $350 against John
Cort demanding an accounting of the
musical comedy, "Let's Get Married,"
produced by John Cort under the name
of "What's Going On."
The manager claimed Walter Lawrence had entered into a contract with
him for the production, Lawrence
claiming that he held the sole rights
Loraine subsequently
to the piece.
proved that he was entitled to \ /2 per
cent, of the gross for music which he
wrote for the production.
"What's Going On" placed from
l

Tan. 28 to March 20, 1915, to gross receipts of $20,969.50.
Nathan Burkan

represented the composer.

Hauerbach

it to Jane," the Elliott, Comstock
production, which Is to open at the
first week In August, was placed
In the cast are
Into rehearsal on Monday.

Oscar Shaw, Georgia O'Ramey, Robert Pitkin,
Fred Graham, Carl Randall, Jane Elliott,
Anna Orr and Tom Reynolds. This is the

JUDGMENTS.

"Leave

Longacre the

muslcallzed version of "The College Widow."

The Llppe Contracting Co. haa the contract
for the Triumph theatre to be built on the
of the Barney Estate, at 1014 to W£l
Broadway, running through to Seventh avenue.

site

Thomas W. Lamb designed the building, which
is to cost $.'100,000.
The new Selwyn theatre
on West 42d street

Is to have a seating capacity of 1,100, the contract having been seby the Jeromel Realty Co.
George
Kclster Is the architect.
The building is to
cost $200,000.

cured

Henri Bernstein, the French author, Is the
to have turned out a serious drama of
any worth since the declaration of war, according to advices which have come to this
country regarding his play, "Elevation," which
was produced at the Comcdie Francalse, Paris,
last week.
The work Is a tragedy In three
acts, and It shows that the author has entirely changed his style since the writing of
'The Thief" and "Sampson."
first

The

make

Actors'
a fight

Fund
In

officials have decided to
tho courts for {he $.r>00.000

which was bequeathed to them by John Hoge,
which the Probate Court
denies them by throwing out the codlrll to his
will containing this gift and that of $1,000,000
of Zanesvllle, O., but

Museum of Art. Relatives
Hoge was of unsound mind
these two gifts into his will.
David Gerber, attorney for the Actors' Fund
and an attorney for the Metropolitan Museum,
will go to Zanesvllle and wage a fight for
the gifts.

to the Metropolitan

stated

that

Judgments filed in the County Clerk's office.
first
name Is that of the judgment
debtor, the second the Judgment creditor, and
the amount of Judgment.
Arthur

Jacobs

H.

Frederick

Co.,

J.

P.

— N.

Tel

Y.

$4.1.2.1.

.

—
—

$27.1.94.

—
— Picture Theatre Equipadm'x — A.
Woods (coits),

Casino Amus. Corp.

ment

Co.. $429.7.r».

Amy

Ongley,

II.

$08.00.

$21)1.91

(Feb.

—

(costs),

Mnlnhold

was

arrested

In

New

nnrt
W«««»lf
brought tO ChiCP.flO.
with having forced tho nnme of
Harry J. Powers, one of Chlengos legit managers, to checks totaling $10,000.
He was apprehended by the Chicago Plnktrtons upon Information furnished by William Faver.= hain,
the star, who appeared In
Chicago lately.
Malnhold was for a time- employed as stage
doorman at Power's theatre and obtained Mr.
l»«»t

T'nwers' rapc'.-'Vd '-hevU? to opy \\\r
i::i::iU\r>\
While. In t]io Windy Cifv" M.-iirifcnid. is
said to have held many kinds of Jobs.
Some
ore: Interpreter, translator of foreign plays,

private

watchman,

fireman, doll
repairer, wax figure maker, waiter, Jewelry repairman, private detective and strike breaker.

York box-office custodian, tfho has
been in Charleston for two seasons as
assistant manager of 'the Burlew (playing legits) and the Plaza (vaudeville),
is assisting Rosser with the stock management.

Danbury, Conn., June

et

ferred from Hershey Park, Pa., Saturday and brought into Danbury Monday,
where they will remain indefinitely.

San Francisco, June 27.
According to information the Hippodrome, Oakland, will discontinue its
Ackerman and Harris vaudeville, and
instead will house a dramatic stock company, expected to open around July
It is also understood the company
1st.
This
is
being engaged at present.
would make close opposition in Oakfor already there are two stock
(Orpheum and
playing
Bishop)
besides a burlesque stock
olumbia), with the MacDonough
playing road attractions, leaving Pantages the sole vaudeville house there.
land,

companies
'

Portland, Me., June 27.

The Greely has gone over to musical
comedy stock for the summer. Fred
Bowhman pas his company there. It

Amusement

chorus of

(Nov.

Hlinkhorn

Henry

Coote, Lucille Saunders, Harry
(musical stock. Providence).
Edna Rates (Coast Co., "Very Good Eddie,"
succeeding Julia Mills)
Fred Grnhnm. Ham' Forbes, Chas. Williams
("Leave It to Jane").
Marlon Cookloy (Geo. C. Tyler--"Our Country Cousin").

Joy, Dorothy

McKaye

W. Savage

(II.

"Houpln").

Demarest. Poatrlce Allen, Ruby
Norton. Ernest Torreiicc, George Anderson.
Ward De Wolf, Charles Angelo ("Furs and
FtJinces

Frills").

Henry Hull (William
l.o'.c;*

(ili'fkf'i

Stuart Rnlrd

a

six.

Richmond, Va., June

27.

Musical stock will* open here MonBasse has been signed

day.
Edward
to head the

company.

Milwaukee, June 27.
and Cathleen Nesbit
George Foster Piatt's
new stodk company opening here this
week. The company is due to remain
all summer.
Lionel

Atwill

are the leads for

Syracuse, June 27.

A new company

headed by «George
Slocum, Tony Raymond and May Earle
opened at the Bastable last week for
a summer's season of stock burlesque.
Montreal

is

to have a season of

sumAntoine de Vally,

mer grand opera.

who was behind the French opera
movement in New York, has arranged
grand opera in Montreal durAugust.

SHOWS
—

Corp.
A.
11, 1910).

Fender

HHen

George
Dwyer,

al,

ENGAGEMENTS.
T.

27.

The Malloy, Corinne Players (direction O. E. Wee, New York) were trans-

1910).

2">,

$100.40

27.

ing July and
Goldsmith

J.

II.

JUDGMENTS REVERSED
Frohman

June

Plaza and Rosser is now looking
around for a place to keep the company running all winter. The Rosser
Players include Erna Steck, Mildred
Hastings, Roscoe Van Tuyl, Whit.
Brandon. Rov "Von Kossen, Florence
Kean. Will F. Crockett, Dixie Loftin,
Ronald Rosebraugh, Frank R. Dare,
stage director; Charles Hunt, scenic
builder.
Pat F. Liddy, the former New

to offer

SATISFIED JUDGMENTS
Maurice Welnstock

Va.,

Co.,

—

North Star Photoplay Co.. Inc. Universal
Film Exchange of NT Y.. $87.70.
Preston Gibson— E Mills. $4.*».1.«r>.
Lee Ave. Theatre Co. Day Pub. Co.. $10.7.1.
Mutual Film Corp'n Motion Pictures Hoard
of Trade of Am., $1.490.8.1.
John Cort— W. Lornlne, $.187.
Film By-Products Corp. L. O. Kovcn, et al,

Mr.

charged

wig maker,

Inc.— H.
Inc.— W.

Photoplays.

$1.12.ftl.

nernhnrd Granville Pub.
Palmer. $7"».D1.
Greeley Producing Corp.

when he wroto

Vnrk

-

The

Pain.

W.

includes George B. Alexander,
Fagan, Joseph Pesce, Lottie

"YOU'RE IN LOVE" MOVING.
The

Charleston,

The Reed Rosser stock company is
completing its seventh week at the

Anna Mae, Daisey Colangelo and

musical
Friml
comedy, "You're in Love," now at the
Casino, New York, will be moved by
Arthur Hammerstein to have it open
July 9 in Chicago, for a summer's run.

A Gest

Mrs. Rlda Johnson Young has completed
the American version of "Wle Elnst Im Mai,"
which is to be produced by the Shuberta. The
rehearsals are to start next week.

'

by Caro Miller.
The latter now haa
as ho Is too, the assistant manager

Jobs,

Achmed Abdullah'a

"Lombardl. Ltd.." Is to be produced by
Oliver Morosco in Los Angeles Sunday night.
In the cast will be Leo Carrlllo and Grace
Valentine.

•

out as manager of "The
Oarrlck, Chicago, his place

is

Wilbur Selbert breezed away from Chicago's
Loop Monday, aiming for Los Angeles to witness the openings of several of the new Morosco shows.
He will return In a month to
pave the way for the opening of "Upstairs and
Down."
Wilbur has been agentlng all the
Morosco shows here since January.

rights
A H. Woods has obtained the state
P. Stern.
for '"In and Out," a novel by Edgar

Murdock

of con-

of the Oarrlck, which post he will hold during
the run of "The Show of Wonders."

Frank Gibbons will travel ahead of "The
Brat" when It goes on the road.

J. J.

Tisdale
at the

Wlll

Pawn,"

number

Detroit,* June 27.
About July 15 the Jessie Bonstelle
stock company is expected to vacate
the Garrick, where it has been since
May 14, and move into the Star, Buf-

i

A.

" Mi'h

Hrady).

li.'i

t',\>f\'-i

("i)ifk-

("The Rambler Rose").

Robert. Oh.-r ("Fair and Warmer").
Cecil Owen (te-engnged, "Lilac Time").
Al. Rei ncr. Leon Leonard, Monde Peatty

and Patsy Hearn

("Stop,

Look,

Listen").

CLOSING.

Manager McLean, of "His Little
Widows." upon instructions from the
Weber & Anderson offices, gave closing notices Saturday to the stage crew
and members of the company that the
show would close Saturday (June 30)
at the Astor, lay off a month and reopen at the Shubert, Boston, Aug. 13.
There will be several changes in the
cast during the summer interim. "Nothing but the Truth" closes Saturday at
the Longacre.
As far as present arrangements are
concerned the present company will

reopen

in

r..i.n«h

J..-.,

August,

with at least a
Philadelphia and
eight Tv-'ek-c in Boston.
The company
will stick around the big eastern cities,
while the Max Figman company, now
fully routed, will play the same piece
through to the Pacific Coast.
iVcct

f( » r

LEGITIMATE,
AUTO' PARKING SPACE IN
MOROSCO'S "LOOP" HOUSE
Work On Chicago Theatre to be Started in Full—Site a Secret,
but Plot

is

120—To Have Largest Stage

180 by

Chicago—A

Story Office
Planned.

16

Building

in

Also

Chicago, June 27.
wrinkle in modern theatre
construction is incorporated in the
plans for the house which Oliver Morosco proposes for the Loop, work
upon which is supposed to begin next
fall.
It is the providing of parking
space for automobiles, to be situated in
back of the theatre and to occupy a
space 20 by 100 feet.
It may be a double deck affair, with
a runway or elevator reaching the top
level and if so about 100 machines
could be easily accommodated enough
to take care of all the cars employed

the Cort and with which he is featured,
to put on a new comedy he has written,
having the tentative title of "Pins and
Needles." Fred Zimmerman is ostensibly the producer and the show will have

by any one audience.

Cort Aug. 4.
After Craven

A new

—

The actual site of the house is being
kept under cover but it is known that
the plot is 180 by 120 feet. The stage,
which will measure 80 feet in width,
will be one of the largest in the city.
A 16-story office building is included
in the plans.

STOCK TRIES "HOUP

LA."

Hartford, June 27.
The musical stock at Parson's is
trying out "Houp La," the piece by
Edgar Allan Woolf and Jerome Kern
to serve as a starring vehicle next season for Mizzi Hajos under the Henry

W. Savage management.

is

well

probably at At-

piece seems good enough to last until
"Upstairs and Down" arrives at the

now

leaves,

in the cast, will

John

Butler,

enact the lead.

"PICKADILLY JIM/' NEW.
new

play styled "Pickadilly Jim"
real strength following its
stock production shortly at the Colonial, Cleveland, where F. Ray
Comstock
has a permanent company playing for
the summer, it will be renamed "FiftyFifty" and given a Broadway producIf a

shows any

tion.

In charge of the Cleveland production

for

Comstock

Edward Rosenformerly managed ZiegK

baum, who

is

is

staged.

The two song

hits fell to

Mabel Wil-

bur and Billy Kent of the local cast.
They were "Let Us Build a Nest" and
"Funny Little Something."
"Houp La" is to be produced for
Mizzi to star in after she makes a
short tour at the opening of the season in "Pom-Pom."

TITLE A TRADE MARK.
Judge Manton,

in the United States
Court, has granted a motion
pendentelite to J. Hartley Manners, author of "Happiness," against the Triangle Film Corporation, preventing the
latter from showing a feature film with
the same title.
The court holds the author of a dramatic play has a property right in the
title given to his composition, and it
is
a fraud upon the public and the
owner of the dramatic play for another
to use the same title for a photoplay
or picture. The title can be protected
on the doctrine of unfair competition.
It is held that the infringement of a
title could not be justified by reason
of the use of the same for another play
for a single performance given several
years prior to complainant's appropria-

District

tion.

"Happiness," even though a word

common

20,

understood that Mr. Craven has
been anxious to leave "Seven Chances"
for some time, and although "Pins and
Needles" is mentioned as his reason
it has been reported that there
has been
friction in the company.
The Belasco
It is

feld's "Follies."

playing the principal role,
which seems to hold excellent opporBoth she and the local comtunities.
pany well received, the latter holding
great popularity here. The production

Mizzi

premiere Aug.

its

lantic City.

use,

becomes

a trade

name

in

or

trade mark.
If the title is serviceable as a description of the subject portrayed in a play
to adoption by the author.
it is open
and if such use gives the title a secondary meaning in identification of the
dramatic composition it becomes so
associated with the good will of the
drama in its production as tn be entitled to protection as a trade name
or trade mark.

OUT OF "SEVEN CHANCES."
Chicago, June

27.

On July 15, Frank Craven will leave
"Seven Chances," in its sixth week at

REMODEL ROOF FOR REVUE.
The Shuberts

are

planning

to

re-

model the roof of the 44th Street theatre and rearrange the upper portion of
that building so that it will be a small
theatre as it was originally. The Shuberts intend to produce the Justine
Johnstone French Revue there in

September.

SHOWS

"HITCHY-KOO" AT COHAN.

IN CHICAGO.
Chicago, June

27.

The in and out weather this month
be considered of a miracle
brand, so far as the theatres are concerned.
Up to now there have been
but few warm days.
Every week-end
during the month has been cool, espemight

on Saturday nights.
Saturday
and Sunday night last, wraps and overcoats were in evidence and the favorite
cially

attractions did a capacity business, with
most of the others sharing in the break.
It was a sell-out for "The Show of
Wonders" at the Palace and "Seven
Chances" at the Cort. Trailing close
behind were "Dew Drop Inn" at the
Illinois. "Turn to the Right," at Cohan's Grand, "The Pawn" at the Garrick and "The Bird of Paradise" at the
Olympic, the takings about indicated
in the order named.
"Dew Drop Inn" seems to have
caught on.
The new musical show
drew $9,000 or better for its first week.

Allan Brooks' "Dollars and Sense"
found that the switch from the Garrick
to the Princess for a third week was a
disastrous one and closed Sunday. The
house is dark* for the time being. The
show returned to New York and it is
improbable that it will again be seen
The withdrawal
until it is rewritten.
leaves but six legitimate attractions.
Saturday next the field will be further
narrowed when "The Bird of Paradise" ends its season.

dramatic booking offices comes .a wail
to the apparent dearth of good onenipht attractions for next season. Some
of the managers say they are positive
that war activities and the hurrah attendant the mobilizing of the army will
not materially affect the general prosperity of the theatrical road business
next season.
It is admitted that some sections may
be hurt more than surface indications
point to at this time, yet the general
belief is that the one-nighters will not
have the poor sledding expected.
It is further believed the people^ are

way

the

of

amusements yet

still

is

at

the crest.

Elder.

JACK WELCH'S SUCCESSOR.

With Jack Welch severing connections with the Cohan & Harris forces,
starting on a vacation last Saturday
and taking up the general management
of the Arthur Hopkins offices Aug 1.

there

were

who would
the C.

&

numerous reports as to
be assigned to Welch's desk

H. offices.
With Victor Leighton on the way
back from the Coast there was a report he would get the job. The Hopkins office is understood to be sending
out two companies of "Good Gracious
Annabelle," William Gillette, and Billie
Burke in a new piece as well as having
two New York theatres under its direction, and arranging for the producin

tion of at least five

new

SHOWS CLOSING.
The Washington Square Players will
bring its season to a close at the Comedy Saturday, reopening

playing seven weeks there.
in

September

Atlantic City, June 27.

Harris produced "He and
She." a play by Rachel Crothers at
the Apollo Monday.
In the cast are
Fflie Shannon, Maclyn Arbucle, Beatrice
Prentice, Marion
Baruev. Jane
C <;Opcr, Kir.ilv Y;in\in and Clyde Fogel
fr

"Toby's Bow" to Be Rewritten.
Winchell Smith and John L. Golden
have decided that "Toby's Row." tried
out in Stamford several weeks ago, wilj
have to be entirely rewritten.

September.

at the

It

reopens

Montauk, Brook-

lvn.

constituted.

The Cohan & Harris

attraction,

Tailor-Made Man," is due
H. theatre in August.

"The

in the C.

&

Ziegfeld's "Follies" is said to also
rent its theatre. Amsterdam, at $2,000
weekly,
although
the
Amsterdam's
management, Klaw & Erlanger, are
interested in the production, with Ziegfeld.

Mondav Mr. Hitchcock gave out a
denial in the "Evening World" he had
signed a contract to appear at the Century next season.
The DillinghamZiegfeld announced his signature to
an agreement
before "Hitchy-Koo »
started

rehearsals.
to report. A. L. Erlanger
& Zeigfeld to release the comedian for next
season, to permit him to continue in
his present big success.
Whether the

According

has prevailed upon Dillineham

Century

managers

in"

waiving

for

will

their

be

"declared

agreement

is

NEGRO PLAYERS

New Haven, June 27.
& Weber produced at the

Shubert for the

first time on any stage
a farce comedy by William
LcBaron, "The Very Idea."

Monday

Tn the cast are

phine

Drake.

Sydney

Shields, Jose-

Mary Newcomb, Laura

Allen, Allen Hendee. William
ton.

Sidney

Ruth

Culliiis.

Booth.

]<<)\n

I'.

Carle-

Webster.

IN CHICAGO.

Chicago, June

27.

Norman Hapgood and Robert
Edmund Jones (the scenic artist), who
Mrs.

produced "Magic" in New York and
some plavs by Ridgely Torrance,
in which all the players were negroes,
are seeking to rent the Playhouse here.

lately

The plan is to present for three weeks
the all-colored cast plavs in the Michigan avenue theatre, figuring on a draw
from Chicago's large negro population.

There are many wealthy persons of
that r$ee here and several are rated as
millionaires.

THREE STOCKS BATTLING.
Denver, June

27.

With

the advent of the current week
the three stocks now here, two dramatic and one musical, the only attractions in town (with the exception of
the Tabor vaudeville), have settled
down to a real battle for business.
At the Denham. the Denham players
are presenting "What Happened to
Jones." getting publicity from its revival in New York next
side Park the musical

fall.
At Lakecomedy company has "The Million Dollar Doll"
and at Flitch's Gardens "Jerry" is the
bill.
The latter opened Sunday and is

giving

dramatic

stock

price at which stock of
been offered here.

at

the

lowest

any quality has

COREY PREPARING.
Madison Corey says

that he will open
within three weeks and at
that time will make announcement of
first
the
production
that
will
be
his

offices

launched under his personal management. It will be a musical venture.

SHOWS OPENING.

plays.

"HE AND SHE" OPENS.

m

front olF the Hudson is covered
with a sign announcing the house will
open the fall season with a production
by Arthur Hopkins, entitled "The Deluge," written by Henry Berger, adapted by Frank Allen, scene by Robert
Edmond Jones.
"Johnny Get Your Gun" closed in
Pittsburgh (Duquesne) Saturday after

The

Anderson

Cohan

ing next season, owing to his contract
with Dillineham & Ziegfeld for the
Century.
The Hitchcock associates
believe "Hitchy-Koo" will make $200,000 if going on the road as at present

will

prosperity

are Willie Weston, Dyer and
The Sharrocks, Laurie and
Bronson, Frank Potts and Sheets and

piece, will be to the

Cohan, from present accounts.
It is not reported whether Hitchcock will remain with the show dur-

going to practice economy, especially

tion

each
evening, with the club in the lower
portion of the building opening later.
The performance is to be a combination of revue and specialties.
Among
those at present slated for the produc11

weekly expires for the Rav-

mond Hitchcock

out of the

Faye.

from 9 to

at $1,500

"JtOAD" ALARMED.
West to New York

From

have plenty of money to spend on the
deserving shows.
Inasmuch as all the big monies, at
least the greater bulk of it, that the
United States loaned to the different
countries at war, is being spent in the
States the fact remains that America's

will run

The move to be made by "HitchyKoo" from the Cohan & Harris theatre
when the 10 weeks' rental of that house

not known.

in

The show
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"SUITE" PLAY AT

A. C.

A.'H. Woods' production of "Parlor,
Bedroom and Bath" is to open at Atlantic City July 16.

The piece was written by C. W. Bell
Mark Swan, and was placed in
rehearsal this week.
Tn the cast are Florence Moore, John
Wesley, Jane Grey.
Edgar J. MacGrc^or i^ staying it.
and

"ALIBI"

OFF FOR GOOD.
New

Washington. June 27.
William
Harris.
presented
Jr..
"Driftwood." by L.nin n< c Syre at the
Belasco for the first time Monday,

"Wanted— An Alibi," which the Shuberts tried out here last week is to be
shelved. The plav has only an idea, not

Fay painter Ins

sufficiently

the leading role

developed

Haven. June

27.
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An Open

Letter

to the

National Vaudeville Artists
Under a written agreement, dated June

made through

12th, 1917,

the Sheedy Vaudeville Agency,

we were

engaged to play Fay's Theatre, Providence, the week of June 18th, 1917. We reported at the theatre en-the
18th, worked that day, and rendered two shows on the following day, Tuesday.

On Tuesday morning

before

we

did any of our shows, the

my

she ever played in Providence before, and

and asked her if
thereto we had played

at

that

was

I

while later he approached

in

show business

My

wife asked him

me and asked me how long I had been
He then said to me, "Haven't you

Loew? You

Nothing was said to us after

that,

my

wife

why he wanted

this in-

tt
1

since boyhood.

in this theatre after playing for

theatre approached

wife answered that about nine weeks prior

Emery's Majestic Theatre, Providence.

formation and he merely answered, "Oh, nothing.

A little

Manager of the

should have

known better than

in

show

business,

and

I

told

him

got any more sense than to play

that."

and we were per mitted to do our two shows on that day, Tuesday. After

manager came to me and told us we were cancelled. We asked the
would not pay us anything. We told him we were entitled to compensation for the time we actually worked, but he ordered us from the theatre and told us he would not give
us a cent. We packed our belongings and left for New York the following morning.

we

finished our second show, the stage

manager

for our salary and he told us he

*

On our arrival

in

New York, we immediately

took the matter up with the National Vaudeville Artists and

was informed by Mr. Pat Casey that as Fay's Theatre, or,
the theatre, was not a member of the Managers' Assoconducts
which
Amusement
Co.,
rather, the Arcadia
ciation, that body was powerless to act in the matter.
the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Ass'n, but

I

desire to take this means, therefore, of

I

warning

Artists against experiences like ours at the hands of

members of the National Vaudeville
theatre owners and managers who are not members of

all

brother and sister

would be well in future, for all my brother and sister
artists of the N. V. A. to investigate whether or not the owners of the theatres in which they are booked are
members of the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association.
the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association.

If

and

they are members, your salaries are safe.

in the event of the

non-payment of your

It

If

salary,

they are not, the V. M. P. A. has no jurisdiction over them,

you are left

you are most likely non-residents and in which you will in
mination of your

suit,

all

to

your redress in the courts in states of which

probability be unable to remain until the deter-

on account of future bookings.

We again urge upon all members to take heed of my

experience at Fay's Theatre, in Providence, and in

future to be guided accordingly.
Sincerely and Fraternally,

BERT

and LOTTIE

WALTON

VAUDEVILLE
>

ILL

FORUM

Ooafta* l«tt«va to 110 word* and writ* on on* old* of popor only.
aonymoaa eommvnloatloaa will oot bo printed. Nam* of wHtor muat be signed
and wUI bo bold to otrlot oonldoaoo, If deolred.
Lotto* to be pobllebed In tbio oolaam aimat be written exolaolTcly to VARIETY.
Ztopltoatod Utters will aot bo prtated.
Tbe writer wbo dapUoateo a letter to the
'

Voruaa, oltbor before or after
ileges of It.

It

appears here, will not be again permitted the priv-

Buenos Aires, May

26.

Editor Vahibty:

my

I should like to give to
brother
artists in the U. S. an insight into the

Tour, South America, as it
now.
am with came out here
from England for two months, with
a two months' option, taken up, and
then re-engaged for four more months,
so we have little to kick about, but it
is
to have others contemplating the
trip that I think this information may
be acceptable.
On arriving for the Sequin Tour at
Buenos Aires we were met by an interpreter, who got our baggage thrpugh
the customs and took us to the hotel.
Sequin

really is just

The

act I

On

settling there
mind to visit the

you make up your

Casino, that night,
when you receive your first impression of a South American audience.
You may be a little disappointed in
the theatre itself. On the curtain being
rung up, on come the soubrets. As
one finishes the next one tries to sing,
against cat-calls, boos and whistling.
When through they applaud until she
returns and then howl her off again.
That's Argentine comedy.
For dumb acts or "attractions" as
they are called, it is some audience
though.
During our four months' stay at the
Casino three orchestras walked out.
We had four different conductors. At
first it was two matinees a week, then
one daily with the orchestra receiving
If an act
the same salary as befpre.
depends upon music, there's no trouble.
Eleven musicians, but they do not
play in unison.
All contracts in Europe for this country are made payable in francs.
But
they pay you in Argentine money,
pesos. You are paid at the rate of exchange. English artists lose 14 pounds
on every 50 pounds and Americans tell
me they lose $26.40 on every $100.
I

know

artists

personally, and probably
themselves have told you upon

returning to America how, on getting
their boat ticket for home, they were
told, their
baggage would cost $82
(American money) extra, though, the
baggage is the same as it was upon
arrival here.
An English act had the
same experience in Montevido.
The women should know that when
playing here, every night as soon as
their act is over, they must go in front
and sit in the boxes and on no account
to leave the theatre until the show is
over.
(Single women and wives with
their husbands are exempt however.)
If a man speaks to the women in the
boxes they must smile and bear it.
One soubret left the theatre during a
performance and within 10 minutes
later notice went upon the board she

was

fined $10.

This Tour (Sequin) owns the Japn
anese Park. Some acts work there if
at the Casino.
Sundays some artists
do a matinee at the Casino, then to the
Park and back for the night show at
the Casino, receiving half-day's pay for
the park performance.
Some though
play but one show in each, without
extra money. The taxi takes 30 minutes
from one to the other.

Acts generally play four weeks at
Casino, two weeks at Mcntcvidio
and back to Buenos Aires for two
weeks. Very few stay longer.
A woman here now is having trouthr

Her two months ended in Montevido and the boat was to sail for the)

ble.

States next day.

She wired the

office

about her ticket and received an answer saying the "Byron" carried no
second class. She has been laying off
four weeks but has secured a written
promise she is to leave on the "Vauban" June 7. It is the first boat since
the "Byron" sailed.
She tells me an
agent in New York takes 10 per cent,
instead of the usual five and three acts
here told me there would be trouble
when they reached New York again,
through the agent not informing them
regarding South America, loss on exchange, extra baggage, besides the
agent misinforming them about being
prolonged—which seldoms happens.
The Sequin Tour comprises Casino,

Buenos Aires, Japanese Park

in

sum-

mer

(October to January), Casino,
Montcvido (fine hall), then Sequin can
place you at the Florida, a daddy of a
theatre, two shows daily, in the best
part of Buenos Aires.
I advise artists coming here to bring
plenty of winter things, whatever

month

it

may

be.

You

will

need them.

All kinds of medicines are dear. The
climate is very good.
To those coming here, I say do your
two months and go back. Don't take
an offer from any agent to go through
Brazil.
Once you lose your return
fare good night 1
You will find South America great

—

for a trip, but no money in it.
I have tried to explain for the benefit
of others.
If you don't mind a little

worry then there are worse places than
South America.
Basil Scott.

18 Charing Cross Road, London.

Editor Vabiutt:
Noting the "wail" of Veronica Marquise in the "forum" of Vakibtit, I
have but one suggestion to make to
her and that is that she see the issue
of Varikty which carried my photographs on the front page.
To me it is quite evident that advertising pays when one notes the all
too evident readiness on the part of
some people to walk right in and try
to steal the thunder that I have manufactured for myself.
I » have been dancing for a number of
years as "Veronica."
I do not think the present is the
time to discuss the alleged merits of
this toe dancer's claim, preferring for
the present to leave the matter entirely with my attorneys, Henry J.
& Frederick E. Goldsmith, to thrash
it out in
court and establish for all
time the value attached to establishing, on my part, a trade mark value to
the njame of Veronica.
Veronica.

New York, June 23.
Editor Variety:
The Chesleigh Sisters were employed by me in an act called "Mr.
Chaser," and have been working consecutively since August.
These girls quit on a Saturday at the
Orpheum, Boston, after receiving their
salary, and failed to appear in Providence Monday. They did not say anything to the manager of the act and
did not take into consideration the injustice they were doing to me, or the
theatre in which they were booker!.
I hold a contract With them calling tor
two weeks' notice.
Herman Becker.
Kalman

Matus

Monday

replaced
George Tilton in "The 13th Chair."
The Tatter is going to the front

>

MARRIAGES.

AND INJURED.

Mine Rosina
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Galli, operatic singer, is

conrined to her home. She was to have
opened at Ravinia Park, Chicago, with
the opera company which starts its
season Saturday. Carolina White was
engaged to fill the gap.
Mrs. George Van, wife of the club
and cabaret booker of the W. V. M. A.
(Chicago), is being treated at the American Hospital, Chicago, for an old injury to her foot, said to have been
caused by tight shoes. It may be necessary to amputate two toes.
Tom Powell, the Chicago agent, has
returned to his office after suffering
with a severe attack of rheumatism,
which confined him to bed for three
weeks.
While on his way to the Bijou,

Brooklyn,

in a taxi last

Thursday,

Lew

Cooper was severely cut when the machine got into collision with a street
Cooper was thrown through the
windshield and narrowly escaped losing
his sight, sustaining cuts just below
the eyes.
He is now in a Brooklyn
hospital.
Mrs. Cooper who accompanied her husband was uninjured.
Maurice Victor is taking the baths at
car.

Mt. Clemens, Mich., this making his
vacation trip in years.
Mrs. George Belfrage (Mabel Mahnoticeably improving at her
is
home in Denver.
Eddie Cassady is reported as recov-

first

lun)

ering from a recent illness.
Sadis Fairfieid has recovered from
an attack of rheumatism, from which
she has been suffering for three months.
It was Bert Ennis, and not Harry,
reported as being poisoned by ivy last
week. The doctor finally declared that

was "strawberry rash."
Joseph Spears, the theatrical manager, who has been very ill at Excelsior

it

Springs, Mo., returned to Broadway last
week, considerably improved.
M. P. Diehl, electrician at the Palace,
narrowly escaped losing his left hand
by an accident at the house Monday
morning while repairing an electric
fan.
Making a turn of his body to
insure an easier position to manipulate
the f»n, the juice was turned on unexpectedly and Diehl's left mitt was
caught by the buzzer.
The member
was severely cut, but fortunately Diehl
will not lose a single finger.
Mrs. O'Meara, of the Gliding O'Mearas, was operated Wednesday for appendicitis at Mrs. O'Brien's Sanatarium,
156 West 74th street, New York.
Larry Fine and Girls did not open
at the Delancey Street last half last

Sampson and
illness.
Douglas substituted.
Charlie Wilson left the Fifth Avenue program after the opening matinee
Murray Bennett was in
the last half.

week through

program in the evening.
Rose Mullaney, private secretary to
Chamberlain Brown, suffered a fracture of the left arm Tuesday night
when she fell from an automobile in
which she was riding with Blanche
Merrill.
Miss Mullaney occupied a
rear scat and was thrown from the car
The car
at 41st street and Broadway.
continued until Miss Merrill missed
her companion when they returned and
found her surrounded by a crowd. The
injury was attended to at the French

the

Myrtle

(Shepard)

Oppenheim and

Thomas

B. Mowatt ("Five of Clubs"),
June 21, at Salem, Mass.
Joseph Santley to Ivy Sawyer, June
22, at Greenpoint, L. I.
Albert Gehan of the Sells-Floto
shows to Lena Rodiquries (Rodiquries

The couple will do a vaudetogether next season.
Frank T. Buell, press agent at Luna
Park, to Estelle Birney, of musical
comedy, at the home of the bride in
Family).

ville act

New York, June 25. The ceremony
was performed by the Rev. W. H.
Morgan.
Art A. Ortege and Billie Mack,
cowboy and cowgirl with the Wild
West at Luna Park, principals in
old fashioned western ceremony,
part of the performance Tuesday afternoon.
Phil Boudini (Boudini Brothers) to
a countrywoman and non-professional,
at Wallingford, Conn., June 21.
Jimmie Burke (Burke and Harris) to
Billie
Bowen (Garden carbaret) in

an

made

New York

June 23.
Lewis Green, manager of the Kleine
June 24
offices, Buffalo, was married
to a non-professional and the newlyweds came in Broadway Monday to
enioy their honeymoon.
Marion Finlay and Charles Gates
were married June 20 at St. Anne's
Church, Hornell, N. Y. The bride is
the daughter of Finlay and Burke, and
was a member of the act, Finlay Girls

and O'Connell. The groom was with
"Four Jacks and a Queen."

BIRTHS.
and Mrs. Lawrence (Larry)
Borie, June 20, son.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Woolfolk (Mazie
Lyon), June 25, at Center Moriches,
Mr.

Long

Island, son.

IN

AND OUT.

Wood reported out of
bill this week, with Bert
Fitzgibbon doubling from the Palace.
McCormack and Wallace are not at
the Bushwick, Brooklyn, this week. Illness. Lorraine and Pritchard are there
Rockwell and

the Riverside

instead.

The Misses Campbell could not appear at the Palace, New York, this
week, and the program was allowed to
stand with the omission.
Howard and Sadler pleaded illness,
with Lou and Grace Harvey replacing
at Loew's Bijou, Brooklyn.
Fred Rogers' voice was unfit for
Loew's Orpheum, New York, the first
half.
Jack Reddy got the vacancy.
Illness prevented Sullivan and Macy
appearing at the Ave. B. Stewart and
Olive substituted.
Rio and Helmar have been replaced
in the Pantages road show by the Rondas Trio, the latter; opening last week
in Winnipeg.
"The New Producer" in Minneapolis
last week took up the time on the Vantages Circuit originally laid out for
"The Futuristic Revue/'
Bert Fitzgibbons left the Palace program after the Monday matinee, objecting to closing the show, Willie
Weston replacing him Tuesday

after-

Hospital.

noon.

Josephine Robinson Haywood, who
toured last season with "Hit the Trail

Florrie McGinnis has retired from
the Five of Clubs act and will join the
McGinnis Brothers specialty.
Charles T. Aldrich did not open at
the Brighton Monday.
Lambert and
Ball were placed in the bill instead.

Holliday," is a patient at St. FJizabeth's
Hospital, where she is recovering from
an operation performed by Dr. Melvin

Wolk.
Mrs. Johnnie Von Cello was
by a street car in Chicago
weeks ago. the shock resulting
tunately.
She was in delicate

struck
several
unforcondi-

The Five Cycling McNutts were unable to open at Sohmer Park, Montreal. Sunday, owing to the non-arival
of their stage equipment.
The Mc-

tion at the time of the accident,

which

Nutts had motored to Montreal from

brought on a premature
horn dead

birth, the child

hfiiiii

George

Nicholas,

manager

Montreal, is confined
Royal Victoria hospital, owing
heini: poisoned.
Frank Wamicker, manager, Regent, Montreal, is re:overing from a recent breakdown.
Strand.

eye

Philadelphia hut
all

of the
to the
to one

their

baggage

were up.vilr to cart
too, depending on

the express company to bring along
the rest. Willie Smith, not having
proper credentials, was turned back
Saturday night at the Canadian border,
and was unable to open at .Sohmer
Park, Montreal, for this week.
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The

THE WOMEN
AMONG IDA
CARLE
By

A

representative gathering of socie-

and stage folks witnessed the Automobile Fashion Show for the Actors'
Fund, at the Sheepshead Bay Speedway Saturday last. The prizes were
Liberty Bonds, but it was not quite
clear whether the cars or the occupants were to be judged.
Laura Guerite, in a Tractor aeroplane was the hors d'oeuvre. Delayed
by reason of waiting for the band from
Fort Slocum, which got lost on the
way, the show did not start until 3:25.
ty

Arriving when it was nearly over, the
band caused merriment by insisting
on playing just when the announcers
wanted
to
say
someunng.
Miss
duerite furnished some thrills by sailing nrst out
as
tar as Manhattan
Beach and then spiraled several times
around the grandstand.
Later she
rode the track in a car, displaying an
altogether sensible dying outnt, woolen
khaki Russian blouse and breeches and
paienl leather boots.
There were Z& entrants and after a
process of elimination by the committee, ten cars were lined up and the
spectators were asked to show their
choice by applause.
The crowd as
usual was swayed by sentiment and
the cunning Lee children in a Willys
Knight car captured the hrst trophy
of 3>^00. Jane i-ee, dressed as a soldier,
and Katherme, as a Red Cross nurse,
received the honor with all the dignity
01 grown-ups. (They are daughters of
Irene Lee and famed as "moving pic-

ture

kids.")

Ncphele Prunelle, in a Packard, won
second
prize.
Her costume was
easily
most decorative broad
the
white and red striped silk, made up
to run horizontally around the body
from neck to ankle; it had a full skirt
caught up on one side by a wide girdle
and bow of black velvet. A large black
hat had huge bunches of black paradise
on either side. But waitl Whenever
Miss Prunelle neared a newspaper
man, a photographer or the grandstand, she stood up and donned a dark

—

blue slashed coat, liy lifting the fronts
of it and holding them out wing fashion, she disclosed a lining of blue silk
and white stars. She had the effect of
being wrapped in' a large flag, which
was quite original and deserving of all
the display Miss Prunelle gave it.
The third prize went to Hazel Dawn,

Miss Dawn wore a
in a Winton.
simple dress of blue georgette, large
hat of same with black crown, and her
prettiest smile.
Her sister Lllinore
rode in the car with her. Ann Pennington received a white ribbon and a
A flesh pink
$50 bond for 4th prize.
(her favorite color) summer dress had
which
looked
had a ru filed overskirt
like a short soubret or ballet skirt, as
she stood up to ackniwledge greetHer hat and
ings from her admirers.
belt matched her turquoise blue-green

Chalmers

car.

Gertrude McCoy drove her Oldsmoand looked lovely in a large leghorn picture hat and a white Jap satin

bile

much

driving a
ley,

Newcomb was

Christine
"class" in

dress.

in

gray

a

very
tailormade,

Hudson, and Consuelo Bai-

brilliant

rose,

looked youthful

Pretty
the wheel of her Chalmers.
blonde Edna Hunter, in a good looking
brown, red trimmed "Overland" (driven by Sam Harris), wore a handsome
ermine and chinchilla cape. Ruth Mcat

Donald,

in a

attractive in

green
white hat.

and

V'liit'J

Premier, was picturesquely
a flowered orange, white
ostume and green and

C'li U"»l

1

1.'

i

-

ss'ic

Hi

me

/\i-

Maxwell)
May Naudaiu
car),
(Cunniiinhain
Brenon
Herbert
Mrs.
(Chalmers),
Wallace
Hopper
(Singer),
Edna
(Standard), Elba Chester (Hudson),

ien

i

accompanied

by

\

rra

Maud Hill (McFarland), Emma Frohman (Overland), Mrs. James Kidder
(Cunningham), Rosalie Sherrill (PeerDorothy Kelly (Chalmers), Mrs.
Fellows-Gordon (National), Miss V.
Graver (Scrpps-Booth), Esther
V.
Lyon-Eagle
(Willys-Knight),
Mrs.
Chas. E. Proctor (Murray), Mrs. Jean
(Willys-Knight),
Justice
Etta L. Herron (National), Mrs. E. F. Wilkes
(Marmon), Mrs. V m. H. Hamilton
(Weston),
Kathryn
Brown-Decker
less),

;

spectacle of

a.

lonely wife,

of the

at-home

facts, likely.

(Overland).
enticing coolness and the attraccretonne covered walls, boxes and
orchestra chairs of the Palace interior
may have had something to do with the
temperament of the audience Monday
afternoon, but it is certain a happier
audience never sat down to witness a
vaudeville performance. The late hour
made many leave before Bert Fitzgibbon finished his turn, but they left returning back as they went
luctantly
out to give Bert (who was tabbing them
good naturedly) a last lingering smile.
The genuine gratification this highly
creditable program gave was undeniHirscholf's Troupe of Gypsies
able.
(the three girls in red and yellow
spangled regulation gypsie dresses)
stopped the show in the opening spot.
This illustrates not only the quality of
the opening act but the hne enthusiasm
of the auuience to applaud on a hot
day. Bert baker has changed both the
women in his nonsensical laugh provoking "Prevarication" since playing
the Palace earlier in the season. Ida
Emerson as the wife is a big improvement, but Mardell Wickey (according

The

Trixie Friganza looks really distingue
with her nearly snow-white hair that
has grown much whiter since Trixie
last displayed it in vaudeville. Wouldn't
be surprised to see Miss Friganza back
in the varieties soon, at least for a spell

She

always welcome there.

is

Miss

Milford

(Black and

Milford),

American the hrst half, appears
hrst as a salvation lassie and changes
to a pink silk which shows a couple
of inches of blue lining.
The skirt is
made with a puffed top, a wide girdle
forming the bodice. The skirt is much
longer in back than front and it is not
quite clear if this is a fault or the style
of the gown. Mr. Black sings a socialistic song that should not be encouraged and came out on the stage with
a soiled handkerchief tucked around his
collar
(This is a splendid idea to suggest to an audience that it is too hot
to applaud).
The two women in the
Four Wanderers appear to be concert
or operatic women with little of the
pep necessary in vaudeville.
They
look quite "at home" in Italian peasant
dresses.
The dressing of the girls in
the "Follow the Flag," a tab musical
offering, is as ordinary and indifferent
as the principals' acting.
The little
quakeress, in a neat gray silk and chilchiffon dress, is attractive. As soldier
at the

—

in red and white uniforms, in
old fashioned hoop skirts, and as Red
Cross nurses carrying the Hags of the
Allies, the girls are at their best. The

girls

woman

in "Congressman Kitty" looks
well in a neat, dark tailor made suit,
rajah silk blouse, and large sailor hat.
Dorothy, the accordionist, is a very
young girl With a very pretty smile
and figure. She wears a white accordion pleated skirt (the big, white piano
accordion covering up the rest of her
dress) and pink Dorothy Dainty bow
on her hair nearly as large as the ac-

cordion itself.
Miss Eary (Eary and
Eary) wears purple from her toes up
to her chest, where a large design in
brilliants Haunts itself for special mention.
If Miss Eary could teach women
how to get in and out x of wedding
rings as easily as she gets in and out
of the ring she uses her fortune would
be made.

Margaret Larned, of the Three Larneds, at the Fifth Avenue last week,
wore a simple white taffeta dress with
wide tucks in the skirt, and a suggestion of lace in the armholes and low
bodice.
A large white tulle hat was
discarded after the opening routine
on the wheel. A bunch of red and blue
Howers at the belt and the rims of
wheel painted red, white and blue,
carried out the popular patriotic suggestion.
The man in the act appears
as a nondescript soldier and the other
girl as a
red-nosed comedian, does
not disclose her sex until the end of
act when she pulls her wig off and
shows her hair. Oliver and Olp, also
at the Fifth Avenue last week, playing in "Crumbs," while the act is having its showing, intend recasting it.
\\

!"-'n

on

it

'b" "o'jwers lii.'i be" iiavc set
their stamp of approval.
Miss

Olp looks

pretty and "young
wifey" in a flesh pink summer dress
blue bonnet faced with pink and blue
shoes and stockings.

very

A

long necklace and narrow
flounces.
tight collar of the kind of brilliants

wan-

dering about seeking aid from friends,
The wife
is a sob vaudeville picture.
at one time was in vaudeville, with her
she was
act,
and
dumb
husband, in a
generally rated as owning one of the
prettiest figures vaudeville of that time
had seen. Since then the money and
jewels saved by the couple, partly
through her earnings, have been dissipated by the husband, and now, finally,
there is "another woman" to add to
the poor wife's burden. It is a weary
one, from what 1 hear for the woman
is often hungry, I have been told, but
her husband manages to keep up a
"front," without his associates aware

you don't sew on dresses these days
was a conspicuous adornment Jack
makes the announcement he will give
a price -to any one who will name their

As a suggestion, he said it
"set."
might represent a pirate's cave on the
south shore at Pittsburgh. It sure was
conceived by some weird pessimistic
brain. There is ample opportunity for
improvement in this combination of
Many went out
clever entertainers.
before seeing the- maid of winning
charm unheralded and unprogramed,
but who happens to be Mrs. Bert Fitzgibbon.
She sang and danced with
feminine ease and grace and displayed
the daintiest of frocks (gray chiffon
and satin) and a large picture hat with
long black velvet streamers.

tive

—

piogiam) would hand a slap to
the tender sensibilities of our modern
chorus girl it she thought she acted
or looked like the grl Miss Wickey
portrays.
Miss Emerson wears royal
blue, the over draperies of her skirt
falling in points over a lace foundation.
A small straw hat with large black
wings helps to make her look her part
"wife of a prosperous business man."
Miss Wickey wears a white tailored
suit trimmed with black.
to the

—

The

Morgan

Greater

Dancers, in
undoubtedly the most artistic group of dancers
ever combined in one variety offering,
still hold their laurels as the most undressed act in vaudeville. One of the

their historical

Roman

ballet,

Roman maidens is noticeably working
overtime but her enthusiastic ardor for
acting should be quelled as she is not
most graceful maiden in the realm.
Ray Dooley is a live wire that needs
no re-charging.
She is a rare little
comedienne, her funny little voice is an
asset and she wears the cutest clothes.
the

A

pink messaline this week has ruffles
at the sides and broad straight panels
back and front.
wide blue sash gives
the panels the effect of an apron.

A

Emma

Haig

is

wearing two appar-

ently new dresses.
A rose pink, with
a bit of blue showing at belt, bottom
of short pants, and in the long slender
feathers of her headdress, has a high
collar.
For a "Raviollo-ballerino-Amelicaino dance, Miss Haig wears a black
tulle that is the "pink of perfection.".

A

sheer little skirt, jet trimmed, wired
stand out, shows black jet pants
underneath. The jet bodice is outlined
with brilliants and a wide orange satin
sash and cap make a jaunty combinato

tion..

opening as a scrub
furnishes one of the surprises
in
the Norworth-Lorraine vaudeville
turn.
The other is a Sunbonnet Sue
affair
Miss Lorraine in pink and white

Dope fiends in the profession are
fortunately few in number, but one
would be surprised to learn of the identity of some of the habitual users of
narcotics.
Recently a party given
within a stone's throw of the Palace
included no less than four feature
vaudeville acts, one a standard headliner.
All accompanied by women of
apparently
standing,
reputable
the
quartet proceeded to become intoxicated with "snow."
Their inflamed
brains recalled injuries of the past and
their friends received the panning of
their lives. *A11 this in a cafe with the
place crowded.
The party, apparently
oblivious of surroundings, spoke
freely of their "habit" and brazenly
sent a messenger for more of the drug.
Incidentally the messenger, a dancer
of no mean ability, is a victim of the
"power" in addition to his other moral
failings, but he at least had the decency to refrain from participating in
the orgie. Many unfounded stories of
dope hends in theatricals are wafted
along Broadway. But the women* who
use the drug cannot hide it. Eventually the pallor becomes evident and with
the craving for the stimulant one can
easily notice the germ of carelessness
in
dress,
carriage and appearance.
Lamentable, but true.

A

story "written by a man in defense
of mankind" is the explanation given
for the film drama, "Hater of Men," in
which Bessie Barriscale is starred.
Every young girl or woman who thinks
she can get on through life without a
regular husband should see this picture.
Miss Barriscale as Janice Salasbury, a newspaper woman, breaks her
engagement with a promising young
man because she will not be a "slave."
After an era of triumphant freedom,
she learns single blessedness is not
what it is cracked up to be. That a
woman appeals to either the worst or
the best in a man, and that men look
upon women of her neutral type as
"toys" that can be picked up and
dropped at will. It's a splendid, modern picture of today no heroics or big
scene just a lesson, worth while learning if not alreay known.
Miss Barriscale wears her mass of blonde hair
atop of her pretty head in all the
scenes.
She looks particularly attractive in evening gowns.
One is entirely
of yards and yards of tulle, with just
a narrow band of braid over either
shoulder, and the one she wears at the
opera has a triple flounced skirt of
tulle, the top one caught up in a puff
around the hips, fastened to a pointed
bodice.
A pretty picture hat is worn
with a becoming dinner dress in a
restaurant scene.
v

—

—

Lillian Lorraine's

woman

—

checked gingham and Jack Norworth
appearing in blonde wig disguise, as
her rube sweetheart.
Miss Lorraine
year- a cerise tulle wrap with bunches
of roses around the bottom, that is a

dream

of loveliness in its delicate transparency and faultless style.
dress
of cerise tulle and gold spangles has a
touch of originality in its pointed

A

%

BEDINI

SHOW

PEOPLE.

Jean Bedini will again play a prominent part in his burlesque production
of "Puss Puss" on the Columbia wheel
next season.
Bedini's draft next fall
will
include Clark and McCullough
Sabhntt and Wright. Bob Harmon and
Syd Malcolm, and Ellen Golden (Golden Troupe). Others engaged are Helen
Lorraine, Mike Morris, and 20 girls.
Arthur Harris will manage, and Larry Borie will be business manager.
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"Hello! Henderson'! 1917." the new
revue now running at the
popular Coney Island restaurant, typifies the extreme in class, speed and
pretentiousness in so far as restaurant
revues may go, for Gus Edwards has
provided nothing less than a miniature
musical comedy, cleverly constructing
the "show" in a manner to bring out
the greatest entertainment in the limited time allowed, the revue running
about one hour with a short intermis-

summer

One

sion interrupting the two sections.
contrasts this revue with its predecessor because the latter was generally
conceded to be last summer's greatest
achievement in its line, but a careful
comparison easily gives the current
show the edge, for this season the
house management has not only enlarged the cast, but has provided a production that represents one of the most
liberal expenditures extant in restauCarlton Hoagland,
rant revue lines.
the
supervises
who so capably

has improved conditions in several other directions. The
discontinuance of the old "check system" in the restaurant shows a touch
of progressiveness that is commendable and Hoagland's seating arrange-

Henderson

interests,

ments mark additional credit to his
Henderson's now seems so
ability.
improved in general over former years,
the change is hardly explainable. And
the improvements have borne the ^expected results for surely the public)
could not show its appreciation any
plainer than through a capacity attendance on a cold Tuesday night such
The
as was represented this week.
show proper consists of 14 numbers
with six principals and a chorus of

The lyrics were supplied by
Will D. Cobb and Jean Havez, the

twelve.

opening being of an introductory nature, bringing on the principals and
chorus, each with a semi-explanatory
number relative to their respective
parts in the piece. The cast of principals has been excellently picked for
this style of work, everyone capable of
soloing or grouping their talent, with

Bobby Watson and Mercedes Lorenze
sharing
the
toplines
with
Bobby
O'Neill and Helen Coyne. In addition
the numbers are strengthened by the
Duncan Sisters and Olga Cook, the
latter a soprano.
The affair carries a
semblance of a book, the lyrics cleverly
explaining the short theme, but there
is
no effort made to maintain this
angle and the show runs merrily along
to an accompaniment of melody. The
greatest share of the individual honors
go to Mr. Watson and Miss Lorenze,
Watson displaying a versatility rather
surprising.
Watson, always recognized an excellent "straight" man,
shines particularly in the Henderson
revue.
He sings reasonably well,
dances nicely and in clothes looks the
ideal juvenile for a musical spurt.
In
a rube number with O'Neill,
Watson
handled character comedv quite as well
as a light song.
Miss Lorenze stood
out conspicuously and this in itself is

some achievement

for that

Henderson

aggregation are quite the best looking
group seen together in some time.
Her appearance is an asset, but she
did not stop there, carrying several
numbers to the hit column.
Mr.
.

O'Neill

gives

the

principal

division
ex-

some added strength and makes an
cellent

a trifle self-conscious, scores nicely
with her high register and good looks,
but an affected French accent doesn't
aid her enunciation or her work. Miss
Cook is blonde, reasonably attractive
and fills every nook and corner of the
house with her high tones, scoring effectively with ''J^an of Arc."
The
Sisters

monized

in

the

team nicely and harsecond

division

with

expected results.
utilized

the

somewhat
chomge*

the group numbers in excellent
The musical division carries
shape.
several hits with "Uncle Sam's Bouquet" and "I'm After You" taking top
honors.
"I Must Be Loved By Someone" gathered big returns with the
choristers soloing the number in turn.
The finale is of patriotic design opennumber
ing with a "Tommy Atkins"
and closing with George Cohan's paFor an exhibitriotic "Over There."
tion of class and speed, the new Hendle

derson show will run behind mighty
It seems built particularly for
Henderson's and the expenditure represented suggests an expert confidence

few.

that
will

For the short time
display of wardrobe is

amazing, eight or nine
being exhibited, every one

not misplaced, for this revue
undoubtedly keep the capacity

is

register

in

evidence.

Mr.

Hoagland

reported to have arranged the entire show, even to the wardrobe.
The
actual staging was under Mr. Edwards'
is

direction.

Charlotte is out of the Terrace Garden, Chicago, ice ballet, the action apparently resulting with the opening
Monday of the ice experts Norval Baptie and Gladys Lamb.
The foreign
star became peeved when she discovered Baptie was given charge of the
ice section of the show and refused to
appear at rehearsal Monday* Nor did
she appear for the first show at three
in the afternoon and the first evening
show, whereupon her contract was cancelled
by Harry Mohr.
Charlotte
first started April 15, at which time
Terrace Garden was opened and the
first ten weeks of her contract would
have expired soon. Yet the additional
ten weeks were to follow. Her weekly
salary was reported to have been $2,000 and $1,500, with the latter figure
perhaps correct.
It is thought that
the withdrawal of Charlotte is the first
victory of the American Exhibition Ice
Skaters Association, recently formed in
Chicago, one of the objects of which
is the using by hotels and cafes of
American skaters only.

The Cocoanut Grove on the Century
Roof may reopen within a few weeks,
perhaps before the fall. It was intended to operate the roof over the summer
but the suspension of the liquor license through an exit of the Century
being within 200 feet of a school
stopped the plans, temporarily.

A

Chicago.
plan has been worked out.
Instead of the cafe proprietor paying
a stipulated sum for the skaters, he can
elect instead to turn over to the Association the total amount in cover charges.
From that the Association pays
the skaters and it also defrays the expenses of installing the tanks, which
the Association will supply in such
cases. After the engagement the hotel
people have the privilege of buying the
tank. Where a rink is already installed
or where the hotel people so elect, a
salary, fixed by the Association) is paid.
The various skaters have agreed that
the Association put a price on their
work. Should a larger figure be obtained, the skater agrees that one-half
of the excess salary over the stipulated
amount shall be turned into the Association for promotion work. Other details make it look as if the new idea
was germed with success. Each skater
has weekly dues, $2.50 being paid by)
those working (in lieu of commissions)
and $1.00 weekly for those not working.
The figure mentioned as contributed
for advance publicity among hotel interests is $2,000 and it is claimed that
out-of-town hotels have already asked
for bookings from the new Association.
Some of the well known ice artists
quoted as members are Norval Baptie

and Gladys Lamb, The Lamys, Kathleen Pope a.:d George Kerner, Bunny
Moore and Runcie Martin,, Bassett and
Chapelle, The Finks, Steele and Condon, Franz La Mar, Mr. and Mrs. Orrin
Markus and Davis and Rodgers. The
capital stock will be $100,000, subscriptions expected to come from lovers of
the sport and ice fans, which number

many wealthy

persons.
There is no
salary paid any of the officers save that
of secretary.

Frances Kennedy, who lately appeared in big time vaudeville houses of
the central west, and who is well known
in Chicago (her home), opened at the
Planter's Cafe, Chicago, Monday, the
feature of the cabaret there.

Paradise Roof, over Reisenweber's,
Columbus circle, is getting good
business up to the closing hour. The
top floor of the Reisenweber addition
(the "Hawkesworth Room" when it
opened last winter) is made a "roof"
through the windows being opened, giving a three-sided range that brings a
breeze. There is a show, almost continuous from eleven, with a revue
chorus of about eight show girls and
several principals.
A white orchestra
develops jazz music at times.
at

A movement

that

may

interest hotel

and cafe proprietors is the formation
in Chicago of the American Exhibition
Tee Skaters" Association, which is due
file papers of incorporation shortly
and which aims to nationally control
and promote the use by the hotel in-

to

terests of American professional ice
exhibition skaters to the exclusion of
all foreign artists.
At the head of the
A. E. I. A., which is said to have already enlisted 80 per cent, of the native
experts, is a group of solid business
rr.cn, so that the indication is that their
services are given in the interests of
promoting the sport itself. The officers
are William Arlington, president; Edward H. High, treasurer; John A. Scully, vice-president, and
J. Lewis Coath,
secretary and general manager, all of

against the inn some time ago, when
a man who was starting out to see his
wife, dying in Michigan, was robbed

and murdered *at Motorhead. Thirty
persons were picked up in the raid,
among them several women, charged
with disorderly conduct.

by the immigration

council failed to
take up the matter of cafes taking out
a theatrical license where cover charges
were made, although the matter was to
have been considered. The cause of
the delay was the battle in the council
chamber over control of the public
schools, resulting in a book being
thrown at Mayor Thompson as he left
the room and two resolutions proposing
to impeach the city executive head.
new school board appointed by the
mayor is in charge of the board of education, with a corps of police always
on hand to prevent disorder.
city

Norval Baptie and Gladys Lamb, unlately at Healy's, New York, opened
at Terrace Garden, Chicago, Monday.
til

The

ice ballet

during the

of four girls with them

New York engagement

to join July

is

not expected that
the addition of Baptie and Lamb will
1.

It is

affect Charlotte's stay, the

management

figuring she had helped the good draw
since the opening some weeks ago.
Charlotte's contract was for ten weeks,
beginning April 15, .with an optional
ten weeks to follow. Baptie now has
charge of the ice section of the show.

This was formerly handled by Hugo
Brunlik, who was with the Hotel Morrison, Chicago, for eight or nine years
as musical director but who severed
connections last week.

Supposed cabaret girls started something in Burnham, 111., a few days ago
by riding nude or nearly so in motor
cars through the streets. Their antics
were confined to the supposed red light
district.
The girls were arrested but
soon released with light fines.
The
mayor of Burnham is said to be proprietor of a cafe there.

It is alleged
officer that Frank

Roberto, in whose

name the federal
liquor license was held, was never naturalized and therefore cannot hold a
government

Deputy

license.

sheriffs

and constables made

frequent and speedy trips to a number
of Chicago's west suburban towns last
week, arresting roadhouse proprietors
in Riverside, Forest Park, Stickney and
Lyons, on complaint illegal sales of
liquor were being made.
The complaints were made by the West Subur-

ban

Law and Order

League, which

al-

Sunday selling. Some of the defendants are also charged with selling
leges

liquor to soldiers.

The Oriental
in Buffalo
tive place.

Eddie
in

Cafe, new, has opened
is reported an attrac-

and

Pidgeon

New York

sending

is

friends

handsome

a

much embossed and

booklet,
profusely illus-

extolling the many virtues of
the Cafe L'Aiglon, Philadelphia, where
he is now associated with Jack Patton
in the management of the establishtrated,

ment.

The Palais Royal's new entertainment, succeeding that headed by Fritzi
Scheff, is not so pretentious as its predecessor, but better balanced and of
more variety. It has several numbers,
with leaders, a chorus of good looking
girls, about 14 of 'em, and is divided
which the speciality acts
Daisie Irving, a tall girl with

into bits, in

appear.

The Chicago

A

working partner

for Watson.
Miss Coyne is a dancer of no mean
ability her sole effort adding that essential touch of variety that brings;
such affairs out of the conventional
pale.
Miss Cook, although apparently

Duncan

outshining its predecessor for elegance
and splendor. The chorus of 12 stand
out, sing as good as the best and han-

Motorhead Inn, about four miles
from the notorious Burr Oak Inn., in
suburban Chicago, was raided last week
by deputy sheriffs and federal authorities.
The raid was the result of a bitter fight waged against the roadhouse
by a Catholic priest, Father John Robokowski, in whose parish the inn lies,
at 145th street and Western avenue.
The priest said that attempts had been
made to bribe him. He began his. fight

prima donna's voice and who once
sang in a Winter Garden show, does
most of the number leading. Fred
DelMs the principal male, and when
dancing, his partner is Anita Elson, aa

sprite of a girl,

who

looks exceedingly

well on the cabaret floor and dances
with much grace. She also sings with
her partner.
Delf and Elson first

danced together
Charles

in

"Cohan's Revue."
Lucille have
man's

De Haven and

a double dance, with Lucille in
evening clothes and high hat.

She

looks well in male dress and while there
has been an attempt in this garb to
deceive at first sight, it does not, so
close to the tables, but it might upon a
stage. Frank Shields does a lariat acro-

John Murray Anderson
and Cynthia Perot are the "modern

batic specialty

dancers" of the assembly. They waltz.
a dance of her own and,
it over very big.
The
Two Briants do a scarescrow bit with
one of the boys handled as a dummy.
The finale is patriotic. The show runs
very nicely but is up against the
weather for attendance.

La Sylphe has

ns usual, gets

The Casino, Saratoga, N. Y.. has
been leased for three years by Hamilton D. Burney. of the Hotel Claridge.
New York. Mrs. Cecil Thackera is
associated with Mr. Burney in the operation of the Spa place.

Healy's Golden Glades is running
the summer.
Ellen Dallerup
and Kah'e Schn*M*dt h*ve been z&de<\
to the ice skaters there, with the revue girls and leaders continuing their
portion of the entertainment.

throusrh

Justine Johnstone is to close the 44th
Street roof Saturday for the summer.
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TOMMY'S TATTLES.

OBITUARY.

By Thomas J. Gray.
July 15th will be a big booking day.
The names
be penciled
call

Paris, June 10.
Judging by the applause at the dress
rehearsal, and the press notices, the
new play "L'Elevation," by Henry

Bernstein, at the Comedie Francaise,
It may not
big local success.
is a
please the foreign element, who are
tired of the continual triangular French
comedies. It is a far piece, carefully
written, portraying the sentiment of
humanity in social life created by the
Edith (Mme.
present call to arms.
Pierat) is the young wife of the eminent surgeon, Cordelier (de Feraudy),

who

many

years older. She is secretly in love with Louis (Georges
Grand), literary hack, hardly worthy
Louis is
of her guilty sentiments.
called to the war, and Edith's grief
at his departure opens the husband's
Cordelier's grief is more acute
eyes.
because he knows Louis to be a bit of
a libertine.
News arrives that Louis
is wounded, and there is a scene between husband and wife because she
wishes to join her lover, in which all
the family join.
But the doctor, in a
fit of patriotic generosity, consents to
Edith's visit to the hospital, for Louis
has proved himself a hero. He even
hides the proof of the libertine's perfidy and the two lovers meet again.
(
Louis dies recommending the erring
wife to be faithful to her excellent
husband. The married couple are reconciled in ambulance work, endeavoring to make others happy, and all ends
well. This is the elevation the parable
is

is' supposed
to teach.
The first two
acts are dramatic, the third emotional.
The author has carefully drawn his
characters, but certain passages of conflicting passion are a trifle overdone.
Paul Mounet as a medical colleague,
Mme. Pierson as a disgraced mother,
and Mme. Maille as a wife faithful to
her soldier on the front, ably support
the leads in this emotional work, which

is a great draw and the most powerful
play produced at the Cemedie Francaise since the outbreak of hostilities.
Grand as the unworthy lover, who
saves the family honor by his bravery,
and de Feraudy as the outraged but
forgiving husband, are simply superb.
It is a splendid war story for French
audiences.

Sacha Guitry, now lessee of the
Bouffes, is again to the fore with three
short pieces, which he has written,
mounted and personally plays. While
not comparing him with Scribe, as a
playwright he appears to have appropriated his place in modern literature.
The shows begin with a sketch, Un type
dans

le genre de Napoleon (somewhat
Napoleon), painting the feelings
of a man who was deceived long ago
and has only just found it out. He
does not rest until the woman begs for
pardon (thinking he might return to
her), and then he leaves her again with

like

honor satisfied.
Second sketch:
Chez la reine Isabeau, in which S. G.
his

appears as a keeper of an old castle
visited

by

foreigners,

particularly
American girls. Some want to sleep
in Queen Isabeau's bed, just to brag
they have done so, but the climax is
unfortunate when the denizens of the
chamber, in the form of insects, are
mentioned.
Third sketch:
Un soir
quand on est seul, in verse, is a soliloquy on the joy of being alone with
one's thoughts, and forms a poor finish
to the program.
It would be a catch
for a charity bazaar performance, and
is the kind of stuff society women are
went to use for shows to amuse the

wounded.
It is even betting chances are probable in the management of the Olympia .and Folies Bergere, Baratta and
Volterra being on the verge of separation in the very near future.
More

soon forthcoming. The
Lemarchand combination revue will be

details will be

withdrawn shortly from the Folies Bergere, and another show of the same
kind, in the form of a revival of
L'Archiduc des Folies Bergere, a sort
of operetta, will terminate the present
season.
Germaine Webb remains at
the house as leading lady.
"Afgar,

Leisures of the
Harem," is to be revived at the little
Theatre Michel, with Girier, A. Simon,
Miles Jane Marnac and Reynolds.
or

young men will
Army. Rehearsal

of 625,000
in for the
later.

announced

r

"

The

Prohibition won't hit show business
very hard, unless it stops those "drunken dogs" and prohibits comediennes
from doing "souse bits."

We

are in favor of food control,
stops burlesque "table scenes."

War Economy—Things we

if it

could

do without:
Monocle strings on evening dress

easily
suits.

Soubrets'

them

now

at the

De Max.
The Gait6 and

Chatelet have closed
dog days. However, the weathchanged a little, and St. Swithen has brought rain as a manager's
God-send. But there is a nervous feeling about, it being suspected the Government is considering further taxation,
and that the poor rates, now 10% on
for the
er has

gross receipts,
dr even 30%.

Help

"Please

"Moune"

may

be raised to

'

Emily"

20%

(called

French), will be revivor? \y
Max Dearly before the end of the
month at the Theatre des Varietes, to
replace the Italian problem, "Dolly."
in

The

Palais Royal success, "Madame et
son Filleul," may migrate to the Ambigu to permit the production of the
revue by Willemetz and company.

Another revue, "Perds pas la carte,"
by Codey and Couturet, will see the
light at the Gaite Rochechouart, when
Voltera Brothers withdraw the present

show next week.

NEW

ACTS.

"Variety de Danse," with ten people.
Dingle and Bob Fern, two-act.
Harry Clarke, single (Jenie Jacobs).
"The Lady in the Shoe," girl act

Tom

headed

by Joe

and

Phillips

Evelyn

MacVey.
Gen. Pisano and a company of two in
"At the Italian Front," a new shooting
Special settings (Harry Weber).
Sarah Vinton and 'Buster."
Miss
Vinton is a daughter of the late Ed.
Vinton. "Buster" is the dog that for-

act.

merly worked with Ed.

"The Children

of France," with Burford Hampden featured.
Tried out at
the Palace for a special Sunday per-

Donegan'and

six girls.

"Neglect," playlet by Ben Barnett,
featuring Arthur Edwards.
"Bon Voyage," after a recent showing, was again withdrawn and with a
new book by James Horan, and with
James Gilday engaged to play the
leading comedy role, reopened Tuesday (Phil Morris).
Alice Fleming in a new act by Robert T. Haines, supported by Ernest T.

Anderson.
Nat Griswold

present

Slacker"

It is a

that he
ly

in

is
to
vaudeville.

"The

sketch
(Recent-

wrote sometime ago.
was an announcement that

there

James Montgomery was writing a play
with the same title.)
Hunter, Chick and Hunter (formerly with "Mrs. Murphy's Second Husband"), comedy singing trio.
(Lew

never put

Boy

to

and

Johnny

all

sorts of

worthy charities. In recognition of his
numerous philanthropies he was knight-

ed in 1911. As his wealth increased in
later years Sir Joseph branched out in
the direction of high class restaurants
such as the Trocadero and Gaiety and

was also the owner of two huge hotels
in London (the Strand Palace and Regent Palace) besides holdings in other
hostelries not under his direct management. He was always a patron of the
arts and very fond of theatrical people, having backed a number of musical

comedy

enterprises.

The

wife

Be a Soldier" are now singing

"I'm Going to Hide Away,
in Iowa."

'Way Down

Government may pass a law prohibiting people from using starch in clothes.
first parts look funny
if the boys have to wear soft shirts?

Won't minstrel

of
is

a

sister of Sir Joseph.

Digby Bell died June 20 at a saniin New York after an illness

tarium
of

several

weeks.

moved from
sanitarium.

Larry Meehan says all the fellows
who used to sing "It's Time for Every

He had been

re-

the Lambs' Club to the
He was 60 years of age,

having been born in Milwaukee, Wis.
In 1872 he went abroad to study music
and several years later made his debut at Malta. His first appearance in
America was as a concert singer at
Chickering Hall in 1876.
For years
afterwards he appeared in various of
the Gilbert and Sullivan operas and
later was
associated with De Wolf
Hopper in "Mr. Pickwick." He also
starred for a number of years in "The
Education of Mr. Pipp."

The King of Spain is thinking of
turning in his part. Soon there won't
be any Kings left at all. It looks bad
for Gaby.
See where a lot of managers intend
send road companies out to play
near the various training camps. Something should be done to stop it. The
soldiers will have trouble enough.
id"

Since the British Government estab1 shed a recruiting station
in New York
many fellows have suddenly lost their
English accent

Dye is scarcer than ever in this counbut nothing can stop the manufacturing of pink tights.
try,

Two authors were fighting about
which one of their names would appear
first on the program of a show they
had "written."
The critics said the
book was one of the worst ever seen,
and the manager remarked: "Can you
imagine those two guys fighting to take
the blame for this."
Looking over the new tax list we
couldn't find anything about parodies.

The plans announced by

the various
for next season call for the
of seven or eight European
comic opera successes.

Billy
Grove, of "The Shelburne
Girl" revue, Brighton Beach, following
a dinner party in which other members of the company participated, was
seized, by acute indigestion June 23
and before the afternoon waned had
lapsed
into
unconsciousness
from
which he never rallied, death resulting
despite all efforts to revive him.
Out
of respect to the deceased entertainer
one cf the Shelburne performances
was canceled Saturday evening.

Walter Hitchcock died of heart failat
the Hotel Sommerset, New
York, June 23. His wife, Terasa Michelene, reached his bedside from Cleveland shortly before he passed away.
He was a member of the Screen and
ure

Greenroom clubs. For the past three
years he has been playing in pictures
exclusively.
Prior to that he was on
the legitimate stage.

managers
spoiling

ONE MORE CENSOR BILL
Chicago, June 27.
After the state legislature adjourned
at Springfield last week, a list of the
final bills signed by the governor was
headed by one designed at show censorship.
It
is
claimed, however, that the
"sting" was removed from the measure
before it was passed, but it does prohibit plays or pictures which might
incite race prejudice.
The bill is said to have been promoted by the colored vote.
--

R.

J.

Walker

Lydiatt, representative of the

now

New

Mrs. Catherine Pfeiffer, age 83, died
June 25 in a retreat for aged women in
Los Angeles. During the '60s she conducted a noted hotel for actors in Cincinnati and was known to her guests
as "Tante Pfeiffer," numbering among
her friends a number of grand opera

Caught any Vacation Fish yet?

artists.

George C. Callan, age 40, formerly
Callan, Haley and Callan, and who
once had out a minstrel show with his
brothers, died of pneumonia last week
and was buried under the auspices of
the Actors' Fund. A widow survives.

-of

The mother of Ora and Elenore Dell
died June 19 in New York from apoplexy. She was 53 years old.

DONALD BRIAN AT PALACE.

Arthur E. Smith is now managing
the Jefferson, having come to the Moss
forces from the Conniss and Edwards

The Donald Brian sketch, "Somewhere in \fexico." with Brian starred
and the original cast a3 appearing at
the Lamb's Gambol, was booked to
open at the Palace, New York, July 9.

attractions.

late

Circuit,

is

in

York.

Colder.)

Gertrude
Vanderbilt
Ford, two-act

Horn of poor

Frank Smithson (Phoebe Coyne)

This column.

formance by Robert Edeson.
Pam Lawrence in an act with Francis
Z.

(they

shoes.
Funny (?) signs in juggling acts.
Recitations.
Hawaiian dancers.
Straight man's canes.
Audience songs.

Alhambra and the Ambassadeurs.
Dranem, a local comic, is replacing
Mile. Polaire as top at the Marifpy.
A big benefit performance, in aid of
the Roumanian red cross, is being given
at the Opera, with a constellation of
stars, including Ida Rubenstein (yes),
Mary Garden, Zambelli, and naturallu

parasols

up).

Wooden

due this week end.

Clovelly Girls are

22.

parents he' tfmassed a very large for-

Acrobat sleeve garters.

Zorelli, is

London, June

in

tune, distributed freely to

the

M. Combes is continuing his legitimate policy of revivals thrice weekly
at the Empire.
"Servir," with Mile.

Sir Joseph Lyons, best known as
the owner of a string of popular priced
restaurants throughout England, died

Jesseli and Merlin
Circuit July 9

open on the Loew

last week, when the question of
the salary, which had stood in the way,
was agreeably adjusted.
Lewis & Gordon represent the act.

n

r
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NEXT WEEK (JULY

BILLS

III

Skipper ft Kastrup
Blanche Sloan
Eadle ft Ramsden
(One to fill)
Bntte, Moat.

2)

Vaudeville Theatres

otLerwise indicated.)
(All houses open (or the week with Monday matinee, when not
en the
Theatres listed aa "Orpheum" without any further distinguishing description are
l
r
1
U
0rP
Orpheum
"Orph."
as
such
or
initials,
name
single
noted
by
are
AaT en cie s bo^kinf the houses
f
A," Western Vaudeville Managers AssoCircuftT'U BO." United Booking Offices; 'W
"Loew," Marcus Loew Circuit; "Inlet," Interstate
ciatton (Clucsaoj: "P." Pantages Circuit:
4,
through YV\V. M. A.); Sun," Sun Circuit; "A H." Ackerman A Harris (San

M

&5)kfnV

e'reuit

^SPECIAL NOTICE—The manner

which these

in

bills are

printed does not Indicate the rela-

Elm

New York

PALACE

City 4
Francetti Sisters

(orph)

SlsUrs
Morgan Dancers
Nellie & Sura Kouns

Savoy A lirennan
"Rubevllle"

McMahon, D A C
(Two to fill)

ROYAL

(ubo)

»

Kelly A Galvln
Leonard A Wlllard
Garclnettl Bros
RIVERSIDE (ubo)

H O H

(ubo)

Arthur De Voy Co
3 Larneds
Barry Nelson & H
Jack Marley

BOULEVARD

ORPHEUM

Bob Mathews
Frank Rae Co
Greenlee ft Drayton
Skipper ft Kastrup
ft
Shaw
23RD ST (ubo)

(Others to

fill)

AMERICAN
Dolly

(loew)

Calame

ft

Dean Co
Andy Lewis Co

Ott Williamson

Lambert ft BrlBcoo
Burke ft Broderlck
Fredericks ft Palmer
Ward ft Curran
Leonore Slmonson
Edward Lynch Co

Belle Rutland
Valdos

Elm

W

City 4

(One

to
'

Marsh

fill)

ft

Lawrence

Dave Rafael
Andrew Kelly
6 Melody Maids
Geo Primrose Dancers
Between Trains
Chuck Relsner
Harms Trio
LINCOLN (loew)

2d half
James ft Johns

Amoros A Mulvey
Chas C Rice Co
Ollfraln

(loew)

The Van Camps
Twins
Vnlnyda A Nuts

Nina Payne Co
Bernle ft Baker
Dufty

Daisy

,

OKEENPOIXT

"Memories"
ft

Frazer Bunec A

H

11

Cunningham A Bennett

Wnrd A Currnn
Howard A Sadler

Fred Rogers
Rob A Robertson
Walters A Moore
Jan Rublni

PoroT'ny S'othern

li

fill)

2d hnlf

Tyler A Sinclair
f'rirlton

LaVelle

(ubo)

Mavilia

Al

Trio

ORPHEUM

Mario

rv,-.

r.roi*

PROSPKCT
2d

half

(ubo)

(2S-1)

Herman

Stan Stanley 3

Qulnn

ft
LafTerty
Oetts Chldlow A

.'t

1st half

2d half

Brltt

Twins

Inness
Congressman Kitty

Smith

ft

Kaufman

WARWICK

(loew)

Jesson A Jesson
Valentine Vox
Paul A Pauline

(One to fill)
2d half
Kimball A Kenneth
(Three to fill)
Albany. N. Y.

PROCTOR'S

Ckattanoosja. Tenn.

RIALTO (ubo)
(Knoxville Split)
1st half

Strength Bros
El Cleve A O'Connor

Regal A Mack

—

Cklcaso

Francetti Sisters
Julia Curtis

LeMalre A Dawson

LYRIC

Types

The Zlras

H

2d half
Pendleton

Chauucey Monroe Co
Jackson A Wahl
Add Hoyfs Mln
Bridgeport. Conn.
POLI'S (ubo)
Mark Linder Co
Maria
Chappelle A Trlbbles

Split)

Resists

1st half

Meehan

Dave Roth

Dogs

h

2d half

"Motor Boating"
"The Haberdashery"
Daniel A Conrad

Ruth Budd

H

Fine A Girls
"Bon Volasje"

Work A Ower

Velta Gould

Atlantic City, N. J.

Hunter Chick

KEITH'S (ubo)
Jos Santley Co

CITY

F V Bowers Co

Ethel McDonougb
Skating Venus

Cincinnati

KEITHS

(ubo)
Harry A Etta Conlcy
01 ga

Wra Wilson Co
Burns A Farau

2d half

(ubo)
Donovan A Lee
Dream Fantasies

Lorculo 5
Finn A Finn
Alva A Partner
Theo A Dandles

Colombia,

D'Armond Co
Ups

A Dorothy
Goelet Harris A M
Buffalo
(SHEA'S (ubo)

Ernie A Ernie

Rooney A Bent
Eddie Ross
Dudley Trio

and

SWAYBELL

LAUGH BROKERS

(ubo)

(ubo)

Co

Al Shayne

"Dream Garden"
Eddie Carr Co
Jahnsleys
Edward Marshall
Nip A Tuck

4

A

(nbc)

Nt-inOU
4

Sour

Flo Randall Co
Hayes A Neal
Jncobs A Sardcll

Gllmour A Romanoff
Dorchester, Mans.

FKLYN PK

El

(ubo)

Cota

(Two

to

M\)

4

•Jd

hnlf

Brcwn A Jackson
Garden Belles
Fall River. Mass.

DeMUt

Fox A Cross
Mario A Trevette

to

ORPHEUM

(5-7)

A Kramer

Hugh Herbert Co
Bovarr Co
Adair A Adelphla
Bee Ho Gray
Pipifax A Panlo
Great Falls, Mont.
(P)

(3-4)

(Same
bill
playing
Anaconda 5)
The Lamplnls
Smith A McGuire
Abrnms ft Johns
"Mimic World"

PALACE

(ubo)

Fine A Girls

"Bon Voyage"
Hunter Chick A

Park

Raptlme Dining Car

Helena, Mont.
(ah-wva)

(2)

playing

bill

Lapo A Benjamin
Ilohoken. N.

(

Hayes A RIvcs

Ruth Budd
"Wonder Act"
Johnson Dean Co

Browning A Dean
(One to

fill)

LYRIC
let

half

ORPHEUM

Nesbltt A Clifford
Milton A De Longs
Vera Berliner

A Wells

Clifford

Dorothy Brenner
H Leach Wallon Co
Callste Cononat
Nat Goodwin

PANTAGES

A F

Carlos Caesaro

Moran

Sisters

KEITH'S (ubo)
(Nashville Split)
1st

Scarploff

half

A Var Vara

Herbert Lloyd Co
Melville A Rule

2d half (..-7)
College Quintette

Turner A Grace
Rons & Asbton

{.".

7

J

Co

J.

N Y Comedy

4

Lewis Mayan

liewport, R.

H

O

E

I.

(ubo)

Toll

Bob Flnley A Dorothy
Diamond A Daugh

Col

Maurice Sparrow

Herman A Shirley
Bowman Bros

H

Girard Co
2d half
O'Donnell A Blair
Robinson A McKlssIrk
Jos E Bernard Co
El Cota
H Girard Co
Isabello
(One to

New

D'Armond Co
fill)

Rochelle, N. Y.

LOEW

Kimball A Kenneth
Rice A Francis

W

Gllgraln

Girls

2d half
Orben A Dixie
Harlsh Bros
(One to fill)
Norfolk, Vs.
(ubo)

(Richmond

Split)
1st half

The Maynards
De Lier A Termln
Walter Weems
Slg Franz Tr
(One to fill)

Yakima. Wash.
(ah-wva)

(1-2)

(Same bill playing
Tacoma 5-7)
Arnold A Page
Gruet Kramer A G

RodwayA^dwards

Mario

(2-4)

(ubo)

2d half (28-30)
Maids Of Music

EMPIRE

Merlden. Conn.
POLI'S (ubo)
hnlf

London, Conn.

LYCEUM

N.

Peerless Potters

Howard

Meehan's Dogs

New

ACADEMY

Mon"
MurshalUottn, la.
CASINO (abc)

2d

Acme Comedy 4
Chappelle A Tribblea

(p)

Bevan Flint Co
Queenle Dunedln
Foley A O'Nell
Harlan Knights Co
Al Golem Tr
HIP (A A H)
Johnson A Wells

Svlvester

(loew)

Sheedy & Holt
Orben A Dixie

2d half

Los Anajelea
(Sunday opening)

Ed

Mnv-t

(One

fill)

Jewelsri te tae Prefeadea

New Havca,

Conn.
BIJOU (ubo)
Raymond Wylle

:.,.-/-

.;

X-

fill)

Ywaxy

Butte 4-7)
Bedford A Gardner
::j:t..;.
Ne.-wi-ll

Shirley

Bowman Bros
(One to

Jobs 971

"Girl In

Nulnlir Moikhij

Herman A

DeAlbert A La France
Norman Bros
2d half

Chns Led ego

Same

2d half

(ubo)

1
HEMMENDINGER" HWJgtF
NEW YORK

E.

Jack Barrett

Jolly Tars

Bedford, Maaa
(ubo)

Leslie Bcrns

Frank Mullane
Johnson Denn Co
Mark Under Co
Haselton. N. Y.

PALACE (ubo)
2d half (28-30)

Tommy Hayden

Amer Beauties
Fern A Davis
Heckman SAC

Chas F Semon
Hooper A Marbury
Benny A Woods
Th« Seebacks

Shelvey Bros
2d half

(Ubo)

2d half (28-80)
Quigley A Fitzgerald
Brenja Fooler Co
Jeanette Martin Co
Kanasawa Japs

New

Gaeter A Waters
Douglas Flint Co
Louisville, Ky.
FNT FRY PK (orph)
(Sunday opening)
Gertrude Barnes

4

If » J,

PALACE

4

Luxanne Dancers

H

A Latham

LIBERTY

Musical Hodges

Van A Schenck

Wood
A Fern
Newsomes

Miller Scott

A Duffy
'The Breakers"
Beatrice Lambert
As It May Be
Five Pandeurs
POLI'S (ubo)
Venlta Gould

Acme Comedy

(ubo)

Rogers A

A

(ubo)

"Flirtation"
Chas Olcott

Newark*

2d half

Tel.

Tom Brown's Rev
Grand Rapids, Mick
RAMONO PK (ubo)

H

(ubo)

BAH
HAM

Flnley
Goelet

Sol

(wva)

PANTAGES

Nashville, TeaunT

Berger

Kelley's Girls

Loaransport, lad.

fill)

Y.

Mae Barker
A McCarthy 8

Reed A Ward

4

Jack Case
Clifton

Ethel

Morley

PASTIME

Dingle

Grand Forks, N. D.

If.

Gladiators

Ed

MUSIC HALL

Barber A Jackson

fill)

Zelaya

COLONIAL

half

(One to

(Louisville Split)
1st half

Lander Bros

(fl-7)

2d

Luette Sisters
4 Entertainers
Moore A Gerald

Nlblo's Birds
Thaloro'3 Circus
Bob Hall

A Monde
Lazar A Dale
Young A Waldron
Potter A Hartwell
Lewlstosu Me.

Garden of Aloha

to

Mo.
(p)

(Sunday opening)
Tuscano Broa

Salle

(wva)

(ubo)

(Sunday Opening)
Wolford's Dogs

Musical Hunters

(2-3)

GRAND

Dunedln Duo

1st half

Mrjsman A Vance
Dnvl3 A Lltt

(Two

Rosener
City,

BIJOU

William, Ont.

Ft.

M

(Chattanooga Split)

fill)

Co

Lillian Steele

the Olmateads

George

N. D.

Larry Crane Co
Grace Sisters
2d half
Virgil LaBlanc
Harry Davis

(Two

GRAND (wva)
June Mills Co

PROCTOR'S (ubo)
Raymond A Caverly

fill)

4 Bards

fill)

Minneapolis

The Breakers

Knoxville, Tenn,

Guy Trio
George A Georgia

Tierney

(Three to

Francis A Ross

"How Happened"
(abc)

A

Scott

The Schmettans

Mt. Vernon*

T A C Breton

PANTAGES

2d half

to

(One to fill)
2d half
Cheyenne Minstrels

Morrell

Kansas

Revue DeVogue
Schwartz A Clifford
Melody 4

GRAND

A

(wra)

Montreal

A Germanus

Butler

(loc»v)

Stewart A Olive
Spiegel A Jones

Fa raw.

PALACE

SOHMER PK

"Spirit of '70"

Muslenl Harvards
.loo Rolley

Diilota
GRAND wv:n
Lorlmer A Thomas
Connors A lluyeh

(abc)

Coyle

BIJOU

Mil

Ziska A Co
Will Stanton Co
Hirchel Hendler
Madge Maltland
Iahlkawa Bros

2d half (5-7)

2d half
Natalie Morgan

Lua A Amellka
Fern A Dnvls
to

APOLLO

Odar A Pals
4 Rennees
(One to fill)
Jersey City. N. J.
Loonard A Wlllard

Vldocq

ft

Inells

(p)

Le Hoen A Dupreece
Weber Beck A F
Bruce Duffett Co
Adler A Arllne
"Texas Round Up"
Detroit

MILES

Warren A Front
"The Honeymoon"
Mayo A Tally
A A O Falls
Janeavllle. Wla.

Jolly Tars

Lawton

2d half

Denver

PANTAGES

Flnl«>y

Julia Arthur

(p)

Sylvester

Morgan A Armstrong
Mosher Hayes A M

PI:ino

2d half

Bay City. Mick.
WB.\0-NA HE 4 CI! PK

PANTAGES

Arthur Edwards Co

Iv.-GUftli

Bob

Edmonton. Can.
Curzon Sisters
Moran ft Welser
Dcvlne ft Williams
Harry Coleman
"Futurcstlc Revue"
Elmlra. N. Y.
Chappelle

Senla * Marl©
Qugllelmo Blsto

Korman

Harvey Trio

(Charleston Split)
1st half

(ubo)

1st half

Joe Roberts

Rodero

TEMPLE
Belle Story
Mme Besson

Hendrlx "Belle Isle Co
(One to fill)
Jacksonville, Fin.

(Sunday Opening)
(Savannah Split)

Wager

ft

A Dolan

ARCADE

Hartford. Conn.

STRAND (ubo)
O'Donnell A Blair
Jos K Bernard Co
4 Cheer

Rome

(ubo)

Davltt A Duvall
Basil A Allen

Belle
2d half

S. C.
ubo)

PASTIME

Wheeler.

Brent Hayea

HIP

"Spirit 7tt"

Isabelle

Cbyo A Chyo

Bennetts

Cleveland

Maurice Sparrow

Roberto

o! Pickles"

•

The Seaburys

Port A DeLaci-y
Homer Linn Co
Bush A Shapiro

"A Case

tubo)

Rogers A Wood
McAvov A Brooks

(loew)

HOWATSON

H

ft

Brockton, Mass.

Williams A Wolfus
Daisy Jean
R A O Dooley
Bennett A Richards
Breman A Powell

Carl Clavton
:!
Dixie Girls

Gulran A Newell

Cycling

M

ENGL18H O H

5 Vlolen Beauties

Doc O'Nell
Mr A Mrs Mel-Burne
Santos A Hayes

Jimmy Shea

(ubo)

(ubo )
McConnell A Austin

Cal Boys Band
Doyle A Dixon

D Shoemaker Co

A

Jewett

(orph)

Dave Mauley

3 Tlvoll Girls
"First Case"

Atlanta, Ga.

HIP

Lawrence Reil.v Cs
John Geiger

MAJESTIC

ReVue De Vogue
ST JAMES (loew)

(ubo)

Wood

Octavia
(Octavla does not go
to Columbia for the
2d half)

Wllla Holt Wakefield
Fox ft Cross
3 Bullowa Girls
(One to fill)
2d half
Booth A Leauder
Stewart ft Olive
Schwartz ft Clifford
Spiegel A Jones
Wllla Holt Wakefield
Melody 4

ft

Van A

XOue

Toney A Norman

(loew)

Trevette

ft

S. C.
(ubo)

Hoey A Smith

DeMUt

Gertie

Mareeno Nevaro ft
Sid Lewis
Sullivan A Meyers

Gertie

(Columbia Split)

Ameta

Noack

Baker A Rogers

Hnrms

ACADEMY

and SAN FRANCISCO
Shaalsy and Furaeaa ("Fifty-Fifty")

Orent Maoklchs
HALSEY (ubo)
2d half (28-30)

K-.il

Musical Christy's

"How Happened"

Eddy Duo
Aus Crclghtons
Baltimore

F;nl:h H Fanner
"Between Trains"
Phns Rnllly

Walter B rower

Charleston,

Professionals' Original Hones

Knnpp A Cornalla
Elgin A Waltham
Hazel Moran
Ed Lee Wrothe Co
Leavltt A Lockwood

Knowles A White
Beatrice Morgan Co
Fvnn« Znhn ft D

Theodore Trio

ft

A

Brooklyn, N. Y.

"Shot Sunrise"
Stewart & Lewis

Boston
KEITH'S (Ubo)
Nan Halperln
Blllle Reeves Co
Browning ft Denny
Ida Brooks Hunt Co

Wyatt's Lassies

K

(loew)

(Birmingham

(Onotoflll)

O'Neill

Housh

(ubo)

Stewart Sisters
(Week July 2)
Florence Moore ft Bro
Bert Fltzglbbons

Chaa Deland Co
Andy Lewis Co
(One to flin

.

A Walmsley

O'Nell

Rice ft Werner
Adeline Frances
J A
De Maco
Llnae's Dancers
BOSTON (ubo)
Jackie ft Blllle
3 Singing Types
Great Howard
Alton ft Allen

Harry Green Co
Island. N. Y. Durkln Girls
HENDERSON'S (ubo) Allen A Francis
Novelty Clintons
Brice A Barr Twins
Jas J Corbett
Helene Jacklcy
American Comedy 4
2d half
Little Hipp Co
"Peacock Alley"
Marguerite Farrell
Mllo
Appollo 3
Dobson A Richards
Arthur Havel Co
Selma Braats
McKay A Ardlne
Stuart Darrow

Diamond A Brcman
Van A Schenck

Dolly A Calame
.Tlramle Llchter
Stewart & Lewis

hooper &

Girls

Dorothy Jardon
ABhley A Allman

2d half

to

A

Oil)

(30-1)

Avery
Brady A Mahoney
The Randalls

(One

to

MORRISON'S

VAC

2d half
DrllKht Stewart

fill)

Roekawsy Beack

B

Housh A LaVelle

7TH AVE

Bettys
(loew)

(udo)

Green Miller A G
"Fashion Shop"

Wallace Galvln
"Naughty Princess"

Harlsh Bros
2d half
Ward ft Shubert
Payne A Nesblt
Valentine Vox
Belle Rutland
(One to fill)

O'Neill
Claire

"Corner Store"

LYCEUM

The Nagflys

Coney

Hal perl

Dorothy
Moore-White A

to

(One

2d half
ft

Wood

N

ft

Hewlns A Roy
Lazier A Thompson

Canton, O.

ANGELES

AVE B (loew)
Payne A Nesblt
(Two

Blrmlnnkam, Ala.
LYRIC (ubo)

CONTINENTAL HOTEL
LOS

Dotson
Cliff

Smith ft Farmer
Memories
Valayda ft Nuts
Burke A Broderlck

Sis

Valerie Sisters

1st half

PALACE

The

2d half

Loney Haskell
Dance Fantasies

2d half (28-30)

(Atlanta Split)

Betting Bettys

Frank Ward
Lambert A Briscoe

Irving

K

(ubo)

Adanac Trio

ft

Sea bury

2d half (28-1)

TOWERS

T

1.1)17

MAJESTIC

Godfrey A Henderson
Camden, N. J.

(loew)

Inness
Dave Rafael

Claire

ft

Martians
2d half

DePeron Trio

Richards

ft

Mask"
ft Thompson

ft

Models
B. St. Loala, I1L
ERBER'S twva)

Stewart's

Abeam Tr

(8-0)

Hume

(p)

Ksne A Herman

3 Keeley'n
Musical Walsh
Sperry A Rae
Clifford Hippie Co

King

v

Calvary

Nelson A Nelson
"Birth of a Rose"

Leon's Ponies

FULTON

LaToy's Models

2d half (28-1)

Ed Howard Co
"Race of Man"

ft

(loew)

Ada White

"Girl in

(loew)

B ft A White
Cunningham ft Ben-

Sidney ft Twonley
Sullivan ft Mason
Chas C Rice Co
Gray ft Boys

Noack
Henry ft Adelaide
Al White Co
Duval ft Simons
Gypsy Songsters

Mumford

(ubo)

Amanda Gray ft Boys
Edward Lynch Co
The Randalls

Manning Feeney

Bessie LaCount
Willie Bros

PANTAGES

Alex Duo

Gypsey Brigands
Hugh Lutgens
The Blondys

Morgan Fields A S
Dan A'Hearn

Klpp A Klppy

(1-3)

Comedy Dogs
Emily Darrell Co
Nalo A Nalo
Alice Nelson Co

Tokayo Troupe

Kaufman
Mus 4

Betting

K

bill

Cft

2d half
Dorothy
Rob ft Robertson

DE KALB

(ah-wva)

only)
'playing
Falls 6-7)

(5th

Moore White ft B
Chas Relliy
Cliff Dean Co
Jan Rublni

DePeron Trio
(One to fill)

ft

ft

BABCOCK
(Same

Van Camps

Leonore Slmonson

Marlon

5TH AVE

N

ft

Dotson

Billy

Smith

Chinese

Moat.

Billing-*,

5 Melody Maids
Andrew Kelly

H

ft

2d half

Seal

Helen Trlx

Sisters

Al White Co
Gypsy Songsters

Marguerite Farrell
Jos L Drowning
Variety De Dance
Caroline White Co
125TH ST (ubo)
2d half (28-1)
Margaret A O 'Gorman

BIJOU (loew)
Theodore Trio
Wood ft Halperln
Howard ft Sadler
Congressman Kitty

nett

(loew)

2d half
Dorothy Sothern 3
Henry ft Adelaide
Manning Feoney ft

half (28-1)

McCormack

Mahoney

ft

DELANCEY

Moss A Frye
LuToy's Models
(One to All)

Eskimo & Seals
John Park" Co
Hardy Bros

ft

Brady

Martians

Ott Williamson

Jack Alfred Co
Dense© A Balrd
Emma Stephens
Sylvia Loyal Co

Bennett

Shirley Sisters
Fredericks ft Palmer
"Shot Sunrise"

Frank Ward

"Mr
Ward A Van

ft

Mask"
Mumford ft Thompson
Marsh A Lawrence

Frazer Dunce

Inquisitive"

Dorian

NATIONAL (loew)
Tyler ft Sinclair
Delight Stewart ft H
Jlmmle Llchter

Shirley

Nora Hayes
Avellng A Lloyd

ft

fill)

2d half
Fred Rogers

Helen Trlx Sis

Travllla

to

"Girl in

"Band box Revue"
Louis A Simon Co
Win J Reilly

I'd

(One

(6-11)
ft Lavere
"Breath of Old Va"
Morris ft Allen
"Movie Girl"
Rio ft Helmar
EMPRESS (ah-wva)

Holmes

Curtis

tive importance of acts nor their program positions.

Dolly

PANT AGES (»>

Grace Pennington
Plquo
(One to fill)
Indianapolis, lad.

G Imlgrants
2d half
Maestro Co

THE CRUISE OF THE DOUGHNUT"
Written by, Copyrighted by and Presented by

BRADY

and

MAHONEY

VARIETY
Fremont Benton Co
Dunbar
Flying Vonua

Richmond, Va.
BIJOU (ubo)

CIH

(Norfolk Split)

t. Lonla
FRST PK (orph)

(6-7)
Ives Farnsworth

(ubo)

(Sunday opening)
Corbett Shep A D
Modesta Workenson
Brongyk's Model
Dunlay 5; Merrill
Montambo A Wells
PARK (wva)
Seabury A Price
Brent Hayes

Leonard

Adamac Trio

Norton Bros
Monte Carlo 6
Dot Kartell
Hajaahl Japs

CantweU A Walker

Catalano A O'Brien
Harvey 3
2d halt

1st half

Oakloa*

PANTAQB8

Jack Onrl
Mabel Harper Co
"Midnight Rollkkors"
Spencer A Williams

(p)

Kleroon Proa
jlyama
Stephen! ft Hollleter
Oleeon ft Johnson
6 Peachee ft Pear

3 Webber Girls

Roanoke* Va.

ROANOKE

HIPP (ah-wva)

Mile Paula

(4-8)
ft Louie
Oarrlty Sisters

Morris Golden

Burke A Burke

PANTAOES

Shattuck A Golden
Reddlngton A Grant

(P)

(5-7)

Klmlwa Paps

Sacramento

Knickerbocker 4
Paul Decker Co
Marconi Bros
Chris Richards
"Phun Phlends"

EMPRESS
Edna

(ubo)

2d half (28-30)

Duo
Dot Hayes Co
Beglcy A Howland

Florenze

Blcknell

Chappelle ft Vldocq
Barl ft Sunshine

Fantlno Troupe
Crouch ft Carr

John A West

Mau.
FEDERAL (ubo)
Salem,

"For Plty'e Sake"
Lorraine

Lua A Airellka

Prltchard

ft

Whitney Fox Co
Qulnn ft Laferty
El Rey 81s

"Spirit 70"

Mails ft Bart
Robins
GRAND (ubo)
Ward ft Ushers
Miss Jean

Mack A Lee

Harry Fern Co
F ft L Bruch
Joe Browning
Herberts Dogs

Wilton Sis
Barber Thatcher Co

HARRIS

F V Bowers Co
Salt Lake

PANTaCES

Roach A McCurdy
"Girl from A'dam"
Harry Sydell

San Dlearo

PANTAOES

Lexer ft
Walker ft 111
Helen Morettl

Melanl 5
Welser ft Keeser

Leddy

Leddy

ft

Pawtveket. R.
SCENIC (ubo)
ft Snow

I.

Kublick
Myles McCarthy
Johnson A Rolllson

Capes
Pete

Pals

ft

Wlchln
Havlland ft Thornton
2d half
Manklchl Co

.

Street

Guy

Bartlett 3
Willy Zimmerman
Stelndel Bros

Paul Poole

Seymour A Williams
Herbert's Seals
Colonial Belles

(ubo)

San Franclnco

Nat Natarro Co
Beaumonte ft Arnold
Lucille

ft

ORPHEUM

(Sunday opening)
Randell A Meyers
El aa Ruby Co

Cockle

Sprague ft McNelce
Parsons ft Erwln
"Corner Store"
Bernard Granville

"Hit the

(abc)

2d half (5-7)

Margaret Ansel

PANTAOES

Orrin Craig Trio
Dot DeSchelle Co
Berqulst Bros

(p)

(Sunday opening)
Abler's Hears
Minnie Allen

Walton ft Brant
Cath Cameron Co
(One to fill)

Fong Choy

A nro

Willie Halo
•

Portland* Ore.

PANTAOES

Trail"

A Meyers
Westony
Asahl Troupe
Lovell A Lovell
Patrlcola

Wm

Poatlae* Mich.

OAKLAND

4 Charles
Alveretta Rego A S
Bernice Sisters
2d half
Cowles A Dustin

Lew FUzgibbons

Plttobunck

DAVIS

(p)

Jerome A Carson
Stoddard A Helms
Freddie James
Anderson's Revue
Ed A Jack Smith
Capt Sorcho Co
HIP (A A II)

Days

Little

Ryan A

Richfield

VICTORY (ah-wva)

(p)

D'Armour ft Douglas
Will A Mary Rogers

(-3)

(Same

bill

playing

Oakland 4-7)

University 4
"Hello Japan"

Van Pere A Van Pere

Alexandria

Walters A Walters
Cloaks A Suits
Leon A Adeline Sis
HIP (A ft II)
(Sunday Opening)
The Balkans
Nelson Sisters

Wm

Shilling

Rambler

Co

HIPP (ah-wva)
(1-4)

Kawana Bros
Selble

ft

Princess

LUlle

Ka

Newport ft 8tlrk
Roy Harrab A Girls

Providence, R.

MAJESTIC

I.

(loew)

Jewett ft Pendleton
Booth A Leander

Chauncey Monroe Co
Jimmy Shea
Jackson A Wabl
Add Hnvt'n Mln
2d half
Marshall A Covert
3 Tlvoll Girls
"First Case"
Julia

"C'CliT.

Wm

(4-5)

Taketa Japs

Rube Brown
(6-7)

Piccolo Midgets

JAN

Olms

p

-

(.

Pu'*""

»-8)

Walmsley & Lclghton
ft West

Janls

Reno. New.
T A D (A A lit
A

Rlpters

Santa Barbara, Cnl.
PORTOLA
(A A II)
r

Curtis

Morrow Co

Garrlty Sisters

Monte Carlo C
Hayaski Japs
Van Perre & Van Pcrre
Walters A Walters
CASINO (A & II)
(Sunday Opening)
Diving Girls
Leon A Adeline
Dot Marshall
Norton nros
Leonard A Louie

LeMalre A Dawson
3 Bullowa Girls

(1-3)
Ives Farnsworth

Sisters

Rambler

(Ono

W

tn

Frank Franc
A LaBlanc

Will Morressey

Girl "lOOO Eyes''

A B

Paul Levan A

Savannah,

(<a.

Jack Polk
World's Comedy 4
Drew' A Wallace
Countess Verona
4 Readings

"Honeymoon

REGENT

(Same

Seattle 5-7)

(ubo)

Richard Brant A

M

Francis P Bent
Lloyd A Whitehouse

Ebs

Douglass Family

Ed A Lew Miller
Olga Mishka Tr
Seattle
(P)

H

A
"Miss Hamlet"
Leila Shaw Co

Howard

Kibel

Swain's Animals
Klotz A Nash
HIPP (ah-wva)
(1-4)

playing
bill
Portland 5-7)
Marie Geraro

(Same

Dae A Neville
Lew Hoffman
Bijou Mln Misses
Roth A Roberts
Radium Models
Spokane, 'Wash.

PANTAOES

(p)

Julian Hall

"Woman"
Lucy

"Wanted— a Wife"
HIPP (ah-wva)
(1-3)

playing
Walla, Wa,

bill

Wnlla
fi-7)

Edwards
The McFarlnnds
Story A Clark
Arthur La Vine Co
Julia

Daisy Harcourt
Roeder's Invention
2d half

Wm

De Mollis Co
Sherwood ft Sherwood

Milne
Nestor ft Sweethearts
Springfield, Man*.
PLAZA (loew;
Harlrquln Trio
Marshall ft Covert
Mclvill

ft

Scott Co
NelT
ft

Svlvia

Hyatt
Kadurns

4

2d half
Louis Oranat
Moore ft Ilnmllton

Woods
(One

>iM.°!'\if

Stockton
STRAND (A A

fill)

Trenton, N.

J.

TAYLOR (ubo)
2d half (28-30)
Arthur Lloyd
Hazel Boyne

Purceila A Ramsey
"Rising Generation"
Little Days 2

Juno Selmo
Troy, N. Y.

PROCTORS

(ubo)

Carmen's Minstrels
John G Sparks Co
Mllo
2d half

Harry Oreen Co
Durkln Girls
Allen

A Francis

Richards

BAM

Ilelene Jackley

Vancouver, B.

PANTAOES

C.

(p)

Proposes"

Stuart

Green McHenry A D
Victoria, D. C.

PANTAOES

ft

the

(ah-wva)

(1-2)

(Same

bill
piaying
N. Ynklma 0-7)
TInrry Wntklns
Gerald & Griffin
Fields Keane A

Abe Silver (Kalmar, Puck & Abrahams) has gone to Tannersville, N. Y.,
for the summer.
in

bankruptcy.

filed

Liabilities,

a petition
$2,498;

no

assets.
c.

Plckey Co
nakor
Irving & Monry
Hollo

The annual convention cf the Midwest Theatrical Managers' Convention
will be held in Chicago, July 16-18.

LolKhtn'T A Alexander

JAN
(One

(One

Clark's Hnwnllans
to All)

fish.

Chuck Reisner is to head the first
road company of "Stop, Look and Liawhich there are expected to

Henry W. Savage discovered Billy
Kent with the Parson's stock in Hartford and immediately engaged him for
the role originated by Billy B. Van in
"Have a Heart" last season.
Healy's Farm at Hartsdale, N. Y.,
has been improved and enlarged since
last season.
The improvements are
inside and outside the restaurant. Additions are a handsomely appointed
ladies' reception room, also a ladies'
bar, with high ahairs ranged before

A petition in bankruptcy has been
filed against the Dcoch and Doris, Inc.,
by creditors including Henry HollandClarence A. Weymouth,
$1,000;
$5,000; Maurice C. Sobcl, $205, and
G. Boag, $8,000.
receiver was appointed by the Supreme Court June 19.
The liabilities are $30,000 and the as-

A

sets $1,000.

Although arrangements were comHerbert Ashley has

W

Cnltes P,ros

Davie leaves this week for hit
at The Elms, Bangor, Me.,
is going to catch

er,

Wnlla Walla, Wanta

Catherine Powell Co

Jeff

vacation

where he thinks he

the railing.

Orpheum,

Rube Drown
Olms

in the Lcrkshires, starting July 9.

first

William Moxon, who manages the
Nashville, is in New York.

Rives

Pcrmnne
Don Robert Co

Ruth Napelbaum, of the Frank A.
Keeney offices, is going to spend a
two weeks' vacation at Camp Greylock,

cent.

instance where both
the films and the alleged dupers were
taken into custody on a criminal charge.
Nathan Burkan, who is handling the
case for the Cardinal Company, is under the belief the criminal charge can
be made to hold and that the final
disposition which will be made will
establish a precedent in cases of this
nature.
The civil action in the case is up for
hearing today (Friday) in the U. S.
Courts.
is

Owens is looking after the house
during his absence.

u hnlgrants

LIBERTY

of

bail of $2,000 each.

Lorlmer A Thomas
Connors ft Huych

Hayes

direction

Charles Nelhas a tour of Chicago lots and
corners lined up for the summer.
son,

Gwendoline Vincent recently obtained a divorce from Edgar Berger,
the equilibrist, at Bridgeport, Conn.
They were known as Berger and Vin-

C.

2d half (3-7)

The American Circus,
W. C. Cunningham and

Upon the wj-it of seizure being granted and the films taken over the U. S.
District Attorney's office pot busy and
issued warrants for the arrest of the
three men who had ordered the duping
done.
Judge Hand held all three in

NOTES.

VJrtlnla, Minn.
LYRIC (wva)

The Dolly Siatera-Fox-Schwartz proposed act for vaudeville will probably
not eventuate through failure of act and
managers to agree upon a salary figure.

plant.

Walter Bates, manager Keeney's,
Newark, is in Atlantic City, while Ray

Miller A Lyle
Gerard's Monkey's

Clark and Hamilton will take up the
canceled Eva Tanguay time in the
Coast Orpheums, the two-act opening
at San Francisco, July 8.

ten," of
be three.

(p;

"Magazine Girls"
Ed Dlondell Co

Piccolo Midgets

to nil)

Brothers in Richfield, N. J., where a
negative was made from the positive.
Later the duped negative was developed at the Crystal Studios and one
print made from it.
Judge Mayeu
granted the Cardinal Company a writ
of seizure and the films were taken over
by two U. S. Marshals at the Crystal

Gillespie Girls

Pnul

II)

final disposition will

Dr. A. Goetzl leaves for Los Angeles
Saturday to complete the score for the
production of "The Full Honeymoon,"
which Oliver Morosco is to produce.

session of a copy of the feature and
sent it to the laboratory of Grundy

This

Dobson A Richards
Selma Rraatz

Washington, IT.
KEITH S i«l'"J

r?

to nil)

(D

(loew)

Kay A Belle
Raymond
Belle A Mayo
Chisholm A Breen
O'Neill A GallaRher

"Women

Lucler H

(Snmo

YONGB

when

a civil action against the trio named,

Will Morris
"Mr Detective"

The Gasfolgnes

•

charging infringement of copyright,
claiming that the defendants had in
some unknown manner obtained pos-

Kaufman A Lillian
Bud Snvder Co

(One to

John
Hoadk-y Larue Co
Whitney & Wilson

fill)

be made of the cases.
Some time ago the Cardinal Film Co.,
owners of "Joan the Woman," started

Long Tack Sam Co

2d half
Stone

owing to some difference of opinion regarding the scenery required.

Blndella Patterson
2d half
Betty Bond
Reed A Wright Girls

(Three to

plan for

Washington, has been called

off,

Woman."
The arrests of Fred Beck and Leo
Singer were made one day last week
until July 3,

Geo Wilson
Garden of Mirth

Scranton, Pn*

The Paul Dickey sketch run
Keith's,

Ed Dowllng
Ward A Cullen

Pals

and the following day Weiss gave himThe hearing was adjourned
self up.

Scalo

Novelty Clintons

PANTAOES

playing

Toronto
HIP (ubo)

Eyes"

The Brads

Wm

(ah-wva)

bill

Musical Bluebirds

2d half
Clara Howard
Allen A Francis

POMS

isle"

Chadwick A Taylor
Robey Trio

Dupree A Dupree
Girl "1000

(P)

Co
Ed F Reynard Co
Dorothy Vaughn

Louis London
Fred Zobedle Co

D

Y.

(ubo)

ted States Commissioner Hitchcock in
the Federal Buliding there was a hearing in the cases of Fred Beck, Louis
Weiss and Leo Singer, who were arrested by United States marshals on
the charge of knowingly infringing the
copyright laws by duping one of the
copies of the feature film "Joan the

4 Old Veterans

Alex McFayden

A

If.

DUPERS BEFORE AUTHORITIES.
On Wednesday morning before Uni-

Taeoaaa

(ubc)

Yoakere,

PROCTOR'S

Tennessee Ten
Spencer Charters Co

Worceater, Maaa.
POLI'S (ubo)
"As It May Be"
Murphy A Barry
Frank Mullane

Larneds

Sebastian Merrill Co
2d half
Duncan A Holt

Elklns Fay

Peto

The Cape theatre at Portland, Me.,
a summer resort, has dancing on its
porches to the music of a jazz band.
The theatre is playing pictures.

Liberty Belles
Yates A Carson

Wlchln

8treet

A Vldolj

Alberto
Mile Blanca

PROCTORS

I.

Capes A Snow

Morgan
Garden Belles
Brown A Jackson
2d half
Hoi den A Graham

Dan A'Hearn

A Wilson
Ishlkawa Bros
(One to fill)
Schenectady, N. Y.

2d half
Arthur Edwards Co
Wonder Act
Buddy Doyle

Aloha

Natalie

PANTAOES

(wva)

Five Pandeurs

Stelndel Bros
2d half

fill)

Hoadlcy La Rue Co

Patrlcola
to All)

of

Nat Mortan, not Ed. Morton, has
signed with Blutch Cooper's "Army and
Navy Girls" burlesque show for next
season.

(ubo)

Ed Howard Co

Woonaocket. R.
BIJOU (ubo)
Manklchl Co
Mack A Lee

Dupree A Dupre
Paul Levan A D
Alex Mac Fayden

4

(111)

BIJOU (ubo)
(Jacksonville Split)
1st half

(ubo)

Victoria 4

Vlrnil

(Two

Garden

2d half
Carmen's Minstrels
John G Sparks Co

Chappelle

Gilbert

(p)

Azard Bros

(ubo)

(abc)

Morgan, Fields A 8
Moore Gardner A R

2d half
Burlington 4

Conrad
O'Connor

Clayton

HIPP

to

PLACA

A Kramer

Mossman A Vance
Davis A Lltt

Burt Johnson Co
Clara Howard
The Brads
Witt A Winter

(Two

Raymond Wylio

Jack Case
Tom Brown's Rev
2d half

R

CRESCENT (ubo)
Johnson Bros A J

The Larneds
Odonne
Catelano A O'Brien
St. Pan!

PALACE

A Fern

Dingle

(wva)

(2-4)

Eller's Novelty

KEITH'S (ubo)
Ray Samuels

TEMPLE

Belle

SKYDOMB

Arthur Lloyd
Senla A Mario
Gugllelmo Slsto

Syracnae, N. Y.

Gallarlni Sisters
Fields A Wells
Van Cello Co
2d half

Witching Witches

Philadelphia

.

Co

Illes*

Noble A Brooks
Musical Lunds
Pauline Saxon
Mennettl A Sldelll
2d half

3 Keeleys
Clifton

Mine Marlon
Moore Gardner A
Merlan's Dogs

Mendel Cacscr A G
Wood's Animals
SHENANDOAH (wva)
Kipp Kippy
Mendel Capscr A O
2d half
Geo Nagahara

Van A

fill)

Resists

Kane A Wagner

Van

Blanche LeDuc Co

FasMile, N. J.

PLAYHOUSE

(ah-wva)

to

bcrts.

O'Connor A Dixon
(On* to ftll>
STRAND (wva)

2d half

Cello
Sullivan A Meyers

5 Nelsons
2d half
Art Impressions
Rich A Lenore

Offdem

5 Vlolen Beauties

Park A Latham
Shelvey Bros

2d half

A Atwood

Claire

fwva)
Barber A Jackson

All of the shows sent on the road by
the Weber & Anderson offices next season are being booked through the Shu-

A Duffy

Inglls

(p)

Venetian Gypsies
Edna Keeley

PALACE

Co

Bell Barclius

PANTAOES

dk^±saas9bti»bB

"The Breakers"

mine**

W

A
A Zelda
Woe. Morrow Co
Superior, Wla.
Del Velda

(Two

19

m

Professor Reese, of Omaha, has written a co«nic opera, entitled "Sylvester,"
for Broadway production next season.

pleted for the opening of a revue by
E. G. Woods, at the Peninsula Hotel,
San Mateo, the authorities did not approve of the idea, a:?d instead Woods
has taken his newly formed organizax
tion to Levy's, Los Angeles, where he
opens July 2. Evelyn Carvell, Marie
Bond. Bobbie Robinson, Lucille Morrow, Belmonte Sisters and Helene
Wood, Ruth Stcinwall, Betty Moore,
Hilda Hcigle are in the company.

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

20

NEW ACTS NEXT WEEK
!?it:e! Pr^entafcinnj, F».r»t

Appear****

or R«*pp«»ranc« in or Around

Lew

and Sara Kouns, Palace.
Ban Sisters, Hender-

Brice and

son's.

Louis A. Simon and Co., Royal.

Hassard Short and Co.

(3).

Fa:dc:.l *>laylet.
19 Mins.; Interior (Special Setting).
Fifth Avenue.
...
Hassard Short, a well known English
actor, who has been appearing in $2
shows in America for a number of
.

.

"juvenile-heavy
in
usually
years,
roles, is having a "try" at vaudeville, in
a farcical playlet, the ultimate suc-

cess of which is questionable. He plays
a young man in love for years with a
woman who, at the time the story
opens, has been married for five months
and still loves her husband. He calls

on her in deep mourning, explaining
he sorrows for her unrequited affection a sort of travesty on the tertium quid or eternal triangle situation— "It's awful, being faithful to another man's wife." The happily married woman says: "Be mine, body and
soul for a month" and explains that
for the said 30 days she will place him
in the custody of a nurse, a chorus
girl friend of her husband, with the

—

idea that he will learn to love the footlight female and thus be cured of his
'She gives him a couple
infatuation.
of "Ruby Ray" cocktails, sends him to
Havdress up and return at once.
ing thus arranged matters she phones
hubby to come home at once and to

bring the chorus maiden. Enter young
matron accompanied by her shy young
daughter just taken from a convent and
who is not allowed to utter a word or

New

York. Misto even see anything in
tress of house and matron go shopping
for a few moments and leave the girl
Enter Short, jauntily attired,
alone.
mistakes young girl for the chorus
drink more "Ruby Ray"
stuff, both get lit up and he is embracing the girl as the matron returns.
She promptly faints, it is explained
she is a prohibitionist, they give her
some "Ruby Ray" to bring her to, and
For a finish
she whoops things up.
Short carries off the girl to a minister,
taking along the liquor shaker to give
Really little
the churchman a "kick."

girl,

they

and would probably
it,
were not for the excellent
edy acting of the star.
to
it

fall

flat

light

if

com-

Join.

If

the

~":

well-wishes

of

friends,

plaudits of the Palace audience

the

Mon-

day night and the floral tributes that
covered one-half the stage may be accepted as a criterion in any sense of
the word then the newly-formed vaudeville partnership of Jack Norworth and
Lillian Lorraine is established beyond
any further resume. Their "names" will
help them hit a nice stride before anything else.
Although Mr. Norworth

was the

to appear, conventionally
attired in formal male raiment that included the silk hat and cane, and sang
one of the Norworth style of songs,
She Wants to Marry Me," until there
was an interruption off stage, a shout of
"Go on, get out of here," and Miss Lorraine was shunted into view in an outlit
that had them all guessing as
whether it was the invariably handfirst

somely gowned, bejeweled
hauled

Lillian,

she

down applause

done credit

that would have
to the return of a vicgeneral.
Miss Lorraine,

torious army
shabbily dressed

as

a theatre scrub-

woman, almost washed

half the foot-

light trench before the applause aubsided and Jack stopped his song to
query her as to her "butting in." Then
came conversation that gave Miss Lorraine a chance to use a little brogue
and Norworth some saucy replies. He
then made an exit, leaving his partner

to

offer

a characteristic rendition of
to myself, sez I."
Then Norworth did "Ten Little Fingers," with
the usual lyrical twist getting the returns. Miss Lorraine returned, dressed
up in a bright, attractive creation, showing a stage appearance that made her
look like a million dollars.
She and
Jack went through a crossfire chat-

"Sez

I

about marriage which meant noth-

ter

ing in particular but gave the audience,
especially the women, a chance to size
up the splendidiferous-looking outfit of
Lillian's.
It was the only wardrobe
lash" Miss Lorraine made as she rereturned for the last section of- the
act in a country-girl outfit that offered
an opportunity for Miss Lorraine and
lack to do a "Rube bit," with Norworth wearing a wig, boobish suit and
shoes to match.
Just prior to this

change they had sung "Meet Me in
Orange Blossom Time, Dearie," which
not only has the swing but is one of
the hits of the turn. While Miss Lorraine was changing Norworth used one
of his old standbys, "We've Got to Put
T

"Lady Movie" and

"Intelligence."

Trained Dogs.
7

The rube number was "Some
When the Wedding

Sunday Morning

Two

beautiful collie dogs, worked
by a man with a fine appearance who
He claims the
speaks good Knglish.
canines do not work on cues but acAn
tually understand what he says.
effective routine is gone through with
In
the man merely talking to them.
spite of the good work and the brevity
of the act, it seemed to progress too
/'>/«.
slowly.

Holona Hawaiians
Hawaiian Act.

p With It," embodying some new
verses that were timely and appreL

ciated.

Mins.; Full Stage.

City.

(6).

20 Mins.; Full Stage.
City.

Four male and two female Hawaiians.
Open with all singing and playing,
with one woman singing a couple of
solos in Knglish, very indifferently;
they all play and sing, employing their
native musical instruments, one woman
docs a couple of wriggle dances, and
so on.
No exceptional merit to the
act and no longer a novelty; hence
Join.
small time material.
Frances Starr, notwithstanding picture engagements, will appear in a new
play next fall under the management of
•David lUdasco, who has Miss Starr under contract for the speaking stage.

Chime," put across with big effect.
Miss Lorraine and Norworth harmonize nicely together. Lillian's voice
is of sufficient requisites .to make her a
worthy partner to a stage worker like
N'orworth.
She looks well, is trying
to be as unaffected, and is not out apparently to try and outdo the fashionplates with a dozen or more changes of
gowns. Norworth is minus his moustache, seems to be worried over his
weight, and the trousers of his evening clothes seemed a trifle too long.
Hells

N'orworth's talk is for the most part
insane and aimless, seemingly used to
permit them to draw full breaths in
order to swing into double numbers.
Further working and the use of the
pruning fork on the patter will make

Norworth-Lorraine combination
worth while in any vaudeville section.
James Byrne works at the piano and
docs it well. He also has a little talking "bit" with Miss Lorraine that helps
the

kill

Mark.

time.

James

Armstrong

going to take
J.
in the Elks' grand lodge convention in
Boston week after next as a vacation.
Jim has been a g. 1. member for 25
years.

"Crumbs" (3).
Comedy-Drama.
13 Mins.; Full Stage (8*teHor).

"Crumbs"

to hangings).
Palace.

N«w York
Nellie

Jack Norworth and Lillian Lorraine.
Songs And Talk.
.30 Mini.; Four (Oriental-designed grot-

is

is

Ruth

by

some

excellent contributions in vaudeplaylets,

ville

Comfort

who has made

Mitchell, an authoress

among which "Crumbs"

never will be mentioned. Miss Mitchell has written a pretty skit and one
possibly that two players of extraordinary talent, both exactly suitable for
the roles of a young, mushy married
couple, could do something with on a
vaudeville stage, but then the expensiveness of those two in salary would
raise the price of the act far

what

beyond

Alit could possibly be worth.
however, mayhaps Miss Mitchell

beit,

in the writing the mammy
That
the principal role.
indicated by the prominence of
the character, but if so, it would call
upon a May Irwin in blackface to make
"Crumbs" is
the mammy stand up.
the name of it in lieu of anything else
park scene
that could be thought of.
It contains birds in the
is the plot.
mammy
the
that
about
a
bench
trees
seats herself upon, to eat a lunch she
The birds
has carried in a basket.
says there
about twitter, but
will be no crumbs left. The birds keep
on twittering though, according to
cues, and threaten to wake up two
young people who have fallen asleep on
the same bench. Each came there one
First was
did.
at a time, after
the young wife, a forlorn thing who
how
troubles,
her family
told
her husband had gone out the night before and slammed the door, saying he
would never return. She told
her family history and then asked
why she had done so.
couldn't reason it out, neither could
told the young
the audience.
wife to go to sleep, after the girl had
taken the slightest bite of a cracker
from the basket and said it was the
best meal she had ever eaten. With the
pantomimically
girl asleep and
asking the birds to stop twittering,
along came a despondent young man.
guessed
It was the husband.
it as she covered the head of his wife
with her shawl. She told the young
man to sit down and read his fortune
from the palm of his hand, telling infamily history that paralyzed
side
him. Then the husband dozed off, and
started to vamp, she awakas
ened the wife, who took a look at the
husband, woke him up, they both

believed

would be

much

is

A

Grohs, King and Co. (1).
Dances.
13 Mins.: One (2); Full (3); Three f3);

One (2); Full (3); (Special).
Jefferson.
About as much scenery as dancing to
this turn, which is being presented by
a trio of clever dancers. The act looks
like read big time material that needs
but the slightest shaping up. The opening in "one," before a pretty drop, is
an introduction of the trio, a medley of
old southern airs being played for the
stepping. After the drop lifts a pretty
full stage set is disclosed, which is a
combination of Japanese and Chinese
in its art.
Here Grohs and the girl
who forms the company do a pretty
waltz followed by a fast number in
Chinese costume.
Then the drop in
"three" comes down and Miss King,
in a very pretty effect ballet costume
offers some toe work, which won ap-

which a still different drop
"one" is lowered and the "company
does an Indian number, while the stage
is being set for an Indian village scene
in which a slight pantomimic dance

plause, after
in

A

Mammy

triangular
offering is presented.
story forms the basis. The two squaws
both want the brave and Miss King,
as the better dancer of the two, wins
him. The latter's work in this section
brought frequent applause. The finish
with the brave walking off with the
dancer across his shoulder is artistic
and legitimate, but does not tend to
bring the strongest applause results,

Mammy

the act stopped with Miss King's final
dancing. As a matter of fact, the walking off with her might be utilized for
the first curtain on the applause and
this would simply add in applause value.
With a little shaping the act will be
there.
Even as it stands now it is a
Fred.
corking scenic flash.

Mammy

Mammy

Mammy
Mammy

Mammy

Mammy

Mammy

1

Mammy

they were not angry at one
another, and got into a moving picture
"Pretty"
hug pose for the finale.
sketches unless more nicely done than
"Crumbs" has been, belong rather to
amateur performances than the profesSketches need, if anysional stage.
One of the latter can
thing, virility.
get over when a dozen "sweet" play-

agreed

down. And in "Crumbs"
none of the three principals lends any
The young man might if
assistance.
Sime.
he had more opportunity.
lets will fall

Sidney Falke.
Songs.
13 Mins.; One.
American Roof.

Shirley Sisters.

Songs and Dances.
12 Mini.; One.
Two good looking

girls who simply
need material of the proper sort and a
rearrangement of routine to make them
well worth while. They appear, from
their manner of working and some of
the numbers to have dropped into
vaudeville from cabaret, where they
may have led numbers. The smaller of
the girls has a pretty little voice, while
the taller may have a comedy streak
that can be developed.
There were

slight flashes of it in some of the
that she is doing at present. The

work

team
open with a double number, with the
taller sister

Then

following

the smaller sings

it

with a dance.

"I'll

Be True

to

the Red, White and Blue" and gets it
over nicely. But it is a double number,
"When Those Sweet Hawaiian Babies
Roll Their Eyes," that gives the best
line on what the girls are capable of doing.

More

of this sort of material

and

perhaps a little double dancing number
to close with would be about the speed
for the duo, then with work it is only
a question of them filling an early spot
Fred.
on the better bills.

Holland and

Pelltier.

Comedy and Songs.

Ever since Ziegfeld's "Midnight Frolopened, Sidney Falke was a member of the male quartet that had one
table to itself on the Amsterdam Roof
and whose voices were required to bolster up the singing volume of the Ziegfeld chorus girls, always engaged for
their looks only.
Now Mr. Falke has
left the Roof to become a single on
ic"

the small time.

which would have been bestowed had

He

is

singing a couple

of numbers from the "Frolic" revues
and winding up with classical airs, ex-

plaining to the audience the story of
"Fagliacci."
That's educational for
small time.
Mr. Falke may do as a
single but not in the next to closing
spot, where he was on the American
bill, in the regular big small time season.
His voice is in his favor. Sime.

15 Mins.; One.
23rd Street.

A

male

team,

both

possessed

of

voices, presenting an act that contains
songs and some comedy. Starts rather

slowly with the songs, but speeds up
and following the comedy, plays for
kind applause with a patriotic
finish
that should keep it working on the
small time. The team has adopted the
preacher costume that J09. L. Browning has been employing, but the bass
starts that portion off with a burlesque
sermon. There are certain direct references to sections of the Bible that
might cause offense in certain localities and the team should be careful
as to their usage of this material.

The

Chauncey Olcott impersonation by the
tenor was an applause winner and the

men

sing very well together.

Fred.

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK
Albertim Batch and Co.

(9).

Ballet
IS lfins.; Full Stage (Curtain).

Henderson's.
Plain straightforward ballet dancing
comprises this newest act of Alber-

There is no finery, in
tina Rasch's.
clothes or setting, the latter being a
solid purple curtain against which the
white or other colored costumes of
the
nicely
blend.
Condancers
stantin Kobeleff is the male dancer of
the group, with eight coryphees furnishing the background. Mile. Rasch
does several solo numbers, and some
with Kobeleff, who has his piroutting
moments by himself as well, while the
girls are given one number, a Mercier
"Pizzicato
that they execute gracefully.

Rasch's "L'Americaine" (on her

toes to ragtime) was the ginger of the
turn and a colorful finale gave a finish;
that brought several curtain calls at
Henderson's Tuesday evening.
It's
rather interesting, is this straight ballet
dancing, after all the frills, flounces
and flops of other "classical dancing"
acts, not to mention the bareness,
which is gratefully absent from the
Rasch turn. If the Rasch act gets over,
it gets over on its merit, and does not
depend upon nudity in the slightest
way—or form. The principal is a bal-

who knows

her ballet work, and
enjoyably, apparently to herself and surely to an audience. Straight
ballet dancing to those who want to
"uplift" the American mind to accept
that style could hardly find a more worthy exponent of the art than the present Albertina Rasch act.
If it is not
brilliant nor flashy or nude, it is ballet
dancing, good, solid ballet dancing, that
never causes a guess of how far the
underdressing goes, and should travel
the circuits as an example of what
"classical dancing" is really like, for
vaudeville hasn't found that out yet.
To vaudeville "classical dancing" is a
matter of clothes—how little clothes.
Sime.
lerina

does

it,

LaBelle and Lillian.
Violin and Banjo.
12 Mins.;

One.

Albert Haynes and His Allies (8).
"Follow the Flag" (Musical Comedy).
25 Mins.; Dull Stage (Special Set).

American Roof.

The scene

West Point, with an
for his nephew, very
in the first part of the skit like
a big time act of some years ago. The
finale appears to have been rewritten
for current times, to make it patriotic.
Four principals and five chorus girls
are in the act. Perhaps six choristers
are regularly engaged.
Of the principals one is the nephew, and comedian,
having no trouble in the present company to stand out. The other distinguishing feature is the frock-coated
dress of the uncle.
It
looked as
though it may have been used for a
banker in a moving picture in its time.
There are two or three numbers, but
nothing worth while in the act. If the
small time can use it in the summer,
some small time may be able to use it
at other times.
There's certainly no
value for the salary the act likely must
"cure.
sime.
is

looking

much

Max Ford

and

Hetty Urma, who
topped the bill at the Alhambra, Paris
and June 4 opened at the VictoriaI dlace, London,
have been "doing their
bit" by selling their photos and
sending the money to the boys at the front.
Miss Urma received word her brother
age 27, in service two years, had been
killed in battle

May

12 Mins.;

(1).

6.

FuU Stage

(Special Cyc).

City.

Evidently a turn "breaking in" for a
at the two-a-day.
A beautiful

try

cyclorama drop covers the stage. With
special music conducted by their own
leader they do three dances. By "they"
is meant a very fine premiere danseuse
and her male assistant, who does "lifts"
for her and makes himself otherwise
useful.
During the costume changes
the leader turns to the audience and
does fiddle solos. This form of "holding the stage" is obsolete. First number is in the dress of a premiere ballerina, with the man "holding" and
"lifting," while Miss Mishka pirouetted
on her toes; second, an old fashioned
Minuet, she in hoopskirt, he in powdered wig and its accompanying makeup; third acrobatic ballroom dancing,
during which she kicks the back of her
head and does some corking back
bends. Very graceful and classy, but

unaccompanied by sensational booming
the act. even when properly routined
hardly worth while for present day
big time vaudeville.
Jolo.
is

Arthur Edwards and Co.

(3).

"Neglect" (Playlet).
16 Mine.; Interior.
Fifth Avenue.
Another "Morality" playlet, done in
the form of a dream, with no attempt
to conceal that it is a dream.
It begins

somewhat

after the old-fashioned
of introducing the characters.
The leading character enters in "one,"
followed by a colored servant and the
two other characters enter down the
aisle.
In a sort of blank verse address he announces the name of the
sketch and hopes it will meet with approval. Then the curtain rises and the
?>lay begins.
He has been in the
style

amily all his life and hence enjoys
more freedom than modern domestic
help. As such he upbraids his master,
for having turned out his wife and
develops the master has written a book entitled "Neglect," and is
obsessed with ambition, to the exclusion of everything, even his family.
Master goes to sleep and an allegorical personage appears, clad in a black
cloak with a white satin lining.
He
is "Conscience," and by showing the
master, in a vision, his daughter, grown
child.

23rd Street
Quite evident the girl who plays the
banjo is of the former Carmen Sisters.
She has as a partner a girl playing the
violin.
The two are presenting a fair
small time turn. The biggest thing in
it is the medley of three popular songs,
played by both, used for a closing number.
The violinist is a pretty big girl
to be wearing little frilled panties as
she does for finish of the act. Fred.

uncle

Olga Miahka and Co.
Dancing.

It

to womanhood, on trial for murder and
pronounced guilty of having murdered
a man who had wronged her under
promise of marriage, and other things
that might befall his family without

the parental protection, explaining that
her fate is the fate of all children of
neglect, brings him to a realization of
the situation. Master awakes and servant brings in the wife and the couple
fall into each other's arms as the servant utters the tag line "halleluiah."
The main fault would seem to be that
the whole thing is so obviously a
dream. The servant role is particularly
well characterized, with the other three
parts
rather
theatrically
enacted,
Hardly strong enough to qualify for
the best vaudeville houses.
Jolo.

"Congressman Kitty"
Comedy-Drama.
American Roof.

A

Charles Smith three-people playlet
J. Beaman, with a political
story set in Washington, that will be
a desirable turn on small time because
it has dialogue and twists
small time
audiences like. The player of the U. S.
Senator role stands out so far beyond
the others the congressman of the picture is lost by comparison, although the
girl parading as a "Congressman"
did
well in spots.
Sime.

by Fred

theatre at Riverton
Park, Me., near Portland, opened this
week with Leffler & Bratton's "Roaming for Romance," musical. It is a railroad park, booked by J. VV. Gorman, of

Boston.

air

Eary and Eary>

and Howtand.

Musical Comedy.
16 Mine.; Full Stage (Special Set).
23rd Street.
A prima donna and tenor from the
musical comedy ranks are presenting
a little musical piece for two people
with the principal characters a Phillipine Island princess and an American
naval officer.
There is a special set,
an exterior showing a harbor in the
distance and in the foreground a representation of the

home

of the princess,

which permits her to sing the opening
number from a window. Then enters
the lieutenant and in a brogue asks her
to marry. This officer slips in and out
of his brogue much easier than he
does his uniform, judging from his
girth about the midriff, taking all sorts
of liberties with the character that he
out to portray.
After a little
talk, during which he sends the princess off to change her shoes (afterwards she comes back without having
done so), he delivers a song displaying a rather fair voice. The girl having changed her costume (but not her
shoes), returns for a double scene and
number that ends big, but as she has
another dress to wear, the act must
continue a few minutes longer, which
happens to be just too long. In the
meantime the tenor does a recitation,
one that bears evidence it was written
before we went into the war, although
there has been just as evident an attempt to rewrite it in spots to fit the
present situation.
It
is
all
wrong,,
however. With the return of the girl
there is another double number which
lets the act get away just nicely, but
starts

that is all.
Had the team finished on
the first double it would have fared
much better.
Fred.

Charles

Horn and Co.

Comedy

13 Mins.; Interior.
City.

opens with man taking a
Bell rings, butler not around,
so he opens door and admits veiled
woman, who explains her auto has
broken down; that she is seeking Mr.
Rogers' house, etc. Man says this is
Rogers' house, but he won't see any
females as he is a woman-hating
bachelor.
She says she has a young
lady outside and must see Rogers on
business.
Goes out to fetch other
Sketch

drink.

woman.

Enter Rogers and when situa-

explained to him he flies in a
see them, etc.
The first
man is Rogers' guest— has been there
for weeks, moping because his wife had
left him.
He goes off and leaves
Rogers to meet the two women. Veiled
one asks him to donate to an old maid's
home or something of that sort, while
the younger one whines about the loss
of her husband.
A lot of horseplay
and when the other man returns it is,
of course, his dear little wifey they
tion

rage

is

—won't

embrace; Rogers

—

is

still

grouchy and

develops he quarrelled with his fiance
15 years previously; the other woman
raises her veil and
ta ra
it is his longmissed fiance, and they all embrace.
Small time stuff, well played.
Jolo.
it

—

Mazino Japs.

—

(3).

8 Mins.; Full Stage.
American Roof.
Some spinning of a top, and perch
work by a young Jap girl makes up the
rather light one for three people,
although the man is the entire turn.
There will have to be more to the act
before it can open bills of the American's grade. The present best point is
the dressing, including the costumes
worn by the women.
Sime.
act, a

The Prospect and Flatbush theatres,
booked by the B S. Moss' oftVcs, will
close

summer

Saturday.
A
he built on the Flatbush and Prospect theatres, while some
noticeable changes will be made on
the fronts of both the Jefferson and

new

for the
front will

Hamilton

this

summer.

Gymnasts.
5 Mins.; Full Stage.

American Roof,
Eary and Eary do new stunts with
rings, and in getting in and out of
them, do not leave the impression of
This couple work very
fast, how fast can only be appreciated
after they are seen.
For one moment
there is some talk and that should go
out, even though it is to stall for breath
or time. Some years ago contortionists
wriggled through a ring and
thought it a very good trick.
The
cgntortionists.

Earys

(billed as Europeans) do that
singly and doubly, and once doubly
with a very small ring, seemingly impossible for both to get through in

a standing position. At times it suggested there was a terrific strain upon
the rather good looking young woman,
while her male partner pushed the ring
which had them locked in, from their
necks to their feet. If this turn doesn't
find time in vaudeville, for it would be
a. good opening act on big time bills, it
should try a cabaret floor.
On the
American bill Monday night and closing the performance, it was the only
turn of the program that had any novelty.
Sime.

Three Larneds.

Comedy

Cycle.

8 Mint.; Full Stage.
The Three Larneds are composed of
two cycle comedians and a youthful,
pretty girl of a figure she thinks much
of, the girl displaying it in a black union
suit at
the
finish.
While the two
other cyclers are made up for comedy,
but one tries for it, and he does most
of his laugh-provocative stunts in the
Joe Jackson way.
About the only
thing the comedians had
the comedy bicycle line that belonged to them
was the undersized tandem they both
rode. The girl, beside) being a straight
rider, is also a trick rider, and it is the
who can carry the act along rather
than the men, one of the latter being
superfluous. This act should be worth
as much with two people, and the comedian might be doing his work on the
stage at the same time the girl is
riding there,
having both in sight
nearly all the time. That would make
it a little different from this common
usage of having people in cycle turns
doing singles all the time. And the
young woman should have a robe handy to cover up the union suit when
taking bows. The union suit raav be
all right a-wheel but it isn't considered
recherche in variety bike circles to
display it on the ground, even if the
figure is worth looking at a long time.
For an opening turn the Larneds ought
to do.
Sime.

m

(3).

Playlet.

(3).

16 Mins.; Five (Office).

Tne 0P«n

Carlita
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•RIGHTON THEATRE.
Despite the weather reversal Tuesday night
the Brighton held Hose to a capacity attendance, the lower Hour Itsolf having hut a few
vacant scats In evidence, while the upper
nectlon was exceptionally well dressed.
And
the show seemed particularly arranged for
the beach house, with comedy predominating
and song running a close second.
The bill ran a trifle late, due perhaps to the
late curtain, which seems essential at the
beach, where the patrons keep coming In
until well after nine o'clock.
The new B.
K. T. tranaportatlon facilities materially help
conditions at the theatre, where a talking act
now has an even chance since the elevated
structuro has eliminated the noise of trains.

The program In headed by Florence and
Frank Moore, closing the first part with their
combination of song and comedy. The superfluous matter has boon droppod and the routine is now down to a fine working order,
with every comedy point finding Its way to
a laugh and every member gathering the expected return*.
Frank Moore has apparently

become accustomed to his sinter's style of
delivery, and Is never caught off guard with
her familiar extemporaneotiH points.
The
couple work together In fine shnpe and the
house awarded them with sufficient returns to
Justify the billing and position.
Firry opened with hi?, routine of rbarnrter
.'"fintoninr.n.
dc>ln< ho.-iim «-T.-f*I ••n t twists on
ho pedestal.
As a character contortionist
Ferry stand alono, and In addition to his
ability
supplies
the
nocossary atmosphere
through scenic construction to provide an excellent bit of entertainment.
Flernard and Janls were second, and greeted
with a reception. A section of the orchestra
'.

•

"
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SHOW REVIEWS

I-.I

had apparently come to sea them particularly,
and tbiH group alone guaranteed their jucliut lieruard and Jania have a corking
ceHB.
good specialty, winding up with a dance that
They
ttifin away from the beaten path.

takes
at

art

but

nlowiy,

this

going they had
Harold DuKane and
little

Iw

uusvoldabie.

Once

trouble.
Co. ahow

a decided Improvement alnce laat reviewed hereaboute,
the Improvement being particularly noticeable
It'a aomewhat different from
in the dancing.
the average modern dancing turn, and the

DuKane
novel aide ahould carry It through.
graceful and baa perfected a good reperan equal

la

toire of dancca with both glrle doing
abare to bring It through.
vii

,,

B
Raub
.

The Volunteera were a tinging hit, Al
Introducing a rather distinctive brand of
The harthat helpa Immeaaurably.
mony la perfect, and thla quartet have swnalbly aelected a bunch of aonga that fit. The>*
took four bowa and might have added another

comedy

encore.

After lntermlaalon Frank Crummlt acored
Impressively with aonga and stories, doting
Ibla
with a medley of old time numbers.
eould be replaced by a modern ditty, although
roupresent
the
from
laugba
some
he pulls
Crummlt baa peraonallty. a splendid detine.
Jlvery and a good voice. Charles Withers and
Co. In "For Pltya Sake" worked to conthe pantomimic effort* of
laughs,
tinual
Withers connecting at every angle.
spot came Laurie and
closing
In next to
Bronaon, aomewnat handicapped In following
the travesty, but they had thing* their own
way In lesa than a minute. Away from tbe
conventional two-act, thla team of youngsters

have a atyle of their own, an original string
of patter and the right Idea of delivery- They
acored one of the real hits, and well deserved to. The Alexander Brothera closed the

Wynn.

bill.

for front orcheatra rows, with $1 box charge,
In the rear of the bouse.
Thla it
by the management at neceeaary
owing to the higher- priced programs that will
be presented there over the summer.
Tbe iucie<tttfa bus no appreciable luflueuce

and 60 cents
explained

on butlneaa aa the houae held lta utual weekly
quota.
The rather good bill there played to
what teemed a aound-proof auditorium, In
marked contraat to Henderson 't of former

summers, when the outalde noise Interfered
with acts upon the stage.
Montgomery and Moore, with almoat a talking act entirely, experienced not the allghteat
trouble and had tbe houae screaming at the
finish with their traveaty of Albertlna Raech'a
(New Acta) ballet turn. Among the "balletiera" who volunteered for the Montgomery-

Perry burlesque, beside* a large ttage hand
who won a laugh every move ne made, wat
Harry Carroll, who had prevloualy appeared
Mr. Carroll waa another
In hla piano-act
decided aucceaa on the program; He la going
In more for kldulng now and ad lib matter,
beaiuw* his souks, of whion two new onea

Way From

Broadway'" aud "Made In
Mr. Carthe 0. S. A.") wound vary goou.
roll a medley of bu own couipoaltlona were
received.
He opened with
appreciatively
"Chicago," and to satlafy Uie houae at the
fluisn, uid a dance tbat Mr. Carroll remarked
waa not a part ol hla turn. It Uiun't look It.
Anotuer good score waa registered by Cartmeil and Harris in their "Uoltlng" aklt. They
were so. 3. No. 2 held uunbar'a Old-Time
Darkieti, tomethiug ol a long title for a plain
colored quartet ol comedy Ureea without comedy, tnat while It geta over on harmony and
unmistakably rang up a bull a eye at lta finlab, still Ralph Dunbar must get all the

("Long

credit.

He

la

certainly

aomethlng In this

getting

PALACE.
the curtain went up at the Palace
the bouse was topheavy, with
only a sprinkling of a downstairs audience.
Almost In the twinkling of an eye the auditorium Oiled up until there wasn't an empty
aeat.
Aa the weather has been making Is
roads on the ahow business around Broadway during the past week, that condition
looked pretty good.

The Initial appearance of Jack Norworth
and Lillian Lorraine (New Acta) aa a vaudecombination had aomethlng to do with
the draw, aa there were enough floral remembrancea sent over the footllghta to hide

ville

the deck of a battleablp.
It la "dancing week," at nearly every turn
on the bill flaahea some demonstration of
torpsichorean movements, There waa plenty
the classical form waa
of Ruaalan dancing
alto much In evidence and the mutical comedy style waa given Ita fling, while the buck
and wing, waits clog, hornpipe, etcetera,
;

In for good meaaure; In fact
waa acrobatic dancing, and dancing
without any claaaiflcatlon.
There waa a change at night, Mclfahon,
Diamond and Chaplow being assigned the

were thrown
there

position, owing to the withdrawal of
On the, program Bert had
Bert Fitsglbbon.
Monday night George
the cloaing spot.

alxth

Emma

Halg were In the laat posifollowing the Norworth and Lorraine
torn, and deeplte the big reception tbe latter received, tbe White and Halg combination held everybody In.
The Hlracboff Troupe opened with their
Ruaalan dancing routine, getting a big applauae from the upper tiers. The act opened
alowly but hit up a lively pace latter that

White and
tion,

pleaaed Immenaely.
Bern I* and Baker showed they had ."big time" stuff when they acored
roundly with their vlolln-accordlon playing
and quiet comedy at the clone. Bernle hlta
up a carelesa way of banging tunea out of
his violin, while Baker works advantageously
with hfa accordion.
Good act and one that
rang up an unquestioned hit at the Palace.
Bert Baker and Co. were third.
Despite a
cold that at times almost had Bert yelling
"quits," he kept whanging away with hla
farcical verbal bombardment, and the lavghlng returns were genuine. Bert's support Isn't
the best In the acting world, yet It answers
sufficient
vaudeville
requirements to keep
Bert working his head off, the laughs are
th«»re, and little else matter*.

Kay and J. Gordon Dooley appeared to
hav» tough aleddlng at flrnt, but once J.
Gordon got hla biff- bang falls working the
rpst was easy.
Ray Dooley la one of tbe
busiest
,

bits

of

feminity on

the stage today

and she took some nasty bumps herself Monday night In the bed-jumping "bit."
The Morgan Dancers closed the first part.
Act hasn't changed any alnce laat season,
but seems to be working more smoothly.
Made impression. Two of the girls seem to
work the hardest, and much of the success
of the offering depends largely on their noteworthy efforts.
Following Norworth and Lorraine appeared
White and Halg. George Whlte'a new partner Is symmetrically outlined In figure and
is a corking good dancer, light as a feather
on her feet.
White dancea like John McCormack sings, and the palm must be handed
to him for It.
He is now using the Idea of
having anyone In the audience call out the
name of any wcllknown dancer and he
atralghtway procoeds with an Imitation. The
present turn shows more originality than the
former White -Cavcnnnch act.
.Vcrfc.

HENDERSON'S.
The Henderson, Coney
way,

Island, season Is well

and the house by tbe seashore
evidently anticipates good business, for the
admlaalon scale has been Increased to 71 centa

tinder

to aee.
big flulah In the ttop-the-ahow claaa waa
gotten oy Archer *and Del lord, but not legltltlta a matter of the management's
luiaieiy.
rigbt to stand for tnat particular sort of a
huale, which seems to be obtaining applause
under lalae pretenses. The Archer and Belford turn la "me New Janitor" with the pan-

tomimic comedian in rough make-up becomHe la excellent in his
ing a piano mover.
pantomime, almost aa good in hla way aa Joe
Jackaou la in his, and thla doesn't auggeat
any infringement, tor the comedian of Archer
and Delford did thla before Joe Jackaon
showed in the Kaat. Fooling with the piano
and with the woman in the turn aaking him
several tlmea to play It, toward the final curtain the comedian wheel* the piano around to
face tbe house. Just before the olio drop, and
aa the drop descends he eeata hlmaelf at the
Instrument aa though to play. Aa the drop
goea up, he 1b leaving It, again to return,
with tbe audience clamoring tor him, in applause—to play. Tbat la what they are apfor, notwithstanding how many "curtains" tbe act might aay It received, and that
the comedian does not play nor had any Intention of playing makea it a matter of obIf It
taining applauae under false pretenaea.
The
let It go at that.
It "uhowmanshlp,"
hubbub It cauaed didn't do Carroll any good,
for he followed with hla concert grand, and
later the Montgomery-Perry turn alao uaed
the upright. Archer and Belford have a laughable comedy turn that could stand aome trimming down. It la stretched out a bit too
long for the beat effect.
The program opened at 8 :35 with the Three
Daring Slaters on the trapeze.
They look
well and perform equally so. Merle'a Cockatoos cloaed the ahow, which seemed arranged
exactly right.
Bime.

plauding

ROYAL
time In many months the Royal
attendance showed a alight break Monday, due
of course to the excessive heat which drove
the Bronxltee to the open air reaorta a bit
north of that vicinity. At that business seemed
far beyond natural expectations with the lower
floor well dressed, tbe upper portion of the
houae gathering Its full mark. The thow waa
rather entertaining, but carried more than
the average number of acta In "one," although
thlt arrangement waa hardly noticeable to
those wbo pay. After the Initial performance
the hill was rearranged, bringing the Dancing
Kennedya down from third spot to the closing
position, Walter B rower being placed In the

For the

first

earJy section at his own request.
A late curtain Introduced tbe cuBtomary
weekly pictorial, after which came Lamb and
Morton, conversational acrobate. They have a
special set showing a picnic ground, tbe pair
entering with lunch basket*, etc.
After a
short routine of patter they proceed through
aome likely stunts, closing to a reasonably
safe hit.
The talk waa hardly heard beyond
the front section of tbe house.
They ahould
gauge the acoustics and act accordingly.
Lambert and Fredericks with one change
offered a repertoire of aonga and dancea, the
dancea carrying the pair through.
Neither
carries a good voice, nor doea the team singing connect, but this defect Is deftly overshadowed by their dancea.
If possible one
should aim for comedy for a straight two-act
of this brand must have a "voice."
Walter Brower of Pebble Ford, Ky., introduced the first dash of comedy and waa rewarded with one of tho genuine hits of the
evening.
Brower haa a unique delivery, rendering his excellently ronatructcd monolog in
thnt BO»thprn din loot thai CRrrica "personality'* and charm
In every syllabi* and wMfe
one exception pulled a hearty laugh on every
point.
Tbe exception Is the baggage and
cork yarn. It la aged doesn't belong In this
routine.
Brower concluded with two reci;

tations.

Mercedes

closed

might term a visit to Proctor's 23rd
Street where Jeff Callan holds the managerial
reins.
Tuesday night about one half of the
fifth floor men of the Palace Theatre Building
were present both bookers and agents being;

Mercedes

hv

a showman

of

no mean

teeth-holds,

the

harmony

of

the

Where comedy quartet* are wanted
Darcy and hla combination should be conThey preceded Mercedes
tinually welcome.

quartet

In the first part.

Intermission

and

really

is

the

way

pulled

applause with several difficult tricks
the act.
LaBelle and Lillian (New
with a violin and banjo offering: were
fairly strong on applause with their closing
medley of popular songs. Arthur DeVoy and
Co. In "His Mother In Law" received an unusual number of laughs.
Holland ft Pelltler (New Acts) male singing duo with some comedy, was the act that
almoat gummed the deck for Browning. The
turn that followed them showed just how
much depends on what theatre one sees an act
In as to the impreaaion may make.
The act
waa Moreley and the McCarthy Slaters, a
few weeks ago at the Jefferson. At the house
further uptown thle week the trio seemed
another act
Perhaps It was the smaller
Btage that made the change. The plump little
McCarthy ahows great comedy possibilities.
William Slsto with his wop dialect followed the giil trio and scored laughs all the
way, finishing strong with his harmonicas.
Carllta and Rowland (New Acts) presented
a musical comedy sketch, all songs and talk.
Browning had the next to closing position,
and Lasky's Three Types concludes the vaudeville.
Pictures followed.
Fred.

After Intermission Regal and Bender come
along with aome talk and song. Interrupted
They
with some corking good aorobatlcs.
finish with a pair of seml-sensatlonal tricks
that should never fall to guarantee them safely
through anywhere. Their talk Is bright and

late

In

Acts)

They did exceptionally well
well delivered.
In that rather difficult spot.
The Dancing Kennedys closed tbe show following Rooney and Bent.
Wyim.

AMERICAN ROOF.
JuBt what kind of a bill it waa on the
American Roof the first half would have to
be settled by the house staff, that sat through
It more than once.
But once waa plenty. If
a aummer ahow, then let's hope the summer
moves swiftly by, and If not a summer show,
then Jake Lubln might bear in mind that the
Roof, where 00 cents Is charged for an orchestra seat, should not be given the sort of
a bill that might be arranged for hot weather
downstairs (Indoors) on the 26-cent scale. A
couple of programs like Monday nlght'a may
dampen the ardor of the Roof fans, although
Mr. Lubln may rightfully Imagine there is no
attraction on the Roof that can compete with
the breeiee there of a warm evening.
Of the nine acts on the bill, but three at the
most were known by either name or turn to
the most regular of tbe regulars, and the latter Included some agents as well.
The first
part waa the nicest section to aleep through
since the days of Tony Pastor's supper shows.
It opened with the Maslno Japs, followed by
Black and MUford, then Jewett and Pendleton,
and after came Manning, Feeley and Knowles,
with Albert Haynes and His Allies (New
Acts) closing the first part.
Black and MUford should have read their
billing, "In a Blend of Mirth and Melody."
That was the only funny thing in their turn.
Jewett and Pendleton were Just a little better,
perhaps through the positions, Noe. 2 and 3.
Manning, Feeley and Knowles were formerly
of the Four Harmonl«te or Harmony Four.
One has gone. The act could stand losing
two or three of those remaining.
Each of
the three boys, however, wore evening dree*.
A couple had one step in the dancing finish
for the act's best bet.
After Intermission Dorothy played the accordion and danced. Just what Dorothy doea
the better la difficult to decide, sb she doean't
do either very well, but Dorothy should make
her own choice, stop working her set smile
once In a while and cut the bow on her hair
down within the limits. After "Congressman
Kitty," Sidney Falke and Eary and Eary
(New Acta), came the Arbuckle picture. "The

JEFFERSON.
Things are changing at thlt house. The
audience la beginning to take on a different
aspect, more wom»»n in the house for one
thing, but still they are a little ehy on handing out appreciation where it seems to be
merited. Finer points seem to get away from
them, but they do fall for "Jan," "hoke" and
slapstick.
Bat from the recent improvement
evidenced in the audience'a attitude there is
an Indication that eventually they will be
educated up to accepting vaudeville and not
let good acts die on their hands
while an
ordinary "Jan" small time turn geta over to
riotous effect with them.
The bill the first half waa exceptionally good
for this house. It was a show that had
a lot
of comedy women and "pep," and
It played
nicely, and while the lower floor held
but half
a house, the audience etuck for the finish.

there being very few walkouts on the
closing
turns.
The usual elgbt-act bill, a Vltagraph
atu
|ctur« •no' a news weekly completed
J2. P

£
we

Din.

Raymond, working very much a la Bert Melwas the opener. His pantomimic comedy

rose,

got laughs, but he failed to get the
thrills
put of his swaying tables through not
working up the suspense. Roattlna and Shelly,
a

combination musical and singing offering,
on the strength of the girl's voice
Abbott and White (under the name of Jack-'
eon and Nolan) held the third epot and
scored
nicely
especially with their burlesque hula
a
he
n,8b
Tne HearBt-Pathe Weekly
Viii«
.?
roiiowed, the
current number not rousing
acored

Rough House," with Al. St Johns and Buster
Keaton now featured on the opening slides.

iJ

much

acrobatic slapstick, and kept the audience seated through Eary and Eary. cloaing
the show, the best act on the America's bill
the first half.
8ime.
It'a all

'

Interest

OrohB, King and Co. (New Acts), with
a
very classy terpslchorean offering,
followed
the picture and scored.
Vine and Temple
pulled the real "Jaw" for the audience
and
made them both laugh and applaud. The
comedian works with over assurance tbat
seems to get to this type of small time audience.
The girl, looking very much like Sadie
Burt, tries to put over a song somewhst
along
the type of Sadie, and while succeeding
fairly
well In delivering, might look
about for a
number a little more up to date. "Is There
Still Room for Me, 'Neath the
Old Apple Tree"
has been long since laid into camphor, but
not
ftg
° thEt !t m,gbt *• looked upon

FIFTH AVENUE.
Two sketchee on one vaudeville bill at any
time are usually regarded as sufficient, but
In the summer It 1b one too many.
The Fifth

Avenue had two the first half of the weekArthur Edwarda and Co. and Hasaard Short
and Co. (New Acta). The first is a "Morality" playlet, the second a farcical comedy.
Neither likely to enjoy any exceptional vogue
for an Indefinite period.
Qulnn and Lafferty, man and woman, were
a fairly good opening turn, with singing and
dancing.
They open with a double song, he
does some eccentric stepping, she a toe dance,
he a popular song and conclude with a fast

M

re\ri Jo?

"

ne C me w, h J * Bt Break the News
« 5!K
£ J'. the
l
Mother handed
a Jolt The
W 80n 0f 08 had theaudience
a PP eal of both war
nJ mother
£ in
and
and the manner In
I

to

..

i'

M las

acrobatic dance.
Knapp and Corntwo men. Just miss being "great" through
their efforts at too much versatility.
Open
In "one" with smart crossfire, full stage for
Instrumentation and tumbling, baok to "one"
for more crossfire and comedy acrobatic* and
acrobatlo dancing.
They could probably fare

double

alla,

better If routined to work exclusively before
the front drop and confined themselves to the
cross
fire
and acrobatlo stepping.
The
comedian Is really funny.
Van and Schenck were their usual big applause hit, offering nothing new to call for
any extended comment
Al.
Herman, next
to closing, an unctuous blackface comedian,
alternately gets and lose* hla audience, falling down on "claaa."
Hla remark* to people
entering or leaving are In poor taste and
savor* of small time. It Isn't new and every
possible phase of that sort of thing has been
perpetrated.
Lunette Sisters were the closing act pre-

evening with the bookers

represented.

Darcy
"Lookout Mountain" earned three.
can sell a ballad over the footlights and ha*
to

Jolo.

A nine-act ahow, with a Keystone comedy
and a Hearst-Patbe weekly framed the bill, a
smooth running show, liked by the audlenoe
with the hits of the bill going to two single
men acts. Jot. L. Browning, and Wm. Blsto,
only one act apart
Browning suffered a
handicap through a confllctlon in booking, for
an act earlier In the show used his ministerial
make-up aa one of the bit*? a? rather big one
at that in their turn. Nevertheless Browning
got the hit honors of the performance with
Blsto a strong runner up.
The ehow started at eight o'clock sharp
with Rekomo an equilibrist opening.
Rekomo doee most of his work on his hands and

tlbucd Indefinitely were It left to the Royal
Every atom of the broad oomedy
audience.
pulled a roar and every number called for
Darcy's rendition of
one or two encores.

attended

picture.

23RD STREET.
An

tide and from then on every number earned a
hand with many collecting laughs.
Joe Darcy's American Comedy Four, one of
the few comedy quartets that have survived
the process of elimination, might have con-

carefully

making a pretty

one

away with

A

When

and adequately proved thla fact when the requests began to run In a "dry" ehannel. He
ruahed to the front of the orcheatra and tearfully explained he couldn't comply with one
request because the patron had asked for -m
national anthem that Mercedes wouldn't tolerate.
He intimated the German anthem and
never be
patriotically
declared It would
It turned the
played by his accompanist

which haa been work-

act,

It a aa fine an example of the
ing ateauily.
make- em-believe- It vaudeville aa one could

want

Monday night

ability

ceding the Arbuckle oomedy, "The Rough
House." T*-' girl* made an effective finishing turn, their serpentine "dancing" in the
air,, being whirled About auspanded by the

mystified the Bronx gathering with hit telepathic code, the requeata running from operatic selections to broad comedy number*.

.

It

Comer put

It

over carried

which

all

the convic-

tion in the world.
She still haa the voice and
knows how to use It
Whipple, Huston and Co., In "Spooka
11
f th
8h0W ' the comedlan'a

^

£ Re.
£ Ml"
"Z\l»?t
Haven t 'n"!
Got the Do,
getting laugh
after laugh
Wood, Melville and Phillips, a
clever singing, dancing, comedy
trio,
down the closing spot in one and proved held
to be
another of the evenlng'a hit*.
Fred.

Proctor's, Yonkers, N. Y., continued
\vi'h its vaudeville policy,
playing a fiiil
this week, the decision to
close last

.

Saturday having been recalled when the
union stage hands matter in that and
the other Proctor houses at Portchester and Mt. Vernon was'adjusted
late
last week.

MOVING PICTURES
PARAMOUNT

CHAPLIN PIVOTAL POINT IN
RE-FRAMING DISTRIBUTION MAP
Comedian's Brother Signs With First National Exhibitors
Association, but Other Interests Reported Still After
Paramount Invading
Comedian's Pictures
Mastbaum Domain as Independent

9

—

There
film

is

something apopping in the
this week, and before

situation

matters are adjusted the entire distribution may be altered.
The pivotal point about which the
situation revolves at present seems
to be the securing of the distribution
rights to the Chaplin releases at the
conclusion of his Mutual contract.
According to those who should
know, Chaplin's brother, Syd, holding
power of attorney, has signed a contract with the First National Exhibitors' Association
for eight pictures
next year, for which the comedian is
guaranteed a minimum of $125,000
each; in other words, a guarantee of

From
11,000,000 for eight releases.
the same source of information, T.
L. Tally, the Los Angeles exhibitor,
and one of the members of the First
National Association, is now en route
to the coast to still further bind the
contract with the comedian's personal
signature. Variety's information is to
the effect that the distribution of the
Chaplin pictures is to be made via the
Goldwyn organization, but this has not
yet been consummated and it is understood an even more alluring offer, purporting to have Adolph Zukor behind
it, has been made to the comedian direct and that there is a possibility of
the First National-Goldwyn deal falling
through.
Another angle to the "situation" is
the report of a bitter campaign being
waged by Paramount against Stanley
Mastbaum in the latter's own bailiwick.
Stories from there are to the effect
that through Mastbaum signing up
Goldwyn pictures when it held the Paramount distribution, the Mastbaum attitude was regarded as unethical.
Color is given to this rumor by the
booking of Paramount pictures recently in Philadelphia to houses not receiving the Mastbaum service, followed
on Tuesday by the arrival in New York
of Mastbaum and his going into prviate
conference with Zukor.
In some manner not readily explained, Lewis J. Ssrznick is understood to be interested in the Paramount-Mastbaum - Goldwyn - Chaplin
tangle.
He left Wednesday on the
Limited for Chicago and is believed to
be acting for himself and others in
an effort to secure a hide-bound contract for next year's Chaplins.

existence of a motion picture "inner
trust," which is said to have for attorney none other than Philander C.
Knox, ex-secretary of state, whose
yearly fee is quoted at $200,000.

S.

patriotic feature picture, entitled

"The

Freedom

of the World," with £. K.
Lincoln and Barbara Castleton in the
leading roles> supported by a large
company, directed by Roma in e Fielding.
It will be released in about thred

Jane Cowl be pan the picturtxation of
one cf- Basil King's Saturday Evening
Post stories for Goldwyn while rehearsing the new drama "Daybreak," %i
which she is part author. For two
weeks she posed daily in the Goldwyn
studios and rehearsed her legitimate
production nights.
Last week the photoplay was brought
to a halt by the death of Elsie Daren*,

John C. Flinn, publicity manager for
Paramount, in notifying the trade papers, has framed up a most ingenious

*

a member of the cast, necessitating the
retaking of fifteen scenes and the rebuilding of six interior sets. The picture is now expected to be finished
early in July.
Stanley V. Mastbaum has signed fof
the entire first year's output of twentysix Goldwyn pictures for his Stanley
theatre, Philadelphia.

as follows:

Slooe the Paramount and Artcraft picture!
are plarlnf each week In the Strand and
Rlalto theatres, and because of the necessity
of other uses for our small projection room,
we have decided to discontinue Indefinitely
adranoe exhibitions of our photoplays for the
trade press.
Instead of this working a hardship on the
reviewers who have been kind enough week
after week to review our productions, I look
upon It as a welcome change for them, as a
small projection room during the summer
months Is most uncomfortable, while they will
have the benefit of seeing Paramount and
Artcraft productions in the two finest theatres
In the world.
Dr. Wilson of the Strand theatre, and Mr. McLaurln of the Rlalto as heretofore will be very pleased to oo- ope rate, I
am quite sure.

EVERYBODY A STOCKHOLDER.
New Orleans, June 27.
The

Community theatre opened
here the other day. It is a 5-10 picture
house, supplemented by hop vaudeville.

An important Paramount executive,
discussing the matter with a Varibtt
representative, frankly admitted his
company was moved to this decision by
the advocacy of this publication of the
discontinuance of trade showings in
the projection rooms.

weks.
Interested in the company with Sablosky and McGuirk are Ira Lowry
(Lubin's son-in-law), Norman Jefferies
and M. W. Taylor.

Good
built

serials

up

the great

magazines
of the

MICHELENA WITH ULTRA.
A company headed by Beatrice
Michelena has started on a feature for
the Ultra Picture Corp. at Boulder
Creek, Cal. to be known as "The Dead
Line."
Practically the same people
who formerly worked for the California M. P. Corp. are also engaged,
including Frank Middleton (director),
William Pike, Albert Morrison, Eva

Deverna and Cliff Thompson.
It is a costume picture that

Before opening the place, the manager issued $50,000,000 in stock, $5,000,000 preferred and $45,000,000 common. He holds the preferred and to his
patrons he gives the common, with
each admission ticket. For a five-cent
ticket, one share is given, and with a
dime ticket, two.
It
has
stimulated
business,
the
patrons feeling they are stockholders.
A clause in the charter reads, a
dividend, if any, is to be paid on the
preferred stock first.

Jane Grey Engaged for

A new
by

ized

will

be

George

L.

Abram Bloom

Concern.

started

Forgotson
its

Jane Grey, as the star of

its

produc-

tions.

MUTUAL
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY,

Inc.

Presents

GAIL KANE
IN

Serial

"THE UPPER CRUST"
OR
••

Paramount Standard
15 EPISODES
30 PARTS

IN

September
*»«*»-

It is

* Cpammoii/U *
*
*

THE INDISCRETIONS OF MOLLY"

Novelization by Charles Sherman. In five acts. Directed by
Rollin Sturgeon.
Released the week of June 25th. "Miss
Kane justifies her reputation for versatility in this play
which makes demands on her for emotional acting of a high
order and finds her splendidly equipped for the task," says
The American Drama in reviewing "Whose Wife?" a recent
Gail Kane-American Picture.

Beautiful— graceful—an accomplished actress of unquestioned
Miss Kane is the idol of picture-goers the world over.
Her drawing power is steadily increasing. Theatres presenting Gail Kane productions are assured capacity business. Get
your share of these successes. Go to your nearest Mutual
Exchange TODAY and arrange to play all the Mutual Pictures
in which Gail Kane is starred.
ability,

Now Playing—"Whoie Wife?" "The Serpent's Tooth" and
"The Upper Crust."
Coming—"The Women In Black," "Th# Unafraid."
Produced by

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY.
Samuel

S.

Distributed by

INC.

Hutchinson, President

and

organization

week by placing under contract

this

state righted.

New

film corporation to be organ-

country

weeks ago.
further stated that the Mutual
and Spoor interests are intertwined,
which led the latter to accept a check
for $250,000 from the former, in settlement of the judgment. If these are
the facts it looks as if Chaplin is to stay
with Mutual, a fact lent further color
through the stopping lately cf rumors
regarding the comic's new offers.
Lawyers have given opinions that a
ruling of the Supreme Court could
hardly be kept sealed, yet inside reports say that is the situation.
The
affair seems to fit in with the supposed

M. FILM CO.

& M. Feature Film Co. (the
S. & M. stands for Sablosky and McPennsylvania vaudeville
Guirk,
the
managers) has just about finished a
The

CHAPLIN JUDGMENT SETTLED?
Chicago, June 27.
Good sources here again assert that
the judgment against Charlie Chaplin
for $600,000 obtained by George K.
Spoor was confirmed by the Supreme
Court, as reported in Variett some

&

S.

GOLDWYN NEWS

OFFICIAL

IN LINE.

Following the decision of a number
of motion picture concerns not to show
their pictures hereafter to reviewers in
their projection rooms, as persistently
advocated by Variety for some time,
Paramount and Artcraft have fallen
into line and issued a similar notice.

alibi,
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MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION
John R. Preuler, President

MOVING PICTURES
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material it in itself an imposiupon the editors who feel it a duty
to wade through everything that comes
to hand. Ii wastes their time and tries
this
tion

UNIVERSAL STRIKES NEW NOTE
IN ITS FUTURE PRESS MATTER

—

Joe Brandt Reproduces Lengthy Letter Complaining of Quality
of His Concern's Press Matter and Gives Indication
Universal Will Reform. Hoped Other Film
Companies Will Fall in Line.
The impossible appears

to have hap-

pened.

That

is

to say, the

motion picture

papers have awakened to the
fact that they are overloaded with
tommy rot from the press agents and
that they have been giving away
reams of space without profiting from
it themselves or benefiting their customers.
It has taken a good many years for
the papers to find out what was the
matter, but the old adage, better late
than never, still holds.
The Universal Film Manufacturing
Company reproduces a typewritten letter three pages -ong, written to general manager Joe Brandt by James
trade

L. HofT, editor of the Moving Picture
this communication
we clip the following for the benefit of
oublicity men in general:
"The fault I have to find with the

World, and from

greater part of the matter submitted
by your publicity men is that the news
contained is microscopic and concealed
in a multiplicity of words.
That much
of it is of a trivial character, as evi-

denced by the batch I have before me,
and of no particular interest to motion
picture men—our readers and, consequently, of no value to you in advancing the interests of your concern. To

publish it as it is written would be a
most prodigal waste of space.
"By actual count there are fortythree separate stories in the batch of
matter sent me today. They vary from,
four pages to one page in length. You
must realize that it is impossible for us
to print even ten per cent, of this
quantity. Do you not also realize the
size of the task you impose upon us
when you ask us to sift out from the
mass the items that are printable, that
are worth while?
"How much better it would be if
your writers could concentrate on the
pictures you are producing and on the
actual instead of the fanciful and trivial
doings of your principals and employ1

ees."

by no means an uncommon
evil. Several of the manufacturing concerns issue their publicity on the apparent theory that nothing but quantity
counts.
The result is that only the
trade paper editors who give so much
reading matter for so much advertising go to the trouble of opening the
envelopes from these sources. In regular newspaper offices these bulky bundles of press matter are thrown into
the waste basket precisely as they arThis

their patience, even when the matter
has been intelligently prepared which
is far from being always the case.
Many of the press agents travel over
the same route week after week, chanting the same old phrases, parading the
same old threadbare ideas.
For the love of High Heaven, will
the morning ever come when the mo-

is

tion picture editor fails to find upon
his desk the following paragraph:

"President Alonzo BOkenstein, of the
Bunkcraft Fillum Corporation, is flooded with state rights offers of fabulous
sums for the million dollar screen spectacle, 'Dink Doolittle's Double/ but
will defer action for the present. President Bilkenstein thinks the fillum industry, the third greatest in America,
is

still

in

its

infancy."

And so on, world without
What is the matter with
agents?

Can't thev think of anything

new? Must they keep on dealing the
same old junk year in and year out?
Is it clear beyond reason to expeet
them to give President Alonzo Bilkenstein a few original thoughts, even if
he happens to be incapable of originating them himself?
A prominent person in the motion
picture world some months ago told a

New York

legislative committee that
success in this business did not require brains.
Perhaps he had been

BERST EXPLAINS.

pictures from Pathe release, says:

"The contract with Thanhouser has
been entirely
delivered

all

and they have

fulfilled

the features under their

all.

and we have accepted them
None were rejected or submitted
arbitration, as we had the right to

to

in case

they would not have been satis-

factory as to quality.

"There never was at any time any
friction between the Thanhouser company and this company, and our relations were and are still most pleasant"

MAE MURRAY'S OWN
It

now

is

pretty

definitely

CO.
settled

Mate Murray will organize her
own film company, to make pictures

that

for the open market.

mum

of great quantities of

DISTRICT COURT OF THE UNITED STATES
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
Clara Kimball

A.

J.

A. Berst, vice-president and general manager of Pathe, in explaining the
reported withdrawal of the Thanhouser
J.

contract,

end.
the press

rive.

The sending

reading a batch of the guff that came*
to the motion picture editor's desk
every day.
The Universal people showed wisdom in republishing brother Hofrs
letter.
We are glad to have the privilege of reading it, and gladder still to
pass along its salient points to the
press men through the columns of
variety-, whose pages are ever given to
that brevity which is the essence of
news.

Young Film Corporation
PUIntlff

Bluebird Star

AGAINST

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

Clara Kimball

Young
Defendant:

Notice to Producers, Distributors and
Exhibitors

We

have commenced suit against Clara Kimball Young
in the United States District Court for an injunction to
restrain her from violating the contract which binds her
to render services exclusively to us until September 1,
1921. We are advised by eminent counsel that our right
to such an injunction is clear.

We, and we alone, control the exclusive services of Clara
Kimball Young. Any one dealing with Clara Kimball
Young other than through us or Lewis J. Selznick Enterprises, Inc., the authorized distributor of Clara Kimball
Young pictures, will do so at his peril, and will be held

Dashing Franklin
Farnum— Bluebird
gives

Star,

one of the most delightful

characterizations of his entire career in
the high-speed BLUEBIRD Photoplay—

"The Car of Chance."
Your
patrons will hugely enjoy every single
minute of it. It is unique exactly the
kind of a play to give them an evening
of unusual Bluebird Photoplay entertainment. Dainty, sweet Brownie Vernon,
who plays opposite Mr. Farnum, will
capture every audience in the land. This
is a BLUEBIRD that every one will like.
Directed by Wm. Worthington.
.

.

.

—

Book through your
Exchange, or

local

BLUEBIRD

strictly liable for so doing.

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG FILM CORPORATION
LEWIS J. SELZNICK, President.

BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS,
1600 Broadway,

-

-

New

Inc.

York
r
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GARDEN OF ALLAH SCORES.

INCC WITH ARTCRAFT.

On Wednesday

discussive
cJautcs in the proposed agreement between Thomas H. Ince and A^tcraft
had been settled to the satisfaction of
both sides and the lawyers were instructed to draw the papers, which will
probably be signed before the end of
the current week.
Ince is to make his own pictures,
which are to be released by Artcraft,
with the usual procedure of advancing production cost and guaranteeing
a minimum of return on each negative.
In addition to W. S. Hart and Charles
Ray, Ince is dickering for several other
stars,

A

the

all

Pittsburg, Pa., June 27.
ten part film v ven»oo of Robert
Hichcns' romance of the Sahara, "The
Garden of Allah," has broken all
records in the Pitt Theatre here.
Originally scheduled for two weeks
only, the engagement of the picture
was extended to the third week; and
capacity houses have been the rule
ever since the opening.
Following "The Garden of Allah"

A

which

will

The Edmund M. Allen Film Corporwhich is presenting "The Garden

ation,

of Allah," is composed ofa group of local theatrical men, who have bought
the state rights for Michigan, Illinois,

Iowa,

Nebraska,

Missouri,
Kansas,
Allen was for-

Oklahoma and Texas.

which

Film; Harry J. Hidings, manager of
Cohan's Grand and Joseph M. Harris.

come

The Bar

Sinister,"

Chicago, June

27.

"The Garden of Allah," the W. N.
Selig picture, will be shown here for
time at the Colonial theatre,
beginning July 22 and remaining two
weeks.
It will probably be the final
film at the house before it is closed and
the

first

$20,000.
Chicago, June

resume sometime Ute

A u trust

has just closed a three weeks run at
the Broadway Theatre in New York.

among them Marie Doro.

story was in circulation this week
that Mack Sennett might remain with
Triangle.
Ince was given a mortgage on the
Culver City plant to protect the back
money due him from Triangle.

in

merly warden of the Illinois State penitentiary.
Others interested are Fred
C. Aikin, formerly with the General

will

SEUG SUED FOR

refurnished before switching to vaudeville,

25

DORO ASKING

$3,000.

Marie Doro's services as a film star
have been ofiered to several film producers the past fortnight at $3,000 a
week, with no takers to date.

Joseph

27.

Edwards and John Rou-

S.

trading as the E. & R. Jungle
Film Company, began suit against Wm.
N. Selig and the Selig Polyscope last
week, alleging breach of contract and
asking judgment to the amount of
nian,

$200,000.

The plaintiffs charge a contract was
entered into in January of this year in
which the Selig interests were to use
them and their zoo in the making of
pictures for a term of five years, promising to produce such picture of their
animals, which films were to have
reached the market not later than April
last.

It is alleged that the contract was
not lived up to and the plaintiffs also
say that Selig is trying to put them out

of business.

Richard Stanton
Director #f Features for William
Coming Release t Dustin F
Under Production: Dnetin F

Fox

"Dnrmnd el Ike led Lands,"
Tee Scarlet PimperneL"

in

in

PAST RELEASES'Th«
'H«r

BMit"

Lo*«

TmpUtlon

1

TkW

"0»« Touca

of

SU"

"Aloha-Oka,* footarlag Esid Marko?

*»<!

(Poldwyi

icturcs
[Goldwyn Pictures
for the

Clean-Minded

Millions
GOLDWYN PICTURES

by millions of
children with
enjoyment instead of shame.
They are censored in advance of
production by clean-minded producers who have never on screen
or stage catered to the lower or
cheaper tastes.
will be seen

women and

They are

the type of pictures that
every organization of watchful
men and women guarding against
impurities or indecencies on the
screen can indorse without a
single reservation or exception.

They

are stories of love and
laughter, of honor and refinement, built to appeal to the mental and internal finenesses of the
wholesome American people.

Goldwyn has recognized

the nescreen betterments
and staked a fortune upon its
abilitv to gauge intelligently the
desires and requirements of an
enormous public throughout the
world the kind of a public zve
are most anxious to serve.
for

cessity

SPECIAL NOTICE
Be Accepted Direct From Exhibitor* In All
Unsold State Rights Territory.

Direct Bookings Will

"COME THROUGH"— th«
New York

Critic—is

still

marveloua play that drew enthusiastic comment from every
playing to capacity at the Broadway Theatre. New York, at

this writing.

"COME THROUGH" U

the Universal Thriller Extraordinary.

The suspense, surprise

feature of the season.

A

Wonderful State

"COME THROUGH**
Is

unapproached by

Universal Exchange.

8

Opportunity

offers the best State R.'chts Opportunity of the •r»*on. Its record
any recent Broadway offeriof. For direct bookings apply to a&v
For State Rights address
RIGHTS Dept. of the UNIVER-

SAL FILM MANUFACTURING

STATE

CO., Carl Laemmle, President, "The Largest Film
facturing Concern in the Universe,'* lSSt Broadway, New York.

Manu-

A0VI80RY BOARO:

SAMUEL OOLDFI8H
Chairman
EDOAB BKLWYN
inviN a cobu
ARTHUR HOI'KIN'H
MARGARET MAYO
1401 COOPEB MEURnK
AUClililiLLD AfcLWKN

CIIOBBT OAIflB
1
'OUTER EMERHOX

IIROWNE

Gold

turns
fetton

Hi East 42nd St.,
Teh-phom-

:

New York

Vaiid«Tbllt 11

City
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BIG JOLIVET

FEATURE

With all kinds of capital available, a
deal
was consummated this week
whereby a big photoplay feature will
be made under the direction of Lewis
Selznick, which will have Rita Jolivet as the star.

the

J.

For
been

several
building

weeks workmen have

miniature reproduction of the ill-fated Lusitania that was
struck by a torpedo from a German
submarine, and it now comes to light
it is to be used as the big scene in the
Jolivet him, when the camera will reproduce the Lusitania disaster, with
Miss Jolivet going through the terrifying scene in the caincraed story.
A story, with an American atmosphere, and American cast and put on
by three directors, two of them from
American film plants, under the general
supervision of Lance Perret, will have
charge of the Jolivet feature.
The theme will revolve around a real
red-blooded romance, having the well
remembered words of Charles Frohman that "death is a beautiful adventure" as groundwork for the general
a

idea.

Work

once

and

the
New York views, the
departure of the Lusitania, scenes on
its deck and other compartments, the
firing of the torpedo and its deathwill start
locale will cover

at

y €HTT PRJCB.

(Blllle Rhodes, the
Mrs.
iued for dlTjroa on tho
hzis
CIza
htii)
grounds of desertion and cruelty. Her hus-

have many thrills
for
enthusiasm
about

Guy Fulgham. A black-eye,
band
to have been worn by the plaintiff,

now

in

conspicuously in the

Oscar Strand of the Strand Cafe, Venice,
subpoenaed a bunch of picture players to a
kangaroo court entertainment last week.

The Eva Tanguay
for,

The

The excessive heat of the past week has
seriously affected the business at all the
picture houses.
played
She
in opposition to herself here last week.
appeared In two films at different theatres at

Margery Wilson, the Triangle

feature picture has

through Lewis

J.

the

Selznick, who will act as the distributor.
director for the cyclonic vaudeville

A

is

time.

Harris

has

been

signed

by

Lois

NEW INCORPORATIONS.

the

Public Rlffht* Film Corp.. Manhattan

way,

New

New

and operates Just as does the

fish.

Spottiswoode

Altken

Is

now working

for

Ralph Lewis "allows" it Is no fun being a
when the mercury registers 100.

A

villain

has
Garrlck
manager,
Chris
Gllmm,
sprouted out in a Palm Beach suit, white
shoes and sport shirt since returning from
New York. It's funny what an effect Broadway has on westerners.

York.

Ideal Producing Corp* Iae* ManhatBloom.
tan, motion pictures; $25,000:
Chalms. V. Delinsky. 145 W. 45th
L.

U

shell

the American at Santa Barbara.

Beekman
atrical business; $20,000:
Hammerstein. 1476 BroadH. Grady,

A

nautilus

little

Motion Pictures; 910.000: A. S. Frlen 1.
E. E. Shaver. R. A. Kohn. 455 Fifth Ave..
New York.
Enterprise**
Artbur Hammerateln'B
Inc.. Manhattan: motion picture and the-

A

York.

from drowning

Anita
Douglas

who writes comedies for
Loos,
Fairbanks, now has an assistant.

Her name

Is

Ruth Allen.

new

putting on a

Is

serial

for Universal.

Bessie Barrlscale
picture for Paralta.

Is

well along In her first

Mae Busch

a frank

Is

Lew Cody

doing lesdlng

Is

She says
waste-paper

little girl.

secrets should not be thrown
She burns 'em.
baskets.

In

man

stunt at

Santa Barbara.

of

'

Holbuar was saved

Allen

at Santa Crus the other day.

star,

Mary Thurman Is getting to be a scientist
She Is making a
quite some ability.
study of nautilus shells and submarines. She
avers the German submarine is modeled after

fly."

St..

same

Mildred
Weber.

being sought
The picture is to be called "The Fire-

star

v*tr the C«2J. Harry Clement has tak*n
Pictury theatre, renaming It 'The Omar.
J.
acta.
vaudertlle
with
featured,
tures are
man. Is doing
J. Walsh, former race horse
the financing.

Jacques Jaccard

TANGUAY PICTURE ARRANGED.
been arranged

trial.

Vivian Marshall and other diving queens
of the movies participated In a big carnival at Sea Beach.

New York

ready to take up immediate work.
feature will cost $150,000.

alleged
figures

is

bring
and
United States colors as well as
lend further interest in the battle the
Allies are making to crush German
autocracy.
The booking will be done by Selznick on the special distribution plan.
is

Fulgham

Lev it*

tensity, incidentally

Miss Jolivet

^

Rot Miller, whoa* theatre Is the H™*" 1
home of Pox features, Is one of the prominent
members of the Los Angeles Press Club.

COAST PICTURE NIW1

dealing results, with the finale winding
in France.
It will be a big patriotic story, one
(hat will carry a story of dramatic in-

up

Jack Cunningham Is now occupying a desk
In the scenario department at the Culver City
Triangle studios.

William Parker has hooked up with the
Universal as writer.

Hank Mann was

Initiated Into Elkdom
initiation.

at

an open-air barbecue and

Is planning innovations
the Keystone scenario department.

Hampton Del Ruth
In

Richard Stanton Is considered one of Fox
hardest-working directors.

Breathless

Excitement

makes a return engagement attraction of

fcthe

PEGGY,
The WILL

PEARL WHITE
the star

0'The
WISP

History
repeat

will

itself* in

in

1917

FWt performances prove mat Pearl While in a
rVHie serial it the greatest summer attraction
the busines* ever (aw.

infFATALMNr>
will fill

Book her in

Mabel

the

theatres all

Taliaferro

summer

imi FATAL

RING-

Reels of METRO
wonderplay by
Katharine Kavanaugh

Five

PEARL

Releasedjulyd

Directed by

Tod Browning

WHITE

Released

Produced* by Astrd
Directed by Ceo. B.Seitz.
Adapted from an original story
by "Fred Jackson.

AUTHOR AND
ASSOCIATE PRODUCES

OF
HALF A THOUSAND
COMEDIES

HAMPTON DEL RUTH
EDITOR AND

which

B. A. ROLFE
presents

PRODUCTION

MANAGER

KEYSTONE STUDIOS
THIRD
SUCCESSFUL TERM
WILL
EXPIRE AUa

.

po

J«Iy

«h

I

I

—H

»

i

JiWLilppW

MOVING
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R
produced ths very

first ones released by that
organisation, "The Cos/ard" and "The Iron
8traln," Is enjoying bis first vacation Id two
years. He was to hare directed W. 8. Hart'a
next picture but, baring to the '.arv « resigndtion from the Triangle, has been temporarily
held up.

A Wilk have sold six prints of
in France" to the Arc© Film Co.
California, Nevada,
Utah, Washington,
Oregon, Idaho, Montana, Nebraska and Kansas.
This Is the New York World's official

27

singing gallr, lndloahag that she had admucIshed herself to forget It.

Love aud Lu<iaMt famish the theme for
Rambeau's sixth Mutual star pro-

Marjorle

duction, "Mary
lease July 9.

Hlller

Oladys Alexandria, from vaudeville, has
been engaged by the Life Photo Film Co.

Frank Bruner

now

Is

New York City Exchange
with ten prints of the King
Bee-Billy West comedies.
The

L. J. Selznlck

has started

off

The Superlative Pictures Corp. has named
first
Irving Commings feature, now In
course of completion, "Man to Man."
Its

The George Backer

The Japanese rights to "Defense or Tribute"
have been disposed of to a syndicate of namagnates.

tive film

resting for at least two
months and will do no picture posing for that
length of time.
„

Antonio Moreno

Is

Is

at

wdrk on

his first pic-

will

commence July

French war

man.
Major Funkhouser,
has asked the city

Chicago's

film

June
June

18,

manager of the branch, effective
succeeding B. L. Rife, who resigned

16.

B. 8. Moss Co. will start work on Its next
feature, "The 81ns of the Children," at
once. It is to be a seven-reeler.

of

"The Marriage
Market,"
September
a
photoplay for World-Pictures Brady-Made, Is
screen version of the widely-read story,
"Dandy Dick." Carlyle Blackwell, June Elvldge and Arthur Ashley are the artists
whose names are played up In the advera

Fire broke out In the Inspection vault of
the Art Drama Film Exchange in Chicago
on Friday last, destroying about sixty reels

John McDermott has been selected to direct
Douglas Fairbanks under the supervision of
Qeneral Director John Emerson.

and entailing a loss of $3,000. The offices of
the exchange are on the sixth floor of the
Chicago Business College building at Adams
and Wabash, and the thick smoke caused a
rush of students and others to the fire escapes.
No one was Injured.

The Klnc Bee Film Corp. has leased the
Urban studio at Bayonne, N. J. The Billy
West company ia now at work there on Us

Reginald Barker, who has been continuously
occupied In making Triangle pictures since he

ture at the Pathe studio, beginning his year's
contract with Astra.

Pennybaker, formerly bookkeeper at
Orleans branch of Mutual, has been

The Philip Goodman Company In September
will bring out a new book by Arthur Hopkins entitled "How's Tour Second Act?"

film

suits

file

New

A film version of George H. Broadhurst's
play, "What Money Can't Buy," starring Jack
Pickford and Louise Huff will be released by
Paramount July 16.

censor,

prosecutor, Harry B.
against three picture
theatre managers, It being alleged the managers have been exhibiting pictures without
first obtaining permits.
The men so charged
are Walter Clalbone, Verne Langford and
William Wolf.
to

film.

L.

L.

the

appointed

1

the making of a seven-reel prohibition picture starring Milton Bills and Ruth Roland,
with J. Herbert Frank as the featured heavy

Miller,

Norma Talmadge

"Fighting

for

publicity representa-

Brenon Film Corp.

tive for the Herbert

Co. He has moved to Santa Barbara and will
write for the American Film Co.
His son
Frank will collaborate with him.

Moreland," scheduled for re-

tisements.

Including "A Self Made Widow," which was
completed some weeks ago, Alice Brady had
played the star roles In eight World-Pictures
in exactly that number of months.
What was
still more serious, she checked up her dressmakers' bills for these photodramas and
struck a grand total of $17,906.
"Being a
picture star comes high," said Miss Alice with
a grimace.
But In another minute she was

Walter Perkins, the former comedian star
My Friend from Iudia" and "The Man
from Mexico," who has the film options on all
books and writings from the pen of Mary E.
Wllkins, on Wednesday sold a script to Vitagraph that will be used for a five-part picture.
The story Is the Joint work of Mrs. Wllkins
(Freeman) and Florence Moore Moss Kingsley.

David Horsley has selected the Art Dramas
program to release his Crane Wilbur pictures,
the first release being made being that of "The
Eye of Envy."

Mae Murray, society dancer and screen
favorite, will be featured at The Rlalto next
In a modern romantic comedy called
"At First Sight. " This Is a story written by
Oeorge Middleton and prepared for the screen

week
as a

Famous Players-Paramount

production.

sltth picture.

Killer A Wilk have sold the rights to "The
for District of Columbia, Maryland,
Delaware, Virginia and North Carolina, to
Sidney Lust of Washington.

Whip"

WILLIAM

MOONEY

A.

Charles T. Dazey Is no longer connected
with the scenario department of the Lasky

and

ROBERT BOLLING

PRESENT

THE MOST SENSATIONAL PHOTO DRAMA OF TODAY

Wait
for the

jf*
<er

.

Serial
Released in

September

Paramount Pictures
15 EPISODES
30

PARTS

"Hate" is a worth-while propaganda film that has the ad*
vantage of a strong subject, combined with judicious treatment. Properly exploited, "Hate" ought to prove a monrymaking success for the exhibitor. The fact that it contains
nothing that could give serious offense is a good point in
aV

-ACNES SMITH, THE ''MORNING TELEGRAPH."

The present
Cruger case
crusade

agitation

and

-G.

An

of

T. P.,

interesting picture

throughout

its

value

is

police circles due to the Ruth
revival of the white slavery
in arousing local interest in

"EXHIBITORS* TRADE REVIEW/*
is

more than

out in the picture
ing story.

in

consequent

may prove

the feature.

•

DIRECTED BY

WALTER RICHARD STAHL

TRADE PAPER REVIEWS THAT TELL A BOX-OFFICE STORY

Up To The
Standard of

PRODUCED BY

FAIRMOUNT FILM CORP.

WRITTEN BY

WALTER MEADE

J.

"Hate," and
thousand

six

the drama.

... A

it

holds

feet.

interest

its

What

stands

clearly told, interest-

The captions preach a sermon and use strong terms, but
should come in very timely at present with New York City
worked up and shocked beyond measure at the Ruth
Cruger murder. The Fairmount. by shooting out this picture and taking advantage of some of the editorials that have
been printed in the New York morning and evening papers,
will go hand-in-hand in making "Hate
demanded in all sections.
Not that the cases are identical, but the theme of
"parent responsibility" as advanced by Mrs. Humiston, the
woman lawyer, who found the buried body of little Ruth, is
coincidental with that propounded in the newspaper man's
senatorial candidacy.
"Hate" may not write the last word
in feature film making, but it does tell a pretty strong truth
that, no matter how many times crushed to earth, shall rise
again.
A lot of judicious advertising and delicate handling
of the theme in the advance notices will go a long way toward
all

making money

for the

"Hate" exhibitors.

-MARK,

-GEO. BLAISDELL, "MOVING PICTURE WORLD.**

"VARIETY.**

Cptiramcuuit *
I
Communicate with

y

;jp

^^J j

jja

e\fI C #

H

l^rl

Biograph Studio, 796 East 176th Street,

»

Special Representative

New York

City

MOVING PICTURES
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Chicago, June

27.

The rumor in New York that Mutual
would remove its main offices to that
arose when President John K. Freuler looked over a
suite in the World's Tower building
city

is

untrue.

It

as a possible location for one of the
subsidiary companies. He is an officer
in 23 such corporations.
Reel Life, the Mutual Weekly, has
been discontinued for the summer, but
Terry Ramsaye, its editor, remains.
The publicity will be handled from the
various Mutual studios during the
heated term.
The annual election of the Mutual

Film Corp. was held on Tuesday, when
John R. Freuler was re-elected for -the
third time. Other officers chosen were
Dr. George W. Hall, first vice-president;
Crawford Livingston, second
vice-president; Samuel M. Field, secreAll
tary; S. S. Hutchinson, treasurer.
excepting Livingston are residents of

Chicago.

At the meeting

it

was voted

to con-

tinue the policy of exploiting big stars.

Beginning

in

September Mutual

week

BLACKTON LEAVES VITA.

JOHNSON JOINS SELZNIOL

Trade

Things are happening the Vitagraph
Company and there is a likelihood tne

Julian Johnson, editor of Photoplay
Magazine, has rtgigaed from that nubr
lication to accept the position of editorMr.
Selznick-Pictures.
of
in-chief
Johnson's resignation from Photoplay
will go into effect as soon as the publishers engage his successor, and he
will take up his new duties immediately,
probably soon after July 1.
"I have created the position of editorin-chief of Selznick-Pictures to make
a place for Mr. Johnson in my organization.
I have known him for several
years, and have watched his work with
great interest. I believe there are few
men who have made so serious and
thorough a study of photoplays as he.
His reviews of pictures invariably
strike at the vital point, whether in
praise or blame. If that sort of brains
is of value to a magazine, it is of double
value to a producer."

in New York against Mutual In
favor of the Motion Picture Board of

LATEST MUTUAL NEWS.

will

release two features weekly instead of
one as at present.
Regarding the judgment given this

ci

America, for $1,490.83, Mr.
*

Freuler says he will appeal it to the
Supreme Court, if necessary. The suit
was for the payment of dues for 1917,
but that organization was, he says, well
He adds
out of existence last year.
that nobody has to sue Mutual for any
money legitimately due. Continuing,
he states that much testimony was
ruled out at the trial and not properly
understood that it is a test case and

—

Mutual must pay
likewise be held up.
if

all

members

company will be reorganized, with the
downtown financial interests taking a
more active participation.
The present method of releasing may
abandoned and an amalgamation
arrangement with another
concern may be made.
J. Stuart Blackton is to retire from
Vita and has completed the formation
of an independent producing organizabe

distribution
film

will

tion, to make four big features a year,
which will probably be released through

Goldwyn.
Leon Bamberger, sales
manager, has resigned.

FRED ZWEIPBL DIVORCED.
Cincinnati, June 27.
Frederick Zweifel, traveling manager
for "The Birth of a Nation," was

CITY COUNCIL OBJECTS.

granted a divorce from Gertrude Zweiin Covington,
fel, whom he married
Ky., in 1913.

He says she associated with certain
actors and New York men, and notified him at the Marlborough Hotel in
1915 that she had decided to go it
alone.

Although he has not seen her since,
he says he sent her money and so did
Hearing of the other
another man.
alleged gifts, Zweifel declares he re-

more

fused to give up any

coin.

promotion

.

An application of the Fox Film Corporation to the City Council of Hollywood, Cal., for an order making an
industrial district of its plant in that
community, has been denied.
The action was taken without prejudice to the company and it is hoped the
film people and the protestants will
come to some basis of settlement.
Many of the citizens of that district
think the company should be required
to move to some other location.

MRS. SANGER WINS AGAIN.
Chicago, June 27.
Margaret Sanger's "Birth Control"
film won out in Judge Joseph David's
court on Monday, the picture's owners
being granted a writ of mandamus compelling the city officials to issue a
permit for exhibition.
The city film censorship, which is
under the control of Major Funkhouser, made a motion for a new trial

which was denied.
The writ was granted after the jury
in

the case attended a private exhibition
failed to find any immorality
the film.

and they
in
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Great Star
ThrillingStory
15 Episodes

30 Parts
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FILM REVIEWS
A DOG CATCHER'S

A STRANGE TRANSGRESSOR,
Lewis* Glaum

L61» Montrow

,. 4*-4,* * *$.• Btrnoy Bbt^Tj
Hftiaptsn
Colin Chase
Hampton
Dorcas Matthews
Paula Chester
M*T Olracl
Darld
J. Prank Burke
Brother Buloflan
William H. Bray
Hart Chester
It's a Triangle, with Louise Glaum featured.
John Lynch Is credited with the original

Jobs.

.

Irwin

story

and

J.

O.

Hawks

the

ploturisatlon.

Since
Reginald Barker did the directing.
time immeorlal the writers of fiction and
romance hare woven a story about the woman
who would sell her soul In order that she and
her child would not die of starvation and exposure.
In "A Strange Transgressor" the
film folks will find Louise Glaum playing the
role of

a woman who

finds herself

and

and the dog fancier are called upon to perform some hasardous feats. The feature Is
worth booking.
Mark

GRIFFITH GETS NAZIMOVA.
Private advices from England are
to the effect that David W. Griffith
will shortly return to America and immediately begin the production of a
series of features to be released via
Artcraft, the first of which will be a

powerful war drama
star

in

Nazimova.

^mo^ytd^m^^
announces that

George Loane Tucker
Invites offers for

The United States and Canada
or any part thereof
FOR HIS

MOST UNUSUAL PHOTODRAMA

BELIEVE.

Stephen Ferrler

Milton Rosmer
Charles Rock

The Rev. John Ferrler
Blaine Perrler

Barbara Everest
Hubert Willis
Frank Stanmore
Kenelm Foes
Hayford Hobbe
Bertram Binglelgh

Jim Walton
"Scrubby" Walton
J. W. Harden
The Hon. Hubert Lynn

Guy Tarleton
Thos. Henry Gedge
"Juicy Joe"

Edward
Lewis

Lucy

O'Neill
Gilbert

Edna Flugrath
Minna Grey

A Woman

Cora Fltzmaurlce
Mrs. Jim Walton

Janet Ross
Louise Manning

Dr. Carlton

Philip

A Roue

Hewland

Arthur Walcott
Dorothy Tree
James Reardon

A Wanton

A

angle-Keystone comedy, bearing the Mack
Sennett label.
There Is not much sense to
the doggoned thing, yet it serves to put the
Keystone funmakers through some rough
stunts that Include some lively work on the
water, with a real battleship, submarine and
guns in action, helping out the comedy. There
is a lot of action in this Sennett photoplay

and has some amusingly grotesque situations
Some Ingeniously devised
that are surefire.
comedy "bits*" are capitally worked uy. and
the subject as a whole comes up te the BenAll the players work their
nett standard.
heads off, and some genuine daredevilitry Is
oameraed In order to get the laughs. The
work of Keystone Teddy, the dog. Is wonderfully interesting, and this canine performer
does many things better than some human beings.
There are some real thrills In this
film and some ludicrous climaxes that will
no doubt make "A Dog Catcher's Love" fill In
an acceptable niche on any exhibitor's program. There are any number of big laughextracting scenes In this Mack Sennett fun
production which shows quite an expenditure
The men playing the dog oatcher
of money.

son,

80
David, dependent on the mother's wits.
she up and accepts the favors of a rich surgeon who gives her a palatial home and all
the attendant luxuries of life.
The woman
places her boy in a Catholic Institution
whither she goes regularly on visiting days
to -see her boy and bestow true motherly love
on him, Meanwhile the surgeon marries the
very girl who was supposed to be set for the
surgeon's son.
Then the woman, cast aside
by the famous doctor, plans revenge by trying to have the son wed her.
Owing to his
drunken condition the presiding officer of the
church refuses to go on with the ceremony.
Too drunk to realise there has been no ceremony the boy agrees to take Lola home and
introduce her to the family as his wife. In a
pretty, well-staged scene one sees an electrical and rain storm rage as Lola's boy In
a fever passes his sleeping guard and rushes
out Into the elements, cllmblnr a wall but
only to fall back with a badly Injured bead.
Only an operation can save the lad. To make
a long story short, the celebrated surgeon,
Hampton, finally consents to perform the
operation, and In gratitude Lola tells him that
she Is not married to his son. Of course Doc
agrees to take care of Lola and her boy the
latter being saved by the wonderful surgical
skill of Hampton, senior.
There is one thing
striking and visibly apparent In this Triangle production, the complete scenic settings, the properties and embellishments of
all the "interiors." particularly those of the
two homes of the doctor and his mistress,
being handsome and complete.
The staring
in these sections showed a master hand and a
stickler for adequate stage setting*.
The
feature Is not extraordinary In construction
but it has some interesting connections, and
for the most part Is excellently acted.
Miss
Glaum works hard all the way and is especially effective In her emotional scenes with
her boy.
Just another argument that the
"way of the transgressor Is hard." Acceptable as a feature.
Mark.
I

LOVE.

,..~81tm Sommervllle
Glen Caveoder
The Girl
Peggy Pearos
Her Sweetheart
Hal Cooley
Girl's banker father
Jack Henderson
Cameraman
Harry Breen
The dog.....
Keystone Teddy
"A Dog Catcher's Lore" Is a two-part Tri-

Dog. Catcher
Dog Fancier
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Fool

George Loane Tucker's seven -reel feature
was shown In New York for the first time
last week.
The picture is one that was produced In England and the story deals en-

Produced under the direction of

,

with conditions In the slums of London.
replete with gruesome incidents, deaths,
seductions, etc., and then at the
finish there Is an effort to take away the natural depression that the picture would cause

tirely
It

Is

murders,

to come over an audience by making It all
a dream. As the principals of his theme Mr.
Tucker takes an aged scientist who believes
that there is no God and sets against him a
young mission worker, who Is the adopted
son of a preacher. The scientist is the leader
of one cult In the slums, while the boy is
conducting a mission.
There Is a clash of
the two factions In which the young man Is
injured, but he saves the scientist from Injury
and goes to his house for treatment by a
physician.
While there the scientist declares
he Is working on a formula that will produce life, but as he Is working over It, there
is an .explosion.
Later one realizes that It
is from this point on that the dream takes
place In the mind of the scientist, who is
knocked unconscious as is also the young missionary.
The scientist dreams that the boy
has been killed by the explosion, but that
he himself is unhurt, and then to test his
formula he brings the missionary back to

Mfe, but instead of the good-hearted, kindly
lad he develops Into a creature without a
hard and wicked, whe would halt at
nothing to graltfy his personal desires.
The
revelations of what ens without a soul might
accomplish are terrifying to the scientist, and
finally when he does come to realize that it
was all the work of his Imagination, he decides there Is a God after all, and says "I
Believe."
The picture Is rather drawn out,
but It will hold the Interest. The photography
and detail are splendid and the acting es-

George Loane Tucker
THE CONSENSUS OF OPINION AT THE
TRADE SHOWING AT THE RIALTO
THURSDAY WAS:
THEATRE ON
"A TREMENDOUS STORY"
"A MARVELOUS THOUGHT'
"A WONDERFUL MORAL"
"AN EXTRAORDINARY PRODUCTION OF
A GIGANTIC SUBJECT"

THIS

A PICTURE ABSOLUTELY OUT OF
THE ORDINARY AND A
SURE BOX OFFICE ATTRACTION
IS

soul,

pecially

good.

Candler Bldg.

0myfjtd0rfvQ; inc.

220

West 42nd

St.

which he

will
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Marlou Feruley
Jcha lilac}/
Robert MerriU

Marj Puller
Chnrl»* Rlchman
Chester Barnett
Joe Smiley

Qanrln, politician
Russell Bassett
David Hlgglos, Farmer
For timeliness, nothing could possibly be
more up-to-the minute then "The Public Be
Damned," a flve-part melodrama, written
around the present agitation over the high
The picture has a leader concost of food.
taining the personul endorsement of the production by Herbert Hoover, the United States
Food Administrator, who declares It is especially timely and should arouse the public to a
real Itat Ion that something must be done to
stop tbo depredations of the food barons
whom, he charges, are robbing the public of
millions of dollars every day. The basic plot
Is Marion Fernley, a country girl, loved by
two men John Black, a produce dealer, and
Robert Merrltt. a student in an agricultural
college.
The merchant Is rich and the student
As In all first-class dramas, she acIs poor.
cepts the poor man. The produce dealer goes
to New York and becomes head of the Food
Trust and the girl and her husband settle
down on a farm up-state. The agricultural
student raises a fine crop, but cannot find a
market for it, owing to the absolute control
The young
of all food channels by the truBt.
farmer organltes the neighbors Into an organisation to fight the trust and then follows
a series of absorbingly interesting episodes
showing the machinations of the trust, their
methods of stifling competition, their control
of legislation and the ultimate winning over
of the food baron through his love for the
Bill

Miriam Monroe
John Corirad
Albert Bernard
Randolph Monroe
Bradford Duncan
Eric Johansen

who has

Barrymere

Ethel

William B. Davidson
Harry S. Northrup

Frank Currier
William Black
Ceell

Fred

Poole
Major Foster
Williams
Capt. Herbert
Prof.

A

by John Gotoimd, a chemist,
the assistance of Miss Barrymore as
Miriam Monroe. There la some diplomatic
tntrlctze, lha secret service and a natoralUed
German attempting to secure the formula of
the explosive for Germany* one scene purporting to show the effect of the explosion
through the destruction of a specially built
The scene looked very flimsy from
village.
There la but little action, and
every angle.
this toward the finish, with the conventional
fight and ballroom scene, the finale bringing
about the arrest of the conspirators and the
love making of the two principals, Miriam
Edwin Carewe directed the
and Monroe.
scenario by Albert Shelby from a story by
Louis R. Wolhelm. The war theme Is certain to hold some attention, but as a feature
film "The Greatest Power" (the title meaning,

Owen

Truesdell

Redfleld Clark

Rudolph de Cordova
W. M. Armstrong

Rolfe (Metro) feature, with Ethel Barry-

of It. The picture was aimed
timely about this time, although a
as the film's story hinges upon
the declaration of war between U. S. and GerIt deals with a high and new exmany.

more the centre
to

be

trifle

fovod

plosive

THE GREATEST POWER.

THE PUBLIC BE DAMNED.

late,

from the
peace

Is

stor y that tke greatest power for
war) most solely depend upon the
of Ethel Barrymore- te

name and person

Bim °-

draw.

.;

BRYAN DIRECTING DRESSLER.
Vincent Bryan, the author, has returned to New York from the Pacific
Coast, where he has been for some
months and will direct Marie Dressier
in

a series of two-reel comedies, for
Mr. Bryan will furnish the

which

scenarios.

—

woman and his realisation of his Iniquitous
methods of doing business. It Is the kind of
a picture that cannot fail to interest and
ahould be a big draw for any exhibitor who
is progressive enough to grasp the possibilities
for exploiting It as a sensational feature. It
certainly strikes home much more forcibly
the European war thousands of miles
th.'tn
away across the water. To Mary Fuller, as
the young wife, should go the stellar honors.
She contributes a fine character drawing of a
sincere thoughtful woman, not a pretty dollfaced thing, obsessed with her otd affairs,
but one who is laboring for the general good.
Charles Rlchman, as the food baron, is strong
and virile, and Chester Barnett as the young
husband Is exceptionally natural and devoid
In fact, all the type seof all theatrical Ism.

A number
lections were Intelligently made.
of big scenes were well bandied and the direction throughout indicates thoughtful care.
The cameraman has contributed some good
work, especially some very effective night
"The Public Be Damned" could have
scenes.
stood a little more elaboration, and with the
endorsement of the Food Administrator,

mm
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—the world in fact —the people—rich and poor—cry, "Give us

Throughout the country

food—lest we perish."
Our nation
will

be

is

won or

at war.
lost

Our

FOOD.

Allies look to us for

The struggle

of the

Ages

on the American Farms.

Meanwhile the American people bend to the soil. The earth God bequeathed gives
forth its fruit. But still the cry—"Food, give us Food."

And

from distant shores, the echo reverberates,
longer have strength to withstand our enemies."

far across the waters of the earth

"Food, give us Food, lest

we no

be

The Motion

Picture

JACK

— the

powerful sun-light

and the

CUNNINGHAM

causes.

Scenario Editor

Richman

Universal City

I

s

u

THE PUBLIC
HARRY
McCOY
(4

Years with Msck Sennett)

In five tremendous parts—

HAROLD EDEL
Managing Director

of the Strand Theatre, N. Y.,

picture and exclaimed:

f

"It s a knockout.

I'll

saw

play

the

it all

thousand feet of this
next week as the feature."
first

Starring in Keystone Comedies

Directing Himself
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FILM REVIEWS
.Oerda

melodramatlo situation Is hashed
visualised by an aggregation
of screen talent that would be difficult to Im-

BTvelyn

Montagu Love enacting c dual personality ro4e— that of procozutIng attorney and leader of the Apache band.
He goes the "Jekyll and Hyde" tale one better; there Is Oerda Holmes, who plays a young

way

THE BRAND OF SATAN.
Christine

•

Jacques Cordet
Francois vUMer
Jacques Despard
Manuel Le Qrange.
J^snlAlle*

•••••••••••••

vlrllely

prove upon.

GTreeley

Bmlle Le Croix
Katberlne Johnston

Pere Bechard

a

of

up and

Holmes
Montaug Love
,,«,... Nat Orose.
J. Herbert Frank
Albert Hart

•••••••••a

There

is

good direction and photography, It will undoubtedly prove a good program feature. Story
by George
directed
by J ere F. Loooey,
Archalnbaud, photography by Philip Hatkin.
Jolo,

girl, ravished In the first reel,
of the picture showing her thirty years later
with a grown son, the result of the terrible
crime.
There Is J. Herbert Frank, always a
painstaking character delineator, In the role
of a student and afterward as a famous surOne might go right through the entire
geon.
cast and give Individual pralne for worthy
effort.
It would not do to analyse the plot
in detail, but taking It as a whole, with the

—
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Hon at the Strand Theatre, New York City
is this

—

There is food aplenty but the FOOD TRUST the most criminal combination in
America's business history is grinding the masses in its insatiable desire for

—

PROFITS.
Herbert Hoover, food administrator of the U. S. A., and chairman of the
for Relief in Belgium, publicly assailed the FOOD TRUST before the U. S. Senate
last week, stating:
"In the last five months $250,000,000 has been extracted from
the American consumer in excess of normal profits of manufacturers and distributers."

— has

drama

The

exposed

Picture

Food
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"The Clodnopper" Is a Trlaugle feature,
Charles Key featured, that Is worth
three times the amount ol money the exIts by Mouto M.
hibitors will pay lor It.
with

by Victor Buberulnger,
supervised by Thomas H. Ince and bears the
It Is one of the beat
Kay-iiee trademark.
Aims produced in many a day, and the story
"The Clodhopper" shows Charlea Kay
Is Al.
at bis best, and la this feature aloue establishes hliuaelf as a real, houeet-to-Heevea film
actor, who at no time shows any tendeucy to
overplay, aud withal makes a lovable and
likable character out of the young country
boy.
The picture is splendidly oast and each
member of the leading company enaota hie
Uf the supporting
role with unusual erealt.
members perhaps the most attention la bestowed upon Lydia Knott as the mother of
the clodhopper.
She la the sweeteet Uing
wholeImaginable aa the eelf-eaertaoing,
heatred mother makes the type so naturally
natural that her motherly scenes with Kay
give acme hearty tugs at the beartairlnge,
One can't help but admire Mies Knott's
capable and capital interpretation of the role
Then there is oompeteat
of Mrs. Nelson.

photoplay acting by Charlea French aa Ike
Neleoa, the money-saving, hard-hearted, miserly old Kube town banker and farmer, who
denies his wife and boy good tiines.olo thee and
the luxuriee of farm life that rich tillers of
the soil enjoy nowadays. And Margery Wilson
was sweetly demurs and charmingly Impressive as the country sweetheart of Bverett
Nelson, so excellently played by Hay.
And
Ouiss as asligmaa, the stags producsr, answers
his role in every particular.
So all told the
cast, is out there in front of the camera putting over a olean, wholesome and homespun
story that has comedy, pathos and a bit of
romance that adds a touch of nature that enhances the feature la mors ways than one.
Kattsrjoha has woven a natural story and
Scheruinger has dons wsll his part in the
staging. The Fourth of July oolosratloa whoa
Ray rides the "uarldable mule," the staging
of the "Clodhopper Glide" and the run on
the bank measured up to all expectations and
run as true to conditions as the film fan
oould wlah for nowadays jrhen oompetitloa la
so keen among ths feature producers. Watching the country boy hugging bis mothsr whom
aha makes him boundlessly happr w!'.i the
new suit bought with money she secretly
earned by making carpet rugs unknown to
anybody sands a lump Into ths throat of anyone who has lived la a small town or In the
country prior to bitting the big city life,
Ray and Miss Knott makes all those sconce of
mother and son affection as lifelike as ooold
be desired. The photography Is clear and distinct and all of the "exteriors" which la the
-tnajortty are laid amid ths environment that
a picture of this typo calls for. "The Clodhopper" will please any audience, and aayone
falling to obtala entertainment from this feature should consult a doctor; there's
thins wrong- with bis Innards.

so?

—

WUaoa

French
Knott
Thomas Quia*

Charles

—

State Righ ts cl gan-up in film history

Why

Charles Raj

Margery

laaae Nelson
Mrs. Neiso'u

Katurjohn, directed

Tkroogk Life Iwsoroaco
For laformetiea,
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THE CLODHOPPER.
verett Nelson
Mary Martin
Karl

"MOVIE" PLAYERS

the remainder

There may be a diversity of opinion regarding the Peerless (World) photoplay production, "The Brand of Satan," but on one point
there can be no two ways It Is a "tripping"
melodrama, gripping In the mstter of Intensity of plot and gripping In Its unfolding
through being a tale of the stranglers of Paris.
Practically everything worth while In the

31

speculators

is

THE SIREN.
Vivian Courtney, known as Cherry Millard
Valeaka iuratt
Derrick McClade
Clifford Bruos
Burt Hull
Robert Clugstoa
Ths Stranger
Curtis Benton

and Mary Fuller

Ross Langdon

DAMNED

Ron

Arm and

Old Langdon
Cherry's Maid

Ceaars Oraviaa
Rica Soott

Kallas

The Fox Film Corporation folks bavs managed, la "The Siren," to finally put Valeaka
Buratt back onoe more la the styls of role
for which shs Is boot fitted—an out and out
vampire.
Having sent one man to jail
through her Infidelity, sbs goes west and booomes an habitue of a rough dance ball.
Learning that a young prospector has fallen
heir to a large fortune shs frsmee up to
marry him, and almoet succeeds. Absolutely
nothing Is too vamplrlsh for her to overlook, with the Inevitable finish of all such
people— In plcturee anyway that ehe "pays
the penalty" with her life. Miss Surstt's Impersonation of a drink-soaked dance hall
woman Is an eiceptlonally fine piece of characterisation, probably second only to similar
character portrayals eesayed by Oladys Brockwell.
A hellish scene between theee two In a
qua r re' over the attentions of a man would be
worth going soms distance to witness. A competent oast and able stage direction, aug-

N

BE

Isabel

Armnnd

77

—

mented by effective Illustrated titles, many
them projected right Into the scenee
through double eipoeure, all contribute to
make a good program feature.
Jolo.

of

Directed by S. E. V.

TAYLOR

"THE PUBLIC BE DAMNED"

—

call in

will

be sold on the State Right* plan.

OPPOSED TO M.

Don't write

person or telephone to the
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Chicago, June

27.

A

group of picture theatre managers
by H. Schocnstadt have started a
protective organization which they call
the Motion Picture Owners' Associaled

PUBLIC RIGHTS FILM CORPORATION
485
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VARIETY
S3
Edwards A Ward (O)
Edwards Wilfred
Bldrldge Barlow A

Howard Mrs Bert
Humphries Harry
Hurst A De Var (O)

Blllott Margaret
Bills Hsrry

Bmmet Michael
Brrlngton Miss

Irwin Chas

Jackson Thomas
Jaoobson Mayte
Jaeohe Louis J

Everett Louise

Jahn

F

ACROBATIC DANCER WANTED—Young

girl

not over 5 iu tsil for vaudeville act. James,
Variety, New York.
ALLEN SPENCER TENNEY write* the right
ac it, sketcbes, monologues. Don't with for *
good ecu Let him write you one. CorrespondBroadway, New York.
ence solicited.
AMnJUCAN VLLVE1' DstorBt Velvet, Veiour,
Flusu; rainica Drops ana oecuery ot nil kinds.
L. A. fnee, «u7 Gaiety Tncauc Blag., New York,
Bryant freu.
~nHAJ*UNU DESIRABLE VAUDLVlLLt, nets
inocpenucui, at bucupot fern, Wilmington.
Acis can break jump Mat or West. Otter one
or two weena. I wo anows oaiiy. beiexy muet
write J as. L. Henry, eva feru Bkig.,
be low.
Vvuniingtou, AJeL

WJ

,

BOOnUNG FIRST-CLASS ACTS
in

for cabareta

feUO.* CURliS (Ocnerai
nooking Otnce, Gaiety

Aiuuuc cuy.

Bruauway

Managcr>,

Koom OUi New H ork.
Cnu.tUA 'oikU *OK IMtOADWAV ME-

incakre

Blag.,

,

Viibwo stAU sumMkAi fJAua/UCiUJNS. awkf£j>u£.^c£.u

£.

CARE VARIETY.

J.,

NEW YORK.
YOUNG LADY-PIANIST WISHES ENGAGE".
ME NT FOR SUMMER: CAN PLAY FOR PICTURES OR JOIN ORCHESTRA. MISS E. M..
VARIETY, NEW YORK.

LETTERS
Where C follows name, letter is in
Variety's Chicago office.
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Advertising
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Johnson Henry
Jonee Bdlth L
Jones Mre Sydney
Jordon Julee
Judge Patsy (O)
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i*UK SAi-fc.— Large gotten liaboon, trained.
Mourns, noes, uiaiaowia bicycle on the uoor.
Kiuca bicycic in feciourome. iuao mediu m »ai*od
(Lnacma baboon, uuuunco. S. fteaerveM, Covw* urn, L*u, Box 4W.
___

"FOR SAl-t—Keguiauon
in per ice i

aixe aabeatoa curtain,

conumoa. Apply Waiter Mosenbcrg,

bavoy

incatrc,
Ureeicy eo*L

iU W.

#*th

New

St.,

York,

"FOR SALJi-KOLL TOP DESE, UGUT OAK.
IN VJiK* UOODLONDlllOft; WiUUBESOLd>
guiuw BUfchJL
N EW YORE,

JOHN-

n\EASOi\ABut. 10
boft, VAMlhVlY.

FUR SALE—Iwenty
Uroauway

from

Box

17,

Variety,

bcautaiul

Evening Gowne
*1XWU

nt

production,
Yonk.

each.

Ne w

"FOR SAi-k,—Automobile*, Ford Town Car, in
pence t orucr, IVlo mooei; muet sell nt once.
canton B urt, Variety, New York.
.

OFFICE FURNITURE—In

very good condican be had reasonable; all oak. Only been
uscu a abort wnile. IJuicJt Buyer, Variety, New
York.
tion;

PIANIST—IF. ADER—open
tion: will

go eaywaere.

for

Good

Morria Beer,

companist.
York.
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good preposiand ac-

ooiotat

W.

«Jrd be.

New

Oahlll Vivian (C)
Caldwell Betty

Abbott Annls

Adams Edna (C)
Adams * Murray
Adams Bay (C)
Adonis

W

Campbell Florence
Campbell Leola M
(P)
Campbell
Carbrey Mre Jack

Wo

H

Allan Frederick
Amudm (C)

Madam
Careoa Cora Y
Carroll

Almond Mrs Tom
Anderson A Golaes
Anderson Howard
Anders Olsa
Anderson Mr

Andrews Mrs

W

TO SUBLET-7-ROOM APARTMENT (UNFURNlbUhDJ FOR THREE MONTHS, FROM
JULY 1ST, LONGER LEASE IF DESIRED.
ELEGANT LOCATION. NEAR RIVERSIDE
DRIVE. SUBLET AT A GREAT SACRD/1CE.
MAKUUIS, Mi FORT WASHINGTON A*'fc..
1771 a ST. (BROADWAY SUBWAY OR CAR),

NEW

YORE.

UPRIGHT MAHOGANY
leaving town, will sell
Variety, N ew York.

piano for sale, party
st a eacriboc. Burton.

"WANTED—A GENTLEMAN'S WARDROBE
TRUNK; MUST BE IN GOOD CONDITION
U1MED1ATELY.
REASONABLE:
AND
TRUNK, VARIETY,

NEW YORE.

WANTED—A maie or

female partner, must be
a good performer, with a good voice. Partner,
Variet y, New York.

WANTED—CIRL-Good
wheels,

for

Good

solid.

fancy dancer, cartstandard vaudeville net. Booked

salary,

stating height and
Variety, New York.

wardrobe furnished. Write
weight. Miss J. Yorkly,

WANTED—To buy several acts, used Chorus
Costumes, suitable for Burlesque or Muscial
Comedy. Write P. O. Box 17L Cedar Grove,
N. J.

WANTED—TWO GOOD ECCENTRIC COMED1ANS TO PLAY PARTS. 40 WEEKS GUARANTEED. CAN ALSO USE CHORUS GIRLS.
SOUBRETTES AND STRAIGHT MEN AT ALL
TIMES. THOR, 315 PUTNAM BLDG.. NEW
YORK.

YOUNG LADY
ville

act,

performer.

wanted as partner

in vaude-

must have good voice and he good
Carson, Variety,

YOUNG LADY-Wlshes

New

York.

W(P)

Ansllnn Julia
Anson Jos
Aracnro Antonio
Armnwn Miss (SF)

Armando Pets
Armln Walter
Arnold Lucia
Arnold G L (C)
Artols Mrs Welter
Atkinson John

<0)

Cherry James
Chlsbolm Thsresa
Claottl Mrs Paul
Clark Dob M
Clark Jim A P
Clifford Bally
Clifford Badle

A L

Clover Dave
Clover Edythe

G

Coon Verne

B
Bailee Billy (P)
Bailey Owen
Baker Mildred
Bally Bon 8

Barr * Everett (C)
Barry Arthur
Beaaferd Jamas (C)
Bates Ohas P (P)
Battey Arthur H
Bays Miss A (C)

Beaumont Freak
Bellolalre Eddie
Bell Norma

Benson Miss Benny

Bentfoy Billy B
Berlin Lnlu
Bernard Bert (C) v
Bernrvfoos Bros (P)

Collins A F (C)
Collins J H
Collins Milt

Colmsr

L

M

Connsll
A
Connelly James

Conrad Bd B
Cook A Handman (8F)
Copeland Las
Copsland Mrs 8 (C)

A
Cox Florenos
Crawford B H

Cortelll

Mrs

Crutohfleld Mrs C
Cuneo Glsdys
Cnrran Mlsa Fay N

(C)
Cur ran Thos
Curtis Jane
Cuthbert Rupert
Dalley Madeline

• WUhelmlnl
Dahlberg May (C)
Blcknell Mr A Mrs
Darcy Mrs Harry
BIcknell Mrs O M
Darcy Joe
Blnns Mr A Mrs Geo Darling T May
Berry

Black Betty
Black Julee
Bonner Betty

Boone Mre
Boudler Pallette
Boy Ian Mlsa Cecil
Boyle Jsck
Brady Jack (C)
Breton Mrs Ted
Brewstsr Bstty
Brlssons The
Broadhurst Oso
Br ode rick Jerry
Brooke Harvey
Brown Brothers
Brown Fletcher Trio
Brown Eleanors
Brown A Kennedy (C)
Browning Besale (C)
Burke Cbas (P)

Burks Mabel
Burkhart M
Burnett Blanche
Burnett Nellie
(P)
Burnett
Burns Victor
Burrows A B (C)

W W

Darnell Miss

Davldberg Harry
Davlea Tom
Dasle Mile tC)
De Angelo Carlo
De Angelo Carlo (C)
Dean Ray (C)
De Lelne Muriel K
Delour May

A Wicks (C)

Follette

Folsom Bobby (C)

Keno Jos
Kent Annie
Ketchum A Chetum
King Julia (C)
King June A May (C)
King Laura Bell (C)
Klngsley Geo
Kingston Ksthryne
Klrkegrsds Ksthryne
Ktrkegrade Letta
Knight Al
Knudson Eveta

Kouas Sisters (C)
Kunla Tom

Burtwlck Ruth
Buaktrk Musical

(P)
Dlas Anita (C)
Dick Hermsn
Dillon Lillian

Dockstader Lew

La Costa Warren
Lambden El wood
Lamey Jack (C)
La Monde Bessie
Lamont Mra Carl
Landan Max

Glynn Harry
Gold Irsns
Golden Mabel

Goodman M H (P)
Gordon Phyllis
Gormley Catherine
Grace Elisabeth
Orahama Four
Gray Mra Chris
Gray Nellie A
Grassr Arnold
Greatwood Liaette
Greenwood Geo B
Gregorys Ths (C)
Guest Alfred
GTuerite Laura
Quhl Bd

B
Lane A Howard

Landolf

La PolllU Mlae
Laurell May-Stan (C)
Lavall Ella (P)

Lavarnke A France
Laveen Sam

Leewood Hsrry
Le Hart Ross
Lelghton Chas (8F)
Lester Doris Trio

Levy Joseph
Lewis A Felber
Lewis A
Lewis Chas B
Lewis Oralg B (O)
Lewis Emma
LewU Harry (C)
Lewie Bid
Leyton Elmer H

Hedge J C (C)
Halcombe Frances
Hall A Le Roy "
Hall Jans
Hall MarshaU
Hallo Bunlos (C)
Hslperln Max

W

Herford Beatrice'
Herrera Cbas
Hicks Mrs
M
Hill Cherry & H

Mandevllle Marjorle

Mann Bam

Wm

Hill

Chas

Hitchcock

Marks Frank (P)
Marley Jack

L

Martini A MaxmUllan
Martini Bob

Jlmmls

Hoadley Fred

R

Martin Jonnle
Marvin Earl
Marvin Geo
May Dorlo (P)
May Hallo

Hoey Herbert
Hoi brook Florence
Holllster Leonard
Homer Eva (P)

Howard

McBard A McBard

Slaters

Drew Beatrice
Drew Lowell B
Duncan Harry

Du

Vrlee Bvelyn

DO son Pearl
1

Ml Strand Theatre

Bldg.

Breedwey end 47th

St.

Openings arranged,
acta can get snick action,

'

Wm

Bteadman Fannie
Bob
Kathryn
Stewart Jean Miss

E

Bt Claire Frances
8t James Will
Btlrk Cliff iC)
Btolser Mre Carl
Stone Beth (C)

Strand Trio
Suares Dolores
Sully Estelle
Buter Ann
Swor Bert
Syncopatora Three

V

O

H

O'BrJen Neal
O'Connor Catherine
Oloott Chas

Taliaferro Miss I
Tannen Julius (C)

Tasmaalaa Troupe

O'Neil
O'Nell

Tsylor Antoinette
Taylor Fred
Tendehoa Chief
Thome Ernest

Orth Frank
Orvllls A Mandellne
Os bourne Mae
Osgood Anita

Thursby Dave
Thurston Miss Leslie
Tlerney John
TUford Lew (C)

Ostman Chas

Tipton Ted

Omar

Bisters

W

H

Todd Bdnn (C)
Travsrs Belle
Tufford Ruth (C)
Turner Jeans

Bamh

Paddan

Paige D
Palen Le Roy

Palmer Frank (C)
Paquette Arthur
Parr Leon (C)
Patsey Miss Leah (C)
Patten Jack (8F)
Payne Miss P (C)
Pearl James A I
Pearson Violet (C)

H

W

Pellus
Parley Frank (C)
Perlolns Daisy

Psrsky Ben
Plngree D H
Pitman Keith
Pulltssr Miss
Pulvur Sybil
Quealy

A

Valerie Sisters

Van A Ward Girls
Van Bergen Martin
Van Oook Jules
Vaughan

Wm

W
Wadsworth

WaMron

D

(C)

Walker Herbert (C)
Walsh B R

Ward Arthur F

Wardell Harry
Wesson Grace
Webster Nellie
Wells Pearl
Welle Toby
West May (C)
Weston's Models

B 8

Flalay

Quilts Craay

West Bdgur

H

Wheeler Bert
White Ted
Wilbur Bunny (C)
Wilbur Juggling (P)

Radar John (C)

Ramos Oregorlo
Ramsey Musette
Rapoll Lao

Willis Robert

Raymond Dorothy
Raymond Harold
Raymond Mrs Ray
Reeves Ron
Reynolds

W

F

Wm

L

Williams Flat (C)
Williams Max (C)
Wilson T M (C)

Wlnslow

A Donegan Winston

(C)

Wm

H

Witt Joe

Rlos Bros (C)
Rlos A Newton (C)
Rlos Mr A Mrs T (C)
Richardson Grace
Bobbins A Lyons (C)
Robertson Helen
Roberts Florenos
Robinson Ethel (C)
Rodlques Troupe (C)
Roeders Hans (C)
Rogers Dorothy
Roes Sadie

Rose Vara
Rovane James (C)

Wood Emll

W
(C)

Wooeter Edward

Worth Louis
Worth Murlsl (C)
Wystt Winnie
Wylle A Blackburn
Yaeger Margaret
Younger Jack

Young A Moore
Zuhn

Billy

(C)

CHICAGO
VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFICE, MaJMtle
Norman Klsslck of the A. B. C. has returned
after a month's trip In the west.

Donahue John
Donsld A Roberts (P)
Doss Mr
Draper Bert

Helen F
Shannon John J
Shapero Francis (8F)
Shew Llbby
Boofleld

Sterling
Sterling

J (RBO)

Oaksr Jane
Oakley Harry
Oaks Percy

Wm

Schramm Joe (P)

Bmythe

Neary Tommy
Newel Tom (C)
Newlyn Victoria

Newman L A

Sandbsrg Harry
Schilling

Smith Lew

Neale Arthur

(C)
Nichols Miss
Nichols Nellie
Norton A Bar!

8
Sahaya
Balvator (SF)

Btagpoole Fred (SF)
Starr A Brnrr
Starr BUly A B
Startup Harry (C)

Musette

N

Raymond
Ryan Jsck
Ryan Mike
Buessll

Sinclair Ethel

MouTtoa Blanche
Murdoch Mlee Jap

Natters Frank

Royal Oesooyaes (0)

Shaw Lillian
Bhermaa Arthur

Moore Virginia
Moray Luellls
Morehouse D (C)
Morgan Betty (P)
Morgan Chas A

Lindsay Earl

Lindsay Jonathan
Hanapl Ruth
Hanlon Dean A Han- Llnne Hens 8
Linn Frank
Ion (C)
Lipplaoott Jane
Harmon A Malcolm
Lockhart Robn M (0)
Harper Pearl (C)
Harrington Mlas Joe Loftus Chas A A
Lohss A Sterling (P)
Harrla Geo
Long L C
Harris Lillian
Longfeather Jos (C)
Hart Mr Hall (C)
Loomls Lewis
Hartwsll Potter
Harvard Charlie
Hayes Dorothy
Hearn Miss J
MacField J
Heck C
(C)
Mack Wilbur
Henderson Clarrle
Mallen Dave
Hennequey Helens)
Maloore Edith

Demareet A Doll

C M. BLANCHARD
Acts

GUlman Mrs 8 (C)

Montreec Camlllo 8

Murphy Freak P

Kennedys Dancing (C)

Jimmy Jr (C)
Garbell Albert (C)
Gardner Frank (C)
Gardner Fred J

H

Myers Mauds
Myers May (P)

M

Galvin

Miller Rita
Miller Thos
Millard A King (C)
Miller Joon(C)
Milton Miss Fay (C)

Kestlng Margaret
Keedwell Norval
Kelly Billy
Kelly Eugene (C)
Kelly Miss
Kendall Kuy

Fontaine Beasle
Fontaine Bvan B
Forbes Msiioa
Forbes Msrloa (C)
Fostsr Frsnk
Francis Mlsa Billy
Francla Milton J
Franots Ortha
Praser Alex
Friend Jlmmle (C)
Fuller Miss Lola
Fulton Bvelyn

De Sylvia Fred
De Vers Gertrude (C)
Dewey Lottie
De Sanctis Madame

Burtlnos The

partner, good

dlan: must be able to harmonise. Have good
vaudeville act. JL GL. Variety, New York.

Carson Frsnoss
Cate Frank B
A Lambert

Challls
Challls

A Lambert (C)
Chapman Lillian
P(C) Chatham A Daacourt

Bellong Rudl

SOUBRETTE, juat closed with burlesque,
wisnes to join partner in veudevilk uct^-st
mer engagement. Good singer and
Ethel Cray, Variety, Mew York.

Film's Dogs

Melntyre H
McLaughlin Nettle (C)
McLean Faallae (C)
MoNamarn Nellie (SF)
McWatters A Tyson
Melvern Babe
Meredith Fenton A

Ksans Miss P (0)
Kestlng Chas

Geolet Blllie

CHARLES HORW1TZ

writes the moat sueccaaiui sketches, monologues, lynca, etc Record provea iu Order your new material now.
Some great manueenpta oa hand. Room eUe,
Columbia Theatre Blag., New York.
LADY PIANO ACCOMPANIST and n charWill work in or
acter aoubrctte at liberty.
arouad New fcork. Veen Bengnre, 611 W. Uoth
bu, ftcw Xork, Apu 1, gnone Audubon 4uA.

Kaufman Leo (C)
Kaqfman Oscar (C)

Co

Fletcher- Drlscoll

Gavin Ed
Gee-Jays The (C)

tUJUW.

^FOLDING TYPEWRITING TABLE AND
TkrcvviaiEK; mUSA BJB. RLASUNABLE
WMl'la*
OUOD CONDITION.
Ai\i>
1ft
VajU LU, Nk.W YOKh*

Faynee The
Fay El Be
Fay Frank le
Ferguson Dave
Fisher Eleanor
Fltagerald Jay (C)

will

letters

eireular

Na.W

BnVUADvVAk.

U«w!

OGRAPHER. MISS

coKamELO-'S

Crtita.

uiMi.fr

^KUliUCllUNS,

YOUNG LADY-THOROUGHLY EXPERIENCED IN VAUDEVILLE BOOKING OFFICE.
CAN TAKE CHARGE OF OPFICE AND BOOK
ACTS WISHES POSITION. ALSO STEN-

H

Jeanette Adele
Jerome Daisy (8F)

Fstlma
Fsust Victor
Fay Miss Blllie (C)

Faye Q

T

U

Evans Barbara
Bvaas Jos (C)
Evans Noisy Boy (P)

MoCart A Bradford
MeCready D (O)
MoDonald Ida

Betty M. Frank has left the western "Four
Husbands" act to Join John B. Hymer'a summer stock at Showhegan, Me.

Suit against Alfred Hamburger was begun
lastweek by the Chicago "Dally News" for

Is

$4,000

dolph, 8. D.

for

advertising.

TWtr« BMg.

Fred Acker-man, treasurer to the Majestic,
spending his vacation at his home In Ran-

CORRESPONDENCE
Unless otherwise noted, the following reports are for the current week.
"Queenle," the "high school" horse need by
In the Hagenback-Walpneumonia about ten days

La Rose Marguerite,
lace shows, died of

The Lleb-Hanis Stock company, playing with
success st the Wilson Ave. theatre, msy take
to the road after the local engagement, whloh
ende In August at which time vaudsvUls will
be resumed.

VARIETY
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Playing U. B. O.

Direction,

Time

HARRY WEBER

.

^H
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NOW ROUTING FOR SEASON

1917-1918

UNITED BOOKING OFFICES, ORPHEUM CIRCUIT
WESTERN VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS' ASSOCIATION

BOOKING EXCLUSIVELY

with

Address

Note—JOHN

B.

all

SIMON

is

communications Majestic Theatre Building, Chicago,

NOW

IN

NEW

YORK.

Address

Action

Room

against

I1L

1004, Palace Theatre Building.

Norman Frlendenwald was

hy five members
at Lexington, Ky.
of nil act, "The Honolulu Girl," the plaintiffs
alleging tbat be did not provide railroad fares
for tbem back to Cblcago after tbe act closed.
Those mentioned In the suit are Joyce Adair,
Belle Martes. Ruth Wolf, Gladys Vernon and

begun

WIRE PROFESSIONALS!

LIVE

The
with
dise,"

OUR SPECIALTY
COVERS FOR ORCHESTRATIONS
SAMPLE FREE ON REQUEST BY MAIL

CO.

MUSIC HOSPITAL
Ph«

Bryant DSI

New York

and

closes Its season Saturday,
of "The Bird of Parawill remain dark for at least seven

departure

It develops that the Ashing party consisting
Young, Lou Houseman, Frank Clark
and Billy Halligan, who, two weeks ago, went
to the Ozarks in quest of the finny tribe,
really bunted for flsh and didn't flsh for 'em.
They took along two rifles with which they
were to shoot the flnhes Instead of playing
with 'ein after they had been hooked. Someone had an Idea there was muskelonge In the
White River, which It seems wasn't white, but
very muddy, due to floods.
Anyhow, the
party said there wasn't any flsh and that It

Strong, flexible
trations, 10 cents each, better ones, IS cents up.

42d St,

City

cost $85.40 per pound, on the net catch.
of the quartet said he couldn't even buy

One
any

flsh.

Cal Giiffls, head of the Orpheum's Chicago
departed on a vacation motor Saturday,
They expect to
accompanied by his wife.
travel through three states Wisconsin, Minnesota and South Dakota, camping on the
The trip Is about 1,500
roadside at night.

The men occupy part of the
A. Interests.
Interstate suite and are associated with the
firm of Rapp and Rapp of Chicago and a
'Frisco firm of theatrical architects.

miles.

ment for $1,348 was obtained against tbe
La Salle Opera Co. by the Goes Lithograph
Co. The defendant company Is the old operating company, said to have been headed by
Harry Askln and has nothing to do with the
present management.

office,

—

Dick Hoffman has taken
field's book on the
first thought that

over

Interstate

when tbe

Ray Whit-

time.

It

was

enlisted
that the bouses on bis book would be assigned
to tbe various bookers on the Association
It was decided to turn them all over to
floor.
latter

Hoffman.

A corps of architects are at work on the
plans for the new vaudeville house at State
and Lake streets, to be built by the W. V. M.

day.

GTARRICK
(Sam
Gereon,
mgr.).— "The
Pawn," with Keenan (5th week), second week

HAYMARKET

Before Judge Richardson last week, Judg-

Vaudeville woodchoppera would have been
Interested In the gathering here last week of
the Modern Woodmen of America, a fraternal
order which displayed a varied assortment of
uniforms and drilled all over Grant Park,
sporting axes on their shoulders, however,
and not guns.

The

legal battle for possession of the

kanga-

roo u«ed by the Gordon brothers was supposed to have reached a final stage early this
week.
Frank Gordon (apparently a third
brother), who claims
the trained
animal,
reached Milwaukee last week and Immediately
garntsheed the salary of the act.
But for
some reason It didn't take, the house manager
saying that he thought It was a Joke.
The
case was further messed up when one of the
brothers In the act claimed that he had borrowed money from his wife, giving her notes
for same and that now she has levied on the
animal, claiming It belongs to her. It seems
there are two kangaroos, one being sick at a
veterinary hospital and the other being, for
a time, In tbe soo In Lincoln Park.

AUDITORIUM.— Dark.

COHAN'S GRAND (Harry

J.

(Art H. Moeller. mgr.).—

ILLINOIS (R. Tlmpcni, mgr.).— "Dew Drop
Inn" (2d week), looks like a success.

IMPERIAL
OLYMPIC

(Will Spink, rogT.).—

(George

mgr.).— "The

Warren,

NOTICE FOR

of Ernie

Union Hinged covers for orches-

US West

Olympic
the

weeks.
A new flint tile floor will supplant
the present one stretcDlng along tbe long
lobby, and there are to be new decorations
to the interior of tbe house.
The contract
for the work amounts to about $10,000.

make a change.

THE UNION HINGE BINDING

Margaret Wolf.

—

CORT (U. J. Herman, mgr.). "Seven
Chances," with Frank Craven and Carrol McComas featured (6th week).
COLONIAL (Norman Fields, mgr.).— "Redemption" (Evelyn Nesblt film), opened SunIn this house.

We bind your music, orchestrations and parts,
any number of leaves, so tbat it wll open flat and
last as long as you want lL Leaves ean be removed
from covers and new ones put In any time you need
to

and

EUROPE
Players In Europe desiring te advertise
in VARIETY, and wishing to take advantage of the Prepaid Rates allowed, may
secure the same. If at the time of small lag
advertising copy direct to VARIETY, New
York, the amount in payment tor it is
placed in VARIETY'S credit at the

PALL MALL DEPOSIT AND FOR-

WARDING

CO.

Carlton St, Regent SL, S.

W„

London

For

uniformity in exchange, the PaD
Mall Co. will accept dopooite for VARIETY
at four shillings, two pence, on the dollar.

Through

this

manner

of

transmission,

danger of loss to the player Is averted;
full risk and acknewledgee the Pall Mall Ce/s receipt* as its
all monor placed with
the Pall Mall to VARIETY'S credit.
all

VARIETY assumes

Ridings, mgr.).

'Turn to the Right" (24th week).

GREAT INTERNATIONAL SUCCESS

PIERCE and R0SLYN
The

AMERICAN GLOBE TROTTERS,
"A WHIRL OF MELODY"

in

ORIGINALITY and ABILITY

to PUT IT OVfcR always win.. TOPPING AND BOTTOMING ALL BILLS. A TERRIFIC HIT. Just
completed Tours France, India, South Africa, where
BROKE all Records as a Draw. Contracts to 1920. LIMITED AMOUNT
WEEKS LEFT OPEN FOR AMERICA. On our 4TH TOUR MOSS EMPIRES. This week Shepherd's Bush Empire, Lcr.don Stoll Tour.
Regards to All Dear Friends.

WE

Representative:

The Great

GEORGE FOSTER,

Agent, London

VARIETY

very seldom takes a song by an outside
million patriotic songs on the market.
think you've got another TipperaryY
music.
Wire for your orchestration in
1

I
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when Mdoei you can gamble that it's a corker. We know that there are a
But when GEORGE FAIRMAN brought this song in .uid
heard it,
said, "George,
and everyone else who has heard it thinks the same. Here's the lead sheet, words and
writer and

I

1

1

any key.

UDN'T KNOW WHERE I'M
(BUT
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GOING.
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Copyright 4917 by Harry Yon Tikcr musicPub. Ct

OUR OTHER GREAT
Some Ones Moro lonesome Than You," "The Man Behind

the

RIG HITS

Hammer and

"Just the Kind of a Girl," "Wonderful Girl,

the Plow,"

"On

the South Sea

Isle,

Good Night."

HARRY VON 222
TILZER MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.
West
New York

KK.N

HORNS

I

KIN

Prof

M,;r

46th

Street,

City

MF.YKR COHLN,

Bu.. Mgr.

)

1
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MILLEI. IfMlrMfrray »-Wt»:

I.

far

.TtuMaaaiectmrer of

Ballet

'CLOG.

(

Acrobatic
Shoes a Spe-

made

8

Milts*.

Keateas,

others.

ViRUTT, New

For appointment address ears

Tot*.

STRAND theatre
BURBANK theatre
PORTLAND
LOS ANGELES
VAUDEVILLE AND PHOTOPLAYS
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S.

MORTON COHN, Mantfkf

Director,
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THE LIBERTY VAUDEVILLE
CONTRACTING
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CO.
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of

HIGH GRADE ACCORDIONS
Columbua

Aw*

San Francisco

The
HAGGARTY,
HARRY PRODUCTION
OR BURLESQUE

Awarded Gold Metal*
Italy
icleco

E~,

Diego

and

Ii

N. Y. Cltp

be reaped for the summer season or sold at a bargain.
Apply W. A. Farrell, 140 Nassau St., New York City

GUERRINI CO.

Maaafeo-

and

Works.
No*
Patented Skirt

WiH

L

*

Women's Smart Fattwear

E.Gafei&Bro

t.

P.

HKK

JfP*"*

eer 47th and 48th Ste.

P.

IfaTlrVA,
A. <L P. A.
a** St. New York

J.

POLLY HYMAN

277-27f

HsUf

If

Suite 5*4 Fulton Buildhig, Pittsburgh, Pa.

WANTS
******

Bon March*
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FEATURES WANTED AT ALL TIMES

wdum

VES

Bn

All work
at abort

notice.

Write

soeosssss for Al Jeisee. Ray Cox.
Ca«s. Reeaa, Sts4tfar* ana Hyees.
Hertert Ueye, MeAvey ass Breaks and

Hsre written
rrsak

ADAM 90WEACU Y
EDITOR OP
THE SLAPSTICK"

aad

cialty.

MURPHY

J. A.

Theatrical Boots
aad Shoe*.

In the Market to furnish
Vaudeville Material

Real

Irishman

Would consider recognized woman partner
and

ilea, appearance
vol

Union

Ti'.'Jits,

Suits,

HURRY!

Symnwlricals

for vaudeville act. Ingenue type, real einging
acting; ability.
I have the act.

HURRY

LARRY HAGGARTY,
Variety,

ami

Tlie;ifrir;)l

WILSON AVE.— Lleb-Harria players
VV.vltrr

P»r«

(,.

t/ln Id

(

«>

Inc.

,

"Potash

(stock)

Tanks

at

the

Battle of Ancre" (film).

MAJESTIC

(Fred C.

— Rehearsal

CAVALRY BAND
Musicians wanted to enlist

for

be able

the
to

1st

play

standard music.

The following instruments wanted:

E FLAT—B FLAT
BARITONES, ALTOS or HORNS
TROMBONES, CLARINETS and

SAXOPHONES

Address by letter or apply in person at
the Armory. Bedford Avenue and President
Street, Brooklyn, to WM. A. ROCHE. Bandmaster, or Lieut. McDougall, on Monday,
Tuesday and Thursday Evenings from 8
to 10 P.

M.

BUE

Original Scenery for Your Act
326 Knickerbocker Theatre Bldg„

New York

UNDERSTANDER

WANTED
For Standard Two-Act
Who can (and must)
intelligently.

Bird

of

Paradise"

PALACE

of

(10th

and

PER
W EEK

week).

York.

was

"Our

for a finish.
company of four,

Rosalind
presented

by George Bloomquest and staged by Richard Pitman.
It Is a
farcial affair but rather tame and was saved
Little Bride," written

by the fair speed attained.
As it was there
was not a heap of margin in It filling its
allotted
spot
(fifth).
"A Night In the
Trenches," billed as a spectacular comedy
novelty, is really more of a travesty.
There
were six persons concerned, Including the
Bachelor Trio (Bob Temple, who presents the
act.
Bill
Richards and Fred Ilaye) which
rendered several numbers.
The comedy is
handled by Billy Morse, who is featured, and
Eddie Blgelow, both being In blackface. Morse
provided a number of laughs,' but Bomehow
the turn seemed lacking of a punch.
It may

be that now that America bad started sending her men to the front, a travesty on trench
existence may not hold the appeal it may have
before the country actually entered hostilities.
Yet the turn is neat enough and could
not possibly offend. Harry and Anna Seymour
switched places with Miss Story, and in next
to closing did very well Indeed.
Anna flashed
a brand of comedy that caught on and in addition she looks good.
Her imitation of Eddie
Foy seemed to tickle the house most. Earl
Beeman and Claude Anderson, roller skaters,
closed the show, without starting anything,
but almoet most of the house stayed.

GREAT NORTHERN HIPPODROME

PER

WEEK

all

have come from I. Herk's "French
Models," which show Jansen was a feature
However, he must
the past season.
The man
have passed up the real models.
works fast, which allows him to get away
with some things a slow worker would fall
He does a trunk trick almost Identical
at.
with that of Herbert Brooks'. The final stunt
It
starts out like a
the best.
Is perhaps
levltatlon trick but turns out to be an Illusion,
and a good one. Irving and Ward, two Jewish boys, in their "soup and fish" Instead of
crape whiskers, went over big, not so much
on their dialogue but the parodied finish.
They evidenced newness and should come
along. The three Misses Weston, accomplished

might
with,

(Andy

few weeks.
Late Monday afternoon every
act won something, and that doesn't always
happen at the Hipp.
Grant Gardner about
copped the show's honors, on next to closing.
Right now there are not so many blackface
singles as there used to be, and it seems as
if they are more welcome than ever.
Gardner
made them laugh and then for encores, regaled
the house with cornet playing and then the

CII HTFC
Wl I BnV9
^
all

They would have had more, but Grant

announced that he had concluded his part of
Jensen, the magician,
the entertainment.
closed the show, assisted by several girls.
Two of the latter hadn't much to do and

Talbot, mgr.; agent, W. V. M. A.).— The day
shift for the first bah ., the week proved an
excellent pop entertainment, and seemed to
have an edge on the bills there for the past

tha Theatres—Overlooking Central Park

Light, Airy, with

bells"

PARLOR, BED-

ROOM & BATH

*%
£f\D
wH da.

Modern Hotel Improvements

P.

D0DD ACKERMAN

SCENIC STUDIOS,
141

he.

Wut Stm Street

Naw York City

WINTER GARDEN
DECORATIONS
Pasaiag 9how of 1917

for season.

(Earl Stewart, mgr.).— "The Show

Wonders," season's mo"t successful attrac-

tion.

PRINCESS (Will Sift»<e;i, nitfr.).— Dark \Wis
"Dollars and
week, but may soon reopen.
Sense," the Alan Brooks show, closed Sunday, having lasted one week In the new location.

latter used

ROOM & BATH FOR 2

Mlnutee from

$16 op
final

agent,

they went off strongly.
Eddie Carr and Co.
with the farce. "The Office Boy." was t v,.ril.
and fared equally as well. There is a free
amount of "hokum" to the act, but it won
hearty laughter, and that was the desired end.
Carr's fresh style was responsible, but he had
valuable support from Walter F. Kelly as the
straight man and Laura Lawrence as the
stenographer.
Artie Mehllnger popped up In
fourth position, giving four songs and leavBest liked were
ing the bouse wishing more.
"A Girl from Dixieland" and "Omar Khay-

Variety,

New York
House closing

;

Fong Que and Harry Haw, who when they
down to dancing won big returns. Theirs
is a novelty, and would have fitted better further down on the bill, but there probably was
no place for It. The Three Vagrants, with
accordion, clarionet and guitar followed, and

S

Write

mgr.

It

$ 14

be able to handle

Standard, care

—

got

SCENIC CO.

Talk

Eberta,

0.30).
The show
In
class this week.

fact
burdened with
was a light entertainment, a summer show
so to speak.
Monday night's house was not
inclined to be exacting, however, and though
there were no wild outbursts of applause, several offerings came near to a hit.
Six of the
nine acts held singing or music, which wrb
perhaps why the proceedings were kept from
dragging.
It wbb a short show at that, the
curtain ringing up at 8.20 and descending at
10.30.
Belle Story wan the headlines
She
was next to closing at the matinee, but was
moved down to number six at night, the later
Bpot being too difficult for her, especially since
she had been compelled to follow a deal of
And yet in the earlier position
vocal efforts.
the supple songstress did not provoke anyIt was
thing flattering In the way of returns.
not until she displayed her flute-like notes
That
that the house really paid attention.
was during her third number, which was followed by an encore. The show was started
off very cleverly by the Chinese couple, Dong

not

yam," the

Coghlan, with a

and Perlmutter."

ORCHESTRA HALL.— "The
Orpheum

CAVALRY BAND. Must

New

Supply's

REISENWEBER'S HOTEL

58th STREET AND
COLUMBUS CIRCLE, N.

ho [RBTK

"THE
Y.

pk

STUDIO"

:

H-As-**^*:

:

VARIETY

B. F. Keith's
Circuit

Enterprises

United Booking

General Executive Offices
Times Square
Putnam Building

New York
(Agency)

A.
E. F.

ALBEE,

PAUL KEITH,

Joseph m. schenck

President

Vice-President and General

General Booking Manager

Manager

Mr. Schenck Personally Interviews Artists Daily
Between 11 and 1

FOR BOOKING ADDRESS

HODGDON

S. K.

New York

Palace Theatre Building

Boston Office

Chicago Office
North American Building
FRANK Q. DOYLE, in charge

Tremont Theatre Building

FRED M ARDO,

in charge

Acts laying off in Southern territory
wire this office.

—

Feiber

& Shea

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

(Putnam Building)

New York

MOSS

B. S.

1493 Broadway

President

City
General Executive Offices:
729

SEVENTH

AVE.,

M. D.

E R^^
E
V.E Y
R U
CIRC

INDEPENDENT

^g*T

|

^m#

|

ta

ay wire ar

lattar.

ARTISTS

Managing

AH

Aad AFFILIATE* CIRCUITS, INDIA aad AFRICA

Now
flVfl

and
Director.

NEW ZEALAND
BEN.

J.

FULLER

acta contemplating playing for Mr. Baa. J. Fuller Must have their birth certiAcataa In
order to aocure passports

Sydney.

arranging bookings for July, August and September sailings out of San Francisco

BEN.

J.

ROY D. MURPHY
FULLER'S CHICAGO BOOKING DEPT.

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS' ASSOCIATION,

peared on fourth, getting fair returns. WolKtihi and Girlie gave the show a fine start.
It 1b one of the best "teeth grip" acrobatic
acts on pop time.
McVICKER'S (J. Burch, mgr. agent, LoowDoyle). Two single women featured the show,
they being Llane Carrera and Marcella Johnson.
Both used young men assistants; who

—

\

American Booking Manager.
TNIATNI.

tfr.

did nicely with songs and music, owning In one and closing there with cornets.
Helen Plngree & Co. presented the comedy,
"Bullowa's Birthday," winning a fair amount
of laughs, and was liked before of its speed
and farclal trend.
Largay and Snee with
their eklt, "R. F. D. Number 0," which they
gave at McVlcker's Just a month ago, apgirls,

can secure long engagements by booking direct with

FULLER'S VAUDEVILLE

Harry Rickard's Tivoli Theatres, AUSTRALIA
Brdnay

SIMMONS

General Booking Manager

AUSTRALIA
LTD.

McINTOSH, Governing I
HUGH
aa: "HTjaSDIAC."
Hal OS**
NORMAN JEFFERIES *->

Sb

VAUDEVILLE

|

SmaII Time la the Par Wwt Steady Caaeaaatlwe Warm far Novelty Feat
EJUBCUTTVE OFFICES— AIXAZARTHEATRE BLDO. SAN FRANCISCO
fa fraaa three ta Ave weehe batwaaa aaJBaaa aff beate far
*

at Forty-ninth

;

were denied the dignity of

billing, yet both
It.
In the oase of Miss Carrera her
assistant was really a partner, singing as
much as she, and Indeed getting the better
returns.
This is the first week In pop time
for the daughter of the once dazzling and
petted Anna Held, and she did rather well.

deserved

11th

FLOOR. CHICAGO,

ILL.

Both Minn Carrera and the man sang numbers singly, he being on while Llane changed
costumes, all of which allowed a good view
from the knee down, and they only Joined In
the patriotic finale, "Out There." There waa
another patriotic number, it being "Joan of
Miss Carrara,
Arc" (sung by the man).
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It's

Want

the "Natural" hits You

— Do your OWN

!

thinking

The "JAZZ" 8PEED

ramus BALL

'Hit* of IOI

7

JOLSON
80PHIE TUCKER,
FARBER CIRLS,
FIELDS, 8ALI8BURY and DAVI8
A8K TH08E DOING IT
WHATTHEY THINK OF IT!
W. R. WILLIAM8
"PET"
Featured by AL.

WALTZ 80NC
YOI DWT FORGET
GIRL
THE
BERLINER
SunB
MAUD LAMBERT - FRANK CRUMIT - NONETTE -"VERA
ng

by
Greatest
Novelty Lyric

V

THE STORY
BOOK
BALL
YOU
A

In

20 Years

By Montgomery and Perry

N. B.

DO YOUR OWN THINKING!
RECENT PROGRAM.
W. RANDOLPH ST., CHICACO

Copies and Orch. FREE on Receipt of Request and

Prof.

WILL RnssiTFR THE

chicaqo publisher 7

1

-

"Hit** for

IF you

oan memorize the

lyric.

MEREMBfaME
The New

timely Ballad that's creating quite an Impression.

WANTED: A BIG TIME AGENT FOR A BIG TIME ACT

TOE AUSTR AUAN WAITES
A

Sensational Novelty Brand

New

for Vaudeville.

Address care

things, gave an Impression of
her mother singing "I Have Lots of Other
Pretty Things Besides My Eyes," but aot
with the spice as onoe infused In It by Anna.
Miss Johnson Is said to be a find of Prank
She possesses a good soprano
Q. Doyle's.
voice, looks well, and though she developed
nothing brilliant, was quite well liked. The
hit of the early show on Monday went to
Knlgbt and Carlyle, who were on next to
Theirs is a routine of talk and
closing.
displacing
good voices.
songs with both
Hyatt and Gear, a two men comedy turn,
It seemed
also came In for large applause.
as if they sang bits or mentioned the titles
of a hundred songs, In two different medleys,
but the bouse "ate It up" In spite of the
The "Society Diving
length of the numbers.
Beauties," consisting of five damsels and a
male announcer, was just a regulation aquatic
Therefore outside of
act, without a novelty.
the appearance of the girls In skin-tight
Tozart,
bathing suits, It held little Interest.
a fast working painter In oils (or water-

Creating a Lot of Talk in the

VARIETY,

Chicago, Majestic Theatre Bldg.

The man
did surprisingly well.
entered as a burglar and turned Into artist.
Merkert and Bondhill got something after a
D'Armo and Margerlte enterweak start.
tained with Juggling, the woman of the turn
attempting some of the simpler stunts. The
show was a ratner goou one Oui a eked comAlso on the bill were the Three Rozellos
edy.
and Matilda and Capon.
i

ALCAZAR (Belasco A Mayer, mgrs.).—The
Richard Bennett stock, fourth week, holding
up appreciable Interest
CASINO (Robert Drady, mgr.; agent, Ackermah & Harris and W. V. M. A.).— Vaude-

peaters," Miss Norton and Paul Nicholson In

among other

colors),

HAGENBECK- WALLACE CIRCUS

SAN FRANCISCO

"A Dramatic Cartoon," Jack Clifford and
Miriam Wills In "At Jaspar Junction," and
Vera Berliner, violin virtuoso, were again
successful

VARIETY'S

sie

PANTAGES

PANTAGU' THEATRE BLDG.
Douglass

ORPHEUM
agent,

bill

(Fred

—

—

2213

Henderson,

gen.

rep.;

The main Interest In this
was centered in the vaudeville ap-

direct).

week's

pearance here of Margaret Anglln, wbo received a tremendous reception, and in the
presentation of "The Wager," a dramatic playlet by Andre de Lorde, scored substantially.
The advance billing had Miss Anglin as "personally presented by Martin Beck."
This
sketch
camo originally from the Grand
Gulgnol, Paris, where it was entitled "Le Rat
Mort."
Senor Westony gave an able demonstration of his musical skill, and was applauded. Asahi and his Jap troupe held close
attention with their feats of legerdemain, and
did nicely In the closing spot.
Lavelle and
Lavelle, singers, who are using the screen Idea
with the words of the choruses of patriotic
fjoiiftS flu.-v'ucd on It
the audience may Join
in ala, Claudius and Scarlet were well received In the opening position.
Of the "re-

M

their efforts to entertain.
JesCo., also of the "holdovers,"

in*

Busley and

ville.

did nicely.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE

(J.

J.

Cluxton,

mgr.

;

WIGWAM

agent,

Reception," and from the
had the laughs coming their way, the
being a laughing success.
Olson and
Johnson offered a vaudeville mixture ala
cabaret and got along entertainingly.
The
Pedcrsen Brothers, drawing the open spot,
gave a fast start to the show, and held Interest right up to their closing trick.
HIPPODROME.— Coscia and Verdi, applause
hit.
Smillette Sisters, opened nicely.
Lucy
registered in closing spot. Keene
and Foxworth, passed.
Bill Mann, well received.
Etude Sextette, scored.
Gillette Co.

CORT (Homer

F. Curran, mgr.).— "Floraweek, drawing fairly well.
(Gottlob & Marx, mgrs.).— "The
New York Idea," with Henry Miller and Ruth
Chatterton, In second week stock presentation
first

of this play,

drawing

well.

Bauer,

mgr.).— Del

(Bert Levey, lessee and mgr.;
agent, Bert Levey).— Vaudeville.
SAVOY (Laurl & Sheehan, mgrs.).— Dark.
CASINO. John and Nellie Olms opened with
magic, faring exceptionally well in that position.
Their talk Is dreadfully poor and less
of it would ensure them a better standing.
Keough Sisters followed with a poorly routined turn, further injured by neither possessing any marked ability that warrants them
playing even in the smaller bouses. William
Morrow and Co. (the company a woman assistant) gained some good laughing results,
although the skit might be speeded up. Ives
Farnsworth and Weaver were the big appaluse winners of the evening, the three
heavies easily gaining their top honors with
some splendid harmony, and a routine of numbers that cannot possibly fail.
While a few
might date back, they are probably used for
the effectiveness later shown when they conclude the number.
Tile offering might be
branded as big time.
Appearance Is their
only drawback at present.
The Six Colonial

—

"Mag Haggerty's

COLUMBIA

F.

PRINCESS

start
result

bclla."

(Jos.

Lawrence stock (11th week).

direct).
Tamee Kajlyama, the hand and
foot writing expert, received big applause.
"The Beauty Orchard," the "girl act" on the
bill, proved pleasingly diverting.
Minnie Allen
did passably well. Ryan and Rltcnfleld offered

.

Return East after an Absence of Four Years

GENERAL PISANO
WITH AN UP-TO-THE-MINUTE PRODUCTION

MK ITALIAN

cc

and
CO.
p

Booking Representatives and Managers who are looking for real novelty features

LOOK US OVER
July 5-6-7:

Proctor's Fifth

!

!

Avenue Theatre

Direction,

HARRY WEBER

VARIETY
Working the past 85 weeks on the Keith and Qrpheum

Next to closing on

circuits.

all bills.

"THE SINGING BEAUTY"

TONY CORNETTE

A„i.,edby
Next Week (July
(Then

2),

Temple, Detroit.

I lay off for

Direction,

—Act

U

N. B.

PHONE
BRYANT

Week

(Return engagement this season.)

the remainder of the

summer

at

my own

resort.

—Ramona

July 9

Lake Shore

Park, Grand Rapids.

Hotel, South Haven, Mich.)

CLAUDE & GORDON BOSTOCK

copyrighted at Washington, D. C; registered in Variety'* Protected Material Department, and the N. V. A.
All infringements will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

The Reliance, Oakland, will reopen as s
house, having been leased by C. W.
Midgley, formerly connected with the Frank-

picture
8*11

CLAIRE

FOR SALE OR TO LET

lin there.

While numerous rumors have been

Square Theatre

Castle

floating

the Strand (formerly Emchanging to a musical comedy policy,
Id Grauman denies such a movement is at
hand, and expresses his confidence in his pres-

about

regarding

Sress)

ent picture policy.

BOSTON, MASS.
Seating capacity over 1800; can be increased to over 2000

Nat Magner returned from his hurried trip
to New York, bringing back "The Bar Sinister," which he Intends renting within his
state right territory purchased for the feature which includes California, Arizona and

if

desirable. Depth of stage from curtain line, 45j4 ft.; width of
stage, 68 ft. Apron in front of curtain, 5 ft.; 75 ft. high from
stage to gridiron. Proscenium opening, 40 ft. wide, 34 ft. high.
Stage to fly-floor, 29 ft. Cellar to stage, 12 ft.

Auditorium, 80

ft.

wide, 85

ft.

deep, 70

Over $20,000 worth of scenery
Apply to owner.

A. F.

in

ft.

Nevsds.
After a long sojourn In the esst, Charlie
Klopot brought back "The Deemster," having
bought the states rights for California, Arizona and Nevada.

high.

Genevlevs Lee Joined the Ted McLaln party
which sails for Australia July 4.

good condition.

May Nannary (Mrs. W. R. Dally) departed
last week for Los Angeles to visit her sister,
Genevieve Bllnn, at the Fox studio.

ARNOLD
Room

27 State St.,
Boston, Mam.

Jack Podlngton's Model Bathin~ Girls, esengaged to appear at the Imperial,
are to return and will present a new fashion
revue.

pecially

Ella Weston and Irving Ackerman returned
from their vacations, thus taking considerable
trouble away from Dorothy Grennan, who
handled the books during Mrs. Weston's ab-

66

sence In excellent style.

The Garrlck will again play s musical comedy policy, and Is expected to open shortly.
S. Sianik has taken over the Republic from
George Davis and will probably play pictures.)

Tom

Kelly, the coast favorite, was recently
confined to hli bed, which necessitated him
canceling a number of engagements.

IMPORTERS OF
GOWNS AND MILLINERY
Specially

130

Reduced Prices

West 45th

Street,

NOW

New York

Male ushers are becoming scarce on the
the Casino management recently being
compelled to place girl ushers on the floor.
Many of the boys either enlisted or left on
their own accord in an endeavor to gain
some admittance to the ranks.

coast,

A recent rumor regarding vaudeville
Wigwam had no foundation, although
Intimated

Belles did nicely with their quaintly arranged
Miss Davis was bothered with a Blight
turn.
While It somecold during the engugenn-nt.
what hindered her singing, they, nevertheless, made the best of It and finished In good
Rube Brown was hardly strong enough
style.
to hold the following position with a number
of old "gags" which he delivered In the conventional rube style, besides offering a few
The Piccolo Midgets closed and
Imitations.
did exceedingly well.

Maude Fay
Red

Cross

to
Benefit
Is

In

conjunction

with

during

the

was

Evelyn Moore and Jack Frazer have Joined
Del Lawrence, who lost a few principals
through a newly formed organization going
north.

The

ERS

AKE-UP
i

t<

theatre

In

this

vicinity

first

tickets for the prize.

Upon eaeh

ALBOLENE
,%rflit

tfWrrmr JmdCemime. hui Pfiiiii
Imet ml ether atmre •/

1m

follow-

Liberty Bonds.

^^

Cm. BhrrlmmmmJ m

Tksy

k

say shot

"is

smooth and
u put up

Albolme

for the

Coming Vaudeville Season

enroute.

free
in

t

from

irritation."

and a ounce tubes

to fit the make-up boa : alto in ' v and i lb.
cans. It may be had of moat druggists and
tin

make-up. Sample free anrtfuett.

McKesson a robbins
91

MARY NOS

HAGEN BECK- WALL ACE CIRCUS

It.

the best preparation
far removing all kinds of theatrical
make -up" and that n it leaves the skin
soft,

Announce a Brand Nsw Spectacular Novelty

Address

hold

For a while it looked as though Clifford and
Wills would be forced to cancel their local
Orpheum date, through Ml«s Wills contracting
a severe cold during their trip out. but fortunately her voice proved strong enough Sunday, allowing them to open and upon rneh
sucreedlng performance grew better, which
naturally aided in them registering a pronounced hit in their home town.

DONT OVERLOOK THE SEASON'S BEST BET

and

to

ing Friday night ten numbers will be drawn
and the ones holding the corresponding numbers to the first two will bo presented with
r

IN

first

drawings for Liberty Bbnds was started by
Ackerman & Harris, managers of the Hippodrome, who, commencing June 20, draw the

$. »0

the

moving

at the
It

summer

season.

appear at the San Rafael

public showing of the colored
pictures Invented by Leon F. Douglas.

first

would run

it

According to Information the Hippodrome,
Oakland, will shortly present s stock company
together with their present vaudeville policy,
although it Is quite certain the vaudeville
will be somewhat diminished.
At first it was
said vaudeville would be entirely eliminated
and the dramatic stock alone would be the
attraction, but this seemed to be bad Judgment through three regular stock houses already playing, with the MacDonough (housing
road attractions) but a short distance away.

New York
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Rnhi with Beth,
WJt Weekly.

Phone— Bryant

with Bath.
to illft WmUt.

114-16

WEST 47TH STREET

(if ttM

Mir

wtMi

diss,

reset if

leniaW Mb)

a. "U*
**L"
lines,

We

subway.
rood sad subway,
housekeeping rfurnished
ire est malnteinsrs
matoteiaers of houeekeeptnj
are the largest
We are on the (round dally. This alone insures prompt service
folks.

;

Between 47th and

An

323 ssd 330 West 434

TWO BLOCKS WEST OF BROADWAY

Telephone

Phoas Brysat 42S8-SISI

Three sad four rooms with beta, furnished to
degree of modemaess that exoels saythlac la
These apartments will
type of building.
date four or more adulta
00 Up Weekly

Saving every deries sad eonrenlenos.
Apart mea t s
are Beautifully arraagsd. sad oonstst of X. 8 sad 4
ns, with kltcasas sad kitchenettes, tiled bath sad

a

84

U

Up Wetkly

Address

St

all

Lii4.$tftB»/lTsf\T

ROOMS

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

With Hot and Cold Running Water
TELEPHONE IN EVERY ROOM
EVERYTHING NEW

WEEKLY

$350, $4.00, $450

CAFE AND RESTAURANT

con^ce %u

THE CITY

lTaflsfADisirer 75 Cents

EIGHTH AVENUE

754-756

With Wlae

WHhWtm*

41th and 47th Streets
One block west of Br
Four and Five-Room High-Class Furnished Apartments—SIS up
i

GIOLJTO

Strictly

mmi.m*. \ii \j ajjl m v/
THE

NEW BUILDING

PRICES

Principal Offnce-Yaadis Court, 241 West 43d Street, Now York
Apartments can bo sewn evenings. Office to each building

DI NNER IN

NEW YORK CITY

Bryant

1SS2

ALL MODERN IMPROVEMENTS
SHOWER BATHS

communications to M. Cla raan

THE BEST ITALIAN

EIGHTH AVENUE

Northwest Corner 42d Street and 9th Avenue

THE DUPLEX

Ptoses Cel. 7112

Office— 774

DAIMI

Pesos Brysat

4ltfe St.

np-to-tae islnnts new fireproof solldlng, arranged la spertaentt of I sad 4 rooms wtth kUcasns
Phoos In ssca snartmeat.
sad prtrsts trsth
113.00 Us Woikly

elevator. Srearoef Building of the newest type,

• 13.00

sad SIS West

An

IRVINGTON HALL
833 to SSS West etft St.

Private Bath and Phone In Each Apartment

HENRI COURT
312. 314

48th Streets

NEW YORK

A Bellslsf 0* Lexs
JUST COMPLETED; ELEVATOR APARTMIMTS ARRASSED IN SUITES OF ONE. TWO AND TMP.lt
ROOMS. WITH TILED BATH AND 8H0WER. TILED KITCHENS. KITCHENETTES AND VACUUM
EVERY LUXURY KNOWN TO MODERN SCIENOC
APARTMENTS
EMBOOY
THESE
SYSTEM.
H3.00 Us Weakly; 130.00 Up MeetSly

YANDIS COURT

EIGHTH AVENUE

776-78-80

Ptoses Brysat §236

41111 St.

Ptoses Brysat 7SI2
241-247 Wstt 434 St
s with tojjMfisMMjejj, wi
1. I sad 4 -room
rste beta sad tsteesoas.
The privacy seaes seartments ars noted for is one of lis attractions,
til. SO Up WssmJy

ONE BLOCK
TO TIMES SQ.

E

HILDONA COURT
Wert

(Just off Broadway)

554
555
7833

BUILDINGS EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS
341 to 347

CITY

CATERING EXCLUSIVELY TO THE PROFESSION

theatrical

ah

new york
RENDEZVOUS OF THEATRICAL'S BEST*

MRS. GEORGE

cm

Bryant
HIEGF.I., Mgr.

HOTEL CONVENIENCES AT APARTMENT RATES

THE PHOE.NIX
^,WEST 104TH
NEW MANAGEMENT

ST.

105-107

T

UNDER

2Dm.
RBBB
323

^Air,

West 43rd

Street,

NEW YORK OTTo
M

ATTENTION — ARTISTS

STREET AND CENTRAL PARK St.WEST.
from
SO
on

Office

on Premises.

14

West

feet

101st

St. New York City
JOHN M1LBERO, Manager

GLANTZ
BACK TO OLD LOCATION

MANDEL'S

We

West

laaeneoa Stteet,

comer Clark

CHICAGO
Cstsrtng to the Profession

ABBEY COURT
312*

Broadway, northwest comer 124th Street

Famished

1. 2 snd 3 rooms, elevator, electricity, hotel service, telephone, housekeepi
Convenient to
ing facilities, restsursnt.

Subway and Fort Lee Ferry. Summer Rates.
Phone—3766 Momingsida
Open Evenings.

B. O.).

45th St.

Boh

Williams

(Williams

Welch)

and

sprained his leg while doing his dance, and
unfortunately hurt In such a manner that its
real trouble is unknown as yet, although he
Is continually baring his leg baked In hopes It
will be In perfect condition for his next date.

A

Bryant 2M7

and Rooms

recently organized stock company, known
as Charles Royal Stock, will commence a season's engagement at the Empress, Vancouver,
July 2.
Ray Collins and wife and Edith
Elliott, leading woman with Del Lawrence at
the Wigwam, closed their engagement there
last week, leaving Immediately for the north
with the remainder of the company.

MSTON.

and pop.

agent,
Excellent.

0.).— Pictures.

BOWDOIN

;

U.

agent, U. B.

Fair.

(Al Somerbee. mgr.; agent, U.
—Pop and
pictures.
Oood.
ST JAMB? (Jcserb Brennan, mgr.; agent,
Loew). — Pop and pictures. Good.

ORPHEUM
pictures.

GLOBE
week

split

(Victor J.
Excellent.

Morris,

mgr.).— Pop

(Frank Meagher, mgr.).—Pictures,
first releases.

Fair.

SCOLLAY OLYMPIA (James

J.

— Pop. Excellent.
GORDON'S OLYMPIA (Frank
mgr.). —Pop. Good.

McGuln-

neRS. mgr.).

Hookallo,

PARK (Thomas D. Soriero, mgr.).— PicBig.
WILBUR (E. D. Smith, mgr. .—Fourth

Richard Bennett was compelled to play his
opening piece. "The Cinderella Man," three
works, threugh business being good and the
numerous request which kept up the attendThe following
ance to a satisfactory mark.
production will be "Rio Grande."
Joe Barton has started on a cross-country
with a motorcycle, expecting to arrive
within less than a month.

lar numbers.
"Charley's Visit," featuring
Eadie and Ramsden, went well
Emma
Stephens In her straight soprano single,
closed strong; Frederick V. Bowers, song re-

I

"I

X

)

week
ing,

of

with

"Mary's Ankle."
Steadily Improvbusiness averaging up more than

satisfactory.

PARK SQUARE (Fred E. Wright, mgr.).—
"Fair and Warmer," 21st week and still going
strong.

TREMONT

(John B. Schoeffel, mgr.).—Last
of "A
Tallor-Made Man," featuring
Mitchell.
Will close here and reopen
in the fall in New York.
(George H. Pattee, mgr.).—Third
week of "The Man
Stayed at Home" to
fair business.

week
Grant

COPLEY

BT LBN LTBBBY.

KEITH'S (Robert O. Larsen, mgr. agent,
U. B. O.). Conroy and Lemaire in their burlesque scream, "For Sale, a Ford," topped a
typical summer bill this week that was light
and exceptionally acceptable Al and Fenry
Steadman also scored decisively. Charles T.
Aldrich, after a long absence, returned with
his old lightning change' act and went across
well,
Oolet, Harris and Morey in their
stringed instrument and vocal number received a big hand, especially on their popu-

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING
31 W. 48th St., New York

trip

(Charles Harris, mgr.

— Pictures

B. O.).

and

Baths and Continuous Hot Weter
Largo Ros ses. U and Up

"

BOSTON

tures.

W.

Furnished Apartments

Catering to the ProSeeeieo
1SS

cater to the

ant S70S

RESTAURANT

Harry Lustig, special Metro representative,
was hero last week.

Ferdinand Munler Joined the Jessie Busley

Cooking- Excellent Service

102-104
Tslepbssisi

vues, good card locally, although he did not
seem to get across Monday afternoon with
his customary finesse; Sprague and McNeece,
opened fairly with roller skating, and the
Five Matzettis closed strong.

act here.

Famous Hungarian Diner
Home

Convenient to All

York

B. P. Levy, manager Orpheum, Salt Lake,
and Steve Newman, stage manager Pantages,
Salt Lake, were hers.

Tel. 5036 Riverside

101st

BJMBj

BIJOU (Ralph Oilman, mgr.;

Central
Make your home with us for the summer. Our property Is
Park. Our suUsaags are modern and fireproof, with slerator. electric light, and telephone la esch apartment.
Oar schedule for apartments and rentals Is ss foUows:
Completely oiutased for houeaeseptaf.
4 Room*, sseeemeeatlss 4 eeegle. SHOO Weekly; • Reams, soooanaesrisc 3 easels. 31200 Weekly:
S Keens. ecMmmeSstlsf « steels. «•* no Weekly, aea&lal rates for trees ss.
located

Maid Service

Leigh Denny closed his engagement with
Richard Bennett last week, returning to New
to appear In "Friend Martha," which
opens at the Booth In August.

Private Bath, 3-4 Rooms. Catering to the comfort and convenience of the
Up
ltes»» Hoot sad Electric Lights

-Riverside

Catering to the Comfort and Convenience off the Profession
Suites, furnished for housekeeping, CJ Cfl mj
Reeaaa, with and
tJhnda
c j #r
^~w» without private hath. H*)9
***** f
with and without private bath,

Electric Light, Telephones and

RNISHED APARTMENTS

191st

4M

The Edmonds
Furnished Apartments

Tel. Bryant

direct supervision of the owners. Located to too heart off the city. Just off
close to oil booking offices, principal theatres, department stores, traction

Broadway,

NEW YORK

w*.j.s*tth.

500 Housekeeping Apartments
Under

the

Complete Hotel Serviei

CmUbi,

aty

Hwt el

—

;

;

Who

HOWARD

(George

E. Lothrop, mgr.).—
Last week of the Strouse and Franklvn burlesque stock, which ha? hj»d cr. especially good
s.ason with romnrkuble weather.

LOS ANGELES.
By GUY PRICES.
'The Masked Model" didn't fare very well
at the MaBon.
The critics panned the show,
and it is understood the company has not been
making money. The hot spell may have been
responsible for a

little.
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Variety's" Rates
CONTINUOUS ADVERTISING

WEST 46* STREET
WEST 49* STREET

THE HEART OF

MEW YORK

(FOR PLAYERS ONLY)

COURTESY COMFORT
CHEER
as

Mt cku

-HOME"
til*

fat

hut

by

a# tan high-

Evary

prefasslaa.

2 laches

Two

Colfjai
>

For Reservation
Send a Wire

12

One

CollscL
T.

Kolb and

$m\$M

Tim

....

IIM

ELLIOTT TOLSON,

have closed In "The High

Dill

Woaka

Cost of LoTlng" at the Majestic and are playThe comedians did a big
ing San Diego.
business here during their five weeks' run
and could easily have remained longer had
not Morosco's "What Next" forced them to

Janet Dunbar opened as leading woman at
the Morosco a week ago, retiring for one week
In favor of Bertba Mann.
T.*L. Tally

is

New York

due home from

this

week.

retire.

Rehearsals have begun for Morosco's new
comedy, "Lombard! Ltd." Leo Carrlllo and
Grace Valentine both have come from New
York to appear In the play. Oarlllo will have
the

title role.

Mann returned to the Morosco for a
revival of "Common Clay." When the management released Miss Mann hundreds of letBertha

were sent Morosco requesting blm
engage her.
ters

Walter Hearn, of the Mason, was called to
the Yosemlte suddenly on account of the death

1

of his brother.

UWssb

Al Nathan has had his office at the Superba
re-decorated a boudoir pink.

OaoTlano

lack

Two Cohnuso

Al Mathews Goodman, who used to arrange
muelo for Earl Carroll, Is directing the orchestra In "What Next" at the Majestic

to re-

Milton Loewen, until recently manager with
his brother of the Century, Is now In the
produce business.

NEW ORLEANS.
bt

m. limnBL.

o.

SPANISH FORT

(M.

S.

Sloan,

mgr.).— Pa-

Band and Pannant.

oletti's

DIAMOND

M. Chlsholm,

(R.

1

mgr.).— Pic-

tures.

FURNITURE
CA8HORCRED1T
Open Evenings

till

t •'clock

COLUMBIA (Ernest Boehrlnger, mgr.).
ALAMO (Will Guerlnger, mgr.).— Mc-

12

keek One)

Cohan

Wooks

Tabloid.

2 iackns

Cormlck and WlnehlU's Revue.

The Lafayette

Is

not open again this

and
summer.
dark,

will

probably

The May Produce Film Co. started in business here last week. The company derived Its
name from the fact that the expenses of in-

12

1»

OmoTlao

Oan Col

Weak*

Obo Tlmo

May produce
planned to sell

corporation were paid from the

farmer near here.

of a

as

much

A

It Is

stock as possible.

ladies' orchestra Is to grace the Plaza.

V. Richards has returned from New
fork and Is devntlne; his attention to the
opening of the Strand, which will occut
A.

Hnortly.

LARGER SPACE PRO RATA

Oeorge Oreenblatt is the new manager of the
Olobe. Mr. Oreenblatt has been managing* on*
the out-of-town houses of the Saenge\
Amusement Co.
of

THE WHY OF HOLZWASSER
POPULARITY

WE

BEL1XVB the greatest Meet to our business it the feat that brides, bachelors,
THE
act ress e s.
bachelor maids, actors,

WHOLE HUMAN

FAlIiLT. can come ti.-«
an entire bouse or
small or large apartment and pay as they please
on THE MOST CONVENIENT PATMENT TERMS
IN NEW YORK, as shown In our table of terms
"Erenbelow, and at positively the lowest prices.

and

select the furnishings for

tually—

Easily

HY NOT NOWf"

from West Side by

Accessible

Mth or

Stth St. Croestown Cars

S-Poom Period

S-Room Outfits
Grand Rapids
Furniture.

Apartment,
$7M Value,

$275

$585

Apartment with

•-Room Period

Period Furniture,

Apartment,

Value

fStt,

now

fl.tM Value,

$750
$375
OUR LIBERAL TERMS
Value Deposit Weekly

%m
sise
tm
t»S

lll.M

n.m

*15M

I2.2S

t2t.tt

$2M
J3M

(MM
Me os

95m

SSt.N

Terms arply

Professional

Discount of

15% Off
MM for Cash
$S.M

also to

New York

State,

New Jersey and Connecticut.
We pay freight and railroad fare*.
Deleverrd by our won motor truck*

PNLAMMU.

*

PA.

On

KEITH'S
T.
(H.
Jordan, 'mar.).— The
lovers of music, and It must be admitted they
are legion among the patron* of vaudeville,
had no cause to complain about the supply
of musl" on this wrr!:'^ bill.
There was &
aurfelt of It, and all kinds, and to the general
credit of the show It furnished nn excellent
summer rntortalnment. Several applnune hit*
were pulled down. With nil the music senttnred through the show. Nnt Will*, the headliner, had a soft spot* for his romrdv.
With
the exception of the Uttle Inloeted by Rlre.
Elmer and Tom
and

bar

Rfltlnfartorv

with

comedy

line,

Space
12

and

he

was

•
4

shape.
They have shaped up their
act alone summer lines no thev would not
overwork themselves, Cross doing several
minutes with some light comodv chatter, hut
thev picked up strong In their double dnnce
number and were hroufht back for nn ertrn
bit.
ronndlne out r pleanlne offering.
The
Three Stcinrtel Prothers with th^r 1n«truexcellent

rrvrti! n-.U"^ s-nrcd a
plrvr jthisMttic. nn-1

Mc
(>i

Th.- \u,y< f \r»
jx'rIIMnn
to t^clr

hit

en^r-mhlc numbers ench Introduced n *nln that
won Individual recognition
Thev hnv« the
In

laches

2t% Extra)

12 tJassw (Issues)

04 page)

(efcaglo

ar double calussa)

Wills for a

new

I''ea

$IMM

Iasertien

(Preferred posltJoa

In

which

I

fln1sh'ni»

with

pnnulnr number

were well rewarded for their i>fTnrts
The Mnrvlnnd Plrimrs also registered n eond
size nnnlnuoe hit with their medley of Southern airs.
The four girls have plenslnr voice*
and their harmony Is nicely blended, but
nnd

Ona

Half Pago
Quarter Pago

llhoral amount of lsuehs.
A lot of his material Is also new and he has a eounle of now
parodlea which hrouerht b1*r results.
Wellington Cross and Lois Josephine also offered
eonsldornblo new material which pot over In

rl»rht.

Prepaid Basis

(FOR PLAYERS ONLY)

"clenn-up" In the
there good and
strong.
Will* la still using his teleerams,
most pertaining to tho war and getting a
terfere

Strictly

Full Page,

thHr comedy trampoline
furnished the show a
opener, there war nothing to In-

net.
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PRINCE

HOUDINI

KAR-MI

ii

VARIETY. New York

VAUDEVILLE'S GREATEST
ILLUSIONIST SAYS:
HE IS NOW PLAYINO RETURN DATES
WHICH SHOWS

"KAR-MI GETS

lAdOrses VAJUA1I, A«W lOVk)

IN

THEM

THE

MAGGIE CASEY

EAST.

IN"

LE CLAIR
The natural Irish Lady in her Celtic
Comeallyes, Wit, Humor and Stories
of the Emerald Isle.

At Liberty For Next Season
Address - VARIETY, CHICAGO

ADA

SID

VINCENT-CARTER
"Taa Chap tram England"
PUji»f far W. V. M.

Dlractioa,

806," Leonora Simonaon,

Reno

RsllaMe

pictures.

NIXON'S ORAND OPERA HOUSE (W.

D.
Wegefarth, mgr.).— "Married via Wireless."
a musical tabloid, is the feature offering this
Others are Joe Watson, Marie Emweek.
die," Bonner and Powers, the Brightons, Durkln Sisters, Joseph L. Browning and motion

"Tba Maid from America"

A

"Room

playlet,

and motion

HOLMES m DUDLEY

Francis X*
Irish

ED.

F.

REYNARD

MLLE. BIANCA

Gibson.

OLOBE

Milt.

Tka

Vsmtrllssjalst witk

A McOurk,

mgrs.).

William Frledlander's "Suffragette Revue,"
with a company of 15, -is the top-liner this
Others are Jos Watson, Marls Emweek.
preBs, Ward, Fay and Ward, Mr. and Mrs.
Cortis in "Master Mood," Bud Snyder and
Co., Irene LaTour and pictures.
CROSS KEYS (Sabloskey a McOurk, mgrs.).
Four Miranos, in a sensational aerial novelty, headlines the first half of this week.
Others are Connelll and Craven, Raymond
Knox, Maley and Wood, Morln 8tsters. Last
"The Night Clerk" headlines. Others
half
are Eckart and Parker, Ethel Milton and Co.,
"Three Chums" and motion pictures.

IIANCA ED. F. REYNARD
with a

(Sabloskey

a

—

BERT WILLIAMS

:

Bart McHugh, local agent, has a trick auto.
Bart took Johnny O'Connor, Jack Conway and
some Philadelphia friends to the ball game
The machine broke, ran
here last Friday.
out of gas, but the driver managed to work
When
it along on Its reputation for a square.
it came to a full stop, O'Connor looked up to
find that tbe machine had stopped in front of
"Bartenders' Local No. 962."

EDDIE BORDEN
Supported by "Sift" JAS.

1

™

DWYE*

Bryant

AUSTIN MACK AL. TUCKER RAY
AL.

F.

EIlM.V,.A.

2*47

F.

(Now)

EDWARDS

QUINT![T

FOX

|

FIVE

FEET
OF
COMIC

OPERA

—

Waring maintains much of the poise he
must have used on the concert stage, and it
would help him some if he would Inject a little more of the vaudeville atmosphere Into
his work, for he is an excellent musician and
gets all there is to be had out of tbe material he uses.
The Four Readings were In
the closing position in place of Nat Nazarro
Troupe originally announced, and gave the
bill a good finishing punch with their showy
hand-to-hand aerobatics. The Patbe Weekly
pictures were strong with the Red Cross campaign boosting, and one of tke local directors
the organization made a personal appeal
the stage for aid.
Red Cross nurses
swarmed in the lobby and gathered a liberal
sum for the movement.
NIXON (F. O. Nlxon-Nirdlinger, mgr.).—
"The Bride Shop," one of the best musical
tabloids presented in vaudeville, features the
bill this week.
This is the first time this
musical piece has been shown in the "pop"
houses in this city.
Andrew Toombs heads
the cast and Is supported by the same excellent company which has been playing the "big
time" bouses.
The remainder of the bill Includes Richard LaSalle and Co. in the one-act

of

from

reports tbe best season
William Penn, which closed
Tie

sty

1

ROBERT ROY

—

at the seashore.
in years at the
one week ago.

SEATTLE.

Musical Maniacs at "Perrys ," Coney Island
there Is a good bit of the credit for tbe success of this act that goes to tbe attractive
Tbe young man also
setting and costuming.
added a clever bit with his b.ajo. William
Ebs has hit upon a novelty In the ventriloqulal
Opening with a dummy, the man shifts
line.
to a live midget, taken from a large valise.
The Idea Is an excellent one and the decepEbs If this is
tion is carried out cleverly.
tbe man's name operating the act might
build up the deception If he would mix bis
own voice at Intervals with that of the
midget, the latter mouthing the words.
It Is
entirely away from anything else In the talkIng-flgure line, however, and as a novelty finds
Jane Cona welcome place In vaudeville.
nelly and Co. present a one-act sketch called
If
"Betty's Courtship."
memory serves us
right, this is the same sketch used last season under the title of "A Strong Cup of Tea,"
with a few changes In the lines and business.
It la Htill a sketch of very light texture, and
but for the playing of the three characters
concerned would be a very draggy vehicle.
The house piano worked overtime, and Nelson
Waring pot the first chance at It, doing very
nicely with his classy repertoire of numbers.

Oeorge W. Metzel has quit work for the
summer and will spend most of his spare time

"The

a

scream.

Girls

Gillespie

(four),

Harry Worley, acceptable, Oerrard's
Monkeys open well. Cspsclty business.
LYRIC. Burlesque and vaudeville.
LIBERTY, COLISEUM, MISSION, CLEM-

—

MER, STRAND, COLONIAL. REX.— Feature
photoplays.

Gladys Brooke has Joined the Dick Lonsdale
Tlvoli as prima donna.

company at the

Clarence Summerville, Tacoma manager for

Eugene Levy for the past several years, is
house manager at the Orpneum under the
Levy regime.

Guy Hilner and his wife, Olga Gray, well
known In stock circles on the Pacific Coast,
are playing in stock at Schenectady, N. Y.,
this sesson.

Hoquiam. Wash., will
"splash" June 30 to July
Florenoe Spencer was
C, this week. She
the Canadian city.

B.

hold

Its

annual

6.

down from Vancouver,
is

playing in stock in

Tommy Thomas moved over from the old
to hold managerial reins over
the stage end of the Orpneum.
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KEYSTONE (M. W. Taylor, mgr.).— "Miss
Matched Miss," a musical piece with a company of 12 persons, headlines this week.
Others are Espe and Dutton, Farrell-Taylor
Trio, Harmon and White and Andrews and
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Al

TIVOLI (B. F. La Montagne, mgr.).— Dick
Lonsdale Musical Comedy Company in "Ole
Elaborate Oriental settings,
in Chinatown."
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WILKES

(Dean B. Worley, mgr.).— "The
Yellow Ticket." week 18.
ORPHEUM (Eugene .Levy, mgr.).— 18.
Opened Sunday with five vaudeville acts from
Fisher Agency and a feature film to good
business.
Wilbur and Lyke, trampoline, fair.
Devoy and Deyion, dancers, good. Pall and
Lester and Moure, hit.
Sinclair, good.
Gene
de Rpll Trio, high class act. Split week policy.
PALACE HIP (Joseph Muller. mgr.).—
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